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THE DEBATES

SEN-ATE OF CANADA
N THE

FOURTH SESSION OF THE EIGHTH PARLIAMENT OF CANADA, APPOINTED TO MEE'
FOR DESPATCH OF BUSINESS ON THURSDAY, THE SIXTEENTH

DAY OF MARCH, IN THE SIXTY-SECOND YEAR
OF THE REIGN OF

HER MAJESTY QUEEN VICTORIA

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, 16th farch, 1899.

The Senate met at 2.30 p.m.

PRAYERS.

THE SPEECH FROM THE THRONE.

His Excellency the Right Honourable
Sir Gilbert John Elliot Murray-Kynnyn-
mond, Earl of Minto and Viscount Melgund
of Melgund, County of Forfar, in the
Peerage of the United Kingdom, Baron
Minto of Minto, County of Roxburgh, in
the Peerage of Great Britain, Baronet of
Nova Scotia, Knight Grand Cross of Our
Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael
and Saint George, etc., etc., Governor Gen-
eral of Canada, being seated on the Throne,

The Honourable the Speaker commanded
the Gentleman Usher of the Black Rod to
proceed to the House of Commons and
acquaint that House,-" It is His Excellen-
cy's pleasure they attend him immediately
in this House."

Who being come with their Speaker,
1

His Excellency the Governor General was
then pleased to open the Session by a gra-
cious Speech to both Houses :

Honourable Gentlemen of the Senate:
Gentlemen of the House of Commons:

In meeting you for the first time since entering
upon my dities, as the rppresentative of Her Majesty
in this Dominion, it affords me great pleasure to be
able to congratulate you on the large degree of pros-
perity which the people of Canada at present enjoy, as
evidenced by the expansion of trade and commerce,
the flourishing condition of the public revenues and
the increased number of immigrants who have become
permanent settlers amongst us. To these evidences
may be added another which is even more gratifying,
-th e almost total cessation of the considerable exodus
of our population which atone time was a regrettable
feature of our affairs.

The negotiations which were set on foot during the
recess between Her Majesty's Government and that
of the United States in reference to the settlement of
certain questions in dispute between Canada and the
latter country were, I grieve to say, greatly delayed
by the illness and subsequent death of two of the
most eminent members of the Commission appointed
for that purpose. Considerable progress had been
made on several of the subjects submitted, but a
serious disagreement arose between Her Majesty's
Commissioners and the Commissioners of the United
States on the question of the delimitation of the
Boundary between Canada and Alaska; the question
was referred by the Commissioners to their respective
Governments, the Commission being adjourned to the
second day of August next, in the hope that, in the
meantime, the difficulty might be overcome.

In compliance with the Act passed last session a
Plebiscite was held on the question of prohibition;
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the official figures of th( ote will be placed before
you.

I observe with pleasurt hat the Mother Country,
Canada and other Britist possessions have recently
adopted a Penny Postag( letter rate. The satisfac-
tion with which this acti< a bas been received by the
Canadian people is a frrther proof of the general
desire existing amongst cur people for closer relations
with the Mother Country and the rest of the Empire.

I am also glad to be atla to state that the satisfac-
tory condition of the finar ces of the country permitted
a reduction, on the first ci January last, of the Cana-
dian domestic lettei rate, from three to two cents and
although such reduction involves a tenporary loss of
revenue, it is nevertheless confidently expected that
the cheapened rate will prove of such service-in the
promotion of trade and in the general interchange of
correspondence that, within a reasonable time, the
revenue of the Post Office Departnent will be
restored to its former figure.

Much information bas been obtained since you last
met relative to the extent and value of the deposits
of gold and valuable minerals in the Yukon and other
parts of Canada. The returns from the Yukon have
so far proved sufficient to meet the heavy expenditure
it was found necessary to incur for the purpose of
preserving law and order, and it bas been t ought
expedient in the public interest to authorize the con-
struction of a line of telegraph for the purpose of main-
taining speedy communication with the people of
those distant territories.

A neasure will be subimitted to you for the better
arrangement of the electoral districts throughout the
Dominion, as also several enactments of less impor-
tance.

Gentlemen of the House of Commons:

The public accounts will be laid before you, and
also the estimates for the coming year. They have
been prepared with a due regard to efficiency and
economy, and the responsibilities arising from the
rapid progress of the country.

Honourable Gentlemen of the S&nate:
Gentlemen of the House of Commons:

I am confident that the important subjects I have
mentioned to you will receive your serious considera-
tion, and that it will be your earnest endeavour to
promote the public interests and prosperity of
Canada.

His Excellency the Governor General was
pleased to retire, and the House of Com-
mons withdrew.

NEW SENATORS.

Hon. JAMES W. CARMICHAEL, of New
Glasgow, N.S., and

Hon. JOHN YEO, of Prince Edward Island,
were introduced and took their seats.

BILL INTRODUCED.

"An Act relating to Railways."-(Hon.
Mr. Mills.)

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Mfonday, March 20th, 1899.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

NEW SENATORS.

Hon. Williain Kerr, of the town of
Cobourg, Ontario, and Hon. Joseph Arthur
Paquet, of the city of Quebec, were intro-
duced and took their seats.

THE ADDBESS.

The Order of the Day being called,

Consideration of the speech of His Excellency the
Governor General on the opening of Parlianent,

Hon. Mr. KERR said: Gentlemen of the
Senate, encouraged and inspired by those
immortal words, spoken long ago, that " Eng-
land expects every man this day to do his
duty", encouraged also by what I know, that
I will receive the sympathy and consideration
which this honourable body always gives to
the youngest born of the family, further
sustained by the pleasing thought that 1, in
a sense, speak not only for my honoured
leader in this House, but for the govern-
ment, acknowledged, I suppose, pretty gen-
erally, to be one of the best governments
that this Dominion has ever had. With
these sustaining thoughts, perhaps this
House would permit me to tender thus
publicly to the government my profound
appreciation of the great honour which they
have conferred upon me by calling me to this
honourable Senate. Whether my days in this
House shall be many or few, I hope, at least,
they will be sufficiently long, and that my
deportment and my attention and devotion
to duty will be such as to afford some testi-
mony-I would hope ample testimony-not
only to the government, but, what is even
more important, to my fellow Canadians,
that in thus honouring me the government
have made no mistake. Before asking this
honourable body to assent to a motion
that an Address from this House be pre-
sented to His Excellency in reply to the gra-
cious speech with which His Excellency
was pleased to open the fourth session of the
eighth Parliament of the Dominion I hope
and know I need but make a respectful re-
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quest that this House will gladly unite with
me in the expression of the great pleasure it
gives hon. members of this Senate to know
and to welcome His Excellency to this coun-
try in the capacity of Governor General of
this great Dominion. His Excellency has
the advantage of some of his predecessors, an
advantage that I am sure will stand in good
stead and an ad vantage of which we shall, in
a measure, reap the benefit, because of His
Excellency previous acquaintance with this
Dominion, and I am sure it is the earnest wish
and prayerof thishon. House that a kind Pro-
vidence may watch over and protect His Ex-
cellency and Lady Minto and that their lives
may be spared, and that, under Providence,
their sojourn in this country in the high posi-
tion te which they are called will prove agreat
blessing to the people of Canada, a blessingC
in which we trust they will also have a part.
I cannot omit in this connection, and I know
hon. senators will not consider that I am
travelling beyond the record, if I take the
Opportunity of asking the members of this
Bouse to remember His Excellency's prede-
cesser Lord Aberdeen and his accomplished
wife. Perhaps no higher encomium can be
pronounced upon any person than to say
that he went about doing good. I think that
is eminently applicable to His Excellency's
predecessor and Lady Aberdeen. I rejoice in
the fact that Great Britain not only sends
these eminent men to presideover our destiny
for a limited number of years, but in the fur-
ther and important consideration that after
they have left our shores they continue to
exercise their beneficial influence on behalf
of this Dominion, and I have no doubt that
what has been characteristic of His Excel-
lency's predecessors-will also be characte-
ristic too of His Excellency Lord Minto.

Taking up for a short time the considera-
tien of His Excellency's speech from the
Throne, His Excellency has been graciously
Pleased to refer te the prosperity of Canada.
It is a cause of gratification, which I am
sure all hon. senators will share, that Ca-
nada to-day is enjoying a very large measure
of prosperity. Perhaps it has not yet reached,
in every department, to the high water mark
to which it has, in some times past, attained,
but I hope that by the time this session
is over-that by the time certainly this par-
liament is over, we shall give it such an im-
petus that we shall bring that prosperity
fUlIy up te the high water mark. In coin-
vaerce, in banking, in manufacturing and in

1½

all departments of industry there seems to
be fresh life, fresh vigour giving and inspiring
the people of this Dominion with fresh hope
and fresh courage. I trust that that feeling
will continue to grow more and more. I
would not be understood as expressing the
view that a government can create good
times. I have never taken that view, I
believe, however that a government can do a
great deal towards assisting to bring about
good times by lightening the burdens of the
people here and there, and watching in every
way, if it may be, in anticipating certain
events, so to speak, on tip toe to discover
what is necessary to apply the remedy.
There seems to be just now, rising from the
broad bosom of this vast continent, from the
Atlantic te the Pacific, a pean of joy and
hope, and the music of every industry seems
to fill the people with the feeling that our
prosperity is of a permanent character. I
am glad te know, and you will be glad to
know, notwithstanding some misgiving on
the point expressed some years ago, that our
manufacturing industries were in great
jeopardy if the administration of the affairs
of this country should pass into the hands of
the present government : nevertheless we
are glad to find that those forebodings
have not proved te be a reality; and although
not a manufacturer, not a commercial man,
not a banker, still, as one who has always
tried to take an intelligent interest in public
affairs, and from inquiry of those competent
to judge, I think it is safe to assert that our
manufacturing industries, notwithstanding
the prophecy that was made, are in a most
flourishing and satisfactory condition. My
only hope is that they may se contiue. There
is an element in this prosperity and the
cause of it to which you will allow me to
refer, and that is to the agricultural aspect
of the question. Providence has sent this
Dominion two magnificent barvests, and it is
to these harvests we are largely indebted,
under wise administration, for our present
prosperity. Allusion is also made in the
speech to the fact that immigration is en-
couraged. There is increased immigra-
tion. That is a natural sequence or con-
sequence of prosperity. M1 ake any country
prosperous and there will be no trouble about
immigration. Immigration will set in.
Immigration will pour into any prosperous
country as inevitably, as naturally as water
seeks the centre of gravity, and one encour-
aging feature of this prosperity and one
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evidence of it is that the exodus f rom this doctrine to the fullest ex tent, but I subscribe
country, which had grown to alarmingpropor- with more heartiness, with more veneration,
tions, has largely ceased, and that many of the with more profound feeling when I say Great
best of the people of Canada, who left us, are Britain and the rest of the British Empire
now returning. Not only that, but we have for Canadians. But iny doctrine is this:
in the latest arrival of immigrants from that not only Canada for Canadians, not only
far-off land, a cheering evidence of the pro- Great Britain and her other colonies for
sperity of Canada. Not only that, but a Canadians. but I sly that if, on fair and
cheering evidence of the appreciation of the honourable terms, we can get access to the
institutions of Canada that is entertained in markets of 70 or 75 millions of peuple we
foreign lands, we have these Doukhobors ought to use all fair means and make an
from Russia seeking an asylum in Canada, effort to secure that. Not only do I say
fleeing from civil and religious tyranny to this Canada for Canadians, the British
land wherein they can work out, under the Empire for Canadians, the United
most favourable circumstances, their social States for Canadians : niy doctrine is the
regeneration and peace, and in that thought civilized world for Canadians, Vo show
we naturally feel a great pride in the people their enterprise and their push. We have
in this country. We feel like exclaiming a vista of that kind before us, and in regard
in the language of another " God bless our to these ne-otiations there have been evil
noble Canada, our broad and free Dominion, prophecies. 1 had no syinpathy with then.
where law and liberty have sway; not one I neyer thought, knowin- the commissioners,
of all her sons to-day is tyrant's serf or and their character and loyalty as Canadians
minion." and as British subjects, 1 neyer had any

Thenanother paragraph in His Excellency's fears that the interests of Canada would be
speech to which I invite the attention of sacrificed, and I for one rejoice, as you re-
this hon. body will be the question of the joice, that when it caine to that point they
negotiations recently going on at Washing said "Not one step further in our ne-otia.
ton. i am a Canadian through and through, ions without the interposition of the two
born a Canadian, a British subject-I would governments," and I am sure that the
say if I were in the other chamiber-perhaps Canadian people will -ndorse and approve
the phrase would not be appropriate here-a of the action taken by the commisioners
British subject to the back bone. I have who represented Great Britain and Canada
always taken this view that it would be to on tliat occasion. I will fot indu1ge in any
the interests of this country to have freer tirade against our neighbours aeross the fine.
trade relations with our great neighbours to Why, they are the oldest daughter, so to
the south. Hon. gentlemen may differ from speak, of Great Britain. h may he a some-
me in that view, but I think they will not what wayward and unfriendly daughter,
differ from me in this view, that not only but I hope Vo lve to see the day when every
for the sake of ourselves but for the sake of vestige of unfriend]iness betveen Great
the mother country of which we form a Britain and the United States, and especi-
glorious part, that it is desirable at least ally between the United States and Canada,
that all questions of irritation between the shah have ceased for ever. In connection
two nations of Great Britain and the United with the negotiations it 18 difficuit
States should be settled, and that right Vo fail Vo recognize the fact that two
speedily. I have never felt, perhaps, as of the most distinguished of these com-
some have felt, that what is called reciprocal missioners have, for some inscrutable
trade with the people to the south of us was reason, been taken away by the hand of
indispensable to our existence, nay, not even death and for the lime further negotiations
to our prosperity ; and I am not prepared to suspended. I am sure there is noV a senator
take one step forward unless I am met by within the sound of my voice who
another step from the people to the south. does noV feel deeply and sympathize strongly

Iwith Great Britain and the United States
Hon. Mr. McKAY-Hear, hear.Hon Mr McAY-ear her.in the Ioss of those two distingruislied men,
Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-A quid podoubt not, fe in discharge of theirHon.Mr. cCALUM-Aquidpro uo.duty Vo theirrespective countrie, each ace-
Hon. Mr. KERR-I know that it is said cording Vo his own view of the questions

Canada for the Canadians. I subscribe o that that came up. I do no know, hion. senators
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do not know, but I would hope that one
effect of this sad feature of it might be that
this lamentable part of the question would
be to soften and make both Great Britain
and the United States more tender towards
each other, and it may be that Providence
is working in that mysterious way; but
what we have to do is this, to go right along
developing our resources, depending upon
Our own right arm, and if we follow that
line, if we can get these questions settled
and these trade relations, all the better, but
they are not indispensable to our national
welfare, our national growth, or our national
existence.

Another important paragraph referred to
in His Excellency's speech to which I would
invite for a moment the attention of this
honourable Senate, is the vote on the pro-
hibition question. I am glad to know that
the government have redeemed their pledge
and have complied with the Act of Parlia-
ment providing for the holding of a plebis-
cite upon that important question. I may
be speaking within the sound of some here
who may think that that is not sufficient
information to be given. I think the friends
of prohibition have every reason to feel glad
that that vote was taken and that the result
was at least as satisfactory as it was. The
lesson that I draw from it perhaps is a
lesson which hon. gentlemen have drawn
from it-that pretty generally, speaking for
the province of Ontario especially and for
some of the other provinces, the rural
sections of the country appear to be ripe for
the question of prohibition, but the opposi-
tion to that measure will be very strong
in, and is confined chiefly to the larger towns
and cities of the Dominion. My own view
is this, and I hope I am not singular in that
view, that having taken the vote, let it rest
where it is for the present and go on educat-
ing the people. I believe hon. gentlemen
Will correct me if I am in error-that as we
are to-day, we occupy the proud position of
being the most temperate people on the face
of the globe, with a well regulated and well
enforced license system. Surely our friends,
who are very anxious for prohibition, should
take great courage by the result of the vote
and bide their time and go on educating the
people to their views. If they succeed, well
and good according to their view ; if they do
not, they have at least attained so much. I
think we have every reason to feel very

proud of this Dominion for the enviable
position it has taken upon that question.

The speech has also referred to the indi-
cations that we are to have a redistribution
bill. I am told that it a misnomer to call
it a redistribution bill ; that lurking under
that phrase the real meaning of it is a gerry-
mander bill.

Hon. GENTLENEN-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. KERR-Hon. gentlemen have
very kindly anticipated the word I intended
to use. On that subject I feel very strongly.
I do not anticipate anything of the kind. I
should expect from the present governmeit
that has attained such a high standing in
the country, that we have no more gerry-
mander bills from either party in this Dom-
inion. We cannot afford to have them. I
wish that that word was abolished from our
vocabulary. I do not think it would be a
calamity if it were. It is an exotic. It has
no place in British institutions so-called.
What I want is this, and what I expect the
government will do, is to introduce a meas-
ure that will equalize the constituencies so
far as practicable and restore county bound-
aries. My idea is this, that a political
party had better remain in opposition for
ever than to pass a gerrymander bill. As
I said before, we cannot afford it. There-
fore I would ask the House not to prejudge
the character of that measure, but in a sense
of British fair play to wait until the measure
is introduced and judge of it upon its merits;
and I do not feel that I am assuming respon-
sibility in saying that it will not deserve the
character which hon. gentlemen have as-
cribed to it. For my part, I am content to
wait and deal with it, but, as one having
been hitherto a warm supporter and ad-
mirer of the present administration, I
hope we will never see a gerrymander
bill brought into this chamber. I would
not like to support one. I would not
support it. I trust I have sufficient
independence not to take a course of that
kind. I have only to refer to two or three
paragraphs of His Excellency's speech and
then I shall conclude. It would be expected
that that part of His Excellency's speech at
the opening of this session relating to the
penny postage letter rate between this coun-
try and Great Britain and the other parts
of the empire should receive some considera-
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tion. I need not ask the hon. gentlemen,
for I am satisfied they are prepared to admit,
that that is a step in the right direction,
and to give credit to the government, such
a measure of credit as they are entitled to
for that bold-for it was a bold step, but a
step in the right direction, and a step the
fruit of which will be salutary, the fruit of
which already appears, and that followed by
the domestic penny postage rate seems to
have rounded out the step. I need hardly
say that, I think the people of this country,
however some hon. gentleman may differ
from me, will give the government a fair
measure of credit for adopting the penny
postage letter rate. And now I hope hon.
gentlemen will allow me to say that I think
that the Postmaster General has adminis-
tered his department not only with boldness,
but with satisfaction to the people of this
country as well as to the satisfaction of
Great Britain and that in taking that
course, he has entitled himself to have
placed to the credit side of his public career,
a very large item of credit for his conduct in
that matter. If I could have imagined such
a thing and accomplished so much, I would
have felt that I was acting for an ungrateful
people if they did not give me full credit for
a step of that kind. One consideration more
on this point. It is our wish, it is our desire,
it is to our interest to draw Canada as closely
as possible to the mother country, and I do
not know of anything that has occurred in
my lifetime-which has not been very short
so far-that has done more to bring the
Dominion of Canada immediately to the
presence of Great Britain than has the giv-
ing of preferential trade to Great Britain,
followed by the effect of the Premier's visit
to Great Britain during the Jubilee, a visit
which I never can refer to without speaking
of it as the Premier's conquest of Europe,
betause of what followed. That, taken to-
gether with preferential trade, the visit of
the Premier to Great Britain during the
Jubilee year, and the commanding position
that was assigned him and accorded him
there, and this penny postage rate-these
three circumstances have done more in my
opinion-and I ask hot. senators to give
my poor words a little consideration before
pronouncing judgment, and if they will do
so, as I know they will not be premature in
any judgments they pronounce-they will
consider that my view of the matter is sub-
stantially correct. I have detained the

House longer than I intended to do. I have
felt a great deal more at home in this House
than I thought I would, because when I look
across at the hon. leader of Her Majesty's
loyal opposition in this Senate I find a very
warm personal friend whom I knew and who
knew me long before, I fancy, he or 1 knew
any one in this chamber, and from the first
hour of our acquaintance I have received
from him, what I am sure and shall hope
and expect to receive in the future, rothing
but kindness; and I am only glad to find that
I am called upon to speak in the presence of
one so sympathetic and so fair, always fair,
and loving British fair-play. Now, I think
you see my view with regard to the position
of Canada. Her prosperity in every way,
as evidenced by our immigration and her
desire to trade not only with Great Britain
and the islands of the sea and our neighbours
to the south, but wherever trade is to be
had. And I cannot better express the view
that is in my mind than by a quotation, which
you will pardon nie for making, from a speech
of our former Governor General, Lord
Dufferin. In describing the position of
Canada with regard to the Empire his
language runs substantially in this way: "In
a world apart, secluded from all extraneous
influences, resting at the foot of her majestic
mother, Canada dreams her dream and
forebodes ber destiny-a dream of ever-
expanding harvests, of inultiplying towns and
villages, of expanding pastures, of constitu-
tional self-government and a confederated
empire ; of page after page of honourable his-
tory, added as her contribution to the annals
of the mother country and to the glories of
the British race; of that tenperate and
well-balanced system of government, which
combines in one mighty whole as the eternal
possession of all Englishmen, the brilliant
history and tradition of the past together
with the freest and most untrammelled lib-
erty of action in the future. That is the
position which that brilliant Irishman con-
sidered that Canada occupied at that time.
Now, shall we, hon. gentlemen, prove worthy
of that heritage If we do, we must not rest
and be thankful; we must not be satisfied,
as I take it, with present achievements. Our
watchword must be " forward." We may
well take up the sentiment that "new
occasions create new duties."

" Time renders ancient good uncouth;
They must upward still and onward
Who would keep abreast of truth.
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Lo, before us gleam the camp fires.
We ourselves must pilgrims be,
Launch our Mayflower and steer boldly.
Through the desperate winter's sea.
Nor attempt the future's portal.
With the past blood-rusted key."

Now, hon. gentlemen, I have only to in-
vite your attention to the concluding par-
agraph of His Excellency's speech to this
House, and it is this : with confidence he
relies upon our doing all we can to promote
the prosperity and the happiness of the
Canadian people. I am sure that the legis-
lation and the deliberations of this Hs.,
whatever it presents, will show that so far
as this House is concerned, we appreciate
our great heritage and we appreciate our
solemnduties and so far as in us lies we are
bound to perform then. I therefore have
great pleasure in noving the address, in
reply to His Excellency's gracious speech,
as follows :-

That the following Address be presented to His
Excellency the Governor General, to offer the humble
thanks of this House to His Excellency for the
gracious Speech which lie has been pleased to make
to both Houses of Parliament, namely:-
To His EXCELLENCY the Right Honourable Sir GIL-

BERT JOHN ELLIOT MURRAY-KYNNYNMOND, Earl
of Minto and Viscount Melgund of Melgund,
County of Forfar, in the Peerage of the United
Kingdom, Baron Minto of Minto, County of Rox-
burgh, in the Peerage of Great Britain, Baronet of
Nova Scotia, Knight Grand Cross of The Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George,
etc., etc., Governor General of Canada.

MAY IT PLEASE YOUR EXCELLENCY:-

We, Her Majesty's most dutiful and loyal subjects,
the Senate of Canada in Parliament assembled, beg
leave to offer our humble thanks to Your Excellency
for the gracious Speech which Your Excellency has
addressed to both Houses of Parliament.

Hon. Mr. THIBAUDEAU-The leader
of the Senate being disappointed in respect
to the seconder of the address, I have this
afternoon, at his solicitation, as I felt it my
duty to do, consented to perform that duty,
and so hon. gentlemen will not expect from
me anything more than a very brief speech.

I am pleased that Her Majesty has sent
as Governor General to this country a noble-
iman with whom the country had previously
a favourable acquaintance, and I have no
doubt whatever that lie will follow the settled
practice of our constitutional system in the
discharge of the duties of the very high office
which Her Majesty has confided to him.

I may, with the mover of this address in
reply to the Speech f rom the Throne, expi ess
ry pleasure at the great prosperity which
has marked the progress of the country since

the accession of the present government to
power. The trade of the country has enor-
mously increased, every branch of industry
has been stimulated, a strong feeling of self-
reliance has grown up amongst the people of
Canada of every creed and of every nation-
ality, and I have little doubt that the coun-
try has entered upon a career of prosperity
hitherto unknown in the Dominion.

We have a large accession to the immigra-
tion to Canada. Our immense territories
are being rapidly occupied by industrious
and peaceful settlers. Many have come
from the centre of Europe, and from the
confines of Asia, who are a vigorous and
hearty people who have been devoted to
agriculture in their own country, and who
are exactly the kind of settlers that the
Dominion requires. We are pleased to see
that many who had left Canada for the
neighbouring republic., are again returning,
and will largely contribute to convert our
foreign population, amongst whom they
mingle, into real Canadians.

The discovery of rich deposits of gold in
British Columbia,and in the Yukon country,
has stimulated the immigration of a mining
population, who will, by their industry and
by the investment of capital, greatly add to
the wealth and prosperity of the country.
The discovery of gold in the Yukon country
-a country most difficult of access-has
necessitated a new charge upon the public
revenue. It was necessary to establish
government institutions there, to provide
for the protection of life and property, and
to furnish, as far as possible, the means of
ingress and egress to the country. This, of
course, will necessitate a very considerable
additional charge on the revenues of Canada.
But it will also add, in even a larger degree,
to the resources of the country, out of which
the additional expenditure will be met.

The government have found it necessary,
in accordance with the long-settled policy of
the Liberal party, and with the sanction of
the country at the last election, to alter the
law in relation to the distribution of seats in
the House of Commons, in conformity with
the principles laid down by the late Sir John
Macdonald in 1872, and then accepted by
both parties--that in the establishment of
electoral divisions for the return of members
to the House of Commons, the county
boundaries should be preserved intact. I
understand a measure is about to be sub-
mitted to give effect to that principle, and
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to restore the policy which prevailed before
1882. Although this is a measure which
concerns the House of Commons, it is never-
theless most desirable that a principle long
ago accepted as the basis of representation in
the Parliament of the United Kingdom,
and agreed to here prior to 1882, shall
be recognized, in order that a permanent
basis for representation may be had.

There will no doubt be many other
measures of practical importance submitted
for the consideration of the Parliament
during the present session, and niay I not
say in advance that this Iouse, in the con-
sideration of these questions, will be content
to exercise that authority which constitu-
tional usage bas markcd out as the legitimate
sphere of its operation, and within which, it
alone can exercise a legitimate and beneficial
influence upon public affairs. I have now
the honour to second the motion for the
adoption of the address.

Hen. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL -
Fortunately the speech is not of a character
which requires much deliberation or a length-
ened debate. Before entering on any of the
subjects which are presented for our
consideration, I may be permitted to con-
gratulate my hon. friend (Mr. Kerr) whom
I have known for a great many years, on
the temperate manner in which he bas
moved the address in reply to the Speech
from the Throne. It is what I would have
expected from him ; and in addition to that,
it bas been done in language with which
no possible fault can be found. That it
has been tinged by, shall I say political
prejudice-perhaps 1 had better say politi-
cal opinions, whicb I know be bas beld
so many years-is beyond a doubt. I
was forcibly reminded, in listening to his
remarks upon some of the topics whicb he
discussed, of that sentence uttered by Tally-
rand, that language was given to men to
conceal their thoughts. This was more par-
ticularly impressed upon my mind when I
heard his renarks in reference to the vote
upon the Plebiscite ; knowing, as I do, that
he bas been not only a strong advocate of
temperance, but what some people would
cal] a fanatical prohibitionist. He bas been
a prohibitionist and temperance man all his
life. However, considering the peculiar
position in which be is placed, the difficulty
that be had in sustaining the action of the
government after the vote which had been

taken, I think I may say candidly, that
he performed his duty admirably, that is, by
complimenting the people upon an opportu-
nity having been presented to them to
consider the question and vote upon it; but
he took very good care not to express any
opinion upon the action wbich tbe govern-
ment bas indicated, both by letter and in
the interviews which have taken place for
their future course. However, I shall, wben
I reach that point, refer to it at some
greater length. I must, with my hon.
friends who moved and seconded the address,
congratulate the country on the selec-
tion which bas been made of a Governor
General. Lord Melgund, as we knew him
when in Canada, took a very deep interest
in the prosperity of the country. He showed
his devotion to Queen and country by offer-
ing his services at a time when his life was
placed in jeopardy, and I have no doubt
that as Governor General be wdl perform
his duties to his country in the same way as
be performed his duties as a private citizen
and soldier, and 1 hope with my bon. friend
that he may long live to enjoy, not only the
position which he holds now, but to enjoy
life and prosperity for many years to come.
That the country is at present prosperous is
beyond a doubt. No one denies it, and no
one feels more gratified at that fact than
Her Majesty's loyal opposition. I may with
propriety add that if the forebodings which
my bon. friend indicated existed in the
minds of the people prior to the accession to
power of the present government, have not
been fulfilled, it is because from the
Premier down to the humblest member
of his cabinet, they have not fulfilled
a single promise that they made the
people during the election and for years pre-
vious to it. Had the promises which had
been made, had the pledges which had been
given to the people that they were going to
rout out every vestige of that, to them,
hated policy of protection, then that pros-
perity to which my bon. friend bas drawn
attention and the manufacturing industries,
which are now in a flourishing condition,
would not be in existence to-day. There
were one or two industries which were struck
violently in the tariff by placing them on
the free list, and those industries have gone
out of existence. They have not only gone out
of existence, but the prices which were paid
for the articles which were formerly manu-
factured by them in Canada and which went
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into consumption, more particularly by the lookingatthe Trade and Navigation Returns,
rural or farming population, have increased, that a large proportion of those who left
I will not say in value, but they have in- Canada, more particularly Lower Canada,
creased in price to those who have to pur- are returning to their former home. 1 tind,
chase them, and for the very reason that if J arn to judge from the Trade and Navi-
was predicted by every man who holds gation Returnsor the entiies of the settiers'
opinions similar to mine, that protection does effects, that in British Columbia and in Que-
not ultimately increase the price of an bpc the largest portion of the immigrants
article. To the extent that Canada is placed have settled; but there is soînething that
in the saine position in relation to the strikes me as very peculiar, and 1 could not
United States as one of the States of the help asking myself thîs question Js it possi-
Union, just so in proportion will the coin- Iie that for one Nvhole year not a family bas
binations which exist in the States control left this countrvi Now, we know, most of
and rule the markets in Canada. It has been us personally, that such is not the fact, and
so in by-gone days, and it is now being yet, if you look at the Trade and Navigation
experienced in the article of coal oil. The find an
stronger hold the Standard Oil Company entry of a single dollar's wortb of a settler's
gets of the trade of this country, the more effects entered in the export list. When you
will they increase, as time rolls round, the examine the Trade and Navigation ieturns
price of coal oil to the consumer. This is a of former years you will find among the ex-
position which I know will be combated by ports that there are settlers'eflécts as exports
some hon. gentlemen opposite, but experience from the country, and the effects of the im-
bas taught us this fact in the past and ex- migrants who core into the country are
perience will prove it to be truc in the entered as imports.
future. I am glad, with my hon. friend, to In the latest returns to which J have had
know that immigration is increasing, and I access, which are for the year ending 3Oth
hope that ere long the whole of our vacant June last, there is not a single dollar's m orth
lands will be settled, and that this country of settlers' effects entered as going out of
will present to our neighbours across the line the country. If that is true it must be. a
a power numerically that we do not possess source of gratification and joy to the
to-day. But we have something to say, and people of Canada, but I must be permitted,
the country will have something to say, as with ail due deference to the statistician
to the character of our immigrants. I believe who prepared those reports, to doubt their
some of them are very good. There are accuracy so far as they effect that par-
others who are not. Some of them are like ticular item. I doubt it for the reason
the man who is going to be hanged: he has that I know to the contrary and that
not been in the country long, and the proha- those around me know to the contrary, that
bilitv is that three more of those assisted there have been families leave the country,
immigrants will follow him to the gallows. whether in great or small numners I do not
That is not the kind of immigrants we want know, but J caîl attention to the fa2t that
in this country. Some of the immigrants not a single entry appears under that head of
will make good settlers, from what I can exportationof settlers'effects. Itmaybean
learn, and have read of them. Some of unintentional omission, or the entry may be
them are peaceable, industrious and frugal made under anotherheading. I wouidbe sorry
people. I was a little amazed, but I could tosay that it was intentional, but there is the
not help thinking with what joy the present fact. In referring to the negotiations which
Minister of Commerce must have suggested have taken place in Washington it might be
this sentencein the leaders to His Excellency: egotism if J were to say that I ar not at al

Sdisappointed at the resuit so far as it lias
The aliost total cessation of the considerable

exodus of our population. gone. I must express ny very deep regret
at the death of the two gentlemen to

Every one knows that for years the con- wboin my hon. friend las reffrred. No one
stant theme of the bon. gentleman was, that could ever have met Lord IIerschelI, the
this country was becoming depopulated. We English representative, without being im-
all know that the Anglo-Saxon race is of a pressed, after a few minutes conversation,
roaming character, and that they will move with the brightness of bis intellect, and no
fromn place to place. J arn gad to see, in one could have had aif uan lour's convera-
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tion with him without being inpressed with only for his perusal, but for his serious at-
the idea that there were few men in the tention a letter which has just been printed,
Empire better fitted for the position for a manifesto which was printed and cir-
which he had been selected. culated in the province of Quebec by Major

Bond, the son of Bishop Bond, in which he
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Hear, hear. points out the cruelty of attributing to the

Premier of this country, Sir Wilfrid Laurier,
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- of whom lie has been a very great admirer

Lord Herschell was a strong Liberal, a man and is yet, as far as I know to-day, unless he
who has taken a very prominent part politi- has changed his opinion on the subject of
cally as a Gladstonian, who was inGladstone's prohibition, as evidently ny hon. friend oppo-
government, a Home Ruler, and had the site has, in which be says it was a cruelty to
most advanced ideas in English politics, attribute to him the position of having at-
yet a strong Conservative Premier like Lord tempted to humbug the people by submit-
Salisbury disregarded the opinions which ing the question of prohibition to them, with-
he held upon English politics, and ap- out the slightest intention of ever putting
pointed him to a position which he knew, the will of the people, as expressed through
-from personal intercourse and association the ballot box, upon the statute-book. His
with him as a public man, he would fill not language is very strong, and be quotes from
only with dignity to himself but with benefit the speeches delivered by the Premier on
to his country. I do not know of anything this question to show that lie could not, in
that has occurred for a long tiie which honesty or in fairness to the people, do other
could affect those who knew the gentleman than carry out the will of the majority of
so much as to read of his sudden death. I the people. The secretary of the Alliance
was deeply impressed when I read a short in Toronto has expressed a similar opinion
paragraph from what is said to be the last on this question, and he combats the posi-
speech be made, or one of the last renarks tion taken by the Premier in this way: he
he made, which was that it was too bad, that says if a certain percentage of the votes is
he should have "spent six months in negotia- to control your action in a question of this
tion and to have it result in nothing more kind, why do you not apply the same prin-
than a broken leg." Afterwards, of course, ciple to yourselves, who represent but a
his life was sacrificed in the interests of his minority and a small minority of the whole
country. . electorate of the Dominion ? I observe the

The next paragraph refers to the plebis- Minister of Justice smiles. He thinks it
cite. If bon. gentlemen will look back at absurd to ask him to give up his position, I
the debates in this House, as well as the know, because he represents a majority of
debateb in the House of Commons, they those elected ; but if the non-voters upon the
will see that it was predicted that the result prohibition question are to be considered as
would be nothing m re than the expenditure opposed to the principle, then logically the
of a quarter of a million dollars, and such non-voters and those who voted against the
has been the result. Whether those who late government, being in the large ma-
are termed temperance people, or the jority, would place them in a minority, and
prohibitionists whom my hon. friend I under our system of government the ma-
know to a certain extent represents, are as jority is supposed to rule. It is the
pleased as he says they are at the result, essence of responsible government that we
remains to be seen-no, it does not remain should be governed by the majority. It
to be seen in the future; all you have to do might not be uninteresting, if it were not so
is to listen to the utterances of these gentle- long, to read a letter which has just appear-
men and read the letters which they write ed in the public press-perhaps my bon.
to the press, to be convinced of this fact, friend lias not read it.
that my hon. friend has misjudged them, Hon Mr. MILLS-Perhaps my lion.
that in his desire to defend the " best govern- friend would not object to my asking
ment," as he ternis it, that ever existed in whether he concurs in that line of argu-
this country, he has forgotten the utterances
of the secretary of the Alliance, and the ment?

letters which have been written fromdifferent Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
parts of the country. J would commend, not When I am placed in the position of my
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hon. friend and, assume the responsibility government, for submitting a question to the
of legislating upon the question of prohi- people that he believes, if attempted to be
bition, I will give a frank and fair answer. carried out, would be impracticable. In
I am not in that position just now, and doing that he was not acting honestlyand
consequently I am not called upon to do it. in accordance with his own conscience.
I told my hon. friend last session, when Why did he not do as my late chief, Sir
this question of plebiscite was before this John Thompson, did in au interview with
chamber, that it was a fraud ; that it would a temperance delegation in one of the coin-
result in a fraud, that it was the most cun- mittee rooms? Wlien they waited on hir
ningly devised scheme that was ever concoct- he pointed at once, like an honest man, to
ed by public men to get rid of a difficulty and the difficulties that presented themselves,
cheat the people of the country. That is what and the utter impossibility of successfully
I said then and that is what I repeat now, adopting a principle of that kind.
that when I am asked to legislate upon this
question,if my lion. friend will introduce Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-He
a bill to prohibit the importation and manu- made no promises.
facture of spirituous liquors, then 1 will tell Hon Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No,
him what I think about it. In the meantime on the contrary, he intimated that he vould
I propose to deal exclusively with the psi-ot do it, knowing that it could not be
tion of the government upon the question.
Even at the risk of being tedious, I will fror Mr. owver, ett inoe way
read to the House this letter ; because it i written and highly interesting. ise con-
admirably written, forcible in style, and will m
be interesting to my hon. friend who moved wav:
theanswer totheAddress. I knowit will if he
lias not read it. This is written by a Queen's 'A! ayGdrntm lieadmyJsubas ot ead t. his s witte bya Quenspa.rdon me, I will raise a gibbet a hundred yards
Counsel, Mr. J. G. Bulmer. I have no doubt higb, I will take hammer and nails, and I will crucify
the hon. senior member from Halifax this Beauharnaii called Buonaparte, between this

Leroy called Saint-Arnaud and this Fialin calledknows him. I believe he is a prominent Persîeny."
man there, and for the edification of those Editor Citizen.-The above was used by Victor

who avenot eadit 1wil tak th librtyHugo in exile as a shout of defiance at the thirdwho have not read it I will take the libertyg N;apoleon after the infamous December days of 1851,
of reading it. I do so to show my hon. in whicb he bad broken ail pledges and by the coup
friend that he is mistaken when he says the d'etat assassinated the French republic. It is fot
temperance people are delighted and pleased ly a description by a master of the man of the bour,btit is a description of one Frenchman by another,
with the manner in which the government exactly applicable at this monent to Sir Wilfrid
fulfilled their promise to the people when Laurier, and probably represents the feelings of a
they submitted this question to them.Canada. In is etterthe sumited thi qeston o herl.Sir Wi lfrid Laurier bas tested bis party. as an engineer
Perhaps he has forgotten that the Dominion tests a bridge; he ba loaded it with infamies; will
Alliance people, nor the prohibitionists, the party stand it? Even Iarty honesty recoilm witha sort of dread anxiety before the outrage on wbich tbey
ever asked for this plebiscite. On the con- are entering, and a leading nan of tbeir party in tbe
trary, Mr. Spence, at the convention held in local lefislature said te me yebterday. "This is too
this city, told them that while they would bad." caitistoobadandanyoneraisingthecovera

voteforprohbitonhundred years hence for the purposes of history will
accept it and vote for prohibition, it was not suiellthestencb. Lt is the moat terrible attempt at a
asked for by them, and consequently they thrust hackward wbich Canada bas ever received, and
would not consider themselves responsible for the moral obliquity of the act surpasses a bundredfold

aIl the questionable acta comxnitted in tbe mime of Poli-
any vote which might take place upon it. tics by both political prties sinoe 1867. Tbat letter
But upon the assurance by the Premier and leaves everything in ruina, as complete as though tbe
of others that the will of the people wouldtheof oher tha th wil ofthé.peole wuldeartbquake w-hicb scattered. A party platformn, the
be carried out, they went to work in order >olemn promise of the leaders, the encouragement and
my to secure a majority. We all knw that support of the party press, the debates in Parliament,hon.frind ppoite(MrMif3> s opo~d jte pldes of bundredb of representatives elected

on. friend opposite (Mr. Mils)the latform at Ottawa in 1893,
to prohibition. I have in my desk an ex- ail are now repudiated. We are told by the leader of
tract from a speech in which lie said he was the Jiberal party, to-day in power and governing
totally opposed to prohibition, believing iper cent of thtotaly pposd t proibiionbelevin itwhol voe oftheDominion, in effeet, that before w
to be impracticable in this country or in any eau bave a solemu pledge carried out we must bave

othe contry an, enertinin thse bove fifty per cent of the whole vote of the Domi-other country ; and, entertaining thosea orn, in other words, a liquor vote of ifteen per centviews, 1 hold him responsible, as one of the accal govern Canada. Surely the impudence of this
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argument followinig the repudiation of the platform I read this more particularly to show how
is omrlvý ~-;ttIasseci Iy the hy pocrisv o>f tii party piee lacl °y inicorrrect in hon. friend is in statin" that
precedig it. 'Jhe truth is, the party bave been play- .
ing the ganme of government as a species of state the temperance people and prohibitionists
swrnlling-a conjuring feat on a large seale, and the 1 are highly delighted with what the govern-
Conservative party can say to ien like mvself, who
worked for the Liberal party at th' last election, ment has done.
went up and do\ n the province for mronths asailing This letter is a very good indication of
the Conservative party because of the royal com is.: the feeling of those who, as I elieve, were
sion, '\ What a joke they have played on those idiots.
Yes, tbey have; but I have to remind the men com- betraved by the government whose sole
posing the rankand file of the Liberal party iin Camuada, object was to evade and get rid for a time
that there is a scene in Homner where Neimesis app>ears of a troublesome question. I might elabo-
behimd Thersites national polities with suich % loisttionl1s
of piinciple as this is not politics at all-not ev-r the rate on this question for an hour. I have
deîraved politics of the violent partisan, but a lerd ext racts from the speeches of the Minister of
of provinces, through their representatives, hunting A riculture and a number of extracts from
together for their food.

IN A PoLITICAL CUL 1E sLAe speeches of the Premier himself,in which
Sir Wilfrid Laurier has led his party into a place le indicated, in the plainest possible manner,

of annihilation, and made that terrible choice a pol>it- that if a majority of the people were in
ical battlefield without an outlet. To-day 2,000 pu- oi
pits, 5,000 societies, 100,000 voters are busv de- favour of prohibition, his party would carry
nounting the goverineat and the supporters for this, out the pledge which they had given, and
base betrayal, while the religlous and indepenrdt-nt introduce a bil to enforce prohibition He
preis are sounding the toesin of a free demrocracy
froin one end of Canada to another. Who is to stemi did not say, i frankly admit, a majority of
this tide ; whose voice will the >eople hear ? Can the votes cast ; he said a majority of the
any one say anything for then, thiat tie death roll eople but when we use that expression inwill not appear through the whitewash Never was P P b . p
Sedan more certainly a mortar into which the Ger- the working of our institutions and in our
man armny went pounding, than will be the ballot-box mode of government, it means a majority
a retort for the destruction of the Liberal party. If of those who cast their votes at the poles.I knew the day in June, 1893, that the plebiscite was
adopted into their platform, and the day that the My hon. friend the Minister of Justice
Dominion elections will be held, 1 should be able to shakes his head. I know that lie is to a
show that that which w as knitted together on those
two days caine apart the day of the election, that the certain extent a theorist-I know, -more
party which began at the convention under the black than that, that he is a good constitutional
flag of a lie, ended at the ballot box under the white thinker and he knows, and every man within
flag of disgrace, that the moonstrous fabrication of the
convention burst asunder the day of election. the sound of my voice knows, that when we

Nothing that the Liberal partv can do will from go to an election of any kind, whether it be
this day forward to election day divert public atten- i or of
tion, not if they created for us a f resh Klondike every municipa a grave pobticai character,
month, if they niade every citezen as wise as Solomon, affecting the whole country, the majority of
blaneless as St. John and safe as an angel in the the votes cast are those which are supposed
courts of heaven ; to vote for such a government
would still be a damnable crime, while its lever of -I will not say supposed-that the ina-
power was the liquor traffic. It is too late to deliber- jority of the people rule and control the
ate ; he gauntlet is thrown down ; we nust take it future action of the government or the mu-
up, as the Wesleyan says to-day " through the hun- .
dred and twenty constituencies in Canada giving ina- nipality which has tco deal with the ques-
jorities." This letter of the Premier is an infanous tion. If such were not the case, what would
and insolent challenge to the democracy of this coun- ou do in the case of an election of a mem-try, and it is trime that for a tinie it kills us ; but bap- o
pily such deaths as these, like the deaths of the gods, ber of Parliament where there are hundreds
are only for a time. When we are able, through on the poll books who never poll their votes;
county conventions, ield in every county im Canada,
by public meetings held mn every center of population 1 and wiiere some, as I know, in the buse of
and sehoo-house in the land, articles in every paper Commons sit with a majority of two or tiree,
and sermions and speeches from every pulpit anîd plat- and yet have all the advantages of a member
fori, to iouse this country as it never was before, . .
theni our masters at Ottawa wil begin to see rising in who has a thousand majority, and are reco-
the glooin behind themn the enormnons head of the nized there as legitimate and proper represen-
people. Let us get ready for 1900 by giving the world tatives of the people, just as mucr as if each
an exhibition of a country "where the citiz-n is
always the head and ideal, where outside authority of them had been elected by acclamation on
enters always after the precedence of inside authority, the supposition that every man in bis con-
where the populace rises at once agaimst the neve, stituenc was in favour of bis election In
ending audacity and insolence ef elected persons.
My only object in writing this letter is to rally into the present case every province, but one, has
one unique thougit the courage of the country. On ronounced by a large majority in favour of
the body of Charpentier, wvho perished at the barri . .
cade at the Petit Carrew, in Paris, was found a note the principle of prohibition. I an not going
book with a single line. " Admoiet et magna testa- into the reasons which led the people of
tur voce per uirbras." In that spirit I write tinis the province of Quebec, who evidently hold
letter. J. T. BULMER, Halifax, March 15th. y
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different views from those in other sections'of. He p'sitively refused. The principl&
of the country, to oppose prohibition. That was laid down that because the United
is a question that may be discussed here- States had possession, bec:tuse tbey had
after, and probably we might leave that made a settiemert, we shoulc not even
entirely for the other House to deal with, daim it as British Verritory. Is it to be
but here is a fact: every single province in'wondered then, that the United States coin-
the Dominion has pronounced in favour of'missioners blould say WelI, you have
prohibition, except one, and because you admitted this fact decidedly in your speeches
have not a i:ajority in the whole of the in the House, and certainly you should have
provinces, the temperance people, whom my no hesitation in making that restriction in
hon. friend says are so satisfied with the "best any reference te the commission." When
of governments" that ever existed, have to- you look back to the history of this country-
I do not desi-e to use strong language when you trace the utterances of the leaders
-abandon all hope of legislation. How- f the Liberal party and more particularly
ever, the prohibitionists have shown that of the Minister of Marine and Fisheries,
they are not satisfied witlh the action oc the bis chief and others. in their declarations
governinent. I may be permitted, before I throughout the country, of their willingness
sit down, to refer again to the Washington to concede almost anything that the United
Commission. It escaped my mind at the States would ask of them in order Vo get
time. My hon. friend ex pressed great delight that panacea for ail the ilis and evils that
at the result, so far as we know it. He was they said afflicted this country, unre-
delighted, as a Canadian, a loyal Britisi stricted reciproeity, is it any wonder, when
subject, at the position taken by the com-
missioners, as I understood him, upon that lying before them, that they should demand
question which led to the postponement oi from oui cemmissioners that vhii no
further consideration of the Alaskan boun- British cominissioner would Vhink of sur-
dary. On that question, if we understand rendering? I am glad my bou. fiiend from
it, the United States commissioners demand- Quinté division, desended, as I know he is,
ed that even if they submitted the question f tom goud U. E. Loyalist stock, resents any
to arbitration as to where the boundary such propositions, front whatever Party they
between the two countries really was, those emanate. It vould be presumption in any of
portions of the country in which there are us to attemlt te discuss this question intel-
settlements and wvhich the United States ligeutly ithout knowing reallv vhat the
have had possession of for a long timie, tertns are and what the points are upon
should still remain United States territory. which the commission have come to any

1 decision. May I ask the hon. Minister of
Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think you may Justice if it is true that the Canadian coin-

drop the words "for a long time." missioners, headed by the Premier of this
country, have consented Vo leave the inter-

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- pretation of the treaty of 1818 affecting the
My hon. friend makes the case stronger. fislheries, a question on which no one doubts
Does any one who has watched the course our righVs, to arbitration to ascertain vhether
of events, or has paid the slighest attention that should be permitted to continue Vo
to the debates in the House of Commons exist? Are the United States people to
for the last session, and who knows the take the Premier's declaration at Chicago,
position taken by the Premier on that where he said that the old treaty was bar-
question, wonder for a moment that the barons in its character, that it was entered
United States commissioners took that into at a time so diffèrent from tle present,
position? The Premier made the declara- that while it inight be applicable at that
tion in the House of Commons when tinte and quite correct, it was net applicable
debating this question last session, that or correct at this date? Is it possible
those portions of the country which had Vhat a treaty which leaves ne possible
been settled and held by the United States doubt as Vo the rights of Canada to
would still be retained by them, and that those tisheries, sheuld be lef to arbitration
he would not withdraw the expression to-day, te tell us what it means? If that
when solemnly asked to do so by Sir Charles concession is made, it is a concession Vo
Tupper, for fear it would be aken advantage which no Canadian should submit and should
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be resisted as we would resist any such con-
dition as I have referred to in connection
with the Alaskan boundary. Until we know
those facts and what the points of difference
are, we cannot, of course, discuss the question
intelligently. I am only calling attention
to that whicli has appeared in the public
press as one of the concessions which Canada
offers to make to the United States in
connection with that great question. We
all know the value of the fisheries, the
wealth they have brought to Newfound-
land and to Canada, and we also know the
importance of maintaining inviolate the
rights that we possess under all circum-
stances. I give expression to these, my own
views, I believe them to be the views of the
Canadian people generally, and I shall be
glad to get information from the Minister of
Justice-that is if he feels at liberty to
furnish it, knowing the delicacy which sur-
rounds him in speaking on questions of this
kind, unsettled as they are, in any speech which
he may make in this Sanate and which will
receive publicity. I understand that thoro-
ughly, and consequently do not look for that
answer which I should like to receive upon
this important question, and upon other ques-
tions upon which they say a settlement has
been reached. However, if concessions of
that kind have been made; if the rumours
which have appeared in the public press are
to be taken as correct upon these points, I
hope that if a treaty of that kind ever
comes before us it will be rejected by the
Parliament of Canada, as the United States
rejected treaties into which they had enter-
ed with Great Britain in the past, and treat-
ed with ignominy-I will not say with
contempt. I am not so much enamoured as
my hon. friend is with what he calls the
concession and great advantages of the
penny postage. 1 know that it is popular
-and perhaps it would be impolitic for me
to express an opinion upon it-particularly
with the commercial community. It is
popular with those who do a great deal of
correspondence. I know in my own small
business that the tax upon newspapers is
about compensated by the saving in postage,
but it is only an adjustment of taxation and
no more. If you relieve the commercial
community, as this does, by one cent on
every letter, the deficiency has to be made up
by somebody else, and the deficiency will
have to be taken out of the pockets of
those who do not have any correspondence,

and consequently that portion of the com-
munity for whorn in the past you have been
so very solicitous-the agriculturists who
we have been told, were not only degraded
but ground down to the very lowest depths,
will have to assist in making up that deficit
if the theories which hon. gentlemen
opposite have preached for years be correct,
that they, through the National Policy,
have been taxed and are taxed at the
present time. You say, pertinent to this,
that you have carried out your promise
of free trade. There is only about one
and a half per cent difference between
the present tariff and the old tariff which
hon. gentlemen opposite denounced. In
some articles protection is higher than
under the olrl tariff, even with the 25 per
cent preference to the English manufac-
turers. Hon. gentlemen opposite began, like
a fakir who wants to sell his goods : he
marks his price high and then states in his
window that he gives 25 per cent reduction
for cash. You took some articles which bore
a 25 per cent duty in the old tariff, and
raised the rate to 35 per cent, and then said,
" we will give a 25 per cent preference to
Great Britain." Now subtract the 25 per
cent from 35 per cent, and you have a
protection left of 26¼ per cent left, being
one and a quarter per cent better for
our manufacturers than the old National
Policy tariff which hon. gentlemen have
condemned for the last eighteen years; and
my hon. friend (Mr. Kerr) rejoices at the
fact that the manufacturers are reveling
in delight at the idea that they have not
been yet run out of existence. I cordially
approve of the protection they enjoy. Every
one knows that I am, and have been a pro-
tectionist, and the older I grow the stronger
I am in my convictions on that point. If
my hon. friend will go on and re-impose the
duties on the industries which he has de-
stroyed, he shall have my hearty support.
I admit, in connection with this, that the
unification, if I may use that term, of the
postage throughout the whole world is an
idea at which we should all rejoice, but
in adopting it in Canada with our sparse
population as compared with other nations,
we are just removing the tax from one par-
ticular subject and putting it on another;
for the $700,000 deficit this year arising
from a deficiency in postage-provided the
statements I have read are correct- must
be paid by some one. I notice in the Ad-
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dress a point to which my hon. friend did'
lot call attention, the proposition to build

a telegraph from Skagway to Yukon. I re-
member the speech of my hon. friend, the
Miniister of Jusbtice, last session, in which he
Portrayed the dire consequences that were to
follow if a railway or tramway was not built
from the head of the Stikine to Teslin Lake
-the flag was to be pulled down, miners
were to starve, the country was to pass over
to foreigners and other direful consequences
were to follow. Nothing in the world
Would save that country to Canada unless
that tramway and the ice road up the Sti-
kine River were built. My hon. friend has
cOncluded to build a telegraph line commenc-
ing in what he termed, although we deny it,
United States territory. My hon. 'frien.d
said last session that all the trade of the
]Klondike would be lost-that that country
itself would be lost if we could not have
entrance to the Yukon by some other route
than Skagway, Dyea or Pyramid Harbour.
Now, if the existence of the country was
at stake through the failure of the
Stikine-Teslin railway project into the
Yukon district, how much worse will it be
when you build a telegraph line to Dawson
froin Skagway, a port now held by the United
States, and where every single telegram that
is sent from this country to that portion
Of the north-west will have to pass under
the surveillence of United States officials ?
If it was so very dangerous to establish
railway communication with Dawson via
Skagway, it must be equally dangerous now.
I am not finding fault with the proposed
construction of that telegraph line ; if I
had any fault to find it would be that
you did not commence the construction
of a telegraph long ago. I think that
was the most essential thing to do in
order to assist the trade of that country.
I believe telegraphic communication from
One portion of the British Empire to the
other would do more for the unification
of the Empire than any other scheme or
policy that can be adopted. Trade follows
the electric wire and without such com-
Munication you cannot develop trade or
commerce such as you would establish if
there were telegraphic communication with
all portions of the country. I am very
glad that the government have adopted that
scheme at last, but it is totally inconsis-
tent with the declaration which they made
twelve months ago as to the absolute neces-

sity of being able to get into that country
without touching United States territory.
We believe, looking at the map as far as I
understand it, that Skagway belongs to Can-
ada, but it is in possession of the United
States, and so long as they hold it, just so
long will they compel British subjects to
submit to all the customs regulations and
whatever surveillence they think proper to
impose upon telegraphic communication.
What my hon. friend should have done, I
venture to give him this opinion, although I
declined to give him an opinion of what
should be done under other circumstances.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We had that before.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
What?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Your opinion.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That does not relieve you of having taken

another position and having made otherprom-
ises. Had the Premier and the government,
instead of acknowledging the supremacy of
the United States at Skagway and other
disputed points, asked them to enter into a
modus vivendi under which the matter
would remain in abeyance until an arbitra-
tion had settled the question, instead of
acknowledging their right to that country as
was done, we would have been in a much
stronger position to-day, and would have
shown better statesmanship than the gov-
ernmnent has done under the circumstances.
Notwithstanding these facts, however, my
hon. friend (Mr. Kerr) considers them
the best government that ever existed
in Canada. I was a little amused at the
interpretation which my hon. friend gave
to the question of gerrymandering. It
is an exotic, he says ; it is a United
States invention, I may say a unique inven-
tion, and there was no person who introduced
it into this country but my hon. f riend's
friends, and they have been using it ever
since. We have been denying it. I am not
prepared to admit the statements which
have been made as to redistribution of seats
in the past. I deny that they have been of
the character designated. What is intended
to be done in this matter, as in the matter
of the commission, I cannot say. We are
debating the question in the dark. We
know that the Confederation Act-if you
refer to the 5lst and 52nd clauses of
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the Constitutional Act under which we
are governed,-makes this provision, that
every ten years there must be a redistribu-
tion of seats upon the principle of represen
tation by population as near as practicable.
I do not say that that can be done exactly.
If you redistribute the seats now in accord-
ance with what is indicated by the hon.
gentleman who moved the Address, adhe ing
to county boundaries, I say it is practically
impossible-for I have studied that question
a little in the past-if you are going to have
the representation based upon that old plat-
form of the Liberal party in Canada, which
has been preached ever since the Hon. Geo.
Brown's time, of representation by popula-
tion. Neither do I think, and I do not
know that it is necessary in the election of
representatives to the House of Commons,
a body which has to deal with the affairs of
the whole Dominion, or even practicable to
have the constituencies limited by county
boundaries. We know very well that it is
not the case in Ontario. If you look at the
Hurons you will find that townships are
actually divided, in the constituencies for
the Ontario Legislature. When you talk
about the population, ail you have to do is
to look at the past and examine the Redis-
tribution Bill in Ontario. I refer to that
more particularly, because my hon. friend
(Mr. Kerr) is an Ontario man. He will find
that they have not adhered rigidly to popu-
lation or county boundaries, because they
retained Niagara with 5,000 and Corn-
wall with 7,000, while other constituencies
have three sand four times as many. What
I should like to know from my hon. friend
(Mr. Mills) when he arises to address the
House, is, upon what principle, if lie thinks
it advisable to give the information, this
redistribution is to take place. Is the
whole of this country to be redistributed in
order to adhere to the county boundary
lines and in accordance with population, or
are you to commence at the eastern portion
and divide it up, giving each section a re-
presentative by population, or is it for the
purpose, as I should say is indicated by the
letter, a copy of which was telepraphed
from British Columbia the other day, to
deal with it fron a strictly party stand-
point, which is the meaning put upon the
word " gerrymander " by my hon. f riend ? I
read the other day with some surprise an
answer made by the Minister of Justice. I
hope he will state that it is not correct. In

communication with his British Columbia
friends he told them frankly that lie knew
very little about the geography of the con-
stituencies in that province, and asked
them to apply to the Reform Associa-
tions and supply the information when
required. Does not my hon. friend know
enough of politics to know that informa-
tion so sought, and information so received,
would not be reliable? There are other
sources of information which the hon.
gentleman might apply to without seek-
ing it from a Reform or any other asso-
ciation. It is the last place that I would
apply to if I wanted an unbiassed opinion.
Take British Columbia at the present mo-
ment and see what position they are in.
Thousands and tens of thousands of people
are rusihing into the Atlin and other mining
districts of the province. Is British
Columbia to be distributed on the basis of
a mining population? You know that the
mining population in any locality may consist
temporarily of thousands and thousands of
people. Two or three years ago I went
through the Crow's Nest Pass. I went to
what is called Wild Horse Mining Camp.
There were ten to fifteen thousand of a min-
ing population there at one time, but only
about half a dozen people when I was there. Is
the redistribution to be based on a population
of that kind, or in what way? Perhaps the
hon. gentleman will enlighten us on that
subject before the debate is closed. Then
you must bear in mind that even if they cut
up the whole country at the present moment
to suit themselves, or in accordanlce with the
population or the county boundaries, they
will have to do the same thing again two
years hence, if they are in power-I might
parenthetically say that I hope they will not
be-that is after the next decennial census.
If they succeed in carrying the country two
years hence or a year hence, whenever they
go to the people, they will have, under
the constitution, to redistribute the whole
country, and here, just a year before taking
another census, we are asked to redistribute
the constituencies of this country in order to
please them, or to convince the people that
they were sincere in their declarations that
what had been done in the past was not
correctly done.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Hear, hear.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
My hon. friend says hear, hear. I knew he
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would say that. When that question comes
Up we will discuss it at much greater length,
and on facts which we should have before us.
The last paragraph is exceedingly pleasing,
where it says that the estiniates for the
year are to be prepared with a due regard
to efficiency and economy, and the responsi-
bility arising from the rapid progress of the
country. This is a stereotyped expression,
I admit, but when I put that in juxtaposi-
tion with the increase of expenditure during
the last two or three years, and with the
declaration of the Minister of Public Works
when defending his extravagance during the
last two or three years, when he said :
" Wait till you see our estimates for next
year, and then we will show you how we
can spend money." We wait with some
little anxiety to see what these estimates
will be, and how far these promises are to
be carried out.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is in the other
chamber.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
is in the other chamber, it is true, but as
members of this chamber we have to deal
with it, and as citizens of the Dominion we
have to foot the bill, as well as those of the
other chamber, notwithstanding the restric-
tion my hon. friend would place upon the
powers of this chamber to deal with it when
it comes before us. There are many other
points to which I would like to call atten-
tion, but I have spoken as briefly as J could.
I merely desired to call the attention of the
House to some of the positions taken by my
hon. friend who moved the addres,, and the
position which the government take upon
these questions, must be my only apology for
having occupied your time so long.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-J may begin by con-
gratulating the mover and seconder on the
very able statements they have made and
the very clear explanatiois they have given
of the principles and policy of the govern-
ment disclosed in the Speech from the
Throne. I also may say that I entirely
agree with then in their statement that this
country is entitled to be felicitated upon the
appointment by Her Majesty of the present
Governor General. I have no doubt that
His Excellency will be found to discharge
his duties upon the principles of government
which have long been established in this

2

country and which are invariably followed
in the parent State. Let me say further I
must also congratulate niy hon. friend the
leader of the opposition on the moderation
with which he has discussed those questions
upon which he entertains very strong opi-
nions and upon which I have no doubt he
differs from the administration. My hon.
friend began his speech by stating that he
entirely agreed with the views expressed by
the mover and seconder of the address that
the country was prosperous, that it was in
a highly prosperous condition, and he also
agreed with them that the emigration from
the country had ceased, and that a large
number who had gone abroad in former years
were immigrating to Canada again. There
are reasons for these things which I will
not discuss at the present time. But we
know right well that when people emigrate
in large numbers from a country they do so
with the expectation of bettering their con-
dition, and if everything was quite satis-
factory at home such an emigration would
not take place. When people immigrate to
a country they assume that the condition
of things in the country towards which
they are directing their journey is more
prosperous than the country which they
had left, and so I take it that the
emigration of former years and the immi-
gration of to-day are indications that we are
in a more prosperous condition at the pre-
sent time than we were at the time that
those personsi expatriated themselves and
sought homes in other sections of Christen-
dom. My hon. friend lias also discussed
the tendency, as he calls it, of the Anglo-
Saxon to roam over the world, but that
tendency at the present time is checked in
Canada. J do not know that the Anglo-
Saxon is a nomad and that he delights in
finding a home somewhere else than in the
country of his birth, but he is an enterpris-
ing man ready to push his fortunes where-
ever lie thinks a fortune can be made, and
not disposed to remain at home if in his
opinion his condition will be very much
bettered by going elsewhere. I do not
know that the Anglo-Saxon in this regard
differs much from the Celt, or from any
other race in the civilized world. This much
is perfectly clear: for some reason or other,
which my hon. friend has not attempted
to explain, the condition of things has im-
proved and the country is more prosperous
at this time than it was when my hon.
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friend and his former colleagues had the
direction of public affairs, I know right well
that my bon. friend does not expect me to
claim any credit for this, but I an perfectly
sure that if my hon. iriend were in my
place and the condition of things had im-
proved so much for the better, that, however
disposed he may be to thank Providence in
his- heart, be would in his utterances be dis-
posed to take a very considerable portion of
the credit to hiiself. My bon. friend,
therefore, ought not to be surprised that the
government does claim, to some extent at
all events, the merit of having contributed
as far as governments can, to the change
which bas taken place for the better.
There is another thing which my bon. f riend
will not be disposed to dispute, and that is
that there is abroad in this country to-day
a spirit of self-reliance, a disposition on the
part of the population to rely upon their
own exertions and their own energies and
to look less to others for the prosperity
which they trust lies before them, than in
any other period of the history of this
country.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Why do you not
lower the tariff?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My bon. friend asks
why do we not lower the tariff. What bas
that to do with this question?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Self-reliance.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The people are exhi-
biting self reliance, and the tariff, I may say
to my bon. friend, will be lowered, though I
do not think my hon. friend will be pleased
to see it lowered, because my bon. friend
wants a grievance. He wants something of
which to complain. He wants to direct his
criticisms against the administration, and
that opportunity would not be afforded him
if the Governmenit moved faster than they
are moving at the present time. Therefore,
my hon. friend would be in greater distress
than be has known since he bas been in
Parlianent, because the principal ground of
his complaint would be taken away. Let
me say this : that not only does the country
exhibit great self reliance by the energies
that the population are putting forth, by
the enterprises in which they are engaging,
by the objects in which they are investing
their capital in order to create fortunes for
themselves, but there is also growing up

between Canada and the parent State a
stronger feeling of unity, a stronger desire
to become one and indivisible than existed
in former periods of the history of this
country.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The Dominion of Can-
ada, perhaps, is something like a boy grow-
ing up to manhood I He in time takes an
interest in the fortunes of his father. He
learns that he may contribute something to-
wards the increase of that fortune and he
desires to become a partner, not merely
governing the local territory of which he is
in charge, but sharing in those larger enter-
prises and those international enterprises in
which, if he grows, he will have a permanent
interest. An so to that extent lie will be
disposed to cast, in a larger degree, his for-
tunes with the old gentleman than he was
inclined to do before ; and so there is a dis-
position on the part of the people of this
country to say " we have a great regard to
our father John Bull and we wish perman-
ently to unite our fortunes with his." My
hon. friend bas also adversely criticised the
government with regard to a number of
matters. He bas spoken of the negotiations
with the United States and bas asked-not
with a great deal of persistency, and I am
obliged to him for it-information with re-
gard to those negotiations. My hon. friend
knows there were a number of questions of
difference that had arisen between this
country and the United States. There were
questions of difference with regard to their
rights in our Atlantic waters in respect to
the fisheries. There were differences arising
from the unrestrained destruction of fish
in the inland fisheries on the borders of
the two countries, creating dissatisfaction
with us, because we were making regulations
for the preservation of the fish, while before
the eyes of our fishermen destruction was
going on without restraint upon the United
States side of the boundary. Then there were
differences with regard to pelagic sealing
which had been arranged to some extent by
the convention of Paris, and which had been
settled in the main in favour of our conten-
tion, but they were maintaining that from
the manner in which pelagic sealing was
being carried on, even under the Paris regu-
lations, the herd of seals in the Pribylof
Islands was being destroyed, and it was
necessary that sone convention should be
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had between the two governments in order
that that herd might be preserved. That
Was a subject of irritation on one side if not
on both, and so it became necessary to come
to a more perfect understanding with our
neighbours in respect to that. Then there
was the dispute to which my hon. friend
has referred, this question of boundary :
and the United States con tend the boundary
1s, where we think it is not. In our opinion,
under the convention with Russia of 1825,
the convention of St. Petersburg, the loca-
tion of the boundary is not where the
United States contend it is.' In our opinion
the proper location would give us, at ail
events, the upper portion of the Lynn Canal,
and if our contention is right Dyea and Skag-
way are located in Canadian territory. Now,
let me say this: my hon. friend has re-
ferred to some other matters connected
with this which I will discuss later. He has
referred to the communications which took
place on this subject. We thought, and we
think still, that the rule which the United
States urged on behalf of Venezuela and
which the British Government at their
instance accepted, is one equally applicable
to the disputed boundary between the
United States and Canada. The United
States insisted, when the boundary came to
be settled under the treaty stipulations with
Venezuela by the commissioners appointed
for the purpose, that if upon the location
of the boundary a settlement made by the
British should be found on the Venezuela
side, and that it had been made more than
half a century ago, the boundary should be
80 located as to embrace that settlement
within British territory. In our opinion the
same rule should apply in settling the dis-
puted boundary between Canada and the
United States, that if there should be any
town which was built up more than half a
century ago upon our side of the boundary
by the people of the United States, that
should go to them according to the rule laid
down between Venezuela and Great Britain;
but our United States friends, as I under-
stand it. were not prepared to accept that
proposition. They propose that any town,
no matter how recently built by them in
Canadian territory, should go to them in
any event. That was one of the dif-
ferences, as I understand it, on that
question. Then there was also a difference
of opinion, which I need not discuss at the
present .ime, in regard to the manner in
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which a commission or board of arbitration
should be constituted for the purpose of
settling those difficulties. My hon. friend
has referred in this matter to the death of
Lord Herschell. I may say that I think we
ahl e:lually lament the death of that dis-
tinguished statesman and jurist. Lord
Herschell was a man of far more than ordi-
nary ability, and far more than ordinary in-
dustry. He had devoted himself with great
energy and great zeal and with extraordinary
intelligence, and had studied al the disputed
questions that required a settlement be-
tween Canada and the United States. No
man could be better qualified by his attain-
ments and by his ability for the commission
appointed to consider these questions than
the fate Lord Herschall. He gave them
special attention and I cannot but feel, as I
am sure every hon. gentleman here does,
that it was a great misfortune to this coun-
try when Lord Herschell died. His ser-
vices would have been invaluable to us, not
only in the settlement of the questions in
controversy, but the special attention which
he had given to aIl those subjects, the
thorough acquaintance which he had ac-
quired with respect to them, as well as his
interest in this country and familiarity with
it, which nearly eight or nine months had
given him, would have been of invaluable
service to Canada in future years had Lord
Herschell's life been spared ; so I cannot
help but feel, as I am sure every one here
does, that it was a calamity to this country
when Lord Herschell died.

My hon. friend has referred to the penny
postage. He thinks that it is an advantage
simply to merchants. I do not agree with
that view, and I think if my hon. friend
will reflect for a moment he will see that its
beneficial influence is very much wider than
he has stated. Merchants may, to some
extent be benefited hy the system of penny
postage, but the people who will perhaps
avail themselves of it most are those who
have relations scattered abroad throughout
the Empire and in the neighbouring republic.
It will result in very much more frequent
communication between the scattered mem-
bers of different families and, in my opinion,
will become an important bond of union
between different sections of the British
Empire as well as between the Empire and
the English speaking population of the
neighbouring republic. Ail the ties that
spring up between one section of the Empire
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and another ; all the acts of state and pub-
lic utterances which bring people, whose
union and good understanding is desirable,
closer together are advantages, and this I
regard as one of the measures contributing
silently and unostentatiously to a closer and
stronger union between different portions of
the British Empire. Let me say this, that
our union is a peculiar one. We know the
union of the neighbouring republic sprang up.
A compact was entered into between the
colonies. The powers which belonged to the
British Government passed to the central
government; the powers which belonged to
the colonies passed to the States, and so
their constitution did little more than
regulate and define the boundaries which
separated these respective powers, and they
were enabled, without much diffliculty, to
frame a written constitution. Let me say
you can have no such constitution between
the different portions of the BritishE mpire.
We are diffeirently constituted : the differ-
ent portions of the Empire are not in
contact with each other, and the union
which exists and which largely consisted
at one time of the supremacy of the central
authority, now more largely consists in the
extension of interests, in commercial rela-
tions, in closer business contact and, when
necessity arises, in international contro-
versies, and granting to a dependency a
voice in any international board for the
settlement of those difficulties in proportion
to the interest which it has. Now, that is
a union which you cannot provide for by a
written constitution. It is a union which must
grow, and it is the business of public men
in every part of the Empire to look abroad
and to see where the opportunities exist for
the extension of that union and the strength-
ening of its bonds, in order that in time an
Imperial constitution, similar in principle
to that of the United Kingdom-similar in
principle to that by whicli we are governed,
may spring up between the different por-
tions of the Empire. It is not a union in
which there is a legislative body, for which
it is necessary to make legislative provisions.
It is a union consisting largely of adninis-
trative relations, of the settlement of treaty
relations, of understandings; it is a union
based on convention and usage and common
sense, not on law, and which will in time
become a far more perfect machine than it
is possible for the wisdom of statesmen to
create. Now, my hon. friend I thought

undervalued the importance of more f riendly
relations with the neighbouring republie.
My hon. friend did not speak against such
union, I know perfectly well ; but I thought
he undertook to mnnimize the observations
made by my hon. friend who moved the
Address. Now, J think they are of very
great consequence.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
What J desired to point out was I would
not submit to great concessions even to
obtain that.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Neither would J. We
may have a little dihculty in drawing the
boundary, but there are somethings on
which J think concessions ought never to
be made, and other things on which conces-
sions may be made, and if experience shows
they do not work as satisfactorily as you
anticipate, they may be withdrawn. While
I have no desire to see any political relation
between this country and the neighbouring
republic ; while we should maintain our
autonomy here, an autonomy consistent with
the continued unity of the empire, 1 am in
favour of friendlv relations and a friendly
understanding with our neighbour across the
boundary.

Ion. Sir MACIE3ZIE BOWELL-
So is everybody.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Now, it is one of the
benefits that have grown up within a recent
period, a period extending back but a few
months, that more friendly relations do
exist. I have myseif met many men of
piominence in the neighbouring republic
during the past summer and this winter,
and I know there is a very great change for
the better in their feeling towards Canada
and towards Great Britain. When the
United States gave up the old colonial idea
of living to themselves, of being a world by
themselves, of avoiding entangling alliances,
meaning thereby not merely political alli-
ances but intimate commercial relations,
they attained their majority. They have
gone abroad in that they have undertaken
to acquire out-ide dominion, and in doing so
have given hrstages for their good conduct
in time to come, and they will not occupy
that isolated position which some regarded
as independence, but which I regard as lead-
ing to ill-nature and to its exhibition. J
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say, therefore, that in the extension of ters stated that the rule with reference to
United States territory and in the better the plebiscite vote was exactly the same as
understanding that bas arisen between the the rule for the election of members to the
Imperial Governient of our Empire and louse of Commons. I dissent from that
the _United States, we have hopes that their view. The object is different. You must
shell will be softened and that they will be have a House of Commons. You must have
disposed to deal with us from feelings of representatives of the people constituting
self-interest on fairer terms than they were one assembly, and you accept the return of
disposed to do under other circumstances. those who have polled a majority of the

My hon. friend bas referred to the ques- votes. How did this vote stand? My hon.
tion of prohibition. Well, I am not going friend will see we were not electing anybody.
to discuss that, because while he read to us There was no act of necessity connected
the opinions of others, whose opinions per- with this vote. The object of the vote, as I
haps might be of very great consequence-- take it, was for the purpose of seeing

Hon. Sir M A CKENZIE BOWELL-- whether the state of public opinion was
They are Liberal opinions. such that it would justify the government

in legislating. We had no doubt but what
Hon. Mr. MILLS-My bon. friend would a measure might be carried through Parlia-

have satisfied himself, and I am sure others ment, especially if lion. gentlemen thought
on this side of the House more, if he had it was going to kill us. But my hon. friend
devoted a little more attention to the expo- will see that beyond that there is the ques-
sition of his own which he declared, like tion of the enforcemnent of the law, and I
Desdemona, he was determined to conceal. say that a measure put upon the statute-
My hon. friend, however, was not very suc- book that you cannot enforce is very much
cessful, for he reminded us of the views worse than no measure at all. When you
expressed, which are in entire accord with look at the vote how does it stand? You
his own, by the former Prime Minister, the had 21 per cent of the electors of Canada
late Sir John Thompson. And be said Sir declaring against prohibition ; you had 22J
John Thompson informed these people he per cent declaring in favour of prohibition ;
did not favour prohibition, that he was and you had nearly 56 per cent who did not
OPposed to it, and that he intended to stand vote at all, who certainly were not enthusi-
On that ground. My bon. friend says that asts in favour of prohibition. On the con-
Our position was a fraud ; that in fact our trary, J would be inclined to draw the in-
course in proposing a vote on the subject of ference that they were. on the wbole, hostile
prohibition was a fraud. But my bon. to sucb legishation. It being six oclock,
friend forgot that he himself supported it and as J bave yet some further remarks to
with alacrity. If my hon. friend held last make, J move the adjournment of the debate.
session the views that he has uttered with
80 much perspicuity to-day, he ought to have
resisted the proposition. He ought to have The Senate then adjourned.
fought against fraud here. He ought to
have endeavoured to prevent the triumph of
fraud in this House. But my hon. friend
thought the government was marching toT
their execution, and fraud or no fraud, Ottawa, Tuesday, 2lst March, 1899.
villany or no villany, my hon. friend was
ready to submit to anything and to do any- The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
thing, for the purpose of allowing the gov- o
ernment to commit suicide.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- Paesadruiepoedns
Oh, 1 would not do that. THE INTERNATiONAL CONFER-

bon. t twr. MILLS-Then emy bon. friend ENCE.
read letters, but he did not teal us whether INQUIRY.

hie adopted them as his own views or not, bon. Mr. BOULTON rose to inquire:
and J did not ýmee that they had much rele- Whether the suspension of the deliberations of tbe
vancy unhess be adopted them. Tbese let- international conference, between Great Britain and
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the United States, until the 2nd of August next, will ment, that a vote shah be taken upon a
prevent the consideration of the establishment of free ific measure
trade relations with Great Britain9  spcTerlei htectrad reatios wth GeatBritinparty may state what their views are on

He said :-The object of the question is to questions of general policy, and those
ascertain whether the suspension of the con- who are returned in the majority to the
ference means the tying up of domestic House of Commons shah exercise a con-
legislation in Canada or of legislation we trolling influence in favour of that
may have with Great Britain. policy to which they are committed.

Now, whether the rule be a sound one or
Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not see any con- not, it was tlought that that principle was

nection between our trade relations with not applicable to the case of a sumptuary
Great Britain and the negotiations with law. In sucl a case, whether the neasure
Washington. I am not at all aware that the is one which is proper to put upon a statute-
one can have any influence on the other. It book, depends largely on the state of public
is not intended that any negotiations with opinion, and whether the public wiIl sustain
the United States shall alter the policy that such a measure by their active syrnpathy and
the government adopted with respect to support, if it should be made law. Now, the
Great Britain. vote je taken not to decide whether prohib-

itor legilation is a good or a bad thing in
THE ADDRESS. itseif, or whether it is a proper thing to

THE DEBATE CONTINUED. adopt, but if the law can be enforced. That
es a consideration upon which the people

The Order of the iDay being called: may pass by a popular vote, but it is also a

Reswming the adjourned debate on the considera consideration u ion which the administration
tion of is Excellency the Governor General's Speech and Parliament must subequently decide.
on the opening of the fourth session of the eighth par- But assuming that to be so, assuming such
liament. legislation proper, nevertheless it e im-

Hon. Mr. MJLLS said :-When the Nuse portant to know whether the state of opinion
rose last evening at 6 o'clock I was disques- in the country is such as to justify the
ing what my hon. friend opposite, the leader administration in bringing such a mesure
of the opposition, had said in respect to the forward. Now, I say, the object of the
plebiscite taken upon the subject of prohibi- popular vote on a question of that sort is
tion. I did not think that there was any and must be mainiy for the purpose of
similarity between an election for the return ascertaining the state of public opinion.
of a member to the bouse of Commons u and Now, what does the vote disclose a find
the vote taken to ascertain the state of that there are on the registered liste of voters
public opinion upon a question relating to a 1,223,849 names. 0f that number, 278,47 
proposed sumptuary law. If it becomes voted in favour of prohibition; 264,571 voted
necessary to hold an election for a member against prohibition. That is, the total vote
to the House of Commons, it is necessary polled was 543,049, indicating the number
that there should be a member returned, a who are actively in favour of such a measure
representative for the constituency that at and the number who are actively opposed
the time w l vacant. It is neceesary, to it, the vote being taking the whole
whether the vote be large or emali, that Dominion collectively together, very nearly
that return should take place, and it bas equal. Now, I find there were 646,800
always been regarded in the public interest votes, flot polled, a good deal more than haîf.
that the one who has polled the largest I say, looking at the whole question, at the
number of votes, whether they form a large resu t of the vote that was taken, in my
or a mal percentage of those who are en- opinion it does not indicates such a state f
titled to the franchise, sha be returned as public opinion as would warrant the govern-
the representative to the legiselature. But mentinundertakingtolegislateonthe uject.
that view can have no relevancy to a vote Then you have the further consideration
taken in respect to the propriety of legiula- that you would require in case rucn a vote
tion upon a particular subject. Let me say was adopted, to alter the taxation to the
to the hon. gentleman that it has not been amount of six or seven million dollars. You
the practice in this country, nor ie it gener- would have to reinove the tax from ah
aîîy consistent with parliamentary govern- the prohibited articles as a source of
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revenue. You would have to devise opened a une of railway into that northern
other means of taxation than those which country within our own territory with a view
already existed and in place of the tax of extending it as soon as possible to a sea-
which you repealed. And if that were port within our own limit:, it would have
the case, every administration, as long as it been the right policy to adopt. 1 ar stili
retains its senses, must consider what would of that opinion. 1 think it was most unfor-
be the effect of that alteration of the taxa- tunate-my hon. friend I dare say holds a
tion upon the public opinion of the coutitry, different view-that that policy was frus-
and whether, if such a system of taxation trated by the vote of this buse. There
had been proposed as part of the question can be no doubt whatever we have turned,
submittedl, the vote in favour of prohibition by our action, the whole trade both from
would even have been as large as it is. Let Canada and the United States to the ports
me suppose, as an abstract proposition, that of Dyea and Skagway. We no doubt arrive
we had carried through a perfect measure, sornewhat nearer to our own territory by
we had provided another system of taxation, going to these ports, but we place the trade
that we had imposed taxes upon tea, coffee at its initial step under the control of the
and sugar, and a per capita tax or such United States, subject to their policy. We
other tax as might be required to make up are building up considerable towns on
the six or seven millions of revenue that United States territory that could fot live
Would have been displaced, and we had ask- without our trade if that trade had been
ed for the vote of this country upon a per-'diverted into another channel. That is an
fected measure of that sort, I think we were accomplished fact. A railway is being con-
bound to consider what would be the proba- structed which will facilitate, no doubt,
ble vote given upon a measure of that sort. communication with that country, and what
I have no hesitation in saying that there we propose to do in the meantime is to con-
Would nece.ssarily be a good many people struct a tele-raph line, located in that same
who would vote for an abstract proposition district, for the purpose of holding more
in favour of prohibition that would not vote ready communication with that distant
to pay a few dollars of the taxes that are at portion of our Canadian possessions. We
present paid by the men who drink. That do not suppose for a moment that that is
I have little doubt about., and all these to be our permanent lino into that terri-
matters are to be taken into consideration. tory, but it is the one that can be most
If instead of 278,000 votes there had been readily constructed, and which will furnish
over half a million votes in favour of the at the earliest day facilities for intercourse,
proposition, it would have indicated a very to enable us to communicate with the
different state of public opinion from that territory, until we are able to begin at a
which exists, and a state of public opinion point connected with the telegraph system
that might have justified the government in Canada as it now existe and extend a
in going forward and meeting the wishes of line from that system into the Yukon coun-
those who desire to see a policy of pro- try. No doubt that must be done, and it
hibition adopted. must be done with as much expedition as

possible, but in the meantime a line cari be
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Take constructed in the course of a short period

another plebiscite. of time which will place us withîn a few
days communication with the ports on the

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend has western cost. It will take a vessel a few
also spoken about the proposed telegraph days to pass from Dyea or Skagway to Vic-
hine from Skagway into Dawson, and he toriaand thatlinkof course, inourtelegraph
seems to think in some way or another, that communication will be wanting, but neyer-
that is contrary to the policy which the theless it will enable us, in the course of a
government adopted last year, and inconsis- week, to communicate with Dawson and
tent with the contention which my hon. with the mining district in the Yukon coun-
friend beside me and myself on behalf of try. At present our communication is very
the government made in this House last slow and extremely uncertain, and that slow-
session. I do not see that. I am unable to ness and uncertainty will be overcome tem-
see how my hon. friend arrives at such a porarily by the construction of this section
conclusion. I was of the opinion that if we of telegraph line. My hion. friend referred
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to the proposed bill for the redistribution of ago were represented by the great Earl of
seats, and spoke of it as a gerrynander bill. Chathamwhen Mr. Pitt, by his son, Mr. Pitt
It is not a gerrymander bill ; the object is to by Mr. Fox, have a pride to-day in referring
repeal a measure of that sort. Unfortuna ely to the fact that in times gone by these men
many years ago the system of gerrymandering vho played so important a part in the
constituencies so as to give a minority an ilouse of Commons and in the government
opportunity of returning a majority to alegis- of the Empire were representatives of their
lature was adopted by our neighbours over district, and it exercises a healthfui and
the way. That systeim was carefully excluded beneficial influence overthem iithe selec-
from this country until 1882, and in 1882 tion of representatives to-day. The effect
my hon. friend opposite and his colleagues of such a historie tradition is advantageous
undertook to solve the problem in the United to the community, for whatever ve may do
States way. We propose to put an end to in the way of legisiation and especially in
that. It would be advantageous perhaps the way of constitutional legisiation, should
f romn a party poin t of view-althoughi I be ainied to draw people upwards and flot
think it would be drniot-alizing- to the public to drag thei a down. The principle, hon.
sentiment of the ceountry-if we were to gentlemen, will tind set out by Sir John
retaliate and adopt the policy of those who Macdonald, in a speech addressed to
controlled the govcrnment of this country the ouse of Co m ons in 1872. R e
in 1882. But we (I0 lot propose to do that. points out that it is important, wlere men
We propose to put an end to the gerry- are in the habit of co-operation for any pub
mandering systein. We say that you shall lic object, for the administration of justice,
pay regard to county boundaries, that these say as jurymen, in their agricultuhra associa-
shall not be broken, that, where a county is tions, in their municipal organizations, that
entitled to more than one representative, you the sae men, thus forming an acquain tance
xnay divide it into two divisions. if entitled with each other, thus becoming personally
to more than two, into three ridins butt you acquainted with the abilities of the more
must Iake your electoral division within promising men amnongst thei, should have
the limits of the boundaries established by an opportunity of selecting such for their
the county. Now, across the boundary in representatives in the house of Comions.
some of the newer states of the United But if you cut off a township f my one county
States Union they bave a special provision and attacl it to two or three townsbips in
in their state constitutions that there shah another county, you may take off from the
he no gerrymander, and to secure the resu t countsy the iost promising, the most influ-
tey provide that when the census is taken entia, the most useful man of the county
and a new distribution of seats takes place, and put hum in a constituency where out-
the county boundaries sha , be unbroken, side of his own township he bas no acquain-
and the fragments of different counties shah tance whatever. No matter which party he
not be put together for the purpose of may belong to, you doom hum to private
forming a constituency. In adopting this life, you deny hlm that opportunity which
rule over the way, and in adopting that is abihities would enable him to secure and
rule here, ae are simply folowing the which his abilities entitoe him to, if you
ancient tradition of the United King- respected counity boundaries, and if you
dom. Hon. gentlemen wihl remember that gave him the chance to which he is entitled.
in the United Kingdo there is no say tbat in proposing to return to the
such thin as constituencies made up principle of observing county oundaries in
of fragments of different counties. You a distribution of seats, we are oot intfoduc-
have th borough divisions and you have ing anything novel. We are not gerry-
the county ridings, but each riding forms mandering the country. We are under-
a portion of a single county. It does not taking to undo what has been done in that
formn a portion of severa counties, and in regard and give every man, whether in or
that way the historical traditions of the re- out of Parlianent a fair chance for his vife,
presentation of the county bas been pre- the opportunity of making his own fortune.
served and it bas exercised, as stated by Now, my hon. friend says that if we adopt
Mr. Gladstone and by Lord Saisbury, a that principle we do not secure equal elent-
healthful influence over the representation oral divisions, but I tel my on. friend that
in the future. Constituencies tbat a century when this subject was under discussion in
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1893 I went over the whole ground with those theories of taxation whiclh you have
Somfie care then, and I think I satistied oeen promulgating for twenty years " I do
members of the House of Commons on that not think that my hon. friend is warranted
occasion that the inequalities which exist in that contention, I never proposed that
at the present time between the constituen- there should be less taxation than is required
cies with the largest population and those for the public service. I have always main-
with the smallest is greater than would exist tained that the tax should be with that
if the principle of respect for county bound- object in view.
aries were observed. There is no difticulty
in showing that undoubtedly that is so; and Hon. Mr. BOULTON--But that all that
it is, therefore, of immense consequence in was collected for taxation purposes should
this country, if we by any possibility can do be diverted into the treasury.
it, that we should adopt a rule which would
be accepted for all time to come, so that no Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is my opinion,
matter which party might control the affairs and 1 think it is desirable to carry that
of the country after the census,thatwe should principle out, so far as we possible can. The
beassured of one thing, the cou nty boundaries great difference between my hon. friend
would be respected and that whatever alter- (Mr. Boulton) and myseif on this point is
ations were made in constituencies would that he seems to think that unless you move
be made within those county limits. I on a direct line you are not moving in the
think that is a safe rule. It lias been said direction that you claim you intend to
by my hon. friend that we disregard the travel. On that point I differ from him.
principle of representation by population in There are many questions connected with
adopting a rule of this sort. Let us observe taxation. There are many prejudices asso-
what the British North America Act pro- ciated with it, on the part of people having
vides for in that regard. It does not pro- important interests that it is not our busi-
vide for representation by population in ness to shock-that it is not our business to
electoral districts. That we have never make war upon. We trust to the force of
had. It cannot be contended for a the progress of the country and the gradual
moment that was adopted in the distri- adoption of principles which those who are
bution of 1872, or 1882 or 1892. In every inclined to dread them will see have not as-
one of these cases the inequality shows sociated with them the evils which they
that there was very little attention given to anticipated. Now, let me say that in this
the subject of representation by population respect I, to sone extent. hold to the view
between constituencies. That is not what expressed many years ago by Mr. Lowell,
the Act calls for. It is representation by that the movement of a party is something
population between the provinces, and each like that of a great river. There are many
province is given representation in propor- great bends and sweeps in the course in
tion to its population. Now, one constitu- which it moves forward until it reaches a
ency may have a larger population than broader level, and so it is with those who
another. That is of far less consequence have the charge of public affairs. We are
than to undertake to break up the division moving onwards towards the point at which
which exists by the common co-operation of we aimed. We will certainly, if the. country
the people within county limits. I need not sustains us, and I believe it will, ultimately
pursue that question further, because the reach that destination, but we purpose doing
measure will be before this House and we it without revolution. We purpose doing it
shall have an opportunity of fully discussing without undertaking to rin over mountains
it. I sinply point out that th-re is no and carry the country do, wn precipi es.
gerrynanîder contemplated, none intended- We deviate fron a straight line so
that the intention is as far as possible to far as that is necessary to guide
place the two great parties of the country public opinion, to avoid public exciteinent
upon a footing of equality for the elections and to secure by quiet ineans, by ineans
and to restore the principle of county' which in the end it becomes obvious to
boundaries with that end in view. everybody will lead us to the point which

My hon. friend referred to the question we intend to reach. It is not our business
of taxation. He says " you have violated to provoke agitation. It is not our- business
all your principles; you have disregarded all to lead any portion of the people to suppose
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we were making war upon vested interests. cuit to find any one better fitted to adorn a
It is our business to govern the country as seut in this House than the gentleman who
we find it. There are many things perhaps bas been appointed by the government to
that if we had come into power earlier would he Senate either in the ranks of one party
have been different -woulci have been, f rom or the other. But that leads to a reflection
my point of view at least, better; but we had not altogetier so creditable to gentlemen
to deal with the position of things as they opposite. h is rather humiliating to them
existed when the change in the political sen- and to the whole of us that they could not
timent of the country took place, and when be in a position to cail so estimable a gen-
the public confidence placed us where we are, tleman, to the Senat, of Canada without
and we propose to pursue the course which stultifying tbems&ves before the people of
we had marked out for ourselves, consistent the country, because as a political party
with the principles of good order and of they have put tbemselves on record as
quiet, and to carry with us the confidence, declaring it immoral to hold out pro-
so far as we can, of every class of the popu- minent positions of this kind before
lation. It is said by a distinguished writer, members of the fouse of Conmons. It is
that the foolish and the dead never change. no fault of the hon. gentleman who bas
We are neither foolish nor dead, and we in- been called to this House. fie is blameless
tend tos bring about those changes which we in the matter. Hon, gentlemen on this side
believe will be tû the advantage of the of the enouse believe that no wrng is done
country, and which will contribute t h its in calling a member of the ouse of Com-
ma.terial growth and te its prosperity. Mons, ho has ripe experience to this flouse;

but lon. gentlemen opposite laid down a dif-
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Wloen I say I ferent doctrine. My hon. friend (Mr. Mils)

have listened with a great deal of pleasure shakes bis head. That is the way with our
tob the speech of the hon. mover of the fiends. One of these gentlemen propounds
Address, 1 feel confident that I express the a doctrine and tbey are understood. te say
opinion of every hon. gentleman in this Yea, yea and amens to it; but afterwards,
flouse. By saying that I do net st all wen it does nt suit their purpose, we
intend t, convey the impression that I find ene after anuther shirk the respon-
agree with evervthing the hon. gentleman sibility attacbing to their doctrine. The pre-
said, but from bis own point of view, and in sent Postmaster General went so far in the
the performance of a very delicate and im- fouse of Commons in 1896 as to introduce
portant duty in this flouse, I must say that a bill providing that ne member of the buse
he performed bis work very well indeed, and of Commons could accept a permanent posi-
I would almost go so far as te compliment tion, with emoluments attacbed, fro the
the hon. gentlemen on the government bide Crown, until af ter he bad ceased to be a mem-
of the flouse in calling our friend teo this ber of the fouse of Commons for one year,
House, because I am satindfied frin the and he made a speech in support of it, in whic
address he has made tha he will be a very he repeated theviews that had been expressed
valuable member of the Senate. I would on the platfor and in the ceuntry and wich
alnost go a little f hurter on that pint and were announced scores of times in y ewn
gay that in the matter of filling seats in this province by representative Liberals as an
flouse the present Premier of Canada and accepted doctrine of the Party. We bold to
bis colleagues have sbown a oery great no such view as that. I do not agree wit
regard indeed for the bonour of the Senate 1 the principle laid down by the Postrnaster
and the interests of the country, for we bave General and supported in a ver remarka e
added to our members gentlemen of ability speech by bim in tbe Cemmons and endorsed
and standing and influence in the chuntry. very fully by a gentleman who spoke on that
I wiIl go a littie further tof say that in the occasion, and who beld up bis hands in
appointment of a gentleman to fil the seat horror at the vil that he saw rampant in
made vacant by my lamented colleague in the land in dangling positions before mem-
tbis fouse, Senatfr Arsenault, no better bers of Parlianett----I speak of a gentleman
appointment culd bave been mnadefarom the whoe was then a member unf the fouse of
rankY of the Liberal party in Prince Edward Commns but who as since been appointed
Island than the on gentleman wh bas to a judgeship in the province of Ontario.
been called te that place. It wouid be diffi- The first paragrap of the address refer
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to the prosperity at present enjoyed by the turn, either going in or coring out, is
Dominion of Canada. Hon. gentlemen who alrost the only statistics we have to show
have already spoken have referred to this pros- what the movement of population has been.
perity, and admitted that at the present ture I find the setters' effecis coming into Cana-
we enjoy it in a very large measure. . While da froi the United Staes for the year
agreeing with that view, I will go so far as 1898 were of the value of $2,334,457, a very
to say that, compared with the prosperity respectable showing, indeed, and that in
prevailing all over the world, Canada stood the same year the household effects going to
as well in the bad years of 1892 and 1893 the United States amounted to $886,622.
as it bas stood in the good years of 1897 and Going back to 1894, I found that in that
1898, that is, compared with the rest of the year the settiers' effects coning into Canada
world, What was the condition of affairs from the United States were $2,665,893,
in 1892, 1893 and 18941 We went or nearly $300,000 more than is shown
through a tremendous crisis which swept by the Trade and Navigation returns
down almost all the banking institutions of 1898, about which we hear so much,
of the United States. The United States and I find that, comparing the house-
suffered extrerne distress. The saine dis- hold effects going to the LUnited States in
tress, although îiot so poignant, was feit in these two years, there is practically littie
Great Britailu and in fact ail over the com- diflerence. In 1894 they were $940,0is
mercial world. Although we were not and in 1898 they were $886,h. Therefore,
wholly exempt f rom that wave of depression, as far as the customs returns furnish us in-
while we felt it to some extent, yet I con- formation-and do not know of any other
tend we cane out of that ordeal at that source of information that we possess we
turne and stood wel compared with the re8t have nothing to show that the flow of pop-
of the world. My hon. friend the leader ulation into and out of the country has been
of the buse says that we have to take saterially difturent in 1898 from what it
immigration as an evidence of existing pros- was in the year 1894. 1 have taken these
perity. I an not going to deny that the two yedrs for comparison, because we know
influx, in very considerable numbers, of that in 1894 there was a depression ail over
settlers is an evidence of prosperity. The the world, and in 1898 the boom of pros-
prosperity that we eijoy myay be one of perity had set in, not only in Canada but
the reasons that induces ther to co fre, in other countrie3 as werl. Now, with
and it is certainly very gratifying to regard to the flow of population and the
know that we are receiving a considerable prosperity enjoyed in the country, I ar not
number of setters from abroad. But one of those who have ever believed that it,
I have looked a little into the public docu- is a very bad thing that some of our people
ments and find no evidence before me to people should go out and share in the enter-
warrant the belief that we are receiving prises of the great world beyond. I a not
at this turne, or that we have beeri receiving at ail satisfied that this is a bad thing. We
within the iast year for which we have any rather pride ourselves on the distinguished
particulars, a very luch larger number of Canadians abroad. We like to give a presi-
settlers than we received eveio in the years dent to the first National Bank of Chicago,
which we ail admit to have been bad-1892, and a principal to Cornel University. We
1893, 1894, and so on. My hon. friend be- are proud of the young men we send out
oide me, the hon. leader of the opposition, and that ont of those who go abroad a
remarked that be was not able to turn up in goodly number find responsible positions in
the Trade and Navigation Returns, any iteni ithe countries of their adoption. I there-
of setters' effcts going out of the couitry fore think that the statement in the irst
during the last year. "I have been a littie paragrapli of this address, which says
more successfu in that respect. It is, that there bas been almost a total ces-
not found under the heading of setters' sation of the exodus of our population
efoect," but a household efects." When fas been ade without any substantial
they come into the country, they are calle foundation upon which to rest. N happen
n isettlers' efcts ; " when they go out of the to know that froi the province in which

country, they are adfroitly calbed rhousehond 'I live a good may of our peoplie have cone,
etlects but they mean pi the saine and they are stili going. Crossing on the
thisg. Settlers' effects in the customs re- ice boat the other day two young men were
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even at that season of the year, taking that with these great international questions.
hazardous trip to go to the United States and We know what has happened within the
seek employment. Some of my hon. friends last two vears, more particularly within
who took the steamer to Georgetown told the last year, in the way of drawing
nie that some half dozen young people were the two great members of the Anglo-
on tlhat steamer also going to the United Saxon fainily together ; of removing hostile
States. There, however, is just this differ- or unfriendly feelings that existed between
ence between the state of things in past them. We know that a great deal has been
years and at the present moment. Wlien the accomplished in that direction, and it was
Liberal party were out of power they deciied very fortunate for the hon. gentlemen com-
this country. My hon friend sitting oppo- posing the government that these events
site me, as well as his friends ail over the occurred, removing some of the great diffi-
country, during ail those years denounced culties which stood in the way of the settle-
this country. They exaggerated the exodus ment of the international difficulties in years
of our population. They cried blue ruin gone by, and I will go so far as to say that,
fron one end of the country to the other, as far as circuinstances beyond the control
and it would not be at all surprising if dur- of gentlemen in the government were con-
ing those years a greater exodus of the cer ned, everything was in their favour ; but
population had taken place, when the lead- as far as they had anytiing to do with shap-
ers of the Liberal party were telling the ing the circumstances themselves, everything
people that there was no hope for them if was against thein. We remember the very
they remained in Canada, that they were first step that was taken by the Premier in
being burdened with bad laws and taxation regard to this matter, to say nothing of the
and that their only hope was to get out of course pursued when they were in opposition.
the country. That was the cry of the hon. We know of their trips to Washington and
gentlemen on the other side of the House. of their Boston speeches, and their propa-
Circumstances are changed now and we hear ganda in Canada in favour of unrestricted
nothing of blue ruin to-day. reciprocity, and commercial union and we

know of the celebrated interview which
Hon. Mr. MILLS-You are trying to the Premier of Canada gave to a

preach it now. Chicago paper shortly after be as-
sumed the govertiment, of Canada, ail of

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-No, I arm glad of wbicb was to convey the impression
the change. It has brought to an end this on tie minds of our neigbours that wben
practice of one of the great political parties these gentlemen came into power, and tbey
of decrying and belittling their own country. came to treat, the United states would bave
But it does seem a sorry reflection to have almost everything their ovn way. The
to make with reference to the great leaders Premier of the country used almost those
of one of our big political parties in Canada very words to the Chicago reporter: that tie
that in order to make them loyal and true to late government had been hostile to the
their country it has been necessary to give United States, that the present government
them office. It is not a very pleasant reflec had been friendly to them, creating an im-
tion. The price may have been high, but a pression in the United States wbich they
very desirable object has been attained when were not slow to receive, that the Lime was
these gentlemen have been called off in this corne for obtaining inost important conces-
policy of denunciation and condemnation of sions frorn Canada in the settiement of the
their own country. References have been questions pending between the two countries.
made to another very important paragraph in Tben after a visit to Washington on the
the Speech which refers to the negotiationsipart of two gentlemen connected vith
that have been carried on for a long time, the government, we have the jubilee pro-
over six months, I think, between Great Bri- ceedins in England, and lie so-called pre-
tain and the United States, with a view to ferential tarif. Experience bas proved
seule the questions pending between the two that the preferential tarif bas given no
countries. In regard to that I wouild say preference to Great Britain, that it bas
that the present government have been proved reallv advantageous to the United
extremely fortunate in the opportunity States, the best evidence of which is to
that circumstances gave tbem in dealing be found in the enormous extension of
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the imports of this country from the United world. Notwithstandingalltheinfluence that
States since the adoption of that tariff as be was able to bring to bear, they were
compared with the imports fron Great Bri- not able to settle the questions pending
tain. The fact remains however that while before theni. A sad commentaryon all the
that tariff has not benefited British trade, but boasts that were put forward about
has worked advantageously to the United what the sunny days would accomplish
States trade, yet it was at the time appar- when dealing with the United States, is
ently an unfriendly act towards the United the remark of Lord Herschell when lying
States, which could not help rendering diffi- on what proved to be his death-bed, "I have
cuit the task of the representatives of this spent six montbs and ail I have got for it is
country when they undertook to frarne a a broken leg." Tbere is another paragraph
treaty. I go back and say that as faras these of the speech to wbicb My hon. friend bas
gentlemen at all attempted to shape events devoted a good deal of attention. That is
leading up to negotiations with the United the plebiscite upon tbe question of probibi-
States, they put nothing but difficulties in tion. My hon. friend, feeling the extreme
their own way, and all the advantages that difliculty of bis present position, actually
came to their help in the matter of these tried to get others into it. It is a com-
negotiations came f ro sources and infl- fort in .isfortune if you can draw some
ences to which tlîey contributed ahsoiuteiy others into the sane position as yourself,
nothinr. I remetuber ail that we 'vere prom- and be agtuay tried to draw the on. leader
ised about what the Isunny ways" were of the oppsition into it, because e hbad
gfoing to do. Who in this House bas not not (ivided the fuse in regard to the Pe-
heard the fable of the sua conipeiling the ibiscite Bi, bon. gentlemen kow very well
travelier to take off bis coat, whiie the north that the government have to take that res-
wind had the opposite effect. The sunny ponsibility entirely yr themselves, and that
ways were to be applied to Uncle Sarn, and rhey cannot shift it upon the shoulders of
great things were going to be produced in the temperance peopiof Canada, because the
that way. I a afraid that Unle Sani bas temperance peple, as my hon. fniend very
proved somewhat of an iceberg, as the sunny well knows, did on t ask for a pebiscites
ways have not been as efflectual as it was asked for prohibition. They asked for tbey
belie red thev wuld he. We cannot con- bread and the governîteat gave thein a stone.
gratulate the governnent on the result of They pieaded that a plebiscite was not neces-
te long and protracted dliberations, and sary, but the members of the present govern-
I must say that I believe there was a:ment wven in opposition, in the Ottawa
general feeling of satisfaction, a feeling of Conference of 1893, decided that they would
relief in Canada among their own friends, take a plebiscite on the question, and tey
amongst the people generally when the created an impression on the country that
commissioners came home, because the they would act in good faitb with ah
tenacity with which they persisted in en- parties and that the decision of the majority
deavouring to make a treaty, the length of would rule. I ar confident I speak the
time which was applied to it, indicated sentiments of the majority of the people
clearly that in their intense desire to do when I say that that impression was created,

smetingthee ws a rea elmen ofrighteously, created tbat the majority woulds>mnething there was a great element of M
danger tha the best interests of Canada prevail wben the vote was taken. I believe
would be sacrificed. I feel that the people of my hon. friend the leader of the buse is
Canada to-day are much better pleased that almost the father of the plebiscite idea, be-
they came home without a treaty, than with cause he roved a resolution in 1889 in the
the kind of treaty that the public believed bouse of Commons on the subject and sup-
they would have if they had succeeded in ported that resolution in a speech, and I wil
coming to a definite conclusion with the read sone extracts fron that speech which
United States. This does not say nuch for show that ry hon. friend ciearly meant
the power of sunny ways, or the boasted at that time that the view of the majority
influence of this Administration aided as they sbould prevail. Thebon.gentlemansaid:
were by all the power and influence of the I quite admit that on the great majority of pub-

British Government represented by a states- lic questions it is desirable that Parliaaient itseW
man of the greatest ability and of world-wide should assume the responsibility of Iegis]ation butParliaient lias aireadv pronounced its opinion that
reputation, one of the ablest jurists in the prohibition legishation is desirable, but it fas said
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that in its opinion public opinion is not prepared for settie the matter beyond controversy, it was
it. That may be the opinion of some honourable to be settled with mathematical accuracy.
members of this House ; but it is possible to settle
that question, and to ascertain what public opinion is My hon. friend could have meant nothing
beyond all controversy by taking a vote of all those
qualified to vote at an ordinary election.

The hon. gentleman said it was possible to
take a vote of the people on the question
which would settle beyond controversy what
public opinion was. Now that vote bas
been taken. Take my hon. friend's view of
the result of that vote and the importance
to be attached to it, and I ask, is that a
settlement beyond controversy? Does he
not controvert the result himself ? He con-
troverts the result by bis speech on the
question in this House.

Hon Mr. MILLS-It is beyond contro-
versy now. When my hon. friend says it is
settled beyond controversy, I say yes, because
over 690,000 people refused to vote.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
is inaccurate in his figures, for he counts all
the names on lists made three or four years
before, many of whom are dead.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Does my hon. friend
think there are no living people yet on the
list ?

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Yes, but there
are not 690,000 living people. He counts
the dead and the absent on old
voters' lists in order to make it ap-
pear that the majority of the people
declined to vote on this question. My hon.
friend was not so sensitive about the con-
stitutional soundness of the position that
a majority of votes cast should rule
when it affected his own right to
sit in the government of Canada.
A very large number of people refused
to vote on that occasion, and a very large
number of people voted against my hon.
friend and his party, and only about twenty-
eight per cent of the whole electoral list
voted in favour of my hon. friend and his
colleagues, and yet my hon. friend is so well
satisfied with the result that he believes they
have the right to govern the Dominion. I
have not finished reading the extract. He
continues :

If it is found ready to sustain prohibition legislation,
we shall be prepared to legislate in accordance there-
with.

else and the conclusion he now draws
does not point to a settlement of the con-
troversy. There is a good deal of contro-
versy in the statement made by my hon.
friend to-day that a minority should rule
Canada-that 21 per cent of the voters
on the lists should rule Canada, and when my
bon. friend pointed to a plebiscite as being
a means to settle the question and find
the condition of public opinion without con-
troversy, he never meant that the minor-
ity should rule. In 1887 the Iinister of
Marine and Fisheries was addressed by the
temperance people of Charlottetown before
his candidature and asked to state his views
on prohibition, and he answered by a letter
which was published, a part of which I shall
now read to the House. It is as follows:-

In reply I beg to say that some weeks ago at a pub-
lic meeting in the market hall I expressed muyself as
ready and willing to vote for prohibition whenever I
was satisfied a majority of the electors desired it,
and I went further to say that in my opinion the pro-
per and best course to test the public opinion of the
Dominion would be by a plebiscite on prohibition.

The hon. gentleman was distinct in saying
that the majority of the people should rule
in that matter, and he was prepared to carry
out what the majority of the peaple would
indicate if a vote was taken by way of a
plebiscite, but Sir Louis Davies, like the
hon. leader of this House, is now in the
government and he finds there is a great
deal of ground for controversy. I
dare he will find a great nany various
meanings attached to the word
"majority." I have no doubt whatever-
in fact I know that the Hon. Sir Louis
Davies's letter, was understood andaccepted
by the temperance people as unequivocally
promising that he would vote for submitting
the question to a plebiscite, and would be
guided by the views of the majority as ex-
pressed when the vote was taken.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I should like to ask
the hon. gentleman, supposing as a result of
the plebiscite there had been only four or
five thousand votes in favour of prohibition
and three or four thousand against it, does
my bon. friend say that the vote of the
majority should lead to legislation?

He pointed out that what was meant by Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
a plebiscite was something which would is putting a very extreme case but the
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absurdity is no greater applied to one side search in vain for an instance in which the
than to the other.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
has not answered my question.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I have answered
that it would be absurd with so small a vote
as that, but my contention is that the vote
was not small-that the vote was 23
per cent of the actual strength on the voters'
list compared with 28 per cent
which the hon. gentlemen received when
they appealed to the country for support at
a political election, and hon. gentlemen
know very well that in a political election,
where personality comes in and powerful
political organizations are at work, it is
very easy to bring out the vote compared
with a vote on a bare abstract principle. We
know very well that the whole influence of
the government-at least in one province-
there were provinces where it was not safe
to exert it-was thrown in order to secure
a large vote against prohibition in the
interests of the government, and I have not
the slightest doubt that the affirmative
vote, large as it is, 278,000, of men
who went out purely to vote for a
principle without supporting any poli-
tical platform or personality of candidates
-and in many cases without the spur of
opposition-would have been larger had
Govertment influence not been exerted. Hon.
gentlemen know how powerful the spur
of opposition is, and I have no
doubt in Prince Edward Island if
the opponents of the measure had only
gone to the meetings and opposed the tem-
perance people, the affirmative vote would
have been doubled. It was the
apathy and indifference which is sure
to arise out of the fact of their
being no opposition, that made the vote as
small as it was, although it was a respectable
vote in Prince Edward Island. The
opponents of prohibition were wise in their
generation in not holding meetings and
showing their hand in Prince Edward Island,
for if they had the result would have been
doubly as favourable to prohibition as it
proved to be. I have no hesitation in saying
that the government have performed a part
in regard to this matter of prohibition that
is very far from creditable to them as a
government and to Canada as a portion of
the Empire. I think hon. gentlemen will

people of any country bave been trifled with
to the extent that the temperance people of
Canada, among the very best people of the
country, have been trifled with in regard to
this question of prohibition. An election
was called, the advocates of prohibition did
not ask, as I said before, for a vote on this
question. The government, for their own
purposes took this course to dodge the
question, but they endeavoured to create an
impressionthathaving submitted the question
in this form they were more favourable to
the principle of prohibition than there
opponents were, and in that way they
received a very large vote that they would
not otherwise have received in the elections.
When the object was gained, of getting the
votes of the Conservatives who believed
in prohibition, we began to see a shying
back on the question of prohibition, and
ot times it began to look as if we would
not have the plebiscite itself. A year ago
it looked as if the hon. gentlemen opposite
would be glad to see the question shelved. I
could see at the time a desire that some
catastrophe would occur in order that they
might shirk the taking of the plebiscite,
a hope that something might turn up to get
them out of the diffliculty in which they were
placed. They put the question before the
people and members of the administration
went f rom town to town in the province of
Quebec and made speeches in which they con-
demned the whole question of submitting it
it to a plebiscite. Mr. Geoffrion said the gov-
ernment had, in a moment of weakness, pro-
mised a plebiscite, but they would not give
prohibition. Mr. Geoffrion made the state-
ment (I have never heard it questioned) that
the government had actually made up their
ininds at that time that no matter what the
vote was there would be no prohibition.
Their object was to keep the vote as low as
possible in order that they might escape
from the promise they had made. We have
the spectacle of the people of this country
being put to a vast amount of trouble, a
very considerable amount of public and pri-
vate expense incurred, people called away
f rom their employment at a busy time of the
year and al] this was done while it had been
already practically determined that that vote
should be treated with the utmost contempt

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is no justifica-
tion for that statement.
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Hon. Mr. FERGUSON--How can we itforthe wholeempirethoughtheydonotsay
otherwise interpret the speech of Mr. 50 in the speech from the Throne. 1 am glad
Geoffrion at Beauhornois? He said there, ofeverything that tends tobring the different
before a ballot had been cast, that the tem- memners of the empire doser together, but
perance people would get their plebiscite r ven anything is done in that direction it
but they would not get prohibition. If should be done wisely and carefully, and in
the inatter had not been settled, why such manner as will cost the people of this
should Mr. Geoffrion make that statement? country as littie as possible in the matter of
There was a time when hon. gentlemen respect as well as in dollars and cents.
opposite were professed economists, but that I have no hesitation in saying that in self-
was some considerable time ago, and we do'respect Canada bas lost a good deal in this
not hear anything about it now, but the postal inatter. Theproclamation 'J, William
expenditure of a quarter of a million dollars Mulock" had to be withdrawn ina day or
on the plebiscite vote for a purpose that two, and the expedients he had to resort
had no utility, in their own estimation to cover up that bungle, ail came under the
before the vote was taken, and which they eye and observation of the statesmen of the
have treated with the greatest contempt empire and of the other colonies, and it is
since-- not at ail creditable to Canada that such a

hungle as that should have been made.
Hon. Mr. MJLLS-I think there was a Then the stamp itself, I do not think is of

commission on one occasion that cost some- such a character that we should go into
thing. exultation over it. A good stor is told,

and it is an actual occurrence, that in the
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-That is atlays office i Charlottetown a man came up and

the wsy with my hon. friend. When my inquired for a postage stamp which hei
ion. friend finds that he bias donc soething wanted to put on an English letter, and he
very foolish and very wrong, and whieh lie vas handed the new stamp. e looked at
cannot possibly dcfend, he quotes somebody it for a moment and said Io did eot ask for
who hias dote sonething bad at sonie other a lobster label; I want a postage stamp.' oe
time, just as if the mistake of another gov- actually nistook the redspots indicating the
erninent is going to cond<ne the offence of parts of the Empire for the claws of a lobter.
his own eovernment on the present occa- Whatever position we occupy no ovith re-
sion. I neyer was one of thuse wio thought gard to penny postage and domestic postage
it eas a useful course to appoint a coc- rates througout the Dominion of Canada,
mission, but there was tis much to be said the governtent have not got it fo us by
in its favour: it Lnas an effort to get i Thforma- any statesmanship of their own, they drif t-
tion, and certainly if you look at the vol- ed into it. It was not apparent at ai at
unîinous character of the report, there ouaht the first suggestion of the question that it
to be information there. t certainly as the intention of myhis governrent to
cost the country a great deal, but if it adopt the two-cent rate for Canada, In-
was ten tishes as foolish and bad as deed, their actions disclose their intention
it was, it affords no palliation what- up to the last moment of following a differ-
ever for the conduct of hon. g ent course, and at the last toeent they
opposite in resorting to that dodge of the adopted a two cent rate of postage ail over
plebiscite wich they neer believed in, the Dominion of Canada. Whle it is a
which they evidently neyer intended to Nery nice thing to be able to send letters
carry out to an issue, no matter what the cheaply, as we are ale to do no«, we must
vote was, and which they nov treat with reinem'ber that the Post Ofice Departent
the utmost contept. After nealy 300,- has been a losing department up to this
000 people recorded their votes in favour time. I believe the Postmaster eneral
of prohibition, the hon. gentlemen say that aims that he bas made it nearer self-sus-
expression of opinion is not strong enough, taining now than it was under the former
and they are not going to do anything. A administration. We will wait until we see
good deal of exultation bas been expressed in ail about that. find it safe in dealing with
eovernment circles ove the Imperial penny these gentlemen not to take things on trust,
postage policy. They have not been at al as in the case of the settlers' effects, and the
slow in claiwing that they have accomplished reference to the exodus. It is wel to await
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resuits before we come to conclusions about matioi regarding the Yukon country,
the great reforms the Postmaster General and I hope the result of this enlightenment
claims he has aflected. We know the adopt- will be to give us better legislation with

1on of the two-cent rate for Canada will regard to that country than were offered to
effeet a very serious diminution in the this House during the last session of
receipts of the Post Office Departnent, and parliament. I was reminded when I
that will have to be made up by a tax in read this statement about the flood of
in some other direction. We have now a information that had come in upon them,tax on newspapers. The poor man has to of a story I read in one of Smollet's novels.
pay on his newspaper for what the merchant His Majesty, the King of England, had been
saves in his correspondence. A merchant greatly disturbed by disquieting rumours
may save $50 or $100 a year in the reduced which had come to him from Ainerica. The
rate of postage and that will be divided French were said to be in full march
over the farmers in the enhanced cost of from Cape Breton to Grand Pré, a most
newspapers and other things taxed to make alarming state of things indeed, and the
up this deficit. I am not at all satisfied King's mind was greatly disturbed. He
that it is a wise movement or that any great communicated the information to his Prime
reform has been effected in the management Minister, the Earl of Bute, who went
of the Post Office Department. The advisers forthwith to find what light he could gain
of His Excellency the Governor General have about this alarming information. He met a
Put into his mouth the following words: gentleman very soon after, and to him he

Much information has been obtained since you mentioned the disquieting information that
last met relative to the extent and value of the the King had received. His friend at once
deposits of gold and valuable minerals in the Yukon replied: " Tut, tut ! there is nothing in that.and other parts of Canada. Cape Breton is an island, anmd the French
I must say I was very nmuch pleased, indeed, could not march from there at this time of the
when I saw this paragraph. I was delighted year." "Is Cape Breton an island i " said the
to know that hon. gentlemen opposite had Premier. " I must go and tel! His Majesty
got much information on the Yukon at once. He wili be delighted to hear it." I
cOuntry, for my recollection of these gentle- hope part of the information that these hon.
len and their position before parliament a gentlemen have received is thatWrangel is on

year ago, made me believe they needed an island and is part of the United States.
information with regard to that country. They seemed to be last year under the impres-
There was almost worse than Egyptian sion that the mouth of the Stikine River was
darkness in the government circles when British territory and that Wrangel was under
they introduced the Teslin Lake Railway the control of this country. I hope and trust
Bill. We remember the speech made by a that a part of this great light that has come
distinguished member of the cabinet on its upon the government in regard to ohe
introduction in the House of Commons, and Yukon country will deal with the geography
we remember during the discussions on that of the country, so that hon. gentlemen oppo-
bill the gentlemen in the government, site will be a little better informed on the
although they claimed to know things they subject than they were last year.
could not tell us, yet as far as they were My hon. f riend the leader of the House
able to communicate their information, they has dealt very extensively with the question
knew absolutely nothing, and it turned out of the redistribution of seats, a bill in rela-
We had to take their statements exactly as tion to which has been promised to us in the
they gave them to us, that even the informa- speech. My hon. friend, like the mover of the
tion that had been given to them through Address, seemed to be very nervous and
their own officials, and which had reached uneasy less anybody should think that any-
them months before, they had not made the thing like a gerrymander was contemplated
acquaintance of until after they had under- by the government. Catl it by some other
taken to deal with the question in parlia- name, he says; we do not want you to dub
ment. Mr. Ogilvie's report they scarcely our bill a gerrymanner at the outset. It
knew anything about until it was brought to reminded me of the old phrase about ortho-
their attention in this House. I am delighted doxy and heterodoxy ; orthodoxy is my
to find that hon. gentlemen opposite have 1 doxy and heterodoxy is another man's
received, as they say themselves, much infor- 1 doxy." If the bill were presented by a Tory

3
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government it would be a gerrymander;
but the same measure, or one of the same
character, if submitted to parliament by the
Liberal administration, is a great effort of
states, anship and must not be called a
gerrymander; it is a redistribution of seats.
That is, I think, about the extent of the un-
easiness of the hon. gentlemen. My hon.
friend the leader of the House only indicated
one point of the proposed bill, and that was
that county boundaries should not be inter-
fered with. He went on and drew upon
views exi ressed by Sir John Macdonald in
1872, that it was not desirable to break up
existing relationships in any geographical
tract of a country known hitherto, it may
be, as a county: that the people become
associated in municipal, agricultural and
educational affairs, and a great many
other things and that the breaking up
of these relations was undesirable, and the
hon. gentleman amplified how it was
undesirable, and I agree with agood deal
of what he said. There is no question
there is a great deal of force and truth
in that, but myhon. friend went on to say
that the present bill was intended to be
a repeal of the gerrymander. I suppose he
meant the redistribution of 1882 in the pro-
vince of Ontario. He seemed to forget that
he was urging an argument, and a very
strong argument, against the bill. If
the bill were passed on the line that is now
indicated, that would throw back the con-
stituencies of Ontario to the boundaries
which existed in 1881, before the passage of
the Act in 1882. If he were to do that it
would be twenty years from the time of that
change until the new change would be
brought about, and all these conditions that
the hon. gentleman has described have grown
up within those boundaries since that time
almost as strongly as they had in the
old county boundaries before the redistribu-
tion of 1882, and there will be just
as much disturbance in breaking up the
boundaries that were established at that
time. Twenty years is a great deal in the
life of a county or constituency. Changes
have taken place, other institutions have
been moulded, to conform with the division
that was madein 1882, and any Act you pass
that will deal in a very severe manner with
existing bound aries will have all the evils
attached to it that attached to the original
Act, whether it was good or bad.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They are only attached
for electoral purposes.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
is ignoring altogether the argument of the
hon. gentleman beside him.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Not at all.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-He said that
within political boundary would grow affilia-
tions of another character, municipal and
educational and so on. Men would come
together and work together, and the break-
ing up of these associations and the change
of these boundaries would disturb the affili-
ations. There will be a severe disturbance
if the hon. gentlemen make radical changes
now. I am not going to defend the
Redistribution Act of 1882. I know
nothing about it. I have heard it con-
demned by Liberals and in the Liberal press,
and have heard equally strong condemna-
ions of the gerrymander by the governmentt
of Sir Oliver Mowat in Ontario. I have
been told that as far as the redistribution in
Ontario for provincial purposes is concerned,
they did not even hestitate to cut townships
in two to carry out their objects, and there
never was known to be a township cut in
two by Sir John Macdonald. I am not dis
cussing the question whether one party was
worse than another: very likely there have
been wrongs done on both sides, but I have
no hestitation in saying that the argument
addressed by my hon. friend to this house
that the disturbing of boundaries which had
existed for a long time and in connection with
which affiliations of different characters have
been formed, is attended with very great
evils, and that the very argument he has
used as against the original disturbance will
apply with equal force against a new dis-
turbance at the present moment, and I will
go further and say that the principle laid
down by the hon. gentleman that county
boundaries must be adhered to is not a sound
principle. I know our own position in the
province of Prince Edward Island. We
under the last census lost one of ourmembers,
and had only five members to return. Pre-
viously we returned two members for each of
our three counties, but under the census of
1891 we lost one member. Our metropolitan
county is just entitled to two members out
of the five, and in the outlying counties there
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was a difference in population: one had
27,000 and the other 34,000, speaking
roughly. That was the position of the out-
lYing counties. Three members had to be
returned in these two counties, and it was
'impossible that it could be done by following
cOunty boundaries without a manifest un-
fairness as far as the distribution was con-
cerned. In the distribution of 1892, our i
province was divided into five ridings, begin-
ling at one end and cutting it into five almost
equal ridings. There is not a difference
of 2,000 in the population of the ridings,
every one of these ridings was a close battle
ground between the parties at the general
election of 1896, there was no large majority
to spare in any of them ; 300 odd was the
largest majority in any of these large con-
stituencies, having a voting strength of over
5,000 each, and that showed most conclusively
that the redistribution was made on the
fairest possible lines, because every one of
the five constituencies became a hard and hot
battle ground between both political parties.
If my hon. friend has given us a correct in-
terpretation of his bill-and we are bound
to accept his statement-county boundaries
is to be the prevailing consideration, and you
will have to break up the present fair distri-
bution in Prince Edward Island, and give one
of those outlving counties one member while
the other will have two, in place of dividing
On the fair lines contemplated by the
British North America Act. It is quite
true, as my hon. friend bas said, that the
British North America Act does not pro-
vide as an enactment that the principle of
representation by population shall prevail
as between the different constituencies

ithin a province. My hon. friend was
quite right when he said that. It provides
that the principle of representation by popu-
lation should prevail as between the differ-
ent provinces. The conference that brought
about confederation was interested in work-
ing the problen as between the different
Provinces, leaving to the Parliament of
Canada and the representatives in parlia.
ment of the different provinces to provide
for an even and fair distribution of parlia-
Mentary seats within each province. ut
although it may not be stipulated in the
-British North America Act, the very fact
that representation by population was pro-
vided as between the provinces, even al-
thougli it was not made to extend by any
Oenactment whatever to the constituencies
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that were in the country, clearly indicated
that it ought to govern and was expected to
govern with regard to the different con-
stituencies in the country, and I have no
hesitation in saying, from what I know
of some of the other provinces, the neigh-
bouring province of New Brunswick for
instance, that it is impossible that they
can maintain county boundaries and re-
cognize that principle. I know they have
been maintained up to the present time, but
1 know very well it is not right, and some
time or another justice will have to be done.
Take the county of Albert with a popula-
tion of 7,000, a little agricultural county
without population of any consequence;
then the adjoining county of Westmorland,
containing several towns and a population of
40,000. The county of Albert has a mem-
ber in the House of Commons as well as
Westmorland, and under the proposed system
that would be absolutely perpetuated,
because there are counties enough in New
Brunswick to absorb the representation,
without giving any one county except St.
John two members: and therefore the little
county of Albert would have to continue
under this principle with one member, and
the great county of Westmorland will in-
crease much faster with its railway facilities
than the other county, and even now it has
six times the population of Albert, yet it
can have only one member as against one
member in the smaller county. Under this
principle which bas been announced by the
leader of the House, you will still have to
acknowledge county boundaries, and the
most insignificant county may have as full
representation as the largest county. The
principle announced is not a sound one, and
it is not one that will stand 20th century
discus -ion at all, and I am sure before the
bill is passed that hon. gentlemen will think
that it is not a very good principle to ask
parliament to agree to.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I cannot allow
the debate on the Address to close without
expressing my views upon the various ques-
tions that are brought down. I must first
unite with others in extending a welcome to
the Ear] of Minto, who bas been appointed
as successor to Lord Aberdeen in the dis-
tinguished office of Governor General of
Canada, a position that is becoming more
and more important every year, calling for
the appointment of such men as Lord Minto
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to act as the constitutional link between Her enjoy a very large degree of prosperity. I
Majesty the Queen and the government of ar very glad indeed that the government is
Canada. May that chain that has been able to put that in the Address. But the
wrought so skilfully and that has done so question of prosperity is comparative. To
much good service in preserving the consti- sone people and in sore localities the
tutional liberty of the people of Canada never country may seem very prosperous; in
be broken. Hon. gentlemen I come from other localities and to otler classes the
a distant part of the country, where the country may not seem so prosperous. So it
population is not so consolidated as it is ail depends on how you feel and how you
down in the East, where we have not the are individually prospering. My arguments
same means of comniunication and have not, have always been that under protection the
the same opportunity of expressing our distribution of wealth goes on unevenly,
views upon the great public questions which and the systen of collecting wealth for a
affect us materially, and therefore it has few has been the resuit of a protective
been my habit since I have had a seat in policy, no matter what country it may be.
this chamber, always to speak on the That is a question in which also 1 have the
Address, where you have great liberty and warm support of the liberal party. I ar
license in discussion so far as the subject only speaking of what they argued for
will permit. I may say this House has before the country during the time they
suffered during the last year from deaths were in opposition. At a later period I
rather more than usual, and we have had to will discuss as to how far they have put
welcoie several new senaters to take seats into operatin the views they held and the
in this use. I arn very glad, indeed, that promises they made to the people. So far
the goverximent did not put into practice as the province of Manitoba i concerted,
the views that some menîbers of the Liberal I think it is always a matter of very great
party have expressed, with reference to the interest to the people of Canada to know
total abolition of the Senate, and letting it how far we have prospered. Unfortunately,
die out gradually by refusing to make any I am sorry to say, last year was n;t as
further appeintments. This augurs very geod a year as the public were led to believe,
well as to what the idea of the governaent or we ourselves anticipated it would be. A
nay be as to this Huse. I desire expressly hot wave passed over our province in the
to welcone to this chamber a life long f riend beginning of July, and in some localities
and neighbour of. mine in the town fro produced very disastrous results. You must
which I corne, Cobourg. I refer to the Hon. understand that in Manitoba we have diffe-
Senator Kerr, who has been honoured by rent localities. Around the city of Winni-
the governrnent with a seat in this Heuse. peg the bottom lands are only 700 feet
Hie has been a good Teighbour, a kind friend, above the level of the sea When you go
an upright, honest man, and a resident of west, where I reside, 200 miles wet of
Cobourg fror his youth to the present day. Winnipeg we are 1,000 feet higher, and
To that extent I think the leuse is greatly they are two different classes of sie, and the

enefited 'by having hinw appointed here higher lands suifered to a considerable
by the gover ment. We are called upon extent in consequence of the drought I
to discuss the pelicy of the g svernrent speak of, while the lower lands, which pro-
as enunciated in the speech from, the mised a very large crp, did not suifer fro
Throne. This is thîe fourth session which the drought and had more moisture than we
has been held under this goverment, and had, but they sufered from severe ratii in
they have now had that much ti e to the fal of the year during harvest to such
decide what policy they propose to pursue, an extent that a great deal of the wheat,
and how far they are going to carry out the as dampened and losses were sustained by
pledges that they made to the country the farmers in consequence of damp wheat
during eighteen or nineteen years of oppo- which wa not exportable, and had to be
ition. The speech as it ha been prepared sacrified at a low price and in some cases

is put before us The stereotyped expression was really unlyarketable. Dap wheat is
generally used in criticizing the speech, is not always an evil with us, because it is very
that it is stronge t in what it does not con- good feed for tock, and farmers can tur it
tain, or written to conceal thought rather to profitable account in that way if they
than express it. The firet thing is that we have the stock on hand te do it, but in
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Manitoba the tendency is to cultivate the
land beyond its capacity to farm with
safety and economy, and therefore they
are not in a condition to meet such a
difficulty when it presents itself. For that
reason I do not coincide exactly with
the renarks made in the Address so far
as the prosperity of Manitoba is concerned 'i
Our merchants are suffering from the very
causes I have spoken of. Our eastern credi-
tors here, I have no doubt, suffer from the
sane causes-that is those who sell us
machinery and ail that we require for our
Operations during the year. I always think
it i8 a great deal better that we should speak
PlainIy and not pretend that facts exist
where they do not exist. That there are evi-
dences of a very large volume of trade is
unquestionable, but that is the result of the
developnent of the country. It is the
northern half of this North American con-
tinent, and it is only by the construction of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway and the rail-
Way construction that bas been going on for
several years past, that the vast undeveloped
regions of Canada have been opened up, and
it was the good luck of the Liberal party to
corne into power just as the consummation
of all these efforts was being found a success.
We have added to our commercial life the
developrnent of the Klondike, which, as hon.
gentlemen know, bas attracted world wide
lotoriety, and brought thousands of adven-
turers and people to the country. I may
saY it was a boom which resulted from the
discoveries of precious metals. The hon.

ecretary of State, in his speech on the
Yýukon Bill last year, said there would be a
Population of 200,000, but it bas fallen far
short of that. There were exaggerations put
forward at that time in order to get the bill
through. There has been a great deal of
developnent from that country, but we dis-
tinguish between permanent and boom
developmnent, We are also thankful indeed
to see that the mines of the Rocky Moun-
tains, where development bas been going on
for some time by the aid of different United
States railways to the south, and now has
been further stimulated by the building of
the Crow's Nest Pass are turning out suc-
cessfully. Our dairy commissioner's efforts
have borne good fruit in many ways, so
that the country bas undergone great
developaent during the past year or two.

here have been two or three efforts at
inligration, such as the bringing in of the

Doukhobors and Galicians in very large
numbers during the past year. That adds
to the demands of commerce, trade and trans-
portation. The people in the wet fear
the emigration to such a large extent of
a foreign element which it will take
generations to assimilate and who are
of a different class. I would hold out
a warning voice in that respect. But all
these things, one after another have con-
tributed to the increase of the gene-
ral prosperity as shown through the blue
books of the government upon which the
government have felt justified in putting
that statement into the speech. But we have
to judge by results. Those who come into the
country are well supplied with means, and
everything else of that kind. After they
have settled down, and have to depend upon
their physical power and the resources that
present themselves to their individual efforts
for their individual support, then comes the
test as to how far the country is prosperous
when those conditions prevail. In the west
of course we are situated in an inland coun-
try and we have difficulties to overcome that
do not present themselves elsewhere. We
have transportation rates, and we have a
very heavy taxation through the protective
tariff that is put upon the country which
draws the money out too rapidly. Those are
questions I will deal with when I come to
discuss the matter lIter. Speaking of the
total cessation of the exodus of the popula-
tion which bas already been referred to by
my hon. f riend the leader of the opposition, it
is only by the census that we can tell exactly
how the emigration bas been during the past
ten years. It would be a very sorry account
indeed if the next ten years do not show
something better than the past ten years.
The past decade were a disappointment to
the whole country in regard to the increase of
population. I hope when the census of 1901 is
taken that theremark whichis put herein the
Speech f rom the Throne will be borne out
by the facts. A reference is made to the
negotiations which were set on foot during
the recess with regard to a treaty with the
United States. That has been a matter of
coniderable controversy for a great many
years past. The United States have been
opposed, as a general rule, to the negotia-
tion of treaties Very few treaties have
been in past years negotiated. Preident
McKinley of the United States did formu-
late a serieb of reciprocity treaties, under a
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former administration, by which lie hoped to
capture the markets of foreign countries
with their manufactures and products on a
one-sided scale, but I think the treaties lie
then caused to he put on the statute-book
came to nothing. The South American Re-
publics and other nations would not treat
on that basis ; they claimed that there had
to be an equality of treatment in order to
secure permanence of any treaties they made,
with other countries with which they
desired to trade. These countries found
that if they negotiated a treaty with the
United States they would be repelling
Great Britain, who had always been a good
customer for their raw materials and had
given them good manufactures in return,
and they were not going to forego their
commerce with Great Britain for any close
treaty with theUnitedStates. It is a difficult
thing to negotiate a treaty with the United
States, where Canada is concerned. Where
Great Britainisconcernedit is notsodifficult.
The people of the United States are 70,000,-
000 and the British islands occupy a power-
ful position in the world both commercial
and fiscal and every other way; therefore,
a treaty with any other country and a treaty
with Canada are different things. We are
situated beside each other with a boundary
4,000 miles long between us. We speak the
same language, produce the same articles,
without any difference, and there is a rivalry
between the people on the two sides of the
boundary, which keeps up a selfish agitation
that no Canadian shall be allowed to work
in the United States or selL in the United
States or compete with the people of the
United States. That has been the policy
which has been enforced. Unfortunately
the democracy of the United States has
arrived at that condition that the leaders of
the people have always legislated with an
eye on their own circumstances. They want
to know how it will affect them. They do
not consider the interests of the country so
much as how to retain their individual posi-
tions. Therefore, it is a matter of difficulty
negotiating a treaty with our neighbours.
They call us thrifty, we call them sharp, we
have, therefore, never got very far. I do
not think myself that there is any use in
trying to get a reciprocity treaty that is of
any particular value, and we can do very
well without one. So far as the settlement
of questions that the government had to
deal with is concerned, it has been a failure.

In fact it appeared to me to be a battle of
protectionists rather than a treaty of friend-
ship that was being moulded. What I am
personally anxious about, in accordance with
the question I put on the paper this after-
noon, is whether or not this treaty is going
totieusup incarrying out any domestic policy
that we may have with regard to our own
affairs and with regard to our commercial
relations with Great Britain. I have heard
it stated that the government do not want
to make any move because this treaty is in
view, because it may have an injurious
effect on the people of the United States
and that the treaty will fail. I do not
think that we should put ourselves in
that position. We are perfectly indepen-
dent of the United States. We can get on
very well without a treaty, as we have for a
great number of years, and it is not wise for
us to forego any advantages we possess as
Canadians until the people of the United
States are in a position to be more amenable
to what is fair and just as between two neigh-
bours. For that reason I think it is a pity
that the treaty was not closed up when Lord
Herschell ceased to be the chairman of the
commission by his unfortunate death. This
treaty might be kept on the board, for one
or two years, so long as it does not affect our
national arrangements with other countries
or with Great Britain itself, the fact of it
being kept open is perhaps a good thing.
The door is always open then to friendly
negotiations; but we should not legislate
with a view that our action might have some
effect on this treaty. We should be perfectly
free to enter into a free trade arrangement
with Great Britain-more than that, we
should let the people of the United States
know that we intend to have free trade with
Great Britain and the freest intercourse with
all parts of the British Empire before % e ask
them to make another treaty. That is what
I believe the people of Canada are desirous of
accomplishing-the freest commercial rela-
tions possible with all parts of the British
Empire, irrespective of what other nations
may think or say. We do not want to nego-
tiate a treaty and hold our peace, and then
have the United States Government say,
your policy was so and so when you nego-
tiated this treaty; now that you have
secured this treaty you are going to make
Canada a back door by which our policy
may be legislated out of existence. We do
not want to do anything of the kind,
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we want to let the United States know
fairly and squarely that we are part and
parcel of the British Empire; that we
intend to have the freest commercial inter-
course with all parts of the British Empire
and that any treaty we make with the
United States must be subject to these con-

itions. I think if that position is taken
by the government it may interfere with
the Reciprocity Treaty, but if the govern-
mnent is prepared to purchase reciprocity
'with the Unied States at the sacrifice of
these conditions -they would be taking a
mol1st undignified position-a most disastrous
step, 80 far as the maintenance and the well
being of our commercial relations with our
best customer and our independence on this
continent is concerned. That is the view I
hold witlh regard to this treaty. There is
no One more anxious to see the most friendly
relations established with the people of the
United States than I am. There should
not be one solitary difference of opinion
between us. There should not be one soli-
tary thread of protection on either side of
the great boundary or anything to interfere
with the freest intercourse, but it must be
that freedom of intercourse that enables us
to pursue the saine free intercourse with
other parts of the world, and especially with
our fellow subjects in the British Empire.
I Wjll not refer to the question about the
disputed boundary between the Dominion
and Alaska. It is very unfortunate that
we Occupy the position that the long strip
of land running down the coast should
belong to the United States and that there
should be any doubt as to what is Canadian
territory and what is United States territory.
It is an unfortunate position, but it is a
question which must be settled by the
governrments. The United States settlers
go in there and the Canadian settlers go in
there, having no line to guide them and are
apt, of course, to say this is United States
territory or this is Canadian territory, just
as their individual desires, hopes or humours
mnay lead them. I think that the delinea-
tion of that boundary should be taken in
hand at once if a friendly feeling is to be
lmaintained, and prevent jars of any des-
cription. The Senate had a commission
last year to inquire into the Yukon Bill. It
distributed a very large amount of informa-
tion through that channel by the various
exPerienced men who came before it and
gave us an account of what they knew

about that country, and the possibilities of
developing it, &c. The Lynn Canal is an
arm of the sea which runs into the interior
of the country, and it is the head of that
canal that is the point in dispute. We claim
that the head of the canal runs into Can-
adian territory. If there was any gener-
osity or liberality on the part of the
United States people they would say the
country behind the Lynn Canal is all
Canadian territory, whatever wealth is
developed there comes out through this
port naturally, but they say; " We will not
give you access or ingress through it except
subject to our laws and on such conditions
as we impose from time to time." We are
made subject to the officials of the United
States which may be made very offensive
indeed if they choose to do so. The fact
that immediately behind that barrier the
whole territory is Canadian territory, that
all the wealth there is in Canadian ter-
ritory, and there is just this one little port
through which it has to pass-if the United
States would say, we recognize that position;
we will make friendly arrangement that
miners of both countries shall have free
access and be on the same terms in the
development of that country and in conside-
ration of that we will give you a seaport
at the head of the Lynn Canal through which
you can conduct your own trade. If the
people of the United States were approached
in that way, I think that would be the
outcome of it. I cannot see any other
reason, except the most selfish reason, in
that-selfish for a small community which
makes trouble between two nations and pre-
vents a friendly negotiation. That is the
way in which I think this question should
be settled and in which this question might
be settled. We have, of course, within our
own hands, a better remedy than that and
that is to open up the whole of that gold
bearing region by a railway from Edmon-
ton, which is the proper course to pursue,
and build acrose the continent on the old
government line which found an outiet at
Port Simpson. That gives us an ocean port
on the southern part of the territory and we
could develop the whole region by railway
communication. We have that alternative,
but in the meantime until we can make
arrangements for the construction of a line
of that kind we have to depend on the naviga-
tion which, I am happy to say, has turned
out in a very satisfactory way indeed, that is,
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compared with the Stikine and other routes.
I observed that a steamer went from Seattle
to Skagway and back again in six days, that
is three days going up and three coming back,
to an open port all the year round. Nothing
could be better than that. It touches at
Vancouver, so that Canada is not obstruct-
ed in that trade. Moreover, we have our own
steamers, we have the same right to go
to Skagway as the steamers from Seattle;
the only thing we have not got are coasting
rights. But the fact that we can send a ves-
sel to Skagway and return in six days shows
the feasibility of that place as a port of entry
and the simplicity of the navigation in the
depth of winiter. Compare that with forcing
our trade up the rapid Stikine River for
150 miles, and then over 200 miles of rail-
way to Teslin Lake, and it is obvious that
there cannot be two opinions in the country
as to the advisability of taking the shorter
and better route. We have the very best
evidence of the friends of the Liberal Gov-
ernment themselves as to the truth of what
I am saying-that is Mr. Wade, who was
one of the governiment officials who went to
the Yukon to assist Major Walsh in the gov-
ernment of the country, in a lecture before
Toronto University lie referred to the ease
with which communication could now be
had. He said a few hours railway travel
now over the White Pass will land you on
the bosom of a seties of beautiful lakes
which will, through the River Yukon, con-
vey you to your destination without
trouble, without hardship, and without
adventure. These are Mr. Wade's own
words in a lecture to the people of Canada
on the facilities of that route and the capa-
bilities of the country. Can you have a
better justification than out of the mouths
of rnembers of the Liberal party themselves
as to the action of the Senate on the Yukon
Bill. Then we have another statement
made by a former colleague, the Hon. Mr.
Martin, Attorney General of the province of
British Columbia. What does Mr. Martin
say with regard to that? He said: " Never
was there such a blunder ; never was such
an infernal piece of business as the attempt
to force Canadian trade and develop connec-
tions with the Klondike region over the
Teslin Lake and the Stikine River." There
are two sentences out of the mouths of the
government's own supporters-out of the
mouths of the government's own friends.
And Col. Domville is another, a supporter,

of the present government. I forget exactly
what he said, but lie spoke very much in the
same strain. He says he will not support
it again. I am satisfied that any one who
takes an unprejudiced view of the question
in the commercial interests of the country
in the interests of the transportation of the
country will never dream of putting the
Stikine route against the route by the way
of Lynn Canal and Skagway.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-You would not
favour the Edmonton route as against that I

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Certainly. Put
me on a railway coach that will take me to
my destination and I am satisfied. I do not
want to cross the continent and then be
transported on an ocean steamer and then
on a railway and then on a steamer, when I
can reach my destination by railway without
change and in comfort.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-So that my hon.
friend in advocating this route by Skagway
and Dyea is advocating a route which he
thinks will not compete with his pet
scheme ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No, I do not
think it would for eastern commerce, for
commerce from the cities of Montreal,
Toronto and eastern Canada, and the com-
merce of Manitoba and the North-west
Territories. I am quite certain the cheap-
est means of communication and the largest
amount of trade that will be developed for
the benefit of Canada will be by a railway
via Edmonton. If you are going to con-
struct railways in that country, and I would
strongly advocate it, instead of giving away
lands as you proposed last year to private
parties, giving away such lands as you des-
cribe in the Speech from the Throne which
we are now discussing:

Much information has been obtained since you last
met relative to the extent and value of the deposits of
gold and valuable minerals in the Yukon and other
parts of Canada.

Who was it saved those valuable minerals
as an asset for the people of Canada? It was
the Senate. Those assets are still available,
and they are not misplaced and improperly
distributed for the benefit of a few private
individuals, in the same way the Crow's Nest
Pass, as I see it stated, was " the locking up
of those coal lands is the most damnable piece
of legislation ever perpetrated in Canada."
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Those are the words uttered by the provin-
cial secretary of the province of British Co-
lumbia which is now one of the provincial
Liber-al Governments of Canada. Those are
the utterances of the Attorney General and
the provincial secretary of the province of
British Columbia. That kind of legislation is
going on. It has been permitted and is advo-
cated by this government. I say it is a species
Of legislation which is only bôom legislation.
It is booming the resources of Canada at the
expense of the people in order that large pro-
fits may be made by private individuals,
while the assets of the country are sacrificed.
The Hon. Mr. Coffin said in regard to Crow's
Nest Pass that the money and lands given
away to private parties were sufficient to
build fifteen such railways. And so it is with
the Atlin Lake District ; they are sufficient to
build half a dozen railroads from Edmonton
right into the Yukon. I say, utilize those
assets, form a company and farm those mines
for half the output so that the country will
be enriched by them to enable the govern-
Ient to develop its resources fully. The po-

licy of the government is a boom policy, giv-
ing away the gold bearing lands to private
individuals for private profit and creating a
boom in the country f rom which there iq
bound to be a reaction. A government
should never encourage much less create a
boom. I might just say this with
regard to the hon. Minister of the Interior,
who is very largely responsible, I have no
doubt, for the promotion and development
of that western country on these lines. He
is a young man who settled in Brandon
when Brandon was in its infancy, when it
Was first boomed into life by the construc-
tion of the Canadian Pacific Railway. It
went ahead at a very great rate, and the
Population of 3,000 settled there in a very
short time. It is one of the nicest towns in
Manitoba, and if it had been carefully man-
aged on sound financial lines it would not be
in the difficilty it is to-day. But I an
sorry to say that the city of Brandon has
got into financial trouble, and bas become
Practically bankrupt. The banks have
refused to honour their cheques, and the cor-
poration bas applied to the provincial legis-
lature to guarantee their bonds for fifty
Years for $529,000. The municipalities
formuing part of that judicial district wanted
a court-house, and they have paid into the
city of Brandon, the last fourteen years,
$100,000, which should have gone to pay for

this-court house, but the court-house bas
not been paid for, the city is bankrupt, and
there is a liability standing against it of
$529,000, I refer to this, because the Minis-
ter of the Interior was living in Brandon,
and was one of its public men. He
was there to help to manage the affairs
of the city in a proper manner. He
was Attorney General of Manitoba
and responsible that sound laws should be
on the statute-book to prevent such an
occurrance as that which brings misfortune
to Brandon and to other parts of the country
which have to depend on their credit to
maintain a sound financial pogition. It is
in consequence of the very system he is seek-
ing to perpetuate and place on the people of
Canada to-day what you call a species of
boom-booming the thing along, instead of
proceeding at a steady pace, building only
in proportion to the natural wants and con-
ditions essential to its own prosperity. But
instead of that it is by a perpetual boom
until there is bound to come a reaction and
a tirne when the boom must end. So it is
with Canada. The same thing is going on
in Canada, or attempted to be foisted on
Canada. In the same way we are to he
boomed up, borrowing more money, giving
away the assets of the country, and then
after everything is done people will have to
sit down and figure out how they are going
to live on the resources that remain, and
there comes a crash. That is the effect of a
bad policy, and it is to resist that policy I
say that every man who has the interest and
welfare of the country at heart should post
himnself. And when questions come up that
this government and parliament have to deal
with, I hopethatwewilltake aretrogradestep
and alter our legislation to such an extent
that we will not incur an increased indebted-
ness such as we see going on for a gre't many
years and at a great rate since the presenG
government has come into power. The pre-
sent government when in opposition de-
nounced the increased debt and everything
that theyare themselves now doing, imitating
the policy they denounced in their prede-
cessors, so far as they attempted it. The hon.
leader of the government in this House bas to
apologize to the Senate for not moving at a
faster rate than what he said, and what his
government said, and what his friends when
in opposition said, they were going to move
at. Only put us on the treasury benches,
we will show you how we will alter things
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how we will increase the revenue, and divert have-we have not the Trade and.Navigation
the taxation of the people into the treasury. Returns yet, but we have the Trade and
Are they doing so ? They are increasing the Commerce Reports which show the exports
revenue certainly, but they are maintain- and imports and duty collected. What was
ing a protective tariff as high as that of the done under the Conservative government,
late Conservative government, there has which was denounced for twenty years, in
been no reduction in any shape or form which it was called ail nanes under the sun.
whatever. I will just give you the figures Sir Richard Cartwright used to Say it was like
to show you to what extent they have made a man trying to 1ift himself by bis boot
that reduction. I have before me the Trade straps and everything like that. The
and Commerce Report which any hon. gen- dutiabte imports were $66,000,000 for
tleman can see, for the six months ending the the whoie year. Duty coliected $19,874,-
31st December last. This is the result 000, and the tarif taxation was 30 percent;

so that we have under the late Conservative
For the six months endinq 31st December, 1897. government a taxation of 30 per cent on

Dutiable imports ............. .... $34, 350,025 the necessaries of life, and under the free
Duty collected......... ... . .. ..... 10,146,267

Tarif taxation, 29ý per cent.

For the six months ending 31st December, 18,98. taxation of 28Î per cent. There is a reduc-
Dutiable imports. ....... . ... ..... $43,524,049 tion of 11 per cent only of the taxation
Duty collected.. ... ............ 12,520,677 upon the necessaries of the people and it

Tariff taxation, 28 per cent. muat not be forgotten, to use the Liberal

For the six 7nths cnding 3lst December, 1897. partys own arguments, and to use argu-

Dutiable and free import added. $59,968,812 ments of the members of the government
Duty colleeted.....................10,146,267 now on the treasury benches, that in addi-

Tarif taxation, 17 per cent. tion to that 30 per cent that goes into the

For the six nitonths cnding wst December, 1898. treasury of the country there is another 30
Dutiable and free imports added.. $75,104,715 per cent that goes into the pockets f pri.
Duty collected .. ........... .... .... 12,520,677 vate individuals. So that while the people

Tariff taxation, 16 per cent are being taxed sixty per cent upon the

Conaerratirc tariff for the 192 montha endng 3 ath necessaries f life, or in other words being
Jîne, 1897 taxed thirty per cent on adi, whether it is

Dutiable import only...............$866242,150 imported or eanufactured in the country,
Dtty . ....... Dt .................... 19,874,890ao

Tarif0 taxation, 30 percent.nt
or argument -an argument I thoroughly

For the sixmonths ending 3th June, h897. agree with, an argument that can be proved
Dutiable and free.................$106,715,205 beyond a question, and was been proved by
Duty ........ .......... ........... 19,874,8ffl

Tariff taxation, îSrj per cent. them over and over again-that the policy
of protection has the efl'ect that thirty per

Now, that twenty-nine and a haof per cent cent goes into the revenue, and another
tariff taxation is computed by the amount thirty per cent of the value of the people's
of money collected on the imports that came industry into the pockets of private indi-
into the country with the 12 per cent off viduafs. What have they doue to reform
during last year. Take the 3lst of Decem- that condition of things? They have been
ber, 1898, with the 25 per cent preferential in power three years ad have held four
tariff off and you have 281 per cent. sessions of Parliament, and there is not one

iNow, there is 28 per cent of tarif taxation word put into Ris ExceIlency's speech
collected off the necessities of the people as to any indication of what the govern-
during the six months ending December 3st ment are prepared to do, but on the
last, with 2.5 per cent off in favour of Great other hand, we have the rnost distinct
Britain. These are the figures that have evidence s far as public utterances
been put into our bauds by th officiai of of the ministers of the Crown are concerned,
the government themselves. There is no as to, what they are satisfled with. We have
fake about it at ail. These are the actual the utterances of the hon. the Minister of
figures, which any one can flnd for himself. the Interio'r in two or three differentspeeches,
What was the percentage under the ate and naturally we watch bis utterances out
govertnmenti For the whole year ending west probably more than we watch the ut-
June 30, 1898-that is the last retur we terances of the other ministers, because he
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is specially the mouthpiece in the cabinet other difficulties which we have to contend
and the guardian of western interests. What with we have long transportation to export
did lie say in Perth ? What did lie say in our goods to the seaboard, and we import no
Toronto? What did lie say in Woodstock 1 free goods in our western country, compara-
ie said the tariff is now a fixture, that the tively speaking. I will read to the House a

people are satisfied, that the government list of the free goode
have complied with ail the conditions called
for by the utterances of the cabinet minis- Animale for the improvement of stock;
ters and the platform of the Liberal party we bave fot imported them to any extent
in 1893 ; they have performed ail those con- and any improvement of stock we have
ditions, and the manufacturers are flourish- obtained from the eastern provinces.
ing and everything is lovely. There is the Articles for the use of the amy and
representative of the farming interest of our navy; we nport nothing.
western country, and if hon. gentlemen Broom corn, nothing.
Would only read the papers they would see Anthracite coal: we import a littie of
the indignation with which these utterances that. It is free.
are received. There is only one paper of any Coffee: we import coffee to a smail extent.
importance out in that western country that Indian corn: that je rather a competitor
is supporting the hon. minister, and that is than anything else with agricultural pro-
what useci to be, the Canadian Pacific Rail- duce-not that I wish to make any com-
Way organ, the Winnipeg Free Press. It ie plaint about it, because the fact that five
known to le the Canadian Pacific Railway million dollars worth were imnported last
organ, a publication which belongs to Cana- year is an evidence that it has been useful.
dian Pacific Railway -harehowders, or to pri- but at the saime time it is a competitor
vate individuaas owning the company, and to with agricultural products. If it hae any
ail intente and purposes it bas been loaned effect upon the farmer's produce that effe t
to the> minister for value received dur- je to reduce the price of coarse grain.
ing hie terni of office as aB advocate of Cotton waste, we have nothing to do
hie interestA. n a has fallen short of with.
the mark. t bCas lost prestige and bas not Raw cotton je imported for manufacture.
acconplished the intenIed object. Wlile Idyes, chemicals are imported for manu-
it lat been a good paper politically, it ltas facture.
failed in its object, and the other organ, the Fishing nets, &c.: we are an exporter of
Winnipeg Tribune, owned by Mr. Richard- those.
kon, a supporter of the present govePmanent FiRw: we are a exporter of those.
in the, ouse of Caommons, in every day's Fruit, pine apples, &c. : the city of Win-
d5ue is deiiouncing the Minister of the Inte- npeg importe some of those.
rior. The Liberals of the city of Winnipeg Fur skias: we are an exporter of those.
are divided in their opinion a to hic meate Grease for making soap: we have nothing
and as to what Ie means by bis utterances. to impo t for our soap factories.
Then we have Ms. Mulock the Potmaster Rides and skins we export.

oeneral iHe said in Toronto that the tarif Gutta-percha, &c. irported for manufact-
fie a fixture, and there wae no more to be uring purposes.
aid. I have not followed the utterances of Boit cloth impoted for manufacturing

Other miaister, but we get glimpees of wbat purposes.
they have to say from time to time in the Metals, bras and copper, imported for
western country, and the gist of the wIole manufacturing purposes.
thing is that they are quite satisfied. That Steel rails, imported for railroad.
arne teri have been made with the manu- Iron, tin, &.: thrtse are imported for ma
facturer with the hon. Mr. Bertran of the nufacturin purposes.
cisy of Toronto, that ten years R to be given Oils are imported for manufactuming pur.
the1 without any reduction of the tarifc and poses.
they are begging for a littFe longer time at Raw silks impoted for anufacturin
the present moment. I want to teal the gov- purposes.
ernnFent that in the western country we are Tea je free with us.
S3implY and solely an agricultumal population, Tobacco we do ot impo t i its ra'w
anl irland population, and if addition to the statts

-
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Wool we are not an exporter of exactly,
but it is a part of our farm produce.

I have gone over the list, and hon. gent-
lemen will see to what extent we import free
goods. Binding twine is now put on the list,
and barbed wire, but tea, and steel rails
and coarse lumber are the only things, I
think, that we import free into that
western country, and, therefore, we practi-
cally have to bear the whole brunt of pro-
tection : that is to say, we export so much
produce from the province of Manitoba and
the Nortb-west Territories and all that
comes back to us in return for that export
is taxed twenty-eight and three-quarter per
cent by the free trade government. That is
to say, we are taxed one-third of the value
of our exports for these purposes.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-How are you worse
off than any other portion of the Dominion ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I am only ar-
guing for our western country. If you are
satisfied it is all right.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Do you want to get
everything free and tax us ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No, I want to
lift the tax off you. 1 do not want any
man in Canada to be taxed upon the neces-
sities of his living or labour. J do not want
to see a man taxed for his clothing. I do
not want to see any man taxed for his
iron, coal oil or for any of the necessities of
his industry, because it is industrial labour
that creates all the wealth of the country.
You are fortunate in the city of St. John;
I know you have all you want at the pre-
sent moment; you have that harbour in
splendid shape, and the Canadian Pacific
Railway pouring in a fine lot of traffic.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-We pay more taxes
in a year than the hon. gentleman's district
does in severi.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-You are greatly
mistaken, sir. You are at the mouth of the
broad river of Canadian Commerce, weare at
the source, you foolishly want to tax us on our
necessities by protection and thereby dam
back the stream by hampering our industty,
while the Canadian Pacifie Railway is bring-
ing traffic f rom the United States toyour port
at a lower rate than they will carry it for us.

We are therefore subject to two sources of
taxation. As it is six o'clock I move the ad-
journment of the debate.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate then adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, 22nac March, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

NEW SENATOR.

Hon. PETER MCSWEENEY, of Moncton,
N.B., was introduced and took his seat.

THE STANDING COMMITTEES.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved:
That pursuant to rule 79, the following senators be

appointed a Committee of Selection, to nominate the
senators to serve on the several standing committees,
namely :-The Honourable Messieurs Scott, Sir Mac-
kenzie Bowell, DeBoucherville, Lougheed, Miller,
King, Clemow, Power, and the mover, and to report
with all convenient speed the names of the senators so
nominated.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
When the hon. Minister of Justice gave
notice of this motion yesterday, I understood
him to say that the committee was to
consist of the sanie gentlemen who composed
it last year.

Hon. Mr. MILLS--I think so.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The naie of Mr. King has been substi-
uted for that of Mr. Macdonald of Victoria.
If you will rem ember, last session the present
governor of British Coluinbia had his name
placed on the comnittee.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B. C.)-That
was two sessions ago.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes, he had his name placed on the com-
mittee instead of Mr. Macdonald's and Mr.
Macdonald's name was afterwards substi-
tuted. The formation of the committee is
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such that I think one of the western senators
ought to be placed upon it. I find four
senators from Ontario on this committee.
It would be as well to substitute Mr.
Macdonald's name for one of those. I think
Mr. King should be on, being the only re-
presentative from New Brunswick.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The motion will be
found at page 31 of the routine proceedings.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
On page 32 the substitution is made. The
resolution reads :-Hon. Messieurs Scott,
Boweli, DeBoucherville, Lougheed, Miller,
MacdonaHl (Vict.), Clemow, Power and the
mover. I have no objection at all that my
naine shall be dropped and Mr. Macdonald's
name put on.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Is the committee limit-
ed in number?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
think it is.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I do
not wish my hon. friend's naine to be lef t
out, but this is the third attempt that has
been made to drop my naie by members of
the government from that committee. It
first commenced by the wish of Senator Mc-
ines, who was then in this House, to be on

that committee, and he got the whip of the
louse of Commons, Mr. Sutherland, to see

Sir Oliver Mowat and tell him to leave my
naine off the committee. Sir Oliver Mowat
did that, but upon the matter being brought
Up in this House, as it is brought up now,
my naie was reinstated. Last year my
naine was left off in the same way, and when
the attention of the House was called to the
fact, it was reinstated. If the House desires
that my name should be off the committee,
I am perfectly willing.

lon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, no; no one desires
that.

Hion. Mr. MACDONALD (B C.)-I do
not think the House will agree to my name
being put off the committee in any unfair
Way. I have done my duty on that commit-
tee without fear or favour, and I am entirely
in the hands of the House.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-As Mr. Miller
is not likely to be here, I think it would be
well to add Mr. Macdonald's name if the

committee is limited to that number. That
would be the proper way to get over the
difficulty.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I may say the hon.
gentleman is entirely mistaken in his suspi-
cions. The motion was drawn up by the
Clerk and placed before me with the names
in blank, and he brought me a copy of the
proceedings of last year showing the com-
mittee appointed then. I simply copied
those naines and put them in as they there
stood. So that my hon. friend will see that
he is wholly mistaken. In fact, his name
was not before my mind at all when I
thought of the list. I simply in a hurry
copied the naines.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-My
hon. friend has copied them from the votes
and proceedings as originally moved.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Quite so.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
you leave Mr. Miller's naine off you have no
representative from Nova Scotia.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-You
have Mr. Power.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I have no objection
in the world to substituting Mr. Mac-
donald's naine for Mr. Miller's, because
perhaps Mr. Miller will not be here, or we
might add Mr. Macdonald's name.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is the better way if you can do it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The rules, I find, res-
trict us. So that as Mr. Miller is not likely
to be here while we are striking the commit-
tees, we might make the change.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I should not like
Mr. Miller's name left of the committee. I
am willing to retire.

Hon. Mr. ALLEN-I had the pleasure
of seeing Mr. Miller yesterday, and I quite
expect to see him in his place before the end
of the session.

Hon. Sir MACK ENZIE BOWELL-
Then it is understood Mr. Macdonald's naine
will be substituted for the naine of Mr.
Clemow who will retire.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, the motion will
be made in that way.

The motion was agreed to.
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A PROPOSED ADJOURNMENT.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-Before the
Orders of the Day are called I would like, if
it is not out of order, to ask my hon. friend
the leader of the House, if he could give us
his views on the question of the adjourn-
ment of this House. This committee has
been appointed, and it can be called together
and the other committees struck, and after
that there will be nothing to come before us
for several weeks. It would hardly be worth
the while of those who live at vast distances
like myself to go home unless we could get
the adjournment until Monday, 17th April,
and I would, with great deference, suggest
this date to the hon. leader of the govern-
ment in the hopes that he may see his way
clear to meet the views of those of us who
live at long distances and who are not able
to come down here except at great sacrifice
of business and time and who have not the
same advantages and facilities of reaching
the Capital as our eastern brethern.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I may say, as soon as
the debate on the Address is over, I will be
able to answer the hon. gentleman's question,
and endeavour to meet the wishes of the
Heuse in that regard. I may say also to my
hon. friend that I expect to introduce a good
many important measures in the Senate. I
do not think any of them will meet with
much controversy, but I hope before the
adjournment to give notice of their intro-
duction and so in this way facilitate business
when we meet again.

THE ADDRESS.

DEBATE CONTINUED.

The Order of the Day having been called-

Resuming the adjourned debate on the considera-
tion of His Excellency the Governor General's Speech
on the opening of the fourth session of the eighth par-
liament.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON--In resuming the
speech that I was making upon the Address
to His Excellency, I was discussing the trade
question, an important subject that bas not
been alluded to in the Speech from the
Throne, a subject which, I think, should have
had a prominent place, so far as pledges and
promises that were made by the government
in relation thereto in the past. I was dis-
cussing, when I left off, the question of the
taxation of the producers of the country,

especially relating to the province of Mani-
toba, from which I come. I was interrupted
by the hon. gentleman f rom St. John's, in
which he made the statement that his pro-
vince pays more taxes in a year than the
hon. gentleman's district does in seven years,
to which I replied that you are at the mouth
of the broad river of Canadian commerce,
we are at the source of the stream. You
foolishly want to tax us and thereby dam
back the stream by hampering our industry,
while the Canadian Pacific Railway is bring-
ing traffic from the United States to your
port at a lower rate than they will
carry it for us. We are. therefore, sub-
ject to two sources of taxation. If we were
to put an export duty on the traffic going
through the port of St. John for revenue it
would be just the same principle of taxation
as the hon. member from St. John, as a
supporter of the present government's policy,
wants to continue in posing upon us. Now,
the statement that was made by the hon.
gentleman from St. John's is quite incor-
rect, because the difference between the
port of St. John and the province of Mani-
toba is a vast one. The country is divided
into two classes, the producers and the
manufacturers and monopolies. We in the
province of Manitoba are entirely producers,
as I explained yesterday, the tariff as it
stands at present and which so far as any
utterances which we have had from the
members of the government during the
recess that tariff stands still at 28¾ per
cent, which is just one and a quarter, or, as
stated in the other House, one cent less
than the tariff which was in force while the
former government was in power. I wish to
tell the hon. gentleman from St. John that
last year we exported $16,000,000 worth
of wheat and cattle. Now, everybody knows,
that understands the trend of trade and
commerce that the exports are repaid by
returning importe, or should be and while
$16,000,000 does not appear in the Trade
and Navigation Returns as exports f rom the
province of Manitoba, yet they were ex-
ported f rom that province to various parts
of the world and the eastern provinces.
They are virtually exports from Manitoba,
and although the Trade and Navigation
Returns do not show that we import any-
thing of consequence, because it comes f rom
the eastern manufacturer or importer at
ocean ports, still the fact remains that we
did export produce and cattle to the value
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of $16,000,000, and that the pay which
came back to the people of lanitoba for f
that $16,000,000 worth of exports, came
back taxed at the rate of 28¾ per cent by the
Liberal goverament. The hon. gentleman i
knows perfectly well that if my statement, is i
correct, and it is open to refutation both in
regard to the quantity of exports we made
or the returning imports-we exported
21,000,000 bushels of wheat, $1,500,000
worth of cattle and a considerable amount
of other produce, and the returns show
exactly what duty was paid on what comes
into the country. As I explained yesterday
We import of course a portion of the goods
that come through the ocean ports from
abroad, and also goods manutactured in the
eastern provinces. The protective tariff
which has now become the policy of the
Liberal government apparently, according
to the Liberal party's own argument that
they used for eighteen years, is that not
Only do we have to bear the tax of 30 per
cent on the produce that comes within the
boundary, but that other tax which does not
go into the revenue of a siniilar amount on
protected articles. In that way we arrive
at a proper conclusion, and it is open to any
hon. mnember of this House to state that I
am saying what is not correct, that if we
pay 28¾ per cent on the $16,000,000 we
exported, we are taxed for the necessities of
life to the extent of 2ïl per cent on that
416,000,000. In other words, the population
of Manitoba is bearing the burden to the
extent of $5,000,000 on the surplus they
have produced in consequence of the taxation
I am speaking of, and in addition to the
legitimate cost and expense of producing
that surplus. Hon. gentlemenwill understand
that I am only doing my duty in criticising
the Conservative party, as I have done
for several years past on their policy,
and the Liberal party which to-day in
the most unwarrantable way is imitating
and following. It is a dangerous policy to
Pursue, because since 1878 when the re-
adjustment of the tariff was made by Sir
John Macdonald by placing higher. duties,
Canada has grown to an enormous extent.
To the west of the great lakes there was,
eonparatively speaking, no population;
there was no connection with the west, no
export from there, no growth or industry of
any consequence. It was only following on
the footsteps of the Canadian Pacific Rail-
Way that the people of Manitoba began to,

produce a surplus and to export. There-
ore, you have to deal with the population
iow that sees and feels the injustice of the
burden of 28¾ per cent being put on their
ndustries by the people of eastern Canada
n regard thereto and in saying to the
people of eastern Canada, I say it advisedly,
because we find not only the Conservative
party in the readjustment of the tariff in
1878 which grew and grew until it became
a highly protective tariff, was a policy insti-
tuted for a certain purpose, but now we
find the Liberal government, which we
thought would do so much for the country
in reducing the burden of taxation, has
adopted a similar policy. The people of the
west say this is a nice state of affairs when
we can find no relief f rom either party
from an oppressive tariff hampering their
productions and impoverishing themselves
and their families to that extent. I
present their case to hon. gentlemen in
its nakedness and tell you what it is
going to lead to. Do you suppose that
the population of western Canada will
submit to such a burden of taxatian imposed
on them. I pointed out yesterday that we
import no free goods of any kind or descrip-
tion-that every single thing we import is
dutiable and bears that burden of taxation.
Any one who knows the trend of taxation
knows that exports go out of the country
and the necessities of the people's industries
come back in some forn or other, and while
the protectionists east say there is some relief
from the burden of taxation, from the fact
of certain industries being established in
their midst, there is nothing of the kind
in the western country, and the naked
fact presents itself to you, and 1 would call
the attention of the hon. gentleman f rom St.
John to that fact, who said they paid in
in St. John's seven times as much taxes as
we do. The burden of the tax on the people
of Manitoba and the North west Territories
to-day is $5,000,000. That is to say, if all
the goods we require for our necessities were
relieved from the burden of a protective
tariff to-day, we would be $5,000,000 better
off. The result of it is seen. Although we
exported that enormous amount of produce
in 1897, in 1898 the crops were not so good.
There has been a reverse in that respect
owing to clirnatic and other causes overwhich
we have no control. We do not complain
when we sustain a reverse in consequence of
natural causes, but we do complain at man's
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stupidity who desires to tax that country present to sit down here and say what is good
for individual and personal benefit. In for Manitoba, for Yukon, for British Colum-
consequence of shortness of our crop bia or Prince Ed ward Island. It is utterly
and dampness of our wheat, matters impossible for us to say that we can regulate
over which we have no control, a consider- fairly and squarely between each section of
able amount of financial difficulty is likely Canada as to the just proportion of the reve-
to result, because we have to make up in the nue which they should bear by imposing
coming year's crop the lee way of a poor whatis called a scientific nethod of forced
crop in the past, because we have nothing taxation. I just wish to say that, as far
to support our population there except agri- as we are concerned, the people of the west
culture. Now, the same thing affects the are practically a unit, both Liberals and
producers of eastern Canada that affects us. Conservatives as to the necessity of a change
The producers of the country are the ones of policy in regard to a protective tariff.
who create the wealth. Every hon. gentle- What we want, we are quite willing to bear
man knows very well there are four sources any share of the burden, that is our proper
from which the wealth of Canada is derived. share but not to impose upon us an indirect
One of them, the main one, is agriculture. tax in that way which extracts from the
Next in proportion is lum ber, the next mines, people of Manitoba in proportion of what
and i think the last fisheries of the country they export a burden of 28î per cent is
-or rather the fisheries come next in volume, impoverishing every man in that country
and then there is a small export in manu- more or less. There are individuals cited as
factures which has increased up to the pre- examples wlio have greater experience and
sent day to $10,000,000. Professor Robert- other advantages they, however, do no repre-
son wh: bas taken charge of the agricultural sent at all the average farming power of the
interest has told us that the productions of people of that country. Therefore, I call the
the soil in Canada amounted to $699,000,000. attention of the hon. gentleman to that fact.
The production of the lumbering districts in We in the province of Manitoba are taxed
Canada is $66,000,000. The product of the 28ï per cent. The bulk of the produce
mines in Canada is $37,000,000, and of the sent from Manitoba went to England. Eig-
fisheries $25,000,000. The manufacturers land is a consumer of our No. 1 wheat, either
only represent productive power-that is to through the flour we export or the wheat we
say new wealth--is only created to the export. Although owing to our system of
extent that they are able to export, which is grading and mixing at Port Arthur, the
$10,000,000. Now, hon. gentlemen will see British market seldom gets one tine wheat
that the policy which is being pursued to- most of which goes by Buffalo and New
day is taxing the $699,000,000 worth of York. A small proportion of the wheat we
agricultural produce in Canada which is the export remains in eastern Canada to be mixed
backbone of the country, the wealth pro- with soft wheat to raise grades of flour, but
ducing source on which the prosperity of the the bulk of the export of wheat and cattle
country mainly depends; you are taxing goes to England. What we say out there is:
that to the extent of 28¾ per cent, and what Why won't you allow England to core and
for i In order to give the monopoly to our trade freely in Canada, allow England to send
manufacturers to the exclusion of the rest goods back in return for the produce we ex-
of the world. So far as I am personally port? Why do you not subnit to coinpetition
concerned, the readjustment of the tariff in that regard? What right have you speak-
that was instituted in 1878, which I regret ing as a country extending for 4,000 miles, a
to say grew into a protective policy, we let greater difference than exists between the
pass. It accomplished a certain amount of Atlantic coast of Canada and the shores of
good, but Canada bas increased since 1878 Great Britain, why should not we extend
to an enormous extent. We have to deal our free trade relation- to Great Britain,
with half a continent. The power of the as well as our free trade relations to Ontario,
national government extends from the Nova Scotia or anywhere else? Lt is pro-
Atlantic to the Pacific, and we have to take tection that is holding the country and this
all these large interests into consideration. present gnvernment. It is corporate power
For that reason it is a difficult country to that is influencing the policy of the govern-
govern. It is utterly impossible for people ment. Lt is a ronopoly of individuals who
where the weight of power is constituted at desire to divert the profits of these great
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Producing industries into their own pockets
hat is holding the present government as it

d the late government. That will lead to
difficulties and trouble. We ask very fairly,
are 've not part of the British Empire ?
Have we not a right to expect that (reat
Britain and Ireland should have the right
to send out their goods and their materials
free from a taxation of thirty per cent, in
order that the development of the country
may go on, on lines on which each indi-
vidual, no matter what part of the country
he may be situated in, inay pursue his
Occupation unencumbered. The principle
of taxation is this, as it prevails in
England, that all the burden that is
put On the people of Great Britain in the
shape of taxation goes into revenue. The
Liberai party in this country argued for
twenty years, and argued correctly, that
Under the protective tariff one-half of the
taxation went into the revenue and the
Other half into the pockets of protected in-
dustries. Ti:e question is, how long is this
going to be continued ? Are you going to
raise a spirit in one part of the population of
Canada which will gradually grow until,
perhaps, it is too late to overcome it, and
say we are going to continue this any way
Until there is a burst up in some direction or
another. I say it is an unwise policy. I
say the responsibility rests with the Liberal
Party, that that condition should be made to
eafe at once-that the doors of Canada
should be open to Great Britain and to
British trade upon the most perfect freedom,
the same as exists between one part of
Canada and the other. I do not say that it is
absolutey necessary to throw the tariff right
do', lupon the first of July next, but to
enact a statute and say as Sir Robert Peel
did hen free trade became the commercial
Policy of England in 1846-we put this on
the statute-book, and in four years every
vestige of protection shall be expunged from
the commercial life of Great Britain. If
you were put in the same way an Act in our
statute-book, a measure saying Great Britain
88 free to trade in Canada on the same terms
that she allows us to trade in England you
'n1 do niore for the building up of Canada

and for the developinent of the resources of
Canada, for the welfare of the people and
or the building up of the British Empire
thai any Act which is possible for you to
pass in any other shape or form. We know
that Great Britain is our great customer for
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agricultural products, our biggest customer
for nearly everything except lumber which
is almost equally divided between the United
States and Great Britain. We keep back
her imports by taxation, and consequently
keep back the volume of the producers trade,
and keep down the value of his production.
I do not suggest lowering our tariff to the
United States except on a reciprocity basis.
The United States want nothing of any con-
sequence that we produce. They want soime
of our lumrber which they are getting
through free logs and the duty on lumber at
an unfair advantage; they want some of our
fish. They do not want any of our iron ore
or agricultural produce and the consequence
is our exports to the United States are
small while our imports from the United
States are very large, and we have to draw
money from England to pay for our exports
and hand it over to the United States to pay
for our imports, adding a double cost of
Exchange to the tax. They have by internal
competition between the southern and
northern iron mines developed their iron
industry to 15,000,000 tons a year and they
say they will increase that to 20,000,000
tons a year, and iron has fallen in the United
States to something like $9 a ton.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-It is going up now
though.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It is, but the mo-
ment the price goes up competition regulates
the output, and all the more reason for us to
make it free to Great Britain. What I want
tosay is this: We are between two countries,
Great Britain, which produces 12,000,000
tons, and the United States, which produces
15,000,000 tons. Iron is one of the things
most heavily taxed in Canada. We were
paying under the Conservative government
a tax of $2,750,000 per annum on our iron
goods. Under the present government we
are paying $3,500,000, or we raise to-day
about $3,500,000 on the tax on iron. In
the agricultural industry iron is the chief
article we use.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Do you say the duty
on iron is more than. it was ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No, it is the same
on all iron goods.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The duty is cut in
half.
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HIn. Mr. BOULTON-If you refer to
the Trade and Navigation Returns you will
find my statement is correct. I have before
me the Trade and Navigation Returns for
the whole year, and the hon. gentlemen will
find that in round numbers that what I
state is absolutely correct, that is to say
that in the Trade and Navigation Returns
for the six months ended 31st December last
the duty collected off iron goods and iron is
$1,705,000. I doubled that for the coming
six months, which makes it about $3,500,-
000.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Double the quantity
was imported.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-So far as the per-
centage is concerned there is no difference.
The percentage of taxation is exactly the
same. I am not saying the duty is increased.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-If you eut duty from
50 to 25 per cent and the people buy more,
you say the taxation is increased.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No, the duty on
iron and iron manufactures have not been
cut in half ; I leave it to the hon. gentleman
himself if he did not sit on the opposite side
of the House year after year condemning the
gentlemen who occupied the Conservative
benches on the iniquity of that tax.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Certainly.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Now you are
defending them.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No; I say about 50
per cent duty was cut. If the people im-
port double the quantity they did in former
years, how can you say that is evidence they
are being taxed higher? The moment you
bring down the duty people are prompted to
buy more. It is no argument that there is
an increase in taxes because people buy
more.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-There is no prac-
tical result from the reduction in the duty.
Make iron free and there will be no douht
about the figures.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I have the list on my
table of the articles on which taxation has
been raised.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-But supposing
you have another list on which you raise the
duties. You just put down a hoe and spade
and something of that kind as reduction.
I tell you that the agriculturalists of this
country use more than half of the iron goods
that is produced and manufactured in this
country. If they bear half the taxation on
iron and the proportion of duty collected on
iron under the present tariff is equal to the
protection that was under the Conservative
tariff, where is your reduction? Where is
your honesty ? Where is your public mor-
ality 7 You are demoralizing the population
when you get up for eighteen years to educate
the people up to a certain idea and make
promises you are going to carry out a cer-
tain policy when you get the opportunity,
and here you are sitting on the treasury
benches and apologizing to the country for
not carrying out that policy. And why?
Because you have the protectionists in your
ranks and have selected them from that
class instead of the class that you preach
for, instead of the people you were sup-
posed to be coming to legislate for in that
way. That is the position that the gov-
ernment allow themselves to be placed in.
If there is anything in this world that
demoralizes the population it is when they
have lost faith in political parties. But
they say " my vote is no good. It is
not worth the paper it is written upon,
and it is a good deal better that I
should take $2 or $5 for my vote and
look upon it as an annual or quadren-
nial investment rather than that I should
hold to any ideas of patriotism or political
protection for myself or anything else." That
is the effect of legislation and political life
of that kind, educating the people up to a
certain standard, and then after you have
attained power you go back and say I can-
not do it. Now, Mr. Mulock says it is to be
for ten years and Mr. Sifton says it is a
dead issue, and Mr. MeMullen says it is to
be for thirty-eight years. These are the
utterances of public men and it is by the
utterances of public men in the cabinet that
we have to judge what policy is to be pur.
sued. I stand here, not fighting the
Liberal party, and I do not stand here to
fight the Conservative party. I stand here
to do my duty to those people who are feel-
ing the burden of taxation in the way I
have expressed to you. The hon. leader of
the Senate said yesterday that the Canadian
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people were self reliant. I interposed the
question " Why do you not abolish the
tariff then?" His reply to me was "I can
quite understand the lion. gentleman prefers
that the government should not reduce the
tariff, so that he would have the opportunity
of criticizing them." I want to tell the leader
of the government that I have no désire to,
criticize the government upon that question.
I would only be too thankful if I could afford
them my support. I promised them my
support if they could carry out the policy of
free trade with Great Britain, and I am
quite prepared to extend that support, how-
ever humble a support it may be.

lion. Mr. MILLS-We have given you
tWenty-five per cent reduction on the im-
ports of Great Britain and you say you are
worse off than before.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It is the burden
of taxation we have to bear. I am pointing
to the fact that 28t per cent is the burden
of protected taxation, wherever it comes
from.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The hon. gentleman is quite right ; although
the government lowered the duties on some
articles, yet they have a higher duty than
before.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Will the hon. gentle-
rnan permit an export duty to be put on
flour to raise the forty millions?

lon. Mr. BOULTON-I will put it on
a,8 an export duty f rom the port of St. John
for the hon. gentleman, but I do not think
I Would go further than that, he would then

nlld out for himself what an oppressive tax
on the industry of the country meant. I have
before me the mineral report where I want
to point out what effect the policy has had
on the production of iron. It is made up to
the 31st December, 1898, and I find that
iron ore has been produced in Canada
during the past year to the extent of 58,000
tons, and at a value of $152,000. Pig iron
has been produced to the extent of 77,000
tons at a value of $912,000 that is valuing it
at the protected price of $12 per ton. Of
the ore consumed in the production 42 per
cent was Canadian and 58 per cent American
ore. The people of Canada are paying to the
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UJnited States producers $2 per ton bonus
or the ore that is imported into Canada.
Do you catl that dtveloping the resources of
Canada 1 More than half the iron ore that
goes into the production of tLe iron in
Janada comes from the United States.
77,000 tons of iron are produced in Canada,
and in the United States they produce
15,000,000 tons, and Great Britain produces
12,000,000 tons. What figure do we cut
in a reciprocity treaty when we can
show only 77,000 tons as against a rapid
increase in the production of iron in the
United States and England? How can we
hold our own under such a policy as that?
How can we say that it is protection that is
being afforded to-day upon some of the iron
smelted in works at $7 a ton. That
is what the Hamilton Smelting Works
is receiving the benefit of in the way of
indirect duties and direct bonuses, and
direct protection from the Dominion of
Canada and the province of Ontario, and
yet notwithstanding that $7 a ton is
imposed for their benefit, and the whole
result after fourteen years of protection is
only 77,000 tons. How can you expect
Canadian industry to developi How can
you expect the re-ources to develop under
such condition as that? I say you are pur-
sueing a wrong policy altogether. I say
Great Britain is manufacturing iron to
the extent of 12,000,000 tons, that she
requires something like 25,000,000 tons of
ore. In order to produce that she has to go
abroad to Spain for a portion of her ore and
to Norway. She never comes to Canada
for any of her ore. And why? Because we
put a tax of 30 per cent upon any effort of
industry on the part of the people of Great
Britain to develop our resources. That is
the effect. No nation in the world can
come here and utilize our resources for their
benefit if they are taxed 30 per cent upon
the only means they have to pay for the
cost of these resources. Now, hon. gentle-
men, if you were to open yuur doors to
Great Britain and to say to Great Britain :
you can trade in Canada just as freely as we
in Ontario can trade with Manitoba, that it
would be one line of communication f rom the
Atlantic ocean to the shores of Great Britain,
you would see a marvellous growth in the
industry and development of the national
resources of this country, which is the back-
bone and wealth of the country, as would
astonish you.
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Hon. Mr. DEVER -Why did she not ask
the United States to reduce her duties in
favour of Great Britain ? She takes more
from the United States in one year than she
takes from us in three.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-We are discussing
our own affairs.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-And these are our
own affairs.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-We have nothing
to do with the United States.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-But England has.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-We have to keep
our skirts clear of the United States. When
the people of the United States come down
to discuss free trade questions upon the same
basis or saine plan that we are now discuss-
ing it, then it will be time enough for Eng-
land to take up the point you speak of. J
am now discussing the interests of Canada
with Great Britain, and I say there is not a
single solitary industry in Canada that will
not benefit by the policy I recommend. I say
J would admit all British trade absolutely
free to the port of Montreal or St.. John or
Halifax, or to any of our ports. I would
admit coal, coal oil and iron free from any
part of the world, and lower our tariff to the
United States when they will lower theirs.
Those are the great raw materials which are
the backbone and foundation of any in-
dustry, and t.ere is not a single manufac-
turer in Canada that will not benefit by the
result of such a policy. If coal oil was free it
would come here in tank vessels f rom Batoum
in the Black Sea, the seaport for the coal oil
from Baku in Russia, and would here coin-
pete with the Standard Oil Company which
is a monopoly. That company delivers its <'il
in England in tank vessels for five or six
cents a gallon. If iron was free we would
have the cheapest iron in the world to work
with. There will not be a single manufac-
tory closed. They will be increased to a very
large extent, because there are conditions
that prevail when that commercial policy
is put on a sound basis which will enable
us to compete as successfully in any market
of the world as Great Britain herself, as long
as we work on a protective policy the con-
ditions are alter ed. But place it on a level
with Great Britain give us the benefit of
cheap coal oil and cheap coal and cheap iron,

for the prosection of our manufactures, and
you need not be afraid of Canada not
being able to hold her own. To that extent
I quite agree with the leader of the govern-
ment in saying that the Canadian people are
self reliant, but self reliance goes to the
winds when the halter or rope is tied round
the neck of a man or his legs are shackled,
there can be no self reliance then. Remove
the shackles and then the self reliance will
produce some result. I desire now to read
to the House an article that has been written
by my brother in Chicago which I see pub-
lished in the issue of the Economist of the
l th March. My brother is the vice-pre-

sident of the First National Bank of Chicago.
He went into that bank 35 years ago, one of
five clerks, and he stands now next to the
top, next to the president of that bank, with
185 clerks under him. He stepped into the
vacancy created by Mr. Lyman Gage when
he became a member of President Mc-
Kinley's cabinet.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Hear,
hear; good for Canada.

Hon. Mr. BOU LTON-That is the record
of a Canadian. In addition to that, he has
been elected vice-president of the National
Bankers' Association of the United States
for the state of Illinois. The representatives
of the financial world of the population of
70,000,000 people elected him as vice-presi-
dent for the great state of Illinois, where I
believe the greatest amount of banking busi-
ness is carried on of any state in the Union.
His bank is the largest in the west, and deals
largely in foreign exchange in connection
with the large export of farmers products.
I mention this to show that what he is talk-
ing about here, he is talking about f rom the
standpoint of a practical financial man, and
viewing the commercial policy of his country
f rom a financial standpoint, while I am view-
ing the policy of the government of Canada
from the standpoint of one of the workers in
the agricultural districts of our country. It is
not a very long article, and I think it is
worth while embodying it in our Hanard,
and, bein-- my brother, I am sure hon. gen-
tlemen will have no objection to that:

To the Editor of the Economist :

Sin,-While so much is being said about imperial-
ism, expansion, open-door policy, freedoni of trade,
&c., I notice the keynote of the whole discussion is
the enlargement of our export trade, nothing being
said about the equally important matter of the en-
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largement of our ing>ort trade. Exports without by the labour of 2,500 hours, which ii necessary if both
imports would rapidly impoverish a people. We are produce each of these things themseives?
Congratulating ourselves at the present time upon our At the present time our trade balance for the past
large surplus exports, and justly so, as it not only twojears has been in the neighbourhood of about
means that as a nation our people are actively em- hundred million dollars a year in our favour; that is,
Ployed and that their labour is not only supplying all we have been giving of our labour to other countries
of their own wants but is also supplying the demands an energy equal to the amount named without get-
of other countries to an extent that the wisest of us a ting in return anythîng that in itselr is conducive to
few years ago could not imagine or foretell ; to the the comfort and welfare of our (wn People. (old,
extent that the exports of the country are settled by outsde its use for liquidating debts and for its use in
an equivalent in imports, all is well, but when suc the arts and sciences, is valu-less to us, except for its
exports exceed imports to any large extent, and set- power to buy comnodities necessa!y to s:sai
tlemrents of balances growing therefromn have to be neth mo cifralcndinsadwc-
'effected in gold, the seds of trouble in the future of those cammoditis are hought they figure in our trade
trade are sown. At the present time, being a debtor reports as imports. If, as a people, we are able to
nation, we are able to utdize a large part of our pre- produce everything that we require and more too,
lent credit balance in liquidation of debts due in there is notbing that we should r to buy frum
foreign countries, and in the buying back of our own other nations, and the gold comiga in settienent
securities. The surplus then remaining has to be paid of such exports would be worthless to us and our ex-
uis in gold, which is serviceable to us only in the arts penditure of labour to the above named extent would
and sciences, in creating resources for future years ne wasted, as far as we are concern-d. I use the
when the balance of trade >hall be on the other side Word cverythinfi iiie most conprehenFive manner,
and in the accumulation of such stores of that metal neaning thvreby ordinary and extraordinary wants,
as uay be profitably used in finance and for the in- luxuries, lictures, &c., and whatever is in any way
creasing demands for current circulation as noney. conducive to the bighest developinent of the man-

Export trade is undoubtedly most desirable and hood of the nation.
necessary, as it means that we are using all our Supposing that this surplus of exports not only con-
energies in producing those things that other peo5ple tinues in the future, but continues in an increasing
want over and above satisfying the wants of our own ratio, what would be the resuit? Would not the
People of such goods as are exported, but unless the ability of the importing countries to satisfy this large
nation that wants can produce things that the other surplus year in ani year out soon become exhausted,
desires, those wants will have to go unsatisfied from and ae sor. as exhausted would not this surplus of ex-
its inability to effect the exchange. ports of necessity cease?

The first duty of a nation in the way of trade is to It is self evident that if we were to import nothing
satisfy inost economically the wants and necessities and exbort yearly for the next ten years say twelve
of its own people. Once these wants have been satis- hundred million dollars, or a total value during that
fied, traders finding an excess of goods on hand for eod of twelve thousand millions, the whole world
which there is no denand at home then look abroad as not got goîd enough to liquidate the debt, and, as
to seek buyers outside the boundaries of their own is later on shown, that vast sum would be absolutely
country, and especially in such states as are best able valueless to us and represents only a vate of energv
to buy. That ability to buy from us is brought about and impoverishment of our resources. 1t is not, there-
in the same way that our ability to sell to thein is ore, correct that our power to export to other nations
and arises from the fact that such states have accuin- must be comensurate to the power of thosecountries
ulated a surplus of goods over and above what their to export to us? We may have teiuporary deficits or
?wn people require to sustain them with food, cloth- temporary gurpluses from time to time, but the equili-
1ng, and the other comforts of life. brium bas sooner or later to be reached and our ability

For instance, Nation " A " has a surplus of food to produce forothers inust be equaled by their ability
Products, petroleum, nachinery, &c., but a deficit of to produce for us.
silks, velvets, cutlery, spices, &c., while Nation IB" It is necessary, therefore, in se-king xnarkets for
has a surplus of the latter articles and a deficit of ail what we have to sll, that we also seek markets in
or some of the former. When such conditions pre- whicb we may buy. Otherwise such trade relations
vail, trade between " A " and "B" can be profitably cannot lon- be mutually profitable, and will sooner or
carried cn upon the most advantageous ternis. Sone- later of necessity he gradually dissoled.
times it happens to imake the trade exchanges it re- At the present aIl eyes are on China as a country
quires the indirect assistance of "C" and "D" that can be exploited to advantage, and with that end
nations, as " A" has something that "B " does not in view alliances are being created to compel the door
want, but that "C " does, and " B " has something of trade to be kept wide open to al coners, the main
that neither " A " nor " C " wants, but " D " does, tbought being that it sbould be kept wide open to
&c., ad infinitum. Thus international trade, as it admit the product of outside nations; not tbinking
exists to-day. was begun, and thus it is carried on. of the natural counterpart of the proposition, namely,

If it takes the state of Illinois 1,000 hours of labour that the doors of other nations sbould in like manner
to produce a crop of wheat worth, say, $100, and be kept open to the Chinese.
1,500 hours of labour to produce clothing to an f nstad of keeping our doors wide open to admit
8 mount equal to the same value, while in the state of her prducts, we fine ourselves by means of a heavy
New York it requires 1,500 hours of labour to pro- tarif on what we import fronier, do we not curtaml
duce the saine amount of wheat, but only 1,000 hours to tbat extent our power to export goods that she
of labour to produce a like amount of clothing. iili- miiht otberwise take.
nois, therefore, to produce ber wheat and ber cloth- Wbile China is undoubtedly a country rich in re-
ig, expends an energy of 2,500 hours of labour, while sources, a large amount of such resources is lying

New York does the same. Now, finding that Illinos dormant and undeveloped. The wantsof the Chinese
has facilities for >roducing wheat cheaper than New in the past have largely been supplied by theproducts
York, and that INew York can manufacture clothing of tbe labour of their own people, and such thing as
cheaper than Illinois, is it not manifestly for the tbey could fot produce they did witbout, with the
Interest of both that Illinois should produce the result that as a people tbey 'ere illy fed, illy cladand
wheat and New York the clothing? Would not each illy housed, and that as a country the people, perhaps,
state then have its wants for these two articles pru- are less well cared for, and, therefore, less prosperous
Vided for by the labour of ouly 2,000 hours instead of than those of alout any other nation, except those
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still lower in the scale of civilization than China is. tries as waa necessary to supply the amounta of goods
If we can by diplomacy, or otherwise, induce China hoîe countries contributed.
to open her doors to the commerce of the world, and Where no trade balance is involved the labour ser-
at the same time create within her boundaries a vice of a country is just sufficient for its wants. When
general desire for those things which she does not it has a large credit balance more labour is used,
produce her merchants will soon point out the way becaue in addition to supplying its own wants it ha.
by which those wants will be supplied, namely, by aibo to supply the labour necessary to produce the
increasing lier labour in creating thngs other countries exporta creating that balance, that balance being
want, and that nature has enabled her people to pro- useless te it. When it has a debit balance less labour
duce more economically than others can. Her people is used because other nations suppiy the labour re-
will soon find that wheat flour and canned meats are quired to produce the importa creating that balance.
desirable things to have, and the desire will soon As the amount cf labour iavolved in the supplv of
become so strong that they will begin to labour harder the wants of a country is the cost cf the living of Ïhat
in order that they may be obtained. As soon as one country, therefore the country that uses the smallest
want is supplied anoth-r will be created, and so m- ameunt of energy to upply the greatemt a-îcunt of
ports and exporta will go hand in hand to the benefit w&nts, comforts, luxuries, &c., necessary to produce
of all concerned. As her people become better fed the highest stardard of physical and mental man-
and better clad they will be better fitted to provide hood, ls in aIl respect the moat prosperous of ail the
for the wants of other countries, and thus by the pro- nations of the earth.
duction of increased labour will be able to purchase in The Duke cf Argyle in his "Unseen Foundationa
an increasing degree such things as are desirable for of Society" definee wealtb as the posaeasion lu coin-
her and that other countries can advantageously rative abundance of tbings wbieh are objecta of
furnish. human desire not ubtainable without some sacrifice or

It is often said that a country that exports nost soine exertion, and wbic are accessible te aea able
largely and imports least is the one that is regarded as well as auxious to acquire tbem."
as the nmost prosperous. It appears to me that general According te this detnition, the United States of
prosperity to all countries is greate.t when' exports America is, perhaps, the wealthieat nation uron earth,
and imports most nearly balance each other as there as it probably contains "more things which are
is in the case no waste energy in the way of labour for objecta cf hunan desire " thau any other country, but
the purchase of things not wanted. these thiigs are ouly wealth pruvided tbey are objecta

As a general proposition, subject, however. to indi- cf desire by tloke able aud iviiuy to acquire thei.
vidual exceptions, under similar conditions it nay be If the power to acquire these things is destrcyed,
stated that anything that unduly imires to the benefit wealth disappearaud the objecta desired reiain la
of one party operates to the injury of the other. If, the psession of the original cwner, who is unabie te
therefore, unduly large exports are of gre at advantage use thei bocause he bas already a superabundance.
to one country they are apt to be detimental to the If this definiticu is correct, is fot a nation wise te
other. Trade cannot long be carried on under such aid the power cf the peuple of otaide countries to
unequal conditions thougzh the one country for the acquire rather than by unwise greed on the part cf its
tine may seem to be faring well under it. Such a cwn people te destroy that power which is of such
case would seemn well to illustrate the story in the vital intereat te it?
fable where " the cotuitryman deliberately killed the Suppose that the labour cf the state cf Ilinois la at
oose that laid the golden egg," as after the impover- prebent just sufflcient te provide for the wauts cf ita

1shment of its valued custonier trade would soon find peuple, aggîegating a value cf a thousand dollars per
that it would have been wiser to have so treated him capîta vearly, and dependa entirely upon its wanta
that the power to trade would have been fostered hoîng aupplied within ita owu boundaries. Nuw,
instead of destroyed. finding that its neighbours iu Peunsylvania and other

It is at present ad vantageous to us to have the large statea can pruduce certain desirablo thingacheaper
yearly trade balance in our favour which we now en- than Illinois can, sucb as stoves, cil, glass, machiuery,
joy, because we are debtors foi foreign loans con- and that Illinois cai produce meat, grain, &c.,
tracted in the past. When this deht is satisfied, cheaper than they can, and after a trial cf an inter-
credit balances are only serviceable or useful as a change thus brought about, find that 75 per cent of
reserve with which to liquidate future unfavourable Illinois labour used directly for Illinois waatî vaiued
balances when erops fail and exporta are insutlficient as before at $750 and 2r per cent cf labour used in
to meet the larger imports of such goods as are neces- exporta te Pennsylvania la exchange for importa froin
sary to our welfare. that Ptate bas produced lu 111 nuis a value cf $3 per

While I have stated that trade is on the best footing capita on account cf the ability cf Pensyl'ýania te
when the outgoing trade and incomning trade are of furnish the things whicb ahe exporta to us ou a more
nearly equal value, as there is no loss of energy on favourable bas than we rao produce thein. it ascer-
either side, the history of England affords an example tains that the same energ used wlicb fornerly pro-
of a country prospering under adverse trade balances; duced only a thousand dollars per capita doa new,
that is, balances created by an excess of importa over by.this interchange, produce $1,10) per rapita, 11h-
exporta, and it is claimed that by so doing she la nois exported $250 cf labour aad imported $3) cf
taking advantage of the energy of other nations to labour for it, tbe importa exceediig the exporta by
help to sustain her. The man whose yearly income ir $100 per capita, and the State is the richer for
greater than his outgo is surely lu better shape than it.
he whose position is reversed. The nation is like the Now, suppesing that Illinois, finding thia inter-
individual. The nation that has a large export change au profitable, enlarges ber sphere in tbis re-
balance year by year or whose outgo is larger than spect, increases in energy sud exporta 75 per cent cf
its income is by parity of reasoning less well off than labour producta, and iportaouly 50 percent of value
the one whose .vearly incone of importa is larger than lu excbange, aie ha a trade balance i ber favour of
its outgo of exports. Of course, in the first case there $0 per capita. wbich la paid for lu gcld bow
is an income of gold to settle the trade balance, but if nucb better off i8 she? She las increaaed ber energy
that gold is useless, except in the arts and sciences, I by harder labour than was otberwise aecessary, sud
maintain that my statement is correct. It is, of for tbat lucrease bas received in returu $3 per capita
course, assumed that all debts have already been lu gold, but as the energy firat displayed was suffi-
liquidated and all wants supplied by the labour of the dent to supply ber neceasities. tbe gold received la
country iu question sud by sncv labourof other coun- valueles tu nter as long as she keep up tbe sa.ie
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energy for the sanie purpose, and the surplus of
engy Produced by her is only a waste.

The trade of this country for the past fifty yeai
as compiled by treasury officials is as follows:

EXPORTS.

Merchandise............... $26,685,900,O0
Gold.................... 2,142,800,000
Silver..... . . .... ..... 1,072,500,000

Total exports.... .... .$29,901,200,000

DIPORTS.
Merchandise........ . ..
Gold ..
Silver.................

Total imports ........

$24,836,500,000
1,141,100,000

541,700,000

$26,519,300,000
Thus we find that during this period, ending with

the Year 1898, our ex ports of not only merchandise,
but of gold and silver as well, exceed our corres-
Ponding imports by the vast sum of of $3,381,900, 000
and accordimg to this theory that excess exports is
only wastel energy or loss.

If I understand anything of protection that
is what will result if it takes hold of the
people of Great Britain. The people of Ire-
land will not want to see the cattle of Canada
coming in to compete with theirs. The wheat
growers of England will want the full
benefit of protection and su it goes on. If
it came to the institution of such a policy as
I have heard spoken of and argued for, to
include Canada and other portions of the
British Empire in the saine protective circle,
the people of Great Britain would say no,
we are not going to open the door to Canada
which has always maintained the tax of 30
per cent against our trade. llhey will take
a practical business-like view of the question.
They will say the market of the United
States is a market of 70 millions of people,
while the market of Canada is a market of

GEoRE D BouffN. tive millions 01 people, Dotti countries areGEORGEtaking us alke. The productive power of the

Bearing upon the argument he uses I United States in relation to ours is as seventy
would draw the attention of hon. gritlemen to five, with a greater variety of production.
to the fact that our exports for the past few The people of England could net, without
years have been exceeding the imports, being retatiated upon and without making
when returning imports are stimulated by enemies of the people of the United States
borrowing they only represent so much debt (whieh isthevery last thing they would like to
created, but when the nation is living within do) close the door against the United States
its income excess of imports represents the andopen it toCanadasolongas bothcountries
Profits of the international trade. are acting in the same way. Btit wudb

Those who wish to see what, movement is entirely different if the people of Canada
goîng on in the United States in the discus- instituted a policy of teir own favourable
'310r' of a sixilar question te the one which I te Great Britain, opening our doors first ty

n deali ng with, you willfind this article very them in order that they might trade freely
iliterest .ng reading. Re is of course present- in Canada, the sanie as we trade with one
ing the case f rom a personal abd practical another, the sane as they already give u
'tand point, but speaka as one in authority iri We cannot afford, in our present condition,
thM nation of 70 millions of people. 1 amn te open the door to the United States
qu(e satistied that there is a movement in excepting upon a reciprical basis, and that is
the -United States to-day that wial bring almopt impossible te obtain from them, be-
about fthe very result r for which he is cause it would be an abandonment of the
arguing. How far that result is removed protectinte policy, and when they abandon
from the present it is impossible for us to that it is going to be on some broader
say. What we have to do is sinply te basis than reciprocity with five millions of
regaird ourselves. see in Great Britai people on their northen border. That i
there is an agitation to go back te the old the position which exista in our trade
PolieY of protection. How far that plicy relations with Great Britain and the United
has taken o d of or is likely to take hld of State. We want te place ourselves in a.
theteople it is impossible for us te say, but position te trade with Great Britain and to
if I understand anything of protection it is turn our trade into sncb channels that it wifl
essentilly a selfish policy, and if a campaign be impossible for the people of Great Britain
shOuld be instituted in E gland for the pur- tig dicriminate against us, but will rather be
Pose of restoring the pretective duties that in their interet te include us in any policy
Prevailed prior te 1846, the protection will that they may ee fit te pursue in the future
bfo Put on pnot for the benefit of Canada, Aus- if we choose te accept that position. Now,
tralia, the nited State or any other coun what is the policy between the two parties
try, but fer the British population thempives at the present moment. The Conservative
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policy, as I understand it from the hon. Hon. Mr. MILLS-1 know land in the
leader of this House, is reciprocity with west of Ontario is $70 and $80 an acre.
Great Britain. What is the policy of the
Liberal party ? Reciprocity with the United .Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I ami only quo-
States. They are both impracticable policies. tmg what I see n the pubhi press.
Both policies are simply an attempt to draw Hon. Mr. PERLEY-It is $25 in my
the wool over the eyes of the people of Can- district.
ada. The Conservative party says, just wait
now and we will have England put on a tax Hon. Mr. MILLS-What kind of land
in favour of Canada. It may be twenty-five is sold at $25 an acre in Prince Edward
years before that could take place. What County ?
we are discussing is what is good for the
people of Canada to-day. The Liberal party Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I do not know.
are saying we are negotiating with the people Hon. Mr. PERLEY-It is worth $20 to
of the United States ; wait until the negotia- $25 in Assiniboia.
tions are ended ; we will get reciprocity -
with the United States. They are drawing Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I doubt vour
the wool over the eyes of the people of Can- figures, for last year you purchased a part
ada from that standpoint. of your farm for $3 an acre, and I have no

doubt you would seil out if you could get
Hon. Mr. PERLEY-The Prime Minister $25 an acre. All I want to point out is

says they do not want reciprocity. that the prosperity of farmers is gauged
entirely by the value of their land. It is a

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I dare say he has fair criterion of what the producing capacityfound fron his visit to Washington that it of the land is. The result remains the
is impossible to get it. Ilowever, that is same, that we are reducing the value of
the policy that I judge them by to-day. those very resources that creates the wealth
That is the policy they apparently have of Canada. If we were to admit British
been pursuing. The one is as impracticable trade absolutely free here, as I was saying
as the other. We cannot ask 40,000,000 to before, England has to go abroad for a por-
alter their policy, for the benefit of Canada tion of ber iron ore, she would have easily
when their enormous trade is with the come over here instead of going to other
world. The trade of Canada, I think, only countries for it. We could supply her with
represent three or four per cent of the trade iron ore of various kinds from Lake Super-
they carry on with the rest of the world, ior, Nova Scotia and Quebec. We might
therefore, it is not likely that anything we be supplying a million tons of iron ore andmay do will influence them to change their contributing to the twenty-two or twenty-
policy. There may be some turn among three millions of tons she requires. Com-
themselves that will lead them to change pare the wealth of Canada by the distribu-
their policy. I am pointing out to the hon. tion of a million tons of iron ore, the gross
gentlemen the advantages that would flow production of our raw material at $4 a
from opening the doors to Great Britain, ton, with a production of 77,000 tons ofthat they may trade freely. We would iron. Compare the two one with the otherthen be in a position to develop our North- and say where the practical results are goingwest country, our agricultural regions and to follow. Recollect that will go on ineverythmg else would profit by it. I see in every production of our country. Thethe publie press that lands in Prince farmer is more interested in a policy of thatEdward County, south of Belleville are kind than in any protective policy, that thequoted at a low price. The resources of government may think is for their benefit.Canada have been so reduced that the value The protective policy, that is the policy ofof land in a populous part of the country in the leading citizens of Montreal and Torontoan improved fruit growing region has been so far as any evidence we have of theirreduced to a low figure. movements is concerned, is initiated simply

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Where is that? because a large number of their citizens
have their investments made in factories

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-In Prince Ed- under joint stock companies. It is to
ward County. preserve these interests that they consider
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protection necessary for the country. But
I can assure the hon. gentlemen that the
practical experience we gather from the
world at large, and from reading what is
accomplished under the free trade policy of
Great Britain, that they need not be at all
afraid that their investments will suffer. If
they desire to sell out and do not wish to
take the risk of competition they will very
80011 get purchasers.

There are one or two other questions men-
tioned in the Speech to which I should like
to refer. One is the plebiscite. I have
always been outspoken on the question of
plebiscite. I opposed it when it was in this
Ilouse and spoke and wrote against it when
it was before the people of the North-west,
because I conscientiously believe that anv-
thing like a prohibition of the sale of liquor
would be a direct injury to the people of the
country. It would be a law that would not
be respected, and it is a most unwise thing
for any country or any government to impose
a law on the people that is not likely to be
respected. It is demoralizing to the popula-
tion in the worst way. So far as the attitude
of the Premier is concerned, he has taken
the only statesmanlike attitude he could
take in refusing to put a prohibitory law on
the Statute-book. He bas acted in strict
accordance with sound principles of govern-
ment under democratic institutions under
the -British constitution. There is a differ-
ence between democratic institutions under
the constitution of the United States and
the democratic institutions of Canada under
the British constitution. In the United
States it has been the principle of their
Rovernment to give a law to any section of
the people that asks it, provided they can
show anîy kind of a vote in its favour. They
say, take the law, do with it what you can,
quite regardless as to whether it was going to
be observed or not. The result is the popula-
tion of the United States have grown up with
a disrespect for law or order, when it suited
them to do so. That is quite evident by
reading their public press. We in Canada
do not regard the principles of government
Under our democratic institutions in that
Way. We build up precedent upon precedent
and take time and give the people ample
tile to understand what the effect of the
law is going to be, what its requirements
are, and keep it fromi the statute-book
Uttil the people have thoroughly made up
their mind that the law is a wise one to

enact, and that when it is enacted, it will
not only be respected by the people but that
the government will have power to enforce
it. That is the position in which I think
the question stands. So far as the plebis-
cite vote is concerned, the vote as mentioned
in the Railway Committee rooms to-day by
the Temperance Alliance, they confessed was
a very disappointing one. The plebiscite has
done this much good that it bas convinced
all reasonable and sensible men who attach
themselves to the temperance movement
that the prohibitory law is impossible at the
present moment whatever may come in the
future and that event I believe will be
longer off. The vote that was polled, I
gather, was less under the Dominion plebis-
cite than it was under the provincial plebis-
cite taken a few y-ears ago. In the state of
Maine I see there bas been a failure of pro-
hibition. Quite lately they have wiped the
prohibition party off the state ticket in con-
sequence of the very small vote their people
poll now, and I read it is on the boards that
the law is to be repealed in the state of
Maine. That is the result of prohibition.
For a number of years its working demoral-
ized a large number of people and lessens
respect for law in that state. It only shows
how impossible it is to keep an Act upon a
statute-book that bas no practical effect and
how unwise it is to enact it. Not only that,
but we have that quotation in the Bible, a
book I endeavour to take as my guide, which
says the last stage of that man shall be
worse than the first. After you have tried
prohibition and demoralize the population
and the people repeal it, the temperance
people have lost ground in consequence of
their agitation to put a law of that
kind on the statute-book before the people
are ready to receive it or to respect it.
The ministers from the province of Quebec
have been criticised for publicly opposing
the plebiscite, I must say I had a good
deal of sympathy with them. Their pro-
vince has an enormous coast line open to
the smuggler and they would be quite aware
of the impossibility of controlling him under
a prohibitory liquor law, which is really f ree
trade in liquor if you evade the law. What
can be more demoralizing to a population i
Those who have the real interests of the
people at heart could not regard it as a wise
law. Then there are a large number of
people who do not believe in the right of a
section of the people controlling their habits
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or freedom by legislation when they are in-
offensive to the public. I would suggest as
a ineasure of reform for the temperance peo-
ple to consider, and that is that the govern-
ment should control the manufacture and
sale of spirits throughout Canada, leaving
wine and beer to the trade. That would be
a practical step in temperance reform and
would not be objectionable if it could be
properly conducted, which there is no reason
to fear. It only requires an honesty of pur-
pose in the government and their officials.
There are only eight distilleries, the govern-
ment could purchase them and continue the
manufacture and sale throughout the coun-
try, not to withdraw it f rom public use, but
to check the evils connected with its con-
surmption and keep it under control.

There is another question which is not
mentioned in the speech but which is a
practical question, so far as this House is
concerned-that is the proposed reform of
this honourable body.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-You
had better leave that for another day.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I think this is a
very good time to discuss it. There is noth-
ing delicate in the subject, and there is no
reason why we should not express our
opinions and see what effect the proposed
change would have upon the constitution of
the country. We find that not only has the
Premier brought into public discussion the
question of the reform of the Senate, but an
effort has been made to array the provinces
under the same standard. My conception
of the constitution of the country is this,
that the Senate was wisely created an inde-
pendent body at confederation, that the con-
stitution of Canada is merely an extension of
the British constitution. The constitution
of Canada is identically the same ais the con-
stitution of the United Kingdom ; the con-
stitution of each province in Canada is iden-
tically the same as the constitution of Canada
and Great Britain. There is a chain of con-
nection between the various governing bodies
that rests upon a very sound and safe basis.
The powers may be defined as Imperial,
National and Provincial with perfect
freedom withinî their specified limits.
The object of the British constitution is to
have an independent check upon hasty or
improper legislation, that the government of
the country is merely the mouthpiece of is

supporters, and if a sufficient number of sup-
porters can be elected, out of which the cabi-
net are selected, which have improper designs
upon the treasury or upon the resources of
the country or for class or corporate legis-
lation, it is most necessary, especially in
a large country like this, that there
should be an independent check vhich is the
strength of any government, no matter how
parties may vary in either chamber of
the House. The people of Canada when the
question as to the abolition of the Senate
or of the undermining of the Senate is
brought before them, the result of the dis-
cussion among themselves will be that an
independent body in Canada is very esential
to the safety of the country and the consti-
tution and to the wisdoin of the laws to be
put on the statute-book. That is the way
I feel with regard to the constitution of the
Senate. So far as the motions that the pro-
vincial governments have passed are con-
cerned, I think they are an interference and
a very unwise step, got up more for a Liberal
catch cry to distract the attention of the
people. I should like to quote two or three
expressions of opinion in regard to the upper
chambers-Oliver Cromwell upon whom
devolved the responsibility of reviving the
Parliament he had destroyed was urged to
revive it without an Upper House. Ris
reply was that a Parliament unchecked by
an Upper House could perpetuate its power
subsersive to the constitutional liberty of the
people. President Thiers upon whoindevolved
the responsibility of creating a constitution
for France, in 1870, after the Commune,
put it on record that he would Anglicize the
French constitution if he had his way. Mr.
Leckie, M.P., in the Imperial House of
Commons, and Historian, is quoted as saying:
Of all forms of government the despotism
of a single elected and democratic chamber
seems to be about the worst; and lastly we
have the celebrated saying of John Burns
the labour leader upon his return of a tour
through the United States, with their
elective upper chambers: Give me Albert
Edward, limited, rather than the so-called
freedom in the United States. And Sir
Richard Cartwright seems to have returned
from Washington lately with much the
same view, as compared with the British
constitution. The Ontario Legislature dis-
pensed with an Upper House; the national
government imposed no penalty on them,
offered no opinion, and did not interfere
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lwith them in any way whatever. The result affects us individually as a nation my own
of the resolution which they passed lately impression is that the trend of the Imperial
on the subject is not worth the paper policy is in the direction that I have men-
it is written upon so far as having any con- tioned, to give the freest possible scope for
stitutional or official effect. It has no way the people of the British Empire to carryof reaching the Imperial Goverriment in an out in their own way their own destiny and
Official way, except the stereotype answer their own designs s0 long as it does not in-
that such a communication has been received. terfere with the constitution or is not iikely
It can only reach the Imperial Government to impair or lead to the disruption of thethrough the Governor General and the British Empire. I took the opposite ground
cabinet of Canada. Any official com- in discussing the bil to appoint a temporary
munication to be made to the Imperial speaker. The hon. member for Barrie, and
Government requires to be in the form of a I think one or two others, did the same in
joint address of both Houses of the Parlia- opposition to the opinion of the Premier, Sir
ment of Canada which may contain or be John Abbott. The Act giving the power
accompanied by a provincial representation received the concurrent legisiation of thebut the consent of the Senate has to be British North America Act, but a communi-
obtained before such a joint address can be cation appeared in the cabled press to the
sent there. When a joint address is sent effect that it was an undue precaution. I
there, I think the policy of the Imperial shouid like to see the constitution of ail self

over*nment is to recognize that we are a governing parts of the Empire stick close
thoroughlly self-governing people that there to the British constitution. Now, that is
18 no necessity for concurrent legislation on the opinion that 1 hold. I wouid say to the
their part and whatever we. desire or wish people of Canada from ten years experience
for will be carried out by the Imperial in this buse that the Senate is a most
Government quite irrespective of any policy valuable adjunct to the legisla
tley may have in view-as I understand the country for their protection ofth eir liberties
trend of their ideas, they go in that direc- and to insure sound legistation, and thatton-that we are a completely self-govern- even to attempt to alter its constitution by
ri ommunity that the relation of the an appeal to the Imperiai Parliament would

Ilnperial Government to Canada is as the be a useless bit of iegisation-that we have
relation of the Canadian Government to the the power within ourseives to huild up prece-
provinces. The Senate is thegcuadnofp-Povincl fTeet.s i the nardian of pro- dent after precedent and work out our o.vnvincial interests in their national life-the career by experience as it occurs to us froin
representatives of the contracting provinces one day to apother. We have within our-
thought it essential to guard their future selves at the present moment the right to
status and the basis of their compact with hold a conference of the two bouses and
ole another by creating an independant it is quite possible that it mav >e necessary
Senate as a guardian of national rights. for us to utilize that power. Supposing theThis Senate would be false to its trust to Dominion Government was to make use of
allow that independence to be impaired. A the budget in order to get out.side of the in-
provincial representation to the Imperial fluence of this Senate by including things in
Covernment against the disruption of the that budget which heretofore have always
of the constitution of the Senate by this core as separate enactments before this hon-
Parliament would have to be heard and ourahie bouse; inacase of that kind it might
respected, but a provincial representation benecessary for the Senatetoaskforaconfer-

tOdeutroy it would be unconstitutional ence with the government, but to ask power
without the co-operation of this Parliament. to have the constitution amended so that the
The imperial Governrment has not only the House of Conmoàs or the government can
POwer but it is its duty to veto any legisla- force the Senate to a conference, that is
tion that we may pass that is of an uncon- quite a different thing. The majority of a
stitutional character or which threatens the bouse containing 215 members as azainst a
l»paeirnent or disruption of the Empire. majority of a House containing only 80
They have the right and would have the members would be out of all proportion and
SUpport of every part of the Empire in veto- would stultify the founder of Canadian111g 4ly such legislation, but where it only nationaity, who determied to stick close to
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the principles of the constitution under
which they had attained to their natinnal
life.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The najority in the
House of Commons, if the country was not
decidedly one way-that is assuning the
vote was a fair vote and the constituencies
fairly constituted-mightbe very small. The
difference in numbers could not alter the
nmajority.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-But supposing it
was the other way-supposing there was a
majority of fifty or sixty in favour of the
government in the House of Commons, or
even a majority of thirty five, they could
outvote any majority in this House at any
time.

lon. Mr. MILLS-Does my hon. friend
think, if one or the other party should
give way, that the House elected by the
people and having a large majority in favour
of the government should give way?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-That is the Bri-
tish constitution, and the best of men in
dealing with the public affairs of the people
require a wholesome check in framing laws
for the good government of the people.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, because under
the British constitution the government
nay increase the number.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON--That power has
been used on rare occasions, but in our case
the government would have to bring for-
ward some injury t hat the Senate bas done
to Canada and the Canadian people before
they could persuade the Canadian people
that it was wise to take away their indepen-
dent powers. The whole value of the Senate
is in its independent power.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It does not take it
away.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON- beg pardon, sir,
I do not agree with the hon. gentleman. We
krow very well that in the British Parlia-
ment there have been questions brought up
and sent to the House of Lords where they
have been thrown out year after year. Some
matters have even gone before the House of
Lords for twenty years and never found a
resting place, and some of them were popular.
But the whole object of the Senate is to
throw back upon the people, to bring to the

notice of the people the sort of legislation the
governnient intends to put upon the statute-
book, and the people in their domestic rela-
tions must turn these questions over in their
ninds and become thoroughly imbued with
what is right or wrong, and so far as this
honourable House to-day is concerned, I do
not think there is a more fairly repre-
sentative body of all classes than we
have in this House to-day. There is no
inferiority mentally or otherwise. There
are some people who are so foolish
as to criticize weakiiesses of one or two
meibers, and others to throw ridicule
upon the body as a whole. But I will
just say to those people that to criticize one
of the hon. gentlemen who comes into this
House with a clear brain and a good record
and an honourable career, to say that he
has to be wheeled into this House in his
chair, and for that reason expose him to
ridicule, as I understand has been the case
in one public journal, I would call their
attention to the Scripture and remind them
of the fate of those who mocked the prophet
Elisha in ancient tines. It is on a par
with that. So far as the constitution of
the Senate is concerned, I have nothing to
complain of in my relations. I have found
the members are endowed with a large
amount of legislative experience more than
exists at tines in the House of Commons,
and are fairly representative of Canadian
life. All that we have to do is to fulfil the
duties of our position honourably.

There is another question which I wish
to bring before the attention of the
government, in which I have a personal
interest, myself, and that is the question
of the repatriation of the 100th regi-
ment, which I had an opportunity of dis-
cussing in this House at one time and
another. As lion. gentlemen know, I was a
member of the 100th regiment in 1858, and
joined a regiment that was raised in Canada
at that time. It is forty-one years now
since we marched out of Canada to take our
place in the Imperial service. That regi-
ment was not recruited in Canada after its
formation, and it has lost its identity in its
Canadian features, although at the unani-
mous voice of the regiment itself they plead-
ed when territorial districts were formed that
they might have the title Royal Canadian
still a portion of their designation. As hon.
gentlemen know there was a large petition
sent home two years ago to the Prince of
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Wales, after whon the regiment was called, to meet Canadian aspirations. They would proceed

prayi tha carefully to see if they could get to any common
ng at a depot might be established ground with Canada and of that he did not despair.

rC aa fr thekeep it up toeru dalish- We are indebted to Mr. Arnold Foster for
mient in order that we might have a distinct championing this important question in the
and native regiment in the Imperial service, Imperial Parliament. I am very glad indeed
and that we might have also the depot that he has drawn that statement from Mr.
established in some part of Canada to carry Wyndham, which is satisfactory, except as to
On, and - a the statement he made there as regards the
.n rerutig andutn,, tha aav plac ora placesecuiiada might be established for the re- recruting. I have not heard of any recruiting
cruiting of that regiment, and for the occes station or any effort bemg made at recruiting

onal quartering of the re iment in Ca for the 100th regiment. I a sorry the
Ithas statement is put in that way that theregone on for years, and there has been a
large brnt of respondence in regard to should be any failure on the part of Canada
it. I br r et o coMy address this afternoon to furnish the recruits, they certainly will
bause arriving at a critical point in not be obtained without some practical
the history of the question. The Imperial effort. We have in the United States
Government have, so far as they could in army during the past year I think some-
their Power shown a disposition to meet thing like 2,000 Canadians who enlisted,

the oiwer showntueais sryodeartontteo Iesttheoe of those who brought this question which shows that the love of military
'before th, o oewobogt)ti ueto adventure is very dear to them. I saw

Petition wh Imperial authorities in a large a friend from Winnipeg who has come back
Of the which was signed b y hon. members frorn there reports that there are a great
o e use, signed by members of the last number of Canadians in the American armyParlianent and the present Parliament, in Manilla and be said in one company con-8igned from one end of Canada to the other, . .one of the largest sisting of one hundred men there were thirty-
gotten u p The expression of public opinion eight Canadians. That shows that there is
from those . Th exp rso aubic opi no want of material of those who would like
cient e high in military authority is to enlist. While that has been going onIt think for the government of Canada there has not been the slightest effort made
o act Upon, but there appears to be some in the western part of Canada, nor as far asfi8ence of one kind or another, whether I have heard even in the province of Novain ijeaousy on the part of the organization Scotia of any attempt of a practical kind to.

Part of Miitary organ itions in the British get any recruits for this regiment at all, and,
slervice 1liar y ranztin i h e therefore, 1 hope the Imperial Government
hani cannot say. However, it has been will not go upon any statement of that kind
the ging fire for some time. I will read to that bas been given to Mr. Arnold Foster.

a louse some communication that has Here is some private correspondence that I
taken place in the Imperial Houte of Com- have in regard to the same mater in which

r»ons that was raised during the present a friend of mine writes to me and says :

do.l when the army estimates were up for
dlson. It is in the London Standard of Ail the home service papers, the Times, and ail the

4th wica ha ua id The h . great English papers have loyally supported and ad-Marcb, which has just arrived. The vocated the move nost warmly. How awfui it wouldtract reads: be for the Dominion to have the finger of scorn and
Mr. ridicule pointed at her by the whole Empire, for get-wVaArnold Foster asked the Under Secretary for ting up such a large and very representative petition

the 100make an aimouncement as to the destinies of from ail parts of the Dominion for the restoration ofe 10Oth regiment. the 100th, and then backing out of it, because no city
ab ther WYNDH AM-The hon. meniber had asked or town in Canada will come forward with a few pal-

ut the 100th regiment-Royal Canadians. The try thousand dollars for the erection of ordinary bar-
statitor report stated that recruiting racks or providimg equivalent housing for the regi-
Sucoshad been opened, but the results were of ment, which is to have its ranks filled with their own

chahe (Mr. Wndham) preferred flesh and blood. The i ove for repatriation is known
he ho dscus this ex»eriment at this stage because ail over the world, and has been spoken about and re-
achiad hoped for mue more than the results already ferred to in ail the service journals and papers of the
atteved Would lead then to attain. If the results great powers. What a bad effect it would have on
endant upon their efforts were not so good as they our other colonies, who are watching its progress, if iteXPted, he was in favour of the exercise of a little feul through! If Canada backs out of it after ail her
nti ce, andgainst the discussion of the matter many.professions of loyalty and repeated offers in men

recruiting something to show. They wished that to assist, n our various campaigns, how do you sup.
ineas tnshould go on in Canada, and that the ose people in the old country wll think of her?
bIures in Canada to assist Imperial forces should Recollect, also, that if the Domimon backs out of it,

et half way, and that we should adapt our system ber reasons m ill be given out in the Imperial Senate.
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Mind you,the fact that for years past young Cana-
dians h been joining the United States service,
does not absolve our Imperial authorities from the
blame of not having provided the facilities to enable
such men to enlist in the British service. Long-headed
people at home have written a.id pointed this out for
a long, long time. As I said before, it is bad for
Canada that her rovit g young men should enlist under
the Stars and Stripes. Judging hy all one reads and
hears about service under " Uncle Sain," it cannot be
compared with the substantial benefits of the British
service. The more one thinks of it, the more scandal-
ous it is to think of the British arniy literally etarving
for a sufficient supply of recruits, and yet all this
magnificent colonial " bone and muscle " is allowed to
go off and enlist under an alien flag ! I will not go
over the old ground of the daily increasing advantages
of the Iniperial service, further than to let you know
that even privates on the lowest rate of pay now re-
ceive from $1.75 a week upwards, to do absolutely
what they like with ; and, of course, non-commis-
sioned oficers, bandsmen, and men with good conduct
badges get a great deal more in addition to their
clothing and maintenance. And then consider the
easy work they have! Will you kindly tell me how
iuch " pocket money " the ordinary farm hand or
labourer ha wherewith to enjoy himself after paying
all his keep and other expenses at the end of each
week of hard work? Has be free medical attendance
and an up-to-date first-rate hospital to fall back on
when ill or injured like the soldier? Has he the com-
forts of a reading room, gymnasiun, and all the ad-
juncts which go to improve his condition ?

There is another letter from the Broad
Arrow which I would also like to embody in
this correspondence which is flattering to
Canada but nevertheless true. The letter
reads:

There is in Canada a deep rooted patriotismn of the
very highest character. Canadian patriotism is not
merely a selfish regard for Canada herself, but the far
wider and more noble s pirit of true Imperialism.
Canada is indeed responsible, more than any portion
of Her Majesty's dominions, for the re-awakening of
the British nation to a true sense of its interests and
its responsibilities. Good men and true have worked
individually for th;s great matter here in Great
Britain, but it is in Canada that the revival of
Imperial patriotism first bore fruit amongst the people
at large. The Canadian Pacific Railway demonstrated
in concrete form a dawning genius for better things.
That railway was the first stepping stone towards the
establishment of organized co-operation for Imperial
defence. That which was once looked upon as the
idle dreaning of exuberant enthusiasts bas taken
sha and is plainly visible. Imperial federation, the
goal upon which our eyes are fixed, is sJll distant, but
we are daily drawing nearer and nearer to it, and
before very long we shall actually reach it. But
whenever that great day comes, a day go pregnant
with beneficial results not only for the Anglo-Saxon
race but for all the world, let us never forget that it
was the example of Canada which served to maintain
the loyalty of our colonies at a time wben inîbeciles at
home were saying ' perish India, perish the colonies."

That is pretty strong writing for one of
our Imperial military journals. There is
another article in the Ottawa Free Press of
two or three days ago to show how the
opinion in Canada is shaping itself. The
article reads:

Some discussion arose in the Imperial House of
Commons a few days ago concerning the former 100th

Royal Canadian Regiment. Mr. Arnold Foster very
properly asked why the regiment should not be per-
mitted to resume its own name, thus meeting the
publicly expressed wishes of the Canadian people,
and give a strong incentive to recruiting in the Domi-
nion. He reasonably contended that to wait before
the request was complied with until sufficient recruits
were raised in this country would be to put the cart
before the horse. It is to be regretted that Ottawa
lias not exhibited more zeal in the direction of supply-
ing accommodation for the regiment, and obtaning
the headquarter establishment as suggessted some
time ago in these columns. There bas been such a
degree of apathy witnessed that it is no wonder if the
Imperial authorities interpret it as national indif-
ference and act accordingly.

Those are some public expressions of opi-
nion f rom amongst numerous ones that have
appeared in regard to this question. The
British service is one of the most honourable
services there is in the world ; it has attained
a degree of perfection and comfort for the
soldiers engaged in it beyond anything that
the world has ever known. You have only
to look at the results of the British service
with the reconquering of the Soudan, with
its enormous mileage covered and its inland
character, conducted successfully carried to
a successful conclusion for an expenditure
of one million pounds, I think-I forget
whether it is one million or five million
pounds, but if miy memory serves me one
million pounds represents the cost of last
years campaign, which resulted in the over-
throw of the tyrannical and obstructive rule
of the Mahdi in the Upper Nile, compare
that with the expenditure of the American
army in Cuba, of something like one hun-
dred or one hundred and fifty million dollars.
That would show the power of organization
and the great prestige that has followed the
footsteps of the British army. The British
Government have been most kind and
generous in the openings they have made for
Canadian officers to join the Imperial army,
and I have the proud distinction to say, on
behalf of the Canadian in Egypt, the success
that Captain Girouard, of the Royal Engi-
neers, the son of Judge Girouard of the
Supreme Court, has met with in Egypt.
He was selected by General Kitchener
for the purpose of constructing and tak-
ing charge of the railway that was con-
structed under bis direction as part of
the iilitary operations of the force. Gen-
eral Kitchener would have no other, and
he would allow no other officer to be placed
above him. The result has been that he
has most successfully carried out the opera-
tions that were connected with the railway
service in connection with the force, and he
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has been appointed president of the railway The Prince of Wales Plume,
system of Egypt at a salary of 2,000 pounds NIAa eRAf.
a year. There is a young Canadian not more CENTRAL INDIA.
than thirty-five or thirty-six years who has l2t Batallion, (100 Foot).
earned ta oorbe2nd 6. (109 F ot).that honourable,responsible and remu- 3rd " (King's County Militia).
nerative position, at the hands of the British 4th (Queen's County Militia).
Govern can mention many other 5th " (Royal Mealte).

ment. I1)EPOT, BIRR, IRELAND.
instances not quite so prominent as that Uniforin, Scarlet.
where Canadian officers have distinguished Facings, Blue.
themselves and been rewarded. They have I should like to see this read:been lest in the service of Canada because
there is nothing to distinguish them here The Prince of Wales Royal Canadian Regiment.
from other officers and unfortunately some Regimental District, No. (Depot, Canada). Insignia,

them cNiagara belongs to the 100th Colours.
o e coming back here to give their ser- Central India belongs to the 109th.
vices in their own departments as Cana- lst Batallion 100 Foot.
dians and as Imperial officers, that their 2nd " 100 Foot.

identity is lost even there. What we are And three batallions of our militia
seeking for is that the opportunity shall be attached from Ontario and Quebec where the
open to anybody who chooses to enlist in 100th regiment was disbanded in 1818, and
the British service? It is an honourable the present 100th Royal Canadian was
service and a well paid service and pensions raised in 1858.
are given for long service,and there is nothing That policy could be carried out. The
that a man need regret in going and seeing Iuperial Government as I have said before
sotnething of the world by a three, five or ten have shown all the disposition in their power.
year tour in the British army. I know ten They have sent the Royal Canadian regiment
Years of my life was spent in it. It gives to be stationed in Halifax some year or two
You travel and opportunities that you can- ago to show their disposition in regard to it.
not attain otherwise on account of the I see unfortunately in the newspapers that
expense attached to it. Several new regi- in the list of exchanges, which they publish
mnents have been lately raised, and I see it in the spring of the year in relation to the
stated that there were three or four regi- moves to take place in the fall of the year,
'lents still to be raised. I observed also moving from one district to another, that
that it was the intention of the Imperial the 100th regiment is to be moved from
authorities or rather it was suggested that Halifax. If that regiment is to be moved
there should be a regiment of Irish guards from Halifax we may give up all hope of
as Well as Scotch guards and the Horse instituting a broad policy with regard to
guards and English guards and the Cold- our military life which is a policy that is
stream guards. The headquarters of the worthy the consideration of our governinent,
100th regiment as it is constituted to-day and I would respectfully ask you te give
are in Ireland and the depot is in Birr, vour best attention at this moment to the
and it is enlisted by men from Ireland. We solution of this question. It would appear
want the 100th regiment as it exists to-day f rom the correspondence that I have. read
in the territorial district of Leinster to be that it is partly due to the apathy or policy
recruited in Canada and its place supplied of the Canadian Government in regard to
in Leinster by another regiment, or I would the matter, but it only just wants the Cana-
'make this suggestion to the Imperial author- dian Government to take the question up in
ities that if they are going to raise a regi- a broad spirit to bring it to a successful
mnent of Irish guards that they could transfer conclusion, the supply cf barrack accommo-
the mnen from the present 100th regiment dation and medical attendance is all that is
te that regiment and build up the old 100th asked for on the part of Canada. We have
with Canadian recruits. I know perfectly heard the criticisms made with regard to our
well that there will be no difficulty if the Postmaster General when he said: "We
effort is only made in a proper way. The hold a vaster empire than has been." If
Position in which it stands in the army list we do not pay one single solitary penny to
at Present is as follows:- the Imperial service and if we do not unite

The Prince of Wales Leinster Regiment (Royal with Great Britain even to have a recruit-Canadians). ing ground in Canada or to furnish theReginental District No. 100, Birr.
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accommodation necessary for the quarters of
a regiment and its depôt, what right have
we to have that motto on our stamp? If
there is any one in Canada who should take
this white man's burden upon his shoulders
of bringing this matter to a successful con
clusion it is the Postmater General in
order to make good in part the boast ie has
put upon his postage stamps that we hold a
vaster empire than has been, he should sup-
port the Minister of Militia to bring the
negotiations to a successful termination.
When the doors open allowing commerce
free, and from the standpoint of Imperial
defence in the interest of the worlds civil-
ization the lines are drawn closer together,
and when we have cemented our union,
so far as it is ourduty to do, the boast mnay
come in its proper place but it will not take
place until we have made one step in the
direction I have brought to the attention
of this honourable House to-day.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It was not my inten-
tion to address the House on the Speech, or
to make any observations on the present
occasion, until my hon. friend from Sheli
River (Mr. Boulton) made certain state-
ments which I thought should not go un-
contradicted. I endeavoured at the moment
to correct him, b-ut the House evidently
thought it was not proper or courteous in
the middle of a speech to interject the
arguments I wished to use. It, therefore,
compels me to make some observations on
the Speech. I take first the hon. gentle-
man's charge against the government of
having abandoned the policy they advocated
in opposition. It is quite true in 1881,
1882 and 1883, when the National Policy
was being commenced, that we found it
necessary to criticise very seriously and
severely the departure from the lines which
had previously prevailed in Canada. We
thought it was very unwise. The argument
used at that time was that it was being ad-
opted to force the United States into reci-
procity-" Reciprocity in trade or recipro-
city in tariffs," became the war cry of the
Conservative party. We all remember that
even Sir John Macdonald announced at the
time himself that it was not intended to
permanently raise the tariff ; it was to be
rearranged. We have the celebrated tele-
gram sent to a gentleman in the Maritime
Provinces announcing that fact. I will point
my hon. friend to a few instances where the

present government have reduced the tariff.
The farmers of the North-west use agri-
cultural implements largely. They use
ploughs, harrows, hoes, reapers, and many
other articles of which iron forms the basis.
The duty on iron, I stated to my hon. friend
in the course of his remarks, was cut at least
50 per cent. He seems to deny that. I
have sent for the statute showing what the
duty was on iron under the tariff of 1894,
and compared it with our tariff. I find scrap
iron, &c., was $F per ton. That was cut to
$1 per ton under the tariff of 1897. Iron and
steel ingots, bloons, slabs, puddles and so
on, was $5 per ton, and that was cut to $2
per ton. Iron in pig was originally $4 per
ton, and that was cut to $2.50 per ton. That
shows a very substantial decrease in the
duties imposed by the tariffs respectively of
1894 and 1897.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-And a bonus was
placed on it instead.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--The farmers and inanu-
facturers have the advantage.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--
Who paid the increase in the bounty 1

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The bounty was not
equivalent to that, nor was the quantity
turned out anything like the consumption of
iron in Canada. It led to a large importa-
tion from the United States, because of
recent years the United States is a larger
producer of iron than Great Britain. I have
called attention to the reduction in duty of
certain articles. There are about four
hundred items in the tariff, and a very con-
siderable reduction took place in over one
hundred of them. Take files, adzes, cleavers,
hatchets, saws-they were reduced from 35
per cent to 23 and a fraction-that is, tak-
ing in the 25 per cent preferential. Tools,
scythes, reaping hooks, edging knives, hoes,
pronged forks, snathes, post hole diggers,
agricultural tools, not otherwise specified-
they were reduced from 25 per cent to 18
and a fraction per cent-that is, taking in
the 25 per cent preferential. Binder twine
was put on the f ree list, as was barbed wire.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Still, it is
dearer now.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, in consequence of
a large proportion of the raw material for
binder twine coming from the Phillipine
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Islands. You cannot say that putting anarticle on the free list makes it dearer.

Hion. Mr.*BOULTON-Make it free toEngland, and it will get cheaper.

lOn. Mr. SCOTT-It is free to the world.You can buy binder twine in any part of
9ie world, and it comes in free. Surely it is
iPOsible to artificially help it beyond that
plane. I will give another illustration to my
hon. friend of the reduced taxation.

h lion. Mr. McMILLAN-I suppose my
on. friend saw the dividends that the insti-

tution at Stratford paid.

lion. Mr. SCOTT---Yes, like all the other
rnanufacturers they sent a deputation here
and said we were going to slaughter the in-
<lustry unless they were, protected, and last
year they paid 40 or 60 per cent dividends
showing at least that they did not require
protection. I have mentioned some of the
actual reductions in the tarif. I will read
noW froma the last volume of the Trade and
COmmerce Returns a statement of goods
entered for consumption. I will take a year
When the duties correspond with those of
last year. The duties last year were twenty-
two millions odd; in 1888 the duties were
twenty-two millions odd. The importation
'n 1888 were $102,000,000 and in 1898
%130,000,000. The $130,000,000 paid no
higlier duty than the goods entered for
consumption in 1888.

lion. Mr. BOULTON-Is not that rather
ancient history ?

lion. Mr. SCOTT-It shows that the con-
suImuers in Canada saved the duty on
.28,000 . On that amount of importa-

tions nothing was paid, because the saine
duty was paid on $102,000,000 as was paid
on $130,000,00b. There is a patent fact
that io logic can possibly overthrow. There
mus8t have been a considerable lowering of
duties or an increase in the free list, because
the statement of goods entered for con-
sUmption embraces both.

lion. Mr. BOULTON-Some of that
lowering was done by the Conservative gov-
erInment before they went out.

11n. Mr. SCOTT-No. I have referred
to 1888 first. I say that under the tarif of
1888 goods to the value of $102,000,000
were imported into Canada on which
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$22,000,000 were paid as duty; and last
year, after the new tarif had been intro-
duced, there was an importation of $138,-
000,000, on which no more than $22,000,000
duty was paid, showing plainly that the tarif
reform was carried out to that extent at all
events. Our tarif reform, no doubt, does
not come up to the desire of my hon. f riend.

Hon. Mr. BOU LTON-The Conservative
party deserves some credit for that. The
Conservative party made several reductions
since 1888, and, therefore, should get credit
for a portion of it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No doubt they are
entitled to credit for a portion of it, but it
was not very material. My hon. friend
criticises very severely the conduct of the
present government in advocating free trade
when in opposition. The present govern-
ment would be derelict of their duty if they
refused to recognize the conditions under
which they found this country when they
took office. Had they introduced free trade
there would have been a terrible destruction
of capital ; industries that had grown up
under the law, in which people had invested
their money with the idea that there was
some degree of permanence in the tarif,
would have been ruined. Statesmen must
recognize the surroundings. How many times
did Sir Robert Peel change his policy I We
know in one year he went over f rom protec-
tion to free trgde, but he did not introduce
free trade as rapidly as my hon. friend
desires it.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yes, at once.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, it took sixteen
years.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The reduction in
grain was made in four years.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This government have
only been in office a little over three years,
and they think the reductions that have
been made have been as rapid as the cir-
cumstances warranted. Had they gone faster
they might have done irreparable harm. I
do not consider the tarif permanent. If
the tarif can be lowered it will be lowered,
but it is our duty, and the duty of all states-
men, not to be bound by hard and fast rules.
Men in opposition may give utterance to
views which, under the responsibility of
office, they cannot carry out.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then they should not make them.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is quite within their
province to do so. It is the practice to do
so. In a country that is growing and develop-
ing as rapidly as Canada is, you cannot lay
down a policy that would be prudent four
or five years from now, bec iuse you would
he stultifled. You might find the conditions
so changed it would be impossible to carry
them out. They were visionary at the hour
probably and could not be carried out. I
think it is clear that this governuient lias
gone as fast for free trade as was wise and
prudent. No matter what their views were,
they would have been guilty of serious dere-
liction of duty had they proceeded any faster
than they have gone, and wrecked many in-
dustries that lad the sanction of law for
many years under various Acts passed, from
time to time, and which had to be respected
and could not be swept away by the change
of government. A good deal of criticism
has been passed by some hon. gentlemen on
the action of the government of Canada in
holding the conference at Washington. I
do not think it quite lies in the mouths of
my hon. friends to use any undue criticism
in that direction. Their attempts at treaty
making with the United States have not
been attended with narked success. We
know that in 1888 the present leader, in the
other House, of the Conservative party went
to Washington and, as he supposed, was
successful in making a treaty. He came
back, was duly applauded, and the Parlia-
ment of Canada was so satisfied with the
result that they placed the treaty on the
statute book. Needless to say it was not
ratified in the United States

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
They succeeded in making a treaty and the
President of the United States recommended
to Congress the adoption of the treaty.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-What was the use
of that when they would not adopt it?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
say they made a treaty and the President of
the United States recommended the condi-
tions of that treaty to Congress for adoption
as being fair and equitable to both countries
but the prejudices of the people of the
United States, incited by the then opposition

in this country of which my hon. friend was
one, induced them to reject it. .

Hon. Mr. SQOTT-It was not a success,
at all events.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is true.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-In 1891 the Conser-
vative pairty carried the election by the
announcement that they had the power to
make a treaty with the United States, and
that they merely wanted the people of Cati-
ada to give them authority to conclude a
treaty. That was announced in a very
formal and official way, after which Parlia-
ment was dissolved. In the Speech from
the Throne delivered in 1891, we have these
words:

My advisers, availing themselves of opportunities
whieh were presented in the closing months of last
year, caused the administration of the United States
to be reminded of the willingness of the government
of Canada to join in making efforts for the extension
and development of the trade between the Republic
and the Dominion, as well as for the friendly adjust-
ment of those matters of an international character
which remain unsettled. I an pleased to say that
these representations have resulted in an assurance
that, in October next, the government of the United
States will be prepared to enter on a conference to
consider the best means of arriving at a practical
solution of these important questions. The papers
relating to this subject will be laid before you. Under
the circumstances, and in the hope that the proposed
conference may result in arrangeients beneficial to
both countries, you will be calledupon to consider the
expediency of extending, for the present season, the
principal provisious of the protocol annexed to the
Washington Treaty, 1888, known as the modus
vivendi.

On the strength of that the government
went to the country and captured the vote.
because it was announced that the United
States were quite ready then to enter into
a treaty which was to be, no doubt, bene-
ficial to Canada. We know that Mr. Blaine,
the Secretary of State, repudiated any idea
that they had entertained such a proposition
-denied that there was any authority for
the announcement that the United States
contemplated making a treaty with Canada.
It effected its purpose, however, and resulted
as we know, in nothing. The present con-
ference had for its source the circumstances
which arose when the negotiations were
entered into in 1893, under which the regu-
lations of the Behring Sea in regard to seals
w ere to be revised every fifth year. It was
believed that, with the experience of five
years, new regulations might be adopted
with the object of preserving seal life. That
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was the source and origin of the present
conference at Washington. As hon. gentle-
men know, in the last two years many other
questions have arisen that it was 'of the 1
utmost importance, in the interests of both
cOuntries, should be settled. Owing to the
exitement in the Yukon district and Alas-ka, it became very important that the line
Of demarcation there between the two coun-tries should be defined. An Alien Labour
Law had been adopted in the United States
and we had followed suit. The inlAnd
filheries required attention because our
1akes were being depleted of fish.

true th Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Is it
true that negotiations are going on in
iashington in regard to a nodus vivendi

COnnection with access to the Yukon.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-I am not aware. The
hon. gentleman knows very well that it was

l consequence of a difference between the
commissioners of the United States and
those of Canada in reference to the impor-
tance of having at once the boundary deli-
wsitd that the conference broke up. That
was Pubyicly announced. Our commissioners
fet that it was exceedingly important that
the rne should be defined, and it did not
'nem probable that six commissioners On
one aide and six on the other were likely to,
reaeh a conclusion, and our desire was toe
refer it to an independent tribunal that
wOid carry out the views of both parties
and fix the line where it ought to be. The
hon. gentleman is aware of that.

Ilon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I saw
a reference to it in a newspaper.

1 on Mr. SCOTT-That would show theabsolute necessity that exists for the delimit-
ation of the line; otherwise difficulties will
arise. The iners of one country or the
other may be encroaching over the line
which should forai the true boundary.

8 ome considerable discussion has arisen in
reference to the plebiscite, and I desire to
make a few observations on that subject and
express what I think are the sound principles
Onl Which the goverlnient ought to act. The
crucial point at the present moment appears
t be what proportion of votes would have
justified the government in adopting legisla-

on in conformity with the desire of the
prohibitionists. i have always held the view
that a law of that kind could not possibly
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be enforced unless it had the moral support
f a very considerable majority of the whole
people of the country. Whatever views or
feelings we nay entertain on the subject,
we must all admit that the great majority
of the people do not regard drinking as a
-rime. A law against drinking is not on
a plane with a law against burglary,
larceny, or personal rights of individuais.
It is what is called a sumptuary law,
and one that each individual feels he is
amply justified in resisting if it does not
neet with his approbation. In a country
like Canada, with a frontier, taking the
Atlantic and Pacific coasts and the
frontier of the United States, of 10,000
miles, it would be absolutely impossible to
enforce such a law unless you had the great
body of the people behind it. Some twenty
years ago we had to consider what propor-
tion ought to have the right to enforce pro-
hibition on their neighbours under certain
limitations only, because under the Scott
Act an individual could buy and bring into
the district for his own use any liquor he
desired, but they could not have sold within
the district or manufactured for sale within
the district, and discussions arose in this
chamber as to what proportion of the whole
comniunity would be fair and reasonable to
bring a law of that kind into operation.
The hon. senator for Toronto (Mr. Allan),
who supported the measure, was strongly of
opinion that at least a full majority of the
whole vote should be recorded in favour of a
law of that kind before it could be adopted;
failing that, there should be a majority of
two-thirds of the recorded vote ; but all
were agreed, and the temperance people
themselves approved of the principle, that
the law should not be initiated unless 25
per cent of the people demanded it. That
is, before the petition could be entertained
there must be sworn evidence that 25 per
cent of the ratepayers and voters had ap-
proved of the Act and desired to have the
question submitted, so that there was a
basis laid down at ail events for the initia-
tion of it. It was regarded as so excep-
tional a law that at least 25 per cent of the
voters must have asked to have the law put
in force.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Where is that ?

Hon.Mr.SCOTT-That is the Act of 1878.
It cannot be brought into operation unless a
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petition asking fortheenforcement of the Act
is signed by 25 per cent of the voters, and the
signatures must be verified. The mere
signing of a paper is not sufficient; every
signature must be verified as a bona fide
one, and the signature of a person entitled
to vote. Now, I say that the temperance
people regarded that as a reasonable pro-
position. There were present deputations
of them from various parts of the country,
from the time the bill was drafted and
when it was before this House in its
various stages. It was before the Senate
for six weeks. The Senate took a deep in-
terest in it, and every effort was made to
have the Act as perfect as possible. Very
many hon. gentlemen, some of whom are
here to-day, will remember that we were, I
think, five or six weeks discussing the meas-
ure. We had committee after committee
on the subject, and every clause was care-
fully scanned. There were from one to two
hundred of them-but all admitted that a
law of that kind should not go into opera-
tion unless it had the moral support of a
very considerable number of people in any
district in which it was to be put in opera-
tion. Now, in the plebiscite the other day
56 per cent of the people did not vote at all.
Of the vote that was recorded, the vote in
favour of prohibitory legislation was not
quite 23 per cent. In some districts of
Canada the vote was very small, districts
where they did not seem to think it was
worth while going to the polls, where they
did not regard it as a practical issue. Take
for instance theprovinceof British Columbia,
the vote there was insignificant, a mere frac-
tion of the community. The vote in Prince
Edward Island was probably the largest of
any vote relatively in any province. They
have there the Scott Act in all parts of the
province except Charlottetown. In Queens,
although they had defeated the Scott Act
only very recently, yet they seemed to have
abstained from voting on this occasion. The
vote was extremely small, and did not
seem to indicate that there has been any
active sentiment either way. The hon.
gentleman himself explained that the liquor
people did not think it worth while te
oppose it. It has been stated that in the
province of Quebec there had been some
improper voting. Tliat is not an element
that need be considered when the answer
of the government is based entirely on the
proportion only of those who asked for legis-

lation. But I think there is a great deal of
misconception with regard to the voting in
Quebec, as I find the percentage of voting
is not any larger than the percentage of
votes in Ontario In the province of Ontario
the vote was carried by about 30,000 odd.
When it was submitted before, under the pro-
vincial plebiscite, it was carried by 80,000.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-And in the Domi-
nion it was only 30,000.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-A great discre-

pancy.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The reason was that
either the views of the people had changed
or when this question was submitted to
theni in earnest they would not support
prohibition. It was submitted simply as
an abstract question in Ontario before, when
this 80,000 majority was recorded. It was
simply an abstract proposition. It was
carried even in the city of Ottawa. The
plebiscite was defeated in the city of Ottawa,
last September.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-Was there not an-
other election going on at the same time ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yes, a municipal
election.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-And that brought
the public together.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That probably would
be it, but this legislation was asked for by
the temperance people.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-No.

The Hon. Mr. SCOTT-My hon. friend
says no, but he does not speak for the whole
community. It was announced by Liberal
leaders on the platform that they would
consent to the introduction of a prohibitory
law if the people asked for it, that if the
will of the people was so expressed they
were prepared to legislate, and that is the
pith of the resolu'ion which was adopted at
the convention in Ottawa. The important
words were that the will of the people should
be ascertained. No man will pretend to
say that on a question of that kind the will
of the majority is shown by only 23 per
cent asking for it. It could not be argued
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with any degree of fairness that it should
be granted if only 23 per cent are asking
for it, and a law of that sort could not pos-
sibly be enforced in a country like Canada
under such circumstances At the present
time we have a very large amount of smug-
gling in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. I dare-
smy My hon. friend from Prince Edward
Island will confirm what I say that this
Country is now, and bas been for many years,
spending large sums of money in order to
catch the smugglers who bring in spirits
from St. Pierre, Miquelon and other points.
The revenues are seriously affected by the
su uggting which goes on and although large
sdms of money are expended there to put
down snuggling, we are unable to'check it
nbolutely. We may minimize it but can-
'lot etfectually stop it. There are so many
Oportunities of bringing liquor into Canada
with its exposed border that it is absolutely
tmpossible to prevent it being brought into
the country. If that is the case when
liquor can be obtained and bought within
the limits of Canada in all parts of it freely
to-day, how much more would the smuggling

e if there was a law against its use in
Canada. If there was a law that it could
flot be manufactured or sold in Canada, why
10,000 men would not be sufficient to keep
Out the smugglers.

lion. Mr. DEVER-In fact I have
reason to believe that a large number of
People in the liquor trade voted for the plebis-

Hon. Mr. DEVER-And so it bas been
in the state of M aine during the last fifteen
years.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The hon.
gentleman evidently does not believe in pro-
hibition-thinks it is not practicable.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I believe in prohibi-
tion.

Hon. Mr. LOUG HEED-But you believe
it cannot be carried out?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I believe it cannot be
carried out unless you have a large propor-
tion of the people behind you. I am a total
abstainer. I do not believe that liquor is
useful under any circumstances-a great
many prohibitionists believe it is good as
medicine. In the pledges that are given,
and in the words of the vote submitted the
other day, it was only to be prohibited as a
beverage; it could be used in other ways.
It can be used as a doctor prescribes it. I
do not think it is useful when prescribed.
I think it is poison to the human body. I
have always been of that opinion. I know
many hon. gentlemen will not agree with
me, but that is my view of it, and I would
like to live in a country where prohibition
could be carried out. It is an ideal country,
which I do not think I shall ever see.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-You would not
emigrate to such a country.

o0unat people wouia tnen smuggie Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No; I would not likeit extensively. to leave Canada. Canada lias improved. It
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It lias been found is the most advanced temperance country in

"impossible in other countries. Maine has a the world. We have gone on as fast, prob-
stringent law that liquors are not allowed to ably, as the most ardent prohibitionist could
be sold or imported, and yet, as a matter of have hoped for. If you consult the returns
fact, liquors are bought and obtained all of the liquor traffic in Canada, you will find
through the districts. The government are the consumption of liquor has been going
Powerless. I saw a letter from Governor down tilt it is far below the average con-
BHrading the other day where he sets out the sumed by any other country in the world.
difficulties of the situation, and he says it is There was a meeting at Berne of advanced
absolutely impossible to keep the liquor out. prohibitionists of other countries and Canada
lie says that the judIges appointed to try the got the palm for the lowest consumption per
lquor cases will not condemn. The detec- head of any country on the face of the globe.
tives employed to prosecute the persons who That is a most pleasant state of things. But
el1 the liquor will prosecute for the moment, the prohibitionists are not fair when they say
and then will go to the bar next day and the government ought to enforce prohibition.
take part themselves in the drinking that is Governoments are just what the people make
going on. them. Do hon. gentlemen suppose that if

lion. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The the government enacted a prohibitory law on
trouble arises f rom the fact that they are the demand of 23 per cent of the electorate
bribed. jthat it would be in existence at the next
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election ? Not at all. It would be swept
away. The hon. gentleman from New
Brunswick illustrated what I now say. In
that province, under Sir Leonard Tilley and
other advanced men, prohibition was intro-
duced, and what were the consequences ?
The demoralization which prevailed was so
great that the House had to be dissolved and
a new House elected. Forty members out
of forty-one who were returned were pledged
to repeal the Act.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
suppose that is the reason why the govern-
ment do not introduce a prohibitory law.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We know we could
not enforce it unless the large majority of
the people were behind us. Any sensible
man would realize that. I give you the case
of New Brunswick, where the peopleclamour-
ed for prohibition and they got it and kept
it for two years, and they found the drinking
was worse than before. They could not en-
force the law, although t he public sentiment
there was very much stronger in favour of
prohibition than the public sentiment of
Canada to-day.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-They only kept it
nine months.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-And forty out of forty-
one of the members returned to the House
were pledged to repeal the Act. Isay the ten-
perance people are inconsistent. They have
the opportunity in every province of this
country to reduce the drinking opportuni-
ties. They can reduce the saloons and
reduce the taverns and the shops where
liquor is sold, but they will not do it. They
support aldermen who vote to keep up the
taverns, and yet they denounce the govern-
ment because they will not pass a prohibi-
tion law. The whole matter is in the hands
of the people. I have always maintained
that the true principle was to remove the
opportunities for drink. I found that just
according to the rumber of tavern licenses,
and according to the number of saloons on
the corners of the streets, just in proportion
will the opportunity of drunkenness arise
and drunkenness increase. But the tenper-
ance people are inconsistent. They go to
municipal polls and they have the opportu-
nity, wherever they are in a majority, to
elect men who will refuse to give out licenses
and yet they will not do it. They will not

do it themselves, and why should they ask
governments to do it, simply for the purpose
of making them commit suicide, for that is
what it would be. No government in this
country even, though Canada has advanced
to the extent that it bas, could live if it
adopted prohibition, because it is not possi-
ble to enforce it with 10,000 miles of fron-
tier. You could not get officials honest
enough to carry it out. Take the Scott Act
and see how it was abused in many localities.
Medical men were permitted to give certifi-
cates where they considerd the patients
required it. I have brought out in this
House evidence in hundreds of cases where
medical men had prescribed a gallon of
brandy, the patients to take two glasses
a day, and where they prescribed two dozen
bottles of ale, two tumblers to be taken per
day. That was turning the law into a farce,
and in a locality where the tenperance senti-
nient w ah supposed to exist to a great extent.
They carried the Act there and the temper-
ance people stood by and they said "it is
none of our business to enforce the law ; get
some one else to enforce it." We had pro-
vided machinery in'the Scott Act. We pro-
vided that the Inland Revenue officer was
to be the officer in each district who was to
enforce it and to enploy persons under it.
What was the tonsequence? When the Act
was adopted the Inland Revenue officer did
not carry out the law and his chief did not
direct him to carry it out, and there was no
one behind the law to enforce it. It could
not be carried out of its own motion, and it
got into disrepute simply because there was
not sufficient public sentiment behind it.
I say advisedly that there is not sufficiently
strong public sentiment in Canada to en-
force a prohibition law, and it is perfectly
idle to expect the government to attempt to
carry into execution a law which the people
are not behind. There are portions of Can-
ada where the law can be enforced. I be-
lieve Prince Edward Island is sufficiently
advanced to adopt a prohibition law. There
are other portions of the country, probably
New Brunswick, possibly Nova Scotia, but
it would be idle to talk of enforcing it in
British Columbia where you have not ten per
cent in favour of prohibition. It is ridi-
culous to ask the government to enforce a
law where the people do not want it enforced
and where they will not sustain the govern-
ment in the action they take. I simply rose
on this occasion to correct the statements of
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mY hon. friend from Shell River, because I of the day. I speak as one interested in the
thought it was important that they should future of the country and having some stock
be explained from my point of view at all in it. I look on thegovernment of this country
events. in the same way that I look upon my own

private business, when I hire a man there

After Recess. has to be confidence between him and nie.
I hire him for certain wage and he ex-

Hion. Mr. PERLEY resumed the debate. pects that I shall pay him according to
He said :-It was not my intention to have agreement. If I fail to carry out my agree-
spoken on the Address in reply to the Speech ment I forfeit his confidence and lose credit,
fromtheThroneonlyfor a few remarkswhich and when I want to hire another man, I
were made by the hon. Secretary of State will find difficulty, because I amà regarded
just before recess. I felt, however, that if I as not being a man of my word. The same
did flot make some few remarks in answer principle applies to the governiment of a
to statements made by that hon. gentleman, country. The hon. gentleman who moved
I would be remiss in my duty as a repre- the Address the other day so very eloquently
sentative of the people whom I have the and ably-and it is a pleasure to know when
honour of representing in the Senate. I a new member is appointed that he is able
mnay say that I do not desire to speak as a to take an active and creditable part in the
Party man, because I think that every hon. proceedings in the House-said that Canada
senator here should speak as one represent- was enjoying a large measure of prosperity

ing the interests of Canada and not in the in every branch of trade and industry. I
interest of any particular party. It has thought when the hon. gentleman made that
always been my course to speak in the renark that his object was to give the credit
interests of the country and not in the for that prosperity to the policy of the
interest of party. It is true I was appointed present administration. In my opinion the
to the Senate by the Conservative party, but present prosperity of Canada is largely
there was no coridition when I was appointed due to the pohicy of the Conservative party.
that I should support any particular policy, I do not say that in a spirit of partizanship;
and in all the elections with which I have I say it as an independent man. At the
had anything to do individually throughout time the National Poliey was adopted, great

mY public life, I have only pledged myself objection was taken to it, and very justly,
to support two policies of the Con- because we cannot all expect to be of one
servative party-that is, a protective opinion. The National Policy, so called, was
tariff and the building of the Cariadian a nev departure. I remember in 1867 the
Pacific Railway. After thiat I to'd the possibility of higher taxation was one very
Parties who voled for nie and whose andid- great obstacle n the way of carrying con-
ate I was, that I should vote on every federation im the province of New Bruns-
measure on its merits, and that I would not wick. My father was a candidate on the
be tied to the apron strings of any party. I confederate side in that campaign, and I
have voted in the House of Commons and in took a very active part in the election.
the Senate as my judgment dictar.ed, on the One argument with which we were met
various questions that have come hefore me. was that the tariff would be very high. that
I have pursued that course in the Senate on the provinces of Quebec and Ontario would
all iatters from the election of a page to the override us and we would have to pay tribute
defeating of measures brought before this to them. The maritime provinces were in
louse. And I hope to continue in that course favour of a low tariff. Af ter a few years

all the way through while I have the honour depression and hardship came on the people
to hold a position in this chamber. Whilst in of Canada. The manufacturing industries
Soume respects I differ from the policy of the of the country were subjected to very unfair
Present governiment, it is not from a party competition from the United States. To
stand point ; I differ f rom thein as I might some extent, and in some industries, the
differ from the directorsi a corporation with same thing is occurring to.day. The Mac-
which J might be connected, not in a spirit of kensie government favoured a revenue tariff,
oppoition, but because I cannot approve of notwithstanding the hardships to which our
their Policy. I do not desire to say an un- people were subjected through Canada being
kind or ugly word against the governiment made a slaughter market. The result waa
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that Sir John Macdonald offered then, as a
remedy for the evils that existed, that if,
Mr. Mackenýie would introduce a protective
tariff he would support that policy. Mr.
Mackenzie was true to his principles and
opposed that proposition. Sir John Mac-
donald was forced to go to the polls
with that protective policy and was re-1
turned by an overwhelming majority.
Then he inaugurated the National Policy.
I was a candidate in New Brunswick and
no one supported more firmly the policy of
straight protection than I did on that occa-
sion. The hon. Secretary of State referred
to a letter sent by Sir John Macdonald to Mr.
Boyd in which he said that it was only an
adjustment of the tariff that was intended.
I said I was in favour of a readjustment if
it would establish protection and build up
our industries and employ the labour of the
country, so that they in turn would buy my
products as a farmer. What was the result?
When that policy was introduced in the
House of Commons by Sir John Macdoiald,
the gentlemen who are now in thegovernment
opposed it. I do not find anyfault with them
foropposingit,if they believed they wereright,
and felt that a protective tariff was not in
the interests of the country or would build
up the industries of the country. They did
not believe that the railway policy would
help the country. They abused both policies,
not very effectively, but their opposition had
this effect they weakened the confidence of
the importers and manufacturers to the
extent that they looked for a change of tarf.
They promised to wipe the protective duties
off the statute-book altogether. That dis-
couraged those who desired to go into manu-
facturing. A man who, under the circum-
stances, would invest his capital would be
unwise, because a change of government,
might take place, and the adoption of free
trade would close up his factory. The im-
porter of goods would have the same feeling
in his mind. He would say what is the use
of my importing a large quantity of goods
when in a short time the tariff may be
changed and I will have my shelves filled
with goods on which 20 or 30 per cent duty
has been paid, when the same class of goods
will be brought in free of duty under a free
trade government. That was the state of
things that continued all those years from
1878 to 1896. The Liberal party preached
this doctrine. I do not say they did not
believe it but that was the doctrine they

preached, and when the hon. gentleman
referzed to the measure of prosperity this
country enjoys, I ask him how was it
possible to expect, with one party declaring
for and promising free trade, that business
would be developed 1 Now, there is an en-
tirely different state of things. The govern-
ment came into power pledged to free trade.
They found fault with Sir John Thompson
for sending commissioners among the peo-
ple to inquire how the tariff was working,
and what improvements could be made for
the benefit of the country. The late Sir
John Thompson in sending the late Mr.
Wood and Mr. Wallace to inquire how the
tariff was working pursued a wise and proper
policy, because the government were not all
business men. They sent these commission-
ers to inquire of and receive suggestions
fromu those who were engaged in the differ-
ent industries how the tariff aflected them.
But what was the result on the other side of
the House? They pooh-poohed the idea.
They said: " you do not know how you should
frame your tariff, and you have to get in-
structions from the business men of the
country ;" but the moment the hon. gentle-
men get into power they had to adopt the
same principles themselves and sent their
Minister of Customs and the Finance Minis-
ter to get the very information that they said
al] those years they possessed, and the very
information they pooh-poohed the other gov-
ernment for trying to acquire. They have
corne into power and they are in a different
position from the Conservative party. There
is no opposition now. The business men of
the country have become satisfied-they have
it f rom the lips of the nministers that they
endorse the very policy which for years in
opposition they bad condeinned. They have
made some slight changes it is true, and I
regret to say that wherever they have made
those changes they have been a detriment
to the country as I will show before
I am done. The manufacturer to-day says:
" I am satisfied ; those men who have been
preaching the destruction of the Canadian
tariff for the last eighteen years endorse the
policy of the Conservative party f rom begin-
ningtoend." Themerchant whoimportsgoods
says: "I have no further fear, now." For
eighteen months prior to the last election, I
thought the Conservative party was going
to be defeated. Not only were these men
preaching against the Conservative trade
policy, but there was a religious element in
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the matter that was sure to defeat them. At that article has doubled. Under the late
least a large portion of the people believed administration, when these gentlemen who
they Would be defeated, so the manufacturers are now the administration, were in opposi-
and merchants arranged with the other party tion, we know what a great hubbub
that they would not destroy their industries. was raised over combines in the country.
The merchants got rid of their goods, emptied There is the greatest combine on binder
their warebouses and cleared off their shelves, twine to-day that you will lind in
'lot knowing, but rather expecting, that the America on any article. The combine is
pOlicy of the men who were then out, when not confined alone to the United States.
they came in, would be carried out-that is This government, as weli as the Ontario
to Say they would f rame a tariff on a revenue Government have done wrong in relation to
basis. They also believed the opposition this matter. They manufacture central
when they said they would not increase the prison binder twine in Ontario, and peni-
Publie expenditure if they came into power; tentiary binder twine in Kingston, and they
but what has been the result ? These men have sold that binder twine to two men,
emptied their warehouses and prepared for thus enabling them to go into a combine
the coming event. In that way the farmers, with the United states manufacturers, and
the consumera, also prepared. They said 'the result is that binder twine in the
we will do without these things four or five North-west is 12 cents a pound, whereas
months longer; we can get them cheaper under the old tariff it was only 6 or 6 cents.
after the change of governinent. The im- Lnder the f ree trade policy we are at the
Porter, the manufacturer, and the consumer mercy of the United States and have to pay
prepared for the change The present gov- 12 cents, and it will amount in my case to
erninent came in, but they did not change $50 or $60 of a tax, and a great many
the Policy of their predecessors ; they farmers pay $100 more than if there had
rather confirmed it in the strongest possible been a fair protection, and legitimate in-
mnanrier, and what was the result I Every- dustry had been encouraged throughout
thing boomed at once; there was an Canada, leaving one manufacturer to com-
enpty market to be supplied. The manu- pete with another. Instead of that, there
facturer went to work with greater energy is a combine by placing the trade in the
because the National Policy was not to be hands of two individuals who have the
disturbed. He knew the policy of the Con- opportunity of working with the United
servative party would be followed out and States combine, which could not be done il
he could go on manufacturing. The importer there was 12 per cent duty. In the matteî
said: " there is no danger now, I can enlarge of coal oil, the merchants in the town ir
'y business," and, therefore, in that way I which I live club together and buy a carload

say the present prosperity is not due to the of oil in barrels. I do not know how man3
Polcy of the present government, because barrels it would be, but they take a carloac
they have done nothing to change the policy and they get it at a reduction. When th
Of their predecessors. They have done fariner gets the oil it costs 45 cents per gallon
nothing to improve the condition of things There is no reduction. It is 25, 30, 35, 4
and ereate the great prosperity that they and so on. I distinctly state to the honour
now seek credit for since they came into able House that I have not bought a gallo
POwer. The hon. minister opposite referred of coal oil that I did not pay 40 cents for
to the binder twine industry. I am a wherefore, when the government made
farner and know something about binder pretense of taking off a cent in the tax o
twine. The last year unider the Conservative coal oil, they put it in the hands of a fe
administration I bought all the binder twine merchants, and the great body who consum
bwanted at 6 and 6Ac. per lb. This year, that article pay as much as they ever did.

twinre I left home, I asked a dealer in binderne how nuch he would charge me this Hon. Mr. DEVER-I only pay 25 cent
year for it. We have 500 acres of grain, a gallon.
and it takes about 2½ lbs. of twine for an Hon. Mr. PERLEY-The hon. genth
acre with a good crop. The agent asked me man does not get good oil.
the Iuight before I left home 12c. per lb. for
binder twine. Under this free trade policy Hon. Mr. DEVER-The best in th
of the Present administration the price of country.

a-

e
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Hon. Mr. PROWSE-What did the hon.
gentleman pay for it before 1

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Twenty-nine cents.

Hon. Mr PROWSE-Oh, no.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Beg pardon, yes.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I live 2,000 miles
from the hon. gentleman. He gets his coal
oil in United States vessels and may get it
cheaper, but we have to pay heavy freight.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-We pay 50
cents a gallon.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-What has that to
do with the government?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-They do not allow
tank cars to come into our country.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
supported that provision before the change
of government and he is speaking for him-
self.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-J speak for the
North-west, and I say that at Qu'Appelle
they charge still more. I am not speaking
of one particular point, but speaking of the
whole western territories, and it is wei I
known that what I am saying is correct in
every particular. Immigration is another
matter about which I wish to say a few
words. The policy of the Reform party in
our country was against what they call
pauper immigration, and they passed resolu-
tions on the subject. They had hole and
corner meetings in the country and were
loud in their dnunciation of the government
for permitting pauper immigration. There
was no pauper immigration into the coun-
try until last year, I think. There were nien
who came into the country with very little
means, and I think they would be desirable
nien to work for the farmers, but the hon.
gentlemen opposite claimed that every man
who came into the country should have the
means to fit himself out to carry on agricul-
tural operations, and not be an expense to
the public. TLe present government have
brought in a large number of Doukhobors
and Galicians. I think the latter are a
very undesirable class. They are very poor
people, they are not good servants nor good
citizens, and on the whole are very undesir-
able settlers and a class very m uch disapproved
of by the whole people of the western country.

The Doukhobors are different. I went
down to Brandon the other day to the
immigration sheds and saw a number of
them, and I do not hesitate to say
that they are a clean, tidy, well-behaved
people, as far as I could see them and
learn of them, but they are very
poor. They are vegetarians. They will be
a cheap class of people to keep. The gov-
ernment are feeding them and will, of neces-
sity, be conpelled to feed them for eighteen
months, because they cannot grow a crop
this year. If it is a good thing on the part
of the governmett to bring in a lot of pau.
pers whom they have to house and feed for
eighteen months, I think they might have
brought them a little later in the season, be-
cause they will cost the country a consider-
able sum of money. I do not think it was
a good policy. It would have been better to
bring in people of our own nationality, who
speak our own language, and a thrifty people
who are willing to abide by the law of the
land. These men are exiles from their own
country, and not desirable citizens, or they
would not have been treated as they have
been. I hope they will become good citizens.
As far as working for the people in the
North-west, they will not be good workmen.
I would sooner have a Scotchman or an
Englishman who would understand what
you said to him than these men. It is
better to pay good, fair wages and get a
good day's work, than to employ a man who
is no use at a'I at half wages, or perhaps, no
wages at all.

On the plebiscite question I was sorry to
hear the hon. Secretary of State speak in the
way he did of the temperance people. He
has given them cold comfort. If he had
given them last session the same speech
that he gave to-day, I think the state of
affairs would be very ditterent now, because
it would have been a foolish thing for the
temperance people to have asked for the
plebiscite and vote in favour of pi-ohibition
if they had known the sentiments of the
hon. gentenan. To-day he has spoken dis-
paragingly of the temperance sentiment and
of the temperance people. When I asked him
last session what percentage he would require
to carry out prohibition he could not give
any answer. He and his colleagues are very
flush wi!h their answers now. The Hon.
Prime Minister say it takes fifty per cent,
which is a most unheard of thing. We can-
not understand how any people can give a
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vote of fifty per cent. It is more than they
can Possibly give, because there would be
some sick, some absent and some unable, for
other reasons, to go to the polls. If the
government had told us this last session, it
would have been fair and honourable, but the
course they have taken only shows that
they were willing to deceive the public. I
am sorry to use that word, but that really is
the true meaning of their conduct. They
really deceived the people. We could not get
fromn then what percentage of electors they
would want in order to give us prohibition.
When they made prohibition a plank in
their Platform they ought to have been will-
ing to carry it out. But then it was on the
Principle that drowning men grasp at straws.They would put anything in their platform
to get into power, when they came into
Power they had to carry out their promise
to take a plebiscite vote, it was a promise
made to a large portion of men they could
not trifle with, the temuperance men, but
they have trifled with them more than
any other class have been trifled with
except the people who want free trade.

1 on. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
talks very much like a party man.

ion. Mr. PERLEY-No, I talk like a
m'lan who does not like to 1)e humbugged. I
amn a temperance man. I am prepared to
vote for this governiment on any measure
which I think is right, and I do not care if
every other man in the chamber votes
against it. I am here to discharge a duty
Which I feel in my own breast I am dis-
charging lonourably and in the interests of
the people I represent, and if I talk like a
party mnan, I only speak as I do to my hired
man or any one who disobeys my orders. If

Sell my maan to do anything, and he does not
do it properly, he hea7rs f rom me in the same
'nuner and as strongly as the government
hears fron me to-day. I say the time has
not corne in the interests of the country
when the bond of union, the bond of confi-
dence, the bond of truth between the gov-
ernment and the country can afford to be
broken. The great safeguard which the
People have in this country is the confidence
Which they put in the word and the conduct
of our public men. That is the true prin-
ciple that a country should be governed on.
When a class of men preach a doctrine for
a great number of years, and when they get

into power ignore and falsify every pledge
they have made, then they betray the con-
fidence of the great body of honest people
who have confided in them. If you have
forty men in a company, and they have half
a dozen men managing the business, and the
directors violate every pledge they made to
the stockholders and break every promise,
and do business which they said they would
not do, and business contrary to their char-
ter, how long would you have them in office ?
Not long, I tell you. Canada is the freest
country in the world, and

Hon. Mr. MILLS-And has the best
governiment.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-That is based upon
the fact that there is confidence between the
government and the people. When a man
deposits his ballot in the box, he does it be-
cause he believes the man he elects will
carry out his pledges, and when the party
of his choice gets into power and out of the
reach of the people, where they cannot get
at him for a certain length of time, and
ignores all his pledges and treats them with
contempt and ridicule-when that state of
things exists, it is deplorable and must be
lamented by every honest man in the
country. I did not rise to make a speech.
It was only a moment or two before the
House rose for recess that I made up my
mind to say a word, I want to correct the
hon. gentleman wlien he says that the re-
duction on binder twine, coal oil and barbed
wire, has redounded to the benefit of the
consumers of the North-west. If they had
left the duty on I would have got the binder
twine cheaper, because the raw inaterial
fromn which binder twine is made in the cen-
tral prison has been sold to two individuals.
They had the raw iaterial there and they
could have gone on and nianufactured it,
but they did not do that. They sold
the products to two individuals to foster
a combine. There is no telling how much
these two gentlemen will add to the election
fund on account of the combine. That is
the impression of the majority of the people
in the country, and I an sorry to say that I
think it bears that impression to me. I
would like the hon. gentleman to explain to
me one thing which 1 cannot understand
that is, the duty on wi-e. They ha% e left
the duty on the raw material ; that is the
plain smooth strand of wire; and they have
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made barbed wire free. If they had rever-
sed that arrangement the matter would have
been right, and would have shown that they
knew what they were doing. You see in
Winnipeg and the western prairies we are
not as fortunate as you are in eastern
Canada in getting fence posts. We get
poplar poles and stick them in the ground
thirty feet apart, and stretch the wire from
one to the other, and consequently the
farmers have more or less of this fencing,
and when you consider the number of far-
mers we have there you can imagine what
the industry is. The barbed wire is a cheap
manufacture. I know one concern in Canada
had fifteen or twenty machines. I never saw
one of them work but it is a cheap machine ;
twisting two strands of wire together. But
the government took the duty off the manu-
factured article and left it on the raw mate-
rial. If they had reversed it they would
have reached the same result and benefited
the industry in Manitoba. But they have
placed us in the position that we have to
buy all our barbed wire fram the United
States. Aiother combine in the United
States is the iron combine. Our barbed
wire is all manufactured in the United
States and bought from a large combine.
Therefore, on the barbed wire they have
made a mistake in reducing the duty,
because it has not worked to the advantage
of the fariners, and this year we are paying
more for our barbed wire than before
the duty was taken off. Reference has
been made in the Speech to the exodus
out of Canada. It is quite well understood
how there is no exodus from Canada to-day.
The opposition party are not running down
the country. We are all good citizens of
Canada. Every man has a good word to say
for the country. I have no fault to find
with the tarif, except so far as it has been
changed. The only thing I have to find
fault with is that the policy which the hon.
gentlemen advocated in opposition was not
carried out. It might have been a good
policy, and I had made up my mind tirmly
to support it. I announced that
when I came down I would support
the new tariff to the very letter, to
see how it worked, and if it worked well I
would continue to support it. My words are
on record in a dozen places in the North-
west. I also said that if the tariff did not
work well I would oppose it. I say now
that so far as they have changed it the tariff

is working to the detriment of the people of
the country. They are dissatisfied with the
government, and the government will find
that out when they come to appeal to the
North-west at the next election. There was
a member with whom I am very well ac-
quainted, who was strongly opposed to the
duty on binders. The binder and the seeder
and those larger implements are the ones we
are interested in. The hon. gentleman
spoke about the hammers and axes and
things of that kind, but they do not amount
to anything. A binder cots $150, and a
seeder costs $80, of course we have differ-
ent kinds of seeders-the dise drill seeder
and the shoe seeder and the hoe seeder.
They have different prices, from $175
down. These seeders and binders are
articles which cost a good deal of noney.
The government took the duty off the raw
material and made the material to the
manufacturer cheaper, but the price of the
manufactured article is just the same. They
charge just as much to-day as they charged
three years ago. They ctsarge more for a
seeder I think, but they charge just as much,
at any rate, for all those articles. Then
take the matter of wagons. I paid $77 and
some cents for a wagon before I came down
here. That is the reason we find fault with
the government. They have left the duty
on the manufactured article the sane, and
have taken the duty off the raw material so
that the manufacturer can produce the
article for less money and have the benefit
of the free trade, and we whose business it
is to till the soil, those articles being our
raw material, our stock in trade that should
be made as cheap as possible, find they cost
us just as much as before. When I was in
the House of Commons, I opposed the gov-
ernment on the question of the thirty-five
per cent duty. The duty was thirty-five per
cent the first session I was there. I asked
to have it twenty-five per cent, and voted
against the government because they did
net do it. I say that there is no wiser
policy that the government could possibly
adopt than to reduce the duty on binders,
ploughs and wagons and articles such as we
use in that country, because we are tilling
the soil under adverse circumstances, and we
are entitled to every concession they can
give us to make us successful, and in propor-
tion as we are successful the whole country
will benefit, and if we are successful it would
tend to bring in a good clas of immigrants
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instead of paupers, and operations could be so low as to make navigation dangerous,
carried On in that country at a profit. and in some cases impossible. Even if navi-

gation for six months in the year, the alti-
.on. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Ihave tude to overcome between Glenora and

itened with a great deal of pleasure and Teslin would be a serious hindrance to con-
attention to the speech of the hon. gentle- struction and difficult to overcome. Then
man from Wolseley. His declaration of in- after all the route would not be an all-Cana-
dependence of party lines as far as this dian one. With all the information I now
HOuse is concerned, would operate very well, have, and with all my desire to have an all-
and I think the Conservative party in this Canadian route by rail into the Yukon, I
Flouse are perfectly free and independent, would not give half a million acres of land in
and have shown themselves so on many the Yukon, with the power of selection the
Occasions. But the question of party lines, contractors had, for the proposed narrow
although perhaps working well in this House, gauge road. A company of British capital-
Would flot be practicable in the parliament- ists, with commendable enterprise, have
ary for of government. Supposing it to built and are building the White Pass Rail-
be the case in the House of Commons, you way from the head of Lynn Canal. It is
Would have a new government coming into now in operation over the most difficult part
Power every year and new elections taking of the route, and will be running to Fort
Place continually, so that adherence to party Selkirk this year, a distance of 300 miles
is an absolute necessity. But in this cham- from the coast line. The great benefit of
ber, where we have not to go to the people this railway to miners; merchants and others
and where we do not make or break govern- going into that country, will be that it gives
inents, we are independent. His opinion on speedy access to the Atlin gold fields of
the operation of the tariff I believe to be British Columbia, as well as to the Yukon.
thoroughly accurate, and I am fully in accord Another great benefit of this road is that its
With every word he said on the subject. managers have relieved the mercantile con-

.beg to offer my tribute of welcome to munity of much worry and anxiety by
Their Excellencies on their return to Canada taking charge of goods at Victoria or Van-
in the exalted and responsible position they couver forwarding and bonding them through
I1ow Occupy, and may their administration the fringe of United States territory to the
be Prospero.s and agreeable. I also beg to Dominion boundary.
welcoiue an old friend, Mr. Kerr, to this Last session I directed the attention of
bouse, of which 1 am sure he will be a use- the government to the wisdom, and absolute
ful Ioember. necessity of precerving the timber in the

.irst, I will deal very briefly with Yukon vicinity of Dawson for the use of the mining
affairs. It is not my intention to do so in population, but I fear this has not been
an acrimonious way, knowing, or at least done; favourites have been given undue
Surmizing, that the ministers on the floor of advantage, causing much discontent owing
thia House were not exercising their full will, to the increase in the price of fuel. The
but rather giving effect to party and cabinet government has gone to great expense in
exigencv in their contention last session. connection with the Yukon, which, with
On my return to British Columbia last year prudence, may be recouped, but which can-
I did certainly expect that many of those not be recouped if the mining industry is
who did not understand the question, who crippled. Fuel at reasonable prices is the
had not seen the Stikine-Teslin Railway great and absolute necessity for mining, and
contract, to be very indignant and displeas;d for sustaining life, and should be prudently
With the action of the Senate on that ques- conserved for those purposes. I call the
tiOn ; but I did not find the anticipated dis- particular attention of the government to
Pleasure. Only one man who had a sub- the un-anitary condition of Dawson, and
cOntract frorn McKenzie & Mann, uttered the number of people in hospital. Simple
strong language about the Senate. The municipal law, with moderate rates, should
more we know of this question the more we be instituted there at once. I ask the min-
are convinced that the Senate wa4s right. At ister not to turn a deaf ear to this su'gges-
the best season for packing and travel-in tion, it is a pressing necessity. I congratu-
that northern country, September and late the governrment on the intention to
October, the water in the Stikine River was get at the bottom of the official scandals in
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the Yukon administration, but doubt whe- State frsely admits prohibition to be an
ther the commissioner can conduct the nec- impossibility, and I fully agree with al! he
essary investigations to a satisfactory con- said on that subject-which shows the
clusion. He should be assisted by a prose- unwisdom of making promises.
cutor of legal standing. I am much pleased
to see that it is the intention to extend the Hon. Mr. SCOTT-WoulJ the hon. gen-
telegraph system to the Yukon, which will tieman approve of a prohibitory Iaw based
be a great benefit to all. I would suggest on the wishes of 23 per cent of the popula-
that & cable from Skagway to the north end tion
of Vancouver Island would be safer than ahe
land ne in a wild unsettled country. Il Hon. MN1r. MACDONALD (B.C.)-
have to congratulaie the Postmaster Gen- -ould fot approve of the aw in any case.
eral, and again the government, for the If the whole of Canada favoured it, and I
introduction of the two-cent postage rate to stood alone, I would oppose it. W ith a
Great Britain, and to other parts of the, fi-ontier of 4,OGO nmiles and some 14,000
Empire. It is a bold and commendable miles of sea coast, it would be impossible to
step, and one of the class of cases where carry it out. Even now suggling is going
f ree trade can prevail without fear of out- on constantly ; wbat would it be if we had
side conietition. prohibition? It would be the most demo-

The hon. over of the Address alluded ralizing thing imaginable, it would be a
to the prosperous condition of our trade monstrous evil, but that does not justify the
and of our manufacturers. That such is promise that as made and the expense
the case is very gratifying, but where would incurred in takin a plebiscite for the pur-
this prosperity have been if the government pose of deceiving the electors.
had kept to its oftrepeated pledges? The Wit regard to the negotiations at Wash-
government could see the great benefits of ington I rejoice, as a British Columbian,
the National Policy, and wisel made the that no agreement was come to, or is ikely
choice of adhering to its principles rather to be corne to, for the f ree ad mission of farm
than to their own previousy expressed products, as it would be ruinous to our
opinions. farmers.

I consider prohibition the most important The Aaska boundary is a matter of
subject to which reference is made in the such importance as to demand a sentement
Speech from the Throne-a reference brief, as soon as possible, owing to the importance
and insignificant considering the far rearch- of the developments in the Yukon and
ing importance of the subject. The first northern Britis Columbia, and I regret
promise for a plebiscite was a great mistake that no agreement has been corne to. I
leading to resuits impossible of fulfi ent. freely admit that any one who has read the
The Minister of Justice told us yesterday of treaty of 1825 between Russia and Great
the financial difliculties ii the way of adopt- Britain, and wbo has studied the coast lime,
ing prohibition. Such difficulties we know must see that there are difficulties in the
and the time to consider tbein was befofe the way of the parties directly intere@ted coming
promise was mnade, an>d the vote taken, and to a decision satis-factory to both. A disin-
not afterwards. Now the country stands terested tribunal will have to be called into
facing an expensive deception. I cistened existence to sette this question. I think
with much attention to the academica the government is fully impessed with the
sophistry of the Minirter- of Justice in his necessity of losing tbis question, and I
effort to show the difference between a vote trust it wilI use every effort to arrive at
taken on a specific subject, and that taken sc v a consummation.
for the election of a member of Parliament.
I cannot accept the hon. gentleman's con- Hon. 1UMr. DE VER-Af ter the grand rbe-
clusiolps, but believe the effect of a majority toricam convolutions and sboutings that we
of votes must be the saine in bot i cases, have listened tofor the last forty-eight hours,
uiiless speciWied in the reference to the elec- perhaps I may be permitted to make a few
torate. There can be no grounds for a prosy remarks. I ar sorry to see that
difference in the effect and I think it will my hon.friend fromWolseley (Mr.iPerley) has
be difficuit to convince the electorate that gone out, because I do not care to speak
there is any difference. The Secretary of, about a man behind bis back; stil I cannot
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allOW his statements to go without some of British Columbia, he might have to pay
reply. I regret very much that that hon. fifty cents a gallon for his burning oil.
gentlemn~ has not contined himself to sub-
jects about which he knows something se Hon. Mr. FORGET-How much did you
is a man of good intelligence as a farmer no pay for oil two or three years ago ?
doubt, a good judge of lands, of hay, cattle, Hon. Mr. DEVER-I paid 21 cents;
cereals, and I believe roots of various kinds, it is only 25 cents a gallon now by retail.
bUt When he comes to talk about trade and
commerce he is out of his element. As a Hon. Sir MACKENZrE BOWELL-
business man, lie certainly stands in a ridi- It is dearer now in Belleville.
culous Position when he comes to talk about Hon. Mr. DEVER-The hon. gentlemanthe mfanufacturing and importing interests from Wolseley also spoke of f ree trade andIf this country. Any one knows that the protection. He belaboured the governnient

portuacturing interest is hostile to the i- because they put certain goods on the freearting imterest. In all cases the importers list, and yet he claimed that the protectionare pposed to protection ; they prefer to im- which exists led to combinations, so hon.Port their goods from where they can be gentlemen can see that he is very like a cer-
bought to the best advantage, and in this tain class of fly which passes over one'sway control the merchandise of the country. sound parts and lights upon the sores. IT .e hon. gentleman spoke of the importers cannot ympathize with him when the fliesPlacing goods on their shelves and said that settle onhi be th h wht the ue

suspension of their business was caused on himself. He and another gentleman, in
ough ndecision as to the trade pohcy of front of me, bon. Mr. Macdonald (B.C.),egovernmen. H said further that tedid all they could to block the Yukon Rail-manufacturer was not ready to go on, and ialthycudobokteYknRi-

the acter was not ready to goro, and way Bill in this House, and the consequences
timporter was not ready to import, and of that has been that trouble bas arisen inthe consequence was the shelves of the im- the Yukon country, such trouble that theporters were empty instead of being filled for British Government have had to send out

four or five years. Any one knows that an one of their first jurists to help us out of it.
importer does not import stocks to last four If the hon. gentlemen feel as tbey ought to

r ve years. With the present businthey would know that they did theirarrangements and shipping facilities we im- very best to brino about the dificultiesPort every four moth anry holns soktherefore ur months and replenish stock ; which led to Lord Herschell being sent here,
eOe, therewasno necessity for hesitancy which brought bis death upon him.the part of those gentlemen to supply

themselves with ordinary goods. But to Hon. Mr. PROWSE-Do not charge them
show you further how little the hon. gentle- with that.
Mlan knows of what he was talking about, I
interrupted him, when I heard him state lon. Mr. DEVER-Yes I do, because
that he had to pay forty cents a gallon for Lord Herschell was brought to this country
common burning oil, because I thought he to try and undo, as far as possible, what
was going too far. I am prepared to say that was done through the rejection of that bill.
the best burning oil, White Rose oil, is sold The defeat of that measure enabled strangers
8t present by the barrel for 20 cents a gallon, to take possession of that country, and now
and is even lower wholesale. it is difficult to get them to leave. I

sympathize with the latter hon. gentleman
on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- (Mr. Macdonald B.C.), in the way he suffers,
ere is thiat? and I do not wonder that he tries to retrace

H-on. Mr. DEVER-In St. John. his steps before the House. He should seek
to get back, if possible, without being exactly

W on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL~ seen as others see him, but I assure the
e can buy it for that in Belleville, but the hon. gentleman it is well understood what

o gentleman spoke of prices in the North- bas been done against the peace and
prosperity of the Dominion, and the people

.on. Mr. DEVER-It shows simply when they get an opportunity will show
thus, that these things are controlled by again that they are displeased with a certain
distance. Supposing be lived in sone parts class. The hon. gentleman f rom Wolseley
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in the opening part of bis speech said that
he was not a party man, but le took very
good care before he was long speaking to
stab and strike under the belt all he could.
Men cannot be considered friends who hold
out their hands with a smile and at the
saine time stab when they get an oppor-
tunity.

I have been in the neighbourhood of thirty
years in thishonourable chamber,Iam free to
state that the speech of the mover of the Ad-
dress gave me about as much satisfaction as
any I have ever heard in this House. He spoke
well and logically; he kept bis tenper, and
at the same time made his points in such a
manner that he must have broug; t convic-
tion to this House that lie was speaking the
truth. The seconder of the motion is a
gen tleman I have known for a good
many years, and he spoke with the grace
and dignity peculiar to the French members
of the Senate. Whenever they aidress the
House, expressing themselves clearly and
forcibly, they avoid giving offence to any ope,
I cannot help wishing that the mover of the
Address had been less emphatic in expressing
what he called his Anglo-Saxon feelings. I
have never yet met such a hybrid as an
Anglo-Saxon, and I hope I shall never see
one, because he sbhould be red-haired on one
side and flaxen-haired on the other. As I
look around me I cannot see any one who
answers that description in this House, not
even the hon. gentleman himself. On the
contrary, I find that be has dark hair and
eyes, and from his manly and outspoken
address, I would take him to be an Anglo-
Celt, or an Anglo-Scot, or an Anglo-Norman
as I have the honour to be myseli.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
He is a descendant of the Danes.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Then be ought to
have red hair, but bis is black. I know
in Ireland they are all looked on as red-
headed people, and when met, by the pea-
sants, the sign of the cross is put on the
forehead, to keep away the evil one. But
in speaking of the races that inhabit
this Dominion, whilst I am willing to giý-e
fullblooded Englismen, such as the leader of
the opposition, credit for all they are and
all they have done, I have no desire that the
Anglo-Saxon shall flippantly and without
any consideration for the feelings of other
races, claim all the honour, glory and loyalty

due to the people of this great country.
Canada will be built up of all our races and
especially with the assistance of our French
Canadians who have shown that they have
representatives fit to take the highest posi-
tions in the land.

My next remark will apply to our new
Governor General. I feel that it is my duty,
as far as in me lies, to invite, compliment
and welcome that gentleman amongst us. I
have not the slightest doubt that the govern
ment of Great Britain made the selection of
the present Governor General keeping in
view the record of his predecessors, and if
he should prove equal to them this country
will have no reason to complain. If ever
people were blessed in that respect, it is the
people of Canada, from the days of Lord
Dufferin to the present time. I hope that
His Excellency will meet with the sanie suc-
cess and win the same confidence of the people
that his predecessors did; if so he wili have
no reason to complai n of hissojourn in Canada.
With reference to Lord Herschell, who lost
bis life at Washington, I had the honour of
sitting near him at an entertainment given
in bis honour at St. John when he was pass-
ing through that city. A dinner was given
in his honour, with the mayor of St. John
presiding as chairman, and such citizens as
felt disposed to be guests. I had the honour
of sitting on the left of our Mayor whilst
Lord Herschell sat on *he right. For
two hours I had the satisfactory pleasure
of sitting near a gentleman elected by
his sovereign as being one of the
greatest jurists and diplomats of his
day, a man full of knowledge, full of
patriotism, coming out to the assistance of
our, and his country, to adjust, if possible,
the differences that exist between Great
Britain and the United States. In listening
to that man speaking, and observing him for
two hours, I came to the conclusion that he
was a man of most astonishing simplicity
of character and yet fullness of know-
ledge. The unassuming character of bis
intercourse with us was such that it would
be bard to forget it afterwards, knowing the
sad end he had after six months of worry
and care on behalf of his and this country. I
feel, bon. gentlemen, that we have lost
a friend, and if it were permissable to give
expression to my feelings of respect for bis
manly conduct and patriotism, I would hope
that in another world he shall reap a high
reward. I shall now make a few remarks
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lwith regard to the personnel of thepresent government. It is My duty
to state that I feel we are blessed witha government, from the Premier to the
YOungest member of the cabinet, that any
country might feel proud of. I believe that
they are men of honour, men of ability, menof truth and honesty. I believe they are
muen anxious to promote the best interests
'of tis country, and that the people ofCanada feel that they are the right men in
the right place. Having these people in
Power has given confidence to the country,
an1 there will be prosperity under their ad-
linistration. Complaint has been madethat the present ministry have been pursu-ing the policy of their predecessors. While
it is rather flattering, I should think, tothose imembers of the former government
Who sit in this House and also in the otherflouse, I do not see why they should take
ulibrage at it. There is one thing, certainly,-hey are not following them in, and that is

.u their throat-cutting amongst themselves
-lnot having amongst them wbat iscalled a nest of traitors. We have heardno complaint of treachery ; no drumming ofdrones from the hive, and I, tor the life ofhe, cannot see whY a proud Englishman,

auh as My hon. friend on my right, wouldallow himself to be bottle holder for such a
Crowd, who, he knows, looked upon him as
being unfit to associate with and unfit to beleader of the government of this country.1 a"' glad to say that this House did notlook upon the hon. gentleman in the samelight, for they gave him an opportunity ofgoing to the country, and I think declared
to him from both sides of this House thatif he went to the country we would stand to
hiS back and return him triumphant asPremier of this Dominion if we could.

What I would suggest is that we shouldhave îess enmity to each other. What wewant is more fair play, more charity, and
ot 0 much spite. I know it is very hardfor mien who have fallen from the high

Place to forget, but still forgiveness andChayit, are garments that cover with
glory those who suffer. If this feeling
Were carried out we could legislate, Ithink, with some credit to ourselves,and there would be no necessity for
a agitation to be gotten up to reformthe Senate. There is another remark
1 Would like to make, and that is with

erence to the winter port of Canada.

No credit is given to a government,
who have been largely instrumental and
are following up the good work, for
making one of our Canadian ports one of
the most prominent ports on this continent,
a port for the last two seasons that
has been issuing from its harbour and
wharfs cargoes of food of every description,
even the very turkeys for Christmas dinners
for the proudest and wealthiest nation in
the world. Hon. gentlemen from the west
may not see the importance of this, but I
assure hon. gentlemen that merchants and
people who have the well-being of the whole
of this Dominion at heart will have the
greatest respect and regard for the men who
have given this winter port that attention,
and will appreciate the efforts of the gov-
ernment to introduce into the city of Mont-
real the Intercolonial Railway, because it
is known that the Intercolonial cost
this Dominion fifty million dollars, and
from the time it was built to a very recent
date it is well known that it has never given
any returns on the vast amount of money
invested in its construction. The great
cause of this was that while it started from
the Atlantic, it terminated somewhere in
the woods in the neighbourhood of Que-
bec. In was met by the Grand Trunk
Railway, and the Grand Trunk Rail-
way, protecting itself, naturally, charged for
freight delivered to the Intercolonial
such a rate that it was impossibe for the
Intercolonial Railway to place it at the point
of delivery without having to charge more
freight on the goods than merchants could
afford to pay. In this way the Intercolonial
Railway was a non-paying investment, and
this government, after some twenty-fiveyears,
was the fi-st to make an effort at all events
to improve it, and I hope-and I think we
all hope-that their effort will be successf ul.
At all events it is an effort, and an effort in
the right direction. There is another remark
I desire to make, and it is this: Complaint
has been made that the business between
Great Britain and Canada, notwithstanding
the twenty-five per cent preference given to
goods of that country, is not as extensive as
it should be. This is rather bad, I admit,
and unsatisfactory, but in looking into this
matter more closely it will be seen that there
is a sufficient cause for it, and the cause, in
my opinion, is that the exports of Great
Britain, if hon. gentlemen will take the
trouble to look, are not nearly so great for
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the last two years as they had been. In ping all over the world, and to-day they are
fact, they are for the first time superseded the great competitor of Great Britain.
by the exports of the United States; in
other words, goods of the same class in the Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-- And
United States can be got to better advant- Germany too.
age, and consequently importers must neces-
sarily import their goods from that country Hon. Mr. DEVER-I was going to say,
which gives the best value. To show that answer to the complaint that the present
this is no supposition I would read a small government do ot stand welI with the
paragraph showing that the exports of Great United States, that I have no proof of that
Britain for 1898 were less than the exports further than this, that 1 am not aware that
of the United States which is something they have been ejected from the United
that hon. gentlemen may not yet have real- States yet, or that they were brought to ac-
ized. In fact, when I saw the returns I count for any information that they had un-
was astonished myself, because I did think authoritatively given during former meet-
that Great Britain was the greatest exporter ings of some of our delegates in that coun-
of merchandise in the world, but I find the try. They have been wise enough to hold
last year or two that the United States are their tongues, and I believe that if the
exceeding theH extensively. The paragraph present governRent do not succeed in
reads: making a treaty with them, that no other

government dol notr sand, uel ihnh

March l8th. Ambassador Choate's iemark that gon metl vrsccebcue
the United States and the United Kingdor would my opinion the present government are
doubtless continue a friendly rivalry in regard to the looked upon as men of honour, not a tricky
worldt's commerce, is quite jhustified by the latet
figures on the commerce of the two countries, as com- lot, teling one story here and another there.
pared with the treasury bureau. The exports of They are men who have stated wha they
domestic merchandise from the United States hi the want, and the United States representatives
eight months ending wiTth Fhbruary, amount to e829,.
3M,141, and those from the Lnited Kingdom amount know it, and wil treat the accordingly.
to 798,xei,427. ng the calendar year 1898 the domes With reference to the temperance question,
tic exports from the United States amounted to that is a mater I would rather not touch
t1,233,564,828, while those fron the lTnited Kingdom
amounted to 1,161,944,331. upon, but really I do think there is a clas

or'scsof men who cai theorselves temperance men
Son th ere cue a who are not temperance men, who in y

against the preference we give to Great opinion are haf crazy men who speak for
dritain. There is a cause operating against the temperance men because we must al
us to kcep down the importe of that country respect temperance men, and people who are
in our returns, and therefore it is rather an reasonable and moral, who want t carry
answer to those gentlemen who complain moral reformation, but we are not in favour
that the p reference has not done any par- of anarchist and bomb thrower, or mn such
ticular good to Great Britain. They will as Mr. Bulmer who wrote the letter that has
see that iL did do good, because if they had been read by the hion. leader of the opposi-
not the preference there would be a further Lion. Themanquotesthelanguagethathas
reduction according te these returns from been appropriated from the language of the
Great Britain. Jews at the Crucifixion-of whom? At the

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I is a Crucifixion of Christ, when Pilate was asked

very small difference. to have him executed, e said: No, I wah
my hand clear of thi transaction is "Oh,"

Bon. Mr. DEVER-It is an immense Lhey said Ilcrucify Hlm and let the
difference when you come to take iL as sin be upon us and our children."
against the returns of a few years ago. I Those are about the words of Bulmer from
ihows that the United States are going up Victor Hugo, and are these the kind of men

and Great Britain is coming down. that are going to carry emperance in the
country. He bos that he has a thousand

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-How churches at his back. I have sorne know
do you account for that h edge of the religiou people of this country,

and I do not Lhink any church will give
Hon. Mr. DEVER-It is the great pros- credit to such a man as that. I hope they

perity of the United States. They are ship- will not. I hope there is too much feeling
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of britai
kind ristianity to tolerate firebrands of that
b , Iaen throwing bomb shells and slander
boadca8t without any foundation for it,

a se nobody is opposed to him if he goesthe matter properly. Ali the religious
People in Canada think we should be a tem-
perance country, and we are a temperance'DoUltry.

le ion. Mr. LANDRY-Better answer thetter in the press.

on1. Mr. DEVER-Would the hon.
gentleman like to hear it read I

11 0n. Mr. LANDRY-No.

o0n. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-It
Was read here the other day.

Jon. Mr. DEVER-I am sorry the letter
'Wa read because reading the letter wasleridorsing it.

lon. Mr. LANDRY-Then the hon.
gentlena was endorsing Pilate?

lion. Mr. DEVER-The hon. gentleman
ioes not know what he is talking about. He

al adrift on the school question.

fril d. Mr. LANDRY-But my hon.
ri s quoting Pilate.

Ion. Mr. DEVER-J have detained the
ol some time in presenting my views to

feel: gentlemen but I did so in all goodshlng, because I am most desirous that we%hould have good feeling in this chamber.

lRon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-ear, hear.

eol o Mr. DEVER-And if we carry on
pr debates we should carry them on with a8Pirit of fair play and each and all of usSUPPOrt those views of politics that we think

ore bt calculated for the largest number
0 t Dominion. If we do that we will doOur duty, and I think we will also give an
plP Otnity to the gentlemen that the peo-
votes he country have selected by their

d carry on the public business
the nwhom, in my humble opinion,

People have entire confidence.

di on. Mr. CLEMOW-It is with some
nak Iilce that I arise at this late hour toIefoe a few observations on the question,
of re US. 1 thought, on reading the speech

6 cellency, there was so little in it

that it required very little discussion, but I
have been wrong in that assumption, as I
possibly may be in others with respect to
the general outline of the matters under the
consideration of the present government.
The mover of this Address in reply to the
Governor General's speech is a man familiar
with the political life of this country, and he
showed by his course that he was an ardent
supporter of the present administration.
That is his right. Nobody can find fault
with him for that. He has a perfect right
to have his own opinion on these matters.
But he went a little further. He considered
we would justify him in saying that the pre-
sent government was the best government
the country ever had. Well, he may be of
that opinion, but 1 do not believe that that
opinion will be generally entertained by the
great majority of the people of this country.
If the violation of all the pledges that were
made by these gentleman for the last
eighteen or twenty years, if the
introduction of very crude and un
considered measures for the conside-
ration of this Parliament and the increasing
of the debt of the Dominion entitle them to
be considered the best government of this
country, then these gentleman are entitled
to that distinction. With respect to the
speech itself, we are told that the commis-
sioners who attended at Washington have
not been able to accomplish anything. This
must have been a great disappointment to
those gentlemen, because we all know that
they have persistently for years and years
declared before the House and before the
country that the United States people were
so enamoured with them that they would
consent and agree to any proposition that
might be submitted to them for their appro-
val, but they have found by sad experience
thatour neighbours are not made of that kind
of stuff, that they have always looked after
their own interests, and it is utterly impos-
sible to conceive anything more foolish than
to suppose that they would be actuated by
any other course than the course that thev
would consider beneficial to themselves and
their own country. That is perfectly
right, and nobody can find fault with it,
but the government in power at present,
when in opposition, made the charge that the
United States were so adverse to the mem-
bers of the Conservative government and
their policy that they would not listen to
any recommendations they might make, and
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therefore, reciprocity or the settlement of
any difficulties between the two countries
could not be expected until there was a
change of government. There has been a
change of government, and the hon.
gentlemen have been to Washington and
have come back and I believe that the
United States will never give fair value in
return for what we may give them. That is
the course they have pursued for a great
many years, and they will continue
it to the end of the chapter. I believe our
commissioners came in contact with these
eminent men in the United States and won
a certain amount of admiration from those
gentlemen, which may be productive of good
results in the future. I think that Sir
Wilfrid Laurier's words will have the effect
of smoothing the way for those gentlemen in
the future. But there is an outside pressure
bearing on them, and I do not care what
these gentlemen in authority do, there is a
power behind them controlling them, and it
is useless to go to the United States and
beg for some concession. I do not think we
require it.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Hear,
hear.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I think we are
better without it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-And if we had
gone on in our own way this country would
have been as prosperous or even more pros-
perous than at the present time. It is a
consolation to me that the hon. gentlemen
on the opposite side admit that this country
is prosperous. It has taken the Liberal
party twenty-five years to find out that fact.
We have been claiming it from year to year.
We have been quoting statistics to prove it
was correct, but they never would believe it,
till they assumed the reins of power. I am
glad to hear it. We will hear nothing more
in the future of blue ruin and men decrying
the country. That is a source of satisfac-
tion and consolation to me as a loyal man.
These gentlemen went to Washington and
were very cautious no doubt. We may
benefit by it in the future, but it seems tu
me most extraordinary that under all the
circumstances this conference was not held
in this city, the capital of the country. I

cannot understand it. I always thought
these negotiations, being of a semi-national
character, should be conducted at the capi-
tal of the country. I am almost begin-
ning to think that we are not the capital
of the country. If any great affair takes
place it must be removed from Ottawa
to some other city. I do not object to
Quebec, but upon principle I think all
these negotiations should take place at
the capital of the coqntry where the dis-
cussion is carried on. I had hoped and ex-
pected that Sir Wilfrid Laurier would have
insisted on this as a principle, because he
bas shown a great desire in the past to make
this city the Washington of the North. 1
hope the effect of his visit to Washington
will open his eyes. He will study the sys-
tem pursued in Washington, and will yet
carry out the promise he made at the tine
of the election some years ago. We are the
capital of the country, and I think we ought
to enjoy all the benefit of it. But I am told
that the reason he did not ask the commis-
sioners to come to Ottawa was owing to its
want of attraction and the want of proper
accommodation. I cannot vouch for the
truth of that, but it was generally promul-
gated here, and I believe it gained some cur-
rency in the United States newspapers. If
that is the case, it is most deplorable that
the capital of the Dominion of Canada bas
not sufficient accommodation to attract the
peopleto the south of us. I do trust the visit
to Washington may have a beneficial effect
upon the hon. gentlemen who represented
us there duringthe last five or six months.
They had a very pleasant six months outing,
enjoyed themselves in Washington I have
no doubt, as princes. It is true an unfortun-
ate circumstance took place in the death of
two very prominent men. Lord Herschell
is reported to have said that he was there
six months, and received nothing but a
broken leg. We have not had that misfor-
tune to complain of, because our representa-
tives are back in robust health, and have
enjoyed themselves, and all we have to do in
the future is to pay the piper, to pay the ex-
penses of these gentlemen and their large
retinue and staff of officials, and an army of
underlings, I suppose, that were necessary
for the purpose of carrying on the negotia-
tions in Washington. It may have one good
effect at any rate: it may show the people
of this country that whether they are
desirous of obtaining some concessions in the
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t 'ght direction from the United States orflott it is impracticable, and they will no
loriger endeavour to carry out a thing which
Cannot be accomplished. That is the result
of.the conference, and I believe the country

ill rejoice at the ending of the negotiations.
tuh being the case, the collapse of
these negotiations will be a source of benefit

us in the future.

"On. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Jar, hear. I believe that inyself.

onl. Mr. CLEMOW-There is one
IaPortant matter which I think might re-
eome 'OIne little consideration at the handsf this administration. It is a subject which

4henOW engaging, and has been engaging,the consideration and attention of thepeople of this country for a great many
y"Ers8 : I allude to the Ottawa and Georgianay Canal. No work was ever devised that
Will be of such permanent benefit to the

n pal rosperity of the Dominion as that
doue * Iadmit that a great deal bas been

by this country in affording necessary
itiens Of transportation, but still the facil-
incareasi insuflicient to meet the great and
thereasing requirements of the country, and
tae Sooner the government recognize this
rtan id rake some provision for the con-tc'ulon of this canal the better for the

euntry. As hon. gentlemen all know, a
a ttee was appointed last year by this

and their report bas been largely
ctrcuat throughout the length and breadth

te Dominion, and bas had the effect of
of taeging to such an extent the promotors
for t cheme that they are now in England
out Purpose of having it fuI 7 carried
*7miI believe when the names of the
thiuent men who will take an interest in
fh project become known, there will be no
crther los of time in carrying it to a suc-efu conclusion. I hope and trust that

emen controlling the destinies of
to thountry will show that they are alive,
it t eim rtance of this matter, not because
no P to be a local measure, for it bas
that th e a national question, and one
a gre •People of England are taking
that literest in, and one, I think

in ould do more to benefit the material
Whirehrht of the country than any work
oth as been undertaken by this or any
the er government. I will not even except'aadian Pacific Railway, because when

this canal is constructed, it will be the means
of transporting cheaply the heavy articles
which are so much required in England.
We were told to-day by the hon. gen-
tleman from Shell River (Mr. Boulton)
that the demand in England for iron ore was
becoming greater every year, and this iron
ore cannot be transported except by water
at a low freight rate. Railways cannot
transport it at a remunerative rate, and
therefore it is of the utmost importance that
this canal should be undertaken and con-
structed as soon as possible. We know that
there is a company formed in England. We
know they have made a certain proposition
to this country, and it is only waiting the
final decision of this country to say whether
the matter will be undertaken within a very
limited period of time. I consider it my
duty. as one of the representatives of this
section of the country, to bring it to the
notice of the country at large. I hope and
trust that we will continue, as we have
always boasted in the past that we have
been, to pose as a non.partizan body. We
have acted upon that principle for a
great many years, and I think with
beneficial effect to the country at large.
We have not been partizan in any sense of
the word. We have endeavoured to dis-
charge our duties. We have looked at every
measure irrespective of the source from
which it emanated, and given it our best
oonsideration in disposing of it. I hope
that may long continue to be the course
pursued in this chamber.

Hon. Mr. BAKER-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Of course we know
politicians are sometimes led away by force of
circumstances. That I suppose applies more
to the Lower House than to the Senate ;
but still we can all enjoy our own rights.
We can have all the privileges we desire.
We can express our views, and still we can
maintain that dignity that ought to pertain
to a high chamber like the Senate. It is
true we are told that some great change is
to take place. We do not know exactly
what that may be. We hear it heralded
forth through the papers of this country.
At one time it was said that we were to be
hanged, for the purpose of getting rid of us.
Another time we are told that some reform
is to take place. I do not know whether
they consider abolition necessary or not ;
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but there is a scheme on foot to dispose of
this chamber, or destroy the influence it has
had in the past. In my opinion a check is
necssary in our system of government, it
has been employed on some occasions and I
believe with advantage to the country. I
think that is the general opinion of the
entire country. Whether I am right or
wrong is a matter that is capable of being
demonstrated by facts to the whole people
of this country, and I believe that you will
find in place of 22 or 23 per cent of the
people as in the case of the prohibition plebis-
cite that there would be 75 or 90 per cent
in favour of retaining the Senate
for the purpose of checking legis-
lation from the Lower Chamber. The
more people object the better will be for the
Senate. In your private business you uiust
have checks. You need them in legislation
as in other matters. If you hold that the
Senate is not needed as a check, you might as
well say there should be no checks of any kind;
dismiss the Auditor General, let the Lower
House manage the affairs of the country,
just as they desire, without check of any
kind. A great deal has been said with
reference to the proposed Gerrymander Bill.
I do not know whether I am in order in
speaking of this matter, because it is not
before us, but I have been told on very re-
liable authority that the introduction of
such a measure at this time is illegal. If
such is the case, it would be a great mis-
fortune if a bill of this kind were rushed
through the House and found to be illegal.

•Would it not be within the range of parlia-
mentary procedure that this measure should
be submitted to the Supreme Court, in order
to ascertain their views as to whether this
measure could be passed by Parliament at
this time. I am not a lawyer, and I cannot
tell whether it would be legal or not. I
hear such a strong opinion expressed outside,
however, that I should like to hear what the
opinion of the Supreme Court is. With re-
ference to the plebiscite I have very little
to say. I never took any stock in it. I did
not think it was a measure that ought to
have been submitted. However, the gov-
ernment in their wisdom thougbt differ-
ently. They had a right to do it, and the
only advantage we have now is that we
have to pay about a quarter of a million
dollars for the purpose of gratifying-

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-About $181,000.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-That is a small
difference. Two or three millions make no
difference to this government. They were
going to reduce the expenditure, but they
increased it two millons: but that is noth-
ing. They have large expansive ideas, and
they will increase the liabilities of thi&
country to such an extent that they will
frighten people away.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend thinks
there is no difference between $181,000 and
$250,000.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-However, that
money is spent and gone. The Secretary of
State told us to-day frankly that he did not
think it was possible to carry out the mea-
sure even if Parliament passed it. Why
did he not give us that information before f
It seems to me if he entertained those views,
then it was his bounden duty to come for-
ward and say " It is useless, because suppos-
ing you carry it by 75 per cent of the people
of this country it would not be possible to-
enforce it."

lon. Mr. SCOTT-I did not say that.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
But your argument led to that.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I did not say any
number, but certainly it should not be les-
than 75 per cent.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-If you had told the
people that, would they have gone and
risked their money and their reputation if
they had known it would require a seventy-
five per cent vote in favour of it I Would
they have taken that course if they had been
told that t I do not belong to either party.
I am on the fence.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Oh, Oh !

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I never took any
stock in it. I thought the Scott Act was a
perfect humbug. The people were hum-
bugged and they got so disgusted with it
that they either annihilated it or would not
re-enact it. I believe, as this matter is now
settled, it resta altogether with the govern-
ment and their friends to carry out their
own views just as they please. As far as
the Conservative party are concerned, they
have acted an honest, independent part in
this whole matter. They have been per-
fectly free to say from the beginning "It i&
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a natter for yourselves, and it is your own
funeral; dispose of it as you think proper."
The present governrment have taken that
course and gone to the people and spent
their money, and they now return in the
same way as they came back fron Washing.
ton with nothing accomplished, and the only
result is the paymient of this large sum of
money, which must be taken froin the
pockets of the poor people of this country.

With respect to the postal system, there
is a differenee of opinion. There is no doubt
that the reduction of postage, so far as do-
Imestic letters are concerned, may be right
enough, but I doubt the policy of extending
it across the ocean. If what the Postmaster
General says is correct-if there is sufficient
revenue to meet the expenditure, it is right
enough, but it will take some time to make
up the difference, the reduction is so great.
But I suppose the people are always satisfied
to have a reduction, no matter how it comes.
They will always take a reduction rather
than an increase. It is difficult to get an in-
crease when they require additional revenue,
and when they have to put up the rate they
will find it extremely difficult to persuade
the people that they are acting in the public
interest. It is a question, therefore, whether
it was not in advance of what the people ex.
pected of the government. Our postal ser
vice has been well managed, an~d nO One
found fault with the small exaction of thret
cents for carrying a letter f rom one end o:
Canada to the other. Perhaps in the future
when our resources are larger, some furthe
reduction may take place. However, we wil
take what we have. The goçernment ar
entitled to the credit of initating this reforx
although I see some papers prefer to giv
credit to people on the other side of the AI
lantic. The Postmaster General is entitie
to some consideration for the steps taker
and if it should turn out- as he expects it wil
there will be no reason to complain ; but'
it should result in a further deficit in the r
venue of the Post Office Department, the,
will be an outcry against the governmel
for having acted precipitately in this is
portant matter.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-On account of t
general desire that exists for closing t
debate to-night, I shall not detain t
House long; but I ask to be allowed
make a few remarks in connection with t
question which has been agitated for so

he
he
hke
to
he
me

ars, which is still unsettled, but which is
t in jeopardy by the course taken by the
vernment. I refer to the Manitoba
hool question. This year as last year, the
eech fron the Throne has omitted any
ference to this question. I am not sur-
'ised at that. I expected the government
ould take that course; yet it is precisely
;ainst that course I enter my protest.
here are no rights belonging to any indi-
dual or section of the country which are
>clear, so well defined, and so indisput-
ble as the rights of the minority in Mani-
>ba, yet these rights have been trampled
pon for ten years. These rights have been
acure d by Imperial promises, by Federal
romises, by provincial promises. They
ave been embodied in the constitution,
nd they are within the spirit of the
rinciples underlying the whole political
abric of this country; yet these rights
ave been trampled upon for the last ten
ears, and I am bound to confess that the
hance for the minority to recover their
ights is losing ground on account of the
ourse taken by the government. The
>olicy of the government is to do nothing
or the relièf of the minority. It is to force,
3 it were, upon the people, the belief that
he school question is settled. It is my
duty to protest against that course, and if
you want to know in what shape the school
question is at present, whether it is settled
or not, I beg you to hear the latest utter-
ances of Mr. Greenway on the 13th of Feb-
ruary last, in which he said:

There were people who at the present time were
making it their business to cast insinuations at the
overnment's attitude on the matter of publie schools.

These people did not hesitate to say that the govern-
ment liad weakened in the position it had all along
adopted, and of these he wished to say that they
never made a greater mistake. It was impossible for
the government to keep officiais watching at the door
of every school, but one thing the government would
and could do was to see to it that if the regulations
governing the management of these schools were vio.
lated, the government grant would be withheld. The
government stood to-day where it has always stood
sinoe the passing of the Public School Act. Its aim
was to na e te people of this province one in educa-
tion, and one in belping to develop the country, and
it would brook no interference in carrying out its
policy along these lines.

This is the way the school question is
settled. We are expected to drop our claims
and submit quietly to that law which for
ten years we have been fighting with all the
energy we could. This we cannot be ex-
peoted to do, and I want to enter, at this
stage of the debate, my protest against the
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government and against their policy. It
will be our duty, again and again, until the
question is settled, as it ought to be settled,
to affirm our rights, to affirm the jurisdiction
of this parliament, and to demand that this
Parliament exercise their powers by pro-
viding a true and constitutional remedy for
the grievances of the minority, and a remedy
of a permanent character.

The motion was agreed to.

VACATION OF HON. MR. SUTHER-
LAND'S SEAT.

The SPEAKER read a statement from the
Clerk as follows:-

In conformity with the 99th Rule of the Senate, I
have the honour to report, for the information of the
Senate, that the hon. John Sutherland, member of
the Senate, for the province of Manitoba, has failed
to give his attendance in the Senate for the last two
consecutive sessions of the present Parliament.

Firstly. For and during the second session of the
Ei hth Parliament, which was opened on the twenty-
fifth day of March, one thousand eight hundred and
ninety-seven, and prorogued on the twenty-ninth day
of June of the same year.

Secondly. For and during the third session of the
Eight Parliament, which was oiened on the third day
of February, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-
eight, and prorogued on the thirteenth day of June
of the same year.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Following the practice
that was adopted in former cases, as for
instance in the case of Hon. Geo. Alexander
in May, 1891, I move, seconded by Hon.
Mr. Scott, that the report of the Clerk be
referred to the committee appointed to con-
sider the Orders and Customs of this House
and the Privileges of Parliament, the com-
mnittee to meet to-morrow, at a quarter to
three o'clock, in the Senate Chamber.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, 23rd March, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
O'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE COMMITTEE OF SELECTION.
REPORT ADOPTED.

moved that it be adopted. He said :-
Perhaps it would be more intelligible to
the members of this House if I explained
the changes on the different committees,
and hon. gentlemen will see that there has
been as little displacement as possible. The
Library Committee remains unchanged with
one exception. The Hon. Mr. Miller, as
ex-speaker, claims the privilege of being
placed on the Library Committee and his
name has been substituted for Mr. Wark's.
On the Joint Committee on Printing the
only change is the substitution of Mr.
Cochrane for Mr. Perley, with the approval
of the hon. gentleman, if I am correctly
advised. They make an exchange which I
will explain later on. On the Standing
Orders Committee, Mr. Yeo, the new mem-
ber, takes the place of Mr. Aikins. On the
Committee on Banking and Commerce Mr.
Perley takes the place of Mr. Cochrane,
making the exchange I spoke of. Mr. Pa-
quet takes the place of Mr. De Blois. We
thought proper to put him on the Committee
on Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours, I
will advert later on to a sugs estion that the
committee desire to make to the House.
On the Miscellaneous Private Bills Com-
mittee, Mr. McSweeney takes the place of
Mr. Adams and Mr. Carmichael takes the
place of Mr. Macfarlane. On the Internal
Economy Committee Mr. Paquet takes Mr.
De Blois' place and Mr. Kerr is substituted
for Mr. Baiud on the Divorce Committee, as
Mr. Baird is quite willing to retire. The
committee, I may add, have suggested a
change in the rule restricting the number on
two important committees, Banking and
Commerce, and Railways, Telegraphs and
Harbours. It was quite impossible to take
in the new members without creating con-
siderable friction in the older committees,
and it was thought advisable to recommend
to the Houseto allow the Committeeon Bank-
ing and Commerce to be increased by five
members and the Committee on Railways,
Telegraphs and Harbours to be increased by
an equal number, making the Committee on
Banking and Commerce thirty instead of
thirty-five, and the Committee on Railways,
Telegraphs and Harbours forty instead of
twenty-five. The names proposed to be
added to the Banking Committe are the
Hon. Messieurs Carmichael, McSweeney,

Hon. Mr. SCOTT, from the Committee Dandurand, Yeo and Kerr, and on Railways,
-of Selection, presented their first report and Telegraphs and Harbours, Hon. Messieurs,
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Kerr, Mackeen, Kirchhoffer, Villeneuve and
Baird-

The motion was agreed to, and the report
was adopted under a suspension of the rules.

CUSTOMS AND EXCISE DUTIES IN
THE YUKON DISTRICT.

MOTION.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL Hon
moved: moved

That an humble Address be presented to His Ex-eley the Governor General; praying that His crcelency will cause to be laid before the Senate, a
duti showmng the amounts of customs and excise
thes collecte on goods imported into that part of
the Dominion known as the Yukon and KlondikeCuntry, from the first day of September, 1898, to theyt of March, 1899, specifying the character of
is a 0s unported, and the countries from whenceux>Prted; together with a statement showing the fadiantity and character, as far as practicable, of Can-
the sago d8 sent to the said Yukon district duringsae Penjod.

He said :- I have no desire to make anyremarks upon this motion further than to
express a doubt as to the ability of the de-
Partment to furnish the latter portion of the
information asked for, but I thought that if
any system has been adopted by which goods
Passing in transitu from one province toanother, which did not exist while I was at
the head of the department, they might be
able to give the information. If it is not
given I 8hall not be at all surprised.

ROn. Mr. MILLS-I may say to the hon.
gentleman that there will probably be con-
4iderable delay in obtaining the information'Whieh he seeks by this motion. My hon.

ind is asking for a return to the 1st daytf March, 1899. As communication be-
t'een the capital and the Yukon country is
eiy -slow, 1 do not think that that informa-tihn 1s on hand at the present time down tothe Period which my hon. friend mentions,th there may be some delay in gettingthe information for that period.

hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
Old be quite satisfied, as sugges.ted by

d hon. friend, if they cannot bring itdown to a late period, if they would bring itdillin to the first of January, or I am quite
for -g to wait, provided we can get the in-
takeation asked for before the discussion
tike, place upon the subject of the8tikine route.

. Hon. Mr. MILLS-I shall endeavour to
see that the information is brought down to
the latest period in our possession.

Hon. Sir
That will do.

MACKENZIE BOWELL-

POST OFFICE EMPLOYES.

MOTION.

Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL

That an humble Address be presented to His Ex-
ellency the Governor General; praying that His
Excellency will cause to be laid before t e Senate a
eturn showing -

1. The number of persons in the employinent of the
Post Office Department on the 30th of June, 1896,
and the total amount Paid to said employees for the
year ending said 30th June, 1896.

2. A similar return giving the saine information
or the year ending 30th June, 1898.

3. The number of employees in the said service on
the 12th day of July, 1896, and on the 16th February,
1899.

The motion was agreed to.

AN ADJOURNMENT.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved:

That when the Senate adjourns to-morrow it do
stand adjourned until Wednesday the 5th day of
April next at 8 o'clock p. n.

Several Hon. MEMBERS-Too short!
Too short !

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-I quite un-
derstand that the leader of the House would
not like to take the responsibility of asking
for an adjournment to a later date, but I
have had a conference with some members of
the House who desire to have the adjourn-
ment to the 18th April. I do not know if
that would meet with the views of the
majority of the House.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Would that not be too much of a reforma-
tion ?

Hon. Mr. DAN DURAND-I have been
asked by several members to suggest a longer
adjournment. Would the hon. leader of the
House consent to an adjournment to the 12th
of April I

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-A longer adjournment
than that proposed in the motion would be
exceedingly unwise and undesirable The
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committees will meet to-morrow and organize,
and if we adjourn for such a length of time
no possible progress can be made. Those
who are applying for bills will be very seri-
ously embarrassed by a longer adjournment,
and it would really justify the statement,
which has been made outside, that the Senate
is not a very important body. We had
better adhere to the motion as it stands.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-It has been the
practice of the Senate to leave the question
of the length of the adjournment to be de-
termined by the government, and if the
government do not wish to have it extend
longer than to the 5th of April, I am dis-
posed to support the government. My own
opinion is that our adjournment begins really
a week too early.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND moved that
the adjournment be to the 12th of April.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-What necessity
is there to adjourn at all before next week?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I trust that my hon.
friend will not persist in his amendment.
The proposition that I have made is the one
that I think should be adopted.

The amendment was declared lost, and the
motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-I think it
is not too late to have a vote taken on the
amendment.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, it is too late.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHOFFER-I did not
hear the amendment put. I move that the
vote be taken on the amendment.

THE SPEAKER-Unless notice is given
to reconsider the matter, it cannot be done.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-I do
not think the question is settled. Before
the Speaker can decide he must say those
who are in favour say Content, those who
are opposed Not content. The hon. the
Speaker did not put the amendment that
way to the House, and I do not think under
the circumstances, that because he says it is
carried, it precludes the possibility of taking
a vote on the question.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-I did not
know that it was carried.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-If the govern-
ment say that we should meet on the 5th of
April, they are responsible for the legislation
and we should accept their view.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-I move to
extend the adjournment, because of my ex-
perience of last session. I remember we
sat there for some weeks after the adjourn-
ment froin day to day with little or nothing
to do. The leader of the House did not
take the responsibility of moving for a
longer delay and I thought the amendment
would be accepted. I did not know that
my amendment had been put and voted
upon.

The SPEAKER-I put the amendment
regularly and asked is it your pleasure to
adopt this motion. There were cries of
carried and lost and in my opinion the
majority were opposed to the motion and no
vote being demanded I declared the amend-
ment lost. I then put the main motion,
which seemed to have the support of the
majority and declared it carried. Personally
I should have preferred to see the amend-
ment carried and I ain sorry that those
who favour a longer adjournment did not,
insist on a vote being taken.

ANTI-JAPANESE LEGISLATION IN
BRITISH COLUMBIA.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL
inquired :

Whether any answer has been given to the protest
of the Japanese governnent against theanti Japanese
legislation by the British Columbia Legislature,
during the past year? If so, what is the nature of
said answer?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I may say to my hon.
friend that no answer has yet been given to
the Japanese government. We have dis-
cussed the question with the British
Coluubia Government, but have not yet
answered the Japanese government on the
subject, nor have we taken any final action
with respect to the British Columbia legisla-
tion.

The Senate adjourned.
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THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, 24th March, 1899. a

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three t
O'Clo-ck.

Prayers and routine proceedings. t

THE STOCK DIVORCE CASE.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED, from the Com-
mittee on Divorce, presented their second
report,recommending that the fees in the case
of David Stock be renitted. He said:-
I believe that evidence was submitted be-
fore the committee showing the very limited
circumstances of the petitioner, and such a.
case was established as to warrant the com-
mittee in making a report asking the House
ta concur in the petition that the fees be re-
mitted.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS moved concurrence in
the report of the committee.

The motion was agreed to on a division.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS introduced Bill (A)
An Act for the relief of David Stock."

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-1 should like
to ask if the concurrence in the report of
the committee grants the prayer of the peti-
tioner. If it does I shall oppose it. I think
it is opening the door to too many of those
cases and it would be well to stop it at the
threshhold

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The report re-
commends that the $200 fee payable to
Parliament on the presentation of the bill
be remitted to the petitioner. I might, in
presenting the report, have stated that the
petitioner is a man with seven children
working his day's labour in the gas construc-
tion works in Toronto. He has a very limited
income, probably not exceeding $2 a day.
Evidence was brought before the committee
establishing conclusively that he was not
possessed of property to prosecute his case if
called upon to pay the fee. There seemed
to be no difference whatever amongst the
members of the committee as to the desira-
bility of remitting the fee. The Minister of
Justice was present when the matter was
discussed, and the committee felt thoroughly
warranted in pursuing this course. I might

urther say that a number of precedents
have been established by this House which
re of a nature similar to that which we now

ask the House to concur in, and therefore
he committee felt justified in asking the
Senate, in this particular case, owing to the
circumstances which have been set forth in
he petition, to remit the fee of $200, and
allow the petitioner to proceed in forma
pauper8.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-I have no
doubt the statement by the hon. gentleman
is quite correct, and I agree with the idea
that there might be an invidious distinction
between the rich and the poor man; but
there is always a danger that you may
increase the number of applications to this
House for divorce if you allow it to go
forth that we are at all times willing to
remit the fees to men or women that may
petition the House upon the basis on which
this petition is founded. The precedents to
which my hon. friend has referred have
only been in the cases of women, who are
not, as a rule, in a position to prosecute.
Under such circumstances, I believe the
House was compassionate enough to remit
the fees and ascertain the facts, but I do
not know of an instance where a man who
made an application for divorce had the fees
remitted.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-We have had no
statement of the views of the wife of the
petitioner in this case, and I think it would
be a mistake to remit the fees.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The evidence
before the committee established this fact,
and the wife, from whom the divorce is
sought, being the mother of seven children,
deserted not only her husband but her
family, to secure a license for marriage
with another person. Both the woman her-
self and the man whom she married on the
second occasion suffered imprisonment for
six months by reason of their having com-
mitted bigamy. So that, under the circum-
stances, I think the House cannot be carried
away by undue sympathy for the mother
who deserted her family. I might say, in
answer to the hon. gentleman from Glen-
garry, that the decision of such a question
should not be a matter of false sympathy.
It should be based entirely on the facts
subwitted to the committee. I do not think
the committee ought to take into considera-
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tion whether it be a man or a woman who
makes the application. If the facts warrant
the husband making such an application,
the House should weigh those facts precisely
iii the same way as they would in the event of
the petitioner being a woman. The question
of sex should not determine the course which
this house should pursue in the matter.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I agree with the ob-
servations made by the hon. gentleman from
Calgary. I was present in the committee
and heard the papers read and the evidence
produced, and I think that so long as you
permit divorce at al], what is proposed in
this case is a proper proceeding. The
woman, I think in 1893, deserted her
husband, and married another man. Both
were prosecuted for bigamy and sentenced to
six months' imprisonnent. The woman had
two children, it is stated, by her second bus-
band. The petitioner has his family of six
or seven chidren to provide for. He is
working as a day labourer in the employ of
the gas company in the city of Toronto, and
it was stated had no means beyond what was
necessary for the maintenance of his family.
It did seem to me a proper thing in this
case that he should obtain a divorce, so long
as divorce is recognized by law. I am per-
fectly aware that a large section of our popu-
lation are opposed, on principle, to divorce
from the marriage bond. There is another
large section, the Protestant section, who
think that for the cause of adultery there
ought to be provision made for a dissolution
of the marriage bond. In this country no
section of the population bas ever proposed to
carry the principle further than a divorce for
adultery, and it is most fortunate for the
country that that is so, because I see, while
in this country during a period of twenty
years 116 divorces have been obtained in
this House, that in the United States, dur-
ing the same period, over 400,000 divorces
have been granted. So it is very well, in-
deed, that the power to obtain a divorce
should be confined, if permitted at all, within
the very narrow limit to which it is now re-
stricted, and if we do grant divorces-and
we are doing it now-it seems to me that the
man who applies in this case is entitled to
obtain divorce, and if so entitled, looking at
his circumstances, we ought not to demand
from him the usual fee.

The bill was read the first time on a
division.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS moved that the bill
be read the second time on the 10th of
April next.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-We have heard from
the husband ; we have heard nothing from
the woman. It is very possible that this
man may not have supported this woman,
that he may have turned her adrift and may
be as guilty as she is. We all know that
those whoîn God bas joined together we
should not put asunder: we are putting
these people asunder and doing it without
sufficient evidence.

The motion was agreed to.

THE FENIAN RAID MEDALS.

NOTICE OF MOTION.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL gave
notice

That he will call the attention of the Gcvernment to
the following proceedings of a joint meeting of the
special committee appointed by the Toronto '66
Veterans' Association and the Red River Expedition
Association, 1870, held at Toronto, on the 22nd of
March, 1899, for the purpose of considering the best
steps to be taken for securing an early issue of the
Canada General War Medal. These were present:-

Representing the Toronto '66 Veterans' Association.
Major Dixon, Past President.
Capt. George Musson, Past President.
Lieut. Fahey, Past President.
Alexander Muir, President.
R. C. Marshall, lst Vice President.
Lieut. Kingsford, 2nd Vice-President.
Ca pt. Stinson, David Creighton and E. A.

Crossnan, Members of Executive Committee.
James Constable, Secretary.

Representing the Red River Expedition Association,
1870.

Capt. S. Bruce Harman, President.
Capt. J. J. Bell, Secretary.

Capt. Musson was appointed Chairman of the joint
meeting, and Capt. Bell, Secretary.

After discussion, the following resolution was
ad opted unanimously :-

Moved by Lieut R. E. Kingsford, seconded by
Major F. E. Dixon, and carried:

That this meeting deeply regrets the delay which
has occurred in the issue of the Canada General Ser-
vice War Medal, and draws attention to the follow-
ing facts:-

1. The Memorial from the people of Canada to Her
Majesty, praying for the issue of a Canada General
Service War edal, was presented to His Excellency
the Governor General in May, 1897. This Memorial
was signed by Lieutenant Governors of Provinces,
Ministers of the Dominion and of the Provinces,
Mayors of Cities and Towns, Wardens of Counties,
Boards of Tradeandmanyother representative bodies,
and was a truly national representative Memorial.

2. The memorial was forwarded by His Excellency
within a very short time after its receipt, and on the
2Oth October, 1897 a cable message was received to
the effect that Her Majesty had been graciously
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pleased to authorize the issue of a Canada General THE ADJOURNMENT.
Service War Medal.

3. In Novem&ber, 1897, the Imperial War Office
requested the Canadian Government to forward a Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED - Before the
design for the reverse of the medal. Orders of the Day are proceeded with, may

4. In June, 1898, the Militia Department announced I caim the indulgence of the House to
that a board of officers had been appointed to consi-
der claims. make an observation or two with regard to

5. In°November, 1898, one year after the Militia the question of adjournment, which was dis-
Departruent had been asked for a design for the

nedal it was announced that the Ward Departrment cussed yesterday afternoon and settled amid
had approved of a design furnished from Canada. some little confusion. I have been ap-

6. It thus apears that a lapse of over a year took proached by some hon. members of the
hlace between the announcement that the medal had . .

been granted and the anouncement that the design ; ouse who suggest the propriety of this
had been approved of. matter again being brought before the House

7. Application was made to the Minister of Militia this afternoon, and the attention of thein March, 1899, the present month, for information
as to when the medals might be expected, and the hon. leader of the House directed to the
reply was made that no satisfactory iniformation fact that the House of Commons will very
could be given as to when the medals may be issued. soon ad'ourn for a week. Hence if the ad-8. It is now over a year and five months since the s
first announcement was made that the medals had journment, which was decided upon yester-
been granted and so far as the committee can ascer- day is brought into effect, it will result intain no definite progress in the actual delivery of the a
medals apears to have been ade. our meeting a week f rom Wednesday next

9. During the interval many of those who were without any practical object. I would,
entitled to this medal have died and their conrades therefore with all due deference to what
have seen, with bitter regret, these old friends depart
this life without receiving this honourable distinction was said yesterday by the hon. leader of the
which they so fairly earned. House, ask him to reconsider the step which

10. The committee would respectfully call the atten- Hose, a i po sider th e t hh
tion of the Minister of Militia and of the Members Of was taken, and, if possible, concede to the
the Senate and House of Commons of Canada to this members of the House, what a majority of
deplorabIe delay, and request that urgent measures be them seemed to be in favour of obtainingtaken to obtain the issue, or distribution, of the me- if sl a longer adjournment than that
dals on Her Majesty's next birthday, 24th May. possie,

11. The committee feel strongy1 that this medal which was agreed upon. It must be mani-
having been granted by Her Majesty in Her Ma- fest to every one that if we meet again onjesty's Jubilee Year, it should be presented on Her
Majesty's birthday, and that if one anniversary bas the 5th April, as was yesterday determined,
been unfortunately allowed to pass, no time should it cannot be with any good result. I do not
be lost in making quite certain that the medals be think the public service will be injuriouslydistributed on the 24th May next.

12. That copies of this resolution be transmitted to affected if we adjourn a week longer than
Sir Wilfrid Laurier, Hon. R. W. Scott, Sir Mac- was determined on yesterday.
kenzie Bowell. the Hon. Minister of Militia, Sir
Charles Tupper and the daily press of Toronto and Hon. Mr. MILLS-I stated my views toMontreal.

The secretary was requested to take imnediate hon. gentlemen yesterday. I believe, as
6teps to forward copies of above resolution to parties my hon. friend says, that the House ofuamed. GCommons is not making the progress with

GEORGE MUJSSON, Capt.' |the discussion of the Address that was an-
~""'ticipated. and it mayv be that the can not

J. J. BELL, Capt.,
Secretary

And inquire whether the medals referred to in the
above resolutions have been received by the Depart-
ment of Militia ? If so, when will they be ready for
distribution ? If not, what steps have been taken to
secure them, in order that the prayer of the peti-
tioners rnay be complied with ?

He said:-My only reason for placing
this on the notice paper is to give the
government an opportunity of making a
public statement with reference to these
medals, as there are a great many who are
interested in receiving them, and, as one of
the resolutions points out, some of the older
men are dropping off and would like to
have the medals in their families.

get through with it before the Baster
adjournment. Of course, we are in the
hands of the House, but in any event, if the
House desires it, we would not like to
adjourn longer than Tuesday the 1 lth at 8
o'clock. If that is the wish of the House I
have no objection to make the change.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED--That being the
case, I move that the motion adopted by the
Senate yesterday to adjourn from to-day
until the fifth of April next be rescinded.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN--Before voting for
that, I should like to know, for my own
satisfaction, whether the course now proposed
meets with the approval of the hon. gentle-
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men who represent the government in this
Hi hth hl li bi ill:.1

THE ALASKAN BOUNDARY.
ousev, or W e er ti e pu c us ness w

be prejudiced by the adjournment. Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not think that hon. Secretary of State may remember that
the public business will be prejudiced by the in the debate on the Address I asked. him if
adjournment. he was informed if any discussion was going

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-I am very sorry on between the Imperial Government and
that we had not that statement from the the government of the United States with
leader of the House yesterday. I think mater of the modkanvbound i se b
that we were entitled to it. I expressed
my desire to carry out the views of the a dispatch published in this morning's paper
government, and if the change that is that a question wa asked on the subject in
proposed had not been favoured by the the House of Commons yesterday, and that
government I should have opposed it, but the answer %as that proposais for a modus
the government having declared that the mvendi had been made to the United States
public interests will not suffer by the adjourn- Government and that they were now under
ment, of course I arn not disposed to v consideration. It is strange that the gov-
against it. At the same time, the Senate ernment here should not be aware of that, be-
bas been placed in an anomalous position by Cause it is te mortance h
this proposal to rescind the action taken o y
yesterday, and to adjourn to a later period. en
In future, when an adjournment is proposed, t artimeshold e gien mut be something in it from the informa-more time should be given to enable the

hotin. Secrear of State ma emmer tha

Senate t code to a decision. I think it ias.
a mistake to bring on an adjournment this Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We have had no in-

weeon betee thel Impria Govrnen ande ita

wformation beyond what we have seen in the
week longer and then adjourn. The prob- pulcpes1 aen oh h at
ability is that when we return and sit here a erenc stthe in thate p . The at

1 ~ater ofsad the lassan boundary.Iteetiby

for a few days, with littie or nothing to do, of the governent of Canada has not been
there will be a clamour for another adjourn- caldt h usin ti eywl

metha a question waestasdon th suject inl

heknown that the minister, when in Washing-

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-The Minister ton, had pressed on his colleagues in the
of Justice has fiurther information since commission the importance of having this
yesterday as to the progress of business in; question settled and had suggested a tribunal
the Huse of Commons and instead of find- to settie it, but they were unable to, convince
ing fault with the government for grantiig them that n was necessary te do it. Fron
the rcquest of the House to extend the nthe published telegram it appears that the
adjournment a week longer, 1 think it is a inatter has beer taken up b the Imperial
good thing in itself, because hhen we return Goverament in that direction.
we will probably tind very litte businesss
here to be attended to. n.NIEthinkNitOis

PARLIAMENT.
Hon. Mr. ALM ON-If the leader of the

House says that the business of the country
will not be interfered with by the extension
of the adjournment, I have no objection toi
the motion being carried, but if it would
delay the business of the House I should
certainly oppose it.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED moved that when
the House adjourns to-day it stands adjourn-
ed uutil April 1lth at 8 p.n.

The motion was agreed to.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY rose to inquire:
Is it the intention of the government to give to the

city of Winnipe representation in the Dominion Par-
liament during the present session ? If so, how soon

i the writ for the election be issued; and if no
representation, why not?

He said :-It has been a source of great
regret to the citizens of Winnipeg that since
the last session of parliament they have lost
their representative. It is in view of that
fact that I now ask the question, notice of
which appears on the Order Paper.
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Hion. Mr. MILLS-The matter is in the 4. Did bis duties comprise the collection of ten per
hand of teSaecent royalty on the output of the mines? If so, w atanof the Speaker of the House of Com- was the amount of royalty collected.
mons1 and the members of the House of
Commons. If any lion. member moves that Hon. Mr. MILLS-I might say in reply
the writ be issued, there is no doubt a writ to the hon. gentlemans questions :
will be issued. That has not been done, so 1. That James D. McGregor was ap.
far as I know. When that is done the pointed Inspector of Mines on the 28th of

government may take action, not before. September, 1897.
2. That his salary was $1,500 per annum.

ALLEGED CABINET MEETING IN 3. That he was allowed his expenses in
NEW YORK. addition to the salary, and these amounted to

INQUIRY. $916.50.
on. Mr. PERLEY inquired is duties comprised the collection of

If it is true the Dominion Government held an per cnt eoaton the ou of the
Executive Council meeting in the city of New York, mineone of the cities of the United States of America; rs in order to see that they have paid
further, if said meeting was held on the Sabbath day; the royalty, and if not, to collect it, and to
and furthermore, if the minutes of said meeting are issue the gold commissoner's receipt for theentered as official records in the Privy Council? same. The amount of royalty collected up to

ion. Mr. MILLS-I may say to the hon. the 3lst of January, 1899, vas $396,462.36.
gentleman that it not true that the gov-
ernment held a meeting of the Privy Coun- ROLLING STOCK 0F THE INTER-
Cil in New York, and so there is no record COLONIAL RAILWAY
called for. EXTENSION.

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- MOTION.
You only had a talk. Hion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL, in

lion. Mr. MILLS-I suppose my hon. the absence of Hon. Mr. Kirchhoffer, moved:
friend did not tind it is impossible to talk That an humble Address be presented to Hie Ex-
beyond the boundary of his own country. cellency the Governor General; praying tbat His

THr U O -ELNRUE ExcellencY will cause to be laid before the Senate, aSpstatement showing the quantity of roling stock pur-
chased in connection with the exte-nsion of the Inter-

MOTION, colonial Railwav from Lévie to Montreal; f rom whomr
it was )urchased, and the price paid therefor; also,

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL the numnber of passengers and the quantity of freight
noved :mcarried, and the expense of torki the said exten-

sion sinoe the date when it pnssed into the bande or

Tha a hmbe ddes b pesntd o issuetoi the go comisnersrcip.o h

Exceilency the Governor General; prayixi htRscnrl ftegvriet
Excelsency will cause to be laid beforethSenate, The motion was agreed to.
c Pies of ail correspondence with, and instructions

ivon to Louis Coste, late engineer in the Public
çVorkis Departinent, with reference to, the Yukon- VOTERS' LISTS IN NOVA SCOTIA.
Tesîjan route, and the navigation of the rivers and
lakes connected therewith, and ail reportp thereon, lion. Mr. MILLS moved the adjourniment
inade by the said Louis Coste.ofteHu.

The Motion was agreed to.

INSPECTOR 0F MINES IN THE Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
YUKON. Amotion has been made in the House of

YUKON.the Asseibly in Nova Scotia to which I
INQUIRY. desire to cali the attention of the Minister

Ylon. SirMACKENZIE BOWELLin the of Justice. I wish to ask him whether
absnce of Hon. Mr. Kirchhoffer, inquired: the promise of lat year in referenoe to

1r Was James D. M Gregor appointed Inspector of the request that was to be made by the
ineoS in the Yukon district? If so, what wa n the Dominion Government to those provinces

date Of bis appointnent? lhestillemployedxinthat in which there was no appeal fSrom the
pcity? if not when wa bis appointment terminstateent o thequnet of bn ca

chavosed i cnetionw the extensno he Inte-

M WTat was bis salary? out. I notice that Mr. Kendal bas given
3 Was he ailowed bis expenses in addition, and if notice of a bin to extend the time for the

80 what w the amount paid for bis expenses whileo t n
E0xeployed? he Governor Gna prayin that His
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county of Cape Breton. Perhaps it is not
necessary for me to read the discussion that
took place at the time, unless it has escaped
the memory of my hon. friend. I called atten-
tion, however, to the statement made by the
Premier in the other House that representa-
tions would be made to different provinces,
Manitoba, Nova Scotia and, I think, New
Brunswick, of the fact that there was no
appeal to the judge by those whose names
had been left off the lists. It will also be
remembered that the Senate thought it was
well that such a provision should be con-
tained in the bill which adopted the
franchises of the different provinces; but
after consultation certain concessions were
made by the House of Commons and also
by the Senate. In this case the House of
Commons declined to accept that amend-
ment, and the question was put to my hon.
friend by myself whether the promise which
had been made by the Premier wouId be acted
upon in this case, and if that promise was
given it would justify the Senate in not
insisting upon their amendment. My hon.
friend the Secretary of State also acquiesced
in this way:

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, 110t April, 1899.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Eight
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

SALE OF KINGSTON PENITENTIARY
BINDER TWINE.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY inquired:

What quantity of binder twine was manufactured,
during the past season, in the Kingston Penitentiary ?
If it has been sold ? And if so, to whom, and at what
price per pound ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I may say to my hon.
friend that 1 am not able to answer the
question to-night. I forgot about it being
on the paper, and the inspector, whose
business it would have been to have brought
this matter before me, is away in the North-
west Territories at the present moment.
However, I will inquire into the matter and
give him the information to-morrow.

I suppose (I said), we have the assurance that
this will be accepted by the hon. gentleman's collea- ANTI-JAPANESE LEGISLATION BY
gues in the House of Commons? BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think so.

What I wanted to ask the hon. Mirister
of Justice is whether any representations
have been made, in accordance with this
promise, to the different provinces, and, if
so, what has been the result ? Have they
promised to adopt the systen which prevails
in Ontario, or any other system by which a
disfranchised man would be enabled to ap-
peal to the judge in order to secure those
rights of franchise to which he is entitled.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I cannot say to my
hon. friend what communication has taken
place. I shall make inquiries and be able,
I hope, to give the hon. gentleman the in-
formation which lie seeks immediately after
we meet again.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL
inquired:

If any correspondence has taken place between the
Canadian Government and the Japanese authorities
since the receipt of the despatch from the Right
Honourable the Secretary of State for the Colonies,
conveying the protest of the Japanese Government,
protesting against the anti-Japanese legislation by
the British Columbia legislature? If so, what is the
nature of such conmunicatien, and will it be laid
upon the Table of the Senate?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I may say to my hon.
friend that we have had correspondence, I
think about contemporaneous with the let-
ter of the hon. Secretary of State to which
my hon. friend refers, but I am not prepar-
ed to lay it on the table at the present time,
because we have not yet acted on the mat-
ter to which the Japanese Government have
referred. As soon as action is taken and
the matter dealt with, I see no objection to
bring the correspondence down.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Might I ask if the correspondence is still
being continued, or whether it has been
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completed and is awaiting the action of the FENIAN RAIDS MEDALS.
government ?

1NQLUIRY.
lion. Mr. MILLS-The correspondence Hon. Sir MACKEINZE BOWELL rose

is not being continued in the sense in which to S
my hon. friend uses that expression. It
simply is awaiting the action of the govern- Call the attention of the government to the follow-
ment here to see what may be done and 1 in; proceedings of a joint meeting of thespecial com-

In8ySay A-J y ho we m mttee appointed by the Toronto '66 Veterans' Asso-may say to my hon. friend that we comn-ciation and the Red River Expedition Association,
Inunicated the action of the local govern- 1870, held at Toronto, on the 22nd Marci, 1899, for
Ment, and Our report to the Colonial Secre- the purpose of considering the best ste ps to be taken
men, for any observations that he may for securmig an early issue of the Canada General War
tary, Medal. ese were present:-
be disposed to make, and to the present
time we have had no further communication. Representing the Toronto '66 Veterans' Association.

Major Dixon, 1ast president.
LA BANQUE DU PEUPLE SUSPEN- Capt. eorge husson, past president.

Lieut. Fahey, past president.
SION. Alexander Muir, president.

R. C. Marshall, 1st vice-president.
MOTION. Lieut. Kingsford, 2nd vice-president.

Capt. Stinson, David Creightou and E. A. Cross-
Hon. Mr. McMILLAN moved man, members of executive committee.

That an humble Address be presoeted to His James Constable, secretarY.
Excellency the Governor General; praying that His

xcellency will cause to be laid before the Senate, a Repe 1870return showin :.-
1. A cpy of the last government return made by Capt. S. Bruce Harman, president.La Banque du Peuple before that bank suspended Capt. J. J. Bell, secretary.

Payment, as well as the name of the bank officiai and Capt, Musson was appointed chairman of the joint
a cOpy of the declaration made by him. meetig, and Capt. Bell, secretary.2. A copy of the different statements of the affairs After discussion, the followg resolution was
Of said bank submitted by the directors at each of the adopted unaniiously :
.public meetings of the stock holders and depositors
which were held since the date of suspension. Moved by Lieut. R. E. Kingsford, seconded by

3. A list of the names of the directors of the bank Major F. E. Dixon, and carried:
at the date of its suspension, and the number of shares That this meeting deeply regrets the delay which
held by each of such director at that date. bas occurred in the issue of the Canada General Ser-

4. A list of sales or transfers, if any, that may have vice War Medal, and draws attention to the followin'g
been made of the stock of any one or more of the
directors since the date of the suspension, and to factsf e
whom made. 1. The memorial from the people of Canada to Her

5. A list of any vacancy or vacancies that may have Majesty praying for the issue of a Canada General
Occurred since the said date and the cause or causes Service W ar Medal, was presented to His Excellency
thereof, as well as the names of those who have been the Governor General in May, 1897. This memorial
aPpointed to fill any such vacancy. was signed by Lieutenant Governors of Provinces,6. The prices as near as can be ascertained from the Ministers ot the Dominion and of the Provinces,
quilotations of the stock of any sales or transfers that Mayors of Cities and Towns, Wardens of Counties,
were made within the last month immediately before ,oards of Trade and many other representative bodies,such suspension, and the prices paid for any such and was a truly national representative Memorial.
transfer of stock that may have been made since the 2. The memorial was forwarded by His Excellency
date Of suspension up to 1st April, 1899. within a very short time after its receipt, and on the7. A list of the names of the stock holders of the 20th October, 1897, a cable message was received to
bank on the lst day of April, 1899, and the nuiber of the effect that Her Majesty had been graciously
shares held by each on that date. plea to authorize the issue of a Canada General8. A statement in detail of the assets and liabilities Service War Medal.Of the.bank, excepting therefron the liabilities to the 3. In November, 1897, the Imperial War Office
thPositors and stock holders which may be given in requested the Canadian Government to forward a
the aggregate. design for the reverse of the medal.

4. In June, 1898, the Militia Department an-
Hon. Mr. MILLS-I would say to my nounced that a board of officers had been appointed

hon. friend that I do not know how far we to consider claims.
a .h i5. lu November, 1898, one year after the MilitiaWy be able to give him the information Department had been asked for a design for the medal

which he seeks ; but I shall make inquiry of it was announced that the War Department had ap-
the Finance department, and as far as that proved of a design.furnished from Canada.
ifo . 6. It thus appears that a lapse of over a year tookormation is in the possession of the place between the announcement that the medal had
government, I see no objection to its being been grantèd and the announcement that the design
brought down. bad been approved of.

7. Application was made to the Minister of Militia
in March, 1899. the present month, for information as

The motion was agreed to. to when the medals might be expected, and the reply
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was made that no satisfactory information could be
given as to when the medals may be issued.

8. It is now over a year and five months since the
first announcement was made that the medals had
been granted and so far as the committee can ascer-
tain no definite progress in the actual delivery of
the medals appears to have been made.

9. During the interval many of those who were en-
titled to this medal have died and their comrades
have seen, with bitter regret, these old friends depart
this life without receiving this honourable distinction
which they so fairly earned.

10. The committee would respectfully call the atten-
tion of the Minister of Militia and of the members of
the Senate and House of Commons of Canada to this
deplorable delay, and request that urgent measures
be taken to obtain the issue, or distribution, of the
medals on Her Majesty's next birthday, 24th May.

11. The committee feel strongly that this medal
having been granted by Her Majesty in Her Majesty's
jubilee year, it should be presented on Her Majesty's
birthday, and that if one anniversary has been unfor-
tunately allowed to pass, no time should be lost in
making quite certain that the medals be distributed
on the 24th May next.

12. That copies of this resolution be transmitted to
Sir Wilfrid Laurier hon R. W. Scott, Sir Mackenzie
Bowel, the hon. Minister of Militia, Sir Charles
Tupper and the daily press of Toronto and Montreal.

The secretary was requested to take immediate steps
o forward copies of above resolution to parties named.

GEORGE MUSSON, Capt.,
Chairman.

J. J. BELL, Capt.,
Secreta ru.

And inquired whether the medals referred to in the
above resolutions have been received by the Depart-
ment of Militia? If so, when will they be ready for
distribution ? If not, what steps have been taken to
secure them, in order that the prayer of the petition-
ers may be complied with?

He said:-Might I ask if the hon. minister
is prepared with an ans wer to this question?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No ; allow that to
stand.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I have had some cor-
respondence myself on the subject and I
find that the delay is due to the officers of
the Mint. They have been pressed from
time to time to get out the medals, and
Lord Strathcona has been appealed to to
hasten, if possible, the completion of them.
The delay is there, and of course we can do
no more than press them, and explain that
the delay is very much regretted on this
side of the Atlantic.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The answer witl be satisfactory to those
who complain. 1 have received some letters
lately, stating that some others have departed
this life since the notice was given, and I
am glad to learn that it is not the fault of
the Canadian Government, but rather of

the Mint at home that the delay has
occurred. I think that the answer will be
quite satisfactory to those who are interested.

GOVERNMENT BILLS IN THE
SENATE.

Hon. Mr. MI LLS moved that the House
do now adjourn.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
understood the hon. Minister of Justice to
say that he intended to introduce a number
of important bills in this House. Has he
any objection to tell us what the character
of those bills is, and when they will be sub-
mitted to our consideration ?

Hon. M r. MILLS-I expect to introduce
some of them to-morrow.

Th-- motion was agreed to, and the Senate
adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, 12th April, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE PACIFIC CABLE.

NOTICE OF MOTION.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL read
the following notice of motion:-

On Monday, 17th instant, I will move that an
humble Address be presented to His Excellency the
Governor General, praying that he will cause to be
laid before the Senate, copies of all correspondence
and communications bearing upon the subject of the
proposed Pacific cable between Canada and the Aus-
tralian Colonies, not already laid before Parliament,
together with a copy of the agreement entered into
between Her Majesty's government and the Eastern
Extension Company, bearing date the 28th day. of
October, 1893, granting to that company exclusive
rights to land a cable in Hong Kong; also, the report
of the Imperial commission on the subject of the lay-
ing of a submarine cable between Canada and Aus-
tra ia.

He said :-My intention was to have
given notice of this motion prior to the
adjournment, but I neglected it. I see, how-
ever, by this morning's paper, that the
government have come to a decision as :
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the course they intend to pursue on this accounts show cost a greater percentage of the
It was a question with revenue collected to perform the duties of said offices,

1mportant project. Itwsaqeto ihthen did that of Belleville reduced ?
me whether, if that report be correct, my
motion would be necessary, but, on reflec- Hon. Mr. M1LLS-In reply to the first
tion, I see that no harm can arise from my part of the question, as to whether the Post-
niaking the motion and discussing the master General has, during the past year or
question. It would be gratifying to many of at any other time, reduced any city post office
those who have taken a very deep interest to that of a town office, as was done on the
in what I might term a matter of great plea of economy in the case of the city of
Irnperial importance to know if the reports, Belleville, the answer is no. With regard
which appear in to-day's paper, are correct to the second part of the question, if the
as to the course the government have deter- hon. gentleman will name the particular
mined to take upon this question. post offices to which he alludes, it will

be possible for the Postmaster General
Hon. Mr. MILLS-I might say, in reply to give the information. Then with regard

to the hon. gentleman, that the subject is to the further question-
under the consideration of the government,
I may say under the favourable considera- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
tion of the government, but further than think it will be better to wait till the
that I am unable to express any opinion. questions are put ; or there may be some

irregularity in regard to the matter. An
ion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWE LL- irregulaiity occurred yesterday which pre-

Probably the hon. gentleman will be prepared vented the Clerk putting the question which
on Monday, when we discuss the motion, to 1 submitted, with reference to the veterans'
give us some information. medals, upon the journals. It is not a mat-

ter of very much consequence I dare say,
KINGSTON PENITENTIARY BINDER but the question really was not put, although

TWINE my hon. f riend the Secretary of State

INQU1RY. answered it and his answer was accepted by
myself, but the Clerk informed me that

lon. Mr. PERLEY inquired of the gov- not having the document in his hand, and
ernment : the question not being put in regular order,

What quantity of binder twine was nanufactured, it could not be put on record. The course
during the past season, in the Kingston Penitentiary. adopted to-day may have the same result.
If it has been sold? And if so, to whom, and at what I think I understand the answer given by
price per pound ? my hon. friend. He says, in the first place,

He said:-The hon. Minister of Justice that no city office bas been reouced as was
said he would answer this question to-day. that of Belleville. He also says that, not

having given the names of the cities to
Hlon. Mr. MILLS-With regard to the which I refer in this motion, he is not in a

quantity of binder twine, I may say the position to answer. I gave all those facts
quantity on hand at the end of February last session and I presumed my hon. friend
was 534,800 lbs. Tenders were called for, was in possession of them, or the Postmaster
and it was sold to the Hobbs Hardware Co. beneral was in possession of the facts, be-
The prices cannot be given until the twine cause I not only gave the names of the cities
is marketed by the purchasers, because it is in the different sections of the Dominion,
contrary to the practice to do so. but I also gave the amount collected and

the percentage cf the expenditure in coiiect-
CITY AND TOWN POST OFFICES. ing it, showing that there were several in a

INQUIRY. muc worse position than Belleville. Hew-
ever, I will accept the suggestion cf my

lion. Sir. MACKENZIE BOWELL rose hon. f riend and put another notice upon the
to inquire: paper. The hon. gentleman ha answered

Whether the Postmaster General has, during the my second question first: I have therefere
the past year, or any other time, reduced any city te ask the governient
Post office to that of a town office, as was done on the

ea of economy in the case of the city of Belleville? How any new post offices have been opened
f neot, why have not those cities which the public since the 12th JuIy, 1896; the nanes cf said Pot

th7ecnaeofteepniur1nclet
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offices ; where situated ; the names of said postmasters,
and the additional number of miles which have to
be travelled to serve said offices?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The answer that the
Postmaster General has put in my hands 'is
that this queston will have to stand for a few
days, as it will take a good deal of the time
of the staff to make the necessary extracts
to give the hon. gentleman the information
which he seeks.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Whenever the hon. gentleman is ready.

The question was allowed to stand.

DISMISSAL OF POST OFFICE MAIL
CLERK KETCHESON.

MOTION.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL
moved:

That an humble Address be presented to His Ex-
cellency the Governor General; praying that His
Excellency will cause to be laid before the Senate, the
complaints and all correspondence relating thereto,
which led to the dismissal of Mr. Freeman Ketcheson
from the position of post office mail clerk, including
the statement or statements of the said Freeman
Ketcheson in reply to said complaints.

He said :-I do not know that it is neces-
sary that I should discuss the facts in
connection with this dismissal. They were
fully considered during the last session of
Parliament. What I am desirous of obtain-
ing now, is the complaints which were made
against Ketcheson and his reply thereto
together with the evidence submitted.

The motion was agreed to.

THE BINDER TWINE QUESTION.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I should like to
ask the hon. leader of the government if I
correctly understood him to say that the
government refused to disclose the price at
which penitentiary twine was selling.

Hon. Mr. AIKINS-It would be interest-
ing to know how the sale was made-
whether by competition or by private sale.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-By tender.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL.-I
think the better way to get that would be
to move for the tenders. I suggest that
course to my hon. friend, because the posi-
tion taken by the government is very extra-
ordinary.

SECOND READING.

Bill (A)-" An Act for the relief of David
Stock."-(Mr. Aikins.)

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, 13th April, 1899.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

SENATOR SUTHERLAND'S SEAT
DECLARED VACANT.

REPORT ADOPTED.

The SPEAKER presented the report of
the Standing Committee on the Orders and
Privileges of the House, recommending that
the seat of the Hon. John Sutherland be
declared vacant.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved that the report
be adopted.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-When a member of
this House who has been so long associated
with it as Mr. S-utherland-I think for up-
wards of twenty-five years-severs his con-
nection with this body, it i8 only right and

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, we have never proper that those who knew hlm should
done so in the department. It would be bear testiniony to the worth and esteem in
prejudicial to the parties purchasing. which he is held. I have had the pleasure

of knowing him for nearly a quarter of a
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-What about the century, anI (uring that tue formed a

other parties who are interested i very high opiniun of bis h<nour and integ-
rity. Hg had a kind, gentie dispisition. and

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There are a great although lie (id fot take a very active part
many competitors on the market. in debate, when hie did so lie olways spoke

[ SENATE]100
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with judgment and good sense and com- Everyone who had the privilege of his ac-
manded the attention of the House. Mr quaintance must have formed a high opinion
Sutherland, before entering the Senate of of his character, and we cannot but deeply
Canada, which he did when Manitoba came regret that failing health prevents him f rom
into Confederation, held the position of attending to the duties which pertain to a
sheriff of Winnioeg. He had before that member of the Senate. I do not know that
been associated with other distinguished I can say more than to hope that his successor
Citizens in advancing that province, having may succeed in securing the good opinion of
been born in the neighbourhood of Winni- both political parties as Mr. Sutherland bas
peg before the city was founded. I think done. If he does, we certainly shall have no
his father emigrated there at a very early cause to regret his appointment. I still hope
period, and Mr. Sutherland was born some- that, although in failing health, Mr. Suther-
where in the neighbourhood of Fort Garry, land may be spared to his family for many
before Winnipeg became known to the years to come, and I cordially join with my
world. I am quite sure that the resolution hon. friend the Secretary of State in the ex-
which I propose to submit to the House- pressions of regret that we are losing such
and which I trust will be communicated to an estimated colleague.
hie family-will receive the universal ap-
proval of every hon. gentleman present, and Hon. Mr. ALLAN-As has been men-
I trust it will be seconded by the hon. leader tioned by the Secretary of State, Senator
of the opposition. I propose the following Sutherland was one of the oldest members
resolution :- of this body, and as I am fast in the way of

receiving that same reputation myself, I
Moved by Hon. Mr. Scott, seconded by Sir Mac- think it would not be out of place to add akenzie Bowell, that the members of the Senate be to

convey to their late colleague, the Hon. John Sutger- word to what has been said with respect to
land, the expression of their sincere regret at the sever- the hon. gentleman. As the hon. Secretary
ance of the tie whieh lias hitherto connected them, of State has mentioned, Mr. Sutherland didwhich has been occasioned by his failing health, and
beg to assure hini that they will cherish pleasant re- not very often take part in the debates of
collections of their association with hirn for so mnany this House, but when he did so, the sound
years in the Senate of Canada. common sense with which he expressed him-

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- self always commended what he said. He
I second the motion with pleasure, while re- was always a useful member and a constant
gretting very much the causes which have attendant of committees on which he was
prevented our late colleague from attending placed, and few members of this House com-
the sessions of the Senate for the last few manded more thoroughly the respect and
years. It has not been my privilege to know kindly feeling of this body. In common
himu so intimately as the hon. Secretary of with all our friends, I am sure, I regret the
State who bas moved this resolution, but cause which has led to the necessity of fill-
my limited acquaintance with him was of a ing his place, and I would add also the ex-
character similar to that which has been ex- pression of my hope that although he may
pressed by the mover of this resolution. I no longer sit with us here, his life may be
regret his absence all the more f rom the fact spared to his family and friends.
that he was one of the older members of the
Senate and a representative of the Western Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Coming from the
province to which his father moved in 1815, province of Manitoba, where the hon. Sena-
and iu which country, as the hon. Secretary tor Sutherland has resided so long, and of
of State has stated, Senator Sutherland was which he was one of the founders, I cannot
born, within the precincts of the present let the present opportunity pass without
lilmits of the city of Winnipeg. He has occu- adding a few words to what has been said
pied, as I stated in the Committee, a number by the hon. Secretary of State and other
of very important positions in his own pro- hon. gentlemen who have expressed them-
vince. He was at one time a director of a selves on the departure of Senator Suther-
Trust Company, a director of the Commer- land from amongst us. I have had the
cial bank, and a member of Council of Assi- pleasure of knowing the Hon. Mr. Suther-
niboia until it was abolished, and also held land ever since the year 1869, when it
the high office, to which the hon. Secretary was still the Selkirk Settlement, before the
of State has referred, of sheriff of Winnipeg. province came into confederation and before
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he became a member of this House. I have
aiso had the pleasure of knowing lis family,
and I might say that a more representative,
a more highly respected family, does not ex-
ist in Canada than that of Senator Suther-
land's. As the previous speakers have
already said, it would be difficult to find
anyone who will occupy such a warm place
in the hearts of the members of this House
as Mr. Sutherland has done by his consistent
character and impartial conduct while he
was a member of the Senate.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved that His Honour
the Speaker be requested to communicate a
copy of the foregoing resolution to the Hon.
John Sutherland.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr, MILLS moved that an humble
address, based on the resolution of this
House be presented to His Excellency the
Governor General.

The motion was agreed to.

The law as it now stands is found unsatis-
factory, and the government often has judg-
ment given against it for very inuch larger
sums than it is of opinion the party who is
seeking damages from the Crown ought to
receive. I therefore propose to amend the
law in that regard in this way :

If the injury to any land or property alleged to be
injuriously affected by the construction of any publie
work may be removed wholly or in part by any alter-
ation in or addition to any such public work, or by
the construction of any additional work, or by the
abandonment of any portion of the land taken from
the claimant, or by the grant to him of any land or
easement, and if the Crown by its pleadings or on the
trial or before judgment undertakes to make such
alteration or addition or to construct such work, or to-
abandon such portion of the land taken, or to grant
such lands or easements, the damages shall be
assessed in view of such underiaking and the court
shall declare that in addition to any damages awarded
the claimart is entitled to have such alteration or
addition made or such work constructed, or such
grant made to him.à

The last clause provides that this bill
shall apply to pending cases as well as to
future claims. No injustice can be done to
parties in this regard if the law itself, as
proposed, is perfectly just.

EXCHEQUER COURT ACT AMEND- The motion was agreed to, and the bill

MENT BILL. was read the first time.

FIRsT READING.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the first reading
of Bill (B) " An Act further to amend the
Exchequer Court Act." He said :-The first
provision of the present bill is for the
purpose of facilitating the work of the
Exchequer Court in the province of Quebec.
Hon. gentlemen know we have one judge
of the Exchequer Court, who finds it
possible to discharge al] the judicial func-
tions of that court, but in the province
of Quebec, in some districts, where it is
necessary that the court should sit, it is
found inconvenient sometimes, in conse-
quence of the fact that the judge of the Ex-
ehequer Court is not familiar with the French
language ; and therefore I propose to enable
the local judge of the Admiralty Court to
undertake, when asked to do so in the pro-
vince of Quebec, the work of the Exchequer
Court judge, and the bill also provides that
there shall be paid the judge for holding
such court in the province of Quebec the
usual sum of $100 that is allowed for
holding the court. I also propose to pro-
vide by this bill some amendment of the law
in respect to the assessment of damages for
injury to lands affected by public works.

PRESERVATION OF HEALTH
PUBLIC WORKS BILL.

ON

FIRsT READING.

Hon. Mr MILLS moved the first reading
of bill (C) " An Act for the preservation of
health on public works."

He said:-This measure has beensuggested
by the events, with which hon. gentlemen
are familiar, that occurred in the construc-
tion of the Crow's Nest Pass Railway. There
were a number of cases of serious illness,
and there did not seem to be the necessary
hospital accommodation that ought to have
existed for the protection of the health and
the preservation of the lives of those who
were in the employ of companies. Since last
session a very full and careful inquiry has
been made of all the events associated with
the death of certain parties on that work,
and we have endeavoured to avail ourselves
of the information contained in the report
of the commission with a view to meeting
cases of that sort which may arise in the
future. Hon. gentlemen will understand
that a law of this sort is necessarily tent-
ative. We are travelling over a way which
ias hitherto been but very imperfectly
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marked out. It will be necessary to acquire
experience in order that our legislation may
be efficient and may exactly meet the re-
quirements of the various public works or
undertakings in the country. We therefore
have not been in a position to make the
Provisions of our bill in this regard as specific
as they otherwise might have been made.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Might I ask is that provision to be made
applicable to both contractors and builders I

ion. Mr. MILLS-To both.

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Both to be held responsible I

lion. Mr. MILLS-Certainly, all parties,
to the extent that may be necessary.

lion. Mr. ALLAN-For instance, the
railway companies.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, and a contractor
may himself become criminally liable byfailing to act in accordance with the pro-
Visions of the bill.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
But do I understand the bill makes it a
crinminal offence I

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Tt is rather in the
nature of a police offence than a criminal
Offence for the protection of the health of
the parties along the line of the work, or
undertaking. Where the hospital accommo-
dation is inadequate, we provide for punish-
nient by imprisonment not to exceed three

ionths, and we provide for forfeitures;
that is, where subsidies are granted to a
railway, and where the company undertaking
the work of construction altogether fail to
'neet the requirements of the law in this
regard. It is necessary to adopt a somewhat
stringent measure in order that there may be
little temptation to disregard the provisions
Of the law. I was saying a moment ago,
that we have our experience in this regard
te acquire, and there is no doubt whatever
that it will be important to supersede any
regulations that the Governor in Council
Iiay make, under the authority of this bill,
by legislation as soon as the government, or
any one else, is in a position to submit to
parhianent proposed provisions of the law

;o supersede ordinances or Orders in
Douncil, and so I say in this 4th clause
hat the Governor in Council mnay, until
Pa rliament otherwise provides, do so and so.
[ have indicLted that as soon as the neces-
ary information is had, and Parliament is in
1 position to legislate fully upon the subject,
then the function and power that will be
conferred by the Governor in Council by the
bill should come to an end. This, I think,
s as far as it was possible for us to go under
the circunstances, and all our Orders in
Council must necessarily be of a tentative
character.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Could
not that bill deal with the quality of food
supplied by contractors to workmen in cases
like that 7

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Possibly.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I am inclined to the opinion, from hearing
it read, that the bill is in the right direc-
tion. It is impossible for any member of
the Senate to commit himself to the details
until we have had an opportunity of seeing
it, but from what I can understand of it, I
think it is not only in the right direction,
but is of a practical character, which will
meet the approval of the people generally.
I might say that the other bill which has
been introduced strikes me as being of a
somewhat similar character, to meet a diffi-
culty which I know has arisen in the pro-
vince of Quebec, where it is necessary that
the person holding the inquiry should un-
derstand the language of the people; and
although I know it is not strictly in order,
while I ani on my feet, I may add that if I
understand the bill, it does not give the
Governor in Council powers to appoint any
new judges, but to relegate the duties of the
present judge of the Exchequer Court to
a judge of the Admiralty Court in the pro-
vince of Quebec.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, we confer that
power upon the Exchequer Court judge
himself.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the first time.

The Senate adjourned.
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THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, 14th April, 1899.

The SPEAKER took the Chair
o'Clock.

at three

Prayers and routine proceedings.

EXPROPRIATION ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

FIRST READING.

Hon. Mr. MILLS introduced Bill (D)
"An Act to amend the Expropriation Act."
He said :-This bill is complementary to the
bill that I introduced ta the House yester-
day upon the subject of the Exchequer
Court Act. As the bill is short I shall
read its provisions. The first clause amends
section 8 by adding the following sub-
section:-

"2." When any land taken is required for a limited
time only, or a limited estate or interest therein only
is required, the plan and description so deposited may
indicate by appropriate words written or printed
thereon that an estate for years only or some other
limited estate or interest in the land is taken, and,
by the deposit in such case, such estate for years or
other limited estate or interest shall become and be
vested in Her Majesty.

"3." Al the provisions of this Act shall, so far as
the same are applicable, apply to the acquisition for
public works of such estates for years or other limited
estates or interests in lands.

Hon. gentlemen will see that the object
of that provision is to enable the Crown to
take a less estate than the fee in the lands
which they may expropriate-take an estate
for years, or as a simple easement, as, for
instance, a railway being constructed at
high level may require to go over one's pro-
perty which would be an interference with
the proprietory interest of the owner, or it
might be necessary to tunnel under it. In
either case, although his proprietory rights
would be interfered with, the easement
which the Crown might require to take
might not affect the surface at all. Then
there are other instances, as in the case of
quarries, where the Crown might require
the use of property for a period, or it might
become manifest, after the property had
been for a time in the possession of the
Crown, that a less interest, or an interest
in a smaller portion, was required than that
which was originally taken. Clause 3 pro-
vides as follows:-

The fact of such abandonment or revesting shall be
taken into account in estiniating or assessing the

amount to be paid to any person claiming compensa-
tion for the lands taken.

It does not take away his right at all to
compensation, but it may affect the amount
of compensation to which he is entitled.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Does that refer to the clause which the hon.
gentleman read previously?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes. The last clause
provides that the provisions of sections 2
and 3 shall apply to lands heretofore taken
as well as to lands hereafter taken for puolic
works. It does not, of course, refer to lands
that were finally dealt with and disposed of,
but such as are under consideration as be-
tween the former proprietor and the Crown.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
How would that affect the proprietor of an
estate from whom land was taken, and sub-
sequently it was ascertained that the Crown
did not require the whole of it ? If I under-
stand the provisions of that bill it goes on
to say that under the hand of a commissioner
he may declare that a certain portion of the
land is not required and that it then reverts
back to the original owner. That property
may have been depreciated in value owing to
the uses to which the portion retained may
have been put. Are there provisions which
would affect the damages that the proprietor
might claim, or do I understand that the
land reverts back to him after having been
paid for by the Crown without refunding
any portion of the amount paid to him ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The bill contemplates
lands which are not dealt with finally. The
fact of such abandonment, or re-vesting,
shall be taken into account in estimating or
assessing the amount to be paid.

Hou. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is originally taken: I am speaking of
lands which are abandoned. Is the Crown
to have any of the fund paid for the land,
remitted or refunded?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The bill does not con-
template the case of lands finally dealt with.
It deals with lands still in controversy
between the government and the parties.
In many cases it is found that a larger area
of property was taken by the Department of
Railways and the Department of Public
Works than was actually required, and
before it is finally dealt with they desire to
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amuend their claim and to take a smaller Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, representations
amount than the one for which the plan was were made.
filed. Then they may also require to take a Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Is8maller estate-to take an estate for years that ail the information the hon. gentleman
instead of taking the fee, and the object is that a
to enable the Crown to abandon the larger has?
estate for which it filed the plan in the first
instance. -My hon. friend will see that
when the plan is filed the title passes to the THE SENATE.Crown and the party may sav it is s vested
and decline to receive the lands back. The Ottawa, Tuesday, 18th April, 1899.jobect is simply to protect, as far as possible,
the public interest in dealing with these THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
matters without doing any injustice to the o'Clock.
proprietor, and for that reason clause three
18 put in. That the fact of such abandon- Prayers and routine proceedings.
nent or re-vesting shall be taken into
account in estimating or assessing the COMMERCE AND REVENUE OF
anount to be paid to any person claiming BRITISH COLUMBIA.
compensation for land so taken. There are INQUIRY.
many instances, I dare say my hon. friend Hon. Mr. MACDONALD rose to
remembers some of them, when the Crown
has been compelled to pay a very much Call attention to the inereasing commerce and reve-

largr sin hanit oghtto ave nue of British Columbia as set forth in the followinglarger sum than it ought to have paid, comparative tatement taken from the Trade and
simply because it is shown on the original Navigation Returns for the year ending 3Oth June,

plan.plan. 1898, and ask if the Government intends making an
expenditure this year on necessary public workb, com-

The ih ws red te fiet tme.mensurate to the needs of the country and to theThelarge revenue produced; and whether it the inten-
tion to give that province sncb representation in the

THE RANC ISE CI.Government of the Dominien as it is justly entitledTHEt from its eographical position and its expanding
Scommercial importanceQR

Ho. r.MADO AL rseto:

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved that the House
do now adjourn.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Before the House adjourns, I should like to
eall the attention of the Minister of Justice
to a question which I put to him on the
24th of March, just before the adjournment,
as to whether the promise, which was made
during the discussion last session on the
Franchise Act, that representation should
be Made to the different provinces in which
no right of appeal to a judge existed, had
been carried out.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think so.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
called his attention to the matter at the
time as to whether the promise to adopt the
8Ystem which prevailed in Ontario, or any
other system by which a disfranchised man
would be enabled to appeal to the judge in
order to secure those rights of franchise to
which he is entitled-whether those repre-
8entations were made.

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT.
TONNAGE.

British and Foreign Ships-Inwards and Outwards.

Tons.
Victoria...................... 1,914,672
Vancouver................. .. . 835,573
Nanaimo....... .. .. ............. 717,119
Comox ... ......... . .... 246,520

3,713,884

Quebec...... ..... .......... 1,066,312
Montreal... ................... 2,181,148

3,247,460

Halifax ................. ....... 1,231,478
Yarmouth....... .............. 380,137
North Sydney. . ....... ... .. ... 314,476
Sydney .............. . - ....... 181,930

2,116,021

IMPORTS.

British Columbia, 1896..............S 5,566,238
do 1898.... ........ 8,690,263

Nova Scotia, 1896...... ...... 8,336,820
do 1868.................. 6,949,216

New Brunswick, 1896 ........... $. 5,406,648
do 1898.............. 4,925,662
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT-Con.

EXPORTS.

British Columbia, 1896............ 10,576,551
do 1898............ 16,919,717

Nova Scotia, 1896 ...... ........... 10,999,160
do 1898............ ..... 10,930,936

New Brunswick, 1896........ ... S 7,907,911
do 1898...... .... . 11,166,218

CUSTOMS DUTY.

British Columbia, 189C ......... .8 1,306,738
do 1898....... .... 2,213,593

INLAND REVENUE.

British Columbia, 1896..........$ 294,48
do 1898... .... ..... . 423,792

POST OFFICE REVENUE.

British Columbia, 1896....... ... 156,882
Commission on Money Orders.. 9,600

$166),482

British Columbia, 1898 ......... $ 257,282
COmnission on Money Orders.. 11,839

$ 269,121

FISHERY REVENUE.

British Columbia, 1896 ...... 26,410
do 1898... . . ..... 47,864

RECAPITULATION.

Briti8h Col umbia.

fRevenue 1896.
Custonis Duty................... 16,238
Inland Revenue ....................... 294,483
post Office Revenue..................166,482
Fishery Revenue.... ................ 26,410

$ 1,794,113
Revenue 1898.

Customs Duty ... ..... ... ........ $ 2,213,593
Inland Revenue ..... .. .............. 423, 792
Post Office Revenue..................269,121
Fishery Revenue................. 47,864

8 2,954,370
Chinese tax......................... 81,152

8 3,035,522

Increase in two years . ......... 1,241,409

Iae said :-The necessity does not arise
for the representatives of any other province
doingw what I arn now doing-placing before
this h use, the government and the coun-
try, the position and progress of the prov-
ince from which I come, for the reason that

every other province is represented in the
government by cabinet miListers, who, be-
ing in the inner circle where the good
things are apportioned, look after the inter-
ests of their own province.

It is not possible, taking human nature
into account, that a province so unrepre-
sented will receive fair and adequate treat-
ment, or its legitimate rights, the rights of
a revenue producing province to a fair share
of public expenditure. The right of repre-
sentation in the government of the country
is denied to British Columbia because our
voting power is not strong enough to insist
on our rights ; but a just and benign govern-
ment should not keep a progressive province
under a great disadvantage. The three
maritime provinces on the Atlantic coast
have four ministers in the cabinet, and the
volume of commerce and the revenue con-
tributed by those provinces are not larger
than that of British Columbia with not even
one ininister. I believe I am correct in
stating that the revenue of British Columbia
with a population of 150,000, for the year
1898, is equal to that of Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick with a population of about
700,000. I will be told, in this connection,
that these provinces import largely duty
paid goods from Quebec and Ontario. So
does British Columbia; to what extent, I
do not know. I have placed a comparative
statement on the Order Paper, as being the
most accurate way of showing what progress
we have made.

The hon. gentlemen who were in this
House at the time the province entered the
federation, and are still here, will, I am
sure, feel gratified at the continuous upward
strides we have made. At that time our
imports and exports and revenue were
insignificant; to-day we stand in the proud
position of being third in commercial import-
ance, and as a revenue producing province.
The members of the government should feel
gratified at this position also and should feel
that any encouragement given this province
will be repaid ten fold. In asking for publie
expenditure I maybe toldwe gave $3,000,000
to build the Crow's Nest Pass Railway. That
road is partly in the North-west, and as
much for the whole Dominion as for British
Columbia. The share of British Columbia
of the three millions Crow's Nest Railway
grant is about $90,000. Estimating our
population at 150,000, the annual interest
would be $3,150. It is also said and thought
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by some persons that the cost of building whether such exclusion is constitutional
the Canadian Pacitc Railway through from a national standpoint. So far from
British Columbia might fairly be charged to desiring to increase their strength by admit-
that province, but such an idea is entirely ting an industrial population, so far as
falacious. That railway is a national and that law is concerned, it is evidence to the
Interprovincial work for the benefit of the contrary. What I wish to observe is that
whole Dominion. Estimating the cost of we are not represented fairly in the Trade
this work to be fifty-six millions, the cost and Navigation Returns with regard to the
per head to the population would be $11.20, exports and imports of Manitoba. I men-
and to the 150,000 population of British tioned in a former speech on the Address
Columbia the capital would be $1,680,000, that our exports, during the year which the
and the annual interest would be $58,800. Trade and Navigation Returns represent,The total amount chargeable to us for these our exports from Manitoba and the North-
two railways is $61,950 for interest. Hon. west Territories together were $16,000,000.
gentlemen will see that these amounts, taken That is based upon an estimate of the amount
together, are small compared with our con- of grain that we know has gone out of the
tributions to the Dominion treasury. country, the report of which we have from

the inspector at Port Arthur, who inspects
Hion. Mi. BOULTON-The question that the grain, and the inspector at Winnipeg,

my hon. colleague f rom British Columbia and the return showing the destination of
has brought before the House is one, I think, the grain. We also exported in the neigh-
of considerable importance and one I should bourhood of 50,000 head of cattle and a
not like to let pass without expressing my variety of other produce. Very fortunately
views upon it. British Columbia is a port for us, the price of grain that year was
of export to the outside world in the same good. So, taking the price of our grain
way that Quebec is, or any of our'ports are. and the quantity of our exports, we had
Now, the province of Manitoba is an inland a total of $16,000,000 worth, which went
Province and cannot show exports and im- I out of the province of Manitoba. It is
ports to the same extent, or from the same I not reported in the Trade and Navigation
standpoint. That is a question that is often Returns as exports f rom Manitoba, because
brought up and has never been fairly discus- it finds its way to the exporting ports of
sed. The government do not wish to tackle Quebec or Ontario or some of the ocean sea-
it, but the evidence of prosperity that the ports; and it is credited to them rather than
hon. member from British Columbia brought Manitoba. The only direct imports shown
before this House is a matter of very great are those which come from the United States
congratulation indeed. It is a natter of through importe to the city of Winnipeg-
very great congratulation indeed that they imports of agricultural implements, ina-
have go increased. His complaint that the chinery, corn and articles of that kind.
province of British Columbia has not a re- These are shown in our Trade and Naviga-
presentative in the cabinet is, under our tion Returns because they are entered by
aystemn of government, hardly a proper one the Customs-house officers at Emerson, the
because I do not see yet how we can alter only inlet into the province from a foreigne system of representation by population. country, The only other inlet is the Cana-
While these revenues have increased in the dian Pacific Railway which comes from
way chown, the population is only small Ontario and the other provinces. It is the
in proportion to the rest of Canada. Our same with regard to our exports. The returns
Western population is now, I suppose, taking show that for the year 1896 the total exports
the North-west Territories, Manitoba and of Manitoba were reported at $2,000,000
British Columbia, close upon half a million and the total imports at $2,704,000. The
of People, and naturally, as the population duty collected was $615,218. In 1897 theincreases in those countries, the representa- imports were $2,858,000 and the exports
tion in oie form or another must necessarily were $1,965,000, the duty collected was
increase, although I see in the province of $644,000. In 1898, the year for which these
British Columbia that a local law has been Trade and Navigation Returns are given,
Passed to exclude a certain classof immigra- the total exports were $3,472,000 and the
tion-and it is very questionable whether total imports were $4,432,000 ; duty collect-
tlat action has been a wise one or ,not or ed $9 07,000-a large increase in the duty
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collected on imports into Manitoba over the Hon. Mr. DEVER -You are doing well;
two pr-ecedinig years. Now, if that shows go on.
anything for us to draw a lesson froni, it is'
that our imports from the United States are
increasing, because, as I said before, theany important
imports are represented as coming in froni mt

the~~~~ ~~ IJie tts n xo to an u~nlimited point. 1 do not wish tothe United States, and I kntow miyýself that
the imports f rom the United States of offend the susceptibility of the hon. gentie-
agricultural machinery and a variety of mi or to cai attention to the fact--
things of that kind are increasing very iuch, r
that notwithstanding the duties which were more solid stuif than the whole of them put
put upon these articles to keep them out of
the country and to protect our own manu
facturers, still the imports of agricultural lon. Mr. BOULTON-I think the ques-
and labour saving machinery of all kinds tion is an important one as bearing exactiy
and a variety of other imports from the on the point that my hon. colleague has
United States had been increasing which brought forward. 1 was showing that we
shows that under our present system at any have exported $16,00u,000 worth of pro iuce
rate our manufacturers are not keeping pace for the benefit of the country as a whole-
with the manufacturers south of the bound- that a large portion of these exports go
ary. We do not complain of that. People through the ports of Buffalo instead of com-
only buy United States manufactures be- in" this way. That I do not propose to deal
cause they think they are more suitable or with, but what 1 do want to deat with is the
better. I know that hinders made in the fact that the exports that we send out to
United States cost on an average $30 each the extent of $16,000,000 are wefl returned
more than Canadian binders, and I think to us in time in the necessaries of hife for
that there is an arrangement between the carrying on of our operations and the
Canadian manufacturers of agricultu rai; support of our families-that we are
machinery and United States manufacturers, not an exporting country having credit
by which the Massey Manufacsuring Com- of our own. We are a borrowing country.
pany, which at one time threatened mo, The oan companies operating in Manitoba
build agri.ultural machine shops in Buffalo have $20, 000,000 out on aan in the
to compete with the MmCormick Company province to-day, and therefore so much
of Chicage, made terms that occasion, by has to go out to meet the payment of
which United States machines should always indebtedness for these hans. I mention
charge greater prices than Canadian machi- that in order to show you that the
nes. Whether that wu.; Y'v, -t af con- $t16,000,000 must be returned to the coun-
promise or not, I cannos, bay. bhe hon. try in time and that we do not import any
gentleman f rom British Columbia, is advnc- free good. That is to, say, the main por-
ing an argument why more money should tion of the free goods that coe into the
he expended in his province, country are imports of raw material for manu-

Hon. Mr. ALMON-i rise to a point of facturing purposes, and we receive no bene-

order. The hon. gentleman's speech gives a fi f rom that whatever-that the great bulk
great deal of information, but was it any of our inports are of the actual necessaries of
thing to do with the question raised by the life, and that therefore we are contributing
lion, gentleman from Victoriaf I think the to the revenue directy and indirect y to the
whole discussion is out of order. When a exxtent of imports to the value of 16, 000,000.
discussion does take place on a question, k I do not think hon. gentlemen will deny
th t a ment t for a moment that under our present
then i qusio befoe th ethn touose.I systemn our taxation is divided hetween theinmanufacturers who manufacture the raw

Hon. Mr. BO LTON--On the question aterials and the government who receive
of order, I would cal the atteion of the a portion of it as revenue. I do not think
bon. aentleman to the fact that the question there is any dispute about that at ail, and I
is put this way: that the Hon. Mr. Mac- am prepared to acknowledge that a large
donald will cal the attention of the govern- proportion of the imports which come into
ment, e. the province of Manitoba from the east come
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in as manufactured articles-manufactured is good ground of complaint for the
in the eastern province, but, nevertheless province of Manitoba under the same
the province of Manitoba in purchasing the cireumstances. I do not propose, however,
necesseries of life, whether they are manu- to go into any long speech upon the subject
factured in the country or whether they are I have brought before this House on several
inported directly, pay a duty, under the occasions. I will bring it forward, wlhen-
Present system, of 28a per cent on all that ever an opportunity presents itself in a de-
cones back to them, and to that extent we cent and proper way, in order that I may
contribute to the revenue of the country impress on the people more and more the
on direct imports. Now, if we contribute justice of our claim. The policy of the Con-
On $4,400,000 -entered for consumption a servative party has been to wait upon the
revenue of $907,000, I contend that as we British Government to get a preferential
are entering for consumption into the pro- tarif f rom Great Britain and postpone any
Vince,goods to the extent of $16,000,000- action in regard to the regulation of our

domestic mode of raising a revenue and
lIon. Mr. McCALLUM-Never mind diverting directly into the treasury the

parish politics. taxes imposed upon the people instead of
dividing it up with the manufacturers as is

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It is not parish being done to-day. But I think if the hon.
Politics. You are getting the nioney and gentleman from British Columbia would only
we are paying it. It is a very serious ques- support me in the contention I raise and
tion for us, and those who receive the benefit say, remove the tariff altogether f rom the
have to show whether it is just or not. The necessaries of life, he would not have the
revenue we are contributing f rom the pro- complaint to make that he is making to-day,
vince of Manitoba is something akin to the that bis province is contributing $2,900,000
revenue that the hon. mèmber for British to the treasury and getting practically
Columbia has represented as coming from nothing back from it except the per capita
the province of BritishColumbia, $2,944,000. contributions from the Dominion. If he
If my contention is correct, we are contri- would adopt that system I rhink he would
buting a revenue of $2,000,000, so that find the relief given to the promotion of in-
between the provinces west of the great dustries in British Columbia would multiply
lakes there is in the neighbourhood of them many fold. It certainly would be the
$6,000,000 of the $20,000,000 of revenue case in the province of Manitoba. To wait
collected coming from the western country on the British Government to do what they
-a very large proportion indeed if you take expect is I think, futile. We have seen
the population that supplies it into considera- what Sir Michael Hicks-Beach has said
tion and in additition to that there is the about expenditure in Great Britain, and the
m1anufacturers tax. There have been com- mode of raising an increased revenue for the
Plaints out west against the present govern- forthcoming year.
ment. There is a small bit of public The f ree trade policy of Great Britain has
work that the people of Winnipeg have this year maintained its character, and bas
been asking for, that is, the deepening produced a surplus revenue of $7,500,000.
of the canal at Selkirk Rapids, which In consequence of increased expenditure for
would enable steamers to come all the naval affaire it is anticipated that the reve-
Way from Lake Winnipeg to the city of nue next year, without new taxation, would
Winipeg, instead of which Winnipeg is cut not be sufficient. Has theBritish Government
off from any trade in lumber and fish in put forth the slightest idea that they propose
consequence of those rapids. These public to tax the food of the people or put any tax
works have been before the government for on the necessaries of life 1 No. The adop-
m2nany years. Nothing has been done. The tion of the.resolutions of Sir Michael Hicks-
present government have given no pledge or Beach in the Imperial Parliament for the
Promise, even to that simall extent, of carry- raising of fresh revenue for the coming year
"g on any public work. There is no money lin view of the continued naval expenditure
ePended on public works out there, and if by an increased duty on wines and an in-

there is reason for complaint from the pro- creased tax on foreign and colonial bonds
vmce of British Columbia as to the amount should open the eyes of those who are striv-
of public work done there, certainly there ing to base the commercial policy of Canada
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upon the assumption that it would be to the j
advantage of the British Empire to cause
the British Government to tax their imDort
of bread stuffs and provisions for the benefit
of the colonies by a discriminatory tariff in
their favour. I have long since learned to
realize that like Sampson of old when the
secret of his great strength was discovered
and he was rendered powerless by the cut-
ting off of his hair, so it would be to the
British Government should they change
their policy to one of protection, and through
that policy the secret of their present day
financial strength should be discovered, and
it is unwise for her family of nations to un-
wittingly act the part of Delialah in laying
a foundation for her commercial prostration.
To ask her to discriminate against the world
would unite the world against her in com-
merce and as protection is the parent of war,
while free trade is the husband of peace, what
proportion is Canada prepared to bear of the
war debt that would be created in fighting
the united nations of the earth should such a
misfortune occur? The day is gone by when
war is to be fostered for its own sake. To
trade with our best and most profitable cus-
tomer upon an equal basis strengthens our
united trading powers, but to ask the people
of Great Britain to weaken their commercial
policy for our benefit would prove unpro-
fitable for us in the long run and would
show little self-reliance on our part. I am
not in sympathy with any effort to cause the
British Government to put Canada upon any
difIèrent footing with the rest of the world
in the taxation of joint stock enterprises
floated there. I have no sympathy with the
Hooleys who make themselves wealthy in
in one day by the floating of securities,
which as a general rule become wealthy
monopolies in the home of their birth or die
a speedy and unnatural death, and if the
promoters of these enterprises are taxed five
shillings in the one hundred pounds on their
bonds, stocks and shares, to strengthen the
revenues of the mother country very few in
Canada will be affected by it, and the fair
fame of Canada will not be so much jeopar-
dized by the attempt to impose wild cat
schemes upon the British public, which legi-
timate Canadian enterprises suffer f rom in
credit.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I have been unable,
although I suppose it is due to my own want
of intellectual acuteness, to trace the con-

nection between the speech of the hon.
member from Marquette and the inquiry
which the hon. gentleman from British
Columbia has put to myself and my
colleagues. I could not help remembering
a funeral sermon that I heard delivered a
great many years ago that occupied a good
deal more time perhaps than it ought, and
an old gentleman, who was intensely inter-
ested in the Oregon question at the time
pending between. the United States and
Great Britain, said " we have listened to this
gentleman for an hour and a half talking to
us most earnestly and he has not said a
word about the question in which we are all
interested-the Oregon question." Now, my
hon. friend has spoken of a subject in which
I think we are interested, and which does
not happen to be strictly pertinent to the
question which the hon. member from British
Columbia brought before us for our consid-
eration; but I do not exactly understand
the position of the hon. gentleman who is
making this inquiry, nor do I strictly see
the relevancy of the question and the obser-
vations which he has addressed to this House
on the present occasion. My hon. friend
complains that the British Columbia people
are not represented in the present adminis-
tration. My hon. friend thinks the British
Columbia Government is one in whichneither
the British Coluibia people nor any others
ought to have any confidence.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I did
not say so.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Why should he de-
sire that some British Columbia representa-
tive in Parliament should have the evil
fortune of being a member of this adminis-
tration ? My hon. friend does not wish ill
to any one, and yet if he is correct in his
view of the administration, he certainly is
wishing somebody ill when he desires that
a member returned to the House of Com-
mons from British Columbia, or any gentle-
man who sits in this House on behalf of
that province, should become a member of
the governirent. My hon. friend does not
repudiate the doctrine that evil communi-
cations corrupt good manners. He does
not suggest that we should take into the
present administration a pure minded man
from British Columbia without having him-
self condenned by him as a member of the ad-
ministration. I am inclined to think that,
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twithstanding bis disposition to be alwags and the consumption of food and clothing
ainst the present administration, lie, within the province of British Columbia did
vertheless, has not so great a want of con- not mean anything to British Columbia. I
dence in it as he has from time to time need say nothing further on that question.
unciated in this House. My bon. friend My hon. friend who has interrupted me will

as spoken of the remarkable progress that understAnd that an expenditure may be one
ritish Columbia bas made during the past of vast importance to a country-may be one
vo vears and bas referred, not only to the involving a very large sum of money in out-
rogress of British Columbia, but to the lay, and yet, after al], not cost the public
rogress of 8everal provinces on the Atlantic treasury anything. That was the position
)ast. The progress as indicated by the in which the case to which I refer stood.
mports and exports of these provinces is The hon. gentleman says, Why don't you
ery considerable. It bas been a remark- give representation in the cabinet to British
ble progress, such as the country has never Columbia? I am not in a position to answer
xhibited before. That progress has taken the hon. gentleman's question at this moment.
lace under the administration in which my I have no doubt British Columbia will ob-
on. friend nas no confidence. tain representation, but let me say to the

hon. gentleman that I suppose if bis wisbes
lHon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I did were met and a member of the House of

iot say so. Commons was offered a seat in the cabinet,
Hon. Mr. MILLS-What else has my that he would abandon his place for the time

on. f riehd always said ? Is the hon. gen- being in this House, would go back to Brit-

leman prepared to declare that he bas con- ish Columbia and, after complaining that
idence in the present administration 1 British Columbia was not represented, he

would do bis best to prevent lier being repre-
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Yes, sented and defeat any one who might

when it is right. be offered the position. Does my
hon. friend say lie would not do

Hon. Mr. MILLS-But the hon. gentle- that ? Let me say further, the bon. gentle-
mlan thinks it never is right. Then there is man bas spoken of the very large importe
nother thing that I notice about the obser- in British Columbia. British Columbia is

vations which the hon. gentleman addressed growing rapidly. British Columbia is a pros-
to the House. He says in effect that we perous province, quite as prosperous as any
Ire not spending money enough in British other province in the Dominion. I am sure
Columbia. 1 do not know how that may I rejoice, as I hope every hon. gentleman in
be; I thought we were spending pretty this House does, that British Columbia is
generously in every province of the Dom- making rapid progress, that it is growing
inion, but my hon. friend will see that we in wealth and population ; but my hon.
Proposed an expenditure last year in British f riend has a curious way of counting what
Columbia which he fiercely fought, and the benefits are that British Columbia bas
therefore I am not at all sure, if we were to received, and I am perfectly sure that lie
propose an expenditure in that province would find very few in this House, whether
now, whether there is a single expenditure from British Columbia or elsewhere.; who
which we could make that would meet with would agree with the views lie has expressed.
his approbation. He has referred to the Crow's Nest Pass Rail-

Hon.Mr.BOUTONDid oV h~ on.way as if only a smail section of that wereHon. Mr. BOULTON-Did not the hon.
Ininister say last year that that enterprise in British Columbia, and be undertakes Vo
was not going to cost the country a penny 1 aportion out tbe advantages Vo be derived

for ahl timne Vo corne in 5proportion Vo Vhe
Hon. Mr. MILLS-I suppose while it population of the entire Dominion. I do not

would cost the country not a penny in money, think my lon. friend froin Prince Edward
the hon. gentleman would not say that the Island would be willing Vo admit that that
road would be built for nothing. If there road is of the same coneequence to Prince
was to be no public expenditure upon it, lie Edward Island as if ie Vo British Columbia
would not say that the purchase of rails, the and thatshe slould pay because she bas a
work done on the track, the building of em- larger population perbaps at ths moment
iankments, the employment of labour, than British Columbia, a larger um towards
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the construction of the Crow's Nest Pass
Railway. I do not think that is the rule
which would be applied to the construction
of public works in any part of the Dominion
of Canada. I apprehend that the fair way to
ascertain on the whole the value which
public improvements are to any section of
the Dominion is to look and see geographi-
cally in what section of the Dominion those
improvements are being carried on, and
while I hope the construction of the Crow's
Nest Pass Railway will be of the greatest
value to British Columbia in developing its
resources and in securing to it an additional
population, I at the same time maintain
that it is of far greater consequence to
British Columbia than it is to my other por-
tion of the Dominion. Then my hon. friend
has referred to the imports as though all the
imports landed at Victoria or Vancouver
were imports for consumption at home. My
hon. friend will not say that the teas im-
ported from China and Japan, which are
landed at Vancouver and Victoria to be
transhipped eastward are all confined to the
province.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-No,
they do not count at all in our figures.
Those goods go through in bond and are not
entered at the customs-house at all and are
not taken into account.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The tonnage the hon.
gentleman gives is 1,942,672 tons. Surely
the goods imported, whether consumed in
the province or brought further east, are
included in that tonnage.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is simply the tonnge ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes. I may make a
similar observation with regard to what the
hon. gentleman has said with reference to
the construction of the CanLadian Pacific
Railway. While the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way cost a great deal more in the mountain-
ous country than in the prairie section, its
estimated value to British Columbia and the
North-west Territories and all other portions
of the Dominion is, on the whole, fairly
determined by the cost of construction of
each particular portion. That may not
always measure the precise value, but it is
the only way you have of estimating with
any degree of approximation, and I think
the hon. gentleman will see that although

atthe present moment British Columbia is
not represented in the government it bas
not been neglected on account of that.
British Columbia has a number of able and
active members supporting the present gov-
ernment, who keep the administration con-
stantly informed of the interests of the
province. There bas been a continuous
effort to keep in touch with the people of
British Columbia, and to ascertain as far as
possible the wants of that province, and one
thing is perfectly certain, that with the pre-
sent representation from British Cplumbia
supporting the administration, that support
would not be long continued if the wishes
of the province were disregarded. It is of
consequence that the interest of every section
of the Dominion should be carefully consi-
dered. All that, perhaps, it would be in
the public interests to do for the time being
cannot be undertaken because our revenues
and our resources are limited. Those which
are of the greatest consequence, having due
regard to all portions of the Dominion, are
those which must first be considered, but the
progress which the hon. gentleman has given
figures to show, bas been so great within the
past two years, and the progress is so certain
that I have no doubt that all the wants of
every section of the Dominion will at no
distant day be fully considered. We have
drawn to British Columbia a very large
population by the variety and wealth of her
mineral resources. We are having a large
population invited to our North-west Terri-
tories by its agricultural possibilities. We
have a considerable population drawn to the
older provinces by the resources in pulpwood
and in agriculture, and I have no doubt
whatever, with the careful consideration
that is given to our immigration require-
ments, that Canada will during the next
5 years make a progress more rapid than it
bas hitherto known in its history.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
It was not my intention to take part in this
discussion for many reasons. The same
question has often been brought before this
House, but the hon. gentleman who hasjust
resumed his seat has attributed motives to
the hon. gentleman from Victoria which
are not at all justifiable. He insinuated
that because the hon. gentleman was not
a supporter of the present government,
therefore he should not advocate the admis-
sion to the cabinet of a representative from
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British Columbia for fear of the contamina- suppose on the Yukon question. There is a
tion, which he might receive by association difference between legitimate and advanta-
with the hon. gentleman who made that 1 geous expenditure of the public funds and
speech. If he had any recollection of the the squandering of public funds for a work
past history of the Senate and the action of which would be absolutely useless. I mean,
the hon. gentleman f rom Victoria upon the to say further, that if the reports come down
question which is now being discussed, he for which I have moved, of the engineers
would not have attributed to him such who were sent out by this government to
motives. Ever since I have had the honour explore and investigate that route, it will
of a seat in this House, no session was be shown that the action of the Senate in
allowed to pass, while ] was in the govern- reference to the Yukon district will be
Ient, without a demand being made by the 1 approved by the people now and for all
hon. gentleman who has made this claim time to come. The very fact that they gave
for representation of the province in the a monopoly for five years to contractors, the
cabinet of the country ; and when a repre- fact that those contractors refused to enter
sentative of British Columbia was selected into the bargain without, that monopoly, is
to assume a very responsible position in the the best possible evidence to the people of
government and given a portfolio, the this country who have paid any attention
oPponents of the then government to it that they looked upon the road as
OPposed bis re-election when he went utterly useless. I am not permitted to give
back to the people of British Columbia the opinion that those gentlemen expressed
for approval. Now the hon. Minister of to me in conversation, but this I do know,
Justice has attributed the action of his own that they would not have accepted that
Political friend, and the course which he I contract even at the enormous price
Pursued, to the hon. gentleman who bas just which they were to receive, lad they
delivered his speech and made this motion. not had that monopoly for that length
I refer now to the gentleman who occupies of time, for the simple reason that they knew
the important position of Lieutenant Gover- the Stikine route to Teslin Lake never can
nor of British Columbia. We know with be made to compete with that from Skag-
what persistency that gentleman urged upon way or Dyea or Pyramid Harbour, and so
the late government the same policy that does every one else know who bas given the
has been urged by my hon. friend. I know subject the slightest attention, s0 that my
also the many times that I had to rise in hon. friend was perfectly correct in the
the seat now occupied by the hon. Minister position he took that money should be ap-
of Justice to combat the contentions of my propriated for the development of the
hon. friend who sits on my left, so that he country, and opposing that, which he knew,
1s perfectly consistent with what he has from bis personal knowledge and from the
done to-day, comparing it with bis past re- representations which had been made, and
cord. I arn in accord to a very great extent even from the reports published by the gov-
with the closing remarks of my hon. friend ernment-the hon. gentleman's report in
as to sectional representation, but unfor- 1874, where he pointed out in the map
tunately it bas been the practice in the past shown in the records that there was onlyand I very much fear it will be the practice about two feet of water in the Stikine in
in the future. I may say that while I was certain seasons of the year-that that route
at the head of the Customs Department I was useless, and that any money expended
was gradually bringing them down to adopt- on it would be wilfully wasted under the
lng the system of making returns that is circumstances. My hon. friend is extremely
Pursued by the United States, that is to dexterous in changing from one point to
say, to eliminate as far as possible that sec- another. He pointed out what the effect of
tional character tha, has characterized not the bonding system was. That may be true,
Only our politicians, but all of us from each but what about the tonnage? What bas
section of the country, and to give the trade that to do with the question 1 We know
and navigation returns of the Dominion hundreds of ships come into the provinces
as a whole, so as to avoid as much as in ballast, the tonnage is credited to the
possible the sectional views which many of port, but that bas nothing to do with the
us held upon that question ; but my hon. imports. The one shows the tonnage of the
friend thought he was making a good hit I shipping coming into the port, and the

8
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other shows the imports from different Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
parts of the world to the port. There is no The question is how far the people of the
relation of the one to the other so far as Dominion are interested in the construction
statistics are concerned. I was glad to hear of that road, and whether the people of
the admission made by the hon. gentleman Prince Edward Island are prepared to pay
in his closing remarks. He said, in reply their share. A broader view should be taken
to the demand made by the senator from of ail these questions, and that view should
Victoria, that at no distant day all sections be, what is the result that is to follow f rom
of the country would receive consideration. the expenditure of money either in the con-
That implies, that they have not received struction of the Canadian Pacific Railway
that consideration in the past. That is what or the Crow's Nest Pass Railway, or a
my hon. friend complains of, that they branch line on the Island of Prince
have not received that consideration in Edward, and if it is for the benefit of
the past either under the oPd administra- that partcular section, and it is aso
tion or present government, but he has this for the benefit of the whole Dominion,
gratifying reflection, that in future they then we should be quite satisfled each and
are going te look after the interests of a b. individually to pay our share. That is the
Let us hope, if they continue to occupy the position i take in reference to that matter.
places they now hold, they will look after 1 do not propose to continue the debate any
ail the sections of the country and treat further, but I repeat that the Minister of
them ail alike. British Columbia is not on Justice was unfair in attributing to the aon.
a parallel with the other provinces, but member f rom Victoria s
there are reasons for that. The develop- n E r a ifts-for
ment of iher minera resources, lber great
wealth, in fisheries and lumber, al tend to Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
the advancefent of that country, and it s The hon. gentlemen, may shake bis head, it
only another evidence of the wisdom of the does ot make any difference; the shake of
late Pemier of this country, Sir John Mac- a wise head will not change the fact-he
donald, in pushing through the construction

atrbe paale with the. other provincesobut

of the Canadian Pacifi Railway at almost that which ewas not justified in attributing
any price. These developments have re- to him. My hon. friend from Victoria was
sulted, to a very great extent, from the perfecty consistent in what le did to-day, as
facilities which have beeîî given to get wihl be seen by looking back at his record in
into that country. He says that my hon. the past ; and whether he has confidence in
friend to my right (Mr. Ferguson) would my hon. friend or whether hie thinks the hon.

position Io take ine refeenc to tha mater

Sgentleman who sits to his lef t wil be con-
the proposed railway as mny lion. frienid tamninated by sitting with him, or not, is of no
to my left. The gentlemen in Prince Edwardo
Island whio have an interest in the mines of genstle ws bui bi s idti o the hion.

British Columbia, and more particularly in gentlemen whoin b were ete oay thee

meeme fro Victralce o h t

the Kootenay district-and many of them t ue, were i the cabinet, British Col-
have invested largely in those mines-take umbia would get more consideration than
just as much interest in the con m otruction of she does now.
the road and the benefits to be derived from
it as ndy on. friend does. Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN--They would

raise the standard of the government.
Hon Mr. MLLS-That was nt my Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

point at ail. My hon. friend in speaking

to my left. Ther gentlemeni Princerd Edward

estimated how much of the Crow's Nest 
Road might be fairly charged to British adIhv er friigsadrso
Columbia, and he was estimatina on the purity, but 1 am not going to be led intO

haveuinvested largel inbc those mines-takei

basis of se much per capita, and pointed d aisin of th stjnd , but if
out that that was not a fair way of estima- th i as ot stdar
ting, because the ton. gentleman from hi .
Prince Edward Island would scarcely agree Hon. Mr. MILLS-I just wish to correct
to assume al that expense in proportion to one word. by hon. friend fri British
the population. Columbia, complains there was not anyting
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of an expenditure there, and he claimed Hon. Mr. MILLS-low much of the 150
that only soule $1,900,000 of the Crow's Nest miles was in British Columbia?
Pass expenditure ought to be considered as
pertaining to British Columbia. My hon. nono how MACh of i; th do
friend has evaded that statement. It was
that statement I had in my mind which I the province in that direction bas yet to be
wish to correct. determined. The first part of the route was

in United States territory, although it is

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- spoken of as an al-Canadian route by the
lHe has been complaining of that for years. hon. getma n i fre t is a

on.ws M ater MILLS-Howomuc i the

leon. Mr. MILLS-Of whatwa interest of British Columbia.

Hon. ir M CKENZIE OWEL -O lion. Mr. MILLS-The rond was to
lioexn ir CE NZEBWEL-O extend southward.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Some

lion. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I wa of us cannot forget being pedagogues and

nototnowrhrwsedchtothe ;atheebouidenybo

fy hon, fried athe Minster ofvn Juste bringing up matters extraneous to this ques-
etion. While ai here sha stand up for
s did not expect any definite answer, but my province whether I gain anything by it

1 did expect that a gentleman in his or not. With ail the hon. gentleman's
Position would not alwaysnmake a personal anxiety to find fault with me, he had to
attack on muyseif. But the argument approve of those figure s t forth in my
amounts to this, that because I do not motion. There is evidence of what the pro.
support the governnent of the day I have vince bas done, whether it receives justice
flot a right to, stand up nnd ndvocate the f rom. the governinent or not.
interests of my own province Qn this

1ccasion I did not say one single word against Hon. Mr. DEVER--As I understand
the government, and as I said in reply a few this question, the bon. minister said he did
minutes ago a perfectly wivling on al not think the on. gentleman for Victoria
occasions, when there are mosures before represented is province.
the ilouse which are in the interests of the
Iountry, to give my support tio those Hon. Mr. MACDONALD-That is not
mesures. I do not care if my own friends what he said at a wl.
Were ini office to-morrow, I would oppose
ttec if I thouglt they were wrong and Hon. Mr. DEV ER-On the contrary, I
trying to injure the cauntry. The hon. isaim that the hon. gentleman misrepresents

upotthesaid that o support the it le bas gone against its true interests.
governinent and therefore have no right to The real representatives of British Columbia,

aim representation in the cabinet for when they speak to the government, wtil be
ritish Columbia. I do not expect to be listened to, but wben an hon. gentleman who

thlled into the cabinet, either by this does not represent British Columbi, but is
governme t or any other governfeentc tut an enemy of Britis Columbia, rises tspeak
there are supporters of the governme t in for the province, he should beot h listened
Parliamentmen capable of takg seats in to. The Minister of Justice is perfectly
the cabinet, and I a m speaking for them and rig
for the Province, and I should be perfectly to men who act and speak hiere merely from
Willmng to see any of those gentlemen cahled an opposition standpoint, and wbo opposed
into the cabinet. They would be part of the true interests of British Columbia lat
the governmnent and would look after the year in this House when the Yukon Bi was
interees of the province. The hon. Mini4ter before us, and when that h on. ember went
of Justice accused the hon. gentleman from back or his own province, as I a informed
mhel River of bringirg in extraneous he had good reason regret the course ho
Oatter, yet h follows the sane course him- pursued h re. These are the views which
self Re brings in the Yukon RailwaY ake the Minister of Justice assume the
project, a matter outside of British Columbia. position he has taken, and very properly 0.

nhr r upreso h oeneti o h rvne esol o elsee
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PENITENTIARY BINDER TWINE.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY rose to:

Ask the Governinent, how the price obtained this
year for the output of Binder Twine from the Kings-
ton Peaitentiary compared with the price obtained
for the twine sold from the saie factory in 1895 and
1896?

He said: This question was to have been
asked the other day but was overlooked. In
the meantime, the hon. Minister of Justice
has given me the prices that the twine was
sold for in other years previous to this year.
The price of binder twine this year is what
I should like to know. I may say in this
connection that I do not think the policy of
the government in selling twine this year
bas been a good policy. I do not say this
in the way of opposing the government at all,
but in my judgment their policy is a bad one
and does not compare favourably with the
policy of the late government. The former
administration sold the twine, not to one
individual but to several individuals. I know
it was sold in car load lots, and in that way
the twine was not placed in the hands of one
concern who could make a monopoly of it.
It would be very much better, in my opinion,
in the interests of the farmers, who have to
buy the twine, and of the country generally,
if this twine had been sold in smaller quan-
tities, in car load lots, so that there would
be competition. It is not the duty of the
government to see that men m&ke money
out of the twine. The object of having it
manufactured at the penitentiary is to keep
down monopoly. The late government sold
it at the lowest possible cost with a reason-
able profit, and in that way sold it to different
men who were competing with each other,
and the farmers could get it at a reasonable
price, and the merchants were not in a posi-
tion to make extravagant profits. I am in-
formed that the price of twine this year is
double what it was last year, because the
twine manufactured at the penitentiary does
not come into competition with otier makes,
and in that way keep down prices. I do
not know why the government should sell any
article under such conditions that the
country should not know the price of it. I
do not know why the interest of one indivi-
dual should be more thant the interests of the
great mas, of the peop.e. Wien articles are
sold at public auction, everybody knows the
price and on what terns the twine was sold.

I think the system of selling to one indivi-
dual is detrimental to the best interests of
consumers of binder twine in Canada.

Hon. Mr. MILLS--We have adopted the
system of advertising and accepting tenders
for twine as one which, on the whole, was
the best in the public interest. The hon.
gentleman refers to the practice that pre-
vailed of selling the twine in smaller lots to
accommodate those who were in the business.
It is just a question whether you deal with
the primary dealer or with those parties
with whom the primary dealer has transac-
tions. The reason for abandoning the for-
mer practice before I came in was, that a
good deal of that twine is still unpaid for,
and it was easier to sell twine in small lots
than it was to collect the money after it
was sold. Some portion of that money is
still uncollected. It was to profit by the
experience in that regard that we adopted
the system of advertising for tenders and
selling for cash on delivery to the highest
bidder. The man who tendered the highest
price is the man who got the contract.
Sometimes, no doubt, the parties who ten-
der un'dertake to come to an understanding
among themselves, but this year, fortunate-
ly, that was not done, and we have sold at
a higher price than at a former period, and
still not at a price that would be extravagant
to those dealing in the article.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
May I ask whether the sum for which the
twine was sold has been paid by the con-
tractor or by any retailer?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think it is owing
by the party to whom the twine was sold.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Would that be Mr. Connor?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think he is one of
the parties.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
He is not a retailer.

Hon. Mr. M ILLS--Then he is a purchaser
I have not seen the figures for a long time
There is a party in the North-west "ho stil
owes who bough t at an earlier period. There
is no reason why we siould change the
practice that existed at the begiinning ex-
cept to profit by the experience of the former
governnent. Men profit by experience in
the sale of this article as they do in the sale
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of other articles, and we adopt that system into the contract some time ago with the
which gives us some compensation, and at contractors to purchase the output of the
the same time secures certainty of payment. penitentiary, and the raw material has in-
hoith regard to the price, I may say to the creased since that period, that would affect
hon. gentleman it has never been the practice the government, not the contractor, andof the department, any more than I suppose hence it would not affect the price at which
it is the practice of the manufacturer outside he would be able to sell it to the consumer.
who sells to a wholesale purchaser, to give It might be that the sisal, or what has been
the price at which the party has purchased termed New Zealand hemp, or hemp it-
until the article is marketed. That has self, might be twice the value to-day it was
been the uniform practice of the department, iwhen you entered into the contract, but the
and we have not given the price the same contractor is not affected thereby, because he
year that the twine has been sold. We holds the government to the contract, and if
always give it the next year, and we think he could afford to sell at 8 or 10 cents a
that is fair to the parties engaged in the pound under the bargain he has made with
transaction; but apart from that, there are the government, the fact that the raw
reasons of public interest, some difference material would cost 12 cents to the govern-
having arisen between the contractors and ment in order to enable them to give
the government, to make it undesirable to the twine to the contractor, would not
state the price at which we have sold the affect the contractor in the least ; but it
twine. I might say we have sold it at a may enable the contractor to combine with
good deal better price than it was sold at other manufacturers in the United States
last year or the year before. who would come into the country, to raise

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-For cash ?

lion. Mr. MILLS-Yes. I may say to
m'y hon. friend that at the present day the
raw material is very much higher than it has
been since binder twine began to be manu-
factured. Manilia, I suppose,has been affected
by the United States war with Spain. The
Sisal is also selling at a higher price, and
YOu cannot purchase the raw material at the
price that the manufactured article was sold
for a few months ago. I trust my hon.
f riend will not press this question, because

its price to that which would be put
upon the article manufactured in the United
States from the raw material which had
enhanced in value. Why it would not be
in the material interests of the country that
the farmer who consumes this article should
know what profit the contractor is receiving,
I confess I am too dull to comprehend. We
know that after the contract was entered
into last year by a gentleman in the west,
that under the pretext of an increase in the
value of raw material, he increased the price
to the consumer about 60 per cent.

it~~~~~~~~~ pul eeermn-n ot ,; "terest to gie tnt Hon. Mr. DEVER-That is perfectly
Moment. right. That is commerce.

lon. Mr. FERGUSON-Have the gov- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
ernment taken any action to enforce the It might be for the hon. gentleman.
PaYment for the twine that has not been Hon. Mr. DEVER-Or with any otherpaid for ?1 man in trade.

lon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, we have, and we .
hope, on the most of it to get our pay. Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

The excuse given by the contractor at
lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I that time was that the raw material

must confess I do not see how the public had largely increased in value owing to
interest is to be affected by letting the world the war between the United States and
know how much the government gets for Spain, which affected those portions of
binder twine. Neither can I understand the Spanish possessions where the raw mate-
hiow the fact of the raw material, being rial was produced. But that is not true,
dearer to-day than it was three months ago, because the binder twine that was manufac-
affects the contract into which the govern- tured for consumption last year was manu-
'ient has entered with the purchaser of factured out of the raw material imported
binder twine. If the government entered , the year before. We all know that the
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binder twine which is placed in the market
to-day is the product of the raw material
which was imported last year.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, my hon. friend is
mistaken.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I am not mistaken. Every year's supply of
binder twine is made before the harvest
comes in, and could only be made out of raw
material that was imported a year or six
months before, consequently the Spanish
war had nothing whatever to do with the
price of raw material last year. It may
affect it this year, I admit, because the
probabilities are that the raw material,
imported from the Phillipine Islands will be
increased in price. The object of the late
Sir John Thompson, when Minister of
Justice, and the object of the late govern-
ment in utilizing prison labour for the pro-
duction of binder twine was to benefit the
farmers of this country. That was the
policy of the late government, and the
reason for investing largely in the material
out of which the binder twine should be
made. If that be the case, why are we so
particular as to the profits which may be
made by the merchants who purchase it ?
The poticy that should be pursued by the
government, carrying out the old policy,
should be to place that binder twine in the
hands of every farmer in the country,
whether it be Ontario or the North-west
Territories, at the minimum cost to the

were manufactured by ordinary labour, where
we would have to pay double the wages or
three times the wages, that they would be
enabled to give it to the consumer at a much
lower rate than under other circumstances.
That should be the policy.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-They sold at the
market rate.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
know they did, but they have not done what
you did. The present government so placed
it in the hands of one or two people who
had a monopoly of it and could take some 60
per cent out of the farmers more than they
were entitled to. The Farner's Sun dealt
with this question logically and very convinc-
ingly. I do not desire to be understood as
making any party point out of this matter•
I say that the policy of my hon. friend
should be one which would give that twine
to the people who use it at the lowest possible
price. I care not what position you take in
the matter, the policy of placing the whole
output of the bindery in one hand is not good.
The result is you enable the purchasers to
enter into a combine with the United States
manufacturers to put what price they like
on it. The fact that to-day binder twine is
on the free list enables the contractors-I
think they are the sanie contractors with
the Ontario Government for the Central
Prison twine-to enter into a combine
with the United States manufacturers to
as what ric the 0 F ý_f %a 1lke for im;t be-Q

government of its production; and the sug- c m omcaus e Most of, if not ahl, the coin-
gestion made by the hon. gentleman from i
Wolseley (Mr. Perley) could easily be carried pt manufactuges inder ctrn ont

is o ncesityto oseif 1 to, the placing of binder twine on the
out. There is no necessity to lose if you free list, have been shut up ; and it places
sell bytheecarload. Every erchant knows, Canada in the same position as if she were
if you sell a carload of goods to collect on astateof the United States, and consequently
dehivery, that there is no possibility of its the manufacturers in the United States and
being a loss. monopolists who have the contracts with both

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Does the hon. gentle. the governments in Canada enter into a com-
man pretend to say that the late govern- bine and charge the farmer what they please.
ment bargained with the contractor who That is the practical result of the system
bought the binder twine that he should sell which has been followed. Why should not
it to the farmer at a particular price 1 the world know what Mr. Hobbs paid for

this twine ? If the hon. gentleman will give
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I any reason why the farmers should not

did not say anything of the kind. That is know the profit that is being made, I could
just what I am complaining of. My argu- understand the argument of my hon. friend.
ment was that as the policy of the govern- But he says: We have entered into a contract
ment was to produce an article by prison with a gentleman who has to take the whole
labour which could be placed in the hands output of the penitentiary, and we must not
of thp farmers at a cheaper rate than if it let the price be known to the farmers who
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purchase it, for two reasons: First it may goods go up in the country after the
affect the profits of the contractor, and merchant makes the purchase, he has a
secondly, it may show that having entered right to profit by the advance in price.
into the contract, the government now have Why should a man sacrifice his merchandise
to pay a larger price for the raw material : when he knows that when his goods are
ergo we are losing by it and the contractor sold he has to replenish them at a higher
1s making money by putting what price he price ? Why should he do it to oblige his
thinks he can obtain for it consistent with customers? It would appear, from the
the price named by the producers in the argument of the hon. gentleman, that be-
United States. That is really the position. cause the government purchased a year agoThe sooner' my hon. friend considers the they were able to sell it to the merchant
question and comes to the conclusion that at a low price. Admit that, I say again,
the policy of the government should not be to does it follow that they should be com-
nake money out of but to utilize the prison pelled to dispose of this merchandise at

labour, the better. We have heard over a reduced price, 30, 40. or 50 per cent
and over again about the down trodden lower than it could be sold for at public
farmers, and how shockingly they were bled auction ? No hon gentleman can endorse
by the late government, but when we in- such a proposition as that, or expect any
troduce a policy to benefit them we tind that such a concession, I think the argument
under the policy of our successors the profit of the hon. gentleman is simply an argument
which should go to the farmers is given to a for protection's sake, to make it appear
few speculators, and the government refuse there was something wrong being doue where
to tell us what they sold the twine for, for we cannot see anything out of the way, and
fear it should hurt Mr. Hobbs the monopo- nothing against the legitimate system of
list. It is not a policy which they can doing business in this country or any other
justify before the country. when merchants know their duty to their

Hon. Mr. DEVER-I threw out an in- customers and the public.
terjection while the hon. gentleman was Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It seems to me
speaking, and I think I was justified in the government has entered into the manu-
doing so. The hon. gentleman seems to facture of binder twine-both the Provincial
argue that binder twine should be made for any Dominion Governments. To what ex-
the benefit of the farmers of this country. As tent they supply the proportion of binder
I Understand it, the government were simply twine to the country I am not prepared to
nerchants in this case, like other merchants. say, but with regard to the western country
They were producing an article for the pur- we have about 2,000,000 acres under cul-
pose of selling it in the country to the tivation in the North-west and Manitoba
fariners at a legitimate price. If they car- and we consume on an average about two
ried out the argument of my hon. friend pounds of twine to the acre. If the crop is
very fully, I do not see why the government very heavy we will consume more, but that
should not do the same thing with flour or is a fair average. That is 4,000,000 lbs. and
any other article of merchandise used in this at the cost of one cent amounts to $40,000,
country. Why should not the government to western farmers, and every cent that
nanufacture wheat into flour for the benefit binder twine goes up represents an increase
of the labouring classes at very low prices of $40,000, which is added to the tax we
as against other manufacturers ' The farmer have to pay in the carrying on our industry.
gets the twine at a fair price, and I do not If the government have raised the price one
see why he should think of getting it at a cent by making a secret sale to the purchaser
reduced price and compel other citizens of of their twine, thus enabling him to combine
the Dominion to contribute to give it to him with other manufacturers to raise the price,
at a special price. With reference to the that is hardly fair in view of 60 per cent
objection that the merdhant should not ask last year for the Brantford Company-they
the advanced price for it because they had are entering into a combine with the manu-
purchased this from the government at a facturers so as to keep up the contract price.
tine when the raw material was at a low
price, hon. gentlemen know enough about Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-And with the
the logic of business to understand thet if contractor too.
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Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yes, so as to put
money in the pockets of the contractor who
was buying from the government. That is
what we complain of so far as our manu-
facturing industries are concerned. We are
taxed heavily by a monopoly which appar-
ently the government are concerned in by
selling the binder twine at a price they
refuse to divulge. I see by the returns that
we import $57,000 worth f rom the United
States. That is not a very large proportion,
however. At 10 cents a pound we would
be consuming $400,000 worth and the
United States are furnishing $57,000 worth,
at 8 cents the cost would be $320,000, but
every cent rise, as I said before, is $40,000,
The price of binder twine has gone up and
it is going to be a costly affair, and two
pounds to the acre is a heavy charge. By
the action of the governmsnt it would seem
that the interest of the sellers were upper-
most in their minds at the expense of the
purchasers.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Perhaps my hon.
friend will permit me to make an observa-
tion with a view to correcting a misappre-
hension. I think my hon. friend will be
obliged to revise his figures for he will find
there is no such variation in price produced
by the variation in the price of the binder
twine as he suggests. I desire to say that,
as I understand it, the manufacture of binder
twine in the penitentiary is undertaken
mainly for the purpose of giving employ-
ment to the convicts confined there and to
enable the government to manage the peni-
tentiary with as little cost as possible to the
country. If we were to undertake what the
hon. leader of the opposition suggests, and
what the remarks of my hon. f riend imply, we
would be obliged to ask for a larger appro-
priation for the penitentiaries, for every cent
you take off the price of the manufactured
article would be so much less to the insti-
tution and we would be obliged to vote that
much more for its maintenance. That is so
clear that every one will understand it.
There has never been a contract made by us,
nor has there been a contract made by our
predecessors in office, with the parties who
purchased the binder twine compelling them
to sell that twine at a certain figure.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I do not think
anybody finds fault with that.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
No, that is not the question.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We publish every year
what was paid the year before, and we give
the purchaser an opportunity, the same as
every wholesale merchat gives the man who
deals with him an opportunity, to tender.
There is a further reason, as I stated to my
hon. friend privately, that there was a
controversy between ourselves and the
purchaser with regard to the contract be-
tween us, and it would not be in the public
interest to discuss the price at the present
time. I may say to my hon. friend
that we accepted the highest tender that
came in. We advertised very generally and
and we got a fair price-a higher price than
we got the previous year. My hon. friend
said the work was undertaken for the
purpose of furnishing the article to the
farmers at a cheap rate.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Yes.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-If you sell the twine
to a party who is at liberty to mark it at
whatever price the market would enable him
to get, then it is perfectly clear, no matter
where the twine may be manufactured,
whether in the penitentiary or outside of it,
he would be able to sell it independently of
your control. The control over him is the
market value. We have binder twine being
manufactured at Cenrral Prison and at
Kingston Penitenary and by a coinpany
who are in competition with the Central
Prison and I do not know how many more.
There are those, at all events, who are com-
peting with each other. Then the duty
has been removed and the United States
twine is coming into the market, and so you
have as wide a competition to-day as you
could have in binder twine. Under these
circumstances, we advertise for tenders and
get the best price we can, because if we
were to put down the price to one-half of
what we were getting, the farmer would not
obtain his twine one iota less than the mar-
ket value of twine. So I can see no object
in undertaking to inflict a large loss upon
the penitentiary, and a large demand upon
the public treasury to make up the deficiency,
mearly to enable the party who may enter
into the contract with us to get the twine at
a lower rate when it would in no way affect
the value of the twine to the consumer.
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lion. Mr. MCCALLUM -I know thei
objet is to eniploy the labour in the peni-
tetiary and to keep the prisoners at work, 1but what I complain of is that you allow the!

.ontractor to enter into a combination withforeigners in order to keep up the price. Ithink that the people of this country should
know what arrangement the governinent
makes with the contractors. They have to
Upply the roney to feed the men who are

naking the twine. The answer the otherday was that we were not to know whatprice the government get for the twine; I8ay it 1s in the interests of the people of this
Couritry and it is their duty and their right
to know, and I am surprised that the Min-1ster of Justice should answer the way he
did. lie will tel us, he says, a year hence.
lie will lock the stable after the horse is
gone. We have a perfect right to know.

lon. M Mr. MILLS-Supposing our terms
Of Contract are far above what the purchaser
Ould sell the twine for in the market.
boes may hon. friend think it is right for the
Publie to know that and so affect his credit?

lion. Mr. McCALLUM He must usebi8 brain when he makes a contract withthe government, and if he makes a loss he
hnust stand it, and if he makes a profit he,hould have it. I find no fault with the

government for doing what they can to
enPloy the prisoners, and I think it is a
Wise action on their part, but when the
do.ernaent wants to hide what they aredoing from the people of this country andWill flot let them know till a year after, I
think it is not right.

ALLEGED PLEBISCITE FRAUDS.

INQUIRY.

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL rose

Cali the attention of the governinent to the follow-
Eeiegraphic despatch which was published in thepaente< ,joir on the 12th of April instant, a news-paper printed ii the city of Ottawa, as follows :-

GR AVE CHARGE OF CORRUPTION.

WEBEC's BIG VOTE AGAINST PROH1BITION 1 SAI)
HAVE BEEN MADE UP-LIBERALS ARE CHARGE>

WITH FALSIFYING RETURNS.

(Special to the Journal.)
Toronîto April 1 2

.- George M. Webster, vice-pre-
andent of the Quebec branch of the Dominion Alliance,
resa Reformer in politics, has made a statement to aPress representative, strongly denouncing the Laurier

Governmient on the question of the plebiscite. Mr.
Webster's statement has caused consternation in pro-
hibition circles. Mr. Webster stated that the taking
of the vote on the plebiscite in Quebec was attended
by the grossest coiruption.

"Ever since the plebiscite mn Quebec," said Mr.
Webster, "strong and persistent rumours have reach-
ed the executive of the provincial branch as to the
gross amount of fraud which occurred all through the
province. This finally became so repeated and seem-
ingly definite that the Quebec branch sent two men
to investigate. Each went in lependent of the other,
and neither knew that the other was in the field.

"The first, when he came back, reported universal
appearances of fraud, but was unable to lay his hand
on any concrete cases. The second man was William
Henry Parent, of Ottawa, a man whose father was at
one time a Liberal nember for Rimouski, and who
himself had been employed as an election agent and
general party representative of the Liberal party for
years, being sent into different constituencies to
organize for elections, and at other times drawing
,,evenue from the ministers or froin the departments.
This man reported when he returned that he had
visited some thirteen constituencies.

" In every case, without a single exception, fraud
was apparent and could be proven. His report
showed in detail that say, in the county of Quebec at
poll No. 1, parish of Beaupré, such a man was deputy
returning officer, that at the day of voting 36 votes
were polled and yet the next day the deputy returning
oficer would add froim 50 to 120 votes against prohi-
bition.

" This emissary returned f rom Quebec and brought
a letter purporting to be written by E. Pacaud, editor
of Le Soleil, the leading Liberal newspaper in the
district, which contains a promise that the depart-
ment would offer a position under the government
to the emissary if he did what was requested of him.
He did what was required.

" In the case of Three Rivers a deputy returning
officer did the work only on consideration that he was
to be made a forest ranger. This position was
promised, and .e is at the moment in the woods as
ranger, drawing pay from the provincial Liberal
government.

"In another case the deputy returning officer of
one of the poling places, believing that the whole
thing looked like a farce, as the officer was not sworn,
went up to Quebec to ask for instructions as to what
was meant. He there saw sone of the chiefs of the
Liberal party, whose naines were given, and asked
then what was required. They laughed and told him
that if be did not know enough to know that, he had
better resign his position and allow others to be
appointed. This hnt was enough for the gentleman,
and the day after the election he put 75 votes in
against prohibition.

" These are only sample cases of what went on all
over the province, particularly in the French districts.

"In Quebec and Montreal gangs of men were driven
from poll to poll, some voting as often as eight or ten
times. The provincial branch, being much more
anxious to benefit the temperance cause than to hurt
or further any political party, submitted the evidence
to a member of the governnent who was supposed to
represent the temp erance people. He recognized the
seriousness of the allegations, all of whieh were sworn
to before a justice of the peace. As a result, the
Alliance was informed that the whole story was a
fabrication, that the names of the deputy returning
officers were not correct, and that the total number of
votes given as being both genuine and those given as
fraudulent were wrong. Indeed, the reports seemed
to be a tissue of falsehoods.

" Permission to inspect the returns was asked for
and refused on the ground that it night not be
pleasing to all the members of the government, and
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so all the executive did get was a list of alleged offi-
cials made out by the government employees.

" With a view of verifying moatters, an effort was
made to bring Parent forward to give evidence, but
unfortunately, and here is the 'snap of the whip,'
Parent, between the time this information was given
to the government with Parent's sworn declaration
as to the truth of the information and the time we
wanted hini to give evidence, had been appointed
immigration agent and sent to Wisconsin, though not
even then could any one be found who could give his
address."

And inquire:
1. Whether William Henry Parent, the person

referred to in the said telegraphic despatch has been
appointed an immigration agent, or to any other posi-
tion by the goveramnent of Canada, or by the govern-
ment of any of the prowinces in the Dominion.

2. Whether the government intends to appoint a
Royal Commission to investigate and report upon the
grave charges which have been made of ballot stuffing,
and other frauds in connection with the said Plebis-
cite vote, on the 29th day of September, 1898.

3. That an humble Address be presented to His
Excellency the Governor General : praying that His
Excellency will cause to be laid before the Senate, all
correspondence with the government or any member
thereof, relating to the subjects of the introduction of
a prohibitory liquor law by the government, together
with all atfidavits and other documents having rela-
tion to the vote cast upon the question of prohibition,
on the 29th day of September, 1898, and the alleged
frauds in connection therewith.

He said :--With the permission of the
House, I had better divide this motion and
put the two questions first, and when
answered 1 will mnove the motion for an ad-
dress if it be deemed necessary. If the
answers are satisfactory it may not be neces-
sary to make the motion.

Hon. Mr. MILLS- may say this is
a rather unusual sort of proposal. It is
part question and part address.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I admit it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-And I think my hon.
friend had better confori to the rules of
the House and offer these as separate pro-
positions. With regard to the first question
that my hon. friend has put to me, I may
say that this man is not appointed to the
position of immigration agent or any other
office in the gift of the Crown in connection
with the government of Canada. What
has been done in other provinces I cannot
say, but I can say this much that he has
not at all events been appointed in Quebec.
My hon. friend has obtained from the
Premier of the province the following
answer

Wm. Parent has not been appointed immigration
agent by our government and holds no position under
us.

I do not know that we are called upon to
be put on our trial because we are not in a
position to answer what has been done by
every other government in the Dominion of
Canada. We are responsible for what we
do ourselves as the government of Canada,
and we are in no way responsible for what
has been done by a local government. As
far as I know, this man has not been
appointed by any local government to any
office, and I do not think that it is a proper
question to put to us because it is a question
which, before any answer is given, not
merely implies dereliction of duty on our
part, but conspiracy between our govern-
ment and some local government to aid a
man because he has committed some fraud
in the discharge of a public duty. I think
my hon. friend will see that the insinuation
is a monstrous one to make against a gov-
ernment without any authority whatever.
With regard to the second question, whether
the government intends to appoint a com-
mission, I an not aware that a commission
is neuessary. Here is a false statement
that has been given to the public, that
represents certain persons as being in
the employ of deputy returning officers
who were not employed. It represents
certain things as happening at particular
places which had never happened, and
which the government know have never
happened, and why should my hon. friend
expect a commission to issue to inquire into a
matter of that sort. If a man, proved to be
a scalawag, represents a body that has an
interest in a social or political reform, and
if for the purpose of imposing upon people
he represents himself as being what he is
not, and certain men as being officers who
are not officers, and represents a certain
state of facts that do not exist, then I do
not think the government are called upon
to issue a commission to inquire into
a matter of that sort. If there are any
parties who believe these things who are
inclined to think that Quebec above ail
places under heaven is a corrupt placé,, why,
holding that view, let them make the inquiry.
I do not take that view. I think human
nature in Quebec is about what it is else-
where. I say the percentage of votes
recorded in the aggre.rate is about the same
in Quebec as in the other portions of the
Dominion, and I have no reason to think
there were frauds committed in Quebec any
more than in any other portion of the Dom-
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inothiand so far as inquiry has been made able meniber of his p arty, a man who occu-
whte is matter, there are no indications pies the position Vice President of the Domi-
thatever that there is any foundation for nion Alliance in the province of Quebec.e charges which have been made and it When I heard of Mr. Webster, a respect-
whuld be giving an importance to the party able citizen of that province, making these
Whd made these representations-if he has charges, 1 did not know that I was com-made them and I suppose that he has-in mitting a breach of the rules of this House
te Public eye which he does not at all in asking if the statement made by a res-deserve. He is not a public officer of the pectable man in the temperance organiza-
government and he is not a public officer of tion, was true or not, and therefore haveany other government so far as I know. no objection to assume all responsibility

Hon- Sir BOXELL in connection with it. We are told first
'lad he ir MAC KENZIE oELL~ that this man is not in the employment of

e the employment of the the government, and I am bound to accept
lury% mr Y

lion. Mr. MILLS-He may have been.My hon. friend the Secretary of State says
ie was for a time in the employment of thepost office.

Hlon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Itwas admitted by the Minister of Agricul-ture that he had been in the employ of thegovernment. My hon. friend exhibited a
littie feeling-I might say a little passion-in answering the questions I put to him. HeOught to remember that when I put the
question in the first place, I intimated that
1 did not expect an answer to that portion
of the question relating to appointment bybnother government, because I anticipated
Precisely the same reply that he has given.enpart fron that view, it is unnecessary toenter into the question of conspiracy betweenthe provincial government and the Dominion
government. I think I would be enabled to
show that, as far as political matters arehanerned, they have been working into the
eacds of each other, and into the pockets ofeh other, and that there has been a politi-
'ial conspiracy existing between them for a
ong time past. However, that is not my pre-
ent purpose. It may come on at some future

tiflc 'vhen it will be more pertinent to the
question at issue. My question was fair and
legitire.t8 My hon. friend could have con-
tented himself by saying this man was not inhe employ of the departmient. He miglitdave called him a scoundrel, as his colleaguehi uorascalawag, or he could have simply saidlie new nothing of his being appointed byany other government, but il would havebeen as well for him to have answered myquestions before throwing out the insinua-tion le did as to what induced me to putthis Motion on the paper. I may say that

ade them on the assertions of a respect-

that statement. I am also bound to accept
the statement of the premier of the province
of Quebec. I impugn neither the one
nor the other, nor shall I do so till I have

good reason to believe that I an correct in
regard to this man, whom he calls a
scoundrel. Mr. Webster says Parent was
in the enploy of the government in the past,
and the Minister of Agriculture says the
same thing, and the Secretary of State
aduiits that he was temporarily in the
Post Office Department, in the employ
of the government, yet they call him a
"scalawag " and a " scoundrel." Mr.Webster
states this Parent has been an organizer of
the party to which my hon. friend belongs.
I was told this man Parent was stumping
in the Eastern Townships, organizing the
Liberal party down there. I dare say,
knowing him they thought him the best.
kind of man to send to the constitu,
encies to organize them and get them into
line, in order that they could give their votes
and bring to power those who now occupy
the treasury Oenches. But having acknow-
ledged his character and reputation, and
having told the world that he was a scoun-
drel and a scalawag, I can understand why he
was appointed to organize the Liberal
party. This is the gentleman whom they
have selected to do their honest work
in organizing the party that sent them
to power. I will now move for the
address which appears at the foot of
my motion. If these charges which have
been made public by the gentleman to whom
I have referred, Mr. Webster, vice-presi-
dent of the Quebec branch of the Domi-
nion Alliance and a Reformer in politics, be
not true, then in the interests of good gov-
ernment, and in the interests of those who
have been slandered by this man Parent,
there should be a thorough investigation



made. I cannot understand the line of rea- must have selected him because they sup-
soning and argument advanced in this posed he knew how to ferret out wlatever
House and in the lower House, that because inisdeeds had been committed. Though it
they had been accused of committing irregu- will take sone little time, I propose to read
larities in the province of Quebec that there- sore reports whicl this inan has made, and
fore, the honesty of the people of Quebec will ask this fouse whetler, in justice to
more than of any other section of the- the accused parties, there sloud not be a
country, is inpugned. The sane charges thorough investigation. Before doing so, I
have been made against returning officers must give the imister of Agriculture credit
in the province of Ontario. I never for havimg stated in the fouse of Commons,
looked upon them as being a charge against if I ray be permitted to refer to what took
the general character of the people of our place there, that he himself, after these
own province. It is only another evi- charges were made, made an investigation,
dence of the atteinpts which have been and he pronounces them ail lies, as my hon.
made constanly to raise a racial and religi- friend opposite me las done. fe says, in
ous war in conriection with everything that justification of the course that he pursued,
comes before the country. Read the debates that le examined the record in the custody
in the other House, and what does it aiount of the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery,
to? That because the charge was made that i Supposing le did, le may have found that
this was done in the province of Quebec and sore names whicl were given were incor-
in constituencies that are principally French, rectly given. He may have found that the
you are attacking the French race and their names whicl this man gave were not the
religion. Take the statements of the naines of the returning officers and clerks;
Minister of Agriculture and you can corne but it would be impossible for him to tell,
to no other conclusion. What do they say by looking at the returns in the lamds of
when they refer to Mr. Monck who repre- the Clerk of the Crown in Clancery,
sents Jacques Cartier I They say you whether the ballot boxes had been stuffed
should not be permitted to make these state- or not. He would have w take the returas
ments, and they say it is an insult when he as they were given, and by tlat means lie
states that frauds have been committed in could ascertain the number of votes recorded,
that constituency, and La Patrie calls down or rather whicl were upon the list; but
its vengeance because he has the audacity to le could net tell bv any means whatever
tell these people that frauds have been com- whetler tley were voters put there bogusly,
mitted. That is the way they got into or whetler tley were put there properly
power, and they expect to maintain power and regularly. If the lon. gentleman will
that way. If it were not unparliamentary turn to colurns 1491-2-3 of the Commons
I would say that a more disreputable course Hansard, le will find the speech of tle
could not be pursued i. ;, unt r'% such as Minister of Agriculture in that connection.
this, composed of all classes of people. This is a very interesting statement that is
I repeat if Parent is the scoundrel that they made by this man Parent, and I shaH read
represent him to be, and if he lias belied it in order that the world may know what
these people in the province of Quebec, then tle man reported to the Dominion Alliance.
it is due to the people of that province-it This document lias been in the lands, I am
is due to those men who had the duty of credibly inforned, of the Minister of Agri-
taking these votes, and their character and Culture, the high priest of prohibition.
their reputation, that his statements should
not only be refuted but proved to be false. H
What are his statements ? The Dominion i
Alliance, believing that fraud had been Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
committed in recording the votes, sent this judge him by bis former reputation. He
man into the constituencies to learn if las been the mouth-piece of the prohibition-
possible how the election was conducted. ists. He las lad this document in bis hands
How they got this scoundrel I do not for a long tin'e, so I am informed, amd the
know. The Dominion Alliance is com- reference which le incidentally made to it
posed of as respectable people as there are in bis speech in the fouse of Commons
in Canada. They would not select such a justifies the conclusion that it las been in
man knowing bis cliaracter to e bad. They lis lands, and that no step las been taken,
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Other thari a private examination by the ballots cast. When at five o'clock the four amused
themselves an hour voting for ail those who had kept

ministpr himself, so far as we know, to away from the poli. I heard the affair when at Ste.
ascertain whether the report is true or not. Marie and at St. Frederic, and I droveover thereand
This man reports-I shah omit that portion 1 heard the story f romi the deputy returning officer

himself, who had a good laugh over it. He said that
which refers to the hon. speaker, because I the plebiscite was a funny thing anyway. His name
have some doubts as to its correctniess. was Jose h A. Pauet, and the representative at the

poll was arcisse Gilbert. With this I was through
i with the Beauce district.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-If it is incorrect 1n At St. Henri, County of Lévis, a reporter of Le
One point it nust be incorrect in ail. Soleil, Çuebec, by the name of L. Dallaire, came up

there at the poll at about three o'clock in the after-
noon and inquired about the votation being very brisk

ion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL I and active. He was told that few voters had cast
ai speaking now of those with whom I their ballots. He remarked that something mulst be
hn ht to done to save the situalion. He was seen in conferenceave come in contact, and have a rig with several men and appeared at the poli No. 2

s ~ I3Ij~ I~~i'. .

p wre e p- g , V ose ameis Jacques Berlinguet, to vote himself though he was
To Major E. L. BoND, not a voter. He claimed also to have been authorized

Montreal. to vote for a certain number of persons he had on a
The Counties of Lévis, Beauce, Montmagiy and paper and said he had the power t vote for ail these.

RýaUiouraska were visited by ine during the las te The clerk whose naine is Cléophas Blédard, refused te
dISYs, and sufficient evidence ha r been found war- take part in what he called a dirty trick and left the
at a investigat n ey the governinent in that part room. Dallaire, the reporter, proceeded to take his
nQfth anetigto ytegvenetm a a place and wvrite out the namues and place the ballots

It will he remembered that on the night of the30th into the box. After five o'cock it was found that
f Septemlber last the telegraph reporteo that the nearly ail the voters in the precinct had cast theiro Steme*attetlgahrpre ballots, less two, and mnany people are astonished toanti-prohibitionists had carried the province of Que- ts a o this wasdon

bec by about 40,000 majority. A few days after the this day how this was done.
inajority in several ridings began to increase s0 MONTMAGNY.
enormously as to justify the fears that extensive
frauds have been committed, and that long after the
hour fixed by law. as the closing of votation had The undersiged visited at Cap St. Ignace a large
Pas'e&, some deputy returning officers with others pish Mr. C. Roy, a lawyer of St. Thomatand who is.
whose names are given below, stuffed the ballot boxes. disgr u lted with the governinent of Ottawa. Mr.

In the county of Beauce, for instance, the majoritY Roy is a close persnal friend of mine and toid nme
waS tncreased from 1,100 te over 3,300. The vote that many hundred votes had been cast fraudulently.
actuaey cast did not exceed one-ifth of the whole, The deputy returning officers were acting under
aei about did no e e onearifth o e one, orders froin the government leaders of the party in the
half of the voters on the list bave voted. district, namely, E. Martin-au, a lawyer, r.nd now M.

In St. François there are five poils. In pol No. 2, P. for Montul agny; Mr. Lislois, M.P.P., for the sane
on the second concession, 3 voters register d at the county. Mr. Roy added that if a right investigation
ponthsg before five o'clock. Edward Castonguy wa was held startling facts would be discovered. I asked
deputy returning officer at the po l and he was asited him how it could be done, as those deputy returning

b red St. Aubin and tebert Samours in the wrk officers having already violated their oaths would not
ncresing the vote toe 106. There were at the hesitate to do so again. He said that is where I was

t'.ie about ten people at the poil rnd Castenguy mistaken, those officers had not taken any oath at ail,
neartbed they were aothorized by the governme of the whole thing oeing considered as a huge farce and

the autorinizen to do so. not a regular election, when the penalties of the law

t St. Frederic, poi No. 1, onlý 24 peoVle eut are t le feared. When we3 were talking, deputy
ther votes, as *ivn out. At ive o dlock no interest returning officer of poil No. 3, Cap St. Ignace, and

ir tes, as the vote was very light. It b Roy questioned Didace Dufour, t he said returning
day for the farmers Ninety-one votes were cast on officer, if the facts he had revealed to me were true.
SunaytVeningby partiestyoe naes were Louis St. Dufour grew white and looked askance at me, but
Deni, deputy returing officer, Charles Mancour, Rov exclaimed, Oh, he can't speak. I answered for
hotelkepter, and William Lavotie. Parent, lie is my fellow student at Laval University

At poil No. 2, in the saLe parisb, only 11 votes and won't say anything. " It is true, said Dufour,
Were Cast between the hours o! votation. Now there we have not been sworn at ail, only 21 persons voted

re 67. Capt. Alphonse St. Onge came in fromN ste. ta my poil during the da . I had received instrue-
Marie on an or fron the govern ent, h e asserted, tions fromr Mr. Lislois, M. P., to fill the box, that
and 30 hours after votation the box was re.opened would please the goverrment. I did accordingly. I
and 56 votes werecast. The same Capt. St. roge did think it was done everywhere, as Abraham Caron,
the saine tbing at St. Georges, where 71 votes were who was deputy returning officer at poil No. 2, Cap
added to the 32 in the ballot box. A t St. Victor de St. Ignace, did the saine thing. At poli No. 1, St.
Tring, at Poil No. 1 and No. 3 40 and 55 votes were François, Urgèle Langlois, deputy returning officer,
cast fraudulentîy. The deputy returning officers in did the saie thing, and so on added Dufour." But I
those two last polis were Pierre Guillemette and said, if those facts were known what do you think the
Adolphe Fontaine. respectively. The latter protested prohibitionists would do. He said : Oh, I wish they
against such pîractices being done, but Capt. St.Onge wvould to everything. Those fellows, meanig Tarte
proised him a job fronm the governnment on the and Pacand, had not the courage of their convictions.
Chaudière River. At Kamouraska, I was not a very long time, onlv a

At St. Antoine, near Beauce Junction, a stranige few hours. but I learned enlough to couvnce you that
Occurrence took place. It is a small parish havimg huge fraud- were perpetrated. A very light vote was
117 voters on the list. Now it appears that onlv the cast. Paul Di)uiont and (.i »re Dessaimt 'ere

deputY returning officer and bis two assistants with deputy returning officers at poil N os. 1 and 2, respect-
the rePresentative of the antis voted, making four ively. At those two p>olls about 80 voted. On Sun.
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day, Mr. Carroll the M.P. is alleged to have sent a
man by the name of Ouésime Beaupré, f rom Rivière
du Loup in order that more votes should be cast.
There was great trouble as Paul Dumont resisted
and said he would not re-open the box. Beaupré
threatened him with dismissal from his position of
Collector of Customs, if he would not obey. Eight
or ten persons were present when the fraud was being
committed by Beaupré himself. It appears from the
facts given to me by Dumont himself as he knows me
personally and had no of me, that 70 votes
were thus cast in poil No. 1 and 51 in poil No. 2 and
the result was immediately sent to Quebec.

I heard from Ed. Dussault, a printer of Quebec,
while on the car, that extensive frauds had been com-
mitted in the counties of Quebec and Montmorency.
As a result of my investigation I would suggest that
a commission be sent in ail those counties by the
Federal Government at your request in order to make
a rigid investigation of all those facts I have revealed
to you and I propose to help you further on in the
work you have undertaken.

Humbly submitted,
(Signed.) W. H. PARENT.

Mr.J. H. CARSoN,
Montreal.

DEAR SIR, -1 began my investigation re the ple-
biscite vote in the county of Quebec on Friday the
17th last. I visited the parishes of Beauport, Char-
lesburgh, Valcartier and St. Ambroise.

At poli No. 1, Beauport, the deputy returning
officer was Jules Begin. There was no representa-
tive of the Dominion Alliance in Beauport. In
Beau rt as in every parish of the county the votes
have Zn accustomed to large expenditures of money
in election times.

In the plebiscite campaign no effort was made on
either side to organize, so the vote was very light.
Only a few in the three polis of Beauport avadled
themselves of the privilege they had to cast a vote tn
that important issue. At poli No. 1 seven votes
were recorded for prohibition and thirty-six against
it. The ballot box was re-opened 24 hours after the
hour of votation was closed and 60 ballots put into
the box. Begin, the deputy returning officer was
present and among those present were Honoré
Parent and Pierre Vallancour.

At poli No. 3 in the 6th Concession, Ernest Dubé
was t he deputy returning officer. He was not
sworn in and was advised by a Quebec lawyer and
pohtician to do as he pleased with the ballot box.
Only 55 registered against prohibition. A few hours
after the closing of the votation 40 ballots were
thrown in by a party from Quebec, in the bouse of
the deputy returning cfficer in his presence and
with his consent.

At poil No. 2 of the parish of Charlesburgh, Vic-
tor Bedard was deputy returning officer. Only 19
registered against prohibition and one for. There
was no swearing in of the officers at the poli and the
whole affair was treated as a huge farce. On the day
after the votation a man named Octave Proulx came
from Quebec and said that something must be done
to save Laurier from embarrassment fron his Ontario
friends. Orders had come from headquarters, he
said, to increase the majority of the province of Que-
bec to over 100,000. Bedard wanted the promise of
a job from some higher authority at Quebec. Proulx
went to Quebec, 9 miles distant, and returned in the
afternoon with a written promise from Pacaud. HE
holds that promise in his hands at the present day
but did not get his job and he is very bitter againsi
Pacaud. Over 10 ballots were thrown into the box
by Proulx himself who boasted of the exploit before
the undersigned.

At Valcartier the interest taken in the plebiscite
was very light, so light indeed, that only 6 cast their

ballots during the day. The people have been ac-
customed to be bought like sheep and they are
wondering even now why election agents did not
come with large rolls cf bills to give them a little of
their abundance, and as they concluded to keep away
from the polis, but it is found that the ballot box was
manipulated on account of the 87 ballots found there-
in by the returning officer of the county. The de-
puty returning officer was Onesime Lacroix.

At St. Ambroise at poll No. 1 Arthur St. Denis
was returning officer and the representative of the
liquor interests was Philippe Tremblay, a cousin of a
Beauport brewer. He was sent from the latter place
to look after his side interests. At the closing of the
votation they counted over the ballots and found
that 36 had voted. There are over 220 votes in the
precinct. They put 120 more in the box.

At poil No. 3 58 were added to the 19 already in
the box. J. B St. Pierre was the returning officer
there.

It is useless to say that in all the places visited by
the undersigned, no traces were found of the officers
at the polis or representatives, when there were any,
being sworn in. They were asbured of impunity
from high quarters and pitive that the members of
the county of Quebec, Hon. Chas. Fitzpatrick took
a hand in the proceedings. The people say that
word was sent from him that no -one would be hurt
in case the frauds were to be unearthed and investi-
gated.

Jos. Dussault, printer of the city of Quebec, and a
very active politician, told me that the majority in
the two counties of Quebec and Montmorency were
increased over 1,000 after the day of votation was
over, and that the whole thing was done by orders of
Fitzpatrick, Pacaud, Langelier, etc., in order to drown
the votes of the other provinces.

MONTMORENCY.
I went next to Montmorency and stopped at

L'Ange Gardien the first parish aftr- we have crossed
the Montmorency Falls. At L'Ange Gardien, there
were three polls. At poil No. 1 Dosithée Fournier was
deputy returning officer. He told m. that there was
no use of taking a plebiscite because the people did
not know what he meant. They understood vaguely
that it meant taxes. They were afraid to vote and it
would have taken a pretty shrewd election agent,
added Fournier, with a large pocket book to convince
them that it would be right for them to vote.

When I was appointed deputy returning otlicer,
continued Fournier, I went to Quebec and saw
Pacaud, C. Langelier, and ail the fellows. They
advised me to treat the matter lightly and that it
would not be necessary for me to be sworn in as it
was not a regular election, but only a way of atcer-
taining the expression of the people ; but if the
people do not vote, what shall I do, said Fournier.
But the shrewd politicians only laughed and told him
that if he did not know better he ought to resign his
place. So Fournier went back home no wiser than
before.

The people had said to Fournier they would not
vote without money and ke pt to their word. Only 14
cast their ballots during the day. But thirty hours
afterwards a man came from Quebec and said the
majority must be increased at ail costs; Fournier re-
opened the box and put 102 ballots in it.

At Chateau, Richer, over 150 ballots were placed
into the ballot box. At poil No. 175 were placed by
Joseph Dussault the printer f rom Quebec, and a na-
tive of the place, and at poil No. lie put anothier 75
sucb he told me himself, were his orders. The deputy
retirning officers on those polis were Eusebe Lafrance
and Jacques Dussault respectively. They talked of
the matter of as no consequence whatever. It was
not a regular election they added and they said no
more.
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COUNTY OF TEMISCOLATA. When they were all at the hotel, Jean Pelletier, the
deputy returing officer of poli No. 2, cane along

I visited next this large constituency of Temiscouata with his box. How many did vote at your place?
containg 26 parishes and over 50,000 souls. Below Oh not manly, only a baker's dozen. Dumais exhibited
i, what happened at some of the polls of the parishes a telegran from the Soleil, Quebec, asking for returns.
of Isle Verte, St. Arsene, St. Eli, St. Francuis, and Something must be done, they all said. How many
Trois Pistoles. I electors in your subdivision, was asked of Pelletier?

At poll No. 1, Isle Verte, Theophile Lesvesque No, he answered. Well, let us revise your return
was deputy returningofficer. Charles Leduc was the and place the nuinber of those who cast their ballots
representative of the liquor interests. About 60 votes at 112. Pelletier consented, and the thing was done,were cast and registered at that pol which was in and a telegram sent the Soleil accordingly.
the village. After votation wasover, Leduc persuaded At St. loi and St. François, two simall parishes
Levesque to put some 80 ballots in the box, so to have back of Trois Pistoles, Nemese Rioux, an influential
it appear a more respectable vote, according to the and wealthy inan of Trois Pistoles, took charge of the
expression used by Levesque in speaking of the mat- business, and increased the number of votes from 14
ter to the undersigned. Chas. A. Gaievreau, the to 50 at St. François, and from 7 to 77 at St. Eloi.
maeimber of the county had been speaking in every The deputy returning officer at St. Eloi was Elphege
Parish, talking about the taxation that would follow Gravel, and at St. François, Urbaux Dion; no
a prohibition victory. He only succeeded in frighten- representative on either side, only Rioux paying a
Ing the people away from the polls, as one word about flying visit. In spite of all his influence lie could not
taxation and taxes is enough to make them believe get the stubborn French Canadian farmers to the
that the government intends to impose heavy burdens poils ; they were afraid of taxes.
upon them. Next comes the great parish of Trois Pistoles,

I have been through the county and I saw clearly where in polis No. 3, 4 and 2, over 200 votes were
that the whole question was not understood at ail by fraudulently cast into the ballot boxes after votation
the electors. The voters were more afraid te vote hours. Gustave D'Amours engineered the job, and
against prohibition than for it. To them as many it was done on the first of October long after votation
told me it was like a sword cutting with both edges, hours.
so they generally did not care to vote, as it was.con- In these three polls, E. Rioux, Gonzaque D'Amours
sidered safer to abstain altogether from exercisig and Phillippe Lacroix were, respectively, deputy
that privilege.srthatprivlege returning officers. D'Amours had given them in-

Many prominent citizens of the ,such as structions not to give any returns immediately after
Riome, of Trois Pistoles, R. Dumais of St. Eloi, Sal- five o'clock on votation day, as it is the custom, but
luste Bertrand of Isle Verte and Nap. Pelletier of St. to wait a day in order to see the results in other
Arsene did not hesitate to state to me that not more counties of the province. They all came to D'Amours'
than 500 votes were cast in the county and neverthe- house on October lst, about four o'clock in the after-
less a majority of over 1,500 was found against prohi- noon, and there in the presence of six persons (the
bition and many of these ballots were fraudulently three deuty returning officers and D. D'Amours,
cast long hours after votation was over. Emile Pelletier, and Geo. Bellarance) 200 ballots

At pol No. 2, Isle Verte, Seraphin Girard was were added and put into the boxes. At No. 2, 21
deputy returning officer, Ludger Rioux representative had voted, 72 were added ; at No. 3, 17 had voted, 68
of the liquor interests. Fourteen votes were cast were added ; at No. 4, 27 had voted, 70 were added,and registered during votation hours. . . and returns sent by telegraph to the Soleil, Quebec.

That day, Wilfrid Dumais. a prominent politician In the county of Rimouski I visited only three
of Cacouna, was driving through the parishes situated parishes, and learned enougli to ascertain that there,near the St. Lawrence River, stopping at all the lso, the same practices had been done, though to not
on his way down and persuaded the deputy returnig so great an extent as elsewhere. I must say that if I
Officer of poli No. 2 Isle Verte to cast more ballots could visit the parishes of the county of Matane and
mnto the box. the other parishes of Rimouski, I could find many

At first Girard demurred, but was easily persuaded interesting things.
to do as told. Dumais told him that the majority !i At poll No. 1, St. Simon, next to Trois Pistoles,the province was not enough, that the party was m Fournier was deputy returning officer, with J. B.
danger and so on. He insisted particularly on the D'Anyon, as representative of the liquor interesta.
Point that this was not an election, only a joke per- No oath was taken at the opening of votation. About
petrated by Laurier upon the prohibitionists. Fifty thirty registered during the ay. Fournier toldballots were put in the box at that moment, Dumais D'Anyon that the vote was too light. They should
related the fact to me and showed nie confidential amuse themselves, so, being alone in the booth, they
letters from Gauvreant to Pacaud, urging him to do voted for every niember of their family. Both men
something in that line. Some 300 votes were added, cast about 15 votes each in that way during. the day.
to the total majority in the county through Dumais At St. Mathieu there is only one poll, and about
intervention. Ludger Rioux, the representative at 18registered during the day. G;ustave D'Amours, of
Poli No 2, Isle Verte, told me that he was present Trois Pistoles, sent his son, Henri, there and had thewhen that was done. . number increased to 85. The deputy returning

At St. Arsene there are two polling subdivisions. officer there was Eloi Beaubien, and as he saw noAt poli No. 1, Nicolas Pelletier was returning officer' harm, hecomplied wvith D'Amours' request to increase
the hotelkeeper of the locality, iepresentative. The the majority to 85.
narr.e of the latter is Constant Dumais. In spite Of t St. Valerien the saie thing was done at thebis efforts the people were too much afraid of the instance of the same Henri D'Anours. From 14 ittaxes and did not vute. Only l were recorded at that was increased to 91. The deputy returning officer
Poll, nobody was sworn in, as they were told that it there was Conrad Rod.
Wua not necessary, and they believe, even now, that At Bic there was also fraudulent ballots, but Iit was not. After the votation was over, the deputy could not ascertain the names of the parties. As myreturning officer and the hotelkeeper went t, the funds were exhausted, I was conpelled to return tohotel where the box was left for the night. Theday Montreal.
after they both concluded that it would be better for I am, yours trulythem to have a few more ballots put in, so they put
n 90, and had a good laugh over it. Dumais arrived (Signed) W. H. PARENT.
i the afternoon and complimented them on their MONTREAL, 1st March, 1899.lOyalty to the party.
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-How could it be
known by this man what votes were cast at
the different polls ?

Hon. Sir MACKENZ1E BOWELL-I
am reading his report, which will an-
swer that question. He says that he
went there for the purpose of makirg this
inquiry, and he says further that he was not
known and that he received the information
from the parties who committed the frauds;
and that is a good reason why the
falsity of the statement, if 'such it be,
should be proved to the world by a com-
mission and not by a private inquiry by one
member of the government whose interest
is to show that the najority against pro-
hibition in Quebec is as large as it is re-
ported, and would like it to be much larger,
so as to justify no action on behalf of pro-
hibition. Either Parent received the infor-
mation from the deputy returning officer
himself, or he was telling a falsehood. If
he was telling a falsehood, prove him to be
the villain you represent him to be. I have
read this report for the information of the
House, to show the character of the docu-
ment which has been placed in the hands
of the Dominion Alliance, and by the
Alliance I have reasou to believe in the
hands of the Hon. Mr. Fisher, Minister
of Agriculture, hence I ask that an
investigation be made into the truth of
these allegations, in order that the parties
accused, if these parties exist, should have
an opportunity of setting themselves right
before the country. Then Mr. Parent
makes another report to Mr. Carson, another
prominent prohibitionist in the province of
Quebec, as follows:-
Mr. J. H. CARSON,

Montreal.
DEAR SIR,-I continued my investigation re

plebiscite vote in the counties of Arthabaska and
Lotbinière. I arrived in the former County on Wed-
needay morning, and visited the parishes of Artha-
baskaville, Stanfold and St. Valère.

At Poll No. 2, Arthabaskaville, Emile Dugas was
the Deputy Returning Officer. He was not sworn
in, beheving even now that it was unnecessary.
Ephrem Girard represented the liquor interests.
Thirty votes were recorded, out of a total of 157.
Subsequently on the day after, Alexandre Côté,
brother of C. Côté, of Arthabaskaville, induced the
deputy returning officer to cast 55 ballots in the
box, makng a total of 85 for that polil.

At Poll No. 3, the same Côté, who is a politician of
sonie eminence in the induced Vital
Chommared, Deputy Returning Officer at that poll,
to increase the majority there trom 21 to 50. It is a
smali poli.

At poll No. 2, Stanfold, very few cared to vote,
only il registered at the poil during the day.

Constand Dubeau, being the deputy returning
officer there. There were no representatives on
either side, and no swearing in of the officials in
charge.

Dubau received a letter from a prominent politi-
of Arthabaskaville that it was a shame for the people
of Stanfold to have given so few votes against Pro-
hibition, as the rest of the Townships would give a
majority for it there being quite a few English speak-
ing voters in the village and at polling sub-division
No. 3, I could not learn the name of the party from
Arthabaskaville. Dubeau. Lajoie telling me they
were bound secrecy. The result was that sixty bal-
lots were added to the 11 already in the box, making
71 votes for that poll.

At St. Valère, a new parish in the back concession,
I could not learn much, as the two parties I wanted to
see were away, but I returned to Arthabaskaville.
Wilbrod Pacaud, a relative of Ernest Pacaud of the
Sokil told me that gooi work had been done at St.
Flavien against prohibition. Mr. Pacaud, who is a
young man of no particular eminence in prohibition
told me that the najority against prohibition hac
been increased by several hundred in the
At St. Flavien, Regis Dupré, the deputy returning
officer did not want at first to do anything that was
suggested, but at last on a promise of a bushranger-
ship he consented to re-open the box and put in a
large number of ballots. Pacaud could not state the
exact number, as Alec. Côté, Xavier Dumont of
Arthabaskaville were alone with Dupré when the
trick was done. Dupré has got his job and he is
nov in the woods back of Three Rivers on the St.
Maurice River, bushranging for the Quebec Govern-
ment.

I next visited the county of Lotbinière, where I
found the traces of the same master hand which was
so active in the whole district of Quebec.

At St. Emilie, there are two polling subdivisions.
At poll No. 1 Philippe Leinieux was the deputy re-
turning officer. Very few electors went to the polls
as the farmers were busy gathering in their crops.
The federal memnber Dr. Rmfret, had not taken any
interest in the contest. The simple minded farmers
of that region were asking themselves why it was that
an election was going on without any meeting being
held, any organization being donc, and specially any
candidates announcing their intentions at the church
doors on Sabbath day. So after talking between
themselves about the matter, they thought they
would not risk anything by keeping away from the
polls.

At poll No. 1, St. Emelie, 16 voted. Philippe
Lemieux the deputy returning officer was not sworn
in and so all the officers at the poll. There was no
representatives on either aide.

At poll No. 2, Augustin Carrière was deputy re-
turning officer, There was no swearing in and the
vote was very light througbout the day. After polling
day over Lemieux and Carrière drove together to St.
Croix, the of the county. They both went
to the Lotbinière House kept by a man named Ed-
mond Pageau where they passed the night drinking.
In the morning they were induced by the hotel keeper
to re-open their boxes and stuff them with ballots.
one hundred and twenty-five were thrown into the
two boxes by the two officials, Pageau helping them
in doing the job

At St. Gilles, there is only one poll and J. B.
Dumond was the deputy returning officer. The same
thing occured as at Ste. Emilie. tweny-tw o voted there.
Dumont was not sworen in and was told by several
hotel-keeper of St. Croix, two of them are niamed F.
Corriveau and N. Fournier to treat the whole matter
lightly as it was not a regular election. Dumont
received also a telegram from a party in Quebec
whose name I could not learn to increase his majority
at St. Gilles to over 100. Dumont did as lie was told.
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At St. Agapit, I found evidence that the masterhand at Quebec had sent one of his emissaries there
and at St. Sylvestre also. These parishes are situated
in the back settlement. The people are for the mostpart simple Minded for lack of education. The hotel-
Keeper of the place, Félix Lagarde, of St. Agapit,
was the deputy returning officer. He was not sworn
'n, and not more than 14 voted during the day.

At St. Sylvestre, there was also only one poll keptby a man nanied Philéas Dunoc, from St. Croix. The
two deputy returning officers drove over to St. Croix,where a journalist from Quebec, named Arcadia
Gerard, now working for the Premier of the province
met them with instructions from a coinmittee at Que-
bec and asked them if they helped the party, the
Party would not forget them. The deputy returning
otfcer consented to increase the anti-prohibition inth ir rishes by 52 and 67, respectively.

at en went to Quebec, on my way to Montreal,
and passed a few hours on Monday of this week trying
t' confirin my statements in regard to the investiga-
tions made in Quebec, Montmorency and Lotbinière
counties. I now know enough to clearly prove what1 had said, though the leaders took care not to committhemselves, and had the work done by underlings Ihave mentioned in my reports.

. think a commission would reveal the whole con-
spiracv as the men mentioned in my reports would beforced to speak under oath.

(Signed) W. H. PARENT.

I have read this for the purpose of letting
the country know what the report of Parent
is, and not to have it hidden in some pigeon
hole in the Department of the Minister of
Agriculture who has had it in his possession
for some time, but has never revealed its con-
tenlts. lie says he did make some investi-
gations, which I have pointed out le could
ntt do properly. It would be impossible for
him to ascertain the truth of many state-
ments which have been made in the report,
and I repeat what I have already said, that
With this in the hands of the government
and 'lot in the possession of the country, in
justice to the men who are accused of coim-
Mitting these frauds, a thorough investiga-
tionl should be made. I am informed that
the Dominion Alliance lias to-day, a solemn
affidavit made by this same man Parent as
tO the truth of th1e statements he lias made.
If he is a perjurer, let him be punished as a
perjurer ought to be punished. If one-
tenth of this report be true, then, those who
are guilty of the frauds, should be punished
as the law provides. I have given my
reasons plainly and distinctly, and I merely
repeat that in the interests of good govern-
maent, in, the interests of purity of election
ýin the interests of the character and

reputation of the men who are accused of
these fraude, a thorough and searching in-
vestigation should be made in order that
they may show whether this man perjured

9

himself, when he swore to the truth of these
statements.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved that the de-
bate be adjourned till to-morrow.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, 19th A pril, 1899.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE BELLEVILLE POST OFFICE.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL rose
to:

Ask the Government, whether the Postmaster
General bas, during.the past year, or at any other
time, reduced any city post office to that of a town
office, as was done on the plea of econony in the case
of the city of Belleville, namely : the cities of Toronto,
Hamilton, London, Ottawa, Windsor, Montreal,
Quebec, Fredericton, St. John, Halifax, Charlotte-
town, and Victoria? If not, why have not those cities
which the publie accounts show, as set forth in a tabu-
lar statement to be found on page 211 of the official
reports of the Debates of the Senate of the 14th March
1898, cost a greater percentage of the revenue collected
to perform the duties of said offices, than did that of
Belleville reduced?

He said :- Hon. gentleman will remember
that I changed the question which I asked
some little time ago as originally framed,
yet did not obtain the answer which I
desired. Might I ask the Minister of
Justice whether he is ready to answer these
questions Î

Hon. Mr. MILLS-1 may say to my hon.
friend I am not ready. I have not got the
answers. They were promisad to be sent.

The inquiry was allowed to stand.

CAPE TORMENTINE POSTAL
CONTRACT.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON moved:
That an humble Address be presented to His Ex-

cellency the Governor General ; praying that His
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Excellency will cause to be laid before the Senate,
copies of ail contracts made by the Post Office Dep-
artment, since the lst day of December, 1898, for
the carriage of mails between the Intercolonial Rail-
way and Cape Tormentine.

Also, all correspondence between the Post Office
Department, or any official thereof, and the Charlotte-
town Board of Trade, or any person whatsoever rela-
tive to the carriage of the mails froin the Intercolonial
lRailway to Cape Tormentine, since the Ist day of
December last.

He said :-In making this motion I have
only two or three words to say. The hon.
gentlemen are aware that during the winter
the province of Prince Edward Island is
dependent for its mails on communication
across the straits at that narrow point
between the Island and New Brunswick. A
branch railway was built down to Cape
Traverse by the government of Canada on
thp Prince IEdward Island side, under the
late government, and a branch railway was
subsidized between Sackville, N. B., and
Cape Tormentine on the other sida, and
very many valuable improvements were
made in the service. For many years before
last winter there had been some delay
in the mails going to the Island between
the Intercolonial Railway and Cape Tor-
mentine. The mails going from Prince
Edward Island went without much interrup-
tion, but in the other direction there
was somewhere near a day's delay at
Sackville, owing to the train arrangements
of the New Brunswick and Prince Edward
Island Railway. It appears some party in
Charlottetown made complaint about that
last fall, and the Post Office Department,
instead of trying to remove the ditlicuILy by
bringing the service into a better condition,
actually ignored the railway on the New
Brunswick side altogether, and made a con-
tract to have the mails carried some forty
miles by teams, the result being that in very
good weather and good roads, the service be-
tween the Intercolonial Railway and Cape
Tormentine going to Prince Edward
Island was to some extent improved; but
it brought about, even under the
best circumstances, quite as great, or
even a greater degree of interruption in the
mails going the other way, while in bad
weather and bad roads it resulted, as one
would naturally expect, in going back
to such communication and service as we
had in Canada before the construction of
railways. I think hon. gentlemen will
agree with me that it is a matter of very grave

oemplaint that any such retrograde step as

that should be taken by the government
of Canada, where the mails of an entire
province are affected. Nevertheless, I
am told that the most reasonable pro-
positions were made to the government,
to which no reply was received, to make
the service effective between New Bruns-
wick and Prince Edward Island. No
attention whatever was paid to them, and
instead of giving the province the reasonable
service that it should receive, and the com-
munications the attention they were entitled
to, the department actually went back and
made contracta with parties to carry these
mails for forty miles by means of horse teams.
All I can say is that, notwithstanding the fact
we have had one of the most favourable
winters we ever experienced, there was a
great deal of complaint, and a great deal of
cause for complaint. The extent of the
interruption that was caused by this arrange-
ment was not so much felt in Prince Edward
Island, because the delay and more serious
interruption was coming this way, and corres-
pondents writing from the province would
not be advised as to the cause of delay in
transmission of the mails. As I said before,
in fine weather the mail communications
were not so bad going to Prince
Edward Island, but in all weathers
they were bad coming this way. I
hope the leader of the House will take note
of what I am saying. The people of Prince
Edward Island feel it almost an insult to
their prevince that with railway communica-
tion the mails of the entire province should
be carried by teams as though no railway

I existed.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I shall bring to the
attention of the Postmaster General the ob-
servations which the hon. member bas
addressed to the House, and also the motion
which he now submits. I did not learn frorn
him whether he had himself any communi-
cation with the Postmaster General on the
subject, or whether any other representative
in the House of Commons has communicated
with the Postmaster General and called his
attention to the matter of which my hon.
friend complains. I shail invite the atten-
tion of the Postmaster General to the sub-
ject. The hon. gentleman's motion will nO
doubt be adopted by the House, and the in&
formation which he seeks will be given. I
cannot help thinking that my hon. friend
must be labouring under some mistake as tO
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the correspondence, and as to the want of Hon. Mr. MILLS-I understood ry hon.
consideration being given to any complaint friend to say that this man bas frequently
that has been made. violated the Act, s0 1 thought be was refer-

ring to a series of transactions that had
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON- am under no extended over a considerable tire.

mistake as to the result anyway. * Mr. FERGUSON-J arnot aware
The mnotion was agreed to. whether he bai the bonding privileges from,

COLDSTOAGE ~ SEAMSIPS the outeet. I kniow he bas lîad tbemx whileCOLDSTOR GE N STAMSHPS.violating the law.
MOTION. The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON roved: THE LIGTING 0F THE PARLIA-
That an humble Address be presented to His Ex- t hENT BUILDINGS.

'llecrY thn Governor General; prayina that Hio trellency wenill cause to be laid before consira ti'Pies of ail correspondence, Orders in Council or de- Hon. Sir MAC KENZIE BOWLEL rose
pwrtnental orders having reference to the establish- p

tt oo bonded wareroosw on the preieha of Johnthem
Gow Soruneour, at Cardigan Bridge in the province 1. What was the total average aount paid to theaf Prince uward Island. Ottawa Gap to., per annuIL, for lighting the various
Ile naid :-1 ray explain that a considerable govement buildings, during the three years ending
amOlint of feeling existe in the, province with 2. What is the total cst per annum, by the pre-
regard to the granting of these bonding sent system of lighting?
privileges to this person. I am aware that 3. Were tenders called for lighting the various
und r c i i buildings by either gas or electricity? To what coumer ordinary conditions it is customary, pany was t e contract for lighting awarded ?
in the Department of Customs, to give bond- 4. What is the total numiber and power of incan-
ing facilities to any reputable merchant who descent electric lights now installed in all the public

a rb rep obuildings in Ottawa, and cost of installation, includ-applies for them, on his providing suitable ing wiring and all other apparatus ?
premuises in which to store the goods that . What is the number and power of electric lights
are operated by the government electric light plant, andrequired to be so bonded, and on the annual cost of the same during the three years ending
Customs officer being kept in possession of 1898?
the key ; but I subrmit that the case to which 6. What is the original cost and present value of
I a nall overnment electrical plant and boilers in theis one t does fot pubc buildings in Ottawa? How many men are
come under bonding conditions at all. The employed to operate them ?
plerSon namned in this motion has been con- 7. Were tenders called for the wiring of any or al
Perted nthe government buildings in Ottawa and the supplyvicted a great many times of violating the of ail electrical appliances necessary for the same?

Scott Act. The Canadian Temperance Act From whom were offers received and what were the
1s in f • • ,drespective amounts of such offers ?fo.ce in Kmga County, and suppor 8. How was the parliamentary appropriation ofby publie opinion in that county, and this $75,o00 for extending the government lighting plant,
manbasdeliberatelyandsystematicallydefied and the purchase of certain pumps for re purposes,
the law, and has been e ®a dewhoWhat are the items of such expenditure,thelaw ad hs benfrequently prosecuted 'andetowhom paid ?
and convicted of violations of the Act. It Re said:-I would ask ry hon. friend
18 to enable this man to carry on this viola- whether be is prepared to answer tiee
tion of the law that the bonding privilege nurnero eis 
has been given him. I call attention to the us questions ?
eircumstances because I am sure that if the Hon. Mr. MILLS-The return is being
hon. minister were made aware of the prepared.
ircumstances and the character of this per- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Bon-.-I arn not referring to his private char- The last two years-1897 and 1898-cter but to his violation of the law of the would suit y purpose. It is net a return,

iand he would not continue tc grant bond- but an answer that I want. If the min-"kg Privileges under such circumstances. ister prefers that I should move for a
Hon. Mr. MILLS-Can the hon. gentie. return perhaps it would be bëtter. The

man tell me how long this man has had trouble is, in moving for a return, one seldomh
those bonding privileges 1 gets it. Shall I change it into an address 1

lon. Mr. FERGUSON-Not very long, Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think it would be
think; but I cannot be positive. better if the hon. gentleman were to do so.
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT--I may say that the rents, of their courses and their force. I
Minister of Public Works has been ill for saw a statement made that this was largely
the past week. I went to his house and saw the cause of the wreck of that splendid
him though he was confined to his bed. I steanship the " Castilian," recently on the
mentioned the fact that this inquiry was on coast of Yarmouth, N.S., and that had the
the paper. He said he had given instruc- captain or those in charge been possessed of
tions to his officers to prepare the answers, adequate information as to the course
and I have no doubt they are being prepared. and the power of the currents around

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I sent over to the that point, in all human probability
departont r. IL I inf tiov a the tbe wreck would not have occurred. To

department for the information and the prove how important this is becoming andofficers said it was in the course of prepara- how inadvisable it is to delay any further
tion. the carrying on of the work efficiently, I

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- may mention the fact that that great cor-
Then I move my notice as an address instead poration in London, the Insurance of Lloyds,
of an inquiry. has discriminated against vessels coming in-

to Canadian waters, the loses they sustained
Tbe motion was agreed to. last year having been so heavy. They have

TIDAL CURRENTS SURVEY. discriminated to a very large extent, so
much so in many cases as to render the pro-

INQUIRY. secution of business in this way unprofitable

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE rose to: by reason of the premiums they charge for
the extra hazard. I am aware that influence

Direct the attention of the government to the num-habenrohtobaadtatht
erous wrecks which have taken place, durng the past j las been brought to bear, and that that
year, along our coast, in many cases attributable to corporation has been interviewed by some
the want of knowledge of those in charge of the ves- prominent Canadians to see if they would
sels, of the courses and power of the currents and not rescind their action in this regard, but Itides. And will inquire :

1. Whether it is their intention to prosecute with- am informed that for the current year at
out delay the work of the tidal current survey along any rate, there is no prospect of its being
the coats of Canada, especially those bordering on the rescinded. In my view, so important is the
Atlantic Ocean ? ecne.I y iw oipratsth

2. Whether an anount adequate to the requirements effective maintenance of this service that
of the thorough and etficient carrying on of this work, I think the government would exercise a
so important to Canadian commerce, will be embraced .
in the Estimates for the current year? wise discretion were they, if such a course

3. What sum was expended for this service during should prove necessary, to lessen the appro-
the last financial year? priations to some other services which dwin-

He said :-It is not my intention to speak die into in significance in comparison with
at any length on the subject of this motion, the hedging round about with every possible
inasmuch as last session hon. gentlemen who safeguard the course of vessels approaching
were present will remember that I spoke at our shores freighted with the products of
very considerable length in regard to it, the world, and often times with the much
urging its importance, and citing in support more precious freightage of human life. If
of my view of the importance of the work, this strong necessity exists under present
the opinion of corporate bodies and of mer- circumstances for the appropriation of a
chants who have been long engaged in trade, sufficient sum to carry out this efficiently,
and the opinions of both of these parties surely that necessity is greatly enhanced
carrying great weight as to the absolute by the prospect of the adoption soon of a
necessity of carrying out this work eficiently. fast line of steamers between this country
As a further evidence of this necessity, I and England.
would cite the very large number of wrecks
which took place during the past year. I Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I spoke to the Min-
have not the list at hand, but I arn per- ister of Marine and Fisheries on the subject
fectly aware that it is very far above the and he does not share the opinion of my
average. I have seen it stated in the press hon. friend as to the very great importance
that very many of these wrecks are, in a of the service relating to the tidal currents,
measure at least, attributable to the want of believing other improvements of very much
knowledge of the captains and other parties greater importance are required to secure
in charge of these vessels, of the tidal cur- the safety of the navigation of the St. Law-
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rence and the approaches to our Atlantic steamers pass and re-pass constantly night
sea board and he had arranged this year and day and even in fogs, and they do not

amlong other things to place a lighthouse lose their reckoning. Unfortunately this
at the traverse below Quebec and to take steamer was so far out of her course that she
charge of the buoying of the St. Lawrence struck on a rock, but, from the best informa-
which before had been done by private con- tion we can gather it was not due to tidal
tract. currents. However, the minister is giving

the subject further consideration, and if, from
Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-I had intended the information he receives from sources in

to speak about that- which he can place confidence it should be
Hon.Mr.SCOTIL as ben cmplîn onsidered necessary to continue the survey,Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It has been complain- ecorehwilds.

ed that the contractor often failed in his
duty so the department will take sole charge 1{o. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
of it. It is also proposed to erect a fog Wbile it is true that the vessel left Port-
alarin at Belle Isle station and a fog alarm1 land for Liverpool, wa she not on her way
on the south side of Belle Isle straits. The i
ininister is also in communication with the a
Officers who are now engaged in surveying Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, she was fot te
the Coast of the Gulf cf St. Lowrence with ai there.
reference to the tidal currents. He is mak- H

Hfurther inquiry toas certain if bis formeBr th OWELL~ bas cr up d a thas

udWehit oent ths suruet that thevesse t Plie mentrenytdisagrees wî the conclusio been sowel presented tot she ouse by he hon.hIfe "Cair sillan" wash te inclusio gentleman fro T Pictou. I a alno pleased
beaus fo the tidatlin al cin t orywa that the Secretary of State lias pointed out
the ine f a c t. e the cause of the loss of 80 vauable a vessel
reetre nc e of tidal currents. the ios as the r.Castilian" witl ler valuable cargot
genter may eoeaset cetati the hivst fr that she was not meaving or approaching any

ug noh e asubect iso thoso or nta harbour or the coast f Canada. The fact
iagnifict steamer it was shwn that she is, she was iled, I understand, first to

beas of inorane Bofto the iavcurnoo r thaas o h os fs vlalavse

was on a trip frem Boston to Liverpool and either Halifax or St. John, but unfortunately
was nearly one hundred miles out of her she did not call at either port but after tak-
course. When the lead was thrown, instead ing in cargo at Portland she set out for
of finding one hundred fathoms of water they Liverpool. Instead of following her proper
a1lY found sixty and that should have been course her captain or lier officers by somea arng to a captain with the experience means got off their course nearly 100 miles,
Of the captain of the " Castilian." They went with the result that she was wrecked on the
011 with their course and the lead showed coast of Nova Scotia. I also say that ne
that the water was getting shallower. They faut can lie found for that wreck with Nova
got down to 30 fathoms, to 20 fathoms, and c a or i o an f ult ca be foun

te 7 atcrn, efrethecors wa ateed Scotia or its coat-nc fault can lie foundto 17 fathreport che course was altered. with the approaches to either Halifax or St.
n the report which I read there was no John. I know that a great deal of feelingreference whatever to the accident being was aroused by enemies cf our respective

dUe in any degree to tidal currents, but it p s a nd a i n ,i f t se e if
'w5. attributed te, the fact that the vesse1 ports and against Canada, in fact, te, see if
'a s eatirely eut cf her course. they could not make out that this great

ship was lost on the coast of Canada. That

Hon. Mr. McC-ALLUM-It was not due was not so at all. In fact she miglit as we)l
to tidal currents in that case anyway. have been lost on the coast of any of the

West India Islands so far as the Canadian
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Not in that particular ports are concerned, she simply went out of

case. There is no doubt around the Bay of her way and, by the finding of the commis-
Fundy there are very serious tidal currents, sion appointed to investigate the matter the
but i understand there are steamers con- officers entirely mistook their course and got
stantly running between Portland and St. wrecked. S, hon. gentlemen will see that
John which have necessarily to pass the no fault can be found at all against any por-
particular point where the < Castilian " was tion of the coast of Canada for the wreck of
lost-I think the Gannet Rock. Those that vessel. At the same time, we should
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be most happy, in case the government
thought fit to erect more lighthouses on the
coast, but at present I do not see that there
is any claim to ask for more lighthouses on
the ground that accidents or misfortunes
have happened on the coast of Canada
recently.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-The "Castilian"
called at Halifax on her way from Liverpool
to Portland. She got her cargo at Portland
and was not sailing for Halifax.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-It was no fault of
Halifax or any other Canadian port. She
simply went out of her course in proceeding
from Portland to Liverpool.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-I never heard
before that the " Castilian " deviated so far
from her course as 100 miles. I have heard
various distances mentioned, but none more
than 25 miles. The question is, was that
deviation, whether great or small, sufficient
to bring that vessel within the trend of
these currents of which I have spoken on the
southern coast of Nova Scotia. I entertain
the hope that the hon. Minister of Marine
and Fisheries may be induced, when he comes
to consider the subject, to change his view
with regard to the importance of this work.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-I could bring the
report from my offico, if necessary, to show
that there was no fault to be found with our
ports.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I know it is slightly
irregular to discuss a question after it has
been answered by the government, but I
trust the House will allow me to say a word
or tw o with reference to this matter. The
hon. gentleman from Pictou deserves the
thanks of the Senate for bringing this im-
portant matter before us. I understood the
hon. gentleman, in the course of his remarks,
to refer to the proposed increase of insurance
rates between Canada and England. As I
understand it, the justification for this pro-
posed increase is alleged to be found in the
risks connected with the navigation of the
St. Lawrence-that is the river and the gulf
-and the Straits of Belle Isle.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-And St. John.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I am not saying
anything about St. John; I am speaking of
where the dangers are. I understand the
government at the present time are using

their best efforts to influence the Lloyds'
underwriters to modify the views which
they at present entertain ; and I wish to
direct the attention of the government to
this fact that whatever justification there
may be for increasing the insurance rates
between England and ports on the Gulf of
St. Lawrence there is no justification
whatever for increasing the rates between
England and the Atlantic coast of the mari-
time provinces.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Halifax?

Hon. Mr. POWER-Take Halifax and
Boston, if you will, to illustrate. A steamer
coming f rom England to Halifax follows the
same course as a steamer going to Boston
until within a comparatively short distance
of Halifax. There are no dangers on the
way into Halifax. She is sailing over the
open Atlantic Ocean. If she goes on to
Boston, she has to pass the southern coast
of Nova Scotia and the entrance to the Bay
of Fundy, where certain sourcesof danger are,
and the risks of going to Halifax are much
less than those of going to Boston, and there
is no justification whatever for the insurance
companies charging higher rates to a port like
Halifax or any other Atlantic port of Canada
than to United States ports which are fur-
ther off. I trust that the government will
take special pains to bring that point to the
notice of the underwriters. These under-
writers, I regret to say, are not always as
well informed as to our geography as they
might be, and it will be the duty of the
government, perhaps, to give them some
lessons in geography.

DELAYED RETURNS.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Before the Orders of the Day are called I
should like to know when the government
intend to bring down the returns respecting
the Yukon district which I asked for on the
23rd of March.

Hon Mr. SCOTT-Up to what date was
it asked for? To the end of last year or
December?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-1I
forget, but I think it was December.

Hon. Mr SCOTT-I spoke to the deputy
on the subject and he told me that the re-
ports from the Yukon came in very slowly,
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they were always four or five months behind. Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I told him we were anxious to get that re- I am afraid all your tracks are unbeaten and
port i consequently very rough.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- ALLEGED PLEBISCITE FRAUDS..
Then there was another one in reference to DEBATE RESUMED.the number of new post offices and the num-
ber of miles travelled passed on the same The Order of the Diy being called
day, and on the 12th April a motion was Resuming the adjourned Debate on the motion bycarried asking for c rrespondence which I the Honourable Sir Mackenzie Bowell, K.C.M.G.:-
know ils not very long, in reference to the That an humble Address be resented to His Ex-

disiiaîofFeama Ktceso, ndonhecellency tbe Gxovernor General pray*ing .bat Hisdismissal of Fearmian Ketcheson, and on the Ecellecy welaueo be laid beforeyhe Snate, all24th March Mr. Coste's report in reference correspondence with the government or any mem-
týo the Yukon. I do not suppose that this is a ber thereof, relating to the subject of the introduction
very ds o of a prohibitary liquor law by the government,
.r -long ocument and I see no reason why together with al affidavids and other documents
it should not be laid before Parliament at as having relation to the vote cast upon the question of
early a day as possible. Then, also on the prohibition, on the 29th day of September, 1898, and
24th Of March a return was asked for in the alleged frauds in connection therewith.

reference to rolling stock and the expendi- Hon. Mr. SCOTT said :-In rising to
ture incurred in the extension of the Inter- make a few comments on the speech deliv-
colonial Railway. That, I suppose, could be ered by the hon. leader of the opposition
brought down at an early period. My reason yesterday, I cannot but express my surprise,
for asking for these returns is that the House and I may also add my regret, that a gen-
"'ay be ili possessioi of all the facts con- tieman occupying the position he does in
nected with these different subjects when the this chamber should have allowed himself to
questions corne up, should they come up in be the nedium of sending broadcast over
the future to be dealt with by the Senate. this country slanderous charges that he
'We have sometimes been asked to express knew had been contradicted in another
Opinious and adopt neaures without having place. The Minister of Agriculture had
the facts in connecdon therewith before absolutely denied the truth of the state-
Us, and I trust we shall not be treated in ments, and yet this report was given to the
thi s matter as we were in sone matters which world for the first time through the speech
never came down at all. of the hon. gentleman yesterday. We all

know very well that persons read those
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-As you treated us reports who never see the denial of them.

when we were on the other side. The answer is not as interesting. People

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- in this word are rather fond of siander, and
Yoi 1 shoud neer ollo badThethe mjority of people, 1 arn sorry to, say,You should never follow bad examples. Thread it with a great deal of gratification,

hon. gentleman is an exceedingly apt scholar and they oither decline or do not care about
in following anything done which he thinks is reading the absolute denigl of the state-
wrong. Let me advise him to follow the ment. The hon. gentleman himself quoted
example of those who have done right and the Minister of Agriculture as having risel
nlot justify himself by saying that because one in his place in the bouse and assumed the
mnan stole a pig he must steal a ram. That authority for an absoluto denial of the state-
iO no justification, monts therein set forth. The paper to, which

Hon, Mr. SCOTT-I am not defending iLt ho referred, that report of Parent, had nover
been presnted to the govfrnment; it iad

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELI__ nover left, the parties to whom it was made.
want to place the bouse in a position sa They ead themsolvos discovered a very few

that if we have to discuss measures e days after the report was made that
Ifay diRcuss themnitliety they had simply been betrayed and

inteligetly.deceived by an adventurer who got
on. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend's re- f rom then a certain suim of uoney

quot is reasonable, and 1 hope the return t andsent in a fictitious report, and this ficti-
wi11 be brought down, but 1 think it is tious report ias now gone abroad ovre the
travelling on an unbeaten track. length of t e country, slandering the pople
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of Lower Canada, representing that they
are not worthy of the franchise given to
them, that the officers who were appointed
to discharge the high duties failed in their
work, officers who under the law are liable
to a very severe penalty, the payment of
$1,000 fine and six months imprisonment.
That has gone all over this country now.
The Alliance declined to give publicity to
that document. They declined to allow a
copy of it even to be left with the Minister
of Agriculture, who took a great deal of in-
terest in that subject. When Mr. Carson,
representing the Dominion Alliance, first
brought under the notice of the Minister of
Agriculture the fact that, in his judgment,
and f rom reports that came to his hands,
serious frauds had been committed in the
province of Quebec, the minister naturally
asked for the names of the persons. It was
asserted that members of this government
were implicated, that members of Parliament
were implicated, that they had been a party
to this serious and wholesale fraud. The
names were withheld. Finally, when the
second and third reports came in, Carson
came to Ottawa and saw IMr. Fisher, and
NIr. Fisher asked him to show him the re-
port. Mr. Carson declined to part with the
report; he did not wish to part with it ; he
was afraid there was something wrong.
However he gave him then and there in
Mr. Fisher's own office the naines of the
deputy returning officers, and other infor-
ination contained in this report was
taken down by the minister's secretary
and the clerks were sent to the Clerk of the
Crown in Chancery to test the correctness
of the statements that were made, and it
was found that the whole thing was an
absolute tissue of falsehood conceived in the
brain of the man who probably received a
pretty large sum for it, and who handed in
this report which has now gone forth to the
people of Canada as a statement worthy at
least of credence. I have here the advance
copy of the report from the Printing Bureau.
I had never seen the report, never heard of
it even until it was read here yesterday and
it certainly astonished and amazed me. The
impression was created that a report had
been furnished to the government and the
government proposed to take some action.
Mr. Fisher may have mentioned that there
was a report, but I never heard of it and it
had not been brought up. It commences by
stating that he had visited the counties of

Beauce, Montmorency, and Kamouraska.
He professes to have done that some time
in the month of February.

I began my investigation in the counties of Que-
bec on Friday, 17th of February last."

That report is dat ed the 4th or 6th March.
In the typewritten copy it is the 6th March-
He says: " I began my examination of the
plebiscite vote, etc.; I visited the parish of
Beaupré" and so on. And then he goes on
to describe what he did. Would the hon.
gentleman believe that at this time Parent
was an employee iii the Ottawa Post O!! ce?
He was paid $1.25 a day, and his whole
duty was cancelling stamps. He was
regarded as a man not safe to trust with
any other work, and he was there for some
tiie. The very moment this report was
sent in he no doubt recognized that his
fraud had been discovered and went off to
the States somewhere, I suppose. An insin-
uation was conveyed across the House that
he was in the employ of this government or
the government of one of the provinces.
The question was put on the paper. Well,
my hon. friend was able distinctly to deny
that statement. I stated that I heard he
had been in the post office for a short time
do'g the work I have just now indicated.
He was not employed by the province of
Quebec. My bon. friend endeavoured to
make it appear that the two governments
were acting in collusion, that these gross
frauds were being perpetrated with the
sanction of the governments at Quebec and
Ottawa. I am sorry the hon. gentleman
holds either government at that low estimate.
I think it is exceedingly unworthy of any
hon. gentleman to make a statement of that
kind unless there is some foundation for it.
I have here the statement prepared at the
time Mr. Carson came to Ottawa to test the
correctness of the return made. In his
report he gives the name of the returning
officer. He commences with the electoral
district of Quebec, and for poll No. 1, gives
the name Béchard at Beaupré. There was
no such man as Béchard among the return-
ing officers. The returning officer at
that poll was Langevin. At the other
poll he gave the name Ernest Dubé, where-
as the deputy returning officer was Edward
Giroux. At another district he gives the
name of Victor Debarr, whereas the name
was Honoré Gobeil. At another place he
names Jnésime Lacroix whereas the deputy
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returning officer was C. F. Wolfe. At that
Particular poil my hon. friend took the
trouble to read with a great deal of interestthe passage in which Parent said that the'nterest taken in the plebiscite was verylight-so light that only five or six voterscast their ballots during the day, that the
people havebeen accustomed to being bought,nd they consider, even now, that the elect-
lin agent should be around with large rolls
Of money to give them a little of it, and
they concluded to keep away. The hon.
gentleman in reading that allows it to go.orth into the country that that is the cou-
dition of this particular place and at other
Places in Lower Canada, that the people are
purchasable. Is that the opinion the hon.
gentleman wishes should be foried of that
Province? It is very much to be regretted
that a statement such as that should goabroad on the authority of a man not wor-thy of credence, a man of the lowest type"ho obtained money under false pretenses
by Writing a report of what occurred in the
Province of Quebec w hile he was an employeeIr the Ottawa post odice. In February hetoas only out of the office two days. I sent
to the inspector to make inquiries as to the
fulmfber of days he was absent in Februaryad March until he left. He was absent onebruary 17th and l8th and he was absent
o the lst, 6th and 7th of March. During
811 that time he professes to have beentravelling through Lower Canada in thevarions counties enumerated in this reportand getting all this information, and there
ki Tlot a single case in Kamouraska, Rimous-ki, TeIiscouata or any of these countieswhere •e gives the correct name of the
hernig officer. In all the inquiries which
retur • en made with reference to the deputy
ýeturning officers there is not a single return-
1ig Officer of the name given by Parent.

ho1 n. Mr. PROWSEDoes he core near
the facts in reference to the pol e ?

Hou. Mr. SCOTT-He describes whatOeurred and speaks of persons as witnesses.ThePe wre no persons of that name in the
Place, Ile gives polls where no polis existed
at al. In the county of Beauce he describes
ahat occurred at the poll at St. Antoine
and there was no poll held there ; in Artha-baka uand Drummondville he describes what
theurred at St. Flavien, and there * as no poll
there le drew on his imagination for the
fhOle report. He never saw the people he

professed to see, and he did not even take
the trouble to have the names of the deputy
returLing officers correct, because in every
single case he is wrong, and the names he
has given were not deputy returning efficers
at all in that division, showing that the man
drew on his imagination for the facts. In
order to give importance to this man the
hon. gentleman said he had been a Liberal
organizer in Quebec. I have made inquiries
of several of my colleagues. Mr. Fisher
ought to know if he was employed in the
Eastern TownshiFs, because he was specially
referred to as having been the organizer in
the Eastern Townships, and Mr. Fisher
never saw him there. Another colleague,
who has taken an active part in the elections
in Quebec, says the only thing he knew of
the man was that he came in one day to his
office and he ordered him out. He said he
had always regardedhim as a drunken tramp.
That is the man whose report has been over
the country defam'ing the people of Quebec
as being guilty of corruption. And we are
asked to issue a commission to investigate
charges from such a source. I do not think
it is necessary for me to make any further
comments. Hon. gentlemen can see the
papers up stairs. The officer who prepares
those papers is an officer of Parliament,
Major Chapleau, and a good part of this
document is in his own handwriting.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
suppose you will lay that on the table.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not know that I
should. If the hon. gentleman desires to
see it I have no objection. I state the fact
that the returning officers named in Parent's
report are not deputy returning officers in
the division; not only are they not in the
particular polls but they are not deputy .re-
turning officers in the electoral divisions at
all. I do not think it should be necessary
to go further than that. The hon. gentle-
man's statements are not borne out by the
facts. The vote in the province of Quebec
was not unduly large. It was not as large
as the vote in Ontario. I have the exact
figures. In many of the polls the vote was
exceedingly small. The vote for prohibition
in the province of Quebec was only about 1
one-twelfth of the entire vote of the province.
In Quebec the proportion of the vote varies
just as much as in Ontario. The whole vote
was 335,000 and only a small portion of that
vote was for prohibition. In some portions
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of Ontario 50 per cent c &me to the poli and tion. The resuit of the figures shows that
voted : in other portions the percentage ran the temperance feeling had not permeated
down as low as 30. The highest vote in generally over Canada, but had been more
Ontario is 54 per cent and that was in the active in some localities than in others.
city of Hamilton. In the province of Que- The vote varied largely; in some localities
bec the proportion that voted was compara- the vote was strongly against prohibition
tively small in many places. In Champlain and in others moderately for prohibition,
only 36 per cent and in Hochelaga-I think but in ne case was there such an overwhelm-
that was one of the constituencies mentioned ing majority as to justify any action on the
-the proportion of voters was only 33 per part of the go iernment. Certainly with the
cent. In Gaspé the proportion of those Province cf Quebec vote se largely againat
who voted both pro and con was 30 it, and with se amati a number asking for a
per cent. So ail through the list on the prohibitory law, neither this government
general result the proportion of voters nor any government would be justified in
in the province of Quebec was less than subinitting te Parliament a prohibitory
the proportion of voters in Ontario. So liquer law. I do net propose te go at
far as ballot stuffling was concerned, I got greater length into this matter. 1 have
the memorandum from one or two of the shown suflciently the facta that ought to
polis mentioned; I think two poils were convince any gentleman that there was no
mentioned iii the extract frein the Ottawa sert of feundation in the statement made in
Journal. In No. 1 poil, Quebec, the num- the report yesterday, I have shown that it
ber on the lit was 17t and the number was an unfair statement te make, reflecting
polled 111, and in 1896 the number cf on the sister province bf Quebec. et was
voters on the roll was 167 anl the number sprung upon the House and the governinent.
that voted 138. Se that the number cfT votas a report that had neyer emanated
votes poiied waa esa than at the lastelection. fre the association for which it wasprepared,
Three Rivers was aise named in the report. and I doubt very much whether the leaders
Lt was Rsaid there had been ballet stufbing cf that association will be gratified te know
there. The whole number on the roll waa 'the use which bas been made of it. Lt was
4,176 and the number cf votes waa very asumred that the goverurnent was in posses-
amalI. The number who voted at the last 1sien of it because they moved for affidavits
election wai double the number who voted and stateents. Now, n proteast or affidavit
on the piebiscite. At the place where they or statement cf any kind had coern t the
charge ballet stuffingthe proportion of per-orn government. t would naturally corne t
sons who voted was less than the proportion Me. I had been the particular officiai
cf persons who voted in 1896. The question charged with the takng cf the plebiscite
had ne bearing whatever on the poiicy and I think if the members of theAlliance are
adepted by the gevernment, whether the consulted they will see that every possible
vote was larger or maller as far as the opprtunity as given te secure a fair and
majority was concerned. That was net the impartial vote on thatubject. Instructions
guiding influence in the cecision the govern- were sent te the returning ooficers ail over
ment came te. As hon. gentlemen will the country te say tihat they must accept the
remember, fre the letter sent by the nominees cf the Alliance as representing the
Premier te Mr. Spence, the president cf the organizatin in any particular locality, where
Alliance, the Premier put it on the ground the officers cf the Alliance had submitted
that there had been no sufficient demand any particular agent, even tptugh they were
f rom the people cf Canada for a prohibitory net belonging te the locaiity, in order that
liquor law. it was le s than 23 per cent cf there hould be ne possibility cf fault being
the whle vote cf Canada, irrespective f the found with the manner in which the vote
majority. The government did net was taken. Lt meant paying eut a lot cf
consider that where only 23 per money and in sme places they were net
cent cf the people of Canada asked able te send eut agents, but they had the
for an exceptional law which was going to authority that any-ene authorized by the
interfere with the opinion and views of a Alliance t occupy the place cf agent at the
large majority cf the people cf the country, booth should be recognized in order that
that this gverment, or any other govern- there should be ne imputation that an unfair
ment wouild be justified in granting prohibi- advantage had been taken cf those advocat
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ing the prohibitary law. I understand this
man left the Ottawa post office on the 11 th
of March. That would be about the time
his last report came in. He was only ab-
sent from the office two days in February
when he was supposed to be making a tour
to Quebec, and was absent on the 17th and
18th, and absent on the 1st and 6th of
March. The second report is dated either
the let or 2nd, and professes to be sent
from Montreal. The second letter was on
the 6th. I suppose he went to Montreal to
draw hie money. He left the post office on
the 18th of March. I understand that Mr.
Carson wasanxious tofind out his whereabouts
in order that some prosecution should take
place. I do not know whether he received
any money. He did not make that elaborate
report as a prohibitionist, because in the
letter from the inspector at Ottawa, he
says:-" Although he had the appearance of
being a hard drinker, he was not, I under-
Stand, under the influence of liquor on duty."
The post office people will not admit he was
under the influence of liquor on duty. They
said he could not be trusted with money ori
any occasion. I understood he took part ir
the election in the county of Ottawa on thE
other side. That is the only election I have
aly knowiedge of his taking part in.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
i8 not My intention to find fault with th<
speech the hon. gentleman has made, excep
as to the attempt to fasten a charge upoi
Me which is not justified, and if it were par
liamentary I should use a much stronge
word. I know it would be unparliamentar
to say the remarks of the hon. gentlema
were disingenuous.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No one in this chan
br heard that report till the hon. gentli
Man gave it publicity.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
alm speaking of the hon. gentleman's speech
in whbich he referred to me and not to the
report. If the statements which the hon.
gentleman bas made is correct, he and the
government and the whole country should be
thankful that the matter has been brought
before this legislative body, in order that the
truth may be set forth and all know it. The
hon. gentleman premised hie remarks by
assuming that all my action was based on
Parent's report. I had not seen that report
when I put that notice upon the paper. I

Jled attention to these fraude because a
sponsible and respectable gentleman, so far
I know, whose respectability has not been
apugned by the hon. gentleman who has
>oken or byanybody else. Mr. Webster, the
ce-president of the Alliance in the province
Quebec, made the charges and had then

ublished to the world. That was the basis
pon which I asked the question and made
le motion placed on the paper, and not
pon the report to which the hon. gentle-
an bas referred and for which he at-
empts to hold me responsible, a report made
y a man whom he says is a most disrepu-
able character but who was in their employ-
ment for a long time. I did not say that he
vas appointed an immigrant agent by this
overnment. This gentleman, Mr. Webster,
tates that, and it was commenting on this
tatement of Webster, that led me to, ask
he question whether he was really in the
mploy of the government; and certainly,
iot knowing the reputation of the man,
hose people who read the statement might
aaturally infer that if he had been in the
,nploy of the government it was not un-
reasonable to suppose that he had been sent
out of the country as an emigration agent.
I did not say he was appointed an emigrant
agent. Mr. Webster said so, and it was on
that I based my remark, and not on the
statement of this man-Parent; but I read
Parent's statement and report in order that
the people of Canada might know what
basis Mr. Webster had for the charges
he made. The hon. gentleman has given
an explanation which I am bound to ac-
cept as correct, and accepting it as correct,
it only verifies what I said yesterday, that
Parent must be a consummate rascal, and
ought to be immediately, if he made affi-
davit to the truth of what he reported, be
ferreted out, no matter where he is, and pros-
ecuted to the fullest extent of the law, and
that would be a total acquittal of the people
of Quebec in those sections of the province
where this man alleges these frauds were
committed. One cannot help marvelling at
the apparent simplicity of the Secretary of
State, when he talks of fraude at elections,
in view of what occurred recently in On-
tario, and if I refer to that it is not
to cast any stigma on the people of On-
tario. In the last Ontario election men
were appointed scrutineers and returning
officers whom nobody knew. Perhaps the
courts will find out when the cases come
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before them. The fact that this statement ment. His daim was that he was a son of
has been made in the public press, and is the late local member from Rimouski in the
now repeated by me, if we were to draw the Quebec House. He asked ail those whose
conclusions the hon. gentleman has drawn faces he knew for support in getting a posi-
from my remarks, would be construed into tion under the government. Wheu the local
an attack on the whole people of Ontario. elections came on 1 had the management of
We know the courts have established the the provincial elections in the district of
fact that frauds have occurred in different Montreal, and I received letters nearly every
parts of the country, and I fancy they will day f rom Parent asking to he employed as
occur in the future. If they have not an electioneering agent or speaker during
occurred in the province of Quebec to the that election.
extent to which Mr. Webster says they have Hon Mr. DEVER-He was another
occurred, based on the report which my hon.
friend says he has in his hand, it is no crime
on the part of public or private men to bring Hon. Mr. DANDURAND--He was s0
that under the notice of the legisiature persistent that one day, finding that no one
in order that the people who have been wanted to go to the back of Ottawa County
slandered may be acquitted of the crimes of from Montreal-no gentlemen caring to
which they have been accused. That is my leave his office to go on that journey, I wired
position in reference to this matter and I Parent to come to Montreal. He said he
ask the lion. gentleman in future, when lie could make a speech. 1 gave him some
refers to any remarks that I may have made, money to go to Labelle and speak for the
not to draw inferences from thei which the loca! candidate in the back parts of Ottawa
language does not justify, and that he will County. Two or three days afterwards I
not impute to me motives which J did iot met friends who had gone to speak at St.
entertain. I never intimated that the gov- Agathe-which is a large village in the
ernment of the province of Quebec had ap- mountains of Terrebonne County-asking
pointed this man-my question was this, me if I had sent a man named Parent on a
was he appointed by you or by any one else? certain errand. I said yes, and I expected
I can readily understand how these matters li would have passed through St. Agathe
might be done. I did not mention the te go to the mountains, but they reported
province of Quebec§ neither did I impute that he was staying at the hotel at St.
anything to the people of the pr>vince of Agathe, and was drunk, extremely so.
Quebec. Perhaps if I were dealing with He ran out of money and showed himself
them 1 might entertain the opinion of the again a week or so afterwards at my office
hon. gentleman opposite. An experience of in Montreal. J asked him if he had ac-
thirty or forty years of public life has led complished bis errand-if he had gone to
me to conclusions as to what the party to Labelle and other places to speak, and he
which the hon. gentleman belonged would said he had. I told him I knew better-
do, and those conclusions are that I should that J knew of lis conduct in St. Agathe.
not be astonished at anything they might He broke down and said really the roads
do to secure an election. were bad, and nlt only had he broken down

but the cart had broken down and he had
Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-I owe it to remained at St. Agathe. That was my ex-

the House to give my experience of the man perience of the man wlo was employed by
whose name has been brought before the the Dominion Alliance to further the inter-
Senate in this discussion. I saw in the ests of prohibition in the province of Quebeo.
Montreal Gazette that the hon. gentleman I an not surprised that coming back to
from Belleville had declared that Parent bad Ottawa lie should have succeeded by laying,
been a political organizer in the province siege at the door of every minister, in getting
of Quebec. I may give my experience of an appointment at a dollar a day for a few
that man Parent. I met him at Ottawa- monthe, but I thouglt I owed it to the pro-
saw him at the Russell House dogging the vince of Quebec to state what I know per-
steps of members of Parliament during the sonaîly of the man who signed that docu-
time the local elections of the province of ment. I must add that I saw him again
Quebec were held. Decidedly, he was look- two or three weeks before the vote on the
ing for a position from the Federal Govern- plebiscite. He passed atmy office and told me
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that Major Bond had met him and had
made an agreement with him to try to getrepresentatives to the polls. He said he got
$200 for that. He smelled of liquor at the
time, andI thoughthe wouldcut quite a figure
as a temperance man in the counties where
he was going.

I would crave the indulgence of this
chamber while I say a few words con-
cerning the way--the shabby way-in
whichtheprovince of Quebec has been treated
since the 29th of September, on its stand
upon that plebiscite. Since it was taken
the prohibitionist papers have been proclaim-
ing that Quebec had .voted for the grog shop.
The most respectable of them all, the Wit-
ne88 , had an article headed with these words :
" Quebec Votes for the Rum Shop or the
Grog Shop." I took occasion to step into
Mr. Dougall's office to tell him that he did
lot know anything of the province of Quebec
if lie brought such an accusation against the
province in which lie lived; that far from
patronizing the saloon the province was

agn waragainst it, that there was not one-
fourth of the municipalities which granted
license; thatthere wereless licensesinQuebec
in proportion to the population than in any
other province of the Dominion ; fewer pris-
oners in the jails than in any other province
in the Dominion; fewer crimes, and that he
should know that if a vote was taken in the
province of Quebec upon the questionof clos-
ing the grog shopsor keeping thein open, therc
would be a large vote in favour of closing
them ; but the question submitted went
further than the people were ready to go.
Before last September the word prohibitior
had never reached the ears of the French
population. The people of the province o
Quebec are educated by the press, anc
by what they read, and there neve
wals any attempt made by the Frenci
newspapers to educate the people ilfavour of prohibition. They wanted to know
what was the extent of the prohibitio
which was to be imposed. If it had bee'
to Wipe out the grog shops they would havvoted yes, but when they were told that i
Was to give the government of the day th
right to say what was to be drunk in thei
Own homes and at their own tables the
said enphatically no: and without years of a
educational movementsuch ashas takenplac
in the other provinces, in Quebec, if you as
the people if they want prohibitioi
if you take a plebiscite again, when a
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election is on, it is not a majority of
95,000 or 96,000 but a majority of 200,000
you will have against it. The French
Canadian population has never discussed or
heard discussed the question of prohibition.
They are satisfied to protect their young
men by refusing licenses in the municipali-
ties, and they want to have the right to say
what they shall eat and drink in their own
homes without interference or control by
the federal or local powers.

It is not the only libel which has been
directed against the province of Quebec.
As soon as the result of the vote was an-
nounced the prohibitionist press and the Con-
servative press throughout the Dominion
declared that the Province of Quebec, at the
command of the Hon. Wilfrid Laurier, was
voting against prohibition and had not yet
stopped voting. It'is strange that such an
accusation should have been persisted in,
when the press of the Dominion on the 4th
October published the result of the voting
up to that date as follows-I am giving the
majorities in the several provinces :-Que-
bec, 51,200 against; and for: Ontario,
17,582; Nova Scotia, 17,840; New Bruns-
wick, 13,715; Prince Edward Island, 6,160;
Manitoba, 5,099 ; North-west Territories,
1,992 ; British Columbia, 538, which
showed that on the 4th of October,
the majorities in favour of prohibition
amounted to 69,926, and against prohibition,
in the province of Quebec 51,000. As the
returns came in the majorities increased
throughout the length and breadth of Can-
ada, but ail eyes were turned towards
Quebec with great amazement when the
majority against prohibition in that pro-

f vince jumped from 51,000 to 94,000, but
there was no surprise expressed that the

r majorities in the other provinces in favour of
h prohibition should have increased from 62,-
n 000 to 112,000. Quebec was the only pro-
v vince that was libelled. The other provinces
n were regarded as being naturally virtuous,
n because, as the returns came in, the major-
e ities in favour of prohibition increased. I
t have given the majorities published on the4th
e October from a Toronto telegram published
r in La Pres8e. Now, what was the vote in
y the province of Quebec ? If we exclude the
n English-speaking counties, not two per cent
e of the electors recorded their votes in favour
k of prohibition. But it has been said that
i, on the 4th of October the vote was still
n going on against prohibition. This is tan-
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tamount to accusing thousands of citizens
who acted as returning-officers of being
perjurers. You find, in looking at the
details of the plebiscite in the province of
Quebec, that the vote recorded was very
small in favour of prohibition in every
polling division, running from nothing
to eight or ten in all but the English
communities. We have been told that
some partizan opponents of the present
government, who take their glass every
day of the year, voted for prohibition.
That would perhaps represent a por-
tion of the two per cent who voted for
prohibition. We have this result that
the Province of Quebec-the French Cana-
dian portion of it-voted nearly to a man
against prohibition. There are hon. gentle-
men here from Quebec who do not belong to
my race who can testify to the sobriety of
the French Canadians, who know, for
instance, what is the experience of the
employers of labour on that pont. I have
the testimony of many manufacturers in
Montreal. Take for instance Alderman
Ames, whose father employed hundreds
of men in his boot and shoe factory: he
told me that the majority of the employes
in the factory were French Canadians,
who were paid every Saturday night, and

important province like Quebec-wholly
against prohibition. It cannot be, because
this Chamber would -not allow it. When
we, French Canadians, entered Confedera-
tion we took it for granted that our cus-
toms and habits would be respected, that
there were certain questions of general
importance which would be settled by the
majority, but that questions affecting the
habits and private lives of the people would
not be dealt with by the Federal Parliament.
I wonder where restrictions and blue laws
would carry us! Hon. gentlemen may say:
But what will you do against the majority?
The majority has a right to interfere in a
certain number of well-defined questions, but
I wonder if the majority can interfere in all
questions which pertain to social, and more
especially domestic life. We have to-day
the question of the liquid we drink. If the
doctors of this Dominion should unani-
mously decide that dumplings and cucum-
bers were detrimental to health, I wonder if
the majority in this Dominion could declare
that dumplings and cucumbers should no
more be eaten by our people.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Why was the plebis-
cite taken I

they could always be depended upon to Hon. Mr. DANDURAND.-Toascertain
turn up, ready for work on Monday morn- if there was a general sentiment of the peo-
ing. As a matter of fact, the Dominion ple in favour of prohibition throughout the
Alliance could find but two volunteers to Dominion. It is not a question whether
stump the Province of Quebec in favour of one-haif of the community want prohibition;
prohibition. One was Dr. Desrosiers, of it is to know if ninety or ninety-five per
Montreal, and the other Mr. Augé, a cent of the people are in favour of prohibi-
member of parliament from Shefford, both tion, because then I would consider that the
Liberals, showing that their convictions were small percentage of the voters who would
not affected by any thought that they might say no, would have to yield to the over-
help or injure the government. They were whelming desire of the majority. But when
the only two men, at all known in the Pro- you have haif the vote polled and oniy about
vince of Quebec, who spoke publicly in favour one-third of the inscribed vote favouring pro-
of prohibition. hibition, can we reasonably be asked to force

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Who stumped the views of a smali minority of the people
agaist rohiitin 1upon the unwilling population of the pro-

against prohibition vince of Quebec. The province of Quebec

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-Idonotknow will not tamely submit to such a treatment.
that there was any stumping against prohibi- If the Commons attempted to coerce our
tion. If the electors had taken any interest people we would look to this Chamber,
in the matter the majority against prohibi- which was originally constituted mainly for
tion would not have been 94,000 but over the protection of minorities, te see that such
200,000 in the Province of Quebec. How an obnoxious legisiation should not be forced
can there be, under such circumstances, any upon us.
question as to legislating in favour of prohi-
bition? I say there cannot be any national Hon. Mr. LANDRY.-That wiil be good
prohibition with a whole province-an for the reform of the Senate.
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Hon. Mr. DANDURAND.-I will judge
of the work of this Chamber by my personal
experience as to the way it votes on such
vital questions; but I have never said that aSecond chamber is not a useful institution
in Canada. On the contrary, I have had
occasion to declare that while I favour an
elective Senate-elected to the second
degree--I do not approve of the abolition
of the Upper House.

I have already mentioned things that
raight be prohibited on the ground that theyare a detriment to the public health. I wonder
how the Englishman would like to take his
Uational pudding without rum, and, in caseihe doctors decided to prohibit the pudding
itself, how he would put up with such a re-
striction upon his domestic habits.

Now, as to the honesty of the vote taken,
e Will say two or three words, and I shall
Close: hon. gentlemen who live in rural
districts will bear me out when I say that
personation, or telegraphing as it is popularlycaled is unknown in rural constituencies.
hn large cities,where the voter does not know
hid neighbour, it does occur, but in countrydistricts, where there is a polling place
for every 200 electors and where every one
. nows who is entitled to vote, personation is
inpossible. There has been no personation in
the rural constituencies of Quebec, nor can
there be any, I should think, in any rural
cfnltituency in Canada. If hon. gentlemen
Wiillook at the returns they will find that
'n the plebiscite vote in the province of
Quebec there was a normal vote given atesch poll-the whole list was not voted-there was a certain percentage only that
Voted and that percentage was prettyInucl the sane in all the counties, fromsouanges to the Gulf. Before closing Ishofld like to answer the charge which the
hon, gentleman from Hastings (Sir M.
H0weîl> made that federal liberals and local
lberaî often conspire together. There is a
asrtain ainount of hypocrisy in such a chargei though it were a great crime for a liberal.
'r fe•eral polities to help his comrade inarn1 in local politics. We all know that theyare the saine officers; that it is the same army,
the sane people who vote at the polis under
the twe Political flags which cover the
electors of the Dominion. I am quite surethat the hon. gentleman from Hastings will
Poil % good honest conservative vote for the
loal Conservative candidate in his county
%t the neirt election, as I shall do myself

on the other side in my county, and
will go perhaps a few miles for the purpose
of doing so. We ail know that liberaliam
is the same everywhere, and conservatism
is very likely the same everywhere. There is
one e1ception-it appears that conservatism
is not the same in New Brunswick as in the
other provinces, because there the party
lines are not adhered to as they are else-
where; but speaking generally, we all know
that the Liberal electors who generally poli
their vote for Liberal candidates in federal
elections, vote also for Liberal candidates in
provincial elections, and it is mere hypocricy
to say that it should be otherwise. We all
know that the leader of the Opposition in
the House of Commons, Sir Charles Tupper,
when the Ontario House opened at its last
session, came down to Montreal to ask Mr.
Dalby, of the Star, to try and prevent the
Constables' Bill from being passed in the
local House, and that the Star then attended
more closely to Ontario politics than any of
the Ontario papers did throughout the ses-
sion. Mr. Dalby was then qualifying as
organizer in chief of the Conservative party
in the Province of Quebec. Sir Charles
Tupper at the time, passed the word to his
followers that in order to again reach power
at Ottawa war should first be waged against
the Provincial Liberal Government. Weil,
he is welcome to do it. He is a provincial
elector himself in Nova Scotin, but the
electors there did not seem to side with him
much in the last election. We all know
that it is mere hypocricy to say that party
lines are not drawn the same way in pro-
vincial as they are in federal politics.

Hon. M. PERLEY-The debate has
taken a little wider range than I anticipated.

.I might say, in behalf of the temperance
people who employed this gentleman,
Parent, to make some inquiries with regard
to how the vote was condpcted in Quebec,
that if they had known as much about the
reform party before as they do now they
would not have employed him, because he
proved himself to be a disreputable char-
acter. He was one of the liberal organizers
in the last election. I might remind hon.
gentlemen opposite that honesty is the best
policy, and if they had practised that prin-
ciple f rom the start they would not be in
the dilemma they are now in all over the
country with so many broken promises star-
ing. them in the face. When the temperance
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people waited on the late Sir John Thomp- would want in order to give us prohibition,
son, he gave them a fair and honest opinion. and he would not tell me. The same
He said he did not think the country was question was asked in the other House and
ready for prohibition and he held out no no information was given. They said that
inducement that his government would the vote was to be taken on the basis of the
legislate in that direction. He told the Dominion eleotion. That was misleading,
people what they might depend upon-that because in a Dominion election the candi-
he would not undertake to pass a prohibitory date who receives a majority of the votes
law. That was an honest, straightforward cast is declared elected. No candidate is
decision, and the hon. gentlemen opposite expected to receive a majority of ail the
would have done well if they had acted votes on the list. The Government are
upon that same policy and not undertaken willing to promise now that if the temper-
to humbug the temperance peop:e as they ance people can get 50 per cent of ail the
did. I do not believe in every little fad votes on the voters' Iists prohibition will be
being taken up by a government with a granted. I say that the temperance people
view to strengthening their support. There will neyer get it.
are two great parties in the country, divided
upon the trade policy, and to bring in these
side issues that are not practical, is not
conducive to good governinent. After hear- Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Yes.
ing the remarks made by Sir John Thompson
on the subject, of prohibition, the temperance Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-I am glad to
people-respectable people who have the hear it.
welfare of the people at heart-admitted
that he was an honest man who had Hon. Mr. PERLEY-With the Govern-
given them a straightforward answer, and ment working against prohibition, it was
a reply which hon. gentlemen opposite impossible to get a majoritv in favour of it.
now admit was a reasonable one. But Had they been honest and told the people
the leaders of the Opposition of that that they could not give prohibition, that
day were determined to get into power at would have ended the matter for the tue
ail costs, so they promised the temperance being, and the temperance people would
people that a plebiscite would be taken on have gone on educating the people. But
the question of prohibition, and that if tne honourable gentlemen opposite did in that
people decided in favour of it a prohibitory case just as they have done in every other
liquor law would be passed. If they had case. They went te the country on three
told the temperance people then that they distinct propositions: one was the trade
would require 50 per cent of ail the votes on policy-we were to have free trade, as they
the lists to be cast in favour of prohibition, have it in Great Britain. They humbugged
no action would have been taken by the the people on that. Not only have tbey
temperance people to obtain votes. If they not given us free trade as they have it in
had said that they were going to use ail the'Great Britain, but they have nade no per-
influence of the Government against prohi- ceptible decrease in the tarif. Another
bition in the province of Quebec, there proposition was te give the temperance
would have been further reason for the people prohibition, if a zaajority shouid be
temperance people declining to spend time favourable to it. They have not done that,
or money in trying to carry prohibition. and they do not intend to doit. Then a third
Who would undertake to secure 50 per cent proposition was te settie the echool question
of ail the votes in Canada in favour of pro- teshesatisfactionof theminontyin Manitoba.
hibition with ail the influence of the Govern- How have they carried out their piedges in
ment thrown against it? The Govern- that regard? They have not done any-
ment have spent two hundred and fifty thing. AIl their promises have been disre-
thousand dollars of the people's money in garded, and their policy is to see how they
taking a vote on a measure that they knew can best justify themselves before the coun-
they never intended should become law. I try. They have broken every promise, and
asked the hon. Secretary of State in this I say their course on the prohibition ques-
Chamber, when the Plebiscite Bill was be- tion is an insult to the temperance people of
fore us, what percentage of the vote they the country. The Government have done
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themn a wrong. If they had been honesti Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-But we must
and told them what they intended to do, the go further, because his statement had re-
prohibitionists would not have been put to, ference not only to the deputy return-
trouble and éxpense for nothing. I have as ing officers, but also to the polls
Iueh respect for a Frenchman as for any in which they acted. For instance, Mr.
Other citizen of Canada. He is a man who Langevin was put down here for No. 4
ean vote upon his principle as well as any Pol. He meant he was makng a statement
other man. It is an outrage to speak of about the deputy returning officers and for
hun as they do. They try to bring up the particular poils for which they acted.
racial and religious cry. I think it is an Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I said I got the naines
Outrage to appeal to the passions of the of the returning officers to which reference
people rather than to their sense of justice. was made in that report, and it was sent to

Iday the Government have done wrong in the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery to check
dallying with the temperance people as they over, and in regard to some of them, I thinkhave done. The temperance people are the county of Beauce and some others, to
working for the good of the country and know whether the names that are givelr bythould be treated squarely and not put to Parent as deputy returning officers appeared
trouble needlessly by reason of the Govern- among the deputy returning officers in any

not carrying out their pledges. part of that electoral district. In regard to
IOn. Mr. FERGUSON-I would ask the Beauce I sent up for information, and I

Secretary of State whether the statements learned that none of the deputy returning
in this paper, which he kindly allowed me officers mentioned by Parent were on the
to look at, has been made up froin official Beauce or Levis lists. There might be a
sources with regard to the returning officers ? discrepancy as to the particular poli, and so

c I was anxious to know whether in any part
olen. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, yes. It was of the electorel district there was such a case.

rnade UP in Mr. Chapleau's department. I o.M.FRUO -yln.ridsent to have it checked over. lion. Mr. FERGUSON~-My hon. friend

H'ent t e admits the point I ara anxious to impress
ion. Mr. FERGUSON-It has been on the House. He has made statements
oe up from official sources . from official sources with reference to the
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, yes, returning officers and the polls where they
lion. Mr. FERGUSON-I think thon acted. The hon. gentleman having made

thaton. thMr. e, dRUO - thik t , these statements from official sources, and
havi being the cae, and my hon. friend having used this return in his place, itcong made strong statements about its should be laid on the table.
p nradicting this much abused report of
'arent, in ail fairness it should be placed Hon. Mr. SCOTT-You can move for
On the table of the House. We are fur. any papers you desire on this point.
ished here by a minister of the Govern- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Ment, with what purports to be a statement That is not the question.
xace up fron official sources. My hon.
lon' friend confirms that view. Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I will not do any

lion. Mr. SCOTT-I quoted that to show more.
that the names of the deputy returning lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-But

cers given in this report of Parent's were the hon. gentleman must act in accordance"'correct. I went no further than that. withtheprinciples of parliamentary practice,It "as limitd to that entirely. that when a minister quotes from an official
11n. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend document he is bound to lay it on the table.

gives us exact information as to how And we shall have to appeal to the Speaker.
he got the details. As a member of the Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is not an official
goernent he got them f rom the Clerk of document, it is not signed by anybody andthe Crown in Chancery. the only point I sought to establish by it,

lion Mr. SCOTT--I used it only as far and the point I did establish, was that the
ae the deputy returning officers were con- deputy returning officers mentioned in the
erned I did not analyse it further. report were not the official returning officers
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and that was all. It is not an official docu-
ment, and I sent it across to the hon. gentle-
man. I stake my own reputation on the
fact that what I said with reference to the
returning officers is true. I do not propose
to lay it on the table. Any one can look at
i t.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
quoted it and made use of it in this House
and having done so 1 submit, according to
parliamentary practice, that the document
belongs to the House.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They were my own
notes from which I read. It is not signed
and is an unofficial document.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The hon. gentle-
man is very uneasy about it. But I take
this ground that no member of the govern-
ment has a right to use information or any
public document that he is not preparcd to
submit to the House. He was very kind to
hand it across to me. I am not sure that J
have any right to refer to a line of it. If
my hon. friend is right in bis contention, it
is not open to me to take up that document
and compare it with the report.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--I have given my view,
that it is a private memorandum made for
myself, and I state that what I gave the
House is strictly true and accurate.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The hon. gen-
tleman should wait till we charge him with
saying what is not true. That is not the
point. My hon. friend used a document
purporting to come from officials sources.
He made an explanation how it was pro-
cured. He used it in bis place. I have
looked at it cursorily and now the question
arises, have I any right to refer to it here.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-You can deny it if
you like.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I contend I
have a right to discuss this document. The
hon. gentleman sent it to me personally,
and I should be sorry to have any trouble
on that account.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Does the hon. gentle-
man raise a question of order ?

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Yes.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Then let us discuss it.
I beg to say that there is no ground upon

which the hon. gentleman can demand that
this paper be put upon the table of the
House. My hon. friend makes an extract
from a public document for the purpose of
being used here, and the hon. gentleman if
he chooses may ask that the document from
which that is taken may be produced. The
hon. gentleman has a right to make a motion
for such a document, but he cannot ask that
a mere memorandum, made by the hon.
Secretary of State for his own purpose,
should be laid upon the table as an official
document. He cannot press that, because
it is not an official document. It is a mere
extract which the hon. Secretary of State
makes for his own reference. If my hon.
friend quotes from an official document and
the hon. gentleman asks that the official
document be produced, he is entitled to
have it produced, but he is not entitled to
call for a memorandum which the Secretary
of State bas made for his own information.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
is simply a question as to whether the docu-
ment from which the hon. gentleman bas
quoted is an official document. He bas
told the House that he procured it from
an official of Parliament, the Clerk of the
Crown in Chancery, hence it is not a private
document. It is an official document, and
it is laid down in Bourinot and May that if
a minister of the Crown quotes from a docu-
ment of that kind it must be laid on the
table. It was only the day before yesterday
that that question came up in the House
of Commons when Mr. Fisher was discuss-
ing this same question. He was supposed
to have quoted from the document from
which I read in this House, and he was
asked by Mr. Foster to lay it on the table.
The Minister of Agriculture denied that he
quoted from an official document. He was
just referring to that article which appeared
in the Journal end which I placed upon the
records of this House, and on appeal to the
Chair the Speaker decided that whenever an
official document was quoted from, it must
be laid on the table.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is not an official
document.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Oh,
yes. The hon. gentleman quoted from a
document which he himself acknowledged
to my hon. friend was an official document
procured from an officer of the department,
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and it is a part of the record of the Clerk of it is open to any hon. gentleman to
the Crown in Chancery. If there is any- get the same information which I got.
thing in that document which the hon. There is no signature to this document at
gentleman is afraid to have made public, all. It is a mere memorandum for my own
then I can understand his position, but if it information, and what I said to the House
is a correct copy of information obtained was that the statements, as conveyed to the
fron the official records, then it is a public House, were ccrrect because I had a paper
document. Bourinot says: in my hands which had been compared with

It has been laid down by the highest authority that the official returns in the office of the Clerk
when a minister of the Crown quotes f rom a public of the Crown in Chancery. I did not
document in the House and founds upon it an argu- examine all the details in connection with
ment or assertion, that document, if called for oug t the elections in those counties. I satis-

Te rouedi fied myself that the statements made were

a dhen your distinction is, that if you hold wholly imaginary, and having satisfied
t ocument n your hand and quote from it, myself as to that I fairly concluded that this

tannot be laid on the table unless a motion man had never gone near those counties. Ifor it is made 1 did not go any further. It is not an official
110n. Mr. MILLS-No. document any more than this other memo.

Will any hon. gentleman say this slip of
Won. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- paper is an official document i Any hon.hat does the on. gentlemen contend The gentleman can take the trouble that I did.

on. Secretary of State has quoted from a This officer is an officer of Parliament. The
document which is official in its character. papers are in his office. They are not in the

custody of the Crown. The Crown has noon. Mr. SCOTT-No. control over them. When I had the courtesy
lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- to send the document over to my hon. friend
say that is the position we take. The I did not think lie was going to raise any

hon, gentleman says no, and says it is question about it. The clerk has copied out
geOt an Officiai document. We contend it is, a lot of information which I did not use. I

a1nd the hon, gentlemen having quoted fros simply asked for the first part of it. I did
it, and having acknowledged it was an offi- not know about the rest of the document

al docu ent. as such it belongs to the at all.
use and not to the hon. gentleman. Hon. Mr. McKAY-What objection has

on- Mr. SCOTT - The information the hon. gentleman to having that document
Which I quoted f rom was more than my laid on the table of the House ?
mnemory could carry. This little memo-
randum I have in my hand may be called Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not know that I
e' official document according to the hon. have any.
gentlelnani argument. I sent my secre- Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-In reference to

ot n in Chance tof erti whether the point of order that has been discussed.1
n he county of IBeauce or tie county o will quote what May says at page 321. I

lui the Ithinko ituc is the tenth edtinffi, Ve names of the deputy returning tîink it i the tenth edition

the ep appearing in Parent's report were A winister of the Crown is not at liberty to read
tdeputy returning officers in any part of or quote from a despatch or other state paper not
he riding, me a before the House unless he is prepared to lay itthat t . e gives me a memorandum upon the table. This restraint is similar to thatthey are not. The hon. gentle- rule of evidence in courts of law which prevents
lan would contend that that is a public counsel from citing documents which have not been

document o produced in evidence. The principle is so reasonable
not on the same principle. I could that it bas not been contested and when the objection

nOt lo rry all I desired to convey to the has been made in time it has been general acquiesced
in my memory and I had a table i"-

Prepared, and so far as I read I stated that I think it was made in tine in this case.
the table was correct, that I had tested it
wth the returns in the office of the Clerk it bas also been admitted that a document that has
Of the Crown in ChAny hon been cited ought to be laid upon the table of the
ge a hancery. A o ouse if it can be done without injury to the public

1e0na bas access to that office, and interests.loi
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No public interest could possibly be pre-
judiced by laying it on the table.

The saine rule, however, cannot be held to apply to
private letters or memorandum.

I notice that they are going to take the
point that this is a private memorandum.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, it is a memo-
randum.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-If that is the
view we are to take, we ought to look at the
contents of it to settle that point. I take
the strongest exception to its being consi-
dered, in any sense whatever, a private
memorandum. Here is a case which covers
the view that my hon. friend appears to
take with regard to a certain document:

On the 18th May, 1865, the Attorney General, on
being asked by Mr. Ferrand if he would lay upon the
table a written statement and a letter to which he
had referred on the previous day in answering a
question relative to the Leeds Bankruptcy Court,
replied that he had made a statement to the House
upon his own responsibility, and that the documents
he had referred to being private he could not lay
them upon the table. Lord R. Cecil contended that
the papers having been cited should be produced, but
the speaker declared that this rule applied to public
documents only.

Nothing could more clearly sustain my
view than this does, and if my hon. friend
takes the ground that this is a private docu-
ment which we have before us I will concede
the point at once, but I cannot admit any-
thing of the kind. However, I am not dis-
posed, unless the House desires it, to press
the point any further. If my hon. friend and
his colleagues are disposed to shield them-
selves from using the document on the
ground that it is a private memorandum, I
am quite willing to congratulate them on
the position they take in the matter.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend can-
not acquiesce in that way. He has raised the
question of order and that must by disposed
of.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Then we must
refer to the Speaker, and the Speaker can-
not possibly deal with this matter uniess he
sees the document.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend can-
not take that for granted. I am prepared to
listen to him until he has completed his
argument.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I take the
ground that this document is of a public

cha'racter and that my hon. friend having
quoted from it, having admitted that it was
official, obtained from the Clerk of the Crown
in Chancery, the proper custodian of that in-
formation, he is bound to present it to the
House because it is a public document and
cannot be regarded as one of a private char-
ter.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I may say that when
my hon. friend beside me undertook to
give to the House information in defence of
the line of argument which he was taking,
that it rested upon public documents,
that is on the returns in the hands of an
officer of this House, it was open to the hon.
gentleman to say you must not refer to that
return unless the return itself is produced ;
but my hon. friend did not raise that qùes-
tion, and I think it is quite as well that he
did not, because my hon. colleague made
extracts from the document and has made
his notes in addition to those extracts and
used thein in his argument in this House-it
is a part of his argument. It is not a publie
document, but one that he l'as himself pre-
pared for his own information, and therefore
is not of that official character which would
entitled any member of the House to
demand that it should be laid on the table.
I have said that if the hon. gentleman
wanted the document to which my hon. col-
league referred, he is entitled to get it, and
if my hon. friend had a public document in
his hand, instead of extracts from it and his
own notes upon the extracts-

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-No notes.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-If my hon. colleague
had been quoting from a public docu-
ment, a despatch or any official commu-
nication, in the custody of the Crown it,
would have been the right of the hon. gen-
tleman to ask that that communication be
laid on the table of the House, where it
would be accessible to everybody. My hon.
colleague has quoted f rom a document not
in the custody of the Crown, but of Parlia-
ment, and so far as this information was
obtained, placed it in the hands of my
hon. friend opposite, furnished him every
facility which he would have possessed if
the document had been laid on the table of
the House; but when my hon. friend de-
mands, as a matter of right, that these ex-
tracts which my hon. friend has obtained froni
a document already in the custody of Parlia-
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tuent should be placed on the table of the
IUOuse as a public document, my hon. col-
league rightly objects to that course. What
he was willing to concede as a matter ofCourtesy, and what was a matter of courtesy,

e i not compelled to do under the rules ofthe House.

thdon. Mr. MACDONALD(B.C.)-I thinkthe question hinges on the reply of theSecretary of State. He was asked if it was
a Public document, and he replied that itwas.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No.

ion. Mr. MACDONALD (B. C.)-He
8aid it was taken from a public document.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, that is correct,
taken from a public document, with my ownnotes upon it. Here are my own notes on it.

The SPEAKER-In my opinion a dis-
tIlCnti0 i must be drawn between a public
1docullent and an extract from a public
douUment which a member may use in his
argumt I do not see any authoritywhich would force a member who declares
that the paper from which he quotes con-
ter' extPacts from a public document that
he gt for his own use, to lay those extracts

ufore the ouse. I do not think that the
equotation from May, cited by the hon. gen-teIfnan f rom Marshfield, applies to this case.If the hon. member had produced a des-Patch or a document officially signed, he

Would flot be allowed to use it unless he
but • prepared to lay it before the House,

1Io my opinion an extract from a public
Cbe eent is not a paper which he couldompelled to lay before the House.

ho1. Mr. PERGUSON-My hon. friends
lnrthe government might have taken a dif-
erent course in regard to this documen
ao, 1 am surprised that they have not done

8ta cause MY hon. friend, the Secretary ofon th rnade very extended remarks based
he l document. On the strength of it
sin rade a general declaration that everypogle statement contained in Parent's re-Port respecting the deputy returning officersWVas fals'e.

that ln* Mr. SCOTT-Hear, hear, I madetatement and I stand by it.

s ry Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friendVerY Vaiant after the Speaker's ruling. I

glanced over the document hurriedly, and I
say that it does not confirm my hon. f riend's
statement. There are discrepancies, no
doubt, and in some places flat contradictions
in the document, but the statement which I
saw does not warrant my hon. friend in say-
ing that there is a fiat and pointed contra-
diction to every statement made by Parent.
I am not a defender of this man, and have
no particular interest in defending him. He
was not long ago, a trusted official of the
government.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-He was only employ
ployed a few weeks in the post office.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
says it was only a very short time. I do not
care how long the date of contamination ex-
isted, but he was in their employ at one time,
and they must have trusted him and known
something about him or they would not have
employed him. Not long before that he had
been in the employ of the Liberal party as
an organizer. I agree with my hon. friend
from Wolseley (Mr. Perley) that the Domi-
nion Alliance have been the victims of mis-
placed confidence in a great many respects.
They evidently believed the promises of hon.
gentlemen opposite that they would ascer-
tain the will of the people and abide by it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
says no; does he say that the government
were not prepared to abide by the will of
the people.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, by the will of the
people.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The Minister of
Agriculture, in a speech at the Ottawa Con-
vention of the Liberal party, in 1893, when
he submitted the plebiscite resolution, said
that they would ascertain the will of the
people and would carry out the expressed
will of the people, and my hon. friend need
not contradict that state ment.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Would the hon. gen-
tleman be good enough to tell us what the
will of the people is on the subject of prohi-
bition 1

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
need not attempt to draw a red herring
across the trail. The point I am particularly.
interested in making now is that the
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Dominion Temperance Alliance have been
the victims of misplaced confidence in re-
gard to the plebiscite. They have been still
further the victims of misplaced confidence
in thinking that an official appointed and
employed by this government would be
trustworthy in collecting information with
regard to the doings of this same govern-
ment. They evidently thought he was
reliable, and in that respect they have again
been the victims of misplaced confidence.
They thought an organizer of the Liberal
party would be reliable

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-He is no organizer.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I never saw this
man Parent and know nothing about him.
I have had no opportunity of reading his
report, but I have glanced through the docu-
ment from which my hon. friend opposite
drew his inspiration when he said that every
single statement in that report with respect
to the deputy returning officers is absolutely
untrue, and I say that if it is untrue the
hon. gentleman will have ta get more
information and further evidence than
is contained in that document to prove
that it is untrue. That is the only point
that I wish to make, with regard to this
question, and I only add that we all know
very well that it is always the nature
of crime to conceal itself. A man who com-
mits a fraud will take every means to cover
up that fraud. It is no easy task to follow
up election frauds in any case, even in a
contested election. Any one who has had
anything to do with this business knows
that it is very hard to get information;
you may be sure that gross corruption
and frauds have been practised, but those
who commit the frauds cover up their
tracks and it is hard to get evidence
of their guilt. It does not prove that no
frauds were committed in connection with
the plebiscite in the province of Quebec be-
cause this man, who spent only some five or
six days in making the inquiry, was not pre-
cise in the statements he made. On the con-
trary, there is pretty strong evidence in the
anxiety shown by my hon. friend that this
document should not be fully and freely
analysed and discussed in this House, that
he is not himself very sure that frauds were
not committed extensively in the plebiscite
election.

Hon. Mr. POWER moved
ment of the debate.

the adjourn-

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, 20th April, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

COLD STORAGE ON STEAMERS.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON rose to:
Ask the government whether the steamers " Lake

Winnipeg " and " Gaspesia," which made calls at the
port of Charlottetown during the autumn of 1898,
were fitted with cold storage facilities? If so, what
was the nature of the cold storage provided, whea
was the said cold storage plant placed on these steaa-
ships, and at what cost, if any, to the government of
Canada ?

What subsidy was paid for each trip of the above-
named steamships ?

He said :-In connection with this inquiry
I wish to state to the House, and to the
leader of the House more particularly, that
the service of these steamers in calling at
the port of Charlottetown last year proved
to be of very great benefit to the province,
indeed. I wish to make that statement or'
account of some discussion we had last year
in this House with regard to this subject.
These steamers made calls at the port of
Charlottetown, and it happened in a very
good year indeed for the province, because we
were not blessed with as good crops in Prince
Edward Island last year as Canada had
generally. Owing to the attacks of fungus,
our grain was very much injured ; the wheat
crop was only half a crop, and the oat croP
was very poor. The services rendered by
these steamers was very beneficial, indeed-
The only mistake was that the mercbants
and others of Charlottetownhad not sufficiente
confidence in our own resources to ask for
enough space. It happened that the space
they asked for in the " Lake Winnipeg
was not sufficient. In the case of the
" Gaspesia," she was offered more than she
could take on board. I do not find faul
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with the government for that ; it was more
the fault of the merchants in not asking for
enough space.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The information
placed in my hands is as follows :-Mr.
Robertson states that on SS. " Lake Winni-
peg " cold storage chamber was provided to
be cooled by use of ice. Paid half the cost
of fitting up insulated cold storage chamber
to be cooled by ice for SS. " Lake Winni-
peg," $426.22. Paid $500 subsidy for one
trip from Charlottetown. The cold storage
chamber on the " Gaspesia " was provided by
the owners of the steamship. Mr. Parmalee
states :-As regards the amount of subsidy
paid, there was $2,000 per trip for two trips
paid to the " Lake Winnipeg," and $1,000
for one trip to the "Gaspesia."

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I am to under-
stand, then, it was ice cold storage that was
on these steamers, not mechanical storage?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It was ice cold storage
that was on the " Winnipeg." That was
the statement. And on the other there was
insulated cold storage provided for.

If so,'in what capacity, what were his duties, and
what was his remuneration?

2. Is he now in the employ of the government? If
not, when and why were his services dispensed with ?

Hou. Mr. MILLS-In reply to the first
part of the inquiry, I would say yes, he was
assistant timber agent in the Yukon district
to issue permits to eut timber and collect
dues, and for this he was paid a salary of
$100 per month. In reply to the second
question, his services terminated on the
30th of November, 1898, as they were no
longer required.

THE PROHIBITION PLEBISCITE.
THE DEBATE CONCLUDED.

The Orders of the Day being read:
Rtesuming the adjourned Debate on the motion by

the Honourable Sir Mackenzie Bowell, K.C.M.G.:-
That an humble Address be presented to Ris Ex-

cellency the Governor General ; praying that His
Excellency will cause to be laid before the Senate, all
correspondence with the governmient or any umem-
ber thereof, relating to the subject of the introduction
of a prohibitory Liquor Law by the government,
together with ail atfidavits and other documents hav-
ing relation to the vote cast upon the question of pro-
hi bition en the 29th day of September, 1898, and the
alleged frauds connected therewith.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Insulated cold Hon. Mr. POWER said :-Although I
stonage course, ice cold moved the adjournment of the debate on

is, of cstorage. this matter, I do not propose to trouble the
THE INSPECTOR OF MINES IN THEIlouse with a speech. I propose just te

Y UKON DISTRICT. make a few observations, and the first ob-
servation I desire to make is as tbe wording

INQUIRY. of the notice given by the bon. leader of the
lion. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER rose to: opposition. The address is for "ai cor-

Ask the government: 1. Is James D. McGregor respondence with the government, or any
n employed as Inspector of Mines in the Yukon inember thereof, relating to the subjeet

district? If not, when did his appointment terniin- of the introduction of a prohibitony liquorate' law by the g 'vrnmnt" I e2. l he now employed by the Department of thenterior in any other capacity? If so, what is its tbat language in its widest sense, to make
nature, what are his duties, and what his remunera- tbe return which is called for by this ad-tion ? What was the date of such appointment? dreu would probably take ail the cerks

lion. Mr. MILLS-In reply to the first in the gevernment employ for the nemainden
question, McGregor is employed now as of this session; because ever since confeder-
IniSpector of Mines in the Yukon district. ation there bas been more or less conres-
In reply to the second question I would say pondence with respect to the introduction
that having no record of any other employ-f a pohibitory liquor law; and it seem
Ment, we are not aware of his being employed t me that the scope of the resolution sould
inl any other way than as Inspector of Mines. be narrowed. As fan as I could gather frei

sthe debate whieh has taken place, the obje t
of the hon, gentleman who has ooved

MACFARLANE. tbe resolution is to get the correspondence
which has taken place since the plebiscite.

INQUIRY. There ought te te some limit, at any rate,
ion. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER rose te: to the demand for information. I presume

Asia te government: 1. W" Thoma D. Ma- that the hon. leader of the opposition, or
îtlane employed by the Department of the Interior? some one on bis behalf, will arend the
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motion so that it will cover only the ground
which it is intended to cover. Before pro-
ceeding to say anything on my own account,
I should like to say a few words with re-
spect to the speech made yesterday by the
hon. gentleman from Wolseley (Mr. Perley).
That hon. gentleman impresses people who
do not know him very well as being a par-
ticularly candid and guileless sort of man-
the typical fariner, in fact, who talks straight
out and says just what is in his mind, and
never has anything behind; but I think
hon. gentlemen in this House who have had a
reasonably long acquaintance with the hon.
gentleman have discovered that there is a
good deal of the Heathen Chinee about him,
and that he is not as guileless and artless as
he looks, and as his language would lead one
to believe ; and I think the little speech he
made yesterday illustrates that character-
istic, for I think it would be difficult in so
short a speech to express more things which
were calculated to deceive-which, I be-
lieve, was the great characteristic of Ah
Sin. The hon. gentleman talked--and in
that agreed with the hon, gentleman from
Marshfield-about the government simply
trying to humbug the temperance people.
Now, there is no evidence of that fact. The
government made no promises to the tem-
perance men which they did not fulfil. The
government promised the temperance men
to submit the prohibition question to a
plebiscite, and the government did so. The
temperance men were at one time afraid
that the government would not put the
simple question " whether are you in favour
of prohibition or not " to each voter, but that
they would tack on to this question some
other question with respect to the mode in
which the revenue which would be lost to
the country by the adoption of prohibition
was to be made up. The government did
not do that. They put the question just in
the way in which the temperance men
wished it to be put, and the election was a
fair and honest election; and this was
admitted, some days after the plebiscite
took place, by Mr. Spence, secretary of the
Dominion Alliance. He gave the govern-
ment credit for the straightforward and
manly way in which they had submitted the
question to the people; so I do not see that
there was any humbug so far. Then, the
government never told the prohibition men
that if a bare majority of the actual votes
polled on the question were in favour of pro-

hibition they would enact prohibition. That
would have been exceedingly unwise and
unreasonable, The object of the plebiscite
was to ascertain what the sentiment of the
people of this country was on the subject of
prohibition-whether that sentiment vas
strong enough to justify the government in
introducing a prohibitory law. Now, what
was the result of the vote? Altogether,
something like 44 per cent of the registered
voters of this country voted on the question
of prohibition. The average percentage of
the registered vote at a Dominion election
is 66, so that on the prohibition question
there were only two-thirds of the vote which
is usually polled at a Dominion election.
How were those two-thirds divided ? The
Minister of Agriculture stated in another
place, and his statement was not
questioned and cannot be questioned
in view of the figures, that about 221
per cent of the registered voters of this
country voted for prohibition, and about 21 à
per cent against it. There was one-fourth-
speaking broadly-for, one-fourth against,
and one-half of the electors did not vote at
all. It is safe to say that as a rule the
voters who did not go to the poll and vote
one way or the other on the subject were not
in favour of prohibition. I think there is
no question about that. I know that in the
city of Halifax that was the case. Those
who abstained froi voting were, in nearly
every instance, opposed to prohibition ; and
the consequence is that if the government
were to act as some extreme prohibitionists
wish now, and as some members of the oppo-
sition in Parliament seem to wish, and were
to introduce a prohibitory measure, they
would be undertaking practically to act at
the instance of one-fourth of the registered
elect9rate of this country as against the
wishes of the remaining portions of the
electorate. Now, any hon. gentleman knows
that that would be the height of folly, a
most indefensible proceeding ; and I have no
doubt but the great majority of the mem bers
of this House would condemn the govern-
ment in the most unmeasured terms if, after
the result of the vote on the 29th of Septern-
ber, they were to introduce a prohibitory
measure. The truth is, hon. gentlemen, rhat
theprohibitioniststhemselves,when the result
of theplebiscitebecameknown, did not expect
that a prohibitory measure would be intro-
duced. This talk about the government intro-
ducing a prohibitory measure is the result of
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an after thought. It was not expected by rate, the subject of prohibition has been
any one that the government would, under taken out of the arena of practical politics.
the circumstances, introduce a prohibitory Hon'. Mr. PERLEY-The hon. gentleman
measure-when I say not by any one, it was was not upstairs to-day at the committee
expected by very few. So far for the hum- room.
bug. I fail to see where any charge of
that kind has been made good, or where Hon. Mr. POWER-The government
there is room for a charge of that kind. which the hon. gentleman supported did
Then the bon. gentleman spoke about something in the way of spending inoney in
cabinet ministers as going about the pro- connection with prohibition. They issued a
vince of Quebec stumping against prohibi- commission, a Royal Commission.
tion. I do not think that if members of Hon. Mr. DEVER-They spent three
the government had done so they would hundred thousand dollars.
have done anything wrong. The govern- Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-Four hun-ment did not pretend that all their mem- flou And dola rorbers were in favour of prohibition. It was dred thousa dollars.
not a p3litical question, and each mem- Hon. Mr. POWER-They issued a Royal
bers of the goveriniment was f ree to go on Commission, which sat in various places, andthe platform and express his opinion on the continued to sit for a long time, affording
subject just as he pleased ; but as a matter employment at a remunerative rate to a
of fact the statement made by the hon. gen- number of deserving followers of the Con-
tieman is totally incorrect. The only minis- servative party. That prohibition commis-
ter who went on the platform in the pro- sion cost a very large sum of money.
Vince of Quebec and spoke on the subject of
Prohibition was the Minister of Agriculture, Hon. Mr. PERLEY-How much 1
and he spoke in favour of prohibition wher- Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not say it costever he addressed an audience. Two other quite as much as the plebiscite, but it cost
Ministers, I believe at m eetings - not nmeet- a ve a r u m an ac comi shed

na9s held for the purpose of discussing the a very large sut of money, an accomplished
8lbjeet of prohibition, but gatherings of a nothing whatever. It was simply a tub
diferent character, did express themselves,
as they had a perfect right to do, as hostile Hon. Mr. PERLEY-How much did it
to prohibition. Now, I want to know where cost i
the statement of the hon. gentleman fromI
Wolseley is? The hon. gentleman charged Hon. Mr. SCOTT-You did not read it i
the government with spending $250,000 to Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not suppose any

o Purpose. As a matter of fact, I believe one in the country has read that report,that the plebiscite cost no such sum-that with the exception of the proof reader whose
't did not cost half of that. A itC to relit

Hon. Mr. McKAY-Oh yes, $180,000. Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Will the hon.
lon. Mr. POWER-My impression is it gentleman tell us how miuch it did cost 1

did not cost half of $250,000. I am now told Hon. Mr. POWER-Not less than $80,-the cost was $182,000, and that is consider- 000.
ably less than $250,000. I would direct
the attention of the hon. gentleman from Hon. Mr. FERGJSON-The hon. gentle-

olseley (Mr. Perley) to the fact that a man refers to the evidence. I suppose the
very important result was obtained by the report itself was not very voluminous.
Plebiscite. We have found out where the Hon. Mr. POWER-That is just about
country stands on the subject of prohibition. the oauge of the hon. genteman's criticism.
A great many enthusiastic prohibitionists t
Were of the opinion, before the voting took Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-That is aboutPlace, that a majority, or very nearly a the size of the hon. gentleman.
!iajority, of the voters of this country were
1n1 favour of prohibition. That question has Hon. Mr. POWER-What sort of a re-
ben settled ; and I think we may congra- port could there have been without the evid-
Lutte ourselves that for a little while, at any ence 1
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Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Recent evidence
has justified the report, I think.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I am not quarrelling
with the report which the commission made.
The country was just as wise after the
report had been printed as it was before. In
the present instance we are a good deal wiser
than we were before. Just one word with
respect to the hon. gentleman from Marsh-
field (Mr. Ferguson). He agreed with the
hon. gentleman from Wolseley, that the
Dominion Alliance, representing temperance
men, had been deceived by the government;
and the hon. gentleman apparently thought
that there was perhaps a good deal of truth
in the report made by this man Parent
because he took a good deal of trouble to
show that it was a document which should
have been laid on the table, and that the
government were withlolding information
which they owed to the House. Now, the
returns of the plebiscite voting are not govern-
ment documents. They are not under
the control, or in the possession of the gov-
ernment. They are documents in the hands
of Parliament, of the officers of Parliament,
and the hon. gentleman, if he thinks there
is anything to be found in these documents
to contradict the statements made on
this side of the House, can go to the office
of the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery and
consult the documents. I may say that that
statement disposes altogether of the claim
that the document was one which should
have been laid on the table, because the
documents which must be laid on the table
are documents which are in the possession
of the government and which are not accessi-
ble to the members of the opposition. What
May and Bourinot say does not apply to the
documents in question. I may remark
that the Conservative party and its leaders
have not shown their hand at all in this
niatter ; they have not said what they would
do, looking at the result of the plebiscite.
The hon. gentleman from Delorimier, who
spoke yesterday, called my attention to the
fact that there were one or two points which
he forgot to mention. Where was the Conser-
vative vote in the province of Quebec 1 It
does not seem to have gone for prohibition,
and I do not think the Conservatives
are in a position to complain that
the vote was so small. There was an-
other circumstance which goes to dis-
credit Mr. Parent, and to lessen the value

of anything which has been said with re-
spect to the improper nature of the voting in
the province of Quebec, and that is that,
shortly after the voting took place, detailed
statements of the votes in the different
electoral districts were published in the
newspapers of the province of Quebec, and
everybody had a chance to see whether
there was anything very wrong about the
figures or not, and no one has attempted to
show that there was anything very wrong.
The principal reason why I have ventured
to take up the time of the House is that I
wish to express my regret, as a member of
the Senate, at the action taken by prominent
members of this Houseinconnection with this
matter. Whenthehon. leaderof theopposition
(whose absence from the House to-day I very
much regret) began to speak, I was under
the impression that the hon. gentleman had
not read the speech made by the hon.
Minister of Agriculture in another place,
and consequently I was not disposed to find
very much fault with the line which the
hon. leader of the opposition took in the be-
ginning of his speech; but when I found, as
the hon. gentleman went on, that he had
read the speech made by the hon. Minister of
Agriculture, that he had read it carefully
and was familiar with all the facts stated iii
it, then I must say that my feelings for the
hon. gentleman were of unmixed condemna-
tion. In the House of Commons, where
party spirit is supposed to run rather higher
than it does in this House, the matter ended
with the speech of the hon. Minister of
Agriculture. The hon. Minister of Agricul-
ture is a gentleman of good character and
reputation, and one whose veracity is not
questioned by any one, and when he made
the statement in the House of Commons that
on examining the returns in the office of the
Clerk of the Crown in Chancery, he found
that not a single name of a person named
by Parent as acting as deputy retrning
officer in the polls to which he had referred
was the correct name of the person so acting,
and when he pointed out that the figures
mentioned by Parent showing the number
of ballots cast in the different polling places
were in no case the figures shown by the re-
turns f rom the Clerk of the Crown in Chan-
cery, members of that House let the matter
drop, and no one has raised any question
about it since; but here we have the hon.
leader of the opposition in the Senate, which
is supposed to be a much less partizan
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body than the other House, deliberately
bringing up those charges which he had
every reason to believe were unfounded, and
asking for a commission to inquire into
staternents which he has every reason to be-
lieve have no foundation whatever in fact,and after a committee had been offered in
the House of Commons and not accepted.
Then I notice that the hon. leader of the
opposition yesterday, having, I think, come
to the conclusion that his action of the day
before and his whole action in connection
With this matter did not reflect much credit
Upon him, took the ground that ho was
justified in laying that utterly unreliable
statement of Parent's before this House and
giving it to the public for the first time,because the persons who were slandered
would have an opportunity of knowing what
Was said about them and would have an
opportunity to defend themselves. That
was the most extraordinary ground I have
ever heard taken. A man utters a vile
slander about a number of individuals and
slanders a whole province, and the hon.
gentleman takes the ground that it is hisduty to give these slanders, which otherwise
very few people would know anything about,
to the public and to future generations,
ernbalmed in the columns of our debates.
SUPPosing, instead of being a public matter

it is, or quasi public matter, the action of
those returning officers and the haracter of
the vote in the province of Quebec, are at

ay rate quasi public matters, supposingit had been a private matter ; that thehon. leader of the opposition had heardan atrocious story told about some hon.
mflember of thit House, in which lie hadevery reason to believe there was not a word
Of truth, would he be justified in bringingat statement up and repeating it in this

Ouse on the ground that the person
who had been slandered would have an
OPPortunity to reply to it? The thing isabsurd on the face of it. This Senate is
aupPosed to be, and ought to be, a dignified
body, and a body, if not quite non-partizan,at any rate less partizan than the more
POPular chamber, but I regret to say that asfar as ry humble judgment goes, the hon.
leader of the opposition (and the hon. gentle-Ian who occupies his place for the time
being to-day, mlay be clased with him),apparently does his best to make this body
aPpear to be neither a dignified body nor a
IlOn-partizan body. I have observed that

the hon. leader of the opposition seems to
believe himself under some obligation to go
as far as the most extreme partizan in either
House will go. Why that should be I do
not know. I do not think the hon. leader
of the opposition is such a violent partizan
as his speeches in this House would make
him out to be. Their language is sometimes
as extreme and partizan as the substance of
the resolutions to which they are addressed.
The only conclusion which I have Leen able
to arrive at, and the only explanation I can
give of the extreme length to which the
hon. leader of the Opposition goes, is that
he has an impression that if he is not just
as strong and extreme and as violent as any
member of the Opposition in the other
House, it may be suspected that he is not in
entire harmony with the leader of his party.
There is a sort of impression, I believe, that
for some time at any rate, the relations
between the hon. senator and the hon.
gentleman who succeeded him as leader of
the party were not of the most cordial
character, and perhaps the hon. leader of
the opposition is afraid that if he were not
very extreme and decided, the impression
might go abroad that he was not quite true
to his party.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I think my hon.
friend is entirely out of order in imputing
motives to the hon. leader of the opposition,
more particularly as he is not present. In-
stead of dealing with the statements and
facts given by the hon leader of the opposi-
tion, he drifts away and attributes motives
to him.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Is the hon. gentle-
man raising a question of order i

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I raise the ques-
tion that the hon. gentleman is altogether
wrong in attributing motives to the lion.
leader of the opposition.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I have had pretty
nearly as much experience as the hon.
gentleman and I think I am in order. I
simply suggest; I do not say that is the
motive, but I think that would be a
creditable motive ; and I have a right to
speculate on the subject, because after all
the motives which actuate public men are
public property. I do not say that is the
motive, but it occurred to me as being a
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motive which would not be discreditable to
the hon. gentleman and a defensible motive.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-What
are your motives now ?

Hon. Mr. POWER-I am addressing the
members of the Senateas membersof the Sen-
ate just now. I think we ought to consider
what the effect of resolutions of this kind
and speeches of the character of those which
have been delivered here is going to be upon
the esteem in which this House is held by the
public. That is the reason I have risen to
speak, and it is something which 1 think
we should consider. Can any hon. gentle-
man in this House imagine Lord Salisbury,
or the Earl of Kimberley doing what
has been done by the leader of the oppo-
sition in connection with a matter of this
kind ? You cannot imagine such a thing.
And still we are supposed to be, in a
sense, a copy of the House of Lords, and
we are supposed to imitate them in the
inatter of dignity ; and I regret that the
gentlemen who lead the majority in this
House seem to forget, in my humble judg-
ment, what is due to the dignity of this
bouse and to the esteem in which it is held
throughout the country. I had proposed to
say a word or two about the attack made by
the leader of the opposition on the voters of
the province of Quebec, but the hon. gentle-
man from Delorimier has anticipated any-
thing I had to say in that respect. The
people in the province are as honest and
sober as those of any other province, and
although they do not believe in prohibition,
they are as temperate as the people in the
other provinces and perhaps rather more so;
and I think the history of our election courts
shows that fraud and corruption at elections
are not greater there than in the other pro-
vinces. I notice that both the hon. leader
of the opposition and the hon. gentleman,
from Marshfield laid a good deal of stress
on the fact that this man Parent had been
formerly an employee of the government.
The hon. gentleman from Marshfield went
further and said a trusted employee,
although why a man whose duty it was to
cancel stamps should be necessarily a trusted
employee does not appear quite clear. The
hon gentleman froin Marshfield and every
other hon. gentleman in this House knows
very well that no government can guarantee
the character of all its employees; not only

that, but within the experience of the hon.
leader of the opposition there are much
stronger cases than that of this man Parent.
The hon. gentleman was associated in the gov-
ernment for a number of years with several
other gentlemen and, after having been asso-
ciated with them fora long time, he discovered
thatthey were "a nest of traitors." Soyousee
if you cannot guarantee the character of
the people with whom you associate at the
council board f rom day to day, how canyou
certify to the moral character and general
good character of a man who is employed in
cancelling stamps? I regret very much the
course taken by the hon. leader of the oppo-
sition and concurred in by the hon. gentle-
man from Marshfield. That course is cal-
culated to play into the hands of the enemies
of this House. The enemies of the Senate
are fond of representing the majority here
as bitterly and blindly partizan; and I think
that motions and speeches such as we have
had in this matter give a degree of colour to
that charge. Just now, when the question
of interfering with the rights of this House
is hefore the country, is an unfortunate time
to select to make such speeches and to sub-
mit such motions. As a matter, of course,
when a gentleman comes into this House he
does not leave his party feelings behind him.
But in my humble judgment those feelings,
after he comes into the Senate, should be
shown only upon worthy and important
occasions, and they should not be bitter and
intense.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The
hon. gentleman from Halifax, after being
silent in this House for nearly a year, is
heard again. He applies himself to pub-
lic questions in a very proper way, but
there is always a sting in his tale,
and at the end of his speech to-day there
was a sting. We have had a lecture on the
dignity of this House. I would ask the hon.
gentleman to turn back to his own speeches
in the Senate ; has any one been more violent
in his speeches or more partizain than the
hon. gentleman has been himself ? In sea-
son and out of season he was on his legs in
this House finding fault and raking up every-
thing he could against the late government.
That has been the course of the hon. gentle-
man in the past.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Did the hon. gentle-
man really mean to ask me a question ?
Because I can answer that question at once.
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Hlon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The very properly so. It is the duty of the
hon. gentleman could not content himself opposition in this House and in the other
with dealing with the questions before the House to criticise the measures, the course
Rouse in a public way ; he must resort to and conduet of the Government of the day.
personalities, and it is a very common fault I can remember very well when the hon.
With the hon. gentlemen opposite. The lion. gentleman fron Halifax, as well as the pre-
leader of the opposition is absent to-day, and sent Secretary of State, were in opposi-
a, charge is made against his motives. He tion in this House. They gave a very
is a strong partizan no doubt, but no stronger vigorous opposition to the late government,
than the hon. gentlemen opposite, especially for which they deserved credit. I think they
the hon. gentleman from Halifax. With did their duty manfully and well. Some-
regard to the speech he has made, I am sure times they seemed to be very unreasonable in
he will not himself think that this House or their opposition, but they were discharging
the country or the temperance people are their duty in criticising the measures of the
going to accept that speech as a solution of government to see if there was anything
the difficulty, and an excuse for the way the wrong in them. The leader of the opposi-
government humbugged them on the plebis- tion, and those who are in sympathy with
cite question. They will hold the govern- him to-day, have a perfect right to pursue a
ment responsible for their conduct in the similar course without being called to
natter. Before lecturing this House on account so sharply by the hon. gentleman
dignity the hon. gentleman from Halifax from Halifax for so doing. I should like to
should examine his own conduct. ask the leader of the government in this

louse if I understood him to say that the

haon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman cost of the plebiscite election was onlyas asked a question. I did undoubtedly, $182,000.
when I was in opposition, criticise the
ueasures of the government, but I did not Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The returns, as I got
criticise the personnel of the government to them from the Auditor General, a week ago,
any extent, and I think the hon. gentleman show that the amount expended was some-
Will search in vain through all the speeches thing over $181,000. There were some
I have inade here for language as unbecom- unsettled items that were under discussion
ing a member of this House as the language and which had not been paid-accounts from
to which I have adverted. some clerks of the peace and deputies, but

dent Mr. PROWSE-It i v . one hundred and eighty one or one hundred
deon. Mr. PO S - is vrevti and eighty two thousand dollars lad been

lokthat this temnperance question is padu to that time.
looked upon by the government as a much paidup
more serious question to-day than it was Hon. Mr. PROWSE-I hold in my hand
when they made it a plank in their plat- the hansard report of the 19th of April, and
form. Before I speak on that question, I find the Prime Minister saying this, "total
hOdever, I will make a few remarks on the expenditure to date, 17th April, 1899,
Sres to which we have listened from the $183,684.58. There is yet a few outstand-

on. gentleman fron Halifax. I cannot ing accounts."
congratulate him on the good taste he has
displayed in imaking a violent attack on the Hon. Mr. SCOTT--That is what I said.

on. leader of the opposition during his
absence. Had he been present he is well Hon. Mr. PROWSE-How much are
able to defend himself in the presence of these outstanding accounts? The figureÊ
the hon. gentleman or of anv other member here are very misleading. They do not givE

O the opposite side of t'he House, and the cost of the plebiscite vote by any means
think it would have been in much bet- and we have as much right to imagine tha

ter taste had the hon. gentleman from the balance will make up the $250,000 tha
ealifax reserved nis remarks until the was voted and expected to be expended, a
leader of the opposition was present. How- the hon. gentleman oppo ;ite had to say tha
ever, h' is the best judge of the course the expense has been only $182,000. Beside
he should pursue. I am quite willing to I think the cost of that election was mor
admit that the leader of the opposition than $250,000, when you take into con
to ome extent is a partizan, and I think sideration the loss of time in discussing th
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question and carrying on the election. In
my opinion it has cost the people of the
country far more than $250,000. The
question is, were the people led to
believe when this plebiscite vote
was decided upon by the conference in
1893 that a majority given at the polls when
the plebiscite vote was taken would be acted
upon by the government. I maintain that
the temperance people were given to under-
stand that the majority would rule.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-The hon. gentle-
man may say no, and possibly he may not
have thought so himself, because he was in
the secrets of the conclave that formed this
platform. The circumstances under which
that platform was prepared were never
divulged to the public. The temperance
people of this country were never given to
understand that if they had a majority at
the polls prohibition would not he intro-
duced. The impression given to the people
was that if the majority of the votes re-
corded were cast for prohibition, the govern-
ment would give effect to the expressed will
of the people. Where is the proof of that?
If any other policy had been decided upon
by the government, it was their bounden
duty to give the country to understand that
the result was not to be the same as in
every other vote-that the majority was not
to rule-that people who never voted at all
were to govern the actions of the govern-
ment in this matter. How is it in this
chamber ? Does not the majority rule here li
The Speaker, in deciding a question, takes it
for granted that those who do not vote at
all or express their views assent to the
motion when put, and if they do not dissent
from it then it is understood that those who
do not vote are in favour of the measure.
I have seen votes taken here when
there have not been two yeas in favour
of the measure, but the Speaker has
decided the motion carried. Who carried it?
How many times do we take a division on an
adjournment of the House? All who do not
oppose the motion are considered in favour
of it, and we have as much right to assume
that those who did not vote on the plebiscite
were as much in favour of prohibition as
though they had voted; and, notwithstand-
ing the statemen t of the hon. gentleman from
Hlifax, we must reckon them all as not
being opposed to prohibition. On the ques-

tion of the understanding when this matter
became a part of the platform of
the party in power, I will read to you what
the Hon. Mr. Fisher said at that convention.
This is from his own speech delivered on
that occasion. He said:

I propose to read the resolution which pledges the
Liberal party. if returned, to give the people of Can-
ada an opportunity to express their views on this
question, and the government in power inust neces-
sarily carry out the express will of the people.

When the plebiscite vote was taken, and
a majority of those who gave expression to
their views voted in favour of prohibition, it
was the "expressed will of the people." Does
the hon. gentleman from Halifax, or do the
members of the government, maintain that
those who "expressed" no opinion are to be
regarded as having given "expression" to the
will of the people? It was the "expressed
will of the people" who voted, not the will of
the people who did not "express" any opinion
at ail that should have been accepted. The
Liberal party pledged themselves to give
effect to the " expressed will " of the people,
and the expressed will of the people was in
favour of a prohibitory law. I say when
this government refused to introduce such a
law they are not fulfilling their pledges to
the country on this question. Then, there
is another matter which I think requires a
little consideration. It has been stated
since the vote on the plebiscite was taken
that, at the convention of 1893, there was
an understanding come to between the
members of that convention that unless
there was a large preponderating majority
in favour of prohibition, the temperance
people would abandon the idea of prohibitive
legislation altogether; but if there was a
large preponderating vote in favour of pro-
hibition, a law would be introduced. If
there wae any such understanding at that
convention, the temperance people, if they
were dealt honestly and fairly with, should
have been told what that majority would
have to be. if it required one-half of the
electorate, or two-thirds of the electorate, or
three-fourths of the electorate, whatever it
was, as honest men dealing with a sincere
and honest people, who were anxious to see
prohibition carried out in this country, they
should have given them to understand what
their decision was in the matter. The hon.
Premier, in the other House, in his speech
this session, said :

That a resolution waa introduced and inserted in
the platforn, by which the party pledged themselves
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that if they came into office they would have a plebis- on the plebiscite was a very fair representa-
'cte on the question of prohibition, so as to obtain the tion of public opinion, barring the result in
flonest unbiased opinion of the people on that great
question Let me ay this: When we put that plank Quebec. I must say the vote in Quebec is
'n our platform, there was an implied agreement be- a mystery to me. I cannot understand it.
tween the members of the party who believed in pro- 1 believe the people of Quebec are at leasthibition and those who did not believe in prohibition.
The implied agreement on the part of those who did as temperate a people as any in Canada, and
not believe in prohibition was that if the voice of the 1 think if the question had been fairly put
People spoke unmistakably, if it should be shown that
the great majority of the electorate were in favour of bofore thein, there would have been a
Prohibition, then those who did not believe in it, majority in favour of prohibition in Quebec
would surrender their views to those of their brothers, as there was in every other province. A
a"d Would work honestly for the success of that policy. deal
On the other hand there was an engagement on the good has beon said about the course
Part of those who believed in prohibition, that if the pursued by the leader of the opposition in
voice of the people on the subject should not be of reference to this question, and in reference81ufficient strength to warrant the adoption by the
Party of the policy of prohibition, they also would to Parent's report. Why should we not ex-
Square their views to those of their brothers, and we pect something reasonable to come f rom that
Would hear no more of that question in the ranks of re rtî Who is this Parent ie was em-
the Party. That was the policy we ado pted, that was repor W th Prnte A ancel
the policy we carried out, and what is the result ? ployed by the Temperance Alliance. He

Now I do maintain, hon. gentlemen, that ought to be a man of respectibility and re-
if that was-as stated by the Prime Minister, liability, when such a respectable body as
in his place in the House of Commons-the the Temperance Alliance would employ him
policy of the party in 1893, and it was kept to ascertain if there were frauds committed
Private and secret from the electors untii in the election. They, no doubt, inquired
after the vote took place, they deceived the about his past career, and they found what I
people of this country, because the people That he had been in the employ of the
had a right to suppose the result of that government and that he had been employed
election would be the same as the result of by the Liberal party as a party organizer.
anay other election wherever held. When Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No.
You put a question to the people the majority
always decides the question and if any other Hon. Mr. PROWSE-I think that was
Policy is adopted, the people themselves who admitted in this House.
l'ad the votes to give should have been told lion. Mr. SCOTT-No.
'o it in time. I honestly believe, and I am
sorry that I have to make the statement, lion. Mr. PROWSE-It was admitted
that this proposition for a plebiscite was by the hon. gentleman from Montreal. He
siUnply done to hoodwink and deceive the told us that he gave him money to organize
teaperance people, that the hon. gentlemen the party.
0PPosite were never sincere in promising to
oarry out the policy, but they thought to Hon. Mr. SCOTT-And he got drunk.
deceive the temperance people, and secure lion. Mr. PROWSE-The hon. gentletheir Votes, and they succeeded in doing so.What a contrast between the course pur- man says no. What does ho mean when the

ued by the present government and hon. gentleman from Montreal adnits tha
their predecessors. The temperance people ho gave the man oney t organiz th
then were as anxious for prohibition as Liberal partyl
they are to-day. They asked Sir John lon. Mr. SCOTT-No.Thomupson for a prohibitory law. What
was his answer I It waq honest, manly Hon. Mr. PROWSE-Still the Secretarý
and straightforward. He said: "I do of State says no. I say yes. It wa
not think the country is ready for prohi- admitted by other members of the govern
b.tion." The temperance people respected men, I think that he was an organizer fo
hizn for his candor, but they said " we have them. Occupying such a high position i
to look to the Liberal party." What did the ranks of the government and being ithe Liberal party promise? They pt omised the pay of the government of the day, hao

2 Plebiscite which cost the taxpayers over not the leader of the opposition a right t50,000. That is what the deception inquire in reference to the reliability of th
Practised upon the temperance people has statements made by that gentleman and cor
Cost the country. I think the vote polled tradicted by the Minister of Agriculture
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I do not know whether the Minister of
Agriculture was the only gentleman who
took the platform during that agitation in
the province of Quebec, but I know that in
the newspapers of the day it was reported,
and I think was admitted here ,oday
by the bon. gentleman from Halifax, that
some of the ministers spoke against pro-
hibition at meetings which were held.
Still we are told it was only Mr. Fisher
who took the platform. I do not under-
stand it; if the other ministers did not
take the platform against prohibition,
how did they come to speak against it? I am
only sorry that this plebiscite has cost the
country so much and given so little satisfac-
tion. My own opinion about the passing of a
prohibitory measure is -that I think
it is fortunate, even for the temper-
ance people of the Dominion of Canada,
that this government bas not under-
taken to carry out a prohibitory measure,
because I believe you will never get a pro-
hibitory measure successfully carried out
until you have prohibitionists in the govern-
ment, feeling in their own hearts that it is
the right policy to pursue. While we have
the present government in power we need
not expect them to carry out prohibition to
satisfy the temperance people or the people
generally throughout the country. My
opinion is that if the temperance people
have any hope of carrying prohibition, they
will have to form a teinperance party-will
have to withdraw their allegiance from every
other party, and make temperance their
leading if not the only plank in their plat-
form.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I have been listening
with interest to the discussion that bas
taken place, from the speech of the leader
of the opposition, who introduced this motion,
to the speech which bas just been delivered
by the hon. gentleman f rom Prince Edward
Island. One hon. gentleman bas said, and
another bas repeated it after hin, that it is
very wrong to refer to the motives which
may actuate men in their public conduct,
and in the propositions which they submit
to this House for its consideration. I thought
that this whole question and the motion it-
self related to the motives of the administra-
tion., I have not heard anything discussed
except the motives of the administration,
except here and there an incidental observa-
tion made in commendation of the leader of

the opposition and the very wrong course
that had been adopted in saying a word
about the motives which inducpd him to
bring this motion forward. Now, look at
the questions which are put as a sort of in-
troduction to this motion. They inquire
whether a certain party was an empioyee of
this government. What is the object of
that inquiry 7 They inquire whether he is an
eniployee of any other government existing
in this country. What is the object of that
inquiry? Then it is intimated that he was,
employed, if employed by some other govern-
ment,as a reward for services he had done this
government, and what were the services for
which this reward was to be given? What
are the services that were pointed out by the
hon. gentleman who made this motion that
this man Parent had done for the government
of Canada 1 Why, that he had committed
frauds. He had been a party to frauds, and
that other parties had been parties to frauds
in the province of Quebec, and that he was
being rewarded for services of this character
which he had performed on behalf of the
government to swell the votes in opposition
beyond what were actually recorded against
prohibition. Now, that is the sort of
motive that bas been attributed to the ad-
ministration. And then my hon. friend,
who bas just taken his seat, bas attributed
all sorts of iniproper and dishonest motives
to the administration. Has the hon. gentle-
man one code of morals for the bon. gentle-
men on this side of the House, and another
code which he applies to those who oppose
the administration I His whole argument
implies that. I remember a decision of the
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the
United States on a constitutional question
in which he said the government of the
United States was a white man's govern-
ment, and that the negroes resident in the
United States had no rights which were
protected under the constitution and which
white men were bound to respect. Now,
the bon. gentleman seems to think that the
members of the administration stand very
much in the same position that the negroes
in the United States did before the civil war
broke out in that country-that we had no
feelings, no sense of honour, no regard for
truth, which ought in a public discussion to
be considered or weighed for one moment
when bon. gentlemen on that side of
the House chose to attribute any sort
of dishonest or unfair motives to us in
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a public discussion. Now, I deny thet
statements which the hon. gentleman
has Made. Further than that, he had
given to him by my hon. friend the
Secretary of State the expenditure connected
With the taking of this plebiscite on the pro-
hibition question, and he was told it was
about $182,000, although there were some
emall accounts yet to come in, and then the
hon. gentleman from Prince Edward Island
(Mr. Prowse) read us a statement of the
Prime Minister made yesterday, in which
he said that amount was $183,000. I sup-
Pose there may be a few hundred dollars
standing out vet, some one whose account is
disputed, some one whose account is still a
maatter of controversy and cannot be paid
Until the facts are correctly ascertained ;
but at most they could amount to but a very
Snalil sum, one hundred dollars or two hun-
dred dollars at the outside ; and yet upon
the mere argument of an unpaid account
Which may still be in controversy the hon.
gentlem an declares that he has no doubt I -whatever that the expense will at least reach Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
$250,000- has undertaken to draw a distinction where

1 101.r. PROWSE- I there is no distinction. He spoke of hum-
oMr. PIdid not say I had bugging the people of the country in takingdoubt whatever. the vote and leading them to believe that

Ion. Mr. MILLS-I would say it would the government intended to act on a simple
be an advantage to my hon. f riend, so far as majority, if a majority were recorded in fa-
the impression of moderation and fairness vour of it. I say no member of the adminis-
Which his observations would make, if he did tration ever led the public to suppose, or
not express his absence of doubt in this mat- ever led the temperance people of this
ter with so much confidence. Upon what is country to suppose, that if the majority of
that statement based I Upon what ground the votes recorded were in favour of prohi-

bition, that prohibition must be brought
cost will amount to h250,000. forward as a government measure, as a mat-

ter of course. Why, suppose there had been
non. Mr. PROWSE-I mentioned in ny only 10,000 votes cast altogether, and that

speech that, reckoning the time fully that 8,000 had been in favour of prohibition, and
'vas lost to the electors going to .the po9ls 2,000 against it, do hon. gentlemen suppose
added to the cost of the vote, it would for a moment that the million of votes that
amount to that. were not recorded at all are not to be con-

sidered ? This is not a question where a

1 o10n. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend may legal result depends upon the vote. It is
tose hvalable time here every day in the sub- not like the election of a member of the

Jects that he discusses and the subjects that House of Commons where only ten men
d oes not discuss, those that he considers might vote, and yet those who voted on the

olithose upon which he gives his mind a side of the majority would succeed in elect-
liday, and yet he would not think it was ing their member. There must be a member,9 fair to charge his loss of time in that and the House of Commons must be consti-

honr public accounts. And yet my tuted, and they make the necessary provis-
of riend is speaking of the actual amount ion for its constitution; but the object of
tre money that is paid out of the public this vote was not for the purpose of settling
treasury for the purpose of taking a vote. the question absolutely by those who votedMy hon f riend saya, "Yes ; the statement for it or against it. The object was to as-il

made by the Prime Minister yesterday shows
the amount is more than $182,000. I have
no doubt it will amount to $250,000," and
then, in addition to that, he makes the state-
ment that there is a great deal of valuable
time lost. So there is in regard to every-
thing. My hon. f riend, when he takes his
holidays in the summer, loses a lot of valu-
able time; perhaps he gets something for it,
but the time is not converted into money,
neither is the time which the parties have
devoted to the discussion of the plebiscite
question during the time it was under con-
sideration. Then the hon. gentleman says
the government humbugged the people. He
is attributing motives again, and motives of
not a very high order.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-I do not think I
used the word humbugged, but that is what
I meant.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-It is not the
motives he is dealing with, it is their actions.
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certain the state of publie opinion on this
question, and in ascertaining that state of
public opinion every man in his senses
knows that we must take into consideration
those who are indifferent, and those who
did not vote at all, as well as those who
are acting upon the one side or the
other. How does the vote stand 1 You have
260,000 people odd voting against prohibi-
tion and you have 270,000 voting in favour
of prohibition, but you have over 600,000
who do not vote at all, and are they to be
left out ? Are they not to be considered
when the government propose to act one
way or the other? When the day of elec-
tion comes these men will vote and they
will be ready to say whether the government
shall remain in office or whether they shall
go out of office, and the fact that they did
not vote at all is a significant fact of which
any government, in the possession of its
senses, must take note as well as it takes
note of those who vote. Then the hon. gen-
tleman bas said that we were insincere and
that we intended to deceive. Those were
the words the hon. gentleman used. In-
tended to deceive whom ? What object or
purpose would the government have in in-
tending to deceive ? The government de-
sired to obtain an expression of public
opinion. My hon. friend supported the gov-
ernment who preceded us in appointing a
commission, and sending that commission
over to the United States to ascertain how
prohibition worked under their system and
also to ascertain what was the state of pub-
lic feeling there. That commission made a
very voluminous report, embraced in four
volums, and if men lived as long as they
did in antediluvian times the length of time
required to read four volumns of nearly 1,000
pages each might be devoted to the reading
of such a report, but, when the days
of man are but three score years and
ten, it is too much of human life
to devote to the investigation of that
commission to read four volumes, which
would embrace about 4,000 pages and weigh
about 25 lbs. avoirdupois. What did the
publie gain by that? There was a certain
amount of information collected, but as to
the state of public opinion we were not in-
formed; we could not be informed. I
thought myself that the state of public
opinion in favour of prohibition was not as
strong as many of my friends, who are
anxious to see a prohibition measure adopted,

thought it was. We have, by the vote that
was recorded, an exact expression which
shows us that out of nearly 1,000,000
electors at the present time in this country,
270,000 are in favour of prohibition. That
is what the result shows, and I think that
that result is such as to show, that the
government would not be justified in acting
upon that vote. There is this to be borne
in mind-and the hon. gentleman has not
addressed himself to the question-that
there are $7,000,00J of revenue or more
that would be absolutely wiped out by the
adoption of a prohibitory measure. Let nie
suppose for a moment that the government,
instead of asking for a vote on the question,
Yes or No, proposed a complete measure,
had endeavoured to provide for the loss of
revenue that would be sustained and had
said to the people of this country : " This is
our proposition; we will grant you prohibi-
tion, and we ask you to sanction the measure
which we propose that will place at the dis
posal of the government a sufficient amount
of revenue to make up the deficiency," does
any hon. gentleman suppose we would have
got as large a vote in favour of prohibition
as we did ? If you were to transfer $7,500,-
000 of taxation from the liquor traffic and
the consumption of liquor to a direct tax or &
tax on tea or coffee, or any other article of
commerce from which the revenue could be
raised, does any bon. gentleman suppose
that the vote would have been as large as it
really was 7 I do not think so. The teu2-
perance people did not think so, because
when itwas suggested that a perfect measure
should be prepared and the vote taken o
that measure there was scarcely one among
those who favoured prohibition who would
sanction such a course being taken. And why
not ' Because they felt that upon an ab-
stract question a much larger vote would be
polled than upon any practical measure for
the purpose of giving effect to prohibitioO
that could be devised by the administration-
What the hon. gentleman is annoyed at, and
why he expresses himself so strongly againds
the administration, is that he hoped the go'e
ernment would perish in consequence of this
proposed prohibitory legislation. The hoO-
gentleman says that we ought to act upO"
the simple vote of a majority. Whether the
vote was 10 or 10,000, he holds that it io
equally binding upont he administration, and
the hon. gentleman presses that, not because
he is disposed to adopt that view himself, 3'£
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because he favours that, not because that 1
1 s 0-and he has not said that-

lion. Mr. PROWSE-You ought to be
s0f5istenit and obey the mandate of the 1people.

Iâon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
says we ought to obey the popular mandate.
p the hon, gentleman prepared to obey the
POPular mandate? Is he prepared to say

mIf My friends come into power, unless theyCarry that mandate into effect I will not
UPPort them ?" That mandate is binding,

UpOn those who may succeed us as well as
n us. If it is a popular mandate thatsue hould obey, it is a mandate that our

aUcessors should obey as well. Is he pre-
Pared to say that 1 Is he prepared to say :

If y f riends come into power to-morrowor plt day unless they give effect to that
POPular mandate I will not give them mysu1pport.,,

iton. Mr. PROWSE-I did not promise

1o0n. Mr SCOTT-It is not a questionof promise. If the government are bound
to bey a simple majority of those who re-ord their votes, whether that majority be alarge or a small percentage of the entirevote f the population of this country, the
aO. gentleman and his friends would be
a tnuch bound to obey that mandate asay merber of the administration.

1o1n Mr. ALMON - Not unless theyproI3aised to d'O so.

d.o. Mr. MILLS-I am not going toatc us8 this matter further, I wished to call
htion tthe motion that has been made,the questions which accompanied it, to

Ihissprit in which it has been submitted tola t Ouud toe the motives which have beeneattribu t the administration, and to the~Uteaol<>bl demanda which 'have been
wthole dn us. I say, therefore, that the
*pon hisc ion that took place yesterday

tohse is beet fro m the other side of thet 18 eltirely beside the question, and
i J oe the question to tell us what

or John 4umpsonas opinion was some four
thouh i ago We know this, that al-
hugh Sir John Thompson did say that

poite a prepared to legislate, he ap-
very l Commision, put the country to arg expenditure in the constitution of12j

that commission and in the publication of
the report, and the hon. genteman, so far as
[ know, has never expressed a word of cen-
sure with regard to the action of the govern-
ment on that occasion.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It may be well to in-
form the House that it would be quite im-
possible to agree to a proposition such as is
contained in this motion because, as explain-
ed by the hon. gentleman from Halifax, it
is too indefinite. I presume it is in connec-
tion with the taking of the plebiscite,
although it does not say so, and in regard to
the latter part of it there are no affidavits
or other documents having relation to the
vote cast upon the question of prohibition.
This document of Parent's which was read
in this House was never presented to the
government nor was any other document of
a similar character protesting against the al-
leged frauds or making any reference to
them.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The hon. gen-
tlemen cannot bring down what they have
not got.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It refers only to the
plebiscite 1

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Yes.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It may be carried
with that understanding.

The motion was agreed to.

THE STOCK DIVORCE BILL.
REPORT OF COMMITTREE POSTPONED.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER moved the
adoption of the 3rd report of the standing
Committee on Divorce in re Bill (A) " An.
Act for the relief of David Stock."

Hon. Mr. McKAY-Is that the case in
which we have not the report of the
evidence 1

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-I do not
know whether it is printed or not.

Hon. Mr. McKAY-We had better have
the evidence. We have never passed a re-
port before without the evidence.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-I have no
objections to allowing it to stand till Mon-
day.
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Hon. Mr. ALMON-This is very much 1a special train on the Prince Edward Island Railway,
from Georgetown to Charlottetown, was run on the
sanme day and for the same purpose? If so, by whose

at Chicago and the porter called out to, the ord-rs were these special services rendered, and at
passengers " Fifteen minutes for refresh- whose expense?
ments and divorces."

BILL I-NTRODUCED.

Bill (E ) " An Act for the relief of Annie
Inkson Dowding "-(Hon. Mr. Clemow.)

Bill (F) " An Act for the relief of
Abraham Aronsberg "-(Hon. Mr. Boulton.)

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, 21st April, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at three
O'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

CANADA LIFE ASSURANCE CO.

PETITIONS PRESENTED.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUMI presented peti-
tions of certain policy-holders in the Canada
Life Assurance Company praying for certain
amendments to the company's Act of incor-
poration. He said :-There are 35 petitions,
representing policies to the amount of
$2,243,000. It is not necessary to read
them all. Life is too short. It is a petition
of the policy-holders of the Canada Life
Assurance Company, praying for the passing
of an Act restoring the seventh section of
the original Act of the said company, limit-
ing the number of votes to be cast by one
shareholder to forty, and also to give to the
policy-holders of the company such pro-
visions as may be necessary to protect
their interests. The prayers of the petitions
are all alike, and there are altogether 386
names.

SPECIAL TRIP OF THE STEAMER
"STANLEY."

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. FERGU80N rose to:
Ask the government if it is true that the government

st amer "S tanley " made aspecial tripbetween Pictou
and Georgetown on Sunday, the 16th instant, for the
purpose of conveying Mr. Frederick Peters, of Vic-
toria, B.C., to Prince Edward Island? And also, if

He said:-I will not make any remarks
until I know the nature of the reply, and
will simply make the inquiry.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is not usual to
make the remarks afterwards. However, I
will give the answer. The steamer "Stan-
ley " was, by the authority of the Minister of
Marine and Fisheries, authorized to convey
Mr. Peters either on Saturday evening or
Sunday, I do not know which, across from
Pictou to Prince Edward Island, I suppose it
was. Mr. Peters was a member of the
legislature. He did not attend at the last
session of the legislature, and his seat would
have been forfeited had he not been there on
Monday. He left Victoria, as I am advised,
in time to reach Prince Edward Island be-
fore the legislature opened, but bis train was
delayed, and it therefore was a matter of
importance to him that he should be convey-
ed across in time for the Monday sitting of
the House, otherwise he would have lost bis
seat. There was no authority given for a
special train, and Mr. Peters paid bis own
passage money, whatever it was.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My questions
are not all answerd. Mr. Peters may have
paid bis fare, but I ask, on whose order, and
at whose expense, was the special train runi

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not know that
he had a special train at all. I say there
was no authority given for a special train.
I am so advised by the Minister of Marine
and Fisheries.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Was there anY
authority given for the running of the
steamer " Stanley "?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, the Minister of
Marine and Fisheries gave authority to run1

the steamer across with Mr. Peters.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON--At whose ez-
prense were the special trips of this bobe
and this train made '

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The authority W08
given to run the steamer. I presume Mr
Peters paid bis passage money, whatever it
was.
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lion. Mr. McCALLUM-He would not
Pay the expense of the steamer ?

lion. Mr. SCOTT-I dare say not.

lion. Mr. PROWSE-I should like to
Inake one remark in regard to this extra-
ordinary proceeding of the government with
refrence to a private individual. It was
well known that Mr. Peters was, in years
Rone by, the leader of the government in
Prince Edward Island. He resigned his
Position, and went out to British Columbia,
and has since been carrying on business there.
buring all last session he had absented him-
self f ro: the local House. He did not re-
Present the district for which the people
elected him, and the people of that district
were unrepresented, so far as he was con-
serned, during the last session of the local
legislatue, and I know a great many people
Were very anxious that Mr. Peters should
cone and attend to his parliamentary duties
as their representative, or give them an
?PPortunity to elect a man to represent them
la their local parliament, as they had a right
to expect, and which Mr. Peters engaged to
do When he was elected by the people. The
government of this country went very far
Out of their way to put their hands into the
treasury of the country, and pay the ex-
Peses of the steamer "Stanley," to take an
individual who had bien treating his con-
stituents as Mr. Peters had done, from
Pietou to Prince Edward Island, on the
Sabbath day, at the expense of the govern-
nlent, and also providing a special train to
take him to Charlottetown on Sunday,
nlerely for the sake of retaining his seat in
the local parliament. I wish to enter. my
Protest against such such unfair treatment
0f the Public funds of this country.

TlE MANITOBA SCHOOL QUESTION

MOTION.
lion. Mr. PERLEY moved:
That an humble Address be presented to His Ex-

Plec caY the Governor General; praying that His
ltr *nc7 1ill cause to be laid beoethe Senate, arddreed to the Government through the

Bionif Inister, by His Grace the Archbishop of St.t .on the settlement of the school question in
aboncmee of Manitoba, said letter being dated

tPteiber or October last.
le said -.

d eaide :-In moving for these papers I
1pi o say that I am not doing it in a

I Wouof Partisanship. If I did I am afraid
rouse the ire of my hon. friend from

Halifax (Mr. Power), who is always ready
to take exception to any hon. gentleman
who asks a question or makes a remark not
exactly in accord with the sentiments of
himself or the government of which he is a
supporter. I may say, however, that I am
here to discharge my duty on all publie
questions, and I intend to do it fearlessly,
regardless of any criticism that may come
from that hon. gentleman. I must say that
I am a bit surprised at the course of the
hon. gentleman in criticising the remarks of
members who differ from him, because he
knows very well that during all the years
he was in opposition he never on any
occasion voted in favour of the government,
and that is so vastly difierent from the
course I have pursued as a member of the
Senate that he ought to think twice
before he undertakes to read me a
lecture on partisanship. I have been known
on several occasions to vote against the
policy of the Conservative party ; but
the hon. gentleman has never been known,
on any occasion, to vote against the policy
of the party that lie supports. In that par-
ticular I differ from him very much. I
might say that this question is not one
originating with me. The train passes Wol-
seley, where I live, at midnight; and on the
morning of the 13th of March when I got
aboard the train, before going to bed I ask-
ed the porter to call me early in the morn-
ing, or half an hour before I got to Brandon
I had made a previous arrangement with a

gentleman in Brandon to meet me at the
train. The porter did not call me, because
I got up myself before we reached Brandon,
and when I got up I found His Grace, the
Archbishop of St. Boniface, on the train.
He was making his toilet, and we went to
the back of the car and sat down and
had quite a little time to talk by ourselves.
Our conversation was not private or con-
fidential in any sense whatever. In the way
of conversation I remarked to His Grace
that I had to compliment him on the success-
fui settlement of the school question. I at
once saw fire in his eyes. He asked me
who said that. I said it was stated by Sir
Wilfrid Laurier in the House of Commons
at different times during the last session of
Parliament, and it was also stated by the
Secretary of State, in answer to the hon.
Mr. Landry in the Senate. Now, I do not
wish to say in what language he termed that
statement incorrect, but he did so in very
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strong and emphatic language, which would winked at and concessions made to those
be unparliamentary if used in this House. I people, he has stopped it. Further than
also said to the rev. gentleman that I had that, the hon. Prime Minister of Manitoba
not seen that he had taken any particular says that the law is as it was enacted at the
interest in that matter for the last few start, and that they would withold the grant
months, to which he replied that that was from ail sehools that in any way infringed
not correct, from the fact that he had ad- the law. Therefore there is a discrepancy
dressed a letter to Sir Wilfrid Laurier between the statements made by Ris Grace
on this question, and he showed, in the Archbishop and the government of
order to convince me of the correctness Canada, as far as the Prime % inister and
of the statement, a desire that I the Secretary of State ate concerned, when
should call for the production of that they say the matter is settled. One or the
letter. I said to him that such a letter other party has stated what is incorrect,
would be regarded by the government pro- and the Archbishop is backed up by the
bably, as a private letter and they would statement of the Prime inister of Manitoba
not give it to me. He said that the letter was in a speech fron the platform, in which he
not private-although addressed to Sir said that the law was as it stood originally.
Wilfrid Laurier it was a public letter, and What we ought to know is, who 18 telling
said he "you have my authority to.cail for the truth-who is right? Is Ris Grace the
that letter, which will show that I am not Archbishop right in saying that there has
satisfied with the settlement of the school been ne change made, and that the law is as
Question-that it is not settled at all." He it was, or are the hon. gentlemen who admin-
further said to me-and here is where the ister the affairs of the country right in say-
question comes in-that in the city of ing that the matter is settled, and out of
Winnipeg, in Portage la Prairie and the arena of politics. This is a questic.n te
Brandon, the principal towns in Manitoba, which 1 should like te have an answer.
that there is no alteration in the Martin There is another thing I should like
School Law-that it was carried out in te ca i attention t s. During the recent
toto-that there had not been an Ip" dotted election ca paign, in 1896, on some occas-
or a "t" crossed se far at the administration ions I spoke in favour of the Remedial Bi ,
of the law was csncerned. But in the rural as it was called. That Remedial Bih gave
districts, he said, mentioning some, the law the Cathois the right, in some respects, t
was winked at. There they got those con- be prtected from paying taxes for the
cessions that they wanted by law, and he was support of public schoels, as the law of the
entirely dissatisfied with the manner in c runtry now requires, when they were sup-
which they had been treated on this question. porting their own chools, and I contended
I went on to, speak t him about the law and that that would be right and fair;
he said 'in these diffsrent places we get by but I find that the law of Manitoba
concession that which we diaim we have a reqires those people to, pay taxe te
right to by law." He addded that he did n at the public schols when they go to
want iW by concession, but by law, and he their own schois. A portion if the law is
authorized mA te ask for ths letter se that I ae follows: That ne Catholic schoels ca
might see that the question was net settled obtain a share cf the public money in Mani
Then I see by a statement made by the hon. t cba until the teacher makes a declaration
Premier cf Manitoba thatthelaw hasnotbeen which is an oath to ail intents and purposes,
changed in the least, and if there was any that ne religious instruction has taken place
change made in the law it would have te be in that school durin s the previdus six months
by an Act cf Parliament. I saw by the during which he had taught it. New, that
statement of the local Premier that in al] is a very severe and imprper provision in 
those schools in the rural districts where the free country like Canada, requiring a teachert
law has been winked at, to use the language before the government could give funds i
of ais Grace, and cerain concessions have id cf the shool, t make a declaration that
been alowed toe the Cathoic minerity with there bas been ne rerigiuus instructin in the
respect te their achools, that Mr. ey reenway, cheol. I say it is a diegrace t the country,
notice having been caled te it, sent eut nd matter what gevernment passed the Act;
an inspecter te report, and that inspecter and further, that the law was largely passed
having reported that the law had been and carried eut for political purposes, and O
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lion .r. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
exhib auue uieiyi ueii

vte. laudable curiosizyi ekn
as certain what correspondence, if any, Prayers and routine proceedings.

passed between the Archbishop of St.
l11fliface and the Prime Minister of Canada. EXCHEQUER COURT ACT AMEND-
1le aY to my hon. friend that there is no MENT BILL.ofjr under the control of Bis Excellencyof the kind which the hon. gentleman bas SECOND READING.
t6hetioned. There is no letter addressed to Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the second read-th ernment y the Archbishop of St. ing of Bill (B) l An Act further to amend
havfae. Any letter which His Grace may the Exchequer Court Act."

.written on the subject of the school
questio.to the Prime Minister, was written Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-Before this
to h in his capacity as a friend of the motion is put, I would like tu say that as it

government is properly administering the
affairs of the country which is a party to (

doing such a thing. I also understand-
which, perhaps. to some extent, accounts for
Ris Grace's silence on the school question of
late--that the present government, or some
of its members, have been sending hush
mloney, as it has been termed in the other
House. I do not believe that it is the case.
I do not believe that His Grace would be the
"cipient of hush money as a reward for
keeping silent on the question. He may
have received a sum of noney in support of
those separate schools for the purposes of
allaying public feeling for a while until after
the Manitoba elections, and then, probably,
if Mr. Greenway gets into power again, he
W*ill wvink at the law all over the country, in
the cities as well as in the rural districts. It
1a a disgrace to Canada, or to any part of the
DOmninion, that there should be a law on the
statute-book prohibiting prayers or religious
teaching in the public schools. We open
both Houses of this Parliament with prayer,
and if it were not for the religious prejudices
of the people, everv school in the land should
be Opened and closed with prayer. But
o*ing, not only to religious prejudices, but
also to political trickery, people sacrifice their
Convictions for the sake of attaining political
POwer. The question which I should like to
have answered by the government is this:
le the school law settled I If it is, bring
down the Act and show in what respect it
h8 been amended to settle it, and thus de-
tenhine who is right-the government here,
Which says that it has been settled; or His
Grace the Archbishop of St. Boniface, who
"Y it is not settled. I repeat, I ask for
that letter on the authority of His Grace,
'Id an it js produced it will show who is
"'ght and wbo ie wKoflg.

Archbishop, or as the head, it may be, of an
administration pursuing a certain policy,
but certainly it was a private communication,
and not one of a public or official character,
which is at all under the control of the ad-
miainistration, and before my hon. friend's
curiosity in this matter can be gratified, he
must make his application personally to the
Prime Minister, and persuade him to place
that letter, if there be such a letter, in his
hands; but there has been no public letter,
no official letter, addressed to the Prime
Minister as head of the government by the
Archbishop of St. Boniface. What the hon.
gentleman says about the school question in
connection with this subject may be very
interesting to the Bouse, but it is in refer-
ence . to a question that is not now before
the Senate for its consideration. I listened
with interest to the declaration of the
hon. gentleman in favour of the rights
of the minority and that compacts
ought to have been observed. I was
under the impression, until ti e hon.
gentleman made his speech tg the House,
that he was of a different way of thinking.
I may say to him, however, that upon that
question it was in the power of the late gov-
ernment at one time to have disallowed that
measure if it was felt to be one that was in
violation of a compact, but it was allowed to

go into operation.

The motion was allowed to drop.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, 24th April, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.
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seems to me, this bill is one which influences
to a certain extent the Expropriation Bill,
which is lower down on the order paper,
that it is advisable that the Expropriation
Bill should be dealt with first and some con-
clusion arrived at in regard to it before this
measure is proceeded with, and I would ask
the hon. leader of the governrment whether
it would not be advisable that that course

Furthermore, the passing of this Act would
have the effect of doing away with or taking
away the rights of individuals, the rights
which these parties individually have against
the Crown. Such a measure would be ultra
vires of the Federal Government, as taking
away rights which are solely and wholly in
the control of the provincial government,
and the hon. leader would find that not

should be pursued. In this bill we have only is the law as proposed here pernicious,
one of the most extraordinary measures as I consider it to be, but lie would find it
ever introduced by any government in the bad after lie got through. I would ask
Parliament of Canada. We have an Ex- the hon. Leader of the House to allow
chequer Court here especially provided for the second reading of this bill to stand until
the trial of claims which private parties after the other bill is considered.
have against the governrment, and we have
a judge who is specially directed to try Hon. Mr. MILLS-I would say to the
these claims, and yet we have here ai bill hon. gentleman I think lie entirely misap-
which is asking-and the effect of which, if prehends the scope and intention of the
passed, will be-that the powers of the clause to which he refers, and he will find
judge with regard to some cases shall be upon examination that it is not ultra vires,
absolutely taken away from him, because it and that it is within the expropriating power
directs him, under certain circumstances, as of the Dominion. The intention of this
to the verdict he is obliged to give. Clause clause is to give to the Court of Exchequer
3 in this bill is as follows:- a larger jurisdiction than it has at the

If the injury to any land or property alleged to present time. I need not refer to other
be injuriously affected by the eonstruction of anyclueoftsbiprcinibcueth
Public work may be removed wholly or in part byany clauses of this bill preceding it, because the
alteration in or addition to any such public work, or hon. gentleman has not taken exception to
b ythe construction of any additional work, or by the them, but this particular clause, which is a
a andonment of any portion of the lands taken from
the claimant, or by the grant to him of any land or substitution for the third section of the
easement, and, if the Crown by its pleadings, or on statute of 1889, I shall endeavour to explain
the trial. or before judgment, undertakes to make to the House, and I think the hon. entle-such alteration or addition or to construct such work,
or to abandon such portion of the land taken, or to man who has just spoken will see that it is
grant such land or easement, the damages shall be not open to the objection which he has
assessed in view of such undertaking, and the court
shall declare that, in addition to any damages made:
awarded, the claimant is entitled to have such altera-
tion or addition made or such work constructed, or . If the injury to any land or property alleged to be
such grant made to him. iujuriously affected by the construction of any publick b A dihl

By this clause the judge is given neither
option nor latitude. He cannot act accord-
ing to his interpretation of the law nor take
his own view of the evidence which comes
before him. If the Crown under certain
circumstances, the reason and the nethod
of which is entirely left in their own hands,
see fit to make a certain declaration,
then the judge is bound to render a
verdict in accordance with that. He
is not allowed to take his own views of the
facts; he is not allowed to give even his own
view of the interpretation of the law. Ahl
the government have to do is to make a cer-
tain declaration, and according to this direc-
tion he is bound by that. I think in view of
the fact that we have a court specially con-
stituted to try these cases that this is a most
extraordinary proceeding to introduce here.

wor may e remove w olly or n part by any altera-
tion in or addition to any such public work, or by
the construction of any additional work, or by the
abandonment of any portion of the lands taken fron
the claimant, or by the grant to him of any land or
easement, and, if the Crown by its pleadings, or on
the trial, or before judgment, undertakes to make
such alteration or addition or to construct such work,
or to abandon such portion of the land taken, or to
grant such land or easement, the damages shall be
assessed in view of such undertaking.

Now, it takes away no power from the
judge, but it puts it in the power of the
Crown to make suggestions. If a party
says, " My property is injured by a portion
of it being taken away," the Crown suggests
alterations or changes. It is then open to
the judge of the Exchequer Court to take
into consideration these proposed changes.
He will see whether they meet the objec-
tions made, whether the grounds on which
damages are sought from the Crown are
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lessened by the proposed changes or not. upon. The hon. gentleman will see the
All that will be before the judge of the words are:
Exehequer Court. The judge will pass upon If the Crown by its pleadings, or on the trial, or
those suggestions or proposals. It simply before judgment, undertakes to make such alteration
is a-tor addition, or to construct such works, or to abandonan enabling power-enabling the Crown such portion of the land taken, or to grant such land
to propose something by way of mitigation or easement, the damages shall be assessed in view of
*of damages, and it enables the court to pass such undertaking, and the court shall declare that, in

addition to any damages awarded, the claimant is
Upon those proposed mitigations, and to say entitled to have such alteration or addition made or
whether they have the effect of lessening such work constructed, or such grant made to him.
the damages which might otherwise be By whom ? By the judge "in view ofndoe to the property. In all the pro- such undertaking."
Posed changes, no jurisdiction is taken
away from the Exchequer Court. On the Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Why make it
Contrary, the jurisdiction of the Exchequer retroactive i
Court is enlarged. The Court of Exchequer
Will be enabled to say whether the proposed Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend wili

Changes, if made, would meet the objections see there is no difference between an expro-
of the party whose property may be wholly priation case which may be made to-morrow
or in part taken. It is provided that the and an expropriation case which may be
government may "abandon any portion of the made after the bill becomes law. If the
lands taken from the claimant." For in- principle is good, it is as good in a case that
stance, not long since, propery was being has yet to be dealt with as it is in a case
expropriated upon which a mill was erected. that may arise hereafter. It is not retro-
The mill owner says: "You are taking away active in the sense in which that word is
by your expropriation the yard where teams soMetimes used. " To grant such land or
Which come to miy mill turn about, and with- easement the damages shall be assessed in
out backing in they cannot get to the mill view of such undertaking." If such under-
as conveniently as before." There was a taking does not diminish the damage done
proposal made to give him other ground to the property, then whatever does not
equally convenient, or to inake certain altera- diminish the claim against the Crown, if it
tions which would meet his objection. does in any degree overcome it, that is a
Now, the court is of the opinion that it has mitigating circumstance that will be taken
no power under the existing law to take into into consideration by the judge, " and the
consideration a proposition of that sort, and court shall declare," nothing else, " that in
that it is desirable that it should have. We addition to any damages awarded, the claim-
do lot think that it is desirable that a ant is entitled to have such alteration or
Party May force the government to take addition made, or such work constructed, or
property which it does not want, because such grant made to him." Now, if there is
there is a certain portion of the property a proposition to build some work which will
Which it does want. If the present amend- have the effect of diminishing the damages
inent is adopted, you will increase the power and overcoming his objection, and the court
- setting--you increase the power of meet- takes that into consideration, then the party
lg the objections of the party whose pro. has a claim for the construction of that work

Perty is being expropriated, you have the against the Crown. He may insist on the
POwer of mitigating the damages, but you work being done, and the terms upon whicho not pass upon these-it is the Court of the judgment has been given fairly carried
dXchequer before whom the case comes that out. My hon. friend will see that the mea-ecide whether what the government ay sure is a perfectly fair one. It takes away
propose will have the effect of lessening the no right. It simply gives to the Crown andda n for damages or not. It is intended as to the court and to the party himself, for that

a tneasure of perfect fairness between the matter, a larger latitude in undertaking to
s ty who may be the owner of property that corne to a settlement, to overcome objections,
in . expropriated, or may have some to mitigate damages which may be done to
tret in it, and the Crown. It is to pro- property which is retained, and so lessens the

char e Crown against a man's extravagant charges that may otherwise be legitimately
or noes but whether they are extravagant made against the Crown. The whole matter

is fr the Exchequer Court to pass is to be left in the hands of the Exchequer
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Court judge. It enlarges his discretion and
enables him to arrive at a just conclusion,
where, under existing circumstances, such a
conclusion might not be reached.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-The hon.
leader of the House, in stating that this
clause is altogether permissive to the judge,
is in error. I think this clause is directory.
While the hon. gentleman has made a very
plausible explanation, from the government
side of the question, and shows how anxious
he is to protect the public against rapacious
individuals, the rights of individuals should
be looked after. If the hon. gentleman
wishes to make this really permissive, he
will consent to an amendment of this clause,
and have the words " shall declare," altered
to " may declare," then it would be really
permissive so that nobody could cavil at it,
and it would be beyond the objection which
I made before. la comnittee will be the
proper time to suggest these alterations-
that the word "may " should be substituted
for " shall," which would meet the objection
that I made. There is another question also,
the bill should not be retroactive.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I think, with
the hon. gentleman f rom Brandon, that the
Expropriation Bill ought to be dealt with
first, because there are important changes
propsed in the Expropriation Act, and part
of the clause to which my hon. friend has re-
ferred in the bill marked " B" is simply to
implement the changes that we are expected
to make in the Expropriation Act if the
other Bill should pass. Although there can
be no objection to go into committee on this
bill, if the hon. leader of the House things
proper to do so and go down as far as clause
3 in committee and advance the bill that
far, I think clause 3 should not be disposed
of until we have dealt with the bill to anend
the Expropriation Act, because. as I said
before, the changes proposed in clause 3 are
entirely with a view to implement the very
serious and important amendments proposed
to be made to the Expropriation Act.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Do hon. gentlemen
think that the abandonment of any portion
of a work by the Crown is necessarily an in-
jury ? If the Crown finds at the tinie of the
trial that more of the land is taken than is
necessary and abandons a portion of it, is
that an injury 1

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Yes,
certainly.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-We can discuss
that when we come to deal with the Expro-
priation Act Anendment Bill.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-To show how very
little change is made in the existing law, I
will read the section of the Exchequer Court
Act as it stands to-day in the statute-book.
It is as follows:-

3. If the injury to any land or property alleged to
be injuriously affected by the construction of any pub-
lic work may be removed wholly or in part by any
alteration in or addition to any such public work, or
by the construction of any additional work--

You will note that so far there is no change
whatever in the existing section; then come
the words " or by the abandonment of any
portion of the lands taken from the claim-
ant, or by the grant to him of any land or
easement." These are the new words, and
then the clause goes on using precisely the
same language that is already in the Act:
-- and, if the Crown by its pleadings, or on the trial
or before judgment, undertakes to make such altera-
tion or addition or to constrnet such work, or to aban-
don such portion of the land taken, or to grant such
land or easement, the damages shall be assessed in
view of such undertaking, and the court shall declare
that, in addition to any daniages awarded, the claim-
ant is entitled to have such alteration or addition
made or such work constructed, or such grant made
to him.

It will be observed that the changes
are limited to just two possible conditions-

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-Very im-
portant ones, though.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There ought to be no
objection to that. If the Crown file a plan
proposing to take a certain area, and after-
wards it is found on inquiry that all of that
area is not needed, and before the damages
are assessed, the fact that the Crown only
takes a portion of what was originally in-
tended to be taken, the court will take that
into consideration. The very changes here
are suggested by the court in order that the
widest possible powers may be given and
justice. done to the Crown and to the
claimant.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON- should like to
ask my hon. friend who has charge of the
bill whether he is going to accede to my
suggestion as to giving priority to the more
important bill, which involves the entire
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principle and which this Bill is merely
intended to implenient. I did not enter
into a discussion oL this bill and merely
raised that point.

lon. Mr. MILLS.-It is not of the
8lightest consequence to me, and I am ready
to ieet thA wishes of the House. We can
take the second reading of this bill and then
take the second reading of the other,
and we can go into committee on the Ex-
prOpriation Bill. before we take the com-
mittee stage of this bill.

lion. Mr. FERGUSON-Very well.
The motion was agreed to, and the bill

was read the second time.

PR ESERVATION OF HEALTH
PUBLIC WORKS BILL.

SECOND READING.

ON

lon. Mr. MILLS moved the second
reading of Bill (C) " An Act for the Preser-
vation of Health on Public Works."

lion. Mr. FERGiJSON-I know the hon.-eader of the opposition takes a very lively
'nterest in this measure. He agrees with
the Principle of it, and I think it might beread a second time, although I would sug-gest that the committee stage be postponed
Until the hon. leader of the opposition isbere-

lon. Mr. MILLS-I quite concur in that.
The 'notion was agreed to, and the bill

*as read the second time.

EXPROPRIATION ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

SECOND READING.
lion. Mr. MILLS moved the second read
of Bil (D) ",An Act to amend thepropriation Act." He said :-I gave a

it . explanation of this inesisure and
brou Provisions ab the tine the bill was

ght forward. The object of. the bill is1Aeet certain defects in the Expropriation.oert as it now stands. It is to enable the
amendiient to take a smaller area and toale.d ita plan in that regard where thetnale,. area is found to be adequate before
tm atte r is deait with, and also to take a
snaler estate than what is provided for now
uinder the law as it stands. These ques-
tiens bave been considered by the Exche-

quer Court, and it is sometimes found that
a smaller estate than that which was con-
templated in the first instance is not pro-
vided for in the Expropriation Act as it
now stands, and the object of the measure is
to enlarge the discretion of the Department
of Public Works or the Department of Rail-
ways and Canals, or whatever department
of the government may find it necessary to
undertake the expropriation of certain pro-
perty. There is no alteration of the prin-
ciple ; in fact the intention of the proposed
amendment is to meet those defects which
experience points out exist in the law as it
now stands.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I do not think
this bill is of so harmless a nature as mv
hon. friend represents it to be. In fact, it
makes the greatest possible changes, in the
principle of the Expropriation Act. The
first change is that the government may,
in expropriating, take a limited interest
or for a limited term of years, instead of the
absolute expropriation which now exists.
This is a new feature in our Expropriation
Laws. It provides that the government may
come in and take the property for a term of
years and return it at the end of that time
to the proprietor, damages to be assessed, I
do not know exactly how. The govern-
ment would have rental or damages or both
to pay during the time they had possession of
the property. Then-they can take a limited
part of the property or a limited interest in
the whole. I presume that is what is meant,
but it introduces another principle which is
a new one in the expropriation of lands in
our Dominion legislation. It provides that
the government, after having expropriated
the lands in the most formal and conclusive
way, at any period before the money is.
actually paid to the owner of the land, may
re-invest a part or the whole of this property
in the original owner, and the other bill is
to inplement this change in the Exchequer
proceedings. So that the damages for the
partial ownership, or the limited use when
the government may have been in pos-
session of this property, shall be passed
upon by the court. I think this principle
of giving the power to re-invest the i roperty
in the owner is a very serious innovation.
I know that it was once attempted in the
province of Prince Edward Island. I h-ve
the local law here before me. In th- year
1872, the legislature undertook to re-invest
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some lands taken for Railway purposes. My Hon. Mr. FERGU SON-That is a very
hon. friend from Port Hill (Mr. Yeo) was in general question, and I do not see the bear-
the legislature at the time and he remembers ing it bas on my argument. Possibly the
the controversy which occurred over the'hon. gentleman may see it, but 1 do not.
re-investing clauses better than I do. But h would be very injurious legisiation were
the Prince Edward Island Act provides, al- we to pass these clauses and nake them apply
though in different phraseology, for effecting to cases where the expropriation has
the sane object as is proposed to be effected been made. When hon. gentlemen look at
by this bill in the laws of Canada. It this carefully, they will see where the wrong
makes all the necessary provisions by which cores in. A man owns a quarry or wharf,
the Provincial Government would be en- or any other property, and the government
abled to re-invest lands in the former owner, want some of that property or the whole of it,
that they had formerly and conclusively ex- forarailwayorcanal or any otherpublicwork,
propriated and evade the total payment of the and they have, under the Expropriation Act
assessment of damages. Al the damages to as it now stands on our statute-books, forr-
be paid would be for the injury done dur- ally expropriated that Iand by filing a plan
ing the period the matter was under discus- signed by the minister or deputy minister,
sion. That measure caused a great deal of in the public office as required by law, and
irritating discussion at the tirge it was pas- they make a tender of an aount to the
sed, and it was neyer irplemented, not- owner of that land. This is a case where
withstanding it was passed. There is this the owner bas declined to sign a deed, and
difference between that statute and the bilI where an aricable arrangement bas not been
which we are asked to pass, that this pro- possible. A tender of an arnount is made
vision was added to the provincial law: to that man and the land is expropriated.

Provided always, and it is here by declaire, that -à t ceases to be bis in seevery sense of the
nothirg ini this Act contained shal apply to or affect word. The only question now pending is
an case of suit or proceeding for conipension for ands fi the re an omen
taken from ready purposes under Act 34 Viet., chap. n h-elaonto opna
4, now pending in any court of law, which said case, tion. The governrent offer a certain
suit or proceeding shal have been comfenced pre- amount and the owner thinke it is worth
vious to the 2Oth J une in the year of our Lord 1872. more and takes auch proceedings as

Notwitbstanding the great opposition and the law of the country has carefully
the injury which it was felt it would bring provided for him and all others, to
upon the proprietors in the province of ascertain what that amount is by a court
Prince Edward Island,-there was this care- of competent jurisdiction. After he has
fui provision attacbed to it, tat it sbould taken these steps, the government cone
not be retroactive and should not apply in and change the law, and take away that
any case pending at the time of the passing power on bis part to get a judicial decision
of the bull. But instead of that wholesome upon the expropriation as the government
provision we have these words in section 4 has pade it. Before the governent pro-
of this Biio posed to change the law, other conditions

The provisions of sections 2 and 3 of this Act may have intervened and the owner of the
sha apply to lands heretofore taken as wpply a land may have ruade other contract, know-
lands hereafter taken for any cublie work.mpension

t nin any cbrt ovo h te property was lawfully
suiat on proc ein and 3rdses hah h and vested in ier Majesty, and be
vious tofinveats the money le expcts to reaize for
retroactive and sha apply to cases of ex- that property in some other business and h
propriation heretofore ade and cases at enter into contracta on the atrength of
the present time iefore the courts of this expropriation by the govornment.
justice in the country. I ar not After h bas done ail that, the government
going to raise very strong objections pas thia little bil which ia now before u,
to giving the government power to re- and decide that they hail have power to
invest property providing the law at put that land back on h banda. I dare ay
the ti soe of the expropriation is as he pro- my hon. friend wil tel me that that 
poses now to make it, although I think it iO a matter that will core up in the aaseS-
one that cals for very serious consideration. ment of damages. 1 doubt it. I think

pion. Mr. MILLS-Wat about rail- it would be wbat ea caled consequential
waycv damages, and it would h very bard for
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him, when before the court, to get in
evidence the whole matter as to what
he had done on the assumption that the
government had lawfully and irrevocably
taken the land from him.

'Ion. Mr. MILLS-In that case there
Would be no controversy between the parties.
This only applies where there is a contro-
Versy.

lion. Mr. FERGUSON-I fail to under-
stand the relevance of that observation to
the point I am discussing. 1 dare say there
mnay be opinions entitled to more weightthan mine, but my opinion is that it is verydoubtful if he could yet consequential dam-
ages before the court. The controversy would
be entirely narrowed down to this piece of
Property and to the damages in connection
with that property, and although lie mighte ruined in consequence of other contractsle had entered into on the faith of this ex-
Propriation by the government of Canada,
he would not be able to get the injury he

had sustained, or the consequential damages
e had suffered, before any court. At all

events I cannot conceive why the Parlia-
mnent Of Canada should do such a thing as18 proposed to be done by this bill-why we
sbould make it retroactive under any cir-
CuIstances. I have received'no communica-
tion fron any party that this bill affects. I
%hat id there is a party whom it affects, and

. 1t in view of some transaction that
8going on that this bill bas been introduced.The gentleman referred to may have seen

Other muemnbers. He has not spoken to me.
My views upon it are the result of my own
refl tions I believe this retroactive principle
Of the bill is an obnoxious one and that thislouse should not pass it.

tlion. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Willthe ho. get,
n. gntleman agree to an amendmentnet to apply this in any case now pending I

b101 Mr. MILLS-Certainly I would not,
evs tht may be on account of existingcase8 that it is required. I have heard aCte maentioned but I may tell the hon. gen-
tlean that neither the name of the party

0" the c was before me, nor considered
that the ail, and I have no more informationcae ghgovernment intends to touch the

afe O the gentleman in controversy than
o f expropriating the property of thebo.gerfflemai in Vancouver.

Hon.Mr. FERGUSON-Why this clause I
Hon. Mr. MILLS-There may be many

cases in which it would be very important.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I am
williig to accept the hon. gentleman's state-
ment but there is no special case in view,
but I may tell the hon. gentleman that if
this bill were to pass it would simply ruin
the property that have been expropriated in
the case that has been alluded to. The gov-
ernment has expropriated the land already
and they should not go back on that now. It
would be a small matter for them, but im-
portant for the man whose property is
taken.

Hon. Mr. POWER-If the remainder of
the property would be ruined, and rendered
valueless, the court would take that into
consideration in assessing the damage.

Hon. Mr. POIRIER-No.

Hou. Mr. POWER-At whose suggestion
has the measure been introduced?

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-I should like to ask
the hon. Minister of Justice if what my lon.
friend from Halifax has just said is the
case ? Suppose, for instance, the government
were to expropriate a large piece of land for
some purpose, be it what it may, for a rail-
way or anything else, and after a certain
length of time they find they do not want
all that land, and then, in the language of
the bill, they propose to re-vest it in the
original owner. It may be quite possible
that the part they have taken will render
the rest of the property of very little value.
It may also happen this way : Supposing the
government have held the property for some
time ; there may be a great change in value;
there may be a boom, or there may be the
opposite result, and if the property is thrown
back on the hands of the owner after some
years lie may find himself in possession of a
piece of land not worth half what it was
when the whole property was expropriated.
If I understood properly what was said by
the hon. gentleman from Halifax, lie thinks
that in this bill there is power given to the
judge to take that matter into consideration,
but I do not find any expression here which
would lead me to suppose that such is the
case.

Hon. Mr. MILLS - Undoubtedly, the
very object of the bill is to leave to the
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judge the freedom of deciding in what way
the proposed changes may affect the pro-
perty. Let me suppose, for instance, that
the party asked such a sum for the property
that, in the opinion of the government, a
less area would be required or could be got
on with, and the government proposed to
reduce the amount, if the acceptance of the
smaller area were to affect the value of
what remained injuriously to the party who
held it, that of course would be.taken into
consideration by the judge, and the bill was
intended to cover that very case. If it does
not cover the case, then it can be amended
in committee so that it will. My hon. friend
will see that unless it did meet a case of that
sort the bill would, in some measure, be
abortive. I think it will be found on ex-
amination that it does. I may say this in
regard to pending cases-a case that has
been tried will not be interfered with. If a
case has been argued and dealt with
by the court, there is no intention to inter-
fere with it. That case is res judicata so
far as the measure is concerned ; but, in a,
case in controversy, that has not yet come
before the court, surely the fact that the
government may have expropriated ought to
have no more influence in respect to this
measure than if it were to be expropriated
next year. The question is undealt with-
the matter is not adjudicated upon-the
matte has not been moved before the court,
and the government ought to be as free to
refer that case to the court for adjudication
as anything that might arise five years
hence. There could be in principle no dif-
ference, and I think there is no principle
better settled in law than this, that any
alterations of the law of evidence or pro-
cedure shall be applicable to any case not
yet dealt with by the courts, as much as any
case that may arise after the passage of the
law.

Hon. Mr. POWER-From whom does
the suggestion for this legislation come ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It came from two or
three sources, but I do not know whether I
would be altogether at liberty to say. I may
say, however, that I received most important
suggestions from the Exchequer Court judge
himself in reference to these measures.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Does not clause 4
make the bill apply to cases where the lands
may have been expropriated half a dozen

years ago? Supposing land was expropri-
ated three or four years ago, would this bill
affect it ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-If the question has
not yet been passed upon--if it is in contro-
versy between the party and the governmnent,
it would apply to such a case; but if it is a
case that is before the court for decision, of
course to such a case it would not apply,
because that matter could no longer be said
to be in controversy between the party and
the government.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-I take it that it
would apply to where there would be no
controversy at all-to where a man had
accepted the offer of the government, but
the government proposed three or four years
afterwards, finding they did not want all the
area taken, to apply this principle to that
land.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think not. "When-
ever from time to time, or at any time
before the compensation money has been
actually paid " is the expression used. We
can put in further words there if they are
necessary.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-May I ask the hon.
Minister of Justice this. Supposing the
the government expropriated more land
than they wanted, and after the work has
been finished they find they had taken more
than they wanted, and they said we will ex-
pect you to pay us the increased value.
Supposing this land is returned and it is
proved to the satisfaction of the judge that
it has very much increased in value by the
public work, will the man be obliged not
only to take his land back again, but to pay
the increased value of his land ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is not the intention
to make the party take back the land and
pay for the improved value that it has re-
ceived in consequence of any public work
constructed. My hon. friend will see this
only applies to matters in controversy. If
a party's land is expropriated and the gov-
ernment agree upon the terms, or if they
do not agree, and he has already been paid
the value of the land, that is a complete
transaction and there is no power to be given,
or intended to be given, to the government
to re-open a case of that sort, and if any
further words than those in the bill arC
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ecessary to make that plain, I am prepared
to favourably consider them in committee.

H1on. Mr. McMILLAN-The one object-
lonable feature of the bill, to my mind, is
to compel the owner to take the land back.
Why lot leave the matter an open question
and put it up for sale, and let any other
Person take it I

lion. Mr. MILLS-The land belongs tom, and w-e are applying a principle that
We recognize in every railway charter that
We give to a private company in this coun-try. If we give a charter to a railway com-
Pany we authorize then to expropriateland. They expropriate, and the lands
become the property of the company. If,for any reason, the railway company fails to
construct the road, the land reverts to the
original owner. We do not permit the com-
Pany to put up the land at auction and sella strip through a man's property. The gov-'ernMent adheres to the same principle in thismeasure.

Hlon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-It is with
m0re diffidence that I rise to question

the accuracy of the hon. gentleman's position.,s the opposition seems to come from this
"ide of the House mainly, I rise to deprecate,
what is often stated and promulgated in the
Couttry, and fostered by the opponents of
of this chamber, that there is any organized
OPPOsiti0n to government measures in this

o"(use because there happens to be a Con-
the sive imajority in it. I am sure I voice
of tent ment of every Conservative member
beofu ouse when I say that nothing could
Sfurther from the fact, and that everyaeasure introduced here is intended, so far
8 nCouservative members are concerned, to be
odealt with solely on its merits. This bill, ac-

gng to the explanation given by the hon.

n eman j who leads this House, is of the
it is i.ple and innocent character, and
be 1 simple that almost anybody wouldoet 164 to look over it and to admit theIOuest Of the measure; but inasmuch as in
to e ancient days the Trojans were instructedalook crefully after the Greeks, when they
ise to tbem presenting gifts, so I think it
i8 the duty of this louse te look carefully
ento tvery measure that is introduced here,
eve though it may be in the very highestmen, apparently " a boon and a blessing topaen,, lke Pickwick the Owl and the Waverlyas the advertisement says. If under the

Expropriation Act, the government expropri-
ates more land than is required, there is no
way of returning the unnecessary land to the
original owner, or indeed to anybody else, and
the government apparently wish to take to
themselves the authority of doing so in case
such a contingency arises. Now, this measure
if passed in its present state, would work as
I say, and as many other members of this
House recognize, a very gross injustice to
individuals, and while the position which the
leader of the government in this House
occupies, on account of his very high
character for honour and probity, and fair
judicial mind, would prevent any one in-
sinuating that he would be party to any
legislation whereby, even in the public
interest, the rights of private individuals
could be tampered with, and while it might
be urged that the assurance which has been
given by that bon. gentleman this afternoon
as to what would be done under certain con-
ditions might entitle us to leave the matter
trusting him as we do, in his hands, still I
must point out that we should look beyond
that. Ministers change, or die, or are tran-
slated to other departments, and the not
impossible condition might arise that even
the strongest government itself might
change and be superseded by another, and
I should like to see this House provide
against any possibility of an incoming Tory
administration having placed in its hands the
power to use such a very severe engine as
they would have if this measure were to
become law, and which they might use very
disastrously against their Liberal opponents.
Mention has been madeheretodayof a certain
case. The name of the case bas not been men-
tioned, but I see no reason why it should not
be. I refer to the case of Mr. Archie
Stewart, a well known Ottawa contractor.
If the House will bear with me for a moment,
nothing will bring to their minds more
clearly the operation of this bill, if it becomes
law, than a recital of the steps that have
been taken with reference to this case of
Mr. Stewart. I might say parenthetically
that Mr. Stewart is a Tory-not that I wish
to suggest for one moment that his political
proclivities would have the slightest effect
on the treatment that would be meted out
to him in case this measure becomes law.
Mr. Stewart, being a Tory, had a contract
under the late government on the Soulanges
Canal. He had done a large amount of
work on it, and for his purpose he had
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acquired a very large plant and implements, and bis plant, and, also, the mortgage which
all that was necessary to carry on the work he had placed upon his land as a security
on that contract, and his acquirements for the due performance of that contract
included a quarry from which the stone which existed then stili exists. The gov-
intended for the construction of this work ernment proceeded with their expropriation.
was excavated. Now, after the change of They filed a map whereby a certain amount
administration it became evident to the of land was set out as expropriated for their
incoming government that it would be better purposes. Mr. Stewart, on investigatmg
to complete this section as a government this plan, discovered that the exprcpriai ion
work. Notice was given to Mr. Stewart was marked upon it for two years only. is
that his contract was cancelled and at the solicitor advised him that sucli a temorary
saine time the government proceeded to expropriation was altogether illegal, that the
confiscate, or expropriate, not only the land government had no power to expropriate for
which they thought they needed, and which a limited tue, and that he shouli pi event
belonged to Mr. Stewart, but also all his the governient from, taking possession of
plant and impleinents, and the stone which the property. The steps which Mr. Stewart
he had excavated in connection with his took at tlat tue are set out in an affidavit
work. To show you what they did expro- from. whieh I shaH read a few paragraphe
priate in this case, I will read some para- to show the position occupied by bu and
graphs f rom Mr. Stewart's petition of right: by the government. This is the abdavit

On said last mentioned day Her Majestv, repre- of Mr. Stewart on that petition of right
sented by the Hon. Minister of Railways and Canais,
took forcible possession of the said works and of al] 6. About the Sth of January, 1898, the said iggar
the plant and niaterial belonging to your suppliant informed me that the said Hon. Minister of Railvays
which he had then on or about the said work and i and Canais oniy intended to expropriate the saîd part
or about his quarry aforesaid and elsewhere, and con- of the said quarry lands and said railway for a period
verted the same to Her own use and benefit, and your of two years and that a plan of the pottions oxpro-
suppliant was then prevented and has been since and priated was filed in the said registry office for the
still is prevented from completing the said contract county of Russell on the Srd January, 1898.
and extra works, and has been deprived of the profits 7. lîmediately afterwards 1 took the advice of my
which he would have made if permitted to complete solicitor about such temporary expropriation, and lie
the same amounting to $150,000. inforuîed ine that the saine was meffectualand illegal,

The said plant and material so taken and converted and 1 thereupon on or about the lotb day of .anuary,
by Her Majesty were of the value of $90,000 and up- 1898, retook possession of the said lands and the said
wards, and consisted of one tug, two scows, two pui ps, railway sought to be expropriated and shon on said
forty derricks, eight hoists, 100 cr:wbars and 100 plan, and 1 tore up part of the railway to provent the
picks, the contents of two blacksmith shops, the con- saine being used, and I then and until after my inter-
tents of two carpenter shops, one steam shovel, 100 vier with the Deputy Minister of Justice hereinafter
excavation cars, a large quantity of bar iron, timiber referred tu lid lrevent the said the Hon. Minister of
and steel, several barrels of oil, a large quantity of Railways and Canais, and bis enployees and work-
explosives and dynamite, a large quantity of saws and min froîn using said quarry or said railuay, and I
railroad iron and scrapers, one stone crusher, and one gave tht-t nutice that I would not allow them, or any
sand pump and scow and other plant and material, of of thent, to use the said quarry lands and railway
which the Department-of Railways and Canals have unloas and until a valid expropriation thereof was
particulars. made, and thereupon the said employees did nu more

Her Majesty also seized stone then the pruperty of work or interfere with îny property until ater 1 had
Her Majesty but formîerly the property of your sup- the arrangement with the Depnty Minister of Justice
pliant and prepared by hii for use on the said works, liereinafr referred to.
to wit, 9,000 cubic yards of stone at the Rockland 8. After I rotock possession I saw Mr. Schreiber,
quarry, for which Her Majesty paid your suppliant the leîuty Minister of Railways and Canais, in bis
$8 per cubic yard, 3,000 cubie yards of cut stone at office in Ottawa, about the llth of January, 1898, and
the Cascades Point on which Her Majesty paid your I gave hini notice not to meddle again with my quar-
suppliant $11 per cubic yard and 24,250 yards of ry propertyand railwayas the attemptedexpropriation
baking at Rockland on which HerMajesty paid your Nas illegal, and the said Schreiber tben informed me
suppliant $2 per cubic yard, whereupon 1 he said that the I)opartment of Railways and CanaIs was act-
atone became the property of Her Majesty. ing under thk advice of the Deputy Minister of Jus-

Yoursuppliant, by deed dated the8th day of March, tice and Nvuuld su continue te &ct as advised by him
1894, and registered in the registry office of the and ho thon bft nie to go over tu see the Deputy
county of Carleton on the 19th day of March, 1894, -as Minister of Justice.
security for the due fulfilment of said contract, grant- 9. That afteîwards, on the Ilth day of January
ed to Her Majesty 64-h acres therein described as 1898, I saw Mr. Newcuîibe, the Ieputy Ministr of
the easterly part of lot letter "F," in concession "D," *ustice in bis office and remonstrated witl him about
Rideau front, of the township of Nepean, in the suchatemporaryexpropriation beingauemptedwbich
county of Carleton, which said mortgage was condi- I contended was only a trespass and would net entitle
tioned that Her M sjesty would, on due performance nie to claini coinensation under the statute for the
of said works, discharge said mortgage and release property and railway taken, and he then informed
your suppliant therefrom. me, and I believe tbe fact te be, that be was advisinq

So that this gentleman bad all his property andrepresenting the Department of Railways anaCanais in and about the expropriation of the portiou
expropriated-his quarries, hie implement h of my said quarry land and railway of which a plan
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Was filed as aforesaid, that the temporary expropria- and expropriate that and that only. That
thereof for two years was made in his absence did not do so is evidenced from anand the same was not, in his opinion, legal and that they

he had so advised Mr. Schreiber who had just seen affidavit which I have here from Mr. Colling-
him u n the matter. wood Schreiber, filed in this suit, and from
ta'dhe said Deputy Minister of Justice then also which I will read a couple of aragraphs forthat the Mmister of Railways and Canals rý- e p .ured the portions of the land and railway taken for the information of the House. Mr. Schrei-

Se urposes of completing the contract work on the ber states:
unges Canal, and that the same would have to be

aolutely expropriated for the use of Her Majesty, 4. I learned from the facts pleaded by the defend-
sterfhe then promised me that if I permitted the Min- ant in his statenient of defence and bis deposition

Of.Railways and Canals and his officers to retake n discovery herein, which was taken on 27th day
possession of the said quarry land and railway that orSeptember, 1898, and upon examination of the

same would be at once reglarly expropriated said plan and description produced herewith as ex-
bh utely for Her Majesty under the statute in that hibit "B," having regard to the statements so pleadedalf, and that all proceedings in that behalf would be and deosed to, that the extent of land shown andularly taken to vest the property in Her Majesty set fort by the said exhibit " B," was considerably

t give me the right to claim the compensation greater, and that the effect of the taking or exro-erefor which he promised would lie determined as priation of such lands from the defendant woul be
at possible in accordance with the provision of considerably more injurious to him than was intended

11. Th -ato by the minmster or by the government of Canada,t a on said promise and assurance being mare and that the same were also greater than was neces-n by Mr. Newcombe I stated that o would be re- r desired for the purposes of the said public9Uîred to give up possession, and I accordingly, and work, or for any purpose authorized by the said
gae rsuance of said areement, and not ot erwise, statute, and it appeared tome, therefore, th at an error

e Possession of te said lands and railway to or mis-statement of description had occurred in the
tail, aJety, represented by the hon. Minister of plan or description so filed, as aforesaid, on 13th

whieways and Canals and his engineers and workmen, January, 1898, and I thereupon called the matter to
would not ave done unes said arrangement the attention of the Minister of Railway and Canals,

acome to, and Her Majesty, represented by the who, in order to comply with the said statute and forSaîci Ilinister and the attentionevans, he
nnmaneliaterand.his workmen and servants, then the purpose of correcting such mis-statement and
aforeSaidy and in pursuance of the arrangeent error, directed an amended plan and description to
tions of entered and took possession of the said por- be deposited, setting forth correctly the lands actually
In the said quarry lands and railway now mentioned required and actually taken by Her Majesty for theIainedinformation herein and they have since e- pirposes aforesaid, such amended plan and descrip-sianed in the possesson thereof and have used the tion was therefore prepared immediately and duiy%arne by quarrying thereupon and taking therefroni a signed by the Minister, and the same was duly de-

it conveyig posited and filed in the said registry office, and now
Worke or the purpose of using same on said contract stands as the plan and description showin the lands
the posnsid cf na and they are still using and in of the defendant acquired and taken for tne purposeesion of the samie for the said purposes. of the said public work, a copy of the same being

The result of these roceedings was this herewith exhibited and produced as exhibit "A."
tha pr .ig 5. Ail stone necessary for the completion of the

at when the suit went into court, the said contract has now been quarried upon the saidgovernment, finding that their position was lands, and, with the exception of a portion of the
illegal and untenable, were saine, the said ininister of Railways and Canals bas
o entirey obged no f urther use for the lands in the said amnended plan

C' lake an application to the Exchequer described and set forth, and is 1eady and willing thatourt for permission to discontinue their the said defendant should have a full free and unin-
.u* Permission t do so was granted and terrupted use and enjoyment thereof.

they withdrew the suit, paying all costs up In other words, after having forcibly dis-
to that date. That, you would think, should possessed this man of bis quarry and taken
ente t up to a certain point, but they were the stone out of it, they are now generouslydetermined still to have Mr. Stewart's land. disposed to give him back-what'? The
With that view they filed another map and hole in the ground. I suppose that they take
Plaln and proceeded to expropriate the land, credit to themselves in their claim that theylgally this time. They went through the are doing very well for Mr. Stewart on the

laroer proceedings to do so and took the "Ilole." I remember an old axiom which we

od under the Expropriation Act and now learned in Euclid, that the whole is greater
n -Under the Act, which this bill is than the part. Although the government

Mr. g ed t end, they are liable to pay are only applying in this bill for permission
po wart for the damage attendant there- to give back part of the land, they intend to

spo This is the position in which the case be more generous to Mr. Stewart, and to

after usti now. One would have supposed, give him back the Hole. I remember a
aeal that trouble they got into by their story of Mark Twain's, one of bis earlier
Iode Of proceeding, that the next step the works, in which he describes himself as being
beernent would have taken would have a member of a shipwrecked crew that was
what t ascertain, as nearly as possible, put off so hurriedly from their ship that they

12 Ount of land they actually did need did not have enough provisions on board to
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go around, and they were obliged to eke out
their existence by eating their boots, and
Mark Twain said: " My boots were a very
old pair, full of holes ; but I do not know
that the holes did not taste as good as the
balance of the boot." I do not think Mr.
Stewart is going to get very fat, financially
or physically, upon the hole the government
are prepared to give him in lieu of what they
have expropriated f rom him. Besides this
case of Stewart's, I would instance another,
that of Chief Justice Armour, where he had
land expropriated by the government for
work on the Trent River Valley Canal.
Justice Armour sued the government and he
bas a judgment against them for $14,000, I
think. The case has been appealed, and
now stands before the Supreme Court for
judgment.

Hon. Mr. POWER-This bill would not
apply to that.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-No.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-We have
the statement of the hon. minister that it
would not, and I take his word for it that it
is his intention that it abould not, but he
cannot control the government and cannot
contre! tholaw,and a different interpretation
can be put on that law than that which he
says should be placed upon it. I give him
credit when he says he intends it should be
a fair Act, and not apply to these individual
cases, but I am pointing out where it does
apply to the individuals, and does a wrong to
private parties. And, moreover,. were it not
for the position the hon. gentleman occupies
in this House and the assurance he bas given
us, I would say that the introduction of this
Act in the House bas a suspicious look, and
that perhaps it was thought it might be put
through without a great deal of discussion.
Last session a bill slid through without dis-
cussion and became law, which a great many
people regret; and if this bill went to the
Lower House the subservient majority there
would make it law.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-What bill does the
hon. gentleman refer toI

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-I will ex-
plain to the hon. Secretary of State all about
it. I do not care to discuss it here. I
merely mention it. We want to guard
against such an occurrence now, and in that
view, I beg to advise the government that

when this bill goes into committee 1 intend
to move an amendment to clause 4 ; so' that
it shall read:

The provisions of sections 2 and 3 of this Act shall
apply to lands heretofore taken, as well as to lands
hereinafter taken, for any public work, but shall not
apply to lands heretofore taken with respect to which
any action, suit, or other proceeding is pending at
the date of the passing of this Act.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-That is a
very simple amendment which will exactly
cover what the hon. leader of the House
said was his intention, and I cannot see that
the hon. gentleman can have any objection
to sach an amendment as that being passed
when the bill is in committee.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
ha introduced, a large amount of extraneous
matter into this discussion which I think
is not at all pertinent to the question, and,
unknowingly, he bas made statements which
are wholly at variance with the facts. Mr.
Stewart had the contract for sections one
and two on the Soulanges Canal. As the
hon. gentleman knows, the government an-
nounced a year and a half ago that they
desired to have the canal finished in the
year 1898, and the new contracts were
given out with that understanding. The
contract existing with Stewart ought to
have been completed long before this, and
Stewart was urged to push the work on.
Advances were made to him on the stone,
and on the plant, and in every possible way
assistance was given, in order that the work
might be completed. It appeared, however,
to the department, that it would be im-
possible to get the work completed in the
time ; therefore notice was given under the
contract that, as the work was not being
proceeded with as actively as the interests
of the Crown required, in view of the
necessity for opening the canal, the contract
was, with very great regret, taken out of
his hands. The new contractors desired to
use the stone out of this quarry, and so it
was proposed to the department to expropri-
ate the property. They did not need all that
quarry, and they now propose to take only
a portion of it. They propose to pay Mr.
Stewart for all the stone they took out of the
hole that the hon. gentleman so sarcastically
alluded to. They do not propose to take
anything from him without giving him fair
compensation. It would be for the judge of
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court before whom the inquiry is made to this House said the government desired to

aY what damages are fair, and the hon. be able to implenent, or to interpose argu-

geantleman experience will have taught him ments before the court with regard to any

that in al these cases againe the Crown case that was still subjudice, and it is just

pretty large damages-usualy very mach possible that in the case which has been

larger than the actual damage re usu ally mentioned by the hon. gentleman who is

recgvered. The hon. gentleman lias quoted opposing this bill, the claimant wants to

aeoet important case which i ha before claim damages for the loss of his contract,

a courts, han cas referred to te -sl- and under the old Act this new case might

bility of this bih affecting that case. 1I be in such a position that that would have

think he e going too far in naking a positive to be taken into consideration. The govern-
statement teo that effect. The case ias been ment want to limit it sinply to the expro-

statmen tothateffct.The ase twoproriasion of the quarry itself, whereas

adjucated, upon, and has been before tWO 'proprito fteqar tef hra

tribunals, and a before the final one. involved in that question of the quarry is

That case could not be considered under this the greater damage of the loss of the con-

Act. cs ol not intended t cover it. If the tract. It seems to me, taking the two bills

hon. gentleman oas any doubt about it, it together, that that is just about the posi-

will be very easy t d correct that when the tion in which the government desires to

bill is in cemmittee. It la certainly not place this case that is now before the court.

intended te refer te any case tat has been Whether any further information will be

dinPosed of by the judge. The case of given upon this particular case or not, I
disposed~t ofbbhujde not certinly think that the claimant should

Stewart, which he bas referred te a e &tfl hik htte<lanatsol

yet been before the judge. If it had been have the benefit of whatever rights he had

before the judge, .certainly say it should before this Act came into force ; and that

nert be considered as being covered by this those rights should not be taken away from

bi d. him by any legisation subsequent to the
action which is now before the court. For

Hon. Mr. KIRCHIIOFFER-It was be- that reason, I think the retroactive legisla-

fore the judge, and at the instance of the tion, so far as it applies to that case, is

government, it was withdrawn, and a new injurious.
eu~e begun.

caebn. Mr. SHon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Then should the from Shell River is in error in supposing
Crown be ln any different position from that the damages for the los of the contract
pri'vate individual? We al know that uas

individuals have the privilege of making could h affected by that measure. It hss

atnendmnents or changes, se long as they do nothing te de with that matter. This is
amedmets r cangsso ongas heydosimply with reference to the land. I do

not affect the rights of parties, and these not rise to continue the an, b I
%Inen"dments e4hould Le taken into considera- etietecontinue the discussion, but 1
tien 'Y the court. I akn quite sure that wish to direct the attention of the Minister
ionby thebill n coIm uite sur that isin charge of the bil to the fact that, inas-

w'hen the bill is in committee, if there ismc saenmnsaelkeyt emd

Î"Y reasonable proposition, it wifl be much au amendments are likely te be made

yxce asonbe pr ition, t eue to the bill in committee, there is an amend-
-ecpted ; but certainly not the one 'of ment which I think should be mae othe

Whlch notice bas been given, bec ause it metwihIthn hudb made te th
whic noice as een ive, beaus itseco nd clause of the bill. The second clause

Would preclude the possibility of cases now reads:
omenced being considered. 2. Whenever, from time to time, or at any time

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-As I underst d before the compenation money baa been act 1Y
the question, two cases; have aîready been paid, snY parcel of land us~rphicwro

any portion of any such parcel, is found to be unneces.
tried upOn the question, and the case now sary for the purposes of such public work, or if it be
Pending is an action fer damnage for expro- found that a more limited estate or interest therein
pein is an a ndI o remage e only i0 uired, the Minister nay by writin under
Priation of a quarry, and I presune the e elare that the same is net require and is

prati of tabandoned by the Crown, or that it il intended tO re-
popriatoen of the plant. tain only such limited estate or interest as is men-

Hon. Mr. POWER-No, not the plant. tioned in sueb wrting, sad pon eu ert sa ineg
registered ini the offic of the registra of deeda% for

HROn. Mr. BOILTON-In the previous the connty or r 'stration division iu which the land
on. Mr. BOULTON-InthP i eituated suchlnd declared to be abandoned gsal

Act which was passed-the Exchequer Court reveut in the person from whom the me was taken

&ct-the hon. leader of the government in or in those entitled to claim under him.
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It seems to me, hon. gentlemen that that setting out what the daim is. The impres-
is rather too informal a way in which to sion that le made on my lon. friend by 8o
transfer the title of 'and, and that the sig- much of the document as le las read is not
nature of the minister, or deputy minister, a strictly accurate impression. Mr. Stewart,
should be authenticated in the same way as as my hon. friend the Secretary of State bas
the signatures to deeds and other documents informed the lise, had a contract for the
which are registered in the registry otfices construction of a section of the Soulanges
are now authenticated. That seess not an Canal. That contract le was not able to
unreasonable thing. A mere bald writing, fufih. I tiink the tiae expired a good
purporting to lie signed by a minister or while acu, and Mr. Stewart was urge, and
deputy niinister, is not quite as solemn a facilities were furnislied hini for the purpose
document as should be required to transfer of going forward and completing the con-
the titie to valuable property tract. m e did not work upon it for several

montris before it was taken f ro lani. It
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.-I istrue e was using this quarry inconnec-

have listened with so e attention to thetion with the contract. e purchased it
debate on this bli, and I have not yet heard for a very modest consideration. The gov
the objection brought forward which appears erment had advanced money upon stone
to me to be the one that i should urge tlat had beenquarried and piled upon the
against the bil mysewf. It seenis to me t hi property beside the quarry, and Mr. Stewart
bill is taking away fr-m the subject a cer- objected, as I understand it, to taking away
tain right which ie now possesses: that stone unless they compensated him for the
ie the riglit to use gis own fand and pro- land upon which the stone lad been piled,
perty for hie own use and benefit, and it is claiming they were trespassers if tliey even
putting into the hands of the goverment a went on the land to take away the stone for
power which tmey do not posoess up to the which money iad heen advanced. An ex-
present tMe. That is, that tley may take this propriation was made, not of the whole of
mane property and use it for a certain time Mr. Stewart's quarry, but of a smagl séction
and after they have paid hi for the use of of it, and even that s mal section was more
tlat property, which tley may have for days, than the governient required, and one of
months, weeks or years, tIat tley may after i Mr. Stewart's contentions was, "Your ex-
having kept ii for that time out of the propriation blocks the way to the remainder
money which he s nould receive for it, con- of my quarry, c a quarry for which, if I re-
vey it back to him and say we wil pay member right, le had paid about two thous-
you wfatever damage las accrued to your and dollars, but for which lie is suing the
property." I take it that it is absolutely governent in damages to tlhe amoune of
the property of the man tos w uom it was two hundred and fifty t vousand dollars. So
originally granted, and that if it is required hon. gentlemen will understand what sort of
by the governent for any purpose what- aim is being set up against the administra-
ever, t they should pay him the full value of the tion. One of the difficulties, I understood,
property awarded him by the court which is iii the way of Mr. Stewart's getting on was
esitablislied for thc purpose of decidirig wliat that the stone in the quarry proved very
that value is, and that it is unjust tlat the muc inferior to wS'at the contractor thougt
original owner of the property srould be it was wn the purchase was made, and a
conpelIed to take back a portion which the good deal of tlie stone wa h condemned by
governient say thiey do not require. Enter- the engineer, on the ground that it was
taining that opinion, until I find that it is shaky and unfit for use in building a canal.
an erronous one, I amn disposed to oppose 'Tliere is no doulit wliatever, f rom the reports
tpe biy in toto. whic have been made to us, that there was

an immense quantity of waste and there was
Hon. Mr. MILLS-Perhaps the flouse a ood deal of loss inlabourandtimein under-

will permit me to say a few words in reply taking to obtain quarry stone from there.
to, the objections urged againt the bll. My In fact, the only justification, so far as 
hon. friend on the oppoite side (Mr. Kirch- know, was its cinvenience. We have been
hoffer) lias given us an account of Mr. asked why Mr. Stewart was not allowed to
Stewart's case and of hie daim against the go on and complete te work after the tie
Crown, and lis read from a petition of rigt lad expired. Well, there were vry impor-
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tant legal questions arising in connection
With it. It has been held by very high
aUthority in England, decided more than
Once, that if you permit a party to go on
with work after the time has expired within
which the work was to be completed, that
Yeu cannot hold him to the term, of the con-
tract-that he is entitled to payment quan-
eum iferuit, because, time being the essence
of the contract, and the time having expired,
the work which might subsequently be done
'Would no longer be work done under the
contract. At the present time, Mr. Stewart
bas permission to bring suit against the
present administration. I have not inquired
recently whether this suit bas been brought
Or not, but it was a suit for all claims, not
sPecially for payment for the quarry, and
Where the Crown might have an opportunity
'f setting up its claims by way of counter
charges against Mr. Stewart. Now, Mr.:
Stewart's claim may have some merit in it,
but whether it bas or not it is, at all events,
not before the courts at the present time, and
L know of no reason myseif why, if the rule
which has beensuggested by the bill beasound
a proper, rule to- apply in other cases, it
shoruld not apply in this case. My hon.
friend has referred to the government filing
Plans for a less area of land. That is per-
fectly true, but the whole area is far less
than the area which Mr. Stewart claims he
is entitled to compensation for. While all
those matters can be before the courts, if
the governrment in the expropriation of any
Portion of the quarry expropriated in such a
way as to preclude Mr. Stewart from the
use of the balance of the quarry, and he can
e8tablish that fact, there is no doubt what-
ever that the court would take that into con-
sideration, and would give him damages ac-
cordingly. Butthatdoesnot touch the question
as to whether Mr. Stewart is entitled to com-
pensation directly for a larger area than the
government actually used or required. If, in
it8 use, they damaged the remaining portion
Of the quarry making it impossible for him
to use the balance, and that can be sbown,
all that will be a matter of damages, and
there is nothing in this bill that would take
any right f rom him in that regard. All we
do by this bill is to give the Crown a right
tO take a less area than what was originally
eontemplated, and that whether it applies to
a case where expropriation has now taken
Place, where the question is one not disposed
of between the party and the Crown, or

whether it refers tO some future case, can
make no possible difference. If it would be
unjust in an existing case, it would be
equally unjust in any case that might arise
five years hence. In matters of expropria-
tion, the Crown takes as much land as it
deems necessary in the public interest. The
Crown in expropriating exercises an inherent
prerogative, that of eminent domain, and
when my hon. friend from Prince Edward
Island spoke about land belonging to parties,
I think that he was somewhat confused in
bis notion as to the ground upon which the
Crown makes claim in these cases. The
Crown bas the right of eminent domain. It
expropriates such lande belonging to private
parties as it thinks the public interest calls
for, and the private party is entitled to com-
pensation for that. The Crown is not more
arbitrary in that matter than is a railway
corporation to whom you have given power
of expropriation. If the Crown bas taken
more land than it actually requires, or a
larger estate than is actually necessary, I
know of no reason or ground why it should
not be at liberty to lessen the area.
It is not Ike dealing with personal
property. It does not transfer the property
to some other locality. It is entirely in the
nature of things, and what remains after the
Crown bas taken what is required is exactly
in the same position it was before the expro-
priation took place.My hon. friend opposite
referred to derricks and other property that
belonged to Mr. Stewart which was taken.
All that property was pledged to other
parties. The Crown did not acquire that
property. Money had been advanced to
Mr. Stewart by other parties on that plant
and their rights in that regard are paramount.
I do not wish to discuss Mr. Stewart's case
here. This is not the tribunal before which
it will be bried. There is no doubt he will
be fairly dealt with by the courts, but to
undertake to prejudice the interests of the
public by representing the government as
having, in some arbitrary way, taken the
property of Mr. Stewart in no advantage to
Mr. Stewart nor is it in the public interest
to do so.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-I should liketo mention a case concerning the eminent
domain showing that the demand of thegovernment is not exhorbitant. It is
to be found in all our city and town
Corporation Acts. By this law, which is gen-
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eral throughout the country, a city can
homologate a plan of streets to be expropriat-
ed, hold it for a number of years, and tie it
in the hands of the owner of the land for a
number of years and, without any compensa-
tion to the party who has been even paying
taxes upon that land, erase that line from
the homologated plan ten or fifteen years
after, and leave the party without recourse
or compensation. By the present bill we have
the same right given to the government to
release a piece of property which it may
find, at a latter period, it had no need for;
but I would think that the party under this
present law would be entitled to compensa-
tion for whatever loss he incurred while the
reconveyed property was in the hands of the
government.

Hon. Mr. POIRIER-After having
listened attentively to the very clear expla-
nation given by the hon. Minister of Justice,
I cannot help but think still that this bill,
if it should pass, will necessarily work mis-
chief. Take an example ; supposing the per-
son has gone before the Exchequer Court
and the assessnent for damages is made and
the case closed. The suit is to ail intents
and purposes ended. Then the government
can come in, according to clause 2, abandon a
portion of the property and give it back to
the individual. What will the consequence
be 7 The case will have to be re-opened and
a new assessment made, and you see in what
a position the subject is placed by this bill.
I believe that we should not pass the bill as
it stands, taking away unnecessarily rights
that belong to the subject and giving to any
government such powers as can be made use
of certainly to the detriment and annoyance
of the subject. That instance that I have
given, ought, in my humble opinion, to be
sufficient to induce the government to change
the bill in such a manner as to protect any
land owner or any citizen of Canada from
being placed in such a position. At all
events, if the bill is to have no retroactive
effect, as the Hon. Minister of Justice has
said, the wording of clause 4 ought to be
amended. I cannot vote for this bill as it
now stands.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, 25th April, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
O'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (G) " An Act respecting the Imperial
Life Assurance Company of Canada."-
(Hon. Sir Mackenzie Bowell).

DISMISSALS FOR PARTISANSHIP.

NOTICE OF MOTION.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
beg to give notice :

That an humble address be presented to His Ex-
cellency the Governur General; praying that His
Excellency will cause to be laid on the Table of the
Senate, the names of all Commissioners appointed by
Order in Council or otherwise since the 9th April,
1897, to inqure into and report upon charges pre-
ferred against any employé of the Government,
whether permanent or temporary, of offensive partiz-
anship, or of any misconduct whatever.

2. The reports of said Commissioners, or of Com-
missioners previously appointed, not already brought
down, and a statement showing the action taken by
the Government thereon.

3. The amounts paid each Commissioner since the
9th April, 1897, in fees, per diemn allowance, travel-
ling expenses and incidentals of all kinds.

4. The names, ages, offices and salaries of all em-
ployés in the inside or outside service of the Govern-
ment, whether temporary or permanent, who since
the 9th April, 1897, have been removed from office by
dismissal, superannuation, or otherwise, whether on
a report of a Commission or otherwise, specifying in
each case the grounds of dismissal, and the amount
of superannuation or gratuity granted, if any; also
the age, office, salary or renumeration of any ana
every person appointed in the place of, or as a con-
sequence of every such removal.

He said :-This, my hon. friend will see
dates from the time the last report was.
brought down affecting the dismissals for-
partisanship or for other causes. While on
my feet, if it is not out of order to ask the
question without giving notice, I would like
to inquire whether any of the expenses in-
curred by those officials who were put upon
trial and found not guilty have been repaid
or recouped to the persons whose conduct
had been investigated 1 My hon. friend, the
Secretary of State, will no doubt remember
that I asked the late Minister of Justice, the
Hon. Sir Oliver Mowat, whether he did not
think it was fair that the parties who had
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been placed upon trial and who had to
employ counsel and send for witnesses, who
Were acquitted on the report of the com-
i:lssioners, should not be recouped the

expenses to which they were put. I know
0le or two cases where it bears very hard
and is very oppressive on parties who were
put to heavy expenses-expenses which
eXceeded in amount the salaries they had
received for the year. It is a matter not
only of justice, but equity, that those per-
80on should be recouped.

th on. Mr. MILLS-I am unable to answer
the hon. gentleman's question at this mo-
ruent, but I will make inquiry.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then I suppose it will not be necessary to
Put any notice on the paper.

lion. Mr. MILLS-No, I think not.

R EDUCTION OF CITY POST OFFICES.

INQUIRY POSTPONED.

The Order of the Day being called:

theBy Hon. Sir Mackenzie Bowell :-That he will ask
d egovernment, whether the Postrmaster General has,

n the pastear, or at any other tinie, reduced
dou ont t ofice to that of a town office, as wvas

the plea of eoonomy in the case of the city ofOvile) nauely : the cities of Toronto, Hamilton,d . o, Ottawa, Windsor, Montreal, Quebec, Fre-
yV.ricton, St. John, Halifax, Charlottetown, and

tetori, If not, why have not those cities which
thPublc accounts show, as set forth in a tabular
sttement to be found on page 211 of the official
1ports of the Debates of the Senate of the 14th March,
lecte st a greater percentage of the revenue col-
th t perform the duties of said offices, than did

t of Beleville reduced ?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Can the hon. minister answer this inquiry
now?

Hon. Mr. MILLS -I can answer the hon.
gentleman's second and third questions.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL
Deal with the first. I will put the question
and my hon. friend will say if he can answer
it or not.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I cannot answer it.
I have sent to the department for informa
tion, but they told me it was in course of pre-
paration.

NEW POST OFFICES SINCE JULY
12TH, 1896.

1NQUIRY.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL rose

Ask the goverminent, ho-,., nany new post offices
have been opened since the 12th July, 189f;; thenames of said post offices ; where situated; the
names of said postmasters, and the additional num-ber of tuiles wbich have to be travelled to serve saiaoffices?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I have in detail the
information for which the hon. gentleman
asks. I have not added thein up to ee
what the precise number is, but I can place
in my hon. friend's hands the answer which
I received from the Postmaster General.
They are alphabetically arranged and num-
ber some thousands. The return is as
follows .-

PosT OFFICEs Established since the 12th July, 1896, from 31st July, 1896, to 1st
March, 1899, inclusive.

Electoral Division Addit
aaine f POst Office. Township or Parish. and Postmaster. of

Province or Territory. Mail Route.

Arie gton ......... Lot 14 ........ ...... Prince West. ... P.E.I. John O'Connor... 2 miles.
... Laurier .............. Muskoka & P.S....O. Wm. C. Moir.. .. 100 yds. to RA ay Cross........ Annapolis ... ........ Annapolis, N.S..... W. H. Durland. T '

S........... Sec. 24, Tp. 8, R. 7, W.
Aurigny 2nd M........... Assiniboia, E....... F. Zoel DeGagné.. 12
Albe ... ....... . Marlalen Islande. ... Gaspé...... .... Q. Timothée Lorade.. None.

S .. .... ...... ........ ,... Yale & Cariboo . .B.C. Chas. Carlson.
Amniro u n ark . .: Peck...... .. .Nipissing .... .. O. E. T. Marsh. mile to
Atkin lil.....Argyle ............... Yarmouth.... N.8. Josh. H.,n"' Amiro. RY
An .... .... Euphemia... .... ... Middlesex, W.. ... O. Clarence E. Atkin. miles.A I d.. ............. Burrard ....... B.C. Fred. Keeling
Anac · · ·......... .. Lot63....*..... .... Queens, E.....P.E.I.ChristinaMcLn.a ·· · ·.. .... . ...... ............... Yale& Cariboo...BC. James McNichol.
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POsT OFFICEs Established since the 12th July, 1896, &c.-Continued.

Naine of Post Office.

Ansonia (reopened)....
Addingham..... .....

Brennen............
Bishop Mountain .....
Barnardo...... .....

Burridge . ..........
Bornish (reopened). ..
Black Donald ... .
Bout de l'Isle ........
Ballantyne's Cove.....
Bank Street (sub-office)
Benjamin's Mills (re-

opened). .......
Birson..... ........

Bonaventure, E. (re-
opened).........

Bruce's Landing ....
Barnsley (reopened)...

Basswood. ........

Bonheur..........
Boulevard, St. Denis

(sub-office).........
Beulah.. ......... ...
Black River Depot....
Brown's Nurseries.....
Bungay...............
Bas du Sault .........
Bear Creek..........

Blue Sea Corner. ....
Brouseville (reopened).
Brudenell....... ....
Butler ....... ........

Bear Line .........
Beaver.. .... ........
Bellegarde ... ......

Bradford.,. ..........
Brooklyn. .... ....
Black Avon........
Boggarttown .........
Bon Conseil. ..... ..
Bryon Id. (sum. office).
Bethany ..... . .......
Brinkman's Corners ...
Brooklyn Road.......
Chemong .............
Cole Harbour. .......
Coulombe.........
Cow Bay.............
Creston....... ... .
Crowstand...... ...

Campbell's Cove.
Cantin ....... .......
Clement...... .......
CÔté St. Vincent.. , ...
Cowan's.............
Candasville (reopened).
Chicot ...............
Crystal Beach (suI.

Office)...... .....
Cap au Renard........

Electoral Division
Township or Parish. and

Province or Territory.

Lefroy......... ... Algoma ........... 0.
Sec. 34, Tp. 15, R. 9,W.

lst M........ ,.. .. Macdonald ... .... M.
McGraney.. ....... Nipising.........
Aylesford.. ...... King's........N.S.
Sec. 30, Tp. 20, R. 28,

W. 1st M. ........ Marquette. M
Bedford ........... Addington . .
W. Williams.......Middlesex, N.R....0.
Brougham...... .Renfrew, S.R. .
Pte. Aux Trembles.... Lavel...........Q.
Morristown .... ...... ntigonishe. N.S.
City of Ottawa.. ... Careton ..... .... M.

Falmouth............
Sec. 25, Tp. 48, R. 24,

W. 2nd M .........

Cox........ ......

Sec. 19, Tp. 7, R. 4, W.
lst M .... .......

Sec. 28, T . 15, R. 19,
W. 1st M.... . ...

.... .... .. ........
Kars.............
Unsurveyed ..... .
Pelham ........ ....
Lot 23..... .....
Sault au Recollet......
Sec. 5, Tp. 14, R. 12,W.

ist M . .. .........
... .... ..

Edwardsburg .........
Lot52 ........ .....
Canning...... ....

Dover, E..... . .....
Godianchester .......
Sec. 25, 6, R. 31,

W .1stM......
Lot28 ...............
..... ...... ........
St. Andrew's .......
Whitchurch ...... ..
Wendover...... . ..
Magdalen Islands ..
Ely ..............
Lindsay ..........
Sackville.,.........
Smith...... ......
Dartmouth Rod...
St. Isidore.
Dartmouth.. .... ...

Additional miles
Postmaster. of

Mail Route.

Alex. Brandon..... Office reopened.

Jos. W. Metcalfe.. 1 mile.
W. H. Stinson. ... None.
AnthonyMcGarvey 4 miles.

E. A. Struthers....
James D. Slavin...
Malcolm Morrison.
John Moore .......
J. B. Bureau......
Arch. McDougall..
Alf. H.Jarvis.....

Hans ......... N.S. S. P. Benjamin. ...

Saskatchewan. G. A. Markley ....

4 "

None.
12 miles.
None.

et
1,

te

le

Bonaventure. . Q. Louis Bourdage... le
Yale & Cariboo...B.C. D. E. Gellety...... t mile.

Lisgar.......... M. John A. Ruth. .... Reopened.

Marquette ........ M. Dugald McPherson f mile.
Algoma...... .. ..O. D. W. McTique. . . None.

Maisonueuve ...... Q
King's ........... N.B.
Pontiac ........ .. Q.
Lincoln & Niagara. .0.
Queen's, W.... P.E.I.
Lavel....... .. ... Q .
Macdonald ........ M.
Cumberland.. .N...S.
Grenville, S.R ...... O.
King's ..... ... P.E.I.
Sunbury and Queen's

..... .... .... N .B .
Kent. ... ......... 0
Huntingdon... .... 0.

Mathias Gibault. ..
Daniel Urquhart..
R. A. Ralph.
Chas. Fisher, Sr ...
Edwin Crewe ......
G. Giroux... .....

Henry C. Bennett..
Jacob W. Treen. ..
W. E. Bolton......
John Hancock .....

mile.
2 miles.
3 ,

10 l
None.

le

J. Sidney Butler... l
Daniel H. Winters. 8 miles.
J. R. McCaig. .. .. INone.

Assiniboia, E.........Cyrille Sylvester...
Prince, E......P.E.I. Benj. McNeill ....
Yale & Cariboo . . B.C. L. M. Livingstone.
Antigonishe.. .N.S. Donald McDonald.
Ontario, W.R .... O. Fred. Brillinger...
Drummond ........ A. Benoit.
Gaspé.......... .. John allantyne...
Shefford . .. ...... Q. W . Lancaster.
Bruce, N. R..... . Joseph Brinkman..
Westmoreland .. N.B. H. L. Richardson..
Peterborough, W.R.< . William McCue....
Halifax ........ N. S. .udson Settle.
Dorchester.... .... Q. J. B. Lamontagne.
Halifax..... .. N.S. F. H. Osborne.
YV l d C ib B-1èC i

28 miles.
2 le

mile.
None.

3 miles.
9 i
5 miles.
None.
3 miles.
Si e
4 t
None.
4 miles.
N..... ........ .. ..... a (1 il i 1 0 M n

Sec. 19, Tp. 29. R. 31,
W. 1st M.........Assiniboi , ....... Rev. Neil Gilmour. None.

Lot 47............K . P. E.1.[Thonas Keays... .
St. Lambert de Lévis.. Lévis.........Q. hiias Cantn....
Northfield.. ........ Wright.........Q Thom" Cleinent...
St. Vincent.........Two Mountains ... Q. Louis Vermette mile.
Havelock..........Huntingdon.... Q. A. Bouchard. 2 miles.
Gainsborough . Lincon& Niagara. .0G. W. Misener. iosed.
[St. Cuthbert........Berthier......... A. Roberge. None.

Bertie.. ........... Welland.......... Thos. Snyder. miles.
Christie ............. ;fié.......... Q. Francois Vallee.... None.
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POST OFFIcEs Established since the 12th July, 1896, &c.-Continued.

Electoral Division Additional Miles
Name of Post Office. Township or Parish. and Postmaster. of

Province or Territory. Mail Route.

Chambrd Junction... Charlevoix.. .. .... Chicoutmi ... . Auguste Dupuis... None.
... BC.Jh Crawford .... Closed.

Chantler. .i.... . t.. .... Lincolnu Niagara..r . Joh Chantler.. 4 miles.
fey's Corner . Godmanchester........ Huntingdon m .. Smit .......... one.
scade .. Yaleand Cariboo.B. . Angus Cameron... 2 miles.

Cavenount(Spring Bay
P .. ........ Carnarvon ... ..... Algoma .......... Ben. Bock... 7

tral W. Harbour.. Barrington . ........ Shelburne and
'Chmbelai (M-Se. 4 Tï.21.R.15,Queens...N S. Thos. L. Nickerson. None.

Cyh e P ) Mi.( -S 4 T 2 1 R .1 M acdonald ....... M . Jam es Elliott ..... ,
Clydeg orners. Godmancheter .. Huntingdon ....... Q. Mrs. Mary Stark.. 3 miles.
C.té.Ro.St. Beot.Two Mountains Q... Q. Abel Ladouceur... None.
caledonia St. Andrews ........ Guysborough .... N. S. John J McQuarrie.

ApeDesna......................... Gaspe.. ........ Q. Jos. W. Be ...
Coalfields.

C St Emnanueil....
té St. Léonard......

Culee. ...... ...... ....

Cranbrook .......Crediton E........
Undee Centre.

Duvar Road .......a ton
grave ..........

9rtagnan ..Dale .
Dawsoný .......
Delta .
l)rYden ..........

*aphi.........

leer Park .........Umorwie..
nLhIl 's Valley.

tugerfor.

JEkdale (r'opened)...· ·. ..... .....

P. gs. . .....

Ehrle By

Tree

er Vlle. ..1le .. . -* . .. .. .. .
Z rPoI hton Stn....

Fairy tI Bay ........

ebl la . ....... .. ....
Vptl l. - -.. ... . .

ield y . ......... .
p eo vi v «, . .....

'Fre . ... ...
e. Neuve...

perztý ... . ....
n ... .. .... 2

Sec. 4, Tp. 2, R. 6, W.
2nd M ..........

St. Martin ........
Hampton ..........
Upper Musquodoboit..

St. Dominiqe .
. ... ..... . . . . .

Sec. 12, Tp. 8, R. 29,
W . 3rd M..... ...

Stephen ....... .....
Dundee ...........
Lot 5 ............
Yarmouth ..... ....
Lepinay ......... ...

St. Henri de Lévis ...
Aylesford .........
Yukon District....

Unsurveed .. ....
Sec. 10, rp. 25, R. 19,

W. lit M .....

Unsurve ed... ..
Galbrai .........

Hungerford ........
Sec. 16, Tp. 56, R. 26,

W. 4thM ........
Bruce ............
Sec. 11, Tp. 11, R. 3,

W . st M........
Sec. 11, Tp. 5, R. 1,

W. 3rd M.......
Bresford ..........
Waterford ........
Sec. 29, T . 51, R. 24,

W . 4th M..... .... .
Broughton ............
Burpee.... .......
Sec. 10, Tp. 18, R. 23,

W. 2nd .
Elgin ............

San<hvich, E. -Berthier ..........
Low .............
Stormont .........
Pope . ..........

Assinibois, E..........
Yale and Cariboo.B.C.
Laval.......... Q.
Kings ......... N. B.
Halifax...... ... N.S.
Yale and Cariboo.B.C.
Soulanges.......Q.
Laval..........Q.

Assiniboia, W ........
Yale and Cariboo.B.C.
Middlesex, N.R.... .0.
Huntingdon... .... Q.
Prince, W.. .. P.E.I.
Yarmouth ..... .N.S.
Montmagny . Q.
Lévis .. -···Q.
Kings ......... N.S.
North .west Territory..
NewWestfminster.B.C.
Algoma ..... .-......

Isaac Cockburn....
W. H. Phillips ....
Moïse Gobeil.....
James Hilli ..
Ernest Chaplin....
A. B. Docksteader.
Joseph Lalonde....
Hilaire Tessier.....

3 miles.
5 i
20 acres.
None.
3 miles.
24,
2 Nn
None.

F. W. Molineaux. 6 miles.
R. E. Beattie ...... 12 t
John W. Mitchell.. None.
John J. Fraser .... Railway station.
Anicette Richard.. 2* miles.
Miss Mary Hibbard % one.
Mrs. Leda Laver.

dière... ...... . Railway station.
Stanislas Lachance. l miles.
Martin Francy .... Nione.
Isaac J. Hartman..y
John Weaver. -7 miles.
Mrs. Ida Smith . . . Railway station

Marquette ........ M. Thos. Iredale .... None.
Yale and Cariboo.B.C. Richard Luxton ...
Algoma ....... • 0. Jas. Muirhead.. *
Algoma....... . .. 0. A. Cooper......... 7 miles.
Yale and Cariboo.B. C. J. R. Hunnee.. .... 1100 yards.
Hastings, E.R. .. .P. Whelan,.... 4 miles.

Alberta..............Prospr Gory ... 18 miles.
Bruce, W. R.. O. A. McFadyen......lReopened.

Selkirk ........... M. Jos. Bernardin .... 150 yards.

Assiniboia, W........ Miss. O. Thompson!4 miles.
Gloucester....N.B. Napoleon Roy.. 'i mile.
Kings....... ., N.B. ,os. Wallace Nne.

Alberta.... ....... John W. McLaggan1ý of a mile.
Beauce ........ Q Jos. Larochelle.... None.
Algoma........ ... O. James Blackburn.. i

Assiniboia, W......... Richard House... . 3 miles.
Albert . ........ N.B. B. M. Beaman..... None.
Yale & Cariboo .. B.C. Wm. Bell.. . 10 miles.
Essex. N. R...... .. Dennis Perrin...... 4
Berthier.. .... ... Q. Joseph Fernet. .... None.
Wright.........Q. Michael Field...... 5 miles.
Guysborough. .N.S. Wm. McConnell... . 9 ,
Wright ........... . Q. Leonard Lafontaine 12 t
Yale & Cariboo. .. B.C. H. G. Johnston.. . 400 yards.
Yale & Cariboo.. .B.C. ;G. B. Batho.. . .. 5 miles.
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POST OFFICES Established since 12th July, 1896, &c.-Continued.

Electoral Division Additional Miles
Name of Post Otfice. Township or Parish. and Postmaster. of

Province or Territory. Mail Route.

Fernbank .......... Mornington........Perth, N. R Wm. D Reid. mues.
Folger Stn.. .... .... Lavant............Lanark, N. R......O.Ed. K. Roche..None.
Guay .... .......... N. Dame le Lévis. Lévis...........Q. Jos. Verreault mile.
Glenpaye..Roxborough.........tormont . . J. D. Mcnnis.4 miles.
Greece's Pt.........Chatham...........Argenteui. Q Telesphore Ranger. N one.
Geneva Lake. ...... Hes..............Algoma.. .. 0 Chas. A. Mc.ool... 5 yards.
Glendower (re-opened). Bedford..........Addington. . Mrs. C. McNicholas Reopened.
Glenora ..... ..... Burrard.. B.C.I. N. Bond. 140 miles.
Gordon Bay .... .... Humphrey.........Muskoka & Parry S'nd Alfred Winter..None.
Gore ...... .. .Meibourne........Richmond.......Q. Duncan Campbell..
Gillingham (reopened) . 34, Tp. 7, R. 2,

W. 5th M ........ Alberta ............. C0. H. Jensen. ..
Glencarin .. . ....... Sec. 23, Tp. 19, R 14

WV. lst m........Macdonald .... M. Andrew Shaw .. of a mile
Glenella ........... ec. 21, Tp. 18,

1W. ist M...., ..... Macdonald .... M. Hughi N. Ray.
Graniteville........ Stanstead..........tanstead......... John N. Moir. 3 miles.
Gosselin's Mills. Clifton...........Compton......... Pierre Go selin None.
Galway ......... ... Aima.............Albe'c........N.B. Tim. J. O'Connor..
GaronneM..............on. 10,Tp. 44 R.

LW. 2nd M ... Saskatchewan. A Gareau.
Glenlee............Minto...... ..De ..... Wellington, N. R.. .0. Robt Sainclair..2j miles.
Grandes Coudees (re ox g .

opened)..........Jersey.............Beauce Barth'i Carrier.... None.
Griersford (reopened).. IVilberforce ......... Renfrew, N. R. O. Sylvester .......
Grunthal............Sec. 21, Tp. 5, R. 5, E.

1st M...........Provencher. M. Johann Brau.2ý miles.
Guthrie ............ St. Armand ..... .... Missisquoi....Q. Edwin W. Guthrie. N one.
Grass River........Sec. 10, Tp. 18, R. 12,

W. 1st M.........Macdonald. M. James Patterson... 6 miles.
Gallingerton (reopened)Osnabruck...........Stormont......... Lemuel Waldorf... None.
Glacier .............. Ci ......... ... Yale &Carihoo.. B.C. A. W. Sharp.
Hiloide, Bouadarie.. St. n drews........Cape Breton.... N.S. Piip McLed...
Hauteur ............. Masse .............. Rimousk ........ Q. Pierre Deshenes.. 6 miles.
Hungerford........... Hungerford.........Hastings, E. R...... ManleyWager. None.

Hudson igts Vaudreuil..........Vaudreuil. A. W. Mullen... .of a mile.
Richmond. N.S. Johim Hureau... L.. .pened.

Hutchinson .......... McGillivray ......... Middlesex, N. R... 0. James RackQ.. mileS

HalAlg ma .... .... .... taton.

Addington., .Yale and Cariboo.B.C. J. H. Dobie. Rila
Heronvile.......Batiscan....B......Champlain....... Jos. A. Roerge None.
Hillsvale (reopened). . , Raîvdon. ............ Hants...ih n......N.S. Mi. a B. Canaoan.
Harper's CampA........................Yale and Cariboo.B.C. Hy. L. Walters....
Howard Valley. oward...........Argenteuil. Q. 0. Wood .... ...
Haberinehl .......... ýBentinck ......... ... C'rey, S.R........O0. Mrs. C. Habermehl 5j miles.
,Hampshire ..... .M..aLot 31c.d. ........ MQueen'R West... P.E.I. John Stewart. 3

Highland Grove .. .. CardiffS............nsPeterborough, E.R... Jas. F. McMillan.. None.
Haloyon Hot Springs.................Yale and Cariboo.B.C. D. H. McPherson.. A few yards.
Hillide........ ..................... Muskoka and Parry

Sound..........0. Albert N.B.... None.
appVae... .................... Victoria... B.C. Walter Poole .... 2 miles.

Hawk Lake ......... nsurveyed........Algoma ........ .E0. A. B. McCay. Railway Station..
eron.o............Sec. 26, Tp. 9, R. 31,

iW. Ist M ......... Assinioia Eut. Alex. M. Stephen.. 6 miles.
Hickville..........Salisbury..........Westmoreland. . -N.B. Ephraim Hicks.... 2
Irvne's Landing.............. ........ Burrard.......B.C. John West . N... .
Insinger ........... Sec. 6, Tp. 29, R. 7, W.

3rd M...........Assiniboia East.. Robt. Laurie.
Ireland............Bagot.............Renfrew, S.R .... 0. Chas. Naughton.. 5 miles.
Jackfish Lake. Sec. 22, Tp. 48, R. 17,

W. 3rd M........Saskatchewan.......Moise L'Heur.ux.. 35 miles.
Kuhryville.........Elice.............Perth, N.R. 0. Alex. D. Smith... n
Kenogami ........... Kenogani........... Chicoutimi....Q. Eustache Tremblay None.
KinsmoSrea..s.........Sec. 16, Ta. 12, R. 24,
GKenlebecasi .. s.a. ... W. Ist M. .... .Brandon.. R...M. John McLaren.... 2 miles.

oened)... a.... JWestfield ............ King's........N.B. Geo. L.Carrier.. None.
Kedron (reopened). .. Wlbardell ........... KRngrw . R. N.B. Saml. T. Morton.. Reopened.
Kinloch............ . Lot 57...... ..... . Queen's East ... .P.E.I. D. A. Nicholson... None.
Kalinar to(ro...... Unsnrveyed ......... AI0... S. T. H. Tihe .... Nn
Glacr ........ .. ................. Yeande Cariboo.B.C. C. W. rit.....55 miles.
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POST OFFICEs established since the 12th July, 1896, &c.-Continued.

Electoral Division Additional Mile
Nam of Post Office. Township or Parish. and Postnaster. | of

Province or Territory. I Mail Route.

iva(reopened) .. Stephen............. Middlesex, N.R....0. B. Cunningham.... None.
igsville ....... Thetford ............. Megantic ........ Q. Jos. Demers ....... Closed.

kfoau (reopened) .... Sec. 1, Tp. 16, R. 18,
o . 2nd M ..p 1 R. 18, Assiniboia West .... David Ehman.....: 18 miles.

Lorrainville Duhamel ........... Pontiac ....... ... .. jos. Bellehumeur.. 6

Loer Burlinton . . Newport........ . Hants. .......... N.S.Edward Snmith... . None.
is3ville (e d Se T 4 R

Liketter.........litriln (reopened)
Urgan (reopened) ....
aose Station .

Lake Road
Lne Valley*(r n<
LCarrere (reopened).
La au Saumon.
La Conception Station.

Maeaza .......
.burn...nL a i r . . . .- ' .

e Larose .. ..
btonStation ....Lr h Katrine. E.-1' Chezzetok
keWood ...

nse à la Baeurette....
4urier .. ''

Lfield (reopened)..
Ltonia.........-Blet Stn........

Lore

W.4th M .. Alta... .........
Lot 17 ............ Prince, East.. .P.E.I.
Gloucester ......... Russell.........0.
Huron............ Bruce, W.R........0.
Montcalm .......... Argenteuil ....... .Q.
Tatamagouche . Colchester........N.S.
Lot 52 ............ .King's......... P.E.I.
St. Dominique........ Bagot ... ...... Q.
Humqui.............. Rimouski ...... ...
Clvde ............. Labelle ...........
Marchand ... .. Labelle ..........
Coffin ............. Algona ......... 0.
Laird ............. Algona ........... 0.
Annapolis ......... lAnnapolis... .. N.S.
Aylmer ........... Beauce.... . ...... Q.
St. Andrews.. ...... A ntgonish .... N.S.

Halifax.........N.S.
Simondi .......... St. John.........N.B.
Port Daniel ........ Bonaventure . Q.
Lot 3 ............. Prince, West ... P E
Ashfield ........... Huron, W.R. .. ..
Gagetown .......... Sunbury&QueensN.B.
Walsingham .... ... Norfolk, S. R......O.
Bonsecours ..... .. . L'Islet . ....... -.
Dalhousie............. Lanar k, N. R .. .. .9.

eocom Egerton ......... .. Pictou..... . . .
0m b e Milis (reu

, ned) ... re- ...................... Guysboro'........N.S.
1ae CBennett......... ................ Burrard ......... B.C.

Clementi..... .. Sec. 2, Tp. 9, R.19, W.
Land 1sîa(r d lot M......... . . Brandon ........ M.

.reopnedPSt Pierre Montmagny Montmagny .... Q.
tt Ville..Potton............. Brome. .....

Li eac h........St. Martin's ..... ... St. John . N.B.
eld .......... Sec. 16, Tp. 12, R. 2, E.

' chl st M ........... .Selkirk ............ M.
SCorner....... Greenwich ....... ... King's... .... N.B.

e··· . . . . . . . . . . Yale & Cariboo. .B.C.
4YBalk o .. ............. Kings.......P.E.I.

gank.-.- ... St. Anicet ......... Huntingdon... Q
aPened Mines (re-

........ Onslow ............ Colchester........N.S.

ott ..... .BSec.r aTpn 7,Rd2oW.. M.
ogn Park (summer Brandon.......

o : ......... N. Gwillimbury..... York, N.R.........O.Iver.... .... Sec. 10, T .31, R. 18,
moon ,- W. lst M ........... Marquette ...... .M
]&Pl 1 ver (reopened) .................. Muskoka & Parry Sd.

a r'oLake Station... Christie .............. "

iipene I H ope (re.
ie cen··. Maxwellton......... Picton . ...... .N.S.
ld ne ..... Unsurveyed .......... Algowa .... ...... 0.

M A yl k •I .. .. .... .Onslow ....... Pontiac ... ... ... ..Q.
owaIe ......... Nottawasag ........ Simcoe, N.R. O.

0olin *....... Wilmot ............ Annapolis.... N.S.
Bloe met....... . DeRamsay ......... Joliette..--....Q.

M4akinak · · ·....... Bentinck ............. Grey, S.R.......O.
...... Sec. 17, Tp. 23, R. 16,

March ( W. lst ......... Macdonald ........ M.
Pened) ..... March........... Carleton...... ... O.

Clifford E. Vaughan 2 miles.
Geo. E. Bell. .. 3 I
Geo. Wilson. None.
David Ray . Reopened.
Antoine Larose.... Few yards.
Chas. Clarke .. . .iNone.
John Munro ... . mile.
Narcisse Fournier.. None.
Louis St. Laurent . I
S. O. Deniers..... - mile.
P. Charbonneau ... 10 miles.
Neil Morrison..... 6
Chas. Venn. ..... 9
Geo. E. Mailman.. None.
E. E. Legendre....
J. C. McKinnon...
James Conrad. .. 3 miles.
Daniel McNamara. None.
Louis Morin, jr....
Michel Buote......3 miles.
John Jamieson.... NonA.
Wm. G. Law. .. . I
Chas. Spencer..... None.
Marc Gagnon...... I
Chas. Norman ..... 7 miles.
John Dunbar...... Reopened.

Albert Runmley.... None.
Frank Turner..... 1

Jas. Davidson . ... 2 miles.
Jo8. Bertel .... (Reopened)
W. S. Brown.....5. miles.
R. W. Long . mille.

John W. Phipps...
Wn. Lynch........
F. J. Moore .......
James Gillis.......
John McGibbon...

2 m.

12 miles.
l mile.
18 miles.
2
21

John M. Irving.... Reopened.

Rich. McBurney... 500 yards.

Neil Morton......

Emil Martian....
J. Pearce. ........
John Sword.......

J. Wallace Dewar.
D. C. Taylor .....
J. J. Muldoon .....
John Mair .
Dimock Banks..
Adolphe Ratelle...
Patrick O'Neil.....

1 mile.

1¾ I
None.

4 mile.
Reopened.
3 miles.
None.

5* milles

Joseph Daoust..... None.
John Williams..... iReopened..
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POST OFFICEs Established since the 12th July, 1897, &c.-Continaed.

Naine of Post Office. Township or Parish.
Electoral District

and
Province or Territory.

Markland. . . .... Sec. 6, TI. 19, R. 2, W.
lst M..... ........ Selkirk ...........

Mercer ..... ... .... Norton............Kings........N. B.
Minnokin..........Sec. 36 T 29 R. 19,

W'. lst M4.......... iMarquette...M .
Mulock . .. ........ Sec. 4, Tp. 28, R. 1, W.

2nd M..... ....... ýAssa, E.............
Malwood ........... March............Carleton..........
Mather............Sec. 6, Tp. 2, R. 13, W.

st M......... .Lisgar..........M
Michie ............ Sec. 30, Tp. 11, R. 2.

W. st M..... .... Brandon ........ M.
McNeill's Mils.. Lot 12.............Prince, .P.E..
McDonald Hills. Sec. 14, Tp. 24, R. 15,

W. 2ndM ..... .... iAssa, E..........
Mclnnis ...... N ..... McGillivray..... .. Middlesex, N. R.....B.
McKenzie..........Se. 24, Tp. 2, R. 10,

W. st M.......... Lisgar .......... M.
McLeod's Crossing (re-

opened) ............
McGuigan......... ..
McNaughton .........
Newton Station. . .

Northern..........

North Grant (reopened)
New Erin. .. ...
New Yarmouth. .
North Kemptville.
N. Wallace. .......
New Finland ..........

O. Kanagan Landing..
Odrift . ... ..........
Ojibwa .............
Oxford Jet. (reopened).
O'Kanagon Falls. .....
Otis ...............

Hampden............. Compton...........Q.
.... ... ...... Yale & Cariboo..B.C.
St. Andrews........ Antigonishe......N.S.
Sec. 21, Tp. 11, R. 5,

W. lst M..... ..... Macdonald. ....... M.
Sec. 6, T p 50, R. 18,

W. 4th M........Alta...........
Dorchester......... Antigonishe. N.S.
Godmanchester.... Huntindon. Q.
.. ........... ..... Cuniber and ... N.S.

Yarmouth ...... .... Yar uth. N.S.
Wallace ... ........ Cunberland. N.S.
Sec. 20, Tp. 17, R. 33,

W. 4k M..... .... Assa, E. ........
..... ................. Yale &t Cariboo.. . B. C.
Unsurveyed........ Algoma...........
Sandwich W....... Essex. N. R ... O.. .
River Philip....... Cunberland. N.S.
. ................... .Yale sud Cariboo.B.C.
Otis...... .. ........ Chicoutimi.........Q .

Otter Brook ........ Stewiacke .......... Coichester.. .. S.
Port Kusam.... ..... .................... Vancouver .... B.C.
Pinkey's Pt......... Yarmouth.. ........ Yarmouth. ... . N.S.

Postnaster.
Additional miles

of
Mail Route.

B. S. Lindal. 18 miles.
Geo. W. Robertson one.

Thos. N. Briggs...

Alex. F. Thomas..
Patrick Kennedy..

W. G. Fulford..... of a mile.

W. L. Grant... 1ý mile.
John McNeill..... R'y Station.

Allan McLay......4 iles.
Thos McInnis ... 6

Chas H Vrooman.. 7

J. A. McDonald...
L. J. Hamilton.... one.
J. C. McNaughton.

W. Eadie....... of a mile.

Peter N. Jevning..
Duncan Slattery...
Jos. Walsh .......
Geo. Elliott.......
Chas. Prosser .....
John Morrison....

Sam. Kivela.
Mrs. Mary Grant..
Alex. Beatty... .
Leo Page. . .......
Miss C. Fillmore..
John McLellan ...
Prudent Potvin....

Martin Smith......
Theo. Paterson....
Mrs. Annie P. De-

viller.. .. ....

13 miles.
None.
5 miles.
None.

3 miles.
2j

6j
100 yards.
300 t
None.
Reopened.
None.
15 miles (summer

only).
None.

7 miles.
Parent's (reopened).... St. Leonard's....... Victoria.........NB. Michael Lebel .... Reopened.
Peterville (reopened).. Lot I.............. . Prince, W......P.E.I. Peter Brennan..... None.
Phoenix ............. . . .. .... Yale and Cariboo.B.C. Thos. Roderick ... i
Petrel (reopened)... . .. Sec. 6, T). 12, R. 14,

W. 1st M........... Macdonald ........ M. John O'Neil.... .. l
Priddis.... .......... Sec. 6, Tp. 22, R. 3, W.

5th M........ ... AtPetite Rivière. Rivière du Chêne .. a .. . ...ns... Robert Gillespie... 10 miles.Petie Rvièe. Rvièe d Ch^o -NloinL-ins... Q.Narcisse Laurin... None.
Pointe Basse.......... Magdalen Islands... . . Alex. Arseneau..
Poucher's Mills.. ... Thurlow . .......... H2stin, E.R. O. Daniel Poucher....
Peas Brook..... ... Guysborough.......Guysborough. N.S. David Ehler.
Pointe au Goemon Cap Chat..........Gasp..........Q. Gustave E. Perree.
Pomquet Station. St. Andrews.........utigonishe. N.S. Patience Benoit.... Railway stati
Ponoka ..... ....... Sec. 4, Tp. 43, R. 25,

W . 4th M......AIt.......... C. D. AIger.... g1 of a mile.
Polson's Brook.... St. Andrew's.......Antigoishe. N.S. Wm. J. olson.... 4 miles.

P e as .. . .... . ...... .. .. .Penasa............Sec. 1, Tp. 2, R. 9, W.
lst M ........... LisgarM. John Pattrson ...

Peachland.............. . Yale and Carihoo.B.C. D. H. Watson.Few yards.
Peribonca ............ Delmas..... ..... Chicoutimi. Q. Edouard Niquette.. 20 miles.
Pleasant Mt.... .... Elgin ........ ....... Albert........N.B.Cha. Ilenderson.. 5
Roseberry (reopened).. ................... ale and Carihoo.B.C. D. L. Taylor. Reopened.
Rees .......... .... Waterborough . Sunbury&Queen'sN.B. James H. Rees.. . 3 miles.
Roberval Hotal (sum-

ier office)........Roberval...........Chicoutini. .. QTii. Kena. A few yards.

ion.
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POST OFFICES Established since 1st July, 1896, &c.- Continued.

Electoral Division Additional Miles
Name of Post Office. Township or Parish. and Postmaster. of

Province or Territory. Mail Route.

Rocky Pt ................... Victoria ........ B.C.lThos. Parker . None.
Reedsvill .hitto.. ...... Compton. ........ Q. T. V. Reed .....
Richmond .......... Cleveland.... ...... Richmond ..... ... Q. Jos. R. Denison...
Rivard's Corners ...... Hereford.. Compton .... ..... Q. J. H. Rivard .... 19ý miles (new
R I 19euleau .. ..... ». Sec. 2.3, Tp. 14, R. 22,

W. 2nd M .......
Richfield .......... Clare ............
Rivière Famine St. George, E ..
Rousseau's Mills... .. IMontauban. ........
Reynard's Bridge..... .Yarmouth... ... .

Rayside West Zorra..........
Ruskin..... .... .W e s t ............
Reynoldscroft . Barrington ...... ..

Riverside Beach . .... Rothesay . ..... .....
5 kcroft. .......... Harvey .... .......

. Leonard de Port-
neuf .. .......... Bourg Louis.........
t. Amand ... St. Leonard...........
teFlorence..... . Matalik ..........
t. Louis de Beauce... St. Frederic .........

Polycarpe Junction St. Polycarpe .........
Pierre de Charles-

br.. ........... Charlesbourg .......
Ste. ie de Lot-
be . Lotbinière ........
St Eilie Junction.. Lanoraie..............
St Ephrem Station.... rring............

St. Ours Lock . St. Ours ..........
st. Rosette Beresford.... .....
8t. A pit Station... . St. Agapit .........

don eophas de Bran-
td ......... Brandon.. . .. ....

St exis . . . . . . . . . . . S t . A le x is d e M et a p ed ia
St. T d'Aquin. St. Thomas d'Aquin...
8~ 0~~ .t. Catherine.bst. Cahrn ....... St. Catherine ..........
St. Céd ian Station. Hibbert ........... . .
S. Jedéon de Marlow. Marlow .... .......

t ean des Piles .... Radnor..............
St. Ovite Station.... DeSalaberry .......

s t i. b .... ..... Grondines ... .......
8 Evariste Station... Forsyth.... ..........
8 'laYville ........ St Genevieve .........
16 ey 's Cove......... Pennfield .............
80 land Laie ....... Montcalm .........
8 aPe)to)ne Mine ............ ..

Sting. ount ........ erby ............
8t aton .... .. .. Cavendis .... .. ..8asea-.-8'anse ... Ca n.s........

Bruit.... ...... St. Sauveur de Quebec.
Ba... ...... Sec. 16, Tp. 21, R. 7, W.

7 M1 'e Rid1.st M ...........
Stani 1 ge .- ...... Addington .........

S Y Corners ..... Goulbourne.....el -· · **... ...... Unsurveyed .... ..
Sheila ...--.. Kempt ...........

. ....l . Tracadie .........
......... Sec.30,Tp.5,R.26, W.

Sinclai lst M...........
8tasr .

------.-

e (oPened... E. Hawkesbury .....
8kidad . . . . . . . . Grenville ..........sp, gae...·· ... ..
gpry V alley, 8.... ........
Steel' arbour . Tangier . ..
fiteaei ... ... . 0 o . ....

Tilbury, E.·. .s..
''.'•••................... ...

route.
Assa., W..... ........ ¡John Scott....... À of a mile.
Digby. . .. . ... N.S.! Chas. Harding.. . . 7 miles.
Beauce. ........ Q Jos. Poulin ...... None.
Portneuf........ Q. Ernest Vallee..... A few yards.
Yarmouth......N.S. J W. Reynard .... New round route

22 miles.
Oxford, N.R... .O. 'John Gunson .... j of mile.
NewWestmninster B.C. Jas. A. Tingley.... 50 yards.
Shelburne and

Queen's........N.S. Robt. G. Reynolds. None.
King's ....... N.B. J. B. Andrews..... ,,
Peterborough, E.R. .0. Wm. H. Taylor. . . New route, 16 m.

Portneuf........ Q. Louis Lesage...... 1 mile.
Victoria.........N.B. S. St. Amand...... 2 miles.
Rimouski ..... .... Q. .J. A. Thibault... .. None.
Beauce ........-.. Q. E. Lagueux.. ..... 2 niles.
Soulanges ........ Q. F. Brouillard .... 100) yards.

Quebec............ Q. F. Vaillancourt.. . None.

Lotbinière . ....... Q. Edmond Bernard.. ,
Joliette ..... .. .. Q. A. Robillard-, ..... miles.
Beauce.........Q. Jos. Labonte.. .. None.
Richelieu .... .. .Q. Arther Proulx ..... ,,
Gloucester.. .... N.B. John J. Hachey. .4 miles.
Lotbinière ......... Q. Geo. Olivier...... None.

Joliette ...... ... Q. M. Poirier, jr...... miles.
Bonaventure .... ..... Jeremie Pitre ... one.
St. Hyacinthe ..... Q. A. Girouard,...... ,,
Portneuf ...... .. Q. James Henchy.... 20 yards.
Perth, S. R ........ 0. Philip Carlin . i mile.
Beauce .... ........ Q. Barnaby Tanguay. 5 miles.
Champlain ......... Q. Ulric Ñault ....... i mile.
Terrebonne. ..... .Q. Jos. Lon gpre .. 2 acres.
Portneuf ........ Q. Victor Guertin.... 41 miles.
Beacue......... Q. Henri Roberge.... None.
Jacques Cartier .... Q. M. Libersat..... . 3miles.
Charlotte, N.B...N.B Mrs. Julia B ht.. miles.
Argenteuil......... Q Miss M. J. Rodger. Few yards.
Inverness ...... .N.S. Norman McLeod.. None.
Grey, N.R..........O 0Wm. Boal..... .. ,
Peterborough, E.R..O. John Westlake. .... New route16 mils.
Yale & Cariboo. .. B.C 1H. J. Turner...... None.
Quebec, E........Q. Louis C. Pelletier.. 1 mile.

Selkirk ......... M. Malcolm Doherty.. 7 miles.
Restigouche .. .. N.B. Jos. Johnson.
Carleton............O. J. Stanley. ...... 2
Algoma..........O. W. F. Fortune.... 35
Hants ........ N.S. Mrs. A. Nelson.... Nono
Gloucester.......N.B. Wm. McMahon... ,
Brandon.......... M. Wm. Shilson...... 10 miles.

Yale & Cariboo . .B.C. John McKay .. N.e.o. None
Prescott..... ...... 0. David Stephens, jr. Newroute3ls
Argenteuil ....... . Charlotte McLean.1None.
Burrard.......B.C. Robt. Tennant.... ,
Prince Edward, P.E.I. John A. Sudbury.. 2 miles.
Halifax..... .... N.S. John Hawes...... None.
Pontiac ............ Q. Jas. Craig....
Kent.... ....... O. Herbert H. Shaver. New route 18mls.
Yale & Cariboo . .B.C. Wm. T. Beadles... 500 yards.
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PosT OFFICES Established since 1st July, 1896, &c.-Continued.

Name of Post Office. Township or Parish.
Electoral Division

and
Province or Territory.

Shaw Brook ......... Moncton ........... Westmnoreland ... N.B.
Short Beach ... .... Yarmouth .......... Yarmouth . .... N.S.

Simard......
Smith's Corners .
.Spanish Ship Bay....-
Spuzzum ...... ....
Stonleigh (reopened) ..
Sussex Cor. (reopened).
South Greenwood . ..
South Kildare .....
'Seal Cove...........
Selwood ..............
Slocan.. .. ........
Stanchel..............
South Uniacke........
Sifton. . .........

Smithsville........
Slocan Junction ......
South River (reopened)
Sandy Bay. .......

Silcote ......... .
Smoky Falls... ....
Turtle River........

Torbrook, E........
'Thurlow. ............
Tofield ......... ....

Tagish Lake . . ....
Tantallon.............

Tusket Falls..........
Tamarisk.............

''horne's Cove........
Turgeon (now St. Ver-

onique) ............
Union Corner.........
Up New Harbour.....
Union Square .......
Up Grand Forks .....
Up Pockmouche......
Victoria Avenue.....
Valens (reopened). .. .

Viola Dale (reopened).

Violet Hill il
Vananda.............
Vancouver E. End (Sub

Office).............
Vinemount (reopened).
Valley River .........

Vancouver West End
(Sub Office).........

Vansickle...... ......
Visitation St. (Sub.

office) ...........
Wagerville. ..........
Whitwick (reopened)..
W ostok...............

Ouiatchouan .........
Litchfield ... ........
Liscomb ..............

Macauley .........
Sussex ........... ..
Aylesford ........
Lot 4.............
Douglas .... .....
Dalhousie.........

Lt67............
Uniacke ... .......
See. 36, Tp. 27, R. 20.

W. lst M. ... ....
Barrington ........

Inkerman ... ... ....
Sec. 4, Tp. 18. R. 9, W.

Ist MI ....... . ..
S denham............

ield..........
Sec. 28, Tp. 24, R. 16,

W.1ist m.....,..
Wilmot..........

Sec. 36, Tp. 50, R. 19,
W. 4th M ........

Yukon District.
Sec. 14, Tp. 18, R. 32,

W. lst M.. . ..
Yarmouth.. .........
Sec. 20, T 24, R. 23,

W. 1st .....
Granville.............

Turgeon .... .. ..
Lot 15................
W ilmot...............
Lunenburg............

Inkerman.... ........
Westmount...... ....
Beverley..............

Sec. 36, T. 14, R. 23,
W . 1st ...... ..

Mlmur..........

Vancouver City..
Saltfleet ... ......
Sec. 13, Tp. 26, R. 20,

W. lst M.... ......

Chicoutimi..... .
Pontiac..........
Guysborough .... N.S.
Yale & Cariboo . . B.C.
Ontario, N. R... O.
Kings. ... .... N.B.
Kings. . .. .... N.S.
Prince W......P.E.I.
Gaspe.......... Q.
Restigouche ..... N.B.
Yale & Cariboo..B.C.
Prince Edward.P.E.I.
Hants, N.S . . .N.S.

Maruette .... .... M.
Sh'lb rue & Qu'ns.N.S.
Yale & Cariboo . . B.C.
Gloucester ...... N. B.

Macdonald.... .... M.
Grey, N. R. .. .... 0.
Nipissing........ O.

Macdonald .... .M.
Annapolis. N.S.
Burrard.. B.C.

A lta ... ...........
N. W. Territory... ..

Assa, E .............
Yarmouth....... N.S.

Additional MilES
Postmaster. of

Mail Route.

David Garland.... None.
Geo. P. Bowers... Round route 23J

miles
Alfred Simard..... None.
Daniel Smith ... . i
Jacob Hartling.. . -
A. H. Coppen..... 100 yards.
Wm. MeGregor... . iNone.
Jennie O. Myles... 
A. Spinney........ s
Michael Quigley... 2 miles.
Thos. Holberlin... None.
John Goulett.. .. P
R. A. Bradshaw... of mile.
Angus A. NicholsonNone.
Robt. Irving...... 100 yards.

John Kennedy ..... of mile.
Harvey D. Smith.. None.
Martin Anderson.. 50 yards.
Francis F. Barry.. Reopened.

Wm. Geo. Gow.... None.
Jos. M. Ramsey... P
Antoine Peno. .. ., 8 miles.

Geo. W. Would. .. 9
Chas. Irving... ...
David Cook....... one.

Geo. Cookson......
D'Arcy E. Strick-

land ... ..... ..
Robt. M. Douglas..
Wentworth Brayne

Marquette ....... ,M. Jos. Hatcher ......
Annapolis ...... N.S. D. J. Riordan. ... .

Labelle.. .......
Prince, E......PE.
Guysborough ... .N.S.
Lunenbrg ...... N.S.
Yale & Cariboo...B. C.
Gloucester.. .... N.B.
Hochelaga..... .... Q.
Wentworth, N. a n d

Brant..... . ... 0.

Marquette.... .... M.
Simcoe, S. R.......0.
Burrard... ..... B.C.

Wentworth, S. R.. O.

Moise Mercier
Geo. Muttart. ..
Albert Sangster.
E. Hart Nichols.
Peter Wright . .
Wm. Walsh .......
E. H. Lawson......

1 mile.
New road route,

22 milee.
7 miles.
None.

16 miles.
2 s
New route, 9 m.

l 20J m.
None.
Reopened.
None.

Mrs.MaryA.Valens 2j miles.

Robt. Virtue ...... 7 s
Jos. Dickey........ None.
Mrs. Annie Forbes. i

John H. Woodward 1 mile.
J. R. Lane........ None.

Marquette ......... M. Jas. Kennedy. .. . Ji mile.

Vancouver City ....... Burrard .... ... B.C. D. J. McDonald . . 1 
Lake............. .... Hastings, N. R.. O. David Vansickle... None.

St. Mary's Div........
Hinchinbrook ....
Winslow...........
Sec. 22, Tp. 56, R. 18,

W. 4th M...... ....
Wa-Wa ......... .... Tnsurveyed.... .....
Webasgee ........... Bouthillier...... ....
W are................. W are........ ........

City of Montreal.. Q. Paul Couture.
Addington.......... Chas. Bal
Compton........Q. Malcohn McLeod.. 5 miles.

Alberta...............Theodor Nemyaski
Algoma.... ..... O. Jas. Mackie.
Wright.........Q. Nelson Hartman...
Dorchester..........Q. Jos. Chabot.......

4,,
48
None.

Il
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POST OFFIF.s Ëstablished since the 1st July, 1896-C-ontinue J.

Electoral Division Additional Miles
lqame of Post Office. Township or Parish. and i Postmaster. of

Provinces or Territory. Mail Route.

W. Tatamagouche .... Stirling... ........... Colchester........N.S. Chas. McEachren.. 3 miles.
Wild Oak ....... Sec. 26, T. 16, R. 9, 4

W. 1 .. .. .' .Macdonald.......M John Thompson... None.
Whites' Station ....... Godmanchester. Huntingdon.... .... Q. Wm. Watson...... 100 feet.
W est Fairview........ ... .... ............. Burrard......... B.C. James W ebster.... . 1 miles.
West Amherst .. ..... Amherst. ........ Cumberland..... N.S. Geo. Dickson.. . None.
Woodside..... ..... Cornwallis ...... .... Kings...........N.S. Geo. H. Whelan...
Wabigoon .... Unsurveyed ... ..... Algoma............0. C. J. Leitch..... mile.
Waterloo....'* ..................... Yale & Cariboo. .B.C. J. R. Hunnex. ... osed.
W n.Brooli Wilmot........ .,Annapolis......N. Parker F. Reagh.. None.
White Mu . . .... Sec. 16, Tp. 51, R. 25,

I W. 4th M.... ..... Alberta..... .. .. ... Angus McLeod.... 12 miles.
White's Settlement.... Dundas...... . ...... Kent... . .......N.B. Raphael Babineau.. None.
White Water........ ...... ............... Yale & Cariboo. .B.C. J. W. Bell.... .... Few yards.
Whitford. ........ Sec. 36, Tp. 56, R. 16, .

I W. 4th M.... .... Alberta............Arch. Whitford. .. None.
Wensley ....... ..... Miller.......... .. Addington..... ... . Fred. H. Wensley.. None.
Wakeha ... .. .... Sec. 2, Tp. 1, R. 5, W.

ist M .............. Lisgar...... .... M . R. C. Bayliss...... 16 miles.
Waltham Stn ........ Waltham..... . . ... Pontiac.......... .Q. VtlentineM.Mimee None.
Wardner .......... .................. Yale & Cariboo . .B.C. Frank McCabe.... 400 yards.
W. Port Clyde.. Barrington... .. .... Shelb'ne&Queen'sN.S. Zeph. Nickerson... None.
Winlaw (reopened).... Sec. 17, T 1, R. 30,

W 1st M . Assiniboia, E......... Archie K. Brown..
Waternish (reopened). St. Mary's... ..... . Guysborough.... .N.S. Alex. W. Fraser...
Windsor Forks . ...... Windsor....... ..... lHants........ N.S. 1Francis Palmer...,
Wekt Head..... ...... Barrington ........... Shelb'ne&Queen'sN.S. Jumes G. Smith. ..

Willow Range........ Sec. 212, T . 11, R. 4,
W. 1st .... .... .. Macdonald........M. Robt. G. Miller. .. i mile.

Walsh ................ Sec. 35, Tp. il, R. 1,
I W. 4th M ........ Assiniboia, W ....... Chas. D. Strong. ..

Ymir .......... .................... 'Yale & Cariboo . .B.C. John McLeod...... 400 yards.
Young's Cv.e... Johnston.............. Sunbury&Queen'sN. B. Lorenzo D. Ferris . 50 9

SCHOOL LANDS IN MA.NITOBA. possession of all the facts connected with
the administration of the school fund in

MOTION. Manitoba in view of the probability that
lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL this House will again be asked this session

moved :-- to deal with that question in the way of ad-
That an humble Address be presented to His Ex vances. Those who have paid any attention

ellency the Goveror General; prayig that His to the proceedings of the local legislature ofcXellency will cause t- be laid before th Senate :-ert . •a .
1. The numnber of acres of land set apart for the Manitoba will understand precisely what 1

purpose of education in the province of Manitoba and' mean by the remarks I have made. The
th 'North-west Territories, respectively, under au- uestion there has been discussed, and fur-

section 23..hriy of chapter 54, Revised Statutes of Canada, 9 hread r oh aeo h oen
2eto 23 ther demands are to be made on the govern-
» The numlber of acres sold in Manitoba and the mNorth-west Territries, the amount received inpy ment of the Dominion in reference to these

nient therefor, and the amount now due thereon. pay lands, one of which is the total surrender of
3 The total sum now at the credit of said fund held all the lands set apart for school purposes toby the Domninion of Canada, how invested, and the

rate of interest paid thereon. the government of Manitoba, who claim that
i4n The amount advanced out of said principal sum they can manage the lands much better and

aid of education in the province of Manitoba and more economically in the interest of thethe North-weet Terri tories.. cschool fund than it can be administered by5 . The sum recouped to the said principal out of the
P d aof the sale of lands set apart for the purpose the Dominion Government. There may be
Of education, and the amount now due to said prici- some truth in the contention of the Manitoba

6. And all correspondence relating to any further Government in this respect. There may be

anaxxo or advances out of said school fund, either to other and very serious reasons why the con-
or the North-west Council- cessions asked for should not be granted.

le said :-My reason for asking for this However, that is not a question that I pro-
information is that the Senate may be in pose to discuss now. My sole object is to
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have the Senate in full possession of all the
facts connected with the administration of

-the school lands since they were set apart
for school purposes.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is no objection
to the return being brought down, but I
have just been handed a return from the
Department of the Interior which I think
covers nearly all the ground. It is a sup-
plementary return to an address of the
Senate dated 31st March, 1898, for a state-
ment of the quantity of lands allotted in the
province of Manitoba, the quantity of land
sold and the prices at which sold, the
amount received on account, the amount
still due to the government, the manner in
which this fund is invested and administered,
the amount already paid to the province of
Manitoba, how nmuch on capital, if any, how
much on interest ; the amount still at the
credit of the province, whether capital or
interest; the date of payment in each case,
and also papers, &c., relating thereto up to
date. It is a very large return. It was
moved for by the hon. senator from Mani-
toba and I think covers all the information
asked for. If there is any point that it
does not cover, I shall he very glad to see
that it is brought down at the earliest
possible date.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
This does not include anything since the
return was moved for last year.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, there has been, I
think a sale since that time.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No, there has
been no sale.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
will look through the return and see what
further information is required.

THE LIGHTING OF PARLIAMENT
BUILDINGS.

INQUIRY.

Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL rose to
inquire

1. What was the total average amount paid to the
Ottawa Gas Co., per annum, for lighting the varions
Goverument buildings, during the three years ending
1898?

2. What is the total cost per annum, by the present
systeni of lighting ?

3. Were tenders called for lighting the various
buildings by either gas or electricity? To what com-
pany was the contract for lighting awarded ?

4. What is the total number and power of inean-
descent electric lights, now installed in all the public
buildings in Ottawa, and cost of installation, includ-
ingwirng and all other apparatus?

5. What is the number and power of electric lights
operated by the Government electric light plant, and
annual cost of the same during the three years ending
1898 ?

6. What is the original cost and present value of
all Government electrical plant and boilers in the
public buildings in Ottawa? How many nien are
employed to operate them ?

7. Were tenders called for the wiring of any or all
the Government buildings in Ottawa and the supply
of all electrical appliances necessary for the sane ?
From whom were offers received and what were the
respective amounts of such offers ?

8. How was the parliamentary appropriation of$75,000 for extending the Government lighting plant,
and the purchase of certain punps for fire purloses,
expended ? What are the items of such expenditure,
and to whom paid ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The return is as fol-
lows :-

The total average amount paid per year for lighting
the public buildings, Ottaw a, for the last three years,
ending 1898, was $24,759.84 up to the commencement
of the new contract in March 1898; the cost of sup-
plying current for electric lighting from the govern-
ment dynamo station representing an average of
$8,484 per year and the average amount paid to the
Gas company having been for each year $16,275.84,
the rotal yearly expenditure having been as follows:

Paid to Gas Co. for 1895-96 .... $16,659 95
Cost of Govt. Dynamo Station. 8,262 43

- 824,922 38

Paid to Gas Co. for 1896-97... .$13,364 10
Cost of Govt. Dynamo Station. 8,181 55

-- $21,545 65

Paid to Gas Co. for 1897-98... .814,714 43
Cost of Govt. Dynamo Station,

9 months, July to March.. 6,887 95
---- $21,602 33

2. The total cost per annum is $2.25 per light of 16
c. p. the number of lights are 6,063 or $13,641.75 per
year.

3. No tenders were called for, the contract was
awarded to the Ottawa Electric Company.

4. The total number of incandescent lights now
installed in all the public buildings in Ottawa, is as
follows :-

5,012 lights of 16 c. p. each.
27 9 32
35 t 50 

960 i 10
3 Arc lights average 1,200 c. p. each ; equal in all

6,063 16 c. p). lamps.
Cost of installation, including wiring and all other

apparatus, 827,803.21.
5. There were 1,334 16 c. p. lamps; 17 32 c. p.

lamps ; 55 50 c. p. lamps, and 3 Arc lamps, equal
in all to 1,765 16 c.p. lamps. The annual cost of
operating the eleectrié plant was $8,484, equal to
$4.80 per light per year.

6. The use of the electric plant in question, was
done away with, when the present contract was en-
tered into. There is nobody employed now in con-
nection with it. The original cost of the plant was
$16,192, and the present value is about 85,500-six
men were employed to operate said plant.
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7. Tenders were not called for, but the offer of
Mesurs. Ahearn & Soper to do the wiring was accept-
ed. The Chief Architect having reported that their
offer was a fair and reasonable one.

8. The appropriation of $75,000 was expended as
follows:-

Ahearn & Soper, pumps. . ........... $
II Il m otor........... .....

Cunningham Bros., tiles...... ........
A. K. Mille & Son, cement. . .. ..
The E. Cavanagh Co., fire-proof doors..

J. W e I o. iron pipe, hose, etc.
.W. Pyke &L Co., le ilGutta-Percha & Rubber Man. Co., hose

racks, etc. .............. . . ...
Thos. Lawson castings...... .. ......
Law Bros. &o.,T. McAvity & Sons, hardware .........
Sundries-sand, stone, plaster, hair, pig

lead, tar, express, freight, cartage, etc.
Labour-laying enlarged supply pipes

fron Wellington St., delivery pipes
and hydrants in buildings and layng
foundations for pumps. ........... .

Installation of Electric Light-
Ahearn & Soper, wiring . .. ...... $
Côté & Coursolles, key sockets and

switches ............. ..........
J. A. Deerivières & Co., lumber....
J. A. Parr, lumber .. .. ... ......
Royal Electric Co., meters .........

3

38,925 00
28500
60000
419 10
22000

2,752 98
2,318 40

325 35
349 95
172 96
219 00

1,071 65

14,704 00

D62,363 39

10,770 (0

575 46
510 36
511 00
212 00

12,578 82
P'ecapitulation-

Fire protection.. ........... 62,363 39
Electric light..... .... ....... 12,578 82

Total expenditure..... S 74,942 21

PROPOSED PACIFIC CABLE
BETWEEN CANADA

AND AUSTALIA.

MOTION.

]ROn. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL
Inoved:

That an humble Addres be presented to His Excell-
ency the Govern*r General ; praying that His Excell-lcy will cause to be laid before the Senate, copies of
the su pondence and communications bearing upon
O subject of the proposed Pacifie Cable betweenbfada and the Australian Colonies, not already laid

ment Pariament, together with a copy of the agree-
ient entered into between Her Majesty's Govern-daenand the Eaatern Extension Company, bearingtethe28th day of October, 1893, granting to that
IK Pany exclusive rights to land a cable in Hong

On .lsthe reports of the Imperial Commission
betwensubject of the laying of a submarine cable'e"n Canada and Austrahia.

ltae said :-When I placed this motion on
the notice paper, the government had notthosn announced its policy in connection with
donegreat enterprise. They have howeverd 80 since it has been on the notice paper,
and have come to the conclusion that it isbotter not to proceed with the discussioncf the question at the present moment. I13

have no desire whatever to say one word
which would interfere with the negotiations,
or have a tendency in that direction, for the
construction of the cable. I express my very
great gratification at the course the govern-
ment have taken in connection with it, and
as the whole subject may be brought under
the notice of the Senate, when a discussion
will necessarily follow the proposal which
has been made by the government, with the
consent of the House I would withdraw the
motion for the present, leaving the discussion
until the Bill is brought before the Senate
granting a certain subsidy in order to aid
the Australian Colonies and England in the
construction of the work. Other facts have
transpired since I placed this motion on the
notice paper, which will be of interest to
Canada as a whole, and with it we can
deal more fully when the proper time
arrives for the discussion of this question.

The motion was withdrawn.

THE FRANCHISE ACT.
MOTION.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL
moved :

That an humble address be presented to His Excel-
lency the Governor General ; praying that His
Excellency will cause to be laid upon the Table of the
Senate, copies of all correspondence between the gov-
ernment of Canada, or any member thereof, and the
government of any of the provinces of the Dominion,
relative to amendments to the Franchise Act of said
provinoe or provinces having for their objects the
giving the right of appeal to a judge by any voter for
redress whose name may have been omitted from a
voters' liat, either by accident or design ; and for the
striking off from the votera' liât the nane or names of
persons improperly placed thereon.

He said :-I put a somewhat similar in-
quiry some'little time ago upon the paper in
connection with this subject. The answer I
received from the Minister of Justice was
that he did not know whether any corres-
pondence had taken place. Secondly, when
the question was repeated a few days after-
wards his reply was that representations had
been made to the provinces. When I asked
for further information as to the nature of
the replies received, the answer was " You
did not ask that question, consequently I an
not in a position to answer it." The Sonate
I think will consider it rather singular-I
will not say evasive, because probably that
would be considered unparliamentary, that
the head of a department, from whom re-
presentations of this kind must necessarily
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be sent, should not be prepared to say, with-
out a formal motion, whether correspondence
had taken place and whether answers had
been received to such correspondence. I can
readily understand that he might say "I an
not prepared to lay that correspondence upon
the table, be cause the House has not asked
for it." Hence my reason for asking whether
the correspondence had taken place, what
answer had been received, and what is
Jikely to follow. Those of us who were
present during the discussion of the Fran-
-chise Bill will remember very well the
:strong position taken by the great majority
of this House in favour of an appeal being
allowed to the judges,. in those provinces
where no appeal is allowed under the pro-
vincial law, against any fraudulent acts on
the part of those who prepared the voters'
lists, or who might, through accident and
without any design at all, leave names off
which should be on, and place names on of per-
sons who should not be on. We know we
have this right in Ontario, and we have it
in one or two of the other provinces, and it is
a right that I think ought to prevail in all
the provinces. What I desire to know now,
is, what action the government bas taken
upon this, to my mind, very important ques-
tion.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not think that
the answer I gave the hon. gentleman the
other day is open to the criticism which the
hon. gentleman has made. The hon. gen-
tleman put me a question. I told him I
would inquire. The hon. gentleman assumes
that if there was any communication upon
the subject, it must necessarily be a commu-
nication to myself as head of the Justice
Department. That does not follow at all.
It is not necessarily a legal question of a
-character that ought to originate, or be com-
municated to a government of one of the
iprovinces by the Minister of Justice. * In
fact, strictly and constitutionally speaking,
the only organ of official communication
with the provincial governments is my hon.
friend beside me, the Secretary of State.
As I understood the hon. gentleman when
he put the question, the statement bad been
made, when the Franchise Act was under
-discussion in the other House, by the Prime
Minister that he would communicate with
the governments or with the Prime Min.
isters of the provinces where a different rule
prevailed. I made inquiry of the Prime

Minister whether any such communication
had taken place, and I mentioned to my
bon. friend the answer which I received.
When he asked me what reply had been
received from the local governments I was
not in a position to answer him, because
that not having been embraced in his ques-
tion, I did not ask the Prime Minister
whether any answer had been received in
reply to any communication which he may
have made, nor can I say to the hon. gentle-
man whether any such answer has been re-
ceived yet. I may say to the hon. gentleman
that, as I understand it at this moment, there
are but two provinces to which his criticism
would apply: that is the province of Nova
Scotia and the province of New Brunswick.
In the province of Nova Scotia there is, I
believe, an appeal to the sheriff, and in the
province of New Brunswick there is no
appeal at all. That, my hon. friend says, is
not a satisfactory state of things. That
may be so, but so far as the province of
Nova Scotia is concerned, it is a condition
that bas existed ever since confederation.
I will make inquiry, and if there is any cor-
respondence to be brought down I have no
doubt it will be submitted. I am not
aware of what the nature of the correspon-
dence is, whether there is any official corres-
pondence or whether it was an informal and
private correspondence between the Prime
Minister and some local authorities in the
Atlantic provinces.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
do not desire to prolong this discussion, but
I must protest against even the supposition
for a moment that there can be a private
correspondence upon a publid question of
this kind, affecting as it does, the fran-
chise of a whole province. We have
had a little too much of that. On one
of the most important questions dis-
cussed for the last quarter of a cen
tury, which bas affected and agitated the
whole country, we are told that there was
no public correspondence, that it was all
private. Those who know anything of the
constitutional history of our country would
fail to find a parallel to the statements made
upon questions of this kind. I can under-
stand private communications existing be-
tween the government, or any member of it,
and a foreign country upon a question as to
which it is not in the interest of the country
that the fact should be made known ; but
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private correspondence between the Premier,
or any member of the Dominion Govern-
ruent, and a provincial government upon a
question which has been discussed in Parlia-
ment, a question also which the Senate gave
Way upon, strongly though it felt upon the
subject, upon the pledge of the Premier and
of the members representing the govern-
ment in this House that communications
should take place with a view to impress
Upon the minds of these local governments,
the propriety and necessity, in order to meet
the views of the senators who surrendered-
if I may use the expression-their own views
Upon that question, and that we should be
told at this day, that it is likely to be
a private correspondence, is someting novel.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-I have no recollection
of what occurredin the House of Commons at
the time, but I know in this House the hon.
gentlemen opposite pressed strongly that
some representations should be made to the
Province of Nova Scotia particularly for an
apPeal to the judge. While we did not give
any undertaking we certainly said we would
Call their attention to it. I spoke to Mr.
?ielding and some other gentlemen from
Nova Scotia about it, and their answer was
that there had never been any complaint,
there bad never been any pretence of inter-
ference, that the province was satisfied with

e decisions made by the sheriff, and that
they did not consider there should be any
further appeal, as there was no complaint.
eobody said that any voter had been de-
Prived of his rights in consequence of there
being no appeal to the judge. The people
there should be the best judges of what their
'ght Were and whether they had been at

4ny timae disfranchised or deprived cf their
rights by the action of the sheriff. The
aPPeal is to the sheriff.

ion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
e are not discussing that point.

Ion. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
sys we have not taken the measures we
ought to have taken in order to force on the
province Of Nova Scotia a new system of
ColuPiling the voters' list.

on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
o not take that point. The point is, the

gentlean made a promise and I want
n kow whether he has fulfilled it.18

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We made no promise.
We said we would call their attention to it.
We have no power over them.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Did the hon. gentleman do it?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I understand the
answer given by the Minister of Justice
was that the Prime Minister had written to
somebody in Nova Scotia, but ail I can say
is that the ministers representing the pro-
vince said there was no complaint and no-
body down there wanted it. Why should
you press it if nobody wanted it 1 They
know their business better than we do.
We were adopting the provincial franchise
and following their lists. If there proved
to be any abuse. there, we should use our
influence, but if they answer and say there
is no abuse and no one wants to revise the
rols, my hon. f riend does not pretend to say
it is our duty to force upon them, by any
argument we should use, to change the law.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
My hon. friends did not adopt their fran-
chise, because they made an amendment to
to it. And in the next place I was not
arguing the propriety or impropriety of it.
The Senate took a certain position and the
House of Commons asked us to recede from
it, and we receded from it on a distinct
pledge that the government would call the
attention of the Government of the Provinces
to the question of giving the right of appeal
to a judge. Did they do so and so Let us
have the correspondance and know what the
answer is.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Has the hon. gentle-
man the observations that were made at the
timel

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I read them here the -ther day. You will
find them in the Debates.

The motion was agreed to.

GROSS RECEIPTS AND WORKING
EXPENSES OF THE INTER-

COLONIAL RAILWAY.

MOTION.

The Order of the Day being called:
That an humble Address be presented to His

Excellency the Governor General, praying that His
Excellency will cause to be laid before the Senate a
return showing the gross receipts and working ex-
penses of the Intercolonial Railway between Montreal
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and Chaudière, from lst March, 1898, to lst March,
1899.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY said :--Owing to the
unavoidable absence of the Hon. Mr. Wood,
he requested me to make this motion for
him to-day.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am advised by Mr.
Schreiber, the Deputy Minister of Railways,
that the Intercolonial Railway is not worked
in sections, but as a whole, and the accounts
are not kept in that way, and it is not pos-
sible to make a return showing the gro@s
receipts and working expenses of the Inter-
colonial Railway between Montreal and the
Chaudière.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Hear! bear!

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is not kept in sec-
tions.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The hon. gentleman means to say that they
do not do it, not that they have no way of
doing it. It is a very convenient answer.

THE SPEAKER-Does the hon. gentle-
man press the motion i

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Yes.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It cannot be brought
down.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
hon. gentleman can lay that on the table.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, I would be glad
to lay that on the table.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It will be rather un-
usual to press a motion after the House is
informed that the government is not in a
position to give the information.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Well, that is what
I accepted.

FREIGHT FOR EUROPE VIA THE
INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr..PERLEY, in the absence of
Hon. Mr. Wood, moved :

That an humble Address be presented to His Ex-
cellency the Governor General; praying that His
Excellency will cause to be laid before the Senate, a
return showing quantity of freight carried over the
Interoolonial Railway from Montreal to Halifax for
shipment to Europe, during the winter 1898 and 1899.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is no objection
to the address.

The motion was agreed to.

WORKING EXPENSES OF I.C.R.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY, in the absence of
Hon. Mr. Wood, moved

That au humble Address be presented to His Ex-
cellency the Governor General ; praying that His
Excellency will cause to be laid before the Senate, a
return showing the gross receipts and working ex-
penses of the Intercolonial Railway, each month,
from lst July, 1898, to date.

Also, the gross receipts and working expenses of
the Intercolonial Railway for the same months of the
preceding year.

He said :-I might say, although I have
no idea with what motive the hon. gentle-
man placed these motions on the paper here,
so far as I am concerned I think it is very
proper at the present time that information
should be given to the Senate as to the work-
ing and management of the Intercolonial
Railway, in view of the fact that additions
are to be made to that work by the purchase
of the Drummond County Railway, and that
negotiations are going on with reference to
the purchase of the Canada Eastern Rail-
way in New Brunswick. Before any of
these bargains or negotiations are concluded,
the country should know how the Intercolo-
nial Railwayis managed-whetherit is a pay-
ing concern or not. So far as I am individu-
ally concerned, I am opposed to the govern-
mentundertaking towork railways whenthey
do not pay, and create a deficit in tha pub-
lic treasury, In the North-west we have to
pay for the transportation of our produce to
market on a proper financial basis, and if
the Intercolonial Railway was worked in
the same way the deficit so aften spoken of
would not occur. Therefore it is of great
importance to have information relative to
the working of that road, and the freight
charges, I would add, if I were moving on
my own account, to see how they compare
with the rate on roads over which I have
to pay freight, because if the rates are not
sufficient to pay the expenses of the trans-
portation of the goods, there is no reason
why the government should increase the
mileage of that road and increase the
expense and the deficits which will accrue
to the country by so doing,

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I make no objection
to the motion of the hon. gentleman, but
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when he says that the Intercolonial Railway
is to be run exactly as one of the railways in
the North-west Territories that are in private
bands, he is undertaking to apply to the
Intercolonial Railway a rule that bas never
been applied to it since it was first opened.
The hon. gentleman knows that the geo-
graphical position of the Intercolonial Rail-
way is peculiar, and no doubt if the parties
having charge of the road were to undertake
to apply the rule which the hon. gentleman
has mentioned they would find themselves
very soon without a traffic, and I think they
would find the representatives from the
Maritime Provinces, both in the House of
Commons and this House, in opposition to
that view. There is no doubt whatever that
the Intercolonial Railway is run on condi-
tions, both as to freight and passengers, that
are advantageous to the section of couitry
in which the road lies. The hon. gentleman
Says that if the road does not pay it is highly
improper to undertake to extend it, because
We are simply increasing the loss which we
sustain. I do not take the hon. gentleman's
view. I think that the extension of the
Intercolonial Railway westward to Montreal,
a great distributing commercial centre, will
Prove advantageous to the road. The returns
Which the hon. gentleman bas moved for
will go to establish that fact, and in my
Opinion the Intercolonial Railway is to-day
,i at least as prosperous a condition as it has
ever been in at any period in its history.
When the returns which the hon. gentleman
hamoved for are submitted te the House
he will see that there is no reason for taking
a gloomy view of the situation of the Inter-
colonial Railway. There bas been a new
commercial departure in the mana2ement
of the institution, and the extension of it to
Montreal bas opened to it a future more
prosperous, in my opinion, than any that
has hitherto characterized its history.

lon. Mr. BOULTON-I wouldjust draw
attention to the fact that tha train inileage
earnings of the Intercolonial Railway are7 8cents, and the train mileage earnings of
the Canadian Pacific Railway are $1.43.
That is to say, the rates that the people in
the North-west have to bear to convev their
traflc to the seaboard amount to $143, the
Profits on which go to a private company;
While the train mileage on the Intercolonial
Railway, 78 cents, is regarded by the gov-
ernment as satisfactory, that, being a nati-

onal road, we are not called upon to run it
on the ,same lines that the people in the
other parts of the country have to submit to

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-Hear, hear!

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-My hon. friend
from the Maritime Provinces says, "hear,
hear." I can quite understand the view on
which the hon. gentleman says, " Hear,
hear," that he wants to get the thing done
just as cheaply as possible; at the same time,
I do not know that it is an honest policy to
place a burden on one portion of the com-
munity in order to lighten it for themeelves.
I do not think that is a basis on which we
could agree to manage public affairs or to
carry on the legislation of the country. There
are two things that operate in train mileage
earnings, one is the excellence of the road
bed which will enable it to carry large trains
and a greater amount of traffic with one
train. Then there is another thing, and
that is the rates which are charged. I have
always heard it claimed for the Intercolonial
Railway that it is one of the best built lines
on the continent of America. I have heard
that statement made and I have always
understood that that is a claim that is put
forth by the people of Canada on behalf of
the Intercolonial Railway. If that is the
case, there should be no reduction in the
train mileage earnings as compared with
other roads in the country in regard to the
Intercolonial Railway, and therefore we can
only suppose that the reduction in train
mileage earnings is, to a large extent, due
to the lower freight rates that are charged
on that road than are charged on the Can-
adian Pacific Railway or Grand Trunk Rail-
way. I do not see why one part of the
population should be supported at national
expense and become a charge on the rest of
the community. The hon. leader of the gov-
ernment said, in reply to the mover of the
resolution, that it was carried on on the
same basis as it had always been-that it
was treated as a national road and, being a
national road, it was not called on to do
more than pay its running expenses. I
regret to say it lias not even, as a general
rule, paid its running expenses. That it is
in a little better state now, I believe is the
case. It used to be as far behind as six or
seven hundred thousand dollars. This year
it was behind only $138,000. It was
brought up by the Minister of Railways
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and Canals in the late government to a de-
ficit of only $20,000, but it seems to be
going back now. I am not prepared to
concide with the hon. leader of the govern-
ment when he says that it bas been custom-
ary to consider the Intercolonial Railway as a
national road to be supported by the people
irrespective of its commercial attributes at
all. A new system might fairly be inaugura-
ted on behalf of the whole country in order to
make this Intercolonial Railway a better pay-
ing institution. So far as it is being brought
into the city of Montreal, a great commer-
cial metropolis, I can see no objection so
long as the road is run on a commercial
basis. If it was projected further, to the
city of Ottawa, and this city made the head-
quarters of the Intercolonial Railway, so
much the better, and if in the course of time
it could make connections and find its way
where competition is necessary in the great
North-west, I would have no objection. If
you can run the Intercolonial Railway
up to the North-west on the saine basis that
you run the Intercolonial Railway in the
east, we will hold up both hands for the ex-
tension of the Intercolonial Railway.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-It seem extraor-
dinary that when the question was put by
the hon. gentleman for Wolseley (Mr. Per-
ley) he was answered by the Secretary of
State that it was impossible to separate the
receipts and gross expenses of that portion
of the road-that it could not be done, and
in reply to a subsequent question put by the
same hon. gentleman, the hon. leader of
this House said : " It will be found on inves-
tigation that that portion of the road is a
paying portion of the road." Now, how we
can get at that decision without an investi-
gation of the receipts and gross earnings of
that particular portion of the road, I cannot
understand. It seems to me that the two
objections cannot co-exist.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not think it is
so difficult to understand. It may be that the
accounts of the Intercolonial Railway are
kept in such a way that the expenses and
receipts of the section between Montreal and
Chaudière cannot be separated from those of
the remainder of the road, but at the same
time it may be perfectly true that the exten-
sion of the road from Chaudière to Montreal
is known to have increased the business of
the road, as it undoubtedly bas. I under-

stood the hon. leader of the House to say
that the returns show that since the
extension to Montreal the financial results
of the working of the road have been
more satisfactory than they were before.
That seems to be not a very difficult thing
to understand. The hon. gentleman from
Shell River (Mr. Boulton) referred to the
difference between the train mileage of the
Canadian Pacific Railway and the Inter-
colonial Railway. I should like to ask the
hon. gentleman if he does not think the
difference might arise because there is a
larger traffic over the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way than over the Intercolonial Railway?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-That does not
make any difference. A train will carry 25
or 30 cars, just in proportion to the amount
that is put on that train, and the rates
charged for it are the cost of operation.

Hon. Mr. POWER-But if the train
carries a valuable load, the returns must be
greater than if the train carries a compara-
tively light load. In the past the trains of
the Intercolonial Railway have not been as a
rule heavily laden, and it must be borne in
mind that while the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way, or a portion of it, runs through the
western country, a very large portion of it
runs through the most thickly peopled por-
tions of the province of Ontario, and it is
difficult to make comparisons by simply
taking an isolated fact like the train mile-
age. It is a subject which deserves discus-
sion,and it is possible that later in the session
we shall have a discussion which will show
the exact facts.

The motion was agreed to.

SANITARY CONDITION OF THE
YUKON.

NOTICE OF MOTION.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.) gave
notice that he would, on Friday next ask the
government if any steps have been taken to
improve the sanitary condition of Dawson
City, on the Yukon. He said :-Perhaps the
Minister of Justice can answer the question
now. There is a great deal of sickness at
Dawson City and bas been all winter. I
trust the government will not allow things
to go on as they have been going on
recently.
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THIRD READING.

Bill (A) " An Act for the relief of David
Stock "-(Hon. Mr. Aikins).

The Senate then adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, 26th April, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

EXTENSION OF TIME FOR PRE-
SENTING PETITIONS.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD, from the Com-
Inittee on Standing Orders and Private Bills,
Presented their seventh report, recommend-
ing an extension of the time for receiving
Petitions for private bills and introducing
private bills, and moved its adoption.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not oppose the
adoption of the report, but I think it should
be adopted with the distinct understanding
that the time shall not be any further ex-
tended. This should be a final extension.
We have come to the conclusion, during
various sessions, that some rule of the kind
should be adopted, and it is really time to
adopt it now.

lon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Very
"nportant bills might come up later and we
ceuld suspend the rules, but that is for the
]Fouse to adopt afterwards.

The motion was agreed to.

LOTTERIES IN QUEBEC PROVINCE.

INQUIRY.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL gave
"Otice that he would to-morrow:

I.nquire, in view of the number of petit'ons com-
uaimng of the evils arising out of the operations ofOteries organized and carried on in the city cf

orealunder the plea of having been leqally incor-
Porated under section 205 of t he Crimnal Code,
*hether it is the intention of the government to intro-
bluce Ineasures providing for the su pression of gam-

.1g by the means of lottery, and to make any in.
Penent of the law in that particular punishable
fine and imprisonment?

thle said :-Can the hon. gentleman answer
at question now ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I can answer my hon.
friend that we are preparing a measure for
that very object at the present time.

REDUCTION OF CITY POST
OFFICES.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL rose
te:

Ask the government, whether the Postmaster Gen-
eral has, during the past year, or at any other time,
reduced any city post office to that of a town office,
as was done on the plea of economy in the case of the
city of Belleville, namely: the cities of Toronto,
Hamilton, London, Ottawa, Windsor, Montreal,
Quebec, Fredericton, St. John, Halifax, Charlotte-
town and Victoria? If not, why have not thcse
cities which the public accounts show, as set forth in
a tabular statement to be found at page 211 of the
official reports of the debates of the Senate of the 14th
March, 1898, cost a greater percentage of the revenue
collected to perform the duties of said offices, than did
that of Belleville reduced?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The Postmaster Gen-
eral bas placed an answer to the hon. gentle-
mans question in the following statement:

It does not appear to the Postmaster
General that the conditions applicable to the
Belleville post office, when placed upon a
percentage basis, find a parallel in connection
with any other city post office. The cost of
the Belleville office appeared excessive, and
likely to increase, owing to the provisions of
the Civil Service Act, which contemplated
increases in salaries; and the staff having
been but a comparatively brief period upon
the civil service list, the cost to the country
of retiring them. and thus effecting consitier-
able economy, .was not excessive.

With the exception of Windsor, the other
offices on a city basis were either in cities of
a very considerable population, or provincial
capitals, or otherwise so circumstanced as
not to call for similar action. Windsor
being a border town, opposite Detroit, bas
been utilized in connection with the exchange
of mails between the United States and
Canada, so that the revenue of that office
does not fully indicate the work done there.
Nevertheless, the Postmaster General did, at
that point, reduce the staff by retiring cer-
tain of them under the provisions of the
Civil Service Superannuation Act.

There has also been a reduction in the
staff at Charlottetown and Fredericton.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Tbe
statement which my hon. friend has just read
is precisely what I anticipated, but it does
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not answer the question which I put. It
gives reasons why certain offices have not
been reduced like another, but the plea upon
which the Belleville office was reduced from a
city to a town office was that of economy, and
it is shown by the tabular statement to which
I referred, that all the other offices are in a
worse position than that of Belleville. The
fact that they are differently situated can
make no difference, if the plea of economy
is the basis upon which these reductions are
to take place. I think if my hon. friend had
said that, with one or two exceptions, the
constituencies in which these different offices
are situated are represented by supporters
of the government, and Belleville is repre-
sented by an opponent, he would have come
nearer the truth than the explanation, or
the excuse, which has been given for the
course which has been pursued.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think I have given
exactly the truth in the statement I have
read to the House. My hon. friend and I
discussed this question last session. My
hon. friend has not asked why certain other
offices were not put upon the footing of
Belleville. For instance, Brantford was not
put on the footing of post offices in the large
cities, although Brantford, if I recollect
rightly, yields a larger revenue than Belle-
ville. Then there was Stratford. My hon.
friend did not put Stratford in the position
that he put Belleville. My hon. friend did
not put Chatham in the positiòn in which he
put Belleville. There are several cities
which in population are at least equal to
Belleville and in the revenue derived con-

'siderably in excess of Belleville, and yet
these were not treated by my hon. friend
opposite, when he had control of public
affairs, in the same way that he treated
Belleville. If the objection made by the
hon. gentleman had force then, it would
have equal force in favour of those other
cities which I have mentioned as it has in
the case of Belleville. The truth is, as the
Postmaster General has pointed out, London,
with a population of nearly 40,000 ; Toronto,
with a population of over 200,000, and the
city of Quebec, with a population of 60,000,
do not stand on the same footing as Belle-
ville, but those other cities which I have
mentioned do, and if there was anything to
be said in favour of putting Belleville upon
the footing of the large cities, there was an
equally strong argument in favour of doing

so in the case of the other minor cities,
where an equal revenue was obtained. Now,
my hon. friend did not insist on putting
them up-he did not put them up when he
had the opportunity. The Postmaster Gen-
eral has simply put Belleville in with the
class of cities to which Belleville may be
fairly said to belong.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
There is one little misapprehension under
which the hon. gentleman labours. All the
places mentioned have never been made city
post offices. Chatham and the other places
to which my hon. friend refers have always
been treated as town offices.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend may
call them towns, but Chatham is a city,
Stratford is a city.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
When were they made cities ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-They have been cities
for some time.

Hon. Mr. CASGRAIN-Is Chatham a
city i

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-But
never city post offices.

THE MOVEMENT OF POPULATION.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Before the Orders
of the Day are called, I should like to direct
the attention of the government to a para-
graph which appears in a newspaper pub-
lished in one of the Maritime Provinces with
respect to the exodus f rom those provinces
to the United States. I was somewhat
surprised to observe in the papers from that
part of the country lately that large numbers
are leaving-in some cases whole families-
to make their homes in the United States.
In the paper which I have before me lists of
names of persons who are leaving the couut-
try are given. I am all the more surprised
at this when I remember the reference made
in the Speech from the Throne to the in-
crease of immigration into Canada under the
present government in such marked contrast
to the exodus which went on under the re-
cent administration. When I heard that
paragraph read by His Excellency I was
pleased to know that the exodus had stopped
and that our own people were likely to re-
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main in Canada. But for the last six weeks
I have seen in almost every issue of the
papers from the Maritime Provinces that a
large number of people are leaving those pro-
vinces to go to the United States. This is
a matter of surprise to me, because I did not
expect, under the present administration, an
exodus could exist. I am aware that under
the recent administration there was a con-
siderable exodus, but that could be accounted
for by the fact that the hon. gentlemen then
in opposition were very different from the
hon. gentlemen now in opposition. The
hon. gentlemen in opposition now are patri-
otic. They are not running down the
country and saying it is a hard place to live
in. They approve of the tariff, but the
other gentlemen who preceded them in
Opposition were always complaining of the
tariff and the railway freight rates, and the
fact that the country, the North-west Terri-
tories particularly, was a barren waste, the
home of the wolf and the bear, and that the
Canadian Pacific Railway would never pay
for the grease required to grease the axles of
the trains. Under the present condition of
things, I am somewhat surprised to find that
an exodus is going on and that the people
are not satisfied to live in this country under
the administration of the present govern-
ment. That is to be deplored, because it is
a mnisfortune to see the young men of Canada,
who have been brought up in the country
and know how to work and make an inde-
pendent living, leaving the country to be-
cOmfe citizens of the neighbouring republic,
While we are paying large sums of money to
'nport the paupers of other countries, who
cannot possibly miake good citizens. Many
of them are an undesirable class of people.
The Galicians cost the country a consider-
able sum to get them here and to keep them
after they came. They have a very de-
graded idea of humanity and Christianity.
They are a class of people who believe that a
inan may kill his wife if she does not happen
to suit him, and two of these men are yw
under sentence of death for murder in
Manitoba. It is said, from the evidence
of those men themselves, that when they
went to the place where they committed the
mnurder for a small sum, one man asked who
'w48 in the house and where the wife was.
nhe man said his wife was away-that she
had left him. He was asked why he did
not kill her. The reply was because the law
Was different in this country-that men

could not kill wives in this country, though
they could be killed in Galicia. Then they
killed the man and five children for $60.
That is the class of people we are importing
into this country. I saw, also, in a police
court report the other day in Winnipeg,
where one of this sane race had preferred a
charge against a neighbour for not deliver-
ing up his wife that he had bought a few
days before-he wanted either the woman
or the money. That is a very undesirable
class of people to bring.into the North-west,
while we are allowing the young men of our
own country to go to the United States. I
understand that the Doukhobors are not a
very desirable class either. I had a conver-
sation, on my way down here, with His
Grace the Archbishop of St. Boniface, and
it turned on the subject of immigration.
On that subject he said that these were a
very undesirable class-people 'that he did
not think it advisable to bring into this
country. He had learned from reliable
sources that when they went on a place,
the first thing they did was to drive away
the evil spirits.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD
very desirable thing to do.

(B.C.)- A

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-They are very unde-
sirable class of people, in my opinion, to
bring into this country. I want to call the
attention of the government to this subject.
I do not want to make a speech hostile to
the government. I know that my hon.
friend from Halifax can never stand any-
thing being said against the government but
I thought it was ny duty to call the atten-
tion of the government to the fact that there
is a large exodus of the best citizens of our
country from the Maritime Provinces. I
realize now that the government have
changed their policy from what it was when
they were in opposition. They are now
bringing in immigrants, and we are taxed to
pay for bringing them here. We are at
the same tinie paying large numbers of
immigration agents to go to the United
States and get back the very men that they,
no doubt, very largely influenced to leave
the country a number of years ago. They
are trying to now get them back to settle in
Manitoba. It is an unfortunate thing that
we have to pay money to get themn back to
Canada after they leave the country. I have
also noticed that there is no change made in
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the traffic. We find the tariff is the same
as it was under the late administration.
They have made no change which would
render it more easy for people to make a liv-
ing, and one can hardly understand how it
is tkat they can advise these people to come
back, after having told them that the policy
which was pursued formerly was one which
rendered it hard to make a living. I there-
fore think, under the circumstances, that
the government ought to take steps to
divert the exodus from the Maritime Pro-
vinces which is now flowing to the United
States, to our own North west which is
one of the finest countries for young men,
particularly young Canadians, to seule in.
We have a German immigration to that
country, and the Germans are an industrious
and thrifty people. They have to work
hard, owing to their poverty, and they get
no assistance, whilst others, who have no
means at all, who have left their own
country, perhaps for the country's good, are
orought here and largely supported. The
government has to feed them f rom the time
they come until they are able to raise a
crop. More than that, this class of people
work for very low wages, because they live
on very poor food. They are vegetarians,
and a great many Canadians who have been
accustomed to having a good living on bread,
meat, and other foods, cannot obtain work
at a price to enable them to live because
they have to compete with these men who
are vegetarians, living on potatoes and
onions. The government should take some
steps to advertise the North-west more
largely in the Maritime Provinces. I know
it is not the policy of the government to
encourage people to leave one part of Canada
to .settle in another, but they would be
justified in taking such means as might be
necessary to influence young men, by giving
them cheaper railroad rates, or even free
transportation, or making some advances to
them te enable then to go to the North-
west Territories instead of United States of
America. There they would find millions
of acres quite as good as any of the land occu-
pied, because the whole country is a fertile
plain. They only require to go to the old
settlers who have tested the problem of how
to till the soil in the country. These men
would have little or no difficulty, with very
small capital, in going into that country and
making good homes for themselves and they
would be a very desirable class of settlers.

There is no country that can surpass the
North-west for grazing. We are not subject
to the droughts and pestilence of many other
parts of the world. We have heard of the
great loss of cattle in Australian colonies in
ccnsequence of drought. In the North-
west we may have some little drought once
in a while, but it is very slight, and has no
perceptible effect on the prosperity of the
people. We do uot make quite so much as
we do when there is no drought. I have
never had my cattle give more milk than
the year we had no rain. We always have
nutritious grass when we have dry weather.
In other countries cattle starve by thou-
sands, that never occurs in the North-west.
Most years we have a very good crop. So
that if the government would take some
steps to advertise the North-west and induce
the young Canadians who are now going to
the United States to go·to the North-west
they would be doing a good work, and
would make more money for the country,
apart from keeping a valuable population in
our county. I merely call the attention of
the government to this matter. I know it
is against the policy of the government to
urge people to leave one part of the country
to go to another part of it, but some arrange-
ment might be made in the way of lower
passenger rates and transportation of settlers'
effects to induce these people to go there.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The hon. gentle-
man did not read the articles he quoted
from.

Hon. Mr. PE RLEY-The article appears
in the Gazette of 19th April:

THE EXODUS GROWING.

(Bras d'Or Gazette, April 19.)

Peter Campbell and daughter of Arwhat left for
Boston recently, where they will reside in future. A
great many young people are leaving Inverness for
the United tates. A number left Brook Village for

BUn recently
. hn A. McLnis of Claverhouse left last Thursday

for Boston, Mass. Too bad to see so nany of our
young people going away. James F. McDonald of
Dunvegan while on his way to Boston, last Tuesday,
called on his many friends at Lake Ainalie to bid
them adieu. Angus Ferguson, of Frambois, and
John A. McLeod and D. K. Morrison, of Lower St.
Esprit, left for the Hub last Monday. Alex. Munro,
W. A. Boyd and Angus W. McDonald left Salem for
Boston on the 14th inst. They will be much missed
from the several societies of whic they were active
members. Mrs. Muray, who left Tuesday morning
for Boston, was given a surprise party by the young
people of Salem Road on the evening before she left.
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(Charlottetown, April 19.)
Misses Florence and Annie McJalder and Master

Willie McCalder leave to-day for Montana, where
they will in future reside with their uncle, Daniel
Buchanan, formerly of Long Creek, Lot 65, P.E.I.,
Wilbert Dockendorff, South River, who left home
about a week ago for Boston, has secured employ-
ment.

The latter part is a quotation from the
Charlottttown Sun of 18th April.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The other paper is a
Bangor paper.

Hop. Mr. PERLEY-No.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The hon. gentle-
manfrom Wolseley(Mr. Perley) hasbroughta
very important subject, for the North-west
at any rate, before this House, though in
Perhaps a somewhat informal way; yet
having expressed himself at such length, I
Imust add a few remarks. I know that the
hon. gentleman, previous to going to the
North-west, lived in the Maritime Provinces.
le bas pointed out, in a very admirable
Way, the prospects that there are for any one
who comes from the Maritime Provinces for
bettering his condition in the North-west.
At the same time, when he gives an account
of such a large number of people leaving the
Maritime Provinces as he bas given here to-
day, there must be something very wrong
with the Maritime Provinces, or the con-
ditions which prevail there under the present
government of the country. I see by the
Paper that the iron mines have failed and
stoPPed work, after being fostered by a pro-
tective tarif for the last fourteen years. I see
aso that the iron works in the town of Yar-
nlouth have failed, and that sixty men, whohave been at work there more or less for the
Pa.t forty-five years, have ceased to enjoy
their occupation, and these evidences, of
course reported in the public press accountfor the exodus. I do not see the govern-
raet is taking any particular steps to pre-
v the exodus of our strong healthy Can-
ad"an population and replacing them with
an iferior class from the interior of Europe,
with Whom they can have no common sym-

•aty for two or three generations at anyht So far as the exodus is concerned,wut we have seen in the public press isqnite SUfficient justification for the contra-
dictn be has given to the government for
the 8 agratulations which they have put in
tpe Speech from the Throne. I might add
.180 that the hon. gentleman from Halifax,

informed me that when he was coming up
from Halifax, there were one hundred and
twenty people on the same train with him
going to the United States also. That was
only on one train.

Hon. Mr. POWER-That is the junior
member for Halifax I

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I beg the pardon
of the hon. gentleman froml Halifax, but
when the junior member for Halifax tells us
that one hundred and twenty were on the
train with him when he came up to attend
his duties in this Parliament, and that they
formed part of the exodus to the United
States, I think there is something wrong
which requires a remedy. The hon. gentle-
man from Wolseley (Mr. Perley) bas not told
us what remedy he would apply. From my
own standpoint I have a remedy that I think
would stop it, but I do not propose to enter
into that question at the present moment. I
have this to say, however, that I saw in the
journals of the lower House a statement that
$3,000 had been expended in assisting im-
migrants to come from Great Britain, and
that $23,000 had been expended in getting
immigrants from the interior of Europe,
from Russia and Galicia and other points.
That was last year, next year's accounts
will contain much larger expenditures on
the same class of emigrants. The immi-
gration agents of the steamship companies
are paid at the rate of $5 a head for
men who cannot speak English, and only
$2 a head for men who can. That is a most
extraordinary position for the country to be
placed in, that we should be paying such a
premium for strangers and foreigners, who-
have lived under an entirely different form
of government to what we have been accus-
tomed live under, an autocratic form of
government, men who have no ideas of self
government, who do not know what the
value of their vote is and who do not
know the principles that our Canadian
population bas been brought up under, and
who thoroughly understand, I am thank-
ful to say, the principles of self government
in our democratic institutions or limited
monarchy under which we live. The sooner
that kind of business is stopped the better.
We are spending $200,000 for immigra-
tion purposes, and this is the result. As
many go over the borders to the United
States and leave Canada as are coming
in under that heavy expenditure. We in
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the North-west feel it very keenly. We are
only a small population at present, and when
we see foreigners, Doukhobors coming in at
the rate of 10,000 in a job lot, and Gallicians
brought in to the extent of eight or ten
thousand, settled in a small population such
as we are, we can see perfectly plainly that
we are going to be swamped. In fact, I
have heard it said by some settlers, who
have lived there for eight or ten years, who
have taken a part in the development of the
country as pioneers, that if they are going
to be overrun by that class-hundreds pass-
ing their door every day and looking for
work and moving about-that they wil have
to pull up stakes and go somewhere else.
That is a very deplorable state of affairs.
The Doukhobors, I understand, will not in-
termix with the population. They will not
let their young women go out to service;
they keep them together, and take them
west with them to form one solid commun-
ity, with their own peculiar ideas and their
own methods of conducting themselves. I
do not know what agreement was made,
between the government and the represen-
tative of the Doukhobors on the immigrants
coming to this country, but I believe he
made some terms with the Canadian Govern-
ment before they came to this country.
What those terms are I do not know.
Whether it is that they have special priv-
ileges which the rest of the population do
not enjoy, I am not prepared to say, but if
the government has given them special priv-
ileges over the rest of the population in the
North-west Territories and Manitoba, a very
great injustice is being done to the pioneer
settlers, who have borne the burden and'
heat of the day in opening up that country
without assistance. The fact that an exodus
does exist, the various evidence we have
that it does exist, should stimulate the gov-
ernment to take some steps beyond any they
have yet taken to change that condition of
affairs.

lon. Mr. MILLS-I cannot say that I
am surprised at the speeches made by the
two hon. gentlemen who represent the
North-west Territories, and yet the speeches
made by these hon. gentlemen are the last
that one would expect from representatives
of a country that is but sparsely populated
and where it is considered desirable to ob-
tain a very large increase of the population.
I think I am within the facts when I say

that the speeches made by both hon. gentle-
men are wholly unworthy of them. Those
speeches are as unpatriotic as it would be
possible to address to this a-sembly. Both
hon. gentlemen have done what they could
to traduce the character of those who have
come from the continent of Europe into that
country with a view of becoming settlers,
and whose descendants will, in all proba-
bility, for centuries to come be worthy
citizens of that North-west country. I
should like to know what right the hon.
gentleman from Sheil River (Mr. Boulton)
has to make an attack on the Doukhobors
and Galicians, or what ground the hon.
gentleman from Wolseley (Mr. Perley) had
for the attack he has addressed to this
House

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-The law courts of
the country will determine that.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
says the law courts of the country will de-
termine that. The hon. gentleman has
given a description of those people as being
barbarians.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-So they are.

Hon. Mr. MILLS- Who are they? Poles,
the most democratic people in the centre of
Europe, a people whose country was over-
run and divided by the nations on their
borders, a people who have been for a thous-
and years members of the Roman Catholic
Church, and the hon. gentleman rises here
and says that those who have been under
the instruction of that Church for a thousand
years are barbarians-that they are murder-
ers-that they are wholly unfit to become
citizens of Canada, or to associate with the
native-born population of this country. I
say that it is a most outrageous attack. We
have built railways in the North-west-have
spent hundreds of millions of dollars there,
and for what purpose 1 That that country
may remain desolate ? That it may remain
a great lone land without inhabitants ? We
have been seeking to secure a population for
it, and it is only within the last two years
that the efforts of the government in that
respect have been successful. Now we have
a large population flowing into that country
from the continent of Europe, more in one
year than you have had in five years before,
and these hon. gentlemen do all they can to
dissuade the people of Canada from per-
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mitting settlers to come into the country.
Iluman nature on the continent of Europe
is very much the same as human nature in
the United Kingdom, or in the United
States, and it requires but a very short time,
where you give men an opportunity-give
thein a fair chance in the race for life-to
make a Canadian of a man, whether he be
from Belgium, or Germany, or Austria.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Why do you not
keep Canadians in the couutry ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Does the hon. gentle-
man wish to issue an edict and forbid Can-
adians to go across the border?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Give them $5 a
head to go west.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is the hon. gen-
tleman's proposition, and when he can get a
mnajority of the people of this country to
agree with him in that respect, they will
Place him at the head of the government and
give him an opportunity to carry his scheme
of giving $5 a head to the 6,000,000 people
of Canada to persuade them to remain in
the country. The people who are here are
Willing to remain unless they can see that
they are going to better their condition by
going elsewhere. What does the hon. gen-
tleman undertake to show ? Why, that
there is a very large emigration from Canada
at the present time. I tell the hon. gentle-
m'an that I do not believe it. I have in my
hand an extract from the Mail newspaper,
Which I shall read to the House, and I think
it is Of about as much authority as the ex-
tract the hon. gentleman has read. It says
that "it is satisfactory to point out that
Canadians are not now going in any number
to the United States but that large numbers
of residents of the United States are coming'ito Manitoba the North-west Territories
and British Columbia." The article con-
cludes with the statement that "the
exodus is a matter of history." Now,
why does the hon. gentleman undertake
toD Sh'w that there is a large exodus from
Canada at the present time? Is it
because the facts warrant it? Is it because

is going to help the country to make sucha statement ? The lion. gentleman is anxious
t n d"M'U the administration. He has a
Pique against the administration, and if by
thiarepresenting the condition of things inthe country the hon. gentleman can damage

the government lie will make the effort.
Now, what are the facts ? There never has
been a time in the history of Canada since
a railway has been constructed when there
has not been a very considerable emigration
froin this country to the United States.
Fron 1867 down to 1874 there was on an
average an emigration of something like
33,000 f rom Canada into the United States.
From 1874 until 1878 there was an average
emigration of nearly 22,000, nearly 10,000
less, and yet the hon. gentleman and his
friends at that time spoke about the exodus
from Canada, although it was nearly 50 per
cent less than it had been during the pre-
vious seven years. Then there was a change
of administration. The exodus was not
diminished. It increased. It increased
why? Because commercial prosperity re-
vived in the United States two or three
years sooner than it did in Canada, and the
result was that the exodus from Canada
increased from 22,000 and some hundreds
in 1878 to 51,000 in 1880. Now we have
no such exodus at the present time. The
hon. gentleman has referred to a case where,
in all probability, the parties may be•going
to work in the United States mills for three
or four months and afterwards return to
their own country, as large numbers do
in the lower provinces. Supposing that
were so-supposing a number of young
people in the province of Nova Sootia,
especlally women who work in factories,
find that they can get better wages dur-
ing the summer season in Lowell or
Worcester or in Springfield, then they
can in any town or village of their own
country, is it extraordinary that they should
go there? They have been in the habit of
doing so for more than a generation, and in
all probability they may continue to do so
for a generation to come ; but what is the
general condition of things in Canada to-
day? Why, that you have five times the
addition to the population f rom abroad each
year that you have had at any previous
period of the history of this country
since confederation. Then 'hy does the hon.
gentleman bring this matter up 1 He has
given no notice of it. It is not a question of
privilege. He has brought it iere, as he
brought a similar question yesterday, and
told us again of the conversation which he
had with Archbishop Langevin in which the
latter stated that these people who are going
into the North-west, from Galicia, Russia
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and Poland are a population totally unfit
to settle there. I would tell the hon.gentle-
man in my opinion he must have misunder-
stood the Archbishop. I can hardly con-
ceive that ArchbishopLangevin would make
such a declaration with regard to those who
are his co-religionists.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I said the Douk-
hobors. They are not his co-religionists,
nor are the Galicians: they belong to the
Greek Church.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-I do not think any
man of character could speak against the
Doukhobors.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Let me say this with
regard to the Doukhobors, they are Quakers.
They are notably an industrious people in
every part of Christendom where they are to
be found. They are peaceful. They are
usually strictly honest people. They are
remarkably industrious people, and yet the
hon. gentleman from Shell River (Mr. Boul-
ton) bas spoken of them as a job lot, brought
by the government into the North-west
Territories. That is the way that he expects
to aid in bringing immigration to the
country! I tell the hon. gentleman, much
as I esteem him, highly as I value his
industrial efforts in the North-west Territ-
ories, much as he may have added to his
fortun3 while there, I am inclined to think
that t iere are many of those people whom
he bas to-day traduced in this House that
ten years hence will exhibit as large a degree
of prosperity under the opportunities they
have as the hon. gentleman has exhibited in
that country.

Hon. Mr. BOULTjN-I wish to with-
draw the term "job lot" and say "whole-
sale."

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not think the
hon. gentleman has improved the statement
much, and I am inclined to think that the
observation of the hon. gentleman will
reflect rather upon himself than upon those
he bas traduced.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-A job lot you
get cheap.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We are purchasing
nobody. So far as the Doukhobors are con-

cerned, they were aided by Count Tolstoi
and by others in Russia who sympathized
with those people in their resistance to
oppression and have assisted them in com-
ing to Canada and forming a colony in the
North-west. I remember the time when
certain parties in the United States known
as " Know Nothings "-a most pertinent
name I may say to my hon. friend-who un-
dertook to discourage immigration from
abroad, who made attacks upon those com-
ing from the continent of Europe and
from the United Kingdom in much the
same way as the hon. gentleman bas made
attacks upon the Doukhobors and upon the
Galicians here to-day. There have been
added to the population of the United States
in a single year 700,000 from the continent
of Europe. They were, many of them, very
poor people, far poorer than the Galicians
or the Doukhobors who have come into our
country, and those people have not brought
any discredit upon the government of the
United States. They have, in remarkably
short time, become citizens of that country
in feeling, in sympathy and in aspiration, as
much so as those whose ancestors had been
in the country for half a dozen generations
before, and I predict to-day that those who
have come to Canada from Galiacia and
from the eastern con6nes of Russia will be
found as estimable citizens, as much devoted
to the institutions of this country and as
much in favour of British connection as many
hon. gentlemen who speak very loudly
against them and who do everything they
possibly can to injure the growth and the
prosperity of this country.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Who is doing
that 1 Name them. My hon. friend the
Minister of Justice says that the govern-
ment have purchased nobody. I do not say
that they have purchased anybody, but I do
claim that when the government pays $5
apiece to bring Russians into this country,
and only $2 apiece to introduce British sub-
jects into Canada, they are discriminating
against British subjects. When he speaks of
the exodus I begin to think of the time when
the hon. getlemen were in power once before.
The country did not prosper well in those
days, but when the late administration came
into power and the national policy was intro-
duced, things soon changed.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is a delusion.
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Hon. Mr. McCALLITM-The hon. gentle-
man may think so : I say it is a fact. I
claim that these Russian and Galician im-
migrants are not as desirable a class of people
as immigrants from the British Islands.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Or Canadians
brought back.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Yes. I know
you cannot lay an embargo on Canadians to
prevent them leaving their native country,
but I do claim that it is not fair to spend $5
apiece to bring Russians here when we are
paying only $2 each to bring in British sub-
Jects. Further, I say it should be the policy
of the government, as far as possible, to keep
Canadians in this country. When the Con-
servatives were in power, the leaders of the
Liberal party went through the country
Preaching blue ruin. They said that the
Manufacturers of the country were going to
swallow everybody, and Sir Richard Cart-
wright told us that after swallowing every-
body and everything, they would swallow
themselves in the end. A curious kind of
animal he painted the manufacturers. But
a change has taken place. These hon. gen-
tlemen who preached blue ruin when they
were in opposition are very indignant when
their policy to bring foreigners into this
country is criticized. They deny that the
Doukhobors are a job lotforgetting that a job
lot implies that they get them cheap. I say
they are an undesirable class at any price.
One of the conditions on which they come is
what 1 That they will not be called on to de-
fend this country if we should get into
trouble. What good are they ? - They live
within themselves. They do not want to
assoiate with Canadians, and they are al-
t0gether an undesirable class. The govern-
ment should offer every encouragement to
British subjects to come to Canada, and
every inducement to our own people to,
remlain in the country. One good Canadian
Or native of the British Islands, is worth
balf a dozen of those foreigners.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-May I ask the
bon, leader of the House on what authority
11e makes the statement that five times as
many settlers came into Canada last year ascarne into the country any previous year in

Rn.' Mr. ALMON-May I ask the hon.
ter of*Justice if the Count Tolstoi to

whom he refers is the author of a number of
books which were stopped in the custom-
house on account of their immoral tendency i
I am inclined to think he is. If he is the
author of books which are too vile to be ad-
mitted into the country, we may be, perhaps,
allowed to criticize the men, women and
children that he is sending us. I may be
mistaken, but I think I am right.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-I rise for the
purpose-

Hon. Mr. POWER-I rise to a question
of order. There is nothing before the
House, and there has been nothing for some
time. There can be no discussion without a
question before the House.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-I merely wishto
say, in regard to this question of exodus,
that notwithstanding the disclaimer which
bas been made by the hon. leader of the
House, I see before nie in this chamber to-
day hon. gentlemen who come from a district
of the country in which there bas been an
exodus sufficient in extent to render such an
expression as we have in the Speech from the
Throne totally inapplicable to the present
condition of affairs, that is, that "it is grati-
fying that there has been an almost total
cessation of the exodus."

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Will the hon. gentleman answer the question
which ias been put by my ho*. friend beside
me (Mr. Ferguson) ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, I am not going
to answer any question.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The bon. senior member for Halifax raised
a point of order. That should be decided.
If the Speaker decides that we are out of
order, I shall take steps to put ourselves in
order.

Hon. Mr. POWER-My question of or-
der is that there can be no discussion in
this House, under the rules of the Senate,
unless upon a question moved and seconded.
There is no question before the House, con-
sequently the discussion is out of order.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-Why did not
the hon. gentleman take that point of order
earlier 1
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Hon. Mr. POWER-I took it because I
thought the discussion was going too far.

The SPEAKER-There is nothing before
the Chair. The Senate has been a good deal
governed by usage I know, and ,uch dis-
cussions have occurred many a time, but
under our ordinary rule, there is nothing
before the Chair.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
concur in the decision given by his honour
the Speaker, and to put myself in order for
a few moments I move seconded by Mr. 1 er-
guson, that the House do adjourn. Before
the motion is put I desire to reply to the
extraordinary statement of the hon. Mini-
ster of Justice in reference to the exodus
from the country prior to the advent of his
party to power, and the further allegation
that during the last year or two the influx
of immigrants into the country has been five
times greater than it had been in the past. I
congratulate my hon. friend from Wolseley
(Mr. Perley) on having raised, shal I say
the ire of the hon. gentleman opposite. He
threw a good deal more spirit and vim into
his remarks to-day than he is in the habit
of doing. Evidently he felt keenly the re-
marks made by the hon. gentleman from
Wolseley, but I propose to confine myself to
one point in order to show that the hon.
gentleman osposite speaks at random very
often when he rises to address the House. I
shall read the figures contained in the Trade
and Navigation Returns, which are the only
authentic records we can have on questions
of this kind. Before doing so I may be per-
mitted, however, to call attention to the
very great difference in the sentiments
uttered by the hon. gentleman now and
those of a few years ago, when he occupied
a seat in the other House. Then the prin-
cipal theme of the late Finance Minister and
the present Minister of Trade and Commerce
and the hon. gentlemen by whom they were
surrounded was that Canada was going to de-
struction and that its people were leaving the
country. My hon. friend nods. He admits
then that was the position they took, and he
now, as the hon. Secretary of State did
when discussing these questions in the past
refers to the evidence of the settlers' effects
which were exported, without reference in
the list to the imports of goods of a similar
character. If you look at the Trade and
Navigation Returns for the year 1897-

turn to the imports of settlers' effects for the
years 1893, 1894, 1895, 1896 and 1897, you
will find that in 1893 the settlers' effects im-
ported amounted to $1,702,759. The exports
of settlers' effects for the same year were
$1,303,379, being less than the amount im-
ported. In the next year 1894 the imports
of settlers' effects, were $2,665,893. This is
from the United States alone. The exports
for that year were only $940,709, as against
over two million of imports. In 1895 the
imports of settlers' effects from the United
States was $2,005,848, and the exports for
that year were, $1,222,000 ; and for the last
year the imports were $1,803,275, and the
exports only $927,888. Those are the last
statistics which have been laid before us,
and they prove incontestably that the state-
ments made bythe hon.Ministerof Justice are
not borne out by the records or by the facts,
but are another evidence of the wild asser-
tions which the hon. gentlemen make very
often when referring to statistics and to-
I was going to say facts-to questions upon
which you can scarcely ever lay your hands
on the actual facts. The only thing we have
to guide us in this matter is the document
which they themselves lay upon the table of
the House, and that proves incontestable
that the statement made by the Minister of
Justice is not a fact which is borne out by
the records.

Hon Mr. MILLS-I would say in reply
to the observations of the hon. gentleman
opposite, that the statistics which he has
quoted do not justify his denial of the
observation@ which I addressed to the House
a few moments ago. I refer to the census
which is the only reliable information in these
matters. The hon. gentleman and his friends
had a census taken at an intermediate period
in the North-west Territories between 1881
and 1891, for the purposes of ascertaining
what the population was. We have the
statement of the Deputy Minister of Agri-
culture as to the number of emigrants that
have gone into that country, and if I re-
member rightly there was one hundred and
fifty thousand short, shown by the popula-
tion.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Short where ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Short of the popula-
tion which the Minister of Agriculture and
the report of the Minister of Agriculture
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showed had gone to the North-west Terri-
tories from foreign countries and from other
Portions of Canada. The hon. gentleman
cannot get over that fact. Then let me call
his attention to another fact. The evidence
which he has read does not show the num-
ber of men who cross the border in the
North-west Territories. Our statistics are
fairly accurate for the older settled portions
of the country, but they are not so accurate
for the newer portions, and cannot be.
When my hon. friend questions my state-
ment as to the immigration, I ask him to
look at the province of British Columbia as
it is now in population and as it was two or
three years ago.

. Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That has nothing to do with it.

. Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes it has to do with
it, for the far greater proportion of those
People are people not from other portions of
Canada, but from across the border,- from
Australia and South Africa and England

FHon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Strengthen your argument by referring to
the Klondike-

Blon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, I am going to
refer to the Klondike. And here you have
a city that had no existence three years ago,
with between twenty and thirty thousand
People to-day, and yet there is not ten per
cent, or anything like ten per cent, of that
Population British by birth. They are
nlearly all foreigners. And so I say I am
Justified, and I am within the mark, when I
contrast the immigration into Canada re-
CSItly With the immigration which existed
at any earlier period within the history ofthcs Confederation.

n10n. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
made another very unfortunate remark

on this subject to-day, coupled with a father
lnfortunate one for which he is responsible,

in the speech which he put in the mouth of
einEcellency the Governor General at thE

be5Ifling of this session.

111. Mr. MILLS-A perfectly accuratE
'Speech.

lion. Mr. FERGUSON-Indeed ! In th

u0oth . evidences may be added another, which ii
Ylog, the almoet total cesation of the con

1egrOduta of our pofpatin whichatz "e 4a regrettablefatr o u affaire. & n

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I would chaI-
lenge the hon. gentleman to give any evi-
dence to show that there is this cessa-
tion of the exodus to which he referred
in the Speech from the Throne. We have
no evidence whatever of it. On the con-
trary, we know that there is a movement of
population going on at the present time,
just as has been going on in other years,
notwithstanding that there is a very con-
siderable degree of prosperity in Canada.
I am not referring to this for the pur-
pose of magnifying it, nor I am deploring
it. I never deplored a movement of the
population in the great races to which we
belong. I never took that ground, but I do
object to fallacious statements being put in
the speech with which His Excellency
opened the session.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend should
have discussed it when the speech was be-
fore the House.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I did discuss it
then and showed its fallacy, but not-
withstanding that, my hon. friend now
makes a statement that the influx of
people during the last year has been five
times greater than in any other year since
confederation. I do not wonder that my
hon. friend declines to defend that state-
ment, because he came to the conclusion
himself that he had drawn a long bow and
would sooner let the matter drop.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I gave my reasons.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Yes, and what
were the reasons i That the town of Daw-
son in the Klondike has grown up to twenty
or thirty thousand.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-And Nelson and
Vancouver.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Perhaps the
reference to Dawson was drawn from him
by the observation made by my hon. friend
on my left (Sir Mackenzie Bowell). We
know very well that in the early eighties
at Winnipeg as large an influx of popula-
tion occurred as in Dawson, and he forgets
when the remarkable growth at a later date

s Vancouver sprang into a respectable position
as a city, and again when it was destroyed
by fire, from its ashes grew a city of very
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great importance in Canada. He forgets
about the influx of Icelanders, Mennonites
und Crofters who came into the country
in quite as large numbers as the Galicians
and the Doukhobors are doing now.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Oh, no, no.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Oh, yes. I am
prepared to say that the Mennonites
emigrated in quite as large numbers as the
Doukhobors.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend knows
that there is not a single dollar in the Trade
and Navigation Returns relating to the
Yukon country.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Who said there was ?

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I am not re-
ferring to that. We have no figures for
1899 yet. My hon. friend is too soon in
talking about 1899.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There are not as many Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend is too
of them there now altogether. soon in contradicting me.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON.-My hon. friend
says no, no. Excepting when my hon. friend
is hard pressed politically there is no man
whose word I would sooner take, but he
made an extraordinary statement when he
said that about five times as many people
came in last year as at any time before.
Hle must excuse me if I am not inclined to
accept his view in regard to the other
matter wherein he contradicts me. My hon.
friend, the leader of the opposition, referred
to the Trade and Navigation Returns, and
I submit, hon. gentlemen, that these returns
are very much more entitled to weight in
ascertaining what the influx is than my
hon. friend's reference to Dawson City
or the Galicians or Doukhobors. I sub
mit the Trade and Navigation Returns
are more reliable guides in this matter
than any remarks which my hon. friend
makes without data to guide him. We
turn to the Trade and Navigation Returns
and we find that in 1894 the value of
settlers' effects of people coming into Can-
ada in that year, was nearly $400,000 greater
than in this last year when he says there
were five times as many people came in as in
any previous year. I want to impress that
upon hon. gentlemen, because it is a flat and
emphatic contradiction of the hon. gentle-
man's statement. In the year 1894 the
Trade and Navigation Returns show that
from the United States'the settlers, effects
coming in amounted to $2,665,893, wnile
in 1898 they were only $2,334,457. In
1894, which we all know was a bad year,
which my hon. friend classes among the
years when only a fifth part of the people
came in, we have this extraordinary dif-
ference that they brought with them
effects in value nearly $400,000 more than
were brought by settlers last year.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-But my hon.
friend was speaking about the last completed
year, and I am dealing with the last com-'
pleted year, and if he is right in his state-
ments that there have been five times as
many people came in, they must have been
poor in this world's goods at all events,
because they brought with them $400,000
less of settlers' effects than were brought in
by the alleged small number who came in
in 1894. We are compelled to make these
references because in the Speech from the
Throne a most remarkable statement was
put in the mouth of His Excellency. We
are living in this country and say we do
not decry it and that it is going to ruin,
but we are not going to allow the hon.
gentlemen on the other side to mislead the
public and repeat such statements as are
made in the Speech from the Throne and
as by my hon. friend in this House.

Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-Without any
desire to prolong this discussion, which has
been precipitated by my hon. friend from
Wolseley (Mr. Perley), I would like to say
that in regard to the immigration into the
country, as far as the west is concerned, I
do not think the hon. Minister of Justice
overstated the case. As far as British Col-
umbia is concerned I have not the slightest
doubt that the immigration into the pro-
vince during the last two or three years bas
been more than five times as great as any
time previous to that.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-We do not dis-
pute that.

Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-I am speak-
ing for a very important province on the
Pacific coast, and without respect at all to
Dawson City. The population of British
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Columbia has doubled within the last eight
and ten years and largely that increase has
taken place in the last two or three years.
You can point to half a dozen towns which
have, in balf a dozen years, increased won-
derfully in population.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Nelson has grown considerably.

Hon. Mr, TEMPLEMAN-Nelson has
grown in the last two or three years. I
simply wish to corroborate, in so far as
British Columbia is concerned, the state
Ment that the increase has been inarvelous
indeed, that the immigration into that coun-
try has been very largely from the United
&ates to the mining districts and largely
from England, and to a considerable extent
from Eastern Canada. I have only a very
slight knowledge of the condition of affaira
in the North-west, but as far as my know-
ledge goes the immigration into the North-
west is infinitely greater than it ever was in
the history of that country. The hon. gen-
tlemen from the North-west know better
than 1 do. I do not wish to enter irtto the
Political discussions, because it appears to
"ie that some hon. gentlemen opposite, par-
ticularly my hon. friend from Wolseley,
'iagine that an election is going to take
Place next fall, and desire to make political
capital.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-The hon. gen-
tleman would leave us to believe that the
immigration into British Columbia was
from foreign countries. Is it not a fact
that it is from other portions of Canada I

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-A
great part of it.

'on. Mr. \lcMILLAN-The greater
Part of it--90 per cent.

11on. Mr. DEVER-I think a good deal
8Pite and unpleasantness bas been ex-

pressed on this side of the House in refer-
ence to this Canada of ours. I regret this
very much, because I think it is a foul bird
that fouls its own nest. I know something
about the lower provinces, which have been
nentioned more especially, just as much as

& y gentleman in this House. I have come
honately from the lower provinces as any
lefnh gntleman in this House, and before I
left eOlO, and since then, I have heard no

expression given that the times were not
good.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-The navigation in
the Bay of Fundy is so dangerous they are
afraid to go away.

Hon. -Mr. DEVER.-On the contrary
there has been a great deal of prosperity
there within the last year or two, eo much
so that real estate is going up in that por-
tion of the country in which I live. Busi-
ness is good there-much better than it had
been for a long time. With reference to
parties going to and from the United States,
there is no doubt at all times a great many
are going to the cities of the United States
and coming from there. We trade a good
deal with the United States and they trade
with us, and the consequence is that stran-
gers might impute the movement of popula-
tion to people going away from one country
and settling in another. That is not so at
all. For the last year or two we have heard
of no families of any consequence removing
from the province of New Brunswick. With
reference to the class of immigration that
has been brought out to this country, one
gentleman seemed to have expressed himself
very unkindly about a certain class I have
some knowledge of. The Doukhobors came
to our city in large numbers. They were
heralded there by people who knew them,
and the newspapers took hold of the discus-
sion and a very strong feeling was aroused
in their favour, and properly so. The ladies
of our city congregated and arranged to give
them a.kindly reception. They waited on
them and made them as happy as possible
by giving them little presents and interming-
ling with them to ascertain what class of
people they were. The consequence was
they were reported as a very moral people.
They are a class of people designated as
Quakers, and if I mistake not, those of the
Quaker persuasion is generally looked on as
a moral class of people. The first act they
performed after landing in America was to
give praise and thanks to Almighty God for
their delivery from the accidents of the sea,
and their gratitude in getting to a country
in which they felt they would have perfect
freedom, both religious and political.

bon. Mr. PRIMROSE-And sell their
wives.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Other nationalities
can sell their wives too. I have no know-
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ledge, and I do not think any other man not think any one has heard me say any-
who wishes to speak simply as to the facts thing derogatory to the character of a pri-
knows that the Doukhobors are not a proper vate individual or any class of individuals.
class of immigrants to bring to this country. It is as foreign to my habit and foreign to
From some remarks made by my hon. friend my feelings as it possibly can be. We have
from Wolseley (Mr. Perley), he seems very a right to discuss public questions so far as
anxious to associate himself, as far as I can they concern the public weal without having
learn, with a certain divine in Manitoba. 1 anything attributed tous of a private nature.
feel disposed to say that I do not think My reference to the question of the immi-
much of that divine if he would allow him- gration of the Doukhobors bein, a job lot
self, thoughtlessly or otherwise, to divulge wu, I think, perfectly pertinent-or brought
what I might call secrets to a general polit- in by wholesale. They were a distinct lot of
ician who might promiscuously come in his immigrants; they were being forced ont of
way, and I have my doubts, notwithstand- Russia in consequence of their religious
ing the ascertain of the hon. gentleman, belief, or some other reason. There are
that ever that clergyman used such ex- 10,000, and there were two ships sent over
pressions as have been repeated in this expressly to bring that 10,000 people to
House. At all events, if he did I do not Canada. It is only in that way that I
think it is to the credit of that hon. gentle- referred to their being a job lot, and I think
man to break confidence and to retail and I was perfectiy correct in imaking that state-
peddle out what he alleges was a private ment. It seems to me that the school
conversation. If his principal in the mat- question which bas been the subjeit of con-
ter is no better than his staternent about siderable acrimony for the past six or seven
the Doukhobers, in my opinion it is worth rears, as developed a species of effort on
very littwe to this House and to the country, Ithe part of the government to keep level,
beciuse again I wish to say that the Douk- s far as religions are concerned, in that
hobors have been pronounced by the people country-if a certain number of Roman
who knew them to have been the best clss Catholies arp brought in there as immi-
of immigrants we have had corne to our grants, they have to be offset by a certain
shores for many years. With refèrence t number of Quakers or Spirit Wrestlers as
the general prosperity of the country, our they cal themselves I believe. It is unfor-
banks will show that we are in a more pros- tunate that that feeling should prevail.
perous state now than we ever were in com- That any member of the govern ent should
mercially. Any stranger in the city of Ot- pander to the fanaticism of Sections of the
tawa can see that it bas been improving people, or use it for political purposes. It does
every year for the last two or three years. exist among our own people who desire t see
As for the suburbs of St. John, they are ex- religious tolerance the leading spirit. 
tending, and, as I said, real estate is be- have not a single word to say against the
ceming more valunible every year. In ny, Galicians. I have not a word to say against
opinion, and I think in the opinion of a the Doukhobors. We have employed
large number of people in the country, the Galicians ourselves since they came to the
cause of it is that the people feel they have country and I have nothing to say against
a stable, honest, watchful, vigilant gevern- them in any shape or form. What the hon-
ment at the head of affairs and it a given ourable gentleman from Wolseley (Mr. Per-
to the people a feeling of stability, se rnuch ley) rcferred to was wh at appeared in the pub-
sb that I think there is a permanent pros- lic press-the dreadfnl murder that took
perity before us what we have net had for place reently out west. It was a perfectly
years. legitimate subject for discussion. It ex-

ptsed to the public what does pass through
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I amn glad I arn the minds of a certain class of immigrants.

given an opportunity to say a few words i. What 1 object to, with regard te this whole-
reply to the leader of the government. I do sale immigration f large numbers of
not think I merited the strong language he foreigners, is that tmyey are put i possession
used in characterizing my uterances i of the so-put in possession of 160 acres
regard to the immigration that is at the of land and they will remain in possession
present moment the subject of discussion. I of the so fro generation to generatin no
have been ten years in this flouse, and I do doubt. Is it desirable that we should pay
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such a large sum, I think it was $7 a head,
per head for men and women and children 1

Hon. Mr. McCALLU M-I thought it
was $5.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I think it was $7
a head for the Doukhobors.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-How much
does it cost to feed themn in this country?
Rave we not been feeding then all winter?

think I am speaking the opinion of those
who live on the soil in that country when I
say, that we hope that wholesale immigra-
tion of that kind will not be continued--
that while it may confer a cert-tin amount
of benefit to the country, as a who'e, from a
financial standpoint, it would be a great
deal better to go slower and have a popula-
tion that would be homogenous to the coun-
try than these foreigners are likely to prove
thermselves to be.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Yes, and we will Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Did you oppose thehave to feed them all summer too. Mennites coming in

Hon.Mr. BOULTON.--Theyhave beensup-
Ported since they came. They will have to
be supported during the summer and will
have to be supported for a considerable por-
tion of the winter. I have no doubt, be-
cause the climate is of that character that
it is very difficult to produce any large
quantity of food the first year that they go
in there, so that the expense is very great
indeed. If they were to offer the sane op-
Portunity to our own people, or to people of
our own way of thinking, they would have
nO difficulty in bringing 10 or 20 of 25
thouasand there, and it is perfectly legitimate
for us to raise our voices in this House and
express our desire that that class of people
should be settled amongst us instead of a
Population with whom we cannot assimilate,
at any rate in this generation. I have no
doubt that what the hon. gentleman says istrue, that future generations of these people,
the same as those that came to Ontario, will
be good Canadian citizens, but that we
should go to such an enormous expense to
bring foreigners in and place them on the
soi, le4ving the odd numbereds section ofland vacant between them, so that our own
P6ople cannot settle in among them or per

ap8 Will not be made comfortable to settle
a'long thern, and feed them at the public

Pense, is a mistake. In Russia there are104,000,000 people, in Austria somethingagke 40,000,000 and these people write home
We fi rng in their friends gradually until
"" nd that the Great North-west, instead
'ue hngfilled up by a population homogen-
'i" tO the rest of the population, will be entiIOlY foreign so far as this country is con-
ired in their ideas, and will go on develop-
lag their own habite and methods. How
farhslh going to be good for Canada as a

d istin am not prepared to say, but I am
'di Ctn1y opposed to such a policy, and I

Hon. M r. BOU LTON -No, I was not there
at the time Mr. Hespeler became a guaran-
tee to the government for $120,000 for the
re-payment of all expenses connected with
the Mennonite immigration. That expendi-
ture has been all repaid to the .ttermost
farthing. They have been no expense to
the population, and it is not a proper com-
parison.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It was a loan after
they went there. The passages were paid
by the government and the land was given
f ree.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-They never paid it
back.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Every penny of
the $120,000 was paid back.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That was the advance.
It was not the passage money at all.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Do
I understand the hon. Minister of Justice to
say that the loan made to the Mennonites
was not paid i

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, I did not say so.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
What was not paid i

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The aid given to the
passage across the Atlantic was not charged
to the Mennonites.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON : I did hear, before
I came to Ottawa, that a fund of $20,000
had been raised in Great Britain and the
United States and elsewhere for the benefit
of the Doukhobors, that this had been
paid to the Minister of Interior and that
there was some complaining among the
Doukhobors that this $20,000 was not paid
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over to them. How far that is correct I do
not know. Whether that $20,000 is to be
kept by the government to maintain the
peple for such a long time I do not know.
My honourable friend from British Columbia
who cried : hear, hear, when the leader of
the Government was addressing the house
has spoken of the immigration to that pro-
vince and the mines that have been deve-
loped there. His province has passed a law
to exclude Japanese, so far as it can do so.
I do not see that it comes very well from
him to express approval of the immigration
of foreigners to our country when he has
passed a law to say the Japanese shall not
come to British Columbia.

Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-It is quite
obvious that British Columbia could not pass
such a law.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I say that so far
as you have been able to do so, you have
passed it. You have passed a law that no
Japanese shall be employed on public work,
and the Chinese are to pay $500.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-On any public work
receiving a subsidy from the government.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Whatever it was,
to the extent they were able to legislate,
they did pass a law to say that no Japanese
should come into the country. If it was
constitutional they would go further and
prevent Japanese from settling in the pro-
vince. We are not taking that position at
all. We are welcoming anybody who comes
of his own free will and accord, and will
give him a hearty reception and help him,
but when the government bring 10,000 at a
time, and isolate thern from the rest of the
population, we think it is injurious to the
future welfare and proper settlement of that
country which, if it only had fair-play would
attract a class of population more harmo-
nious to the whole.

The motion to adjourn was withdrawn.

PRESERVATION OF HEALTH ON
PUBLIC WORKS BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into a commit-
tee of the whole on Bill (C) " An Act for
the Preservation of Health on Public
Works."

(In the Committee.)
On clause 1.
Hon. .Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I

suppose that means all works in connection
with the railways, telegraphs, &c., that have
been legislated upon by the Parliament of
Canada. It would not apply to works that
had been authorized by provincial legisla-
tures.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, it refers to works
in process of construction, undertaken under
the authority of the Parliament of Canada.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 3.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-With refer-
ence to subsection "e" I do not think the
government wish to constitute themselves a
body to examine medical men, and I would
suggest this change: strike out the words
" and qualifications " so as to read "as to the
number of medical men to be employed on
the works," and I would add that medical
men so employed should be graduates and
legally qualified to practice in any one of
the provinces of this Dominion.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think what my hon.
friend proposes is what was intended here.
As to qualifications, of course we do not
wish to authorize any contractor to bring in
men who are not qualified under the law
here.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-This would do
it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We might change it
to read as to the number of qualified medical
men to be employed on the works.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN--That would
meet my views. You must remember each
province has its own medical board and does
not recognize the men of other provinces.
In the case of a public work in Ontario, will
a medical man from the province of Quebec,
who may be employed on a public work, as
this law contemplates, be permitted to prac-
tice in Ontario?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-As it reads there, the
party must be qualified by the law of the
place where he is employed.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-That would
mean only medical men in Ontario could be
employed on public works in Ontario.
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

The clause as amended was adopted.

On clause 4.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWFLL-I
think this is giving the governor in council
unlimited power, although I do not suppose
for a moment any government would exer-
cise it; but it gives the government the
power to prescribe the penalty. I do not
know that I object to it particularly. I am
only calling attention to the fact that it is
delegating to the government very extra-
Ordinary powers. At the same time, I do
not think any government would exercise
thern prejudicially to the parties.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Could not this
Power be exercised by some judicial author-
ity I It should not be left in the hands of
the government.

Horn. Mr. MILLS-There is no intention
to supersede the courts in the trying of
Parties. The question is under what law or
regulation they shall be tried, and it is only
giving the government power to make the
regulations

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-The courts have
to carry thei out.

Ilon. Mr. MILLS-Certainly.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Why don't you say
that i According to nmy reading of it the
goernment have the power.

HOn.M r. MILLS-The government is sub-
stituted for Parliament on a comparatively
unbeaten track. We can only make regu-
.tions until Parliament otherwise provides,
Iltending that Parliament shall legislate as
sOon as the necessary experience has been
acquired.

hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-There May be circumstances, such as those
mhich arose in the Crow's Nest Pass, thatInight require the immediate action of the
government, and it would be prejudicial, notorly to public health but to the lives ofPeople, if the government had to wait for

haliment to give the power.

ion Mr. MILLS-I propose, as an ad-
i0n clause, to provide that any ordersac oufCil made under the authority of this

cit hal be laid on the table of the House
within 15 days after the meeting of Parlia-

ment, so that Parliament would havo super-
vision over everything that is done under
the act.

The clause was amended and adopted.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE, from the Committee
reported the bill with amendments, which
were concurred in.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thur8day, 27th April, 1899.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE MANITOBA SCHOOL QUESTION.
INQUIRY.

Hon. Mlr. BERNIER rose to:
Inquire of the government, whether anv meinoran-

dum, communications or representations have been
received within the last twelve ionthb His Excel-
lency the Governor General in Conneil, or by any
member of the goverument, froni any party or pe-
son wbatsoever. bearing on sehool matter in Mani-
toba or in the North-west Territories?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-J may say in reply to
the hon. gentleman that I believe a letter
written soaie time ago by His G race the
Archbishop of St. Boniface, who also wrote a
letter to the Prime Minister stating that he
desired that the communication which he
had sent should be considered confidential,
so that the government have no public letter
which they can communicate.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-No memoran-
dumi

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No memorandum. I
stated to my hon. friend that a letter was
received from His Grace, but His Grace,
also wrote a letter to the Prime Minister
stating that he desired that that letter
should, for the present at all events, be con-
sidered confidential.

PRESERVATION OF HEALTH ON
PUBLIC WORKS BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the third read-
ing of Bill (C) " An Act for the preservation
of health on public works."
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Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Before the bill

is read the third time, I desire to make a
suggestion. I find that it does not quite
meet the objection I raised yesterday. In
fact, I must have misunderstood the Min-
ister of Justice, for I find that it excludes
the medical men from other provinces from
being allowed to practice where the public
works are going on. As these public works
are of a federal nature, I think it ought to
allow medical men from other provinces to
be employed in that capacity. I will give
the House an illustration. Take the pro.
vince of British Columbia; I do not think
the province could supply medical men
enough to engage on public works there, as
happened in connection with the construc-
tion of the Crow's Nest Pass.

Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-We have a
surplus of them.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-British Colum
bia may have a surplus, but the other pro~
vinces have surpluses and they contribute
as much towards the public works as British
Columbia. I thought it would be well to
allow medical men from other provinces to
be considered as qalified to practice. The
provinces of Ontario and Quebec and the pro-
vinces by the sea have men who are as well
qualified as any in the Dominion of Canada,
and probably British Columbia has also; at
the sane time, I do not think they should
be prevented from being employed on public
works no matter where that work may be.
They have not been hitherto prohibited
for I have known medical men from
Ontario and Quebec to be engaged on the
Canadian Pacific Railway on the north coast
of Lake Superior and away west in the
other provinces. 1 would like, therefore,
to see this bill amended so as to provide for
that, and would suggest the adding of what
I mentioned yestereday-" that men so em-
ployed shall be equally qualified to practice
in any of the provinces of the Dominion."

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The objection which
occurred to me with regard to my hon.
friend's suggestion, is that the qualification of
men to practise medicine is within the juris-
diction of the province.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-So it is
unfortunately.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-And it is for the pro-
vince to say who may practise medicine

within the limits of the province. British
Columbia, I believe, has recently provided
by its legislation that any one who is quali-
fied to practice medicine in any one of the
provinces of Canada and the North-west
Territories shall also be at liberty to practise
medicine within the province of British
Columbia, but I am not aware that any
other province has gone that far. I do not
care to assume to confer a power upon
medical men, or to assume to bestow upon
the government power to employ medical
men in contravention of the law of the local
legislatures. The government may do so.
The man who undertakes to practise of
course takes a risk, but. it is extremely
doubtful whether the government of Canada,
any more than an individual, could employ
a medical man to practise in the province
who is not qualified to do so by the law of
the province, and it may be that we would
be at. liberty to employ a man who is not a
qualified practitioner at all. That is ex-
tremely doubtful, and I do not think that
there is likely to be any interference here-
after any more than there has been in the
past, and I thought it was not desirable that
we should assume a larger jurisdiction than
we know we actually possess. If that question
is to be raised, I would rather see it raised
in some other way than upon what would
seem to be, by the government, an encroach-
ment upon local authority.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the third time and passed.

EXCHEQUER COURT ACT AND EX-
PROPRIATION ACT AMEND-

MENT BILLS.
COMMITTEE STAGE POSTPONED.

The Orders of the Day being called:
Coinmittee of the Whole House on (Bill B) " An Act

further to amend the Exchequer Court Act."
Coinmittee of the Whole House on (Bill D) "An Act

to amend the Expropriation Act."

Hon. Mr. MILLS said :-I would ask that
the order be discharged and put on the
order paper for Tuesday next. I have re-
ceived son:e communications, and parties
have expressed a desire to write me further
on the subject, and I wish to give them
sufficient time to do so. I would ask that
the order in which they stand on the order
paper be reversed, so that the wishes of
hon. gentlemen with regard to the order in
which they should be discussed may be met.
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The Orders of the Day were discharged
accordingly.

THE SENATE DEBATES.

FIRST REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ADOPTED.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE moved the adop-
tion of the first report of the committee.
He said:-The report exphins itself, but
should any hon. gentleman require further
information, I am ready to give it. As to
the gentleman who is recommended, he has
been a translator in the House of Commonq
for many years, and the committee thought
that a sufficient recommendation. However,
they deemed it best to try the translator for
a year, and give him a smaller salary to
begin with than lie would have ultimately.
I May remark that Mr. Boucha-d, who is
nlow a pretty old man, has always been a
French journalist, and consequently has had
occasion every day to translate public docu-
ments, so that he should be a good translator,
and that is the reason why the committee
thought he was the man for the position.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-He is not the gentle-
'man who has been removed from the staff in
the other bouse?

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-No.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Has not Mr. Desjar-
Ins been employed to do this work ?
Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-Not during

this. session, but during previous years.
buring this session Mr. Bouchard has been
8oing on with the work since the beginning
Of the session at his own risk, because we

ad to wait until the Senate should decide
the Matter.

fo Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am simply asking
r information whether a Mr. Desjardins

was not employed in the work of translation,
and whether there was any reason for super-

a hima by the appointinent of Mr.
BOcard.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Presume the chairman of the committee

?"thered by saying that this was a move
lath6 'direction of economy. M r. Desjardins
or Ir' the past been paid so nuch per page

for the translation for a number of years
thet, and if a gentleman can be appointed to

staff whose services would be at the dis-
po"alof the Senate during the whole year, at

four or five hundred dollars less than is now
paid for the translation, which is done (as I
have already intimated) by the page, it would
be an advantage to the Senate to have such
a man to utilize his services in the transla-
tion of any documents in addition to this
work, and at the same time save five or six
hundred dollars a year..

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Mr. Desjardins, I
believe, was a very competent translator.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
No one has found fault with Mr. Desjardins
as a translator.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Is Bouchard to do all
the translation, or are others to assist himi

Hon. Mlr. BELLEROSE-No. He will
be an officer of the Senate, and will do the
translating during the session, and during
the whole year he will be under the control
of the clerk, and will do ail the work of
translation which the Senate may require.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--He will do all the
work ; there is no staff under him ?

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-No, he is alone.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ouawa, Friday, 28th April, 1899.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (H) " An Act to incorporate the Im-
perial Loan and Investment Company of
Canada (Hon. Sir Mackenzie Bowell, in the
absence of Hon. Mr. Kirchhoffer.)

Bill (1) "An Act respecting the Canadian
Northern Railway Company." (Hon. Sir
Mackenzie Bowell, in the absence of Hon.
Mr. Kirchhoffer).
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THE GEOLOGICAL MUSEUM AND bere in Ottawa for future purposes, great
DOMINION ARCHIVES. attention should be given to making the

structure sufficiently spacious for the re-
INaQUIRY.1INQUIRY.quirements of future ages. Our publie

Hon. Mr. POIE IER rose to inquire of buildings here are already too small. If
the goveriiment: the parliament buildings were one story

If it is their intention to commence this year the b' ber it would he a great advantage to
erection of new buildings for the Geological Museum? . The library of Parliament here, which

If space will be reserved in the building for the is itself a gem, is unsuitable, in this vay,
Dominion Archives, which are now scattered in three that it cannot be enlarged, and that it is
or four different places alreadytoosmall. If when building it more

He said :-Since this notice was placed on attention had been given to the future re-
the order paper a declaration has been made quirements of the Dominion, we would not
in the House of Commons by the hon. Min- beinsucbapredicament. Thelibrary is&
ister of the Interior embodying an answer to beautiful piece of architecture, but it will
the question. I understand that it has been soon be very nearly useless. The idea in
virtually decided by the governixent to erect erecting a buildingfortheGeologicalMuseum
a building for the Geological Survey, and shoot be to have one of large proportions.
that plans are about to be subnitted to the The importance of our mines is very great
government for that purpose. However, the indeed, and they are constantly assuming
answer of the hon. minister is somewhat greater proportions. Last year, or the year
indefinite. In fact, there is no mention as before, the revenue of the mines was inferior
to the date when the government propose to te that of fisheries. We see by the last re-
commence the building. It is vague. I will port that a leap has been made, and while
therefore be permitted to say a few words the fieheries have increased to twenty-two
on this question, which is of great national millions cf dollars, the output cf tbe mines
importance. My idea is simply to call the has gene te over twenty-eight millions of
attention of the hon. members of the Senate dollars, and the increase will continue year
to this important question, so that they may after year. The mines of the Dominion of
look into it, and if possible strengthen the Canada are a great source cf natural wealth,
hands of the government. Anything done and will yield a large revenue, and it is very
by the government for the city of Ottawa important that the proposed building sbould
is viewed, I am sorry to say, with a certain be constructed in such a way as te meet
amount of jealousy by other cities, and future requirements. I have looked inte
therefore an expression of assent from this this question very closely. I shah net detain
bouse would have the effect of encouraging the bouse ve'y long, because I believe some
the government in carrying out a policy other gentlemen desire te take part in the
which I believe would be of great utility. discussion, but I shaîl, as regards the im-
I remember in 1879 or 1880, when it was pertance f the museum, read an extract
proposed to enlarge Metealfe street, opposite frem the Royal Society report cf 1896-
the parliament buildings, se as te make a in the summary report f the Geological
large avenue cf 400 or 500 feet, Sir Hector Surve Department, for 1894, the director
Langevin, if I remeinber rigqtly, had that writes as follows on the buildings now
idea in bis mnd. It wa4 part cf the policy occupied by the survey t a
of the gpvernment. It was then opposed, I may albo again venture te direct your attention
and to-day we have reason te regret that it to the wholly inadequate accoummodations afforded to
was net carried eut. An avenue here just the niuseum and offices by the preent building on
in front cf the parliament buildingq cf five Sussex street. The collections now contained in this

building, including the departments of ninerology,or six hundred feet, would be such an en- lithology, palontot, botany, geology and ethno-
hancment to the beauty and utility cf the logy, either on exhi ition or cla ified and readily
place that it would have been a good polic accessible, agregate more than 120,000 speciens.

SuThe ireater part of the space available is devoted
te adopt at The ustration of the mineraIs and general geology
could have been made then for a little over of Canda; but it is imp tible te display the speci-

$ 10,00; nw a oupe o miliondolarsmens to advantage or in such a manner as to attracts th public notice which tey deserve. The pition
would net do it, and very pessibly, if ulti- of the building and it h construction further render it
mately it is done, it will cat very many hiable to the constant danger of destruction b sire,

mill s. ii and wben itis remembered that the collection iorlude
the typical specimens which have been described i
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the publication of the survey since its institution,
besides many others of a character which it would
now be impossible to duplicate the very serious nature
of this risk will be understood. The building also
contains much accumulated material in maps, plans,
notes and records, together with the entire reserve
stock of the printed reports of the survey, and a
library oomprising a large nuinber of scarce and
valuable scientific works.

lion. gentlemen will understand what an
irreparable loss the country would sustain if
this building should be destroyed by fire, as
it may at any time be. Many years ago I
remember there was a very serious fire in
the iminediate vicinity of the museum, and
i was close work for the city fire brigade to
save the valuable collections of documents
and specimens. We have, I understand,
Over two thousand typical specimens which
are unique and which could not possibly be
replaced. There should be constructed a
separate building, distant from places where
fire could originate, and built in such a way
as to render an enlargement of the building
Possible. There is no doubt that ere many
Years, it will have to be enlarged again.
The suggestion to the government is not to
build anything like the library here, but
such a building that it could be extended
Olle way or the other. That is very impor-
tant. In my notice of motion, I also ask if
a Space could be reserved for the archives.
The archives are another valuable collection
which should be looked after better than
they are now. It is shameful to see that
our Canadian archives, which are invaluable,
rich, unique many of them, which could not
be replaced, are scattered-where ? In the
Public library here, in the Department of
&griuulture, in the Privy Council, in the
Cflce of the Secretary of State. Some in
Montreai have been lost, I am told. They
are s0 scattered that any one looking for
hiltorical information has to go from one
dePartinent to another before he can ascer-
tain where to locate the special documents

e is looking after. Moreover, these docu-
tnents, not being under the control of onean, are liable to be lost, as unfortunately

been the case with a good many of them.
178 have the military reports, for example,1785 to 1890, which are unique. Let those
be lest or burned, and it would be impossible

replace them. The loss to history would
Such that future historians could not

*rite that part of our Canadian history as
tiky would if they were in possession of

e0 documents. There are also private

documents of a historical character. In fact,
our wealth of archives is very great, and has
cost a great deal of money ; it has accumu-
lated from about 1872 up to the present
time, and there should be a structure, in my
opinion, where all those archives could be
collected together and securely stored. In
the building to be erected for a museum,
there should be space for the archives, if not
for a permanent location, at least until such
time as the increase in the archives will
necessitate a separate building. At all
events, I should like to see the archives
stored in such a way as to be safe from
danger of destruction by fire. I might in-
cidentally call the attention of the govern-
ment to the fact that many of the officials in
the geological department are leaving the
employ of the government, no doubt to better
their positions. I have been pretty well
acquainted with the department myself, and
I know that we have lost a number of
officials whom it will be very difficult
to replace. They have left the service
to take more remunerative positions, and the
list of them that I have here and which I
propose to read to the House covers a full
page of foolscap paper. I mention this for
the purpose of calling the attention of the
government to the position of those em-
ployees who are now in contact with the
outer world-with speculators, with foreign
governments and universities-and who are
frequently tempted by offers of much higher
remuneration than they receive here to leave
the service of our government. We should
try to keep those men here. They are not
like ordinary employees. In most cases,
where dismissals have occurred, it has been
found very easy to fill vacancies, but those
skilled officials, possessed of technical know-
ledge, are not easily replaced. We cannot
blame them when they are offered much
larger remuneration than they receive her
if they sever their connection with the de-
partment. The country suffers by the loss
because it is not the first coner, or even the
first geologist, who is competent to replace
a man who bas been in the service for ten,
fifteen or twenty years and who is conversant
with special localities where he can be of
great service to the country. The services
of a newly arrived technical officer, equally
competent in general geology, would not be
in such localities as valuable. The following
is a list of employees who have left the Geo-
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logical Survey to seek for more remunerative
positions :

PEIDIANENTS.

J. B. TYRtELL, left in 1899, whose salary was
$1,850. Is now consulting engineer at Dawson,
Yukon.

WALTER FERRIE. left in 1898, salary 81,600. Is
now manager of a mining company at Rossland, with
a salary of about $3,000.

Mr. COLE. 1898, now assistant manager of a mining
comnpany at Rossland.

H. P. BRUMsLL, 1895, salary 81,262, now manager
of a mining company at Buckingham, in the province
of Quebec.

Dr. F. D. ADAus, 1889, salary 81,400. Now pro-
fessor at McGill University.

Dr. A. C. Lawson, left in 1889 also. Now pro-
fessor in the California University. Had a salary of
81,200.

A. BOwMAN, 1889. Salary also of 81,200.
M. A. C. COSTE, left in 1888. Had a salary of

81,850. The two latter have started on their own
hooks.

TEMPORARY EMPLOYEES.

H. N. RUSSELL, assistant geologist, now manager
of a mining company near Denver, Colorado; D. I. V.
EATON, now in Kingston; M. FOSTER, now mining
expert for Vanderbilt, New York, where he gets
$5,000 ; Mr. A. BOYER, now an engineer in the Public
Works Department; Mr. .J. A. ROBERT, now in busi-
ness in Montreal ; Mr. KENDRIicK, who acted as
chemist here and is now professor and analyst in
Winnipeg, where he derives a large salary; Prof.
SPENcER, who is now in an American university; Dr.
B. J. HARRINGTON, now professor at McGill Univer-
sity, where he is well remunerated; Mr. Wn. L.Aw-

many cases they must be, they should be of-
fered inducements to remain. We should,
in the matter of mines and in all matters
concerning Ottawa, look out for the future
of our country. The Pi emier, Sir Wilfrid
Laurier, stated that he would make
Ottawa the Washington of the North. It is
desirable that Ottawa should be made the
Washington of the North or a fine city at
all events. It will necessarily be a large city,
but for the three years these gentlemen have
been in power I have looked in vain for
anything like a Washington here. The
museum to be erected should be a large
building, suitable for the present tinie and
for future generations, because what is being
built now should be built in such a way that
it would serve the purpose of the country for
half a century or a century hence. Remem-
ber the policy of the Romans when they
built their city. They felt that they were
building for all time. Let us build in the
same spirit, because our Dominion is making
such strides that before long we wilL find
that the city of Ottawa will, by force of
things, become in fact a Washington of the
North. Already we find that hosts of citizens
are coming to us from other countries. We
find that the Galician and Doukhobors and

Finns ar rwdin our' hosn fvried fronm
soN, now manager of a iniing company.bSONnowmangerof amnng cxnpny.Wolseley (Mr. Perley) and Marquette (Mr.

This shows that we are losing the services Boulton) from the North-west. Every ap-
of very valuable men, and why ? For no pearance of prosperity is before us. We
other reason than that their services are not should, therefore, in constructing permanent
adequately remunerated. I make no plea buildings in Ottawa look forward to those
for the employees, but I mention this fact future requirements.
as incidentai to the museum, hecause it ig.
very important that we should retain our Hon. Mr. ALMON-This House is
technical men and not let them go to other under a debt of gratitude to my lion. friend,
places where, of course, they get larger theoinember for L'Acadia, for having brought
salaries. They would, on an equal or even the need of a museum 80 forcibly before the
smaller salary, remain here, but when the governnent. ain more interested, how-
discrepancy is great and the offers made to ever, in the archives. The archives werethem are large, of course they leave. For ket for a long time in an underground room
example, s i ade a comparison of the salaries in the western building. If you wanted te
that officers occupying similar positions in go down t see it you had ur pass through a
the hnited States survey get, and I find badly ighted entry, ful of old packing
that they are about twice as large as the boxes, and when you got in there you found
remuneration our employees receive here. it was damp, and in the early winter there
The work is identical. The requirements was a snow bank in front of the windows,
of the fisheries are the saie and if we wish which continued until late in the spring. Lt
to retain our best men in the service i again was unhealthy for the persons whc were
remind the aovernment that they should there, and certainly for the very archives
be well paid. a suppose they are like other themselves it was a great detriment. Lt was
employees. Before leaving they apply for an musty and damp. That w fortunately
increase of salary, and when the government removed. L take credit t mysef for having
find that those increases are reasonable, as in brought the matter before the uouse, and L
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hope the archives will be put in a proper be found. I have myself always felt a great
place. My hon. friend informs me they are interest in the museum and in the preser-
put in different rooms, and not accessible, as vation of the archives. I think it was while
.they ought to be, to members. I am certain I was Minister of the Interior, a good many
if they were in a proper place and members years ago, that the museun was moved from
of the House knew the value of them, they the city of Montreal to Ottawa, because it
would visit the place oftener and encourage was a very important branch of the geolo-
the persons who have charge of them to gical department. A building was subse-
take more pride in their work and keep them quently acquired for the purpose of a museum
in bet ter order. The necessity of keeping the which has served the purpose for a great
archives is illustrated in Nova Scotia. I many years, although having been construct-
remember meeting a Mr. Fuller. a book ed for another and different object. It is not,
man, coming down the street and he perhaps, the best building for that purpose.
says, " Doctor, do you know what I have A museum ought to be erected in some
inl my hand ? " I said " No." And he says place where there is abundance of light and
" I have a letter from Washington to the where it is far away from highways, so that
Governor of Nova Scotia." I said " Where the specimens which are collected will not
did you get it ? " He says " I saw it in the be affected by the dust. Most museums are
Provincial secretary's office, and lie told me constructed without any impediment from
I iniglht have it." There is another case, the the top of the building to the basement, and
Original survey of the Mason and Dixie line, whenever a building comes to be constructed
separating the north from the south. The it will require to possess those characteristics.
Original of that survey was in the museum A building is ne2essary. The present build-
of the House of Parliament in Nova Scotia. ing is not sufficiently strong to make it per-
Mr. James, secretary of the House, took it fectly secure because the collection of a large
tO the exhibition in Philadelphia and sold it number of specimens in a building is a tre-
for $6oo. He said it was given to him, but mendous weight upon it, and it requires to
who had a right to give it to him, I do not be constructed with special reference to that
kInow. Those are two instances that came fact. The hon. gentleman will get the in-
tO my own notice, and there are, no doubt, formation later, when His Excellency will,
a great many others. I do not say that if called u ask the Bouse for the neces-
iaything of that kind has happened here, sary appropriation. With reference W the

because I understand that Mr. Brymner had preservation of the archives, it is a question
lways taken great care of these things, which las often been considered whetler

but, at the same time, he was so wedded W they ougt not to be placed in connection
the underground place, that it kept them with the library of Parliament. Our library
there. I am glad the matter has been is too smaîl even for the present purposes,
brought before the House. I have no doubt and whether thero ought W le an attempt
the hon. Minister of Justice will see that made to extend the building or wlether itthe thingi are taken care of. would not, on the whole, be cheaper to erest

ahc ar oftenr bldn onsideredt wheethe

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The first question put present library standq, is a matter whicb
. y the hon. member, as to whether it is the Parliament no doubt will at no distant dey

tention of the government to commence consider.
this Year the erection of new buildings for Hon.
the Geological Museum, I am unable to an- That cannot be.
swer at this moment. The subject is under Hon.
the direction of the Minister of the Interior, destry t
a the hon. gentleman will no doubt beinuy informed before the session proceedBOWELL-

1UUch further. He asks also if space will be
raserved in the building for the Dominion THE POST OFFICE AT SOUTH BAY.
rchives which are now scattered in three ordes different places. Of course it is very HNIE W r

at some one convenient locatio inquire of the government:
th e these archives will be protected against Whether Mr. W. H. MoLean, of South Bay, in thed ua l rir bdibinto ths ere the

destrctionbfiepsresento PinrEarysad, isaro a mater hichi
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from the office of postmaster, and if so, the reason for
said dismissal, and upon whose suggestion or recom-
mendation such dismissal was made, and who has
been appointed to fill the position made vacant by
such dismissal ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-In reply to the in-
quiry of my hon. friend, I may say that Mr.
W. H. McLean, late postmaster of South
Bay, was not dismissed from that office. A
re-arrangement of the mail service having
been made by which the service of South
Bay was increased irom semi-weekly to
daily, and that of the two offices between
South Bay and Point Traverse increased
from semi-weekly to tri-weekly, it was found
necessary to remove the South Bay post
office to a more convenient site. As a result
of this change in the location of the office, a
change in the postmastership became neces-
sary and a successor to Mr. McLean was
appointed. The change in the mail service
referred to was recommended by Mr. W. V.
Pettet, M.P., and approved by the inspector.
Mr. W. H. Whattam is the name of the
new postmaster of the office.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I do not suppose the hon. minister is in a
position to say whether, finding it necessary
to make the changes referred to, Mr. McLean
was offered the position if he would remove
to that locality.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am unable to inform
the hon. gentleman. I can only give the
information which was furnished me.

DISMISSALS FOR PARTISANSHIP.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL
moved :

That an humble Address be presented to His Ex-
cellency the Governor General; praying that His Ex-
cellency will cause to be laid on the table of the Senate,
the names of all commissioners appointed by Order
in Council or otherwise since the 9th April, 1897, to
inquire into and report upon charges preferred against
any employee of the government, whether perman-
ent or temporary, of offensive partisanship, or of any
misconduct whatever.

2. The reports of said commissioners, or of com-
missioners previously appointed, not already brought
down, and a statement showing the action taken by
the government thereon.

3. The amounts paid each Commissioner since the
9th April, 1897, in fees, per diein allowance, travelling
expenses and incidentals of all kinds.

4. The names, ages, offices and salaries of all em-
ployees in the maide or outaide service of the govern-
ment, whether temporary or permanent, who since
the 9th April, 1897, ve n removed from office by
dismissal, superannuation, or otherwise, whether on
a report of a comnussion or otherwise, specifying in
each case the grounds of dismissaI, and the amount ol
superannuation or gratuity granted, if any; also, the

age, office, salary or remuneration of any and every
person appointed in the place of, or as a consequence
of every such removal.

He said :-This is dated from the date of
the last return which was brought down, and
will make the return complete when we
have it before us.

Hon Mr. MILLS-There is no objection
to the address.

The motion was agreed to.

SANITARY CONDITION OF DAWSON.
INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.) rose
to inquire:

If any orders have been issued by the government
for the improvement of the sanitary condition of
Dawson City, in the Yukon district?

He said :-I suppose the members of the
government have heard about the pre-
vailing sickness at Dawson City, as
well as I and others have heard of it,
and I hope something will be done
shortly to improve the sanitary condition of
that place. All accounts agree as to the
sanitary condition of Dawson City. The
government are receiving large revenues
from the Yukon district, and should do
something towards improving the sanitary
condition,

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The sanitary regula-
tions of Dawson City is under the control of
the commissioner and council of the district,
who are provided with sufficient funds to
carry out such work as may be necessary.
No special instructions have been issued
because none are required. They fully appre-
ciate the importance of the matter and we
have been so advised.

Hon. 1r. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I am
very glad to hear it.

IMPERIAL LIFE ASSURANCE
CO.'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL
moved the second reading of Bill (G) " An
Act respecting the Imperial Life Assurance
Company of Canada."

He said :-I might explain that the pro-
vision in this bill is simply asking for further
loaning powers. The loaning powers granted
to this lifeinsurance company are much more
limited than those of any other company,
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and considering the difficulty of investing
surplus funds which they have in hand at the
present time, which difficulties did not exist
in years past, it is found necessary in the
interests of the company that they should
have their powers extended. The matter, I
dare say, will be fully discussed before the
Committee on Banking and Commerce, when
further reasons can be given. I can only
add this, that taking the Canadian Life
Assurance Company, their powers are almost
unilimited. The Sun Life of Montreal is
also in the same position. These two com-
panies are the most successful life assurance
Companies doing business iri Canada; and,
perhaps I might say, almost on the continent,
and while they have these large powers they
have been enabled to invest their money in
the interest of stockholders as well as of the
POlicyholders. If hon. gentlemen have paid
any attention to the powers given to the most
Successful life companies in England and in
Scotland, they will find they have not been re-
stricted in the mianner that some of our com-
Panies, particularly life com panies, are in this
respect. I shail not occupy the attention
of the Bouse further in giving reasons for
asking for these extended powers, they
ca1 be more f ully discussed before the
cornmittee. What the Imperial Life Com-
pany ask is that they shall be placed in as
favourable a position as are other companies
Which have been most successful. I may
&"0 add this piece of information, although
t as not information to those who have paid

attention to the monetary institutions of the
country, that some of the loan companies
Whjch have been most restricted in their
oPerations have been the companies that
faeri I do nlot attribute that so much tot he law under which they were carrying onbusiness, as to the dishoety of ths who

.' conducting them. In all those com-
panies the character of those connected
*'th them will have much more to do with
their success in the future than any law
Uider which they may act. The Canada

la the best possible evidence of that, as
la 4180 the Sun Life in Montreal.

Te ration was agreed to, and the bill
W58 reau the second time.

THE PACIFIC CABLE.

ehodn. 3-Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
ioud ke to call the attention of the

Minister of Justice and Secretary of State
to a report which has been published in
reference to the action which the Imperial
Government proposes to take in aid of the
construction of a Pacific cable between
Canada and Australia,

The report which I hold in my hand, as
having been cabled from London, on the
27th inst., says:

London, April 27-The Tines announces this morn-
ing that the British Government has decided to con-
tribute an annual subsidy to the full amount reported
in the report of the Pacific cable committee of 1896, for
che construction of a Pacific cable from British
Columbia to Australia.

I may add, before reading further, that
the committee of 1896, of which I was a
member, made no recommendation whatever,
as to the manner in which the cable should
be constructed ; probably the reference is
to the committee of 1897. The despatch
continues:

After expressing its satisfaction with the govern-
ment's decision, the Tines says: " It is not obvious
why the Governnent have decided to pay a subsidy
instead of joining on the same terms as Canada and
the colonies. The subsidy method seems to involve
foregoing all share in the probable profits, as well as
the right of nominating commissioners in case the hne
pays, and the subsidy should no longer be required.
If there be any alarm as to supersession by wireless
telegraphy that scare may be dismissed, as the new
system does n t promise to bridge vast space.

On the 26th, another telegram was sent:

London, April 26.-At the semi-annual meeting of
the Eastern Telegraph Company to-day the Marquis
of Tweeddale said he believed that by international
law the United States governinent was bound to
recognize the company's concessions in the Philippine
Islands and to take up the undertakings of Spain in
this connection. He added that negotiations on the
subject bad been opened, and the company exeted
a reply shortly. Their relations with the United
States authorities in the Philippines, he explained,
were most satisfactory, and he was glad to say,
relative to the various proposed cables connecting the
United States with Australia and Canada with
Australia, the various governments were still con-
sidering the questions, which were expected to be
settled withim six months.

In addition to this, information has been
received that the Eastern Extension Cable
Company have called their agent home from
Australia to consult upon this very import-
ant question. From what has transpired it
is quite evident that the Colonial Secretary,
The Right Hon. J. Chamberlain is favour-
able to the all-cable route upon British
territory alone. Whether his opinions are
to be set aside by the extraordinary influence
which we all know the Eastern Extension
Cable Company possesses in Europe, remains
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to be seen. The system which, if this report
be true, the Imperial Government desires to
adopt, will certainly delay the further con-
summation of this project for many years to
corne. Those who have looked into the
question cannot but come to the conclusion,
that the Eastern Extension Company's
various ramitications in Europe, and in
England especially, are of such a character
that they are dangerous to any enterprise
which may be suggested that would interfere
with the monopoly they have at present over
Pacific cable communication. I have given
some attention to this subject, and have
been surprised at the apparent apathy-
unless there is something behind it-of the
Australasian colonies on this question. They
are the people who are bled in connection
with this monopoly. The charges from
Australasia to Europe, and particularly to
Canada, to reach which they have to go
round three-fourths of the globe, are ex-
orbitant. I know also that the Eastern
Extension Company, through the late Sir
John Pender, represented to our own govern-
ment in Canada that they never had received
any subsidies to aid them either in the con-
struction or the carrying on of their work.
If any hon. gentlemen desire to be better
informed on that question I would refer
them to the report which was prepared in
reply to that statement by the late govern-
ment on the subject, in which it was shown
conclusively that that company have been
largely subsidized-that they have spent
over five million dollars in the extension
of their lines, and that they have to-day a
reserve of between five and seven million
dollars, extracted from the pockets of those
who have had to use their cable. Its import-
ance to Canada is this, that in ordertoincrease
our trade with the Austalasian colonies or
any of the Pacific Islands, it is absolutely
necessary that we should have cable commun-
ication. The old adage was that tradefollowed
the flag. That may be true to a certain
extent to-day, but you cannot carry on trade
in modem times, successfully, unless you have
cable communication with the different parts
of the world. As an Imperial question, it is
of the highest importance that England
should be able to communicate -with all her
colonies without having to send messages
through any foreign country or over any
foreign cable. The Right Honourable
Secretary of State for the Colonies, I think,
fully appreciates this fact, and also the war

department, over which the ex-Governor
General of Canada, Lord Lansdowne, pre-
sides. Why this change should take place I
cannot understand; but we do know that
every step that can possibly be taken by
those who are interested in the Eastern Ex-
tension Cable Company will be thrown in
the way, in order to frustrate any attempt
which may be made by Canada, Australia,
or even England itself, and the influence of
the company is so great that I very much
fear that Imperial interests, as well as
colonial interests, will be sacrificed in the
interest of this great rnonopoly. Many
people say that this is more an Imperial
than it is a Canadian question. I differ
from those who take that position. To my
mind, that which is Imperial is also in the
interest of Canada; that which is Canadian
should be considered as Imperial; Canada
being an integral part of the British Empire.
We should act in unison on questions of this
kind. I only hope that the government,
having taken the steps which it has, in
asking Parliament for an appropriation to,
aid in the construction of this great work,
which, I repeat, is of vital interest, particu-
larly to the Pacific province of British
Columbia, as well as to this part of the
world, will make strong representations
to the colonial office and to the Imperial
Government as to its necessity, not only from
an Imperial standpoint, but from a Canadian
standpoint as well, in order that the
influence of the monopoly to which
I have referred may be counteracted.
I have a number of extracts in my desk
which I intended to lay before the House,
but I do not deem it necessary to occupy
the time of the House at the present mo-
ment in bringing them forward. There
is one point that struck me forcibly in
an article in the Bullionist of London,
in which the writer argues strongly in
favour of the construction and laying of
this cable; among other things it points
out that the contribution which is being
given, or which is promised, by the Canadian
Government for the construction of this cable
connecting the Pacific colonies with Canada
is of infinitely more importance to England
and Imperial interests, than the offer which
has been made by one of the Australian
colonies, to put a man of war, at their own
expense, at the disposal of the Imperial Gov-
ernment. It goes on to show that while the
expenditure connected with the maintenance
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of a man of war, no matter of what size or
how much it would cost, would not be of so
great interest to England in case of trouble
with other countries, but that the fact of the
war department of England being able to com-
municate instantaneously with the different
parts of the empire, saving as it would
largely in the expense of carrying on the
Operations of any war. That is a point that
has not been brought out so strongly before,
either by those who have advocated the con-
struction of the cable in Europe or in Canada;
but those who will reflect for a moment will
See the importance of that statement made by
the Bullionist, and we know, further, that the
facilities for transporting troops and muni-
tions of war are just as important as having
either the fleet or having men belonging to
the regular army; and that the facilities
which are offered for such a purpose are a
very great saving in the carrying on of
Operations of that kind. There is another
8ingular thing connected with this cable, and
it shows that there is an extraordinarv in-
fluence even in the Colonial Office itself upon
this question. When I had the honour of
being appointed by the late government to
Proceed to Australia to discuss trade ques-
tions and to consult with the different Aus-
tralian Governments upon the feasibility of
laying the cable, a few days after the colonial
Office had been informed of the action of the
Canadian Government in these particulars,
despatches were sent to each of the colonies
of Australia, transmitting to them old reports
Which had been made years and years before,
Pinlting out not only the impracticability of

is route but that its enormous cost would
b6 such as to make it almost impossible for
governments or individuals to lay the cable
Ou account of the great distances that would

lave to be stretched between the different
l Points along the route. When Mr.

ee ing1 and myself went to New South
thies' to discuss this question, the first

g we were met with was these des-
Patches. We went to Queensland, we found
the Premier and the Postmaster General
With these despatches ready to lay befores, and in Victoria precisely the same thing.

havquetion arises how or why should these
n sent under such circumstances 1Agai, when I moved for papers, a few days

had e as not known that an agreement
Office entered into between the Colonial
pany and the Telegraph Extension Com-

l Which Was inimical to Canadian

interesta. What called my attention to it
was an article in the Toronto Globe a short
time ago, making the statement that such
a document was in 3xistence of which we,
the outside world, knew nothing. As long
ago as 1893, while we were negotiating with
the colonies, the Imperial Government had
entered into an agreement with the Eastern
Extension Company, by which they were to
have the sole right of laying a cable ex-
tending it from Australia to Hong Kong;
and, more than that, Canada is specially
excluded from the right of landing upon
the shores of Hong Kong, unless done within
a certain number of years. After that, if
permission is given to Canada to lay a cable
between this part of Her Majesty's Dom-
inion and Hong Kong, the Imperial Govern-
ment, or somebody else, will be bound by
that agreement-that is, if the statements
as I have pointed them out and as they are
indicated in the Globe be correct-will
have to pay an enormous sum in order to
obtain the right from this company. The
present scheme of the Eastern Extension
Company is to extend their line from pro-
bably Queensland or New Caledonia where
they have a line connecting that with
Queensland at the present time, to the
Philippine Islands, and from that to Hong
Kong and via San Francisco to Europe, there-
by cutting off Canada altogether ; and just so
long as they can maintain the monopoly that
exista at the present moment, just so long
will Canada be deprived of being the centre
of the great highways and the benefits
which would accrue to this country f rom
such cable communication. Another
significant fact, is, if newspaper statements
be correct, a lhte Under Secretary of State
for the Colonies is a director of the Eastern
Extension Cable Company, also president
of the Telegraph Construction and Mainten-
ance Company. It would be improper to
suppose that these facts have had anything
to do with what bas transpired, but that
undue influence bas been exercised is
beyond a doubt. I have taken the liberty
of making this statement with the hope
that the government will not be remiss
in their duty, at least in calling the attention
of the Colonial Secretary to the importance
of it not only as an Imperial work but as a
colonial work, and to break up, if possible,
the monopoly which is enjoyed by the East-
ern Extension Company. The more I have
studied the matter the more I consider it of
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importance to this country. Not only
should we be connected with the Pacific
colonies but we should be connected with
all the West India Islands by a cable from
Halifax to Jamaica, and with all the islands
with which we have any trade. If we ex-
pect to build up an export and import trade
with these colonies, we should be connected
at the earliest possible moment with every
part of the empire. It is a matter of great
importance that the Imperial Government
and the people of England should know
that we fully understand the influences that
are at work in England used by this com-

pany to which I have referred, and that we
shall try to break up that monopoly in the
interest of the empire as a whole and more
particularly in the interest of Canada.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Answering the ques-
tion which the hon. gentleman has put after
reading the extract f rom the Times, I am in
a position to say, and I regret to say, that
the main features of it are correct. Iam unable
at present to give him any further details,
but the proposal now m de by the Imperial
authorities is in the nature of a subsidy and
not as co-partner in the original arrange-
ment. That has been proposed for several
years and that is the proposal that was
accepted. I notice in the report made by
the Imperial committee that the original
arrangement was based on the assumption
that Great Britain and the colonies would
be joint owners of this cable. In regard to
the ownership, the committee which was
composed of the Rt. Hon. Earl of Selburne,
who represented Great Britain, who was
the chairman, Lord Strathcona and Mr. Jones
of Halifax representing Canada and the
other gentlemen represting the different
colonies, say :

The committee are of opinion that the cable should
be owned and worked by the governments interested.
In arriving at this conclusion they would not under-
value the importance of allowing ail commercial under-
takings to be carried out wherever possible by private
enterprise and assisted by government and in the
present case there seems to be no probability that
private capital will be forthcoming for the purpose of
laying a Pacific cable without a larger subsidy than
the governments interested in the project would be
prepared. If government assistance in some forni or
other is necessary, the committee think that a scheme
under which the cable should be constructed and
owned by the goverunients interested is much to be
preferred than a private company working under a
government subsidy.

Since the time of that report public opin-
ion has pointed strongly-more particularly

in view of those who advocated the ultimate
federation of the empire and who look to the
unity of the empire-in the direction of a
joint Pacific cable. It was considered
essential. I regret much that should be de-
parted from. I am unable to give the details
at the present moment, as we have not got
them in full, but f rom the advices that we
have received, I believe, in its main features,
the report in the Times, which the hon.
gentleman has read to the House, is correct,
and when the hon. gentleman gave notice a
few days ago for all the papers connected
with the subject, that had passed between
the parties interested during the last twelve
months, I had them collected with a view of
placing them on the table. However, he did
not press the motion on that occasion and if
he desires now, I shall be very glad to lay
them on the table. Among other papers I
am able to lay before the House the agree-
ment which was made in October, 1893, to
which he has adverted, and which fully bears
out all the statements made by the hon.
gentleman under which it was quite appar-
ent that the Eastern Extension Company
had secured monopoly clauses that were
quite at variance with the rights and pri-
vileges that the colonies should claim. This
company was practically to get a monopoly,
and so tightly was that drawn that under
article five, which I will read, it is provided
that :

Nothing in this agreement shall affect the right of
Her Majesty's Government to grant to the govern-
ment of the Dominion of Canada, or of any colony in
Australia, permission to lay or cause to be laid a sub-
marine telegraph cable connecting Hong Kong with
Canada or Australia, provided such connection
between Canada and Australia be completed within
five years f rom the date of this agreement.

That is certainly an extraordinary pro-
vision to be inserted in the document. It
is signed by Lord Ripon. It will be a
matter of surprise to the people of Canada
to know that Canada has been excluded
from the privilege she would have a right
to claim. It is a matter of great regret,
and there will be, no doubt, in Canada a
very emphatic expression of opinion not at
all flattering to those who have been pro-
moting the Eastern Extension Com-
pany. I fear that all the criticisms the hon.
gentleman has expressed on the floor of the
House in the main are true. I am not in
as good a position to speak as he is, because
he has been intimately connected with the
enterprise for years and made a voyage to
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Australia in support of it. He knew the
obstacles he had to meet with there and lie
knows those obstacles have been thrown in
the way of the enterprise year by year.
They represent financial strength equal to
what the hon. gentleman has described, and
it will be a matter of very great regret for
ail time to come-because if it is not done
now I do niot believe in the future it will be
carried out. If it is not accomplished now,
it is on the cards that the Eastern Extension
Company may form an alliance with
the American Company and build a cable
from San Francisco, taking in those islands.
The American interests centre there; and
Canada will be for ever cut out f rom the
lnterest and share she should possess in this
enterprise which will have so much to do
With the future development and growth of
the British Empire.

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
au much obliged for the statement the hon.
gentleman has made, and I hope he will lay
that document on the table.

ion. Mr. SCOTT-I have the report of
the commissioner, which was never produced
before. The seal of confidence can now be
removed from it.

110n. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
IlOtice the portion of the report to which my
lion. friend referred was dated in 1897.
That was the result of the negotiations car-
ried on by Lord Strathcona, high commis-
stoner, and Mr. Jones, of Halifax, assisted
by Mr. Fleming, who was there. The extract
Which I read refers to some report of 1896.

w$at would be the report which was made
by Lord Strathcona and myself when we
Were commissioners in England. That is
*hy I said no report had been made at thattmlle, indicating a basis upon which the
Work should be constructed. I see now it
is only a mistake, probably of the Times,
i stating 1896.

11e1• Mr. MILLS-The more the docu-
11 1t '0 examined, the more grave it will

apPear, because I apprehend that for 100do'ra there has been nothing more seriously
coloniaunder Imperial authority affecting
Olial interests than the attempt to create
o MonlOIy and restrain and cripple the

O Ie reial growth of this country. I will
ot vetIltUre to discuss the subject at the

Present time, but the legislature of Canada1%'

and the people of Canada cannot too seriously
consider the subject. There are some things
that are impossible that this country can
afford to have done, and it seems to me that
the compact set out in that document comes
very close to, that border.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
do not think there will be any difference of
opinion on that question.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, 17th May, 1899.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Eight
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

A CORRECTION.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-Before the
orders of the day are called, I ask permis-
sion to refer to an incident which occurred
in the Senate on the 27th April, on a motion
which I made asking the House to concur in
the first report of the Committee on Debates.
The Hon. David Mills is reported to have
asked me on that occasion the following
question," He is not a gentleman who has
been removed from the staff of the other
House ?" I am reported to have said "No."
This answer of mine was not correct. My
excuse is that I did not evidently catch the
question of the hon. minister. The House
will recollect that, at the very moment when
the question was put and I gave the answer,
the hon. leader of the opposition Sir Mac-
kenzie Bowell rose in his place and called
the attention of the minister to the fact
that the minister was speaking in too low a
tone of voice, and to speak louder, in order
that the House might understand what he
said. Add to that hon. gentlemen that the
House was at this very moment quite noisy.
Under such circumstances, it is not extra-
ordinary that I should misunderstand the
question and answer as I did. Had I under-
stood the question, I could not have made
such a reply, knowing, as I knew then, and
as I have known for some time past, that
Mr. Bouchard had been employed in the other.
House and dismissed. I have been many
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years in this House and in public life, and
have never been accused of saying anything
that was not according to the truth. I could
not, therefore, let the circumstance pass
without putting myself right before the
House, and particularly before the Minister
of Justice, who is certainly one of the last
hon. gentlemen in the House to whom I
would give offence by giving them a mis-
leading answer.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I might say, in reply
to my hon. friend, and for the information of
the House, that as soon as my hon. friend
discovered what my question was he came
to me and stated that his answer was
erroneous. I arm perfectly sure that the
House will believe the hon. gentleman when
he stated that he misapprehended my ques-
tion, and was led to giving an erroneous
answer. I have no doubt whatever about
that, and am perfectly sure my hon. friend
would not seek to mislead any one in a mat-
ter of this kind.

BILLS INTRODUJCED.

Bill (2) "An Act to amend the Criminal
Code, 1892, so as to make more effectual
provision for the punishment of Seduction
and Abduction."-(Mr. Vidal.)

Bill (19) "An Act to amend the Act
respecting works constructed in or over
navigable waters."-(Mr. Macdonald, B.C.)

Bill (98) " An Act respecting the Cobourg,
Northumberland and Pacific Railway Com-
pany."-(Mr. Kerr.)

Bill (35) "An Act to incorporate the
Edmonton and Slave Lake Railway Com-
pany."-(Mr. Clemow.)

Bill (29) "An Act to incorporate La
Compagnie du chemin de fer de Colonisa-
tion du Nord."-(Mr. Landry.)

Bill (46) "An Act to incorporate the
Arthabaska Railway Company."-(Mr.
Drummond.)

Bill (66) " An Act respecting the Lindsay,
Bobcaygeon and Pontypool Railway Com-
,pany."-(Mr. Dobson.)

Bill (45) " An Act to incorporate the St.
Clair and Erie Ship Canal Company."-(Mr.
Lougheed.)

Bill (25) " An Act to confirm an agree-
ment between the Canadian Pacific Railway

Company and the Hull Electric Company."
-(Mr. Clemow.)

Bill (13) "An Act respecting the Home
Life Association .of Canada."-(Mr. Cas-
grain.)

Bill (28) " An Act respecting the British
Columbia Southern Railway Company."
-(Mr. Lougheed.)

Bill (7) " An Act to incorporate the Yale-
Kootenay Telegraph Company, Limited."
-(Mr. Clemow.)

Bill (27) " An Act respecting the Richlieu
and Ontario Navigation Company."-(Mr.
Landry.)

Bi!] (34) " An Act respecting the Pontiae
Pacific Junction Railway Company."-(Mr.
Clemow.)

Bill (12) " An Act to confer on the Com-
missioner of Patents certain powers for the
relief of George L.Williams."-(Mr.Clemow.)

Bill (70) " An Act respecting the Bronsons
and Weston Lumber Company, and to
change its name to the Bronson Company."
-(Mr. Clemow.)

Bill (11) " An Act to confer on the Com-
missioner of Patents certain powers for the
relief of Thomas Robertson."-(Mr. Cox.)

Bill (67) " An Act respecting the Welland
Power and Supply Canal Co., Ltd., and to
change its name to the Niagara-Welland
Power Co., Ltd."-(Mr. McCallum.)

Bill (26) " An Act respecting the Colum-
bia and Western Railway Co."-(Mr.
Lougheed.)

Bill (21) " An Act respecting the Cana-
dian Railway Accident Insurance Co."-
(Mr. Clemow.)

Bill (43) " An Act respecting the Canada
Southern Railway Co."-(Mr. Lougheed.)

Bill (23) " An Act respecting the Alberta
Irrigation Co., and to change its name to
the Canadian North-west Irrigation Co."-
(Mr. Lougheed.)

Bill (47) " An Act respecting the Bran-
don and South-western Railway Co."-(Mr.
Kirchhoffer.)

Bill (14) " An Act respecting the Quebec
Steamship Co."-(Mr. Landry.)

Bill (17) " An Act respecting the Ottawa
and Gatineau Valley Railway Oo."-(Mr.
Clemow.)
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Bill (8) " An Act respecting the Atlantic
and North-west Railway Co."-(Mr. Loug-
heed.)

THE LATE SENATOR BOULTON.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Before the orders of
the day are called, I beg to refer to an
event that is one of melancholy interest to
us all. When we adjourned there was with
us an hon. gentleman, a member of this
Hâouse, who is no longer with us. I refer
to the late senator from Shell River, who
had for several years been a distinguished
Imember of this body, Senator Boulton.
That hon. gentleman was for a long period
of time engaged in the public service. He
entered the service at an early period of his
life as an officer in the lOOth Regiment. He
served Her Majesty with distinction and
rose from the rank of ensign to a higher
Office as an officer of that regiment. Upon
retiring from it he went into the North-west
Territories and there took an active part in
upholding British authority. When the
first rebellion occurred there he threw his
influence and his abilities on the side of the
Maintenance of law and order. Subsequently
he took an active part in the municipal
affairs of that part of Canada. He wrote a
very interesting account of the condition of
things in that country when he first went
there, and of the steps that had been taken
to satisfy the people who were disposed to
distrust the government of Canada, and to
establish quiet amongst the earlier inhabi-
tants of the Red River Valley. Mr. Boul-
ton was honoured by the Crown in being
called to this chamber, and hon. gentle-
einn know that he always took an active
interest in the proceedings of the Senate
and in the conduct of public affairs. We
raay not all of us have agreed with
the views which he entertained on public
questions. He was something of a student,
and On many matters of public interest

took perhaps rather the view of a
Itudent-an academic view-than that of
oa engaged in practical politics; but the
'quetions which interested him he studied
With care, and as a member of this body, as
a enber of the committees of this House,
Iha "as attentive to his duties, and as active

the discharge of them as perhaps any hon.
We mrt an who sat in this Senate. When

e earted here at an earlier period of this
eion the hon, gentleman was at that time

in excellent health and spirits, and those of
us who intended to return here, expected to
meet the hon. gentleman in this chamber.
Perhaps there was no member of this Senate
who had before him a fairer prospect of long
life than the late hon. senator from Shell
River. We shall meet him here no more.
He has been unexpectedly called away.
While it was yet day his sun has gone down.
The last night-the long night-has settled
upon his career, and I would move, hon.
gentlemen, that out of respect to his memory
this House do now adjourn.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
rise for the purpose of seconding the motion
which bas been made by the hon. Minister
of Justice. I do not know that I could add
anything to what the hon. minister has
already said in referenceto the hon. senator
whom we shall meet no more. Ail of us
who have had the pleasure and the honour
of his acquaintance must have formed a
very high estimate of him, not only as a
public man, but as a private citizen. The
courteous and thorough manner in which he
always treated every subject brought before
the House, showed that he was in fact not
only a student, but that he had imbibed
what we would consider somewhat advanced
opinions as to what should be the correct
policy of any party governing the country.
Those who knew him and his family, will
deeply regret that the country should have
lost so prominent a member of the Senate
at so early a period of his life. I do not
know that it would be improper at this
moment to refer to other members of the
Senate who have departed this life since the
last session of this Parliament. We have been
singularly unfortunate in losing some of the
older nembers of the Senate, as well as
some of those who have not been so long
members of this body. Since the last sitting
of Parliament we have lost, including Sen-
ator Boulton, no less than four of our
members. First among them was the
Hon. Mr. De Blois, a representative of
one of the oldest and most respected
of the French families in the province of
Quebec. He was in every sense of the word
a gentleman, in his demeanour and his inter-
course with his fellowmen. We also lost a
very old and respected member of the Senate
in Senator Macfarlane, who was appointed
to this chamber soon after confederation.
He was an ardent advocate of the union of
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the different provinces. He lent all the aid
he could to bring about confederation, and
occupied a very prominent position in his
own province, and while his health permitted,
took an active and intelligent interest in all
affairs of state. We have also lost a young
and active member in the person of Senator
Adams. He occupied in his own province
a prominept position, having been a member
of the New Brunswick Government. Those
who knew him could not but respect him for
the intelligence which he displayed on every
subject he attempted to discuss, and on any
matter which he thought of interest to his
own province and to the country generally.
These are losses deeply, from a human stand-
point, to be deplored. They only show us
how uncertain life is. The hon. Minister
of Justice pointed out that when the hon.
gentleman from Shell River left us, about
three weeks ago, at the adjournment, there
was no one amongst the whole of us who to
outward appearance would have been ac-
cepted as one who was likely to live for
many long years. I deeply deplore the loss
of the hon. gentleman to this body, as well
as the loss of those other members to whom
I have referred.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Before the motion is
put, I desire to be permitted to add a few
words to the expressions of regret which
have fallen f rom the hon. mover and seconder
of this resolution with reference to the very
unexpected loss which this Senate has sus-
tained in the death of Senator Boulton. I
ani sure that there is but one feeling of re-
gret in thisHouse at the hon.senator's sudden
removal from amongst us, more particularly
amongst those of us the older members
of the House, who have been associated with
Senator Boulton for nearly ten years, since
his first admission to the Senate. There are
many of us, no doubt, who differed very
mucli from some of the views on public
matters which Colonel Boulton advocated,
but I do not think there is any member
of this House who does not believe that
on all occasions he was actuated by a
spirit of honest sincerity in the views
which he took on public questions, and in
the opinion which he advanced in this House
with so much ability and so much clearness
on very many occasions. Another matter to
which I cannot help alluding is the pains
which Colonel Boulton took, and which I
think may well be imitated by all of us, to

inform himself thoroughly on all subjects
which he brought before this House. His
industry wâs immense, and he spared no time
or trouble to thoroughly get, as he thought,
at all the facts connected with the different
subjects which came up for discussion in the
Senate. Allusion has already been made
to Senator Boulton's career as a soldier.
As the hon. Minister of Justice has said, he
first entered military life an an ensign in the
Royal Canadian 100th Regiment, and after
serving Her Majesty in different parts of the
world, and attaining the rank of major
retired from the army and, returning to his
native country, subsequently went to Mani-
toba, where from the first he took an active
part in the affairs of that province, and it
will be remembered that when the rebellion
of 1885 broke out, he organized a corps
known as Boulton"s scouts, which did good
service during that eventful period. I
cannot help recalling an incident connected
with Senator Boulton's first appearance in
the Senate where he took his seat, in 1890.
He was asked by the government of the
day to move the address in answer to
the speech from the throne. He followed
the custom which, as hon. gentlemen well
know, is one which is generally followed
in the British Parliament, of the mover
and seconder of the address appearing
either in uniform or court dress. Colonel
Boulton appeared here in his uniform in
moving the address, and I well recollect
what was said by an old and very much
respected inember of this House, long since
dead, Hon. Mr. Haythorne, a member from
Prince Edward Island, of how much pleasure
it gave him to see the British uniform in
this House, and to know that the wearer of
that uniform had worthily served Her Ma-
jesty in other countries as well as in Canada.
We all feel, I am sure, that in the death
of Senator Boulton we have lost a man who,
in every sense of the word, was a gentle-
man, who followed out his convictions hon-
estly and conscientiously; and when his
opinions might possibly have become more
matured as he continued in public life,
would have been an increasingly valuable
member of the Senate and, I have no doubt
a most useful man to the country. I desire
to add my own expressions of most sincere
regret, both for the loss of the senator him-
self and for the sorrow and grief which his
untimely death has brought on his wife and
family and all connected with him.
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I wish to express my
concurrence in all that bas fallen from the
hon. senator from Toronto who knew Sena-
tor Boulton well for many years. I also
had the pleasure of knowing him for a long
time, and of knowing, though I did not
always concur in bis views. Senator Boil-
ton occupied a very unique position in this
House. A very ardent and warm Conserva-
tive, he yet differed from his party on a
Most important question, and while very
miany gentlemen did not concur in the views
he expressed, yet it must be conceded that
he fortified bis arguments always by apt
illustrations which his study of the subject
of free trade had given him facility to quote
at any moment. Senator Boulton came
from a very distinguished family in Upper
Canada. The Boultons occupied high posi-
tions, both on the bench and at the bar, in
the legislative halls, and in every way were
Probably one of the leading families of the
old province of Upper Canada. One mem-
ber of the family was a Chief Justice in the
Island of Newfoundland. The late John
Boulton, and bis namesake, was at one time
mnayor of Toronto. They filled positions of
very great distinction in the gift of the
People of Canada. While we here express
our great regret at the sudden taking away
of Colonel Boulton let us also add a word of
sYnpathy to those who will miss bis presence
for many long years, the family of which he
Was the head, the bread winner for the
afflicted family that he leaves behind him.
They are entitled to our deep sympathy at
the. present moment. Few members leftthis House under more painful circumstances
th the late Colonel Boulton, leaving us in
the full vigour of life less than three weeks
ago; to-day he is buried in the church yardnlear the village where he lived.

holion. Ir. KERR-It may appear to somen. gentlemen presumptuous on my part,being one of the most recently appointedto this House to say a word upon this
accasion. My apology must be that myquaintance with the late senator bas ex-
teaded Over a period of more than fortyYears I have not enjoyed the acquaintance
of "ay other senator during that long period,ave and except that of the distinguishedleader of the opposition, who bas seconded the
ri0ti h, in such tender and pathetic language
t'ea 8 h. Senator Boulton was the son of myrest neighbour, and during many years I

had the pleasure of not only enjoying bis
acquaintance, but, what I valued more, bis
warm and continued friendship. During
these forty years, although differing from me
on public questions in many respects, it bas
always been, and is to-night, a special grati-
fication to me to know that during that long
period, not a cloud ever flitted over our
friendship or marred that kindly feeling
which we had for each other, and it will not
be surprising, and you will indulge me when
I say that I feel, in the taking away of
Senator Boulton so suddenly and so unex-
pectedly, depriving us of bis presence here
and bis wise counsel, that it is not only a
great loss to this distinguished body but
personal loss that I shall no more have a
the pleasure of meeting him here and
enjoying the benefit of bis association
and counsel in years to come. I could not
hope to add anything to the appropriate,
tender and touching observations which
have been made by the mover and seconder
of the address, and so beautifully endorsed
by the two distinguished senators who have
added their contributions to what has been
said. Senator Boulton was well born and
well bred. As the seconder of the motion
bas said, he bore an honoured name-a
historic name. His name, like that of the
contemporaries of bis father, who is still
living, and bis mother mourning in Cobourg
to-night the loss of a dutiful and loved son,
bis name, I say, was a household word,
like that of the Robinsons, the Cayleys,
the Camerons, the Allans, Baldwins, the
Blakes, the Gambles and others whom I
could mention-names that have been
household words in Ontario during my
lifetime, and the names of gentlemen who
have done so much to build up and
establish in this country those institutions
which are a reflection and largely a copy
of British institutions. Senator Boulton,
left college in early life and adopted the
profession of arms, rendering valuable ser-
vices to the empire abroad, and after resign-
ing active work in the army, believing that
" peace bas ber triumphs more glorious than
war," he turned bis attention to the arts of
peace, and I do not think that the north and
westhad a better friend, one whodesired more
to promote their welfare and happiness, espe-
cially the agriculturalists of the great prairie
province of Manitoba, than the late Senator
Boulton. He had the welfare of the agri-
culturalists of bis province very much at
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heart and he never ceased to advocate their
claims and their interests. As has been
said when the news came to Cobourg in the
troublous times in the North-west, the people
of Cobourg-thebirthplaceof the latesenator
-naturally took a deep pride in his gallant
conduct, his noble stand for law and authority.
If any thing were wanting to give him a warm
place inthe affections of the peopleof Ontario,
I think that that gave him a strong claim to
their consideration. Senator Boulton not
only was loyal to British institutions and
connections, but he was loyal to this chamber.
I would take the liberty of reading a short
passage from a letter wÉich I received from
him on the 17th March last, in which he
says :

Although there is a disposition to decry the use-
fulness and good faith of the Senate from a party
standpoint, it is a more useful and a more capable
body than is allowed to appear on the surface by the
public press. The Senate is a sound constitutional
plank in our machinery of government which I regard
as an extension of the British constitution in Canada.

These words will be a lasting memorial
and do great credit to the good judgment,
the appreciation and the clear headedness of
Senator Boulton, who so appropriately and
so beautifully expressed his opinion of the
bigh position and the important functions
this body had to perform in the machinery
of the government of this country. More-
over, Senator Boulton had great faith in
British connection. I think he was as loyal
and patriotic a subject as Her Majesty bas
in this fair Dominion. It was his day dream
to build up a great country on the west side
of the Atlantic under the ogis of the British
Crown, and every inspiration and every
aspiration that be had was in that direction,
and although his views upon questions of
trade policy may have differed somewhat
from the views of hon. gentlemen on both
sides of this House, i have thought, per-
haps, some hon. gentlemen within the sound
of my voice have thought that perhaps these
views were not less interesting, not less
worthy of consideration, because of the fact
that they happened to be the views of
neither political party in this chamber. But,
as bas been said, whether his views on the
trade policy were sound or otherwise, there is
no doubt in my mind-and I am glad to
hear it enunciated by much higher authority
than myself, by words much weightier than
mine-that whatever his views were upon
the trade policy of this country, or upon
any other question, he held them sincerely,

honestly and conscientiously. Senator
Boulton's life is ended; his life work is
done. And is that the end of it ? I think
it is England's great dramatic poet who bas
said, "The evil that men do lives after
them; the good is oft interred with their
bones." I believe-and it is my faith and
creed, that it is equally true, that the good
that men do lives after them. I should feel
depressed beyond measure, as I walk
the corridors of this Senate Chamber and of
the Commons and look upon the portraits of
men who have built up the mighty fabric of
this Confederation, to think that their life
work is ended. I think we may fairly take
up the words applied to another, that
while his body lies mouldering in the
grave, bis soul goes marching on. I am
sure that the influence of Senator Boulton's
useful life will not be lost upon me, and
should not be lost upon any one who enjoyed
the pleasure of his acquaintance. His was
a busy life. For about six weeks I enjoyed
the pleasure of his close acquaintance in
this House, and I had opportunities to form
a judgment as to his industry, and before I
heard the sad tidings of his death, I took the
liberty of stating, in my own town, to his
admirers and some who did not know him
so well as I did, that I never met a man
of more industry, of more application,
of more devotion to duty than the
late Senator Boulton. He was a man of
varied talent. While he was doing his duty
as a public man here he was also writing to
periodicals on scientific and other subjects,
and, in that way, extending the sphere of
his influence in many directions. I trust
that the example of Senator Boulton will
be an inspiration to all young Canadians,
and that they will, like him remember to
work while it is day for the night cometh
when no man can work. That influence, I
believe, will be lasting. It bas been said
that-

Were a star quenched on high,
For ages would its light,

Still travelling downward from the sky,
Shine on our mortal sight.

So, when a good man dies,
For years beyond our ken,

The light he leaves behind him lies,
Upon the paths of men.

I believe the light that Senator Boulton
shed during his life will lie on the
paths of many a young Canadian, and
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inspire him to imitate his noble, useful and
valuable life.

Hon. Mr. POWER-There is one thing
which, I think, must have struck every hon.
gentleman here with respect to the deceased
senator from Shell River. He was in this
HIouse for ten years, and took a very active
part in the business of the Senate. He held
very strong views on different subjects. He
Made a great many speeches, and he was
sometimes treated, I regret to say, with not
quite as much attention and courtesy as he
was entitled to; but, during all those years,
no member of the House ever heard the
deceased senator utter an ill-tempered or
Offensive word. I think that his gentleness
and amiability were his most striking char-
aeteristics, and I have stood up to-night
Simply for the purpose of emphazising that
fact. I think we all felt and appreciated
that, and that although he belonged to no
Party, he was as well liked and is as deeply
regretted to-day by members of both parties,
as Would be the most active man on either
side of the House.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thur8day, 18th May, 1899.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
O'lock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

APPOINTMENT OF CAPTAIN H. H.
NORWOOD.

INQUIRY.

lon Mr. PRIMROSE inquired:

, m Whether Ca.tain H H. Norwood is still in the
r e O t of the Dominion Government in the

2. If t, and if so, in what capacity?
Wat not, Was he disnissed, and if dismissed, for

What Was hesodismissed?
• 1s o Was bis salary as one of the inspectors?

. orwo government aware that the said Captain
favour ora Citizen Of the United States, and strongly

lteor Of the annexation of Canada to the United

5. Does the government know that Captain Nor-
wood, in the course of his experience, never had one
hour's work in connection with minerals of any des-
cription, and that he is very illiterate?

He said :-Captain H. H. Norwood left
Nova Scotia when he was a mere boy and
never returned to take up his dwelling there
until about three years ago. Strange as it
may appear, whilst this man appears to have
been the appointee of the Liberal govern-
ment at headquarters, he is totallydiscredited
by his Liberal friends in the district in which
he resides. He has never voted in Canada.
He is a United States citizen. He is also a
blatant annexationist, and these facts surely
should render him thoroughly ineligible for
any position under the Canadian G overnment.
Even in the municipal elections held last
November he did not vote, but in one ward
where he made the fight a personal one,
the candidate whom he supported was
defeated by a majority of one hundred
and forty-six in a total poll of less than
300 votes. He is posted, it is true,
in whale blubber and he is an honour
graduate in whale oil, having devoted his
whole life and energy to that business;
but he knows nothing whatever of the
production of gold, or of the qualities of
gold ore, and under these circumstances the
man could not be expected to have these
qualifications, but he had that which seems
to have implemented all deficiencies, in the
shape of what is technically called a " pull "
upon one of the ministers, a pull at once so
tenacious and so elastic as to affect his con-
version from an expert in whale blubber
and in whale oit to a full fledged inspector
in the Yukon gold districts. His appoint-
ment, to my mind, seems to be about as
incongruous as setting a rough coarse black-
smith to work upon the delicate mechanism
of a high grade watch, or commissioning a
pettifogging lawyer of the lowest possible
type to proclaim the evangel of good will to
men. Neither of the parties occupying
either of these positions would prove so
thorough and complete a misfit as would a
whaling captain in the position of a gold
inspector. Unfortunately for them, this is
not by any means the only case in which it
appears that the present government has
shown a disregard, to say the least of it,
of the ordinary fitness of things and of the
necessity for having something like a proper
adaptation on the part of their appointees
to the duties which they are expected to
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discharge. I would ask the hon. ininister
to answer these questions seriatim as they
are placed upon the order paper.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think, after the
comments we have heard from the hon.
gentleman, that it would not be an unwise
proposition if we were to follow the practice
of Parliament and restrict comments on
questions, particularly those that are of a
character assailing gentlemen who are not
present, and no notice of the proposed attack
having been placed on the record. The hon.
gentleman says that the reason for Captian
Norwood's appointment is that he had a
" pull" on some minister. I think it is a
most uncalled for and improper remark to
make in putting the question that appears
on the paper. The hon. gentleman was not
consulted, I suppose, in the selection of
Captain Norwood. i do not know who
appointed him or on whose recommendation
he was appointed.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (J) " An Act respecting Usury."-

(Mr. Dandurand.)

LA BANQUE DU PEUPLE.

Hon. Mr. M1cMILLAN-Before the
orders of the day are called, I wish to call
the attent ion of the hou. Secretary of State to
the fact that, owing to mny limited know-
ledge of French, the papers which were laid
on the table here in connection with the
Banque du Peopie, are of no use to me. I
should like the portion of them given in
French to be supplied in English as well.

Hon. 3Jr. SCOT f--The institution is a
French une, and ihey niake the return in
French. I preuno it would be the duty
of the translator ut the House to make the
translation. We have no English copy. It
would b- nuch better if the translation
were made by an u>lieer of tlie House.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-You had better
fndSCOOL LANDS F MANITOBA.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The question was not
asked. I am prepared to answer the ques-
tions seriatim as they are placed on the paper,
but I do think it is exceedingly impropmr, in
putting these questions, to make an attack
on a gentleman who is not here to defend
himself, and also a general attack on the
policy of the government. He says this
government makes appointments that are
not to be approved of in any direction, going
entirely away from the record that is before
us. In answer to the first question Captain
Norwood is in the employ of the govern-
ment as Inspector of Mines; second, he was
not dismissed ; third, the salary is $125 per
month ; fourth, my answer is No ; fifth, the
answer is No. The government is, however,
aware that Captain Norwood has proved an
exceptionally capable officer and that he is
not illiterate.

SALARIES OF JUDGES.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER inquired:

Whether it is the intention of the government,
during the present session of Parliament, to introduce
any measure having for its object the increase or
readjustmernt of the salaries of the judges of the
Superior or County Court of the Dominion or of any
of the provinces thereof ?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
should like al-o t > call the attention of the
minnister to the fact that 1 moved for papers
in reference to the sehool lands of Mani-
toba. Nly hon. friend the Secretary of
State laid on the table this modest return,
not in answer to my uotion, but in answer
to a motion front ie hon. gentleman from
Provencher. I must candidly confess I have
not read ail the-e papers. I have taken the
trouble, however, to so far examine them as
to find one document which would comply
with a portion of the motion that I made,
and if my hon. friend would take that and
extend it to the present time, the informa-
tion will be nearly all that I require. That
portion of the return to which I refer is the
Manitoba school lands showing the revenue
and expenditure from the commencement
until the 30th of April, 1893. I suppose it
is considered of very great importance,
because it is duplicated. I find two copies,
one in typewriting and the other in hand-
writing. It gives very clear information.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It just so happens the
hon. gentleman made his motion the day I
brought this down. I shall be very glad to
have the other information supplied.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The subject is under Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
c onsideration. gives a good deal of information. The next
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is the particulars as to the advances made
to the Manitoba schools. The total is also
here. It would be a very interesting docu-
ment if we could have this table to which I
amû calling the attention of hon. gentlemen,
extended. If I could get it, it would answer
all the purposes required.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Extended to the
present time i

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
yes.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-If it is in duplicate, I
canU take one of the copies and tell the
officials of the department to prepare the
return. That will be the only document
required then, I understand?

ion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes; that is all I require.

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY
ROLLING STOCK.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOW.ELL-A
niotion was passed on the 24th of March,

ing for a return of the rolling stock that
been purchased in connection with thentercolonial Railway and its extension to

rontreal, and also the amount paid for said
rollng stock and the expenses of working
the extension since the time it came into
the hands of the government. It is likely
*e "hall have that question discussed in a
Very short time in this House, and it is
necessary that hon. gentlemen should havefull information in relation to the subject.
o se tO-morrow, or next day, to ask for

Sother information, of which, however,
give notice.

&1TL.JAPANESE LEGISLATION IN
BRITISH COLUMBIA.

ioiu Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
ore thter of Justice will remember that, be-

ereces, I called his attention to theePsrtant question of the British Columbia
the ti , reference to Japanese, and, as
that le ill expire for the disallowance of
the gveoatiOn, if such be the intention of
F4bol . nuerienty Sorne tume early in June, I
they he to ask the government whether
they have adopted any policy, or whether

shes a received any intimation of the
erune and intentions of the Imperial Gov-

on this question, which is supposed

'to affect Imperial as well as Canadian
interests.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I may say to my hon.
friend that these bills have been considered
in my department and we are waiting an
answer from the Colonial Office, which we
have not yet received. If no answer comes,
action of some sort will nevertheless be
taken before the year expires.

THE FRANCHISE ACT.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
There is another question I should like to
ask in reference to correspondence for which
I moved, between the Domipion Government
and the provincial governments, in reference
to an appeal in case any one considered him-
self improperly treated in reference to the
Franchise Act. It is somewhat important
that we should know exactly what the
opinions of the different provinces which are
affected thereby, are upon that question. I
observe by the newspapers that the province
of British Columbia bas passed an Act dis-
franchising certain people who formerly had
the franchise and to ask whether the gov-
ernment intend to interfere with that law.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-None of the statutes
are here yet.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
was going to point out that if they do not
interfere with that legislation, then British
Columbia will occupy a different position in
reference to its franchise to that of other
provinces in which certain officials of the
Dominion Government were disfranchised,
and that under the law which was passed by
this House, provision was made to allow
that class of voters to be placed upon the
voters' list. If such a bill as that to which
I have called the attention of the minister
has been passed by the province of British
Columbia, then there will be a certain class
of voter@ in that province who would be
deprived of the franchise which this Parlia,
ment thought it necessary to provide when
they gave power to have them placed on the
list, even though it is not in accordance with
the provincial franchise.

Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-The Dominion
officials were not disfranchised in British
Columbia.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Who were disfranchised?
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Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The
provincial officials.

Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-The Imperial
officers and the provincial officials.

EXPROPRIATION ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved that the House
resolve itself into a Committee of the Whole
on Bill (D) " An Act to amend the Expro-
priation Act."

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Be-
fore the Speaker leaves the Chair, 1 think it
better that some discussion should take
place on the general principle of the bill,
rather than to have that discussion in com-
mittee. When the hon. gentleman intro-
duced this bill I expressed, from what little
he said, some approval of what I thought
was its general principle; but on looking
more carefully at its provisions, it seems to
me to be a highly improper measure to place
upon the statute-book, interfering as it does
with the rights of individuals from whom
property has been taken. I cannot under-
stand why the government should ask for
any greater powers than are given to railway
or to other companies that have the power of
expropriation. Under this bill a man's pro-
perty may be taken by some engineer-and
we know very well that they are not always
very discreet in interfering with the rights
of private individuals. The government, if
1 understand this bill, has the right to seize
the property under a plea of expropriation
and hold it for any length of time they
please, and then finding that they do not
require it, give it back, or portions of
it, to the owner. It is true provision is
made giving power, under another bill,
to the Exchequer Court to compensate
him for the land which they have taken,
and also I think for the damages which the
property may have sustained. But is not
that going further than any government
should ask power to go I You may take a
man's proper4y from him and hold it a year,
six months, or two years, because there is
no limitation to this. The property might
be one from which the owner derived a
livelihood, and, under the supposition that
it was to be retained by the goverament and
a fair compensation paid therefor, he may

have made arrangements for some other busi-
ness, pledging the money which he expects
to get for the expropriated property, in this
other business, and then he finds that though
he has made that bargain and entered into
this other arrangement, the government
coolly say to him: "We do not want your
property, we want only ten or fifty feet or
five hundred feet," as the case may be. It
seems to me that is taking a power which
might be exercised not only tyrannically, but
with great injustice to the parties owning the
property is wrong. I want to divest myself
altogether, in discussing this question, of
any individual case that is before the courts
now, and, speaking for myself, I should
object to making any law of this character
retroactive in its effect. You take a man's
property. You may destroy his business,
and then, after having kept the property for
years, you have placed it in court and the
suit is proceeding and it may last for years,
and in the meantime that man is kept out
of his property, and he loses all the benefits
that miglt accrue from his retaining it, and
the first thing you know, while all this loss
has been sustained by the owner, it is thrown
back upon his hands.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-He gets damages for
that.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
was not present at the debate on this bill
at the second reading, but I suppose this
may be considered a continuation of the
.same debate. In the speech made by the
hon. Minister of Justice he gave an instance
of where a man had given a small amount
for a property which they expropriated or
intended to expropriate, and now asks an
enormous sum for it. Supposing that to be
true ? A man often buys a property at a
low rate and afterwards finds it has a value
he never anticipated it had. Is that any
reason why he should not ask the reasonable
sum for it 1 You might pay ten thousand
dollars for a mining claim, and it might be
good for nothing, or is might be worth hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars ; but the fact
that you gave a few thousand dollars for it
would not justify the government in taking
it from him at a small advance on that sum,
simply because the owner for the time being
gave only a small amount for it. But,
apart from that, unless the Minister of
Justice can give us some better reasons than
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were disclosed in his speech in defence of
the bill, it should not become law.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The bill has been read
a second time, and I think the motion is
Ilow to go into Committee of the Whole
House, so that the propositions which the
hon. gentleman takes exception to will be
better discussed when we come to the clause
than on the motion to go into committee to
Consider it. We are not now undertaking
to read the bill a second time. It las been
read and I do not understand that the hon.
gentleman is going to oppose the principle
Of the bill, but simply the specific provisions
Of certain clauses, and that I think can be
better done in committee when we are con-
fined in our discussion to the particular
Provisions to which the hon. gentleman may
be disposed to take objection, rather than to
go over the whole measure as if we were still
engaged in the second reading. I suggest
that we had better go into committee.

'Ion. Mr. DEBO UCHERVILLE-I
think it was understood at the second read-
Ing that the principle should be discussed
later. This clause is the whole principle of
.he bill, and before going into committee
1s.a proper time to discuss it. We cannot
discuss the principle of the bill in committee.

Ion. 1r. SCOTT-I did not understand
that there was any objection taken to the
first clause of the bill. It could not be
fairly argued that the Crown should not be
permitted to take a limited estate so long as
notice was given in advance. The Crown
Ought not to be compelled, surely, to buy
the whole property when they required only
a part or the Crown should not be obliged
o .Purchase the property in fee when they

only required the user for a year. That pro-
on is set forth in the first clause. I did

nlot understand there was any serious oppo-
Sition to that. I understood the opposition
vfa 8 to the second clause of the bill, which
Provided that at any time before the com-

s8ation money had been actually paid the
rown could then avail itself of its desire to

te a less estate than contemplated in its
ginal notice. I understood the opposition

g44 tO that particular clause and not to theirat clause.

non . Mr. LOUGHEED-I had not the
PO rtunity of being present when this mat-

t discussed upon the second reading.

However, it appears to me that a more im-
portant principle, if anything, is involved in
the first clause of the bill, which has just been
referred to by the hon. Secretary of State,
than in the other portion of the bill. So
far as I have been able to ascertain-and I
have made some little investigation into
the English Land Clauses Act. There
is no parallel to the principle which it
is proposed to introduce into the first
clause of the bill now before us. In
fact, there is no approach to it in the English
Act. The principle of the English Act is
entirely antagonistic to the principle which
is now being introduced into the Expropria-
tion Act. In fact, so far does the English
Act protect the interests of those whose
lands are about to be expropriated that the
Crown is not permitted to make divisible
any part of an estate which is necessary to
be used in its entirety by the owner. I
would direct the attention of the hon.
Minister of Justice to section 92 of the Land
Clauses Act, which enacts as follows:-

No party shall at any time he required to sell or
convey to the promotors of an undertaking a part only
of any house or other building of manufactury, if such
party ho willing and able to sel] and convey the whole
thereof.

Not only does the English Act preclude
the exercise of any such right as the Crown
taking part of an estate, but it in no way
countenances, so far as I can ascertain from
the limited search I have been able to make
since seeing the bill, such proceedings as are
provided for in the bill before us. It seems
to me that for the Crown to enter upon the
estate of any one individual and say " we
shall take a limited interest in this estate
and we shall tie it up for either a short or a
long period of time until we satisfy the
demands which we desire to make upon the
estate, either in using it in part or in whole,
and then to hand it back to the original
owner after it has been dismantled, after
its value has departed, after the owner
perhaps has been prevented from making
any disposition which at the time the Crown
took it he otherwise would make, is forcing
upon the individual a wrong which certainly
cannot be compensated as is contemplated
by the Exchequer Court Act, dealing
with the valuation which should be
placed upon the land. Let me instance
this case : there is a possibility to-
day of an individual being able to make a
very satisfactory disposition of the entire
estate which he owns. The land may be in
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demand. The market may be high and values
may be rising, and he can sell the whole of
that property at a very great advantage to
himself. The Crown steps in and interposes
with this right which it is proposed to vest
in the Crown under this Act and say to the
individual " we shall not permit you to make
that disposition which by reason of the
rising market you could make of the pro-
perty in question, but we intend to come
upon this property and use it for a term of
years, removing stone or timber, as the case
may be, and at the end of that time, we
shal hand it back to you." In the mean-
time the man has been deprived of making
a disposition of bis property, a right which
every individual in the state should have.
At the end of three years or any particular
period, if it so pleases the Crown to hand the
property back, there may be a depression in
real estate-the owner in the meantime bas
been prevented from making a sale or using
his estate to advantage. Will any hon.
gentleman here pretend to say it will be
possible for the Court of Exchequer, or any
board of arbitrators, to seriously determine
the loss which that man has sustained by
reason of the opportunities which have gone
by during the years which have passed î
We very well know that remote damages
cannot be considered by the court or by a
board of arbitration. It is utterly impos-
sible for a board of arbitrators or the
Exchequer Court to take into consideration
the possibilities which might attach them-
selves to that land, or the opportunities which
might. have presented themselves to the
owner, and it seems to me that if there is any
element in the state which should not be
vested with high and arbitrary power of this
nature it is the Crown. The Crown can afford,
very much better than any corporation or
any individual, to deal justly with that man,
and why should those extraordinary powers,
notwithstanding the rights which we always
accord to the sovereign power of the state,
be vested in the Crown by which an indivi-
dual may be deprived of the exercise of a
right which every subject bas a right to
exercise, namely, selling his property in the
best market and at the best price which he
can obtain for it. Under these circumstances,
we are introducing a principle which bas no
parallel, so far as I can ascertain, in England,
or in the United States, and which is with-
out parallel in the history of any law of
eminent domain, so far as the books

inform us upon the subject. I therefore
think that, as far as the principle of the bill
is concerned, it is pernicious and should
not be countenanced by this House.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The argument of the
bon. gentleman f rom Calgary goes a little too
far. If the principle for which he contends
were adopted, the Crown would be obliged
to take the whole of any property, no matter
how extensive. If there were a property
200 acres in extent, and the Crown required
to take an acre, then, under the theory laid
down by the hon. gentleman, the Crown
would be obliged to take the whole 200
acres. If the argument which the bon.
gentleman has attempted to base on the
English statute were a good one, then that
would be the case. Now, what is the effect
of the English statute which he bas read i
The effect is this, that if a portion of a fac-
tory, or a dwelling-house, or any other build-
ing is to be taken, then, unless under excep-
tional circumstances, the Crown would be
obliged to take the whole building. One
can see there is some reason in that law,
when you come to deal with a building, but
this bill does not apply to buildings at ail.
What does the Act, as it stands, provide
for? It provides for the taking of a portion
of the land, and the only question as to this
particular clause of the bill, is whether, if
the Crown happen to require, in the con-
struction of some public work, some portion
of a man's land for a month or six months,
they shall be obliged to buy it out in fee
simple. There is no reason why the Crown
should be obliged to take the property in fee
simple any more than the Crown should be
obliged to expropriate a whole farm of which
they require only a part. We ought to be
governed to a certain extent in these cases by
practical experience. What has been the
experience of this country in the matter of
the expropriation of lands ? Is it not a fact
that the tax payers have been fleeced in
nearly every case where private lands have
been taken for public works? Between the
original line of the Intercolonial IR ailway at
St. Charles Junction and the station at
Lvis, this country paid, I think, about
$2,000,000 for land damages, where one
might have bought out the whole district for
less money. This same sort of thing bas taken
place ail over the country. Every one knows
that when arbitrators are appointed, their
disposition is to deal liberally with the
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private individual as against the government. company or a large corporation. A railway
We know that land in the estimation of the company's powers of expropriation are
Witnesses who are called, who are generally limited. They can take land because it may
the neighbours and friends of the man whose be absolutely necessary they should have it
land is being taken, assumes a fabulous value. for railway purposes, but, after that, they

must deal as private indivicduals. The gov-
Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Have you no ernnent sbould state what land they require,

confidence in the Exchequer Court? and have power to take it, but to permit
the. to hand it back after holding it

Hon. Mr. POWER-Certainly. The court for some years is a power which should
DiXay feel that the public are being ffeeced, not be given them. I have said before,
but im is obliged on the evidence to award and I say it agatn, no matter how individual
larger sums than should be awarded. Our members of the governnent may wish to act
dute is to see that, if public works fairly, it gives the power to members of the
have tobe constructed in this country, they government to do great injury to individuas,
hay flot cost any more than they oug t and I think very often pressure is brought
airly and reasonably to cost. This measure to bear upon then to use against individuals,
a flot in any sense a party medsure. The powers which should not be in their hands.
first clause of this bill, I think, makes a I do not think the government wish to be
dery desirable improvement in the Act as it placed in that position. The only reason
havnds. It provides that if the land is re- given why it should not be left in the hand
quired ony for a limited time, then the plan of the Exchequer Court, as given by the

nfd description shal indicate what time it hon. gentleman from Halifax, is that the
18 required for and that the Exchequer Court judge must act on the evidence. Certainly
,hahi award damages for the misnhief actu- the judge must act on the evidence, and it

ally done the owner. The judge is always is the duty of the government to bring
fair and reasonable. There has nefer been evidence to the contrary if they wish to get
a corplaint that he was not disposed to give the land for les value than the parties who
fair play to persons whose land was being own the land put upon ii. But, as we have
taken, and ar n rather surprised at the seen, the government here have taken a
attitude assumed by the hon. gentleman portion of land from an individual. They
froy Calgary. take it first for a iinited period. Then

finding that they have done an illegal act,
lion fr. KIRCHiiOFFER-The hon. they co e before the Exchequer Court and

getleire from Halifax, has placed a con- have the action diiissed and pay the costa
sltrult 10 on the argument of the hon. gentle- themselves. Let this be a lesson to the
tnaly from Calgary which is entirely distinct government, that when they go into a thing
and different f rom what he stated. That of this kind they should decide what they
hon, gentleman in no part of hi argument require for their purposes for whatever
laid down the contention that the govern- public work is going forward, then file their

were obiged to take the whole of a plan, and let them be ohliged to stick to i.
fromnC land. But there ie, by the Expropria- That is the correct way to proceed.

on , a course laid down for the govern-
gent. They have, before expropriating Hon. Mr. POIRIER-I rise, not on a
land, to file a map showing what land they question of order, but to ask a question con-
and terexpropriated That part they should cerning suggestions dade by the Exchequer
la6 obdged to take. No one haims that, Cout judge t the hon. Minister of Justice.

dow they want a part of 200 acres, they In answer to a question from, the hon.
Thert we obliged to take the whole of i. gentleman fro m Halifax, who asked at

sre and. in this Hou e who is not whose suggestion this legislation was brought
e T allow to the government the in, the hon. Minister of Justice said it came

t et fie a my shouid have with regard fromtwo or threesources, but that he ad

O expropriate. Thuat they oiti shuld rceing otiotn suggestions maeb heEceuro

they are eftitled to geL additional power e the Exchequer Court judge hinself in refer-
t re such land as they require, outside of enoe ts these measures. Not s much be-

thould ldo lot see why the government cause it may look, to say the least, uncoin-ShOuîd have larger powers than a railway mon that the judge before whom a case
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which will be affected by this legislation is
to be tried should express an opinion about
such legislation, as from motives of curiosity
(justifiable, I imagine), I would ask the hon.
minister to tell us what those suggestions
were and when they were made to him? I
have referred to a remark made by the hon.
Minister of Justice, reported in the Debates
of the 24th of April last, when the question
came up. 16 would be interesting for the
House to know what suggestions the Ex-
chequer Court judge made to the hon. min-
ister, when they were made, and what bear-
ing they have on this bill.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I might say to my
hon. friend it is not of the slightest conse-
quence to this House what particular sug-
gestions the judge made. I suppose every
Minister of Justice finds that the judges
discover, in administering the laws, what
they think are defects and suggest certain
amendinents. I said this measure had been
considered and suggestions made in respect
to it by the Exchequer Court judge, because
these are matters which come under bis
observation, and, so far as we can, we profit
by his experience.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
do not propose to discuss the matter further
than to say to my hon. friend opposite, that
the position he takes in reference to dis-
cussing the principle of a bill on a motion
to go into committee is quite correct, pro-
viding always that the principle has been
affirmed by those who were here. The
object of the parliamentary rule requiring a
certain interval of time to elapse between
the different stages of a bill is to give every
member of the House an opportunity of ex-
pressing bis opinion and view upon the
principle of the measure, and not only upon
the principle but the effect which it might
have on the community; and it was for that
reason that I took advantage of the motion
to go into committee, which allows, under
our rules, the fullest possible discussion ; not
only on the principle of the bill but on its
details. That was the object of the rule
adopted by the British Parliament and by
all legislative bodies in order that the
representatives of the people might have
every opportunity for discussing measures.
That is the reason why I took advantage of
this opportunity, because by going into Com-
mittee of the Whole without stating our

objections, we would be admitting the whole
principle of the bill, and from what I see of
it, I am fully in accord with the sentiments
uttered by the hon. gentleman from Calgary,
that the principle of the bill is pernicious.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-After
the discussion we had on this bill, I was in
hopes that the Minister of Justice would
see fit to withdraw it altogether. I think
every clause of it is oppressive and unjust to
citizens. The very clause approved of by
the hon. gentleman from Halifax, that the
government might take my land for a year
or two, and then throw it back on my hands,
is iniquitous and unjust and should not pass
this House. There is no member of this
House who wishes to throw out a govern-
ment measure at any time. We wish the
government to lay before us measures which
will be approved of in the public interest,
and it is with a great deal of reluctance that
I at any time have voted to throw out a
government bill. I do hope that the minis-
ter will withdraw the bill, because I do not
think it should pass this House. The powers
asked for are too arbitrary. There is no
objection to taking a man's property, but to
take if for a time and then throw it back on
his hands, is highly improper. I shall never
agree to that principle.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-This bill has been
read the second time. So far, the principle
was approved of by the hon. gentlemen who
were present. The second clause was taken
objection to, and that it was stated, could be
considered in committee.

bon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE - I
understood and others understood that we
allowed the second reading, reserving our
objections to the principle.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not think my
hon. friend accurately remembers the facts.
The hon. gentleman for Manitoba took ex-
ception to clause 2, and stated what bis
objections were, and I said that the proper
time for discussing the objection to a par-
ticular clause of the bill would be in com-
mittee, and I asked my hon. friend that
notice should be given of the specific amend-
ments which would be required, and he put a
notice on the paper. That notice is on the
paper now, suggesting the amendments that
he desires. All thatwas done on the assump-
tion that this Hlouse was going into com-
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mittee on the bill. Just consider what the
Position is at this moment. The bill has
been read the second time. No one can
dispute that fact. Then there is an order
of the House with regard to it. What is that
order I That the House shall go into com-
mittee on the bill at a certain time. The
time has arrived. That is the order of the
Hlouse, and it would be a novel thing if the
House were to say that we shall go into
committee on a certain day and we intend
to disobey our own order and shall not go
into committee.

Hon Mr. McCALLUM-What is the
cOnsequence if we do not go into committee ?

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Does the hon. gentleman contend that it
would not be perfectly in order for any
'nember of the Senate to move that we go
into committee this day six months? You
mfight just as well say that when you read
a bill the first time and give notice that it
shall be read a second time to-morrow, that
the order of the House having been passed
to read it the second time you must read it.
1n olden times the reading of a bill
the second time was always considered
an affirmation of the principles contained
in the bill. Later, the modern prac
tice in the House of Commons and you will
fid it laid down distinctly and positively in

,ansard by the late Sir John Macdonald-
that is, you allow a bill to pass its second
reading, reserving the principle so that you
liay consider it, if you like, in committee,
and you can there, when the bill is reported,
Oppose the principle of the bill. That has
been laid down over and over again as a
Principle of legislation in the House of Com-nions during the time my hon. friend thekinister of Justice and myself were there,certainly by Sir John Macdonald, and it was
accepted by both sides of the House and
aicted upon hundreds of times.

lon. Mr. MILLS-No.

ion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
By yes. It is a matter of opinion. I venture
the assertion that Hansard will sustain ex-
antly what I have said and that the utter-
"""es of Sir John Macdonald are precisely
i" that ine-I do not say the exact language
th"t 1 have indicated to this House.

1h011. Mr. MILLS-The rule, I take it, is
every mnan who votes against a second

reading of a bill is assumed to oppose the
principle of the measure. Any member may
permit the second reading cf a bill reserving
to himself the right to take exception to the
principle of the bill, and every member who
votes against the bill, may oppose the prin-
ciple of it from the beginning to the end
right through. There is no doubt any other
member may change his mind on the subject.
But the hon. gentleman has now referred to
a different matter and that is, the House
having read this bill the second time and
adopted an order that we should go into
committee for the consideration of the bill,
the House may refuse to do so. I think
that the hon. gentleman will find it difficult
to turn to the proceedings of the other House
and find any such course adopted. I have
been in this Parliament for over 30 years. I
do not think the hon. gentleman will find dur-
ing the whole of that period a motion of that
sort. If the hon. gentlemen wish to recon-
sider the principle of the bill, or take excep-
tion to the principle of the bill, they may go
into committee and hon. gentlemen may
move that the committee rise without report-
ing progress and so kill the bill. That is
one mode of proceeding; but the hon. gentle-
inan will not find an instance, in my opinion,
of a refusal to conform to the order that has
been made to go into committee.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Does the hon. gentleman lay down the prin-
ciple that the House has no right to do that ?
I did not make the assertion that motions
had been made to throw out bills in going
into committee. What I say is, it is the
right of any member of the House to make
such a motion, that there is no rule of the
House to prevent it, anç that the object of
every step in the progress of a bill, whether
you affirm the principle or not, is to give
every member an opportunity to oppose it
if he thinks proper to do so. My hon. friend
from Calgary was not here when the prin-
ciple was affirmed, as the hon. gentleman
says; neither was I.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Does the hon. gentle-
man say that his absence from the House at
the second reading gives a member the right
to go back and take the first reading again 1

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
No, but it gives a member the right at any
time, when a motion comes before the House,
to oppose the bill. It has been read th,
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first and second time, and is now set down
to be considered in committee. It is my
right to move that the bill be considered in
committee this day six months.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-My
hon. friend f rom Manitoba and myself did not
approve of the bill, but we allowed it to be
read the second time as a matter of courtesy.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-What is before the
House. The last I heard was a motion that
the Hon. Mr. Vidal take the chair. Since
then some hon. members have spoken several
times, in my opinion in the most disorderly
manner. Wili the hon. gentleman tell us
what is before the House ?

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-If, as the
hon. leader of the House has stated, there is
an order of the House that we now go into
committee, why has it been moved that the
House go into committee?

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-The other day,
when this natter was before the House, I
stated that it was an open question, that
the principle was not affirmed. The hon.
leader of the House brought in, I believe,
two bills. Now he substitutes others. I
understood the principle ,was not affirmed,
because, I think the House would never
have affirmed a principle which I consider is
tyrannical and unjust. I contend that the
government has sufficient power at present
over the people of this country, and I shall
never be a consenting party to the Crown
occupying a position superior to that of any
private individual. The Crown now com-
pels you to give up property that you may
not wish to dispose of. They now ask
power, that after keeping for a certain time,
and finding no further use for it, to give
it back to you. J say that when the
Crown wants a piece of property they
should, like an individual, make out
a plan of what they require and conform
to the law as others do. Now they propose
that they shall have an advantage over the
citizens of this country. The government
should not require any such advantage. I
believe the people of Canada are prepared to
pay a fair and reasonable price for any pro-
perty needed for the public service, and they
should not take an unfair advantage of any
citizen. We know from experience that the
government have exercised a very arbitrary
and improper power in many respects in the

past. I know of many cases wherein the
government have been very arbitrary. Even
after the decision of the Exchequer Court in
favour of a plaintiff, the government have
taken upon themselves to say whether they
should pay the interest accruing upon a
judgment that would be collectable against
an individual. That is unfair and unjust.
In a variety of ways, the governmenu take
an unfair advantage of the people of this
country. They make a contract with a
man; they owe him a large sum of money;
the contract expires, and they, not having
the money to pay it at the time, say
" we will not pay you any interest." Is that
fair? I contend that if the people were
sufficiently independent, they would not do
business with the government without
security. I have had an opportunity of
judging of those cases. I could mention a
few cases which were decided by the Ex-
chequer Court in which the government
have acted in an unjust and arbitrary
manner. After costly litigation, in which
the individual succeeded, the government
refused to pay the litigant interest, because
there is a clause in the Act which says the
Finance Department " may " pay interest.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Alter the law.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-The law never
was that way until the present government
came into power.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, yes, it was.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Oh, no. There
have been cases where one party was paid
and another was not paid. Mr. Smith was
paid and Mr. Jones was not paid. A dozen
cases of that kind have happened. I do not
desire to give the government further
power to oppress people. This is the most
tyrannical and oppressive measure ever
brought before the Parliament of a free
country, in every sense of the word. I
would like to move a six months hoist to
this bill. I do not think we should place
such power in the hands of any government,
whether Liberal or Conservative, though I
do not believe that a Conservative govern-
ment would take such a course at all. They
would act honestly and fairly in any matter
that came before them. I have these cases
before me, and the hon. gentlemen know
perfectly well that advantage has been
taken in these cases by the government, and
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I do not want that to be continued. Let
the government say what amount of land
they require, and let them lay it out and
deposit the plans in the proper place, and
pay the value honestly and fairly. If they
cannot agree with the owner let them leave
it to arbitration, but the man should know
whether he will be ruined or not. The land
mfay be reduced in value during the time it
is held by the government, and the fact that
the government held the land for a certain
time would put a blot upon it. Fair play
should be accorded to every one dealing
'with the government. My hon. friend the
Secretary of State informs us that the law
at the present time recognizes the principle
cOltained in this bill. If that is the law it
should be changed.

Hlon. Mr. SCOTT-Hear, hear.

lon. Mr. CLEMOW-Ihe government
'nay say, " we have no money; the appro-
priation has been expended, and we cannot
Pay you." Then the party may ask, " will
You pay interest 1" And they say, " Oh no,
that is not our system." But if you happen
to we the government you must pay interest.
Let us have this matter decided now. I am
*iling to move that this bill be read this
day SiX months, to test the opinion of the
Ilouse, and I think that is the honest way
to do it. I am not af raid to call a spade a
sPade. My hon. f riend the Secretary of State
maay lot agree with me. He has had some
reas 0 in the past and may have in thefuture, but I am not afraid to give my can-dd. Opinion. J will move the six months'hoist, Seconded by the Hon. Mr. McCallum.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-I would like to refer
tO ne or two statements which have been
mnade during this discussion. The present
90o mnient has made no claim whatever for

lon. Mr. CLEMOW-It is wrong.

ho n. Mr. SCOTT-I quite agree with my
sa - frend that the Crown should be in the
nomXje Position as an individual. This bill is
ia innovation, and I think if we went
h collmmittee we could agree upon some

Caes of it. It has been stated that the
0 " n ahould not be permitted to take any
rOPerty for a given time. If the Crown

ofra to Cross a man's farm and take right
t WaY Over any portion of it, it has a right

16 or five years or any other term.

Suppose that, in taking the property, the
government shall say exactly what they
want. If they want a property for three
years they shall say so, and that should be
specifically set forth at the time the notice
is served. The question of incidental dam-
ages would come up before the judge, and
he would necessarily take cognizance of what
the damages would be for the limited period.
It is altogether a matter of compensation ;
there may be language stronger or wider
than the House could agree to, but I do not
think that should prevent us going into
committee.

The SPEAKER-When the order of the
day was called, I understand that it was
my duty to leave the Chair without any
further motion as it was one of the orders
of the day.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I have moved an
amendment.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-The hon. gentleman
is in order in moving an amendment.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I move the six
months' hoist, seconded by Hon. Mr. Mc-
Callum.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I hope my hon.
friend f rom Rideau will not press his motion
giving the hoist to this bill. So far as I am
personally concerned, I should like to hear
every possible explanation that can be made
by the government in regard to the merits of
the bill. If satisfactory explanations can be
made, I do not desire to throw anything in
the way of the government in carrying out
such a measure. I expressed myself as much
opposed to the principle introduced into the
bill. I am equally emphatic as to its in-
utility and its impolicy. Yet it seems to me
it would not be advisable that a full ventila-
tion of the merits of the bill should not be
had. If, after the explanations, the House
is not satisfied as to the wisdom of the bill,
it is then possible for the House to take such
action as they desire.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-The bill has
been pretty well discussed. The hon. gentle-
man from Calgary has not heard the discus-
sion, but I think we all understand the
measure. The hon. the Secretary of State
says there is no change in the law. Then
why introduce this bill? It is a very im-
portant measure, and I consider the govern-
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ment have power enough to take all the
lands they want under the present laws to
carry on the legitimate business of the
country, and they should not be allowed
more privileges than any private corporation
in this matter, because there is such a thing
as governments oppressing the people at
times, and I do not want to give them
power to do that. Governments have no
soul. J, therefore, have much pleasure in
voting for the amendment which has just
been moved.

Hon. Mr. ALLA N-I rather envy my
hon. friend from Monk, because he says he
thoroughly understands the bill. 1 confess
that the difficulty with me is that I do
not thoroughly understand the bill. There
are some parts of the bill I do not
like' at al], but I should be glad to
hear further explanations upon it, because,
as I read the clauses, I cannot satisfy my own
mind that the bill should pass in its present
shape. I hope the House will give every
opportunity to have a thorough explanation
of the bill. It would be a great pity if the
hon. gentleman from Rideau should insist on
his motion.

The SPEAKER-J understand that the
House is not insiting on the amendinent and
that I should now leave the Chair.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I do not desire to
raise any unnecessary objection, but I am
not a lawyer and cannot help it. The
motion is made to go into committee. Then
a motion is made that the House do not go
into committee at present, but that we go
into committee this day six months. I
should like to have the question settled as
to whether that motion is in order.

The SPEAKER--There is no motion to
go into committee. It was an order already
on the orders of the day. Therefore, no
motion would be necessary.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Why was the
motion made to-day that the Speaker should
leave the Chair and the House go into Com-
mittee of the Whole? Certainly there was
a motion to that effect.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
Speaker says that that motion is not necess-
ary.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-And my hon.
friend moves the six months' hoist.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The practice in the
House of Commons and the practice here is
to go into coumittee without making a
motion. It is a mere intimation that the
party in whose charge the bill is is ready to
go into committee on the bill.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I think it is
our privilege to move against the bill at any
stage whatever. If the hon. gentleman
chooses to make a foolish motion he can do
so, but to say that you are deprived of the
right to make a motion now I think is not
correct, because it is clear there must have
been a motion made or we could not go into
committee.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I wish to say, with
regard to the question of order, that I think
the practice in this House and the practice
in the House of Commons is soniewhat
different. The practice in this House is to go
into committee on motion. When that
motion is put from the Chair it is open to
an amendment. It is a rare thing that
an amendment should be made to such a
motion as the hon. Minister of Justice has
made. I do not recollect any amendment
to a motion such as this. If I desired to
defeat the bill J would take the course ad-
vised by the minister and allow the House
to go into committee and resort to one of
the expedients which are open to any hon.
member to get rid of the bill.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I understood that
Mr. Speaker had ruled upon the question.
J do not understand that a motion is
required here any more than in the House
of Commons. Practically there is no motion,
because this is one of the orders of the day.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-When a bill is put
down for a second reading it is just as much
an order of the day as this motion to go into
committee is an order of the day, and the
hon. gentleman is aware that such a motion
is liable to amendment, that the bill be not
read the second time but that it be read
three months, or six months hence.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
would suggest to the hon. gentleman fromu
Rideau, after the expression of opinion in
the House, and considering the facilities
which are offered him for defeating the bill
if he desires to do so, that he do not press
his motion just now, but permit the House
to go into committee. There are three or
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four ways in which he could accomplish his
object after we have heard the explanation
of the Minister of Justice.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not propose to
undertake to differ from the hon. gentleman
from Richmond (Mr. Miller) altogether, but
the House will bear in mind that the com-
Inittee stage is a different thing from a
reading of the bill. There are only three
Stages substantially. Sometimes the com-
inittee stage is omitted altogether. For

instance in the case of the supply bill.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is only by courtesy-

Hon. Mr. POWER-And the language
which is used by the Speaker when be re-
*olves the House into committee is different.
ie says "pursuant to the order of the House
I now leave the Chair," and that indicates
the difference between the two positions. I
do not undertake to say that the House has
not the right to do as the hon. gentleman from
Rlideau proposes, but I trust, as a matter of
courtesy to the government, and in pursuance
of the request of his own friends, that the
hon,. gentleman will allow the bill to go into
Comainittee, where he can make a motion
to kili it.

lon. Mr. MILLER--When the Speaker
Says "pursuant to the order of the day, I
now leave the Chair," he refers to the motion
which has just been put.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I do not wish to
Obstruct, but if I have a certain right I want
to know it. I do not desire to be put in afalse Position I made the motion in goodfaith. I feel strongly against this bill and

nthik it should be defeated, but if the gov-
ernrnent can bring in some other proper bill
n relation to this matter, I will support it.

IOn. Mr. ALLAN-I do not think it is
n1ecessary to take up the question of right.
I suggest the question of expediency. Is it
expedient that we should throw the bill outuow, or is it more expedient that we shouldave a thorough explanation of the bill and

are of knowing exactly what its
Prvsions arei
1ion. Mr. CLEMOW-I shall waive my

'ught to have the amendment put to theliouse.

fon. Mr. McCALLUM-The question
'of epediency is one thing, and right is

another. If you put it as a question of
expediency, all right, but you must not say
I am going to be forced into it.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-The hon. gentleman
is a Highlander and cannot be forced.

The SPEAKER-I understand the hon.
member from Rideau withdraws his motion?

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Yes.

The motion to go into committee was
agreed to, and the House resolved itself into
Comnittee of the Whole on the bill.

(In the Committee.)

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the adoption of
clause 1. He said :-I will read the law as
as it stands now and point out to the com-
umittee, what I pointed out on the second
reading of the bill, what this clause is in-
tended to accomplish beyond what may be
accomplished under the law as it now stands.
Seection 8 of the Expropriation of Lands
Act of 1889, of which this is an amendment
reads :

Land taken for the use of Her Majesty shall be laid
off by metes and bounds ; and when no proper deed or
conveyance thereof to Her Majesty is made and ex-
ecuted by the person havinz the power to make such
deed or conveyance, or when a person interested in
such land is incapable of naking such deed or con-
veyance, or when, for any other reason, the minister
deems it advisable so to do, a plan and description of
such land signed by the minister, the deputy of the
ninister or the secretary of the department, or by the
superintendent of the public work, or by an engineer
of the departnent, or by a land surveyor duly licensed
and sworn in and for the province in which the land
is situate, shall be deposited of record in the office of
the registrar of deeds for the county or registration
division in which the land is situated, and such land,
by such deposit, shall thereupon become and renain
vested in Her Majesty.

That is the power of expropriation under
the statute as it now stands. Now we pro-
pose by the provisions of this bill to amend
that section by adding the following:-

2. When any land taken is required for a limited
time only, or a linited estate or nterest therein only
is required, the plan and description so deposited may
indicate by appropriate words written or printed
thereon that an estate for years only or some other
limited estate or interest in the land is taken, and, by
the deposit in such case, such estate for years or other
limited estate or interest shall become and be vested
in Her Majesty.

3. All the provisions of this Act shall, so far as
the same are applicable, apply to the acquisition for
public works of such estates for years or other limited
estates or interests in lands.

Thet is, instead of taking the fee in the
land you take power by this bill to take a
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less estate than the fee, a leasehold estate,
or some other estate less than the interest
of the party in the land. Let me take one
or two instances by way of illustration.
Suppose the government wish to-morrow to
build a bridge across the ravine east of this
building. It would run over, it might be,
the top of some house, the proprietor of
which might not be disturbed by what is
there done. The government does not want
the property in the valley beneath. It does
not want the house, it simply wants an
easement. We know that under our law a
man's title extends down to the centre of
the earth in one direction and up to the
heavens in another. The power to build an
overhead railway, for instance, or an over-
head bridge might be a power which the
party would refuse to permit you to exer-
cise unless you were disposed to take the
entire estate. The experience of the govern-
ment has been that in many cases it would
be convenient to take a leas estate than the
fee in the land, and it does seem to me that
where you grant to the Crown power to take
the whole of a man's estate in fee, it certainly
is not an -arbitrary thing to take a less
estate than the fee. Take, for instance,
another case. A government acquire a
quarry for the purpose of constructing a
public work of some sort, but, in order to get
to that quarry, they are obliged to use a
lane running through a man's property half
a mile. Surely it is to the interest of the
man, if lie is to have reasonable compensa-
tion for his land, that the government, in-
stead of taking the fee in that lane or way
to* the quarry, should be at liberty to take a
lesser estate. They may only require the
quarry for a specific purpose.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-You already
have that right.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Does the hon. gentle-
man admit that is a right power to have 'i

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Because it is
only temporary. You already have that.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Does the hon. gentle-
man admit that we have the right to acquire
that temporary interest ?

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-We are discuss-
ing a very much larger right.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-As I understood the
hon. gentleman when he addressed this

House an hour ago, he denied that we should
have such a right.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-My hon. friend
referred to a temporary cause in which the
right might be used for the carriage of
building material, and gave the House to
understand, during the progress of his argu-
ment, that it would not be necessary to
expropriate the fee simple of that road. I
say, under subsection D of section 3 of the
Act, you have that right already. The case
that you want to provide for in the proposed
bill, is an entirely different case from that.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend has
evaded my point. The hon. gentleman
argued, without looking at the statute, that
that was an arbitrary power which the gov-
ernment ought not to possess, and now he
turns round and says that the government do
possess that power. That fact is shown by
section 5 of the statute as it now stands,
that the government have the power to take,
in certain cases, a limited estate as well as
to take the fee.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-No.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
argued, you not only ought to take the fee
but the whole property, and lie read a por-
tion of the English statute to show that we
are introducing a principle here that is not
recognized in the English law. I say we
are not doing that-we are not introducing
a principle that is not recognized in our law
as it stands. We have the power, under the
statute, to take a limited estate, or the power
of taking the fee, and under this bill we do
not go beyond that.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Will the hon.
gentleman let me answer that question.
Under this bill do you not take the power
to compel a man to take his land back? Is
that not the object ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We pay him, and he
has the right to go into the court, and if he
shows that dpring the period the land was
in our possession he has lost his opportunity
of parting with the land, he may ask to have
that made a consideration in the assessment
of damages.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM--And do you
consent to give him consequential damages ?
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-Certainly not, unless
you specially provide for it. What do we
propose to do i The bill provides :

2. When any land taken is required for a limited
time only, or a limited estate or interest therein only
is required, the plan and description so deposited may
indicate by appropriate words written or printed
thereon that an estate for years only or some other
linited estate or interest in the land is taken, and, by
the deposit in such case, such estate for years or other
lirnited estate or interest shall become and be vested
in Her Majesty.

The hon. gentleman has argued against
that on principle, but I say that on principle
that does not differ from the Act as it now
stands. It is no extension of the principle
involved in the existing law. When this
bill was up before the House for a second
reading. I do not think there was a single
hon. gentleman present in the House at that
time who took exception to either subsection
2 or subsection 3 that we proposed to add to
section 8 of the law as it now stands. The
hon. member from Manitoba did take excep-
tion to section 2, and when we come to that
I will be prepared to discuss that subject;
but I think the hon. gentleman will see
that, so far as subsection 2 here is con-
cerned, the one now under consideration,
there is no extension of principle other than
that, perhaps, involved in taking a less
estate, which T think we do now. We cer-
tainly take a limited estate foryears, and this
enables us to take certain specific easements
about which there might be doubt at the
present time.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-Will
the hon. gentleman name any civilized
country where there is such a law as this?

i on. Mr. MILLS -I take it this country
to ti vilzed country, and I have pointed out

tO the hon. gentleman that as the law now
Stands there is not a principle in this sub-i'nvoo now under consideration that is not
'flvlved in the statute as we have it already.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Then why this
arnendment ?i

H0 .* Mr. MILLS-Because it is required.
t 8 an extension of that principle, but it is

the samie principle.

h'n Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-If
tt exists already in the law, as the bon.
biltlealn says it does, why introduce this

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Because this is to
meet a class of cases not provided for in the
statute as it exists.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Is
there not this difference ; you have the power
now I understand-both railway compinies
and the government-of taking a limited
portion of a man's estate if required for pub-
lic use.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-All
you have to do is to survey it, register the
plans, and it becomes de facto the property
of the government. Is not that the case
now.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-In certain cases.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-In
all cases. If you require a piece of property
through which to run a canal, under the
Expropriation Act you can take it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-You take the fee.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
You take the fee of the land required.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
This bill goes further than that, as I under-
stand it. You can take the property of in-
dividuals and keep it for twelve months or
twelve years if you like, and then, if you
find you do not want it, you throw it back
on the owner's hands. The clause provides
" When any land taken is required for a
limited time." I can understand the pro-
priety of taking lands for a limited time if
you require it for a road, or require to go
through a man's land to reach a quarry or a
gravel pit. You have that right under the
Expropriation Act at the present time ; but
under this bill you can take a man's property
and keep it and use it aslongasyouplease, and
then throw it back on his hands. It is true
that you make a provision in the Exchequer
Court Act to compensate him. Take, for
instance, a quarry ; you require stone for the
construction of a lock on a canal. You take
possession of a man's quarry ; you keep it
twelve months, take out all the stone you
require during the twelve months, and then
give the quarry back to him. You deprive
the owner of the right of selling that stone
at a profit to you or to any other party who
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requires it, and after you have obtained all
you require you throw it back on his hands,
less the value you have taken out of it. You
say he can go into the Exchequer Court and
fight for the value of it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is what he does
now if they cannot agree.

Hon.Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No,
there is this difference: if you take that
pruperty and register your plans, it becomes
de facto your property, and you cannot
throw it back on the man's hands after-
wards, nor can you say to the individual
afterwards " we require only an acre, or
half an acre of what we have taken from
you." There is the great objection. If you
require that quarry, or a certain portion of
land.

Hon. Mr. MIL LS-That is not in this
c'ause. It is in the next.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes, it is in this also. What I was stating
was this: you want a man's quarry; you go
and expropriate an acre or five acres of that
land, or you require land through which to
construct a canal, and you take from the
proprietor ten acres. After building your
canal, and after he has been out of the
ownership of the quarry and also of the ten
acres you have taken from him for some
time, you find that you do not want all of
that land and you say to him " we do not
want ten acres ; we want only eight," or " we
have used your quarry for a certain time;
we took an acre f rom you, but we find that
half an acre will supply what we want. You
can have it back."

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
has misconceived the situation. The gov-
ernment decides that it wants five acres of
a man's property for five years. They file a
plan, and they have a right to do what they
like with that property for five years. If it
is a quarry, any court would fairly consider
that in five years all the stone would be
taken from it, and therefore would very
properly award to the person whose land
they were expropriating the full value of
the property.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
can mention a quarry in North Hastings
that they are taking stone out of for the
Victoria bridge that you could not take all
the stone out in twenty years.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The question would
arise, what quantity could they take out
during the time the Crown had it. The
plantiff should be entitled to the fullest
amount that the Crown could get. The
Crown could not, after notifying the party
that five acres was required, say we only
want two acres. That would be impossible.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes, under this bill you could.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, because the
award would be made. Intheinstancethehon.
gentleman gave about the canal, the Crown
would have to pay for the land at the time,
and surely the Crown would not expect the
man to take the land back again and re-
cover its value back from hin? The Crown
must omplete the transaction. The Crown
is bound by the award of the judge to com-
plete the compensation at the time, and
therefore there is no opportunity or facility
for the Crown to divest itself of any portion
afterward.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The hon. Secretary of State is altogether
mistaken as to the wording or intention of
this clause. There is no limit of time with-
in which the Crown is obliged to complete
its bargain. I asked that question on the
first reading. When it was moved by the
Minister of Justice, I asked if there was a
limit of time within which they could hold
the land, and he said no. If you look at the
report of the debate you will find the ex-
planation given was that you can hold the
land as long as you please, until the money
is paid, and it depends upon the government
when the money is to be paid.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER - What
would you do in a case of this kind: an
individual owns a quarry which is expro-
priated by the government. That individual
has other contracts to supply stone f rom that
very quarry. The government take the
quarry away froni him. How is a court
going to assess the damages for which he is
liable for non-fulfillment of his contract?
The government hold the quarry for two or
three years, during which time the owner is
absolutely ruined. He is not able to supply
the stone under his contract. At the end
of that time the government return the
quarry. How are they going to assess the
damages or award compensation for a case

lof that kind i
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Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I should like
the Minister of Justice to instance some case,
lot already provided for in the Act, to which
this bill will extend. If the public require-
mnents are of such a nature as to cover such
instances as have been suggested, actual in-
stances certainly should be submitted to
this House for the purpose of pointing out
to members the desirability of passing this
Particular legislation. The hon. Secretary
of State has instanced certain cases in which
it is desirable that legislation should be
Placed upon the statute-book to meet the
requirements of the Crown. In the class of
cases mentioned by my hon. friend, lie will
find legislation in section 3 of the Expropri-
ation Act covering the very particular class
of cases to which he alluded. The right is
given to the Crown to take possession and
enter upon any lands deposit and remove
stone or other material for the purpose of
anl public work, &c. That being the case,
niy hon. friend surely will not contend that
the Crown is hanaicapped or hampered at
the Present time in the carrying out of its
Public works.

lion. Mr. MILLS-It is.
lion. Mr. LOUGHEED-Will my hon.

friend instance a case in which it is so
handicapped i My hon. friend must draw a
distinction between a temporary user of a
road, or quarry, or property, such as is
"et out in section 3 of the Act, and the
expropriation for a limited time of a property
belonging to an individual, during which
tine that individual is absolutely deprived
of he right of property in his own land or
Other property. Now, the bill does not
eve go 80 far as this to throw upon the
government or compel the government toraention the limitation of time which it con-
tiXnlates using a man's property.

lion Mr. SCOTT-That must le in the
oltice filed.

1oto1. Mr. LOUGHEED-The bill does
int say 80. Al you have to do is simply to

entiOn that it is for a limited time.

a1on. Mr. SCOTT-It must be limited totertail time. The time must be named inthe nlotice.

ion. Mr LOJGHEED-Will my hon.friend Point out in what way the damagcs
t assessed in a case like that men-
by the hon. gentleman from Brandon?

Hon. Mr. POWER-In the case put by
the hon. gentleman from Brandon ; if the
government expropriated that quarry abso-
lutely, would not the owner of that quarry
be placed in as bad a position as if they
took it for a year i

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-No, because he
divests himself of all interest in it, and he
knows where he stands. Under this bill
the sword is hung by a hair over his head
for years. He does not know whether that
land will depreciate in value in the course
of time, so that he could not dispose of it.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The land is just as
likely to go up as down in value.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Let me instance
a case: An owner of land observing that
property in a particular vicinity is not
likely to increase in value, but rather de-
preciate, at once takes steps to dispose of
that property. Say, concurrently with that,
the government serves him with notice
tying up this property for a term of years.
At the end of that period the market may
become so absolutely depressed as to render
his land of no value whatever. In the
meantime he is deprived of the power of
selling his land. Will my hon. friend say
that a court could assess damages equivalent
to the loss the owner sustainedi I say
such damages would not be ascertainable.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-The hon.
gentleman from Halifax says the land may
appreciate in value. No one objects to the

government getting the advantage of the
increased value when they pay for the land.
They can do what they like with it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My bon. friend from
Calgary has referred to the power given in
section 3 of the Act as it stands. Any one
who will look at the provisions of that Act
will find that if the provisions of this bill
are all arbitrary, then the provisions of
section 3 are still more arbitrary.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Two blacks
do not make a white.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
knows this, that the section has been intro-
duced in the public interest; that it has
been in the law for several years, and no-
body has complained in regard to it. It
makes provision that the government nay
enter on a man's property and deposit there
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material taken from other places. They
may practically destroy the value of the
land. On what does the proprietor depend
for compensation ? If he and the govern-
ment cannot agree with regard to the value
of the property that is damaged or used in
this way, he bas his redress in the Exchequer
Court. Under this bill he h'as his redress
exactly in the same way. As 1 said before,
there is no new principle introduced into
this bill.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-But you cannot
tie a man up under section 3 of the Act,
and that is where the objection to this bill
lies.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-You do tie the lands
up. The present law provides that when-
ever any gravel, sand, &c., is taken at a
distance from a public work, the minister
nay lay down the necessary sidings, &c.,
through any land intersecting, and such
right "may be acquired for a term of years,
or permanently." It may be acquired for a
terni of years for a certain specific purpose,
and the section continues:

And the powers in this section contained may be
usel in all respects after the public work is con-
structed for the purpose of repairing or maintaining
the saine.

Here is a right that the Ilouse will see
the government may acquire and inaintain
in the property during its construction, but
it does not end there. The paramount in-
terest of the government enables it to go on
land, under the provisions of this statute
and exercise the sane right of easement as
long as that public work exists for the pur-
pose of keeping it in repair, and obtaining
material. The powers are confined to the
use of the right of way. But we extend it
to other purposes equally necessary in the
interests of the government for the main-
taining of public works that are from time
to timne required, and they are to do so
without being liable to exorbitant charges
for damages or compensation from the
party. Now, where is the difference be-
tween a governîent taking an easement
which may be continued indefinitely and
any power provided in this bill Hon.
gentlemen will see that this power of re-
turning a portion of the lands expropriated
by the Crown is a power that must be ex-
ercised before the question of anount is
settled between the government and the
party. If the government expropriated

lands under the provisions of the law, and
the parties cannot agree upon the price, or
if the government finds after the expropria-
tion is made that a less area than was first
contemplated is' required, they may restore
a portion of the lands to the party, but all
that must be done before a settlement for
the property t-'kes place. It must be done
while the question is still in dispute between
the goveinnent and the party to whom the
landls belong.

Hon. Mr. ALLA N--What is the meaning
of the second clause wlen it says: "When-
ever fromî time to time, oc at any time, be-
fore cmompensation is made."

Hon. Mr. M i LLS-At any time before
compensation is niacle.

Hon. N r. ALL A N-What about the first
words " Whenever froni time to time?"

Hon. Air. MiLLS-The hon. gentleman
will see these words are intended to cover -

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-The hon. gentleman
said that a; ti.is mîîut be done and the
award unade before an expropriation is made
for inemporary pui-poses.

Hon. Mr. POW ER-I would suggest that
we might strike out tie word "or" when
we corne to that clause.

Hon. Mr. M1ILLS-" From time to time"
means while the matter is still under con-
sideration and while they are still unsettled
a. to the amount required to be held by the
government. It is before an award is made.
If my hon. friend thinks that more definite
words are necessary than those employed in
that clause for the purpose of guarding the
rights or interests of the individual, I am
prepared to consider any suggestion that
may be made when we come to that section.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Could the hon. minister suggest some
specific case, which will Jay the whole matter
before the Senate practically, which necessi-
tates this change in the law ? If he can do
that we will then be better able to judge.
The great objection that is taken to this
bill is, as I understand it, the taking a man'S
property and holding it for a limited time
until, as you say, a settlement has take»
place, and then if you do not want it, hand
it back to him, no matter what the damage
may be. Under the present law when a
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property is expropriated by the Crown there with the next one, about which there may be
is an end of it. some difficulty.

lon. Mr. MILLS-Not necessarily.

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes, necessarily. Draw the distinction if
You please between the powers given to the
government or a railway company now of
acquiring an easement of a property in order
to reach that which they require to carry
On their works and the clause in this bill.
That is all the hon. gentleman has been
arguing for the last half hour. The govern-
nient have the right already to take posses-
Sion of a man's property to reach a gravel
Pit, and they have power to expropriate the
gravel pit, but they have not the power,
under the present law, to take the gravel
Pit and then after a certain time throw it
back, or a portion of it, on the owner's hands.

ion. Mr. POWER-It is to be regretted
bat in dealing with the first clause of the

bi on. members will slip off to the second.
e clause before the committee deals simply

With the case where land is required for a
!iU1ted time only, or a limited estate there
18 required. The plan and description to
be deposited will indicate by proper words
that a limited estate is required. As it
stands now, the Crown can take r. man's
estate in fee simple in the land, and if the
ownier of the land and the government cannot
agree the damages are settled by the Ex-
hequer Court. It has never been contended

ilat the Exchequer Court is ungenerous or
iberal in dealing with claims for damages.

tf that can be done, what earthly reason is
there Why the Crown cannot come in, and if
bey require a piece of land for some publicWork for a year or two, file a plan and state

arat. Why cannot the damages be as easilylarrived at ais the damages for taking thed altogether ?

lion. Mr. ALLAN-Will the terni for
wh1ih the estate is required be statedi

It non. Mr. POWER-The clause says so.
byr0 the plan and description may indicate

every r words the estate or time. Thenbeinody knows, and the man whose land
ho Ig taken for a year or two knows just
tain is to be taken. There is cer-
,t'ease difference in principle between the
tw'caseas, and I cannot see how any difficultyc Aise. Let us not mix up this clause

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The case men-
tioned by the hon. gentleman from Halifax
is already provided for by the Act.

Hon. Mr. POWER-No.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Will the hon.
gentleman look at the Act ?

Hon. Mr. POWER-I have looked at the
Act, and I do not find it. It covers certain
specific things.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The Minister
of Justice says the present law is harsher
than the proposed bill.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-And the
greater must include the less.

Hon. Sir. MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Would the hon. gentleman from Halifax
kindly point out the extent to which this
clause gives power to the government that
is not in the Act ? You say they are not,
alike. Then what is the difference?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
see that we ask for power to take a limited
interest, or an interest for a limited period
of time, or the fee, in certain lands. You
have, under the law now, power to take the
fee in lands, or a limited estate for certain
purposes, but for certain purposes mentioned.
Looking at section 3 of the Act, it will
be seen that you make and use all such
temporary roads to and from such timber,
stones, clay, gravel and so on. The govern-
ment acquire a quarry. They are obhiged to
pass through the lands of another party for
the purpose. They take a limited estate for
a highway. They make certain improvements
upon it. They may hold it for a term of
years mentioned, or they may abandon it
at any time when they cease to use the
quarry. Now, every argument which the
lon. gentlemen have used against this pro-
vision of the bill applies against the provis-
ions of the law as it now stands in respect
to highways. The ground upon which we
defend such an expropriation by the govern-
ment is the ground of public necessity. A
quarry would be useless to a government if
they had no possible way of approaching it
and you give them, as a matter of necessity,
by the provisions of the Act, the power to
take the land for a limited period of years.
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Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Under section
5 you have the right to expropriate it for a
right of way.

respect to subsection D of section 3? How
is the court to determine what the value of
the interest the government have taken is?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, but not for other Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-As provided by
purposes. section 25.

Hon. Nlr. LOUGHEED--What other
purposes do the government want it for?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not know what
purpose the Department of Public Works
might want it for. I gave my hon. friend
an instance to-day as it now stands. You
could not run across a ravine over a: barn or
building with a bridge for railway purposes
under the provisions of the law as it now
stands, because you have not the power of
expropriation unless you take the whole fee.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The railway
comupany has to expropriate by taking the fee
and why should not the government do it?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The party might not
want to part with it. And the hon. gentle-
man undertakes to say that the Crown,
which is under the control of Parliament,
whose encroachment would be constantly
watched by the people's representatives in
the House of Commons, is not to be entrust-
ed with any larger discretion than you would
trust to a private railway corporation. I say
that is a monstrous proposition and one that
has never been recognized in the legisiation
of this House. Hon. gentlemen have raised
objections to this bill but, if they have any
value at all, they would be good against the
law as it stands to-day.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It can only be deter-
mined when the government state the extent
of the interest and the period of time for
which the interest is to continue, and in that
respect it is broader than what we propose
here, because it will be necessary here, when
you file a plan and set out the interest you
propose to take, to state the number of years
for which that interest is to continue, and
so you have means placed at the disposal of
the Exchequer Court to determine the value
more precisely than you have in the case of
the subsection to which I referred. I am
satisfied hon. gentlemen will see that this is
a reasonable proposition. It is one which
experience has shown to be necessary, one
which it is in the public interest to adopt,
and which can do no possible injury to any
just right or interest which any party may
set up under its exercise.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-As I understand,
under the clause now under discussion when
the government desire to take a limited
estate in any property they will have to
state the number of years they desire to hold

Hon. Mr.
only ascertain
the number of

MILLS-Yes. You could
the value of the interest by
years it is to run.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No. Hon. Mr. ALLAN-That they have to
state at the time i

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
says no, but I say yes. J say under the law
as it now stands you have the power to ex-
propriate.

lon. Mr. McCALLUM-Amend the law.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is what we are
trying to do. There are many cases to which
it is not applicable, and we ask permission
to take a limited estate in the land, or a fee,
and when we ask the power to restore a por-
tion of property, we are asking a power that
bas to be exercised within a limited period
of time. Let me ask the hon. gentleman
who sits opposite (Mr. Lougheed) how the
law of compensation is to be determined
with regard to the provisions of this Act in

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes. The clause
reads :

2. When any land taken is required for a limited
tine only, or a linited estate or interest therein onlY
is required, the plan and description so deposited
may indicate by appropriate words written or printed
thereon that an estate for years only or some other
liniited estate or interest in the land is taken, and, by
the de>osit in such case, such estate for years or other
liniited estate or interest shall become and be vested
in Her Majesty.

Hon. Mr. O'DONOHOE-I have been
most anxious during the debate to come tO
a conclusion upon the arguments advanced
by the hon. Minister of Justice and the hon.
Secretary of State. A good deal bas been
uttered about limited estates and estates for
a short time and for a long time, but there
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is no question about this, that between ven- after the contrE
dor and vendee the time specified in their sold his land he
agreement is a whole perfect period, although hon. Minister of
it be only an estate for years. An estate by sun down to the
a lease of lands is an estate for years, but sold all that an
do you mean to say that the lessee can, at of, or leading t
any time after that lease is made, go and limited estates
"aY to the owner, "I want you to take back less than a y
all this estate that I do not require ? " No, thing that wa
the lease was made for ten years or for of the parties a
fifty years. He takes the whole of that What passed to
tile. It is no part of it he takes. It is no what passed to
part of that estate that the lessee or vendee have no interes
takes. Neither is it a part of the estate estate in fee.
when the Crown deals with the fee. It is any interest in
lnot a part of that estate that is taken. It the purchasers, t
s lot a limited estate for days or months or ing to say furthe

Years. The Crown takes the whole estate perty is theirs,
and everything that is in that estate, and any change in it
agrees with the person from whom it is matter of a new
taken to pay him for what is taken, but neither of the pa
if he had entered a condition in his deed to do with one
with the government, "If you like to give this is, in effec
nle back within a year or within two law-a sort of e
Years, one or two or three acres of this is ginging in a

Ian, e will settle now for the price that as it was when

b ust remit you for the land you take the present tim
ac*k from me," there would be soine sense have not heard

1 it. But take the case of the government Minister of Jus
having five years ago acquired land for a bearing upon scertain purpose. The agreement for that under this chan
and was made at that time under the law says the experie

as i 'as. He did not make a treaty with rant this being
the government giving them power to bring public interest

an Act of Parliament whenever they that, and if it v
Pleasedichanging the law, and this law doubt, with th

puer which the land had been given for perception of t
e ic Purposes was in existence, and it was that we would 1

hou in contemplation of the parties that it such a thing oce
uld be changed for the benetit of the a citation, I sha

eovernment. If there is a change in it that po8tfaicto legisla
pIlfige luust be at the time of the sale and in the past. TPurchase which cornes afterwards, and the not one of oppo

Ice to be refunded by the government is to from which the
O fonsidered by both parties before the my feeling is t

orgnal deed or contract bas been whenever I thi
heae. The change in the law contemplated and I believe th
iere WOuld have this effect--I will not say well considered
it ontemplated by the government that meet with any
la d have the effect-of changing the ourable chambe

aic was when the contract was made. Hon. Mr. M.
chasied of US will have a piece of land pur- to ask the h
The oni such ternis from the government. this clause the
langoernent las no right itself to take estate than tl
ferred except by the statutory power con- ago i Supposi
this UPOn it in the public interest, but priated five acr

asking for additional power long say we will tak

act. When the purchaser
sold the whole of it, as the
Justice has said, from the
bottom of the earth. He
i there is no use speaking

confusion in speaking of
or estates for years, or

ear, but take the whole
s in the contemplation
t the time the sale passed.

the purchaser is his, and
the vendor is his. They

t any longer if it was an
The vendor ceases to have
the estate that passed, and
he governuient, have noth-
r in the matter. The pro-
and if they want tc make
thereafter, it must be the
bargain, just the same as if
rties had ever had anything

another. It seems to me
t what is abhorred by the
x post jacto legislation. Il
measure to amend the law
ail the transactions up to

e had been carried out. I
from my hon. friend the

tice an instance given at all
uch a case as -might arise
ge-not one. Although he
nce of the past would war-
done at any stage in the
by the government, I deny
as not deniable, I have no
assiduity and keenness of

he hon. Minister of Justice,
ave the cases cited in which
urred, and until I hear such
l not be a party to any ex
tion affecting contracts made
hat is my position, and it is
sition because of the source
legislation springs, because

o be with the government
nk their legislation is right,
at when their legislation is
and right, they will seldom
party opposition in this hon-
r.
ACDONALD (B. C.)-1 beg
on. minister whether under
government can take a less

hat expropriated two years
ng the government expro-
es a year ago can they now
e one acre ?
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Hon. Mr. MILLS- The hon. gentlemen
had better reserve that question till we
come to clause 2.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-This
clause speaks of taking a limited estate.
Has it a retroactive effect?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The question which my hon. friend bas just
asked bas only intensified the question
which I asked some time ago, to give us
some specific case in which the goverrument
bas suffered by not having the power which
they now ask. I find, looking at this de-
finition of lands in the English law, that
they are much more conservative than we
are:

There are no sections in the Land Clauses Act
of 1848 which empowers the undertakers to coinpel
any owner of land to create a grant or easenent in
their favour, although such easenent night be suffi-
cient for carrying on the purposes of the undertaking.

Hon. Mr. POWER-That is the under-
taker-not the Crown ?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL,-I
understand that applies to the expropriation
of all lands; and lays down the principle,
even supposing it does apply to companies,
that you have no right, against the will of
the owner, to take possession even of the
easement, although it may be necessary for
carrying on a public work. In our Expro-
priation Act the power is given to the gov-
ernment to take possession against the will
of the people, so that we have gone much
further in Canada than in England. It
seems to me the whole object of the bill is
simply to enable the government to take
possession of a man's property and hold it
until they have paid the money, and there is
no limited period in which they shall pay the
money, and then hand it back, or a portion
of it. Under the present Act the moment
they file the plans of whatever they desire
to take of the property it becomes absolutely
the property of the Crown, or of the com-
pany that has the power to expropriate and
bas expropriated. What the government
wants to do is this : take a lease of the pro-
perty, whether it be a gravel bed, quarry or
other valuable piece of property, and after
they have taken possession of it, hold it fnr
a certain time and then say to the owner
" we only want half of it." That is really
what it is in a nutahell, and there is no use
trying to bide it, and if the minister would
tell us why they want that power, and

the cases that have arisen to justify it, the
Senate will be in a better position to judge.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I have no objection
personally to any amendment that would
require the Crown to pay in a limited time
the award as between debtor and creditor.
I do not think the Crown ought to be per-
mitted, after the award bas once been made,
to hold the money indefinitely in order to
ascertain whether they want the whole of
the land. I think the award should be
final, and if the bill does not so express it, I
think the Minister of Justice will be pre-
pared to make it clear. I daresay there are
instances where the Crown had not paid up
the amount in a reasonable time. If the
government are not appealing against the
award they should pay.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Why should they
not pay interest ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think they ought to
pay interest.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Why do they not
do so i

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is owing to the
administration that was in power prior to
us, for eighteen years, that they are paying
no interest.

Hon. Mr. MILLS--My bon. friend asked
me to instance a case. Let me give an
instance which I gave him the other day in
connection with the construction of a canal,
a case where the turning ground connected
with the mill was taken for the construction
of the canal.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
What ground?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The ground where
the customers of the mill used to turn
round. It was necessary for the mil.
What the government would desire to do in
that case would be to acquire ground else-
where in immediate contact with the mill
and provide a turning ground, instead of
being compelled to purchase the mill at a
very exorbitant figure. Of course the Crown
might be regarded by the proprietors of the
mill as an excellent customer, and the owner
might think that the money at which the
property would be valued would be of more
use to him than the retention of the mili,
but we have no power, if we construct *
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canal and use the land close to a mill, to
Provide that other land shall be given in
place of that which we have taken, lands in
the immediate rear of the mill furnishing
any amount of room, and we leave it to the
judge of the Exchecquer Court to say whether
the lands given him in exchange are adequate
compensation for what has been taken from
him.

Hon. Mr. LOUGREED-That is the
next clause.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am giving it because
hon- gentlemen have persisted in discussing
the provisions of the whole bill.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The limited
estate clause would not apply to that in-
terest.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, but that is an in-
terest that the Crown cannot at the present
im'e compel the party to take-cann:t offer
n' compensation. The court cannot say that

it shall be so taken. They cannot estimateIts value. The whole provision of this bill,
from beginning to end, is for the purpose of
elarging the power of the court in order
that justice may be done both to the Crown
and to the party. I am myself wholly un-
able to see the force of the objection which
the hon. gentleman from Calgary (Mr. Long-
hd) raised to this provision of the bill, and I

there my hon. friend by this time sees that
obectis not a very great deal of force in the
objection. He must see that the clause is a
eaonable one and one which should form

Part Of the law.

1 1on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Do
thu nderstand the hon. gentleman to say

at there is power to take a man's property
on le side of the mill and give him property

Ort the other side ? That is the instance
S*hh he illustrated. The hon. gentleman
p rgued that if it is necessary to expro-
"""te land which is necessary for the public
tu e" to the mili, you want power to take

and and get an entrance to the mill
s th' customers by another route. Theretake i wer in this bill to compel a man to
t1 it in exchange.

on. Mr. MILLS-Yes, there is.

the. Mr. ALLAN-The first clause, after
simplPlanations which have been made,tloeake t give the government power

o le 'ase, in point of fact, for a term

of years for a less property, which they con-
sider they may require in the construction
of public works; and if it is amended in
the direction suggested by the hon. Secre-
tary of State that this word "may " shall be
changed into " shall," and they shall make
these plans and define the period for which
the land is wanted, and pay the compensa-
tion within the specified time, then I think
it would remove the objection to the clause.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
What is the difference between " may " and
e shall " in an Act of Parliament?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-They are both alike
when applied to the Crown in respect of
duties, but not in other cases.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-There is no
analogy between the provision in section 1
of the bill and the illustration or case men-
tioned by the hon. gentleman f rom Toronto.
So far as the government leasing the land is
concerned, I fancy there would be no objec-
tion whatever, provided the Crown might
lease the land from the owner. A lease always
involves an agreement between two parties,
but it would be an extraordinary case for a
lessee to go to a lessor and say to him, " I
insist upon leasing your land for five or ten
years whether you want to let me have it or
not."

Hon. Mr. PO WER-Would it not be just
as extraordinary to go to an owner of a lot
of land and say " I insist upon taking
your land in fee simple whether you wish
me to or not."

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-No, that is the
right of eminent domain for purposes of
public utility to expropriate lands. I will
now read from Cripps' Law of Compensation,
which is the leading authority on the ques-
tion of expropriation:

There are no sections in the Land Clauses Act,
1845, which empower the undertakers to compel an
owner of lands to create or grant an easement in their
favour although Bach easement inght be sufficient for
carrying out the purposes of the undertaking.

Now the hon. gentleman bas laid consid-
erable stress on the fact that the Crown
should not be asked to purchase a larger es-
tate than necessary for the purposes of the
undertaking, and yet under the English law
which is the source of our legislation, no
such principle has been there recognized or
introduced into the Act as to allow the
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Crown to take arbitrarily a less interest in Hon. Mr. MILLS-I moved the adoption
land than the fee. of the first clause.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I should suggest to
the hon. gentleman that perhaps there was
some later authority than the Act of 1845.
That is a long time ago.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It was amend-
ed in 1860, but the amendment did not af-
fect that clause.

Hon. Mr. POWER-And our law is al-
together different from the law we had in
1845. I think the hon. gentleman has done
enough in the way of logic or mathematics
to know that the whole is greater than the
part, and that if you can take the whole of
a man's estate, you should be able to take a
part of it, and if the law allowed the govern-
ment to take land in fee simple, it should
allow the government to take a lease for the
term mentioned. I move that the word
"may" in line 9 be stricken out and the
word "shall " be substituted.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-My hon. friend
will not say that the courts will not deter-
mine " may " as mandatory. It is inter-
preted mandatory as often as permissive.

Hon. Si r. POWER-" Shall " is always
mandatory.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Here it refers to a
duty and is mandatory, but I do not object
to the change.

The amendment was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. POWER-In line 12, after the
word "taken," I move that these words be
added:

Specifying the amount of such estate or interest.

That will indicate whether it is for a year
or two years, or foi any other term.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The word "extent"
would be better than amount.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Better put the
extent of years. It may be an estate for
life or an estimate fee simple.

Hon. Mr. POWER-You mention the
extent of the estate and I think that is the
proper way.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-I
would like to know when the motion was
made to adopt this clause.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
do not see what effect it would have to
mention the extent of the estate. If you
file the plan you must state what you are
taking.

Hon. Mr. POWER-My object in moving
the amendment was to get the clause in the
shape in which it should be and then the
vote could be taken on the clause as amended.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
could understand the force of the amend-
ment if it limited the period in which it was
to be done.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The object is to pro-
vide that the government shall state before-
hand just what they want, that they must
state whether they want it for one or two
or three years, and that they must set that
out in the plan or description.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE - I
move that the whole clause be struck out.

The CHAIRMAN-The hon. gentleman
might let the amendment be made and then
let the vote be taken on the clause.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCH ERVILLE-Yes.

The amendment was adopted.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-I
move that the clause be struck out.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not think that
that is an amendment. I think that voting
against the passing of the clause is the mode
to accomplish what the hon. gentleman
wants.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
When the adoption of the clause is moved,
the hon. gentleman can vote.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-A division can be
taken on the motion for the adoption of the
clause, and we would get the sense of the
committee at once with regard to the whole
bill.

The motion being put to the committee
for the adoption of the clause 1, it wa8

declared lost on the following division:-
Yeas, 12 ; Nays, 19.
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Rion. Mr. CLEMOW moved that thel
committee rise.

The motion was agreed to.

lon. Mr. VIDAL, from the committee,
reported that the committee had risen.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, 19th May, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

STANDING COMMITTEES.

non. Mr. MILLS-I find, in looking over
the list of committees, that by some mistake,
although the Striking Committee put the
narne of the hon. senator from British

lumbia (Mr. Templeman) on several
Othe committees, his name in some way or
othel has been omitted, and I would move,
8eeonded by Hon. Sir Mackenzie Bowell,
that the lon. Wm. Templeman's name beaced upon the Committees of Railways,

Tegraphs and Harbours, Debates and Re-
Porting, and Divorce, in place of the lateeuator Boulton.

The motion was agreed to.

COMMITTEE
ORDEI

ON STANDING

QUORUM REDUCED.

'for. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I have
a 05k the House to adopt a resolution which

Properly come from the Standing
Co tree On Standing Orders, but there is

b. orum at present. The maritime mem-
ave not comle forward, and there is a

,t acumulation of work to be done, and
rae to ask the House to pass a motion

g the quorum to three.

a r Mr. MILLS-It seems to me to be
failr mnall quorum, and perhaps it is a

ni f duty on the part of members that
'ght '0' happen very often.
o Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-It will

Sfor the remainder of the session, and

I think three members of that committee
and the chairman will do the work as well
as five.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am not objecting.
The motion was agreed to.

EXCHEQUER COURT ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.
IN COMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into Committee
of the Whole on Bill (B) " An Act further
to amend the Excheguer Court Act."

(In the Committee.)

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the adoption of
the first clause. He said :-I think perhaps
this bill explains itself. The first clause
reads:

1. The Local Judge in Admiralty of the Exchequer
Court of Canada in and for any Admiralty District
in Canada may at the request of the judge of the
Exchequer Court hear any cause, matter or proceed-
ing in the said court arising in such Admiralty Dis-
trict, or hold any sitting of the Exchequer Court for
the trial of causes in such Admiralty District, and
when sio acting shall in respect of such cause, niatter
or proceeding, or the holding of such sitting have and
exercise all the jurisdiction, powers and authorities of
such court, and of the judge thereof.

There is sometimes a single case to be
tried, and a judge in the Admiralty Court,
where such a case would arise, say in
V ancouver or Victoria or down at Halifax,
can undertake the duty at the request of
the judge of the Exchequer Court, and at
much less cost, and without any inconven-
ience to the public, and also I think that
where the judge may be otherwise occupied,
it may be important that the judge in
Admiralty should have the power of under-
taking the work of the Exchequer Court
judge. This has been found by experience
to be a power that it would be convenient
that the judge of the Exchequer Court
should possess.

The clause was adopted.

On the second clause.
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I

would ask the Minister of Justice whether
he has thought of the question of the power
of the Senate to appropriate moneys. I am
not sure. I know that no independent
member of the Commons can introduce any
measure affecting the expenditure of money.
It must come by message from His Excel-
lency, and the Senate has no power to
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autihorize the expenditure of money, but
whether the general terms in which this is
worded would obviate that point I am not
positive, but I have great doubts upon the
point.

Hon. Mr. M ILLS-I do not object to the
sum of $100 being in brackets, although I
am inclined to think that, not being an
appropriation, but the assignment of a cer-
tain sum of money already voted for a work
undertaken, that that perhaps could be done,
but I would say that it might be put in with
the sum blank, leaving it to be filled in by
the House of Common.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
think that would be the safest way.

The clause was adopted.

On the third clause.
Hon.SirMA CKENZIE BOWELL-This

bill provides for giving power to the Ex-
obequer Court to carry out the provisions of
the bill whicb was rejected by the Senate
last night.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-If my hon. friend will
read the clause, he will see that that is not so.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
have read the clause. It varies to the extent
of giving power to the Exchequer Court to
award damages which might have occurred
or accrued from the expropriation of pro-
perty which had been handed back, or the
expropriation of property for a certain time,
and that bill not having been passed, this
clause certainly is not required.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
see that this clause enlarges the power of the
Exchequer Court. If my hon. friend will
compare section 3 of the Exchequer Court
Act, chapter 38 of the statutes of 1889, he
will see that there are certain variations. I
will read the section as it stands now, and if
my hon. friend will look at the bill, he will
see what the variations are:

If the injury to any land or property alleged to be
injuriously affected by the construction of any public
way may be removed wholly, or in part, by any altera-
tion or in addition to any such public work, or by
the construction of any additional work, and the
CrOwn by its pleadings or on the trial, undertakes to
make such alteration or addition, or to costruct
such work, the damages shall, so far as the future is
concerned, be assessed in view of such undertakings
and the court shall declare that, in addition to any
such damages awarded, the claimant is entitled to

have such alterition or addition made, or such work
constructed.

The variation, my hon. friend will see, is
in the words that have been added. The
clause reads:

If the injury to any land or property alleged to be
injuriously affected by the construction of any public
work may be removed, wholly er in part, by any
alteration in or aadition to any such public work, or
by the construction of any such additional work.

That, so far, is exactly the same as the
law now stands. Then the bill proceeds:

Or by the abandonment of any portion of the lands
of the claimant.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-That
is the objectionable part.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is new. "Or
by the grant to him of any land or ease-
ment." The point is illustrated exactly by
the case I mentioned yesterday. In build-
ing the Trent Valley Canal, the canal is cut
not far from a grist mill. The road runs
between the canal and the mill, but the
canal has cut off the turning ground at the
side, or at the end of the drive. The mill
owner says "You have rendered my mill
useless to me, I want you to take over the
entire property-I want $14,000 for this
mill." Now, the mill is as accessible as it
was before. The road is not injured, but
there is a piece of ground in the rear which
it would be possible to acquire for a turning
ground, in every way, in the estimation of
those who have reported upon it, as suitable
for the purpose as that which he before pos-
sessed, right beside it. On the opposite side
the canal has cut away a portion of the
turning ground. Now this provision, if
carried, would enable the Exchequer Court,
if the government made such a proposition,
to say whether that ground was as suitable
for the purpose as that which the mill owner
possessed before-would it serve the pur-
pose and, if so, to what extent has his pro-
perty been damaged I If it is not as good in
every way as it was before, then the differ-
ence will be eetimated in damages by the
judge of the Exchequer Court. I am just
mentioning this one case as an illustration
and it is constantly coming up. Let me
mention another case. The government have
acquired a quarry. They have used a piece of
land opposite the quarry, an acre or twO
acres, for a piling ground upon which to pile
the stone and dress it. They have nO
power to take a limited interest in that prO-
perty. The party may say "You must ac-
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.quire the fee." We can acquire a limited
interest under the law to the road leading
.to the property, but we only require the
'se of that property while we are engaged in
fsome public work. There can be no impro-
Priety-there eau be no difference in prin-
ciple between giving the Crown the power
to say that we will take that for one year
or two or three years, than giving the
Crown the power to take the right of way
3ver the ground on the same point for the
'ane purpose for a limited period. Sup-
POsing a man has a farm or a piece of land
lYing between the publie work that is being
'contructed and the quarry from which the
'naterial is being obtained. The law as it is
gives power te take the road-not to take
the entire fee, but the easement, and to use
at 80 long as it may be required. That is
,Provided in section 5 of the Expropriation
Act as it stands. Now, is there any differ-
e in principle or in practice between ac-

jng an easement or taking a lease for
atright of way for two, three or four

Yeffrm, and taking a lease for an acre
of ground at the end of it for the

rP'lPose of piling up the material you
ant to draw away on that road? Is

10t that principle exactly the same, and
'*"Y ehould the attempt be made te limit
.the Power of the Crown and compel

Crown to take the fee for a piece of
:tound it may not require for more than six

d Ionth8? You cannot compel them-you
nodid t compel them when chapter 39 of this
ute in 1889 was under discussion-

you did not compel the Crown to say that if
Want the right of way you must take

hr f You did not say that. Looking
Acrt he discussion that took place on thisAcbj do not find a single word said on the
"beheet in this House. Now, why should
'th"e be difficulties put in the way with
!tetancto acquiring a piling ground, for
prine e, and acquiring a right of way 1 In
'tisple they are exactly the same. Now,
rel aue, as I said when the bill was being
difr the second time, does not in principle
apie fromu the law as it now stands. You

lDPe it then to the right of way. I pro-
Dy that in addition to the right of way it
thab also applied to a piece of ground
ingO he May require for the purpose of pil-
*gtruti naterial upon that you use in con-

at Zon of public building or public work.
Sit e another case. We want oppor-

t79 Obtaining lands and ofiering them

to the company or to the party, who says we
havedamaged their property by what we have
taken, in mitigation of the damage which
may be done. Let me take an instance
which I mentioned to my hon. friend, who
sits opposite me, yesterday. The government
is engaged in the construction of a basin or
a dock in the harbour of St. John. In
the construction of that they croos a rail-
way running out to the deep water terminus,
cutting right across the track. The gov-
ernment would like the power

Iton. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Is
that the street railway.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, I am speaking of
an ordinary railway.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
it is at St. John it must be the Intercolonial
or the Canadian Pacifie Railway.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It must be the Can-
adian Pacific Railway. Why should the gov-
ernment not have the power of acquiring
property alongside of and down the track if
they see proper, running further in?

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Have you not
that power now ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-You have not
the power to expropriate 1

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We have the power
to expropriate, but we have not the power
to say: " We give you this in substitution of
what we have taken and leave it to the
Exchequer Court to say what is the differ-
ence in value." Let hon. gentlemen under-
stand this question and see what they are
seeking to do. Supposing this railway were
to demand $500,000. They say: "You
have cut off our connection with the deep
water terminus." If we had the power of
proposing another treet of land at the end of
the basin, we could say, " We have not done
so." We have taken away, it is true, a por-
tion of the land which you now hold as a
track, but we have substituted other land for
it which still gives you your connection with
the water terminus which you had before.
It may be better. It may not be so good, but
that is a question that the Exchequer Court
would decide upon evidence if the Crown
and the party cannot agree, but it is of con-
sequence-of immense consequence that in
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such an undertaking the Crown should have
the power of proposing something else in
place of what they have taken in order that
it may not be in the power of the corpora-
tion to come before a court and to say " Our
connection with our water communication
bas been destroyed and absolutely taken
away." I mention these as illustrations of
the importance of the work, and I may say
to hon. gentlemen that the gentleman who
has given us suggestions upon this subject,
based upon a large experience in these
matters, is not a political friend or supporter
of the administration. If he has still any
political sympathy or feeling, it is with hon.
gentlemen opposite and not with us, and I
am perfectly sure that his recommendations
to my department are as honest as they are
sincere and are certainly in the public
interest. Now, let me read this provision:

If the inquiry to any land or property alleged to be
injuriously affected by the construction of any public
work nay be removed wholly or in part by any
alteration in or addition to any such public work, or
by the construction of any additional work.

So far that is exactly word for word with
the statute as it now is:

Or by the abandonment of any portion of the lands
taken from the claimant.

Supposing it could be shown after the
land bas been expropriated, but before a final
settlement bas been reached, that by aban-
donment of a portion, the injury would not
be a serious injury, that the only claim the
party would have would be for the actual
value of the property taken, and that no
damage would be done to what he retained,
surely the Crown ought to have the power
of restoring to the party that which would
seriously damage what remains if the Crown
cannot do so 1

Hon. lr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Does
that bill give power to abandon a part of
the land damaged i

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-And
take a limited interest as well ?

Hon.Mr.MILLS-The question of limited
interest does not come up in this bill. It
is the abandonment of "lands or easements."
The Crown may give him a right of way
where he had no right of way before. If we
should remove the mischief which might be
done him-it is taking the power to remove

the mischief in that way but it does not take
it out of the hands of the court-it does not
say lie shall not have r'edress. It says the
Crown may undertake to remove the injury
that may be done hy doing that, and the
extent to which it does succeed in what it
has undertaken will be estimated by the
court. It is a matter of litigation. " And, if
the Crown by ifs pleadings, or on the trial,
or before judgment," some hon. gentlemen
object to these words "or before judgment."
I am perfectly willing to make any amend-
ment.

Hon. Mr. POWER-That is in the statute
now.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-No, it is not in
the statute.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Whether it is or not,
I am willing to say this in the bill, that
no proposition shall be made without the
consent of the other party after the ques-
tion has been argued. I think, up to the
time that the matter comes before the court,
the Crown ought to stand in the position of
any other party to propose a means of
redress if such means can be discovered.

Bon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-How
about cases before the court now.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-If a case has been
argued, then it would not be touched by
this bill at all; but, if there has been notice
of trial, there is no reason in the world
why

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-That
is the crucial point of the whole thing. Thie
bil, of course, would touch a certain case
now pending in the courts.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend iO
labouring under a delusion. There may be
fifty cases where property has been expro
priated that have not been up for discussiou
or decision at all, and that might corne
under this bill. For instance, supposing
my hon. friend had a case in court to-d&Yp
and the right of appearing as a witness 0
the part of either party to a case were takeO
away, and the law were restored as it was
before, no one would think of calling th'
an ex post facto law-the altering of the
law of evidence. Every case that was peid'
ing at the time the law of evidence '00
changed was dealt with and decided under
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the law of procedure as amended by that
amnendnient to the law of evidence. That
took away from the party no right. His
right is a right to compensation. We take
away from him no right. If bis property is
damaged, if by any alteration previous to
an.y litigation or controversy on the subject,
by any proposition we may make to him,
41ay mitigate the damages, surely that is
11ot taking a right away from him.

If the Crown by its pleadings, or on trial or be-
fore judgment, undertakes to make such alteration or
addition or to construct such work, or to abandon
M'eh Portion of the land taken, or to grant such that
le to grant land in place of that which is taken andWhich will remove the damage of which the party
Otnplains.

The damages shall be assessed in view of
Uch undertaking. If it does net mitigate

the damage in the least, then the assessment
Of damages would not be affected in the
leastý but if it does mitigate the dawages
a.d reduce the injury to the party, surely

that is not a matter of which he can com-
plain-that is not a thing which can be set

pUa a matter of ex po8t facto legislation.
. here is no rigbt which he possesses which18 intterfered with in that case except it isbelneficially interfered with. The govern-

t is not going to press a proposition that
aggravate the damages and increase the

'Rculty, and therefore the party might
t ' " You injured me largely by what you
POsed to do in the first place, but you

4l'e further increased the injury by the
erations which you propose to make."

fhe ecould make such a plea as that,
h. ght say that you are putting
ina a worse condition than before, and

You had expropriated before the Act
e abut, you ought not to apply

the Act to him. But that is not the case atl. The case is that the damages âre miti-
1td--the injury is diminished by the

di ration proposed, and if bis injury is

pinished he bas nothing of which to con-
ia d • Why if you right the injury which
thee and it goes on by any change that
rlgovernment propose to make until it

diaa a vanishing point, bis injury has
saPPeared altogether, and therefore thereno und of complaint. In this matter,

tion th ire is not any ground of valid objec-
eiew. at can be urged from that point of

The court shall declare that, in addition to any
*eh alt,.arded. the claimant is entitled to haveration or addition made or such work con-

-"e or such grant made to him.

Now, the Crown says te a party, "Wlhat
you propose to do will be an advantage,"
and the court says that all that this con-
cluding portion of the clause does is to pro-
vide that a proposal which the government
has made and with reference to which the
damages have been assessed shall be carried
out. The government could net undertake
te obtain a mitigation of damages in dim-
inution of injury done to a party and after
the court had dealt with the question, tien
turn round and say, " We will not carry out
the provisions agreed upon." This clause is
intended te meet that, and it provides that
in addition te any damages awarded-that
is, pecuniary damages-the claimant is en-
titled te have sucli an alteration or addition
made or such work constructed or such grant
made te him. There may be a retaining
wall built-there may be a hollow or depres-
sien that requires te be filled up, or the
ground levelled off. The damages are dim-
inished in consequence of work of that sort
being done, and the judge has awarded him
diminished damages accordingly, and the
clause provides that the government shall
carry that provision out-shall do what it
promised te do in connection with any work
or undertaking. I think bon. gentlemen
will see, the more they consider the provision
of this bill, the more just and fair they are.
No injury is done te the party. A benefit
is conferred upon the public. Let me take
an instance I have mentioned, of a man who
wants te get rid of bis mill and who makes
the taking of a small corner from his turning
ground an excuse forhis saying "l Parties coi-
ing te my mill cannot conveniently turn on
these grounds any longer and I want you te
take the mill over." We do not want the
mill. The mill is no advantage te us. The
Crown is net engaged in milling operations.
There is plenty of land at the rear of the
drive that can be acquired for that purpose,
and why should net the Crown have the
power te acquire that territory and put the
man and his mill in as good a position as they
were before? If the Crown cannot, then lie
is entitled te that extent te damages, and
surely the provision is a reasonable one and
one that will enable, in many cases, the
government te protect the public treasury
against unnecessary charges which are
made without any serious injury te the
parties complaining.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--
Will the bon. gentleman tell the House
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on which side of the harbour the improve-
ments are being made in St. John 1 Is it
on the Carleton side or on the eastern side
of the harbour I

Hon. Mr. MILLS-T cannot tell my hon.
friend. I have not looked into the matter.
It was mentioned to me by my deputy as
an instance in which this power would be
important.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
my reoollection is right, the improvements are
taking place on the east side of the river-
that is the St. John portion, and not on the
west side, or Carleton, and if that be the
case, there are no railways in the city of St.
John, not even street railways, that I am
aware of, except that which belongs to the
government. It is true the Canadian Pacific
Railway crosses the river and enters the
station, but that does not interfere with the
harbour, as every one knows who has been
in St. John.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is not the
slightest consequence.

Hon. Sir M4CKENZIE BOWELL-It
is, because the hon. gentleman said the rail-
way was interfered with.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I gave it as an illus-
tration, and it was given to me as an illustra-
tion by my deputy. I take it that he is
correct.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
muet be somewhere ele then.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No. Even though
there were no such case in existence, it
serves for an illustration as well as if it were
an actual fact to show how injury could be
done and how it could be prevented.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The hon. Min-
ister of Justice seeks to introduce into this
bill the principle upon which there was a
very strong pronouncement last night and
which would be voted down by this House.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, my hon. friend
will see that it wae not voted down. The
corresponding provision to this in the bill
was not reached. It was a wholly different
provision.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Then my hon.
friend should not proceed with this provision

of the bill until the second clause in the Ex-
propriation Bill is passed by the House.
My hon. friend must necessarily concede
that the clause he has been dealing with is
simply the machinery to carry out clause
2 of yesterday's bill. If that clause does
not pass, my hon. friend must know very
well, particularly as a lawyer, that he simply
would be beclouding this bill by tacking on
to it machinery for the exercise of power
which is not yet vested in the Crown. My
hon. friend proceeds to-day with a very
strong discussion of the principle of the bill
of yesterday, principles which h. knows very-
well this House is adverse to. I regret very.
much that my hon. friend saw fit to intro-
duce into the matter of the discussion to-day
an implication that the House was dealing
with this question from a political stand-
point, and that the clause was recommended
by one of a different political faith f rom that.
te which my hon. friend belonge. 1, for one,
have always opposed, and opposed very
strongly, extending the powers of the govern-
ment to invade those private rights which,
under every British system of government,
we have considered sacred. It seems to me
that the government already have powers&
that are very muoh too wide, and the exercise
of which very frequently results in very
great, cases of hardship.

Hou. Mr. MILLS-As for instance-

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I can recall
cases in which individuals have sufered very
great loss and have been put to very great
expense by reason of the government invad-
ing private rights in expropriating lands
and compelling the owners to go into the
Exchequer Court to enforce their rights
against'the Crown.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We are more cautious
now.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I am not saying
the exercise of expropriation should not be
vested in the- Crown, but this Houe should
look carefully at giving larger powers to the
government than already possessed by them.
This clause relates particularly, as I said, to
yesterday's biH. I cannot understand why
my hon. friend wishes to proceed with it iB
the absence of our having dealt with the
clause, and therefore I would ask him to lot
this clause stand until the Committee of th#
Whole House should sit upon the bil whioà
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'we had before us for our consideration
Yesterday.

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
18 dead.

lon. Mr. SCOTT-It can be brought
before the House by giving notice.

lion. Mr. LOUGHEED-However, it
se6ms to me my hon. friend should not pro-
Ceed with this bill in the absence of securing
the Power which he yesterday asked. Now,
deÜhng with those cases alluded to I would
ask JMY hon. friend to point out a littie more
clearly where any injustice has arisen to the
Crown by reason of the present powers
heing too linited.

lion. Mr. POWER-Take the case of
the mill and the canal.

"On. Mr. LOUGHIEED-Take the case
Of the m1ill. I would refer my hon. friend

a case in England in which a very similar
9q"*tion was dealt with by the courts, and
in which it was held that the expropriator

od ne right to exercise such a power as is
0 w being songht by the government, or
'ch the government wish now to possess:
lu M&1Son and the London, Chatham Dover Rail-

ix ir Cny it was held that an open piece of land
of a Publie house which formed the only means

ere h to the front door, and which had been
the pbs psig with the bouse by every demise of
Of ui houe since 1802, came within the definitioneurtilage and woa part of the public hous, as

necessary for its convenient occupation.

'&ad consequently they were called upon
t exPtoPriate the whole property.

I lr. POWEU-Do you think that
* a Proper thing 1I

'don. Mr. LOUGHEED-I have sufficient
?dinee in the English courts in their ad-
brior 4t of a principle by which the equili-
auch ten the Crown and the people in

cae shall be justly maintained.

aselo Mr. MILLS-That was not a Crown

cipe ] ' LOUGHEED-The same prin-pe CPplhes t to he Crown. It comes under
tpiesolidated Land Clauses Act as well as

te aè parations. Another place where
itand h.a bought land and put a house on
a4d leed it with an ornamental hedge

ht th"' a back entrance, it was heldtue conpany could not take a portion

of the back entrance without taking the
whole. If my hon. friend desires any Crown
cases in which the Crown was prevented
from expropriating land under such circum-
stances he will find several cases in Crips.
Why should that mill owner be compelled
to take back from the Crown certain lands
which they heretofore had expropriated and
which the Crown now chooses to abandon ?
Has that mill owner rights as well as the
Crown I And can the Crown not bettet'
afford to be at some expense or to be at
some additional trouble or loss than a private
individal who may possibly be ruined i

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is precisely what
we propose. We propose to give him land
in lieu of that wbich we took, which cer*
tainly will serve hi& purpose, and we propose
to leave it to the courts to say whether, after
that has been done, he has been damaged.
If he ha, he will be indemnified by the gov-
ernment.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUJM-Where are ou
going to get the land to give to hima 1 ake
it from somebody else and give it to him1

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, we own it.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It is quite
obvious that if the carrying inte efsIet of
such an interchange of rights as that ndi-
cated by my hon. friend would prove of
advantage to the mill owner he would aceept
the exchange. It if quite evident that when
he refuses to accept this exchange of land
there is some wrong about to be done him.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, it proves ho
thinks there is an opportunity of selling hie
mill to advantage.

Hon.Mr. LOUGHEED-Then that being
the case you have the Exchequer Court which,
site impartially upon such a question as
that, and the Crown can preserve its rights
by reason of the judicial machinery which it
possesses.

Hon. Mr, MILLS-No, I pointed out
how it could not be done.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-There ls no la,
by which a railway company or any aggrega.
tion of individuals having once taken a piecê
of land can abandon it afterwards, and say'
we have made a mistake in taking that land
and insist ulpon your taking it back. It Moe
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violence to the fundamental principles of all
contract law.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is not a matter of
contract.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Any gentlemen
who have given any consideration to this
question will know that the law of compen-
sation is based practically upon the law of
contract, that there must be an interchange
of rights between the parties, and if you ex-
propriate certain lands fron the individual
you must give to him the value he would
obtain for the lands had he put them upon
the market for sale. That is the principle
of all expropriation, and a principle which
sbould be strictly observed. I should be
very sorry to embarrass the government in
the passage of such legislation as this, but
the cases cited by my hon. friend are cases
I confidently state are already provided for
in the Act. Take the piling grounds referred
to by my hon. friend. It is already pro-
vided for in the Expropriation of Lands Act.
I would refer my hon. friend to section 3,
paragraph B, in which the Crown has the
right to enter upon and take possession of
any land, streams or water forces, the ex-
propriation of which is necessary for the
construction, maintenance and repair of any
public work. In reference to the piling
ground, I refer to section 3, paragraph D,
where it is provided :

Enter with workmen, carts, carriages and horses
upon any land, and deposit thereon soi, earth, gravel,
trees, bushes. loge, poles, brushwood or other inaterial
found on the land required for the public work, or for
the purpose of digging up, quarrying and carrying
away earth, stones, gravel or other material, and eut-
ting down and carrying away trees, bushes, logs,
poles and brushwood therefrom, for the making, con-
structing, maintaining or repairing the public work.

How can my hon. friend to-day say that a
case of hardship has arisen in which it is
necessary for the interposition of legislation
by Parliament to meet the case mentioned
by him when he states himself that he bas
not the particulars of the case which he
cited as an illustration. My hon. friend can-
not say to this House that it is indispens-
able to have this legislation to meet that parti-
cular case, because he himself admits freely
that he is not sufficiently familiar with the
particulars to inform this House as to where-
in this legislation would apply to such a
case. Under these cireumstances it is simply
asking us to do what we have pronounced

against yesterday, and which I am satisfied
the House is averse to doing.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I felt obliged yester-
day to say that the argument of the hon.
gentleman from Calgary (Mr. Lougheed),
on the matter before the Hou-e went too far,
and I think the same remark is applicable
to-day. Before proceeding to say anything
about the clause which is now before the
committee, it would be as well to eliminate
an element which I think bas played a very
considerable part in the discussion of both
these bills, and call the attention of the
committee to the fact that if clause 4 of
this bill is stricken out, then any past trans-
action will not be affected by it; and it is in
the hands of the committee to decide
whether or not this bill, if we pass it, shall
apply to past transactions. Let us take
the clause which is before the House
and look at it in a fair and impar-
tial way. As the law stands to-day, in the
case of that mill-that was the extreme case
-the government, to-day, if it were practic-
able, might themselves go to work and expend
a sum of money and construct an entrance
as a public work by which the mill owner
inight get access to his mill, anid if they did
that, under the law as it stands to-day, the
persons damaged would be obliged to accept
that, and the judge would be obliged, in
estimating the damages, to deduct the value
conferred on the property by the public
work which the government had constructed.
Hon. gentlemen is it not just the same thing
in every way ' If the government happen
to have a piece of la.d adjoining that mill
which will afford the same access to the mill
which the public work would have afforded,
or which the existing road bas afforded, is it
not just the same thing to the mill owner if
the government transferred to him a piece of
land which gives access to the mil; and is it
fair to the public to insist that the country
shall pay $14,000, or whatever value the
judge may fix for that mill, when they could
have escaped the payment of that sum by
simply deeding this piece of land to the mill
owner. My hon. friend bebind me does not
seem to accept my view, but it seems to me
the case is just as plain as that two and two
make four. There is no difference whatever
in principle between the government build-
ing for that mill owner a way of access to
his mill and giving him a piece of land which
the government happen to own and which
gives him the same access.
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Hon. Mr. LOUGHIEED-Why cannot
the government sell the land I

lion. Mr. POWER-What land I

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The land they
WOuld abandon.

lion. Mr. POWER-To whom ?
lion. Mr. LOUGHEED-To who ever

would buy it.

lion. Mr. POWER -The government
happened to build a canal which runs close
to that miil, and which, unless something is
done, will daniage the mill owner very con-
siderably; and if the governnent are in a
Position to transfer to the mill owner a piece

lu 1and which avoids the damage, why should
e ot? The law at present allows them

o make any addition to the public work and
itrct any additional work, and this bill
fore us simply goes on to add to that

Power which the Crown now has, the power
Of abandoning any portion of the lands taken
froi» the claimant.

Ron. Mr. MILLS-Up to the time of
settlerent.

d-Onl. Mr. POWER-Yes. I am not
tea"'g with that. I am dealing now with
the future and not referring to past trans-actons. The hon. gentleman talks as though
the land owner'e rights were all taken fromo, as though he would have no damages

real effee arm actually done. What is the
judge 0 etof this provision? That when the
the come s to assess the damages done to
th l owner, he treats the land which the
landermlent have offered to transfer to the

s ner as representing its value in cash.
gi f conpensating the land owner by. g mhir $14,000, the judge says, " Here
the , cash, and I value the land which

at 00rnent proposes to transfer to you

hi l" r LOUGHEED-You force upon
d whichl he does not want.

gov 0 n. Mr. POWER-Why should the
iot menit be forced to take land they do
oblige an Why should the mill owner be
give him- accept a public work which will
tlera acce 8 to his land? The hon. gen-

al never opened bis lips when that
a o an Act upon the~ statute-book,

0re the Iouse to condemn the prin-

ciple, nor did any other gentleman on that
side of the House. This bill is simply extend-
ing the same principle a little further. It does
not extend the principle, but it extends the
operation of the principle a little further.
The lion. gentleman is quite mistaken in
saying that this particular clause depends
upon the bill which failed to pass yesterday.
Not at all. If the hon. gentleman will look
at this third clause of the bill, he will see
that it is a clause proposed to be substi-
tuted for the third section of the Exchequer
Court Act. The bill which we discussed
yesterday was one which proposed to amend
the Expropriation Act, which is a totally
different Act; and this clause has no more
connection with the clauses of the bill which
was before us yesterday than the clause in
the Exchequer Court Act, as we have it on
the statute-book, with the Act respecting
the expropriation of land. This bill would
give the Exchequer Court the right in future
cases to deal with that matter. If the com-
mittee in their wisdom think it would not
be well that that power should be extended
to past transactions they can strike out the
fourth clause of the bill.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
have listened with a good deal of attention
to the remarks of the hon. Minister of
Justice, and also to the remarks of the hon.
gentleman from Halifax. It may be from
my stupidity, but I was at a loss to know
why we had such a long dissertation upon
the question involved in the remarks of the
Minister of Justice, froin the simple fact
that he argued upon a Foint which is not
involved in this or the other law. The law,
as it stands on the statute-book, as already
read by the hon. gentleman from Calgary,
gives the minister all the power that he
argued for some fifteen or twenty minutes
that he was entitled to. There is every power
given in the present Expropriation Act for
the taking of any lands or easements that
are necessary for the carrying on of public
works and for the abandonment of the
easements, which he has taken, or what-
ever they may be, after the work is
completed. The question involved in this
bill is, to my mind, very simple. Take the
case of the mill to which my hon. friend
bas referred, and which the hon. member
from Halifax bas very learnedly expounded ;
he asks the question, why should the govern-
ment be compelled to take land which it
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does not require any more than the owner
of the mill i How did the government be-
come possessed of the land which lies in
front of that man's mill and which would
interfere with the approach to the mill,
should they carry out their present improve-
ments and keep the land? la it through
the stupidity of some engineers who made
the survey, that the government, under the
survey, expropriated the land which lies at
the front of this man's mill, and thus, to his
mind, destroyed its value ?
* Hon. Mr. MILLS-That work was under-

taken in my hon. friend's time.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
matters not when it was done, but how did
the government become possessed of this
land the expropriation of which the mill
owner says is going to destroy the mill pro-
perty 7 What if it were done by the engi-
neers of the late government, and f know that
engineers often get ministers into trouble by
the reckless manner in which they go and
take possession of a man's property without
regard to the feelings or the interests of the
party, knowing the government is at their
back, and that the government will have to
pay for any mistakes occurring through their
recklessness or stupidity. But does it follow
that because the government takes possession
of land under the law, and it is expropriated
by the department under the law, that you
ehould afterwards be in a position to say to
the owner of the property : "You must
take it back, and I will give you some other
property so that you can enter by the back
door." That is really the position. You
have this land and have had it for some time,
you must have had it for years if it was ex-
propriated by the late government. It must
have been in the possession of the present
government for a number of years, and now,
under this bill, the government want to
give this man in exchange for the land they
have taken, some other land that he does
not require, and they claim that it will
answer his purpose. The only equitable
point in the whole argument is that they
s they are prepared to compensate him.

We say, you have taken a man's property.
If you do not want it, seli it. Whether lie
is entitled to the full value of the mill or not,
I do not know. If he is, that is through the
action of the government, and they should
suifer by it. The hon. member from Halifax
(Mr. Power) argues that this bill is not a

corollary of the bill we had before the House
yesterday. When the bills were introduced,
it was distinctly understood by the members
of the Senate that the first bill was to extend
the powers of expropriation by the govern-
ment, and to enable them, after the expro-
priation had taken place, to give portions of
it back, and also, to enable them to expro-
priate for a limited time and a limited por-
tion of a man's property ; and that after they
had given it back, if they desired to give it
baek, the court should decide what com-
pensation should be paid; and this bill
followed the other to give the Exchequer
Court judge the power to carry out the pro-
vision of the first bill, which was defeated
last night. If that be not the cae, what ie
the meaning of the language, in the addition,
which bas been made in this clause ? After
giving power to deal with the works, as they
exist now ander tha law, these words are
added :

Or by the abandonment of any portion of the lands
taken from the claimant, or by the grant to him of
any land or easement.

That is a provision to enable the govern-
ment to abandon a portion of the property
which they had expropriated and to exchange,
one property for another, a power that they
had not before. Now, does it give the Ex-
chequer Court judge, without the passage of
the bill which was before the Senate yester-
day, the power to deal with questions of this-
kind, or does the giving of the power to the
Exchequer Court to deal with questions of
abandonment, give the right to the govern-
ment to abandon land, which they did not-
have before.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-He
said so.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is a question which even laymen like
myself would differ upon, and I have grave
doubte as to what position a judge would
take on a question of that kind. Some
judges would probably take the view that
has been enunciated to-day by the hon.
Minister of Justice, other judges would take
what to my mind would be a common sense
view of it ; that is, that while it gives thexn
the power to deal with a question of com-
pensation, they would before doing so, refer
to the Expropriation Act and ask themselves
the question whether the government have
any power, under that Act,. to do what they
have asked the Exchequer Court judge to-
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do. Then you go on a little further and you
say that this can be done on the trial, or
before judgment, so that a case may be in
Court to-day, and may have been there for
Months, and until that judgment is given,
th* government have the power, if the hon.
Minister's interpretation of the clause be
Correct, to do precisely what the Senate said
Yesterday should not be done. I do not
desire to prolong the discussion further than
to Say this clause contains the same principle
that the Senate rejected last night. The
hen. Minister of Justice says that we did not
c01der it. We rejected it by voting for a
XOtion which absolutely killed the whole bill.
Te bill was designedly killed, the committee
having risen without reporting. It was done
degnedly-it was not done through any
'igorance on the part of the senator who
r*mde that motion, or on the part of those
who voted for it. They knew when they
voted for that motion that it was actuaUy
de'esting the whole bill; and we have the
luestiont revived here to-day in another
ies'ure, and if the Senate is consistent in
whait it did yesterday, it should reject the

as'e. I move that the clause be stricken
ot of the bil.

'ROn. Mr. MILLS-Hog. gentlemen have
taken an extraordinary position both in re-
Sr(d tO the bill of yesterday and this bill.
)y h'on. friend yesterday, although not op-
POa1'g the other bill in committSe-if i
i'ereenber correctly, he said he rather agreed*itI the principle of the bill.

Ron. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No.

*n. Mr. MILLS -But took exception to
1taPPyiug to past trsactions.

"In oSir MACKENZIE BOWEULL-I

ho was one of the objections. My
,ai friend is confounding what I said. T

en he introduced the bill, from the
faotexplanation he gave, I was rather in

cOur of it, but when I read it, I found I
COI'not support it.

"On. Mr. MILLS--What the hon. gentle-
'i IPosed was in the bill which induced

ditO lvoOur it on flrst impresion, it is
bêêý reen say. Yesterday, the bill had
cod the, second time. It stood for

'd 5t*oo in committee. The House
he l rdtto be considered in committee.

t,"one Went into committee on the sub-id one hon. gentleman moved the re-

jection of the second clause of the bill, the
clause which enabled the government to
acquire a less interest than the fee in land
they might require to take temporarily for
the public service. That was the clause
whieh was considered and rejected in the
bill yesterday. That bill is not now before
the House, and it is not necessary to discusa
it. In fact, hon. gentlemen know that it is
irregular to discuss it on the consideration
of this bill. This is a bill to amend the.
Exchequer Court Act and to enable the
Exchequer Court to do justice, and it gives
a larger measure of authority than the court
now possesses, for the purpose of adjusting
any difference that may exist between an
individual having a claim against the Crown
for lands or property expropriated and th*
Crown itself. That is what this bill pro-
poses. One hon. gentleman says that rail-
ways have not such extensive powers as it
is proposed to confer by this bill, and he re-
ferred to a decision that has been given in
England with respect to the exercise of
power by a railway corporation. I do not
know what great analogy there is between
a railway corporation that is pursuing its
course in the interest of a few corporators
-in the interest of a very limited number
of the eommunity-and a government that is
exercising its powers in the interest of
the whole community, and in the discharge
of those powers is under the supervision of
this House and of the House elected by the
people. Let me take a case. My hon.
friend says, " Why should a mill owner or
any other party whose property has been
taken in part by the government be comr-
pelled to accept some other property 1 " But
why should he not, if it is adjoining his own
property 1 Mr. Jones or Mr. Smith has
land and he does not want to part with the
land at all. But you expropriate his land,
nevertheless, and you undertake to give him
money-of which it may be that he has
abundance already and does not want to be
troubled with the inconvenience of invest-
ment-for his lands whether he wants to
part with them or not. Well, if you take the
whole property and compel him. to accept
what he does not want in place of the pro.
perty which he does want, where is the in-
justice or wrong done in taking a limited
interest in the property, or a small interest,
and to give him compensation as the law
provides under a judge sworn to administer
the law fairly. Where is the injustice, I
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say, in requiring him to accept compensation
for that lesser interesti Take the case of
the mill owner I have mentioned. Here is
a canal running close to a mill, not interfer-
ing with its road but interfering with a
larger area on which customers may turn
about, and he comes to tbe government and
says: My turning ground has been injured;
people who come to the mill with a team
cannot turn without inconvenience, and I
want you to do what ? I want you to take
the mill, for which the government has no use
and to accept that at a higli figure, as in all
those cases, and if you do not do that, I am
ruined. Is he ruined if you give him other
land which the court says is of equal value i

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-There must be
evidence to prove the value of the property.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, but you give him
other land which will prevent the damage
which would otherwise be sustained.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Would the
court, in view of the fact of evidence esta-
blishing that he could acquire other lands
for turning grounds, compel the government
to take the mill i I submit not.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
says he submi's not, but the damage has
been done and the Crown, in the trial of the
case, ought to be in a position to say " Here
we tender you this property; and it is for
the court to say whether it is sufficient com-
pensation or not." Let me take this case:
supposing I go to an insurance company and
insure my house, I insure it for a certain
sum of money, and it is burned down. You
give to the insurance company the liberty to
rebuild for me. You do not apply to the com-
pany the doctrine which the hon. gentleman
from Calgary (Mr. Lougheed) mentioned here
awhile ago, when he said it would be a
monstrous injustice to compel a man to take
property in lieu of that which had been
taken f rom him. You do that in the very
fact that you empower the insurance com-
pany to rebuild for a man instead of paying
him the money.

Hon. Mjr. McCALLUM-But in this
case he would not rebuild on the same
ground.

Iton. Mr. MILLS-That is not of the
slightest consequence. The question is, is
the party adequately compensated for the
injury that has been done him, and does he

require further compensation of which we
permit the court to be the judge i

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-We have been told
that it is irregular to refer to the discussion
of a bill, or the bill itself, which was dis-
cussed here yesterday. The one is so much
the complement of the other that I do not
see very well how we can discuse this mea-
sure without referenceto the proposed amend-
ment to the Expropriation Act. I confess,
myself, I saw no objection to the first clause
of that bill. It proposed to expropriate a
man's property for a certain period, and that
being so he knew where lie was exactly, and
I could not see that there was any injustice
likely to be done in that way. The other
clause which has been referred to several
times, I certainly saw very great objection
to, because it appeared to me the effect of it
would be simply this : under it you could
expropriate a man's land in some public
work, retain it for an indefinite time, and
then abandon any portion of it upon the
plea that it is not required, and the owner
is compelled to accept this "reinvestment "
as part compensation for the damage he has
sustained. It seems to me that, on the face
of it, it is a very unjust enactment, because a
man's property might be very seriously
injured by a temporary occupation of it, and
what he might have to take back under
changed circumstances might he very much-
decreased in value. Then again the clause
to which I had the strongest objection
was making any legislation of this kind
apply to cases which are at present before
the courts. With respect to the clause in
this present bill, I am not perhaps lawyer
enough to understand it properly, but I can
hardly understand, after what took place
yesterday in the loss of the Expropriation
Bill, how the Court of Exchequer could act
upon this clause which it is proposed to
insert as an amendment in the old Act and
adjudicate for the giving back to a man a
portion of hie land after it had been
expropriated. Would the court have
authority to do this, seeing that the
Expropriation Bill, which was intended
to give the government that power, was lost i
I cannot see how the Exchequer Court could
exercise that power. Much of my objection
to the bill would be removed if in any case
where a man's property was taken for the
requirements of the government, instead Of
their being allowed by the third clause of
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the Expropriation Act almost any length of
time to say whether they require the whole
of a man's property or not, the question was
settled within a specified limited time.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I quite agree to that.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Se that a man could
know what he was dealing with and what he
had to look forward to. There is where the
injustice seems to arise in the wording of
the Expropriation Act. The government
mnight leave the question open for years, and
in that way work a very great injustice. If
parties whose land was being expropriated
knew exactly what the government proposed
to take, and it was so specified in filing the
nlotice, as in the case provided for by the
first section of the Expropriation Act, for a
temporary occupation only, one of the great
Objections to the bill would be removed, and
Providing, of course, that its application to
cases now before the court was also struck
:)Ut.

Fion. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
fron Toronto is no doubt right in saying
that the whole subject of expropriation is
?Pen for discussion, because, naturally, the
'Ioportant point of this bill is the expropria-
tiOn and in connection with that I may say,
'i Canada we have carried the principle of
expropriation very much furtier than it is
ln England. We have greater necessity for
t Our railways, canals and public worksare, of course, far more numerous and ex-

tenIve than England's, and then the land
t% held in much higher estimation in Englandthan in Canada. It has ccst some railway
cOlipanies a couple of thousand pounds to get
an Act through Parliament, simply because
t0h e party whose lands it was to pass
through objected to it. It bas never beenth objection in Canada, a railway coming
through a farm or orchard.- We have struck
of thaway long ago, because the necessities
of e country demanded it, and the principle

expropriation has been carried to a far
grater extent in Canada than in England.

k Y judgment the whole standard in esti-
fiat8 this should be: Did the Crown in the
I dostance specify what it proposed to do Id lot think, after the Crown has served

te ,that the Crown ought to be permit-
That fore judgment to change its view.

' 8 Perfectly clear. The party ought to
sui Iy advised at the very first step. I

tedyesterday that the language should

be made specific in filing the notice in the
registry office, that the party whose property
was to be attached was to know what was
to be done, and the judge should be fully
possessed of the greatest extent of the injury
the Crown could do the property, and no
doubt the court will say if that term of three
or five years you can deteriorate the value
of the property to a certain extent, and the
award the man should be liable for would
be the full extent to which that property
could be injured. There is no doubt it is the
introduction of a very novel principle that
in taking a man's property you will pay him
so much in land and so much in money. It
is rather a shock, because it is a new prin-
ciple. I have never known it to be in-
troduced before.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We do it in Ontario
with regard to roads.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, but you take the
road.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)--The
government may take the best part of a
man's land and return the balance.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
taking of a road is not analogous at all.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I admit that. It is
a public road. I take the case now that is
being discussed. I do not know the facts
at all, and it is therefore only a hypotho-
tical case. Take the mill owner, whose
land around the mill has been injured by
the construction of the canal. A consider-
able area may be taken that his customers
use for turning their wagons on. The mill
and the land are worth $20,000. The
Crown owns property adjoining the mill, and
makes this offer: We will pay three thousand
dollars, and we will give you this piece of
land that we estimate at $1,000. If it is
adjoining the mill it may be a convenience
to the mill. If it is not adjoining it is no
use to him, and therefore the judge will not
estimate it as worth anything. Under these
circumstances, therd ought not to be oppo-
sition to the clause. It is entirely a ques-
tion for the judge. The judge may say, " I
do not attach any value to that land for the
purposes of this man's mill, and therefore it
would not amount to anything." It is
purely a question of damages that has to be
arrived at by the tribunal before which the
inatter is to be discussed.
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Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.) - I
think the question of the mill is far fetched.
You may take a case more in point in this
matter. Supposing I have a public work
and have te purchase a piece of land to
carry on that work, and the government
destroy my interest in that work, and after
that they expropriate my land and apply
part of my land and naterial te their own
use, aiter destroying my work, and after-
wards they throw back the useless part of
the land on my bands. That is wbere the
monstrous part of this bill comes in, and it
is a principle that this House will never
consent te. If this applied only to cases te
come up in the future, il would be a different
thing, but ex poet facto legislation like this
is objectionable. There is in the mind of
every hon. gentleman a special case, and if
that had not arisen perhaps this bill would
mot have come into Parlianent at all. We
.cannot divest ourselves of the idea that this
bill is intended to cover a special case. The
Minister of Justice should withdraw the
bill altogether and remodel it if it in to
pase this House at all.

Hon. Mr. KE RR-It is with a good deal
of reluctance that I rise te discuse this
question. I have li4tened with a great
deal of interest, as well as attention, te the
able arguments that have been addreesed to
the House during the discussion of this bill,
and I have tried to form an opinion as the
discussion proceeded. It seems to me un-
fortunate that this bill, whose object is
entirely different, bas to bè discussed in the
shadow of the bill which was practically
rejected yesterday. In order to arrive at a
proper view of this measure, we should
utterly put aside from our minds the law of
expropriation. This bill bas nothing to do
with expropriation. The law on that sub-
ject bas been on the statute-book for some
years, and is well understood, and if this
bill passes into law it cannot enlarge or
abridge one iota the power that the govern-
ment now has under the law as it bas stood
for some time.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-What about
the payment 1

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B. C.)-Itgives
the power te abandon.

Hon. Mr. KERR-I hope the hon.
gentleman will hear me and correct me

afterwards. This is simply a bill pro-
viding for a further amendaent to
the Exchequer Court Act. The law was
amended in 1889, as I understand it, and
by that amendment certain rules and orders
were enacted for laying down the principles
by which the Exchequer Court should be
guided in deciding upon cases that came be-
fore it under that Act. There are several
rules laid down. Hon. gentlemen no doubt
are familiar with them, and therefore I shall
not detain the committee in discussing them,
but this bill which we are discussing to-day
is a bill further to amend that Act. And in
what respect 1 Section 3 of that Act is sim-
ply a rule for adjudicating upon claims
arising upon lands and properties that had
been lawfully and properly expropriated.
What does rule 3, which it is proposed by
this bill to repeal and to substitute another
rule for it, say? There is not so much
difference in the rule which it is proposed to
substitute, except that it enlarges the powers
of the judge. It simply enlarges the present
power of the judge. I would fail to under-
stand the force of any argument, if I were
an Exchequer Court judge, why that power
should not be enlarged, if in the opinion of
that judge, having heard all the evidence,
he thought he ought to exercise it. The
passing of the bill before the House will not
compel the judge to act upon it if in his
sound judgment and discretion he thinks
it would be an injustice to do so. It gives
him a larger discretion, a larger power, but
that larger discretion and larger power will
be exercised or not exercised according to
theforce that the evidence and the arguments
addressed upon that evidence'make upon his
mind. No injustice can possibly arise frum
the repealing of that rule and substituting
a larger rule-a rule that would give the
judge more discretion, a larger power, which
according to my view as a lawyer every
judge ought to have.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Read
that rule.

Hon. Mr. KERR-The head note is "a
further rule " I mentioned that there were
several rules here in the Act of 1889 and
this says "further rule." It is rule 3 and
it is a section of the Act:

If the injury to any land or property alleged to
be injuriously affected by the construction of any
public work may be removed wholly or in part by
any alteration in or addition to any such public work,
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-or by the construction of any additional work, and
the Crown by its pleadings or on the trial undertakes
to make such alteration or addition or to constructeSuch work the daniages shall,- so far as the future is
Concerned be assessed in view of such undertaking,
anUd the court shall declare that in addition to any

nages awarded the claimant is entitled to have
such alteration or addition made or such work con-
*tructed.

I venture to say tÊiat this House would
nOt for a monment hesitate to give that larger
Power had it not been for the unfortunate
circumstance that there was a bill before us
further to amend the expropriation law, and
this bill is suffering, not for ita own sins,
but for the alleged sins of the bill that was
before us yesterday.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
llear, hear.

lion. Mr. KERR-And it ought not
to suffer for that reason. Let each one
an3swer for its own sins. If the other
bill sinned, why grievously hath it
suffered for it. If this bill bath sinned, or
Proposes to get an opportunity to sin, let it
Sutter likewise; but, for the life of me-and
- say it with all frankness, and I say as one
accustomed for a great many years to weigh
8tatutes and consider them, to consider lan-
&Uage embodied in etatutes-I have no hesi-
tation in saying that this House would be
Ierfectly safe and would not take away nor
abidge any man's rights, according to myView, by enlarging that rule and giving the
court Power to give the subject, the litigant,

Suitor, justice. The suitor cannot have his
ghts taken away, because there is the judge,

tb8e selected for that very purpose, to
Protet his rights, as well as the rights of

th Crown or the rights of the govern-
ret. The government are simply trustees

for tle people, and in discussing these
I know hon. gentlemen will con-

'der that there are two parties to all these
a There is the subject or the private

who is the litigant. We must protect
uterest, but we must, at the bame time,tiot forRet the public interest, and that is

*.^t I think this bill is aiming at, to do no
tice but to give the judge an oppor-

it o do justice all round. The bill that
pea osed is simply to abrogate or to re-

Pbs thaï rule No. 3, and in lieu thereof to
e this new rule 3 in the Act further

t4 nd the Exchequer Court Act, by en-
It somewhat. I do not propose to

e a long argument on this matter, be-

cause, to my mind, it seems absolutely and
perfectly clear.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-What
is the enlargement I

Hon. Mr. KERR--The hon. gentleman
bas the bill.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.) - I
know.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUMi-How about the
power to abandon land and throw it back
into a person's bands.

Hon. Mr. KERR-I will answer that in
this way, that is a matter entirely for
the judge, and if I were a judge and saw
that the government were proposing to
abandon, I would feel it my duty to
say, " If that property is taken back it muet
be taken back at a large reduction in price,
and I shal award a sum sufficient to in-
demnify him against that." Any judge
would do that. In other words, this section,
according to my view, is simply to enlarge
the powers of the judge and to lay down
distinctly the rule by which he shall assess
the damages.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It is to enlarge
the powers of the Crown, not the judge,
because the owner je bound to accept the
abandonment.

Hon. Mr. KERR-I beg the hon. gentle-
man's pardon. I do not see it as he does.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-That is to say
it je not discretionary with the judge to say
whether the man shall accept the abandon-
ment. It is obligatory upon him to accept
the abandonment.

Hon. Mr. KERR-It ie obligatory upon
him to accept the abandonment on certain
conditions.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-No.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-tf
I understand the case, it is precisely what
the hon. gentleman says it is-to enlarge
the rule or the power to deal with certain
questions by the judge. But if the Crown,
under the present law, bas no power to
abandon a part of the land, could they under
the law abandon it, so that it would be a
legal abandonment, and then go to the court
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and ask the judge to adjudicate upon that
question ?

Hon. Mr. KERR-If they have no power
now, they will not have any under this bill.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes; but take a case of this kind, where
they abandoned a limited portion of a pro-
perty, and then went into court and the
court- said they had, no power, would this
measure give the court power to adjudicate
upon that act of the government?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not think the
court said that.

Hon. Mr. KERR-I am discussing this
matter, and I have no case before my mind.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
have given you a case.

Hon. Mr. KERR-I am discussing it as
a matter of principle entirely, and I am glad
indeed that I do not happen to know of any
case it would affect injuriously or otherwise.
There is no doubt, the more hon. gentlemen
consider it the more they will see that this
is simply a rule which bas nothing to do
with expropriation, and it simply enlarges
the power of the judge in assessing damages.

Hon. Mr. MACDONAD (B.C.)-Read
lines 31 and 32 of the Act. It gives the
government power to enter new pleadings
any time before judgment and to abandon.

Hon. Mr. KERR-If the judge thought
it ought to be done, I cannot see any reason
why the judge should not be at liberty to
admit that if the evidence and justice
required it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The
judgment" are struck out.
before the trial."

word "before
It is "on or

Hon. Mr. KERR-We are practically
setting ourselves up as Exchequer Court
judges.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Oh,
no. All the laws of the country are made
by Parliament for the judges.

Hon. Mr. KERR-I understand that. I
rise not to enlarge but to try, if I can, to
throw the minds of the hon. gentlemen be-
yond the law- of expropriation. This has
nothing to do with the law of expropriation,

that bas been settled for many years. The
bill before the House yesterday bas nothing
at all to do with thís bill, and [ have no doubt
if this bill had been before this House, and
that bill which was rejected yesterday had
not been brought up, it would not have
taken ten minutes to have passed this bill.
The trouble is that one has to follow in the
shadow and suffer for the supposed shadow.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I
asked the minister yesterday if land expro-
priated some time ago could be abandoned
under this bill, and the hon. minister said
that the bill gave them power to do that,
and that altered the whole case. The
former bill did not give the power to
abandon, but gave the power to adjust and
award damages. But this bill gives power
to abandon land expropriated years ago.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Oh, no.

Hon. Mr. KERR-I did not understand
it that way.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I do not propose
to add very much to what bas been said. I«
say that if the government of this country
desire to take people's property in order to
use that property for the good of the country,
they should pay for it, and pay in cash, and
not in barter, by giving land back which
people do not want. My hon. friend from
Cobourg (Mr. Kerr) is discussing this on
principle, he says. We are all discussing it
on principle. I do not suppose my hon.
friend meant to say that other people were
not discussing it on principle. I say the
government should pay in cash for the land
they require. My hon. friend says there is
no connection between the bill rejected yes-
terday and the bill under consideration.
The one was for expropriation and the other
for compensation. How can you part the
two. They are intimately connected to-
gether, because you expropriate people's land
under the one bill and this bill defines the
powers the judge of the Exchequer Court
bas in fixing the amount of payment for that
property. They are so close together that
you cannot sever them, and yet my bon.
friend says they have nothing to do with
each other. I cannot understand it that
way, and I do not see how auy body can
disconnect them. Of course, the government
will say when they take land at a man's front
door that they will give him land at his back
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door. The mill owner who has been referred
to, has, at a great deal of trouble, erected his
Miill to do business, and the government will
have to pay the price of the mill. Let them
Pay him in cash. He cannot make this
government pay any more than the value of
the property they have taken, and the man
should have it. If they do not *ant the
1nill they can sell it to somebody else. If
they destroy his property they should pay
for it and the government of this country is
able to pay for it. It should not be the
duty of 5,000,000 people to take one man's
Property and not pay for it. That is the
WaY I look at the matter. For that reason

11 ll have much pleasure in supporting the
'notio made by the hon. leader of the
opposition.

Son. Mr. MILLS-I ask my hon. friend
the leader of the opposition, to look at the
bill and in line 32 of this clause, if I take
Out the words " before judgment " will it
not remove the objection I

lion- Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No,
a"" Opposed to the whole priheiple involved

'1 the bill of empowering the government to
tfke h raan'e property and to hand it back
il the choose. The suggested amendment
''1dinot affect it further than enabling
yon tO do0 precisely what you asked to do, and
Sheargument of the hon. gentleman from

elrg (Mr. Kerr) be correct, that would be
nèe"s because the bill gives you no power.

"D. Mr. MILLS-That will depend
apon future legislation. I propose to take

h words " before judgment " and to
làa Il section 4 "l Section 3 of this Act

• 1 assming future damages, apply to
ra respect of damage to property

ere ,,r as well as hereafter injuriously

i ol"nl. Mr LOUGHEED-What is the
oni R putting in the words "before

.4"» Whatever you do you muet
y do before judgment, because the

etseul. m a

do 0*. Mr. SCOTT-It indicates you migbt
after trial and before judgment.

bil )&r. MACDONALD (B.C.)-If the
to.1, to be amended it should read " landstaken." not "lands taken."

ee na. Mw. 'MILLS-My hon. friend will
geh1Cipl% as I mentioned before, sup-

posing the lands are taken a month ago, and
the question as to the value of those lands
or as to the character of the damage done to
them has not been dealt with, surely there
is no difference in principle, and no reason
why they should not come under the pro-
visions of this bill as much as lands taken
to-morrow. My bon. friend will see that
what he bas in his mind bas really no appli-
cability to this bill at all. I think that
when a case is argued all the propositions
up to that time ought to be before the judge,
and I do not propose to ask on behalf of the
Crown that there should, after the case bas
been argued, be any further change on the
part of the government.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
But you-have abandoned in the meantime.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Then you do not
propose that the case shall be adjudicated
upon in any specifled time ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, I am quite ready
to consider any proposition. My hon. friend
will know that sometunee it is very diffieult
to fix a specified time within which action
shall be taken, because occasionally a matter
may be in negotiation for a considerable
time. I am quite ready to agree to any
proposition that can be reasonably accepted
and practically worked out.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-I am not prepared,
on the spur of the moment, to suggest any-
thing of that kind.

The committee divided on the amendment,
which was carried on the following division:

Yeas, 19 ; nays, 13.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved that the com-
mittee rise.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Does the bon. gentleman move that the
committee rise without reporting i

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, I do.

Hou. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Al right, then you kill your bill.

The motion was agreed to.

DOWDING DIVORCE BILL.

The Order of the Day being called:

Second reading Bill ( " An Act for th relief of
Annie Inknon Dowding.
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Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-The two divorce or over navigable waters. " He said :-The
bills which are on the paper to-day for hon. gentleman from British Columbia mov-
second reading cannot be considered until ed the second reading of this bill to push it
the report of the committee is adopted, and along, but had not charge of the bill. It is
and I suggest that the two reports of the simply amending section 6 of the Act, and
Divorce Committee be considered now, and reads as follows:-
then I shall be able to go on with the second 6. The Governor in Council may approve of any
readings. They have been on the paper a work constructed prior to the tirst day of March, one
long time. thousand eight hundred and ninety-nine, and of the

l on. Mr. POWER -We have to be very
particular in observing the rules with respect
to divorce bills, and I think they will have
to follow the regular course.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-They are the only
class of bills we are likely to get through.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-They have been
delayed by the adjournment, and I think if
we can facilitate them we should do so. It
is a great wrong that these bills should be
blocked. These people have come here and
paid their noney. 1 move that these bills
be placed at the end of the Order Paper.

Hon. Mr. KIRCEIHIOFFER-I would
like to know what is the objection raised
against them.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--The report has not
been adopted.

Hon.Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-They stand
upon the Order Paper for adoption to-day.

Hon. MI r. SCOTT-They cannot be taken
out of their order.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-Let the
reports be adopted and then take the second
readings.

Hon.8ir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
hon. gentleman can ask the consent of the
House to refer back the two bills after the
reports are adopted.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They will stand for
the present.

The two orders of the day were allowed to,
-stand.

NAVIGABLE WATERS ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hén. Mr. POWER moved the second
reading of Bill (19) " An Act to amend the
Act respecting certain works constructed in

site and pians of such work, ana any local authority,
conpany or person nay proceed in such manner as the
Minster of Public Works directs to obtain such ap-
proval.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Ts there a necessity
for the bill

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon.
made to
can any

Mr. SCOTT-If an application is
the Minister of Public Works, how
legal questien arise?

Hon. Sir M ACKENZIE BOWELL-It
affects works which have been built in a
harbour. The application had been made,
and this simply provides for a.case in Kings-
ton. It was introduced in the Commons by
Mr. Britton.

The motion was agreed to, and the bil
was read the second time.

EDMONTON AND SLAVE LAKE
RAILWAY CO.'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved the second
reading of Bill (35) " An Act to incorpor-
ate the Edmonton and Slave Lake RailwaY

Hon. Mr. POWER-I think the hon.
gentleman, if he expects the Senate tO
read this bill a second time, should give the
House some reason why a road in such a
region shou!d be constructed. Slave Lake
is out of the reach of ordinary traffic, and
we had a great deal of difficulty, as hoi-
gentlemen will remember, with former bills
which went beyond the Arctic Circle. The
hon. gentleman should give us some reaso$l
to suppose that the people who are takini
hold of this undertaking possess means and
are prepared to put it through, and that the
passing of the bill will be of some advantage
to this country.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BÔWELL--
And to those who live in that section of the
country.
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Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I merely took
charge of the bill for somebody else and
know very little about it, but the bill is a
simple one and I find in the first clause the
nanes of the following gentlemen:

The Honourable John Costigan, John W. McRea,
E. C. Whitney W. J. Poupore, George Goodwin,

ic.hael p. Davis, W. C. Edwards and F. X. St.
Jaciques, of the city of Ottawa, in the province of
Ontario; Frederick H. Hale, of Woodstock, and
James Robinson of Newcastle, both in the province
of New Brunswick; and H. J. Beemer, of the city of
Quebec.

As far as that is concerned, it is a pretty
strong party of gentlhmen, and they will be
able to construct the road. I presume they
"ill give the necessary information before
the Railwav Committee, and I have no
further statement to make on the measure.
I simlply took charge of the bill. No one
*as responsible for it.

Ilon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Is
14r. Blair's name not among the directors?

Hlon. Mr. CLEMOW-No, his name. is
naot here.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
Was read the second time.

eIRITISH COLUMBIA SOUTHERN
RAILWAY COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

1on. Mr. LOUGHEED moved the second
1ding of Bill (28) An Act respecting the

73-tish Columbia Southern Railway Co."
11on. Mr. POWER-I think the hon.

gentle 1an who bas charge of the till is not
oing his duty when he does not explain it.

Impression is that this company bas been
aborbed by the Canadian Pacific Railway.

"On. Mr. LOUGHEED-It is at the in-
stuce of the Canadian Pacific Railway Coin-
aanY that this bill has been introduced. It
bancor time for the complotion of certainbiChes that have already been authorized

Constructed, and, when constructed,
W"' be part of their system.

The mlOtiOn was agreed to, and the bill
Ws read the second time.

OMAS ItOBERTSON RELIEF BILL.
SECOND READING.

Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL, int he abence of the Hon. Mr. Cox, moved the

second reading of the Bill (11) " An Act to
confer on the Commissioner of Patents cer-
tain powers for the relief of Thomas Robert-
son." He said :-It is a bill to enable Mr.
Robertson to pay the necessary fee for the
extension of his patent. It appears from
the preamble that Mr. Robertson employed
a lawyer to attend to the business. He
died without paying the fee, and, conse-
quently, when he asked to have the patent
extended, it was refused by the department
under the law. Hence the petition asked
that he be permitted to pay the fee and have
the patent extended.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second ti me.

NIAGARA-WELLAND POWER COM-
PANY BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM moved the second
reading of Bill (67) " An Act respecting the
Welland Power and Supply Canal Company
(Limited), and to change its name to the Nia-
gara-Welland Power Company (Limited)."

Hon. Mr. POWER-I think that the
bon. gentleman from Monck should tell us a
little more about his bill. This Welland
Power and Supply Canal Company, if I
remember rightly, was, when it first came
here to apply for a charter opposed by the
hon. gentleman from Monck.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-The bon. gentle-
man is mistaken altogether.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I am sorry that I
should have made a mistake in this instance.
I know I have heard the hon. gentleman
oppose very vigorously proposals to interfere
with the Welland Canal. This bil proposes
to give #be company an extension of time,
and I think the hon. gentleman should
explain why they have not proceeded
promptly.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-This bill was
before the House on another occasion, and
when the hon. gentleman said I abused it he
is mistaken. I abused another bill very
similar to this one. It was tapping the
Welland Canal in the wrong place, which
had a tendency to destroy the canal. That
is what my hon. friend refers to. It is not
necessary to explain the details of this bill.
We can do that before the Railway'Com-
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mittee. I can &à th is, however, if they can
succeed in their undertaking, and I believe
they will, a great benefit will be conferred
on the manufacturing industries of this
country. The object is to get a water
power from Lake Erie. They take Lake
Erie as a mill pond, and if they can tunnel
through the mountains so as to get down
to Lake Ontario, it will be a great advau-
tage to Canda. They have the surveys
made. They are curtailed in their power to
issue bonds. They can only issue bonds to
75 per cent of the subscribed stock. If I
abused the bill before, one reason was I
thought they were taking too much power.
I said then I thought it was a scheme to
rob the public, to "spoil the Egyptian."
That is what perhaps my hon. friend refers
to. I do not think this is a scheme of that
kind. I can say to my hon. friend if he is
not satisfied with this explanation I can give
him more in the committee or on the third
reading of the bill.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

SECOND READINGS.

Bill (H) " An Act incorporating the Im-
perial Loan and Investment Company."-
(Mr. Kirchhoffer.)

Bill (45) " An Act to incorporate the St.
Clair and Erie Ship Canal Company."-(Mr.
Lougheed.)

Bill (25) " An Act to confirm an agree-
ment between the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company and the Hull Electric Company."-
(Mr. Olemow.)

Bill (7) "An Act to incorporate the Yale-
Kootenay Telegraph Company (Limited)."-
(Mr. Clemow.)

Bill (27) "An Act respecting the Richelieu
and Ontario Navigation Company."- (eIr.
Landry.)

Bill (34) " An Act respecting the Pontiac
Pacifie Junction Railway Company."- 4 (Mr.
Clemow.)

Bill (70) "An Act respecting the Bronsons
and Weston Lumber Company, and to change
its name to the Bronsons Company."-
(Mr. Clemow.)

Bill (21) "An Act respecting the Canadian
Railway Accident Insurance Company."-
(Mr. Clemow.)

Bill (43) "Au Act respecting the Canada
Southern Railway."-(Mr. Lougheed.)

Bill (23) " An Act respecting the Alberta
Irrigation Company, and to change its
name to.the Canadian North-west Irrigation
Company."-(Mr. Lougheed.)

Bill (47) "An Act respecting the Brandon
and South-west- rn Railway Company."-
(Mr. Kirchhoffer )

Bill (47) "An Act respecting the Ottawa
and Gatineau Railway Company."-(Mr.
Clemow.)

Bill (8) "An Act respecting the Atlantic
and North-west Railway Company."-(Mr.
Clemow.)

Bill (E) " An Act for the relief tif Annie
Inkson Dowding."-(M r. Cleîiow.)

Bill (F) " An Act for the relief of Abra-
ham Arsonberg."-(Mr. Clenow.)

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (58) "An Act respecting the Central
Railway Company."-(Mr. Clemow.)

Bill (59) "An Act to incorporate the Rus-
sel], Dundas and Grenville Counties Rail-
way Company."-(Mr Cletpow.)

The Senate adjouuned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Jlonday, 22nd MIay, 189q.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
O'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

AN ADJOURNMENT.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved that when this
House adjourns it do stand adjourned till
Thursday next, at.8 o'clock in the evening.

The motion was agreed to.

GOLD INSPECTOR IN YUKON
DISTRICT.

NOTICE OF MOTION.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-In view of the
answers which were given on Wednesday
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last by the hon. Secretary of State to the
questions which I asked in reference to the
appointment of H. H. Norwood to the posi-
tion of Gold Inspector in the Yukon country,
and as those answers are in direct opposition
to information in my possession, and under
the impression that it may perhaps be pos-
sible that the hon. Secretary of State may
have been misinformed in the matter, I
desire to give notice that on Thursday next
I will move that an humble address be pre-
Sented to His Excellency the Governor
General praying that he will cause to be laid
Upon the table of the Senate the originals of
all letters or other documents written to the
Minister or any official connected with the
Department of the Interior, or to any mem-
ber of the government, by H. I-. Norwood
the person appointed by the government te
the position of Gold Inspector of the Yukon
district.

BUSINESS OF PARLIAMENT.
INQUIRY.

lHon. Mr. WARK inquired of the Gov-
ernment :

If they have decided un any. means by which theiness of Parliament can be more equally divided
tween the two Houses; and if so, what changes

'r the Present procedure have they decided on?
lie said :-I propose callingyour attention
a subject which was under the considera-

tion of the Senate during the first session of
the first Parliament of the Dominion. The
subject was how the legislation might bemost equally divided between the two Houses.
A committee was appointed to consider the
Inatter. Its report on the journals of 1868,
Page 260, states that a few years before aCtilittee of the House of Lords had re-Ported on the sanme subject without any re-
%Ult. The Senate committee suggested thatas the legislation would be chiefly on govern-

lent business, the government might divide
itbetween the two Houses, but they did not
Lesee that while there were then five mem-
'rs of the government in the Senate who

tnight have takenalargeshare of the business,
thumber would soon be reduced to two,

head at it would be necessary to have the
lods of the nding departments in the

that Of Commons; nor did they foresee
loal auch business that ought to go to theal. lgislatures would find its way into this]amear(nt Over thirty years have since
Pote and if the state of things then did

seem 80 urgent as to require immediate

action, the state of things now calls loudly
for a change, if such a change would do no
more than to shorten the sessions.

For many years after confederation the
sessions were quite short. When complaints
began to be made that they were getting
too long Sir John Macdonald said he always
exp-cted that the work of parliament would
require sessions of ninety days. The follow-
ing figures will show how far they have ex-
ceeded his expectations: The first parlia-
ment of five sessions, the sessions averaged
80 days. The third parliament of five ses-
sions, the sessions averaged 72 days. The
fourth parliament of four sessions, the ses-
sions averaged 95 days. The fif th parliament
of four sessions, the sessions averaged 118
days. The sixth parliament of four sessions,
the sessions averaged 94 days, and the seventh
parliament of six sessions, the sessions aver-
aged 117 days. The Senate is composed of
men well qualified and able and willing to
discharge its duties as one of the branches
of the legislature. Yet we cannot but re-
gret that -it is less popular than we could
desire, and may not this be largely due to
the way in which, from necessity, we are
forced to spend, or I might rather say, to
waste our time 1 I could not illustrate this
better than by referring to last session. Par-
liament met on 3rd February. The Senate
adjourned until the 7th, and spent from that
till the 13th over the address. On the 16th
and 17th committees were appointed and on
the 18th, for want of anything to do, we
adjourned again till the 8th March. This
was the thirty-fourth day of the session and
what valuable work had we to show for it?
Up to this thirty-fourth day fifty-seven bills
had been introduced into the House of Com-
mons, a considerable number of which were
private bills, which might have been first in-
troduced and considered in the Senate and
rendered an adjournnent unnecessary, which
might have served naterially to shorten the
session.

The present session is no improvement on
the last. The debate on the address in
answer to His Excellency's Speech was
shorter: we have had two long adjourn-
ments and when we met at the end of
the last we had reached the 63rd day of the
session. Over two months had thus passed
and with the exception of some attention
given to three short government bills, it
might be said that our work in legislation
had scarcely begun, while over 100 bills had
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been introduced in the House of Commons.
Now, it cannot be denied that this is a
state of things calling loudly for a remedy.
I do not suppose the government would care
to provide a remedy and then assume the
responsibility of carrying it out. If not, I
would suggest that the work might be very
satisfactorily done by a joint committee
composed of a few members from each House
to be clothed with the necessary authority
to apply the remedy. Your honours will
see that the existing state of things lias
arisen from leaving the promoters of private
bills to select the Houses into which they
wish their bills to be first introduced. Let
this no longer be left optional with them.
Let a rule be made that every bill must, in
the first place, be laid before the joint com-
mittee which will require to keep well in-
formed as to what House has nost work be-
fore it and will send the promoter with his
bill to the other House. He will then have
to apply to a member of that House to
bring in his bill. It ought to make no
difference to him : he must appear before the
committee of each House to explain his
bill and furnish any information required,
and it can matter little before which he
attends first. Under this arrangement the
Senate, having more leisure to devote to the
work, would no doubt send the bills to the
other House in so perfect a state that they
would not find it necessary to spend much
time over them and would have more to de-
vote to other business. The government, if
they have not already agreed on a better
scheme, might undertake to bring about this
arrangement between the two Houses, or the
Senate might send a message to the other
House and ask for a conference by which an
arrangement might be made to mend the case
and lead to a much needed improvement on
our present system. I leave the matter in
the hands of the Senate, or the government,
to take whatever course may be thought best,
unless there is some insuperable objection
which I have not seen.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-In congratulating my
hon. friend, at his great age, on being able
to present so clear and succinct a state-
ment to the House, I am sure I express con-
gratulations that are shared in by every hon.
gentleman who is now present. (Applause.)
I may say to my hon. friend that this sub-
jectis one to which I gave some consideration,
along with my colleagues, last year and again

this year; but my hon. friend knows that
since last session several members of the
government were away a great portion of the
year as members of an important commission,
that they returned, not long before Parlia-
ment was convened last March, and that
one of the consequences of this was there
was not a little of the minor business of
Parliament on behalf of the government to
put into shape after the session began.
Under these circumstances, of course it was
not possible to carry out the view of pre-
senting a very considerable nuitber of
ineasures in this House, and some of the
measures presented, the more important
measures presented this session, necessarily
were connected with the constitution of the
House of Commons and could not be intro-
duced in the Senate. The saine may be said
of the legislation of last session. We had
before Parliament last session two or three
very important government measures which
affected the constitution of the House of
Commons, or related to public expenditures,
both of which were matters which proper-ly
pertained to the other chamber. Under
these circumstances, it was not possible to
bring much government business into the
Senate. This session I have so far sub-
mitted to the consideration of the Senate
bills which, although not voluminous or
complicated, were measures of very consider-
able importance, connected as they would
be with the administration of government.
The one measure related to the preservation
of public health and the protection of the
health andlives of employees on public works,
or on works in which the public were inter-
ested. That measure has received the sanc-
tion of the Senate, and has gone to the other
House for its consideration. Two other
measures, relating to the enlargement of the
powers of the Exchequer Court and the
powers of expropriation, have been before
the Senate, and have not, as my hon. friend
knows, been favourably considered, and the
fate of those measures has not been such
as to, perhaps, give the government
a very great deal of encouragement to
introduce measures into the Senate. How-
ever, I may say to my hon. friends that I
am not wholly discouraged by thp course
they have taken. I trust that before the
session is over they will see more clearly the
public necessity for such legislation, and
that they may have the opportunity of ex-
pressing their opinions again. It is not
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easy to say to the public, who are doing
business with the two Houses, " You must
introduce your measure into the Senate in
the first instance." The members of the
Rouse of Commons are more closely in touch
with the public than neinbers of this House
are, and the result of that is nost people
Who are introducing measures calling for a
deision go to those who represent them,
and so, as a matter of course, the private
legislation is introduced into the House of
Commions in the first inztance. It is per-
fectly true that, by the alteration of our
rules, these measures could be submitted to
80 11e otficer .f Parliament who might say
tO which House the meaure in the first
Instance should go, but after all there may
be doubt as to the propriety of a course of
that sort. Let me mention this : there ai e
rny tmeasures that are brought before this
"luse that have been considered with care
by this House, and the committees of this

1OUse do very little more than consider the
phraseology of those measures. There are

o great and general principles involved
that call for serious discussion or a great
deal of consideration. At all events, no
one in the Senate takes a very deep interest
In' them. No nember's fate is in any way5ssociated with the proposed measures. It
blay re that a considerable section of the com-

ty are interested in them-deeply inter-
estd-and so the representative of that

unity has a special interest in giving
"0 tio eneasures the most careful considera-

ai1I nnd so discusses them fully in the
ouse of Commons and invites full discus-

io imay sa that it is well known to
ho" gentlemen that the great mass of bills

C ome before this House referring toivate legislation and the promotion of
n te interests, are scarcely discussed here
ot . They will come to the House with-

t thnUh discussion, and it would not be
thoute advantage of this chamber that theyind thebe fully and exhaustively discussed
fe tb louse of Commons and radical de-
r-Ct discovered in them after they had
there ed our approbation. That being so,
the . a great deal to be said in favour of

Voew that the Senate chamber, in respectie glatic, ought, in the main, to be con-
a court of review, not to settle the

co1nsiPles of private measures so much as to
son er whether the objects which the per-
outÀ to attain are likely to be carried

as the bills now stand. Therefore,

they are in most cases considered from
that standpoint. That being so, it is to the
advantage of this House and, I think, also
to the advantage of Parliament, ithat the
measures should receive very full considera-
tion in the House of Commons before they
are brought here for discussion. As long as
this is done, we are acting upon a theory
that this chamber is a chainber of review,
and we undertake to discharge our duties
specially from that standpoint. There is
this also to be considered, that we cannot be
expected, unless we are going to turn the
Senate into a debating society, to occupy as
much time in the consideration of public
questions in the Senate chamber as is given
to them by the people's representatives in
the other chamber. A large portion of the
time of the House of Commons is taken up
with the discussion of taxation, with settling
the ways and means by which the govern-
ment of the country for the twelve months
is to be carried on. These duties we have
not to dimcuss at all, and so I do not think
that the country expects us to give as much
time to the discussion of the business that
comes before us as is given in the House of
Commons. If we did, we would require to
give a great deal more time to the discussion
of public measures than is given in the
House of Commons, for more than half the
time of that House is taken up with the dis-
cussion of the estimates and of the ways and
means. That being so, it is not necessary
that we should constautly find fault with
ourselves because holidays are more frequent
with us than they are in the other chamber.
I am quite ready to give all the attention
that is necessary to the consideration of
public questions. There is a great deal to be
said in favour of the views expressed by the
hon. mover of this motion, and as the Senate
discusses these questions from the standpoint
of the public, as we are brought more direct-
ly in touch with the public, we will perhaps
be disposed to take a more active interest in
the discussion of private measures. As it is,
although those measures are seldom discuss-
ed on the floor of the Senate, I think that
they receive, on the whole, as careful con-
sideration in the committees of the Senate as
they do in the House of Commons, but, as I
said before, they receive that attention and
consideration from a somewhat different
standpoint.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-I would like to
answer one observation which fell from the
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Mijister of Justice, if I understood him
correctly, and that was that in the Senate
and in the committees of the Senate, they
addressed themselves more to the correcting
of phraseology and mere matters of form in
the private bills. My experience has been
entirely different. I have been aà member
of the Private Bills Committee and for
many years chairman of the Banking Com-
mittee, and my experience is that the private
bills which come before the committees of
this Senate are not merely looked over to
see whether the phraseology is correct, but
the whole tenor of each bill is considered
and discussed often at considerable length
in committees. I have had the testimony
of members of the House of Commons
present at some of the meetings of our com-
mittees, that matters coming before themi
were much more thoroughly and carefully
discussed than in many committees in the
House of Commons. As far as my ex-
perience goes the Senate has discharged a
very important and necessary duty.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think so.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Not merely in cor-
recting the phraseology and wording of a
bill, but in thorougbly examining its effects
and the principle or the interests which may
be concerned, Then, again, I do not think
that we are all so very far removed and out
of touch with those different constituencies,
or districts, or whatever you choose to call
them, which are supposed to be represented
in this Senate. As far as the city of
Toronto is concerned, and my own division,
I am just as much in touch with the people
there as one of the members for Toroito. I
deny that we are standing aloof from our
friends and have no interests or sympathies
of that kind.

do good work while they are still waiting
for public measures fron the House of
Commons, and I do not see why that should
not be done in the same way as in the
[mperial Parliament.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Has my hon. friend
ever found, in his experience, that the
Senate had not ample time to get through
with the business coming up froin the House
of Commons ?

Hon Mr. ALLAN-What I am more
especially alluding to is the fact that over
and over again we are kept bere without any
work before us, which is constantly turned
to our disadvantage by the general public
who think in that way we are of no use,
when the fault does not really rest with us,
but with the distribution of the work of the
session.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That must always
happen sometime or other during the session,
for half the time of the House of Commons
is taken up with the discussion of questions
with which we have nothing to do.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-This question is
certainly very interesting, but there are very
few members to-day in this House, and, be-
sides that'fact, many of us on this side of
the House could not hear the renarks of
the hon. gentleman from Fredericton
(Mr. Wark). I therefore move the adjourn-
ment of the debate in order that we may
have an opportunity to read the remarks of
the hon. gentleman, and perhaps others may
also wish to take part in the debate.

The motion was agreed to.

DRUMMOND COUNTY RAILROAD.

MOTION.
Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend's Hon. Sur MACKENZIE BOWELL

political life does not depend upon them. moved:

Hon. Mr. ALLAN--I would like to add
that I know that in very many instances
private bills have been introduced in the
House of Communs for the first time, by
those who introduced them, under the
delusion that they must necessarily go there
before they come to this House. I have
had that question asked me over and over
again. I see no reason why a very large
portion of the private bills legislation should
not be brought into this House in the first
instance. It would enable this Senate to

That in order to arrive at an intelligent opinion of
the benefits likely to be derived by the country from
the purchase, by the Dominion Government, of the
Drummond County Railway, it is essential before
effect be given to such purchase that the followiing
information on the subject be laid on the Table of the
Senate -

1. The original contract entered into between the
government and the proprietors of the Drummond
Couuty Railway and the Grand Trunk RailWaY
Company.

2. The present contract or agreement entered into
between the same persons or companies.

3. A statement of all moneys paid to the propriet ors
of said railways froin the date of the non-ratificatiD
of the first contract to the 3lst March, 1899.
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4. An account of the earnings and working ex-

I>enses of the Drumimond County Railway from thetne of its being first worked in connection with the
International Railway to the 31st March, 1899.

5. And also, an account of the total amount ofInOney paid the Grand Trunk Railway Compa ny for
tation accommodation, running powers over its line,

!or bridge extension, or for any purpose whatever
n connection with the extension of the Intercolonial

Railway system to Montreal.
And that an order do issue requestingtlhe govern-ient to lay such information on the Table of the

Hle said:-I have moved this resolution
for the purpose of placing the Senate in
Poesession of such information as can be
Obtained before discussing the question of

t purchase of the Drummond County
Railway, and the lease which has been
enItered into between the government and
the Grand Trunk Railway Company. It is

mot May purpose to discuss either of these
bn'aiches of the subject just now, but in
'eiew of the action taken by the SenateP'on1 this question previously, I think every
raeraber of the House desires that all the
'nformation possible, should be laid before us,

Order that we would be enabled to deal
'.th and more intelligently consider the
question when it comes before this House

the It will be observed that I ask fore originals of the contracts and agreements
thtered into between the government and
tet to companies, and also for the present
onracrts or agreements, if there be any new

Into which they have entered. My
reO 8 for that are, to ascertain what con-
cessins. have been mode by either of theseratcpaai'es to the government since the non-
reiai on of the agreement last session. I
deatl much interest, and with a greatbyh 'fcare, the four-hour speech delivered

Minister of Railways in the other
find , and 1Must confess that I failed to
to thaY information whatever in reference
the 'se two questions, affecting as they do
lead 'ances of this country, which would
arra te to the conclusion that no new
fjod bemt had been made. In fact, I
hour ut two references in the whole four

ould Peech to the question of the Drum-
4ee of ounty Railway, one that it had
counr great advantage to the trade of the
seutry, tinaIicially, and the other that in
h1etn, that road they had done a great

atiOa the country. Beyond that infor-
the o I think there is scarcely anything in
the n espeech other than a laudation of

a "ys I'hner in which the Minister of Rail-
oa 0 nducted the affairs of his depart-

ment during the time he has held office.
Immediately after reading it, I had every
reason to suppose, considering the majority
they had in the other House, that the agree-
ment would be ratified in the House of Com-
mons, as it was last year, and considering
the action of this body upon that important
question, I thought it was only reasonable
for us to ask, particularly as we will be ex-
pected not to repeat what we did at the last
session of Parliament, to have such informa-
tion as would justify the Senate in ratifying
the agreement which had been made. These
are my sole reasons for placing this motion
on the notice paper. I know it is said, as
it has been said in another place, that the
railway accounts are not kept in such a way
as to enable the government to give a certain
portion of the desired information. All I
have to ay on that point is this, if the
accounts have not been kept in such a way
as to enable the governiment to know
whether the extension of the railway from
the city of Quebec to Montreal is a paying
concern and of such benefit to the country
as we are led to suppose it has been and wiil
be in the future, they should have been so
kept. It is nonsense to tell ordinary busi-
ness men that accounts cannot be kept in
such a way as to give the information we
require. We know there is scarcely any
railway company-certainly no great cor-
poration in the whole Dominion but has
some leased lines on which it pays 40, some-
times 60 per cent of the gross earnings,
usually 40 per cent, to the proprietors of
the road. They must have a system by
which they can ascertain exactly the amount
that is earned by that railway, and if they
have that, surely the Department of Rail-
ways and Canals can so keep their accounts
as to give the same information to the
public. I know from information that I
have obtained that these facts can be given
if those who are connîected with the railway
are set to work to prepare a statement of
the information required.

Hon. Mr. MILLS--There is no objection
to the motion, although I do not think that
the information asked for in the fourth
paragraph can be given. Perhaps an esti-
mate can be furnished, but my hon. friend
will see, notwithstanding wlat he has said,
that through traffic over this road, extend-
ing over a portion of the Intercolonial Rail-
way, could not very well be divided into
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two parts, and the Drummond County Rail-
way charged with one part and the other
portion of the road charged with the other.
The probability is that an approximate esti.
mate might be made, but it would be a sub-
ject of very great inconvenience, I an in-
formed, in book-keeping, and would entail a
very great deal of trouble and expense, to
undertake to make the business of the
Drummond County Railway, which is now
an essential part of the main line, and over
which the through tratfic necessarily passes
each way, a matter of separate accounts. In
fact, it would double the cost of book-keep-
ing over the road without beine, perhaps, in
every instance, accurate, but all the infor-
mation which can be furnished to my hon.
friend will be given.

Hon. Sir. MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
must accept what i can get, but I must dis-
sent froin the proposition laid down by the
hon. gentleman. If it costs $10 for a pas-
senger to go from Montreal to Halifax, that
can be divided by mileage. If 100 tons of
freight passing f rom Montreal to Halifax or
to any station below Quebec, the sanie could
be done; or if to Quebec itself, it could all
be credited to that portion of the road. If
it went 20 milbs below Quebec it would bc
in proportion to the mileage. There can be
no dilficulty in getting the information if the
government desires to furnish it.

WORKS OVER NAVIGABLE
WATERS BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into Committee
of the Whole on Bill (19) "An Actto amend
the Act respecting certain works constructed
in or over navigable waters."

(In the Committee.)

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I took
charge of this bill, as no one appeared to be
responsible for it here. I think it is a matter
which should be in charge of the government,
in order to bring it properly before the
House.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The bill is unobjection-
able.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--In
the introduction of bills of this kind there
should be some explanation given to the
House at the second reading, more particu-

larly as the Minister of Justice has laid
down the principle that in accept-ng the
second reading of a bill we affirm the prin-
ciple. Now, there is a principle involved in
this little bill, although the only word that is
added to the statute as it stands upon the
statute-book is " heretofore." It affects
navigable waters and as the hon. Minister
of Justice bas just said, it is an unobjec-
tiona>le bill. It happens that I had a con-
versation with the hon. mover of the bill
and agree with him on that point, but if it
is understood that in consenting to the
s',condI reading we are affecting the prin-
ciple of every bill introduced in the Senate,
whether it be a bill originating here or
in the House of Commons, then the member
having charge of it should, at the first read-
ing, explain what the intention and objecta
of the bill are; then we would have time to
consider it between the time of its introduc-
tion and its going before a cotnmittee, so as to
decide what course we should pursue. I
throw out that suggestion, and I think I
have done so a number of times before.
When I occupied the position which my hon.
friend opposite (Mr. Mills) now occupies,
I laid down that proposition and I think it
would be well to follow it now.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The remarks of the
hon. leader of the opposition are a reflection
on myself to some extent. In the absence
of the hon. gentleman from Victoria
(Mr. Macdonald) I took the liberty of mov-
ing the second read:ng of the bill, and at
the tiue I called attention to the fact that
the effect of the bill was to remove a doubt
as to the meaning of the Act, that the
object of this bill was to make it clear that
this section applied to the construction of
any work constructed prior to the 1st, of
March, 1899. If this bill did not becone
law, it might be contended that the powers
given in this section would only apply tO
work constructed prior to a certain date.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I was
not present at the second reading.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Are there anY
cases necessitating the passage of this legiS-
lation ? I notice that it is more far-reaching
than indicated by my hon. friend fromO
Hastings (Sir Mackenzie Bowell). It pro-
poses vesting a new power in the Governor
in Council. Heretofore, to exercise that
power it was necessary that some loca1
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akUthority, persons or corporations, should
"et in motion the Governor in Council. It
1OW vests in the Governor in Coun-il power
t'O take certain steps.

lon. Mr. POWER-No, the only change
the word " heretofore."

lion Mr. MILLS-I may say to my
thon. friend froi Calgary (Mr. Lougheed)
t.at there is a case. The case that gives
rise to this bill is in the harbour of Kingston.

Work has been constructed there. That
wOr'k does not vest in the party and would

t, Without this provision, and very serious
• ljustice would be done, and this legislation

in'tended to meet that case and any other
eas of like character.

lion. Mr. CLEMOW, from the committee,
ported the bdIl without amendment.

SECOND READINGS.

S() " An Act respecting the Canadian
Orthrn Railway Coinpany."-(Mr. Kirch-

hofter>)

bill (58) "An Act respecting the Central
unlties Railway Company."-(Mr.Clemow.)

IR (59) "An Act to incorporate theUssel] ) Dundas and Grenville CountiesaiIway Company."-(Mr. Clemow.)

BILL INTRODUCED.

Ft bil (K) " An Act for the relief of Isaac
phen Gerow Van Wart.-(Mr. Clemow.)

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

0 1uawa, Thuirsday, 25tht MaJy, 1899.

og Sp"ýPEAKER took the Chair at Three

prayers and routine proceedings.

G'OLB INSPECTOR OF YUKON
DISTRICT.

MOTION.

S•RMROSE moved:
Y the Gble address be presented to His Excel-e ernor General ; praying that His

Excellency will cause to be laid before the Senate,
the originals of all letters or other documents written
to the minister or any official connectea with the
Department of the Interior, or to any member of the
governnient, by H. H. Norwood, the person appointed
by the goverrnnent to the position of gold inspector
in the Yukon district.

He said :-I make this motion under the
explanations which I gave when I gave the
notice. Since coming into the chamber, I
have been informed by the hon. Minister
of Justice that it is not customary or usual
to produce the originals of such documents
or letters, but certified copies. In that case,
I wish these copies to be certified verbatim
copies both of the diction and of the spelling
of the letters and documents referred to

Hon. Mr. MILLS-All the copies that
are brought down must be accurate or they
are not copies, and I do not think that it is
necessary to state that they are certified
verbatim copies. No such motion bas ever
been made in this House before.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
But to accomplish the object which my hon.
friend has in view, they must be verbatim
copies, and if they are not he will not be
enabled to establish the charge he has made.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-If they are not ver-
batim they are not copies.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
But the copying of the letters may be placed
in the hands of clerks, and they may never
consider the necessity of giving the exact
diction or the exact spelling of the words.
I think the hon. gentleman had better insist
upon the motion as he has amended it.

Hon. Mr. PRIM ROSE--I thought I had
done so. That is what I intended, and the
only thing that will satisfy the requisition
of this motion. Otherwise my object fails
altogether.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is a suggestion
that the department, or the minister who
has the letters in charge, unless specially
instructed, will act dishonestly. If the
House chooses to make that declaration I
cannot help it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
No such suggestion or insinuation bas been
made.

The motion was agreed to as amended.
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BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (L) " An Act respecting the Sun Life
Assurance Company of Canadt."-(M1r.
Ogilvie).

COBOURG, NORTHUMBERLAND
AND PACIFIC RAILWAY

COMPANY'S BI.L.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. POWER moved the second
reading of Bill (98) "An Act respecting
the Cobourg, Northumberland and Pacific
Railway Company." He said :-The hon.
gentleman f rom Cobourg (M r. Kerr) asked
me to take charge of this bill in his absence.
This railway conpany was incorporated in
1889, and the Act was amended in succeeding
years, the last amendment being made in
1894. That charter bas been allowed to
lapEe. This bill proposes to revive the char-
ter of the company. The committee to whom
it will be referred will see if it is such an
organization as deserves to be revived.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

LA COMPAGNIE DU CHEMIN
FER DE COLONISATION DU

NORD BILL.

DE

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER, in the absence of
Mr. Landry, moved the second reading of
Bill (29) "An Act to incorporate La Com-
pagnie du Chemin du Fer de Colonisation
du Nord.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentlemen
will see that this bill relates to a railway
which is wholly within the limits of the
province of Quebec, and there is no declara-
tion that it is for the general advantage of
Canada. The bill had better stand.

The order was allowed to stand.

ARTHABASKA RAILWAY COM-
PANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.), in the
absence of Mr. Drummond, moved the
second reading of Bill (46) " An Act to
incorporate the Arthabaska Railway Com-
pany." He said :-This bill is to incorporate
a company to build a branch from the
Quebec Central Railway to the Intercolonial.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-This is not a revivall

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-This
is a new charter.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is open to the
same objection as the previous bill. •

Hon. Mr. POWER-There is a declara-
tion in this bill that the work is for the
general advantage of Canada.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I see there is.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-t
has been the practice to consider such objec-
tions in the Railway Committee.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not consider the
declaration that the work is for the geier tal
advantage of Canada is a sufficient reason.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I prfr
sume, although a railway may be in a pro-
vince entirely, it may be for the benefit of
the whole country as well. Though it n'ay
be local in some ways, any such local work
carried on in any part of the Dominion Is
for the benefit of the Dominion.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-The principle laid
down by the Railway Cominittee is that whenl
an apparently local undertaking connects
with a through railway, it is a sufficient
justification for declaring it a work for the
general advantage of Canada.

Hon. Mr. MIL LS-We might, on the same
theory, obtain jurisdiction to incorporate a
street railway running f rom some point to
railway station.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Thas
is municipal, more or less.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I never considered
that that was a proper interpretation of the
Act, but we have acted upon it for souDO
years.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
bas been the practice.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-If the practice is well
founded, then by the simple declaration that
a work is for the general advantage of
Canada, we can obtain jurisdiction over al1
local works, which I do nlot think was the
intention of the British North America Act.

Hon.
branch
Central

Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)--Tbi
railway is to connect the Quebec
with the Intercolonial Railway.
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The motion was agreed to, and the bill Bill (78) "An Act respecting the Hamil-
as read the second time. ton Powder Company."-(Mr. Dandurand.>

SECOND READINGS.

ill (66) "An Act respecting the Lindsay,
heaýygeon and Pontypool Railway Com-

panly.-(IM r. Dobson.)
Bi1i (13) "An Act respecting Home Life

4480cation of Canada."-(Mr. Casgrain.)
.Bill (12) " n Act to confer on the Com-us8ioner of Patents certain powers for the

relief of George L. Williams."-(Mr.Clemow.)

Bil (26) "An Act respecting the Columbia
estern Railway Company."-(Mr.

Logheed.)

Bill(14) "An Act respecting the Quebec
a' 1ship Company."-(Mr. Bernier, in the

eCe of Mr. Landry.)

CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENT
BILL.

sECOND READING POSTPONED.

The Order of the Day being cal:ed:
d readig Bill (2) "An Act to amend the

Code, 892, and to make njore effeçtual pro-
tio, orthe punishment of seduction and abduc-

th °X·1Mr. VIDAL said :-I understand
to the are to have before us a bill relating

the criminal law; and ib will be more
'd. Vement if this matter is allowed to be
T ced at the saine time as the other bill.

disch I nove that the order of the day
t d arged, and placed on the orders of

aY for Wednesday next.
The rotion was agreed to,

BILLS INTRODUCED.

du'ill (6) "An Act respecting the Banque
euple.-(Mr. Forget.)

__ "8).An Act respecting the Roman
and EP1scOPal Corporation of Pontiac,0 athl change its name to the 'Roman
broke» Epi8copal Corporation of Pem-

(Mr. Clemow.)

A p 96) " An Act respecting the Buffalo
kir.,oter Prie Bridge Company."-(Mr.buffer.)

"An Act respecting the Lindsay,
and Mattawa Railway Com-

(r. Dobson.)

Bill (83) " An Act respecting the NortW
ern Pacific and Mantoba Railway Coin-
pany."-(Mr. Power.)

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, 26th May, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three.
O'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THIRD READING.

Bill (19) "An Act to amend the Act re-
specting certain works constructed in or over
Navigable Waters."-(Mr. Macdonald, B.C.>

SECOND READINGS.

Bill (29) "An Act to incorporate La Com-
pagnie du Chemin de fer de Colonisation du
Nord "-(Mr. Owens, in the. absence of Mr..
Landry.)

Bill (96) " An Act respecting the Buffalo
and Fort Erie Bridge Company."-(Mr.
Kirchhoffer.)

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, 29th May, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (M) " An Act respecting the North-
ern Commercial Telegraph Company."-
(Mr. Macdonald, B.C.)

Bill (60) "An Act to authorize the amal-.
gamation of the Erie and& Huron Railway
Company, and the Lake. Erie and Detroit
River Railway Company."-<Mr. Casgrain.>
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Bill (51) " An Act to incorporate the
Canadian Inland Transportation Company."
-(Mr. Casgrain.)

Bill (54) " An Act respecting the Eastern
Trust Company."--(Mr. Power.)

DRUMiMOND COUNTY AND GRAND
TRUNK RAILWAY CONTRACTS.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Might I suggest
to my hon. friend the Secretary of State,
that the papers submitted in connection
with the Drummond County Railway should
be all printed. There are only parts of theni
printed. Some of them are in writing and
soie typewritten. I think, as these papers
are very important, that they all should be
printed and distributed, so that the members
could have an opportunity of consulting
them. I refer'to those papers which have
been brought down with regard to the con-
tracts with the Grand Trunk Railway and
the Drummond County Railway.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-If there are any mem-
bers of the Printing Committee present they
could call the attention of the committee to
the matter and have the documents printed.
That is the proper course.

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (35) " An Act to incorporate the Ed-
monton and Slave Lake Railway Company."
-(Mr. Clemow.)

Bill (45) " An Act to incorporate the St.
Clair and Erie Ship Canal Company."-(Mr.
Lougheed.)

Bill k2 5 ) " An Act to confirm an agree-
ment between the Canadian Pacitic Railway
Company and the Hull Electric Company."
-(Mr. Cleiow.)

Bill (28) " An Act respecting the British
Columbia Southern Railway Company."-
(Mr. Lougheed )

Bill(27) "An Act respecting the Richelieu
and Ontario Navigation Company."-(Mr.
Landry.)

Bill (67) " An Act respecting the Wellan'
Power and Supply Canal Company (Limited)
and to change its name tn the Niagara
Welland Power Company (Limited)."-(Mr
McCallum.)

Bill (43) " An Act respecting the CanadE
Southern Railway Company."-(Mr. Loug
heed.)

USTURY BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND moved the
second reading of Bill (J) " An Act re-
specting Usury." He said :-In the session
of 1897 a bill was introduced hy the than
leader of this House, Sir Oliver Mowat,
fixing a maximum rate of interest. Sone
agitation had taken place in the country,
more especially in the province of Quebec,
in consequence of the exposure of an excep-
tional case of usury. The case which had
prompted the hon. Minister of Justice to
propose this bill was one where a leader had
loaned two hundred and fifty dollars to a
party at five per cent per day. He sued for
a sum amounting to thousands of dollars. In
fact, the action had been taken for five
thousand and some odd hundreds of dollars,
though originally the ainount owed was twO
hundred and fifty dollars. The bill asked
this Parliament to fix a rate of interest upon
all contracts, not to exceed eight per cent.
It was quite radical and far reaching, in fact
it aimed at restoring the old usury laws
which had been wiped off our statutes in
1853. Apparently public opinion was not
ripe for such a move. This chamber, at all
events, was not, and the then Mini8ter Of
Justice dropped nearly all the important
clauses of his bill and in order to prevent
the ignorant and inexperienced from being
imposed upon, simply asked this Parliament
to declare that all notes and negotiable in-
struments should bear on their face the
annual rate of interest, so that people whO
borrowed would know what they were to pay
twelve months after signing the document-
The hope was then expressed that the mea-
sure would be suflicient to protect a certat
class of borrowers. I am obliged to declare
that, from my own experience ot what pre
vails in Montreal, although that law may
have to a certain extent protected somve
ignorant and inexperienced borrowers, it has
not stopped in any degree the usuriuis
transactions which daily. corne to light.
I am speaking from what I have seen with
my own eyes, and I tell this House that
usurers in Montreal ply their trade at the
very door of our court-bouse. - They lead
clerks, students and young men who ae
starting in the libera professions. They do
not stop at the door of our court-house
They enter it daily to obtain summonses in
the name of Her Majesty the Queen in
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Order to collect not only the principal but
the interest which never runs under 60 per
COent per year, and is generally 10 per cent
per nonth, or 120 per cent per year ; and
When they obtain their judgment they again
'esort to law to press those people for pay-
lnent and succeed in either getting it or
fOrcing them out of employment, and event-
nallY out of this country. We have in our
province, the seizure in the hands of a third
Party, the saisie-arrêt after judgment, by
Which employers are obliged to go to the
Court-house and declare whether they owe
'Ilything to their employees; and though
they muay declare to-day that they owe
nothing, if the usurer wants to harass his
debtor he can seize the following week, and
eVery week, until the 'employer, tired axd
harassed to a degree of exasperation, gets
rid of his employee. If those usurers were
content with waiting for business to corne to
themu they would be still very obnoxiou and
their trade would not he any less objection-
able, but they do not stop at that. They

asud out circulars to young men inviting
thema to come in and get money from them,
that they will ask very few questions, will
t1ot go to their employer, or to their parents,
and that they will lend a young man money
'n hi own signature. On the 21st March

t, the Daily Witnes of Montreal, pub.1iahed the following:-

wa ontreal is full of spider wehs spun to trap the un-
instry• Among them is the short-loan agency, an
of a tution whose bait too often proves a curse instead
ircul eming. Neatly worded advertisementa and

ora' letters invite those whom careless proflii ay
th fate has made penniles to step in and elp
81f1ves to money. They get the noney, but it is

o uch terns as keeps thein in the power of the
'oel ender until the very life-blood is sucked out
ont .en. The araneida nercifully kills his victim
et of his human namesake holds him in the bond-

ese offinancial slavery. Once entangled in the
las of the loan agent's web, escape is almost in-

Victir'e. Flutter and struggle as they may, the
vorbe, are drawn tighter into the clutches of the
inlancial ents, to be released only when sapped ol

Th fs and subsistance.
oEne to be no adequate way of reaching the

by legal prosecution.

i)Ur Montreal usurersgenerally ask for twc
annatures. With two signatures, a maker
they an endorser, they generally feel that
inka t'ill get back their n oney. If onE
tu t4he other will float. They generallyo 4flne these chances, weigh the prospect

thei' Young men, and when they len('

have nOiley feel qrite sure that they wil
a return of five or six hundred pei
on the amount advanced. As I have

stated, it is our young men, in the full vigour
of life, who are enticed into those offices.
They are not men generally who are in very
great distress and in need of money to tide
over temporary difficulties. They are usu-
ally young men who are all the time in a
stringent financial condition and who would
do without the amount, as they are forced to
before and after they make the loan, but who
are enticed into borrowing money when they
see that they can get it so ea'ily, not know-
ing how hard it will be for thiem subsequent-
ly to get out of the hands of those uncon-
scionabîle noney lenders. Usurers declare
that one of the reasons why they charge a
high rate of interest is that they muet make
up for the losses which they meet when they
encounter rogues. 1 do not doubt but that
there are people who will get the better of the
noney leniders, but I may state that I know

young men who were honest when they
entered the offices of those money lenders,
and who, when they left or stopped approach-
ing thei, had been made criminals through
usury. 1 know of four young men-two of
them notaries-who, within the last few
years, having gone into the hands of these
shavers, embezzled money to extricate them-
selves, and are to-day in the United States.
A fifth one was not long ago sentenced
to the penitentiary. They are weighted
down by these unconscionable bargains that
they have made, by those extortionate rates,
and when an innocent party goes into
their office to ask them if they could not
place some money for them at five or six
per cent, the temptation is too great, and
they try to borrow the mnoney to get out of
the clutches of the people who have charged
them 120 per cent per year. The resuit is
that the young men suddenly leave for the
States, or if the -police officer can lay his
hands upon them, he takes them to the peni-
tentiary, as happened not a month ago in the
city of Montreal. Young men who start in
life with salaries of $25 or $30 per muonth,
or others who enter liberal professions
with no resources but a light heart and
hopeful future, must feel discouraged when
having lorrowed $50 or $75, whichr probably
they did not absolutely need, which perhaps,
they could have dispensed with, they tind
themselves in a short time owing a few

1 hundred dollars. I will just cite two c&ses
which are at present on record in Montreal.

r First, the case of Deniers t8. Voyer et al; the
endorser gave his signature to the defend-
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ant upon two notes, one of $100 and another
one of $80. When he was brought face to
face with the seizure of his salary, he had to
pay within eight months of the date he
signed those two notes, the sum of $430. I
have still a worse case to submit. There is
a young man in the prest gallery of the
House of Commons to-day, who originally
borrowed from the same man Demers, of
Montreal, $75. That was five or six years
ago. Judgment was taken against him.
Interest and costs were piled on him. . He
was a young beginner at the time. He
decided to renew his indebtedness to obtain
delay, and signed a note for $300, and he
finds to-day, that unless he strikes a bonanza,
be is hopelessly insolvent. For a borrowed
sum of $75 he now owes $1,896.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Was he a journ-
alist i

Hon. Mr. DANDURA1TD-He was an
advocate and is now a journalist. He found
when he undertook to conduct a case that
his costs were seized in advance. These are
typical cases which cone to our knowledge
every week' through our law courts in the
city of Montreal and throughout the pro-
vince of Quebec.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-It is pretty bard
to protect such men.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-The public
press of Montreal have agitated for some re-
medial legislation. The Chamber of Com-
merce of Montreal, presided over by a former
member of this House, Hon. Mr. Desjardins,
passed a resolution on the -12th of April
last asking, in view of the social plague of
usury which appears openly at the surface,
in Montreal, that a law against usurers
should be passed, and thedemand was made
upon myseif to introduce such legislation
into this chamber. This plague is not siu-
ply one which prevails within our borders.
In-Great Britain the disease is more wide-
spread. Wealth flowing abundantly from
one generation to the other, the usurer is on
the alert to divert a share towards himself.
A gentleman named Thos. Garrow within
a few years has demonstrated that. it is
time some restrictive legislation should be
passed. Mr.,Garrow went fully into the
means employed by those people to gather
in victims and grind then tu death, and
after • exposing them. thoroughly in the

press, and even founding banking institu-
tions to come to the rescue of people need-
ing money but who could not go to the
regularly constituted banks, got the House-
of Commons to appoint a committee to in-
quire into the system of usury prevailing iin
Great Britain. I have before me the report
of that commission, which covers many hun-
dred pages, the îesult of its sittings luring
the sessions of 1897 and 1898. They re-
ported in favour of a bill which, I under-
stand, bas passed its third reading in the
House of Lords and is now before the House
of Coinmons. They have heard witnesses,.
including judges, solicitors, barristers, usur-
ers and their victims, and all agree, with
the exception naturally of the usurers, aa
to the great necessity for some legislation
to check the practices which were exposed
before this commission. The witnesses who
had experience of usury in England were
most pronounced upon the fact that usury
was not only a danger, but that money
lending at high rates had not, to their
knowledge, helped any one citizen. It had
not' coine within their knowledge that a-
party applying to these money lenders for
help had been benefited, and they all con-
cluded in favour of wiping out tihis systein
of money lending. Sir George Lewis had
no hesitation . in sa3 ing that they are a-
vermin of the worst kind which should be
exterminated, and he adds:

The effect of this money lending by all these people
in London, is that young men are encouraged to bet,
because thev knew they can go to the monev lender
next morning and probably raise tne money. The
money lender will give them money, not that he thinks
the debtor can pay. but because hie father can pay,
or his relations can pay ; and most of the money is
squeezed out of the relations in that way.

I entirely deny that the conununity or society re-
quires the existence of these money lenders; they
have all amassed and do amass considerable fortunes
out of the public. I have never seen one instance in
forty-two years' practice where a borrower has ob-
tained any advantage by borrowing money.

Mr. Justice Owen makes a similar state-
ment:

You would wish to render such loans impossible?
Gertainly, a man had bettei. get money elsewhere
than do that. It is only staving off the evil day and
bringing trouble upon himself. In the case of a man
'wanting to get clothes to get a'situation or something
like that? If the man is a decent man there is alwayI
somebody who will do .that for him. If he is a man
who wants to go into dómestic service there is always
soinebody who will make some advance to hi, I
think, and the worst thing a man of thathass Sa do
is to get into the hands of a money lender. My ex-
perience is thai when he once gets ino thetn he never-
gets outof them again.
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I could give the opinion of Sir James
mathew and Sir Henry Hawkins, who say

that in order to check money lending they
Would throw every legitimate impediment in

e ay. I stated that one of the usurers
Who was examined by the commission,
declared that they had to deal with a great
number of rogues, who used all means

possible to get money from them, and it was0 'e of the reasons why they had to charge
igh rates of interest to recoup themselves,

leathat from the opinion of one of the money
ders we have this fact: there are two

else es of men who approach them-rogues
d ethers. The others are the victims.

The first are not at all interesting, but I
kWe sheould come to the rescue of the

send class. I shall not dilate longer upon
tre Iimorality of usury. I suppose we

aIl of one mind on that point. The
question is how to suppress it. Two

sy5temas have been advanced and discussedAt siderable length by the commission
W -ich sat on the other side of the Atlantic.
t e 18 for Parliament to give discretion tounals to re-open transactions which come

ee thei, and weigh the risk incurred in
n fng of money and the circumstances,4rid fi h

to e X the rate of interest themselves. Or
fi rn1ne what legitimate trade and
th at transactions require, and in orderit theere should be no impediment thrown

ce r way-in order to give elasticity to
lilit erce in general-fix such a maximum

ure will suppreas usury and prevent thesader brom plying his trade. The report
4saye y the commission I have spoken of

among other things:
he5 la gvnb h oro ihrwtprkoa are usually advanced on the security ofoir .1sry notes, given by the borrower either with

te of sureties, or bills of sale, and the minimum
1o1i, leerest is generally 60 per cent, while someCha"Yeas charge a uniform rate of interest, otherstads genral 1
adlnuted thuc .as they can get, and, one lender
3,00 y at h1s rate had sometimes been as high as

onder the heading of remedies, they say:

aade *fundamental proposls which have been
. Tour comnittee for remedyin the evils are:-

a e< e rhament should enact t at any interesty lendj " rate on loans ad vanced by professionalIl. ers should be irrecoverable at law, or
cotcourts should have power to go behind

irnsWth a money lender, to inquire into ail
en "r of the original loan and of the sub-be traZsideredj ios, and to make such order as may

eir t a e first suggestion your committee con-ble wih arate of interest is not in itself inoom-
be .fair dealing and that no limit of interest

1 9rnscl!bed which would be adopted to the

widely different conditions under which these loans
are contracted, and further, that if a maximum rate
were fixed by statute, the interest would tend in ail
cases to rise to that maximum.

I may say at this stage that I have
adopted a maximum rate of interest, for
reasons which I will give, while the report
made by this committee, and the bill which
is now before the House of Commons favour
a measure of discretion to be given to the
courts. The English bill contains this clause
which is the essence of the very bill itself.
Clause 2 is as follows

Where proceedings are taken in any court for the
recovery of money lent by a money lender, and the
court has reason to believe that the interest charged
in respect of the loan exceeds the rate of ten per cent
per annum, or that the amounts charged for expenses,
inquiries, fines, bonds, renewals, or any other charges
are excessive, the court nay re-open the transaction,
and take an account between the money lender and
the person sued, and may, notwithstanding any state-
ment or settlement of account, or any contract pur-
porting to close previous dealings and create a new
obligation, re-open any account already taken between
them, and relieve the person sued from payment of
any sum in excess of the suin adjudge- by the court
to be fairly due in respect of principal and interest
and of such charges as aforesaid as t e court, having
regard to the risk and all the circumstances may ad-
judge to be reasonable ; and if any such excess has
been paid, or allowed in account, by the debtor, may
order the creditor to repay it; and may set aside,
either wholly or in part, or revise. or alter any
security given in respect of money lent by the money
lender.

The two reasons which the report gives
for adopting this system instead of a max-
imum limit, are those which I have men-
tioned-first that a high rate of interest is
not in itself incompatible with fair dealing.
To this I answer that if we were to try to go
back to the old usury law that was abolished
in 1853 in England and which fixed 5 per
cent per annum, undoubtedly I would admit
that the reasons which prompted the legis-
lators to wipe out that law still prevail;
but I wonder if we cannot fix such a rate of
interest as will allow ail legitimate trans-
actions to be carried on between citizens and
yet protect our people, our young men more
especially, against the trade of usury. The
second reason which is given is that if a
maximum rate were fixed by statute the
interest would tend in all cases to rise to
that maximum. I beg to dissent from that
opinion, because we have a case in point in
our own statutes. Our Banking Act allows
7 per cent to the bankers. lIas it had the
effect of raising the general rate of interest
up to 7 per cent I We all know that money
to-day can be borrowed on loans of $5,000 and
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over at 5 per cent and less, so that the rate
within which the banks can operate, has not
had the effect of raising the general rate of
interest, and it seems to me that if we say
that beyond a certain rate of interest on
short term loans,-for in reality we are only
aiming at destroying usury on short loans-
the lender will not recover, we effectively
check the evil. The rate of interest is
regulated by the value of money throughout
the world rather than by any maximum
rate that we could fix. We all know that
the rate of money in Canada, at all events,
is influenced to a considerable extent, if not
wholly, by the reduction in the rate of
interest that gradually takes place in Great
Britain, so that nothing will be changed in
our habits. We will stili borrow upon
security from loan institutions below six
per cent, and we will still be able to borrow
from the bank, when we have a certain de-
gree of credit, at or below 7 per cent. The
reasons which have actuated me in adopting
a maximum limit instead of giving sole dis-
cretion to the judge are those which are
mentioned by Sir Jame; Mathew in his
testimony. Sir James Mathew, as everybody
knows, is one of the County Court Judges
of England. He says:

I should limit that to ten per cent, or whatever
figure in the judgment of Parliamentmightbeallowed.
I think it is a matter of great importance that the law
should be fixed and that people should know where
they are. Somebody has said that it does not so
much matter what the law is, so long as people know
what the law is, and it is very important that the
money lenders who enter into these transactions
should know what they must look forward to if they
make these exactions.

And he adds:

One judge will consider 20 per cent fair ; another
judge will consider the ordinary rate the proper
amount. You would have a great variety of opinion.
It would be far better to settie the thing once for ail.

This is one of the reasons given : the
variety of opinions in the judgments which
we would get from different judges. Un-
settled legislation is one of his motives for
preferring a fixed rate of interest. His
second reason is that it would create a
tendency to litigation. People would try
to have their contracte revised. They would
think that if they had agreed to pay 15 or
20 per cent they might get their rate of
interest lowered. The tendency to litigation
would bring the further objection that costs
would be piled up I do not know exactly
the conditions that prevail in otherprovinces,

but I know that, in my province, a party sued
for a loan of $100 or $200, who would as-k for
a readjustment of the rate of interest, would
be muleted in as large a sum of costs as the
principal claimed from him. So that even if
he obtained a reduction in the interest he
would very likely, in nearly every case, have
to pay double the amount of the capital which
he borrowed. These are the very reasons
which Sir James Mathew gives. There is a
fourth one which struck me and which I sub-
mit to your consideration. It seems to me
that, giving complete discretion to the judge
to fix the rate of interest will conduce to ira-
morality, for young inen who would bind
themselves to pay an extortionate rate of
interest would very often enter into those
contract with a corrupt mind, knowing that
they can repudiate their obligation if they
applied to the court to obtain a reduction
in the rate of interest. Would not this
legislation smack of repudiation ? While if
we fix a maximum rate of interest within
which money lenders can lend money, we are
sure that the parties will know exactly ho'w
they are, and if one of them commits an ille-
gality he will not be surprised if the other
takesadvantageofit. Some may objectthat,
fixing a special rate of interest is simply going
back to the old system that prevailed before
22 Victoria, chap. 25 was passed, repealing
the law against usury, which had been
enacted by 17 George third, chap. 3. If the
conditions which prevailed when those laws
were repealed now happened to be changed it
is no reason why this same law should not be
re-enacted ; but it is not the same law that I
submit. What were the reasons which were
given for the repeal of the laws against
usury ? The first one was that business
transactions were hindered and that cou]'
merce could not develop under normal cou**
ditions. In England the sum allowed was 5
per cent. In Canada it was 6 per cent. At
a time when money was worth 8 and 9 per
cent, the legislators pretended that contracta
should not be entered into which carried.
more than 5 or 6 per cent. It was an impedi'
ment to trade, and I am not surprised that
these laws were repealed. The other reaso"
why usury laws were repealed, was that

they were inefficient. Thev were ineffective,
because they were absurd on their face, inB'
much as they pretended to regulat e the valtle
of money, to fix the real value of money,
when in the markets of the world money W9
worth far more, and they were inefectie
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because no legal enactment allowed the tri-
bonals to reopen contractes in order to tind
'ut what sum had really been advanced by
the money lender. The rates allowed by the

ws of our country and Great Britain were
bejow the real value of money, and people
were borrowing the best they could, illegally,

at a high rate. The fixing of the value of
IIoney-for it was practically that-was
8'n.Ply a vestige of the old feudal laws by
which the monarch established the rate of
ell Other products. I do not pretend that Iaun really offering to this Parliament a law

hich would have been called, in the past, a
s'Ury law. As I have just stated, the old

lury law interfered with business. I try
ee clear of such a danger. I want busi-
, to go unfettered. I give the commercial
Sfiiancial transactions a clear and wide

6eld. My sole aim is to prevent unconscion-
bargains,. I am after the modern Shy-
Wtho, claiming more than the classical

d of flesh, wants body and soul. If
he hon. gentlemen fear for legitimate

and if the margin I mention is
o th Scient, I am ready to go further. As

e efficiency of the law which I will
I think that it is, as .ar as I have
able to find ways of preventing any

there of it, as complete as possible, but if
bo. were any other mode which seemed to
jtion gentlemen more adaptable to our condi-

W4 W ill readily invite suggestions. Now,a margin should be given ? What
I11 In rate of interest should be fixed I
fo' the Opinion of Mr. Garrow, who has
that 25 these agricultural banks in England,
loa2 per cent is not too high for short

• Judge Owen says:

at ore the main question is the question of thewo o terest, and it seeme to me there are only
to take; one is, to fix it by statute, re-e for these cases the usury laws ; the other to6ret 'ud of law power to reduce the rate of in-

. sfied that it is exorbitant and oppres-
f i a fair rate of intrest At hc

Y end llect the Pawnbrokers' Act, which
aer efo th .£10, fixes the rate of interest, and

to% ine is a frecedent for doing that, and it
Sinall Je, wou d be a good thing n the case of

-'u14 not be a " x the limit, beyond which it

JUdge Lunley Smith says:

thWht letn rest is mostly cha b loan offices
Ay bA.-Itinkt e profes to
i %bou. I or 14 per cent. Q.-Per annum?
h er,"y extra 13 or 14 per cent per annum. It

lwh ake it ga n; it is the systematic renewals19j t8 ac higher.

In fixing the rate of interest it seems to
me we need not think very much of the
usurer. Let it be 12, 15 or 20 per
cent, the usurer must go. He will not
lend even at 25 per cent. Twenty-five
per cent per year on a loan of $50 for a
month would mean a sum of $1.04, which
he would be entitled to, and all those who
were examined before that commission in
England declare that they would simply go
out of business if a rate of 25 per cent were
fixed. So that whatever rate of interest is
allowed by law, I am satisfied that the evil
which I complain of would disappear. I
am quite sure the usurer, or the shaver as
we call him, would be bound to dis-
appear. The only question to be consider-
ed is the margin needed by trade and
commerce. I have mentioned in the bill
now before us the rate of 20 per cent.
It may appear large, but I arrived at that
figure when I found that in our own statute-
books, in the revised statutes, chapter 128,
we allow the pawnbroker 214 per cent per
year. We allow him 214 per cent upon loans
perfectly secured, for, the pawnbroker
generally advances but one-fourth of the
value of the goods pledged. Our chapter
128 enacts as follows:-

Every pawnbroker may take the following rates
above the principal sum advanced, before he is obliged
te re-deliver the goods pawned, that is to say, for
every pledge upon which there has been lent not
exceeding 50 cents, the suin of one cent for any time
not exceeding one month, and the sane for every
month afterwards, including the current month in
which the pledge is redeemed, although such month
has not expired ; and so on progressively and in the
sarme proportion for every sum of 50 cents up to $20.

So that up to $20 the rate is 24 per
cent in our own law. That is the rate
given to a man who has a perfect guarantee.
The statute reads:

When the sum lent exceeds twenty dollars, the
pawnbroker may take upon all beyond that amount
after the rate of five cent for every four dollars by the
month, and so on in proportion for any fractional
sum.

So that the man who wishes to borrow $50,
and who offers a perfectly sound security,
will pay an annual rate of interest of
eighteen and one-third per cent per year.
It struck me that when we had this very
principle embodied in our laws, we could
give twenty per cent to a money lender
who accepts in return and, as a sole guaran-
tee, the signature of one or two persons of
doubtful credit. I have said twenty per
cent. It is for the hon. gentlemen to say
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if it is too large. If fifteen per cent will
give financial transactions sufficientelasticity,
let it be fifteen per cent. If we feel that
we are encroaching to any degree upon the
legitimate development of commerce by
saying fifteen per cent, by all means let us
allow twenty per cent. As to the conditions
which prevail in other countries, I may
state that Germany, at one time repealed
its laws against usury, but eleven years ago
felt under the obligation of re-enacting them.
Austria has not repealed its usury laws.
France has laws against usury. Five per
cent is the maximum rate of interest in civil
contracts, and six per cent in commercial
contracts. In the United States the rate
differs according to the state. I have here
a list covering the forty-nine states and
territories of our neighbours, and apart f rom
ten territories and states which are without
any maximum limit, all have a legal rate
of interest, and, besides, a rate allowed for
contracts. The legal rate runs from six to
ten per cent, and the rate allowed by
contract from six to twelve. The list is
as follows:-

State. -a

A labam a........... .... ............
A rkansas............................
A rizona..... ................... ....
California....... . .. ..............
Colorado.................... .......
Connecticut........... ........
D elaware....... ....................
District of Columbia.. .. ....... ..
Florida ..........................
G eorgia.................... .........
Idaho. .......................
Illinois ......... ...............
Indiana........... .......... ......
Iow a ........... ,....................
K ansas ...........................
Kentucky.....................
Louisiana ... ................
Maine. ........... ..........
Maryland....................
Massachusetts....... ..........
Michigan .. . ..... ...........
Minnesota.....................
Mississippi ......... .........
Missouri. .....................
Montana. .... . ..............
Nebraska.....................
Nevada . ..... .................
New Hampshire...... ..........
New Jersey.... ...............
New Mexico...................
New York.. ... ................
North Carolina...... ..........
North Dakota..................

8
10

Any
Any
Any

6
6

10
10
8

12
7
8
8

10
6
8

Any
6

Any
8

10
10
8

Any
10

Any
6
6

12
6
6

12

RATES OF INTEREST-Concluded.

State.

Ohio........ .......... .......... 6 .8
Oklahoma.................. ... .... 7 12
Oregon . ...... .. ................. 8 10
Pennsylvania ...................... 6 6
Rhode Island......... .. . ........ 6 Any
South Carolina.................... 7 8
South Dakota..................... 7 12
Tennessee.. . .. .. . ... ...... 6 Any
Texas.................. .......... 6 10
Utah..... ........... 8 Any
Vernront. ............... .. .. .. 6 6
Virginia. ...... .......... .... .. 6 6
Washington.. .................... 6 12
W est Virginia... .. ................. 6 6
W isconsin. ..... ... .......... ,.... 6 10
Wyoming................ ........ 8 12

I nay explain some of the provisions Of
the bill now before you.

2. Notwithstanding the provisions of chapter 127
of the Revised Statutes, no person shall stipulate for,
allow or exact on any negotiable instrument, contract
or agreement whatsoever a rate of interest or discount
greater than twenty per cent per annum, and the said
rate of interest shalhle reduced to the rate of ten per
cent per annum from the date of issue of process il'
any suit, action or other proceeding for the recovery
of the amount due.

I have the opinion of judges who ask that
judgments should not bear more than siX
per cent per annum. Judge Gill says :

Legislation should have been enacted long ago, judg-
ments should not carry more than 6 or 7 per cent
interest. I prefer a fixed rate to discretion beifl

gven us. I have once been obliged to give judgnelt
for 12 per cent, per day. This scandal should stop.

Judge Taschereau, in an interview,
favoured any legislation which would tod
to minimize the disastrous effects of usurY-
Judge Pagnuello says that a law against
usury is absolutely necessary.

Last week all the papers published
judgment rendered by Judge Charland
who said among other things-re Taple3r
et al V8. Dufort:

The plaintiffs sued to recover $270.75 being
for a note for that amount signed by the enlo
defendant with the authorization of her husband
dated August 31st, 1897, and payable at four montb
with interest at the rate of 130 per cent per anlIti
being $120.75 as interest at the rate aforesaid 0"
$150 from the 11th of March, 1898.

His Honour took advantage of the occasion .
denounce usury in the most unmeasured terms.
His Honour:

" Usury has free sway and the harm it does in'
calculable. It is to be hoped that the bill which haO
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heen introduced in Parliament will brin a remedyto the situation. The motives for this bil are nume-
us, but it is better to leave this to the legislators.11ay be allowed to say, however, that I approve of
law destined to kill this sad trade which is dis-

graceful for those who engage in it, and which only
ereates miseries.

believe that it is extremely to be regretted that
the state of affairs often revealed by the judges of
Tlcourt should be allowed to exist as it does.

lrY has a free sway, and the harm is incalculable.
.surers are gloved thieves, who circulate in5 tY clothed with the miseiy which they throw onglues.

1 fact, for a number of years the judges
ave denounced usury from the bench on
Very occasion. So I propose to fix the rate

ilterest at 10 per cent f rom the date of
the i8Uing of a writ for the recovery of the
%rnount loaned. If this chamber thinks ten

er cent is too high a rate, I have no pre-
uIdice or feeling in the matter. If this rate

l dopted, the man who bargains to pay
a or twenty per cent, will still be

!eieved to a certain extent when his interest
reduced to ten per cent. Clause 3 reads
follows 8

In any suit, action or other proceeding respect-
t nuR of money wherein it is made to appear tocoeurt that the ainount of interest sought to be

an ered exceeds the rate of twenty «per cent per
u 1 the Court may re-open the whole transaction,
re tothe original contract, if there have been
o 1 a$, and may determine the rate of interest paid
and 'Ined, by taking an account between the parties
or Clay cIPuting in the legal interest all sumo paid
otheIr ed as and for commission, fines, bonus and
have uch. outlays ; and the lender who is found to
shali greved more than twenty per cent interest

g condemned to ysuch excess, and such
j4ent, ent may be execu even by coerciveimprison-

i have inentioned imprisonment because
rikes rne that the lender may put in the

to Of the note the name of an insolvent
thus ho order the note would be made,
Paid. peventing the recovery of any excess
'ex i The next clause simply repeats the

g law :

t blebona fide holder, before maturity, of a
der ate mtrument discounted by a preceding

this late of interest exceeding that authorized
<nae fi but, thay nevertheless recover the amount

ynv relat e party discharging such instrument
or in ron the usurer any amount paid there-

**ed byrL ior discount in excess of the amountedb hsAct.

give right of action in favour of the ag-
Where PIty to recover f rom the usurer
the am is naine may be on the note
rate. ohunt paid in excess of the legal

Co en e Present Act is made to apply
As I haet to mature in the future only.

ave already stated, there are a num-

ber of judgments against young men who are
weighted down with judgments bearing one
hundred and twenty and a still higher rate
of interest, and it seems to me that we should
relieve them for the future in order to help
them to a certain extent. This law will
also apply to negotiable instrumenta which
have not matured, but from the date of
maturity and for the future only. As there
are Acta which prevent corporations from
charging more than seven per cent interest,
I have in the seventh clause of this bill pro-
vided that nothing herein shall operate
to increase the rate where it is fixed by law.
This is the bill which I submit to the judg-
ment of this House. I draw your attention
to a plague which exists. I try to cure it by
wiping out the Shylocks. My desire is
that we should keep clear of the objections
that were raised against the usury laws.
It seems to me we can reach the usurer,
without encroaching on the commerce and
business of the country, by fixing a maximum
rate of interest which wilI give plenty of
scope to legitimate enterprise.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-This is a very impor-
tant subject. It is one that has received
the attention of leading men in the mother
country. It has there been a subject of very
careful inquiry by a committee, and the
measure founded upon the report of that
committee was introduced into Parliament
during the present session by a member of the
administration. That measure shows the
importance which is attached to legislation
upon this subject in the United Kingdom.
The hon. senator from Kennebec (Mr. Drum-
mond) informed me, at an early stage of the
session, that this evil had grown to consid-
erable dimensiorns in many of our cities, and
he was perfectly cognizant of the extent to
which it prevailed in the city of Montreal.
So that the subject is nbt one on which we
are legislating with a view to ideal perfecti-
bility, but for the purpose of meeting a prac-
tical evil which affects a considerable
number of members of that community.
The measure is in no sense an attempt to
restore the old usury law, nor is it founded
upon the principles upon which those laws
were, for a long period of time, up held. The
theory upon which the ordinary usury law is
based was, I think, effectively exploded by
Jeremy Bentham at the close of the last cen-
'tury. His views have been adopted in the
United Kingdom and given practical effect to
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by legislative bodies in all the dependencies
of the British Empire. The ground upon
which those obscure institutions which exist
some of our cities, and the evils associated in
with them which my hon. friend has under-
takei to meet by his bill, was defended on
the theory that money lending at more than
the ordinary normal rate of interest was
justifiable on account of the risks that are
incurred by the money lender-that the
money lender must insure himself against
loss, and so the desperate character of the
risk which he takes in the loans which he
makes must determine the rate of interest
which he will charge in order to protect him-
self against loss. I notice in the report to
which my hon. friend has referred, a portion
of which he has read, that one money lender
who appeared before that committee main-
tained that the rate of interest which he
was able to secure by lending money at these
exorbitant rates, taking into consideration
the losses which he had sustained, yielded
him, in fact, but five per cent of inte-
est, so that those that paid the enormously
high rate of interest were, in fact, paying
him for the losses which he had sustained iii
lending to others who were unable to meet
their obligations. Legislation of this kind
is legislation to meet an evil which exists in
the community and can only be justified, it
seems to me, as an interference with the
ordinary adoption of contracts, assuming that
every man is able to contract for himself,
on the ground that certain members of the
community have reached a financial condi-
tion which, in no small degree, deprives
then of the liberty of contract. It was up-
on this ground that Mr. Gladstone defended
his legislation by which he interferred be-
tween the landlord and the tenant in Ireland.
The tenant was in such circumstances that
he was not a free man, and was not in a
position to enter irito a contract with his
landlord upon terms that were reasonable to
him, and therefore it was necessary that the
law should intervene, and that a reasonable
arrangement should be made on his behalf.
My hon. friend, irr discussing the subject,
has pointed out by practical illustration the
evils which exist, and which have come
under his own notice, by which he justifies,
I think fairly so, the proposed measure.
The plan of the measure which my hon.
friend has submitted to us differs to some
extent from that measure wbich was sub-
mitted to the House of Commons by Lord

James. In that measure Lord James pro-
vides that where the rate of interest ex-
ceeds 10 per cent the whole question may
be opened before a judge, who may inquire
into all the circumstances, take into consid-
eration the risk which the party incurred
who loaned the money, and decide what is a
reasonable rate of interest. My hon. friend
by this bill adopts a different course. In-
stead of leaving it to the discretion of the
judge, he fixes a maximum rate in this case
which shall not be exceeded. Now, that
maximum rate seeis to the casual reader a
high rate, and yet we find, when we examine
it, that it is not quite so high a rate as the
law already fixes in the case of pawnbrokers.
If the party is greatly in need of a loan-if
lie is threatened with a suit, if he finds that
he will be able in the course of a few days or
weeks to meet his obligations, but is unable
to meet his obligations at the moment, and
can obtain money even at 20 per cent, it
may be much more advantageous to him tO
pay that rate of interest and pay ofù his ob-
ligation and avoid the cost of a suit. I saY
he may do this with advantage pecuniarily
to himself, and so where loans are effected
for a short time, it may be that my hon.
friend does not err on the side of extrava-
gance in fixing the rate of interest at 20 per
cent. This view, it seems to me, is a subject
which may very well be thrashed out in
committee. I have no doubt that the nen-
bers of the committee to whom the bill naY
be referred will have an opportunity of care-
fully considering the plan suggested by WeY
hon. friend in this bill, and by the bill which
Lord James of Hereford has suggested in
England. There may be reasons why the
discretion which you give to the judge in the
United Kingdom might not, with the sale
advantage, be given to a judge in one of the
provinces or territories of this country, but
that matter may be fairly considered by the
committee. I think I may congratulate rnY
hon. friend on the very full and clear state-
ment which he has made, and when the bill
is read the second time it may very well go
to the Committee on Banking and Cor"-
merce.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Why not tO *
Committee of the Whole House i

Hon. Mr. MILLER-He may make &
special reference if he likes, but it Will
naturally go to a Committee of the WhOle
House.
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-Very well, if that is
thought best. I would suppose where special
Inquiry was necessary and investigation
Ueeded, it might be better to go to that
co1nmittee than to be discussed by the whole
11ouse.

. lon. Mr. DEBOUCHER VILLE-Would
't nlot be better, before referring it to ai
CornInittee of the Whole, to send it to a
sPecial committee to get information which
we do not now possess ?

]Ron. Mr. BELLEROSE-I believe it
cannot be successfully denied that a law of
this kind is a necessity. It has been well

own for years past that great abuses exist
ln every part of Canada in the practice of
Dsury, so that I cannot myself say that I

OPposed to the project under discussion.
!ndeed accepting the principle without bind-

'g lyself to the details, I am ready to give
y vote for any project which may better

ition. But while admitting the state
hings to be so, I cannot say that I ap-

prove of the change which is proposed to be
'0Qde to our present law. I find that the
reledy proposed to this House against usury,
especially outside of a great, city like Mon-real, i8 worse than the evil. It may be that
duch 1 law is required in Montreal, and might
bo 'nch good in the present state of affairs;
ee as far as the country parts are con-
the '' it would be quite wrong to change
saide ent system as proposed. It is often

at money is an ordinary subject of
o ,,merce- Even if it be so, there is a limit
outide of which it is usury of the worst

racter if you exact too much. When a
an takes 120 per cent for a loan of moneytov yourg man as mentioned by the hon.thiOVer of this project, the lender is not bettertha thief I should think. Anybody can

% that if a man, is in such a positionthat he
he h as to pay 120 per cent for a loan,
tehd better be ruined at once. No doubtto re meIen who, being a ruin, will tryo icape and will borrow money at any rate
lint -if they can find it. If they can
10 Pet it at 5 per cent they will get it at
tiies; cent, or higher, hoping for betterlroes; but it is our duty, as legislators, to
a the publie at large, and make such
ot" be i protect society. Such laws can-
frontreade for large centres only, such as

the pul: They h'tve to be made to protectpublic at large, of which large cities

forms only a small part, and those laws
should be made effective by punishing the
offender by imprisonment.

Again I do not see that this project of a
new law improves in any way the position
we now hold under the present law, indeed
it seems to me that the project of the hon.
senator makes things worse.

Under the present law the armount of
interest is six per cent. Should the project
become law there would be no legal interest
except that interest stipulated in the agree-
ment and which may be so high as 20 per
cent, an interest which I am bound to say
is enormous in ordinary circumstances.

In the present state of things though the
law enacts what will be the amount of
interest, to be paid if none has been men-
tioned in the contract, yet it opens the
door to the vilest acts of usury, when it
enacts that any amount may be recoverable
for interest provided the amount is men-
tioned in the contract. I should think that
the present law ought be amended in such
a way as to protect the public from those
abuses which the hon. the mover of the pro-
ject has given this House a detail of.

Here I find that if the 20 per cent men-
tioned in the project would be applied to
our present law, by a proyiso, enacting that
the interest mentioned in the contract will
never exceed 20 per cent, that it would
make things a great deal better.

Believing as I do that even 20 per cent is
too high a rate except in most extraordinary
cases, I would add the remedy suggested by
the project, that of giving to the borrower
at a rate of over 6 per cent, the power to go
before the courts who would adjudge upon
the question of the amount of the interest
mentioned in the contract, taking into con-
sideration the circumstances 9f the case.

The usurer does not want to be known a, a
man who will rob his neighbour. He does
not like to put an extertionate rate on the
face of a note, and consequently he would
rather have a law like this which would at
all events give him the right to charge 20
per cent and still enable him to pose as a
very honest and charitable Christian.

Knowing pretty well what money is worth
in country parts, I say when an ordinary
citizen of the country, a farmer or mechanic,
or any man of moderate means, has to pay
more than five or six per cent on money he
cannot expect to be saved by paying such a
high rate of interest on a short loan. S>
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that the usurer, in being allowed to take
the awount he choses, would be in a
position to ruin a borrower, and I think
Parliament ought not to sanction anything
of the kind. As long as you inake laws
which pernit a harsh man to oppress his
neighbour, you will have usury. The man
who takes 120 per cent interest from another
ought to be in prison, for certainly he has
committed a theft. That man cannot be said
to have loaned money-he bas robbed the
borrower under cover of the law, and we
legislators will incur a grave responsibility
if we give such men an opportunity to op-
press their fellow citizens. Other arguments
have been advanced by the hon. gentleman
which, at the time, I was ready to answer,
but as the bill is to be referred to a Com-
mittee of the Whole House, and there will
probably be a discussion of it, I think it
better to leave what I have to say until
then; but I wish to protest against such
laws as we have been making from time to
time without any good effect at all, for the
very gaod reason that we have not suffi-
ciently provided for the punishment of
offenders. In my opinion the only remedy
against such abuses as those mentioned by
the bon. mover of this bill, would be impris-
onment. Let our.present law stand on our
statute-book with some amendments, as I
have already said, and let us try to amend
it from time to time until we have done
something which may be considered in the
public interest. My intention is to vote
for the second reading of this bill, under the
reserve I made a moment ago.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-It seems to me
the object which the bon. gentleman bas in
view is a very good one, and the promoter
of the bill should be congratulated, not only
on the step he bas taken, but on the remarks
with which he bas supplemented his motion.
He bas spoken about the evil as it occurs in
Montreal, but the evil which he desires to
cure by this bill is not confined to Montreal.
I see by some newspaper from Ontario that
there also it flourishes, and I know that in
Manitoba it bas also many victims. Having
said so, and intending to vote for the second
reading of the bill L beg to make a few
remarks. It seems to me that the rate of
interest, 20 per cent, is too large. In fact,
the bill itself seems to suggest a reduction;
inasnuch as it provides for 10 per cent
after judgment. If 10 per cent is enough

after judgment I do not see why it should
not be enough before judgment. The law
applicable to pawnbrokers bas been cited
as an argument to justify 25 per cent. It
is no argument, to my mind, at al], because
that law in reference to pawnbrokers is bad
in itself. I think the hon. gentleman is
quite right in giving no discretion to the
judges. A maximum of interest should be
fixed, but to my mind 8 per cent would be
quite enough. Of course there should be an
exception made for chartered institutions,
loan companies and gentlemen engaged in
legitimate business. It seems to me that if
the bill is referred to a special committee,
it would be possible to frame a clause in
such a way that those doing legitimate
business should be exempt from the opera-
tion of the law. In the third clause I see
that the court is allowed to reopen the
whole transaction. The clause should go &
little further. It is not very clear from this
whether the court could go into any trans-
action. I think the court should be allowe5

to go nos only into the transactions iIfl
mediately connected with the loan, but
also into any side transaction which night
be gone into, sr as to cover the whole thing.
As to the latter part of that clause, it seews
to me that a fine should be imposed. The
clause reads:

And the lender who is found to have received more
than 20 per cent interest shall be condemned to pay
such excess.

Well, that is not enough. It seems to e
that he should lose his money and be ial-
prisoned in any case. If you have a law you
must make it stringent enough to eradicate
all desire to be a Shylock, as the bon. gentl-
man has termed it. The 4 th clause, it seems
to me, is not complete. Of course, we may
conceive such cases where the bona fide
holder should be protected, but I am sure
that in most cases many would pretend to be
bona fide holders who were not such, and this
clause will rather help to defeat the object Of
the bill if it remains as it is. As to the remedy
provided in the latter part of theclause,which
is that the person may recover from the
usurer any ainount paid thereon for interest
or discount in excess of the amount allowed
by this Act, that is nota sufficient remedy. It
will Iead to endless litigation and difficultifs
of every kind, and in rnost cases will result
in losses to the victims for whose relief this
bill is designed. Then, again, the bill is nOt
made retroactive. I quite understand the
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Motive which has prompted the hon. gentle-
mnan to frane the bill in this way, but it
Seems to me that this is a case where the
law should be retroactive, because the trans-
action is from the first vitiated. A man
'who charges 100 per cent or 50 per cent is,
'to my mind, committing an immoral act,
arid if he has committed an immoral act, I
do not see why we should not at once go
after him, and whether the note bas matured
before the law comes into force or not should
lot make any difference. This is a plain

'case where it should be made retroactive.
I think also that this bill should be referred
to.a special committee. Of course the Com-.
mîttee on Banking and Commerce could
take it up, but the Committee on Banking
a nd Commerce have other work to do, and
a sPecial committee should be appointed to
C0onider the bill and to make a study of it,
80 that it may be made as complete as pos-
:ible. I am entirely in favour of the hill and
'hall vote for it.

lion. Mr. PRIMROSE-I think I express
the general sentiments of all the members of
this chamber who have had the pleasure of
li8tening to the remarks of the introducer of
this measure, when I say that the comments
Which were made by the Minister of Justice
*ere richly deserved by the hon. geuntleman
Who Introduced the bill. It must have

ece8Cs8itated a great deal of effort and
Palinstaking industry to collate the infor-
'1ati 0 n he bas given us. I do not in-
tend to.Oecupy time further than to state
that it is my personal opinion that the bill
*0uId receive more mature and deliberate

nusideration in the Committee on Banking
Commerce than in a Committee of the

itti Rouse. On that point there is a
lte diversity of opinion, and it can be bet-

erthrehed out in the Banking and Com-nece Commnittee.

kn- Mr. MACDONALD (P.E I.)-I do
biI ow that there is any necessity for a
i Of this kind in the province from which

ord. e. chave never heard of such extra-
e ary charges therefor moneyas have been

gentoned, but from the remarks of the hon.
intleman from Montreal (Mr. Dandurand),e1 very evident that there should be some
of Buch provided to prevent the occurrence
fr thvery immoral charges being made

the use of money. His argument was
rOflg enough, I think, to show that the

rate fixed by the bill should be very much
less than 20 per cent. No reasonable man
could advocate a charge of 20 per cent, and
a man who would extort 20 per cent must
be deficient morally. He states that these
extortionate charges for mooney have been
the means of driving a great many young
men from this country to the United
States. If the young men of this country
are such idiots as to pay 120 per
cent for the use of money, we are much
better clear of them, and the United States
is welcome to them if they cannot make an
honest living in this country. One part of
the bill would have a good effect ; that is
the provision allowing the judges to reduce
the excessive rates charged by these usurers
down to reasonable figures. It is very im-
proper that the law should be such that a
man, by taking an action, could recover the
amount of $1,896 for the use of $75, ashas
been stated by the hon. gentleman. That
seems altogether absurd. The judge certain-
ly should have the discretion of cutting it
down to a reasonable amount, and, so far as
this bill allows the judge to take cognizahce
of a case of that kind, and to allow 10 per
cent or a reasonable rate of interest, it will
have my support. I would not advocate the
maximum rate of 20 per cent, which is pro-
posed in this bill. It is altogether unreason-
able. No legitimate business could be car-
ried on by any person paying 20 per cent
for the use of money. People are lending
money in every province of this Dominion,
investing it at 4 per cent, 6 per cent is usual
and 7 per cent is considered a high rate, and
I think the rate suggested by the hon. gen-
tleman from Manitoba would be much fairer
than the amount mentioned.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW.-This is a very
large question, and I think it is one that
should engage the attention of the govern-
ment of this country. The matter referred to
by the hon. member from Montreal, surely
shows a state of things existing in that part
of the country generally that requires some
remedy at our hands. -You may call it by
whatever name you like, usury or any-
thing else, but you may depend upon
it that there will be means resorted to
by which any law can be evaded, and
therefore it requires very great considera-
tion to frame a bill to have the desired
effect. The men who lend money at these
high rates of interest should be treated as men
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undeserving of any honourable feeling that
pertains to thecommunitygenerally. Iwould
be in favour of saying that the men who
follow that business should be designated
as usurers and follow their occupation the
same as pawnbrokers, putting up a sign to
show people who are dealing with them that
they are treating with a class of men who
have no conscience, who are charging all
they can. With proper restrictions and
proper legislation, I believe that these men
would be brought to a point where they
would not exceed the bounds of decency in
the matter of money lending. For instance,
a man can buy a note at any price he chooses
to bid for it. I suppose the bill would not
apply to that. A man can go into the stock
exchange and perhaps reap a large amount of
profit. Of course, on the other hand he may
fail and not be fortunate. Money has a great
infinence on the coin munity generally. Some-
times a man in straitened circumstances
may require a thousand dollars for a short
time for which he can pay a pretty large
amnount in the shape of commission, or some-
thing else, but he could not continue to pay
that for any length of time without becoming
bankrupt. You have to make provision for
all these contingencies. It is a difficult
question to deal with, and the more you
study it the more difficult you will find it is
to obuain a proper remedy. Some personý
say ten per cent is enough I dare say
honest men would be satisfied with less, but
there are some men who require larger in-
terest for the little money they have to
invest. You must act fairly for all classes
of the community. They may take the risk,
of course, but too large a rate of interest for
a risk is not a sound policy to legalize.
I do not look upon a risk as satis-
factory, hecause the rate of interest is
high. I know people who will lend money
if the rate of interest is sufficiently large.
That kind of security is not one which a
business man should encourage. I admit that
a remedy is required. There is no doubt
about that. The evidence produced by the
hon. member from Montreal(Mr.Dandurand)
must convince every hon. gentlemEn that
some rermedy is required, but at the same
time you must provide a remedy which will
not debar the honest man from getting as-
sistance when he needs it. You must over-
come that difficulty. You must have the
matter well considered by prudent men,
who will come to a decision which wil

benefit the whole country. I am not in
favour of a usurer, I think he is a man des-
pised and hated by all the community, but
we know such men exist, if not in one
quarter, then in another. You have to try
and prevent usury occurring in the future.
It would be wise and judicious to have a-
small committee appointed to consider the
bill in all its bearings, and then they can
submit a well considered measure for the
consideration of the Senate. I do not believe
there are any hon. gentlemen who do not
think we should have some remedy. The
sooner it is provided, the better for the
community. It has been a vexed question
for years. We have tried from time to time
to cope with usury, and have been unable to
do so. We want an enactment by which
these men will be prevented from commit-
ting what must prove injurious to the
borrowers and the country at large. If we
find a means to attain this object we will do
good to every man in the country, and I
think tne usurer, if he is niot an extortionate
man, will feel that he will be able to carry
on a respectable business and succeed. We
have to take all the circumstances into con-
sideration in order to come to a conclusion
which will be fairly satisfactory.

Hon: Mr. POWER-The thanks of the
House are due to the hon. gentleman, from
De Lorimier (Mr.Dandurand), for the care he
lias taken in this matter. I presume the
bill may go to the Committee on Banking
and Commerce, or to a special committee. I
have grave doubts as to whether we will be
able to improve much on its construction.
This bill is almost identical with the bill
introduced in the Imperial Parliament
during the present session, and that bill
was the result of the long continued labours
of a commission which inquired into the
whole subject and reported on the matter,
submitting the evidence which had been
taken at great length in connection with the
investigation. The hon. gentleman (Mr.Dan-
durand) bas a personal interest in the ques-
tion; he bas seen the iniquities perpetrated
under the present law in the city where he
lives, and I have grave doubts whether any
committee will improve on the measure
he bas submitted to the House. It seems to
me that every hon. ge-ntleman who bas spoken
has endorsed the principle of this bill, which
is that there should be sonie limitation to
the power given by the existing law in the
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provinces of Ontario and Quebec to exact
any rate of interest, no matter how exces-
Sive, from a borrower who happens to be in
straitened circumstances. The hon. gentle-
man from De Lanaudière, it seems to me,
maisaFprehended the existing condition of
things. Turning tothe chapter of the Revised
Statutes on interest I find that the law in
the provinces of Ontario and Quebec is em-
bodied practically in two sections. The
first is :

Except as otherwise provided by this or any other
Act of the Parliament of Canada any person mayStIpulate, allow or exact, on any contract or agreementWbatsoever, any rate of interest or discount which is
areed upon between the parties.

So that there is no limitation in the pro-
vinces of Ontario and Quebec.

lion. Mr. DANDURAND-Nor in Nova
Scotia and New Brunswick; the clauses con-
erning them in chapter 127 were repealed

bY the law of 1890, chapter 127. Sir John
Abbott's measure was intended simply to
strike Out one section of the statute con-
cerning Quebec and Ontario, but when the
'bi reached the other House some member
n3oved that the clauses concerning New
elrunswick and Nova Scotia should be
elitninated from the statute. It was ad-
Journed, and Sir John Thompson at last
consented to that. I may say that I found, in
gOing from one statute to another, that there
was n0 need of eliminating the clause con-

n9ng New Brunswick, inasmuch as a8Pecial statute passed in 1875 had already
done sO. It had been by error replaced in
t8 9Revised Statutes, and by a law passed in
1890 the clauses concerning New Brunswick
&and Nova Scotia have been wiped out.

On. Mr. POWER-I do not think the
Publc in Nova Scotia are aware of the

and I have not heard of any instances
there Where more than 7 per cent has been
ex5cteclon loans on real estate and 10 per
ent on personal loans. We had that law
"i operation for a considerable time and no
ieonvenience was experienced from the

exs ne Of the limitation. However, the
ate which is to be allowed is a merecr ottof detail which can be settled in

corlte · Every hon. gentleman seems
Secognize that there has been a great

torse and that it is the duty of Parliament
of errect the abuse. That is the principle

bi. The details of the measure, as

to what rate of interest should be allowed,
and as to what action should be taken as to
suits, &c., are all matters of detail which do
not properly come before us now.

The motion was agreed to.

SECOND READINGS.

Bill (108) "An Act respecting the Roman
Catholic Episcopal Corporation of Pontiac,
and to change its name to the Roman Catho-
lic Episcopal Corporation of Pembroke."-
(Mr. Clemow.)

Bill (95) " An Act respecting the Lindsay,.
Haliburton and Mattawa Railway Com-
pany."--(Mr. Dobson.)

ill (78) " An Act respecting the Hamil-
ton Powder Company."-(Mr. Dandurand.>

Bill (83) " An Act respecting the North-
ern Pacific and Manitoba Railway Com-
pany."-(Mr. Power.)

DELAYED RETURNS.
INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I wish to ask
the hon. Minister of Justice when I may
expect to have the return for which I moved
somewhat early in the session relative to the
carrying of the winter mails between Sack-
ville and Cape Tormentine.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That will be in the
Post Office Department, I suppose.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Yes.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I will bring the mat-
ter under the attention of the Postmaster
General.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawva, Tuesday, 30th May, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

COMPANIES' ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

FIRsT READING.

Hon. Mr. MILLS introduced Bill (N)
"An Act to amend the Companies' Act."'
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He said :-This is a very short measure. It
is to make changes in the Companies' Act
,of Canada similar to the changes that have
been made in the Companies' Act in the
province of Ontario. That is to give to
every company incorporated under chapter
119 of the Revised tatutes of Canada
power to issue preferential stock, and to
give to the holders of that preferential stock
representation upon the board of that com-
:pany.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Are
there any other provisions in the bill for the
.organization of companies, or is it simply
for the purpose which the hon. gentleman
has stated i

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is simply an amend-
ment to the statute. I purpose introducing
a bill to.morrow similar to the one I intro-
duced last year, but this bill is simply for
the purpose of ïmaking a single amendment
to the Act.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Perhaps it may be prenature, but might I
ask my hon. friend if the bill he intends to
introduce to-morrow is of the same charac-
ter, or has he amended it from last year I

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I have made certain
amendments. I have had some correspond-
ence with attorneys general of the provinces,
and I have made certain amendments, but
practically it will be the same as the bill of
last year.

The bill was read a first time.

EXCHEQUER COURT CLAIMS.
MOTION.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved:
That an humble Address be presented to His Ex-

cellency the Governor General ; praying that he may
be pleased to lay before the House a statement show-
ing

1. Names and residences of all parties filing claims
against the Crown in the Exchequer Court, from July,
1893, to May, 1899.

2. Dates of filing and nature of claim and amounts
claimed.

He said :-This motion is sufficiently ex-
plicit in itself and requires very little
explanation at my hands. I think it would
be a source of satisfaction to the country to
know the amount of work done by the
Exchequer Court, and to ascertain if the
court has met the expectations which we
had at its initiation. I am induced to do
this in consequence of the Expropriation
Bill which was introduced the other day,
when we had not sufficient information to
know whether in every cae the courts
were justified in doing as they have done in
many cases referred to. Therefore, under
all the circumstances, the country would be
satisfied to find from this report, when it is
made, whether I am correct or whether the
machinery in the hands of the government
at the present time is sufficient to meet all
the requirementis.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
should like to say a few words upon this
motion, and to give my reasons why I think
the information which has been asked for by
the hon. gentleman from Ottawa should be
furnished.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I would like very
much to hear them.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Since the action taken by the Senate upon
the Expropriation Bill introduced by the
hon. Minister of Justice, I have been
furnished with information which, I think,
fully justifies the action of the Senate, par-
ticularly in the two cases to which the hon.
Minister of Justice referred âs justification
of the course which he proposed to take, in
asking for powers to expropriate land and
return portions of it again to the original
owner, and also to enable the government to
purchase other property and give it to the
party from whom they expropriated the
land, in lieu of said land expropriated.
I have before me details of two cases
which have been brought under my notice
since that time.

3. Dates of hearing each case.
4. Dates when judgment was recorded, and amounts Hon. Mr. MILLS-Js the hon. gentleman.allowed; amount of costs awarded.
5. Dates when award and amount was paid. going to discuss the merits of that bill i
6. A statement showing appeals to Supreme or

other courts, from decision of Exchequer Court. Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No,
7. Names and residences of parties, with dates of I am going to give reasons why I think this

elaims so appealed, with amounts, originally claimed . .
8. Result of appeals and amounts allowed in case information should e furnished to the

.appealed. House. I trust I know enough of the rules
9. Amount of costs allowed in appeal cases. of the House not to discuss the merits of a10. When such amounts so recovered in appeal were

:paid, and amounts thereof. bill which has been rejected by the Senate,
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and which perhaps we may be asked to con-
sider again, but as the hon. senator from
Rideau (Mr. Clemuow) has put a notice
Upon the paper and made a motion a.king
for information, I am going to give the
Senate some information which may be con-
Sidered premature; but which, I have no
doubt, when the return comes down, will be
verified, taking it for granted that the infor-
mnation which has been given to me is
correct. I intend to refer to cases given me
tO illustrate the desire of the governm-nt to
have further power. I shall refer to Judge
Armour's case first, and then to the case to
'Which the hon. gentleman specially called
the attention of the Senate-that is the
Hall case-where a mill property was to a
certain extent destroyed by expropriation
by the government. I find that under the
Present law the government took possession
Of lands belonging to Chief Justice Armour,
for the Trent Valley Canal, without giving
notice to the judge, and without making him
8Jiy offer of remuneration for the property.
&fter possession had been taken the judge
taited for three or four months expecting
to hear froin the government upon the sub-
3ect, but as nothing was done, he instructed
hi 8 solicitor to prepare a petition asking for
a fiat, which for some unexplained reason
"as refused. Why it was refused I have no
information but, looking at the English
aiUthorities and the practice in England

pon questions of this kind, it is clear that
Uhes5 there are grave reasons why a fiat

houIld not be granted it is never refused.

o 1 . Mr. MILLS-It goes as a matter of
c~orse.

"1 On. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Ye. -iowever, in cases where the Crown
then the Cthat there is no claim whatever'

nt Crown would be justified ln refusing
grant the fiat. But in this case there

Certalnîy was no pretence of that character.
"'ether it was the present Minister of

ice who refused the fiat, I am not pre-paed tOsab hth -Piier - y, but whether it was the present
Jus1t.r of Justice or the late Minister of

'ce, or the Minister of -Justice prior to
t nhedi8te predecessor, it does not affect

least e or does it affect the case in the
afte• The case was then taken into court,
~fter the government had been in possession

flalo tire. Afterwards information
pe ed to ascertain the amount of com-

to be paid, if any. But after com-

pensation had been fixed through the courts,
I am informed that there is no mode what-
ever by which the government can be com-
pelled to pay the amount, and my informant
says " This form of taking a man's property
without letting him know it, and then letting
him whistle for his pay is too Turkish for this
country." That is the opinion of the gentle-
man who gives me the information, and will be
echoed by all who regard men's property as
sacred. Another singular act in connection
with this matter is the fact that the judge ap-
plied to the Minister of Railways and Canals
for a copy of the agreement which had been
entered into between the government and the
party owning the land adjacent to that which
was owned by the judge, and this was refused
by the Minister of Justice, though the docu-
ment had been laid on the table of the House
of Commons. It thus compelled the judge
to issue a subpæna to the Minister of Rail-
ways and Canals to appear before the court
with that document, which he considered to
be necessary in this case. The Minister of
Railways not only refused to give a copy of
the agreement or the agreement itself, but
disobeyed the order of the summons; and, as
the gentleman himself says, while hedid that,
he neglected to return back to him the
twelve dollars and fifty cents which he had
sent to him for conduct money. That, I
dare say, was an oversight. Looking at that
case, we may well ask ourselves whether-
power should be placed in the hands of the.
government to expropriate other people's
property, in the manner sought by the bill,
which the Senate rejected. I think the case-
of Mr. Hall is a much stronger one. I shall
take the liberty of reading the statement
which I hold in myhand, which is much clearer
and more concise than I can possibly put it:

The government expropriated for the Trent Canal
a large part of the mill property of Jno. Hall of Lake-
field, taking from him land on which he had a valu-
able mill power-cutting him off from his dam-
coming to within one foot of his mill building on the
north and cutting in on his roadway so that a team
coming to hie nil door had to drive into a wedge one
foot wide at corner of building. The teams would there-
fore have to back out. They took away his driving shed
and all stables, and now to reach his new stable he
has to travel g of a mile around by a bridge, or ý of a
mile, there an back. The valuators allowed for the
buildings, 8925; for the land and bouse, 81,650, and
for damaes, 8600. The mil] is worth 825,000. Hie
yard has been blocked ; his windows nailed up to
prevent breaking by the blasting; a canal within 25
feet of his door ; an embankment 17 feet high between
hie mil and the road so that now he can only get on
his land over land bought by the Crown to make a
roadway, and they offer for dam es the magnificent
sum of 600 Of course it was refused. The Crown
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brought in suit but found that in their tender they people belonging ta their own party. The
had omitted the suni of 8925 for buildings, and
finding they were wrong, instead of anending the principle in these natters should be ta
tender they abandoned the action, and then intro- maintain inviolate the right of property of
duced the expropriation ainendment bill to enable the individual. I apologize to the Senate
them to offer a privilege of passing the mil door and
to turn around a team on the land they expropriated, for having taken even this much time to lay
and to further offer some of the land they could do these cases before them. I ar inclined to
withont at point where it was of little value or use to think if ail the paperi are brought down in
the iill owner. The case vas disnissed with costs to
Hall, and the costs taxed down to the fixed tariff. compliance with the motion made, that these
Costs between attorney and client were refused; costs facts will be fully sustained.
of a trip to Ottawa to see the minister at his sugges-
tion w as also refused. Hall, for three years, h as
suffered every inconvenierce, put to double the costs, Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend bas
and nust now entreat the government to bring on a made a speech that has no relevancy to the
new suit.

Every effort to get to trial in the old suit was balked motion of the hon. gentleman behind me.
by motions and enlargements, and finally the suit The hon. gentleman has discussed measures
dropped in order that this new method of striking be-
low the belt might be accomplished by anAct of Parlia-
ment. 'Tis true there was no suit pending, but they which he had an opportunity of discussing
,entered a discontinuance in bad faith to enable them at the time, and is entirely out of order on
to say the bill would not affect a pending suit. thepresent occasion. 1 do not know that I

Now, this is the case as given by the could find hetter evidence of the fact that
owner of the property; and I hesitate not to the hon. gentleman was not satisfied with the
say, if this statement be correct, and I have course which he took himself than the fact
every reason to believe it is from the that he undertakes to justify it in this high-
source from which it cornes, that it is iy irregular manner. The hon. gentleman
a case in which the Crown should take the has referred to a case of expropriation which
whole property, and fully sustains the posi I think took place under his own administra-
tion taken by my hon. friend from Calgary tion, or under the administration of which
(Mr. Lougheed), when he cited certain cases he was a member, with regard to property
in England affecting property in this way. held by Chief Justice Armour. That case
Here is a man owning property. The gov- had, I think, been submitted ta the court be-
ernment, in the interest of the country, takes fore the present administration came m-at
his land and builds a canal within twenty all events, it was hefore I became Minister
feet of his mill, cuts off intercourse with his of Justice. The action of the Minister of
imill except by teams backing out, and then Railways, ta which the hon. gentleman refers,
the government coolly ask him to take pro- was the action of the Minister of Railways
perty a sixteenth of a mile away f rom bis who was his own colleague and associate, s0
mil], and to reach which he has to cross the far as I know. In the case of Chief Justice
.canal or river. I have read these cases for Armour, the hon, gentleman says that a fiat
the simple purpose of justifying the Senate was refused him. My impression is that a
in refusing to give the government further fiat was withheld, not because tbere was any
power. indisposition ta prevent the case going hefore

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Hear, hear. the Exchequer Court, but because there was
a more convenient way of proceeding. That

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The convenient way was adopted, and the case
hon. gentleman may well say hear, hear. wa taken before the court upon that mode
'The Senate is justified in rejecting a bill of procedure and argued, and judgment was
which places it in the power of the govern- given. If I remember correctly, the
-ment to take the property of individuals judgment for a small portion of the farm
without proper remuneration. I did hear -I do not know whetber it was twenty
that one gentleman said, after that vote was or twenty-five acres which wu taken
given, thatit was aflagrant actof partisanship. -was for fourteen thousand dollars, a
I had not the facts of these two cases at the sum wbich hon. gentlemen wha concur in the
time, or I would have given them to the views expressed hy the hon. leader of the
House, but there is this much about it, that opposition may consider was not an inade-
both of these gentlemen belong to the party quate allowance for that many acres of
-of hon. gentlemen opposite, and the action farm land. Tbe Minister of Railways, I
taken by the Senate could not have been believe, thought that the judgment was far
.based upon a desire ta obtain advantages for too large a sum-wbether he was right in
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that view or not it is not necessary for me to
discuss-and he instructed the Department
of Justice to appeal the case to the Suprerbe
Court. It lias been argued, and is standing
there for judgment, and hasnorelevancy tothe
ineasures that were before the House, nor
"las there any intention or expectation to
iterfere with that judgment, whatever it
raight be, by the Supreine Court by either
Imeasure that was recently before this
IloUse. Then the hon. gentleman said
that a sum of money was sent with the sub-
Pena for the attendance of the Minister of
Itailways on the court, and that although
the Minister refused to attend he forgot to
Send back the money. I do not know
Whether the hon. gentleman means that as
a reflection on the minister or not. I sup-
Pose he does or he would not have mentioned
It here.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
eaid I supposed it was forgotten.

lion. Mr. MILLS--Whydid the hon.gentle-
ranl mention it at all i I do not see that ithas
any Particular relevancy to the case. I sup-
Pose sOme official of the department appeared
' behalf of the minister, and produced any
papers that might be required on the trial.

on. Mr. SCOTT-It is the ordinary

.lon. Mr. MILLS-And I suppose he re-oeived the compensation. Thatistheordinary
y of proceeding, as the hon. gentleman

nols right well, for he has been a long time
- inister of the Crown. The hon. gentle-

raatf referred to another case, which also
ocurred under the administration of which
1n w4s a member, and which still remains
sa lisposed of-that is the Hall case. He

8 that Hall was badly treated. If Hall
before aly treated, he was badly treated
ogi e Present administration came into

th Ifhe is badly treated it is because
that esent administration took the view

hSu hon. gentleman's colleagues took.
the ng the mill was irreparably damaged,

as the hoantaeof that restoration, the value
damag o.gentlerman states, that irreparable
Conrt Tohuld appear before the Exchequer
truste The judge of Exchequer may be
with re form a fair and just judgment
-don regard to the character of the damage

Sand if irreparable damage was done to
P1Operty, Hall would be compensated, ad-

aquately compensated, by the court, unlessthe
hon. gentleman says thatthe judge who wasap-
pointed to the bench when he himself was in
office is a man not to be trusted with the dis-
charge of his judicial functions. I do not con-
cur in that view. I think he may be fairly
trusted, and that if there is any injury done,
either to Hall or to any other party, and if the
government proposes to compensate Hall-if
they propose to restore now a part of the
property which was taken from him, which
he believes to be necessary to the proper
enjoyment of the property which he retained,
-the advantage of that restoration and the
value of the restoration and deterioration of
theproperty withthatrestoration made, would
be a fair subject to be decided by the judge
of the Exchequer Court. There can be no
doubt with regard to that. But I am not
further going to follow the example of the
hon. gentleman in engaging in an irregular
discussion. We shall have an opportunity
of discussing these cases fully, and there
will be no roomn for doubt in the mind of
any one who will seriously consider the sub-
ject that the government have asked for
nothing that was not in the public interest,
or unjust to any property holder, any portion
of whose property has been taken. I am
quite willing that the hon. gentleman who
has made this motion shall get the return,
and that it shall be adopted by the House,
and as soon as it is possible for the Exchequer
Court to give the information which he has
sought it will be placed at the disposal of
the House, and if it has any value in enab-
ling hon. gentlemen to come to a conclusion,
and it can be brought down in time, I am
perfectly willing and anxious that hon. gen-
tlemen shall have the advantage of that
additional information and light, if ad-
ditional light and information be pertinent
to the subject of those measures which the
hon. gentleman had opposed, and as to which
he now, in this irregular way, undertakes to
satisfy his conscience and justify his action.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-AI rise to express my
approbation of the motion which the hon.
gentleman from Rideau (Mr. Clemow) has
brought forward, and I do so because I
think the returns, when they are brought
down, will show that in every case where
the government have taken land the owners
have been paid the full value, and often
three or four times the value. I could men-
tion cases in Halifax where that was done.
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When that appears, it will explain the reason bound to oppose the bill, any cases in which
why I voted with the hon. leader of the a hardship had occurred or in which it
government on that question, because I feel was found that the machinery at pl esent on
certain where the government took away the statute-book was inadequate to meet the
any land and refused to pay the sum de- requirements of the case, but so far as I
manded if the owner went to the Exchequer could ascertain, certainly no case was sub-
Court he would get more than justice. I mitted to this House in which it was found
was perfectly justified, I think, in my action. or in which we were in any way'satisfied that
I have no leader in this House. I am a the provisions upon the statute-book at the
Conservative and could not be anything else present time were not sufficiently adequate to
if I tried, but I amn not going to try. I carry out all the requirements of justice. I
think we ought as nuch as possible to set our might say to the Minister of Justice that not
politics aside. It is contrary to my duty as a onlyis thereadesirebut there is an anxietyon
senator to follow a leader. The very fact of the part of those who have opposed the bill
the expropriation of land sounds an unjust to meet any view which the gsvernment
thing. We read in the Bible that Ahab may have in carrying out or carrying into
expropriated Naboth's vineyard. There was effeot the best method of meeting the publie
no Exchequer Court then to settle the matter service in this particular respect. if ny
so they cut off Ahab's head, but we cannot hon. friend, the Minister of Justice, will
do t hat now. I thinik the Exchequer Court submit to this House or will subrit to a
will give justice and more than jus;5ice to special committee of this fouse such caes
the party. There were some reflections as will, to the satisfaction of merbers of
made on my politics. My politics are my that comrittee, or of the fouse, convince
own, and I intend to follow them, and it will them that the present Act is fot sufficient
take a great deal of bulldozing to prevent for the purpose of seeing justice doue le-
me from doing so. tween the subject and the Crown, I fc-el

satisfied that this House will be only too,
Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I had not in- glad to support such a measure aq will be a

tended to make any observations on this reredy to any defect which at present
motion, but after the remarks of the Minister exists. But at the present time no sucb
of Justice and the junior member from evidence has been submitted to this flouse-
Halifax, I feel bound, as one who voted I furtbermore say to the hon. Minister of
against the two bills in question, to resent Justice that if there cores to ry knowledge
the imputation cast upon members who took any such case in which it is shown that the
the same view as I did, namely, that any Crown is prejudiced and that the subject is
reflection was cast upon the Exchequer benefited at the expense and to the disadF
Court by our action. The contrary was the vantage of the Crown, when equitable
case. I do submit in all seriousness, that principles would be violated, when fair play
the proposal made by the government to between the subjeet and the Crown would
amend the Exchequer Court Act was a want be violated, I for one, shail support anY
of confidence in the Exchequer Court. such measure as the government may bring
Additional machinery was sought in order down here to carry into effect that which
to accomplish a purpose which they found may be right between the subject and the
could not be accomplished in the Exchequer Crown, but at the present time I have been
Court. The expressions of opinion which convinced, from what observation I have
were given in this chamber upon the dis- been enabled to make, that the rachinerY
cussion of the two measures which were on the statute-book, is fully Up to the public
before us, were of swhh a character as, I atv requirement.
sure, would convince both sides of the flouse
that every confidence was felt in the Ex- Hon. Mr. POWEi-The evidence which
chequer Court by those of us who opposed the Minister of Justice would have to subwil
the bils. We felt that the machinery on to convinoe the on. gentleman from Calgar
the statute-book, with the assistance of the of the necessity for a change in the law woud
Exchequer Court, is fully adequate to meet have to be of a very peculiar kind. The
the public requirements, and every exigency attitude of the hon. gentleman-and v sc
which could occ'r. We did ask the hon. it without meaning ta offend at aufficind
Minister of Justice te submit ta us, who fest some hon. gentlemen who agree with theio
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18 that of the Scotchman who said he was
OPeni to conviction, but would like to see the
Infan who would convince him.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
YOu Should not judge others by yourself.

lion. Mr. POWER-1 am open to con-
victionand not hard to convinceif there is any
80od reason given. But the hon. gentleman
f"rÀ Calgary rather surprised me when he
8id that he and his friends were only dying
c Put more power into the hands of the Ex-

equer Court judge and to give that judge
Chance of discharging his duty in a satis-

fCtory way. This measure was introduced
partly at the suggestion of the judge of the
14chequer Court, and the substantial effect
i the two measures which this House re-
ected was to increase the discretion of the
1cheqer Court judge and give him a freer

dand. The hon. gentleman and his friends
ise'mbled their love for the Exchequer

Court judge by kicking this bill out.
The Motion was agreed to.

INTEREST ON CONTRACTOR.S'
CLAIMS.

MOTION.

1Onl. Mr. CLEMOW moved:
Teat n humble Address be presented to His Ex-txel,,the. Governor General; praying that bis

* llency cause to be laid before ths House, a
a d'vimg in detail the several amounts paid or

1 or 'Uterest, from 1st July, 1893, to 1st May,
the govecontractor and others having claims against
ior any of its de artîents, and show-ertrhjr s ch daims were decjded by litigation,
Personso or otherwise; the nane of the person or
iteest whom each such paynent or allowance of
ela 1nit a" iade, and the amount of each of their
eirafnd also the period covered by each such pay-

howi &lwance of interest; and also a statement
Paid and t where interest has been refused to bee a te reasons for such refusal and non-payment.

e aid-I think thismotion issufficiently
nient to obtain a reply from the govern-
Paid Vo show why interest has not been
several certain caims. I have before me
refus cases in which interest has been
hasb I want to know why, if interest

Sanothpid Vo one man, itshould not be paid
I hold that every man should

ersame footing, and that if
t al lowed to one it should be allowed

rle that aI is an extraordinary thing to
eeAt fter judgment is recorded in the

inouer Court it does not bear interest
20ter courts When this return comes

down, it will show that discrimination has
been made in the payment of interest on
claims.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
will give one illustration to enable the
minister in all probability to reply, if
he does reply, or give his reasons for
not paying interest, when the next question
is put. I take the liberty, under this
motion for an address, so as to avoid
the practice which we have followed
in the past of discussing questions upon a
mere inquiry. I will give the Minister of
Justice a case which I think is one of very
great hardship. I am not aware that the
hon. gentleman is at all responsible, but it
is a case of this kind : $190 was allowed for
a small piece of a village lot, taken for the
Trent Canal. The governnent took posses-
sion three years ago, but did not pay for the
land until the other day, but they refused to
pay interest totheownerwhowas a minorand
who gave the deed as quickly as he became
of age. The delay in getting the deed did
not hurt the government, as they got posses-
sion of the land and had it in their posses-
sion for three years. The infant is a poor
boy, and the guardian supposed the money
was drawing interest as if in court. But,
no; and the excuse is that the government
was not responsible for the delay.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-What locality was
that ?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Trent Valley Canal in or near Peterborough.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-What name?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
does not give the name. It says :

The other day the government paid $190 for a snall
piece of village lot, &c.

I take it for granted it must have been a
suburb of Peterborough, or Lakefield, which
is a village, or perhaps is one of the smaller
villages or settlements between Lakefield
and Peterborough. The excuse I think the
House will see is not a good one. The gov-
ernment had been in possession of the land
for three years. The granting of a deed
was delayed on account of the owner being
a minor, and the guardian, supposing the
money was drawing interest f rom the govern-
ment as if the case had been in court, never
applied for it. When the deed was given,
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upon the minor becoming of age, the gov-
ernment refused te pay interest, on the
ground that it was net their fault they had
not received the deed before. That is a
case of hardship which I bring under the
notice of the minister, which should be met
by the payment of the interest under the
circumstances, and I think .my hon. friend
will agree with me wI-en I say so. I take
this opportunity of resenting the insinuation,
by implication, that anything I said, either
now or upon a former occasion, had the
slightest reference te the integrity or honour
of the Exchequer Court judge, a gentleman
in whom I have ju.t as much confidence as
either of the gentlemen who sit opposite me,
particularly the Minister of Justice. Th3
grounds I took were what I believed to be
in the interest of the owners of property in
this country. I do not know what the
junior member from Halifax (Mr. Almon)
meant when he referred to his partyism and
said he would not be bulldozed. I did not
know that any one had spoken to him on
that subject. If any persons attempted
to interfere with him in the exercise
of bis right to vote as bis conscience
dictates, they did a wrong. A man
sitting in this House, or any other deliber-
ative body, should act in accordance
with what his conscience dictates is right,
and no one bas a right to chastise or bull-
doze him, or find fault with him for doing it.
Yeu may argue with him, but it is a matter
for himself te decide how he should vote. I
regret very much if any one should do that,
and I quite applaud and share the view he
takes in regard to following any leader.
Every member sitting in this House is as
independent of his colleague as bis colleague
is of him, and it does not follow that because
a particular member happens to be in the
position, or is designated leader of the oppo-
sition or leader of the House, that those who
support the government or those who sup-
port the opposition, as a rule, should follow
them in everything if they do not think
they are right. I take it for granted that
the Minister of Justice does what he thinks
is right, and I am sure that he who is
termed the leader of the opposition pursues
the same course. Our minds do not run in
the same direction, and if the bon. junior
member from Halifax (Mr. Almon) does
not agree with me, that is bis business
and not mine. They have just as good a
right to their opinion as I have to mine, and

to exercise it as freely without being called
te account for it by any one.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I may say to my hon.
friend who bas made this motion, that I
cannot state how far the information for
which he seeks can be had. I daresay by
an examination of the judgments that have
been given in the Exchequer Court, and by
an examination of the awards given by the
arbitrators, that this information can be
collected. I must say that I do not exactly
see of what great practical utility it will be
te my hon. friend after it is obtained, if it
can be obtained. The question of interest
is a question that is regulated by law. There
are certain cases in which the court may
award interest against the Crown. There
are very many cases where this cannot be
done. There may be cases where the Crown
is under no obligation to pay interest, and
where, nevertheless, there may be a hard-
ship in withholding it, and where it may be
the duty of the Minister of the Crown to
see that interest should be paid as a matter
of grace; but all these are legal considera-
tions upon which the bon. gentleman's
solicitor could, perhaps, give him more infor-
mation than it would be possible for him te
obtain from an examination of the judg-
ments or of the awards. Where the.Crown
has a contract, it may be under obligation
te pay interest. Where the Crown is
wrongfully in possession of money for which
some other party may be liable, it may be
under obligation te pay interest where it
assumes te stand in the place of the officer
against whom, otherwise, judgment might
be had. In a vast majority of cases where
money bas come into the hands of the Crown,
the Crown, under the Imperial statute, does
net pay interest. In some cases in Ontario
I think our statute goes further than the
Imperial statute, and in the province Of
Quebec I am inclined te think that it per-
haps goes further in respect to the obligation
of the Crown te pay interest, than even our
law does in Ontario. That is a matter for
legal advice, and while I am net at all
objecting te the information being given, 8o
far as it can be had, which the hon. gentle-
man seeks, I do not think it will be of the
service te him that he now supposes.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEE D-Might I suggest
that it would be in the public interest, and
the present government as a Liberal govera-
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Ment might, give evidence of their liberalism
by providing that the Crown should be liable
for interest 1 It is a well known fact that
the Crown is not liable for interest. That is
a general principle of law. Yet, it seems to
Me the government should be liable. Parlia-
mnenit has enacted very elaborate legislation
I'n regard to individuals being liable for in-
terest to their fellow-individuals in matters
of COntract and otherwise. Now, why should
the government, when, by a verdict of the
Court, they are declared to be in the wrong,
'lot be subject to a similar liability for in-
terest as an individual ? It is really difficult
tOaccount for the reason thereof. A case
cale under my observation in which, in 1883,

oa eUIu in the vicinity of twenty thousand
olars was paid for some timber limite. The

o continued in possession of that fund
*'rd had all the advantages of the money in

tirlpOssession since that time. The late gov-
eSrunenit determined to repay the fund, and
put it in the estimates at the instance of the
Departmnent of Justicebut without interest.
Theyhad had theuse of th at money for years.
1 'ite that to illustrate the hardship that is
doIIe to individuals by reason of very large
"0'ounIts oftentimes being in the possessiono th' Crown without yielding anything, the
CrWu" at the same time having all the ad-

bitages that an individual would enjoy by
1 of having the use of the money. If
le fair as between individuals that interest

ireid be paid, it seems to me strange that
be Crow'On, in similar cases, should not be
uts for interest to individuals.

The notion was agreed to.

ýUTREST ON PAST DUE CLAIMS
OWING BY THE CROWN.

INQUIRY.

Mr. CLEMOW rose to inquire:
the POlicy of the government to refuse pay-n, wŠnterest on past due claims owing by the'Othr2Vhen unable, froîm want of ap ropriation or'%iVQe b"®8 to discharge such indebteness when the

5deed ne actually due and payable for services
0a ?or naterial supplied for or on behalf of the

dahid :-This is a case of extraordinary
e P to parties having claims against
ae ernent. They entered into a con-

suppIy rfaterial and perform work,
at thug When their contract was completedf tat in"'ey would be paid, but instead.

2t they have often been told that from

want of appropriation, or come other cause,
the government could not pay them, and in
consequence they had to make other ar-
rangements, often at great disadvantage. I
cannot understand why the government
should take advantage of this kind against
ordinary creditors. Surely they should be
responsible for interest on debts after they
become due. I cannot understand by what
course of reasoning the governinent refuse
to pay interest to their creditors. They
take very good care to have security from
parties dealing with them. They get certi-
fied cheques from parties tendering for con-
tracts. Such being the case, they inflict
serious injury on individuals when they
defer payment of amounts for which the
Crown is liable. Hon. gentlemen may say
it is a small matter. It may be small for
some parties, but it may be considerable to
others. A man may be in straitened circum-
stances. He may be requiring this money
to discharge his liabilities. Creditors will
not be satisfied with being told that they
cannot lie paid, and private debtors muet
provide for the payment of their debts, and
for interest on the money. I do hope that
the government will take steps to prevent
this injustice in the future. If appropria-
tions are properly prepared I do not see why
such cases of hardship should occur. It is
competent for the officials to make provision
for the service for the year, and if this is
done there should be no such refusals to
pay interest. The public should have the
utmost confidence in the government. The
government should be above any suspicion.
The contractor should be free to say "we have
undertaken the contract, our time for pay-
ment is a certain date and at that date we
will get our money." They can then make
arrangements with their creditors to pay
them punctually. As it is now, when the
time for payment comes they cannot get
their money. The government should make
some arrangement by which such difficulties
cannot occur in the future. There should
be some way of getting over it-by issuing
the Governor General's warrant or providing
a sum for contingencies. Everybody should
know that when he is dealing with the gov-
erament he is dealing with a government
which will meet its obligations promptly
when they become due. People say to me
it is of no consequence if you have to wait
three or four months for your monev, but it
may be a serious matter to a man to wait so
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long. I want to avoid anything of the
kind in the future. The policy of the gov-
ernment should be to meet their engage-
ments when they become due.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I must give my hon.
the sa:ne answer that I did when his other
question was up, that there are certain
matters of indebtedness on the part of the
Crown where interest is payable under the
law. There are others in which it is not,
and there are cases where the moral claim
of the party is such that the government
may make payment as a matter of grace,
with the sanction of Parliament. I am not
aware of any case where the parties have
failed to obtain payment because the govern-
ment were unable to pay. There nay be
cases where judgment has been had and
there was no appropriation out of which to
pay it, where the matter was not foreseen,
and where the parties were obliged to wait
until the appropriation was voted by Parlia-
ment. If there be such, they are very rare,
and certainly not more frequent now than
they have been every since this union was
established. With regard to the payment
of interest by the Crown, whether there
should be an amendment of the law or not,
I will say to my hon. friend that I have
been giving some consideration to that sub-
ject, and as I have not yet discussed the
matter with my colleagues, I am not in a
position to express an opinion.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I merely mention
these cases to the Minister of Justice I ask
him now, if he makes a contract with a party
to deliver a certain amount of goods, pay-
able at a certain time, would not the govern-
ment be in the same position as an indivi-
dual? I think he would say that a govern-
ment ought to be in a position to meet that
indebtedness when it becomes due, and if
they cannot do that, the least they can do is
to make reasonable compensation in the way
of interest. That is a reasonable proposition
on the face of it, particularly when the
government are so determined to have
securities from parties undertaking contracts
before they will let a contract.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is no worse now
than it has ever been.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I do not say that
it is, but if it is wrong it should be remedied.
I am speaking as a business man, and [

claim that the credit of this country should
be above all suspicion. Such changes should
be made in the law as would insure this.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (62) " An Act respecting the Canada
Life Insurance Company "--(Mr. Kirch-
hoffer).

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (70) "An Act respecting the Bron-
sons and Weston Lumber Company, and to,
change its name to the Bronson Company."-
(Mr. Clemow.)

Bill (12) " An Act to confer on the
Commissioner of Patents certain powers for
the relief of George L. Williams."-(Mr.
Clemow.)

Bill (11) "An Act to confer on the Com-
missioner of Patents certain powers for the
relief of Thomas Robertson."-(Mr. Clemow
in the absence of Mr. Cox.)

LA BANQUE DU PEUPLE BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. FORGET moved the second
reading of Bill (6) " An Act respecting the
Banque du Peuple." He said :-I understand
some hon. gentlemen are opposed to the
bill, but I think after the House has learned
how this bank stands, their opposition will
not be so active. The bill is to legalize a
resolution passed on the twenty-fifth of
January last by the shareholders and depo-
sitors. In 1897 Parliament had granted the
directors two years to liquidate the assets Of
the bank. These two years expired on the tirst
of May last. In 1895, when the bank sus-
pended, a committee, composed of two gentle-
men appointed by the depositors and one by
the stockholders, were jointly appointed to
help the directors to liquidate the bank. I'
1895, when the bank suspended payment,
theassets were $9,533,537.25. When these
gentlemen made their report three months
after, on October 7th, 1895, the assets
were reduced to $6,597,348.31 ; but in the
meantime they had paid a dividend in
1895 of 25 per cent to the depositors. Thre
months after again they made another
report, on the 31st of Deceinber, 1895, show-
ing another reduction of the assets. The
assets were then $5,313,294. Two monthS
after that again, on the 25th of February,
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they presented another report in which the
total assets were $5,125,827.55. After this
they declared a dividend of twenty-five per
Cent, making a total dividend of fifty per
cent. One year after that, on the 27th of
February, 1897, the assets had shrunk to
$3,513.093.94. Eight months after, on the
1st of November, 1897, the assets were down
to $3,146,819.04, and in that year the direc-
tora gave their personal security for $195,000
to the depositors. At a meeting of the 25th
'f January, 1899, the assets were shown to
have been reduced to $521,320.94, to meet
liabilities of $1,457,256.50 equal to 16J
per cent on the total amount due to
the depositors. At that time they had
Paid already fifty-five per cent to the depo-

ors. The guarantee of $195,000 represents
SxPer cent of the total liabilities. The

bank has a special charter. The directors
are responsible for all the debts of the bank.
They are not under the Banking Act as the
Other banks are that is, the directors are not
tPOlsible more than any other stock-
hoîdrS.

on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

«oldethe directors responsible to the share-
ers as well ?

The"On. Mr. FORGET-No, thev are not.
Thae hareholders are special partners. They
te 10 double liability. They lose what

they Put in and no more. The directors
8resPonsible only to the depositors.

arnolders in other banks are all joint
tacedrs , but with a double liability at-

to their holdings. That is the differ-

Peial cheen the Banking Act and that
ellcarter-.

th" di. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-But

sponsibrers of the People's Bank are re-

on. Mr FOIGET-They are personally
iefor ail liabilities to depositors.

Aonr Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
depo te shareholders responsible to the
stoh to the extent of the amount of

"tc hy hold in the bank ?

boîd* Mr. FORGET-No. The stock-bank ave no responsibility at all in the
to lse honly responsibility they have is

operous oney if the bank is not

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
They have no claim on the directors. I
have been informed by shareholders that
they have entered action against the direc-
tors for the amount of the stock that they
hold. What I ask is : are the directors re-
sponsible to the shareholders for the stock
they hold i

Hon. Mr. FORGET-I do not believe
they are responsible, but I am not in a posi-
tion to answer, that being a legal question.
This bill relieves them of their civil respon-
sibilities. If they have done anything
criminal, if they have made false statements
to the government or to their stockholders,
they are still responsible. If I correctly
read the papers, the Minister of Justice
said this bill does not interfere with any
recourse the stockholders may have against
the directors criminally. The assets left in
the bank on the 25th of January, 1889, were
$521,320.94, to meet $1,457,256.50, equal
to 16% per cent of the total amount due the
depositors. The guarantee of the directors
represents 6 per cent, but to release that
$521,320.94 an extension of at least two
years is required. If you force a liquidation
to-day I do not believe you could realize
more than 50 per cent of that amount, be-
cause it is well understood the debtors of
that bank have not had money to pay their
indebtedness to other banks. If a man
could not pay his note in four years, I
would not give much for that note. I
want to show to the House that the longer
the bank lasta the poorer the assets will be-
come. The directors say this : We will pay
you 20 per cent more on $1,400,000, and
we will take all the assets, and give us a
full discharge. They have already paid 5
per cent, and will pay 15 per cent more on
condition that they get this bill through
Parliament and have a full discharge. They
have already paid 5 per cent on condition
that the stockholdere and creditors get this
bill through Parhiament.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-If the directors
are responsible to the depositors, why should
they ask for a conveyance of the assets to
them and release all their liabilities I

Hon. Mr. FORGET-I understand it was
offered by the depositors themselves. It
would take two years more to collect them.
We have not the power to do it, and we
must go to the court and get one or two or
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three liquidators, and there will be lawsuits
right and left, and at the end of two years
we will not have anything.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Where do the
shareholders come in ?

Hon. Mr. FORGET-They will corne in
after the depositors get 100 cents on the
dollar.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Thev ask to
hand the assets over to the directors.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-Yes, because they
are going to pay for them.

Hon. Sir MACEENZIE BOWELL-
That 45 per cent is on the ainount now due
and not on the total amount.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-Yes, it will realize
75 per cent and a fraction for the whole
thing. The depositors will loose 25 per
dent. For the directors to take over the
assets, will necessitate an outlay from them
of $275,000, and with ail the risk of realiz-
ing, as I said before, on that half a million
of assets for four years.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-A moment ago the
hon. gentleman stated positively that the
directors were not responsible to the share-
holders. If they are not responsible to the
shareholders, then why ask this Parliament
to legislate their freedom from liability to
the shareholders? You want a bill to let
the shareholders say that they are free from.
action. Not only that, but to say that any
actions and judgments now pending will
have to be abolished. But if there is no
claim by the shareholders against the direc-
tors, you do not require any legislation to
put it right. The hon. gentleman also stat-
ed that at a meeting of the depositors and
shareholders such and such resolutions were
passed. I say that at that meeting that he
calls a meeting of sharelolders and deposi-
tors, the shareholders were not invited to
be present.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-The only informa-
tion I have in the matter consists of the
figures and papers given to me, and it is
mentioned here as a meeting of depositors
and shareholders.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-The shareholders
were not asked to be there at ail.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Depositors and
creditors.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-The House
must remember that this is not an ordinary
charter. Under its provisions the directors
are the sole administration of the bank, and
neither the shareholders nor the depositors
have anything to do with it, and the former
are not responsible further than the amount
they have subscribed. That is their shares
for which they payed $100 each share, but
the directors are responsible not only for
their shares but for the whole of the assets
of the bank.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-I know that.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-If the hon.
gentleman knows al], why does he interrupt
me? The directors are responsible, and in
the present case they have given a certain-
amount of money, I believe it is $200,000.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-$195,000.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-But now they
ask to be relieved, and the creditors and
the depositors, having met, accept that com-
promise; but the shareholders as well as
the depositors have a right not only to force
these men to give up all their estate, but
also to put them in prison if it can be shown
that they have been in the wrong altôgether.

Ion. Mr. FORGET--I may tell the House
that the directors are not responsible to the
stockholders, for this reason: they were
never elected by the stockholders. The
first directors were named by Parliament.

.That is years ago, when they got their char-
ter. Men were named as directors and since
then they either died, or retired for one
reason or another and the directors elected
others to fill the vacancies. So that the
stockholders have nothing to do with the
elections of the directors. They never were
elected by them. They had no right tO
vote. The directors were the proprietors of
the bank and the stockholders were special
partners. But the directors were responsible
to the creditors, and to-day we are dealing*
with the credit ors, and the creditors would
rather take so much money than run the
risk of getting nothing, and they were
unanimous on that point. If the depoe
sitors were paid 100 cents on the dollar.
then the stockholders would come in and
take the balance. My hon. friend said a
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Inilute ago that the shareholders were never
called to that meeting. I am handed a note
here which says that the notices in the pap-
ere called both stockholders and sharehold-
ers.

lion. Mr. BELLEROSE-The sharehold-
ers are called every year.

lion. Mr. McMILLAN-Will the hon.
gentleman kindly read that notice 1

lon. Mr. FORGET-I have not the
notice here. I am handed a paper saying
tht such notices were given.

IlOni. Mr. LOUGHEED-Look at the
bilh Were it says that at a meeting of the
ceditors of the said bank held on the 25th
January certain things were enacted; that

ting, apparently without the share-
ders being represented, passed a resolu-

t/ion that the acceptance of this amount
should release the directors from the claims
Of the shareholders, creditors and others.

on. Mr. FORGET-My hon. friend
ght but I ask him to wait until

te bill is in committee, where we can hear
th parties and have a full discussion.

t on. Mr. MACDONALD (C.B.)-Are
there any law cases pending I

on1 Mr. FORGET-I am told they are
Settled but one.

hOMr. POWER-I should like to ask
thihon. gentleman one question on a pointWich bas not been made clear to the House.

a proportion of the liabilities has been
off ? When the Act of 1897 was passed,

o per cent of the liabilities had been paid
like That is two years ago, and I should
og i kncenow what percentage has been paid

"on. Mr FORGET-In 1895, 25 per
be as paid. In 1897 the assets were

inIrg very hard to collect; they were

Ce ing to get shaky, and they paid 5 per
of in 1898, and paid 5 per cent on the lst

ay last.

1ai Mr RCOTT-How much has beenPaid t/o theprsn
present time 1

th on. Mr. FORGET-Sixty per cent, and
bi propose to pay 15 per cent after this

bill s cpassed.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-They are going
to pay 45 per cent ?

Hon. Mr. FORGET-No.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-The fact of the
matter is, if sifted to the bottom, that this
is what may be called a whitewashing bill. I
made an application to the House early ir
the session for a return that would give us
light upon very many questions with which
this House ought to be cognizant, and which
every senator in the Huse ought to
have, in order to give an intelligent
vote upon the bill now before it.
I did get a return on the 17th
May, but it was partly in French, and, un-
fortunately, there are a great many like my-
self in this House who do not understand
French and who cannot make use of the
return sufficiently to enable us to understand
the question properly. J did not get that
return in English yet. and my intention
was, wben my hon friend rose to move the
second reading of the bill, to oppose it
until I get it, and I cari tell the hon. gentle-
man now, that if it is read the second time
to-day I will endeavour, as far as I cai, not
to let it. go before the committee until we get
the return in English, so that hon. gentlemen
may understand what they are voting upon.
What is the history of this bank in which,
unfortunately, I was a stockholder? I be-
came a stockholder for the reason that I
supposed the directors of it were responsib!e
to the last dollar that they were worth to all
the creditors and shareholders in connection
with that bank.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-Not to the stock-
holders.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Yes, to the
stockholders.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-No.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-No.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-I am telling
what I understood and what many more
than me understood, and what unfortunately
too many widows and orphans in this country
understood. Tbey made a selection of this
bank for two reasons; firstly, because it was
supposed to be one of the sound financial
institutions of the country, and, secondly,
because the double liability did not attach
to this bank whilst the directors were sup-
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posed to be responsible to the shareholders
as well as all other creditors that might
have anything to do with the bank. The
history of the bank is this. It had a capital
which was fully paid up of $1,*00,000, and at
the annual meeting in March, 1893, over 50
per cent was shown to be on hand as a " rest."
In the returns from time to time, of the
bank for years back, that institution was
looked upon as one of the safest, what is
called a gilt edged institution. And why i
From the returns that these gentlemen were
making of the affairs of the bank, it was
never supposed to be in the unfortunate con-
dition in which it stood till of a sudden,
some time in June, 1895, a few months after
the annual meeting referred to, the bank
suspended payment. A meeting of the
creditors and stockholders was called which
I attended. The affairs of the bank,
according to representations then made,
were of such a character that it was sup-
posed it would resume business in a short
time, that it was a mere temporary suspen-
sion, and that the whole thing was on such a
sound footing financially that they could
resume business in a short while. From
time to time meetings were called, but the
shareholders got so careless about them that
they ceased attending. Finally the directors
made an application to Parliament in 1897,
to relieve them from paying the amount
due to the depositors for two years. The
time was up on the first of May. They
told us, as hon. gentlemen will remember,
before the committee, that there would be
no difficulty whatever in realizing from the
assets of the bank a sufficient amount to
pay the depositors, and that there would be
something left. What are the facts i They
come before us to-day, after the two years
are up, having only paid 10 per cent of the
50 per cent remaining, and ask to be relieved
from all responsibility by paying 45 per cent,
which means that the depositors will get in
all 75 per cent.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-No, 75 and a
fraction.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN--Yes, 75 of
the whole amount. But as against that
they ask Parliament to hand over to them
the assets of the bank and all the property
that the bank possesses. If they are telling
us the truth now, they were lying before.
I cannot call it by any other name. They

were telling us what was really false when it
was stated the assets of the bank iwere suf-
ficient two years rgo to pay the 50 per cent.
I tell the hon. gentleman that two years
ago the statement that was made in the
committee room was that they had sufficient
assets to pay 50 per cent, and that if the
Parliament of Canada would give them time,
the 50 per cent would be paid to the deposi-
tors and something left.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-The report to-day
showing that they have half a million of
assets is not made by the bank. It is made
by the depositors and directors combined.
The interest of the depositors is to get all
they can out of it. The report is not made
by the directors solely: it is made by both
combined.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-An hon. friend
beside me asks what about the shareholders 1
I can tell him. There is a schedule attached
to the bill which states that so and so moved
that a special Act be secured for the purpose
of relieving these men on the payment of 45
per cent. Who does that 1 A gentleman
owning seven shares at $50 a share. He
represents the whole institution. Every
shareholder in the bank is to be cut out by
one man who, at the meeting of depositors,
owns seven shares.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-Will you naine
him 1

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-Arthur Boyer.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-He was not repre-
senting the stockholders: he was represent-
ing the depositors. The only representa-
tive of the shareholders was Mr. John
Crawford.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-He is the only
shareholder we have any evidence of who was
present. I am not in possession, as I said
before, of the statements from which I could
give detailed information of the affairs of
this bank from time to time, and conse-
quently cannot touch upon it now. i look
upon this as a most iniquitous bill. It is a
bill of spoliation. It is taking possession Of
people's property in a high handed manner.
I cannot see it in any other light. The
hon. gentleman knows that these men, the
directors of that bank, immediately before
its suspension, must have known the state
of affairs, or if they did not know the state
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of affairs, then they were not worthy of the
Position they held in trust for the benefit
of widows and orphans and others who were
8hareholders in that bank. This House will
niot shield these directors, nor will it give
them the privilege to-day of stepping out
aId relieving themselves of the responsibility
Which they willingly undertook, and in
Which, from time to time, they kept them-selves, and for which they were well paid.

W'ant to know what the last clause of this
1 means:

The rights of the shareholders, creditors and depo-
"'t<r8s of the bank shall be suspended.

Why are the shareholders mentioned there
a all if these directors are not responsible
to the shareholders ? The hon. gentleman's
riends must have had a new light on thisquestion since it came before Parliament.

ey must have discovered they were not
reiolsible to the shareholders, although
elldeitly at the time that they were con-

ting the bringing of this bill before Par-
tim ent they thought they were, either one
thg or the other. I do not wish to takedfaltage Of my hon. friend or I would
n'ove the six months' hoist at this moment.
thwant to give these men time to present
ee ats upon which they are asking this
s ation before the committee, and I am

with that the committee will deal justly
hod hem. I do not believe the share-
arders will ever get a cent out of it We
&Il. oo 0king forward to it in that way at
tu 1 am interested in behalf of the unfor-

ni shareholders on principle. They were
atie ; they did not understand the situ-
o and I think it is the duty of the Senate
legislnada to put its foot down on any such
that -on. Moreover, I want to say this,
herdl' the louse of Commons committee I

dty iquestion asked, " that it was the
%h to thOse who were opposing the bill to
ban the committee that the affairs of the
this bi lOUld not be as well off by allowing
go i .as it would be by having the bank
duty liquidation. I do not think it is the
to eho, tbose who are opposed to the bill
a W that. The promoters of the bill
show the affirmative, and it is for them tothat the c
for the course they are taking is better
lg, reditors, and I will give this warn-
they fore it goes to that committee
if theyad better be in a position to show that

o *ant to get this bill through. WeIltwant to take them unawares; we

want to give them every facility for showing
the grounds upon which they are prosecut-
ing this case, and they will meet fair play
and justice, but I can say this, that if they
do not show by clear figures and evidence
that they are entitled to this legislation they
will find the Senate of Canada is not going
to come to their relief.

Hou. Mr. BELLEROSE-I am very
happy to find the House in earnest and en-
deavouring to ascertain everything concern-
ing this institution, and to do things prop-
erly. It is the right way, and I think when
the Senate passes legislation without thor-
ough investigation, it is wrong. Fourteen
years ago, when the charter of that bank
had expired, I rose in my place here to
oppose the continuation of the charter. And
why i I said then because the bank was
already a ruined bank, and it had been
ruined ail through its existence. I remem-
ber when the bank was in the worst posi-
tion imaginable. When the charter was
asked for, the bank had lowered itself to
such an extent that it was obliged to ask
that its capital be reduced by 75 per cent.
It had to come back to 25 per cent. That
ought to have been enough to show the
House that the charter was wrong. When
the charter expired 1 said : " Why not
change it and give it a charter like other
institutions which were so prosperous under
their charters ?" But no. Hon. gentle-
men, there was too much lobbying end too
much talking to members before the bill
was considered. I was spoken to myself,
but I knew I was in the right. I have no
interest in this matter myself. At the time
I am speaking of my poor wife had a few
thousand dollars in it, so I gave a little
more attention to the matter; but she died,
and I have no interest whatever in the bank
now, but my wife's family loses a great deal
by that institution. Therefore, I was a
little interested in that. Though I had that
interest, I was anxious to do my public
duty. In the year 1897 I called the atten-
tion cf the House to the bad position
of the bank, and asked : "l How can
the House grant a charter when it is
proved that the bank is now reduced to a
capital of 25 per cent ? " However, we must
take things as they are to-day, and for my
own part I do not agree with the hon.
member from Glengarry. I believe the best
thing that can be done for the parties inter-
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ested at the present moment is to accept the
arrangement proposed in this bill, and why ?
Because all those widows and orphans
whose money has been deposited there will
receive as much as they can ever get of it.
If the present situation is allowed to go on,
the capital will be reduced, and the widows
and orphans will lose so much more. As
for the shareholders, they have lost every
cent of their money? They have no ex-
pectation that they will ever recover it.
There is no expectation that the deposi-
tors will receive the full amount of their
claim, 80 I see no good to be accomplished
by prolonging the matter. On the con
trary, I believe it is in the interest of those
who have suffered to deal with this question
now. We should deal with it in a humane
manner, since Parliament had not the
courage to act in time and make things
right.

Hon. Mr. P( 'WER-Quite enough dis-
cussion has taken place now on the affairs
of this bank to put the Banking Committee
on their guard and to ensure that the
measure will be considered fully there, and
I do not really see what object can be
gained by any further consideration of the
details of the management of the bank on
the floor of the House. I just wish to call
the attention of the committee to the
language used in one or two clauses of the
bill. The last clause is a very sweeping on#
indeed, and I think ought to be considered
with great care. It provides :

This Act shall apply to suits pending and judg-
ments rendered.

That is unusual. Then the third clause,
to which the hon. gentleman from Glen-
garry (Mr. McMillan) has referred, under-
takes to deal with the rights of the share-
holders. Now, the shareholders were not
invited to this meeting which took place.
It was a meeting of creditors and deposi-
tors, and it does not seem to me to be alto-
gether the correct thing that, as a result o!
that meeting, the rights (if the shareholders
should be dealt with just as though they
had been present. I do not suppose their
rights amount to much, since their stock is
good for nothing. Then at the close of the
clause, it says that the directors, on whon'
the whole responsibility rests at present,
shall be finally freed and discharged from
every claim or action which the share.

holders, depositors and other creditor s of
the bank might have against them.

There could not be a more complete and
sweeping liberation of the directors fromn
all the responsibility which the law has-
placed upon themu. I have no doubt the
comumittee will deal with the matter fully
and thoroughly. Probably the hon. gentle-
man from DeLanaudiere (Mr. Bellerose) is
right in what he said.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
would make a suggestion. From what has
fallen from the hon. gentleman from olen-
garry, as to his determination to oppose any
action on the part of the Banking Con-
mittee until the information on the table is
translated into English, it might be well to-
instruct the Clerk to have the translator
translate it in time to have it printed, and
laid before the cominittee. That would faci-
litate the matter.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-When the return was
laid on the table, the hon. gentleman fror3

Glengarry called attention to the fact that,
part of it was in French. I then said if any
member of the Printing Committee was pre-
sent, it would be well to have the returfl
translated and printed in English. I prO-
sumed that that would be done.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--If
it is necessary to make a motion I shall do
80.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-Why did not the
hon. gentleman f rom Glengarry see the Clerk
and have it done?

Hon. Mr. McIILLAN-I had a cou-
versation with the Clerk of the House, but·
he did not feel that it was a duty that he
was called on to perforai.

Hon Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- 1

shall move that the Clerk be authorized to
have the document translated into English
and printed.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Only-the other daY
we appointed an additional translator, and
I do not see the necessity of going outsid
for another to do the work.

Hon. Mr. FO RGET-I am not here repre-
senting the directors of the bank, as has
been suggested. I am here i epresentine#
the depositors and the creditors, who
brought this bill before the House. I do
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nlot want to excuse the directors if they are
at fault. However, that will be threshed
Out il cormittee.

UOn. Mr. SCOTT-As the hon. gentleman
ays he represents the depositors, I should

hke to know what proportion of them con-
Ben't to this bill.

lion. Mr. FORGET-I understood that
they were unanimous at the meeting which
too Place on the twenty-fifth of Januarylat.

non. Mr. OGILVIE-The hon. gentle-
a'%r says he represents only the depositors;

theni his bill should only affect the interests
of the depositors; but the bill deals with
the hareholders as weil. That is what I
object to.

. Mr. FORGET--I said I had noth-
"'g to do with the directors.

n011. Mr. OGILVIE-There were no
,hreholders at that meeting, and this bill

hat 00.l7 wipes out the possibilities of action,
jud 19P8 out actions already entered, and

gaents even.

ho10n. Mr. FERGUSON-Might I ask the
p* 0gentleman in charge of this bill what
thedportion of the dividend already paid to

SthePOsitors was realized from the assets
pate bank, and what proportion did they
S ut Of their own resources 1 Have they

eri e 7Paid any moneys from their own
Piaeresources i

pion Mr. FORGET-No. they have not
000 anything from the guarantee of $195,-
guar that 1s held in trust. They have
beea, ,d that personally, but nothing has

a lut of it yet. It has been givenReuarantee to the creditors to make up
'ied cienc after the assets are all real

Are r LOJGHE ED-What creditor
holders 1 Outside of the depositors and stock

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The resolution
passed at the meeting of creditors is in the
schedude of the bill, and reads this way:

It is hereby resolved to grant to the directors of said
bank a full and complete discharge of their liabilities,
towards the bank and themselves on payment of said
sum of 45 cents in the dollar as above stated. on the
balance yet due, and to transfer to said directors all
the assets of said bank of whatever nature they may
be, in order to afford them the means of paying said.
amount.

Therefore, if what remains from the wreck
of the bank is sufficient to pay this forty-five
cents, the directors will escape without con-
tributing one cent.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-The guardntee is
six one-hundredths on the total liabilities,
and they are going to pay fifteen per cent-
they are going to pay $275,000.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Does not this
bill relieve them from all further liabilities ?

Hon. Mr. FORGET-After paying 15
per cent. I am not able to give the hon.
gentleman all the information required.
All information will be furnished in the
committee.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Will the hon.
gentleman give us a statement showing in
detail, as near as possible, how they disposed
of the assets of the bank and what percent-
age of that was paid to the depositors?

Hon. Mr. FORGET-I think my hon.
friend will get all that information from the
directors and representatives of the deposi-
tors themselves.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-And
salaries they paid theinselves 1

Hon. Mr. FORGET-You
that in committee.

The motion was agreed to,
was read the second time.

The Senate adjourned.

what

will get all

and the bill

"·n-AIr FORGET-I do not know of

1
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THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, 31st May, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
-'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

FISHING BOUNTIES IN PRINCE
EDWARD ISLAND.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON inquired:
Whether the following persons, or any of thein,

have received cheques as fishing bounty for the sea-
son of 1898:-

Thomas Nelligan, Nail Pond, Prince County, P.E.I.
Albert Nelligan .l i
Martin P. Doyle n , ,
John Nelligan , ,
Lorain Gallant, Tignish
George Martin , i ,
Maxime Martin ,, ,, ,,
James P. Phee, Nail Pond ,
Martin A. Doyle ,, , ,
Peter Doyle, iun.n
Patrick H. Morrissey, Sea Cow Pond, Prince

County, P.E.I.
Peter Morrissey, Se-. Cow Pond, Prince County,

P.E.I.
Clarence Morrissey, Sea Cow Pond, Prince County,

P.E.I.
James Nelligan, Waterford, Prince County, P. E. I.
Willian Kinch ,, , ,
Michael O'Rouke, Kildare, ,i
James O'Rourke ,, ,, ,,
Patrick Aylward, Skinner's Pond ,
Joseph P. Aylward n ,
Michael P. Aylward ,, ,, ,,
John P. Aylward n f $
Edmund Gallant ,, ,, ,,
Polycarp Gallant, Palmer Road , ,
Casimer Bernard, Ledville fi
If so, inquires for the name of the fishery officer

or justice of the peace who administered the oath for
claims in each of the above cases. Also, the amount
of the payment to eacfh man.

Also inquires if Dr. Wickham, of Tignish, is in the
service of the Department of Marine and Fisheries, or
bas been entrusted by that department with any
-duty in connection with the distribution of fisherv
bounties?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The answer to the
hon. gentleman's first inquiry is as follows:

Yes.
Thomas Nelligan, Nail Pond, P.E.I.,

$3.50, John Davidsoi, F.O.
Albert Nelligan, Nail Pond, P.E.I., $3.50,

John Davidson, F.O.
Martin P. Doyle, Nail Pond, P.E.I., did

not get fishing bounty.
John Nelligan, Nail Pond, P.E.I., $4.50,

John Davidson, F.O.
Lorain Gallant, Tignish, P.E.I., $4.50,

A. J. Gaudet, J.P.

George Martin, Tignish, P.E.I., did not
get fishing bounty.

Maxime Martin, Tignish, P.E.I., did not
get fishing bounty.

James P. Phee, Nail Pond, P.E.I., did
not get fishing bounty.

Martin A. Doyle, Nail Pond, P.E.I.,
$4.50, John Davidson, F.O.

Peter Doyle, jun., Nail Pond, P.E.I.,
$3.50, John Davidson, F.O.

Patrick H. Morrissey, Sea Cow Pond,
P.E.I , $4.50, John Davidson, F.O.

Peter Morrissey, Sea Cow Pond, P.E.L.,
$3.50, John Davidson, F.O.

Clarence Morrissey, Sea Cow Pond,P.E.I.,
$3.50, John Davidson, F.O.

James Nelligan, Waterford, P.E.I., did
not get fishing bounty.

Willian Kinch, Waterford, P.E.I., $4.'(0,
Napoleon Gallant, J.P.

Mi-hael O'Rourike, Kildare, P.E.I., did
not get fishing bounty.

James O'Rourke, Kildare, P.E.I., did not
get fishing bounty.

Patrick Aylward, Skinner's Pond, P.E.L,
$1, Napoleon Gallant, J.P.

Joseph P. Aylward, Skinner's Pond,P.E.L,
$3.50, Napoleon Gallant, J.P.

Michael P. Aylward, Skinner's Pond,
P.E.I., $3.50, Napoleon Gallant, J.P.

John P. Aylward, Skinner's Pond, P.E.L.,
$3.50, Napoleon Gallant, J.P.

Edmund Gallant, Skinner's Pond, P.E.I.,
$1, Napoleon Gallant, J.P.

Polycarp Gallant, Palmer Road, P.E.L,
$3.50, Napoleon Gallant, J.P.

Casimer Bernard, Ledville, P.E.I., $3.50,
Frank Gallant, J.P.

The second is, of course, answered by the
above. To the third inquiry, as to whether
Dr. Wickham of Tignish is in the service of
the Department of Marine and Fisheries the
answer is, no.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (41) "An Act in further amendivelt
of. the Trade Mark and Design Act."-(Mr.
Mills.)

Bill (18) "An Act respecting the Ottawa
Electric Railway Company."-(Mr. ClemoW-)

Bill (33) "An Act respecting the NiPis
sing and James Bay Railway Company."-
(Mr. Casgrain.)

Bill (73) " An Act respecting the Jaes
Bay Railway Company."-(Mr. Casgrain.)
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Bill (C) " An Act to further amend
Winding up Act."-(Mr. Kirchhoffer.)

LOAN COMPANIES BILL.

FIRST READING.

11011n Mr. MILLS introduced Bill
An Act respecting Loan Companiei."

the

(P)

He said :-This measure is much the same
as the bill introduced by me here last session,
and which was approved of by the Senate.
lt order to give certain parties who desired
further time to consider the bill an oppor-
tunity Of giving it that consideration which
tbey desired the measure was allowed to
stand Over until this session. There were
rnany suggestions made by loan companies,
ad by others that I have had an oppor-

tuity of considering since last session.
There have also been objections made by
somae of the provincial governments, on the
gl'OU1d that they thought we were encroach-

O On their jurisdiction in thus incorporat-
tg oan companies. I have considered

ese representations and have made some
rdification of the bill in consequence of

ose representations. In my opinion there
1o doubt that the incorporation of

th0  comnpanies legitimately comes under
e jurisdiction of the Parliament of Can-

bark' I-oan companies are closely allied to
ikrng institutions on the one side, and to

trde and commerce on the other. The in-
le 0ration of companies with the view of
en6 ,.g fl.oney or investing capital in various
a la Prises, and taking security, is as much

o tter of trade and commerce as the sale
Whe 1 nary merchandise. It is true that
to a company lending money undertakes
latur security upon lands, the local legis-
such eay exercise jurisdiction in respect to
land securities, and to state how far the

an'nay be held by foreign corporations if
adah are seeking to do business in Can-

arl ut a loan company incorporated by the
Sider anent Of Canada can scarcely be con-

th such an institution. The object of
pti is, in the first place, to enable cor-
letteos tO be called into existence by
pwers patent, with the franchises and the
pner Which ordinarily pertain to loan com-
tUe e, and 80 we provide by the bill that
tertaiovernor in Council may, in respect to
terms Itatters, make regulations as to thep and conditions upon which letters
>tent raay be isued. We also set out in

the bill the minimum number of persons re-
quired to make application, and the names
to be given in order that such applications
may ba entertained. In the bill we also
provide for the union in the letters patent
of two or more companies having similar ob-
jects, and stating the conditions upon which
letters patent may issue where this object is
the main design of the parties in obtaining
the letters patent. We also set out the
manner of constituting a provisional board,
and the conditions under which their func-
tions as a provisional board come to an end.
We also impose restrictions on the com-
pany; before it receives a certificate from
the Minister of Finance and the Re-
ceiver General undertaking to trans-
act business, we require that a cer-
tain amount of capital shall be subscribed,
and a certain portion paid in before such
certificate can be issued. We also provide
in the bill that after the incorporation has
taken place, two or more loan companies
that come under the provisions of the bill
may become amalgamated, and let the new
organization take over the assets and the
liabilities of the old corporation. We also
provide in what manner the company may
invest money, giving in this respect large
powers, but we do not authorize them to
invest in undertakings or enterprises that
ought to have their organization outside of
the Dominion or outside of any of the pro-
vinces. We impose, with regard to corpora-
tions within the Dominion, this restriction,
that no loan companies incorporated under
this Act can invest or lend money upon the
security of stock of any other loan company.
That restriction we think is necessary, be-
cause there is sometimes a temptation aris-
ing, it may be from personal conflict or from
rivalry in institutions engaging in the loan-
ing of money, to embarrass each other by
undertaking to acquire, by investment in
stocks, an undue influence over each other.
And so we think that the advantages to be
derived from this restriction, to those who
are investing money in those enterprises,
more than compensates, on the whole, for any
mischief that may arise from closing this
source of investment. We provide in the
bill for the issue of debenture stock, and we
also provide that where such stock is issued
it shall be treated as ordinary debentures
that are issued by the company. It shall
be a liability upon the company, and when
the manner of investment is considered and
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the amount of money which they may re- Hon. Mr. MILLS-The law as 1 propose
ceive in proportion to the paid up capital it does not touch the question.
which they have, that there shall be a limita-
tion in that r.,gard upon the amount so Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
received by the company, and that the de- drew from my hon. f riend's remarks that he
,benture stock that is issued shall be con- has considered that point referrin' to the
sidered a part of the ordinary liability in union of companies, which would do away
that regard. We also provide for an increase with the necessity of going to Parliament in
or decrease of the capital, stating in what way case they thought proper to unite. 1 under-
the company may decrease its capital stock stood it was one of the contentions of the
and under what circumstances an increase provinces that that was a power which was
may take place. These are the general pro- not vested in the Dominion Parliament. 1
visions of the bill. Those provisions cover suppose my hon. friend has considered that
the ordinary ground that is covered by the point well.
charter of a loan company, and I think if
the bill becomes law it will be less necessary Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, 1 have no doubt
to apply for individual Acts of incorporation that the bill, as presented, is within our
to the legislature than has been the practice jurisdiction.
heretofore; that letters patent may be ob-
tained, that the organization may be called The motion was agreed to, and the bibi
into existence and that the security had will was read the first time.
be quite as great as it would be if each
individual company were to come here on CRIMINAL CODE, 1892, AMEND-
every occasion for a charter or an Act of MENT BILL.
incorporation.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Might I ask the hon. gentleman whether
the bill he proposes to place upon the statute-
book will apply to companies now in exis-
tence, or only to those that are going to be
organized and established under the pro-
posed law?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It will apply to com-
panies organized and established under the
law that I propose, and also to any existing
companies which choose to come under its
provisions.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-To
what extent will it interfere with any of the
powers that loan companies now have under
their special charters, or under letters patent
which they may have obtained, and is there
any provision also for the permission of loan
companies to take deposits and, if so, if the
security to the depositors will take priority
to the other indebtedness which the com-
pany may incur I My hon. friend is aware
that many loan companies take deposits. Of
course they loan that money, but, I desire
to know whether, in case of failure, or the
company becoming insolvent, the deposi-
tors have a prior right to be paid over other
creditors.

ORDER OF THE DAY POSTPONED.

The order -of the day being called :

Second reading (Bill 2) an Act to anend the Criminal
Code, 1892, so as to make more effectual provision for
the punishment of seduction and abduction.-(Hon·1
Mr. Vidal.)

Hon. Mr. MILLS said :-I expected tO
have brought down a bill amending the
criminal law. It is in the printer's hands
and I hope I will be able to present it to the
House to-morrow. This provision forms a
clause in the bill, except with regard to the
age of consent, and that may be considered
by my hon. friend when the bill comes Up.
He proposes that the age of 18 be substituted
for 16, and if that were adopted it would re
quire some other changes with regard to the
subject of abduction. The same principle
would apply in the one case as in the other.
The bill would raise the age of consent iW
seduction from 16 to 18. Then we would
require to raise it in abduction from 16 tO
18, because of the want of maturity of judg-
ment on the part of the girl to protect her-
self. I would ask my hon. f riend not tO
press this bill, but to consider it in connec-
tion with the other bill when it comes Up
to-morrow.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-It was at the requet
of my hon. friend that I postponed the
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econd reading until to-day, in order that THE SENATE.
the other bill might be produced. Of course
the promise now given of its speedy intro- Ottawa, Thursday, lst Jüne, 1899.

c tionfshouldsatisfyme. WhileIhave very
ttle personal interest in the matter, stillI SPEAKER took the Chair at Three

do nlot wish to allow it to be interfered with. O'Cîock.
Ithe principle is admitted in the larger bill

be e introducexd, then this. of course, would Prayers and routine proceedings.
of no particular value. However, I think

t 1s Wise and proper that I should accept DELAYEI RETURNS..
e suggestion which the hon. gentleman has

n1ade, because it is a reasonable one. I INQUIRY.
therefore move that the order of the day be Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Before the
croged and placed on the order paper orders of the day are called, I wish to askMOnday next. the hon. leader of the House for the return

The motion was agreed to. regarding the carrying of the mail from
TCOMMRa Sackville, N.B., to wrape Tormentine.

GRAPH COMPANYS BILL. Hon. Mr. MJLLS-I may say Wo my hon.
THE SPEA R oriend that 1 have not received it yet, but I

wil drop a note again to y colleague.

ÏOn. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.) moved
tse second reading of Bill (M) " An Act
%Peeting the Northern Commercial Tele-
raph Company, Limited." He said :-This
a hort bill amending the charter given by

lament last year to the Northern Com-
the ie Telegraph Company. It provides
be the directors of the company need not

Il*On8 resident in Canada. They are
takeP erih subjects. Then the company
ir thé poer to extend its telegraph lines up
takee Yukon and British Columbias and
£300 0Powerlso to increase its stock to

The motion was agreed to.

SECOND READINGS.

n l1 (60) " An Act to authorize the amalga-
patOn of the Erie and Huron Railway Com-
eéand the Lake Erie and Detroit River

mY Co pany."-(Mr. Casgrain.)

%dia1  51) " An Act to incorporate the Can-
(1Cr. oan 'Transportation Company."-

Trrus o) .An Act respecting the Eastern
pany."ý-(Mr. Power.)

TRIRD READING.

In (E> "An Act for the relief of Annie
bowding."-(Mr. Clemow,)

The F3.nate adjourned.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-When may we
expect it ? It was moved for a long time
ago.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend is ask-
ing a question that I am not able to answer.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
would not be difficult for the hon. minister
to find out.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I will make a memor-
andum of it. When was the return moved
for?

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-In the early
part of the session.

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (34) " An Act respecting the Pontiac
Pacific Junction Railway Company."-(Mr.
Clemaw.)

Bill (23) "An Act respecting the Alberta
Irrigation Company, and to change its name
to the Canadian North-west Irrigation Com
pany."-(Mr. Lougheed.)

Bill (47) " An Act respecting the Brandon
and South-western Railway Company."-
(Mr. Kirchhoffer.)

Bill (17) " An Act respecting the Ottawa
and Gatineau Railway Company."-(Mr.
Clemow.)
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Bill (26) " An Act respecting the Colum-
bia and Western Railway Company."-(Mr.
Lougheed.)

Bill (8) " An Act respecting the Atlantic
and North-west Railway Company."-(Mr.
Lougheed.)

Bill (58) " An Act respecting the Central
Counties Railway Company."-(Mr. Cle-
mow.)

Bill (59) " An Act to incorporate the Rus-
sel, Dundas and Grenville Counties Railway
Company."-(Mr. Clemow.)

Bill (98) "An Act respecting the Cobourg,
Northumberland and Pacific Railway Com-
pany."-(Mr. Kerr.)

Bill (66) " An Act respecting the Lindsay,
Bobcaygeun and Pontypool Railway Com-
pany."-(Mr. Dobson.)

Bill (29) " An Act to incorporate La Com-
pagnie du Chemin de fer de Colonisation du
Nord."-(Mr. Landry.)

Bill (95) " An Act respecting the Lindsay,
Haliburton and Mattawa Railway Com-
pany."-(Mr. Dobson.)

Bill (83) " An Act respecting the Northern
Pacifie and Mattawa Railway Company."-
(Mr. Vidal, in the absence of Mr. Power.)

SECOND READING.

Bill (L) " An Act respecting the Sun Life
Assurance Company of Canada."-(Mr.
Ogilvie.)

CANADA LIFE ASSURANCE COM-
PANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. KIRCIHIOFFER inoved the
second reading of Bill (62) " An Act respect-
ing the Canada Life Assurance Company."

Hon. Mr. POWER-Is this the bill for
and against which so many petitions have
been presented.

Hon. Mr. CASGR AIN-Yes.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I think some ex-
planation should be given.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-The bill is
on the hon. gentleman's desk and explains
itself.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-We should have
an explanation ; the bill has not been dis-
tributed yet.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

TRADE MARK AND DESIGN ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the second read-
ing of Bill (41) " An Act in further amend-
ment of the Trade Mark and Design Act."
He said :--This is a bill asked for by certain
labour men, who are most anxious, as the bill
was defeated in the Senate last year, to be
heard before any vote of this House disposing
of the matter is taken. It seemed to me that
the most convenient way would be to allow
the bill to be read the second time, without
committing anybody to the principle of the
bill, and to give the representatives of this
body an opportunity of being heard before,
the committee to which the bill would be
referred.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-It is a public bill
and would go to a Committee of the Whole
House.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-In this event I would
ask that the order of the day be discharged,
and that the bill be put down for second
reading on Tuesday next, so as to give the
parties an opportunity of being heard.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Does iny hon. friend propose to have the
representatives of the Trades Unions heard
before the bar of the House I That is what
his motion would imply. If not, by whomn
would these representatives be heard, and
where 1

Hon. Mr. IILLS.-They could be heard
at the bar of the House, but that is not
desirable; or the bill could be referred to
a special committee and they could be heard
before that conmittee.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I must confess I had overlooked the bill and
its provisions. altogether. Is it the sane
bill that was introduced last year and re-
jected by the Senate, or are there changes
in it?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There are sone
changes in it.
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lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
has been passed by the lower House, and I
see it is introduced by Mr. Sproule. Does
the governnent assume the responsibility of,
the bill in this House ?

. ion. Mr. MILLS-No, I am simply act-
Ing as a private member of this House,
because there was no one here in charge of
the bill. I did not want the bill to be dis-
Posed of without due consideration. Of
courBe, I supported the principle of the bill
t styear, and take the same view still, but
tl majorit of the House entertained a
iffernt view and, therefore, I thought, asese people desired to be heard before this

thouse before the bill was finally disposed of,
tat if the second reading was taken and
he bill referred to a committee, the parties

could be notified and they would have an
oPPortunity of stating their views to that
Comrmrittee.

on. Mr. OGILVIE-Why should it notgo te the Committee on Banking and Com-

l-n. Mr. MILLS-That would be a verysaticfaetory committee.

Y .l Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
eit Could be heard before that commit-

Mr. MILLS-I suggest that it be
to the Banking and Commerce

Therieotio, was agreed to, and the bill wasreal the second time.

REVENUE ACT AMEND.
MENT BILL.

FIRST READING.

of esage was received from the House
a e fnao5s with Bill (124) " An Act toerlithe Inland Revenue Act."

The bill was read the first time.

r' .r. SCOTT moved that the bill be
0 second time on Monday next.

Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
of that not be well to explain the purport

o easure, as it is an important one?

1 sihal· r. SCOTT-It is a short bill, and
sidered it glad to read it. I have not con-

21 'nyself, and I do not think I could

enlighten the House very much upon it. It
is simply amending the Inland Revenue Act
in soine particulars, substituting the word
" two " for " one " in one particular para-
graph. I do not know what that alteration
refers to, and I am quite unable to explain
it. I will give the House a clear explana-
tion of it on the second reading, and I hope
the House will accept it.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, 2nd June, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENT
BILL.

FIRST READING.

Hon. Mr. MILLS introduced Bill (Q)
"An Act further to amend the Criminal
Code."

The bill was read the first time.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved that the bill be
read the second time on Friday next. He
said :-This bill is somewhat long. I need
not undertake to give an explanation of it.
It will be in galley form and will be printed
for distribution, and upon the second read-
ing I shall be prepared to explain its pro-
visions. In fact, there are very few general
principles involved in the bill. It is neces-
sarily a bill of detail, amending the existing
law, and nearly everything connected with
it can be better discussed in committee than
at any other stage.

The motion was agreed to.

THIRD READING.

Bill (108) "An Act respecting the Roman
Catholic Episcopal Corporation of Pontiac,
and to change its name to the Roman
Catholic Episcopal Corporation of Pembroke."
-(Mr. Clemow.)
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COMPANIES ACT AMENDMENT

BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the second read-
ing of Bill (N) " An Act to amend the
Companies Act." He said :-I have no fur-
ther explanations'to give than those I gave
on the first reading of the bill. There is
one principle involved in the bill. It makes
provision for the issue of preference stock,
and gives to the holders of that stock special
representation upon the board. I think that
it has generally met with the approval of
companies, and that the principle will com-
mend itself to the consideration of the
House.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Will my hon. friend inform the Senate if
any special case has arisen which calls for
this amendment to the Act i Let me also
ask my hon. friend whether, in using the
expression " Revised Statutes," he means
the Consolidated Statutes of 1886 ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS--Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BO WELL-
When we reach another bill I will call his
attention to the fact that where his expres-
sion " Revised Statutes " is used in examin-
ing the statutes I could not find the Acts to
which they refer, but I found them after-
wards in the statutes of 1891 and 1892.
However, that does not apply now.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is only one
principle introduced in it. Those who had
to do with the working out of the Com-
panies Act have found a considerable amount
of inconvenience has arisen where companies
want to create a limited amount of prefer-
ence stock. We know Acts of Parliament
passed under which preference stock can be
issued, and in England, under the Com-
panies Act, they do issue preference stock.
This lill provides that the people interested
may, if they so desire, at a meeting at which
all are unanimous, either by being person-
ally present and voting for it, or by proxy,
create preference stock; or three-fourths in
value of the shareholders may at any time
create a preference stock, but in that case
they must get the consent of the Governor
General in Council to the issue of the pre-
ference stock. It is found very often that
persons, enter into a company developing
some enterprise or other, and they exhaust

perhaps $50,000 and find they want more
stock, and they have faith enough in it to
offer to let others come in and give them
certain advantages and it is found to facili-
tate business to a very marked degree. It
saves the necessity of coming to Parliament
to obtain that power. There can be no
hesitation in giving the right to the persons
who are directly interested, the shareholders.
where they must all agree before preference
stock can be issued ; and where less than all
are desirous of issuing preference stock,
then it requires three-fourths, and in that
case the consent of the Governor in Council
must be obtained before it can be done.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
do not see any objections to the bill.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

OTTAWA ELECTRIC RAILWAY
COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved the second
reading of Bill (18) "An Act respecting the
Ottawa Electrie Railway Company." le
said :-This bill is to empower the company
to extend its line from Hintonburg, or some
point on its present line in Nepean, in the
county of Carleton, to some point near
Bell's Corners. There is no objection to
that clause. The other is to remove the
disability now existing as to running cars
on Sunday. As hon. gentlemen are aware,
a plebiscite wa taken in Ottawa on the
Sunday car question, resulting in a majority
in favour of Sunday cars. The companl
desire this legislation in order that they may
comply with the wishes of the people. I
believe it is the feeling in the city that the
cars should be allowed to run on Sund&Y,
and the railway company are willing to
comply with the wishes of the people, but
before it can be done, this bill must be passed.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

SECOND READINGS.

Bill (33) " An Act respecting the Nipi"
sing and James Bay Railway Company."'
(Mr. Casgrain.)

Bill (73) " An Act respecting the JauIe
Bay Railway Company."-(Mr. Casgrain.)
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BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (10) " An Act respecting the Nisbet
AcademyofPrinceAlbert. "-(.Mr. Lougheed.)

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, 5th June, 1899.

T>IP SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
O'lock

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (21) "An Act respecting the Can-
%n Railway Accident Insurance Com-

Pany.>>-(Mr. Clemow.)
'Bil (14) "An Act respecting the Quebec

Iflship Company."-(Mr. Landry.)
B (54) " An Act respecting the Eastern
1 t Company."-(Mr. Power.)

B11 (F) "An Act for the relief of
&brahami Aronsberg."-(Mr. Clemow.)

CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENT
BILL.

sECoND READING POSTPONED.

The order of the day being called:

crii eading (Bill 2) "An Act to amend the
vision foe, 1892, ho as to make more effectual

uotio f'Or the punishnent of Seduction and Ab-
OU"([Vidai.>

11. Mr. MILLS said :-I would ask
tandOT friend to let this order of the day
b1 i a week from to-day, as the other

if which I have charge is not yet

of . Mr. VIDAL-I feel the importance
,whieh request made, on account of the bill,
tr'i1ir - n "e considerable change in the
tributolaW, being almost ready for dis-
aVe , and. in my judgment it would be

bill enient way of dealing with the
iade . twhich I have charge if I could per-

kou t he Minister of Justice or the
0eo accept the amendment when in
bil£ul % making the one change in the
»d powetilr I desire to preserve the right

21Per Of going on with the bill in case

of anything occurring not exactly as I would
like in committee, I move that the bill be
not now read the second time, but that it
be read the second time on Wednesday,
14th June. That will give the House an
opportunity of considering the other measure
before this bill is taken up.

The motion was agreed to.

DELAYED RETURNS.
INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Before the
House adjourns, I wish to call the attention
of the members of the government once
more to the delay in bringing down returns
that have been asked for. I find that the
return asked for last session has not been
brought down, and that another return,
which I have repeatedly called attention to,
is not forthcoming.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I would ask my hon.
friend to mention the particular returns.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Send over a memo. of
them.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-There are three
returns now overdue. One of them is for
information relative to the opening of a
bonded warehouse in King's County, P.E.I.,
in the premises of John G. Scrimigeour. I
asked for it a month or two ago, and it has
not yet been brought down. Another refera
to the Cape Tormentine mails. My hon.
friend, I am sure, has not forgotten this
return to which I have called attention two
or three times since I thought it should have
been here. The other motion was for a
return showing what money had been ex-
pended on straightening a curve in the
Prince Edward Island Railway near North
Wiltshire, and other information relative to
straightening curves on the Prince Edward
Island Railway. These three returns are
now long overdue, and I hope the hon.
minister will be kind enough to see that
they are brought down at an early date.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
would call the attention of the hon. gentle-
man to the return I asked for at the open-
ing of the session, three months ago-cor-
respondence relative to the dismissal of Mr.
Ketcheson, a mail clerk in the county of
Hastings-the affidavits in the case. I also
moved for a return for further informa-
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tion in reference to dismissals, royal com-
missions, &c. That was also moved for at a
very early period of the session, being a con-
tinuation of the information contained in a
document laid before the House last session.
Perhaps we will get them at the opening of
next session.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It will be meritorious.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
will be a very meritorious act, I admit, on
the part of the present government, because
they seldom bring down returns in less than
six, eight or twelve months.

clause 20 which reads " the new company
may have an agency or agencies in ary city
or cities in England, Scotland or Ireland,
and any by-law passed for such purpose,"
&c. After the word "purpose" the com-
mittee have added "establishing such
agency." That is simply to make the mat-
ter clearer. Then it prescribes what the
vote shall be-" the shareholders present or
represented by proxy." The committee have
amended that clause by adding "and hold-
ing not less than two-thirds of the issued
capital stock of the company represented at
such meeting." The last amendment is
merely a verbal one.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There are some four Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER moved con-
years standing. currence in the amendments.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The old story, following a bad example.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I have endeavoured
to get information from the different de-
partments. I expected the return to which
the hon. gentleman referred, relating to the
mail service, to-day, but have not received
it.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENArE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, 6th June, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
O'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

IMPERIAL LOAN AND INVESTMENT
COMPANY'S BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN, from the Conimittee
on Banking and Commerce, reported Bill
(H) "An Act incorporating the Imperial
Loan and Investment Company of Canada."
with amendments. He said :-The first
amendment is simply giving the com-
pany power to ]end money on leasehold as
well as on freehold property. The next
amendment is to insert " provided also the
company shall not invest or lend money on
the security of the stock of any other loan
company." Then the next amendment is in

The motion was agreed to.

DELAYED RETURNS.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-.Before the-
orders of the day are called, I should like
to ask the minister when the correspondence
and other documents for which I moved on
the 18th May last will be laid on the table.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-What was the subject i

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-Re Capt. Nor-
wood.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The department was
duly notified, but I will make further inquiry.

THIRD READING.

Bill (78) " An Act respecting the Hamil-
ton Powder Company."-(Mr. Dandurand.)

SECOND READINGS.

Bill (K) " An Act for the relief of Isaac
Stephen J. Gerow Van Wart."-(Mr.
Clemow.)

Bill (10) " An Act respecting the Nisbet-
Acadamy of Prince Albert."-(Mr. Loug-
heed.)

THE COMPANIES ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.
IN cOMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into a Coin-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (N) " An Act to-
amend the Companies Act."
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(In the Committee.)

On the third clause.
Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I think it would

be itterly impossible to comply with the
fIrst part of that clause. It is an impossi-
bihity to get every stockholder in the com-
Panîy to be present to ratify any arrangement
or any by-law. Some live at a distance and
't 'Would be impossible to trace them, and
others night be unwilling or unable to
attend ; therefore, it would be an utter im-
Posibility to get the total number of share-
holders to assent to any proposition of this

1l. I have had some personal knowledge
Of how such legislation would work. I was
connected with a company some years ago
that had a similar provision, and it served
adMirably in settling the affairs of the com-
Pany- We find when companies act under
that clause, and it is necessary to raise
ilaoley, some shareholders expect the majority
tO the business for them while they reap

.e benefit. This measure is in the right
dîrection, and I leave it to the Minister of

Ustice to consider whether a majority of
75 per cent should not be sufficient. I
'ldeckrstand the subject, and think it verydesirable that this change should be made.

nother change might he necessary; if it
thould occur that the parties agreeing to

-18 prefererce stock should at any time con-aider it necessary to be reinstated in their

al Position, some provision should be
na1de in the bill to enable them to be so re-
inlstated without having to apply to Parlia-
lent for legislation. I offer the suggestion
tu the Minister of Justice. If the hon.
"entleman will look at the legislation of
1867, 1868 and 1871, he will find the pro-

to which I refer and which served
ceh a useful purpose in the case of the

eoiXpany to which I refer.

sIon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend wilL
8Oe that the sanction of all the shareholders
a 'ot absolutely necessary. It may be
Sat'Oed by the unanimous vote of all the11ehoed heuaimu ot fai h

areholder present, or by the unanimous
rhidation of the parties who are share-

Ors, in writing.

th Mr. CLEMOW-You can easily see
andt a very few members migbt ho present,
It , ave Power to bind the great majority.

*Ould be better to require the approval
holde"ajority of three-fourths of the share-

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The bill has been
very carefully considered by a large number
of the companies, and they entirely approve
of this provision, and as it has been approved
by those who have had large practical
experience, I do not apprehend there is any
difficulty with regard to the matter. The
provisio is intended to be an additional
securitv thatif three-fourths of those present,
or three-fourths of the shareholders by
written consent have approved of the
measure, then it shall receive the sanction
of the Governor in Council. If the vote of
the meeting be not unanimous, or the
approval is not unanimous but represents
the views of three-fourths of the share-
holders, the matter may be referred to the
Governor in Council.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-If there should be
only twenty shareholders present at a meet-
ing called, and they should be unanimous,
they could carry this clause. Is it not usual
to provide that there must be either a certain
number of shareholders, or shareholders
holding a certain amount of stock, presenti

Hon. McMILLAN-This provides for
three-fourths in value of the shareholders of
the company. It does not matter how many
are present so long as three-fourths in value
of the shareholders are represented in the
meeting.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
As the hon. gentleman from York says,
there may be only twenty shareholders out
of three hundred present, and their unani-
mous consent would carry. The word
" unanimous " is something unusual in bille
of this kind. In the issuing of preferential
stock of railway and other companies, it is
usual to have two-thirds or three-fourths of
the shareholders present,or representing two-
thirds or three-fourths of the stock, or a
majority of the stock, I know that is the
usual practice.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW - At that first
meeting, supposing there were two or three
dissentients 1

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-One
would be enough.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-It would not bé
unanimous, and their action would be in-
operative.
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-Then it could be giving notice to the shareholders, so that
referred to the Governor in Council. due publicity should be given.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-It would be better
to make the first meeting sufficient to carry
it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--
One advantage has been suggested to me:
if the shareholders present are unanimous,
then it avoids the necessity, if I understand
the bill, of their going to the Secretary of
State. If they are not unanimous, but secure
the assent of three-fourths in value of the
shareholders, then they can go to the Secre-
tary of State.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Does my hon.
friend refer to three-fourths in value of the
shareholders present at the meeting?

Hon. Mr. MILLS.-No, three-fourths in
value of the shareholders of the company.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-With all due
deference to the opinion expressed by the
Minister of Justice, I think the language of
this clause is susceptable to the contention
that in the event of there not being a unani-
mous s3anction by the vote of the share-
holders to the proposed issuance of prefer-
ence stock, then growing out of that meeting,
three-fourths in value of the shareholders
may sanction this particular act, subject. of
course, to the approval of the Governor in
Council. It seems to me to proceed from
the one action-if the shareholders do not
unanimously agree, then three-fourths of the
shareholders may do something else.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend cannot
put that construction on the clause, because
there is another mode of proceeding.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It makes pro-
vision for the calling of the general meeting,
then, growing out of that meeting, in the
event of the shareholders not being unani-
mous, I submit it may be argued that the
three-fourths in value of the same share-
holders may, under this bill, proceed to do
something. There should be some machinery
introduced into the bill by which share-
holders should receive special notice of the
meeting being called for this purpose. I
understand from this clause that the meeting
is to be duly called to consider this particular
matter, but it seeme to me there should be
some provision or some particular mode of

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
see that the clause is not open to the objec-
tion which he makes. In the first place, no
such by-law shall have any force or effect
whatever until after it has been unanimously
sanctioned by a vote of the shareholders
present in person, or by proxy, at a general
meeting of the company, duly called for
considering the same. That is one mode of
proceeding; it must be duly called for the
purpose. Every shareholder is notified as
to the object of the meeting, and knows how
much he is interested in it, to what extent
he can entrust the settlement of the affair to
his colleagues, and if he has any special
interest, or any feeling that it is necessary
te be present in order that he may guard
his own interest, he no doubt * ill be present,
and if such a meeting, duly called for such
purpose, unanimously decide upon the
question, then their decision is binding upon
the company. This, my hon. friend will
observe, is a simple amendment to an exist-
ing law.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Oh, I have no
objection to the principle of the bill.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Then the second pro-
ceeding is that they may unanimously
sanction in writing the proposed change.
The shareholders of the company may do
se. Unless they all do so, then the proceed-
ing in that way is not binding, provided,
however, that if the by-law be sanctioned,
whether at a general meeting or in this
other mode of proceeding by writing, by
three-fourths in value of the shareholders of
the company, the company may, through
the Secretary of State, petition the
Governor General for an order approving of
the said by-law. Now, the three-fourth5
means three-fourths of the shareholders of
the company and not three-fourths of the
shareholders present at the meeting; not
three-fourths of the shareholders who may
sign the writing, but three-fourths of the
shareholders, those who hold shares in the
company, and if they do so, then they maY
petition the Governor General through the
Secretary of State, and it will be then fot
the Governor in Council te decide whether
they will give effect te the wishes se eX-
pressed or not.
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lon. Mr. ALLAN-Am I not right in
COming to the conclusion that, according to
the first paragraph, if a meeting is duly
called to consider this matter, it nay be a
Company with two, or three, or four, or five
hundred shares, and 25 or 30 shareholders
may attend, and they are all unanimous,
according to the wording of this clause, that
WOuld suffice to carry the vote, but surely
that is a very unusual thing to give the
power to so small a proportion of the share-
holders to legislate for the rest.

lon. Mr. SCOTT-The notice calling this
eting must be in conformity with the

statutes. That notice must convey to the
shareholders the object of the meeting; the
notice of the time and place for holding the
general meeting shall be given at least 21
days previously thereto in some newspaper
published in the place where the head office,or chief place of business of the company, is
8tuated, and if there is no such newspaper,
then in the place nearest thereto where the

esapaper is published. That is clause 33
the Companies Act of which this is an

anlendment. This clause only applies to the
CýMPanies Act.

b1t1a. Mr. ALLAN-That is very proper,
bt at the same time it makes no provision
folany proportion, either in numbers or the
ebaount of stock, to carry very important
changes in the company.

l1on. Mr. LOUGHEED-Section 33 only
Ovides a method for calling a meeting of

the shareholders.

i ol. Mr. SCOTT-This is a general meet-atg and has to be called in conformity with
ot 1otice.

1041 Mr. LOUGHEED-" In the ab-
qheef other provisions in that behalf."
law oire, I say that in the event of a by-
saf 1ng passed dispensing with all these
caell rds which are so necessary for the
33 elg of a meeting of shareholders, section

WOuld not be in operation.

lon. Mr MILLSTT wouid thew
the by-lawr. LL w pass

thIn. Mr. LOUGHEED-It might be inthninterest of those in control of the com-Patiy to pass a by-law dispensing with many
fo hes Whieh we assume to be necessaryfor th caliing of a meeting, and only pro-

vide for a post card being sent or something
of that kind.

Hon. Mr. POWER-No by-law can con-
tradict the statute.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It reads: " In
the absence of other provisions in that be-
half." They say that in such event such
and such steps shall be taken for the calling
of a meeting.

Hon. Mr. CLEMO)*-Certain companies,
in their Acts of incorporation, define how
meetings shall be called. Does this contra-
vene that 'I

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Supposing tha+
we dispense with many of the formalities
which we consider to be a safeguard for the
calling of meetings, and the shareholders
provide very meagre methods of calling that
meeting, then that very meagre system
would supercede the provisions of section 33
of the Company's Act.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
We should define what shall be meant by
" duly called." Duly called in this case
would cover every company having an incor-
poration and the means provided for calling
the meeting. If there are no provisions in
the special Act, then clause 33 of chapter
119 would prevail ; but as the hon. gentle-
man from Calgary (Mr. Lougheed) has sug-
gested, they might have passed a by-law.
They have power to pass by-laws, declaring
that it shall be simply by advertising in
the newspapers. Now, for the changing of
the whole value of the property in a com-
pany of this kind,-that is the value of the
shares-there should be a notice given to
every shareholder, or provision made for noti-
fying, of what is intended to bedone, and that
cannot be done by ordinary newspaper
notices, because there are hundreds of share-
holders of companies in this country, in
England, Ireland and Scotland. In such
cases where would you advertise? An ad-
vertisement in this country never would reach
them. You might provide for it in the way I
suggest, that provision should be made for
sending a circular to each of the share-
holders, stating the object of the meeting,
being for the reduction of the stock or the
issue of preferential stock as the case may
ho.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-That
in force in several companies.

condition is
They must
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send a notice, registered in the post office,
to every stockholder in the company.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-But
that would not meet the case of companies
where there is no such provision.

Hon. Mr. COX-The issue of preference
stock is a serious matter, and I think there
should be some provision to imperatively re-
quire the consent of at least three-fourths
of the ordinary shareholders. It is possible
for a meeting to be regularly callied and an
insufficient number to attend that meeting.
That number might be unanimous, and as I
read in this, the preference stock might be
issued withodt any oppositionon the part of
those present at the meeting, but there
might be a very siall minority of the entire
shareholders present. 1 think it should im-
peratively require the sanction of at least
three-fourths of the holders of any stock.
And if they did not attend the meeting they
should be summoned again and their con-
sent obtained in some way. They should
be either present in person or by proxy.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think hon. gentle-
men are proceeding upon the assumption
that those who are managing the affairs of
the company, who call the meeting for the
purpose of transacting this business on be-
half of the company, have a disposition to
ruin the prospects of the company.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That might possibly be. Take the Farmers'
Loan Company. There is an illustration of
it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think the whole
theory upon which loan companies and
other companies are organized is for the
purpose of promoting the interest of those
who are shareholders. If the amendment is
made, I suppose in that first section, as a
matter of abundant caution, it would answer
the purpose. " No such by-law shall have
any force or effect whatever until after it
has been unanimously sanctioned by a vote
of the shareholders present, in person or by
proxy, at a general meeting duly called for
considering the same." We might add
" representing a majority."

Hon. Mr. COX-Representing a three-
fourths majority.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is a very large
majority.

Hon. Mr. COX-Not too large to issue
preferencn stock. It is no hardship to
require that at least three-fourths shall be
present in person or by proxy.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Two-thirds is
enough.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-You already
admit the principle in the other section, and
not only that but you have added on to
that that the consent of the Governor in
Council, through the Secretary of State,
must be obtained.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Now you require
that three-fourths of the shareholders must
be present at the meeting, either in per-on
or by proxy and that they must be un-
animous.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Oh
no, you strike out the word unanimous.

Hon. Mr. POWER-If you require that
three-fourths shall be present at the meeting,
and that they shall be unanimous, you are
asking too much. The usual clause inserted
in private bills for railway companies is that
important changes of that kind shall be
made at a regularly called meeting of the
company where two-thirds in value of the
shareholders are present, either in person or
by proxy; and then you might say that
three-fourths of those might agree. But to
say that you shall have three-fourths of the
members of the company at a meeting called
for this purpose, to which possibly no mem-
ber of the company has any objection, is
going too far. Why should you put thein
to the trouble of attending ?

Hon. Mr. COX-I do not think it would
be difficult or unreasonable to get three-
fourths of the shareholders of any company
to consent to the issuance of preference
stock, and in the absence of that it ought
not to be done.

Hon. Mr. POWER-But that is not
what is required. The second requirement
is that if the shareholders at the meeting
are not unanimous, then three-fourths of
them must ask in writing for the change.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-My hon. friend
does not observe that the intended securitY
of the shareholder is the earlier part of the
section. It nevertheless affords really less
security than the latter part of the section,
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because a small portion of the shareholders
iay be present, and may unanimously con-

sent to the issuance of preference stock.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It seems to me, as a
,natter of convenience, the better way would
be to provide that a certain kind of notice
shall be given which the directors by by-law
cannot alter, and that if the shareholders
have satisfactory notice they should be taken
as having given their assent.

ion. Mr. COX-But it is so easy to call
a leeting of shareholders, and from various
reasons they do not attend. Take a com-
Pany with a capitalization of $1,000,000 of
Comion stock. I do not think it would be
right for the shareholders of that company

o 1 8ue preference stock if more than $250,-
000 of capital were opposed to it. It would
not be hard, by communication, to get the
OPinion of at least $750,000 out of $1,000,-
000, and they should have the sanction of
"t least that amount before proceeding to
1 ssue preference stock. I do not think that

ould be any hardship. The bill intends
t niake that provision, but the first part
of the clause renders it possible for the share-
hOlders to the extent of say three hundred
tlousand dollars of the shares to be present
th agree to issue preference stock, while
the holders of seven hundred thousand
dollars may not have an opportunity of
epressing an opinion.

eon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
.ee that, as I have consented to amend thesetion, it requires the unanimous vote of

those present, and requires two-thirds of the
.tock to be represented. I think that isgu1g a very long way, and that may repre-fart, and in all probability would represent,

Th more than three-fourths of the stock.The meeting must be regularly called, thesote taust be unanimous and it must repre-8ent tro-thirds of the stock.

'lOn. MNr. CLEMOW-If two-thirds are
'pre8ented that would be sufficient.

c. Mr. COX-I would like to see itaud conpulsory, that by some means they
old COmmru nicate with the sharcholders

get their consent.

Jion. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend willne the meeting must be duly called. Every
nhis was the keeping of his own interest in

Own hands, and if there is a single stock-

holder present, under that clause as it is
amended, opposed to the action of the meet-
ing, although there should be a two-thirds
vote, it would not carry. The vote must be
unanimous, and that, I should think, would
be a greater security than simply to say
three-fourths.

The clause was amended, and agreed to as
amended.

Hon. Mr. POWER--I wish to direct the
attention of the minister again to the clause
which the hon. gentleman from Rideau
Division has referred to, and ask my hon.
friend whether he does not think it would
be wise to provide some machinery by which
this preference stock could, under certain
conditions, revert to the condition of common
stock. I do not know whether it would be
practicable to make such provision, but it
might be a very great convenience.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW--In the case of
companies to which I have referred, they
were compelled to apply to Parliament to
restore the preference stock to the position
of common stock. It necessitated an Act of
Parliament, which was passed in 1871.
Could not machinery be provided in this
bill to obviate the necessity of applying to
Parliament ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That must have been
a very rare occasion, preference shareholders
applying to have their shares reduced to the
level of common stock.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-The preference
stockholders may get all the dividends, and
the holders of common stock may arrange
with them to have all the stock placed on
the same footing. That occurred in the
case that I have referred to, and the com-
pany applied to Parliament for legislation.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-You buy them
out i

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Yes, you make
terms with them.

Hon. Mr. CASGRAIN, f rom the com-
mittee, reported the bill with amendments.

INLAND REVENUE ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read-
ing of Bill (124) " An Act to amend the
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Inland Revenue Act." He said :-This bill
is a very short one, and like many bills that
come from the department is rather enigma-
tical, I confess, but the practice seems to
have prevailed for several years to send bills
from the department when they require
amendments to the statutes which have been
passed from year to year. The first clause
amends a cause of the Inland Revenue Act
by altering the word "one " to " two." On
inquiry I find that this refers to chemical
stills-stills used for chemical purposes. At
present the law permits chemical stills to be
made up to the capacity of one hundred
gallons. It is found necessary, now
that the manufacturers have a larger
trade than they contemplated, to make stills,
in many cases for export, of larger capa-
city, and this bill provides that under
an application to the Governor in Council
the still can be made to the capacity of two
hundred gallons instead of one hundred gal-
lons. The next clause refers to the portion
of grain or malt required to make up a
gallon of proof spirit. The duty on spirit is
charged on the grain used in its production,
at the rate of one gallon for every 20P
pounds. It appears that in some distil-
leries malt is used instead of grain, and in
that case, upon the malt used in its produc-
tion, one gallon of proof spirit for every 24
pounds. These words have been added.
The third clause is not a very important
one. As the hon. gentleman knows tobacco
packages which are for sale in the shops are
put up in various size,-one-fifth,-one-
sixth, one-seventh, half a pound, and so on,
and they are sold in accordence with that.
This proposes simply to allow one-third of a
pound to be put up. I do not know how
that proportion was omitted in former
legislation, because they had one-eighth, one-
8ixth, one-fifth, and so on. This simply
adds one-third to the proportions in which
tobacco may be put up in those small pack-
agés, and the stamp of the department
attached.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Is it advisable to
proceed with this bill before we know
whether the decision on the plebiscite is to
be carried out 1

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Has this one-third package been suggested
from the fact that the manufacturers of
tobacco had to reduce the size of the pack-
age which they sold for the certain amount

of money after the increased duty was
placed upon tobacco ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I have been told by those who use tobacco
that when they went to buy the usual pack-
age the price was raised five cents, and the
explanation was that the government had
increased the duty upon tobacco, and there-
fore it was necessary to increase the price of
that particular sized package. Then they
manufactured a smaller package, which they
sold at the former price, so that the pur-
chaser really, while paying the extra duty,
was not aware that he was getting a smaller
quantity of tobacco. It must have been
suggested to the department, that in order
to meet that case, and to leave the con-
sumers of tobacco under the impression
that they are getting the same quantity
as they did formerly for the same money,
that they make up a one-third package
instead of a larger one. Whether that is
the reason or not, I cannot say, but I
can find no other reason why this change
should be made, because there are nearly all
sizes of tobacco packages except the one-
third, and if the manufacturers can succeed
in humbugging consumers of tobacco with
the idea that they are getting the same
quantity for the same amount of money as
they did formerly, they will have succeeded
at least in preventing the cry which was
raised against the government for increasing
the duty on tobacco. I compliment the
government on the dexterous manner in
which they are accomplishing that object.

Hon. Mr. POWER-If the hon. gentle-
man thinks the consumers of tobacco are s0
green as to accept a package of one-third of
a pound for half a pound, he has more faith
in their gullibility than the government,
has.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-I think there is a
good deal in what the leader of the opposi-
tion says about the extraordinary size of
tobacco packages. There are sixteen ounces
to the pound, and a purchaser never asks
for one-third of a pound of any commodity,
but for so many ounces. Why should not
the government adopt the same systen il,
dealing with tobacco. Who ever heard of a
law establishing five and a third ounces as
a package 1 It is done evidently for the pur-
pose of deceiving the people.
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Hon. Mr. POWER-I should like to read
paragraph b of the Act of 1898 which is
being amended. The hon. gentleman from
Murray Harbour will see that he is all wrong.
This is the paragraph which is to be
alended :

Al fine eut chewing tobacco. and all other kinds of
tobacco not otherwise provided for in packages con-
taining one-twentieth, one-sixteenth, one-fifteenth,
one-fourteenth, one-thirteenth, one-twelfth, one-
eleventh, one-tenth. one-ninth, one-eighth, one-8eventh, one-sixth, one-fifth, one-fourth, or one-half
of one pound, or one pound-.

One-third has been omitted in the list,
and the object of the amendment is to insert
One-third with the other fractions.

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Certainly, and the people are not as gullible
as the hon. gentleman thinks they are. But
a consumer of tobacco knows what he bas to
Pay for one-half pound of tobacco. Instead
of getting half a pound he is getting one-
third, and this bill is to meet that case.

lion. Mr. POWER-1 do not approve of
the tax on tobacco, but I do object to the
criticism.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill was
1rad the second time.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

t ill (131) " An Act respecting the inspec-
to of Petroleum and Naphtha."-(Mr.

F8 00Ott.)

Bill ( 2 3 ) "An Act further to amend the
Aàdulteration Act."-(Mr. Scott.)
dBl (77) " An Act respecting the Cana-

fl Power Company, and to change its
tarae to the Ontario Power Company ofxiagara Falls."-(Mr. Kirchhoffer.)

li Bill (107) " An Act respecting the Bed-
nton and Nelson Railway Company."-

(M.Clemow.)
Bill (120) "An Act to incorporate theUtland and Noyan Railway Company."-

(Mr. Clemow.)

d a (91) " An Act to amend and consoli-te the Acts relating to the Quebec Harbour
'nuaissioners."-(£Nr. Mills.)

hill (92) "An Act respecting the Saskat-
(lita Reilway and Mining Company."-r. Lougheed.)

B'11 (103) "An Act to incorporate the
dirk e ines Railway Company."-(Mr.klrChhloffer>Il5Rila opay"(r

Bill (61) "An Act respecting the Can-
adian Pacific Railway Company."-(Mr.
Lougheed.)

Bill (119) " An Act respecting the Red
Deer Valley Railway and Coal Company."
-(Mr. Baird.)

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, 7th June, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (13) " An Act respecting the Home
LifeAssociationof Canada."---(Mr. Casgrain.)

Bill (62) "An Act respecting the Canada
Life Assurance Company."-(Mr. Kirch-
hoffer.)

WINDING UP ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER moved the
second reading of bill (O) " An Act further
to amend the Winding Up Act."

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHIHOFFER moved that
the bill be referred to the Committee on
Banking and Commerce.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think there is a bill
before the House of Commons, with the
same object in view, introduced by Mr.
Fortin, of Quebec, and it might be well not
to press this bill until the other bill comes
before us, and the two might be combined.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-For the
information of the House, I may state that
this bill was introduced by Mr. Osler, a
member of the other House, and some other
gentlemen who are interested in the winding
up of the Farmers' Loan Company. It
appears they have some three-quarters of a
million of money on hand, and yet they are
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unable to distribute it, and they express
theiselves as extremely anxious to get the
bill through as quickly as possible. Whether
my hon. friend would wish it to stand when
it might be the cause of considerable delay,
or whether he wishes it to stand in order to
see the other bill, I do not know. Will the
hon. minister not allow this to go to the
committee ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The bill has been
read +.he second time, and I would not ask
for any unnecessary delay, but I thought it
might be advantageous that, instead of
having two bills on the statute-book in the
saine session amending the same Act, it
might be advantageous to combine the two.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-But if it is referred
to the Committee on Banking and Commerce
it miglt be allowed to stand there I

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, that is what I
meant.

BANK ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

FIRST READING.

A message was received from the House
of Commons introducing Bill (127) " An Act
to amend the Bank Act."

The bill was read the first time.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the second read-
ing of the bill for Tuesday next. He said:-
The bill is a very brief one. There is but
one object aimed at, and that is to provide
that a bank may issue notes for circulation
abroad, and that these notes may be of the
denomination of one pound. My hon. friend
knows that under section 51 of the Bank
Act, as it now stands, a bank can only issue
bank notes as low as $5 in value. This is
something less, but it gives the bank no
additional power in respect to the amount
of its circulation. It stands precisely as it
is in the Bank Act, and the circulation of
these notes elsewhere would diminish to
that extent the power of the bank to issue
notes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
It's principle, as I understand it, is to meet
the case where Canadian banks have agencies
in the West Indies and other portions of
the British Empire.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, in other posses-
eions.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (32) " An Act to amend the Act re-
specting the sale of Railway Passenger
Tickets."-(Mr. McMillan.)

Bill (68) " An Act respecting the London
Mutual Fire Insurance Company of Canada."
(Mr. McMillan.)

Bill (100) " An Act respecting the
Guarantee and Pension Fund Society of the
Dominion Bank, and to change its name to
the Pension Fund Society of the Dominion
Bank."-(Mr. Power.)

INLAND REVENUE ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into Commit-
tee of the Whole on Bill (124) " An Act to
amend the Inland Revenue Act."

(In the Committee.)
On clause 1.
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-As I explained yester-

day, the purpose of substituting two for one
is to authorize the chemical stills to be made
of a size double what they are now. In
some large concerns they find the 100-gallon
stills altogether too small for their operations,
and they have asked permission to use a still
of 200 gallons.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-Do I understand
this to be the bill the government was ex-
pected to pass after the plebiscite was takenl

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No; it has no con-
nection with the plebiscite.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-It appears to give
the distillers a better opportunity of enlarg-
ing their stills and supplying the demand for
liquor.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 2.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The second paragraph
refers to the making of spirit in some distill-
eries where malt is used. This is another
anti-temperance clause. The clause is changed
in order to define the duty on spirit made
from malt. The first section of part A has
not been changed, but the following has
been added to it:

Or in the distillery where malt only is used, upOnl
the malt used at the rate of one gallon of proof spiri
for every twenty-four pounds.
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It appears you can make more whisky
out of the malt than you can out of the
grain.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 3.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The third paragraph
allows tobacco to be put up in a package of
One-third of a pound. I do not know how
the one-third of a pound happened to be
dropped out when they were authorizing one-
Sixth, one-seventh, one-eighth, and so on.
They seemed to drop out one-fourth, one-
half and one-third.

Ion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
explained that yesterday.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-Possibly the hon.
gentlenan's explanation may be correct. It
i8 for the purpose of enabling the govern-
'n'ent to put the stamp on. They put it on
according to the quantity.

11On. Mr. PROWSE-I regret that the
goernment, when they found it necessary
O make an amendment to the bill, did not
4fend it in the way required, that is, to re-

duce it to the proportion of a pound, as the
table shôws by the ounces, one, two, three,
four, and so on. Then the vendor and pur-
chlsser Would know exactly what business
they 'were doing and what they were getting

their money. But when you talk of a
of a pound and a fifth of a pound of

Scommodity, it is evidently done to de-
iv8 the buyer, because everybody under-
uds there is sixteen ounces to the pound.

fion. Mr. SCOTT-We are not responsibler the divisions. Those proportions have
a in operation for many years. We are

aeuding the Revised Statutes. There are
ofe proportions named which were spoken

Yesterday.

1on. Mr. PROWSE-I take it the gov-
Ior tut are entirely and directly responsible
i th bill as it is now. They admit therea fault in the statute and they are not
biliecting it They must take the responsi-

tay Of the whole measure, because, it
It o assued, that they are amending it

ie, athe particulars that require amend-
riou M

an r. SCOTTif--This is a free country,
the people want to buy tobacco by

the thrd or the fourth of a pound, they can

do so. Al the department requires is that
they shall put a stamp on it. The propor-
tions were defined many years ago, and the
one-third happened to be dropped out. I do
not know what rea8on there was for it.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-The arguments
of the hon. gentleman from Prince Edward
Island are very logical. The law should be
changed so as to designate the quantity by
the ounces, and have the package stamped
as such.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-There can be no
doubt that were it sold by the ounce, it
would be much better understood by the
trade.

The clause was adopted.

Hon Mr. SNOWBALL, from the com-
mittee, reported the bill without amend-
ment.

PETROLEUM AND NAPHTHA IN-
SPECTION ACT.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read-
ing of Bill (131) " An Act respecting the in-
spection of Petroleum and Naphtha." He
said :-I am glad to see that the department
has departed from the practice pursued in
some of the other bills, and in making the
charges in the Act relating to the inspection
of petroleum, have re-enacted the old law,
and therefore the charges will be much more
easily understood and will probably be better
explained when the House is in committee,
as I can point out the old clauses and the
new clauses. I may say, the object of mak-
ing any changes is due to the proposal to
cheapen coal oil. It is very well known that
coal oil could only be brought into Canada
in tank vessels and in tank cars at particular
points, which are limited, and that the in-
spection of the oil took place only when the
oil was removed to smaller vessels, a barrel or
a case, or whatever it may be, and there was
the inspection fee charged on that. It is
now proposed that the oil shall be inspected
and tested while it is in bulk in a Jarger
vessel, either in the tank car or the tank on
board the ship, and that coal oil may there-
fore be introduced in tank wagons or in any
other vessel that the parties choose. Coal
oil, in the North-west more particularly, has
been found very expensive and this will
allow parties to come in with tank wagons
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and have the oil analysed and examined in
the wagons, and they will then be authorized
to sell it from the original vessel. One of
the other important points is that provision
is made that it shall only be put up in a
vessel painted red and branded as naphtha,
and that no other oils of any kind shall be
put in barrels painted red, reserving that
colour exclusively for naphtha. Those are
the principal changes in the bill. The in-
spection fee on inspecting the oil in the
smaller vessels is abolished.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

ADULTERATION ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read-
ing of Bill (123) " An Act further to amend
the Adulteration Act." He said :-The ob-
ject of this perhaps is not quite as clear as
is usual in the case of departmental changes
in the law. The object is simply to limit
the pharmacopoia in which the druggists
prescribe, when it is put up by the chemists,
with the label marks, it refers only to the
British pharmacopeia. As the law now
stands, the United States pharmacopia is
equally recognized, but as I am advised at
present, in our universities the United States
pharmacopia is not recognized, and the
students are not taught from it. The
United States pharmacopia is therefore
placed in the category of other foreign phar-
macopoeias, and where the article is com-
pounded of drugs that are known only in
the United States or other pharmacopia,
the particular pharmacopia must be in-
dicated on the label. That is the wholls
object of the bill.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-I do not rise
to oppose the bill, because I think it is in
the right direction, but I do not understand
it as the hon. minister explains. It really
refers to every drug-every drug must come
up to the standard which is represented in
the pharmacopia of Great Britain and the
pharmacopia of the United States and the
pharmacopia of France.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No. If there is no
pharmacopæia named, it is assumed to be
the British pharmacopia. If it is not
British, it muet be stated on the label

whether it is the United States, the French,
or the pharmacopæia of any other country.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-And it must
come up to the standard.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes; it is simply put-
ting the United States pharmacopeia on the
same level as the French.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

SECOND READINGS.

Bill (107) " An Act respecting the Bed-
lington and Nelson Railway Company."-
(Mr. Clemow.)

Bill (92) "An Act respecting the Sas-
katchewan Railway and Mining Company."
-(Mr. Lougheed.)

The Senate adjourned.

• THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thur8day, 8th June, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

TELEGRAPH LINE TO YUKON
DISTRICT.

NOTICE OF MOTION.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I beg
to give notice that on Tuesday next I will
inquire if the government intends to proceed
this year with the construction of a telegraph
line from some point in British Columbia to
the Yukon district. With the permission of
the House I would like to explain the mean-
ing of this inquiry which I propose to make.
It will be within the knowledge of the House
that two bills were passed last year incorpo-
rating telegraph companies to extend lines of
telegraph wire from British Columbia to the
Yukon district, and these companies now are
very apprehensive that their schemes will
fall to the ground, as they hear that the
government intends having a line of its own,
and they would like to have some definite
information as to whether the government
intends to proceed with its line or not. Two
of these cempanies have spent a good deal of
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Emoney, and materials are on the way from
England to British Columbia to construct
One of these lines, and they find it would be
Perfectly impossible for them to compete
With the government in a telegraph system.
That is the meaning of my inquiry, and I
explain it now so that I shall be able to get
a more definite reply from the minister.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Early last year, fully
a year ago, it was felt that one of the most
unportant-

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I do
'lot expect an answer now.

Ion. Mr. SCOTT-I can give the answer
novw as well as at any other time. It was
felt very important that a telegraph line
ehould be constructed leading to Dawson.
The hon. gentleman knows that at that time

e were from three to five months without
elisWers to communications. Orders in
Council were passed here, and we did not
hear of them for six months afterwards, and
'r' the mean time the department were held
r8Ponsible for what were held to be errors
o" rOistakes. Therefore, it was decided at
0e to construct a line. The Minister of
:Ublic Works entered into correspondence
*ith certain parties, a syndicate who pro-
lessed their ability to go on and build at
onee. The whole of last summer was lost
Ta consequence of promises made to Mr.

arte which he thought he could have relied
1PO.L Of course we were graajting charters

ye1stYar. But Parliament gave no exclusive
privileges. We know the freedom with
1hich charters are granted by Parliament,
and there were no assurances given to any
P)%rtie8 that they would have exclusive priv-

es- When in the early part of the
Present year it became manifest that no
thloni was being taken, it was decided by

government that we should take up the1pro etourselves and go on with the least
iîble delay, and so the Minister of Public

ti was authorized to enter into negotia-
for the purchase of wire and other

tat riecessary, and in furtherance of
pro authority given him, Mr. Tarte, asPro ably hon. gentlemen know from the
toports in the public press, sent parties out
ad ritish Columbia and on to the Yukon,
&k already the line is in operation from

o ay, utilizing, of course, the railway line
t O a certain point, but from the limit of

heraway telegraph line to a point on Lake

Bennett, and they are constructing it just
as rapidly as the line can be constructed.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
May I ask if there was an appropriation
voted for that purpose in anticipation?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think there was an
appropriation last year. That is my impres-
sion of it.

Hon. Sir. MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
do not remember it.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The
intention is to build the line from Ashcroft
to Cariboo and up to the Yukon?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-What was felt was
that immediate action was necessary and, of
course, the shortest way to get connection
for the present year would be f rom some
point at the height of land up above the
Lynn Inlet along the line of traffic to Daw-
son, and later on it is to be hoped that the
line will be continued on down to a connec-
tion with the telegraph system in Britisli
Columbia,which would follow then the line
that was contemplated fifteen or twenty
years ago. As hon. gentleman probably
know, a portion of that line is still in exist-
ence north from Ashcroft, I think for about
250 miles to a point in British Columbia, and
a trail was made at one time for the con-
tinuation of that line. It will be remembered
that before the Atlantic cable was laid it
was proposed to carry a line across by Beh-
ring Straits and we had actually commenced
the construction of a line up in th-it direc-
tion. It was abandoned afterwards when
the Atlantic cable was laid, but no doubt in
the near future the line will be extended
from the neighbourhood of Lake Bennett, or
whatever point may be necessary to carry it
down and connect it with the telegraph
system.

AN ADJOURNMENT.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. POWER moved:
That when the Senate adjourns on Friday the ninth

instant, it stand adjourn until Tuesday the thir-
teenth mstant, at three o'clock in the afternoon.

He said :-When I gave this notice I did
not propose to take the management of the
business out of the hands of the government,
but simply gave notice as a matter of con-
venience.
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Mr. McCALLUM-For whom-for up, and a certain practice has been continu-
nment, or the House? ed for upwards of thirty years without ever

Mr. POWER-For the House. being alled in question, for the on. gente-
man to rise and say that the government,

the slightest interest in the matter, should take control of the fouse and decide
one looks at the order paper he whether it ought to sit on Monday or not is

that there is practically nothing to asking us to adopt a rule which has not pre-
n Monday. vailed heretofore. The fouse is the judge

Mr. MILLER-There are fourteen of its own convenience. The fouse knows
-day, though. precisely what amount of business is before

it, and if they think that without any detri-
Mr. POWER-As hon. gentlemen ment to the public business they can get
number of gentlemen who live in through witl the motions on the order
hbourhood of Ottawa are anxious paper by meeting on Tuesday instead of
adjournment should extend a little Monday, I shah not objeet. It makes no
han it does as a rale, and I think difference to me. The members of the ad-
publie business will not suffer if we ministration are here continuously. 1 can-

meet on Tuesday at 3 o'clock, not be away, whether the fouse sits or not,
f on Monday at 3 o'clock, and these but if the fouse chooses to adjourn over
tlemen will have an opportunity to Monday I shah not make any objection
their private affairs. I have made whatever. There are a few important gov-
3 instead of 8, because there are ernment bills on the paper and there wil
erly gentlemen in the Senate who be more, but my hon. friend has suggested
,are to come out in the evenings, that the government ought to decide whether
use the experience of a great many we should sit on Monday or not. I do not
ows that, as a rule, very little see that. When I was spoken to yesterday
is done at the evening meeting. about an adjournment for a week, I objected

Mr. FERGUSON-As a general because there is upon the paper a very con-
hinksiderable amount of business. There are a

ent of this House should emanate i
government, and although my the government are interested. Isupposewe

nd the senior member f rom Halifax can get through with them in the remaining
wer) is no greater transgressor in four days of the week, therefore if it is to
ect than others of us, because there the convenience of any considerable number
i a practice of private members of members tlat we should adjourn until
)tice and making motions for ad- Tuesday at 3 o'clock, instead of Monday at
its in this House, but I think the 3 o'clock, I ar ready to acquiesce, because
ility devolves on the government, I do . ot wish W inconvenience any of the
s from the government only that members unless it ib to the positive advan-

ionsshold mante. or y prttacre to, the government in the discharge ofions should emanate. For my part, M
Lt this particular moment that we publie duty. In my opinion, we could get

particful fw ar d there is no through at the rate of speed at which we
hands fuli of work, and theevien

n, looking at the notice paper, that moved, for we have moved rapidly, ai-
wil no bea dy o wok, ecasethough we are the senior flouse in Parlia-will not be a day of work, because C

he notices on the paper to-day may ment. We have got through without a
ed to stand over and the indications great deal of conflict of opinion, and I judge
Monday will be like every day of from what we have already doue that we
k and I hope every day for weeks to will be able to get through with the business
Vhile I have no desire to oppose before us, and what is likely to comc before
on, I wish to point out that the us, during the coning week. If important
hould be left in the hands of the measures are not sent up from the fouse of
ent-notCommons we will then consider what it maY

ind, but aly a sdjournments. be necessary W do. I am entirely in the~nd, ut ai adjurnmets.bands~ of the flouse in this matter. If it is

Mr. MILLS-I do not agree with the general feeling of the Senate to meet On
expressed by my hon. friend op- Monday at 3 o'clock, I ar quite ready W

After a certain custom as grown acquiesce in that view, and if the deire is tO
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adjourn until Tuesday at 3 o'clock, I make
no objections for the reason that I do not
knOw that the business before us would suffer
froma a delay of twenty-four hours.

non. Mr. FERGUSON-In addition to
the general ground that I mentioned I may
explain that early this session the press sup-
porting my hon. friend the leader of the

ouse, made some statements with regard to
he Senate to the effect that the Senate in

e future would not be allowed to take long
Ournmnents as in the past years, but under

e leadership of my hon. friend the House
4 to be kept hard at work.

on Mr. McCALLUM-The Ministerof jUstice is non-committal in this matter.
says it is for the House to decide, and

18 leader of the House, and must take the
PtpOnsibility whether lie wants to assume

d niot. We will know if we push to a
on on this question whether he is in
our of an adjournment or not. I do not

ow what interest the senior member for
'i-fax has in moving this motion. There

do be some action among members that I
enot know anything about. I cannot gothre ryself, like a good many others, when

day la an adjournment of only two or three
8si I hold the Minister of Justice res-

re 0 e, and when he tries to throw the
th ibility on the House and says it is for
res"'se to decide, as though he had no
hiii 1 ity, the country will not sustain
th' that I for one will move that when
adoue adjourns on Friday next it stand

Od for a week.
n.on Mr. MILLS-No.

%e Mr. McCALLUM-Then take the
ZPn lUbiity of going ahead on Monday. I
2a ectY Willing, but if the hon. gentle-
adjouril not take the responsibility of
Ponsib n for one day he must take res-to ity of saying that he will not consent

t ly adjournlment for a week. I am per-
Prepared to follow the hon. gentleman.

non Mr. MILLS-That is a joke.
t hon Mr. McCALLUM-I will follow
but g • entleman as long as lie is right,

Swro follow no man when I consider he
When hg I Will follow the hon. gentleman
the - tlke, the responsibility of moving
al* ornamenit himself, but when by
thr,,of band he undertakes to do it

a supporter I will not follow him.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-I am glad
we have the admission from the hon. gentle-
man from Monck (Mr. McCallum) that lie is
ready to back the government every time
they move something concerning an adjourn-
ment.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I did not say
that.

Hon. IMlr. DANDURAND---The govern-
ment have the confidence of the hon. gentle-
man on the question of adjournment ; that
is a beginning. I do not think we need be
so timid about what the public press thinks
of our adjournments. We all know that in
the other House there was a discussion on
the Address which lasted a month, and,
here, we passed the Address in twenty.four
hours. Are we to remain here for a month
just to please some journalists marking
tijne and doing nothing, simply because the
discussion in the House of Commons is
extended for a month I They have had to
discuss the budget in the other House, and
they may be two weeks discussing it. We
have no such discussion here. Are we to
remain here two weeks marking time because
it pleases the hon. gentlemen in the Com-
mons to spend that time discussing the
budget i We pass, en bloc, the last day of
the session, the items that it takes them
several weeks to discuss. Are we to remain
here for weeks while they are discussing
those items 1 They will have discussions on
the Redistribution Bill and on the proposed
reformation of the Senate lasting possibly
five or six weeks. Are we to mark time
here just to please public opinion, or sit in
the gallaries of the Commons listening to
the same arguments for weeks-arguments
which wilI be rehashed from day to day just
because the Commoners have to speak to
their electors I In this chamber we think
it is beneath our dignity to repeat an
argument that falls from the lips of our
neighbour, and we pass on as soon as we
have formed a judgment upon any question
submitted to us. So that in a four months'
session every one who attends closely to
public questions knows that a body of busi-
ness men, like the Senate of Canada, can
dispose of the work in one month. Why
should we remain here two or three months
just because the louse of Commons is in
session? We do not speak against time in
this House. We do not speak for the sim-
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ple pleasure of distributing our speeches to
the electors, and it is the experience of hon.
gentlemen who have preceded me in this
House that within a month the senators
can cope with the work which is brought
before them. So it will be easily seen that
the hon. Minister of Justice is not respon-
sible for the adjournments. It is useless to
ask the Minister of Justice to extend our
work over four months ; and keep us sitting
ten or fifteen minutes every day, as we have
been doing every day for the last few weeks.
We can sit for hours at a time if needs be,
and, if we are threatened with a long session
running up to the month of August, we can
disperse for two or three weeks and do our
work in the remainder of the time.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-I do not think the
Minister of Justice has done himself justice,
nor do J think that we have quite done
justice to him. Of course, I conceive that
in the case of a motion like that which my
hon. friend from Halifax has made, to ad-
journ till Tuesday instead of Monday, the
hon. leader of the House would leave it to
the decision of the Senate without interfer-
ing in any way, but wherever an adjourn-
ment for any length of time has been moved
for, then the House bas always appealed to
the government to so decide, as they are
best acquainted with public business, as to
whether it would be to the prejudice of
public business or not.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-J said that.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-I think we have
always followed the government on such
occasions, but in this case it is a very small
matter whether we adjourn to Monday or
Tuesday.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-I had a notice of
adjournment once this session, but before
giving it I took the precaution to ask the
Minister of Justice if he had any objection,
and he said he had none. The senior mem-
ber for Halifax ought to feel proud that this
quiet little motion of his bas raised such a
row; certainly there was no occasion for it.
I agree, however, with the hon. gentleman
from Halifax that we might as weil adjourn
to Tuesday, so far as our order paper is con-
cerned, if we do not discuss adjournment all
day. There is no doubt if we meet on
Wednesday at three, instead of Tuesday,
the work would be done before Friday. We

have been sitting ten or twenty minutes per
day aIl week, and Lave done our work. The
hon. senior member for Halifax was right,
and I am sorry to say--and I have to say
it-that I think my own friend-the hon.
gentleman fronm Monck-was altogether un-
justified when he said the Minister of Justice
should take the responsibility of these ad-
journments into his hands. The hon. gentle-
man from Monck knows as well as I do, for
he has been in this House a very long tine,
that the motion has been made on this occa-
sion in the way we have been doing it for
years, and no other leader of the House bas
ever acted differently. The hon. Minister of
Justice is acting wisely, and is perfectlY
right in leaving the matter in the hands of
the House. I quite agree with him, and I
am glad to be able to agree with him for
once. If I were to move an amendment-
which I will not do-I would move to make
the adjournment to Wednesday instead Of
Tuesday.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-As the adjournment
is only for a day, we had better not lose a
day discussing it.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-This is rather aO
important question, and I do not think it i9
lost time altogether if we discuss it a little
more fully. It appears to me there is a dis-
position on the part of some hon. gentlem:83

in this House to make some innovations il'
the procedure in regard to adjourning, and
I am afraid this motion to-day will be takeO
as a precedent for the future, and the proba-
bility is that Mondays may escape altogether
from being utilized as business days in the
Senate. I certainly object to that. 1
would not object particularly to Monday
next, were it not establishing a precede0 t

which I think is detrimental to the interesto
of the country, and to our record as wel·
When we have our business all done and noth-
ing special coming before us, we would be Pe'r-
fectly justified in doing in the future as *e
have been doing in the past, taking twO or
three weeks adjournment, and then alInos
every member of the Senate could take ad-
vantage of it and go home for a few days. -8"e
when we adjourn for one day only, it #
giving some members an advantage which a
denied to others. My hon. friend from MO'
treal (Mr. Dandurand) waxes eloquent on the
question of adjournment I think it '0
the most eloquent speech I have ever beaid
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him nake. Ie says there are several sub- ance Company."-(Mr. Power, in the ab-
jeets we have no interest in discussing, such sence of Mr. Allan.)
as the address in reply to the speech from
the throne, the budget and other matters, THIRD READINGS.
but we have just as much right as the mem-

rs of the House of Commons to discuss Bill (H) "An Act incorporating the Im-
4iid criticize all these questions from begin perial Loan and Investment Company of
""ng to end. There is one question on which Canada.-(Mr. Kirchhoffer.)
a. tw 0 or three hours discussion would be Bill (M) "An Act respecting the Northern
Very itteresting to the Senate, and that is CommercialTelegraph Company,Limited."-
he hon. gentleman's own position. He says (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.)
.e js not talking to his constituents, that he Bill (46) "An Act to incorporate the Arth-not responsible to the electors of this abaska Railway Company."-(Mr. Mac-
e)O>nltry for the speeches he makes here, and donald, B.C.)
that there is no necessity to make long Bill (I) "An Act respecting the Canadian8 eeche8 for his constituents. I tell him Northern Railway Company."-(Mr. Kirch-

Constituents are the government of the hoffer.)
ha. They are the gentlemen who placed

bPeechere, and he bas made a very good CANADIAN POWER COMPANY OF%PeeChseveral very good speeches-especi- NIAGARA FALLS BILL.
411Y for his constituents. We know that
the hon. gentleman came here because of SECOND READING.

services he has rendered his party. He lon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER moved the
aus he has been an organizer of the j second reading of :

ra,,l party for a good many years past, (Bill 77) " An Act respecting the Canadian Power
he bas told us in this Hlouse how he Company, and to change its name to the Ontario

tana11ged, I suppose, to sweep the whole pro. Power Company of Niagara Falls."
e f Quebec in support of the present Hon. Mr. PROWSE-Another innova-

tion which is creeping into the Senate is the
ion. Mr. DANDURAND-Hear, hear. fact of gentlemen who have charge of bills
oi Mr. McCALLUM-He is going to moving the second reading without giving

ieorganize the Senate now. any explanation of their nature. I have
always understood that on the second reading

heOn. Mr PROWSE-Then we have of a« bill the members in charge of it is
of that man Parent, who was sent obliged to give some information to the

t he back settlements to do some very House of its nature and object. As we are
geia vWork for the party, by the hon. not very heavily worked at present, accord-
bet eman, and the record that man holds ing to statements made to-day, I think it

ore this House and the country does would be well to adhere to our rule. We
"Peak well for him. Instead of spend- are not all members of standing committees

t the rMoney entrusted to him, according and it is very desirable that we should get

g 8dtr'utions, he spent it in liquor and information about these measures.
rtdrnk. And who recommended Parent

to the Temperance Alliance in the province Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-The pre-

et uebec i There are a good many inter- amble of the bill which practically explains

thtijg questions which might come up on its object is as follows:-

do occasiOn and oh other occasions, nnd I Whereas the Canadian Power Company, has, by its
hantthink it would be wise for us to 1,Iin">prayed that it be enacted as heremnafter sethav t forth, and it is expedient to grant the prayer of the

wiet nany adjournments for fear there said petition: Therefore Her Majesty, by and with
qurot be time to ventilate some of these the advice and consent of the Senate and House ofioesto. Commons of Canada, declares and enacts as follows:-

nhe motion was agreed to. Hon. Mr. McKAY-The hon. gentleman
is reading his speech.

Bill (7UE Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-I am giv-
of l (76) "An Act respecting the Dominion ing an explanation in the very best way it

anada Guarantee and Accident Insur- can be given. By the time I have read the22J
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bill through, the House will understand
every oue of its details. (Cries of "dis-
pense.") Do let me go on and explain it !
(Cries of " dispense.") Since the hon. gentle-
men insist on dispensing with the explana-
tion, I shall have to acquiesce.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

SECOND READINGS.

Bill (120) "An Act to incorporate the
Rutland and Noyan Railway Company."-
(Mr. Clemow.)

Bill (103) " An Act to incorporate the
Klondike Mines Railway Company."-(Mr
Kirchhoffer.)

Bill (61) "An Act respecting the Can-
adian Pacific Railway Company."-(Mr.
Lougheed.)

ADULTERATION ACT AMENDMENT
BILL

IN COMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into a com-
mittee of the whole on Bill (123) " An Act
further to amend the Adulteration Act."

(In the Committee.)

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-As the law now stands
the pharmacopeia of the United States is
a recognized authority, and it has been
found by a leading medical gentleman that
very serious mistakes sometimes arise, be-
cause under the present law druggists are not
obliged to mark the words " United States
Pharmacopoia " on the label, and there is a
very wide difference in many elements be-
tween British and United States drugs and
consequently very serious results might fol-
low the omission of these words from the
labels.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-As to the
strength of the drug i

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes. We propose to
adopt the British pharmacopæia, and if the
elements are from any other pharmacopæia,
French, German or United States, the name
of the particular pharmacopeia must be on
the label so that the chemists, in putting
up prescriptions, may know how the drugs
are compounded.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Under the law
as it stands at present, is it obligatory on

any vender of a drug to have the name of
the pharmacopæia on the label ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Only the word " for-
eign." But as there is a difference between
the British and United States pharmacopeia
you can see that serious errors may arise
when no distinction is made. If a druggist
now mixes up a drug without any statement
on the label it is taken to be British, other-
wise it must be stated.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-It is intended
that whatever pharmacopeia is used it shall
be up to the standard of that authority.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-As the law now stands,
the British and United States drugs are not
defined. A drug may be compounded under
the United States pharmacopeia and the
druggist is not obliged to give that informa-
tion. A medical man may give a prescriptioln
founded on the British pharmacopeia, and it
may be compounded on the United States
basis. Under the law as it stands at present,
the druggists may compound it f rom the
United States pharmacopceia without at the
same time defining on the label that it i-
the United States pharmacopeia.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I still fail to
understand whether it is necessary, under
the law, that a particular authority should
be stated on the label or upon the parce0l
whether, British, United States or what. I
do not understand that it is obligatory tO
have any authority, either British, United
States, French or any other kind.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is if it should b
French, German, or any other pharmacopei*
except British or United States. The United
States is now on the same plane as the
British, and therefore, the chemist is not
obliged to mention whether it is British or
United States, and he may compound lis
drugs under either pharmacopia, whereO
the medical man, in writing his prescriptiDY
may have intended it to be filled on the
British pharmacopæia, and so confusion
arises. Under the provisions of this bill, i
it is made up at all and there is no referen'
to any pharmacopæia, then the legal assumP-
tion is that it is prepared under the British
pharmacopeia. If it is prepared under the
United States pharmacopeia, then te
United States pharmacopæia must be ci
on the label. If made under the FrenoC
pharmacopia, that fact must be stated.
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. Ron. Mr. FERGUSON-I do not under-
stand these amendments in the way my
hon. friend explains them. They only re-
quire that the drug shall be up to the
Standard that is claimed for it.

lion. Mr. MILLS-It is not a question of
Standard at all. There are various pharma-
CoP4lias in use, and there are two that are

râitted to be used without designating
theva, the British and United States pharma-

ope'ias. The intention is to leave only the
'1ritish in that position. If there is no

armacopæia mentioned on the prescription,
e" it is assumed that it is British, and the

on for requiring the United States
iharnMacopeia to be named, if the prescrip-

' i under the United States pharma-
ia, is because it is different from thebr1tish

1on. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend,
.u 1 nderstand, is explaining what is in the

Oginal Act and not in these amendments.

Mr. MILLS-It is exactly what is
thee amendments. Where a prescription

prepared under the United States pharma-
1pa that fact is to be stated on the

rescription.

1 on. Mr. SCOTT-At present it Leed

11oa •Mr. FERGUSON-I do not under-
Al the amend ment as my hon. friend does.
difrs at this provides is that if the drugrs rom the standard it is adulterated.

lon. Mr. MILLS-Read lines 17 and 18.

lnn Mr. MCMILLAN-I may tell the
ied.entleman that the authors of materia

le in the United States give the des-
ctad n Of the medicine, and the standard
%ithtrength of the medicine in accordance
the athe Pharmacopeia of that country, and
till h Ors of materia medica in England
that tave them likewise of the same strength

atht pharmacopeia mentions.

eon. Sir WILLIAM HINGSTON-It
we are legislating to continue a

a thi that already exists, and has existed
when outry for a great number of years.
Write a medical man in this Dominion

pep a Prescription, he means it to bePrepared
the j, according to the requirements of

tieh Pharmacopeia. The authorities

in Great Britain are attempting to have
a uniform pharmacopeia for Great Britain
and all her colonies, and Canada is taking
a very active part in that direction. This
bill is merely legislating to continue a cus-
tom which has been in existence for a long
time. I repeat: when a medical practi-
tioner in Canada writes a prescription he
means that the British pharmacopia, and
no other, shall be followed and while there
may be no harm in saying it, there cer-
tainly is no necessity for so stating it, and
it will be found a practice that medical
practitioners will refuse to append to each
article named in a prescription that it
should be according to the British pharma-
copoia. That goes without saying, and our
medical men will not write what to them
appears unnecessary.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-At present the drug-
gist is not obliged to mention the pharma-
copæia on the label. I understand that the
circumstances which led to the introduction
of the bill is that a leading medical man,
who is a menibr of the other House, wrote
a prescription under the British pharma-
copoia and the druggist in Halifax made it
up under the United States pharmacopeia,
and it was a grave mistake.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Paragraph I of the
first clause says:

(i.) If, when sold or offered or exposed for sale
under or by a name recognized in the edition of 1898
of the British pharnacopeia, it differed from the
standard of strength, quality or purity laid down
therein.

That appears to assume that the edition
of 1898 is the standard to be hereafter used
in dealing with British prescriptions.

The next provision provides as follows:-
(ii.) If when sold or offered or exposed for sale

under or by a naie recognized in any foreign phar-
macopeia, such as Le Codex Medicamentarius in
France or the pharmacopæia of the United States, and
having the name of such pharmacopeia, plainly
labelled, upon the article, it differs fron the standard
of strength, quality or purity laid down therein.

The committee will observe that this para-
graph does not indicate that that name
shall be labelled on the article, and I think
that this is the point to which the hon.
gentleman from Marshfield (Mr. Ferguson)
directed his question. It seems to me if the
hon. the Secretary of State is correct in his
statement of the intention of the bill, then
this paragraph should be amended so as to
provide that the name of the pharmacopia
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shall be plainly labelled. It is not indicated,
either in this bill, or in the chapter of the
Revised Statutes, or in the Act of 1890,
that the name of the foreign pharmacopæia
shall be labelled on the boule or package,
and it ought to be.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I should like the
hon. gentleman to point out where it is. It
only says "if it is plainly labelled," and the
drug is not up to standard, the drug is adul-
terated. It does not say that it shall be
plainly labelled on the boule.

Hon. Sir WILLIAM HTNGSTON-I
think we are creating a difficulty by intro-
ducing anything of that kind. We are in
this position: a doctor in writing a pre-
scription writes it with the knowledge that
it will be according to the British pharma-
copoia and the druggist makes it up in
accordance with that recognized authority.
If a foreign doctor, United States, French,
German or other, writes a prescription and
wishes it to be according to his own phar-
macopia, he must so state it in his prescrip-
tion and the druggist will execute it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The only change made
by the bill is dropping the words " United
States " out of the Act.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The hon. gen-
tiernan from Halifax quite understands
the point I made, and that is that the bill
should provide that the particular pharma-
copeia shall be named.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-So it does.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-It only says if
a particular authority is named the drug
must be put to that standard, but it does
not provide that any authority shall be
named. Lt may not refer to any standard.
The adulteration comes in if it is not up to
the claim that is made for it. The point is
whether we should not require that drugs
when sold shall have on the label the name
of the authority of the drug they are selling.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Bead subsection 2
and you will see that that point is covered.
That provides that if you use any other than
the British pharmacopæia you must state it.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The clause does
not appear to bear any such meaning.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I presume that if
the article is not plainly labelled, under
paragraph 2, as being United States or
French, it would come under paragraph 3,
and be sold under a name not recognized.
I submit, as this is a very important matter
as to which a small mistake inight be of
considerable consequence, and it would be
well, before the bill is read the third time,
that the medical gentlemen in the House
should examine it carefully to see that there
is no error. The Secretary of State smiles,
but it would not be the first time that a
mistake would be discovered in a bill sub-
mitted to this House.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-You get the key of
the bill by looking at subsection I. Under
that clause a drug would be deemed adulter-
ated if, when sold or offered or exposed for
sale under or by a name recognized in the
edition of 1898, of the British pharmacopæia
"it differs from the standard or strength,
quality or purity laid down therein." NoW,
if it does that. it is within the class of
adulterated articles.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That is exactly word
for word, the law as it now is, leaving out
the words " United States."

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-It is the manu-
facturer who is required to have the goods
manufactured up to that standard.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The second clause
provides :

(ii.) If, when sold or offered or exposed for sal
under or by a naine recognized in any forei&
pharnacopoeia, such as Le Codex Medicamentarius 11
France or the pharmacopoeia of the United States,
and having the name of such pharmacopæeia plainly
labelled, upon the article, it differs from the standard
of strength, quality or purity laid down therein.

Now, although the name is plainly labelled
on the article, if it differs from the standard
of strength, then it should be deeied
adulterated. That is clear enough. Then
the third clause provides :

(iii) If, when sold, or offered or exposed for sale,
under or by a nane which is not recognized in any
pharmacopeia, but which is found in some generally
recognized standard work on materia medica or chel'
istry, it differs froi the standard of strength, quality
or purity laid down therein.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-I do not knO1

but that there is something in what the hoO.
gentleman from Halifax (Mr. Power)
says after all. It appears to me that the
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third sulsection is unneceszsary, because if
You have these drugs up to the standard of
the pharmacopeias mentioned, that is the
British pharmacopæia or the pharmacopæia
of the United States or the French phar-

altc0opeia, that is quite sufficient. Why
do you go beyond that and give the privilege

have the d rugs come up to the standard
Ixlentioned in these books? I think that is
going too far. If you use the tern the
%8ateria medica of any country, you should
SaY the authorized materia medica of that
country.

1101n. Mr. GOWAN, from the committee,
rePorted the bill without amendment.

A QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE.

on. Mr. FERGUSON - Before the
1ouse adjourns, I wish to cail the attention

the members of the government and the
10e to what perhaps is almost a question

S rivilege. I is with regard to the mails

.he r members of this House. The mails
n 'og from the east that arrive from Mon-

oreal at eight or nine o'clock in the morning
each day are not delivered here until about

or five in the afternoon of the same
to Occasisionally a letter or paper seems

ape the delay in Montreal and get
briuh, but as hon. members know, the
ulk Of Our correspondence and papers doit reach here until about four or five o'clock

1r1 tea eening, though they arrive in Mont-
Yciy in the morning by the Canadian

I thi<Railway. I am informed, on what
bln 18 very good authority, that by some
Ogider these mails go to the General Post
Overf in Montreal, in place of being handed

raom n train to another and being
od direct here, they go to the General

p andl seat Montreal, and are again made
ot k sent here in the afternoon. I do

to th(w Whether it is the case with regard
the ils for the House of Commons, or

Zwer t is only the Senate mail, but I am
esirelating our experience during this
esi orth regard to the mails from the

for on. members of this House.

MrI. SCOTT-Do the mails always
'efic the short line of the Canadian

; 11n MIr. FERGUSON-I think they do.
that o they come by the short line and
treal.r" t of them are held over in Mon-

Hon. Mr. MILLS-They should be dis-
tributed on the mail train.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is what should be done.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON- Perhaps my
hon. friend will inquire of the Postmaster
General and let me know the cause.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-If they come
by the Intercolonial Railway, they could not
reach here till the afternoon, but the mails
fron Prince Edward Island do not all come
by the Intercolonial Railway because we
occasionally get a paper or letter about half
past twelve or one o'clock. A paper dated
yesterday morning arriving here is delivered
in the Senate post office at one o'clock, but
the bulk of our mail does not reach us until
about this time, or even later each day. I
have no doubt if it is brought to the atten-
tion of the department it will be remedied.

DELAYED RETURNS.
INQUIRY.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-1
do not like to find fault all the time, but J
have not had the returii for which I moved
at the beginning of the session. I lirst asked
if there had been any correspondence be-
tween the government and the different pro-
vinces in which the right of appeal to the
judge against the voters'list, had taken place.
I was informed by the Minister of Justice.
that he was not aware at that tinie whether
there was any correspondence. I pointed
out that the reasons why I had asked the ques-
tion,was because in Nova Scotia a change had
taken place and that amendments had been
made to the Franchise Act. Afterwards I
received an answ-er, when the question was
put again, that letters had been written to
the different governments; but then, when I
put another question, as to the answers
which had been obtained, I was informed by
the Minister of Justice that that was not a
portion of the question which I had pre-
viously asked and consequently had not ascer-
tained that fact. Since that time the British
Columbia Government, while in session made
a change, and I believe the Manitoba Govern-
ment has also done the same thing. If I am
to believe one-tenth part of what we read in
the newspapers, as to the manipulations of
the voters' lists in the province of Manitoba,
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it is high time that there should be an appeal
to the judge, in order to set right the ini-
quities which the journals say are being con-
stantly perpetrated in connection with the
preparing of the voters' lists. Fullowing
that up, in order to try and obtain this
information, which ought to be obtained, I
think, in two or three letters, i then put a
notice upon the paper asking for copies of
the letters which had been sent to the differ-
ent governments, and also the replies which
had been received, in order that the
House and the country might be put in
possession of what had been done by the
government in carrying out the pledges
which they made to this House, and to the
House of Comnons when the question of
adopting the local franchises was accepted
by both Houses. I am anxious to know-
and I think it is in the interest of the
country that we should know-whether
proper representations have been made to
these governments, and whether thesegovern-
ments have acquiesced in the requests, which
I take it for granted were made, that pro-
vision should be made for these appeals, and
if they have decliued to do it, we should
know that fact. It might guide us in the
future in considering many bills coming
before this House. I hope the hon. Min-
ister of Justice will not think I am too
persistent in this matter, but I felt a great
interest in that question of adopting the
local franchises at the time it passed this
House, having a firm conviction that the
Parliament of Canada should control its own
franchise; but, as I stated then, as that was
one of the planks of the Liberal platform
when they went to the people, and the
people had elected them, I did not deem it
advisable, even individually, nor would I
recommend to the Senate, that they should
act in direct opposition to what was sup-
posed to be the express wili of the people.
I should like to have this information, and
the country would like to know what has
been done.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I will make inquiry
for the information which the hon. gentle-
man seeks. My hon. friend spoke, as if by
way of censure, of rny answer to him before,
when I told him that I had not inquired, nor
did Iknow, whethe-thelocalgovern mentshad
responded to the question. I answered him
precisely in accordance with the facts. Now,
I may say to him that what I assumed he

was specially anxious to know was whether
any communication had taken place or not,
and I ascertained that fact and informed
him accordingly. My hon. friend says the
manipulations that have taken place, as he
understands, in the legislature of Manitoba
with the voters' lists there makes it highly
important

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
No ; I did not say in the legislature. I said
in the preparation of the voters' lists under
the present law, which prevents an appeal.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend is
mistaken when he says it prevents an appeal.
The Manitoba Act is exactly like that of the
Dominion, which my hon. friend made.
Under the Manitoba Act an appeal may be
taken to the county judge, or the revising
barrister appointed for the purpose.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
There is no revising barrister now.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes; under the Mani-
toba Act.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
think the hon. gentleman is in error.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am inclined to think
my hon. friend will find the facts as I have
stated them.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Not a revising
barrister. ·

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My recollection is that
the Milnitoba Act is exactly the same as the
Dominion Act as framed by the government
of which my hon. f riend was a member.
But that is a matter of no consequenco.
We will ascertain what the facts are.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is not what I complain of so much.
If there has been any communication, il
should be in the possession of some of the
heads of the departments. If there bas
been an answer, they ought to have it, a0
they cannot possibly require three, or four,
or five, or six months to ascertain the siD3P1

fact. If the correspondence exists, w*
should have it, and if it does not exist, lot
the Minister of Justice say so and there is
an end of it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I will ascertain.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
hon. gentleman promised that two months
ago.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Perhaps I did. I
gave my hon. friend the information for
which he specifically asked.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I think the
hon. leader of the House is not altogether
right when he says that a revising barrister
la provided for under the laws of Manitoba

a similar way to the provision in the
I)orninion law. But he is at least partially
right in saying that some provision is made,
because I have noticed lately in the Winni-
Peg papers that our old friend, Judge
?rendergast, bas been appointed by the
Provincial governinent to some duty in con-

ection with the making up of the lists in
the city of Winnipeg at the present time.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is for this House.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-I had occasion to look
lato the law of M lanitoba, and following that
law, assuming that the revision of the list
W'ould not take place in Manitoba early
enlough, we had taken proceedings to havethe list revised, and a revision was made in

inipeg under the authority of the Man-
itoba Act. I know under the authority of
that Act there was a limited time, I think
it was one month, and then the list had to be
advertised and hung up for a month, and at
the end of that month the judge took it up,
anad Judge Prendergast was appointed.

lion. Mr. FERGUSON-By whom?

1ton. Mr. SCOTT-By this government,
all following the Manitoba Act. It wastI done under the Manitoba Act. And
theU we found, after the revising barrister

d ntered upon bis duties, and while the
ge was considering the list, that the

901erninent of Manitoba ordered a general
Thaion, and so we then cancelled our order.

t is the fact. Therefore, there seems to
an appeal there to the judge.

XCon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
no, that does not follow. By what

authority does the Dominion Government
ippnt Judge Prendergast? Is it under

the Act which adopted the franchise of the
Provinee r

•01 Mr. SCOTT-Oh, yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
We have a good illustration of the results
which follow the adoption of the local fran-
chise. Winnipeg has been kept out of its
representation in the House of Commons
ever since the unfortunate death of the late
member, Mr. Jameson. The list was not
in such a state as to go on with the election.
That is three or four months ago. The
Manitoba Government took no action, nor
did it provide for the revision of the list
under their law, and theDominion Govern-
ment then bad to assume the responsibility
of appointing a judge in order to get a
voters' list upon which they could hold an
election for a member of the Dominion
House. The result bas been, as my hon.
friend the Secretary of State has said, that
they had to hang up the voters' lists for a
month, and the other result is that Winni-
peg bas been unrepresented during all
this time, and is likely to be during the
present Parliament. However, that is
apart altogether from the question I
put to the hon. gentleman, nor is it an
answer to the motion which I make
asking for the return. I repeat that a
return, which must of necessity consist of
only three or four letters, might have been
laid before the House a long time ago, and
I should not like to say that my hon. friend
bas designedly delayed it, because it would
be very improper to say that, and people
who do not know the responsibilities which
rest upon my hon. friend'a shoulders and the
possibility that he may have, or no doubt
bas forgotten it, will attribute other motives
to his failure to furnish this information.
I do not think he can blame them if they do

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend has
made a statement with regard to the Mani-
toba case, which he says bas nothing partic-
ularly to do with the question which he bas
put. I quite admit it, but I did not
introduce the election of Manitoba in the
discussion. I told my hon. friend that the
Manitoba Act provided for a revision by
the judge or the revising officer. The ap-
pointment to which he refers, in Manitoba,
of a judge to make a revision out of the
ordinary time, was an appointment under
the provision of an Act to which my hon.
friend and this House gave assent last year.
It was under the authority of that Act that
that was done. The reference to the people
of Manitoba being unrepresented is one
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which the hou. gentleman ought to have
been more careful in making, because if the
election had taken place under the old
statute, to which he was a party, it would
have been a voters' list of which more than 50
per cent of those on the list would no longer
be qualified, and at least 50 per cent of
those under the one law or the other, who
ought to have been upon the list and ought
to have had an opportunity of voting, could
not vote at all. It is better that there
should be a little delay and the election be
made by those who are entitled to make a
return of the members to this Parliament
than that the election should be held and a
member returned by men, a large number of
whom, though on the list, are no longer
residents of the place and ought not to be
entitled to vote.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON--My hon. friend,
while admitting that the city of Winnipeg
has remained unrepresented as a con-
sequence of the Act of last year, pleads that
if that Act had not been passed and the old
Act remained in force, the same result
would have practically followed, or that
the member would have been elected on the
old list when only about 50 per cent of the
electorate would have been entitled to vote.
My hon. friend is entirely wrong in that
statement because if iny hon friend had legis-
lated in the right direction last year in this
Parliament, he would have provided for revi
sion of the electoral franchise of 1885, and
that revision would have been completed be-
fore the meeting of this Parliament, and the
member could have been in his place, if not
at the very opening days of this session, at all
events very early during this session, and
the city of Winnipeg would have been re-
presented.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I have just made inquiry from a member of
the Commons who represents Manitoba, as to
the law regulating the voters' list in that
country. The hon. Secretary of State is
partially right. He says there is an
appeal to a barrister or a judge, but he is
the appointee of the government itself, to
whom the appeal is made. It is not. as it
existed under the old Franchise Act of the
Dominion, an independent tribunal to which
an appeal can be made. That is all the
difference.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend took
the power of appointing a revising officer.
It is not confined to a judge.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is quite true. No revising barrister
was appointed under the old law-or very
few, if any, were appointed-where there
was a judge or junior judge. In either case
the judge and the junior judge were appoint-
ed as the revising officers, and it was only
in counties like my own, where there were
three divisions that an exception was made,
and in that case the junior judge was ap-
pointed as the revising officer for two. I
do not desire to argue that principle just now,
but what I object to is placing the revision
of the list or making the appeal to a person
who is a creature of a government.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I desire to call the
attention of the hon. gentlemen present to
the fact that the members of the Banking
Comniittee desire to hold a meeting and can-
not meet while the House is sitting.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-It is not a usual
thing for the House to adjourn for a coin-
mittee. Committees sometimes adjourn
when the House meets. The time for the
committee was half past four, and as that
time has passed they cannot meet now.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-There are
certain gentlemen who wish to address the
committee and get away.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-While we are
on the matter of delayed returns, may I
again ask when I may expect these returns
that I have been pleading for so long across
the floor of this House. I want that return
as to the mail between Cape Tormentine
and Sackville very particularly, and I was
promised it to-morrow, and to-morrow and
to-morrow, but that to-morrow does not
appear to come. Can my hon. friend tell
me when that to-morrow will arrive.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I cannot tell my hon.
friend; I am not a prophet.

DOMINION OF CANADA GUARAN-
TEE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE

COMPANY.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Before the adjourn-
mènt of the House I ask leave, on behalf of
the hon. gentleman from York (Mr. Allan)
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who is not present, to move that the bill,
Which came from the House of Commons,
intituled: "An Act respecting the Domin-
lon of Canada Guaraitee and Accident
Insurance Company," be placed on the
orders of the day for second reading on
Tuesday next.

Hlon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is one of the most irregular proceedingas
Which could be taken. With a motion before
the House for adjournment, my hon. friend,
who is a great stickler for the rules of this
1ouse. makes a motion which is totally
irrelevant and out of order.

lon. Mr. POWER--I accept the situa-
tion.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, 9th June, 1899.

TRE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
OClock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

]DLINGTON AND NELSON RAIL-
WAY COMPANY'S BILL.

REPORTED FRO COMMITTEE.

Ou. Mr. MILLER in the absence of Mr.

Taker fron the Committee on Railways,
eIegraphs and Harbours, reported Bill
0 7) "An Act respecting the Bedlington

d elson Railway Company" with an
endment. He said :-I may state with

regard to this amendment that the bill is
7 intended to make a Dominion Act of

a Act of the legislature of British Columbia
to'( the firet clause is a declaratory clause
t hat effect. The amendment is to add tote schedule after the words 1897, the words
set forth in the schedule to this Act, which
brns that the British Columbia Act should
?added as a schedule to the Act of this

arlmaxient which is done.

e n. Mr. SCOTT-This amendment in-
a Porates one of the British Columbia Acts
tras there is serious objection to some ofthei Acta I o j
of iuld ask that the consideration

e amendments be postponed.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-The amendment
was put in by the law clerk, because it was
necessary to be done in order to carry out
the amendment passed hy the committee.
The amendment of the committee was that
the British Columbia Act should be added
as a schedule to the bill before the com-
mittee.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Is it not rather an
extraordinary proceeding? Some legisla-
tion may have taken place since on that
very Act in British Columbia, so that it is
rather misleading. It is a novelty in our
legislation certainly. Many of the Acts of
British Columbia contain clauses disqualify-
ing the Chinese from being employed in the
construction or operation of the company,
and there are other objectionable clauses in
their legislation. I think it is rather a
serious innovation that we should adopt their
legislation here and confirm it.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
is mistaken. The amendment does not con-
firm the British Columbia statute. The
British Columbia statute is recited in the
bill as it came before the committee, and all
the ratification which the British Columbia
measure gets was in the bill as it came to
the committee. All the committee did was
to say that this British Columbia Act, which
is referred to in the bill, should be added to
the bill as a schedule, so that any one reading
this Canadian Act would know just what it
meant. It does not confirm it.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I invariably
defer to the action of any committee of
which I nay be a minority member, in
regard to any amendment which they may
choose to make to the bill, but in this parti-
cular case I thought it wise on my part at
any rate to object to the proposal which was
made by my hon. friend the senior member
from Halifax (Mr. Power) in adding to this
bill as a schedule of the British Columbia
legisiation passed on behalf of this company.
It certainly, to say the least of it, is %n ano-
moly that there should be embodied in our
statute-book a copy of provincial legislation
regarding any company, and more particu-
larly when that legislation is not embodied
or contained in one Act but in series of Acts,
and not only in a series of Acts regarding
that particular company, but in the general
Railway Act of the province. My bon.
friend from Halifax, with very commend-
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able anxiety or zeal to place the public in a
position by which they might have full in-
formation regarding this company, suggested
that one particular Act-the Act of 1897,
I believe it is-should be embodied in this
particular bill, overlooking the fact that such
action would be entirelv misleading and illu-
sory, inasmuch as that Act has been amend-
ed by a series of Acts, and, as I understand,
there has been incorporated into it the
general Railway Act of British Columbia.
Consequently, one who is a stranger to those
facts, perusing this particular bill which we
have under consideration, and looking at the
schedule and finding thereto annexed a
copy of a British Columbia Act, would
very naturally assume that it was a complete
statement of the whole legislation upon that
particular subject, wvhereas we find, as I
have said before, a series of Acts respecting
it. I am in favour of embracing in the
schedule any agreements to which the public
might not have access, and concerning which
research could not be had except through
private quarters, to any bill which might
come up for our consideration, but where an
Act of Parliament is embodied in the pro-
vincial statutes, and where those statutes
can be seen in any legal library to which
one may have access, it seems to me an en-
tirely unnecessary step and a very bad pre-
cedent to establish, and one which will be
extremely misleading, owing to the public
believing that the whole legislation is em-
braced in the schedule, whereas it is only a
part of it. I, therefore, with very great
hesitation, and with all deference to the
committee's report, submit that it is a
very dangerous precedent to establish and
one which should not be adopted by this
House.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
from Rideau (Mr. Clemow) has given
notice that these amendments will be taken
into consideration on Wednesday, and I
take it that is the proper time to discuss it.

THE WINDING UP ACT AMEND-
. MENT BILL.

REFERRED BACK TO COMMITTEE.

The order of the day being called "third
reading of Bill (O) " An Act further to
amend the Winding Up Act."

Hon. Mr. ALLAN said :- Before the
third reading of the bill, I should like to say
that I have received representations, as
chairman of the Banking Committee, from
several parties to the effect that there are
suits now pending before the courts in
Ontario which would be affected by some
provisions of this bill, and they desire to
have an opportunity of being heard before
the bill passed.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
have received similar letters in connection
with the provisions of this bill, and in con-
versation with Mr. Kirchhoffer, before he
left for the west, I intimated to him that I
thought the better way would be to refer it
back for consideration to the committee
where the parties interested on both sides
can be heard. I, therefore, move that the
bill be not now read the third time, but
that it be referred back to the Committee on
Banking and Commerce for further con-
sideration.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think that is a very
proper motion, under the circumstances. It
is only right that parties complaining that
their interests are likely to be affected
seriously by the bill, should have an oppor-
tunity of being heard before the committee
before bhe bill is submitted to the House
for the third reading.

The motion was agreed to.

THIRD READING.

Bill (124) " An Act to amend the Inland
Revenue Act."-(Mr. Scott.)

ADULTERATION ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I THIRD READING.
think that I can give reasons which will
justify the course taken. I am fully in accord Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the third read-
with the sentiments of the hon. Secretary of ing of Bill (123) "An Act further to amend
State (Mr. Scott) on that question, and the Adulteration Act." He said :-After
when it is elaborated, I think the House the criticisms of several members of the
will agree with me. House yesterday, I submitted this bill tO
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the gentlemen in the Inland Revenue
Department who are particularly familiar
with the subject, and who drafted the bill,
and they' seemed to be perfectly satisfied
with subsection 2 of section F, which was
so Commented on yesterday. Several hon.
gentlemen thought someimprovement might
be made in this subsection. The officers of
the department expressed themselves per-
fectly satisfied with that clause, and think
't could not be changed with advantage. I
had, myself, drafted another clause, perhaps

rOe in harmony with the spirit of yesterday
ila the debate, but that has not been approved
Of. Thte suggestions for the change in this
hili, I may say, have been made by Dr.
l0ddick of Montreal, and were forced on
the attention of the department by him
owing to circumstances that had really
ari8en and which might have been attended
with very serious consequences, and which
WOuld still be open to serious consequences

a change of this kind were not made in
the law. Under these circumstances, I
'onve the third reading of the bill.

The motion was agreed to, and the billwas read the third time and passed.

CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENT BILL

SECOND READING.

n'Du. Mr. MILLS moved the second
readig of Bill (Q) " An Act further to
amnend the Criminal Code, 1892." He said:

need not enter into a discussion of the
P1 ons cf this bill. It contains a number

cf distinct amendments that have no rela-
then to each other, but are amendments to

' rinminal Code that have been suggested
2differet officers acting under the Crown.

y have reported their views from time
teme to the department, pointing out

a biguity they think ought to be
adet'ed and what changes ought to be

ln order to carry out the original
chnutiOu and purpose of the Act. These

ges relate to various matters. and can
i better discussed when the House goes

COr mittee on the bill than they can
ifeu Che second reading. I may say that

ti rimmal Code errs at all, it is perhaps
in R g further than many think necessary
action .rakng to bring various human

as within the purview of what is known
tat oe. It may be in some instances
te., and8rlne are temporary in their charac-

rather fall within the class of police

offences and could be better regulated under
the powers of police than powers conferred
for dealing with crime. I think it is im-
portant that in legislating upon the subject
of crime we should take care to distinguish
between those classes of actions that inay
result simply in riot or disorder, and which
can be regulated under the police powers of
the provincial governments, from those which
are permanent offences against the well-
being of society. For these reasons there
are some things tLat have been proposed
from time to time to Parliament to be made
crimes that we have not thought it in
the public interest to deal with as
such under the provisions of this bill.
Take, for instance, the proposals to
embrace a certain class of photographs
that may be exhibited for hire in halls,
mostly represeniting pugilistic contests. I
thought it well not to undertake to deal
with them. If they are offences at all, they
may be regarded as police offences rather
than crimes, and can be dealt with as such
by those having jurisdiction over that sub-
ject. The same may be said with regard to
race courses. It does seem to me that it
would be a most illogical position to say that
you will permit racing as an innocent recrea-
tion, or whatever you may choose to call
it, for ten or fifteen or twenty days of the
year, but that if one runs a horse race on a
race course on the 21st day it shall be a
crime. That is a mistaken view altogether
of the use which ought to be made of pro-
hibitory legislation constituting crime. If
there is gambling or riotous conduct or dis-
order, or actions which tend to the demoral-
ization of society in the continuance of
racing on a race course, the proper way to
deal with it is by requiring a license for the
establishment of such a course, and to pro-
vide for the regulations of its use and the
determination of the number of days in the
year when such license shall be enforced.
It becomes a police regulation, as much so
as the licensing of a hotel, or of any other
institution in the country which may require
regulation in that way. For these reasons,
I have undertaken to confine the legilation
within those limite that have been long
recognized as criminal offences.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I desire to give
notice that I shall move to amend the clause
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of this bill which raises the age of consent
to eighteen. I shall move that eighteen be
etriken out and forty-five years substituted.
If I had my own way I would fix no age at
ail, and would allow "every herring to hang
by its ain head," because it is clear to me
that it is not so much the age of the female
as the way she bas been brought up that will
be her protection. If a girl has been allowed
to stroll about the streets in the evenings,
or to go to public bouses and buy spirituou8
liquors for her parents and hear ribald con-
versation, I think she is more likely to be
corrupt at five or six years of age than a
girl properly brought up would beateighteen.
A girl who is properly brought up is kept in
the house in the evenings and not allowed
to associate with impi oper persons ; she is
prevented from reading immoral books, and
especially is not allowed to read such filthy
bills as some which have been brought before
this House. The hon. Secretary of State
will remember a bill which came to us the
provisions of which were of so disgusting a
nature that he moved that the report of the
discussion upon it be stricken out of our
record. I do not want such a bill to be on
the statute-book, so that fifty or sixty years
hence people will take it as an indication of
of the state of morals in this country at the
present age. I say wait until crimes are
committed before laws are passed against
them, I have read in some classical work
an account of where a Scythian was asked
by an Athenian legislator what punish-
ment they had for patricide in bis
country. He replied none, we have no such
crime. I say we should not legislate
to prevent crimes until they arise. The
way a female is brought up, and not her age,
should be her best protection. I may quote
from a noted poet, whom my hon. friend
from Monck highly esteems-Robert Burns,
in the Jolly Beggars-where a young woman
says, " I once was a maid ; but I dinna mind
when." If my hon. friend from Brandon
were here, I would ask him if that is not a
literal translation of what Petronius Arbiter,
who flourished 1900 years ago, the friend of
Nero, put in the mouth of a female in bis
classical work. In the last 1900 years there
have been so many females who did not know
when they were maidens, that age should
not be made a protection against the wiles
of man. Why do I name 45 as the limit 7
When a woman is over 30, it is difficult to
ascertain her age. It is marked in the

family Bible, but that is a portion of the
Bible she never refers to. It is as hard to
find out her age as it is to ascertain the age
of a hor.e, when the mark in his teeth bas
worn out. At 45, the female is In the state
that Moses mentions Sarah was when the
angel told Abraham that she should have a
son, and she treatd it with ridicule. A young
female knows the evil that may happen to
her if she sins; she knows that she may be-
come pregnant, and that the ollspring would
be a bastard, and would be branded as such.
He may succeed in life, acquire wealth and
distinction, but still would be branded with
the name of bastard. William the Conqueror,
the greatest moiarch, perhaps, that has ever
sat on the British throne, who, froin bis
small duchy in France, landed an army in
England, conquered at Hastings the army of
Harold, who had just returned from the
north of England, where he had defeated the
Danes, and who brought England under
subjection and gave it Norman laws and
Norman civilization, and whose Doom's-day
book is still quoted as a mark of bis legisla-
tion, was, nevertheless, spoken of in the
annals of the day as William the Bastard,
and bis mother as the miller's daughter. I
will defer anything more I have to say on
the subject till the bill goes to committee.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I will say to my bon.
friend that the provisions of this bill are for
the protection of youth and not second
childhood.

Hon. Mr. ALMON -That is the fault of
the inember for Norfolk in bringing in a
bill without consulting the Minister of
Justice. Mv remarks are entirely confined
to the bill which he sent down.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill was
read the second time.

GUARANTEE AND PENSION FJND
SOCIETY OF DOMINION

BANK BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. POWER moved the second
reading of Bill (100) " An Act respecting
the Guarantee and Pension Fund Society of
the Dominion Bank, and to change its name
to the Pension Fund Society of the Do0-
inion Bank." He said :-It appears that at
the present time this fund is used for twO
purposes, namely, as a pension fund and alSO
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as a guarantee fund, out of which suma pay-
Able by the employees to the bank shall be
taken, and the object of this bill is to limit
the fund to the purposes of a pension fund
alone, and allow the individual employees of
the bank to make separate arrangements
with the bank as to the guarantee ; and as a
consequence of that the name of the Guar-
antee and Pension Fund Society of the
Ùomninion Bank is dropped, and the name
of the fund in future is to be the Pension
Pund of the Dominion Bank.

of the bill said that they wished to have the
capital of the new company the sum of the
capital stocks of the two companies. There-
fore I move that in the first amendment
the word " dollars " be stricken out, and the
words " the sum of the capital stocks of the
two companies " inserted ; and that in the
second blank " one hundred " be inserted.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. POWER moved that the
amendments as amended be concurred in.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill was The motion was agreed to.
read the second time.

tRIE AND HURON AND LAKE ERIE
AND DETROIT RIVER RAIL-

WAY COM PANY'S AMALGA-
MATION BILL

THIRD READING.

The order of the day being called:

eOrsideration of the amendments made by the
a'Ding Committee on Railways, Telegraphs and
arbours to (Bill 60) " An Act to authorize the amal-
a'ation of the Erie and Huron Railway Company

&1d the Lake Erie and Detroit River Railway Com-7 y."-(Hon. Mr. Casgrain.)

1on. Mr. POWER said :-The hon.
*entlema from Windsor was obliged to
ve Ottawa on important private business,

he desired me to move cobcurrence in
the aendments to this bill for him. If hon.

'tlemen will turn to page 318 of the
a8te minutes they will find the amend-

'ents a little below the middle of the page.
will be remernbered that the hon. gentle-
SfromI Windsor allowed the consideration

th ee aimendments to stand over because
ere w 1ere two blanks left in the first amend-
ent. The amendment reads:

ae tname of the company constituted by the amal-
rie aon of the said two companies shall e the Lake

tal etd Detroit River Railway Company. The capi-
divide •of such company hal 1 be dollars,'uto shares of dollars each.

on looking into the charters of the two
ompa'nies I find that the shares of both

mes are $100 each; so that the
Tend blank will be filled in with a hundred.
T1  pital stock of one of the companies is

a 000. The other company was orig-
On lneorporated by the legislature of
*ith With a capital of only $150,000, but
t twer to increase that capital from

time ; and the gentleman who
as counsel on behalf of promotors

Hon. Mr. POWER moved the third
reading of the bill as amended.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the third time and passed.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tue8day, 13th Jne, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

INSPECTOR OF MINES IN YUKON
DISTRICT.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE inquired of the
government:

1. What is the date of H. H. Norwood's appoint-
ment to the position of Inspector of Mines in the
Yukon Territory?

2. The total amount pid him from date of his
appointmient to the 1st May, 1899?

3. Total amount allowed or paid hini for travelling
expenses?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-In reply to the in-
quiries by the hon. gentleman I beg to say
that Mr. H. H. Norwood was appointed on
the 21st August, 1897. The total amount
paid him was $3,476, of which $1,575 is for
salary and $1,901.50 allowed him for travel-
ling and living expenses in connection with
his duties. The third question as to the
total amount allowed or paid hun for travel-
ling expenses, is answered by the reply tu
question No. 2.
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PAYMENTS TO GRAND TRUNK
RAILWAY COMPANY.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON inquired of
The leader of the Senate to furnish details of the

following items, contained in a return submitted to
this House orn the 26th of May last. of amounts paid
the Grand Trunk Railway Company by the govern-
ment of Canada:-
Proportion of operating joint sections.... $43,991 71
Proportion of cost of ties .... .... .... .. 186 57
Proportion of cost of Nunn's signal. ..... 5 99
Difference in value of rails ren.wed on joint

section ..... .. ............ .. .... 2,176 28
Allowance for proportion of general office

expenses, rent, fuel, light, stationery, &c 1,000 00
Proportion of cost of renewals of bridges on

joint section................ ......... 2,281 50
The statenient of details to show on what basis the

proportion was in each case ascertained.

He said :-I may explain that I have
asked these questions because an item given
earlier than this in the list submitted in
the return stated that the Intercolonial
Railway had paid one-half of the
salary of the car inspector at St. Hyacin-
the, and my object was to find whether all
these proportions were on the same basis of
the government paying one-half.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I may say to my hon.
friend that this return is in course of prepara-
tion in the Department of Railways and
Canals, and I have not yet received it. I
think they are awaiting some information
from the Grand Trunk Railway Company
before the return is completed. I expected
to have received it to-day. As soon as it is
received I will bring it down as promised.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Then the in-
quiry should stand.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, it will stand.

The inquiry was allowed to stand.

THE COMPANIES' ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the third read-
ing of Bill (N) " An Act to amend the
Companies' Act."

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Before this bill
is finally disposed of, I desire to mention to
the Minister of Justice that considerable
attention bas been paid to this measure,

since publicity has been given to it, in circles
that would most naturally be interested in
its passage, and I have myself had communi-
cations from three different parties relative
to its merits, and pointing out that it did
not go as far as such a bill might safely go.
With a view to giving my hon. friend the
suggestions which have been made to me by
certain professional men in Toronto, I would
ask that he allow the third reading to stand,
and possibly he might see the propriety of
enlarging the scope of the bill so as to meet
the suggestions to which I refer. I would,
for instance, mention this class of cases: It
has been suggested that there is no logical
reason why this bill should not be applied to
companies incorporated under special Acts,
so that they could issue preference shares in
the same manner as companies incorporated
under the Companies' Act. I understand
that under the Ontario Act, of which this
bill I understand is practically a copy, it
is possible for companies incorporated under
special Acta to exercise the provisions
practically of this measure-that is to
say, that the preference shares provisions
under the Companies' Act in Ontario
are not limited or restricted to companies
incorporated under the Companies' Act.
Another point to which my attention has
been directed is that the language of the
bill is somewhat vague, and is giving
considerable trouble in Ontario-that is,
whether preference shares have a preference
only in the case of dividends, or whether the
preference applies in winding up. The lan-
guage of the Ontario bill is precisely the saine
as in this bill, and that language bas result-
ed in complications and doubt in Ontario. I
am told that the Attorney General of On-
tario is in considerable doubt as to its appli-
cation by reason of those words. If that be
the case, there is no reason why this HousO
should not profit by the experience gained
in the working of the Ontario Act. I have
no interest in the matter beyond directing
the attention of the Minister of Justice tO
the suggestions which have been made, and
to say that it would be well to allow the
bill to stand.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The suggestions which
the hon. gentleman mentioned, and others,
have been brought under my notice. S0119
of the suggestions made I have discussed
with the Finance Department, and we came
to the conclusion that the provisions of the
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bill are all we ought to undertake to deal
With in the present session. I may point
Out to my hon. friend that the object of
alother bill that we have before Parliament
le to enable all loan companies to avail them-
seiVes of the opportunity of coming under
't Provisions, and those companies to which

Y'V hon. friend refers, that have special
charters, if they choose to come under the
rovisions of the general Act of in-orpora-

tO" can avail themselves of the provisions of
hiis bill. It i, not, I think, in the public

Interest-it ought not to be a part of the
hey of this Parliament-to encourage

tiSUi to continue under existing charters.
rf they choose to remain distinct companies
ney.ng upon the provisions of their charters

Icrporation, and not on the general
tc, if they require a provision of this sort

rIill say so, and will come to Parlia-
il t for that purpose. It would be rather
bgical to extend the provisions of this

tO them, when this is a part of the
game scheme of incorporation, and at theiol time to allow them to retain theird80iatd position under a separate and
thinknet charter. That is one rea"on, and I
and an important one, why we should not
Thfertake to embrace these companies.
says' 'with regard to what my hon. friend
Whîethn respect to the preference stock,

iher it is a preference in the case of
ease ig Up as well as a preference in the
ane Of dividends, is worthy of consideration,
tat ithere was any doubt in the matter
that oUght to be removed. I do not think
thana.y One ever contemplated doing more
caiu.gling preference as to dividends, be-
vie "Y hon. friend will see that the bill pro-ee that this special stock may afterwards
of the hneral stock under the provisions
hone bil I shall let the bill stand, as my
to ""nsd Suggests, and will be prepared
thepreer that one point with regard to
order oference stock. I move that the
thrd rf the day be discharged, and that the
lext. reading of the bill be fixed for Tuesday

The Iotion was agreed to.

()l A ELECTRIC RAILWAY
COMPANY'S BILL.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW said:-Parties in-
terested in the construction of this road are
very anxious to have the time limited for
the completion of the road, and the pro-
moters have very generously acceded to the
request. I, therefore, move that the bill be
not now read the third time, but that it be
amended by striking out the word " three "
in the second line of clause 2, and insert-
ing in lieu thereof the word " two."

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE -The
time given to begin the work is how long i

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Eighteen months
within which to begin the work, and three
years to complete. The company wish to
reduce the time to two years.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-That
will give them only six months to complete
the extension.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW--It is their own
request.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was then read the third time and passed, as
amended.

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (33) "An Act respecting the Nipissing
and James Bay Railway Company."-(Mr.
Casgrain.)

Bill (92) "An Act respecting the Saskat-
chewan Railway and Mining Company."-
(Mr. Lougheed.)

SECOND READINGS.

Bill (127) " An Act to amend the Bank
Act."-(Mr. Mills.)

Bill (76) "An Act respecting the Domin-
ion of Canada Guarantee and Accident
Company."-(Mr. Macdonald, B.C., in the
absence of Mr. Allan.)

Bill (119) " An Act respecting the Red
Deer Valley Railway and Coal Company."-
(Mr. McCallum, in the absence of Mr.
Baird.)

RAILWAY PASSENGER TICKETS
ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

Th TIIRD READING. Hon. Mr. McMILLAN moved the second
e order of the day being called: reading of Bill (32) "An Act to amend the

of tBill (18) " An Act respecting the Act respecting the sale of Railway Passenger
23 c Railway Company." Tickets." He said :-This is a bill to amend
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the Railway Passenger Tickets Act, section
110, by adding after the word "railways "
the words "steamboats or ferry companies."
It is done at the request of a ferry company
running boats from Windsor to Detroit,
and persons other than the agents appointed
by this company are taking advantage of
some irregularities in the matter of selling
tickets, and defrauding the company out of
some money. This bill merely authorizes
the company to appoint their own agents to
sell tickets, and provides that no person else
shall have the privilege.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not rise for the
purpose of opposing the measure, but I wish
to direct the attention of the hon. gentleman
of Glengarry to the fact that the bill does
not cover the whole ground. It will be
necessary, it seems to me, to have this first
clause amended by the committee. In the
chapter of the Revised Statutes at the end of
the first section, there is a reference to rail-
way compauies employing such agents. The
hon. gentleman will require to insert the
words " steamboat or ferry " after the word
"railway." The bill does not provide for
that. It only provides for the insertion of
the words in section 7.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-I think it should
be amended as the hon. gentleman suggests.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

LONDON MUTUAL FIRE INSUR-
ANCE COMPANY BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN moved the second
reading of Bill (68) " An Act respecting the
London Mutual Fire Insurance Co." He
said :-This is a bill of the London Mutual
Fire Insurance Company of Canada to obtain
the privilege of issuing stock by by-law of
the board of directors. I do not know much
about the bill. I simply took it up because
it was not fathered by anybody here. 1 sup-
pose the whole matter can be properly ex-
plained in committee.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

QUEBEC HARBOUR COMMISSION-
ERS AMENDMENT AND CON-

SOLIDATION BILL.
SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the second
reading of Bill (91) " An Act to amend and

consolidate the Acts relating to the Quebec
Harbour Commissioners." He said :-This
is a bill of considerable length, as it is a
consolidation of the provisions of manfy
statutes passed since the beginning of this
century, relating to Trinity House of Quebec
and Trinity House of Montreal and the
Harbour Commissioners of Quebec. There
have been, in all, up to the present time, 99
statutes relating to this subject, and there is
an attempt made in the bill, which I subllt
for the consideration of the House, to cOU-
solidate the provisions of these Acts that
are still in operation, and to make clear the
functions and duties of the harbour conis-1'
sioners of the city of Quebec. The bill is
one of details rather than general principles-
Many hon. gentlemen will remember hOe
the harbour commission of the city of
Quebec is at present established. There 1s

no change in the organization, but there is
an attempt made in the bill-and I thilk
successfully made-to consolidate the pro-
visions of all these various statutes, which
will be a matter of convenience, both to the

public who are interested in the port of the
city of Quebec, and to the harbour cOr'
missioners who have its management and
care in their hands.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I would like to ask
the Minister of Justice if there is any ne'
matter in the bill?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is a consolidation
of the law as it is. There is nothing ne<
except the phraseology, which in some cases
is necessarily new, on account of the nunfber
of statutes relating to the subject.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill Was
read the second time. •

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (90) " An Act respecting the Gre
North-west Central Railway Company.'
(Mr. Lougheed.)

Bill (121) "An Act
Ontario and Rainy River
pany."-(Mr. Lougheed.)

The Senate adjourned.

respecting the
Railway Coua-
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THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, 14th June, 1899.

Hon. Mr. CASGRAIN-This bill relates
to another company.

The motion was agreed to.

TiHE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three EXPENSES OF OPERATING THE
o'Clock. GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

JAIES BAY RAILWAY COMPANY'S
BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

lion. Mr. BAKER, from the Committee
'On Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours, re-
P'rted Bill (73) "An Act respecting the

1a1es Bay Railway Company," without
faendment.

lion. Mr. CASGRAIN moved that thebil be read the third time to-morrow.

lion. Mr. FERGUSON-Before this bill
tead the third time, I would like to call

attention of the hon. gentleman in

atreB of it to the fact that another bill re-
he8n to the James Bay Railway Company

goi e through the Senate this session. It
1 not usual to have two measures dealing

"lth the affairs of the same company in the
are session.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON rose to
Ask the leader of the Senate to furnish details of

the following items, contained in a return submitted
to this House on the 26th of May last, of amounts
paid the Grand Trunk Railway Company by the
government of Canada:-
Proportion of operating joint sections.....$43,991 17
Proportion of cost of ties................. 186 57
Proportion of cost of Nunn's signal.. 5 99
Difference in value of rails renewed on

jointsection..... .... .............. 2,176 28
Allowance for proportion of general office

expenses, rent, fuel, light, stationery, &c. 1,000 00
Proportion of cost of renewals of bridges on

joint section..................... . . 2,281 50
The statement of details to show on what basis the

proportion was in each case ascertained.

He said :-My hon. friend will remember
that yesterday I called his attention to this
notice which I had given, and he told me
that he would be prepared to give the
answer to-day.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I may say to my hon.
friend that I have the return in my hands,
and it is as follows:-

OTAILS F AMOUNTS PAID THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY BY THE GOVERN-
MENT OF CANADA.

p'olPrtion Of operating joint sections.. .......... . ............. . .... ........ ... $
Details.

Jala iOn Of operating joint sections........ .... ................... 8 9,0 00
ce of Pro rtion of joint expenses of section Ste. Rosalie to Montreal-

wprch, 18............... ............. ................ S 8484i, 1898. . . ...... .. ... ..... ... ....... ................. 139 69
aY, 1898 ............................ 884 90

J1111% 1898............. ....... ................. ... ' 32e,1898 ... 4,986.
u 1898............ .............................. 4,718 03

S15,015 22

lj)~otln 0f joint section epecises, September, 1898 ............ $.. 4,675 59
?r,<>r 7tnc, Olerations, &c., of joint section, October, 1898 ..... ............... 4,784 OS

l llofjoint section, mnaintenance and operating-
vebr 1898................ ................. ....... .. $5,541 75

4590

ugus , 1898 ... ....... , ..... ........... 1...................... 4,51 81

- 15,015082

Serating joint section-
A r l , 898 . . ................. ............... ... 1.... ....A p i, 1898.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

39 90
226 14

266 0O

rportion 0 ot
f co@t of ties, stationery, &c......,..... ..................

43,791 71

43,791 71

$ 186 57
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Details.
Difference on 30 ties at 20c. each..... ................................

I. C. R. proportion 12-53 per cent............ ........... .. ...
Difference of 20 ties at 20. each.... ... ............

I. C. R. proportion J at 12-53 per cent and t at 6-88 per cent .....
Difference on 1,080 ties at 25c........ .. . ... .....

I. C. R. proportion J at 12-69 per cent and J at 558 per cent..
Difference on 200 ties at 25c. each...........................

I. C. R. proportion 5-88 per cent........... .... ...........

I. C. R. proportion Montreal Freight Station pay-roll left off account
10'17 per cent of 731-99............ .. . . .................

Stationery, &c., supplied I. C. R. conductors, direct charge....... ... .

Proportion of cost of Nunn's signal put up at Chaudière Station, I. C. R.,
one-half of $11.98............ .............................. .....

$ 6 00
0 75

4 00
0 32

270 00
19 55

50 00
2 94

23 56

74 44
88 57

$ 186 57

...... .... $ 5 99

Difference on value of rails..............,..................... .. ..................... $ 2,176 28

Details.
March, 1898.......... . ........ 49-47 per cent of

....... ........ . ... .... 9 18 1
..... ......... .............. 5 -29

April, 1898....... ....... .......... . 12-53
i ... . ........... .... ,....... 6'82

M ay, 1898........ ...... .,............ 12-69
t ............. . .. ... ..... 5'88

June, 1898...... .................. 24-56
. .. . ..... .... . ...... . 11 -19
.... ................ .... 5-56

July, 1898... .................... 12-17 t
........... ... .............. 6 -27 46

$ 101 56=$ 50 24
27 00= 2 48

122 17= 6 46

17 38= 2 18
299 35= 20 41

280 80= 35 63
1,129 70= 66 42

7,072 65= 1,737 05
416 95= 46 67

1,962 74= 109 13

174 30= 21 21
1,250 34= 78 40

$ 59 18

22 59

102 05

1,892 85

-- 99 61
$2,176 28

Allowance for proportionate of general office expences, &c..................... . .....
Amount agreed as allowance to cover proportionate of general office expenses, rental, fuel, light,

maintenance, &c., $100 per month, ten months, March to December, 1898 ...... ..........
Proportionate of cost of renewals of bridges on joint section. .... .................. ....

Details.

April, 1898, Intercolonial Railway proportion ....... 22-46 per cent of $1,200 00= $
May, 1898 n... ... 2359 fi 4,434 03=
August, 1898 ........ 23·76 l 478 00=
October, 1888 if .. ..... 28'39 f 20 26=
Septeinber, 1896 il ........ 27-07 , 2,756 70=

I. C. R. proportionate of water supplied at Bonaven-
ture freight station. .. ..................... .6-39 per cent of $ 168-75= $

Bonaventure passenger station.. .. . . . ........ 4-36 1 221'20 =

269 5
1,045 9

113 5
5 7

746 2

10 7
9 6

$ 1,000 OU
1 f00

1,000 00
2,201 50>

2

7
5

$2,181 07

S 2043

$ 2,201 50

PETROLEUM INSPECTION ACT
AMENDMENTl BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into a Committee
of the Whole on Bill (131) "An Act re-
specting the inspection of Petroleum and
Naphtha."

(In the Committee.)
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I explained on the

second reading that the object of this bill

1 was to consolidate the laws relating to the
inspection of petroleumi, at the same tin®
inaking changes which I pointed out with.a
view of reducing the cost of petroleumi in
this country. The principal change is ln
regard to the inspection. At the preselle
time, as the hon. gentlemen know oil IUay
be inspected in tanks, or in the refinerY,
and when it goes from the refinery as il"
spected by the officer of the Excise Depart-
ment, it can be subdivided and distributed
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Over the country. Of course, the penalties
have been increased considerably in conse-
quence of the greater opportunity of not
having the oil up to the standard, but as a
close watch is kept on the oi coming into
the country, and it is also inspected before
it leaves the refinery, it was thought there
*ould not be any real danger in that direc.
tiOn. Probably the more satisfactory way
would be for me to explain the clauses as we
go on and point out to the hon. gentlemen
any that are new. Subsection b of the
interpretation clause, contains a provision
Which is consequent upon the change in the
proposal to allow the oil to be inspected at
the refinery. Ali refineries are brought
directly under the control of the Department
Of Inlland Revenue, and they must take out
a hcense. It is simply to bring them directly
'4uder the control of the officers of the Inland
levenue Department.

The clause was adopted.

On1 clauses 3, 4 and 5.
. on. Mr. SCOTT said :-The object of the

license is to bring the refiners under the
Control of the Inland Revenue officers.

1Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Are theyobliged
t'O take Out a license now ?

11n. Mr. SCOTT-No.

The clauses were adopted.

On clause 7.
cl On. Mr. SCOTT-Subsection 2 of thisclause is new. Naphtha, being considered
ettnost dangerous element of oil, by the
tte ail packages of naphtha must be

Cel I11td red, and that colour is reserved ex-USively for naphtha.
The clause was adopted.
0

n clause 8.

ths . Mr. SCOTT-There is a change in
fro clause. The flash test bas been reduced270 to 260 degrees. The department

given Way to those who use it, for the
obtai that they think a better light can be
relat and the test is sufficient. That
Ordinto oil used on railway carriages.

rubj y oil for domestic purposes is only
erlCt to a flash test at 85. It was for-
nd u9515 In 1893 it was reduced to 90,

gree. 1894 to the present standard, 85 de-
g hat is ordinary oil, but the oil to

which I have alluded is subject to a test of
260 degrees.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED--Do these tests
correspond with the tests of United States
oils ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Some United States
oils are subjected to higher and some to
lower tests. The flash test in England is
very much lower than ours. It is down
among the seventies.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-This clause will
apply to all oils, United States as well as
Canadian.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.
be permitted to be used
stand the test provided.

No oil will now
which does not

Hon. Mr. POWER-Perhaps the hon.
gentleman will explain why these different
tests are provided for. I understand the
85 degrees test is for ordinary or domestic
use ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

Hon. Mr. POWER-And what is meant
by oil for outside service i

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not know. I
presume it is not allowed to be used in a
building. I presume it is for lighting vessels
or headlights of locomotives. That has been
the law for a number of years. That Act
was passed in 44 Victoria.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 9.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Clause 9 is an impor-
tant one. It is proposed to amend the Act
because it bas been found that in Petrolia,
in the county of Lambton, the farmers use
this naphtha for stoves. They have stoves
specially constructed for it, and consider
them quite as safe as gas stoves. They have
500 stoves in Petrolia using this naphtha in
the farming community in violation of the
law. It is a stove of peculiar construction
and no accidents have followed its use, and
the people are familiar with the danger. It
is proposed to strike out in subsection b the
words "In buildings not inhabited as resid-
ences for family purposes " and to add " and
in stoves constructed in such a manner as to
consume only the gas produced from the
naphtha."
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Hon. Mr. POWER-By that amendment
the use of naphtha for mechanical or chemi-
cal purposes is allowed without any limita-
tion. It seems to me that it would be
better to put the exception after this clause,
because you remove all restriction from its
use for mechanical and chemical purposes by
striking out those words.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Of course that is so.
They have always had that privilege. There
is no change in that respect. It can be
used for mechanical and chemical purposes,
and it can be used in stoves constructed in
such a manner as to use only the gas pro-
duced from the naphtha.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I do not pre-
tend to understand the technical parts of
the bill, but it would seem that the same
care has not been taken in subsection b as
lias been taken in subsection a, which
requires that naphtha shall only be used in
underground tanks outside the buildings.
In this clause according to the amend.
ment we are now making, it would appear
that it can be used in buildings, and there
is nothing to prevent it being used within a
building which may be inhabited, and the
precaution in the law as it stands, about its
not being used in inhabited houses, is taken
away.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-You will notice in
subsection 2 that it is allowed to be used
for lighting purposes only, and the vapour is
introduced through pipes into the bouse. In
the proposed amendment it can be used in
stoves constructed for that purpose where
they burn only the gas. They have done it in
Petrolia for a long time, and it was used by
so many that it was idle to attempt to crush it
out, and so far no accident accurred.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-It is the inten-
tion that naphtha may be used in inhabited
buildings.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes. They use it in
the States, and we often hear of explosions.
I should not care to use it in my buildings.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Is it not used
bere ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-In the bill as it
was originally drafted, the intention was to

prevent its use in inhabited buildings, and
the amendment goes on to permit of its use
in stoves where the vapour can be used. I
have no doubt the bon. gentleman bas
excellent authority behind his amendment,
but that is what it means.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes. It was repre-
sented by people in the Petrolia district that
they had been in the habit of using it in
stoves specially constructed for that purpose.
It is not likely to spread out of that district,
and as there are at least five hundred farmers
using naphtha in that way, it was thought
better to legalize it, so long as it was used
in a stove constructed in that district for the
purpose, rather than to attempt to prosecute
them all for burning naphtha in stoves.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Will there be
any provision for inspection?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes. Wherever naph-
tha is used, the officers of the department
are authorized to make an inspection, but
they will not take any responsibility for
these stoves.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I think, as this
amendment reads, it goes much further than
hon. gentlemen suppose. It reads " for use
for mechanical or chemical purposes, and in
stoves constructed in such a way as to con-
sume only the gas from the naphtha." That
gives unrestricted permission to use it for
mechanical or chemical purposes, without
any restriction.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The word
"and" would make it read as two distinct
provisions, first the permission to use it for
mechanical and chemical purposes, and then
the permission to use it in stoves where the
vapour only is consumed.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-I think we should
leave it as it is there. It is a good provision
as it stands. There should be another sec-
tion, numbered c, specially providing for
stoves.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, I think it would
be better. When the department make the
changes themselves, one hesitates about
making any alterations. But I can quite
see that the clause is open to the objectiOn
urged against it. I think that we had better
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l0e clause b as it is, and make the pro-
Visions in regard to stoves an independent
clause. I will draft an amendment later on.

The subsection was allowed to stand.

On subsection 2.
11On. Mr. SCOTT-It is proposed to make

somne slight changes in this clause. It
appears they put up oil in drums, barrels or
Fraller packages, and it reads " such drums,
4rrels and smaller packages must be painted
red, with the word ' Naphtha' in some other
Colour legibly branded or marked thereon."

The subsection as amended was adopted.

On clause I 1.
1 on. Mr. SCOTT-This is the same, except

l'the marking has been dropped. It will
tha served now that petroleum and naph-

are not marked in the smaller vessels.
A Iýereon having a tank brought in by car,

yvessel, can have it inspected in bulk,
ed then he distributes it in bulk in what-
dver essel he pleases. No doubt a good
&_hao. Oil would come into the country in

li't "S calied tank wagons, particularly in
tha orth-west where there has been a com
lant that oil is very expensive. In some

Parth of the North-west I have been told
ghat 0il has been sold as high as 50 cents a
ial l It is believed that it will be brought
tibuthe countr in tank wagons and dis-

d in that way.
Theclause was adopted.

n clause 15.
laren. Mr. SCOTT-This clause is the
to h e except heretofore they were obliged
Wa.ave marks on the vessel. The branding
*h y s an item of charge. One reason

la t Perolu has been so dear in the past
ainail 1aw brought-in in bulk and put intoea vessels it had to be inspected and

ech barrel branded.

thllon: Mr. POWER-This reference to
oe ce of petroleum recalls to my mind

ag g I saw in the papers a day or two
the t Will be remembered that, before
owi Pening of the session, it was found that,
Whica' haPparently, to some understanding

tandardO Obeen arrived at between the
daild OI Company and the Grand Trunk

0nia y 1and the Canadian Pacific Railway
any, ~es, higher rates were charged upon

Petroleum than upon petroleum

refined in Canada, and in that way the price
of the article was kept up, notwithstanding
the regulation with respect to tank cars.
Then the government had so:ne correspond-
ence with the railway companies, and it was
understood, some time before the beginning
of the session, that the railway companies
had undertaken to desist from the discrimi-
nation which they had made. I have seen
it alleged in the last few days that, notwith-
standing this undertaking, they still dis-
criminate. Perhaps the hon. minister
knows whether that is the fact or not. If
it is the fact, I think the attention of the
government should be directed to it. It is
a very important matter.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I only got it from
the press and from a dealer in Montreal
who wrote me unofficially on the subject. I
think I referred it to the Department of
Railways and Canals. I answered his
letter in that direction, that the Department
of Railways had the matter under con-
sideration.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 22.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-This clause im-
poses a penalty on any person having unin-
spected coal oil in his possessien. I presume
you do not intend to have the inspection
made while in the hands of the middleman 1

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It may be inspected
at any time, if the officer has any reason for
suspecting that the oil is not up to the
standard.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-An innocent
holder may have such oil in his possession
and this would leave him liable to a penalty
of a considerable amount. I can very well
understand the propriety of making him
liable if he is wilfully in possession.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The penalty
should be levelled at the refiner or manu-
facturer.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--You will find that
provided for in the next clause. The policy
is that oil coming into Canada shall be
inspected at the border. It is only allowed
to come in at certain ports, where ample
provision is made for inspection. The refiner
must take out a license, and there will be
an officer f rom time to time at each refinery,
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just as at a distillery, and it will be his duty
to see that all oil is inspected. The belief
is that very little oil will be in circulation
that is below the standard. It is necessary
to give most ample powers to the inspector,
even if the oil is found in the hands of an
innocent party. Of course, he would not be
subject to punishment if he could show he
was not aware that the oil was not inspected.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL- But the clause leaves
the innocent holder liable to a heavy penalty.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Why not say
wilfully. In the hands of a small store-
keeper, it could not then subject him to a
penalty if he does not wilfully keep such oil.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I can understand
why the law should be stricter now than in
the past. In the past, every package had to
be inspected separately and marked as in-
spected. Under the new regulations the oil
comes into the countrv in tank cars and tank
ships, and the opportunities for defrauding
the revenue will be much greater than under
the existing law. I can understand that it
is necessary there should be a pretty severe
penalty for smuggling oil. That is about
what it is. My own belief is that, thougli
the general effect may be good, in certain
places, like the Eastern Townships and soine
other portions of the province of Quebec,
where the border of the United States is
only an imaginary line, a good deal of petro-
leum will continue to come in without inspec-
tion.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I dare say the origin
of this provision of the law as proposed to be
made is just what my hon. f riend from Hali-
fax has suggested. Of course, the oil brought
into the country in a legitimate way is in-
spected at the border, or inspected at the
refinery if produced in Canada, and it would
require no second inspection for that reason.
The test is determined at the time, but if
ou that was below that test should be found
in the possession of any dealer, it would be
an evidence, to some extent at all events,
that the oil had been improperly imported.
That would be one of the indications
that it had been oil improperly imported
into the country, and had been put on the
market without inspection.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-The statute should
apply to one engaged in the sale, but it
appears to me that this clause says dis-

tinctly that if a man is found-any private
individual-with a certain quantity of this
oil in his possession, who has had no opport-
unity of testing it, he is made liable to this
heavy punishment.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-These clauses
require a good deal of consideration. I find
that this clause imposes a penalty of $100
for the first offence, and $500 for the second
offence against any person who may be
found having uninspected oil in his posses-
sion for sale, and the next section imposes
just the same penalty on a refiner who maY
have allowed to go, or sent out from his
factory, uninspected oil. Clause 24 meets
the case of a man to whom the Minister of
Justice refers-of a person offering oil for
sale which fails below the test. I think with
my hon. friend from Halifax, that the
necessity for this extreme provision without,
as iny hon. friend from Calgary says, the
word wilfully to modify it does not exist sO
much now as it did formerly.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The lion. gentleman
from Prince Edward Island nisapprebeids
my point. My point was that it is more
necessary to have a high fine now, because
there are greater difficulties in identifying
the oil. Once the oil is taken out of the
tank car or tank ship, there is no means Of
identifying it by the package in which it is,
as there is under the existing law.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Perhaps it would be
as well to allow that clause to stand and jet
us think it over. No man is ever likely to
be fined who comes by the possession of such
oil innocently.

Hon. Mr. McKAY-How will the clause
meet a case of this kind : in our part of the
country we import oil froni the United
States in vessels, and it is landed three or
four places before it reaches its destination-
Then there is the difficulty of getting it in
spected where it is landed. It may be in a
man's possession for a week or more before
being inspected.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It must be inspected
at the port of entry. The ports at which
petroleum is allowed to be imported a0
limited-ports where there is an officer t
inspect. Once it passes that inspection, 'e
is safe, so that the case which my hon. frie
puts could not arise.
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Hon. Mr. McKAY-J have known a case
Of oil being imported from Boston in a small

It was put off the vessel into a scow,
carried by scow to the railway station, and
by rail to its destination, and it could not
be inspected until it reached its destination.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Under the law, as I
Ulderstand it, the oil can only be imported
at the port where it is specifically allowed to
Cone in, and must be inspected there.

Hon. Mr. McKAY-Is there a change in
the law ?

lion. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, it must be in-
spected where it first cones into the country.
It cannot go beyond that.

On clause 35.

'Ion. Mr. SCOTT-This clause is new.
he Acts mqntioned in this clause are con-

sOlidated in this bill.

ion. Mr. LOUGHEED-Why does itnot come into force like any other bill?

"on. Mr. SCOTT-I do not know. They
ray require to give it sone other considera-tlon, or it rnav be oniy fair to the public. The
refiners have'not taken out any license yet,ad it imay be necessary that they should

n otified. The department do not wantto take any hasty steps. It may take souie
little time to get down to work.

Sl'on. Mr. McKAY-Would it be to the
Withrest of the retiners to flood the country

Oil before the Act cornes into force I
11tin Mr. SCOTT-No, on the contrary,

thin not. The refiner certainly is not
ested in having each barrel inspected.

l o e aflot get any benefit. The Crownya% from forty to fifty thousand dollars a
reveineb practically giving up that much
rie cause the smaller packages are
deparger inspected, and the fees due the
tion, ent are diminished in that propor-

The clause was adopted.

on the schedule.

the scheuMr SCOTT-There is a change in
of it. I e, in the fifth line from the end
took pl ppears in the amendment that
f"ash tet in the Act in 1894, when the

toe was reduced from 90 to 85. The
te8ting ought to have been changed.

In doing the testing the temperature is
applied at a lower degree than the standard,
and it is brought up gradually The oit now
must stand a flash test of 85. Therefore,
in testing at 85, they would applv the heat
at 80, and bring it up to 85. We desire to
substitute 80 for 90.

Hon. Mr. McKAY-Referring to the
statement of the minister in explaining one
of the clauses of this bill that the smaller
packages shall not be inspected. I think
that is a dangerous provision. We make
it an offence for a man to sell oil not up to
the standard. How is he going to know
that the oil is not up to the standard if it is
not inspected ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Before it leaves the
refinery it must be inspected. There are
heavy penalties if it is allowed to go out of
the refinery without being inspected. If it
comes in from a foreign country it must be
inspected at the port of entry. No oil cornes
in which is not inspected.

Hon. Mr. McKAY-But the smaller
packages are not inspected.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No. If a man imports
a tank car, or imports a vessel with a tank
compartment in it, he buys the oil in bulk ;
it is coming in from the United States, and
an officer inspects it at the port, and the pur-
chaser can place it in whatever vessels he
pleases.

Hon. Mr. McKAY-I quite understand
that, but there is oil imported from the
United States in square cans in a wooden
frame.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They would have to
be inspected. If a man imports oil in
smaller vessels he can do so.

Hon. Mr. McKAY-Those packages must
be inspected 1

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, yes.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-How
would it be where persons have already
placed an order for five or ten thousand
barrels of oil and that oil has been purchased
and landed before the bill goes into opera-
tion 1
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-If they imported it in
a larger vessel the cost of inspection would
be so much less. If they bring it in in a
barrel they must have each barrel inspected.
It is a mere question of cost on inspection.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E .)-But
the oil may be landed and stored before the
bill becomes law.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Then they would have
to pay for the inspection in the barrels. It
may be some considerable time before the
law goes into eflect. We desire to give
parties ample notice.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-Does
not this test reduce the quality of the oil
to a quality inferior to the present standard?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, the schedule con-
tains the instructions to the officer who ex-
amines the oil and he applies the test to it,
so that oil that will explode at a less tem-
perature than 85° would be condemned, and
in testing it they commence at 800 and go
up.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I )-But
the present test is ninety degrees.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No ; it is 85. It was
originally 95, and in 1893 it was reduced to
90, and in 1894 was reduced to 85, and we
are not making any change.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER, from the commit-
tee, reported that they had made some
progress with the bill, and asked leave to
sit again.

GREAT NORTH-WEST CENTRAL
RAILWAY COMPANY'S

BILL.
SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. L'OUGHEED moved the second
reading of Bill (90) " An Act respecting the
Great North-west Central Railway Com-
pany." He said :-This is a road which has
recently been purchased by the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company and which, for a
number of years, has been involved in seri-
ous litigation. There is now an opportunity,
amounting to a certainty, of the road being
built, and this bill provides for a short ex-
tension of time for the completion of the
road, and provides that $20,000 shall be
spent within the coming year. I understand
it has received, to a very large extent, the

support of the members f rom Manitoba and
the North-west.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

ONTARIO AND RAINY RIVER RAIL-
WAY COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED moved the second
reading of Bill (121) "An Act respecting
the Ontario and Rainy River Railway Com-
pany." He said :-The object of this bill is
to empower the Ontario and Rainy River
Railway Company to acquire, by purchase
or otherwise, the Port Arthur, Duluth and
Western Railway, a small road which is now
being worked in conjunction with the first
named line. They have not the corporate
power to purchase this road, and they desire
to purchase it.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (31) " An Act to amend the Winding
up Act."-(Mr. Mills.)

Bill (40) " An Act to amend the Criminal
Code of 1892, with respect to combinations
and restraints of trade."-(Mr. Power.)

Bill (74) " An Act respecting the Huron
and Erie Loan and Savings Company."--
(Mr. Lougheed.)

Bill (93) "An Act to incorporate the
Edmonton and Saskatchewan Railway Com-l
pany."-(Mr. Lougheed.)

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, 16th June, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

PENITENTIARY ACT AMENDMEN'T
BILL.

FIRST READING.

Hon. Mr. MILLS introduced Bill (I)
"An Act further to amend the Penitentiary
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Act." He said :-The object of the bill is,
where a portion of a province is more con-
Venient to a penitentiary in another province
than it is to the provincial penitentiary, to
give the government power to attach that
Portion of the penitentiary district to the

ost convenient penitentiary. It also pro-
Vides that the Governor in Council may fix
the sums annually paid to the warden and
Other officers of the penitentiary. At pre-

ae'it these amounts have beei fixed by
aw. The last statute, I believe, fixes the

salaries in some instances below what they
*ere formerly, and in some instances a
gave injustice is done to officers in this
Way. I ask for power to regulate the sal-
aries of the penitentiary officers. Then I

8 ask by the bill, with regard to persons
'who have been promoted from one office to
a'Other, and while the office to which they

.promoted is an office for which compen-
tO is provided under the Civil ServiceAct, that certain sums shall be paid to them

1POU their retirement from office. As the
49" now stands, where a person is promoted

the office to which a gratuity is attached
al office to which a retiring allowance is
ated under the Civil Service Act, he

'gOhld only be entitled to the latter, although
the eight have served a very short time in

h office of higher grade. I propose to take
Per in this bill that, where an officer bas
Ofiic a long tima in the service holding an
hi retO which a gratuity is attached, upon
thaetiremnent he shall not be deprived of
b atuit in consequence of his having
the pronoted to another office where
the c0nPensation is on a different basis. In

e tter case, his compensation would he
offiered by the time he served in the higher
and whch might do him a great injustice
have ght give him much less than he would
Was received had he been retired before he
the bonIoted. I also propose to provide inprf or the removal of insane convicts,

coivics.who were insane at the time of their
severalou- We have in the penitentiaries
fled -1 cases where persons had been con-
disch"' a unatic asylur, where they were

odearged from the lunatic asylum perhaps
arjoVd e conviction that they were so far

fare o t th they would be better in the
offlen eir friends. They commit some
the ad r they plead guilty, perhaps, upon

vent o h of relatives and friends, and are
been Uote Penitentiary, no inquiry having

at the time, because there was no

trial and no evidence taken, perhaps, beyond
their own confession of guilt, to establish
their mental condition, and to show that
they were incapable of committingtheoffence
for which they stand convicted. I propose
to take the power-and we have found it
necessary in several cases-where it becomes
manifest that the person who has pleaded
guilty and who was convicted and sent to
the penitentiary was insane at the time, that
notice shall be served upon the Attorney
General and that he shall be handed into the
charge of the civil authorities to be taken
care of in the lunatic asylum, instead of
continuing a charge upon the Dominion as at
present. It is right and proper enough that
the Dominion should be responsible for those
persons who become insane after conviction,
but it is scarcely proper that a person who,
if the evidence had been taken and all the
facts disclosed upon the trial, could not have
been convicted because of want of responsi-
bility, should, when that fact becomes mani-
fest, continue to be in the custody of the
Dominion authorities. These are the pro-
visions of the bill.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I would like to ask the hon. minister
whether the power which he proposes to take
to raise salaries can be done at any period ?
Dces he propose to pay them before having
first asked for an appropriation in the esti-
mates 1

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
At the present moment the salaries of the
officers to whom he bas referred are regulat-
ed by the department, but Parliament is
asked, before they can be paid, to vote the
sum, and approve of the increases of salary
which the officers are to receive. The proposi-
tion, if I understand him correctly, is to
concentrate the power within the minister
himself to declare what the salary of any of
these wardens in the penitentiaries shall be,
without the intervention of Parliament. It
is true, wheu the estimates comes down, the
Senate can reject the whole of the estimates.
The Commons could reject an item, but
the Senate could not. For my part, I can-
not see what necessity there is for taking
that power so long as power is vested in
Parliament to approve or disapprove of the
increase of any salary which the minister of
the department to which the officer belongs,
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thinks he is entitled. Then, if I understand
the other point, it is a direct infringement of
the provisions of the Civil Service Act. At
present, an officer may have been serving in
the position of a first-class clerk, f rom which
he is receiving $1,800 a year. He may be
promoted, a year before his retirement to
the position of a chief clerk, which would
give him $2,400 per annum.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I an only dealing
with the officers of the penitentiary.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Not the officers in the civil service?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Oh, no.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Well, are they not under the Civil Service
ActI Some of them are, and consequently
they would be affected by the statement
which I am making. If there are those
officers in the penitentiary who are not
governed by the provisions of the Civil Ser-
vice Act, then my hon. friend's bill would
apply, so far as the retiring allowance or
the gratuity was concerned.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend can
see that those provisions are made similar
to the Civil Service Act.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
struck me from the hon. gentleman's state-
ment that an officer who Lad been promoted
from a position with a salary of $1,800 to
one of $2,400 a year, and was retired one
year after his promotion, would then receive
his retiring allowance not upon the average
of the three years salary prior to his retire-
ment, but upon the salary he was receiving
at the time of his retirement. Does this
bill give the power to the minister to say
that he shall be retired on the 70 per
cent, or whatever it may be, of the full
salary he has been receiving for only one
year, instead of the proportion of three
years' salary I Tha, is the other point which
struck me.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think I had better
let a portion of the hon. gentleman's inquiry
stand till the bill is printed and before us.
I will say, generally, for the information of
my hon. friend and hon. gentlemen, that
the gratuities of the staff in the peniten-
tiaries are regulated by the Penitentiary
Act. There are certain officers that are

entitled to a retiring superannuation similar
to those under the Civil Service Act.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
They are under the Civil Service Act.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, so far as they
are concerned-the warden and the deputy
warden. So far as the inferior ofhicers are
concerned, they do not come under the pro-
visionsq of the Act. They are paid a gratuity
depending on the number of years they have
been in the service-a lump sum. Supposing
I take one of these officers who has been a
cooper, and who is promoted to the position
of deputy warden, and he holds that office
for a few years: he would get the allowance
made at the present time, as the law now
stands, in respect to superannuation.

Hon Sir
Not unless
Service Act

MACKENZIE BOWELL-
he had been under the Civil
for ten years.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Still, the sum to
which he would be entitled in that case
might be altogether less than the sum tO
which he would be entitled under the
gratuity. Therefore, it is only fair in this
case that the gratuity which he earned
should stand, in addition to what he would
be entitled to under the other law.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-i
addition to it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-In addition to it-
There is no discretion in the matter. I have
taken no discretionary power, but my atten-
tion has been called te the fact that in sorne
cases the parties would receive a less retiring
allowance than if they had accepted the
gratuity and gone out some years before.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
We will discuss it in committee.

The bill was read the first time.

FISHING BOUNTIES.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON inquired:

Whether the following persons or any of the
received cheques for fishing bounty for the seaso
1897

Phileas Leclair, Nail Pond, P.E.I.
Jerry Richard te te
Maxim Martin, Tignish .
George Martin i e
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Thomas Nelligan, Nail Pond, P.E.I.
Albert Nelligan
Martin A. Doyal "

Peter Doyal, jun.
Patrick H. Morrissey, Sea Cow Pond,
Clarence Morrissey
Peter Morrissey
James O'Rourke, Kildare
Michael O'Rourke il
William Kinch, Waterford

P.E.I.

If. u , inquired for, the name of the fishery officer or
JuSie f the peace who administered the oath for
a~ ntin each of the above cases. Also, for the

of the payment to each man.

'ion. Mr. MILLS-The reply is as fol-

Phileas Leclair, 84.50, paid by F. J. White, F.O.
J(r'Y Richarddid flot reei; bo ite 0

axm $3.50, p bve F. hite, F.O.
eorge Martin, $3 50

Albnrt Nelligan, 3.50 "
art'n A. Doyle, $4.50
per Do l, Jun., 4.50

Catreck orrissey, $4.50
p ¤rece Morrissey, $3.50eter Morrissey, 3.50
Jaes O'Rourke, 84.50 , S. F. Perry, J.P.
)4cael O'Rourke, did not reoeive bounty.

Kinci, $3.50, paid by Nap. Gallant, J.P.

BILLS INTRODUCED

li11 (133) "An Act to authorize the
equ tion of the Drumoeond County Rail-

(Mr. Scott.)

Itne (138) " An Act to confirm an agree-
Oentered into by Her Majesty with thefranth Trunk Railway Company of Canada

the Purpose of securing the extension of
City entercolonial Railway system to the

Montreal."-(Mr. Mills.)
sol, (110) "An Act respecting the Hud-

tion ay and Yukon Raiiway and Naviga-
th COrpany, and to change its name to
c uson Bay and North West Railway

r 7. -(Mr. Power.)
idb (115) "An Act to incorporate the

a y and Wahnapitae Railway Com-
r. Casgrain.)

aad (75) "An Act to incorporate the
Mortgiane Permanent and Western Canada

age Corporation."-(Mr. Allan.)
dBior (4) "An Act respecting the Portage

pany,, ad Bristol Branch Railway Com-
(Mr. Clemow.)

TIIRD READINGS.

S 61) "An Act respecting the Can-
heefIlc Railway Company."-(Mr.

Bill (73) "An Act respecting the James
Bay Railway Company."-(Mr. Casgrain.)

Bill (77) "An Act respecting the Can-
adian Power Company, and to change its
name to the Ontario Power Company of
Niagara Falls."-(Mr. Lougheed.)

BEDLINGTON AND NELSON RAIL-
WAY COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved concurrence
in the amendments made by the Standing
Committee on Railways,Telegraphs and Har-
bours to Bill (107) "An Act respecting the
Bedlington and Nelson Railway Company."
Hesaid:-Theseamendments wereconsidered
in the Railway Committee at their last meet-
ing, and received the sanction of the majori-
ty of the committee on that occasion. When
it was before this House at the second read-
ing some parties objected to the introduction
of the Act passed in British Columbia re-
specting this road. I approved of it, because
I considered it necessary for fhe information
of people who might have anything to do
witn this company ; they would have the
whole facts before them instead of having to
refer to the statutes of British Columbia.
That was one reason why, as an unprofessional
man, I thought it desirable that ail the in-
formation should be before the public by
having the local legislation enacted in this
bill. I did not think there would be any
opposition. It is for the House to say
whether they approve of the amendments or
not.

The anendments were concurred in.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved the third
reading of the bill, as amended.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I should like the hon.
gentleman to explain the effect of the in-
corporation of a provincial statute, as a
schedule, into an Act of the Parliament of
Canada-whether it is 'merely printed for
the sake of information, which would be one
thing, or whether it is incorporated into the
statute in such a way as to make it part of
our law. It is a matter entitled to very
grave attention, and if my hon. friend does
not object I should like to have the third
reading stand.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The question asked
by the hon. minister is a perfectly reason-
able and natural one, and I may state, for
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the information of the hon. minister and of
the House, that the amendment does not in
any sense re enact or validate the British
Columbia Act. If hon. gentlemen will just
look at the preamble of the bill they will
see that. The preamble says:

Whereas the Bedlington and Nelson Railway Comr
pany has, by its petition, represented that it was in-
corporated by chapter 47 of the statutes of the pro-
vince of British Columbia of 1897, and that it was
thereby authorized to build a railway as therein
mentioned.

Now, the amendment is to insert after
" chapter 47 " the words " as set forth in
the schedule to this Act." You will see
there is no validating at all; it is simply
giving the British Columbia Act for the in-
formation of persons who may have occasion
to use this bill when it becomes law. I do
not know that it is necessary to add any.
thing to what bas been said by the hon.
gentleman from Rideau Division. He gave
the substantial, business-like reasons which
induced the majority of the committee to
make this amendment. It was stated by
some hon. gentlemen that the law could be
found in the British Columbia statutes, but
the average layman has not the British
Columbia statutes at hand, neither has the
average lawyer. If this bill had referred to
an Act of the Parliament of Canada, it might
be said that the law was readily accessible to
any one inquiring into this enactment, but
the statutes of British Columbia are not to be
found in the libraries even of all legal gentle-
men. In fact, I believe there are some law
libraries in which you will not find the stat-
utes of British Columbia; and, as a matter
of practical convenience, there is no doubt it
is a great deal better to have that British
Columbia statute set out in the schedule.
When any one who may have occasion to do
business with this railway company picks up
this bill which we are now passing, he finds
that the first section of the Act says :

In this Act the expression " the company " nieans
the body corporate and politic heretofore created by
the Act mentioned in the preamble under the name of
the Bedlington and Nelson Railway Company, and
the works which the company by it8 said Act of incor-
poration is empowered to undertake and operate, are
hereby declare to be works for the general advantage
of Canada.

Now, the reader is completely in the dark:
he does not know what the works are. He
does not know anything about this company,
except that it was incorporated by an Act of
the British Columbia legislature passed in
1897. On the other hand, if he has this

schedule he can find in the Act all the in-
formation that he would require. The first
section of the British Columbia Act gives
the names of the corporators and the nanme
of the company. The second section gives
the capital stock. Then there are the usual
provisions with respect to the first meeting,
and shares, and so on, and that the company
shall have certain powers with respect to
telegraph and telephone lines, docks and
wharfs, in addition to the powers conferred
by the British Columbia Railway Act. The
1 Oth section gives the qualifications of
directors. The 15th authorizes the com-
pany to issue bonds for any sum not exceed-
ing $30,000 per mile of their railway. The
18th section describes the undertaking of
the company. The time in which the road
is to be constructed is mentioned. There is
provision made for a deposit with the pro-
vincial government of British Columbia.
The hon. gentleman from Calgary (Mr.
Lougheed) took objection to the addition of
this schedule on the ground that it did not
give the whole of the British Columbia legis-
lation; but any person who reads the British
Columbia Act, as given in the schedule, will
see the references to the British Columbia
Act. They are merely of a general character.
They are provisions that are not calculated
to create any difficulty or doubt whatever.
The only objection which any one can see tO
the addition of this schedule to the bill is
the fact that it slightly increases the bulk
of our volume of statutes, but I do not think
that is a sufficiently strong objection to
counterbalance the many advantages 1t
affords to persons who have to use this
statute.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-I take a very strong
objection to the addition of this schedule to
the bill. Hitherto, for a long term of years
during the course of legislation, we have
referred to provincial Acts of various kind',
and never, until this instance, has it beex'
found necessary to introduce a provinci8'
Act into the Dominion statutes, and 1 do
not see that there is any special occasion for
its being done now. There have been Acts
referring more particularly to provincial
legislation-in fact, confirming their pr*o-
visions, a much more important matter than
the one before us, and surely every argu
ment brought forward in support of this
amendment would have greater force were
we confirming another statute. Yet, no One
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bas ever asked for such a thing. Is not the
British Columbia statute as reliable and
accessible as any Dominion statute I It is
a recorded volume of Acts. This is a very
different thing from a mere schedule of an
%greement, which would necessarily he part
Of the bill; but in this case there is no
lecessity for departing from the rule which
we have hitherto followed, and if it is done
nOw every bill of the kind coming before
this Parliament will contain such a schedule.
If you adopt it as a principle, it will even-
tually make the Dominion statutes a very
Cunmbersome book to put in every provincial
A&ct required to give 'nformation. Any one
having business with this railway must
11ecessarily acquaint himself with the pro-
visions of the provincial Act. Moreover,
have we any assurance that what we are
ere asked to put in this bill is the Act

a8 it stands in the British Columia statutes I
It maay have been amended.

lion. Mr. MILLER-I am told that it
has been amended.

ion. Mr. VIDAL-We had no proofwhatever adduced to us in committee that
bere has not been a change made in the

uion. Mr. MILLER-I am told it bas
e arnended several times.

oion. Mr. LOUGHEED--Yes, I am in-
formned, several times.

Hon. Mr VIDAL-That is an additional
011 why we should not put into the bill

% oPy of an Act which has been altered and
%rner ded, and which is not the sane to-day
th in was when it was passed. I do not

d'k that the argument which has been
Aelucedd here to induce us to depart from a
isl etablished rule, which had worked Eat-

actorily hitherto, has any weight on thisSitmion. I do not think there is any neces-

ty for it. This does not confirm it at all,hu a merely refers to it as existing. It will
h very awkward addition to the bill.

str on. r. LOUGHEED-I took very
rad ground in committee against such a
I b' departure from our regular procedure.

a distinct recollection of this House
tviog on various occasions, passed legisla-

yet i afirmatory of provincial Acts, and
tahi e 'ever thought for a moment of at-1 8'g that provincial legislation to the

bill with which we were dealing. The
reasons urged by the hon. gentleman from
Halifax are the very best reasons, in my
judgment, why the course suggested should
not be adopted. My hon. friend suggests
that, for the purpose of giving information
to those whom the Act may concern, it is
desirable that a provincial Act, the Act of
1897, as it appears on the statute-book,
should be attached to this bill. My hon.
friend in the next breath went on to state
that that particular Act did not embrace
the whole of the legislation concerning this
particular company-that it referred to other
Acts.

Hon. Mr. POWER-One other Act.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-That it refer-
red to the General Railway Act of British
Columbia, and the solicitor who is pro-
moting the bill before the Railway Com-
mittee stated distinctly, on that occa-
sion, that a series of amendments had been
made to this particular Act. My hon.
friend shakes his head, but certainly that
statement was made in my hearing. 1 am
not prepared to say whether it is an accurate
statement or not, but the committee was
told that several amendments had been made
to that Act. If that be the case, is it not
misleading to refer the public to a particular
Act of the provincial legislature attached to
this bill, inferentially saying that it contains
the whole legislation, and then upon exam-
ination we find that it contains only a part
of the legislation-only a small part I

Hon. Mr. POWER-If you do not insert
this as a schedule, then you have it referred
to in the preamble, and one would naturally
go to the Act referred to in the preamble,
and no other.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Then thepublic
are placed upon inquiry. They are driven
to the British Columbia statutes, as they
should be, for the purpose of ascertaining
what legislation has been passed upon the
subject. They learn from the Act that the
General Railway Act of British Columbia
has been incorporated into the charter. and
will learn what other amendments have been
made to the Act. Hon. gentlemen should
keep this in view, that we have not taken
the entire legislation concerning this coin.
pany out of the hands of the local legislature.
This bill does not expressly change the
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jurisdiction of the provincial legislature over
this company, and they possibly may have
power from time to time to legislate with
regard to saine.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It is declared to be
a work for the general advantage of Canada.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It simply de-
clares that. It does not confirm or terni-
nate the provincial legislation. It may be
a debatable question as to whether the pro-
vincial legislature of British Columbia will
continue to exercise jurisdiction over this
company, but I submit, under the fori of bill
now before us, the local legislature is not
expressly prevented f rom legislating. I am
not urging any captious opposition to this
bill; I simply protest against the introduction
of a precedent which, I am satisfied, in the
future will prove troublesome and cumber-
some in reference not only to information to
the public,but the preparation of our statute-
book. It is a precedent which should not
be followed, and one which we have avoided
establishing in the past.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
arguments of the hon. gentleman from Sarnia
and the hon. gentleman from Calgary, give
the very best possible reason why we should
not deal with questions of this kind at all,
unless the full facta are before us. If
the company organized for the building
of this railway desire to come under the
provisions of the constitutional Act which
places such matters under Dominion con-
trol, then they should come forward with a
new bill altogether embodying all the pow-
ers and privileges they require. We are
told that in confirming this British Columbia
Act we are also confirming the legislation
which places it under the provisions of the
Railway Act of British Columbia. If it is
to be, as it is declared here to be, a work for
the general advantage of Canada, it should
come under and be governed by the con-
solidated Railway Act of Canada, and not
by a British Columbia Act. I do not un-
derstand my hon. friend's argument when
he says that, by the passage of this bill, we
do not take its operation from the power
and control of the British Columbia Govern-
ment. It seems to me, if I understand it
correctly, that the very moment we gave it
a Dominion charter, and bring it under
the power of the Dominion, and declared it
to be a work for the advantage of Canada,

then it becomes de facto a Dominion Act
and not a provincial Act.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-That
is the intention of the bill.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
am glad to hear that. My hon. friend con-
firms that view of it by stating that that
was the intention of the Act, and the in-
tention of the promoters of the Act. If
that were not the case there would be no
use coming here. The hon. gentleman for
Calgary (Mr. Lougheed) and the hou. gen-
tleman for Sarnia (Mr. Vidal) object to our
attaching to this bill provincial legislation
which we are virtually confirming and ap-
proving by this measure.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-We are no
confirming any bill.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
What I object to in this character of legis-
lation is that the Senate should be asked to
confirm and approve local legislation, and
declare a railway to be for the advantage of
Canada of which we know nothing whatever.
All we were asked to do was to declare that
this Act was in the interest of and for the
benefik of Canada. My hon. friend says
there was a number of amendments to this
Act. I daresay my hon. friend is right. I
do not remember hearing that statemen t

made in the committee. If there were a
number of amendments to this Act, then the
preamble is misleading, because it should
have stated that it was incorporated by the
Act of British Columbia of 1897, and the
amendments thereto, so that the Senate
would know what they were dealing with.
We were asked to declare this Act of British
Columbia to be in the interest of the country,
thereby making it a Dominion Act without
knowing anything about what the Act con-
tained. That is the reason I think why the
committee took the ground they did, and the
sooner the Parliament of Canada lay down.
principle of not enacting legislation of this
kind, the sooner it will be in the interest Of
those w ho have to deal with corporations of
this kind. I remember distinctly a case 1in
the House of Commons when we were asked
to give the same powers to a mining conPaiy
that they had and exercise under a laW,
think, of the state of Ohio. My hon. frienld
may remembEr that case in connection with
the iron mines in North Hastings. The
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comfmittee never moved a single step until
they had that Act before them, and knew
exactly its provisions, and knew precisely
What they were doing. That is &ll the com-
Mittee asked to do in this case-simply that
they should know whether they were justi-
6ed in declaring this Act in the interest of
Canada after having ascertained its exact
Provisions, and that is all the Senate is
asked to do to-day. I am very strongly of
the opinion that legislation of this kind,

'aking us to declare provincial Acts, of which
We know nothing at all, to be in the interest
Of Canada, should not be passed. We should
tIlOw the facts before we take any step in
he matter. I do not think it is any
rgunent to say that we have been pursuing

% similar course in the past, and therefore,
.heatît must be right, as if we were never to
1lliprove If we find that is a vicious prin-
iple, let us reform it at once, and not go on

ln the old rut. Whenever I see that it is an
%dvantage to the country, I have no objec-
of t, paking personally, to the confirmation

tha which I believe to be right, and that
Why I ask that the provincial bill should
attached.

"Ou. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Willtheon- gentleman from Rideau (Mr. Clemow)
Withdraw bis motion for third reading and

it for some other day, so that this amend-
Ieltt maight be discussed more fully i The
uoton "q to read the bill now. Will the

hot gentleman withdraw that motion and
'down for some other day 1

ion. ir. CLEMOW-I have no objec-
he louse desires it, but I think we

~'g't dispose of it now

oton. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I do
,lt hink so. The amendment is carried

"" trequires a motion for reconsideration.

tho Mr. CLEMOW-Then I will move
next the third reading be fixed for Tuesday

The lYotion was agreed to.

CRîMINAL CODE AMENDMENT
BILL.

ORDER OF THE DAY POSTPONED.
T'he Order of the day being called:

of the Whole House on Bill (Q) "An
ne amend the Criminal Code, 1892."

Oil p r. MILLS-I ask to have this
on the orders for Tuesday next.

I had two or three deputations waiting on
me, yesterday, and I have received several
communications, since the bill has been
printed, from prosecuting attorneysin various
parts of the Dominion, making suggestions,
and before we go into committee on the bill
I should like to consider some of the pro-
visions. Therefore, I move that the order
of the day be discharged and placed on the
orders for Tuesday next.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-In
looking over this bill I notice that it is
almost a reproduction of the bill introduced
by the late Minister of Justice, Sir Oliver
Mowat, a large portion of which the Senate
at that time rejected. I see very few changes
in it, except in one or two instances, and
they seem to be in the wrong direction.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-If my hon. friend had
the bill before him, he would see that there
are a great many changes, and that what the
Senate rejected is not before us now. I took
that bill as my guide, and there have been
further suggestions, some by the trial judges
and some by prosecuting attorneys. •

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-In
the direction of those provisions which were
rejected I

The motion was agreed to.

BANK ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

REPORTED FROM C'MMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into Committee
of the Whole on Bill (127) "An Act to
amend the Bank Act."

(In the Committee.)

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-1
understand the banks petitioned for this bill 1

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN, from the com-
mittee, reported the bill without amendment.

PETROLEUM INSPECTION ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

The House resumed in Committee of the
Whole on consideration of Bill (131) "An
Act respecting the Inspection of Petroleum
and Naphtha."
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(In the Committee.)

On clause 9.
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-When the committee

was considering this clause, it was suggested
that the portions of the subsection marked
b which was struck out be restored. I
now propose restoring this clause as it ap-
pears in the printed bill. Then I propose
submitting an independent section to be
called subsection c, which will read:

For use in stoves constructed in such a manner as
to consume only the gas produce from naphtha.

The clause as amended was adopted.

On clause 22.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This clause was
allowed to stand over. Hon. gentlemen will
see that this provision applies only to oil
which bas been sinuggled in, and therefore
we must have a pretty high penalty. If it
once goes to the consumer there is no pos-
sible chance of it being seized, or the con-
sumer being prosecuted for the penalty. I
find that the clause was first introduced in
1881, .not, of course, attaching a penalty of
so much a car, but it was limited at that
time-all the packages at that time had to
be marked. The penalty was forty dollars
for every package, no matter what size.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-That related only to
persons who kept it for sale.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes. The next change
was in 1893, the wotds "or bas in bis
possession " were introduced. All the
amendments were in the direction of prevent-
ing the article going into consumption,
unless it had been inspected and the package
was marked, so I do not think there is
any really substantial ground for alarin in
making the penalty so high, because I do
not think in any case, where a man is an
innocent purchaser, he would be prosecuted,
but where the article is smuggled in I think
there should be a high penalty.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I appreciate the
force of what the minister says, but the
words are " any man baving in his posses-
sion "-how can an innocent man, by any
possibility know whether the naphtha or
petroleum he purchases bas been inspected i
I can understand how it could have been
known under the old system, where every
package was inspected, but under this bill I

do not see how a person could know whether
the oil was inspected or not. It would be a
greater hardship for a man who bought a
barrel of Qil, who could not be at the tank
to see .whether it was properly inspected or
not, to be held liable if he bas uninspected
oil in bis possession. It is perfectly right
that the refiners, and ail those who deal in
oil, should be obliged to see that the oil is
inspected before being offered for sale, but
in the case of an innocent party who might
have a barrel of uninspected oil in bis pos-
session, it would not be right to render hirn
liable to such a penalty.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Clause 23 of
the bill refers to refining, and clause 22 to
importing. I think the phraseology of clause
22 should be made to apply to the importer
as clause 23 does to the refiner. As it is
now, an ordinary dealer, who bought froDw
an importer in good faith and is found with
uninspected oil in bis possession would be
liable to this heavy fine. The phraseology
of clause 22 should be similar to that of
clause 23, which says "every refiner who
removes or allows to be removed." If it
were applied directly to the importer, it
would be all right, but it goes further and
includes any one who may honestly and il'
good faith have bought oil which was uni-
spected.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It would not cover
the case at all. It only applies to smuggled
oil. Responsible dealers will not deal i'
smuggled oil. It is only directed against
the smuggling which is going on along the
St. Lawrence now. Any one buying from a
regular dealer would know that the oil h&d
been properly inspected.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELI--Tf
my hon. friend from Rideau had been deal-
in with the Customs and Inland Revenue,
he would see that bis argument does nOt
apply. The legitimate dealer always take
care that the oil is inspected before bei"g
put on the market. This clause is to PI''
vent people from having oil in their poes-
sion which bas been smuggled into the
country and sold by them clandestinl'Y
because no importer will openly sell oil that
he bas smuggled. He will cover it up a
sell it to different parties in the country.
think that it is the only way in which YfO'
can reach that class of smuggling-that 10s
if you find oil which will not stand the tOb
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in the possession of a party you have a right
to assume that it bas not been inspected,
and the question then arises, where did he
get it i Did he smuggle it himself, or did
he purchase it f rom some shopkeeper who
bas a secret cellar in which he keeps the
etnuggled oil? In that way they will be
able to trace the source from which that oil
eamIe. If they found the uninspected oil in
his possession in that way, he would be
eubject, no doubt, to the full penalty. The
>rson who is innocently, as it is termed, in
Possession of it, would be let off with a
Saller fine, because the man on the frontier

*oconceals the oul knows very well, when
Pu1rchasing it, the source from which it
Cahe. I congratulate the government on
the Position which they are taking. I re-
a'arnber very well the vial wrath that used

and poured forth on my unfortunate head,
on that of the Minister of Inland

neVenue, for endeavouring to place on the
'8tute- book what seem to be arbitrary, and
*hieh would be under any other circum-
t , arbitrary clauses, which are, to a
ra^in extent, contrary to the general

p"ncples of laws which govern the com-
d4ty. There are provisions in the Customs
'erl land Revenue Acts which we would

hever allow to exist in any other measure
P1aced On the statute-book, but experience
o ught those whoshave had anything to,

*ith it that it is the only possible means
I 1  ching the offender. For my own part,
tUlly approve of this clause, and I do so
ea the long experience I have had

t g with just such cases, and a knowl-
p of the difficulties which have always
eXereistedthemselves to the officials who are

laO08ing the power and performing the
the oe carrying ont the law. That is really

bject of this measure, and while it
only arbitrary, and is arbitrary, it is the
tcrg ea by which you can reach the

glrOn Our extensive frontier.
n. Mr. FERGUSON-I do not under-

entthis to be a customs law for the pre-

g fon of smuggling. It is an Act provid-
ura the inspection of petroleum, and I

the me that without this provision at all
la4 If rample provision made in the customs

* prevent smuggling.
4t'on. Mr ggg.

atO . SCOTT-There is no provision
Mrs. mugghing oil except this.

hunt r. PERGUSON-My hon. friend
2 gwrong. There is a duty on oil, and

he does not aek me to believe that, without
the passage of this bill, we are unable to
collect the duty and prevent smugglingl I
have no doubt whatever in my mind that we
already have provisions against smuggling.

Hon. Mr. S'iOTT-The customs officers
are not supposed to know anything about thé
oil. They do not iiispect oil. That is done
by experts.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-That is inspec-
tion. We are dealing with inspection. I
cannot see that this clause would be at ail
necessary, as I believe that in the eustoms
laws we already have ample protection
against smuggling. I still think thatthis pro-
vision should be modified, so that it should
not bear severely upon the honest dealer who
had bought f rom an importer. If it was
aimed at importers, it would be all right, but
you go beyond importers, and if you find
this cil in the possession of dealers or con-
sumers you impose this heavy penalty.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Any oil that has come
intp the country in tank cars could not
possibly go into consumption without the
officials knowing it. It is inspected at the
border.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-It is possible
that uninspected oil may get into the hands
of an honest dealer, and lie would suffer. 1
have no objection to making such oil liable
to forfeiture, but to render a man liable to
such a heavy fine I do not think is right.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The leader of the
opposition has given the strongest reasons
why this bill should pass. There was one
point made by the hon. gentleman from
Rideau Division (Mr. Clemow) which ought
to be noticed. The hon. gentleman said
that, under the existing law, this oil comes
in in barrels and casks, each of which is
marked; but the hon. gentleman must re-
member that, under the law of 1893, ou1
came in in large casks, and was sold out by
dealers in quantities of 5, 10 and 20 gallons
out of those casks ; and if a cask had been
smuggled, the person who bought from the
smuggler was just in the same position as h
would be under this clause. The words here
have just the same effect as they hve in the
Act of 1893. The hon. leader of the opposi-
tion put it very well when he said that in
the customs and excise laws it is impos-
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sible, unfortunately, to have Acts which are
altogether consistent with natural justice.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-This
clause specially deals with smuggled goods.
It provides that :

Every person who keeps or offers for sale or has in
his possession in Canada any imported petroleum or
nap tha which has not been inspected and entered for
consumption through one of the ports or places duly
authorized by the Governor in Council, is guilty of an
offence against this Act, and for a first offence shall
incur a penalty of one hundred dollars, and for each
subsequent offence a penalty of five hunidred dollars.

That oil being found in the possession of
parties they become liable, so it does not
apply to anîything except that which has
been brought into the country, and never
entered for customs, and it deals exclusively
with the smuggling which goes on upon our
frontier.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-How does the in-
nocent man know that ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No dealer would buy
smuggled oil.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes, lots of dealers will buy smuggled'oil.
They will run the risk, and sell it secretly,
and if they buy and sell in that way they
ought to be punished.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-But if they buy
without knowing it ?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
They must know it, because the inspector's
certificate would not be with it. If you
were a dealer on the frontier, buying a lot
of oil, you would take precious good care to
know whether the oil had been inspected or
you would not touch it. An unprincipled
dealer might get it at a much lower rate than
the duty paid on oil, and could double or
treble his profits on it.

Hon. 31r. VIDAL-The minister admit-
ted the possibility of an innocent party
having possession of such oil being fined, but
said that the party would be let off with a
light fine. This clause does not provide for
a fine of anything less than $100. It is a
very right amount for checking the evil that
is being dealt with. My view is this, that in
this House particularly, our business is to
see that the law is so framed that no injustice
can be done. Nothing has been said that
would convince me that an innocent pur-
chase of contraband oil is protected by the

proisions of this bill. He may have bought
it in good faith, and yet he is subject to a
penalty of $100.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
will see that the party himself can prevent
that fromn occurring. If he buys from a
stranger he of course would make inquiry,
and one of the ways he would ascertain
whether he took any risks or not would be
to apply the flash test himself. If he found
it an inferior quality of oil he certainly would
have reason to believe it was smuggled oil,
because it never could have passed the in-
spection. That would be one way in which
an innocent man could protect himself
against the possibility of being punished.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-There is just aS
much reason to go farther in clause 23 and
make the refiner liable, as in the case of the
importer of oil. All the difficulty would be
got over in this case if " wilfully " were in-
serted. This clause does not aim alone at
the importer, but at the person to whom the
importer may sell. Even in second or third
hands a man might get into trouble over it-
The insertion of the word " wilfully " would
prevent innocent persons, who had perhaPa
exercised reasonable precautions before puir-
chasing, from being fined.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not think snY
one can point out a case where a consuner
came honestly into possession of an ordinary
quantity of oil used in a house was prose
cuted. The object of the officer would be
to find out from whom he got it, not to foi'
low the innocent consumer. The smuggleris
not an importer. He cannot be reached if
any way.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-If I buy a barrel
of oil from a man and he gives me unie-
spected oil, the fact of having that barrel in
my possession renders me liable to the
penalty provided for in clause 22. I cannet
go and inspect that oil, and yet I am liable
if I have it in my possession.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-You can give the
name of the party f rom whom you bough
it.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Yes, but I canlnot
prove it. I purchased what I believed tO
be inspected oil, but the dealer deceived 3*

and I am liable to the penalty.
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
Putting a case that bas never arisen.

lon. Mr. CLEMOW-It may arise.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-No, I do not think it.
The oil is only allowed to come in at certain
Ports. It is there inspected, and that is the
'01IY oil that goes into consumption. We

Iow there are places where people smuggle
• It is the duty of the officers to protect

the revenue, and they are obliged to have
stringent laws.

IlOn. Mr. FERGUSON-If it is neces-
7ry to have this provision in section 22 as

4ninst the imported article, it would be
e4ualy necessary to have a similar stringent
Proision against uninspected oil retined in'iws country. There is no such restriction.

"y not? If it is necessary in the case of
iported oil, it is equally necessary in the
4 of oil refined in Canada. The man to
t*hOrl the retiner sells the oil is not obliged
to Sow whether it bas been inspected or

and could not be put to trouble at all.

"On. Mr. PO>WER-Read clause 24.
11n Mr. FERGUSON- The whole

rouble could be obviated by inserting in
c&duse 22 the words wilfully or knowingly,
be 1 will move that the word " knowingly"
beinserted

the11- Mr. SCOTT-Then it would entail
phe cessity of the officer proving that the
Victon knew it. You could not get a con-

bon in every hundred cases.

detI1. Mr. POWER -Clause 24 covers the
1a Which the hon. gentleman from
That d eld (Mr. Ferguson) finds in clause 23.
Wih eals With the case of the domestic oil.

'Word respect to clause 22, to insert the
n n OWingly " where the hon. gentle-

ditic poses to insert it would lead to great
as tO thy and confusion. I have some doubt

t to Propriety of this House undertak-
i alend a bill with respect to revenue,

al, the 22nd clause were to be amended at
should be after the word "or."

thion. sir 1MA redrtehoecas
th putir. CKENZIE BOWELL-If

gaoput in, it will render the whole clause
ail, tory. Itwll not be worth enacting it at

dea ,it now f rom very long experience
h questions of this kind. You

must have such legislation or you will never
stop smuggling.

The clause was adopted.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER, from the com-
mittee, reported the bill with amendments,
which were concurred in.

LOAN COMPANIES BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the second read-
ing of Bill (P) " An Act respecting Loan
Companies." He said :-This bill is one of
great practical importance, and it bas been
introduced, after very careful consideration,
to meet the wishes of many loan companies,
who desire this legislation for the purpose of
facilitating their business, and to clothe
thiem with some franchises which they do not
now possess, and to place them in a more
satisfactory position. There bas been, so far
as I know, no condemnatory criticism upon
the bill itself. There are no clauses that
have been pointed out as very objectionable,
but in a vague way attacks have been made
upon me, by one or two newspapers, charg-
ing me with having, by the measure, aban-
doned the constitutional views which I have
hitherto held, and of making war upon pro-
vincial authority. I am not conscious that
I entertain to-day less liberal views, with
regard to the constitutional rights of the
provinces, than those which 1 have always
entertained, and to which I have, from time
to time, given expression. But ]et me say
there is nothing in this measure which, in
any way, encroaches upon provincial auth-
ority, and if any one holds otherwise, I shall
be pleased if he will point out the sections
which he thinks ultra vires of the authority
of this Parliament. We have undertaken
by this bill to provide for incorporation by
letters patent. Once the principles of the
law have been settled by a gereral measure,
there can be no object in requiring Parlia-
ment to bestow, in each particular case, by
its own direct act, those franchises which
experience shows may be safely trusted to
companies of this kind, and which when
once settled by Parliament may be as well
bestowed by letters patent under parlia-
mentary authority as in any otner way.

It would seem that some parties are under
the impression that because this bill deals
with companies which are in the habit of
loaning money on the security of real estate,
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it is an invasion of property and civil rights,
and so encroaches upon local jurisdiction.
Let me say that the loaning of money is not
local or provincial in its character ; and,
although such loans may be made upon the
security of land which must be situated
somewhere, the contracts with regard to
such loans are contracts relating to mercan-
tile transactions which may be extended to
any part of the Dominion, and the capacity
to enter into them for the whole Dominion
can be conferred by the Parliament of
Canada alone. I know very well that where
loans of money are advanced to individuals,
and a mortgage upon land taken as a secu-
rity, the impression readily arises that
because the estate in lands, and the laws
regulating their transfer, are under provin-
cial jurisdiction, this subject must be in its
nature provincial. But this is not so. An
opinion of this sort arises from the confusion
of things that are essentially different. In
the Princess of Reuss v8. Boss, decided by
the House of Lords in 1871, it was held that
though the scene of a company's operations
was to be abroad there was no objection to its
being constituted in England under the Com-
panies Act. It is perfectly true, that though
the Dominion Parliament may incorporate
companies of this kind, with a capacity to
enter into contracts in any part of the Dom-
inion, the power so conferred must be exer-
cised in each province subject to provincial
authorities. In this respect, a corporation
does not differ from a natural person, and, like
a natural person, where it requires the aid of
provincial authority for the maintenance or
enforcement of its rights, it must depend
upon that authority for such enforcement.

I have been referred to several cases, as
though this bill were in some way an invas-
ion of the legal doctrines laid down in these
cases, which it certainly is not. Among
them is the case of the Citizens' Insurance
Company v8. Parsons, where the Privy
Council decided that tbough the Dominion
Parliament could incorporate an insurance
company with the capacity to enter into a
contract in any province, the capacity as
bestowed could be exercised only subject to
the law of the province. This, I think, is a
very clear legal proposition, but it is in no
way contravened by anything which this
bill contains. The Privy Council did not
say the Dominion had not the power to in-
corporate the Citizens' Insurance Company
because it was obliged to exercise those

powers, subject to the law of the province.
It merely pointed out that in the enforce-
ment of its rights it must conform to the
law, and that law, in some instances, was
the law of the province. This is equally
true of every natural pei son, as it is true of
every corporation. Now, to say that a
Dominion corporation must exercise its
authority subject to the law of the province
is indeed a very different thing from saying
that it ought to have derived all its fran-
chises from the province, and pot f rom the
Dominion. The Privy Council did not say
the Citizens' Insurance Company was ultra
vires. Their Lordships held the contrary.-
The intention of every Act of incorporation
is to create an artificial person with some of
the attributes which pertain to a natural
person. It may well be, that in the exercise
of the franchise which the Dominion bestowS
upon an artificial person, created under its
legislative authority, it may bestow upon it
no more than the capacity, in certain matters,
to acquire rights which a provincial legis-
lature alone can bestow ; but this does not
show that the Donlinion Act of incorporar
tion is ultra vires, or that the provincial
authority has been invaded in calling such
corporation into existence. It might as
well be argued that because the civil rights
of a natural person are derived from the
laws of a province, he ought not to possess
any rights beyond those which a province
can bestow.

The kind of argument which has been
employed to uphold the exclusive authoritY
of the province is one which would deny aIl
authority to the Parliament of Canada ill
relation to matters which concern individuls
or mercantile corporations. Some civil right
when we use those words in their wideS9
sense, fall within Dominion jurisdiction-
such as the right to issue bills of exchangO
and promissory notes, to engage in merca'-
tile transactions abroad, to pursue the busi-
ness of banking, and to exercise any of thOse
powers which are not expressly assigned, in
the enumerated classes mentioned, to the
province. It is true, the lending of money
to a particular individual may be, standing
alone, local and provincial, but the gene
business of lending of money is not lo:al or
provincial. It is a business that may be e-
tended over the entire Dominion, and when
an artificial person is created for the purposeO
desiring to carry on its business over the
entire Dominion as a matter of right, it l
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absurd to contend that it should be incor-
Poreted only for a province, so that the
business that it may undertake to do every-
Where else will rest upon comity and not
upon legal right. The British North America
Att provides for the incorporation of com-
Panies with provincial objects, but a company
that desires to lend money in any part of
the Dominion, on the security of real estate,
ia nlot a company with a provincial object.
Il objects and purposes are Dominion ; and
't wOuld be preposterous to argue, because the
security which it takes is under local control,that its character is to be determined by that
eecurity, and not by its primary aims. A

can Company is called into existence, not to
speculate in real estate, but to lend money,
%d as an incident of the loan, to take a
Pledge of real estate as a security for the
baa, and so the nature of the corporation is
(letermined by- the capacity which it
P<>ssesses, bestowed for the purpose of carry-

n011 its operations. Now, a loan company
bjing called into existence to lend money to

who are willing to pay it back, with
r 1est in any part of the Dominion, is un-

doubtely a Dominion enterprise, entitled to
nion recognition, which is not in the

leqtchanged in character by the acceptance
at Pledge of real estate as a security for

9 Ieadvances which it may make. A private
Ividual residing in one province may lend
h anonaey in every other province, and when

eeks to enforce the contract hé invokes
of local law to aid him in the enforcement
o bis rights An artificial person, created

the Dominion, does precisely the same
ach, and to the extent which it invokes the
raeiery of the provincial law it must con-

sei -tO it. If it takes real estate as its
Y, Its mortzage must conform to the

law. The sale under it, or the fore-
Ui5 , must conforn to the same law. The
that it has a Dominion incorporation

it not relieve it from this obligation, but
Wo1uld be absurd to argue that because it
d Within the purview of local authority,

ri s conform to it, therefore, all its
a franchises must be of local origin.

e ese policies of insurance, it is said, are
fire, ltra of indemnity against loss by
pe a e l any other contract between

are governed by the local or provin-
loal l . tainlv, they are governed by
erble s In so far as the local law is appli-
has to them ; but an insurance company

fo'r it primary object the making of

gain out of a certain amount of capital of
which it is possessed and for which it is
seeking a profitable investment. To get this
investment it enters into a certain class of
contracts. It undertakes to indemnify the
other party against loss by fire for a specified
amount. The fact that it has to enforce its
contract under the provisions of sone local
law, and in a provincial court, does not
establish as a legal proposition that the pro-
vincial legislature is the proper body for the
incorporation of the company which desires
to carry on these operations. Wherever a
person habitually dues and contracts to do
a thing capable of producing profits, and for
the purpose of producing profits, he carries
on a trade or business. Erickson v8. Last,
8 Q. B. D. (C. A.) 418. If the Fire Insur-
ance Company undertakes to carry on opera-
tions over the whole British Empire, it
may seek an Imperial charter. If it desires
to carry on its operations over the entire
Dominion, it will certainly prefer a Domin-
ion to a provincial charter. In the one casa
there is no limitation on local authority, be-
cause the Imperial Parliament has granted
an Act of incorporation, nor is the A et in,
the other case ultra vires, because the com-
pany chooses to invest its money by contract-
ing to take certain risks on property which
is held under the authority of a provincial
law. All that the province can ask is that
the corporators shall not be given a privilege
for the exercise of a power which falls within
local jurisdiction in a way that that local
jurisdiction does not authotize.

There seems to be a good deal of confusion
of thought upon this subject. I have already
mentioned that in the Citizens' Insurance
Company vs. Parsons, while the Judicial
Committee held that the exercise of the cor-
porate powers of the company was subject
to the laws of the province, it did not hold
that the incorporation of the company was
ultra vires. These and a number of other
decisions clearly point out where the line
should be drawn which separates Dominion
legislative authority from that legislative
authority which is vested in the province.
The Judicial Committee say, in the case of the
Citizens' Insurance Company vs. Parsons :

Suppose the Dominion Parliament were to incor-
porate a company with power, aiung other things,
to purchase and hold land thioughout Canada m
mortmain, it could searcely be contended if such a
company were to carry on business in a province
where a law against ho ding land in mortmain pre-
vails (each province having exclusive legislative power
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over property and civil rights in the province), that
it could hold land in that province in contravention
of the provinicial legislation ; and, if a company were
incorporated for the sole purpose of purchasing and
holding land in the Dominion, it might happen that
it could do n > business in part of it, by reason of all
the provinces having passed mortmain acts, though
the corporation would still exist and preserve its
statute as a corporate body.

Now, this paragraph draws very clearly a
distinction between the creation of the cor-
poration and the powers and franchises with
which it seeks to be clothed. The British
North America Act, section 11, provides
that the legislature of a province may ex-
clusively make laws for the incorporation of
companies with provincial objects. If the
object of the company is broader than this
-if its operations are to be carried on
throughout the Dominion-if it wishes to
have, as of right, the power to exercisc its
franchises in every province of the Dom-
inion-its objects are not provincial, and it
must look elsewhere than to the legislature
of a province for its incorporation. I would
be sorry to encourage the incorporation of a
company, simply to avoid local jurisdiction,
by undertaking to enlarge the field of its
operations by seeking Dominion incorpora-
tion. But a loan company that is honestly
desirous of carrying on its business in more
than one province is surely not a provincial
institution. There is no one province to
which its functions are confined. It is
equally desirous of carrying on its banking
business-for it is a species of banking
institution-in the one province no less
than in the other. No province can claim
to be the habitat of such an institution,
and so it is not an institution with pro-
vincial objects and aims. Its primary busi-
ness is not the acquisition of real estate. Its
primary business is the lending of money
for gain. It seeks to diminish the risk of
losing its principal to the lowest point. its
ability to lend money, at a moderate rate of
interest, depencis largely upon the diminution
of the risk it takes of losing the principal.
And so, in order to loan that money with
the least risk of losing it, it obtains from the
owner a mortgage upon real estate as se-
curity. The moment the noney is paid, the
mortgage is discharged. The form of the
mortgage must be such as the local law re-
quires. The property can only be sold by
respecting local jurisdiction, and the fore-
closure, if made, inust also conform to the
sane laws. Local authority is upheld, local
authority is respected ; but if the govern-

ment or legislature of any province says to
the capitalist who is in this way seeking to
employ his money that " you have no right
to seek incorporation anywhere than from
us," they are putting for ward an untenable
constitutional doctrine. They have no right
to force a capitalist to come to any one pro-
vince for a charter. They have no right to
compel him to do business on sufferance in
every other part of the Dominion. They
have no right to say to him that "if you
wish to acquire a right to loan nioney in
every province of the Dominion, you must
obtain an Act of incorporation from each,"
which would not make one corporation, but
seven corporations. This is one of the in-
conveniences that was intended to be met
by the bestowal upon the Federal Govern-
ment of the power to incorporate.

Let me refer to another case which makes
still more plain the unquestionable right of
this Parliament to create corporations of
this kind. In the ca e of the Colonial
Building and Investment Association vs. the
Attorney General of Quebeo, the question
was raised as to whether that institution
was not really a Quebec institution. It had
undertaken to erect buildings m ith a view
to their sale, and to making a profit upon
them. It had not carried on business any-
where beyond the province of Quebec. To
that province it confined its operations-
But did their Lordships say that the Act
calling into existence this institution was
ultra vires, because it had done no business
outside of the province of Quebec 1 On the
contrary, they say that " What the Act Of
incorporation has done is to create a legal
and artificial person, with capacity to carry
on certain kinds of business, which are de-
fined, within a defened area, namely, through-
out the Dominion. Among other things, it
has given to the association power to deal
in land and buildings, but the capacity so
given only enables it to acquire and hold
land in any province consistently with the
laws of the province relating to the acquis-
ition and tenure of land. If the companY
can so acquire and hold it, the Act of irncor-
poration gives it capacity to do so."

It is true that a provincial company rnay
do business in another province than tha4t
in which it is incorporated, but it does so as
a foreign company. Everywhere, except in
the province in which it is incorporated, is
stands upon the footing of a foreign corpora
tion, and most companies, in so far as thef
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<ean, prefer that their franchises should exist extent upon matters assigned to the provincial le"-
nlot as a matter of forebearance, but as of lature by section 92. But section 91 expressly declares

that, " notwithstanding anything in this Act," thelight everywhere in the country in which exclusive le isiative authority of the Parlianent of
they intend to carry on their operations. Canada shall extend to ail matters coming within the
There are two classes of Dominion incor- enumerated classes; which plainly indicates that thee ar twoleb*siation of that Parliament, so long as it strictiy

Porations, which stand upon a somewhat relates to these matters, is to be of paramount author-
different footing in their relation to local ity. To refuse effect to the deciaration would render

9 nuqatorv some of the legisiati ve powvers specially*uthorities, but they are each equally valid
' Dominion corporations. The British
qorth America Act provides that the pro- So that, in every case of Dominion legisa-
incee shall have exclusive jurisdiction i tion which cores within the enumerated

reference to certain matters which are en- powers of the Dominion, it is in the power
!inerated. It also provides that the Dom- of Parliament w extend its legisiation s0 far

1'On shall have jurisdiction over certain as may be necessary w make that legisiation
Other matters, which are also enumer- effective. It may overlap and encroach
&ted. But with respect to Dominion upn the enumerated powers of a province,
raatters, it is declared that notwithstanding but when it does s0 it is paramount, and the
"Ything in this Act-that is, notwithstand-
"'g the exclusive powers given to the pro- îng, is in abeyance, if the statutes cannot
'Vlles-that the exclusive legislative auth stand together. This is made clear in
'rity of the Parliament of Canada extends several decisions. In the case of the At-

i matters coming within the class of wrney General of Ontario vs. the Attorney
et[bJects next hereinafter enumerated. Now, General of the Dominion, in respect w an
the Irivy Council, in reading these two Act of the legislature of Ontario, relating w

"Cton5 of he ritsh ort Amric Ac assignments and preferences by insolvent%tons of the British North America Act
Sether, have declared that exclusive powers persons, which provided for assignments
b4towed upon the provinces shall not re- purely voluntary, it was enacted in section
tSinl the Dominion Parliament in legislat- 9 as follows

respect to the enumerated powers of An asigninent for the general benefit of creditors
he .orinion under section 91. And so it is under this Act shalltake precedenceof alljudqments,

Ifl enni~vs.Unio Bak o Caadaand of ail executions flot completely executei by pay-d'ln Tennant v8. Union Bank of Canadat the provisions ofthhe ment subect to the lien, if any, of an execution cred-
at te povisonqof te MrcanileAmen- 1itor for his costs, wbere there is but one execution in

At.Act of Ontario, which regulate the the bheriff's hands, or to the lien, if any, of the credi-~Iltiý tor for hie costs who lias the first execution in thegting of warehouse receipts, were sub- sheriff's hands.
ate to the provisions of the Dominion
"'bng Act, which deals with the same Now, this legisiation was attacked on the

P et, and which confers upon a bank ground that the Act was an Insolvent Act,
la leges as a lender which the provincial and that the Dominion could legisate alone

S does not recognize. The doctrine, as upon the subject of insolvency. But their
by the Judicial Committee, is this Lordships did not regard it a necessarily

45li,, stio5j nsuothcntrtin ftw such, for this Act dealt with assignmentsesinturns upon the construction of two.
ion 9 the British North America Act, 1867. purely voluntary. They say

e law ves the Parliament of Canada power to
c theW n relation to ail matters not cominst with- The' would observe that a system of bankruptcy

asses of subjects by the Act exclusively isiion may frequently require varions ancxllaryt'enïeto the leg'islatures oft* poiceadas provisions for the purpose of preventing the achemeeclsi toth lgisaue of the provinces, and also
anbjet eauthority in relation to certain enumerated of the Act frum being defeated. It may be necessary

.,ti h e fifteenth of which is "Banking, Incor- for this purpe te deal with the effecta of executions
9 Banks, and the Issue of Paper Money." and other matters which woud otherwise be withinee oh92 851n eec rvnillgsauetetelgeaie competence of the provincialilegisiature.8hsv r"I gnis to each provincial legislature the

fubvets right to make laws in relation to the classes the
the th erein enumerated; and the thirteenth the Dominion Parliament te deal with such matters as

t u rated clases is " Property and Civil part of a bankruptcy law, and the provincial legisîs-tt the Provinces") ture would doubtiess be then preciuded fromn interfer-
S regulations with respect to the form and ingywith this legisiation, inasnuch as such interfer-

' er neo Ontario, of warehouse receipts and encewould affect a btnkruptcy law of the Dominion
r o t abthe documents, which pass the property almet.piserty anhout delivery, unuestionably relate toeton akeivi rght in tha povnc ; andthBan hy appellant t the provisions of Another decision in which the same prin-

fàlù rk A the aPlat teteroiinso ciple is laid down is that given in the case
C 1 *tha %iwould be unanswerable if it could be onada aby the Act of 18 67, the Parlianient of AttrheyAtenerey eneral of Ontario v8. theCutelyad fro trenchng to aty ton en of the Dominion on the
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subject of Liquor Prohibition. Their Lord-
ships, in referring to section 18 of the On-
tario Act in question, which provides for
local prohibition, say that the general autho-
rity given to the Canadian Parliament by
the introductory enactients of section 91
is to make laws for the peace, order and
good government of Canada in relation to
all matters that come within the classes of
subjects by this Act assigned exclusively to
the legislatures of the province. * *
There may therefore be matters not included
in the enumeration upon which the Can-
adian Parliament has power to legislate,
because they concern the peace, order and
good government of -the Dominion. But to
these matters which are specified among the
enumerated subjects of legislation, the ex-
ception from section 92, which is enacted hy
the concluding words of section 91, have no
application; and, in legislating with regard
to such matters, the Dominion Parliament
has no authority to encroach upon any
class of subjects which is exclusively as-
signed by section 92. ,These enactinents
appear to their Lordships to enact that the
exercise of legislative power by the Parlia-
ment of Canada in regard to all matters not
enumerated in section 91 ought to be con-
fined to such matters as are unquestionably
of Canadian interest and importance, and
ought not to trench upon provincial legisla-
tion with respect to any of the class of sub-
jects enumerated in section 92. To attach
any other construction to the general power
in supplement of its enumerated powers, as
oonferred upon the Parliament of Canada by
section 91, would, in their Lordships opinion,
not only be contrary to the intendment of
the Act, but would practically destroy the
autonomy of the province. If it were once
conceded that the Parliament of Canada had
authority to make laws applicable to the
whole Dominion in relation to matters which
in their province are substantially of local
and private interest, upon the assumption
that these matters also concern the peace,
order and good government of the Dominion,
there is hardly a subject in section 92 upon
which it might not legislate to the exclusion
of the provincial legislatures, and so their
Lordships held that a province had the power
to pass, within its limits, a liquor prohibition
Act.

Now, it is interesting to observe the dis-
tinction which these judgments of the Privy
Council draw between those matters which

are within the jurisdiction of Canada, under
these general introductory words, and those
matters which are under the jurisdiction of
the Parliament of Canada in respect to the
enumerated provisions of section 91. The
Parliament of Canada, in the exercise of
its authority under the enumerated pro-
visions, can do so to the full extent of the
authority so given, and without reference,
for the most part, to the provisions of section
92. They may overlap provincial authority.
They may seemingly encroach upon it, by
legislating in respect to matters, which,
from another point of view, might fall under
section 92 ; but when the Parliament of
Canada undertakes to legislate under the
introductory provisions of section 91, under
the general power to legislate for the peace,
order and good government of Canada, itr
has no authority whatever to encroach upon
the exclusive powers vested in the provin-
cial legislatures. And so, taking cogni-
zance of the extent of our authority, and our
power, seemingly, to encroach upon any of
the provisions of section 92, we must co0-
sider whether we are exercising the authoritY
bestowed upon us by the introductory por-
tion of section 91, or a power bestowed upo-
us by its enumerated provisions. Loan coin-
panies are, to a limited extent, banking
institutions. In so far as the power to
receive moneys on deposit, and to deal with
them for the purpoue of profits, they are
banking institutions. It is impossible to
point out, under the exclusive powerf
bestowed upon the provinces, any poWer
whatever to authorize any company to re
ceive money on deposit, and to deal with it
in the way that this is usually done. I felt
it necessary to go thus fully into the c0n-
stitutional right of the Parliament to legi'
late in respect to the incorporation of los"
companies on account of the untenable and
unsupported contention put forward on be-
half of the exclusive authority of the pro-
vinces, and on account of the unfair attacks
that have been made upon myself in refer-
ence to the question. There can be no roolO
for doubt of our right to legislate as I Pro-
pose hy this bill on the part of any one who
has taken the trouble to understand the la<
upon the subject.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELIé1
do not rise for the purpose of discussing the
constitutional point to whiçh my hon. f rienu
hasso learnedly and succinctly referred.
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'ust say that I would rather compliment
4im on what I conceive to be a reformation,f I may so term it, in the opinions which he
formerly held, but which he now repudiates.
I tOld him personally, in conversation, not
long ago, that my fears when he accepted
tb office of Minister of Justice were, that

6 Was so much of a states rights man, that
e might be inclined to lean against the

Dminion authority in any legislation which
!4ight be brought before us. However, that
ls anere matter of opinion, and I am very
glad that my hon. friend bas taken the view
of this question that he bas expressed,
though I know he is combated, and very
840ngly combated, by the Attorney General
of the province of Ontario. What I rose
particularly for, was to call attention to
0U8ase 23 of the bill-probably the hon.
etitlenan's attention has been already called
to it.y

lon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
% very stringent provision which will affect

e companies which may desire hereafter
comie within the provisions of this law-
at is, companims which have never dealt in

'y Other security than real estate. Such
%hpanies cannot, by any possibility, come

inthi the provisions of this measure, if I
It correctly, so long as the 23rd clause
ins as it is. It reads as follows:-

?o. is ong a a company which is subject to the
U one ior this Act is indebted for money rectived

deposit, its total assets over and above the value
o estate and its mortgages or hypothecs upon

e e or leasehold estate or other immovables s al
a res tO at least fifty per cent of its indebtedness

Pect of such money.
OW, if a company (I know one such com-

a o n One of the, snaller towns of Ontario)
fr deposit account of between three and

aundred thousand dollars, it has no
ri ty and deas in no securities other

o rea estate, under this provision if that
ra"ny desires to come within the opera-

k>o f this Act it cannot do so until it
than wehat are termed movable, other

eehold security. If I understand it
the t Places the company in precisely

Si dPosition that it does the merchant
go itual who speculates in stocks, m ho
P4% e bank and acquires an advance
te iall rate of interest on what they

aite <'e l 1 ans." That is, he deposits hisWhich are saleable at any time in

the market, and by that means obtains a
loan at a much less rate than if he borrowed
it under the ordinary endorsing process.
The hon. Minister of Justice, I am sure, will
understand what I mean when I point out
the effect which I think this clause has that
many companies that are constituted .s I
have mentioned, having no other securities
than freehold, cannot come within the,
operation of this law. In other words, if
they have $400,000 of deposits, the security
which a depositor bas in that case is the
mortgages which the company bas upon
freehold or leasehold; the company would
be obliged, under this law, to have at least
$200,000 of a kind of security upon which
they could realize at any moment in case of
a run or a call by the depositors. I might
mention one little company with which I
am acquainted. In order to protect the
depositors they have a special arrangement
with the bank with which they do business
that in case of an extraordinary demand by
the depositors be made, they will advance,
to a.Certain extent, in order to enable then
to pay the depositors when they may require-
their money. They give the personal security
of the directors and also collateral security
on the mortgages that they hold.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The banks can-
not take mortgages.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No,
but that is collateral security to the personal
security. The bank will take a mortgage as
a collateral security to the personal security
which bas been given by the directors. If
they think the directors have not sufficient,
personal means within themselves, they will
take precious good care not to advance the
money. That is the means taken by some
companies to protect the depositors in order
that there may be no run upon the company
or loss to the depositors.

Hon Mr. MILLS-I have had two or
three letters on the subject.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

SECOND READING.

Bill (93) "An Act to incorporate the
Edmonton and Saskatchewan Railway Com-
pany."-(Mr. Lougheed.)

The Senate adjourned.
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THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, 16th June, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

SALE OF RAILWAY PASSENGER
TICKETS AMENDMENT BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

Hon. Mr. BAKER, from the Committee
en Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours, re-
ported Bill (32) "An Act to amend the Act
respecting the sale of Railway Passenger
Tickets," with anienidments.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN moved concur-
rence in the amendments.

Hon. Mr. AIKENS--I think it would
be well to have the amendments explained.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-The amendments
are simply to make the meaning clearer so
that it can be understood. It is simply
carrying out the intention of the bill. In
line 7 the words "steamboat or ferry," were
added after the word "railways," to make
it correspond with the amendment in line 1,
section 1. Then in line 9 of section 2
words were added in order to explain the
object of the bill.

The motion was agreed to.

A PROPOSED ADJOURNMENT.
MOTION REJECTED.

Hon. Mr. POWER moved that when the
House adjourns to-day it do stand adjourned
until Tuesday the 20th instant at three
o'clock in the afternoon. He said :-I do not
think it is necessary to make any observa-
tions on this motion.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I think
it is very necessary.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The Senate ad-
journed over last Monday, and the public
business did not suffer in the slightest de-
gree. I think we shall be able to say the
same of the present occasion. I notice that
there is not a single order on the paper for
Monday.

Hon. Mr. McKAY-The hon. gentleman
took good care that there should be none.

Hon. Mr. POWER-And if we came
here on Monday we should have nothing to
do. I ay say that a number of hon. gentle-
men who live a little further away than
Montreal are very anxious that eight o'clock
in the evening should be substituted for
three o'clock in the afternoon; and if that
change meets the approval of the House, I
shah make the motion that when this House
adjourns to-day it do stand adjourned until
Tuesday the 20th instant at eight o'clock in
the evening.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-We had, as the
hon. gentleman lias just remarked, this same
question before us a week ago to-day, and
the observations and opinions which I ex-
pressed then I wish to reiterate now with
others and, I think, strong reasons why this
motion should not be carried on the present
occasion. I notice that the gentlemen who
have been conducting the business with re-
gard to bills and making them orders of the
day have been preparing for this motion by
leaving Monday unoccupied, by making the
orders stand for Tuesday and Wednesday and
other days next week. I think I am right in
inferring that it was for the purpose of pre-
senting a good argument why this House
should adjourn that we had no orders set
down for Monday. Unless the hon. gentle-
man who leads this House takes the respOn-
sibility of this adjournment and informs ts
that it is desirable, in the interest of publiC
business, his own convenience as well as
every other consideration, that we should
adjourn, then we should not agree to tbjs
motion. While it is quite true, owing to the
forethought of some hon. gentlemen, that
we have no orders of the day for Monday
next, it is equally true that this House has
at this moment a very large amount of iI-
portant public business before it. I wish to
direct attention to the state of public bus"-
ness in the Banking and Commerce Commit'
tee in order that the House may see that this
adjournment would really retard the work
of the session. I notice that there are four
measures now before that committee Of e
controvertible character that have beel,

postponedfromformer meetings; deputatio10
have been here with regard to some of the0,
and probably these deputations will CO0
back. Two of them, I think, are set doWth
for Tuesday next and the others for the
following Thursday. There are other
measures before that committee that hae

2380
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not yet received consideration, and there is at public business in his hands, or even
least one bill on the orders of the day that his own convenience required it, (knowing
Will be sent to that committee to-day. If we as we well know that his hands are
do not meet until Tuesday, there cannot be a very full just at this moment) if the
Ineeting of the Banking and Commerce leader of the House initiates a proposition
COmfmittee on Tuesday morning. The conse- of this kind, I for one-and I am sure
quence will be that the mjeasures which every hon. gentleman in this House-will
should receive consideration then will be yield to his view and consent to an adjourn-
deferred until Thursday, for which day there ment of this kind, or any o ther reasonable
18 amlaple work without the deferring of these proposition of the same nature ; but it is
bills. Some of the measures that are in time that these constantly recurring motions
this position before the Banking and Com- for an adjournment, coming from private
Paerce Committee are measures that have members, and discussions of this kind forced
originated in this House. After being con- upon the House in this way should cease.
Bidered in that committee, possibly even if The very character of the discussions and
*We had a meeting on Tuesday we might not the newspaper notices and references to the
be able to arrive at a final conclusion on discussions are not calculated to do this
them upon that day, and they might be held House good in the eyes of the country, and
o er to Thursday, and possibly later, and I am quite sure that hon. gentlemen who
tsse bills will have to receive consideration make these motions have ro desire to lessen
' this House afterwards, and they will be the importance or lower the character of the

deyaYed probably a couple of weeks before House in the estimation of the country. I
Slng sent to the other House. One of these am quite confident that the constantly re-

very important measure in the hands of curring motions of this kind, with reports
e hon. gentleman from Montreal (Mr. in the newspapers of the discussions on them,

Otrudurand) regarding usury, and there is are not calculated to strengthen this House

th er bill of considerable importance in in the estimation of the country, particularly
ofe same position. In view of the state at a time like this, when there is ample
OfPublic business, we should pause before public business before us and whcn it is, ineconsen to this adjournment, or before the opinion of everybody, highly desirable

comnit ourselves to what is practi- that every thing should be done to bring
0 oY naking Monday a day on which this the session to an early conclusion. It is
ins8e shall not dit. That is the direction three months to-day since Parliament met,
th Wich we are drifting. If we are to have and I may say almost for the first time dur-
h1ese mrotions, it is better that we should ing the session the Senate is full of work.
o1 1 the rule changed at once and not meet In view of all these facts, I think we should

1 XOnday at all. When this question was not have this motion for adjournment unless
fore I remarked-and I am still of that it is supported and fortified by a desire
on-that notwithstanding that it bas expressed by the hon. leader of the House.

e a practice in this House for private
hribs,( to make these motions, they really Hon. Mr. ALMON-I think it very un-

spo. cerne from the gentlemen who are re- fortunate that this motion is made at theIlsible for conducting the business of present time. A bill was introduced yes-
the louse. They should emanate from terday, which is of very great importance,

ght eader of the House. I think I am and we should have time to make up our
hen I say that this is the sixth minds as to what course we should pursue

had " during this session that we have with respect to it.
the otions of this kind submitted toc Ouse, and I think it would be very Hon. Mr. PERLEY-It is in the memory
rould tter if the leader of the House of every one here that I gave notice of a

had a take the responsibility. If he bas motion which I proposed to move on Mon-
he cCramunications from members, and if day.. There seems to have been some cooking

bsi es to the conclusion that the public of the order paper, sO that ne notice will be
Ott aothwould be promoted or if he puts it on for Monday. Some one bas taken im-
have ,er ground, which I am sure would proper liberties with it, as it bas been fixed
this igo With every hon. gentleman in on the orders for Tuesday. I object to any

liuse, that the nature of important official of this Senate dictating on what day
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I shall take up the notice. Some person has
taken a liberty with my notice of motion in
putting it down for Tuesday. I should like
to know who has authority to do that.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I
think members of this House cannot com-
plain of any want of holidays and adjourn-
ments. We have had plenty this session,
and I am very much surprised at the hon.
gentleman from Halifax bringing up this
motion again. A few days ago lie gave us
a lecture on the dignity of the Senate.
These adjournrments have reduced the pro-
cpedings of this House to a perfect farce.
This thing ought to be stopped. There is
always work for us to do if we choose to take
it up.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I suppose my hon.
friend thinks it is more dignified to have the
House sit for fifteen minutes and then
adjourn.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I do.
We come here to attend to the business of
the country, and there is nearly always
something for us to do. There are times in
the early part of the session when there is
no work before the Senate, and it is under-
stood that we adjourn then until work comes
before us, but these frequent adjournments
reduce the thing to a farce, and I do not see
how an hon. gentleman can have the face to
bring forward a motion of this kind week
after week. Who is to benefit by the ad-
journment I

Hon. Mr. POWER-It will enable the
hon. gentleman to study up the Drummond
County Railway Bill.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-This motion has
certainly produced one result that I never
knew of in this House before. It has
brought out extraordinary speeches from
hon. gentlemen who are ordinarily sane and
sensible. One says we are making a farce
of this by discussing a proposal to adjourn.
If we did iot discuss it there would not be
any farce in the matter. If we come down
to the honest fact, it rather annoys some of
our friends to see that some of us can get
home for a day or two while they cannot
because they live too far away from the
capital. If the hon. leader of the House
states that the business ot the country will
not suffer by adjourning for a day now, there
can be no reason to urge against it. He is

the best authority I He will not allow the
business of Parliament te suffer, and, as the
hon. gentleman from Halifax said just now,
to meet for fifteen minutes and then adjourn
would not in any way facilitate the public
business. I think we are just as far for-
ward now with the business of the session
as if we had been sitting last Monday; and
this day week we will be just as far forward
if we adjourn from to-day until Tuesday
next. So far as the dignity of the House
is concerned, if there was not so much talk
about it amongst ourselves it would not be
challenged.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-I should like to saY
a word about the business before the Bank-
ing Conmmittee. If the House adjourns until
Tuesday evening it is not very likely we
shall have very many nembers present inl
the morning, and undoubtedly there is sone-
thing of importance to be considered that
day. I am af raid the result would be that
we would get behind in our business.

Hon. Mr. McDONALD (C.B.)-I wish tO
protest against these frequent adjournments.
If the government want this adjournment
for their own convenience, I have no objec-
tion, but if it is for the convenience Of
private members, I arn opposed to it. We
who live a distance from the seat of govern-
ment would like to have an adjournment
that would be of benefit to us all. We haVe
had four adjournments already this sessiOnI
one in March and April, lasting for eighteea
days, anothtr in May for nineteen days.
When the adjournment for the month Of
May was up, members living in far awlY
provinces wanted the adjournment until
after the Queen's birthday, and astonishing
to say, the members who get adjournments
for their own personal convenience on Fri-
days and Mondays, were opposed to 6
adjournrment for twenty-four days insted
of seventeen. If we are to have adjour-
ments at all, we ought to have the3 to
suit ail the members of this House. ThOe
of us who wish to go to Cape Breton, Pri1e
Edward Island or Manitoba, should have
the adjournments to suit them as well as tO
suit members coming from Montreal Or
Toronto.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED--As one of the
members living at a distance from the capit9"'
my views entirely coincide with those 00
aptly expressed by my hon. friend fr0o
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Cape Breton. But dealing with this par-
ticular adjournment, I must confess that,
11n view of the present state of the order
Paper, I can see no impropriety in support-
"ng the motion which has been introduced
by the bon. gentleman from Halifax.

HIon. Mr. ALLAN-The amended one?

'Ion. Mr. LOUGHEED-Yes, I under-
stand the leader of the House will be absent
'0" Monday. If we meet on Monday, noth-
'g will be done. If there is anything par-
tilelarly aggravating, it is to have to meet
here and at once adjourn after our devotions
are over. If we meet on Tuesday at threeo'lock in the afternoon, the purpose men-
tioned by my hon. friend from Toronto will
seaIcely be effected-the meeting of the
Banking Committee. It is quite evident that
memibers living in Montreal and Toronto
*would scarcely be here until the afternoon.

lion. Mr. ALLAN--Then we had better
'ot adjourn* at all.

S110n. Mr. LOUGHEED-If the House
lutends ta adjourn, I think it should adjourn
"ntil Tuesday evening.

lIon. Mr. MILLS-I am rather surprised
My hon. friend opposite (Mr. Ferguson),

he hving been for some time a member of
government, assuming that the business

the flouse is absolutely under the control
the Uninisters who are in a minority in the8tite.

e • Mr. McKAY-Not on adjourn-

lion. Mr. MILLS-He says that I 'am
hnEible for the conduct of the public

nrSs here, although the hon. gentleman
dtime to time stands up and says he

Vote t agree with me. and is prepared to
the "y propositions down. I understand
era ractice bas always been that the gov-
r%1e in the hands of the House in

r adjournments. except when the
liter~ *jOurnnent is going to materially
whr .with the public business. I stated,
that a question came up once before,
though adjournment for a single day I
bts weould not interfere with the public
Adjo as then proposed, but that a longer
to 'lnent would. and that I was opposed
1 s lger adjournment on that occasion.

ýt«te thte thing to-day. I do not
atan adjournment over Monday is

going to lengthen this session for one hour.
I looked at the order paper to-day and
noticed a number of measures for the con-
sideration of Parliament, the most important
of which is still before the House, and, so
far as I can understand, there is none of
them a subject of controversy. There is not
likely, therefore, to be any long discussion
upon them. and that being the case, no
great amount of time will be required for
their necessary consideration. That being
so, and there being nothing on the order
paper for Monday--

Hon. Mr. McKAY-You took good care
there wouldI not be.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Did the hon. gentle-
man enter into a conspiracy that there
should be none? Did any hon. gentleman
in the House conspire that there should be
nothing on the order paper for Monday? Is
this House composed of conspirators to
interfere with public business? That is the
position the hon. gentleman takes. As a
matter of fact, I suppose every hon. gentle-
man who has proposed measures for the
consideration of the House has consulted-
his own convenience as to time. I have
done so, and I suppose every hon. gentleman
in the House bas done so. I did not suggest
that there should be an adjournment to-
morrow. My hon. friend in making that
motion did not consult me in regard to the
matter. It is not a matter of the slightest
consequence to me whether the House
adjourns over Monday or not, but, as a
minister of the Crown in this House, it is
my duty, so far as I can, to treat the mem-
bers of this House with courtesy. If any
hcn. gentleman desires an adjournment over
Monday, and it is not going to interfere with
the public business, as I believe it will not
interfere with the public business, then cer-
tainly it would be a mere matter of cantanker-
ousness on my part to object to such an ad-
journment. Ishould prefertomeeton Tuesday
atthree o'clock. I understand that some hon.
gentlemen who are pretty constant in their
attendance prefer that we should meet at
eight o'clock in the evening. I am prepared
to accept that motion in deference to their
convenience and wishes. I do not think it
is inconsistent with my duty, as a minister,
to do so. We can accept the motion and
still keep pace with the other chamber, and
if we do so we sufficiently discharge our
public duty. The hon. gentleman bas spoken
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of the small amount of business that bas been somebody lias been tampering with a motion
before the House. Welave gone through a con- which lie placed on the paper, and that is a
siderable amount of business. Perhaps there matter which should be closely scrutinized.
has never been a session in which there was so His honour the speaker Bhould cau the
little business of a controversial character attention of the cierk to the complaint which
before the Senate, and consequently there has been made, and it should be thoroughly
has not been much discussion. Some five investigated. Lt is intolerable to suppose
weeks were consumed in the other louse in for a moment that an hon, gentleman should
discussion on the Address in answer to the give notice for a motion for a certain day,
speech from the throne. I think it was a and then have it changed and altered to
misfortune, but it was not our fault, and this meet the opinion, or whim, or desire of any-
House does not control the House of Com- body, whether it be an officiai or a senator.
mons. They have the control of their own I desire to cai special attention to that,
convenience. They pursued that course because if it is tolerated in one case it car
which they thought best in the interest of berepeatedhereafter. Isincere]yhopethat
the public, or the party, as the case may be. those who are in authority will make al
I do not think we are likely to have a further inquiry as W who it was made the change
adjournment after this, if this House desires and why it was made, and if it were fot done
this adjournment, because there are im- with the consent of the mover himself,
portant measures before the other House, the party should be punisbed. If a wrong
and I cannot predict when they will come of that kind hes been committed, it
befoie us. They may be the subject of very should not only be investigated, but the
con8iderable discussion, and I cannot even party who did it should receive the just
venture upon a prediction as to the pro- condemnation of the fouse. The hon.
babilities. Looking at the business before Minister of Justice is not strictly correct in
the House, if we meet on Tuesday we shall, stating what the practice has been in te
by Friday, make excellent progress with that past. When I had the honour of leading
business, and therefore when my hon. friend the fouse, when adjournments took place,
made this motion I did not object ; but I do the motions generally emanated from myself,
not subscribe to the absurd constitutional ater consultation with members of thi
doctrine-absurd in my opinion,-which the house. I ac sure that many hon. gents-
hon. gentleman opposite bas set up, that the men wiol remember that when adjournments
ministers sha decide whether ion. members were proposed by independent embers o
shahf sneeze or not. Every member is at this aIoume they reeived my strongest OP
liberty to make such proposais as ge pleases, posiion on a number of occasions.
and if the governMant tind his proposition Hon. Mr. iPOWER-On the ground thao
is not going interfre with the public the o ff r
business, I do not think they are called upont
W interfere with it. The government is in lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
the hands of the louse. That bbas been the When the publie business did not denaad
rule always and I arn not disposed W make continued sittings of the ouse, then c toOk
any attempt to alter the rule. the opinion Of te members and acted o

accordance with the general opinion. If,
Hon. Sir MACKE~NZIE BOWELL-1 thought it would interfère at ail with the

wish* to cail attention nore particularly Wt business, I took strong grounds againsg
the complaint made by the hion. gentleman adjournments giving my reasons for it
fro Wolseley (Mr. Pserley), that is, the When I assented, nearly always assued
tampering wpth a motion put in the hands the respondibiity of making the motion jus
of the clerk. self. 1 amn glad to observe that the bol

Mon. Mr. MILLS-I do not know any- gentleman i willing to abide by the decisioln
thing about that. of the majority of the house, b e i th

docile as Wnyoie could wish. When hed
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I he was willing to acquiesce in any moti 

did not accuse the uon. gentleman of know- that might be made, it was a matter of tis
ing anything about it, but if the statenent venience to hitheef or the government. The
made by the on. gentleman from Wolseley n.on. gentlema says that we are not althatY

be correct, and we have no doubt it is, then so ready acquiesce in what he may P"
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POse. I quite agree with him, but if he is
always right we will back him to the full
extent of the majority of the House. We

lt not be expected always to acquiesce in
What he proposes, when we think and believe

'8 nlot correct. I arm sure he would not
a8k us to do that. The hon. gentleman says
alO that we have been kept here on account
Of the protracted debates in the lower House.
I call the hon. gentleman's attention to this
fact: he himself has submitted a number of
.ery important measures for the considera-

on Of the Senate, but they have only been
'ntroduced within the last two or three
weeks and consequently those questions
'hich are controversial, and which willequire some little time and probably a good

of time to discuss here, are questionswhich, if he had been prepared to intr >duce
thern at an earlier period, would have occu-
Pied Our time.

o on. Mr. MILLS-They belonged to the
Other fouse.

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
'peaking of measures that the hon.

g eman has introduced himself. I do not
b im responsible for not getting the

1îoIund County Bill or the Grand TrunkWay scheme here until the other day.

l'on. Mr. FERGUSON-As a member of
pe go'erniment the hon. gentleman is re-SPorisible.

for 0- Mr. MILLS-We are not responsible
fort he delay caused by the opposition in theber 1

1ouse.

hIo. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-o hon, gentleman is not responsible for
othe eiving the bills which come from the
tro, butnse, not on account of the opposi-

o. On account of the culpable refusal
o1a colleagues to furnish the House of
01 ons With information which was ab-

to a 1 Y iecessary to enable them to come
thea correct conclusion as to the measures
de Produced. That is the reason why the
ge4ihas taken place, and not, as the hon.
of themn would insinuate, the obstruction
flieas 0PPOsition. If we had had the
theres ilitiated here, the Companies' Act,

eas »lnal Code Amendment Bill,andother
b . , a mionth ago, they could have all

of thiePosed of by this time. The result
within UQode of conducting business is that

Sthe last week or ten days of the

session we will have work enough thrown
upon our shoulders, that, if given proper
consideration, would take us two or three
weeks to attend to it. That is what I com-
plain of, and I do not think the hon. gen-
tleman is justified in the statement that he
made in reference to the position taken by
my hon. friend in regard to this adjourn-
ment. For myself, it is a matter of very
little consequence, as it is to him, whether
the adjournment takes place until Monday
or Tuesday, and if there has been a con-
spiracy, which the hon. gentleman intimated,
there must have been

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, I did not intimate
that.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The hon. gentleman said that if the state-
ments were correct

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That there was a con-
spiracy.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
No, the hon. gentleman mentioned con-
spiracy. If the hon. gentleman's statement
is correct that his motion, and other
motions, had been changed from the date
that they desired to consider them to an-
other date, then there was a conspiracy, and
he did virtually imply that there was a con-
spiracy in this House. I do not believe for
a moment that any member of the House
made that change in the motion referred to
by the senator for Wolseley.

Hen. Mr. TEMPLE -Some hon. gentle-
men have claimed that this adjournment
and the former adjournments emanated from
the government. Hon. gentlemen are mis-
taken in one thing, and that is, the mover
of the adjournment at present is the power
behind the throne.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I wish to say with
respect to the notice given by the hon. gen-
tleman for Wolseley, that I knew nothing
whatever about his motion, and did not
know that any change had been made until
I heard the hon. gentleman speak to-day.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That I verily believe.

The House divided on the motion, which
was rejected on the following division:-

CONTENTS:

Aikins,
Baker,

Hon. Messrs.
Mills,
Pelletier (Speaker),
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Casgrain,
Clemow,
Landry,
Lougheed,

Power,
Scott,
Templeman.-11.

NON-CoNTENTs:

Hon. Messrs.

Allan,
Almon,
Armand,
Bernier,
Bowell (Sir Mackenzie).
Dickey,
Dobson,
Ferguson,
Lovitt,
Macdonald (P.E.I.),
Macdonald (Victoria)
Maclnnes,
McCallum,

McDonald (C.B.),
McKay,
McLaren,
Miller,
Montplaisir,
Perley,
Poirier,
Prinrose,
Prowse,
Temple,
Vidai,
Yeo.-25.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (3) " An Act respecting the Canada
AccidentInsurance Company. "-(Mr. Allan.)

A QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Before the orders of
the day are called, I desire to say that the
attention of Mr. Young was called to the
matter of which I had given notice, and he
explained to me that it was entirely a mis-
take of his.

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY MAIN-
TENANCE AND EXPENSES.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Beforetheorders
of the day are called, I wish to call the atten-
tion of the hon. leader of the House to the
fact that the information I asked for with
regard to the proportion paid by the Inter-
colonial Railway to the Grand Trunk Rail-
way for maintenance with regard to the ex-
tenPion into Montreal, and as submitted to
the House the other day, that the proportion
is not given with reference to the largest
and most important item in that list. I re-
fer to the item of $43,791.71, and I wanted
the proportion of operating joint sections. I
asked distinctly, in my inquiry, that the
basis on which this proportion was ascer-
tained should be given. In all the other
small and comparatively unimportant items
the percentage is given, but with regard to
this, the most important of all of them, the
one in fact which I was most anxious to get,
the proportion is not given. My hon. friend
will see at once that my object in moving in
the matter has been altogether frustrated by

the failure on the part of the government to
give the information sought for.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
says it has not been given. I am not sure
that it is not given, but I will speak to the
Minister of Railways on the subject.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
might call the attention of the hon. minister
to the fact that the motion I made with
reference to this subject is in the same posi-
tion. The information has not yet beei
brought down. It is very limited. The
same complaint the hon. gentleman is making
would apply to the motion which I made,
and which I pointed out at the time I
thought was absolutely necessary to be in
possession of the House when we considered
the questions afflected by them.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-What was the datel

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
appears on the notice paper of the 22nd May,
page 232.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-What part is omitted?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The information asked for by paragraphs
four and five is not brought down.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Four particu'
larly.

PACIFIC CABLE AND ALASKA
BOUNDARY.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
would like to call the attention of the leader
of the House to the cablegrams which 1
have seen in the newspapers in reference tO
the Pacific Cable and the Alaska Boundary
question. It has been stated in the neW*
paper that the Colonial Secretary, of the
home government, had intimated their desle
that there should be another meeting
commissioners representing the colonies t"
further consider the question of what should
be done relative to the construction of the
Pacific Cable. What I should like to ask i,
if the hon. ministers are in a position tO
give the information as to whether th
statement is correct and whether the go
ernment intend to re-appoint commissiners
to consult with the Imperial authorities an
also with those who may be sent from other
colonies. And, further, whether theri
any truth in the statement which has beeo
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nlade that a modus vivendi had been agreed
uPon between the Imperial Government and
the United States in reference to the Alaska
BOundary until after the commission shall
re-assemble and consider the question in
Quebec in August next. These are two
very important questions, and I am sure the
People of the Dominion would like to know
if those statements are correct, and if they
are not correct, we would like to be informed
What progress has been made in these
Ulatters.

11on. Mr. MILLS-I may say, with regard
to the Pacific Cable, that I think the Col-
onial Secretary has invited a conference with
the representatives of the different colonies.

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-In
Pflgland

FlOn. Mr. MILLS-In England. With
regard to a conventional boundary at the
Point where difficulty is likely to arise, I
think a conventional boundary to serve a
teIKpOrary purpose has been agreed to.

on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I ask for how long a period has this

for a conventional boundary been

on. Mr. MILLS-I am not in a positiontosay.

Y . Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
i 1s for an indefinite period, there is no tell-
I 'when the settlement may be arrived at.
il is until the commissioners re-assemble

Quebec then one may expect an early
"ttlement of the question.

on. Mr. MILLS-I am unable to answer.

Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
decid tll me whether the government has
ance to appoint commissioners in accord-

with the request of the Colonial Sec-
ry to consider the cable question.

cn on. Mr. MILLS-The matter is being
a Enidered by the Canadian Commissioner

''gland, Lord Strathcona.

THIRD READINGS.

an (100) "An Act respecting the Guar-
borir.and Pension Fund Society of the
the pIlon Bank, and to change its name to

Fund Society of the Dominion
2 Mr. Power.)

Bill (76) "An Act respecting the Dominion
of Canada Guarantee and Accident Insurance
Company."-(Mr. Allan.)

Bill (127) " An Act to amend the Bank
Act."-(Mr. Mills.)

Bill (131) " An Act respecting the Inspec-
tion of Petroleum and Naphtha."-(Mr.
Scott.)

QUEBEC HARBOUR COMMIS-
SIONERS' BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into a Com-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (1) " An Act to
amend and consolidate the Acts relating to
the Quebec Harbour Commissioners."

(In the Committee.)

On clause 3.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I
attention of the minister
a portion of clause three.

wish to direct the
to the wording of
The clause reads:

The said repeal shall not in any way affect the
corporate existence of the corporation of the Quebec
Harbour Commissioners, which together with all
such persons as hereafter beconie members thereof-

Those words "together with all such
persons as hereafter become members there-
of " I think should not be there, because we
do nct know who are the members thereof,
and people who afterwards become members
are not now members. It is a corporation,
and that statement gives it a continued ex-
istence. I think those words should be
struck out.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I suppose the words
have been suggested by the nature and title
of the bill " The Quebec Harbour Commis-
sioners " if the title was " The Quebec Har-
bour Commission" these words might not
be necessary at all.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 5.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-This is a bill
which hon. members like myself must
take entirely on trust. I assure the hon.
minister that I do not feel at all able to
scrutinize it closely. It purports to be a
consolidation, strictly, of existing statutes.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.
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Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-And I suppose tieman think it is an error in the right
my hon. friend the leader of the House, is direction, in view of past experience?
satisfied that it is such and nothing more.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am satisfied that it poses" is an objectionable word.
is a consolidation. There may be, and there
are, verbal changes, but the character of the hon. S i n MACKEN e We-
organization is not changed. The bill is in- tlera oo alin at The hon.ugen-
tended to give effect to the law as it now tieman Ha says Thi dq i
stands, and it is scattered through a large
number of statutes. It bas been carefully commission proposes to purchase or acquire.
considered by the Solicitor General. It has Will the mere proposai to acquire disqualify
been, in a large measure, made to confirm to m, or would the disqualification ho only
the consolidation which took place a few after the purchase was made?
years ago with respect to the Montreal Har- Hon. Mr. MILLS-It would be too late
bour Commissioners. The bill bas been care then. It ma necessary, where there is an in
fully considered by the law clerk of this tention to acquire, if you are to affect a seat
House as well, so my hon. friend is perfectly at a, that you should affect it before the
safe in taking the bip as a consolidation Of negotiations are carried on. I think it is
the law. k af. gfo Qfeal in wha t h g

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
suppose we may take it for granted that the
verbal changes have not altered the inten-
tion of the law as it stood. A verbal change
might make a material difference.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There might be a
difference in the area embraced by the bar-
bour owing to the growth of the city.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Could the hon. gentleman tell us how far
up the St. Lawrence this area extends ' It
is important in the carrying out of the
Customs Act to know the limits of the
harbour.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is a clearer defin-
ition than is given in the existing section.

The cl.ause was adopted.

On clause 11.
Hon. Mr. MILLS-This clause is pretty

sweeping in its disqualification. It is a
question in my mind whether this is not
broad enough to enable a majority of the
corporation, by a proposal to purchase for
corporation purposes, to disqualify a party.
In the House of Commons we do not dis-
qualify in that way, but the party who bas
any interest in the question under considera-
tion is debarred from having any vote or
voice in the matter. However, I thought,
as it seems to have been the law before, that
I would not interfere with it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
it be an error at all, does not the hon. gen-

The clause was adopted.

On clause 35.

Hon. Mr. POWER-This corporation is
supposed to borrow money and pay interest.
As far as my opinion goes, practically the
people of Canada have to pay for all the
property which is acquired and to pay the
interest on the money that is borrowed, and
it strikes me that there should be somne
check upon this power of expropriating land
and borrowing money given in these clauses
33 to 38. There does not appear to be anY
limitation whatever.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There never Ws;
there is no change in that regard.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is a limitation
in this. It is the first time there bas bee.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is power to use
a sum which was placed at their disposal,
and which bas not yet been exhausted.

The clause was adopted.

Hon. Mr. POIRIER, from the committe'
reported the bill with amendments, which
were concurred in.

WINDING UP ACT AMEND19IEN
BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. POWER moved the sec'nd
reading of Bill (31) " An Act to amend the
Winding Up Act." He said :-This is a bilr
introduced in the Commons by the meler
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fromx Laval, who also introduced an insolv-
ency bill. It is a very simple one. This
bill gives the court power at any time,
When found advisable, to appoint one or
mIore inspectors to assist and advise the
liquidator in the liquidation of the company,
and it provides that the court may determine
the remuneration.

11onl. Mr. MILLS-I understand it has
been the practice for a long time in Quebec
for the court to appoint inspectors. There
was some doubt as to whether the court had
"'ch power, and one of the objects of the
bi was to remove that doubt. Anotherobject, in the case of large estates, is to
tiake provision that the estate is not dissi-
eated before it is finally dealt with.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
Was read the second time.

?ORTAGE DU FORT AND BRISTOL
BRANCH RAILWAY

COMPANY.
SECOND READING.

rOn. Mr. CLEMOW moved the second
reading of Bill (42) " An Act respecting thePrtage du Fort and Bristol Branch Railway

'ýpany." He said :-This company pro-
U uilding a railway from Portage du

ort to the city of Hull, if necessary, to con-
e th w

with the Canadian Pacific Railway, under
which they operated the section of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway between Aylmer
and Hull. The Canadian Pacific Railway
Company transferred their line to the Hull
Electric Company, and, as I understand, the
Pontiac Pacific Junction Railway Company
are now constructing a road from Aylmer to
Hull to take the place of the road which
was transferred by the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company to the Hull Electric
Company ; and the object of this legislation
is to enable another company to come in and
practically parallel the line of the Pontiac
Pacific Junction Railway Company through
its entire length. I understand that the
business of that section of the country is not
large enough to afford profitable work for
two companies, and I trust that when this
bill goes before the Railway Committee the
hon. gentleman will be in a position to show
that it is a perfectly fair and reasonable bill
and, if it is not, that the committee will
report accordingly.

lion. Mr. CLEMOW-The hon. gentle-
man has stated the case exactly as it is, and
I will move to refer it to the Committee on
Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours. I
hardly think it is fair to parallel an existing
railway, but it will be inquired into by the
committee.

other lines, and to increase tie Hon. Mr. MLLS-I have looked at the
map and Iooked at the proposed une, and it

hon. Mr. POWER-I do not think the seems to me that it would be in the lasttak' gentleman from R D degree unfair to the road that is now being
itaeukv~~ a constructed to grant another charter over

fU en the House into his confidence quite as alrnost the same ground, There may he
thya1 as he might. It may be perfectly true
-taot Whenraiwa hanenbuo n rooin for a small branch to the existing road

ey enn railway has been built and not
ayte as been spent in constructing a rail-

o1y thr"ou obecio tgrtighFort, but to construct a road extending intoaan eis no serious objection to granting,UflhlriitC n be Hvel on another charter would be ini the
,,,e imited number of charters over the last
Wh grourid. But the case is different egee unfir t ho wh haerea

'al', as in this instance, other railwayshactually been built, and when it is pro- hs approached completion.
of to grant a charter to a certain number
oith ra ene for the purpose of competing Hn i AKNI O ELWith rtluw o h ups fclptn Might I ask the hon. gentleman wbo bas

1 d ways which are already in existence. charge of the bil whether it is in the same
grander8tand that one of the effects of the condition in which it was when originally
SeIratiog of this chartEr may be to very introduced in the House of Commons 1
j urio7, interfere with the Pontiac Pacific
Ion ailway Company. That company Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-No.

-aane ay which covers very nearly theby t rd which is proposed to be covered Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
tion1  railway. The Pontiac Pacific Junc- Then it is not a parallel road to the extent~1lWaY Company had an arrangement that it wao intended to be. a understand
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this is a bill for a railway to make connection
with the road which is now in existence at
a place called Quyon, and not at Shawville
as was originally intended.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-That is the whole
point.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then it is not so bad as when originally
introduced.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, but
enough.

The motion was agreed to.

it is bad

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, 19th June, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS WITH-
OUT PUBLIC COMPETITION.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY moved:

That an humble Address be presented to His Excel-
lency the Governor General, praying that His Excel-
lency will cause to be laid on the Table of the Senate
a full and complete return of all contracts entered
into by the present government, by private contract,
and without public competition by tender or otherwise,
since 1896, specifying minutely the goods purchased,
the prices paid, and from whom purchased. Also, for
a detailed statement of all contracts given for work,
the character of the work, with the price paid and
to whom paid.

He said :-I might say, in connection with
this motion, that whilst I was in the North-
west a few weeks ago I met several persons
and in talking with them about the affairs
of Parliament and how business was pro-
gressing, several of them-and amongst them
boasted Reformers-asked me if the reports
that the government was in the habit of
letting contracts to their friends without
complying with the law was correct. I said
that I could not give any positive in-
formation on the subject. I said that such
a statement was published in the news-
papers of the country. We saw the charge
made almost every day that certain par-

ties were receiving contracts without pub-
lie tender, and that the prices were ex-
orbitant, but I was not prepared to
say what the facts were. I said that
they had the same opportunity of getting
the information in the newspapers and read-
ing the reports of discussions in the House
of Commons as I had. One gentleman said
to me that it was a preposterous state of
things that the government should do this,
that it was not the policy of these men when
in opposition. I said, no, it was not their
policy in opposition, but these gentlemen in
opposition and these gentlemen in power
were different individuals altogether. I said,
"if you desire, I will put a notice on the
paper and call for the returns and we will
ascertain officially whether it is so or not."
What I have to say is that if this story 18
not true, and if the governnent do complY
with the law and the regulations in giving
contracts to persons who tender at the lowest
prices, then there will be no difficulty in
bringing down the return to-morrow, because
there will be virtually nothing to bring down.
But if, on the other hand, they are in the
habit of giving contracts at exorbitant priceS,
in cases beyond enumeration almost, then it
will take perbaps till the nExt day or the
day after. I hope that in course of timO
this motion will be answered, and for the
credit of the government, that the report
which has been spread broadcast through the
country that they have had no regard for
the law in the past, is not true.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
should have some mercy on the government'
If that return is to be brought down in fu1

it will exceed in volume the Auditor Gen-
eral's Report, from what I hear about the
number of private contracts let by the gov
ernment in my own province. They under-
took to straighten a curve on a railway and
shortened the road one-fifth of a mile, and
introduced another curve almost as bad as
the one they straightened, and they sPent
$28,000 in doing this.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-My hon. frield
forgets that the mills of the gods grind
slowly when he expects these returns downO
to-morrow or next day.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is no objectioln
to giving the fullest information to the Pub-
lie on the subject proposed in the addr
that the hon. gentleman has moved. 1 *0
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quite sure he spoke very frankly and can-
didly when he said he hoped, for the honour
aId credit of the government, that the ter-
rible report he found circulated in the North-
*e8t was not true. I presume this govern-ment, at certain times and occasions, has
been obliged to give out work without ten-der, but in very rare cases, and I think in

reiy rmany rarer cases than bas been the
P"actice with past governments. I would
4 hima to amend the motion by having the
ae run back to 1891, so that we shall be
ab"' to form a proper contrast of what has
edone in that way by the two govern-

Uxtitts. The hon. gentleman will quite
.nlderstand that the latter part of his motion

W'] involve an immense amount of labour.
ets frst part calls for a return of contracts
out3red into by private contract and with-01't Public competition. That could be
%JaiIy furnished. He also calls for a de-
dtaistatement of all contracts, &c. Those
as emay occupy some considerable time,

She on. gentleman knows, because they
ave to be furnished by all the depart-

know8of the government, and I do not
er that that could be promised to him at

'vey early period, but I presume the bon.
manhas no objection to the return
arnended so as to date from 1891.

ole.o Mr. PERLEY-If it does not
much labour I have no objection.

ob0u. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
tects to a return of contracts made anterior
t196 1 Am I to so understand it i?

fo "" Mr. PERLEY-No, I shall move
orat after this return is brought down.

Mr
ove
ner
hav
len

e th
«ce
men

nerm1,un

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I would not then
get the information at all this session.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I doubt whether the
hon. gentleman will get any of the latter
part of it at all this session, because it in-
volves a great deal of labour.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-I think the hon.
Secretary of State is unreasonable. The in-
formation is in the hands of the government,
and if they wish to bring it down they can
do so without the consent of the hon. gentle-
man fro:n Wolseley (Mr. Perley) or any other
gentleman of this House. We are told that
it will take a great deal of time and labour
to make up the return called for; certainly,
if you go back to 1891 it will involve a great
deal more labour. I take it this govern-
ment bas been placed in power to carry out
its promises, not to follow in the footsteps
of the former government. The country de-
cided against the former government and
turned them out of power and placed these
gentlemen in their position to do better
than their predecessors. Supposing the late
governmîent did do wrong, that is no justifi-
cation for the present government doing
wrong. No comparison that might Le made
would justify wrong-doing on their part.
A plain statement is asked for in accordance
with the promises made by this government
prior to the last election. They condemned
the late government, and the country be-
lieved them and put them in power. Now,
we want to know if these gentlemen are
following in the footsteps of their predeces-
sors, or are they carrying out the promises
they made when in opposition.

onl. r -
SCOTT-Of course, I have no There is no doubt the remark made by the

r the acts of the hon. gentleman hon. Secretary of State with reference to
bers of the House, but the course postal contracts is quite correct, and it would
e suggested bas been the usual only swell the return needlessly to include all
motions of this kind have been the contracts which were legally renewed un-
way of forming a contrast-for der that law. The law provides that any con-
ere are contracts issued by the tract may be made by the Postmaster Gen-
Department which have, from eral for carrying the mails, &c., providing it

orial, been issued without tender. does not exceed a certain amount. The hon.
ory serves me, there is a limited gentleman from Wolseley, as I understand
der the Post Office Act, within him, does not ask for information in refer-
Postmaster General exercise3 dis- ence to the giving out of contracts which
arn not prepared at the moment the law specifically gives the power to the
b that is, but the hon. gentleman, Postmaster General to enter into. What he
8 to be fair, would allow the requires is the contracts which have been
)6 amended in the direction that entered into for supplies and other matters,
cated. which should have been given out by con-
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tract under the law. That I take to be the
object of the hon. gentleman's motion.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is no objection
at all.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Take, for instance, the building last year of
a fence round this park. The law provides
that if the work exceeds a certain amount,
then tenders must be asked for. In order
to evade the provisions of that law, the
Minister of Public Works asked for a sum
just under the amount which, had he named
it, would have obliged him to call for tenders,
but it was subsequently ascertained, when
the debate proceeded, that instead of the
work costing under $5,000, it was to cost
about $14,000, and the object in placing the
smaller sum in the estimates was to enable
him to give the work to just such persons as
he thought proper, and then next year come
down for a similar amount and so on until
the whole work was completed. There
can be no question about that, and any one
who turns to the debate of last year will
ascertain that this is the fact. This is the
kind of contract to which my hon. friend
refers. He refers to contracts in which cer-
tain merchants have furnished the govern-
ment with from $20,000 to $30,000 of
supplies for the Yukon district aid for the
mounted police ; and there is no evidence
that there was any tender for these supplies.
There must have been some reason why these
favourites were selected. If my hon. friend
desires to ask for contracts from 1891 to the
present time, I, as a member of the former
government for part of the time, would have
no objection to it On the contrary, I
would perfer to have the comparison made,
and I venture the assertion that he will find
that no such flagrant transactions occurred
during the period to which he referred, while
I was a member of the government. After
that I do not pretend to speak, but the
Auditor General's Report would tell the tale
as to whether the system which is practiced
now, was practiced in the years f rom 1891 to
1896. I have never been able to find any
such item, nor has the vigilant opposition of
that time, who never allowed an opportunity
to expose the peccadilloes of the late govern
ment to escape their attention. The sugges.
tion made by the hon. Secretary of State, I
have no doubt will be acted upon by the
hon. member from Wolseley, just as soon as

he can get the information he now desires,
and which his constituency evidently wovld
like to have also, in order thât comparisons
may be made and the country may know
how the government dispenses the public
patronage.

The motion was agreed to.

DRUMMOND COUNTY RAILWAY
RETURNS.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Before the orders of the day are called, I
should like to direct the attention of the hon.
Secretary of State to the information I a*ed
for in reference to the income and expedi-
ture of that portion of the Drummond Cun-
ty road which has been under lease. If WY

hon. friend will look at page 808 of the
Senate Debates of 1897 he will find that
when I asked the then Minister of Jus-ico
for certain information with reference tO
the earnings of the Drummond County Rail-
way, the hou. Sir Oliver Mowat saidil'
reply " I believe the object is this " t1at
is the object I had in view in asking the
question, "that the hon. members haviig
doubt, or more than doubt, whether the
business to be done would warrant tLo
expenditure," that is, the expenditure 13
the purchase of the road, " it was feit desir&
ble that there should be an opportunitY tc
us all to know, by actual experiment bof
that would be. Thern, also, there would be
an opportunity of considering whether there
could be any modification made in t.e
details,"-that is, the details of the barg
into which the government had ente"w
with the Drummond County Railway peoPle'
"such as would make the permanent agre
ment more satisfactory and suitable tO the
members who are now opposed to it.. the
matter will probably be brought up i
Heuse of Commons to-day, and a more
statement of the object of introducing it
be there given." Then he adds, '' I did no,
expect the question would be put to .
consequently I was not in a position tO g'
the answer." Now, we are to be called uPO
in a day or two to consider tl is very questhi
on which the late Minister of Justice sath
propriety, when he made those remarkP
having a full statement of the earni.giVo
haps I had better say a full statement o
results arising from the purchase of th
and coming to the city of Montreal
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sure the hon. Secretary of State will see, also,
that it is very important that we should
know-having rejected that agreement upon
a previous occasion-whether the results of
their securing entrance into Montreal for the
Intercolonial Railway via the Grand Trunk
froin St. Rosalie, and the purchase of the
Drummond County Railway, have warranted
the expenditure. If we are, to use a familiar
expression, to go it blind, we will not get the
information, but if the government desire to
have the agreement ratified, I should suppose
that they would readily give all the informa-
tion possible. In the same debate, on page
812, the Minister of Justice made this state-
Ment :

The item is merely suggestive-that is, the item in
ýhe lease. In order to afford an opportunity of mak-
eng an important experiment in this matter, the gov-
ernment, believing that the profits will be so large as

s Satisfy this House that the bargain is a very good
'Une, while at present the majority of this House do
'lot take that view of the matter.

If that language means anything, it means
that the bargain having been rejected by the
thenate, they were desirous, having leased
the hne, to ascertain whether it would pay,
011d whether it was advisable to continue
that lease or to purchase the road. The
presumption is that the earnings are such as

Justify the government in making the
purchase ; and, if so, I hope that before the
second reading is moved, or we are asked to
pprove of it, that information will be given

o0. 'M r. SCOTT-The Senate is entitled
to all the information that is available in the

sfs8ion of the government. I think my
boeefriend brought up this question some
the s ago, and, if my recollection serves me,
1e auswer was that the Railway Depart-
the dd not keep any separate account of
for rumond County Railway, and there-
stm t was quite impossible to give any

ere ate of what the earnings of that road
thr that the larger portion, of course, was
lrough traffic. I do not know what the

aidertrafi is. Of course, it was never con-
Sod- d in this arrangement. The object in

a"ug to the city of Montreal was to secure
1inearger amount of traffic over the whole

ande tnot over the section between Lévis
rco e Grand Trunk Railway. Everybody

ont zes that, and the Railway Depart-
re gave an answer some time ago, if my

or eiOn is correct, that they were unable
the Drummond County Railway

with items that specially ought to be credit-
ed to that line. I will, however, send a
communication to the Railway Department
asking them to give us that information. All
the information they have available should
be laid before the House, and will be laid
before the House. There may be some that
we cannot succeed in obtaining. If the
accounts have always been kept in the way
indicated, it may be impossible, but what-
ever information is available will be brought
down.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
do not think it impossible. It may not have
been done, I really admit, and that may
place the Minister of Railways and Canals
in a position to say "I have not got it and
cannot give it to you," but if the promises
made by the then Minister of Justice meant
anything at all, they meant that they in-
tended to keep an account to ascertain
whether the experiment woulci justify the
purchase of the road or the continuance of
the lease. If they have not been kept, the
government have been derelict in their duty.
If they have kept these accounts and refuse
to give them to the public, then the object
must be to deceive them.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The remarks of the
Minister of Justice apply to the whole line.
He was not speaking of that particular sec-
tion of it. He assumed that the acquisition
of that line would lead to a large traffic over
the whole road.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The hon. gentleman is entirely mistaken,
because my question was in reference to
this portion of the road entirely, and not to
the whole, and his answer was that it was
necessary to lease the road in order that
they might experiment to ascertain whether
they should purchase it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-But it was in regard
to the trade from Montreal certainly. There
is no use in criticising mere language. We
are all capable of drawing the inierences
f rom the language used by Sir Oliver
Mowat. Everybody can do that. Sir
Oliver Mowat had in his mind the increase
in traffic over the whole line by the acquisi-
tion of this branch. Unless you acquired
that branch you could not get that traffic
from Montreal.
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Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I have a further
statement made by Sir Oliver Mowat on the
28th June, page 969 of the Debates. After
quoting a speech made by the hon. Mr. Blair
in another place, he goes on to say:

Representing the government here, I endorse that
statement. I should like to say further, although it
is only repeating in substance what I have said a few
days ago, with regard to the $157,500 asked for the
rental of the two pieces of road belonging respectively
to the Grand Trunk Railway Company and the Drum-
moud County Railway Company, that this amount is
only wanted for a tentative purpose, to ascertain by
experinent the effect of nine months operating the
road as part of the Intercolonial Railway and with a
view to be in a situation to consider more satisfac-
torily a permanent connection with Montreal by some
means, whether those spoken of heretofore or some
others.

I have not the report here but I have
seen it before, that the railway authorities,
Mr. Schreiber or Mr. Pottinger, one or the
other, explained before the Drummond
County Railway Committee last year that
it would be quite possible to give the in-
formation separately as to the earning and
working expenses of the Drummond Cou nty
branch.

SECOND READING.

Bill (74) " An Act respecting the Huron
and Erie Loan and Savings Company."-
(Mr. Lougheed.)

DELAYED RETURNS.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-May I ask the
hon. Secretary of State when I may expect
a return that I have been praying for very
long with regard to carrying the mails from
Sackville to Cape Tormentine i

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--I think that is the
only return noved for by the hon, gentleman
which is missing. I will make further
inquiry with regard to it.

A QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-Before the
House adjourns, I wish to say that a few
days ago I had occasion to make some re-
marks on a question of adjournment. After
I had resumed my seat, I was called out of
the chamber, and returned while the hon. gen-
tleman from Murray Harbour (Mr. Prowse)
was on his feet, speaking in answer to the re-
marks I delivered. I am quite ready to take
any kind of chaffing, provided it is done in

good humour, and I am not sure that it was
not in that spirit that the remarks of the
hon. gentleman were delivered. But I have
seen them in print. I returned to the
Senate just as he was closing, and I observed
that the hon. gentleman thought that we
should not adjourn so often, as we had
important questions to discuss. He spoke
of my having retained the services of a man
named Parent during provincial elections in
Quebec. I then looked up the remarks I
had made in a previous debate to see if they
were so obscure, or of such a character as to
leave me open to a charge, such as the one
made by the hon. gentleman. I had then
occasion to answer a statement made by a
man by the name of Parent, that he had
been employed as an orgaiizer by the Libe-
ral party in the province of Quebec, and the
hon. gentleman f rom Belleville read a state-
ment from that individual to that effect. On
that occasion I rose to say that I knew that
that was not the case; that I had once, at the
urgent demand of said Parent, sent him to
address one or two meetings in the county of
Labelle, but that instead of reaching his de-
stination he had stopped on the way, and had
shown himself not to be trust worthy. My
hon. friend spoke of some queer or special
work for which I would have sent that man
in the back counties. I meant to make it
very clear that I had sent that individual to
make one or two speeches and that he had
not delivered them, that that was the extent
of the work he had done, and that it would
not constitute him an organizer of the Liberal
party in Quebec. As it is not four o'clock,
if the hon. gentleman from Murray Harbour
(Mr. Prowse) has anything specially to
discuss or ventilate concerning my own
standing in this House, or my conduct pre-
vious to my entering this House, I am readY
to answer him. I do not want any lis-
understanding as to what I did say, or as tO
how I have acted in my public career. MY
hon. friend spoke of my boasting of havilg
carried elections before entering this House.
I do not remember ever having made such
a boast. I know I passed through Il
elections helping friends before I could
boast of having been under the flag
of victory. I went into politics in 1878.
My hon. friends know that the Liber'
party did not, for a number of years, 0e
victory perched upon their flag. Therefore,
it would have been quite unbeconing *0
speak of my prowess in political electiOns.
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Hon. Mr. PROWSE-I hope the hon. present government. I do not object to
gentleman who has just resumed his seat that. I might go further and refer to another
do0es not suppose that I intended any per- matter, to a newspaper correspondence, where
Sonal reflections upon his honour or charac- the hon. gentleman has made a declaration
ter in any way. But as the hon. gentleman that lie thinks the constitution of this body
took a prominent part in advocating the was a great mistake from the very heginning,
adjournment, and was very anxious for it, I and that he would be decidedly in favour of
thought I would give what I considered a very great reform of the Senate. He has
sfficient reasons why we should not adjourn not exactly told us in what way he would
the House over Monday, and I instanced reform us, but perhaps lie will do so be-
somne matters that might be very interesting fore the close of the session. I have no
for debate. I hope the hon. gentleman is doubt he has been introduced into the Sen-
not s0 thin skinned as to take offence at any ate for that very purpose, like some other
allusions I have made to his public career. gentlemen, to reform the Senate. Perbaps

1 a semi-official document I find the hon. he may effect his purpose, as the late Minis-
gentleman described as the political organ- ter of Justice did. He came here to reform
'zer for the last four general elections him- us, and instead of condemning the Senate
elf, not Parent at all, and he volunteered gave us high praise and was awarded by

the statement in this House that he em- being made Lieutenant Governor of the pro-
eloyed this man Parent and gave him money vince of Ontario. I should not be surprised
t advance the interests of his political if my hon. friend-and I am sure he would
Party. I do not condemn that course, grace the position very well indeed-should
which the hon, gentleman thinks honourable yet receive the same reward in the province

t·u creditable, or to his boasting of it in of Quebec.ts os He has a perfect right to do
•JO He may have his ideas of what is pro- Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-Hon. gentie-r and right to do in this regard, and so men (cries of order, order.)
r c1. We may differ in our opinions in Hon.Mr.MACDONALD(B.C.)-ilyyhon.

rference to this matter, but we have it on friend has been allowed to speak once on the
hpsoen statement that he gave this man motion.

ent money to go into some back settle-
et and work for the Liberal party, and it Hon. Mr. ALLAN-This discussion is all

apW aPpears that he was only to make out of order.
ches. There is not a great deal of dif- Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-I want t

goie tweon organizing makpar olit a to say a few words in reply to the speech
ees for a party. He appears to have of the hon. gentlemen? I want to know if,
ý the deputy of the hon. gentleman op- on a motion to adjourn, I cannot speak a

org The hon. gentleman was the chief second time if I please.

a3Ilzer hnimself, and it is recorded in the Hon. Mr. McKAY-No, only once.
ferr b8ia1 document to which I have re- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
work i.btt he employed other men to do If I am in order, I should like very much to
1are he outlying districts, and this man occupy a few minutes to call the attention of
Ti Onas employed by him to de such work. the hon. gentleman from Halifax (Mr. Power)

a - enlema did nlot teill us how to some remarks he made about myself
elets Ir he employed during al those relating to the Minister of Agriculture and
thatp n ic he oo man Itp the plebiscite vote. I think I can show
do the wtlIk is the only man who failed to from documentary evidence that I have in
to d my possession that I was right and le was
fi oIt rWould be a very interesting piece wrong. I will take the opportunity to do
reet ora tion for us to know w hat all the so nw e I am sure tha I am in order.
otaO them» did, and, as I said on a former so when I am sure that I ar in order.
ftl go, perhaps it was owing to the success- Hon. Mr. POWER-I think the hon.
tolay 'rtsof the hon. gentleman that Quebec leader of the opposition would be quite in
Iien e ry largely supporting the govern- order to make any statement now he pleases,
rr rd be hon. gentleman has got his because there is a motion to adjourn beforeby being placed in the Senate by the the House.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

Tbe hon. gentleman expressed very great
surprise that I should have made remarks
throwing doubt upon statements made by a
minister of the Crown, the hon. Minister of
Agriculture. The statement made by him
was that he had examined the returns of the
vote of the plebiscite, and that all the state-
ments which had been made by the man
Parent were untrue. If the hon. gentlemen
will refer to the debate they will find that I
said that it was impossible for the Minister
of Agriculture to make so positive a state-
ment by merely looking at the return ; that
it might be possible that this man had made
improper statements in reference to the re-
turning officer, but that he could not know
unless ie had examined the returns from
every poll, that there was no truth in the
statement made by Parent that some of the
ballot boxes had been stuffed; or, in other
words, that more votes had been cast than
were on the rolls. That is the point on which
I questioned the statement made by the
Minister of Agriculture and 'for which my
hon. friend took me to task, exp-essing his
great surprise that I was so much a partisan
that I could not take the word of a iniîs-
ter of the Crown. Since that time these
returns have been examined, and I will give
the hon gentleman some ten or twelve
instances where the vote cast was, to say
the least of it, suspicious, and ask him
frankly whether it is possible to have such
a result from any election.

L'ISLET.

Poll No. 21........... .Votes on list.. 82, rage 173
Votes polled .. 77 , 173

MAISONNEU VE.

Poll No. 35 .... ..... Votes on list.. 141, page 175
Votes polled.. 139 . 175

MÉGANTIC.

Poll No. 5 (Leeds)..... Votes on list.. 97, page 178
Votes polled.. 97 , 178

ST. JAMES WARD, MONTREAL.
Poll No. 16............ Votes on list.. 92, page 188

Votes polled.. 88 , 188
Poll No. 56......... . Votes on list . 101 , 189

Votes polled.. 98 , 189
Poll No. 62. .... ... Votes on list.. 151 189

Votes polled.. 148 189
PORTNEUF.

Poll No. 30 . ........ Votes on list . 83, page 197
Votes polled.. 80 , 197

CHICOUTIMI.
Poll No. 28 (Besirmis)..Votes on list.. 11, page 151

Votes polled.. 10 , 151
GASPÉ.

Poll No. 6........... Votes on list.. 40, page 157
Votes polled.. 37 .. 157

JACQUES CARTIER.

Poll No. 13 ........ Votes on list.. 1U, page 163
Votes polled.. 110 . 168

Poll No. 2.
QUEBEC WEST.

.Votes on list. . 114, page 201
Votes polled.. 112 % 201

BEAUHARNOIS.

Poll No. 17............Votes on list.. 118, page 140
Votes polled.. 119 , 140

QUEBEC CENTRE.

Poll No. 23. ....... Votes on list.. 101, page 201
Votes polled. . 105 , 201

QUEBEC WEST.

Poll No. 1............. Votes on list.. 115, page 201
Votes polled.. 116 , 201

14 polling subdivisions-
Total on rolls.. .. ...... ............. 1,357
Total votes........... ................... 1,330

All voted except .. . ......... 27

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-Does the
hon. gentleman say that these are the polls
that the man Parent pretended to have re-
ported upon ?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- 1

am not arguing that point at all. I aln
justifying the statement I made here, that
it was impossible for any one to take up that
return and declare that all that was said by
Parent was wrong, unless he had examined
the returns from the polls, and one statemen t

made by Parent was that more electors cast
their votes, or apparently cast their votes
than had gone to the poll. That is my point.
I am not justifying Mr. Parent or any One
else.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Would the hon-
gentleman tell me what authority he has for
those figures ?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- 1

told the hon. gentleman they are from" the
report which has been laid on the table 'o
the House giving the result of the vting
upon the plebiscite, and I also informed the
hon. gentleman that I am giving the page'
where he can find them. In the fourteen
polling subdivisions which I have mentine '
the total votes on the rolls were 1,357. the

total votes cast were 1,330, so that in al theas
fourteen polling subdivisions the total vot
was polled less twenty-severi. I give that
as evidence to justify the statement I made,
that it was impossible for any man to decla"
that no stuffing of the ballot boxes had taken
place, unless he had personally examined b»
the returns as has been done in this case,
showing the number on the list and the
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nuumber polled. I have no desire to cast any
reflection on the hon. Minister of Agriculture
further than to point out that in making the
broad declaration that everything said by
this man Parent, even to the stuffing of the
ballot boxes, was false, and that he was a
skalawag and a scoundrel. He may be that
for ail I know. I give the facts, which
can be verified by the return. If any further
evidence were required to prove that the
ballot boxes were stuffed, that is quite suf-
ficient in itself.

Hlon. Mr. DANDURAND-Can the hon.
gentleman tell us whether he has gone
through the returns from other provinces
and found a similar state of things.

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No-

Ion. Mr. DANDURAND -Has the hon.
gentleman contented himself with looking
tough the returns of the province of Que-

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
a lot prepared to say that the frauds were
not cormitted in other provinces, but we
Were dealing with Parent's report. At the
te the statement was made with reference

to Quebec, and not to other provinces; con-
equently I did not go beyond that, but I

'euture the assertion that you will find the
8anie frauds in the other provinces.

lion. Mr DANDURAND-In favour ofProhibition',

sums as the one made to Parent. I may
state that I never have been a political
organizer, as is understood in other pro-
vinces. When election time comes in
the province of Quebec, on both sides
committees are formed to help the can-
didates during the election, and I have
taken part with others, in organizing elec-
tions. As to what I may have done in
elections, I may state that never was I called
as a witness in contested elections to give
an account of what moneys passed through
my hands. If I had been, I would have
been ready, as I am to-day, to give full
satisfaction.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
should like to have the statement as to how
the hon. gentleman spent the money.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-I may state
that it bas been my contention for the last
20 years, and my experience, that for every
dollar spent by the Liberal party in the
province of Quebec, from five to ten dollars
have been spent by the Conservative party.
That I know to be the fact.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Where is the
proof ?

Hon. Mr. DAN DURAND-In that
inquiry which was made by three gentlemen
where it appeared that over $25,000 were
spent by Sir Adolphe Caron.

d11on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Or
fo Ot know. the $100,000 spent by Mercier.

Anl hon. GENTLEMAN-No.

nOn. Mr. DANDURAND-That nega-
tve aswer needs to be verified.

h on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
no objection to the hon. gentleman

"Yiing his statement. I was not dealing
to'that question. Ail I intended doing wasverify the statement that I made on theCeaiol I now refer to. I have not exam-
ti the whole of the returns, I have not

ite t do so but there were frauds com-
1]4tted I have not the slightest doubt.

e"on Mr. DANDURAND-I should
gok, Make one statement in reply to the

(Mr. pentleman from Murray Harbour
orgnorWe) who wonders if, as political

'zer, I made many payments of such

Hon. Mr. BOLDUC-The hon. gentleman
was not very scrupulous as to the character
of men he employed in the elections.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-I was mis.
taken in one instance.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The speech which
the hon. leader of the opposition refers to
was made on the 20th of April. It happen-
ed, unfortunately, the hon. gentleman was
not present, and I naturally expected that if
he was under the impression that I said any-
thing that was not justified by the fact, he
would have referred to it almost immediately
after his return to the Senate. Of course,
after the lapse of a few months the matter is
not fresh in my mind. Referring to the
Senate Debates, I find at page 169 the
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language which I used, and which, with the
permission of the House. I will quote:

The hon. Minister of Agriculture is a gentleman of
good character and reputation, and one whose veracity
is not questioned by any one, and when he made the
statement in the House of Commons that on examin-
ing the returns in the office of the Clerk of the Crown
in Chancery he found that not a single naine of a per-
son named by Parent as acting as deputy returning
officer in the polls to which he had referred was the
correct name of the person so acting, and when he
pointed out that the figures mentioned by Parent show-
ng the number of ballots cast in the different polling

p laces were in no case the figures shown by the returns
from the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery, members of
that House let the matter drop, and no one has raised
any question about it since.

My statement is perfectly justified by the
fact and is correct in every respect.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is all right as far as that goes, but the
hon. gentleman has not read what he stated
with reference to myself, and that is the
only part to which I called attention.

Hon. Mr. POWER-What I stated about
the hon. gentleman is this :

But here we have the hon, leader of the opposition
in the Senate, which is supposed to be a much less
partisan body than the other House, deliberately
bringing up those charges which he had every reason
to believe were unfounded, and askinr for a commis-
sion to inquire into statements wht Ib he has every
reason to believe have no foundation whatever in fact
and after a committee had been offe: d in the House
of Commons and not accepted.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-As the hon. gentle-
man who has addressed the House on more
than one occasion on this question gave us
some explanation in reference to his position
as an organizer, I may just read from Mac-
Gurn's Parliamentary Guide what that
document says in reference to the hon.
gentleman. I take it that if it is not written
by himself, but he must have approved of it,
and, perhaps, read the proof and corrected
it. He is there announced as the chief
Liberal organizer in the district of Montreal.

Hon. Mr. POWER-That is an honour-
able position.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-Yes; but he used
the money entrusted to him to employ this
drunken rascal.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-I found that
out afterwards.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-That was not the
first tine that Parent was drunk. He was
just the man for the work he was employed

to do. The chief organizer of the party
understood his man well. He was the only
man employed that did not turn out just as
he was expected to turn out. It would be
interesting to get a statement of the number
of persons employed who carried out their
duties as expected. In reference to this
man Parent, it often struck me how he
came to be appointed as the agent for the
Temperance Alliance to find out the cor-
ruption that was practiced in the province
Quebec. I think if I had been secretary of
the Temperance Alliance and been in sytn-
pathy with the present government, I would
have first ascertained who was the chief
organizer of the party in the province Of
Quebec. I would have been told that it
was the hon. senator (Mr. Dandurand) and I
would have applied to the hon. gentleman
himself to give me the name of some col-
petent person to send through the province
of Quebec to ascertain if anything wrong
was going on there, and I do not know any
one, in the interest of his party, that could
have been selected to accomplish the pur-
pose better than Parent. I do not say it
was done that way but certainly some one
put his finger in the eye of the secretary Of
the Temperance Alliance in getting this
man appointed-a man given to drinking tO
excess-extremely so, as the hon. gentlemian
said in his former speech.

The motion was agreed to

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tue8day, 20th June, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

CANADIAN INLAND TRANSSPOl
TATION COMPANIES BILL

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.&

Hon. Mr. ALLAN, from the Com0nitte
on Banking and Commerce, reported
(51) " An Act to incorporate the Canadioe
Inland Transportation Company" wth 00
amendment. He said :-This amendninet i
simply striking out the clause on page 3, lino
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17, because it refers to a bill now before the
louse of Commons not yet passed, and it

was thought proper to strike out that clause.

Hon. Mr. CASGRAIN, moved that the
arnendment be concurred in.

The motion was agreed to.

COMPANIES ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

THIRD READING.
The order of the day being called:

Third reading, Bill (N) "An Act to amend the
(3rpanies Act.

Hon. Mr. MILLS said :-The third read-
"'g of this bill was postponed at the instance
Of the hon. gentleman from Calgary. Instead
Of mnoving the third reading at the present
timle, I move that the House resolve itself
luto a Committee of the Whole, for the pur-
Pose of moving certain amendments.

The motion was agreed to.

(In the Committee.)
1on. Mr. MILLS-I propose the follow-
g amendment to clause 1 in the 9th

line: strike out the word "otherwise," and
Sert "in any other respect," then the bill

11read " such preference or priority as
pects dividends and in any other respect
er ordinary stock as declared by the by-

I think that will meet the objection
ASd Iake it perfectly clear that the by-law
I111t set out the particular respects in which
Preference is intended to be given.

"on. Mr. LOUGHEED-I presume my1 friend the Minister of Justice, con-
Cdes that those words will be sufficiently

pref to permit of the preference being a
rence upon the capital, in the event of

livdng Up, as well as a preference upon
ud'vends.

lOU. Mr. MILLS-Yes, if it is so de-
hy by-law.

The clause as amended was adopted.
On clause 4.

"la' Mr. MILLS-I would suggest, in
wise , line 33, that the word " other-4i shoulj be struck out and the words

law any Other respect declared by the by-
te ia horized by section 1 of this Act,"

The clauseaueas amnended was adopted.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Has my hon.
friend taken into consideration the propriety
of extending the provisions of this bill to
companies that may have special charters?
There has been an expression of opinion
from certain quarters that companies not
incorporated under the Companies Act should
be permitted to take advantage of those
provisions.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There is another bill
before the House providing for the incor-
poration of existing companies coming under
the provisions of this Act, and if they did,
the provisions of this Act might be extended
to them, but I would not like, without any
notice having been given, to extend the pro-
visions of this Act to companies that might
now desire it.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It would be
entirely optional. What I had in view was
this, that companies now having special
charters, desiring to avail themselves of
those provisions might, upon the passage of
a by-law such as is provided for in section
1, issue preference stock, and as a safeguard
to prevent companies of that character
exercising those particular provisions it
might be done under the assent of the
Governor in Council. However, I simply
make the suggestion.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I would not like to
touch companies incorporated under special
charters, without giving the matter more
consideration.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-But your bill
would only have reference to loan companies.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, only the loan
companies.

Hon. Mr. McKAY, from the committee,
reported the bill with a:nendments, which
were concurred in.

The bill was then read the third time and
passed.

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (90) "An Act respecting the Great
North-west Central Railway Company."-
(Mr. Lougheed.)

Bill (32) "An Act to amend the Act re-
specting the sale of Railway Passenger
Tickets."-(Mr. McMillan.)
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Bill (120) " An Act to incorporate the
Rutland and Noyan Railway Company."-
(Mr. Clemow.)

QUEBEC

age authority of the pilotage district of Quebec. The
general powers and duties of the corporation with re-
spect to pilotage are contained in that Act and the
amendments thereto.

HARBOUR COMMISSION- The latter part of that subsection is not

ERS BILL. an enactment at all.

THIRD READING.

The order of the day being called:
Third reading Bill (91) An Act to amend and con-

solidate the Acts relating to the Quebec Harbour
Cominissioners, as amended.

Hon. Mr. MILLS said :-I would ask the
House to go into Committee of the Whole
again to consider an amendment that was
omitted from the bill wnen it was before the
House the other day. It was in my hands
but I overlooked it. The amendment has
been suggested by the Solicitor General.

The House resolved itself into Committee
of the Whole on the bill.

(In the Committee.)

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The amendment which
I propose is a third subsection to clause 19.
The general powers and duties of the cor-
poration with respect to pilotage are
contained in that Act and the amendments
thereto. I propose as a third subsection to
add as follows:-

All things heretofore done by the corporation of
pilots for and below the harbour of Quebec, and by the
directors of the said corporation, with reference to the
distribution of the funds of the said corporation
between the members thereof, and the payment out
of said funds of suins of money to pilots who act as
captains, is hereby declared to be good and valid for
all purposes.

It is a validation of the proceedings of the
pilotage authorities.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Is there any
conflict?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am not aware of it.
There is none reported to me, but it is for
the purpose of removing any doubt with
regard to the proceedings of the pilotage
board. There may have been some irregu-
larity when it passed. I do not know of it,
but there was no intentional irregularity,
and this is to put beyond controversy the
proceedings that have been had in past years.

Hon. Mr. POWER--I wish to direct
attention of the Minister of Justice to the
wording of the second subsection:

2. Under the Pilotage Act, chapter 80 of the Re-
vised Statutes of Canada, the corporation is the pilot-

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I know it is not.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I think the latter
part of the clause ought to be stricken out,
because it is siinply a recital of information.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There are several pro-
visions in the Act that are not enacting
clauses, but are really recitals. If my hon.
friend will look at clause 18, it is open to
exactly the same objection, but I suppose
that in the consolidation of the Acts-I be-
lieve there are ninety-nine statutes embraced
in this bill-the existing provisions of thei
were to remain in force. Although this is,
perhaps, not a skilful fori of amending,
nevertheless, looking at the great variety of
sources from which the law is drawn, it will
not be without use for those who wish tO
look further into past legislation on the sub-
ject. The hon. gentleman will see that the
previous section is exactly the same formn.
There is very little that is enacting in it ;
there is a good deal of recital, and as the bill
passed through the House of Commons in
this form, I did not think it was advisable
to disturb it.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I am simply calling
attention to it.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (C.B.), from
the committee, reported the bill with an
amendment, which was concurred in.

The bill was then read the third time and
passed.

HUDSON BAY AND NORTH-WEST
RAILWAY COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. POWER, in the absence Of
Hon. Mr. Cox, moved:

Second reading of Bill (110) "An 4ct respecting
the Hudson's Bay and Yukon Railways and Navig
tion Company, and to change its naine to the fu
son's Bay and North-west Railways Company."

He said :-This bill is a bill to authorize the
Hudson's Bay and Yukon Railway Navig&-
tion Company to change its name. It also
authorizes the company to maintain tel'
graphs and telephone lines, and as the coI-
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Pany is to operate between Hudson's Bay
and Great Slave Lake and other places in
that region, it is not likely that it will inter-
fere with the rights of any existing telegraph
corpany.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
w9as read the second time.

SECOND READING.

Bill (115) "An Act to incorporate the
Sudbury and Wahnapitæ Railway Com-
PanY."-(Mr. Casgrain.)

CANADA PERMANENT AND WEST-
ERN CANADA MORTGAGE COM-

PANY INCORPORATION BILL.

SECOND READING.

lon. Mr. ALLAN moved the second
reading of Bill (75) " An Act to incorporate
the Canada Permanent and Western Canada

rtgage Company. He said :-This is a
bfrom the House of Commons to incor-
Porate certain persons named in the first
elause of the bill. There are the Canada

Permaent and Western Canada Mortgage
sOrPoration Thecapitalstock of the company

Te0,000 , 2,000,000 shares at $10 each.

bilead office is to be in Toronto, and the
thg iýeF power to the company to purchase

entire assets and to acquire the whole,the part of the assets and good will of
C anada Permanent Loan and Savings

»"lPany and the Western Canada and
threhol Loan and Savings Company and
or aln Investment Company, Ltd.,
a thy companies carrying on such business
to re company is carrying on. I propose

in er the bill to the Committee on Bank-
e ad Commerce and simply move the

reading now.

hnMr. CLEMOW-I would like to
whet ether this is a new company, or
Other e .only proposed to amalgamate
enjee opaies which have been in exist-

sorne time i
th,"- r. ALLAN-It is to amalgamate

Compames whose names I have read.

tIuot• Mr. CLEMOW-It is an amalgama-
ompany I

n.Vr. ALLAN-Yes.

gar •r. CLEMOW- I think the amal-
26 of these companies is not going to

be for the advantage of this country. We
are getting too much in the way of these
large concerns that will monopolize the
business of the country. Hitherto it has
been the idea that the more companies were
incorporated, the better it would be for the
public in the way of reducing the rate at
which money could be obtained. But now
it appears these companies are going to form
a huge monopoly to make business more
paying than it has been in the past. I
question very much the policy of establish-
ing these large monopolies for the purpose of
conducting business. I think it would be
far better if the policy in the past had not
been continued to the extent that it was. I
do not think we would have had the same
number of companies in existence that we
have to-day. We are getting into the same
condition as exists on the United States side.
They do everything there by amalgamation
and huge monopolies, and we find powerful
trusts, like the oil trust or other great trusts,
which I believe ultimately will be anything
but an advantage to the country at large.
This bill requires a great deal of considera-
tion at the hands of the committee when it
comes before them. I am not going to
oppose it now, but I object to the principle.
As far as I am concerned, I shall be prepared
to offer opposition to this bill if it is carried
by the Banking Committee, because I believe
it would be injurious to the best interests of
this country. I merely mention these
matters now so that hon. gentlemen will
know my opinion with respect to organizing
these large associations for the purpose of
carrying on business which might better be
carried on as it has been in the past.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-I do not think the
hon. gentleman's fears will be realized. How-
ever, he will have every opportunity of
stating his views before the committee, and
I think we will convince him that instead
of not being for the benefit of the country,
that this bill will strengthen the companies
from a financial point of view and will be in
no way injurious to the public.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I do not object to
that. It is generally supposed that we
affirm the principle of the bill when we give
it a second reading. I do not affirm the
principle of this bill. I think it objection-
able in every way. We will have an oppor-
tunity of explaining our views more fully in
committee, and I think I shall be able to.
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show that it is not of advantage to incorpor-
ate these mammoth establishments. I have
objected to giving incorporation to these
limited companies, and the argument was
that the public would obtain a lower rate of
interest. That seems to be all changed, and
now they are trying to merge all these
companies into one huge monopoly for the
purpose of controlling the business and
making it more remunerative than it has
been in the past.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-And giving
salaries to a few.

Hon Mr. CLE.MOW-I suppose se.

The motion was agreed to, and the
was read the second time.

big

bill

CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENT
BILL.

IN CoMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into a Commit-
tee of the Whole on Bill (Q) " An Act further
to amend the Criminal Code, 1892."

(In the Com*mittee.)

On section 3.
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

Is not this provision 166a rather stringent i
It says, " Every one is guilty of an indict-
able offence and liable to one year's imprison-
ment who, by failing to perform any legal
duty, permits a person in bis lawful custody
on a criminal charge to escape therefrom."
He may not know what is bis legal duty.
Supposing one man sees another man, who
is guilty of an indictable offence, running
away and has it in his power to stop him
and does not do so, would he come under this
clause ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not think so.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
You could put in the word wilfully.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-He might not do it
wilfully, but carelessly, and yet he would
come under the provisions of this section.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
If he did it wilfully he would do it know-
ingly. He might do it carelessly.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Take the case of a
jailor who allows a man who is awaiting his
trial for murder to escape through lis care-

lessness: he should be punished. I t.hink
it is a very desirable clause, because these
escapes are of frequent occurrence. I know
that in the province to which I belong those
escapes happen not infrequently, and I think
it is desirable to hold up before those officers
some penalty which will induce them to be
particular in the discharge of their duty.

lon. Mr. MILLS-We want to impress
them with a high sense of duty.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The hon. gentleman is quite right when he
applies it to an official, whose duty it is, not
only to protect, but to secure the criminal
and not allow him to escape. But does this
clause not go further ? It applies to every
one.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-But the custody must
be lawful.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Perbaps it is all right, but I think it is
pretty stringent.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 180.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I think there was
somle discussion over that word "scurrilous "
when a similar clause was before this House
in 1897. I doubt the wisdom of adding
this word "scurrilous" because scurrility is
not inmorality. I do not think it is a
criminal thing. It may be vulgar and ob-
jectionable, but it is not criminal, and 1
doubt the wisdom of trying to make it a crinme
to publish in a newspaper an article that &Y
be scurrilous in its character. If a perso"
feelshimself aggrieved by such anarticle, very
much aggrieved, he can bring an action for
libel.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
And plead that it is true, if it is true.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not think we
should add this word, because, in the frst
place, it is not germane to the rest 0
the enactment. The clause which we have

just passed deals altogether with immoral
publications, and clause 180 does the same,
as it stands now. I do not think it '0
desirable to bring scurrility, which is a differ-
ent thing, into this clause.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-s
it not covered also by stction 205 Of the
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Criminal Code? It would enable a party
against whom it is directed to take action
for libel. The difficulty would be in the in-
terpretation of the word "scurrilous." One
nian might call an article scurrilous, and
another might not. He might say that it is
true, and only portrays a man's character.
1 think the tern is open to a good deal of
'lisconception, and I agree with the hon.
gentleman from Halifax that the bill would

just as well without it.

lon. Mr. MILLS-My impression is that
Seurrilous writing is not a thing that is de-
sired.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
agree with the hon. gentleman.

Bion. Mr. MILLS-In the Post Office Act
th8 word js used, and when the language
% transferred to the criminal law, this

rd was dropped out. Language cannot
scurrilous without being offensive and

hsoient. We do not permit in eithet House
th'-use of scurrilous language, and it is a
1Ognized rule, that that which might lead

a breach of the peace is not language
'fui in itself, and the use of scurrilous

t onguage certainly would point in that direc-
to-You may call a person very bad namnes

'Wout violating the law, if you do not use
ta38 'word, and I do not know that there is
usy Ulistake in restraining a party from the

a violent and abusive language-telling
a through a newspaper, for instance,

the.the is an idiot.

n Mr. LOUGHEED-It might be in
Spubl interest.

11. Mr. MILLS-I do not think it would
th he public interest. It could not be in
8h1 'terests of the community that a person

Uld be 80 written of.

deslef. Mr. ALLAN-This House bas been
old in the Globe as a set of tottering

nion- SiA.ir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
be anember of the Lower House has

tilou8ealed a slanderous liar. Is that scur-

nion. Mr. MILLS-I should say it was,
nie, Would be scurrilous to say that the

a the of this House looked like women,
àebth beards forbid, to use the worde of

26. I do not know that we promote

the public well-being, and our legislation
points in that direction, by simply allowing
persons to use scurrilous language without
any restraint and without any control by
law. I am not wedded to the section, and
if the House is of a different opinion, I am
not going to complain, but I think there is
more to be gained than lost by including it
in the Criminal Code.

Hon. Mr. POWER-If it is intended for
the protection of this Bouse we had better
let it go.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Does it apply to cartoons I

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not know that
they are to be regarded in that light.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
In some of the United States, I think in
California, they have made it a penal crime to
publish a caricature. You are not going as
far as that I hope ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 181.
Hon. Mr. ALMON-I think the Minister

of Justice should be consulted before any
alteration of the criminal law is made. If
I moved the amendment of which I gave
notice I would be following in the footsteps
of a gentleman in the other House who
introduced a bill on this subject, and I do
not desire to do that.

bon. Mr. MILLS-The only change is
the omission of the words " of previously
chaste character." I think the protection
should be absolute. Between 14 and 16 I
do not think there is such a maturity of mind
and judgment that a girl ought to depend
wholly on herself for the protection of her
virtue. The protection ought to be absolute,
and the intention of this bill is to give her
such protection by leaving out the words
" of a previously chaste character." It has
been suggested to me by my hon. friend for
Sarnia that the English law is somewhat
different from ours. Hon. gentlemen will see
that the words are "who seduces," &c., &c.
The words of theEnglish statute are "crimin-
ally knows." This matter was very fully
discussed by parties who called on Sir Oliver
Mowat, who preceded me in office, and he
preferred retaining the words we have now,
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because they had been for a considerable Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
time used in our statute, and because also, We passed it in 1897 with the words "of
if a girl bas become notoriously immoral, 1reviously chaste character."
although under the age of 16, it is doubtful
whether that ought Cnot to be pleaded in
the defence of persons who had illicit inter- Hon. Mr. MILLS-lon. gentlemen will
course with her, and so the words "seduces see that there is a. good deal of force in
and bas illicit intercourse " are retained, the view of leaving out those words. You
which implies that she was overcome or per- are bound to consider what the effeet of the
suaded to have intercourse, and not that she law, as it will stand without them, is. I do
was herself a party seeking intercourse. fot think, where persons are notorieusly
Most of the sections are drawn with the dissolute, that we ought to furnish facilities
word " or," the disjunctive conjunction, in- for seducing then betveen the ages of 14
stead of the copulative conjunction, and it and 16.
might be that the words of the Englisih
statute would be more satisfactory than those Ho Sir Ce ZIE BOWELL
eployed it is for the iuse t say whether i i
that is so or not. As these words were ai- Hon. Mr. MILLS-There is a want of
readyin the statute, 1 did flot think it was rnaturity of judgment which it seeins to me
desirable to change thes without the appro- ouglit, in a large measure, to deprive then
val of the bouse. of the power of consenting. What we have

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL bu to consider largely is when that period of

The meailing of the change in this clause, if life arises when a girl ceases to, be a child

I understand it, is this :"the clause which anc] possesses su ch maturity of judgment that
you are asking us to enact nowis asit stands lhe ought to be held in a large measure to

not thlink, wphere person are nctoiou slyt

on the statute-book less the word "lof p re- be Cliguo esi. i h eto si
viously chaste character. stands there are two things necessary li

order to constitute the crime of seductiof
Hon. ir. MILLS-Yes. and illicit intercourse. A man who seduces

ornpesuades a girl, is not persuadinC Z one
that issoor no.Ashese woswerl- who is notoriously an immoral character

The intention of the hon. me ber for Sarnia, That might, to some extent, although ne t to
d understod, was to move that the age of the saine extent, be employed in extenu
consent be raised to, 18 ? tion of the effence, or justification of the act,

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-li arn waiting the as the words Ilpreviously chaste character.'
epportunity to, do so. They are net s0 strong. 1 arn inclined te

think myserf that perhaps they might be
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-In left out altogether, but certainly the word

other words, to adopt the Charlton Bi that Il seduce" is a word strong enough to give
was passed by the lower House and make it ail the protection that a man ought te expect
part of the Cririnal Code, while the Minister the law to extend to hi in the case of hiS
of Justice merely proposes to leave out the having improper relations with a girl under
words " f previously chaste character." t 16 years of age.
seems to me you are opening the door ts. a Hon. Mr. VIDAL-- move te amend the
great deal of abuse that may arise. How a
would it be in the case of a girl, such as has clause" Ay striet "16 f h andgubent wtt.
been instanced by the Minister of Justice "18. Ae ga dea of the argu mente 011c
himself, one of notoriously bad character ? bh onh as been aducd y heho. inister efig
The crime would be just as bad, under this tepith a endsusn ple
bil if I understand it, te have any illicit with even greater force te the amendofIl

intercourse with such a girl even if she were which I propose. 1 do net offer this ameflô

flot virtuous, and it seems te me it is exceed- ment frorn any particular acquaintailce 'il
ingly dangerous legislation te leave eut those the law or with the practice which i he

words. legislated against. I appear rather as the
advocate of a very large number of tposJ

Hon. Mr. POWER-We passed that menbers of our cemmunity wbo are lest
before in 1897. acquainted with this subject, the WoJusic
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Christian Temperance Union and several
other organizations similar in their character
and object. They have petitionedlargely for a
change of the statute to raise the age of
consent from 16 to 18. That has been the
Principal argument which has been adduced
and had great weight in the other House.
There the matter was very fully discussed.
Strong objections were taken to the pro-
Posed change, but after a full discussion the
vote of that House was satisfactory to me,
because there the amendment was carried
by a very considerable majority of over two
tO one-a very decisive expression of opinion
in that House. I see that it was not con-
8idered a party question, because by analyz-
'1ng the vote, I find that both parties were
divided on the subject. I was pleased to
8ee in connection with that vote, that the
Premier himself and two of his colleagues
supported my view, and are there recorded
as vOting for this amendment which I now
propose. I feel very much to-day the want
of the support which I expected to have in
this ouse f rom my hon. friend who usually
8ts by me, Judge Gowan, who after 40 years
eeperience as one of our most proninent
jufdges, said that he would very gladly support
]My motion. He was formerly opposed to the
thange, but experience had taught him
tat it was a very desirable one, and
e Was to have supported me as seconder

d1 this motion had he been present
to-day. attach more value to his viewsh to those of any one else, because

ong experience really gives him a means
forraing a judgment that none of us

Pssess, he has had so much to do in adjudi-
otlg a'ainst offences of this nature. I do
Ot think it is necessary to enter into any

Jigutent, because the amendment is a

wherte (ne, and it is merely a question
ot h er it should be accepted or not. I do

tail rope, therefore, to go into any de-
to statements by which time would be

at unied but simply move that 18 be sub-
ed for 16 in the 181st clause.

toon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I must confessan avery emphatic feeling of opposition to
there dlent of the criminal law where
that .18 not satisfactory evidence before us
¾¤a the interest of the public, such
of th erts are necessary. The tendency
tio e present day runs too far in the direc-
at th amending the law from year to year

instance of various philanthrophic

organizations which meet, and without any
practical knowledge of the subject with
which they undertake to deal, pass a series
of resolutions, attacking the morals of the
community and suggesting to Parliament
radical legislation for the reformation of the
public generally. I undertake to say that
those amendments are largely proposed at
the instance of organizations simply thr>ugh
capriciousness-simply through a sense of
busying themselves in respect of public mat-
ters regarding which they know very little.
I have been engaged for some years in the
active practice of law, and I nust confess I
have never yet seen any abuse of the law as
it at present stands upon the statute-book
in this regard. I took occasion to ask the
Minister of Justice a few days ago if any ot
such cases had come under his observation,
since he has filled his present position, and
he could not give me any information of any
such cases or abuses. It seems to me, and
I say it with a degree of confidence, that if
there had been any cases of this nature,
such publicity and notoriety would have
been given to them as to have directed the
attention of the press and of the public to
there being necessity for this legislation, but
the evidence before us is quite the contrary,
and establishes that the law goes sufficiently
far to protect young girls. I would have
fancied that my hon. friend from Sarnia
(Mr. Vidal), who has moved this amendment,
and who I know lias the gcod of the public
always at heart, would have advanced cases,
if he had been in a position to do so, which
would warrant us in making the proposed
departure. The law as it at present stands,
protects girls of previously chaste character
up to the age of sixteen. What is now pro-
posed to be doue under the bill--I do not
refer to the amendment of the hon. member
fron Sarnia-is to raise the age of consent
from fourteen to sixteen. My lion. friend
seeks to remove much of the objection by
saying that the punishment which we are
about to attach to a violation of the law will
be only imprisonment for two years. You
might as well send a man to penitentiary
for five years, almost, as for two years. It
is no very great comfort to the man who
may find himself convicted on a charge of
violating the provisions of this clause, that
the punishment for the offence is limited to
two years, yet that is what we propose to do.
Now we propose to raise the age of consent
from fourteen to sixteen.
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Hon. Mr. POWER-No. I say it advisedly-that if there is anything
which would place a prenium upon black-

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEE D-I am now deal- mail, it is to pass this legislation. But when
ing with the bill. The lon. gentleman will you come to increase it, in effect, from 16 to
not confuse the bill as it is introduced, which 18, then you go immediately into the adult
is a radical departure f rom the law as it at world of females, and you create an offence
present stands, with the amendment of my which I amn bound to say, in this country,
hon. friend from Sarnia, which proposes to would have startling results in the way of
raise it still higher. forced marriages or blackmail. Unless the

Hon. Mr. POWER-The age of consent hon. gentleman places before this House
now is sixte;n, and has been for sorne years. statistics, of which lie should be the custodian
There has been no change. f rom the position he occupies, that the Code,

as it at present stands upon the statute-book,
Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The law, as it

at present stands, makes it an indictable
offence for a man to have connection with a
girl of or above the age of 14 and under the
age of 16, of previously chaste character.
That is the law at present, and my hon.
friend, the Minister of Justice, proposes to
strike out the words "of previously chaste
character," which would have the effect of
raising the age of consent from 14 to 16. It
therefore is immaterial whether the girl of
16 is notoriously unchaste or not. No mat-
ter how immoral she may be, any one having
immoral connection with lier becomes subject
to the penalty attached to the bill now be-
fore us, namely, two years' imprisonment.
Hon. gentlemen will take into consideration
that a very large proportion of marriages
that take place, particularly in the province
of Quebec, and sometimes in the other pro-
vinces, are those of girls under the age of
16, and when you take into consideration
the number of girls that are upon the street,
under that age, of immoral character and
the number of women in brothels under that
age, and attach a penalty of two years in
the penitentiary to any man having illicit
connection with such persons, you will
readily understand the jeopardy in which
the community is to be placed, so far as its
liberty is concerned. You will readily ap-
preciate the open door for blackmail-

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Yes; by that
class of people with regard to whom the
accused man may not at all be guilty, but
simply a scapegoat for the sins of other men
who may not be good in a court of law for
damages, if damages are claimed against
them, and who may not be able to satisfy
the demands which may be made upon them
by way of blackmail on account of the
alleged offence. Now, it seems to me-and
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is not sutlicient protection for the morals of
the community, then I think we should per-
mit the law to stand as it is. We should in
no wise amend it until it is shown to us con-
clusively, by figures and by facts, that it is
not sufficient to protect that class of people.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-While I cannot
go so far as to support the amendment of
the hon. gentleman from Sarnia to extend
the age of consent to eighteen years, I aM
strongly in favour of the amendment as pro-
posed in the bill before the committee, and I
think the object of our legislation should be
to protect childhood and up to sixteen. I
have no doubt whatever that we would bo
doing right to make this an indictable
offence. I think the hon. gentleman from
Calgary (Mr. Lougheed) is drawing too
atrong a case altogether, because the
offence must be seduction. There must bo
an act of seduction, and the cases that he
refers to would not be seduction at all, and
would not come under the operation of this
bill. I think we should give absolute prO-
tection up to 16 years, but I would nlot
agree to extend it to 18 years. There is »
great deal in the view that, by insertin
these words " of previously chaste character,
you throw out an inducement to immoral
men, who may have seduced girls of this
kind to trump up charges against their che
acter, and probably those who would be b
enough to have illicit connection with
children, would also be quite bad enough to
trump up charges of previous immoralitl
against them to get out of the clutches a
the law. I will support the bill as itstan
but I could not extend the age of consent t'
18 years.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I suggest that w
dispose of the amendment of the hon. geflti
man from Sarnia before we go further.
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The question of concurrence being put,
the amendment was declared lost.

Hon. Mr. POWER-With respect to the
clause before the House, I think it must be
borne in mind that this House, in 1897,
after very serious and prolonged discussion,
decided to pass this enactment in the shape
in which it is. I quite agree with the
hon. gentleman from Marshfield (Mr. Fer-
guson). The policy of the law is to protect
a girl of immature years, until she is old
enough to take care of herself. We have
Protected a girl up to fourteen, under severe
Penalties, and the present law protects, to a
certain extent, a girl between fourteen and
sixteen. Practically, the enactment as it
Stands now puts upon the girl the onus of
Showing that she was of previously chaste
Character, and I think that that is a highly
Objectionable requirement. It seems to me
that in these cases we cannot go very far
lStray-at least we cannot go too far astray

-We are not doing anything extreme-if we
follow the example of the mother country.
This subject has been dealt with there, and
every hon. gentleman knows that they are
not disposed to go to extremes in the matter
of rendering men liable, or treating them as
erainals for offences of this kind. The

såglj5 h enactment is as follows:-

Aliy person who unlawfully and carnally knows, orts to have unlawful or carnal knowledge of any
the in of or above the age of thirteen, and undereo sixteen years, &c.

It seemws to me that this is the law we
should have here.

i on. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-What
te Punishment?

d.1on. Mr. POWER-He is liable, at the
retion of the court, to two years with or

i'sthout hard labour. What we ought to do
'St take the English enactment and protect
thildre 'when they are too young to protecttheva___l
be 0 les. This requirement, that she shall

O Iviously chaste character, really re--
the e greater part of the protection from
Vies • Supposing a child has, at some pre-
o0 detime, been led astray, that should be
eru to the man who later on, perhaps,

&y is trymng to get back to virtue and
e Perbaps for six months or a year have

It Sh eucting herself properly,seduces her.
o 1 e no defence to that man that, at
hev1OUs time, this child, perhaps before

fourteen years of age, had been led

astray, and I think we had better adopt the
English Act here. The language of this
bill, and the language of the bill which
passed this House before, is objectionable in
this respect, that it practically, as the Mini-
ster of Justice intimated-although it does
not expressly say so-requires that the
girl should have been of previously chaste
character. It practically requires that, be-
cause it provides that the man must seduce
the girl to incur the penalty. Of course, if
a girl had been previously seduced, it cannot
be that this man has seduced lier. Can you
seduce a girl over and over again ? I think
that this section goes too far, and I move
thlat section 181 be striken out and the
following substituted :-

Unlawfully and carnally knows, or attempts to have
unlawful and carnal knowledge of any girl, being of
or above the age of 14 and under the age of 16.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-Sup-
posing she was a prostitute, would you pro-
tect her 'I

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-That amend-
ment is more strict than the bill now before
us.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Yes. I adopt the
English law. I think it is a safe thing to
go by.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
sent this bill to a lawyer who has had a great
deal of experience, and he lias placed this
memo. on it:

If you had seen, as I have more than once, the wives
of respectable successful farmers suffer over chargeso
this kind which ultimately proved to be utterly un
founded, you would understand why I advocate pro-
tection for both sides.

He has had a great deal of experience,
and I find that when this question was dis-
cussed before, I quoted from an opinion
which I received from a judge of the land
to this effect :

A girl of 16 ought to know enough to take care of
herself.

I do not exactly agree in the first sentence,
but I agree in the next:

There is too much opportunity given to abandoned
women to levy blackmail. Women of unchaste
character will generally swear to anything. Such is
my experience.

That is the opinion of a judge of the
country, whioh I quoted at the time the
former bill was before us-a judge who had
a great deal of experience-and I find that
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it is fully concurred in by the memo. from and 16 and that of seducing girls between 16
the gentleman in Belleville who has had vast and 18. 1 think there is a greater chance
experience in criminal charges. What I of maturity of judgment in the latter case.
fear most is the character of women alluded Minds, perhaps, mature sooner here than in
to by that judge, who care very little for an Engiand.
oath, and if there is an opportunity of'
fastening the crime upon the head of a re-
spectable family, or in sonie cases, a young
man in better circumstances than the one that cannot be wholly Iost sight of in legis-
who actually committed the crime, they lat
swear the illicit intercourse or the seduction ing upen t subjet of cie co rse,
upon him, and wve should be very careful lr wish it o tecnsdrato pu
how far we place it in the power of women te stat which s es tp
of that character to levy blackmail. We the s aturt o o an ic mpei s with
know f rom experience of cases that have this bil bas been printed a deputatien f rou
coae before the courts--and 1 h8ve no doubtt h i ther is a A T ae
in tIe practîce anci readînct ot law tte
in the practice and reading ocommunications fr other portions f
Minister of Justice has had cases under his the Dominion in which it is said that there
observation-where attempts have been
made to fasten that class of crime upon a ke it a habitual 1ractice te undertake te
man and thereby ruin the peace of hiscf age.
family. They wish te avoid the chances of serioU8

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The amendment of my disease, and therefore they seek te mislead
hon. friend behind me (M r. Power), to intro- these who were innocent before they came
duce the precise words of the Englii in contact wit tbem. If that be se, cf
statute instead of the words that are here, course it is a very sericus offence, and
goes very much further than this. It makes especiaily serieus in the case cf girls whO
the offence as absolute in the case of girls know iittle or nothing about the world, and
between 14 and 16, as it is in the case of who are exposed te the arts cf designiug
girls under 14 years. The only difference is men--
in the degree of punishment attached to the Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE--_&fd
Act. The section, as it stands, does not go women.
so far because the offence is, to some extent,
conditioned upon the conduct of the girl. Hon. Mr. MJLLS-And women.
You require seduction and illicit intercourse,
both-"seduces and bas illicit intercourse." Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE

think there are women, J have been toid 10
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- ut least, who make a practire cf gettin"

There could be no seduction without illicit young girls into improper bouses. Thiscri0e
intercourse. is not mniet by this bir.

lion. Mr. MILLS-Where there is seduc- on. M. MILLS-There is anothere

tien there is persuasion, and where a woman clause further on dealing with that, nd h
is neot cf previously chaste character and is worthy, I think, cf the Serious attento
willingly consents te the act, there cannot cf the committee, while this subject is under
be seduction, aithough there might be ildicit consideration, if it is disposed te adopt tle
intercourse. But there is a difference be- Enlish law instead cf this section, [yakg

tween thc offence, as it is constituted under theoffence absolute instead cf the Conditeof
the section as it standsand under the section offence, whether the liuse might net ad

as it will stand if the English law is substi- vantageeusly provide aise in this sectio 
tuted for the propesed amendment. J de less degree cf punishment for the offenOO
net object to.the English lawk; and I would against girls between 16 and 18 yelr,
Say, with regard te the amendment which age. ar ell reY

my hon. friend frem Lambton (Mr. Vidai) themselves, but I think we Vight god
proposed, that I do net objeet te fixing the far; we might provide that every tOle
age at 18, but J wouid net put in the same guilty of an indictabie offence, and IIbl'

cass the offence cf seducing girls between 14 say, te one year s imprisonment, whe sedrtUe
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and bas illicit connection with any girl of or
above the age of 16 and under the age of 18,
of a previously chaste character.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Ilear, hear.

- lon. Mr. MILLS-Introducing the Eng-
lish statute, as to the offence between 14
and 16.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes.

Hlon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-What
becomnes of those under 14?

lon. Mr. MILLS-They are absolutely
PrOtected. I would substitute the English
section that my hon. friend has proposed for

e protection of girls between 14 and 16,
aId as to those between 16 and 18 I would
say:

very one is guilty of an indictable offence and
to one year's imprisonment who seduces and

Ch llicit connection with any girl of previously chaste
a a acter of or above the age of 16 and under the age

Years.

.1on. Mr. McMILLAN-Then the pre-
vtoUsey chaste character only has reference
to thOse between 16 and 18 ?

11n. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

on. Mr. LOUGHEED-All we desire
teo is to pass such legislation as will pro-
Mod this class of children. Has there corne
ahr ny hon. friend's observation any
the' Of the law as it at present stands? If

re i8 fo abuse of the present law, surely
to Should not amend it. The law is designedaProtec-t a tender class of the community,
dir urely if there are no abuses in that

tlonI We should not go further.

i'on. Mr. MILLS-I have had no sta-
deputs Upon the subject, but I have had

atteItatilon wait upon me who occupied my
asesionl for about three hours in detailing

W Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
ey Women

"o Mr MILLS-No, they were my
01.frtend)*OflC

a Own seX.

etat. • Mr. LOUGHEED-The criminal
to intics of the Dominion are so prepared as
ce etate the convictions for all classes of

e ere are two classes of offence,

namely the class of offence against girls
under 14, and against those between 14 and
16. If the criminal statistics do not indi-
cate that there has been any violation or
any abuse of public morals, why should we
invade that protection which at the present
time is afforded the public against blackmail ?

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-The parties to whom
I have spoken contend that the amendment
which was macle some years ago, by which
that provisional protection was given up to
16, bas been so beneficial that it has very
greatly reduced the cases and we hear
nothing about them.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Then why do
you wish to amend it ?

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-Because they say
between 16 and 18 there are many cases
that you hear nothing about, because the
law does not recognize the offence after the
age of 16, as a crime, and it is because of
that we seek to extend the protection two
years. I agree with what the minister says-
about the diminution of the penalty.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The matter before
the committee now is this amendment to
section 181. If the committee should adopt
that amendment we could consider the fur-
ther amendment proposed by the hon. Min-
ister of Justice. I do not think that any
one will accuse me of being very much
affected by mawkish sentiment, but I do
feel that children, up to the age of 16 at any
rate, ought to be protected. After all, what
is a girl 15 years of age ? The idea of people
talking about a young man being led from
the path of virtue by a girl of 15, is, in 19
cases out of 20, absurd. What we want to
do is to try and protect girls while they are
unable to protect themselves. Some hon.
gentleman made reference to young prosti-
tutes. What we wantto do isto prevent child-
ren fron becoming prostitutes, and if it is
made clear to a man who has any disposition
to seduce a child that he will be very severely
punished if he does seduce her you take the
very best means of preventing the making
of young prostitutes; and I cannot under-
stand why we should here object to go as
far as they have gone in England. There
is no mnawkish sentiment about English law.
It has not been dictated by female organ-
izations or by a desire to get votes. English
legislators go on sound common sense and
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reason and they go no further than the case
requires, and I really cannot see any object-
ion whatever to our adopting here the Eng-
lish law and giving absolute protection to
a child up to thle age of 16. I think the idea
of her consenting up to that age is'not to
be entertained. After that age it is different.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
How does the proposed amendment affect a
girl under 14 ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is provided for
in another part of the Code. Both of these
might be merged in section 191.

Hon. Mr. POWER-One thing at a time.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-You propose to amend
this section by striking out what is in it.

The committee divided on the amendment
proposed by Hon. Mr. Power, which was
carried on the following vote :

Contents 15 ; non-contents 12.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved, as subsection
b:

Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable
to one year's imprisonment wbo seducea and has illicit
connection with any girl of previously chaste charac-
ter above the age of 16 years and under the age of 18.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-That goes
farther than the Charlton Bill.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No; not exactly.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Hon. gentlemen will
see that it is not the Charlton Bill.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Is not one year
a little too much punishment 7

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The judge can give
one day if he chooses.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The objection
that I have already expressed to the clause
as it was originally proposed remains as
strong as ever with the amendment. It is
wrong to give this encouragement to men of
loose character, who may seduce girls, to
trump up charges against their previous
character. A man who has committed such
an offence, would not hesitate to assail the
character of the girl he has ruined. I think
it would be more protection to girls of 16 to
18 to leave the law as it stands. If you
extend the age of consent to 18 and bring
in this provision, I do not think you are
doing them any very great service.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-In my judg-
ment you are passing most vicious legisla-
tion. You threaten the liberty of young
men, against whom action designed to levy
blackmail or a forced marriage may be
brought by designing girls with whom they
never had anything immoral to do. Now
it is a well known fact that where girls of
comparatively mature age, such as between
16 and 18, are seduced, it is utterly im-
possible to prove that they were of pre-
viously chaste character. You will have to
consider this, that where you put a girl of
that age into the witness box she will in-
variably swear to her chastity. I have
scarcely ever seen an immoral woman put
into a witness box who would not swear to
her chastitv. The men who are guilty of
such conduct are generally irresponsible
people, and a designing girl will swear her
seduction upon somebody who will make a
desirable match for her. Cases of that kind
are constantly arising, in which a boy may
be entirely innocent with regard to seducing
a girl, but will make an excellent match,
and the woman will swear her seduction 01
the boy or let him go to the penitentiary.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It is not a penite'
tiary offence.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-What chance
is there for a boy who has been a year in the
penitentiary I

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The judge may order
only one day's imprisonment. One year I
the limit.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-I shal
vote for the amendment, but I call the t'
tention of the minister to this point, if aftef
the seduction the man consents to marry the
young girl, would the young man be sent to
jail in that case I

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is a defene,
under the law as it stands.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-In my exPS
ence, the man is always the aggressor, a
for that reason I think that the WOr&
ought to be protected, but, while I ad
that, I think the clause is a little strong-
I certainly would not support it unlese ha1,
add the words "of previously chaste e
acter."

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Those words a D30
in.
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lon. Mr. McMILLAN-When a girl
Cormes to eighteen, she is a woman, and I
venture to say that of the marriages that
are taking place to-day in Canada, there are
mnore perhaps at the age of eighteen and
Ilrder than at the age of twenty-tive. It is
41aking the law a little too strong to go up
tO the marriagable age, and though the
Period is but short between sixteen and
Seventeen, I would rather say seventeen.
I Would rather protect them to the marriag-

ge and not go all the way to eighteen.
hatis a little too high.

th In. Mr. FERGUSON-In the case of
e Young woman it adnits of charges being

ý'11)ped up against ber chastity, and there
teniptation in the way of her seducer, to

Pt himself out of a scrape in that way, while
'r' the case of a young woman it throws the
tOfltation in the opposite direction.

11on. Mr. McMILLAN-But it acts as a
deterrent after all. She will not be as
iely to bring an action against a young

an if she has to bring proof against a charge
Previously unchaste character.

on Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-e onIy protection a man has is the sug-
on made by the hon. Minister of Justice.

15 between 16 and 18 that seductions, as
rule, take place, and this would make it
thishable though not to such an extent as

sheduction of a girl under 16. I think
18 a good amendment.

b on. Mr. MILLS-In the case mentioned
ny hon. friend opposite (Mr. De Boucher-

he the parties marry that is the end of
tw rlcution. In the case of persons be-

is not the ages of 16 and 18, the punishment
one .onfinement in the penitentiary,for no
than 'ent to the penitentiary for a less period

Il tO Years. While the judge cannot
tOee One year, he can make the punish-
%'adeor a shorter term. Representations
18 de> n le on the subject, point out that it
thi ble there should be legislation of

thssr-It acts as a deterrent.

lon Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-This
do b >%fn in force five or six years, and

Ot know of any convictions under it.

111i Mr. MILLS-You cannot have a
i u Under a provision that is not law.

ed the first time this proposition bas re-any SaSent. I think it is a wise pro-

vision. It would be most undesirable to go to
the extentof making itaponitentiaryoffence,
because the effect in the United States-it
is so represented to me by one of the ablest
and most experienced judges of the supreme
court of the United States-of making seduc-
tion a penitentiary offence and giving a party
choice between marrying and being prose-
cuted, is that a marriage generally follows a
threatened prosecution, and then the first
aim of the party is, if he be a person of good
social standing, to secure a dissolution of the
marriage bonds. The effect of that has been
to make provisions by law for divorce which
have no existence in this country. I should
be very sorry to see any provision in our penal
law the effect of which would be to lead to
forcible marriages, to be followed by an ex-
tension of the law relating to divorce. The
statement made a few years ago by Chief
Justice Campbell, of the State of Michigan,
was that this had led to a greater number of
divorce cases and a greater number of relaxa-
tions of the laws on the subject of marriage
and divorce than all other causes put to-
gether. I should be very sorry to propose
any penal legislation which would lead in
that direction, and so I propose that the
punishment shall be imprisonment for a
period not exceeding a year.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I wish topoint
out the absence of human calculation when
we compare human nature with what my
hon. friend has said in the remarks just
made. He says that by raising the age of
consent to eighteen and attaching to it a
small sentence-a year's imprisonment-it
will operate as a deterrent and yet relieve
the seducer from very serious consequences.
Does any hon. gentleman believe for a
moment that a man, about to commit such
an offence stops to consider whether the
punishment is one year or two years or five
years 1 Does my hon. friend think any
seducer reasons the matter out in that way ?
Decidedly not, and that is why I say that
legislation of this kind is a curse. It does
not protect the class of people you seek to
protect. It simply affords machinery for
blackmailing those who are innocent of the
crime. You propose to raise the age of con-
sent to eighteen. That is what it amounts
to and you qualify it in this way ; the
female from sixteen must be of previously
chaste character. As I said before, the onus
would fall upon the accused to prove that
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the female was not. How is lie going to
prove that she is of unchaste character ? If
she is put in the witness box, the experience
of all lawyers is that a woman will invariably
swear to lier chastity no matter how immoral
she may be, and it seems to me you surround
a woman of eighteen, having a knowledge of
the world, being as designing as any man in
his twenties or thirties, with a protection of
such a character that it will be impossible
for a man to maintain his liberty in court as
against a designing female. The other
amendment was certainly vicious, but this
one is surprisingly so.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend asks
whether any man stops to consider, when lie
is on the verge of committing the act. I
suppose not, but he stops before lie reaches
that point.

The committee divided on the amendment,
which was adopted on the following divi-
bion:

Contents, 18 ; non-contents, 12.

On clause 183, which is as follows:-

183. Every one is guilty of an indictable offence
and liable to two years' imprisonment-

(a.) Who, being a guardian, seduces or has illicit
connection with his ward; or-

(b.) Who seduces or has illicit connection with any
woman or girl of previously chaste character and
under the age of twenty-one years who is in his em-
ployment in a factory, mill, workshop, [shop or store,
or as a domestic servant,] or who, being in a common
employment with him in such factory, mill, work-
shop, (shop or store, or as a domestie servant,] is, in
respect of her employment or work in such factory,
mill, workshop, [shop or store, or as a domestic
servant,] under or in any way subject to his control or
direction, [or receives her wages or salary directly
or ndirectly from him.]

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELLsaid:
The second subsection is objectionable. I
see no reason why an employee in a shop or
store should not be protected as well as
others, but it is a different matter with
domestic servants, and I move that the
words "domestic servants" be struck out.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I have seen in a
newspaper published in the United States
that a 8unday school teacher has been
seduced by a Sunday school superintendent.
Since we are including so many classes of
females, we might as well extend the pro-
tection of the law to Sunday school teachers.
A superintendent of a Sunday school has
great influence over a teacher.

Hon. Mr. POWER-This clause was con-
sidered at great length in 1897. The com-
mittee of that day thought that a proprietor
of a shop or store would be rendered very
liable to blacknail if a girl in his employ
was allowed to come under the Act-that,
prautically, she was in very nearly the same
position as a domestic servant, and I do not
see why we should not leave the law in this
particular as it now stands.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think shop or store
should be included. There are many such
establishments where a score or more of
girls are employed, but I quite admit that a
domestic servant stands in a different posi-
tion, and I did not intend that a domestic
servant should be included in the bill.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Should you not
include the typewriter too?

The clause was amended by striking out
the words " or as a domestic servant."

Hon. Mr. POWER-In a shop or store
there may be only one or two girls employed,
and I do not see why a domebtic servant
should be in a different position from a girl
in a store.

The subsection as amended was adopted.

On section 186a.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
How are you going to punish a society for
seduction.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-You cannot puniish
the society, but y ou can punish the otficee
of it. The case intended to be met in this•
here is a society that has certain persons
ing as its officers. Such a society, or persoog
so acting, is to be treated as a guardiao
and therefore all the penalties that the la%
attaches to a guardian for a violation t&
wards a child of the duties of guardianshiP
in respect to the provisions of t his law w0 uld
apply to that society.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-A societY
only a legal fiction, and you cannot rea4

fiction or an impersonal entity.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We want to reeCh
the person who represents that societY,
we want to impress upon them, by virtuebo
the powers that are conferred upon the
societies, the fact of guardianbhip.
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lion. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Would Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I think sub-
it apply to every member of the society i section a is objectionable.

lon. Mr. MILLS-lt would apply to any
!member of the society who would become an
l'strument in the ruin of the child. I quite
adit the difficulty, ard I propose to allow
this clause and the one following it to stand
for further consideration.

lion. Mr. POWER--That was in the bill
of 1897 and was passed by this House. I
WOu1ld call the attention of hon. gentlemen
t the fact that there is no reason at al], why
the sOiety should not be liable under the
provisions of clause 186.

The clause was allowed to stand.

On clause 186b.
f 6. In order to prove the age of a girl or child
2 th Urposes of sections 183, 186, 210, 282, 283 and
dee < following shall be sufficient prima facie evi-

) Any entry or record by an incorporated society'rl Ocer having had the control or care of the
a rabout the time of the girl being brought to

the alla, such entry or record has been made before
)ged oence was committed.
on the absence of other evidence, or by way of

foreration of other evidence, the judge or' jury be-
the . 0In an indictment for the offence is tried, or

1ato sthee before whom a preliminary inquiry there-he girl. eld, iay infer the age from the appearance of

atten. Mr. McMILLAN-I think, before
the PlIng to prove a charge of that kind,
theshud first ascertain for a certaintv
heage of the child.

i. "". Mr. POWER-You cannot do so
encase of a child coming from England.

cui10.,Mr. MCMILLAN-It may be diffi-
befut the punishment is very severe, and
be Punishing a young man you should
a cert Y n to prove the age of a girl to

ahO • Mr SCOTT-I think subsection b
ouîd b8truck out.

la 0o. Mr. MCMILLAN-I saw a younz
ik (y only 14 years of age who looked

oko f 18, and I saw one who did notOo re than 16 who was 22. You leave
raUch to the discretion of the judge.

Mr. MILLS-I discussed this matter
gOen deal with the officers of the depart-

ansd 1 hbd some doubt with regard to
8ta4d fo ut1  willet the whole section

r further consideration.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
see the entry must have been made before
any offence was committed.

Hon.Mr.LOUGHEED-Morec.treshould
be taken to prove the age in this case than
in a civil case. In a case where the accused
is on his trial and may be sent to the peni-
tentiary for miany years, surely you should
require as strong evidence as in a civil case.
I would point out the infirinity of this par-
ticular case is this, you leave it in the
hands of men - those who act as guar-
dians, who receive a small salary per
month to act as secretary for some of
those philanthropic societies. They are in-
structed that they must give the girl the
benefit of any doubt that may arise as to her
age, and knowing the law which protects
those children, it would be the most natural
thing in the world to put the ages of those
children lower than they would be justified
in doing. We know the philanthropie bodies
would say to those so-called guardians, "You
must give the child the benefit of any doubt
as to her age." Under the present law of
evidence, no such evidence in a civil or
criminal case would be admissible.

The clause was allowed to stand.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW, from the commit-
tee, reported that they had made some pro-
gress with the bill and asked leave to sit
again.

CANADA ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN moved the second
reading of Bill (F) " An Act respecting the
Canada Accident Insurance Company." He
said :-This is a bill from the House of Com-
mons and a very short one. The principal
enactmuent seems to be a clause striking out
a pro% ision for two vice-presidents, and pro-
viding only for one; to make Montreal
headquarters of the company instead of
Toronto, and to give them power to insure
einployers against claims for damages by
workmen and employees.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read a second time.
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BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (64) " An Act respecting the Quebec,
Montmorency and Charlebois Railway Com-
pany, and to change its name to the Quebec
Railway Light and Power Company."-
(Mr. Bolduc.)

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, 21st June, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

EXPERIMENTS IN FRUIT CULTURE
IN PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON moved:

That an humble Address be presented to His
Excellency the Governor General ; praying that His
Excellency will cause to be laid on the Table of the
Senate, copies of al correspondence between the De-
partment of Agriculture, the Prince Edward Island
Fruit Growers' Association and the Provincial
Premier, Hon. Mr. Farquharson, with reference to
experiments in fruit culture now being carried on in
Prine Edward Island; said correspondence to in-
clude all instructions to Mr. Kinsman with reference
to the nature of the work to be undertaken and the
selection of orchards for the purpose of carrying on
said experiments.

The motion was agreed to.

SAWDUST IN THE OTTAWA RIVER.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Before
the orders of the day are called, I should
like to ask the hon. gentleman for Rideau
Division, the hon. minister of sawdust, if
he has seen the Ottawa River lately.
I never saw it covered with sawdust as it is
now. The sawdust extends right up to the
mouth of the canal. It is a disgrace and
should be stopped. I hope the hon. gentle-
man, who has taken a lively interest in this
matter hitherto, will not let it drop now.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I do not see what
I can do. The Act is passed and has be-
come law, and it must be the duty of some
one to enforce it. I have done niy duty in

the matter. I have brought up the question
frequently for the last nine or ten years and
succeeded in getting the law enacted, and I
call upon the government to enforce it. I
presume it is their duty. I do not know
that anybody else can interfere with it.
They are responsible for the good govern-
ment of the country, and they certainly
should take some means to stop this nuisance.
I am glad the hon. gentleman from British
Columbia has brought the matter before the
Senate. I thought froni day to day that
some measure w,>uld be taken by the govern-
ment to prevent the continuance of this
horrible nuisance. I believe it is as bad as
it ever was. Some remedy should be applied
immediately. I do not desire to be a public
informer, and do not ask any one else to
place himself in that position, but some one
should be responsible for this continued
violation of an Act of Parliament.

BEDLINGTON AND NELSON RAIL-
WAY COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved the third
reading of Bill (107) " An Act respecting
the Bedlington and Nelson Railway Coifl
pany," as amended. He said :-The third
reading of this bill was postponed on account
of an Act of Parliament passed in British
Columbia being attached to it. , I have
ascertained that this is the only Act in the
statute-book of British Columbia whicb
applies to this railway. Therefore, there can
be no objection on that score. I received a
note from Mr. Foster, who introduced the
bill in the other House, approving of the
provision incorporated in this Act in the bill
as it has been passed. He said:

It has been brought to my notice that sena
Power had included in the bil granting tbe charteW
the Bedlington and Nelson Railway Company o-
minion charter. I see no objection to this being don
I think it would very often be an improvements
settling clearly in one document the powers held bl
the company. Especially is it so in this case, the
company is only applying for a charter because
stocks beig held a England, the stockholders .
more confidence in a Dominion charter than a pol
cial charter.

Under these circumstances I do not think
it objectionable. It will be of easy acce
to any one who wishes to consult it, and
think it is very desirable that it should b
so. I know the other day I desired tO
one of the old laws of the province of e
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ada of 1855-56, and I had the greatest
trouble to obtain a copy of the statutes of
that year. 1 sent to the Printing Bureau
and they did not have it there. If that is
the case with the laws of the old province of
Canada, how much more would it be so in
dealing with the Acts of a remote province
like British Columbia, where the statutes
are not distributed as freely as in Ontario.
1 cannot see what objection there can be to
allowing this bill to pass as proposed by the
tilway Committee the other day. I have

no interest in the matter. I cannot see,
tor the life of me, what injury it does. On
the Contrary I think it will be a benefit to
'l .ien unacquainted with the law. If they
want to refer to this bill they can readily
ascertain the facts. I do not see why an
objection should be raised because it is an
Inovation. I hope all our innovations will

i the same direction.

b lon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)--The
on, gentleman from Rideau Division is not

a bla8Me in the matter, if blamre is attach-
hie to anybody. When the bill was up for

'aee0ld reading, an hon. gentleman expressed

a eoubt as to the wisdom of cumbering our
t1utes by introducing provincial Acts. Ihave y

t 110 strong feeling myself either way,
i had given notice of a motion that the

loe referred back to committee. If the
u8 t ishes to keep the provincial statutes

lu the bill they can do so. I now move :

bi at the said bill be not now read a third tine,
oonia It be reffrred back to the House for the

.ailration of the amendment by the Committne
bili ays, Telegraphs and Harbours to the said

and concurred in by this House on the15th June.

Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
sideredobject to the bill that is being con-
who ,e 'but it was distinctly understood,
ode, adjourned last night, that the first

ot of the day was to be the continuation
eth" 0 nideration of the Criminal Code.

thato •r. MILLS-My hon. f riend stated
tu I did not state it, nor did I assent

beai PrOPOition, because my hon. friend
ne (Mr. Scott) and I were dis-

d dthat natter, and we thought we
%any sugcide after we came. I have a good
iot ge is in my hand here, but have

Woldi to go over them all, and I
ittee ike to do go before going into com-

ha e a On the Criminal Code again. We
Slfnuber of bills that we may bring

up. My hon. friend (Mr. Scott) proposes
to go on with the Drummond County Rail-
way Bill, if there is no objection, and after
that I thought I would take up the Loan
Company's Bill, which I thought was one
that the House would be prepared to con-
sider.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
certainly did make the suggestion last night
to take up the Criminal Code Amendment
Bill to-day as the first order, and I under-
stood, from the nod of the hon. gentleman's
head, that he approved of that suggestion.
I may have been in error. I was under the
impression that a formal motion was made
that the Criminal Code Bill was to be the
first order of the day, hence I decidedly
object to going on with the Drummond
County Railway Bill to-day. I am not in a
position to deal with the question, being
satisfied that we were going on with the
Criminal Code this afternoon. Such a mis-
understanding can easily arise from the loose
manner in which we are drifting in the con-
duct of our business. If we were to put our
motions in writing so that the Speaker would
know exactly what we intend, the clerk
would be in a position to make the record so
that it would be intelligible to us, and we
would not get into sach difficulties. I regret
that I misunderstood the hon. gentleman,
but, for the reasons I have given, I am not
in a position to proceed with the discussion
of the Drummond County Railway Bill to-
day. I know the hon. member from Halifax
(Mr. Power), in conversation with me
not an hour ago, was under the same im-
pression, because he came to my room and
called my attention to the order of the day,
and I said that is clearly an error. Probably
the clerk did not hear it.

The amendment was declared lost.

The bill was then read the third time and
passed.

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (68) " An Act respecting the London
Mutual Fire Insurance Company of Canada."
-(Mr. Allan.)

Bill (51) " An Act to incorporate the
Canadian Inland Transportation Compny."
-(Mr. Casgrain.)
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CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENT
BILL.

SECOND READING POSTPONED.

The order of the dày being called
Second reading Bill (2) "An Act to aniend the

Criminal Code, 1892, so as to make more effectual
provision for the punishment of seduction and ab-
duction."

Hon. Mr. VIDAL said :-Although I ami
in a measure satisfied with the progress
which has been made in the direction which
I have been advocating, I feel that it i- my
duty to keep the bill alive and wait and see
whether the action we took yesterday meets
full conformation in the passage of the bill.
I therefore move that the order of the day
be discharged and that the bill be placed on
the orders for the second reading on Wednes-
day, the 28th instant.

The motion was agreed to, and the order
was discharged.

DRUMMOND COUNTY RAILWAY
BILL.

SECOND READING POSTPONED.

The order of the day being called:-
Second reading Bill (133) " An Act to authorize the

acquisition by the Dominion of the Drummond County
Railway."

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL said:--
I would ask the Minister of Justice what he
proposes to do with this bill under the cir-
cumstances? I might point out, also, there
is other information which should be laid
before the Senate before we proceed with
this measure, more particularly the informa-
tion which I ask for in the motion of which
I have given notice.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That relates to the
next bill does it not?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
may relate to the next bill, but in discussing
this question I think the Minister will
readily admit that we cannot very well deal
with the one without at the same time dis-
cussing the two, and in the discussion before
the Senate upon this question, the one being
a corollary of the other, it would follow, as
a matter of course, in discussing the acquisi-
tion of the Drummond County Railway you
have to discuss the aLyreement with the
Grand Trunk Railway Company, because the
House, I take it for granted, would not

confirm one proposition and reject the other ;
so that I think hon. gentlemen will see at
once that we cannot very well deal with this
one question alone. Therefore, I ask the hon.
minister to delay the ineasure for two or
three days until he ascertains if we can get
this information.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-What information?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The information called for by the motion of
which I have given notice to-day, al] supple-
mental arrangements between the Railway
Department and the Grand Trunk Rail-
way Company regulating traffic. I under-
stand there have been supplemental
arrangements. If so the House should be in
possession of the details. The agreement
itself declares that the trafic arrangements
have been entered into, and they will be
confirmed by the adoption of the bill by the
House. In the first place, we do not know
what they are. We presume they are the
ordinary arrangements. If it be true that
other arrangements have been entered into,
since the first traffic arrangement, we should
be in possession of them, because they may
affect materially our action in this House.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
is entitled to every information that can be
given on the subject by the Railway Depart-
ment. Of course, I cannot say what further
information there may be, in addition tO
what bas been brought down, but I shall
make immediate inquiry, and all the infor-
mation which the House or any member of
the House requires should be before us. In
that event I suppose my hon. colleague wvill
not proceed with the bill until the inform3a-
tion is brought down.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
will also remember that I called his attention
to the insufficiency of the answer to al
inquiry of mine, and he promised me that he
would look into that and the information
would be supplied.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I spoke to the Mifl'
ster of Railways with regard to what n'y
hon. friend said, and I think his answer was
tbat the $43.000 was all paid by the govern
ment-that the various items there givef
were sums which the government hiad paid,
and that the whole sum was something over
$400,000, of which $43,000 was the govern-
ment portion.
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lon. Mr. FERGUSON-My complaint
was that it did not set forth what percent-
age of the whole this represented. I want
to find out how that is ascertained.

Ion. Mr. MILLS-If I give the hon.
gentleman the whole sum, the percentage

billbe obvious, not the percentage in detail,
but the percentage collectively of the amount
already submitted to the hon. gentleman.
There was $43,000, if I remember rightly,
and the details show for what purposes that
was given. I do not know whether ny hon.
eriend wants a corresponding detail showing
the Use made by the company of their portion
nr not, but I would say to my hon. friend
that I understand from the Minister of Rail-
WaYS that that $43,000 was the government
portion of something over $400,000 of the
total cost.

lion. Mr. FERGUSON-What I want
tO know is what is the proportion, on what
percentage ? If it is $43,000 out of $400,000

d, it would be somewhere about 10 per
cent. That is what I want.

1 on. Mr. SCOTT-I have no desire to
prels the bill on unless the hon. gentlemen
are prepared to take it up, and I am pre-

red to consult the convenience of the
Use as to when they would be ready to

"5'der the subject. I should like to ask
ha hOn* leader of the opposition whether he
h eained the schedule of the Grand
Tn bill. It probably gives the informa-

at he wants.

contract of even date with this contract, and
if that is not too long, we ought to have
it. But what I have moved for is, any
supplemental arrangements which have been
made. There may not have been any made,
and if that is the case, all the minister would
have to do would be to say that there is
none. Again, in this agreement, it declares
that we are affirming a map showing the
route and its entrance into Montreal, and
it purports to be marked in red. There is
nothing of that kind attached to this
schedule.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I would just add
to what my hon. friend has said that this
contract refers to a supplemental contract of
even date with the main contract. We have
not got that. I have never seen it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Nor I either.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-It is very im-
portant that we should have it, as well as
any supplemental ones, which have been
made since.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I suppose any in-
formation they have in the Railway Depart-
ment can be got in twenty-four hours. They
must have copies of any agreements they
have made. Perhaps we could proceed with
the bill on Friday or Monday.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Monday would give plenty of time.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Then I move that the

h 10. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I order of the day be discharged, and placed
% tread it very carefully. The provision on the orders of the day for Monday.

il thbul ery afully. The The motion was agreed to.bilreadjs as follows :
% Consideation of the rente and covenants here-

be th rVed an'd contained, Her Majesty represented LOAN COMPANIES BILL.
-w General Traffic Manager of the Intercolonialcýa'n% Of theo

eral ft one part and the company by its IN COMMITTEE.
ftred raffc Manager of the other part, have

o *e da a mutual traffic arrangement in writing The House resolved itseif into a Coin-
hreb date herewith, which traffic arrangement je mittee of the Whole on Bi (P) "An ActbolQy deci reWa ered, covenanted and agreed to be and

atd a Of and be supplemental to this contract,
parties h read herewith and shall be binding upon

! nR ateret during the continuance of this leas-
x the , except so far as the same may be altered

1pany tnutual consent of Her Majesty and the On
beo a eY When and if the tariff arrangement shall

tlon frOIL time to time such amended supple-
"%tali tra act shall be substituted for the supple- mean that the name of the company may

e'at i Contract of this date. b altered witlout the request of the party 1
hat Want to know is, has any supple-îrt' rrH5n~ rcnrc enetrd lon. Mr. SCOTT-Very often names areentto arrangement or contract been entered

he date, or since the date, of this asked for whicl are similar to names given2t 1 This agreement binds us to, a to other corporations, and the Governor mn
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Council has power to change the name at
any time.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 14.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Does not the
amount of deposit depend on the total
capital they intend to employ ? This section
seemrs to imply that whatever the capital
might be they would have to subscribe
$100,000.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes. It is not con-
sidered that a loan company would be safe
to undertake business with a smaller paid-
up capital.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Supposing the
capital is $20,000,000, would $100,000 be
considered sufficient for them to subscribe ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--Oh, no.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-It may be provid-
ed for somewhere else, I do not know.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-What do the
government intend doing with the $50,000 ?
Do they intend keeping it on deposit, the
same as in the case of insurance companies?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Do the govern-
ment intend allowing interest to the com-
pany or do they intend to repay it, or what
disposition is to be made of it?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The Companies Act
would apply to these companies, and a loan
company would be subject to the general
provisions of the Companies Act, and they
should not commence business unless they
had 50 per cent of the capital stock sub-
scribed and 10 per cent paid up, and that 10
per cent must be $50,000, under this pro-
vision.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-But you require
to deposit this with the Minister of Finance
and the Receiver General.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That is the rule with
all companies. All companies obtaining
charters f rom the Dominion must make their
deposit with the Receiver General.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-This seems to
be a substantive provision and contemplates
no repayment.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Oh, yes. A company
incorporated under this Act also comes under
chapter 118, in so far as the terms of that Act
are applicable.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-That particular
clause to which the hon. Secretary of State
refers relates to the disposition which shall
be made of the $50,000. Then if you pass a
substantive clause providing for the pay-
ment to the Receiver General, without mak-
ing any provision for its repayment, it seems
to me it must remain there.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We passed a bill last
year providing that it should remain with
the Receiver General until the company was
organized, an'd then it goes back to the
company.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-But is there
such a provision in this Act?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is law already.
My hon. friend will see it is not necessary
to re-enact what is already provided for.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-If you pass a
substantive clause and say positively that a
certain thing shall be done, without in any
way making reference to some general Act,
then it seems to me it must be treated as a
substantive provision, and in no way con-
tingent upon the operation of some other
Act, or, in other words, it is repugnant to
the terms of the general Act, because i
expressly provides that a specific sum shall
be paid in to the credit of the Minister Of
Finance and Receiver General of Canada.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I should suggest
that even though, on careful consideration,
a lawyer might come to the conclusion which
the minister mentioned, in order to prevene
any doubt some words might be inserted
that this $50,000 ié to be paid in for the
purposes mentioned in section so and so Of
the Companies Act.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
This is a matter that the lawyers will have
to discuss. But the second clause provides
that the Companies Act shall apply when
not inconsistent with this Act. Then this
Act provides that you must have $100,000
subscribed and $50,000 paid to the Receiver
General. That is a positive declaratin.
Would that be inconsistent with the pro-
vision of the Consolidated Companies Act'
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that after you have deposited this money
they shall pay it back after the organization?

lion. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, no.

lon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It seems to me
the keen appreciation always shown by the
A-Uditor General in reference to the payment
Out of any money which may be put to the
credit of the government would assert itself
very strongly on this occasion, and a coin-
Pany coming under this Act would find great

fliculty in inducing the powers that be to
Part with that $50,000. In fact, it might
every well urged that it was intended that

that deposit might remain with the govern-
taent in the case of insurance and other
coluPanies. I see now that it is explained

clause 17, but it just bears out my con-
ýeltion that such a provision should be
"serted in the bill.

The clause was adopted.

011 clause 20.

On. Mr. MILLS-I propose an amend-
It to clause 20 so as to bring it in line

other Acts. propose to strike out the
'sor080 and to add :

?rovided that any conpany nay take personal
in'ty as collateral for any advance made or to be% or debt due such company.

That Power is given other companies.
'Ncorave itprovided in all companies recently
1est porated that the company shall not in-
Othor lend money on the stocks of any
that coupanies. Experience has shown
the companies have sometimes purchased

to ck Of other companies with the view'of lba3,rrisi
eri assng them, and as they might

1ite1Y affect the value of the stock and
shar etof depositors and others besides the
it eaOfders of the company, we thought
t1 erot to tempt loan companies in

ksay by giving power to invest in the

I)O0er other companies. We give them
kidto take collateral security of that

4av t'h Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-they not that power now ?

%lon* •Mr. MILLS-No, at least there is
04 the oubt about it. There was a decision

his PO nt so1me years ago, in the case of
the Canada Permanent.

PrIor Mr. POWER-Does the minister

2J strike out the present clause 1

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Do you pro-
pose to in any way place a limitation upon
the amount of collateral security which they
shall take. or in what way are you able to
satisfy yourself that the companies are
really not effecting the loan upon the per-
sonal security, that is, the collateral security ?
It seems to me the company desirous of
loaning money upon personal security, and
knowing that they have the power to
take collateral security, might take a very
inferior class of realty for the purpose of
obtaining the collateral security. That is,
the collateral security might be the para-
mount security that they had in view at
the time of negotiating the transaction. It
seems to me there should be some limitation
in that direction.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That power has
already been given to companies, and you
are obliged to leave that question to the
judgment of the directors and those
managing the company. They are the
parties who have the greatest possible
interest in doing business safely, and I do
not very well see how you could undertake
to restrict them. If they take altogether
inadequate security, it might be regarded as
a fraudulent proceeding.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHE ED-I am not object-
ing to the principle of it, but it is equivalent
to giving companies power to loan on per-
sonal security. The collateral security may
be very much more valuable than the realty.
However, the policy may not be an objection-
able one.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
will see that it was done last year in the bill
which was carried through this House.

Hion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
think the provision is a good one. I was
under the impression before that they had
the power to take collateral.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It simply removes the
doubt.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
know one small company in which I have a
little interest that constantly takes collate-
rals, but it is not done in the way the hon.
gentleman from Calgary says. It is when a
man defaults in the payment of interest, then
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we ask him to give us collateral security for have paid in. Under this clause it appears
the payment of that interest. I am very to me this corporation has the right to
glad the amendment is being made. borrow up to four times the amount of its

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-It has been done in capital stock.
the past by some companies, but I think it Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They borrow, of course,
is very desirable to remove the doubt. It is on securities. There would be the $400,000
not at all likely that the personal security securities, and this $100,000 paid-up stock
will become the principal security for the would be a suit in addition to that.
loan.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We carried through
a bill, after a good deal of consideration, last,
year in which we expressly settled this ques-
tion on the lines that I propose to embrace
in this bill. I would ask the committee to
let the clause stand for the present.

The clause was allowed to stand.

On clause 21.
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

Has not the suggestion been made by a
loan company to the hon. gentleman that
one company should not invest in the stock
of another company ? It might lead to a
wealthy ::orporation ruining a weaker corn-
pany.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Nearly all the com-
panies are asking for this power, but 1 dis-
cussed the matter with the Deputy Minister
of Finance, and Mr. Fitzgerald, who may be
regarded as a specialist in this matter, and
we came to the conclusion that the provision
was a very wise one. In the bill to incor-
porate the Canada Permanent Loan and
Mortgage Corporation there is the same
proviso, that the company shall not invest
in or lend money on the security of stocks
of any other loan company.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That is the law now.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The law does
not go so far now as clause 20 goes. Under
the existing law a company could loan on
the stock of another company, but could
not purchase.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-
Does not clause 21 confer too large powers
on a company ? Supposing the whole capi-
tal stock of the company is paid up, say
$100,000, they may borrow $400,000 on
that. Have the public sufficient security
for the money the company may borrow ?
I cannot see that they would have sufficient
security. Shareholders and banks are liable
generally to double the amount which they

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
security to the bondholders who had loaned
their money would be the fact that that
money had been loaned upon mortgaged
property, and that the mortgage security
would be the security to the parties who
loaned the money. That is the only security
they would have. If you go into the
money market to-day, your stock may be but
$100,000, you may however, have $400,000
in mortgage securities. The $400,000
would be composed of the amount of paid-
up stock, the deposits paid in the company,
and the reserve vou might have, and the
parties loaning the money would take good
care to ascertain what security they had
before purchasing the debentures.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I propose to offer an
amendment to provide that under certain
circumstances a company may pass a by-law
authorizing the directors of the company tO
extend the business of the company beyond
the Dominion.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-This is giving co-
panies the same power that insurance com-
panies have taken during the last two years
of doing business outside of the Dominion-

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Wherein doe8
my hon. friend consider it a wise policy tO
permit Canadian companies to do business i
a foreign country where it is utterly impos-
sible for the machinery of our Act to exercise
any inspection of the business of the co
pany? For instance, under the machinler
of this bill you have the power to inspect
the securities of the company at any tine'
but if that company is doing a foreign bus'
ness, how do you expect to exercise any juris-
diction or control, or satisfy yourself that the

business is of a safe character ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There has bee'
plethora of money in Canada during the a
two years, and they seek investments
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side. The banks and insurance companies
do business outside of the Dominion.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I am referring
to the general policy of the government in
Permitting financial corporations of this
country to do business in foreign countries.
It seems to me it is of a very speculative
character.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Our banks have been
doing it for the last quarter of a century.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend knows
that, as far as banks are concerned, we have
JusFt carried a bill authorizing then to do
business outside of Canada.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-In
B'ritish colonies. That is a different thing.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-If you trust the loan
cOMpanies in the management of their affairs,
t is a question whether you cannot safely
trust them to do business abroad. I assume
that the stockholders of the company will
exercise careful supervision over their own
officers, and see that no by-law is passed
)erInitting such business to be done abroad,
if they disapprove of it. But if it is felt un-
eable, looking at the condition of these

panies, and the diffliculty they sometimes
inl making investments in this country,give them this power I shall not press it.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It seems to me
the very fact of giving the power to divert
i fley which presumably should be invested

ianadian channels into a foreign country,
oing to create the evil of money beingcare and high within the Dominion of

cea"ada. The object, of course, is to get
p mfoney, but if vou are going to permit
Pa"i"s to conduct operations in a foreign

eorsty for the sake of getting very high in-teregt hC g
p You place a premiun, so to speak,

11i0 a speculative class of business, which
a'ar certaýinly cause a stringency in the home
inenet for that same money which it was
cnded should be invested in CanadianChan 1 h iienste o

J n Mr. POWER-As the Minister of,ce does not feel strongly on this clause
ps he will allow it to stand ?

q94 on. Mr. ALLAN-I confess I do not
Pon th e the provisions of this clause, more

a corhe ground that it is more difficult for
a Pany to manage safely investments

outside of the Dominion than investments
within our own territory. I would not say
very much against it, because I believe the
Minister of Justice has conferred with a
number of gentlemen who are thoroughly
acquainted with this business, and are best
qualified to say what is best. If companies
are allowed by this clause to do this, I doubt
if they will invest so largely abroad as to
raise the rate of interest in Canada.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-The trouble that
the hon. gentleman for Calgary was speak-
ing of, that it would be impossible to inspect
the companies or their business if they were
allowed to invest in foreign countries, does
present itself. Insurance companies and
the insurance department find no trouble of
that kind. They inspect our offices just the
same, and we are investing in foreign coun-
tries all the time and doing business every-
where. If you restrict the loan companies
you will restrict the insurance companies,
and if you restrict our insurance companies
too much you simply do the Canadian coin-
panies an injury and help the foreign com-
panies.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-And you make higher
preniums in Canada.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-Exactly, because
these companies have the opportunity of
doing business against us here, and in many
cases we can do business against them satis-
factorily and successfully abroad. I know
that one company with which I am con-
nected has been doiig a satisfactory business
abroad, fighting such companies as the New
York Life, and the Mutual Life, two of the
greatest companies in the world, I believe.
I do not think there is any more trouble to
be anticipated with loan companies than
there is with insurance companies, and be-
fore you place restrictions on these invest-
inents you should carefully consider the
effect of it. I know it looks as if a company
had no right to invest in foreign countries,
because it tends to make money scarce at
home, but money goes back and forth like
any other commodity, and in the course of
time the money that is invested abroad
comes back again into the country. From
an experience of long standing, I do not
approve of placing such restrictions on busi-
ness between two countries so closely allied.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I notice that in some
of the- provincial Acts of incorporation, they
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have conferred upon loan companies the
right to invest money abroad. Of course
that is all we can do. We can clothe a loan
company with the capacity to do so, and
once we create an artificial person and clothe
him with the capacity to do business abroad,
he has a legal right to do so, so far as the
country of his origin is concerned.

Hon. Sir MACKE NZIE BOWELL-The
only danger would be in the action of an
unscrupulous lot of directors who could
give them power to loan in compliance with
the laws of a foreign jurisdiction. That
would mean, I suppose, that if the law in
the state of New York allowed loan com-
panies to invest their money in securities
that we would not accept in this country,
they would have the power to do so, but
that would have to be left to the discretion of
the directors. I am informed that it is only
legalizing what really has been done by
many companies in Canada already.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Most of the large
insurance companies, now, and for some
time past, have been carrying on a large
business in the United States. They are
obliged by the laws of the United States to
make deposits there, and having made those
deposits they are allowed to do business. In
the present state of the money market it
would be almost impossible for them to put
their money out if they did not have such
power.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That provision with
respect to foreign business is in compliance
with the international law that a company
can only do business abroad by courtesy and
not by right, and so whatever restrictions
the foreign country may think fit to impose,
the corporation must conform to.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I do not oppose
the clause. I threw out the suggestion
more to have a discussion on it.

The clause was allowed to stand.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I wish to go back to
section 20, and propose as section 20b, the
following amendment :-

A company nay lend upon its own capital to an
amount not exceeding in the aggregate of all such
loans 10 per cent of the company's paid up permanent
stock, but no such loan shall exceed 80 per cent of the
market price then actually offered for the stock, and
no loan coinpany whatever shall, after the passing of
this Act, except as in this section provided, make any
loan or advance upon the seeurity of any permanent
share or shares of permanent stock of the company

whatever with or without collateral security; pro-
vided, however, that any such loan company may pass
a by-law prohibiting absolutely the loaning to share-
holders upon the security of their stock, or subject to
the limitations contained in this subsection, a by-law
limiting the aggregate amount which may be loaned
on such stook, and it shall not be lawful for any coin-
pany to repeal either of such by-laws until the liabili-
ties of the conipany are discharged.

That is taken from an existing law.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-One of the loan comu-
panies has that already.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes. It was included
in a bill of last year.

The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause as amended was adopted.

On clause 22.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The statement was
made to me by several managers that in
times of stringency they found it easier to
dispose of mortgages on real estate than to
dispose of what are called liquid securities-
that more than 20 per cent would be einbar-
rassing to a company in Toronto and Mon-
treal.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Some companies deal only in real estate, and
not liquid securities.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-They cannot get then-•

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-In
order to avail themselves of the provisions
of this law, the snaller companies would
have to invest at least 20 per cent in these
liquid securities?

Hon. Mr. MILLS--Yes.

lon. Mr. KERR-I have been requested
to call the attention of the company to vhat
has been considered the objectionable char-
acter of this clause, but it has been verY
largely relieved of its objectionable character
by the modification which is now proposed,
reducing the amount from 50 to 20. It lg
thought by some companies that it shOuld
be reduced to 15, but I suppose 20 is con
sidered a fair compromise. Therefore, 1
suppose it is not unreasonable that it shoula
be left at 20.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Would You
regard collateral securities as liquid securitie'
within the meaning of the Act '

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I suppose that 0 u1d
depend a good deal on their character.
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.Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-They are taken
as collateral to real estate security.

lion. Mr. MILLS-That would be per-
Sonal security.

lion. Mr. LOUGHEED-I think col-
lateral personal security, the class of security
covered by section 23, would not be avail-
able for the purpose of meeting those
deposits in case a difficulty were to arise
or a demand made by the depositors. I
think you should go further and exclude
any collateral security of a personal nature
taken as collateral to the real estate security,
because the borrower is entitled to a dis-
Charge of the mortgage the moment it is
Paid off, and consequently the company
cannot count on those securities as per-
Iruanent securities.

Ion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
t does fnot strike me that the law would

Cover that in any way. It seems to me theprovisions of this clause is to compel com-
Pas1ies to hold 20 per cent of a class of
securities which they can dispose of at anytimTe.

lion. Mr. MILLS-And convert intorOney.

"on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
PPosing they hold 20 per cent of Bank of0111lerce, or Bank of Montreal stock, that

a stock that you could convert into money
t One; or suppose you held any other
c,2it would be termed a liquid security,

Putse it is of a character that could be
be "Pon the market and sold. Would that
e considered a liquid security ?

b.10n. Mr. MILLS-It might or might not
bak 81uPPosing a collateral security were
Ftoci stock; if a inan could deposit bank

as a security it ought to count.

1'on. Sir MALCKENZIE BWLVLT-t

would. A borrower may borrow $20,000
upon real estate and may put in bank stock
to the extent of $20,000 as collateral, and
yet you have that bank stock over and above
your real estate security or hypothec, or other
immovables. I think you should add to this
clause such language as would exclude in
that 20 per cent, collateral security of a per-
sonal nature. You have to admit that that
security would not be available to realize
the 20 per cent upon.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Nor do I think it
would be the total assets of the company.
Supposing the company took $10,000 worth
of collateral and the debt was S5,000 they
could not claim to own the $10,000.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-You count the
real estate securities among your assets.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, and so would the
$5,000 indebtedness be an asset, but the
amount beyond the $5,000 in your posses-
sion would not he an asset. You have
an interest in that, and you are en-
titled to hold it for that security, but you
have no proprietory interest until the debt
is overdue.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-But some com-
panies, who may not be in asufficiently strong
financial condition to hold what are known as
liquid securities to meet that twenty per cent
liability, may say, " We have in our bank
liquid bank stocks and other securities.
True, they are only collateral, but will bring
us within the meaning of the clause."

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We might pass the
clause as it is, but it will not prevent its re-
consideration.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Yes; that will
do. I simply ask the Minister of Justice to
consider it. It is susceptible of that con-

hd ot, for this reason; I might be owing struction.
the eOPny$
of atny $100. I might give them $100 Hon. Mr. MILLS-It certainly requires
liqui security which would be called

Would hae if you like, but the companies
'til the -no right to dispose of that stock Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If

agreed to -'me had expired in which I had you loaned a man 85,000 and took security
o pay that debt. on his real estate, and asked him security to

n~oon. Mr. MILLS-Quite so, and it could the extent of $10,000, and lie says, " Verycount Until the debt was overdue. well, I will give you $10,000 in Bank of
Montreal stock," that would be a collateral

shou Mr. LOUGHEED-It certainly security for the fulfilment of the contract,
not, but under clause 23 I think it but would not be available until default in
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the payment of the $5,000. How then
could it be a liquid asset?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not think it
could.

The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause as amended was adopted.

On clause 29.
Hon. Mr. MILLS-A clause has been

suggested to me in place of the one I have
in the bill, and it is perhaps more concise.
This is the clause which has been suggested
to me by a gentleman in Toronto in place of
number 29 in the bill:

The company niay have agencies in any places in
Great Britain or elsewhere for the registration and
transfer of debentures or other stock and for the pro-
secution of any other business of the company.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Is
that a substitute for the whole clause.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes. This suggestion
of the change in the section has grown out
of the proposed changes to permit the com-
panies to do business abroad. If you do
not permit them to do business abroad, the
clause is better as it is. Therefore, I think
I will let that section stand until I decide
whether we will adopt this provision or not.
If we adopt this provision with regard to
loans and the transaction of business abroad,
then the proposed clause would be better
than the clause in the bill. If we do not
confer that power, it is better as it is in the
bill.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED--It seems to me
you should put some limitation on the class
of business so as to prevent the transaction
of business being transferred from the head
office to the agencies.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not think it is
intended to give the company aùother
central office.

The clause was allowed to stand.

On clause 30.
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This is a very broad

clause, freeing them from all trusts.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think that is proper.
I think that is a rule recognized in equity.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It frees them from
all responsibility. I think it is going very
far. Who suggested the clause?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-All the loan com-
panies.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
directors of the Farmers' Loan Company.

Hon. Mr. POWER-You might add a
clause saying that the company would not
be free to disobey any order of the court.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think not. They
would not accept any trust at all if they are
to be responsible for the trustee who bas in-
vested the money in this way. He is the
the party responsible to the cestui que trubt,
and not the company, and so the company
has nothing to do with the matter.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Supposing the cestui
que trust notified the company that they
had lost confidence in the trustee, and gave
them notice to withdraw the trust, under
that clause the cestui que trust might loose
his money.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 31.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
there any provision now to compel 90 per
cent of the capital to be paid up before you
could order the issue of additional stock ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The intention is nOt
to give them the power to issue further stock
until they have disposed of what they have.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
What reason is there, why, if a company ex-
ists and has $100,000 of stock subscribed
and, we will say $50,000 of that is paid Up,
the stockholder is liable, in case of a suit,
for the balance of the stock-what reason 1s
there for declaring that another $100,0 0 0

should not be issued and sold with the under-
standing that 50 per cent of it should be
paid ? I know the Manitoba Loan Companly
issued its stock, but never would permit any
of its stockholders to pay over 25 per cent
of the amount of stock held in the cormpany.
Af ter they had been in business four or five or
six years they increased their capital stock
and allotted it to the stockholders at a cer-
tain preniium. Some did not desire to take
it, and it was put on the general marke4
although there was only 25 per cent requirer
to be paid. They could not do that under
this law.
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, and I do not
think it is desirable.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
What reason is there for it?

lion. Mr. MILLS-There is this reason,
that they have power to issue a certain
amount of stock and to make a certain
amount of capital available, and until they
do issue that amount of stock and until they
do muake that amount of capital available,
there can be no valid reason for a further
!ssue. The issue would be a speculative
issue, and this proposal is not a proposal to
comae to Parliament on every occasion that
tbey desire to call into existence a company,
but it is a provision to clothe the Governor
'eneral in Council with certain powers and
o set out in the statute itself, as much as

POssible, all the franchises which every com-
Pany is to possess. So that it is set out here
that the directors, at any time after 90 per

0ett of the capital stock of the company has
la a subscribed, but not sooner, may by by-

provide for an increase of the capital
Stock of the company. Now, unless you pro-

de some restriction or other, a company
ssight issue ten millions of stock ; they
lXIght issue an indefinite amount. You
place sone limitation upon them, and at the
aaXIt time you give them power to increase
tbe stock under certain conditions, and that
odtion is that they shall utflize the power,

the 8as to the payment of stock and a, to
issue of stock, that they already possess.

MOIIr. SCOTT-At present the whole
serlOUnt of the capital stock must be sub-
ýcribed before any increase can take place:
th1e directors at any tine may, after the whole of

er l)Îtal stock of the company has been taken and
cent Paid thereon, miake a by-law, &c.

APlying this to loan companies, the pro-
il8 More stringent.

e'on Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
Ion be fault of my want of comprehen-

rea ut I do not understand at all the
kliol of the hon. Minister of Justice. I

nglithat when companies go into the
thin larket to borrow, one of the first

arolt that the lender will look at is the
if the u.ue upon the stock subscribed ; and
serie 18 50 per cent of the stock sub-
C'et unpaid, they consider the 50 per
tha ' paid as an additional security to

Whch they receive from the company.

They might take a security upon the mort-
gages which the company held, and then
they reason that if the mortgages will not
realize the amount of the debentures which
they have purchased, then they resort to
the personal liability of each stockholder to
the amount of the stock unpaid, and that
is one of the principal securities which the
lender has. If they consider a company
safer, or rather the money they loan safer,
when it is loaned to a company that has but
50 per cent paid, why this clause would be
a deterrent in the case of borrowing, because
they would say, "there is only 10 per cent
of personal liability on the part of the stock-
holders." The moment you have fully paid
up your stock you are no longer respon-
sible for debts of the company, unless you
have done what they did in the Farmers'
Loan Company-that which is unlawful. I
do not particularly object to it, however.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-None of the loan com-
panies have taken exception to it, and some
thirty odd companies have approved of it.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I
an excellent provision myself.

think it is

Hon. Mr. POWER-I should like to see
what the exact meaning of this clause is. It
reads:

The directors, at any time after 90 per cent of the
capital stock has been subscribed and 90 per cent
thereof paid in, &c.

What does " thereof " apply to? Does it
apply to the whole or to the 90 per cent?
Suppose the stock isS 100,000. They would
have to subscribe $90,000 of the stock and
pay up $81,000. Is that the contention?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Would it not be
wiser, in order to remove any doubt, to say
90 per cent of the stock paid in, because
" thereof " may be construed to mean 90 per
cent of the capital stock.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think " thereof"
cannot refer to any but the one thing, 90
per cent of the stock rubscribed.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Reading it over, I
cannot satisfy myself as to which of the two
sums is applied, and other people may be in
the same position. What is the objection
to saying "such subscribed stock "?
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think the phrase is
more concise as it is.

The clause was adopted.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE, from the committee,
reported that they had made some progress
with the bill and asked leave to sit again.

PENITENTIARY ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the second read-
ing of Bill (R) " An Act further to amend
the Penitentiary Act." He said :-I stated
on the introduction of this bill the changes
and amendments that were intended to be
made by it to the Penitentiary Act. In the
first place, there was power to alter the
penitentiary districts so as to permit the
sending of convicts to a penitentiary that
might be nearer to them than the peniten-
tiary in the province to which, under the
law as it now stands, they would be obliged
to be committed. I also provide in this bill
for an amendment as to the salaries of the
officers by Governor in Council by clause 2.
Then, by clause 3 it is proposed that any
convict sentenced to the penitentiary shall
be deemed to be in the custody of the warden
of the penitentiary immediately upon such
sentence, and the sheriff, or other officer in
whose custody he then is, shall, upon receiv-
ing a receipt therefor, deliver up the said
convict together with a copy of the sentence
taken froin the minutes of the court and
certified by a judge, &c. At present these
convicts in the North-west are confined in
the jails at Prince Albert and Regina, and
this bill takes power to commit them to the
penitentiary. There is power given in clause
4 to the warden or deputy warden. The
deputy shall, ex ofiicio, have the power and
authority of a justice of the peace, and every
keeper and guard of the penitentiary shall
have the authority of a constable. That
provision is, I think, desirable. Then sec-
tion 62 of the Act is hereby repealed alto-
gether. Section 69 is almost the same as
section 62. They are duplications. One
provides for a penalty of $40, and the other
for a penalty of $100, and one or the other
should disappear from the Act, as they both
undertake t% deal in a large measure with
this same subject. One or the other is un-
necessary, and we thought on the whole it
was better that section 62 should disappear.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is the higher penalty.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, the lower penalty.
Then it deals with the transfer of officers
from one penitentiary to another. Section
7, as explained the other day, provides for
the removal of insane persons from the peni-
tentiary. Sometimes men are confined for
a considerable period in the lunatic asylum,
and they are discharged. They commit some
offence against the law and advised to plead
guilty, and do plead guilty. If their case
was contested, the evidence would disclose
the fact that they are insane and not re-
sponsible for what they have done, but it is
not brought out. They are sent to the peni-
tentiary and they are no sooner there than
it becomes obvious to the officers of the peni-
tentiary that they are insane. We take
power to discharge those persons and tO
notify the Attorney General of the province
within which such insane convict was con-
victed by warrant under his hand, and direct
the removal of such insane convict froin the
penitentiary to the jail or other place of
confinement from which such insane convict
came to the penitentiary, and such warrant
shall be sufficient authority to the warden
or other officer of the penitentiary.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Do you propose tO
send the unfoîtunate man back to the jailI

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We will send hifi
back to where the local authorities can
assume the responsibility of dealing with
him. We do not wish that, in any pro-
vince, the insane shall be unloaded, so .to
speak, and made a charge upon the Donul'
ion. There are proper institutions in every
province where such persons can be cared
for, and it is much better they should be
under provincial control, and in institutinls
created specially for the purpose of takinfg
care of them, than that they should be
sent to the penitentiary and brought in col-
tact with the most lawless and unscrupous
class of the population.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Why not trans-
fer them to those local institutions at once

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We have not the
power. We cannot, by any measure we pas
here, say to the local legislature, or loca
lunatic asylum, that they must take charge o
this particular party. Ail we can do is t"
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Put him back from where he was taken Senate to consider, and a question for
and placed in our custoly, and allow them Parliament to consider, whether they should
týO do as they please with him. divest themselves of the power which they

now have under the statute, and place it all
rulond r cin the hands of the government. I shall not

him back to the jail. detain the Senate just now, but I shall call

lion. Mr. MILLS-Better than to let
him go at large.

lion. Mr. McMILLAN-Oh, certainly,
but they may be a long time in jail, because
very often the asylums are not prepared to
take them, for the want of room, and parti-
enlarly with applicants ot that description it
Would be diticult to attend to them, and
Ulnder some circumstances they will have to
relmain in jail for a long time. I have known
Of lunatics being in our jail for four or five
raonths.

brion. Mr. MILLS-I dare say that maybe so, and all that is necessary is that thelocal authorities should make further pro-
.ision than what they have at the presenttile, but certainly we cannot be expected to

take charge of lunatics, and if a man is auntic at the time he has committed an
o mence, clearly he was not guilty within the

annig of the law, although his liability to
"f'mflit the offence was not disclosed at the
ine he was put upon his trial. Clause 8, I
% explained when the bill was before the

1OU.se.

on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
eOtiee that by clause 2 you repeal section 6

i apter 42 of the Statutes of 1895. That
rhPlY means the repeal of the sectionWhih regulates the salaries of the different

te s in the penitentiary, running from
h Warden down to the teamster, and giv-

fil the Power to the Governor in Council toLn 411these salaries irrespective of Parlia-
t altogether. The law, as it stands uponthe lttt-o

salartute-book now, declares what the
s.lar.! of wardens shall be, and also the
8eltes Of officers in the different depart-
94esti You repeal that and leave the
in e n exclusively with the Governor
o ouncil. It seems to me the tendency
Partr legislation just now-and more
i tolarly by the present government-
thei' concentrate all the power within
patr es, particularly that which affects

Shichnage. This is a matter, however,
"e ar-e can discuss more freely when

the are in Committee of the whole. At
ame time, it is a question for the

attention to clause No. 8, which deals with
the retirement of officers. It provides for
paying a gratuity to an officer who is en-
titled to a gratuity before he has become a
member of the civil service. If he becomes
a member of the civil service, then the min-
ister is enabled under this law to pay him
the gratuity to which lie would be entitled,
and also the amount which he would be
entitled to receive under the Superannua-
tion Act. That is open to considerable
abuse, as I will point out to my hon. friend.
A man might be entitled to a gratuity, and
he might be promoted and serve in the posi-
tion to which he is promoted for a sufficient
length of time to enable him to retire under
a superannuation. This gives the power to
the government, or the minister, to place
him on the superannuation list, and give
him the sum to which he would be entitled
under that law. It also gives him the

1 power, if I understand it, of granting to that
officer a gratuity in addition to the superan-
nuation. That might lead to abuse. A man
might be entitled to $2,000 gratuity. He
might have a salary of $3,000, as the case
might be. He might be a deputy head at
$3,200, and if he served ten years in that
position, he would then be entitled to twenty
per cent of his salary as a retiring allowance
during his life, in addition to the gratuity.
I do not say that the minister would give it,
but, as I understand the clause, it would
give him the power to do it. However, we
can discuss it more fully in committee.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
see if it only applies to penitentiary officers.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That makes no difference. It applies to a
penitentiary official who is entitled to a
gratuity, and who is promoted to another
office. That places him under the provisions
of the Civil Service Act, and what I have
stated is correct.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I do not under-
stand that my hon. friend, in introducing
this bill, has given any reason for the very
sweeping change in the second clause of it
to which my hon. friend has just referred,
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with regard to the power being vested in the
government of the day to fix the salaries of
officials. I find, by referring to the Act of
1895, which this bill proposes to amend in
this respect, that it includes a very long list
of important officers where the salaries range
at present from $500 to $2,000, including
wardens, accountants, surgeons, chaplains,
school-masters, hospital overseer, store-keep-
er, matron, assistant matron, engineer and
machinist, fireman, messengers. Then another
list of officers under the head of police, police
wardens, chief keepers, keepers, guards,
temporary police and chief in the industrial
department, the chief trade instructor and
teamster, all this class of officers in all the
penitentiaries.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That was an innova-
tion at the time that the Act was adopted.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I desire to hear
some explanation, because, however, it came
to be so, all this has been settled by statute.
It is proposed now to take all the fixing of
the salaries of all these officials out of the
Act and give the power simply to the Gov-
ernor General in Council to make the change.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Where it formerly
had been and where the hon. gentleman will
see it is paid out of the penitentiary appro-
priation. That bas always been the practice,
and is the practice still. But the limitation
fixed by that statute has been found ex-
tremely inconvenient, and in some cases ex-
tremely embarrassing. If the hon. gentle.
man will compare the salary mentioned in
the bill with the salary paid before, he will
find very many of them are much less.
Take chaplains' salaries, they are all below
what they were before, and all below what
is paid in the United States or in England.
I had a deputation from Montreal and else-
where with regard to that class of officers.
Then, with regard to many of the others, we
have been unable to keep some of our officers
at Kingston, because they said they were un-
able to pay their household expenses upon
the salaries allowed them. Some of them
have resigned in consequence, and we must
be in a position to employ competent men in
an institution where there is great danger
to life and very great danger of disorder. If
my hon. friend will look at the report I
brought down to-day, he will see that the
expenses of the penitentiaries are a great
deal more than $100,000 less than they

were four or five years ago, and as we pro-
pose to pay these expenses out of the appro-
priation made, I do not think that it is an
unreasonable discretion, because that dis-
cretion is always subject to review by Par-
liament, and whatever is done may be asked
for by Parliament and subject to its scrutiny.
Some men are worth more than others, and
so it is very important that we should have
a f reer hand than we have at the present
time.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is a good argument to justify the change
in the law. Let Parliament know what you
are going to do before you do it yourself, but
it is understood that this matter will be
thoroughly discussed in committee.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Hear, hear.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
And that we do not affirm the principle of
the bill in adopting the second reading.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Not of that clause.
The motion was agreed to, and the bill was

read the second time.

SECOND READING.

Bill (84) " An Act respecting the Quebec,
Montmorency and Charlevoix Railway Cou"
pany."-(Mr. Landry.)

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (4) " An Act to incorporate the Can'
adian Plate Glass Insurance Company."'
(Mr. Ogilvie.)

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, 22nd June, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

CONTRACTS FOR SUPPLIES FOB
GOVERNMENT FORCES IN

YUKON.
INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY inquired of
The government if they have recently let anY

tracts for beef or other supplies for the govern
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forces in the Yukon district ? If not. are they now
negotiating for such supplies? And if so, are they
advertising for public tenders for the same?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am advised by the
departmient that no contracts have recently
been let for beef. Tenders were invited in
February last for groceries and other pro-
Viions. Contracts were awarded upon
receipt of the tenders, viz., in April, and
the supplies are now on route to the Yukon.
The matter of the beef supply is under the
conideration of the department.

LA BANQUE DU PEUPLE BILL.

MOTION.

lion. Mr. McMILLAN moved:

JThat it be an instruction to the Conmittee on
Cnking and Commerce, to which has been referred

d No. 6, intituled: "An Act respecting La Banque
du euple," that the said committee, before present-
dl %ny report upon said bill, shall require the

Irectors of said bank to furis for the nforation
of the committee:-

1A full and clear statement in detail, verified by
thttory declaration, accounting for the shrinkage in

e- assets of the said bank in the period from lst
eh, 1895, to the date of the suspension of payment

Verithe bank. And likewise a similar statement,
sh -ed by statutory declaration, accounting for the
th ke in the assets f rom the date of suspension to

2 tune, 1899.
eo. ful and clear statement in detail of the

18bihiles of the ban k as tbey stood on lst June last,
Val Made by two disinterested and competent

3 A tto beappointed by said committee.
ajQ A tatutory declaration by two disinterested

eoc' T Petent valuators to be appointed by the said
ba i'ttee of the present value of the assets of the

sk disposed of.

R1e said :-I may say, as hon. gentlemen
re aware, that this bill is before the Com-

onBanking and Commerce. We
tard parties for and against this bill, anddeferreci consideration of it until a future

• Por the information of the commit,.
hee Wish to get what I am asking for

in order that they may be able to come
O proper decision with regard to this bill.&l bon

Ol- gentlemen are aware, the object of
b lto relieve the directors of this bank,

• gving them the assets of the bank on
ta. Paying in a certain amount, and under

g to pay off the liabilities. What the
ple1t a8sets of the bank are, and what the
tion iabilities are, we are not in a posi-to- y

nto judge for we have only the state-
r4et Of theAueh - ese gentlemen, and they are very

re interested, from the fact that they are
thi eileto the creditors of that bank. I
the i S in the interests of the public, in

teterest of Canada and in the interest of

every one-and there are a number of hon.
gentlemen in this House who are connected
with banks and are interested iii the bank-
ing institutions of Canada-that nothing
improper should be covered over by such
legislation as is before us in connection with
this bank. It is in the interest of the
country that no relief should be given to
men who did not discharge the trusts that
were given to them. This bank is in a
peculiar position. The parties connected
with the bank have had no means to reach
the directors. They had notthepowertobring
the directors from year to year to task with
regard to the affairs of the bank, and there-
fore, all these things were kept secret and
were beyond the knowledge of parties inter-
ested. At the annual meeting, about three
months before the suspension of payment by
this bank, they issued to the shareholders a
report which I will read and which, on the
face of it, will satisfy hon. gentlemen that
there must be something radically wrong,
scmething beyond the natural amount of
stealing-if I may use the expression-that
there must have been embezzlement con-
nected with the bank of which the people
are not aware. On the first day of March,
1895, the directors issued the following
statement to the shareholders. I shall read
it, because I want to have it on record :

The directors beg to submit to the shareholders the
statement of the affairs of this bank for the year end-
ing, 28th February, 1895.

The net profits of the year after providing for all
bad and doubtful debts and deducting cost of manage-
ment, amount to $114,280.18.

Out of this sum we have paid dividends at the rate
of seven per cent per annum amounting to $84.000,
and placed to the credit of profit and loss 30,280.18.

The business of the bank, both at the head office
and branches, is steadily progressing and the number
of current accoints annually increasing.

We find that the convenience afforded to the public
by the local branches is appreciated and form a
valuable aid in the maintenance of the bank's relations
with clients, in the outlying parts of the city.

It is the desire of the directors to employ the
bank's resources as fully as possible m the locality
whence they are derived, so as to assist in every
legitimate way the commercial and agricultural inter-
ests of the country.

All our agencies have been thoroughly inspected
during the year, and we notice a large increase in the
volume of transactions; they are working very satis.
factory.

We are happy to bear sincere testimony to the
industry and attention displayed by the officers of the
general staff and branches, in the conduct of the affairs
of this institution, and fully appreciate their efforts in
assistin your board to promote the best interests of
the ban .

The whole respectfully submitted.
J. GRENIER,

MONTREAL, 1st March, 1895.
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In the first or second week of the month
of July following, this bank suspended pay-
ment-about three and a half months after
issuing that statement which showed large
earnings for that year. It had a paid-up
capital of $1,200,000, a reserve fund of
8600,000-50 per cent of the capital-and a
profit and loss account of $42,876 beyond
those dividends that were paid that year.
From the statement which I have read this
was one of the best banks, perhaps, in
Canada, and f rom the fact that it was a bank
in which the shareholders were not responsible
on the double liability clause in the Banking
Act, it was sought as a place to invest money
safely, particularly by trustees of funds be-
longing to widows, orphans and such parties.
They were ail misled by this statement
issued by the directors. What are the facts ?
To-day they come to us and say we can only
pay 45 cents on the balance of the 50 cents
unpaid to the depositors, but we will under-
take to do so upon the condition that we re-
ceive the assets of the bank and make up the
45 per cent and pay the balance out of our
own pocket. The bill says:

And whereas the said directors have offered to pay
forty-five cents on the dollar upon the balance due at
the tinie of said offer; and whereas it is represented
that the said offer is in excess of what could be realized
by a liquidation of the assets of the said bank, includ-
ing therein the securities given by certain of the
directors; and whereas, after considering the offer of
the said directors.

It was decided that they should apply to
Parliament to relieve the directors of their
responsibility. Now they come before us
and say, And whereas the said directors
have offered in consideration of paying off
the depositors, &c., only the 45 cents, they
want to be relieved with the understanding
that they will get the assets. It is only
reasonable, just and fair that this House
should direct the committee to ascertain
what these liabilities and assets are before
reporting on this bill. It has been always
a principle in this House, as far as such
legislation is concerned, that a party coming
to seek relief ought to cone with clean hands,
or to be in a position to show that his record
is of such a character as to entitle him to
the relief he seeks. In the case before us
there is certainly a cloud hanging over the
statements furnished by these gentlemen to
the House and to the country, sufficient to
make one suspicious and to make the country
suspicious that things are not all right. I
think, in justice to all parties concerned,

the directors ought to furnish such a satis-
factory statement of the affairs of the bank
to the House as would relieve them of the
suspicion that there was anything wrong.
I could, of course, go into figures to show to
lion. gentlemen how suspicious they look
-how bad the statement looks, but I will
await the receipt of those details from a
satisfactory source, and will then take
occasion to comment upon them. In the
meantime, I want to state this publicly
so that it will be known; I have taken
occasion to consult a good authority upon
the question which came up before the com-
nittee. It is generally supposed that the

directors are not at ail now, through lapse
of time, responsible to the shareholders. I
have obtained a very good opinion on the
subject, and it is to the effect that they are
not relieved of their responsibility if they
ever were responsible to the shareholders.
Of course, they are responsible to the share-
holders for any balance that may be in their
hands after the depositors are paid that is
clear enough, or for anything they have done
in the way of misappropriating the funds of
the bank ; but the position I take is this,
that the fact of giving an extension to the
directors two years ago to pay the depositors
does not count in the time since the bank's
suspension, but only to the first of May last,
and if the shareholders ever had any claim
against the directors it is just as good now
as it was a few weeks after the suspension
of the bank. I am of the opinion, from the
situation of the affair at present, that the
shareholders will never get anything; but
this law-it does not matter whether they
get anything or not-seeks to deprive thenm
of any chance and excludes them from parti-
cipating in any advantage that the laws Of
the country may give them with respect tO
this bill. For these reasons I ask that this
House direct the committee to obtain the
evidence which is certainly necessary before
the committee can come to a proper con-
clusion with regard to the affairs of this bank.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-This is a reasonable
request, so far as the information sought iS
concerned. I do not know whether there are
any parties interested in the bill here to.daY,
and they might, perhaps if they were presen
give some explanation. I do not know
whether the hon. senator who bas been Pro-
moting the bill might be able to point out
some objection to the resolution. It is 
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an unreasonable proposition if there is ade-
lquate time. Whether it might have the
effect of throwing the measure over for the
session or not, I cannot say. The chairman
of the committee might be better able to say.
. here was a good deal of information given
I the committee, and it might be that if
they require all that is asked for in this
'botiOn, the measure could not be put
through this session.

lion. Mr. ALLAN-It is impossible for
'ne to say what the effect of that resolution
1'ight be. The fullest opportunity was
given to those who were opposed to the bill
and those who were in favour of it at the
1neetings of the committee, and the matter
had been postponed in order to meet the
conlvenience of gentlemen who were inter-
ested in the bill from day to day, and it still
stands in the way. The feeling of the com-

ttee,. at the last adjournment, was very
ong '1 indeed that they at least required an

thdePendent valuation of the assets which
e bank was supposed to have, and other

tfOrmation which was not before them atthatime.

On Mr. MIL LS-And that informationthink the parties promised to produce.

1n. Mr. ALLAN-Yes; there was a
'blrt of half promise, but nothing more.

Themotion was agreed to.

fIC ARRANGEMENTS WITH
GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY

COMPANY.
MOTION.

ed. n-Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL mov-

a humble Address be presented to His Ex-Ceçltle Governor General ; praying that His Ex-
nate il cause to be laid on the Table of the

tra% Y and ail supplemental agreements and
partngemientsentered into between the Railway

SoInn U.t of Canada and the Grand Trunk Railwayinto ty, in connection with the contract entered
the een the aforesaid parties for the extension of

thrcOlonial Railway to the city of Montreal.
lie mnotion was agreed to.

A QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE.

tr "' Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Be-
tca e orders of the day are called, I wish

Very- attention to a little matter. It is not
an I Portant, but being an old newspaper

yot inclined to find fault with what

a newspaper says of me. I find no faultin this
case. It is simply the fault of the reporter.
The Globe of yesterday says:

Sir Mackenzie Bowell said that the Globe had de-
nounced a member of the Senate as an unmitigated
liar.

In the Globe editorial it also says:
Sir Mackenzie Bowell said the Globe described a

member of the Senate as an unmitigated liar. If this
statement was ever made by the Globe it must have
been a long time ago and the provocation must have
been very great.

And thenit claims the statute of limitation,
if it ever made such a statement. I desire
to say that I did not utter that expression.
The expression I used was that the Globe
had denounced a member of the Commons
as an unmitigated liar; and I find on look-
ing at the official records by our own report-
ers that they have reported the exact words
I used.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-If I may trespass on
the time of the House I should like to give
an explanation with reference to the same
article, in which it is stated that I said that
the Toronto Globe spoke of the Senate as a
body of idiots. To the best of my recollec-
tion-and I confirmed it by referring to the
reporter's notes-what I said was that we
had been described in the Globe as a body
of old idiots! The fact of the matter is, that
at one time the Globe was in the habit of in-
serting in its columns almost every week, ex.
tracts not very complimentary to the
Senate from various local newspapers in
the province, and this not very flatter-
ing description of members of this body
was one of these. I perhaps ought to have
been careful to have said that it was not
a Globe editorial. But the House will remem-
ber, the discussion was really scarcely serious
at the time. We were half in joke, trying
to find a definition for the word " scurrilous "
which was in the minister's amendment to
the Criminal Code, and that perhaps must
be my apology for not being more exact in
my language. I did not charge the Globe
with having so spoken of us theniselves, but
they certainly republished articles in which
we were so described.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
had reference to an editorial.

DELAYED RETURNS.
INQUIRY.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
should like to ask when I may expect that re-
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turn I called for two or three months ago in
reference to the correspondence between the
local governments and this government in re-
ference to the question of the passage of a
law permitting an elector who has been
Qmitted from the voter's list to be placed
thereon, and visa versa. I may say I am a
little more anxious on account of the state-
ments which I have seen in the western
papers as to what is going on at the present
in Manitoba, in reference to what is familiarly
termed stuffing of the voter's list, by adding
some of the Galicians who have lately come
to this country, and the statement is made
publicly in the press giving five or six differ-
ent divisions in the one constituency in which
people have been placed upon the list, with-
out giving their naines, who have no right
there, and it appears that they complain that
they have no right of appeal. I do not
desire to occupy the time of the House, but
I might also state that I have an extract
from the Winnipeg Free Press, which every
one knows has always been a supporter of
the Liberal party, in which it complains very
bitterly of the conduct of the officials in
connection with the preparation of these
lists. I may say, however, that the extract
was prior to the assumption to the editorial-
ship of the gentleman who now controls it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I may say to the hon.
gentleman that perhaps I am at fault in not
calling to the attention of my colleagues the
statement made by hon. friend a short time
ago on this subject. I shall endeavour not
to forget it again, and to bring it under the
attention of my colleagues, so that whatever
correspondence there is may be in the hon
gentleman's hands. With regard to Man-
itoba, I have only to remind my hon. friend
that there is a provision for an appeal to the
county judge there, and that the rule to
which he refers is therefore not a rule which
would 'be specially applicable in the case of
Manitoba.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
will take this opportunity to bring under
the notice of the Senate what the law is at
a future time, but I would like to remind
my hon. friend that he has made this same
speech five or six times.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Oh, no.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-We
will say four times.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The hon. gentleman promised the House to
bring this under the notice of his colleagues
three or four times. I do not know when he
proposes to do it. If he would permit me
to suggest, he should take a note, and if he
could not do that, he should tie a little
string around his finger, as I used to do
when I was a boy.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I never had any ne-
cessity for a string.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
am very much inclined to think that it
would be an absolute necessity to put a
string on every finger, if I am to judge by
the results of this motion. I do not desire
to discuss this question at any length, but
it does seem to me that it must strike hon.
gentlemen present as a most extraordinarY
thing that it should require three or four
months to bring down three or four letters.
There could not be more than three or four
certainly-a simple letter to each of the pro-
vincial premiers, recommending them to do
what the government promised they would
do, and here we are at the end of three
months, and the hon. Minister of Justice
tells us he will bring the matter to the
attention of his colleagues. I will have tO
submit to that, because I cannot get anY
more. He will not be annoyed, I a
sure, if I jog his memory in reference to this
matter.

THE INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY
EXTENSION TO MONTREAL.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
should like to ask, also, when we are to hav
the return to which I called my hon. friend's
attention the other day. The hon. gentIe
man on my right (Mr. Ferguson) int'
mated to the House that all the informnation
for which we asked had been laid before u8,
except that called for by the fourth para
graph of the motion I made on the 22ndO
May. The hon. gentleman took a noteo
it before. The information wanted is:

The amount of the earnings and working exP®
of the Drummond County Railway from the tn
its being first worked in connection with the Int0
lonial Railway to the 31st of March, 1899.

I know that the statement was made by
the hon. gentleman that that informatioln
could not be given.
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lion. Mr. SCOTT-Hear, hear.

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I should like to call the attention of the hon.
gentleman to the promises which were made
at that time. If he will turn to page 808
Of the official reports of this House for 1897,
he will find Sir Oliver Mowat used this
language-

lon. Mr. SCOTT-I read the reports
over after the hon. gentleman gave me the
Page. I read over what Sir Oliver Mowat
said.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
What has the hon. gentleman to say about
it l

Ilon. Mr. SCOTT-Sir Oliver Mowat
assuimed that they could make up a state-
reK1t of that kind, and on inquiry from

lessrs. Pottinger and Schreiber they said it
W48 absolutely impossible, that they could
not do it.

lion. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The
Will not pass till it is brought down.

sihn. Mr SCOTT-The accounts wereathey had been in years past. No changes
*ftt made.

non. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-No
rummraond County till that comes down.

on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
*on0 ld like to call the attention of the hon.

b man to the evidence which was given
D eputy Minister of Railways, Mr.

liPiber, before the committee of the
of Commons.

n.Mr. SCOTT-I read that today.

I on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
ai: 5 jit to the hon. gentleman again, I

it has had very little effect upon
e want also to lay before the House

ams which were sent by Mr.
r. Perhaps the hon. gentleman has

Mr. SCOTT-No.

l nir MACKENZ1E BOWELL-Mr.
'Sars of When the investigation into the

ra the Drummond County Railway
t4 de ing asked if the statement which
Q0uji,,PntY miniter had made before the

28 as a statement of the amount of

traffic on the Drummond County Railway
from the 1st to the 31st March, 1898, both
inclusive. Then he gives the exhibit as fol-
lows :

The through freight.......... $18,867 39
Local freight................ 11,963 36
Through passengers.......... 7,371 83
Local passengers....... ..... 6,513 46

Making a total of .. .. . . .. $44,716 04

Then the question *as put to him: "You
have not got the working expenses ?" And
he says: "No, I have not." He is asked:
" How do you apportion the amount of the
Drummond County Railway through rates?"
And he says : " That is determined on the
mileage basis, I think." He is asked: "The
same as for passengers l" And he answers:
" It must be so; that is the only way to do
it." What we understand by the mileage
basis is this: If an arrangement be made
between two railway companies for the
carrying of frieght f rom one point of the
country to another, say from Chicago to
Halifax, a shorter line, assuming the Drum-
mond County Railway is a separate line,
being so much shorter in proportion to that
portion of the railway between Chicago and
Montreal, and Quebec and Montreal, they
are allowed an additional mileage, and the ar-
rangement is to pay upon what is termed con-
struction mileage. So that if the short road
over which the trafic bas to pass is only 100
miles, while the other is 1,000, the shorter
line may be allowed in the division of the
profits 125 or 150 miles, I do not know the
proportion, but I know that is the basis on
which it is done. That is what Mr. Schreiber,
I have no doubt, meant, when he spoke of a
mileage proportion. If you turn to page 154
you will find that Mr. Pottinger telegraphed
to Mr. Schreiber on the 13th of May, in re-
ply to an inquiry made by the department.
He says:
C. ScHREIBER, Esq.,

Ottawa.
No freight charge for material for Drummond

county Railway construction or equipment entered
into the earnings of Montreal extension for March as

r statement sent you. It covered earnings from
ight for the public only.

That was to show exactly what the rail-
way earned without including f reight which
it carried over it for the construction of its
own road. Then, on the same day, he
telegraphed to Mr. Schrieber again as
follows:-

Information respecting April traffe (I call special
attention to this), over Montreal extension cannot be
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given until the 2nd or 3rd June, after the April
accounts have heen made up. Material carried for
-the railway does not enter into earnings.

Now, there is a positive and distinct
admission by Mr. Pottinger to the deputy
head of the department that that informa-
tion can be furnished, only it will take
some time to prepare it. The officials of the
Railway Department, when the governinent
were asking Parliament to pass the bill
authorizing the purchase of the Drummond
County Railway, and the entrance into a
lease with the Grand Trunk Railway from
Ste. Rosalie to Montreal, laid a statement
before the House giving an estimate made
by the officials of the department of the
number of passengers and the freight that
they expected would be carried over that
road. If they could make an approximate
estimate prior to obtaining possession of the
railway, surely they ought to be able to tell
the House and country what the actual
freight and passenger traffic was. The
statement laid before the House, as stated
by my hon. friend to my right:

When the matter came before the House, my hon.
friend, the leader of the House (that is Sir O. Mowat)
"submitted a statement signed by both Mr. Schrei-
ber and Mr. Pottinger which differed materially from
that "-(that is from the statement which bad been
made by my hon. friend opposite.) It differed in the
matter of carrying passengere, and very much in the
freight. In the one the alleged increase in the pas.
sengers to be carried was 630,000, while in the other
it was 230,000.

Hon. Mr. Scott corrected him by saying
228,000. Here is a statement laid before
the House of the approximate business that
could be done on the road, and if they could
do that before they got control of the line,
it is a marvel to me that they could not do
it after they got control of it. Then I find
that Sir Oliver Mowat, in reference to this
very question, in the discussion on the 28th
of J une, spoke as follows :_

The Minister of Railways yesterday made a state-
ment about another matter as to which this Flouse has
taken considerable interest. I daresay hon. gentle-
men have seen it, but I read it now for the purpose
of endorsing it as government leader of the Senate.

Then I asked him if it was the statement
that I had seen in the Citizen. He replied :

The statement has reference to the vote for 8100,000
for purchasing rolling stock for the Intercolonial
Railway.

Then he quotes what Mr. Blair said, as
follows :-

Since the item passed the committee he had gone
over the matter again, and as the original programme

for a 99 years lease had fallen through, and the
estimiate of $100,000 was leased on that proposal,
according to the estimate furnished him by his officers,
he had concluded to reduce the vote for additional
rolling stock by $50,000, making the vote $50,000.
He assured the House that no portion of the money
would be used in purchasing the roling stock of the
Drummond County Railway.

It will be in the recollection of members
of the Senate, who were present at the time,
that I asked that question particularly,
whether it was intended to buy that old
rolling stock, and the hon. leader of the
House at that time, Sir Oliver Mowat,
declared it was not the intention and also
quoted from the speech made by the Minis-
ter of Railways, in conformation of his state-
ment. Then Sir Oliver Mowat proceeds as
follows :-

Representing this government here I endorse that
statement. I should like to say further, though it is
only repeating in substance what I said a few days
a8o, with regard to the 8157,500 asked for the rental
of the two pieces of road belonging respectively to the
Grand Trunk Railway Company and the Drummond
County Railway Company, that this amount is only
wanted for a tentative purpose, to ascertain by eX-
periment the effect of nine months operating the road
as part of the Intercolonial Railway, and with a view
to be in a situation to consider more satisfactorily a
permanent connection with Montreal by some other
means, whether those spoken of heretofore or someO
other.

Now I hold, and I think I am right in
drawing the deductions from that stat-
ment and similar statements which can be
found on four other pages of this debate, that
the intention as declared by the Minister of
Railways, and confirmed by the minister
who led this House, the then Minister of
Justice, that the government asked for that
amount of money for the purpose of enabling
them to test the earning capacity of that
portion of the road which they were aboUt
acquiring; and to ascertain, in addition tO
that, the expense which would be incurred
in running this western section of what WO
to be, when acquired, the Intercolonial RI"
way. He uses that expression over and
over again, that it was a tentative operation
adopted for the purpose, the Senate haviflg
rejected the bargain, of ascertaining whether
they would be justified in carrying out t'e
policy which the government had laid before
Parliament, or, as Sir Oliver Mowat saY5i
adopting "some other means." How. d'a
they cone to the conclusion that it '0
impossible to state what they have ean
on that section of the road I The Secretalr
of State says he was informed by Mr. pt-
tinger and Mr. Schreiber that it was iJ3Pn'
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fible to do it. If it is impossible for themn
to do it, those gentlemen have probably, un-
der instructions, deliberately kept the books
SO that it cannot be done.

Hlon. Mr. SCOTT-Shame!

Hlon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
saY railway men, who have been working
railways for years and years, assert that
8uch a statement can be made, and that the
books should be kept, and no doubt are kept,
'l such a way as to judge how much freight
has been delivered over the Drummond
COUnty section of the Intercolonial Railway
't Montreal, and the number of tickets sold
tO the passengers, even those that come froin
the west, that have passed over it. I do
r1Ot Say that much of this freight, neither do

S&y that many passengers would not have
gone over the road, but they could have
8hee on the Canadian Pacific Railway or
thé Grand Trunk Railway, and taken the
f rolonial at Lévis, opposite Quebec,

e maritime provinces. I do not wish
La anything that might be considered

I'hbut I say it is a fraud, if that is not
nohard a word, uponthe community to sayto

the People of this country, when they are
ed to add to its present indebtedness

e ou of about $7,000,000 for all time
moIce , that they cannot tell us what the

aveiiogs of this line have been while they
the had the road in their possession. If
th government are desirous of having this
hvotebecoue law, and confirmed by the solemn

of both branches of Parliament, and
th e it is in the interests of the country,
to should be prepared to give all the in-

ev 1tion that can possibly be obtained,

poit takes two months of their em-

Shoj time to prepare it. That is the view
8 h of it, and think it is the opinion that
are.d by the people of this country. We
saincurring, if we put this bill on the
a"te-books, an additional indebtedness of
"itou $7,000,000, and we are asked to do it
th out the information which the leader of
of the emnt in this House and the head
et department, at the time they were

teng into the arrangement, said was only
whethee or with a view of ascertaining
ther, after a year's experience in running

arl?, ' they would be justified in asking
e ent again to confirm the two arrange-

ir4teey had made, or obtain an entrance

"eP.at thtreli by some other means. I
2he language used by Sir Oliver

Mowat. I have no desire, speaking person-
ally, and I my quite sure no member of
the Senate has any desire, to throw any
stumbling block in the way of doing that
which they believe to be in the interests of
the country.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Hear, hear.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The hon. gentleman says hear, hear, iron-
ically, I suppose.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, ironically.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
can tell the hon. gentleman that the mem-
ber who is speaking and the gentlemen who
surround him are just as patriotic and as
desirous of enhancing the interests of the
country as the hon. gentleman is him-
self, and much more so. I am speaking
from a thorough and full conviction of
what I believe to be right, and just so
long as the government refuse legiti-
mate information which both Houses of Par-
liament are entitled to, they must take the
responsibility if they do not accomplish what
they desire.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
is extremely unfair in misleading the House,
as he has been doing during the last half
hour. The government have withheld no
information that it was possible to lay before
Parliament. The bon. gentleman has asked
for the particular amount to be credited to
the extension of the road to Montreal. His
motion was sent to the department, and I
gave the hon. gentleman the answer made
by the officers in charge. What the Parlia-
ment and the people of Canada want to
know, is what are the advantages to the
Intercolonial Railway of the extension to
Montreal. Does any business flow over the
extension to Montreal? We did not buy it
for the local traffic between Ste. Rosalie and
Bonaventure station, we bought it because
it was going to give the Intercolonial Rail-
way access to a city of 250,000, the princi-
pal market of Canada. We know that all
railways seek important centres of traffic.
The traffic of this country centres in the
city of Montreal. It is the outlet of the
canal system-the point where the Canadian
Pacific Railway, which traverses the con-
tinent, has its headquarters. The Grand
Trunk Railway Company also have their
headquarters in Montreal. What this
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House and the country ought to know is loss, as in the former year, there is a gain
what has been the effect of bringing the of some sixty thousand odd dollars-a gain
Intercolonial Railway into the city of Mon- larger than the aggregate gains since it was
treal. When this House is informed that opened. 1 have answered a statement
the advantage has been upwards of three or which was rost misleading and most unfair.
four hundred thousand dollars a year to I ar surprised the hon. gentleman would
the Intercolonial Railway over all charges,,put his case as he did, refiecting on the
they should be satisfied. A statement was officers of the department. I ar quite sure
asked for, of the comparative returns fror Mr. Pottinger and Mr. Schreiber have no
July to March, or as far as it can be brought iuterest in keeping back information. 1
down this year, as between the years end- went out of the way in order to get ail the
ing March, 1899, and March, 1898. That information possible. I not only sent over
statement was laid on the table and showed my secretary, but went over myself and saw
that while in the former year there was a Mr. Pottinger and told him I wanted ail the
loss of some $35,000, that loss had been information that could be produeed, and, 80

converted into a gain of some sixty odd far as we have got the information, iL points
thousand dollars last year. The gain by the to the resulta I have indicated. bon. gen-
extension to Montreal, after charging up all tiemen smile at that. I have just sent for
the interest against it, was a profit of the blue book and I can show what the
$65,000, a profit larger than the profits of profits have been over bases, and hon. gen-
the Intercolonial Railway since the opening Lemen will see that I ar borne out there in
of the road in 1878. la not that a pertinent the statements I have made, that the exten-
factp Are we to he told that the evidence sion to aontreal hs aireeiy shown the
of that, which was laid on the table of this
chamber a fortnight ago, is not satisfactory
-that the government are withholding infor-
mation ? The government are giving ail the
information they can, but the hon. gentle-
man asked for it in such a shape that it is
impossible to give it, and if we did give it in
that shape it would be minimizing the whole
position. We have not assumed that there
was any traffic in the country between Ste.
Rosalie and Chaudière Junction. That was
not the object of extending the Intercolonial
Railway. The object was to get into a city
of 250,000 people, where the traffic of the
whole of Canada is centred, and the figures
justify the statement I have made. Since
yesterday I sent over, and went over myself
to the department, to know whether they
could give me the returns for April, May or
June. Thé officials said they were making
them up for April and May, and the effect
is to show that the increase is enormous.
The advantage is on the whole line extend-
ing to Montreal, not the portion that can be
credited to the line between Ste. Rosalie and
Chaudière Junction. That is not an impor-
tant factor, otherwise than as allowing the
Intercolonial Railway to get to Montreal. If
the hon. gentleman will take the informa-
tion in the only shape in which it can be
given, and will refer to the tables I laid
before the House in answer to an address,
he will see that the result is shown as I
have stated-that instead of there being a

important results stated. That is what this-
House has to guide it, and what the House
will be governed by, I have no doubt. The
House, I presume, desires to see if the
Intercolonial Railway can be made, not
perhaps a paying concern, but a concern
that will pay its way. The expenses of the
Intercolonial Railway, over and above itS
gains, have been, in the last fourteen years,
about $15,000,000, between capital account
and losses in operating it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--
That has nothing to do with the question
we are discussing.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-If we can relieve the
road from that terrible incubus, I think W
will have accomplished.something we deserve
credit for, and when the hon. gentlemnO
comes to look into the figures, he will not be
disposed to minimize it. He bas adopted a
carping principle, and says, " Tell us whst'8

exactly due to the earnings of the Dru'
mond County Railway." As a railwaY, iti"
very little ; as a channel to get to Montreal,
it is a great deal. There is just the differ-
ence. The hon. gentleman will see that he
is not putting the case fairly. He is no
often so disingenuous. If he would onl1Y

recognize that the object of getting the
Drummond County Railway was not the
Drummond County Railway per se, bub to
get, into Montreal, and that by it we have
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got into Montreal in the cheapest and most
advantageous way for the Intercolonial Rail-
way and the country

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Does the hon. gentleman understand the
literal meaning of the word "disingenuous ?"
If he does, I repudiate it, as applied to me,
in the strongest way possible. If there is
any member of this House who indulges in
discussion of that kind, it is the hon.
Secretary of State. It was an exceedingly
disingenuous manner in which he referred to
n'Y remarks about what could be done by
the officers of the departmnent. I never
1 ade a reflection on the officers of the
department. I did not even insinuate any-
thing of the kind. I said they could pro-
Cure the information if they were instructed
to do it. If the government instructed
these gentlemen to do it, they could prepare
't and lay it on the table. That is what I
eaid. I did not cast any reflection on either
Mr. Pottinger or Mr Schreiber, and it was
elceedingly, doubly, superlatively disingenu-
ous for the hon. gentleman to use that ex-
Prýession.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-I can assure the hon.
gentleman the information came directly
'Monl Ar. Schreiber.

rion. Mr. FERGUSON-I think the
ePlanation given by my hon. friend is very

nsatisfactory, that it is impossible for the
"Partnent of Railways to give this infor-r4ation for which we have been inquiring.

, 0 1. Mr. SCOTT-I am guided by the
tical officers. That is exactly what they

"O.- Mr. FERGUSON- With regard to
the return does not say in itself that

bi te verdict of the officers. The answer istis: An account of the working expenses« the Drummond County Railway cannot
trepared, as the accounts of the opening

e railway are kept as a whole.

lon. Mr. SCOTT-Who signs that.

way. Mr. Schreiber there submitted a state-
ment for the month of March, 1898,
that $44,716.04, was the actual earnings of
the Montreal extension including the Drum-
mond Railway part of it and the Grand
Trund part of it. He is asked :

Q. That is the statemient you produced ?-A. Yes.
Q. You have not got the working expenses ?-A.

No, I have not.
Q. How do you apportion the anount of the Drum-

iond County Railway through rates ?-A. That
is determined on a mileage basis, I think.

There seemed to be no trouble about it.
This was for the month of March, 1898. It
wvas only a statement of the earnings. i t did
not include the expenses, but if hon. gentle-
men will look at this very contract itself
they will find that the traffic charges, &c.,
shall every month be interchanged between
the company and the government, so that
there is a monthly statement of all the
charges and expenses incident to running
the road as between the Grand Trunk and
the Intercolonial Railway to be made up
every month and interchanged be-
tween the different parties, that is so far
as the working expenses are concerned,
while as to earnings, there was no
ditliculty, in 1898, for Mr. Schreiber to
go before the committee and give on oath
a statement of the exact earnings of the
Montreal extension for the month of March.
I am reading from page 137 of the Drum-
mond Railway report dated 13th May,
1898, and this had reference to the earnings
for the month of March. A few days later
a question arose as to whether these earn-
ings had been swollen by charges for carry-
ing material for the Drumniond County
construction going on at that time, and Mr.
Pottinger ivas telegraphed to and his
answer was that no freight on material for
Drunmond County Railway work entered
into the returns. The same day he sent a
further telegram-it does not give the
telegram that called this forth, but the
answer will show the nature of the telegram
sent :

Information respecting April traffic over Montreal
extension cannot be given until the 2nd or 3rd of June

lonMr. FERGISON-Mr. Schreiber. after the April accounts have been made up.

on. Mr. SCOTT-Then I am right.

of . Mr. FERGUSON-The hon. leader
lopi . oPposition has quoted a very different

nû1ri given by Mr. Schreiber before themittee on the Drummond County Rail-

This indicates beyond a doubt that when
the April accounts were made up it would
be then possible to submit a statement for
the April working of the road. Now, as far
as -Mr. Pottinger and Mr. Schreiber are con-
cerned, here are their opinions when they
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were before that committee and under oath.
Mr. Schreiber was under oath and Mr.
Pottinger gave bis answers, which were read
as evidence before that committee. I am
astonished that my hon. friend the Secretary
of State would make such an unqualified
statement.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I have simply given
the statement of the officers of the depart-
ment. I know nothing personally about it.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Against that I
have submitted Mr. Schreiber's evidence be-
fore the committee. Mr. Schreiber, in sub-
mitting this statement, I have no doubt, did
just what his minister told him to do. The
minister instructed him to give such and
such an answer, and the answer was forth-
coming; at all events, it looks very much
like that when we have Mr. Schreiber's
sworn statenient before the Drummond
County Committee, which tells altogether a
different story, confirmed by Mr. Pottinger's
telegram, in which he says that the traffic
accounts for the month of April would not
be made up, until the 2nd or 3rd of
June. As against the opinion of my
hon. friend, given so emphatically, that it is
absolutely impossible tofurnishsuch informa-
tion as this with regard to the Drummond
County Railway, let me point out to my
hon. friend and to this House some evidence
given by Mr. Wainwright before the same
committee. The first I am going to refer to
will be found on page 62 of the report of the
evidence of that committee. Information
was being elicited with regard to the con-
tracts between the Canadian Pacifie Railway
and the Grand Trunk Railway with regard
to 38 miles of a railway between Hamilton
and Toronto, which was in a similar position
to the Montreal extension as between the
Grand Trunk Railway and the Intercolonial
Railway. Questions were raised with regard
to that lease and the nature of it. After
these had been gone through pretty exten-
sively, Mr. Powell asked Mr. Wainwright
this question:

Could you give us the proportion of business, so
far as the use of that 38 miles of track is concerned ?

say that he could get, for the information of
that committee, the proportion of the
business done by the Grand Trunk and the
Canadian Pacifie Railway over that 38 miles
of road.

Hon. Mr SCOTT-That is on a fixed sum.
The Canadian Pacifie Railway paid $1,000
a mile.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-They did not
care what rent they paid, but they
wanted to know the proportion of business
they did in order to arrive at a fair conclu-
sion as to whether the amount paid for that
38 miles was proportionate to the amount
proposed to be paid to the Grand Trunk
Railway for this line between St. Lambert,
aid Ste. Rosalie, and the answer was "l
could get it for you." I now turn to page 58,
and I find Mr. Wainwright was giving evid-
ence with regard to the proportion of business
which had been done by the Grand Trunk
Railway and Intercolonial Railway lines
from Lévis or Chaudière into Montreal be-
fore this lease went into operatien, and Mr.
Powell asked him "Can you conveniently
give us the amount of through traffic pas-
senger and freight as relates to the Grand
Trunk Railway and Intercolonial ?" IHe
answered " Yes, we can give that." Then
he is asked " It would not involve much
work, would it?" And he answers "Yes,
there would be a good deal of clerical work
about it." We admit there might be soie
clerical work about it, but seeing the supreme
importance of this information, there should
not be a moment's hesitation on the part of
the government and the Intercolonial Rail-
way, even if there would be a great deal Of
clerical work about it, to give it, especiallY
in view of the solemn promises of the Min-
ister of Justice at the time that the vote for
$157,000 was sought for, and which ws
brought down in the Supply Bill after the
Senate had rejected the contract, when we
were assured that that was only asked for
for a tentative purpose, in order to make an
experiment of the working of that particular
road.

han Mr TT3Iccn,- bc~rt
" I could get it for you " said Mr. Wain-

wright. Here is 38 miles of railway, run Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
under a lease between the Grand Trunk and now turns round and says " we cannot give
the Canadian Pacifie Railway, between you that information." As against that
Hamilton and Toronto, and there was no statement we have the sworn statemelt Of
hesitation on the part of Mr. Wai4right to Mr. Schreiber and the telegrams of Mr. Pot'
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tinger, and the testimony of Mr. Wain-
Wright on oath with regard to other similar
hnlles, that it was quite easy to get the infor-
mation, involving, in one case, some clerical
'work. My hon. friend turns round and
says the.Intercolonial Railway is showing a
niore favourable balance than ever before.
lie draws a long bow upon that, because he
saYs the balance has been greater this year
than in all previous years.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, I have the au-
thority for it.

lion. Mr. FERGUSON-We have the
returns supplied up to ten months, but I
notice that it is claimed that for that period of
tn Months there will be a balance of $62,500

1ll favour of the road. We will have to
wait for the complete returns to find whether
elerything is included, whether the rents
Paid are included or not.

non. NIr. SCOTT-So I am advised.

lion. Mr. FERGUSON-We want to see
'Whether the statement is a full one or not.
11owever that may be, I take it that it
WOuld be the most surprising and inexpli-
cable thing that could occur, that in this
Year the Intercolonial Railway would not
furnish a better record than in previous
Years. What do we find that the Canadian

eific Railway is doingi I have not the
rýanings before me, but I think they have

on'e up millions above former years. The
nrand Trunk Railway, which has been
aghting under great difficulties in the past,shows an increased earning of ten per cent

en"ig the last year. If the Intercolonial
allway were to do the same as that, we

Would have a very much larger balance in
't favour than $62,000 for the ten months,
8e1 1 believe it is doing that. Fron the
extraordinary development on the Island of
Q e Breton, the roads there are better

butE ored than they were before, and it is
bt easonable to assume that the Intercol-
the1a Railway bas caught the impetus from

m provement in business all over the
og utry, which bas enhanced the earnings

S"ery other railway in Canada. And now
sonihon. friend comes down and points to
fe increase on the Intercolonial Railway,
b ak this House to credit that to the

fri. nond County extension. If my hon.
liedt Were to bring down a correct state-

a" to how the Montreal extension bas

turned out, as between earnings and ex-
penses upon it, charging the road with all
the rents which they are paying and every-
thing else, I am satisfied, on account of the
extreme reluctance to give this information
to the House, if for no other reason, that it
would show that instead of being benefited
by this extension, the earnings have been
decreased in consequence of it. We say it is
perfectly easy to get this information. Mr.
Wainwright swore that it was easy to get
the information with regard to other partner-
ships or leasings. Mr. Pottinger actually
shows it was possible to get it for the next
month, but we would have to wait till the
accounts were made up, four or five weeks
after the close of the month. All this
evidence goes to show that it is possible to
get it and the fact that my hon. friend
refuses it-

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend's
declaration that he cannot furnish it to the
House, as he said, is the best possible
evidence that this Montreal extension is
being run at a loss, and, as was demonstrat-
ed beyond a doubt, in another place, every
dollar of new business that was got on this
new road by reason of the Drummond
County extension bas cost the government
$1.30 to get it. It is quite possible that,
notwithstanding a sonewhat unfavourable
showing with regard to the Montreal exten-
sion, that gentlemen in this House might
see their way clear to give their support to
the contract, considering that very material
improvements have been made in it since it
was before this House on a former occasion,
and I think, therefore, it is a great pity
that hon. gentlemen on the other side of the
House should present such difficulties in the
way of a fair consideration of the bill by
withholding this information. I must warn
them that I think they will find it utterly
impossible to convince this House or the
country that they cannot supply the infor-
mation if they desire it. We all have an
idea of how railways keep their accounts,
and leasings, and all that kind of things, and
the matter of ascertaining the exact propor-
tion of business done and money earned is
reduced to a perfect science among railroad
officials. We all know that is the case, and
this is no exception. The information can
be got and the hon. Secretary of State
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should certainly see that the information is
obtained, and he may perhaps find that, not-
withstanding it may not have such a good
appearance as he thinks it has, that it would
not make such a bad impression on hon.
gentlemen as he thinks.

Hon. Mr. McDONALD (C.B.)-The
claim made by the hon. Secretary of State
that the $62,500 of a balance in favour
of the Intercolonial Railway this year results
from the acquisition by the government of
the Drummond County Railway, I cannot
agree to. On the contrary, I believe that
the acquisition of the Drummond County
Railway has been a loss to the Intercolonial
Railway for the past year. In addition to
what the hon. gentleman from Prince Ed-
ward Island has said on the matter, showing
the prosperity of the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way, the Grand Trunk Railway, and the
Intercolonial Railway, I wish to say to the
House that at the eastern extremity of the
Intercolonial Railway is the Island of New-
foundland, with a population of 200,000
people. The completion of the Newfound-
land Railway with the steamship " Bruce "
connecting it with the Intercolonial Railway
at North Sydney gives a large amount of
traffic to the Intercolonial Railway. Com-
munication has been going on now for the
last year and a half between Newfound-
land and North Sydney, and twice a week
for the whole of that time, winter and
summer, a large steamer is running between
Newfoundland and North Sydney, Cape
Breton, giving to the Intercolonial Railway
an enormous amount of passenger traffic and
freight, the largest portion of which is from
Montreal.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. McDONALD (C.B.)-All this
freight and passenger traffic is a profit to the
Intercolonial Railway and the Intercolonial
Railway is entitled to the credit of that
without crediting one single dollar of it to
the Drummond County Railway. The New-
foundland Railway gives that traffic, and the
Intercolonial Railway would have that
traffic if the Drummond County Railway
never existed, and I believe the $62,500
profit in favour of the Intercolonial Rail way
for the last year can be attributed altogether
to the immense amount of traffic from New-
foundland. Hon. gentlemen can imagine the
amount passenger and freight traffic a pop-

ulation of 200,000 gives to the Intercolonial
Railway for 800 miles from North Sydney
to Montreal.

Hon. Mr. THIBAUDEAU-Have we
not had that traffic every year?

Hon. Mr. McDONALD (C.B.)-No. The
steamer "Bruce" only commenced to run in
the fall of 1897, so that the immense amount
of traffic that that gives to the Intercolonial
Railway, in my opinion, accounts for the
large balance in favour of that road for the
past year.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I was somewbat sur-
prised, after the very irascible speech made
by my hon. friend who leads the opposition,
that he should have complained of the use
of the word " disingenuous " by the hon.
Secretary of State. My hon. friend had
spoken about the government as having
committed a fraud, and made fraudulent
statements, and I thought that those words
were pretty harsh expressions, scarcely war-
ranted by the law and usage of Parliament.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
They were not disingenuous.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, I admit that.
But my hon. friend had put himself out of
court and was not in a position to complain
of the word "disingenuous " on account of
the very harsh expfession he had used hina-
self. Then the hon. gentleman said in a
somewhat forcible tone, that he was just as
honest and the hon. gentlemen sitting around
him were just as patriotic as the govern-
ment. I am not going to dispute that
statement, but when the hon. gentleman
charged the government with fraud, he did
not give himbelf a high certificate of char-
acter when he said he was just as good as
we were, because, according to his own
statement, neither of us was very good, and
neither of us was fit to represent the peoPl®
of this country in Parliament. It is a mis-
take to undertake to anticipate the discus-
sion that may take place on the Drummond
County Railway Bill, and the arrangement
with the Grand Trunk Railway with refer-
ence to traffic over their section of line. The
hon. gentleman from Marshfield (Mr. Fer-
guson), who spoke on this question, I thilk
was undertaking to find some excuse why
he should oppose these two measures, just
as they had been opposed before ; because'
first, he was saying that what the Deputl
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11ilister of Railways said was an impossi-
bility, and then he made the introduction of

Tha impossibility a condition of his support.
Ton. gentleman characterized the en-

trilce into Montreal as an incubus-the
Montreal section was an incubus on the
'11tercolonial Railway. If the hon. gentle-
'nan thinks it is an incubus, then it is a
uQeasure that the hon. gentleman ought not

countenance and support. Let me say
that I cannot very well understand on what
o0r'nercial theory the hon. member can

a~rie at that conclusion, when Montreal is
undoubtedly the commercial metropolis of
the ominion of Canada. How access to that
1I8tributing centre can be an incubus to the

Stercolonial Railway, the hon. gentleman
%ay be able to satisfy himself upon, but it
fould be impossible for any hon. gentleman

0onvirice the House.

1o0. Mr. FERGUSON-What I said
aS that if the earnings and expenses of the

treal extension were brought down and
hýed a deficit of $100,000 or something

a« ekind, then the road must be regarded
4Y"iIcubus. Ithink that wasmystatement.

11•-Mr. MILLS-No, my hon. friendhPQIe of the acquisition of this connection,
'newhich access was to be gained to the

15troPolis of Canada, as an incubus.

t1non. Mr. FERGUSON-Yes; if the re-
Pu Would show it.

tha o Mr. MILLS-He went further than
p .and bhe showed none of the advantages
th a ied by the government had arisen f rom
S o1nection, and that while the Canadian

C Railway had prospered to the extent
Prr ons,1 and the Grand Trunk had made
aty - Lthe Intercolonial showed scarcely

ul provement at all. That was the hon.
th a)'s contention, and he showed Mr.

be er, in preparing a report which has
A d a1 Upon the table of the House, made

0 est report.

did Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-He
sd eaY anything of the kind.

nor. Mr. MILLS-An unworthy report.

o Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

%pir. r. MILLS-He said it was in-
Pari the Minister of Railways and was

---Urate report and untrue statement,

and although signed by the Deputy Minister
of Railways, had contained a falsehood on
its face. It said that it was impossible to
give information which the hon. gentleman
says it is possible to give, and that it can be
given without any trouble. Let me call the
attention of the House to the fact that it is
not a matter of any consequence what the
local traffic on that Drummond County sec-
tion, or on the section between Ste. Rosalie
and St. Lambert, may be, in the settlement
of this question. It may be a question of
more or less; but it is not a question of yes
or no. Let me suppose that you have no
local traffic over that road, but that it gave
you connection with the west and a large
amount of through traffic which, otherwise,
you would not get at ail, is it not a matter
of consequence to obtain that, even although
you had no local traffic along the line? The
information which the hon. gentleman asks
for can be made up, no doubt. It can be
shown that from this station and that, be-
tween one extremity of the acquired line and
the other, a certain amount of traffic has to
come, and whether you show that that
traffic is much or little, does not affect
the real question. The point that you
cannot show, by any statistics which you
may produce, is the amount of traffic you
secure by this connection, which you would
not have secured if the terminus had
remained at Quebec. And, therefore, it is
absurd to say that you can produce evidence
here which will be sufficient to show con-
clusively what additional business the rail-
way has done which it would not have done
if this line had not been constructed. You
cannot show that at ail ; but you can show
whether the freight on the road has increaed.
You can show what amount of freight
is obtained at the city of Montreal for
through trafic, and you can show the num-
ber of passengers that pass fron Montreal
over the line. If that road had not been
built a few might have taken the Inter-
colonial Railway at Quebec, but it is not
likely the majority would have done so. The
result is that if you look at the general
improvement of the receipts of the road you
have the best possible evidence you can have
of the improved condition arising from this
connection with the commercial metropolis
of the country. One lion. gentleman has
referred to the traffic from Newfoundland.
Connection has been established with New-
foundland by the present government.
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There is no doubt about that. The govern-
ment is an enterprising government, and
seeks to improve the condition of commerce
of the country in every way that suggests
itself, and that is one. And the hon. gentle-
man knows that you have, and are likely to
find in the near future, a large amount of
trade with that province which we did not
possess before. But whether we would have
that traffic, if people had not the chance of
connection with the city of Montreal,
whether the people might not take some
other route than the Intercolonial Railway,
I think nay be fairly open to consideration.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Where would they go ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There is no trouble
at al]. They could go to Portland or to
Boston and they could come from there to
Montreal. Some of them do that as it is,
and the number who do so would have
been very much larger if you had not
had a continuous line of railway to the city
of Montreal. I do not think it is necessary
to enter into a discussion of this subject at
the present time. I say the test of advant-
age from this connection is the improvement
of freight and passenger traffic of the rail-
way, and it is upon that rather than upon
any local traffic that may be done along the
line of road that the wisdom of the course
taken by the government in entering into
these contracts is to be justified. I am an-
xious that the hon. gentlemen opposite should
have every means of information that it is
in the power of the government to give them,
but the hon. gentlemen know right well that
you cannot take' out a section of road fifty
or one hundred miles in length and ask for a
return of the earnings of that section with-
out a great deal of trouble, and in many
cases it would be impossible to give a full
and accurate estimate. The hon. gentleman
shakes his head. I ask him how does he
know whether any one of those passengers
who take the railway at Montreal and who
seek to go to, say, St. John would have taken
the Intercolonial Railway at all if the road
had remained with its western terminus at
Lévis ?

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON - Why would
they not I

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Because they could
have taken some other road. They would

have taken the Canadian Pacifie Railway.
They would have no difficulty doing that.
They may even do that now if they choose,
but the fact remains that a certain number
have gone to Montreal by the Intercolonial
Railway, and what they would have done if
that connecting link had not been acquired
it is impossible for any one to say.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
should like to remina my hon. friend of the
fact that the hon. gentleman from Marsh-
field (Mr. Ferguson) called the atten-
tion of the hon. minister to the 20th
paragraph of the agreement with the Grand
Trunk Railway, in which arrangements are
made to keep an exact account of the
mileage traffic.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We can discuss that
ab the proper time.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is quite correct I merely wish tO
add: I am not aware that in my remarks,
animated though they may have beeln,
that I discussed the traffic of the road, or
the propriety of bringing it into Montreal
at all. My whole argument, and all rey
quotations were to show that the informatioa
which I asked for, could be given. My hol-
friend, who tried to draw a herring acros 9

the trail, began to discuss the policY 0'
extending the road to Montreal. I did no1
argue that question at all. I am prepared
to do that at the proper time. My Whole
argument was to show that, by the promises
of the government, the statements before the
committee and the statements of Mr'
Pottinger and Mr. Schreiber, this inforila
tion could be given, and that we wanted it-

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-In the same
way, my reference to an incubus referred
this information. I said if this inforuatih
could be brought down it would show that
the extension was an incubus.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-Hon, gentleWe'

lion. Mr. POWER-There is nothin
before the House and I raise the question
order.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-I merely w'ant
to ask a question.
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Ion. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
ca.nnot address the House unless there is
Sorlething before it.

to1 n. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I beg
[IOve that the House adjourn.

1101. Mr. PRIMROSE-The hon. gentle-
an%.1 from Cape Breton made a statement

*ith reference to the traffic from Cape

threton on the Intercolonial Railway through
e establishment of that line with New-

foudland The hon. minister takes credit

th li government for having developed1s traffic I wish to ask the hon. gentle-
ae from Cape Breton what the Federal

e0!nrrent has to do with it; do they sup-
y a subsidy or anything of the kind i

n. Mr. McDONALD (C.B.)-I am not
a re that the government has given any

y3reb8 y at all to this line running to Cape

it 1o. Mr. PERL EY-I will explain how
y18 ) they did not interfere with that

atiOnal Policy.

"O• Mr. McMILLAN-It is owing to

Pay oPletion of the Newfoundland Rail-

b .Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-A
h as been granted to a steamer

n between Cape Breton or Halifax or
Place in the maritime provinces.

dl I-Mr. McDONALD (C.B.)-That is a
erent thing.

Th °n· Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
by tas granted fifteen or twenty years ago
Zie government of the late Mr. Macken-
th 41 was continued by the government
&tesueceeded him. The idea of the present

orlet claiming credit for that is
than absurd.

the b' Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I hope
the "· gentleman will understand before

re 8ho mond County Bill is discussed that
d have that information.

ofg . Mr. POWER-I rise to a question
ap*,er• The hon. gentleman has already

Cannr01o the motion for adjournment. He
t speak on that motion now.

e nnotion to adjourn was withdrawn.

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (110) " An Act respecting the Hudson's
Bay and Yukon Railways and Navigation
Company, and to change its name to the
Hudson's Bay and North-west Railways
Company."-(Mr. Power.)

Bill (93) " An Act to incorporate the Ed-
monton and Saskatchewan Railway Com-

pany."-(Mr. Lougheed.)
Bill (103) " An Act to incorporate the

Klondike Mines Railway Company."-(Mr.
Kirchhoffer.)

SECOND READING.

Bill (4) " An Act to incorporate the Can-
adian Plate Glass Assurance Company."-
(Mr. Ogilvie.)

CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENT
BILL.

IN coMMITTEE.

The House resumed, in Committee of the
Whole, consideration of Bill (2) " An Act
further to amend the Criminal Code, 1892."

(In the Committee.)

On clause 205.

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-I hope this
clause will pass as it stands. I had a great
deal to do with the introduction into this
country of the distribution of works of art.
In the mother country it is carried on largely
for the benefit of artists. In other works,
an exhibition is held of the works of the
artists themselves and does good. In this
country it does very little good, or any good
that it may do is overshadowed by the fact
that it is used as a cover for lotteries. I
took occasion, as president of the Art
Association of Montreal, recently to call
attention to the subject and the following
resolution was passed by the Art Association
of Montreal :

Whereas, chapter 36 of 46 Victoria, Canada, as
presently incorporated in the Revised Statutes of
Canada, chap. 160, sec. 8 and sec. 205 of the Crininal
Code (55 and 56 Victoria) was enacted for the pur-
pose of permitting the introduction into Canada of
Art Unions, in character similar to those at that time
in operation in Great Britain, and was so enacted
with a view of encouraging art and the development
of painting, and had, therefore, at the time of its en-
actnent the full approval of the Art Association of
Montreal.

And whereas, the law presently existing has been
used as a cover for carrying on lotteries having for
object financial gain and the acquisition of money
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.olely by the means of the selling and drawing of
tickets and other modes of chance.

And whereas, such lotteries carried on by incorpor-
ated companies in the city of Montreal are in no way
an advantage but rather a detriment to the cause of
art and painting.

Resolved, that this association would approve of
such a change in the law as it now stands as will
render it impossible that such lotteries and gambling
by way of tickets and other modes of chance eau be
carried on under the cloak and cover of companies or
businesses established for the promotion and encour-
agement of art by means of the distribution by lot
amongst the members or ticket holders, of drawin
paintings or other works of art produced by the
labours of the members or published by or under the
protection of any incorporated society.

The Ontario Society of Artists at Toronto
wrote as follows to the Art Association of
Montreal :-

TotosTo, 12th April, 1899.
ROBERT LiNDsAY, Esq.,

Secretary Art Association of Montreal.

DEAR SIR,-I am requested to send you the follow-
ing resolution Iassesl at our last monthly meeting.

That the Ontario Society of Artists, learning with
pleasure the action of the Art Association desire to
approve and express their syrnpathy with their effort
to regulate or abolish the Art Unions at present in
operation in Canada, and their readiness to co-operate
with them in this desirable effort.

I am. sir,
Yours truly,

(Sgd.) ROBT. F. GAGEN.
Sec. Ontario Society of Artists.

Now, I have no hesitation in saying that,
under cover of this art union principle,
there are lotteries carried on which are
doing a great deal of harm, and I trust that
the clauses of this bill which cover this prin-
ciple shall be carried in their entirety.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Do
you think this clause will cover it?

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-I think so.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 208.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I might say the prac-
tice has grown up in some places of sending
all the poor people of the country, who are
unable to support themselves, to the jail,
and I have inserted this provision to put an
end to that practice. The vagrants pro-
visions of our law grew up after the Ameri-
can civil war when a large number of tramps
came into the country, and it was desirable
to mitigate as far as possible that nuisance,
but it was never intended that the inhab-
itants of the country should make use of it

for the purpose of putting every poor and
infirm person unable to support himself into
jail. I have had brought under my notice
one county, in the jail of which, during the
past winter, between fifty and sixty poor
people were kept, and beds were put up in
every part of the prison for the purpose of
furnishing accommodation to those who
were in danger of perishing. Those people,
so far as we know, except the fact that they
were poor, had committed no offence against
the law. I spoke to the inspector of prisons
of Ontario in regard to the matter before 1
prepared this clause. I think this would to
some extent put an end to that evil, for I do
regard it as an evil. He called my attention
to a case in which a party, who was in good
circumstances at one time, but had trans-
ferred his property to his son and left hiW-
self destitute, was turned out of doors, and
being unsupported by his own children was
obliged to take refuge in the jail in order to
live through the winter. I do not think
that it is a desirable condition of things; at
all events, this is a step in the direction of
putting an end to that, and requiring each
county to take some measure for the pur-
pose of taking care of its poor. If they are
not residents of the county, if they are or-
dinary vagrants, the law does not touch
them. But it does disqualify them from
picking up those who have lived for years"
the county and putting them in jail in order
to get rid of the expense of making humna1ne
provision for their wants.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-NW
all know the law has been fearfully ab"sed'
but there is this difficulty. Take a city O
county where they have no poor-house, a
no place to send these people, and the yery
case to which the hon. gentleman refer
where the son is brutal enough-I thik
that is not too strong a word-to turn hi'
parent out on the street, and there is 10

place to put him-what is the corporation
to do under those circumstances î The osî.
place they have to send him is the J
There are plenty of counties in Ontario,
plenty of cities and towns in Ontario wher
they have no poor-house.

Hon. Mr. MILLS--They must make Pro
vision.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELJ'1
But what are they to do in the meantime
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I think the clause is in the right direction,
but when we come to reduce it to practice.
1ere is a case to which the hon. niemberoklls the attention of the committee. He
aYs a father had deeded his property to his
4; that Ron was inhuman enough to turn
' Out and would not support him. There

l no place to send him, and the hon. gentle
an says the corporation must find a place

lon. Mr. MILLS-That is my answer,
Mdhej might a good deal better rent a

on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
pPwosing they will not do that. If thiso 1QId have the tendency of compelling them

o it, I think it would be beneficial.

Mr. MILLS-I think that is the
etect will have.

n. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Is
ears not too long i Would two years

enough i

4 . Mr. MILLS-I have no objection
4)erting two years instead of three years.

n. Mr. CLEMOW, from the committee,
ted that they had made some progressthe bill, and asked leave to sit again.

'he senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

04wa, Friday, 23rd June, 1899.

o'ÇJ F&pEAKER took the Chair at Three

era and routine proceedings.

ADA PERMANENT AND
WESTERN CAiADA IN-

CORPORATION BILL.

ieRpoRTED PROM COMMITTEE.

a ik'r. ALLAN, from the Committee
(75) jg9 and Commerce, reported Bill

1A&ct to incorporate the Canada

Permanent and Western Canada Mortgage
Corporation," with several amendments. He
said:-I may explain that these amendments
are all applicable to just one clause in the
bill, clause 6, where it provides that the
company may invest in certain securities
and in mortgages upon freehold and lease-
hold real estate or other immovables, and
the committee add " fully paid up." The
next amendment is that they may invest in
the stock of any chartered bank or incorpor-
ated company incorporated in Canada, or in
any province forming part of Canada, and
the committee add at the end of the clause
" provided the loan upon the security or the
interest in the debentures, bonds or stock of
the company shall not exceed one-fifth of
the paid up capital of any such corporation
or one-fifth of the paid up stock of the com-
pany." The company may take personal
security as collateral to any advance made,
or contracted to be made, by or for any debt
due to the company. I may say that these
amendments in the sixth clause were simply
made in order to bring the bill into confor-
mity with the Loan Companies Bill which
bas been before the House for the last day
or two, and follow out exactly the lines of
the Loan Companies Bill. I, therefore, move
concurrence in the amendments.

The motion was agreed.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-I should like to say
to the House that this bill will have now to-
go back to the Commons, and it is, therefore,
of considerable moment that it should be
passed as soon as possible, as there are a
great many arrangements depending upon
its passage, and there is only, as I said be-
fore, this one amendment, which, as I ex-
plained, was made to conform with the Loan
Companies Act. Then there is clause 23,
with regard to foreign investments, and the
company desire that the bill should not be
read a third time until those clauses in the
Loan Companies Act relating to the same
subject are passed by this House. Therefore,
I would ask the indulgence of the House to
be permitted to hold the bill and move the
third reading before the end of to-day's sit-
ting, if those clauses are passed to-day, in
order to allow the bill to go to the Mouse of
Commons to-night, and, I might also state,
that my hon. friend from Rideau, who is
opposed to the whole principle of the bill,
aesires to make some objections, and, per-
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haps, he would be pleased to do so when the
third reading is moved.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I intend to move
an amendment.

Hon. Mr. MILLS--I might just say that
the opportunity will arise when the third
reading is moved. I hope to proceed im-
mediately with the Loan Companies Bill,
and as soon.as the clauses are adopted, I can
see no good reason why the hon. gentleman
should not be allowed to move the third
reading of the bill to-day, if he so desires.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-How does that
affect the amendment I propose ?

Hon. Mr. POWER-Inasmuch as the
hon. gentleman in charge of the bill is ask-
ing the indulgence of the House to be
allowed to read it the third time to-day, he
has to obtain the unanimous consent to sus-
pend the rules in order to move the third
reading, and he will not object to allowing
the hon. member from Rideau (Mr.
Clemow) to move the amendment without
notice.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Not at all.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I want to strike
out several clauses

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (69) "An Act to incorporate the
Niagara, St. Catherines and Toronto Rail-
way Company."-(Mr. McMillan.)

THE EXPORT OF SAW LOGS.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Before the orders of the day are called, I
should like to direct the attention of the
Minister of Justice to a statement which I
see in the newspapers, that the Attorney
General of Ontario has granted his fiat per-
mitting United States lumbermen, who own
limits in that province, to test the right of
the local government to compel the manu-
fåcture in Canada of saw logs cut upon land
which they have leased. Hon.gentlemen may
know that the Ontario Government, in leasing
limits, have made it a condition that the logs
must be manufactured in this country.
United States lumbermen who are interested
in the matter, have employed Chris. Robin-
son, Q.C., to test in the courts, the right of

the Ontario Government to impose such a
restriction. I should like to ask the hon.
gentleman whether the Dominion Govern-
ment is to be made a party to that suit, it
being a question affecting the constitution
of the country, or whether they intend to be
represented in the case in any way. The
Dominion Department of Justice, I presume,
has come to the conclusion that the province
of Ontario has the right to impose such a
condition, otherwise they would have dis-
allowed the Act which was passed by the
Ontario legislature, confirming such regu-
lation. This being a constitutional question,
I felt interested to know whether the
Dominion Government is to be a party to the
suit.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Of course I know
nothing more about the matter than the hon.
gentleman himself does, from what appears
in the newspapers. The matter is one
entirely within the purview of the local
government. Whether it is intra vires or
ultra vires, I have not considered the ques-
tion. It is a matter under the jurisdiction
of Ontario. They have their own law
officers. They have not had any communica-
tion with us, and I see no reason for interfer-
ing. If they are ultra vires in their action,
of course we could not much help then.
If they are ultra vires, I suppose they will
employ eminent counsel who will be able to
maintain that position, but I have not con-
sidered the subject as it is outside of our
jurisdiction.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
It being a constitutional question and an
interference with what might be considered
the rights of the Dominion on a question of
trade and commerce, induced me to ask the
question. From the position taken by mY
hon. friend, I take it the government are
quite willing to let the Ontario GovernmeD
and the United States lumbermen fight it
out, and then they will act in accordance
with the decision of the courts.

THE USURY BILL.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-Before the orders
of the day are called, I wish to direCt
attention to a paragraph which appeared in
this morning's Citizen and which, to say the
least of it, has a tendency to create a verY
grave misapprehension on the public mid
in regard to the attitude of the Banking
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Committee, of which I am a member, with
regard to usury. I shall read the paragraph
as it appears :

THE BILL THROWN OUT.
sENATE COMMITTEE ON BANKING AND COMMERCE WOULD

NOT DISCUSS THE USURY BILL.
The bill to prevent usury was thrown out by the

Senate Committee on Commerce yesterday. A num-
ber of compromises were suggested, but merely
resulted in a deadlock. A vote was taken on the
question: "Shall we proceed ?" resulting in 6 for
going on and 8 against.

Now, the paragraph to which I take ex-
ception, and which conveys to the public
the idea that the members of the Banking
and Commerce Committee regard usury, with
all its heinousness as carried out in Canada
to-day, as a legitimate business, is as fol-
lows:-

it t i8 felt that usury is a legitimate business; thatSP entered into by certain arties, who make a
nalty of money-lending, because the banks are
the rng t accept stated risks; and that, so long as

tertes of interest are not excessiv(-, it should be
1Xiitted. Only when the interest becornes excessive

abould it be stopped.

I naintain that that is an entirely mislead-
lng Paragraph. The attitude of the com-
raittee, in which my fellow members will bear
me out, is this, that they have the strongest
Possible sympathy with the spirit of that
bull, but the matter is such an intricate and
Ilvolved one that they felt, in order to meet
those enormities which occur in commercial
comnunities, it would be necessary to have
raore timne at the disposal of the promoter to
frarne his bill if possible to meet as many of
these objectionable things as possible. I

ink the representatives of the press should
more careful in giving the findings of the

eommraittee of the Senate to the public. The
*h'le tendency and trend of that paragraph
18 t0create an impression directly at varianceWith the finding of the committee.

T1E DOMINION ELECTIONS ACT.

lion. Mr. FERGUSON-Beforetheorders
of the day are called, I wish to direct the at-
tention of the hon. Miiister of Justice to the
Present Position of the Dominion Elections

it i, With a view to learn f rom him whether
is the intention of the governmen-t to

Propose an amendment or consolidation
of that Act during the present session
f l arliament. My immediate reason for
slng My hon. friend's attention to the

JUbject at this moment is this: As he will

very well remember, a great deal of difficulty
was experienced last year in fitting the
Dominion Franchise Act, as far as it related
to the province of Prince Edward Island,
into the Dominion Elections Act. In the
province of Prince Edward Island. as my
hon. friend will well remember, there were
no voters' lists, and open voting prevailed.
In consequence of that, the adoption of the
Dominion Franchise Act of 1898, and the
adoption with it of the provincial laws,
opened the door for a great many serious
difficulties. We expeiienced that when we
were dealing with the question, and on look-
ing over the matter very carefully since, I
find that some points which require attention
escaped observation at the time. One of
those points, not by any means the most im-
portant one, still one which calls for exami-
nation is this: it was pointed out here that
section 43 of the Dominion Elections Act
would raise a difficulty in Prince Edward
Island, because every voter offering to enter
a polling booth must have his name on the
list. Mv hon. friend went on and moved
that section 43 should not be made to apply
to Prince Edward Island. That amendment,
although all right as far as the question
of voters' lists is concerned, makes the whole
section not to apply to Prince Edward Is-
land, and the consequence is that, techni-
cally, not one voter in Prince Edward Island
has the right to enter a polling booth at all,
because it happens that it is in connection
with that section that the right of access is
given to the voter to the polling booth. Of
course it might be possible for the voters of
the province to find their way into the
polling booths even though the law does not
provide a way for them to enter. Although
that is an objection, it is not so serious as
others. My hon. friend will remember that
a system of marking objected ballots is pro-
vided for, and provision made for the deputy
returning officers, at the close of the polls, to
proceed to count the ballots, and it is pro-
vided that they shall reject any ballots that
have any marks upon them excepting the
initials, or the marks required to be put on
under the section referring to the case of
undecided appeals under the Dominion Fran-
chise Act, which has been repealed; but
under that section, I think it would probably
be held that all those votes so objected to
could be rejected by the deputy returning
officer at the close of the poll, on the ground
that they contained a mark not admitted
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under the Dominion Elections Act. Now
that is a serious question, because, my hon.
friend will see, if the law is allowed to
stand unamended, and a large number of
votes should be marked that way, the deputy
returning officer might be obliged by
the law to reject every vote so marked.
Al those votes might be thrown out
and a most serious difficulty would, in con-
sequence, be encountered. In fitting the
Dominion Franchise Act into our Provincial
Elections Act there is another difficulty. It
is very hard to say whether the County
Court judge is given the full power we
thought he had. We thought he had power
as a County Court judge, when he sat at a
recount, to adjudicate upon those objected
votes. That is very doubtful. On inquiry
I find that it is doubtful whether full power
is given in section 64, which says he shall
verify or correct the ballot paper account
and statement of the number of votes given
for each candidate. But we go further
and find that under the Dominion Elec-
tions Act the County Court judge has not
the power to summon or examine wit-
nesses, and of course that is a most vital
objection, because he could not possibly at
the recount enter into an investigation of
the merits of the votes objected at the polls
unless he had power to call witnesses before
him and examine them. I am told there are
difficulties elsewhere in the Act with regard
to the application of the franchise law. We
know at this moment the Dominion Elections
Act is in a very bad shape. It has been
amended again and again, and the nature of
those amendments has been such that the Act
has been turned inside out, and the attempt
last year to follow the Franchise Acts of the
provinces led to so many changes that the
Act and its amendments stand in great need
of consolidation. Whether the government
are prepared at this late period of the session
to go on with a measure of consolidation or
not is a matter for them to consider, and
I wish tö call attention to what I have
pointed out as very strong reasons why
there should be an amendment, not to the
Franchise Act, but to the Dominion Elec-
tions Act, so as to overcome the difficulties
I have referred to.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I shall give considera-
tion to the statements which the hon. gentle-
man bas made, and see what may be done a
little later.

NISBET ACADEMY OF PRINCE
ALBERT BILL.

THIRD READING POsTPONED.

Hon. Mr. POWER, in the absence pf
Mr. Lougheed, rose to niove the third read-
ing of Bill (10) "An Act respecting the
Nisbet Academy of Prince Albert.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I suppose hon. gen-
tlemen have considered the bill. It is a
matter dealing with education, over which
we have given jurisdiction to the govern-
ment of the North-west Territories. I have
not had an opportunity of looking at the
bill, but of course, as we have given the
North-west Territories jurisdiction over this
matter, we do not want to interfere with it.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-It is a
private college.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-If it is a private
college we might have the power to legislate,
but it might more properly be incorporated
by the authority which has jurisdiction over
education.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The object of the
bill is to authorize the Presbyterian Synod
of the church in Canada to wind up the
corporation, and we have jurisdiction over
the Presbyterian Synod, which was incor-
porated by the Dominion Parliament, and I
presume upon that ground we have the right
to deal with this matter.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-Perhaps it
is because it refers to the Nisbet Academy
that the hon. gentleman thinks it is called
after me, and that I had something to do
with it, but it is not so. It was handed to
me, and it was afterwards transferred to the
Hon. Mr. Lougheed. I do not know any-
thing about it all.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Why not let it stand till Monday and have
the deputy minister look into it ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I move that the order
of the day be discharged and placed on the
orders for Monday next.

The motion was agreed to.
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LOAN COMPANIES BILL.

IN THE CoMMITTEE.

The House resumed in Committee of the
Whole Consideration of Bill (P) " An Act
respecting Loan Companies."

On clause 29.

on. Mr. MILLS -The clause suggested
e in pace of this one reads as follows:-

The com pany may have agencies in any places in
rt Britain or elsewhere for the registration and

trasfer of debentures or other stock, and for thena of any other business of the company.

. That is very much wider than the clause
In the bill, The limitations in reference to

nagi< ] meetings for the purpose disappears,
to do t uppose we could trust the company

tdothat.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
u give the company power to establish

agencies in England or elsewhere without
any restrictions ?

"on. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
think it is a good provision.

e on. Mr. MILLS-I move that this
%aUS be substituted in place of clause 29.

eTii motion was agreed to, and the substi-
ted clause was adopted.

0n the last clause.

a T e Companies Act, chapter 119 of the Revised
of Canada, is hereby repealed so far as

any loa the formation or incorporation hereafter of
ruote a OUpany or the amalgamation of any two or
thereof , companies by virtue of any of the provisions
form 'bbut every such conpany incorporated or
no Y virtue of the said Act shall so remain and
auchkovãSOn of the said Act shall, as touching any

con'Pany, be in any wise affected by this Act.

hl o. Mr. MILLS-Certain parties whoa , under chapter 119, the power of being
d gamated, with powers that this Act

hes not confer, have asked that they should
abnde 'pwer of amalgamation, but without
they oning any of the franchises which

ofow have, and so they propose that the
outrd confirmation or" should be struck
tiu at the beginning of the third line of
th lause and the word " or " at the end ofliat 1ne, then the whole cf the 4th and 5thines to the words "thereof." I have con-

er this matter along with the officers of

the Finance Department, and they think
that it is better that the clause should be
carried as it is. If they want to amalga-
mate with larger powers than this bill con-
fers, then they would require to come to
Parliament for amalgamation. I think this
is not an unreasonable proposition ; at all
events, that is as far as I think we ought to
go at the present time.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
only difficulty there would be in case any
two companies should desire to unite, and
they have powers other than those which
are coiferred upon them by this bill. They
would have to ask for legislation, and that
opens the door for continued legislation,
which we are trying to avoid by the passage
of a general consolidaticn Act. I can readily
understand the position of the minister.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is a choice of evils.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is to give up the powers which they
have and become amalgamated, or remain-
ing as they are. If it is thought, by those
who have not only taken an interest in but
studied this question, that the powers which
have been given to these companies and
which the amalgamation under this law
would deprive them of, should be taken
from them, then of course the clause should
stand. I am rather inclined to take the
other view. Stil], if the object is to make
them as uniform as possible, perhaps it is
better to allow the clause to stand as it is.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is the view that
is taken. I have no very strong view on
the subject. On consideration, I think it
on the whole, it is desirable to secure uni-
formity as far as possible. If we once suc-
ceeded in obtaining it, then changes made
hereafter must be for the general advantage
of all companies alike. This bill goes to the
House of Commons, and if there is any very
strong feeling in that direction, of course
they will amend it and it will be a short
undertaking to reconsider it here, I move
therefore that clause 41 be adopted as it
stands.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE, from the committee,
reported the bill, with amendments, which
were concurred in.
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CANADA PERMANENT AND WEST-
ERN CANADA MORTGAGE

CORPORATION BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-I presume I may
now move the third reading of Bill (75)
"An Act to incorporate the Canada Perma-
nent and Western Canada Mortgage Cor-
poration."

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved, in amend-
ment:

That the said bill, as amended, be not now read a
third time, but that it be referred back to the Coni-
mittee on Banking and Commerce, with instructions
to strike out the 25th, 26th, 27th and 28th clauses of
the said bill.

He said :-I stated before my objections to
amalgamating these companies in the manner
proposed by this bill. I do not see why, in
view of the bill we have just passed, this
legislation is necessary at all. They can
take advantage of the bill we have just
passed as well as they could by having special
legislation. A good deal of discussion
occurred to-day in the Committee on Banking
and Commerce, and some information was
obtained respecting the operations of these
companies, but the committee had not the
opportunity of exainining the various
accounts and statements of the companies
interested in the amalgamation, in order to
show where the deficiencies occurred, as I
suppose they have occurred with respect to
some companies interested in this matter.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-No.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I have no doubt
the originators and the gentlemen now ap-
plying for the Act of incorporation, are
perfectly competent to carry out the pro-
visions of this bill. They have the means
and ability to do it, and therefore I do not
intend to throw any discredit on their
ability to carry out the intention of this
bill. What I do object to is the principle
advocated in this measure, that they can
amalgamate these different companies with
a huge capital without imparting the neces-
sary information in order to allow the mem-
bers of the House and the committee to
ascertain whether it is necessary and whether
it is in the interest of the country or not.
Year after year applications have been made
for the incorporation of companies. I
strongly opposed them, because I think it

is not a true principle to allow the incor-
poration of these companies unless the ne-
cessities of the country require it, but I
was met with this argument, if people are
inclined to invest their money in these com-
panies and thereby reduce the rate of interest,
we should not object. We find from what
has taken place during the last fourteen or
fifteen vears that that has not been realized.
They now come to us and say, " It is true
that we obtained this power in the past, but
we found that it has not been profitable, and
therefore we require a change and want to
amalgamate these concerns in order to reduce
expense,and in that way enable the company
to modify the rate of interest charged to
people requiring money." I do not believe in
that principle at all. If the original principle
advocated was in the direction of incorporat-
ing this company with a view to obtaining
money at a cheaper rate, certainly the pro-
visions of the Act will not carry that principle
out, because if a company with $7,000,000
of capital cannot pay a reasonable dividend,
I do not see how we can expect a companY
with $20,000,000 will be enabled to accoin-
plish this. We heard to-day that these
companies had a capital of $14,000,000, one-
half of which has not been paid up. If they
required more capital, why did they not call
upon the original stockholders to make Up
the unpaid principal for the purpose of carry-
ing on their business operations? It appears
to me that they found it was impossible to
pay a dividend on $7,000,000, and instead
of increasing their capital, they say noW
" If you allow us to amalgamate we will
save sufficient in the expenses of the cou'-
pany to carry on a profitable business 0
$20,000,000 stock. The only plea of justifi
cation is that there is going to be a decrease
in carrying on the business operations.
cannot understand that this can be accoro-
plished to any appreciable extent.
object to these large trusts in Canada. In
the United States they are doing everythiln
by trusts, and the effect will be, in place ,'
decreasing the value of the articles, that it
will increase them. We know that by e%'
perience, We know that the oil trust and
the steel trust have resulted in that way.
Oil is higher to-day than before the amalga-
mation. It is a mammoth monopoly of the
worst kind. I do not say that this ama -'
gamation will lead to a monopoly, but il
looks very much like it. If you pass tb'
measure you will have other compani"
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coming and asking for similar concessions.
The next thing will be that the two great
railway corporatious, the Canadian Pacifie
Railway and the Grand Trunk Railway,
Will amalgamate. It has been the fear of
the country that they night do so, and if
they do amalgamate they will increase the
COst of freight and traffie, increase the pas-
senger rates to such a degree that it will
be a burden on the people. I object to this
arUalgamation on principle, and because I
think it will be injurious to the best interests
of the country. I ami now justifying the
course I have taken in the past. I know the
stockholders, bondholders ard debenture
holders can take care of themselves, but it is
the duty of Parliament to see that the
interests of the people who cannot protect
themselves are looked after. The govern-
ment nay say they have no right to interfere,
but I think they ought to intervene to pre-
vent any tendency they have to injure the
People. We have already sutlicient companies
to carry on the business without this amalga-
maation. Taking the view as a commercial
mnan, I think business can be conducted far
maore satisfactorily to the country at large
Without this h uge monopoly. They will
force people to agree to any terms they may
decide to impose. 1 had hoped that we would
have had an opportunity of going into the
4etails of these transactions, so that we
Ould judge from actual knowledge whether
this amalgamation was desirable. I do not

now what their object is in asking for this
legislation. The only plea they put forward
il that there would be a reduction in the
exPenses, which would make up for the de-
flciencies in the past. However, we have
Iot had an opportunity of going into it.

We are simply asked, on the bald applica-
t'on of these gentlemen, to allow them to,
combine. If we grant their request we have
"o Control over them, and perhaps in the
future they may come back and ask us to
reduce their capital, and in that way it
would probably entail a heavy loss on the
stockholders of the company. I suppose the
lmotives of the company are proper, but they
Cnault their own interests and the interests
of the bondholders and debenture holders,
anid I do not think they have taken into
consideration the interests of the country
generally. I wish to test the feeling of theGiouse, so that we can ascertain in the future
Whether my fears will be realized. I hope
that they will not be. I have very grave

29J

doubts on the matter, and I think it right
that I should express them in this chamber.
I desire to know whether the bill, which
has just been passed, would not give these
people all the power necessary to carry out
the provision contained in this Act. Before
granting this bill to any parties, it would
have to come under the supervision of -the
Governor in Council and Finance Minister
by the terms of the general measure, and
then they would examine into the details and
say whether it was in the interest of the
country, and if it were not they could refuse
it. I know perfectly well that there is a
feeling generally expressed that these gentle-
men know what they are doing. I do not
dispute that at all, and I think they are
perfectly honest, but they have only one
object in view, and that is to serve them-
selves and to get out of a bad bargain.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I would like to as-
certain whether the bondholders, or deben-
ture holders, were represented before the
committee, or whether any statement was
made that they would acquiesce in this
legislation.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-The bondholders
were all consulted in the matter, and this
draft was submitted to them when the bill
was presented to the House. They were the
ones that were considered most.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-We had no evi-
dence of that before us.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-It was stated by the
gentleman who was representing those in-
terested in the bill that this scheme had been
submitted to the bondholders in Englard
and was thoroughly approved of by them.
I have only to mention the names of the de-
putation which went there-Mr. George
Gooderham, Mr. Herbert Mason of the Can-
adian Permanent and Walter Lee of the
Western Canadian, and these gentlemen
were all connected with the Loan Company.
Mr. Blackstock is their lawyer. The whole
matter was thoroughly considered, with the
greatest possible care, before this bill was
reported. The draft was submitted to them.
I desire to correct one statement which was
made; I should be very sorry if this House
should for a moment believe that any of
these companies mentioned in the bill was
not thoroughly sound and solvent, and came
to the House to ask for powers, because they
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were in trouble. There was nothing of the
kind. Every one of these companies desiring
to federate was vas perfectly solvent and
sound.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-That may be or
may not be.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-1 do not think the
comparison the hon. gentleman made bet ween
these companies and the trusts and mono-
polies is applicable to this bill in the least
degree. I also call the attention of the
House to the fact that this amalgamation
cannot be carried into effect until all the
shareholders in the different companies have
met and agreed to carry out this bill. So
that every interest is thoroughly guarded in
that way. I may say that the object of this
amalgamation is not only by the reduction in
the expenses of carrying on the business and
to make it possible to loan money on better
terms to those who wish to borrow, but it is
desired in every way to strengthen our credit
in Scotland and England, and unquestion-
ably it would have that effect. We all know
that some little time ago there was consider-
able shock caused by the failure of one of
the Ontario loan companies, and if a com-
pany of this kind had been in existence,
with the powers which this bill proposes to
give them, they might have taken over the
liabilities of that company and prevented its
debentures remaining unpaid, and though it
might be necessary to liquidate these assets,
still it would have saved all the scandal and
discredit which occurred to Canadian invest-
ment. I cannot see in what way this bill
can be considered otherwise than in the
interests of either investors and borrowers
in the country. On the contrary, I think it
is calculated to be of very great advantage
to both.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I wish to speak on
a questionof order. The hon. gentleman from
York (Mfr. Allan) moved the third reading,
under a suspension of the rule, and I rise to
make a suggestion that an entry should be
made in the minutes that before this third
reading takes place, rules 70 and 71 were
suspended by unanimous consent. That was
the undersanding, and it will be better to
have it appear in the minutes.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Yes.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-I am
fully in accord with the remarks made by

the hon. gentleman from Rideau Division.
It is very well known that combines of all
kinds are against the interests of the country,
and against the general interests of trade,
and this is a combine of moneyed interests.
We believe competition is the life of trade,
and this is a bill to do away with com-
petition in lending out money. I think
that giving certain people the power of unit-
ing their funds together, to the amount of
$20,000,000 is putting a vast power into the
hands of a few people. And after a few
years they can increase that. It is an
immense power to give any company,
the control of $20,000,000. We know
what good theymight do with it, but we know
also that they may do harm. I think it is &,
vicious principle to give power to a number
of people to combine in this way and buy up
smaller institutions of a similar nature,which
are likely to keep down the prices of the com-
modity in which they are trading. We
know that if there is only one institution,
which has the control of the money market,
it has the power in its own hands to*
charge what it pleases. If there are aà
number of institutions competing for the,
lending of money, there is competition, the
rate of interest is more likely to be brought.
to a proper level than when it is in the·
hands of one large institution such a&
the one to be created by the bill before-
us. Some allusion has been made to divid-
ends. Is it at all likely that it is going
to be any benefit to the poor people whO-
want money that these people should get all
the lending into their own bands, and that.
they should be enabled to pay larger divi-
dends 1 That is certainly the object 1n
combining, that they should be able to
divide larger profits among themselves, and
these profits are to be made out of the power
to hire out money. I am opposed to the
principle of the bill, not only to the clause&
which the hon. gentleman from RideaII
attacks, but the whole principle of the bill,
because it is giving too much power to One
company.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not see the for"
of the objection made by the hon. membere'
who are opposing this bill. This is just one
of the kind of combines that cannot wOrk
against the public interest. No mattet
what rate this company undertakes to fiX s
the value of money, it cannot put up the
price beyond that which other companie&
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are ready to take. There are a great many
loan companies in the country. I daresay
they go up to the hundreds, and, that being
en, this one organization is no more likely to
create a combine for the purpose of oppres-
Bing the borrower than any one of the bank-
11g institutions of the country. If I thought
that was to be the case, I would propose to
'it the amount of capital that could be

Paid into any one organization, but when I
rmember that in the city of London alone

there are nearly a dozen loan companies,
and I daresay in the city of Toronto three
tines that number, or perhaps more, then I
do not think there is much danger in the
direction which hon. gentlemen have men-
tioied.

The amendment was declared lost on a
dvision.

The bill was then read the third time, and
passed on a division.

CRIMINAL CODE, 1892, AM ENDMENT
BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.

The louse resumed in Committee of the
Whole consideration of Bill (Q) " An Actfurther to amend the Criminal Code, 1892."

(In the committee.)

On clause 442 A.

an l.a Every one is guilty of an indictable offence
e dble to years'imprisonment or to a fine not

o ng dollars, or to both who, having in his
of n any plate, roll or die made for the purpose
sPinting or engraving Dominion notes or any
DUr impressed or adhesive. to be used for revenue
dep by the Post Office Department or any other
for ttient of the governiment of Canada, or made'

y ,urpose of printing or engraving any part of
re c Dominion note or stamp, fails, neglects or
of 'e ol deiand to deliver the same to the Minister
Personane of Canada for the time being or to any
deanauthorized by the said Minister of Finance to

receive the saine.

add o. Mr. MILLS said :--I propose to
thto this a provison that the contractor's$ight t

di to compensation shall not be jeopar-
the deOr lessened, or in any way affected by
A aelivery of these stamps, plates and dies.
"ýfena matter of public policy, the govern-
that have over and over again required
tlt these plates and dies be given up,Ioether independent of the contractor.
bil .ave also forbidden the engraving of

bli ilar to bank notes. Patent medicine
rng, resembling bank notes, were at

one time issued and passed off on careless
persons. It cannot be that a. person can
have any right to retain a bank note plate
which is of no possible use to him. They
may be of use to the government of the day,
but no one could make use of them without
committing a fraud and being guilty of a
crime against the law. So what has been
done in the Post Office Act heretofore, what
has been done with regard to the law in
other cases, has been made general here. In
the vast majority of cases there can be no
reason in the world for not giving up the
plates, or dies, as the case may be. They
can be of no possible usb to a party who was
formerly a contractor, but has ceased to have
a contract with the government. They can
only be lawfully in the possession of a person
while he is a contractor. When that con-
tractoral relation ceases, then the postage
dies, or dies for the printing of Inland Rev-
enue stamps, or dies for the printing of bank
notes, ought to pass into the possession of
the government. There can be no doubt
that that is a sound proposition; but if,
under the contract, the party has not been
paid, if he can show in a court that he is
entitled to compensation, beyond the com-
pensation which he has received under the
contract, for the delivery up of these dies,
we do not propose by this bill to take that
remedy away. We leave him in the posses-
sion of that remedy, and that is all that can
fairly be claimed; for I do not think any one
can contend that such plates and dies should
be in the possession of a party having no
contractoral relations with the state.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The general principle laid down by the hon.
gentleman is one in which every one must
concur, but does he not think that the
amendment 'to this clause goes too far ?
You first make a provision for imprisoning.
a man who has in his possession the articles
mentioned in that clause, and you say
at the close of the amendment which you
propose to add, that that shall not in-
terfere with any claim which he may have
against the government for the dies or
plates. Supposing a man has, under his
contract, a right to engrave the articles
which are, by this clause, made to be unlaw-
f ully in his possession. You then say that on
demand he must deliver those up, and if he
does not deliver them up he subjects himself
to a penalty. But supposing a man has en-
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tered into a contract conditionally that these
articles are .to be given up on being paid for,
and the government refuses to pay for them,
under this clause you would nullify that
provision in his contract, send him to jail and
fine him ; and then when he got out lie could
sue the government for the value of the
plates. Would you compel the man to give
up the dies before paying him î The prin-
ciples involved in the bill seem to be very
like thaL in other measures we have had to
deal with this session-to be placed on the
statute-book for the express purpose of meet-
ing a special case. I find by a document
placed in my hands that a difficulty has
arisen between the old contractor and the
Post Office Department in reference to those
plates. He has been deprived-I do not say
whether properly or improperly-of his con-
tract. He is not the contractor for the en-
graving and printing of these articles for the
government just now. The Postmaster
General demands of the contractor the
delivery up of the plates and dies which he
has in his possession. The contractor says
" Pay me for the value of these dies, &c.,
and you can have them." The Postmaster
General replies " No, you are not entitled
to any pay ; you were paid for this artistic
work which you have performed in the
engraving of these plates in the price
which was paid to you for the printing of'
the bills, the postage stamps, and the Inland
Revenue stamps." The contractor says
"That is not correct; those are not the terms
of my contract, nor did I so intend it when
I tendered." But the Postnaster General
is ohdurate and he refuses. He admits an
indebtedness for eight or ten thousand
dollars, which is also admnitted by the
department, as I understand it, and I think
the correspondence will show that the Min-
ister of Justice himself acknowledged that
fact. The Postmaster General says " Well,
I will neither pay you the amount which my
departnent bas certified is properly, legiti-
mately and legally belonging to you, unless
you comply with the demand which I have
made and deliver up these stamps." The con-
tractor says " 1 am quite willing to deliver
up these stamps provided you will pay me
their value, as is provided in my contract."
The question is whether lie bas the right to
retain them, and if be bas the right to re-
tain them, is not this clause franed ex-
pressly to meet his case ? Is it not proposed
so that he may be fined and sent to jail in

case he refuses, after demand is made, to
give up those articles which his contract says
be is not compelled to do unless payment
bas been made for the same, and at the
same time the government refuse to pay
him I That seems to me to be the case.

Hon. Mr. POWER-If the hon. gentle-
man will excuse nie for interrupting,;the
amendnment which the hon. minister pro-
poses to the clause here, is that the govern-
nient shall pay.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-But
first you make him a criminal.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
You make it a penal offence by fining the
person if lie refuses; and the minister says
"If we owe you anything you shall not be
debarred from going into court and collect-
ing it." But that does not relieve him of
the penalty of going to jail, whether he is
paid or not. I cannot understand why the
government should exercise such power,
through any head of a department, in a case
of this kind, where is involved a very
small amount. The fifth clause of the con-
tract reads as follows :-

That ail plates, dies and rolls specially used in cof-
nection with the said work, or any part thereof, and
which have been paid for by the governnent of Cap1-
ada shall be reserved for the exclusive use of the said
goverrnment of Canada, as well as ail plates froyn
which the said work or any part thereof shall be
printed, and shall be the property of the said govern-
nient, and the conpany shall, on denand, deliver tO
the Minister of Finance of Canada for the time being,
or as he nay direct, ail such plates, dies and rolls, the
company holding then aftur they have been prepared
and paid for as aforesaid.

If English language imeans anything, iv
neans that if he is holding these dies and
plates unlawfully, after having been paid for
then, he should be subject to any penaltY
you can impose upon him, because no one
will deny the importance of preventing a
contractor, after he ceases to be a contrac-
tor, from holding plates and dies of this
character, which night be stolen from hiU'
and improperly used. Then, as I under-
stand, the Postmaster General contends that
the value of these dies, &c., were included 10
the tender which was sent in, and, con-
sequently, be bas no claim for them. On the
contrary, the contractor says, they were
not. The correspondence upon this subj'et
bas been placed in my hands. Mr. 11ogg
was the solicitor for Mr. Burland, the cOn-
tractor, and in the correspondence it '
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shown that he made a proposition to deliver will make a provision that even if the con-
fP ail these into court, subject to the decision tractor does go to jail and pay a heavy

Of the court as to whether he has any right to penalty, he shah not be deprived of his re-tbera or not, and the Postmaster General course in court for the amount due hlm."
Poltedly and distinctly refuses to pay one The letter also says that the Minister of
dollar of what is due this man under the Justice thought that this proposition madea fltract until lie complies with the demand by Mr. Hogg to him was reasonable one,
O dehiver up the plates, &c., and then he and lie recommended him to consuit the

he further, and Mr. Hogg says, writing to Postmaster General-a very reasonable
Client: course. Mr. Hogg says to the minister I

q fund him exceedingly bitter in regard to have consulted him and can do nothing with
ward On altogether, although he maintained an out- him. You ought to grant me a fat in order
was 8Ppearanc of suavity with me. He said he that 1 mîoht collect this amount due to my
that 1 t desirous of doing what was fair and right ;
Wohle looked upon the dies, rolls and plates as client, and you can take whatever course
da ess, excepting to the extent that there was a you think proper in order to secure these
gljerto the public. He thought that you would b dies. We are prepared to place these dies
the be relieved of the responsibility of keeping
etion Your Possession. He would listen to no sug- In a court of adjudication awaiting the resuit

ut that the account should be paid and that the and abiding hy the issue, but pay me what
houl on0of the payment for the dies, rolls and plates

0errd sent to the court for adjudication. He re- you me." The Postmaster General says
to ±ne to a section of the Post Office Act relating "No I will not pay you, nor will the Min-
for nr8Ois holding in their possession dies and plates ister of Justice give hlm a fiat." I am onl
ay'8tage stamps, naking it a criminal offence for

Person to have these articles in their possess speaking now of what this correspondence

XVe know that that is a criminal offence says. He as appied for a fiat, las he not
ter the Post Office Act, and this contrac-

r Wr uld be liable to that provision if he
ela to give them up, were it not for the Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It

havse which is in bis contract, and which I bas been refused.
U e read, that he is not obliged to give them Hon. Mr. MILLS-No.
P ntil after they have beei paid for. The

r proceeds Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
rel referred me to a section of the Post Office Act Then it is in abeyance
and 1 atto Persons holding in their possession dies
Offenc Qa for postage stamps, making it a criminal

Rosior any person to have these articles in their
aPl told hii that such section did not Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
ilre our case, and that so far as that was con-

e WOUld not be very much troubled, as your is not (uite s0 bad as I thought it
Dre vas under contiact, and although it had was.the)y ere was a question outstanding relating to

etationent for them. He did not combat my inter- Hon. Mr. PROWSE-But le bas not got
te aln of that clause, but said if it did not apply,

4W tOrdy consulted the Ministerof Justice with
app t amending the Post Office Act as to make

le w our case, and that when that was done S
take not be answerable for any steps that might This correspondence says that le applied for

und4er the amended Act.Tene th nddAt a fiat and it was ref used, and the s eason
l Plre is a clear intimation that this clause was that the Minister of Justice did not like

ce. in the bill to meet this particular to act in direct opposition to bis colleague.
ho appears that the Postmaster General The Minister of Justice says now, that5the

ig hby the way is a lawyer of some stand- fiat was not refused but held in abeyance,
did FI rofession in the city of Toronto- which amounts to the same thing, and with
ofth t attempt to combat the reasoning the principle laid down by the government;.oin 0Olicitor for the contractor upon this that a man is not to have interest on bis

& li, te said " I will use the power of daim, a contractor can be kept out of
you a.uent to compel you to do that which bis money for a year or two before lie can
Yourecntend is contrary to the provisions of get any fiat. 1 ask any reasonable man
pu is'hontract, and if you do not do it, I will whether that is fair or honourable on the
MMSh YOu and send you to jail." The part of the government. No private gentle-
plae r of Justice now says " I propose to man would do that. If a man conducting at.hat pw upon the statute-book, but I private business were to acknowledge an
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honest indebtedness to another man he slould place themseives in a position to
might say "I cannot pay you at pre- assist in carrying out the determination-I
sent," but he could not deprive him of his will say a spiteful determination-of any
right to go to court. The goverrnment are minister of the governrent. I mistake very
not in that position. The government are mucl the character of the members of this
in a position to pay this claim whenever they fouse, and also of the fouse of Coinmons,
like, but through obduracy and stubborness, when the facts are known, if they would
if I miay use that expression, and it appears place a clause of that kind upon the statute-
to me, if there is any truth in the corres- bock without the reservation to which I
pondence whichi s hold in my hand, vindit- have referred.
tiveness on the part of the Postmaster
General, they punish this man because he Hon. Mr MILLS-I confess an greatly
stood in his way in a good many matters astonished at the vne of argument which
connected witm the renewal and the issuance the leader of the opposition ias adopted. tI
of this contract. I amw not defending Mr. n te cases out of ten, changes in the criminal
Burland for what he nay have done in the law are suggeoted by induvdual cases as
past. I amn rerely takirig this as an illustra- they arise, but I neyer heard of a proposition
tion of the viciousness of attempting to place with regard te a case where no crime ias
upon the statute-book any clause, par- been cormited in which an lion. gentleman
ticularly when it affects the liberty of the has admitted the propriety of the law and
subject, in hrder to carry out an idea that at the same time declared that the particular
any minister of the Crown may have. If case in tehich this law would be applicable
Mr. Burland bas no rig t to hiold these dies, ought to be exenpted from its pperation.
al the Postmaster General would have to There is one important matter which the
do would be to say to the Minister of lion. etleman has entirey lost sigt af,
Justice ILet him have a fiat and then we and that is the public interest and the pro
will test the question." Mr. Hogg further priey of the proceeding itself. t is n e
says: necessary, if Mr. Brland comes under this

provision, that lie should go to jail There
While Mr. Mills is inclined, I tkink, to be fair, I is no proposition to send Mr. Burland todo not suppose he would undertake to go directly

against the wishes of one of his colleagues. On th jail. But there is a dispute as to the inter-
contrary, the whole correspondence shows that the pretation of the contract, and there is aIso
Minister of Justice acted fairly and with a good deal a condition of thin s existingwhich threatens
of consideration in the discussion of the niatter with i i ih
the contractor's solicitors, but unfortunately lie is the public interest. There would be noth'
overruled by his colleague, or does not like to act in ing in the world to prevent Mr. Burland
direct opposition to hun. using these plates which lie possesses to the

I think the attempt to put this clause detriment of the public treasury te an u-
upon the statute-book, unless it specially limited extent, and yet the lon. gentleman
exempts this case, is not right and I would says that because Mr. Burland differs frelf
be one to vote for obliterating it from the Post Office Department with regard t
the Criminal Code altogether. At the same the interpretation of an Act, therefore,
time, I say-and I say it distinctly--that 1 Burland ouglt not to give up tese staips
think the provision is a good one, and all I under the law, even thougl the law is
would ask the Minister of Justice to consider properone, until you first decide the questien
is this: that he would make a special ex- as to bis riglts. I do not admit that at
emption in this case. This man says he has 1 say no department or governrent ever
a claim under his contract, which the Post- acted on that tleory. The lion. gentlen
master General does not deny, but lie threat- held office in the gevernment for nearlY
ens to pass a special Act of Parliament and twenty years, and in ne case did lie act eh
then punish Mr. Burland under its provi that tleery.
sions, for he savs, " I will not be responsible Hon.,Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-So
for what will follow." It seems to me the minister teck the position whicl tle pre3ent
moment this becomes law a warrant would Postmaster General dees.
issue for the arrest of this contractor, and
he would either have to pay the penalty or lon. Mr. MILLS-No gentleman sets UP

-be deprived of his liberty. I ask hon. tle riglt of an individual against the rigbo
gentlemen whether any deliberative body cf the Crown. kinew, myself, a r 1ot
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very well informed who had a contract for
carrying the mail from a particular station
to a post office miles away, and he says:
"There is not included in my contract the
delivery of the mail from the station to the
post office, and I will go to the post office,
and wait till the mail is brought there. I
Will not go to the station for the mail." Did
the Post Office Department undertake to
interpret the law in accordance with the
View of that man and allow him to have his
way until, by some process or litigation, it
Could be decided whether the Postmaster
General or the contractor was right in the
view of the law I The rule is that you obey
the law and act In conformity with its de-
mnands and your rights shall be preserved to
you, and if you are right you should have
redress.

Ron. Mr. PERLEY--He would not be
required to give up the horse and wagon.
11e would only be required to give up the
Oiail. That is a parallel case.

lon. Mr. MILLS-No one said he would
be compelled to give up his horse and wagon,
but the question was whether hie should take
the mail from the station or the post office,
and the Postmaster General said it was from
the Station, and he did not allow the indivi-
dual to override him in the interpretat ion of
the contract for the time being. Here are
Plates which may be used to the detriment
of the government to the extent of
tels of thousands of dollars. Are they
to be allowed to remain in the hands of
a party who is no longer a contractor
of the government, and no longer can
use them without a breach of trust? It
Would be a crime in him to print postage
tainps or bank notes. It would be a crime
.hin to print stamps for the purpose of
1Iig used on cigar boxes. Why should he

have the plates and dies 1 They were usefulto i as a contractor of the government,
but if he should attempt to use them after-'Wards he would be committing an offence
&gain8t the criminal la w. He stands in the
saun Position as a man who bas dies for the
ýOOning of money in bis possession, and he
8 'lot authorized to have them. Morally

t at iS his position. What ground does the
bon. gentleman assign for allowing the man

tO retain them in his possession? Why
should he be put above the law if this is aProper provision?

Hon Mr. PRIMROSE-Read the sixth
clause of the contract.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-But the Post Office
Department has interpreted that contract
differently, and it is open to them to go into
court and obtain a proper interpretation of
that contract. But the dies should be given
up in the meantime. They have no right
to be in his possession. No other country
in the world would permit it. Where else
would such a thing be allowed? And yet
the hon. gentleman opposite pretends that
because this man had these dies in his pos-
session a decision as to the interpretation of
the contract must be had before he will give
thema up.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
No, I said nothing of the kind.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
said " No, he shall not give them up."

Hon, Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
No, I did not put it as the hon. minister
states.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Then the hon. gentle-
man does not object to this provision. I
am putting it precisely as the hon. gentle-
man's whole line of argument points out. I
say that the retention of those dies is an
improper act. It is an act contrary to the
settled policy of the government in every
other case. In the case of the postage
stamps it was forbidden. The hon. gentle-
man says that Mr. Burland has not received
compensation. The Postmaster General
says "You were compensated under your
contract." This is in dispute. 'he hon. gen-
tleman has referred to a conversation that
has taken place between myself and Mr.
Hogg, who called upon me. Mr. Hogg him-
self admitted to me that the interpretation
of that contract is doubtful. Then it should
go to the court, but the dies should be in
the possession of the government in the
meantime. The dies ought to be in the pos-
session of the government as much as any
other engravings from which may be
printed paper that is binding upon
the state, and occasion perhaps a loss of
revenue. I may say no such dies should be
in the possession of private parties, unless
under special arrangement with the govern-
nient that paper may be printed for the use
of the government. There is no contractorial
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relation between Mr. Burland and the gov-
ernment any longer. The hon. gentleman
has referred to payment. There are other
matters of difference between Mr. Burland
and the government besides this particular
item. The contract was entered into with
Mr. Burland, when the hon. leader of the
opposition was in office, for the printing of
certain revenue stamps and other stamps
from steel engraved plates. It turned out
that those engravings were lithographed.
They were not from steel plates. They could
be done for a small percentage of the actual
cost. A fraud had been committed for a
series of years that may affect the public
revenues to the extent of hundreds of thou-
sands of dollars, for all I know. That is a
matter for inquiry along with every other in
dispute between the governnent and Mr.
Burland. I say now I believe there are
70,000 of these stamps still unusued in the
Inland Revenue Department, lithographed
and not steel engraved, and the hon. geritle-
man knows what the difference in the value
is. The one is not worth more than 25 per
cent of the other, and all those matters, of
course, will have to be dealt with between
Mr. Burland and the different departments
of the government, and it will be an adjust-
ment of account; but that adjustment has
nothing whatever to do with the question
whether it is proper, or not proper, that these
rolls, dies and plates should be in the hands
of a private individual who is no longer a
contractor with the government. Suppos-
ing a man had been emploved by the govern-
ment to run a mint, and that he had all the
necessary machinery and appliances for
milling money in the interests of the state,
does the hon. gentleman suppose, after the
contract between that individual and the
state has come to an end, that he ought to
be allowed to keep that machinery? And
yet there would be far less danger, because
the money milled and stamped would have
an intrinsie value if it were made from gold
and silver of a proper quality, but that
would not apply to paper printed bank notes,
postage stamps and stamps for the use of
the Inland Revenue Department. All these
are matters which affect the public revenue,
and the dies cannot be of the slightest value
te the individual who holds them. Now, if
he were not compensated for them in the
contract, no matter how that question
stands, whether in his favour or against him,
when he is required to deliver them up for

the purpose of protecting the public revenue,
the Crown has a right te the possession of
them. It is required for the public interest,
and I do ail that is absolutely necessary in
this bill, when I provide that nothing in this
section contained shall prejudice or affect
any claim to compensation which such per-
son may have against Her Majesty for
deprivation of such plates, rolls, or dies. If
Mr. Burland is colled upon by the Post-
master General and the Minister of Inland
Revenue to deliver those up, and by the
Finance Minister to deliver up plates for
the printinig of government notes, that is
what he should do; lie should conform to
the law. t is a question wholly apart
from what may be his right or interest in
the question of compensation. If he has
not been conpensated-if that was not
taken into consideration in the con-
tract-of course ho will establish that
fact in the interpretation of the contract in
the Exchequer Court, but wlat he gets,
whether the g.overnment owe him or do not
owe him, is a matter wholly apart and dis-
tinct from the question as to wlether it is
right to protest the public revenue by requir-
ing that these engraved rolls and plates be
handed in to the Finance Minister for the
proper protection of the public revenue. I
say that the clause is a proper one. The
hon. gentleman admîits it is a proper one,
but he seems to think-I do not know by
what process of reasoning he arrives at that
conclusion-that if 31r. Burland was not
paid, he has a right to hold on to those dies
and plates until he is paid. I say no; they
should be positively given up for the protec-
tion of the public revenue, and that if he has
not been compensated he is entitled to com-
pensation. But that question of compensa-
tion to him is a very subordinate question in-
deed compared to the important one of pro-
tecting the public revenue. It may be that
Mr.Burland would never think of using those
plates or dies and stamps. That miay be all
very true,and it may be true that many aman,
who is in possession of a dangerous instru-
ment, might not be disposed to use it offens-
ively, but if you find that its possession is
dangerous te the public, you do not presume
te legislate in a way te except A, B, or C.
The hon. gentleman said that this particular
case had suggested this amendment. I do
not think it did, although it is a case in
point, and it is an important matter,
undoubtedly an important inatter, that
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an individual case may suggest, and one,
When suggested, ought to be made general
n its operation, and a case that shows

that the law was necessary to be put upon
the statute-book is not one to exempt from
the operation of that law which you declare
tO be necessary. In this case Mr. Burla'nd
would stand in no worse position to-day than
an1Y individual might stand to-morrow under
another contract. Supposing the Americin
Bank Note Company, that is doing this
Work under contract at the present time,
had their contract cancelled ; supposing they
failed, or for any other reason the contract
ceUI to an end; or that we did not think
the work was satisfactorily done and ter-
tninated the contract, would it be for a
rnomlient pretended that there could be any
rea8on for demanding the delivery up of the
Plates, stamps and dies in their case which
WOuld not equally apply to the case of Mr.
'urland ?

oLn. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-It de-
Pend8 upon their contract.

1on. Mr. MILLS-There is where the
on. gentleman is mistaken. The govern-
ent cannot contract away its resp3nsibility

'10it were so disposed, and, Po far as I know,
government has undertaken to do that.
t these contracts imply that the delivering

"P i' to take place when the contract has
'fl1e to an end. All imply that. Now, ifthe American Bank Note Company, with

om a contract exists at the present time,
Were to have their contract brought to an
thid, and sone matter in dispute--supposing
th a clause were enacted-arises between
the Inland Revenue Department, or the

ost Oflice Department, or the Finance De-Partment, and these engravers and contrac-tha, does the hon. gentleman pretend to say
that You must settle everything in conform-
lty with their interpretation of the contract,
be t houglh it be the right interpretation,
th oOu can demand the delivering up of
th hings, their possession of which, when

tContract bas come to an end, is dangerousthe Public revenue?

Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)--It5Pends altogether on the contract.

11a-.Mr. MILLS-That is a preposterous
thert"ent It depends on theu

ne. er this is a danger to the public reve-
I this case a difference of opinion has

arisen between the Postmaster General and
Mr. Burland as to the interpretation of the
contract, does the hon. gentleman pretend to
say Mr. Burland bas a right to hold on to all
those plates and dies until a court of law
decides what the true interpretation of that
contract is I

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-That
puts him in court. He wants to go into the
court, and you will not let him. Put him
in the court and you will find who is right
and who is wrong.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The right and wrong
of it bas nothing to do with the case. The
interpretation of the contract bas nothing
to do with whether those things are wrong-
fully in his possession. In no other country
in the world do I think such an argument
would be seriously put forward. Take the
case of the telegraph, the telephone and
other companies in England that have
been taken possession of by the government.
Did the government undertake to settle the
precise amount to which the companies were
entitled before taking them over ? Certainly
not, and this is a matter of much greater
urgency, which may affect the public revenue,
while the other does not. Supposing the
court were to hold to-morrow that Mr. Bur-
land is entitled to five or ten thousand
dollars for these stamps -suppose the court
were to hold that the Postmaster General's
interpretation of the contract is wrong-what
bas that to do with the case as to whether
Mr. Burland is entitled to retain possession
of tiese stamps? The possession does not
depend upon whether he is paid or whether
lie is not paid. The possession depends upon
the propriety of protecting the public reve-
nue. If he is entitled to compensation-if
his interpretation of the contract is right-
he will be paid. Does the hon. gentleman
think that the government of this country
are bankrupt-that they are not to be trust-
ed with an indebtednesà of $4,000 or $5,000
to Mr. Burland, and that he must hold on
to those things by which the public revenue
is endangered in order that he may be paid.
He may go into the court-he may obtain
judgment.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
How is he to get there 9

Hon. Mr. MILLS-He can go there with-
out any trouble.
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Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-No; a fiat muet pardized or lessened or in any way affected
be issued. by the delivery of these stamps and plates.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-And there is no
trouble in getting a fiat if he delivers up
those things; but, as I said before, there
are other things in dispute, and in those
matters the government have taken the in-
itiative and Mr. Burland will have, under
that initiative, all the right of defence which
he would have under a fiat.

Hon. Mr. PR]MROSE- -Was Mr. Bur-
]and not refused a fiat i

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No; Mr. Burland has
never been refused a fiat. His agent will
not say so. But supposing he was, that is
beside this question. When Mr. Burland
applied for a fiat I wrote to the Postmaster
General, as the universal practice of the
Department of Justice always has been, for
a statement of any reasons why a fiat should
not issue, and the Postmaster General sent
me a letter and asked that further communi-
cation should be had before the fiat was
issued. Some matters were under inquiry
by him, which inquiry was not completed at
the time. When Mr. Hogg called on me, I
told him that. I asked him why these
plates should not be delivered up as the
Postmaster General desired, and if the Post-
master General did not agree with him-
and he claimed that Mr. Burland was
already compensated for these things-
that a fiat would be issued for the pur-
pose of having a petition of right filed by
him. There was no difficulty in getting a
fiat, but he had no right to attach to that a
condition that unless a fiat was issued at
once, and until it was decided whether he was
entitled to compensation or not, he would not
give up possession. I will say this, and I
wish to impress it on the House, and I
cannot impress it to strongly, that the right
of the possession of dies and stamps, by
which a fraud might be committed upon the
public revenue, is not dependent upon the
question as to whether M r. Burlanl is com-
pensated under that contract or whether
he is not. That is a matter in controversy.
That controversy can go on. It does not in
the least jeopardize his claim to compen.
sation to give up these stamps. Will any
hon. gentleman say how Mr. Burland's
chances of obtaining right to compensation
or obtaining judgment, if there is any merit
in his claim, could be in the least degree jeo-

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)--If Mr.
Burland holds these things unlawfully, what
process can the government take to get
possession of them? Surely there muet be
some means.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Under civil pro-
ceedings.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, certainly not.
The hon. gentleman knows, as a matter of
civil law, that if Mr. Burland is the pro-
prietor of these things he has a right to
their possession. Let me put this case to
the hon. gentleman; supposing we had no
legislation on the subject of counterfeiting,
does he pretend to say that if we were to
find dies of a costly character in the posses-
sion of a counterfeiter, by which he could
coin counterfeit money and scatter it through
the country?

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The cases are
not parallel.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I say they are. Does
the hon. gentleman say that a man, under
such circumstances, should before giving
them up receive compensation ?

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-That
is not a fair comparison.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Does the hon. gentle-
man say he should have compensation i

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Mr.
Burland lawfully possesses certain articles;
the other man does not.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am putting a hypo-
thetical case. Supposing he were in the
possession of costly dies and there were no
law against himi

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)--Ie
could not break the law then.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentlerna3n
should not hello until he is out of the woods.
I say if that were the case does any one i1
his senses pretend that a man in the posses'
sion of those dies should be compensated
before you would put on the statute-book &
measure making the possession of ther"
illegal 1 Now, that is the point. EverybodY
will admit that the public would be enda'-
gered by the possession of these dies. Every
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Person would admit that the legislation for-
bidding their possession is proper, whether
the possessor receives compensation or not.
Now, I say Mr. Burland iad a contract
With the government. The use of those dies
waS subordinate to the fulfilment of that
0ontract. The contract is at an end. The
Possession by him of the dies and plates en-
dangers the public revenue. It is a posses-
s01 thereof that ought not to be continued.
The Postmaster General says "You are
compensated for these dies under the con-
tract for the printing of those stamps. That
Printing is now over. You were compensa-
ted at that time." Mr. Burland says "No, I
"weas not." That is -a fair subject for a suit,
but that does not in any way affect the right
Ofthe government to the instantaneous pos-
ession of these things which threaten to in-

JUriously affect the public revenue. That is
the Position which I take. It is perfectly
elear. Let no hon. gentleman think that

e. can defend a dishonest possession of
thIngs dangerous to the public revenue by
Pretending to say Mr. Burland has not been
eotuPensated. The Postmaster General says

r. Burland was compensated, but, whether
hat be so or not, we are ready to give Mr.

rrand the fullest opportunity he requires
settle that dispute in the courts, but that

heWholly independent of the question
*hether he should retain possession of those
etntil that matter is settled. It in per-

y absurd to argue to the contrary, and
we do all that ought to be done when

a~y to him, and say to anybody else who
c b in the same position hereafter,

hatever you may require for the pur-
pose0et getting compensation for what is
1'5tey due to you under the law, shall be

to you. But the instantaneous pos-
n of these articles belongs to us." It

treason at common law to coin genuine
ey, because it affected the royal prero-

hole. Are the public interests of the
the country not as important, and do
p not stand in the sanie position as the
doubOgative of the Crown? There can be no
th oWith regard to the matter. When
tde hn• gentleman opposite said that he

itted that the principle of the bill as it
%gt dight and proper, then I say it is

ayaLd Proper absolutely. The moment
give prot'ction to the intereste of the

mU,"4if Mr. Burland can claim for these
and dies $40,000 or $50,000, and

that he is justly entitled to that

amount, the court will award it to him,
whether those dies are in his possession or
whether they are in the possession of the
Crown. It is wholly independent of the
right of compensation, and te say that he is
not to give up possession is to say that this
measure is not necessary, because if he is
at liberty to retain possession, it must be
because the public interests are in no way
affected.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Before the com-
mittee rises I want to ask the hon. gentle-
man a question, just to bring out some in-
formation which we can digest before taking
up this matter again. The hon. gentleman
says there is another question besides the
balance of account which Mr. Burland
claims as between him and the government
with regard to lithographs being supplied
in place of prints from steel engravings.
When was this claim made against Mr. Bur-
land by the government.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I cannot tell the hon.
gentleman precisely when it was made. I
daresay the information can be given by the
Postmaster General or the Minister of In-
land Revenue. All I can tell the hon. gen-
tleman is the matter bas been under con-
sideration for some considerable time.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I think the
dates will be very important, to show where
this legislation originated and for what pur-
pose this clause bas been placed in the bill
before us. Therefore, I hope the hon. gen-
tleman will be able to tell us when we resume
consideration of this measure, at what time
the government made this claim against Mr.
Burland for defective work supplied by him
during the many years he was contractor.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I cannot answer the
hon. gentleman's question, but I tell him
this, that no matter whether the claim was
made early or late-made last year or this
year-that while that is a reason for with-
holding a fiat until the facts could be ascer-
tained, it is no reason whatever for with-
holding dies by which the public revenue is
threatened, and it is wholly beside the ques-
tion.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Why did you introduce that argument if
it is not relevant.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It was the hon. gen-
tleman introduced that argument.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
No, I did not say anything about that.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
spoke of withholding the plates.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-A
difficulty arose about au account for certain
stamps while I was in the government, and
Mr. Burland was refused payment. Whe-
ther that is the case to which the hon. gen-
tleman refers or not, I do not know.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, it is not.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-May I ask the hon.
minister whether this amendment will be
printed, or placed in such form that members
can have an opportunity of looking it over?
I think myself a great deal depends on the
wording of this amendment. It struck me
that it did not go quite far enough, but I
could not say by just hearing it read.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
would suggest that the amendment be printed
in the minutes of to-day's proceedings.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW, from the com-
mittee, reported that they had made pro-
gress with the bill, and asked leave to sit
again.

DELAYED RETURNS.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Has the Minister of Justice consulted his
colleagues about the correspondence I asked
for I

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I handed my col-
leagues a written memo. on the subject.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The hon. gentleman, I hope, will not feel
offended if I repeat this question on Monday.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, nor on Tuesday.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELIr-I
shall ask the hon. gentleman for the corres-
pondence every day until I get it.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, 26th June, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (à) " An Act respecting the Canada
Accident Assurance Company."-(.M r.
McKay in absence of Mr. Allan.)

Bill (74) " An Act respecting the Huron
and Erie Loan and Savings Company."-
(Mr. Macdonald, B.C., in absence of Mr.
Allan.)

Bill (10) "An Act respecting the Nisbet
Academy of Prince Albert."-(Mr. Ogilvie
in absence of Mr. Lougheed.)

Bill (P) " An Act respecting Loan Coin-
panies."-(Mr. Mills.)

A QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Before the House goes into committee on
the Criminal Code Amendment Bill, I would
ask the indulgence of the House, as I was
not present when the orders of the day
were called, to make a correction in the
report which appeared in some of the news-
papers as to what I said in reference to the
granting of the fiat by the Attorney General
of the province of Ontario. I find in a nUl-
ber of papers that I am reported to have
used this language:

Sir Mackenzie Bowell called the attention of the
Minister of Justice to newspaper reports that the
Attorney General of Ontario had granted a fiat .tO
Ainericanlumbermen holding timberlimitsin Ontario,
with a view of testing the constitutionality of the le"
imposing an export duty, on logs cut on those limit$•

I scarcely think any hon. gentleman who
heard what T said, will attribute such a
gross piece of ignorance to myself as would
be shown by such a statenient. I find iu
the Toronto Globe-which is the only paper
that contains anything like a correct report
of what I did say-the following :-

Great interest has been aroused in parliaientary
circles by the statement published in the Globe of YO
terday to the effect that the Hon. A. S. Hardy 118
granted a fiat to American lumbermen, permit .
them to test the constitutionality of the Ont9É"
Government's legislation, inserting a provincial ma0
facture clause in all leases of Crown timber limit
Ontario. Sir Mackenzie Bowell this afternoon as
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Hon. David Milis whether the government were pos-
8essed of any information on the point. Sir Macken-
zie pointed out that the Federal Government had not
disallowed the provincial legislation, and desired to
know whether the Dominion administration were
Party to the suit.

That is the gist of what I really said; I
think I may take credit to myself for know-
ing that the Ontario Government has no
Power to impo3e an export duty. What I
inferentially said was, that the United States
lumubermen have two grievences, as I under-
stood it from reading the public press.
First, that they purchased limits froin the
Ontario Government without any regulation
as to the disposition of the product of
their limits, but since then they have altered
the regulations preventing them f rom send-
ing out of the country the product of their
limits, unless it has been manufactured in
the country: Second, they take the ground
that as the adoption of a regulation of that
kind is a direct infringement of the consti-
tutional Act relegating to the Dominion
Government all matters affecting trade and
comunerce, therefore it vould be unconstitu-
tional. That was the principal reason why
I asked the Minister of Justice whether the
DOminion Government were a party to the
suit. I desire to set myself right in the
]natter, although the report is so ridiculously
absurd that T scarcely think any one would
believe I would make such a blunder. I
find, also, in the reports of the discussion
on the Criminal Code, when the Minister of
Justice called attention to the fact that
there was a dispute between the contractor
and the government as to work which had
been done in the past, I asked the question
Whether that was the same dispute that
arose under the goverament of which I was
t 'memaber. The hon. Minister of Justice

Stated that while the date of the claim
Inght be a reason for withholding the fiat, it

as no justification for Mr. Burland refusing
give up the dies, rolls and plates. Then
ara made to say that the difficulty arose

*hen I was Premier, and that Mr. Burland
was refused payment. I never made any
Bueh statement as that. What I did say is

lretly reported by our official reporters.
eir report reads:

diiculty arose about an account for certain
enwas I was in the govenaent and Mr. Bur-

Qis Wt8 1efused payment. WVhether that waa the
know° Which the lon. gentleman refers I do not

Ten the hon. minister says "No, it is
lo'»I May add to what I have already

said. that at that time Mr. Burland. was
granted a fiat and he went into the Ex-
chequer Court and obtained a verdict of
$3,000 against the government, which was
not, however, as large an amount as he
claimed.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I beg to remark, in
regard to what the hon. gentleman has said,
that where newspaper reports are very much
abridged, mistakes are always likely to occur,
and especially where the subject is one with
which perhaps the reporter is himself not
very familiar, and where necessarily there is
greater difficulty in making condensation.
The hon. gentleman has spoken about the
regulations of the province of Ontario being
practically an export duty.

Hon. Sir MACKIENZIE BOWELL-
That is what they contend.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, what the other
party contend. I daresay that is their
position. As I understand, the position
taken by the Ontario Government is that
they are proprietors, and have the same
rights as any other proprietors. They have
a right to attach to the continuance of an
arrangement for cutting logs that they shall
be manufactured upon the property or they
shall not be cut, and these are the respective
positions of the two parties. I have no doubt,
upon the fiat that bas been issued by the
Attorney General, if one has been issued,
the matter will be argued and determined
by the courts.

CRIMINAL CODE, 1892, AMEND-
M ENT BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.

The House resumed, in Committee of the
Whole, consideration of Bill (Q) " An Act
furtheç to amend the Criminal Code, 1892."

(In the Committee.)

On clause 442.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-When the com-
mittee rose my hon. friend the Minister of
Justice had offered some explanation in
defence of this clause and submitted an
amendment to it. To my mind the clause
is, in itself, a very extraordinary one.
The amendment is rather an extraordinary
amendment and the speech which my hon.
friend made in support of both was still more
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extraordinary. Throughout the whole of
my hon. friend's remarks on this clause there
seemed to be an idea in his mind that the
public interest was in great danger because
Mr. Burland, or the British American Bank
Note Company, had retained possession of
certain rolls, dies and plates from which
printing had been done for the govern-
ment during the time their contract re-
mained in force. My hon. friend wished
to justify this clause, which he has asked
this honourable House to place in the
Criminal Code to meet this particular case
-he did not deny that it was to meet
this particular case,-on the ground that
great danger existed in allowing Mr. Burland
to retain these dies, rolls and plates. One
would think, if my hon. friend had so great
an appreciation of this danger, that he would
have realized it long ago, and it does seem
remarkable that, though the contract
expired nearly two years ago with ample
power in his hand to get possession of
these dies and plates, he has not yet taken
any steps to get possession of them. The
Exchequer Court Act was passed and the
appointment of ajudgeof that court was made
for the very purpose of meeting such cases
as this, where a dispute arises between any
contractor and the government of Canada.
Why did not my hon. friend, feeling this
great regard for the public interest, and
realizing the very great danger which existed
from the dies and plates remaining in Mr.
Burland's hands why did he not take some
action long ago to recover them I Instead
of that, he comes, after a lapse of nearly two
years, asking us to amend the Criminal
Code so as to enable him to send Mr. Bur-
land to the penitentiary, or have some such
sentence passed upon him. We find there
have been a good many serious contentions
between Mr. Burland and members of the
present administration. Theyevidently began
over the awarding of the existing contract.
We will not go into that now, but we know
a sharp quarrel started between Mr. Burland
and the present government of Canada in the
matter of awarding that contract. Then
we know that a quarrel started between Mr.
Burland and Mr. Mulock with regard to the
printing of the Jubilee stamps, and Mr.
Burland committed, in the eyes of the Post-
master General, the unpardonable crime of
going to the newspapers and presenting his
case on that matter to the public of Canada;
and it was seen from the history, as we are

able to gather it, of this affair from that
time up to the present, that the Post-
master General has been nursing his wrath
to keep it warm against Mr. Burland. There
is also a difference, it appears, between the
Postmaster General's department and Mr.
Burland with regard to an item of account
of $9,800 for work which Mr. Burland
performed for the Post Office Department,
the correctness of which has not been
disputed. The correspondence fully shows
that the amount was certified by the
officials of the department, and found
to be the correct amount due. Mr. Bur-
land presented his account for that work,
(and I have a copy of it in my hand),
a very considerable time ago to the
department. It was presented on the
lst of June, 1898, more than a year ago.
I am advised, ont what I know to be the
very best authority, that up to the time of
the presentation of that account, Mr. Bur-
land never heard one word from the govern-
ment with regard to the non-delivery of
those dies and plates. From the time of
the expiration of his contract, nearly a year
before that, up to the let June, 1898, when
his account was presented, this question
with regard to the rolls, plates and dies
never came up between Mr. Burland and
the government at all. It was in connection
with the non-payment of that account that
this bone of contention arose between them.
A short time afterwards Mr. Burland, finding
they were not disposed to pay him for his
account, presented a petition for a fiat in
order to obtain payment of the amouit of
his account. He presented his petition, a
copy of which I have in my possession,
more than a year ago, and to the pre-
sent time he has understood, and the publia
have understood,,that that fiat was refused.
The Minister of Justice has told the coin-
mittee that a fiat has not been refused, that.
it has only been held in abeyance, and he
sought to create an impression in this House
that there was no disposition on the part of
the government to refuse a fiat. I ask why
lias this fiat not been given I Why is it that
a full year has been allowed to intervene
and no fiat granted.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Because it has never
been contested.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Because the
government have raised a contention, which6
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thy had not raised before, with Mr. Burland
'With reference to the possession of these dies,
Plates and rolls. The dispute with regard
to these is that Mr. Burland claims that, in
cOmapliance with the terms of bis contract
with the governinent, these dies, rolls and
Plates were bis property, and that ho was
not called upon to give them up until the
government should pay for them, and as a
laymian, reading that contract, it appears to
SUstain Mr. Burland's contention. I am
aware that the Postmaster General puts a
different construction upon it. He contends

that these dies, rolls and plates were paid
r'' in the work which was executed f rom

thein and with the -payment of the work
a'time to time the government had paid

flthe dies, rolls and plates themselves.
e. Burland takes a different view. Hon.
oeIitlemen will see here is a matter for a
na fide contention between the parties.
roughoutthe whole of this contention,

Burland, through bis attorney, Mr.
gg, has asked again and again to allow
dispute as to compensation for the dies,ch a and plates to be placed before the Ex-

equer Court, and bas expressed bis will-
gness to abide by the decision of that
art. If he is right, ho looks for a very

of4siderable compensation for the delivery
these rells, dies and plates. If ho is

t Reng, he will be mulot in costs. That isko Whole case. The Minister of Justice
ws that, in going to law with Mr. Bur-
U, he a not going to law with an irre-

soli ible iman. Mr. Burland, through bis
th eltor, has not been unwilling that

e .goerniment should retain that money,o maately due him, pending the decision
at suit, and if the suit goes against

e )the government can indemnify them-
n for the costs out of that $9,800. He

ai1  a leu sum would be sufficient, but it
sà*[i be disputed that that amount is
tha% ea, and it cannot be disputed either
wl '1 dealing with a man of Mr. Burland's
oroWnl standing and means in thisi
oo v 7, there is no risk as to the
#9 , e>6ven though they bad not that
cea Wby not agree to M.r. Burland's
na Ion- Why not agree to allow that
kl 0 the dies and plates to go to the
POere Courtî The government bad

S eir own hands to go there at any
Mith r. Burland could not get there

nthr their consent. My hon. friend
ld the louse to understand that the

government were willing and desirous of
issuing a fiat, a desire which certainly was
very new to them if we judge by the corres-
pondence and their past action. It was a
sudden impulse which seemed to seize my
hon. friend between four and five o'clock on
Friday afternoon, when ho rose to defend
this extraordinary clause now before the com-
mittee. The application for the fiat could
only refer to the $9,800. No application bas
been made for a fiat with regard to the
value of the dies, plates and rolls. The
government, however, were asked by Mr.
Burland and bis lawyer to put that before
the Exchequer Court, and they would be
bound by the results, but that has never
been done. The government had power, at
any moment, under the law which they had
passed themselves, and before a judge ap-
pointed by the government of Canada, to
place that question as to these rolls, plates and
dies before the Exchequer Court and have
it settled long ago; and I submit that my
bon. friend the Minister of Justice bas been
guilty of a very grave dereliction of duty. If
what he bas told us in this House is correct,
that a grave injury and danger to the public
exists in the fact that these dies, rolis and
plates remain in the hands of Mr. Burland,
I say he has been guilty of a grave
dereliction of duty, inasmuch as he bas
not long before this taken the proceed-
ings at bis hand to get possession of
them. It is, however, too late in the day
for my hon. f riend to come before this House
and the people of Canada and tell us that ho
is animated by an extreme sense of danger
to the public interest, when ho bas elept
with regard to that interest for nearly two
years, and only now perceives it when ho is
endeavouring to get a clause placed in the
Criminal Code which will compel Mr. Bur-
land to defend himself against a criminal
action in the place of a purely civil
proceeding, as it would be in having
this matter settled, as it ought to
be settled, in the Exchequer Court
as a civil suit. So much with regard
to these bones of contention between Mr.
Burland and the government of Canada.
All this bas been going on until within
about one month ago. The counsel for
Mr. Burland bas bad many interviews
it appears from the correspondence which
bas been placed in my bande, with the Post-
master General, and some with the Minister
of Justice, with regard to this question.
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The Postmaster General, so long ago as the
28th of November, 1898,eight or nine nonths
ago, was candid enough to tell Mr. Hogg that
he would take good care that there should
be a clause placed in the Criminal Code
which would compel Mr. Burland to come to
terms. This threat was held out toMr. Hogg.
I have it over the signature of Mr. Hogg.
I ask once more, why should such an extremne
course be resorted to--why should such a
threat be made when the Postmaster General
had it within his own power and the power
of the government to submit a case long be-
fore that to the Exchequer Court, and have
the matter settled as a civil proceeding ? No
other explanation can possibly -be given of
it than that the Postmaster General was
aniiated by a deep feeling of antipathy to
Mr. Burland, and that it was his desire to
trample upon Mr. Burland in this matter
more than that the ends of justice
should be served. I an told by excellent
autbority, the language which was used by
the Postmaster General was much more for-
cible than elegant, and showed a most
intense desire on the part of the Post-
master General that he should punish
Mr. Barland in some way or another,
a feeling which was well understood to
have grown out of Mr. Burland's publica-
tion of a letter showing a great deal of mis-
management and inefliciency on the part of
the Postmaster General in reference to the
getting out of the Jubilee stamps in 1897.
The history of the transaction does not
redound much to the credit of the Post-
master General. From that time we can
trace vindictiveness on his part towards
Mr. Burland, and we can see constantly that
he was not animated by an extreme desire
in the public interest to get these dies, rolls
and plates out of the possession of the con-
tractor who held them. Otherwise a differ-
ent course would have been pursued. A
month ago, notwithstanding the threat and
the intention to amend the Criminal Code to
meet Mr. Burland's case and punish him, the
matter assumed a new phase by the institu-
tion of a suit against Mr. Burland for
alleged inefliciency, as a contractor, in the
performance of his duty during the last
29 years. On the 20th May last Mr.
Burland was served with an information,
emanating from the Minister of Justice,
laying the foundation for a suit for $300,000
for alleged inefficiency in the work done hy
him as contractor for the government during

that long period. No person can follow the
history of these transactions and this dis-
pute between Mr. Burland and the Post-
master General without seeing that there
has been a great deal of bad blood between
them. I am not going to say that Mr.
Burland did everything that was right. I
am not going to say that he did not retura
cuff for cuff, and that he was not sometimes
stubborn. It would not be in human
nature for a man to be otherwise under the
circumstances. It is not at all unlikely that
he was stubborn,and perhaps justlystubborn.
I am not going to pass an opinion on that
subject; but I say that it is a most extra-
ordinary thing, after this dispute has been
going on in this shape and form, the govern-
ment of the day having a remedy to get
possession of these dies and plates.-the
government acknowledged all this, that they
owed Mr. Burland $9,800, which they did not
pay him-that the governinent all this tine
declined or withheld a fiat which he had
ask ed for to secure justice in the courts of
the country for this $9,800. Instead of
allowing the question as to the possession of
these plates to go, as it ought to go, to the
Exchequer Court for settlement, the govern-
ment have taken it up as a quarrel and
made it a cause for an amendment to the
criminal law of the country. My hou.
friend, in his speech on Friday evening,
accused Mr. Burland of fraud in his trans-
action with the government with regard to
supplying litographs for engravings.

Hon Mr. MILLS-I made no accusatiO-

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I hope my hou-
friend feels a little better to-day. He clr-
tainly used the word fraud.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, I said there a
a charge of fraud.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Well, we l.

put it that way. My hon. f riend says le la
charged with fraud ; and my hon. friend 0
Iinister of Justice, has officially charged

hin with fraud, and in this House he hIb
repeated the substance of the official charg
which he has made in the Exchequer Gou
against Mr. Burland, with regard to the dif
ference in the execution of work doue by
Mr. Burland at various times during the
twenty-nine years. And what doees
amount to? I do not think that it proPerY
comes within the scope of this commnittee t<
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try any of these cises, but this clause in the
Criminal Code bill having been put there, as
We all see and know, and which is not denied,
for the purpose of meeting this special case,
and my hon. friend having introduced into
this debate this question against Mr. Bur-
land with regard to the matter of the
Performance of his duty as a contractor
during the whole of that period, and having
charged him with fiaud in the information
laid against him in the Exchequer Court,
*e cannot refrain fromi looking curiously
into it. It appears that the charge is that
3oTIIe work called for under the contract
tO be done by steel engraving was litho-
graphed. That is the extent of the charge,
and this extraordinary claim of $300,000
' arrived at by calculating the difference
that would arise between the one way of
dcing the work and the way the work was
actually done. I have no doubt this
al1) of $300,000 has been put forward

a purpose, as also has this clause been
Put in the Criminal Code for a purpose. That
Purpose was to appall this House and coun-
tey with the magnitude of the wrong which

Sr. Burland has done the grovernment of
Onlada in supplying lithographs instead of

engravings in the performance of work
the diferent departments of the govern-

Ient. Certainly the amount is, to most of
a rather appalling. It is a very large

h • I am told, however, that t12e amnount
Would really arise from a close calcula-

would be only a bagatelle compared
th the amount claimed. I am further in-0rzned that whatever difference may have

d cirred between the work supplied, wassle from time to time with the con-
or - and knowledge of the government

ist officers, and that there wereaatenlents and reductions in the ac-
to "ts furnished by Mr. Burland from time

ti e that covered the dicrence, and thatdier urland in every account where any

govrence Owing to the press of time or the
donernent itself requiring the work to be
stee fster than it could be done where the
lità engravings were in use and where
aOgraph engravings were accepted andalsered th C C

e tepurpose as well-that where-
fith such a difference occurred it was done

*ove the knowledge and consent of the
4dr'lnt or its officers, and Mr. Bur-
and pesented accounts which made ample

ecomnplete allowance for the differ-
is what I am informed.

My hon. friend, in the information
which lie laid before the courts, creates a
very different impression. His is the ex-
treme statement for the government. Per-
haps I have been stating the extreme con-
tention on the other side of the question.
At all events I have given information
which I am told on good authority is correct.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-What is my hon.
friend's authority?

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My authority is
Mr. Hogg, Mr. Burland's counsel. The
case is one which, when hon. gentleman look
into it, is really amusing, that the govern-
ment of Canada representing the people of
this country-having all the powers of
government behind them, should be so
unjust and so small as to trump up this
account and deal with Mr. Burland as they
have been dealing with him. Supposing
that their assertion is true, and that litho-
graphs were used. These accounts have been
running over 29 years and have involved
a great many million dollars. Mr. Burland
is one of the oldest and largest contractors
the government have had since confedera-
tion. He has performed work running up
into the millions of dollars for the govern-
ment of Canada, and the government are
now going back over all this work, which
has been performed by Mr. Burland, who
has the reputation of being an excellent
contractor and doing the work well. He
does work for the banks and does it well,
and has a reputation all over the country as
an efficient contractor, but now the govern-
ment propose to go back over 29 years to
find whether in any way there have been
discrepancies in the account, and they have
come to the House with the exaggerated
statements of this alleged wrong, which
they say Mr. Burland has done, and
endeavour to induce the committee to
consent to a clause in the bill which will
put Mr. Burland in the position of a criminal.
Let us take an illustration. Supposing any
hon. gentleman engages a tailor to manu-
facture a suit of clothes for him. For the
last 25 or 30 years one of us has had a con-
tract with a tailor, and one of the provisions
is that the suits must be sewn with silk
thread. We are in a hurry, and there may
be difficulty in getting silk thread at once,
and we consent to the use of ordinary thread.
We accept the suit with a deduction on
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account of the cheaper material. We wear
it Ôut, and it goes to the rag man, and years
and years after that these suits have gone to
the rag man and formed part of the paper
we are writingwith, we come back and chairge
this tailor, and say to him, "Oh, you have been
tricking me all this time. It is true I knew
something of it as it was going along, but I
am going to hold you to your contract. You
contracted to use silk thread, and you have
used common thread, and now I am going to
make you pay for the difference." The one
case is as reasonable as the other. My hon.
friend did a wrong in introducing this pro-
vision in the clause before us. The dispute
between Mr. Burland and the government is
a simple one. Mr. Burland bas the dies and
rolls and plates in bis possession. They were
prepared and provided for by him to do gov-
ernment work. He contends that the gov-
ernment, by the terms of their agreement,
agreed to pay him for these before he would
hand them over. The government assume a
very different position. But why does my
hon. friend not send that matter at once to
the court for adjudication i I cannot see
why he has not done so. 1 think that
this matter should have been settled,
long ago between the goverriment and Mr.
Burland, and I think my hon. friend, by the
course he has pursued, bas not raised the
government in the estimation of independent
members of this House or the public gen-
erally. I think hon. gentlemen will come to
the conclusion that my hon. friend has placed
himself and his government in a perfectly
indefensible position at this moment. If it
is dangerous now that Mr Burland should
hold these dies and plates, it bas been equally
dangerous for the last year and a half. My
hon. f riend has had an opportunity of secur-
ing possession of them through the Ex-
chequer Court, and he has failed to do his
duty. When my hon. friend came to the
House, he had made up his mind that the
clause, as it stands, would be a pretty hard
one to get hon. gentlemen in this House to
accept, and he comes to the House and sug-
gests an amendment before discussion starts
at all. The amendment is a most remark-
able one.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Very.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-If we read this
amendment in connection with the course
which my hon. friend and the Postmaster

General have pursued, I think we will all
subscribe to the view that it is a remarkable
amendment. It will not take away any
legal rights which Mr. Burland bas. Will the
hon. gentleman tell me what legal right Mr.
Burland bas had during the last year, when
he was seeking for a settlement? If the
hon. gentleman will kindly tell that I will
be obliged to him. Where lay that caim
for the last year? My hon. friend is silent.
Mr. Burland could not establish a claim be-
cause my hon. friend would not allow him to-
go before a court, and therefore he thinks
this House should be perfectly satisfied to-
leave the matter where it was, leave the Post-
master General with his foot on Mr. Bur-
land's throat, saying to him: " You have a
legal claim when I allow you to exercise it, but
I will take great care "-I was going to quote
a strong expletive, but I will not-"that you
shall not get an opportunity to exercise it."
My hon. friend says that Mr. Burland vil)
have bis legal claim just as before, notwith-
standing that he puts this clause in the Code.
He says he bas bis legal claim for compensa-
tion, which he could not use in the past and
cannot use in the future, so long as the sweet
will of the Postmaster General, supported by
the bon. Minister of Justice, thinks it is-
right to keep their feet on Mr. Burland'&
throat and not allow him to go into court
and settle it. That would be the position ho,
would be in with this nice little innocent
amendment. I think that there is a far
more reasonable way of settling this question
than by putting this clause in the Criminal
Code and allow Mr. Burland to retain the
remedy that he has had in the past, which
we aIl know is no remedy at all. There is.
much easier and fairer way of settling i'
than that. It is very well for my hon. friend
to say and repeat about the public interest*
being endangered by baving those dies and
plates held by Burland or any one else. He-
compared this to a counterfeiter having
some of these things in bis possession.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I was surprised
to hear the comparison. Here was a highly
respectable contractor, who had a contract
under the government and who had a bo
fide contention that these plates were h
till he was paid for them, and on that cOn-
tention he holds these rolls and plate
No one knows better than my hon. frield,
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With these things in the hands of Mr.
Burland, the country was perfectly safe.
The government of Canada has trusted this
ian for 29 vears and he has taken the res-
Ponsibility for his servants and premises,
and not another man in Canada carried on
his shoulders a greater responsibility than
Mr. Burland did with regard to the uttering
of these postage and Inland Revenue stamps
and bank notes. He bas been doing similar
work for the banking institutions of Canada
from one end to the other and not a breath
of suspicion has evet been raised against him,
that lie has done anything wrong or that the
'nterests of any government or person have
luffered in his hands, and yet my hon. f riend
saYs ýthere is great danger to the public
Interests, and on account of that danger
he asks this House to put this clause in the
Crininal Code. Now, I propose to submit
Or amendment. It is not the extreme con-
tention probably that Mr. Burland would
hold, but I think the hon. gentlemen will
agree that it is a reasonaLle oontention. I
tlove the following amendment, to be sub-
stitute3 for the one proposed by the hon.
biinister of Justice:

rOvidd, however, that in the case of any person
uhe is or has been a contractor with the said govern-
%ent for the engravin and printin of such Dominion
s and stamps, angwho has in is possession any
bthPlate, roll or die, for which he claims to be paid
o>thegoverrment under his contract, the demand
the t Minister of Finance shall only be made after
e Yient of the contractor's claini, or in case the
CourtoR disPuted, after reference to the Exchequei

inder this amendment my hon. friendafls have an immediate remedy, and as soon
8ie enters this case in the Exchequer

ciurt , Mr. Burland bas to deliver up the
4ieP and plates or to submit to all the perilsof the criminal enactment. There is a per-

statement of the matter. I think there
a great deal of force in the argument that

the government should be in possession of
dies and plates.

on. Mr. MILLS-Is that so.

l'. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

'NMr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
n arguing against it.

lion- Mr. FERGUSON-No, I said
'fth g of the kind. I was dealing with

fhe "treme position taken by my hon.
. He said it was so important that

the government should have them that there
was great danger to the public, and believ-
ing as lie did that there was such great
danger, why he should, as Minister of Justice
in Canada, sleep on bis rights for a long
time and never take one step to get posses-
sion of the dies and plates 1 I admit that
it is desirable that the government should
have them, but I do not think there is any
danger about it. If there is danger, so
much the worse for the Minister of Justice,
as he did not take steps to recover them. I
think the arrendment will meet the views
of fair-minded men in the House. There
is no reason why there should be party feel-
ing. It appears that the Minister of Justice
has allowed himself to be led by one of lis
colleagues to come to this House with a
clause which is levelled directly at Mr.
Burland.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-And# what is yours
levelled at?

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-Jutice.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I suppose it
would be crime on my part, or on the part
of the House, to step in and stop the hon.
gentleman from committing a great wrong,
and because he is doing a great wrong in
introducing the substance of a quarrel,
which bis government or colleague has had
with Mr. Burland, therefore, we are equally
and doubly in the wrong because we prevent
him from doing it. I do not think my bon.
friend will press that.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Does my
wish that amendment to be subs
the one proposed by the Minister

Hon. iMr. FERGUSON-Yes.

hon. friend
tituted for
of Justice?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I have listened to the
very extraordinary speech made by the
hon. gentleman who seemed to think that
this is the Exchequer Court, and that he is
here for the purpose of defending Mr. Bur-
land's conduct. The hon. gentleman bas not
taken the trouble to understaid the charac-
ter of the dispute between the governmnent
and Mr. Burland. Mr. Burland bas a claim
of $9,000 or $10,000, I forget the precise
amount, about which there is no dispute.
As I understand, the Postmaster General
admitted that Mr. Burland was entitled to
that sum.
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Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Why has he
not been paid?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I thought the hon.
gentleman had just completed bis speech?
The claim was admitted by the Postmaster
General, but the Postmaster General said to
Mr. Burland, "You have rolls, plates, dies
and stamps in your possession for the pur-
pose of engraving Dominion notes, postage
stamps and other stamps relating to the
public revenue in your possession, and I
desire that you should hand these over in
order to protect the public revenue." Mr.
Burland said, "I have not been paid for
those stamps, and I decline to hand them
over until I am paid." Now Mr. Burland's
demand for a fiat f rom me, as Attorney
General, related not to any disputable con-
tract at ail. It did not relate to the dies
and postage stamps. It related solely to
this sum of money about which there was
no dispute, and if there had been a fiat
issued and judgment given by the Court of
Exchequer, Mr. Burland would have been
just in exactly the saine position that he
occupied at the start, that he had a claim of
nine or ten thousand dollars against the
Crown which the Crown did not contest, so
that that matter may be left aside altogether.
It is not a question whether Mr. Burland
ought to have been paid that sum or not.
The Postmaster General said, " You have
dies for printing postage stamps in your
possession, by which you might affect the
revenue to the extent to which postage
stamps are required, and I ask, before I pay
over this sum of money, that the-e should
be given up." Then, supposing Mr. Bur-
land had complied vith the request of the
Postmaster General, what would have been
bis position? He says: " I am not paid for
those stamps." The Postmaster General is
of opinion that in the construction or
interpretation of that contract he was
paid. It was included in the price
he was given for the printing of the
stamps, the engraving was a part of the
expense which he incurred and which he
was compensated for in bis contract with
the governinent for the printing of those
stamps. That is the position taken by the
Postmaster General. If Mr. Burland had
handed over the dies, the Postmaster
General would have handed to him the sum
of noney that was claimed ; then there would
have been, if he desired it, issued to him a

fiat, for which he has never asked up to
this hour, for the purpose of ascertaining
whether, under the terms of that contract
relating to the engraving of those dies,
stamps and plates, he was or was not already
compensated. That can be tried. There is
no dispute about that. He may have that
fiat at any time, or could have had it at any
time before the suit was brought against
him, and for ail I know it may be a part of
bis defence in the suit. I have not looked
at the papers and I cannot say. If it is not,
bis case is already before the court, and if
it is not, it is open to him to obtain what he
bas not asked for up to this hour, a fiat to as-
certain the true construction of the contract
as to the dies or stamps.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
What is the case before the court.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-With regard to the
printing.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Not the dies. '

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No. I do not know
what the defence may be. I do not know
what his cross account may be. The papers
are not before me. I desire, before going
further, to make an observation in reference
to what the hon. gentleman from Marshfield
(Mr. Ferguson) bas said in reference to the
supply for a number of yearsfurnished by Mr.
Burland-the supply of lithographs instead
of steel engraved stamps for the Inland
Revenue and for the Postal Department.
The hon. gentleman says the government
knew it. If it did, it was the governneit
of which lie was a member. Does the hon.
gentleman sav to this House that this mat-
ter was brought before bis government, tha&t
Mr. Burland said : "I contracted with yOuI
for steel engraved stamps, I furnished yOu
with lithographs, and I am prepared tO
make a reduction in proportion and on the
terns of that understanding," and that .a
settlement of that kind was had. That is
what the hon. gentleman said. Will he rise
in this House and repeat that ? Is he pre-
pared now to affirm just what he said?

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I am told the
accounts in each case showed the differencl
and that a reduction was made in the ao-
count each time.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentle*&*
was a minister of the Crown, and when he
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colmes here to speak he is not entitled to
comfe here and speak on behalf of the party
whom the Crown has prosecuted for fraud.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- I
thought you did not accuse him of fraud ?

1ion. Mr. MILLS-He is prosecuted for
that, and that is so. When the deputy
alinister was examined in that department
he did not admit that lie knew anything
about the matter. On the contrary, lie says
that it was never brought to his attention
that the stamps were lithographed and not
steel engraved.

1 Ion. Mr. FERGUSON-I was repeating
to this House what Mr. Burland's conten-
tion was, in reply to the hon. gentleman.

lion. Mr. MILLS-And the hon. gentle-
Inan accepted that statement.

. j On. Mr. FE RGUSON-My hon. f riend
snot correct when hie says that. I said " I

ah giving Mr. Burland's contention, and it
4nay be an extreme one."

1ion. 'Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
Was anxious to give Mr. Burland's conten-

on but I say this, and I wish the point
eimpressed upon the attention of the

use-that even although Mr. Burland
Were entirely right with regard to that, and
e though the government might fail in

fy Prosecution of Mr. Burland for having
urnished the departments for a series of

Years with lithograplis instead of steel en-
rved stamps, if Mr. Burland were wholly

thght with regard to that, it would not affect
the question that we have to consider here.

onl. Mr. FERGUSON-Then why did
You ring it up ?

'n. Mr. MILLS-I did not bring it up.

Mr. FERGUSON-You did.

n.r. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
pr ads him, in a speech, which was tem-
the and f air, I admit, but mistaken in

q 0onlusion which he drew, discussed the
fo O of the application of Mr. Burland
ie ahifiat. The matter was stated by me
it s5 way: I pointed out how it was that
doias POssbie that what could have been

eow a few months ago, might not be done
Sbcause ail these questions might be

involved in a suit that was pending. That
was the reason I mentioned it, and I men-
tioned it in reply to a question as to what
the government were prepared to do. Now,
I say this, that the Postmaster General ad-
mitted that lie owed Mr. Borland the sum
of $9,800. The Postmaster General is pre-
pared to pay that -um. There was no reason
in the world why I should issue a fiat when
the matter was undisputed, because if the
Exchequer Court found for M r. Burland, Mr.
Burland would stand in exactly the same
position, in his relation to the Crown, that
he was standing in before there was a fiat at
ail. The Postmaster General was not refus-
ing payment because the sum was not due
to Mr. Burland, but he was refusing it be-
cause Mr. Burland had in his possession
stamps which could be of no use to
anybody except to the government, and
which it was dangerous to the public
revenue should remain in the hands of a
private party. The hon. gentleman bas
taken the extraordinary position of under-
taking to subordinate the Crown and the
rights of the Crown to Mr. Burland. The
hon. gentleman does not say that that is an
improper clause in this bill. He does not
inake a motion to strike it out. Not at ail.
He does not say that the course which he
proposes shall be taken toward Mr. Burland
shall be taken hereafter as soon as that
clause is upon the statute-book, and that
every other man shall be protected against
the Crown until the Crown is compelled to
make payment to him whether he bas now
any such interest or whether lie has not. I
say that all this House has to consider is not
Mr. Burland's case, or anybody else's case,
but whether it is right, where a party lias a
contract with the government for printing
Dominion notes, for printing stamps for the
use of the Inland Revenue Department and
postage stamps, that after his contract bas
expired he should continue to hold those
stamps which would put it in his power to
issue stamps, Dominion notes and postage
stamps to an enormous extent. There is no
one here who will venture to say that these
dies should continue in the hands of a private
party after his contract bas expired. The
only question as between the Postmaster
General and Mr. Burland is with regard to
the stamps under this clause, is whether he
has already been paid or not. The Post-
master General says: " You were paid under
the terms of your contract."
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Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-That

is only a supposition. It is imaginary, not
a reality.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
says it is imaginary. I fancy that if a man
were making a contract with the government,
he would consider what it would cost to en-
grave the plates from which that printing
was to be done, and the more the cost was,
the higher would be bis charges. If he
were printing from steel engravings, the
price would be a good deal higher than if he
were printing from stone. The difference in
price is, I am told, about seventy-five per
cent-what is worth 25 cents printed on
stone, will coet $1 when printed f rom steel
engraved plates, and that being so, hon.
gentlemen will understand, in the other case,
if lithographs were furnished instead of steel
engravings, the extent of the fraud which
was comnitted on the government, unless
there was e.n understanding with the gov-
ernment, which would be a fraud on every
other contractor who had tendered in the
case. Let me say this with regard to the
matter: If Mr. Burland has not been paid,
assuming that the Postmaster General is
nistaken in the view that lie takes, that the
value of the engraving is a part of the cost
which was estimated for when tenders were
made-supposing he is mistaken in that, we
do not take away the right of Mr. Burland
under this bill, without that amendment
which 1 put there, at all. The amendment
was simply to satisfy the consciences of hon.
members, if they had any doubt, that there
was no intention to take away any right.
Without that amendment, this would take
away no right. Mr.-Burland would be com-
pelled to deliver up those dies, plates and
stamps, and after they are in the possession of
the Finance Minister, he is as free to sue
for their value and receive payment, if he
was not paid, as he would be if he retained
themin bis possession until after that question
vas disposed of. Now, the whole point is

this: is it consistent with the dignity of the
Crown that these stamps and plates should
remain in the hands of a private party, and
that the Crown should take the riskg of hav-
ing frauds committed on it for a long period
of time until that question can be disposed
of? I say that such a proposition was never
made to a deliberative body before-such a
proposition is inconsistent with the rights
and dignity of the Crown, and one of

the last things that this House, or any other
House within Her Majesty's dominions,
should do, is to set up Mr. Burland before
Her Majesty and insist that bis wishes shall
be met and not those of the Crown. Is the
Crown a bankrupt concern that it cannot
be trusted 7 Have we reached that humili-
ating point of degradation that if Mr. Bur-
land were to hand over these dies and plates
lie would have no remedy against us, and
that a fraud would be committed on him
and that he would be deprived of any right
he might have? I say the statement is a
preposterous one. The fact is this, that the
clause, without the amendment which I
propose, is all right. It touches no right
which Mr. Burland now bas under the law,
and I offer it merely for the purpose of mak-
ing it perfectly obvious that there was no
intention to take away any right fi-om
Mr. Burland. The hon. gentleman
opposite talks about Mr. Burland being
treated as a criminal. If that clause
becomes law, every hon. gentleman knows
that any man who disputes it and has in bis
possession dies, plates or stamps, which he
refuses to give up would be a criminal in
point of law. He would stand exactly in
the same position as any other offender
against the law would stand. What harm-
what wrong-what injury is done to Mr.
Burland in asking him to band over to the
Minister of Finance of this Dominion
notes, plates and postage stamps and the
other dies and stamps wlhich he bas in
bis possession? Nobody is going to cheat
him. Nohody is going to deprive him of a
farthing. If he has nlot been paid, he will
be given a fiat to go into the Exchequer
Court to determine whether he was or was
not paid under the contract. All he bas
to do is to band dver the dies, plates and
stamps, and if he was not compensated in
the price he received under his contract, ho
will have an opportunity of being compeOn
sated by the decision which the Exchequer
Court will award. The whole statemene
is perfectly clear. There is no necessary con-
nection between the demand for a fiat to be
paid the $9,800 and the demand made by
Mr. Burland for the delivery up of these
stamps. If the clause is wrong in principle
then reject it; if it is right in principle, do
not let this House tack on to it the propose
amendment for the purpose of singling out
an individual and saying that we will Pl"
him above the ordinary rule of law applic»
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ble to other parties. That is what the hon.
gentleman proposes by his amendment and
that is an amendment that never can be
accepted.

lion. Mr. PRIMROSE-lt is perfectly
Patent to the members of this House, and
bas become a matter of history, that Mr.
]urland has been persistently refused a fiat
il' order that this matter might be put to the
atbitrament of the courts.

lon. Mr. MILLS-Not at all. The fiat
for Which Mr. Burland asked the department
1 say was a fiat for the payment of $9,800
Which the Postmaster General withheldunder
the circumstances L have mentioned.

lon. Mr. PRIMROSE-The information
MY hands leads to a different conclusion.

ask this : Supposing Mr. Burland were to
9'iee up the possession of these dies and

Ps under a promise from the Postmaster
Geeneral that a fiat would be given to him in
order that the matter might be tried out in
ouirt, what really would be the value of his

seUrity in the light of the way in which the
?'oznises of the present government and
'rndividual members of it have been kept?

lion. Mr. MILLS-Hear, hear!

eon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I do
adf know anything about Mr. Burland him-

, or his contract, or business. It is
ýUough for me to know that this legislation
hretroactive, and after the experience the

gentleman has had in this House this
5islon, I auj surprised that he should bring

!iQeuch a clause. It is class legislation,
th ed to touch a certain individual, as
Son. gentleman has admitted in his

> .rutent. Mr. Burland has in black and
trit is contract which stipulates that he is
Paid Up these dies and plates when he is

fa or them. The Postmaster General
tY'e has been paid for them in the con-

That is imaginary and would be
pttled in a court of law. To pay the
toP'ce of the contract would not be sufficient
latay hiru for the tools of his trade. Legis-

a? O(f that kind is enough for me to vote
:hole t, and I should prefer to reject the
l'athe "endment to the Criminal Code
ho, ' than accept the amendment of mv
like th nd the Minister of Justice. I would
hait ah bon, gentleman to change sides for

' hour in treating this question. If

he did so I feel sure he would denounce such
legislation as this, as tyrannical, and sub-
versive of right, and sound principles.
This is a case of hanging a man first, and
trying him afterward. Can the min-
ister point to similar legislation enacted
by the Parliament of the Dominion during
the thirty years of its existence? I think
not. The Department of Justice has been
looked to over the whole Dominion with
confidence, by the guilty, as well as by the
innocent, with a feeling that a calm review
would be taken and an impartial opinion
given on all questions brought before it.
And it would be most unfortunate if Parlia-
ment, by any act, should destroy that con-
fidehce. The hon. minister seems to forget
the high and honourable title of his office
in allowing his department to become an
instrument of oppression. The minister is
not justified in yielding to the caprice, or
vindictive feeling of any of his colleagues to
coerce and intimidate any one. And in
the Burland case the Postmaster General
made threats of intimidation. It could
never have been the intention of Parlia-
ment to make the Department of
Justice a machine for taking snap shots
at defenceless contractors under cover of a
parliamentary enactment. One of the func-
tions of the Minister of Justice is to advise
his colleagues, and he should have the cour-
age to advise against class legislation of a
retroactive nature and to restrain impulsive
ministers. This House should mark its dis-
approval of such legislation as this in the
strongest terms, and to mark my opinion if
I moved an amendment it would be as
follows :-

Any one who, in a ministerial capacity or otherwise,
introduces or causes to be introduced in the Parlia-
ment of the Dominion special or class legislation in-
tended (1.) To have a retroactive effect whereby
private rights are invaded. (2.) To coerce or intimu-
date. (3.) To place any person at a disadvantage in
the law courts of the country by clasm legislation.
(4.) To direct judicial decisions in certain special
cases. (5.) To curtail in any way the inalienable
private rights of free subjects. (6.) To lessen confi-
dence in, or detract from, the highly prized integrity
of the courts of justice of the Doinion, shall be
liable to-

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Will the bon. gentle-
man state a single right or interest of Mr.
Burland that is afiected by this bill? Of
course if this becomes law, he would be re-
quired to give up these plates and dies, but
his right of compensation is not in the least
degree affected by it.
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Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I
cannot see the use of any agreement at all
if the terms of that agreement are not car-
ried out, and the minister will not say that
the contract does not specify clearly that
the contractor is to be paid for these articles.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is to be decided
by the court.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The
Postmaster General asserts that they have
been paid for. That may or may not be ac-
cepted by a court of justice. It would be
a most unfortunate day for this country if
Parliament should give power at any
time with regard to any special or class
case, and I hope Parliament will never agree
to anything of the kind. It was never in-
tended that the Department of Justiceshould
be an instrument of tyranny. It is supposed
to take a fair, calm view of all questions
brought before it. One of the chief functions
of the department is to advise members of
the government on points of law, and not to
yield to them where it is proposed to do in-
justice. It is really unbecoming that the
minister should forget the title of his de-
partment and that his duty is to do justice.
The amendment proposed by the hon. min-
ister shows that there is a prejudice against
Mr. Burland, because his aniendment is to
stay prejudice in certain cases. The logical
conclusion is that there is a prejudice sought.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The only thing the
clause does is to impose upon him the duty
of giving up to the Department of Finance
those engravings.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-There
is a prejudice if the clause passes as it
appears in the bill. I hope the House will
reject the whole thing.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I should like to
ask the hon. minister what kind of demand
has been made on Mr. Burland for these
stamps? When was the demand first
made 't

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I amn unable to answer
that question. It is sone time ago-some
time last year, and it may have been earlier,
for aught I know, but it came under my at-
tention some time last fali.

Hon. M r. PERLEY-When was this
$9,800 due ?t

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I cannot say that ?

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-On the 1st of
June, 1898.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-You say if Mr.
Burland would hîand over these dies and
plates he would then have an action against
the governnent. Could he have that action
without the department issuing a fiat?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-He cannot without a
fiat. I may say this, that the Postmaster
General offered hini his money, but said to
him, "You give up these dies in your
possession," and he refused to give up the
dies and the Postmaster General refused to
pay that particular sui of money. With
that we have nothing to do. Then a fiat
was asked for to enforce the payment of
that monev, not for compensation for the
dies. As it was an acknowledged debt,
there was no object in getting the fiat,
because lie would be in nu better position
after thiat than lie was before.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-When the govern-
ment admitted they owed the man they
should have paid him.

Hon. Mr. \ILLS-What I am saying tO
my hon. friend is, if Mr. Burland had given
over the dies he would have received the
noney, and if he thought he was entitled tO
payment for the dies in addition to the paY-
ment on the contract for stamps printed from
the dies, he undoubtedly would have had
the right to a fiat for that if lie chose to ask
for it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is what the amendment asks for?

Hon. Mr. MIILLS-Not at all.

Hon.SirMACKENZIE BOWELL--yes'

Hon. Mr. MILLS-In the amendment
which I propose here, his rights are reserved.
He does not require to have an express pr-
vision of law to bestow the right upon hia·
He bas that right now.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-I do D10

wish to prolong this discussion, but I haeo
tried very liard to find out for myself, fro'
the argument of the bon. leader of the govero-
ment in this House, what is the actual po1II
at issue between Mr. Burland and the go'e
ernment. In the wealth of verbiage *
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.atti - eu now
lâ& this legislation is directed against Mr.
le -d, as well as we know that other
.i8lation which has been introduced in this
pe"se by the hon. gentleman during the
othert session, had been directed against
hon ndividuals, and as was stated by the
this'ebr from Victoria (Mr. Macdonald)
we hovernment is in the position of being
legi . by the country, to see that the
drl on which they introduce is not
over a gainst individuals, as it bas been
and bOver again. As it has been stated
the ilnted out by other hon. gentlemen,
ie nroduction of these measures, which it

nwil not be allowed to go through-
I5dii<on by the government against
tryij may be done for the purpose of

g nfluence the country against the

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is not against an
individual, but if the hon. gentleman thinks
there is no danger to the public revenue, he
will vote against the bill altogether.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-If Mr.
Burland is going to render himself liable to
the law, the law will take care of him now
without any amendment.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-If that had not
been the case of Mr. Burland, would this
clause have been introduced I

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Certainly.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-Then it should
have been introduced long ago.

Hon. Mr. MILLS---Yes, but it is individual
cases that suggest legislation.
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which the hon. leader has clothed his re- Senate, because it ie known the Senate will
niarks, I see in his argument something of not allow such measures as that te become
the action of the cuttle fish which, when law. If Mr. Burland commits any crime,
closely pursued by his opponents, surrounds it brings him within scope of the law as it
him1self with an inky cloud, in which he i stands, and le is hable te punishment, and
lot sight of. I have tried, through the inky therefore there ie no sucl danger as bu
c.oud of verbiage with which the hon. leader heen pointed out by the hon, gentleman. If
of the government bas surrounded this ques- Mr. Burland renders himself hable in a civil
tion to get at the facts, and I cannot. It way, everybody knows that Mr. Burland je

MS to me the only argument which the a very wealthy man. Any daims for damages
hon. gentleman put forward why this clause againet him, if tley can be enforced by law,
shOuld be inserted in the bill, is the great can be collected. Then the hon. leader'
danger which he holds over the heads of the of the government eaye: "Can you net
government and the country, that by theee trust the gvernment 1" The govern-
dies and plates remaining in the hands of ment is in this position, toft if Mr.
Mr. Burland, there is a danger of the coun- Burland bas a daim, if le gives up
try being flooded with a false issue of stamps everything le bas in bis bande now, can le
and notes, and that a very great loss to the trust, the government te do justice 1 I cau
revenue nust accrue to the country. We tell the bon. gentleman that Mr. Burland
all know perfectly well that if Mr. Burland and inany othere, gre under the

as to attempt under the present condition that they cannot trust the government te do
Of affairs, to print or put out an issue of justice, and that je the reason why Mr.

oPs, or anything else of that kind, which Burland refuses to give up these plates. k
WOUld be spurious, he would be liable to the appears to me very much like this, that thea6 as it stands now. Postmaster General is standing upon hie

.dignity on one side, and probably Mr. Bur-11OU.Mr. .ý,ILLS-es.land on the other. Very likely Mr. Burland,
r. KRC HF R- t actin« on the advice of bis solicitor, inight

n. M.%r. KIRCHHOFFER-But that C
lot the t th hon. gentlem ave taken a different stand if the govern-

111kes out. flt salB thJ t tlema ment had not held a threat over him, and
dagrot Hesilsy ta hr held back the money actually due to limî,

theger of its being done, and that that is and then -ried to bring in legielation lere
th esn why he introduces this clause, sot hat mOlwyleitoue hscass to make liim liable te the criminal law if lie
lw r. -Burland may be forced by the____Burandmaybe frce bythepersist in hi.s refusal to give up the dies. I

do net see wby it je necessary to, discues
l on. Mr. MILLS-Not Mr. Burland this matter at greater engtl. I do not

4lone, but anybody. think this buse wil allow legislation

10n agairi t an individual to go througe.

law. If M r. Burlan commits any crime
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Hon. Mr. PROWSE-There are one or
two points that I am not very clear about,
and perhaps a little further discussion will
elucidate the matter a little more. I under-
stand that Mr. Burland has had for 29 years a
great deal of work to do for the government
of Canada, not only with the Postmaster
General but with the Finance and Inland
Revenue, and perhaps other departments. I
understand, and the Minister of Justice will
correct me if I am misinformed, that the
dies, plates and rolls have been returned to
all the other officers and settlement made.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No.

Hon. Mr.PROWSE-I am told that there
is no dispute with the Finance Minister and
the M inister of Inland Revenue on this point.
It appears to me that this trouble with the
Postmaster General really has originated
with the Jubilee stamps, and the quarrel
which took place between the Postmaster
General and Mr. Burland about that time.
The question bas been asked by the Minister
of Justice, of what value can these plates
and dies be to Mr. Burland i I think I can
see how Mr. Burland may have a very great
interest in these rolls and dies. They cost
him a great deal of moiey, I understand.
We will suppose a case. Perhaps the Miin-
ister of Justice may think it is in the far
distant future, but supposing a change of
government took place, and new tenders
were invited for the printing of notes and
postage stamps and Inland Revenue stamps,
and Mr. Burland puts in a tender. His
tender will be very much lower if lie can get
the use of his own rolls and dies and stamps
than if they were allobliterated and dest royed.
In that way, it is very evident that Mr. Bur-
land has a great interest in this material.
The Minister of Justice told us, in plain
words, that there is no dispute about Mr.
Burland's claim for the $9,800. In the naine
of heaven, why not pay him? Have they
not the money ? If there is no dispute
about it, why not pay your debts like honest
men? They say, "There is another claim
against Mr. Burland, and we will hold this
money until that claim is paid." Is not
Mr. Burland a responsible mian?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No more so than the
Crown.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-Will the hon.
gentleman say that Mr. Burland is not res-
ponsible for any claim that the Crown may

make against him ? The government cannot
take that stand. If it is so important to this
government to have these rolls and dies
handed over to them, why, in the name of
common sense, has not the government
insisted upon the return of these rolls, dies
and plates long ago? They had that course
open to them. Mr. Burland was most
anxious to get into court, and these gentle-
men would not take him there. They said
" we will not pay your just claim. We
owe you $9,800 for work certified by the
department, but we will not pay you for
that and we will not take you into the Ex-
chequer Court to try whether you have any
interest and right to these dies, plates and
rolls. We will amend the Criminal Code 80
that if you keep these articles, we do not
care whether you have any interest in them
or not, we can send you to the penitentiary
and impose a very severe fine upon you." 1
say it is an unfair course to adopt, and it is
a course that, in my opinion, is taken simplY
to satisfy the bad temper and bad disposi-
tion of men who have not acted in a very
creditable way, to say the least of it. I ar
inforined that no actual demand lias been
made for these rolls and dies up to the
present time. Certainly they have not inst-
tuted proceedings against Mr. Burland and
why not? It is a mystery to nie, if the
government have a claim against him. There
must be some reason for it, and it is a reaso"
which should be explained before they can
expect this House to accept such an amend-
ment as the one proposed by the Minister
of Justice. It appears that the present
government has instituted a suit in the
courts for the collection of money which
they claim is due by Mr. Burland. I do
not know how much the claim is, but 1
would suppose that if the public interest
were in such a state as the Minister of Jnq'
tice represents, their first demand would be
to get possession of these dies and plates
and rolls; but no, they have not instituted
proceedings against Mr. Burland for that
but for fraud for supplying lithographed
stamps instead of stamps printed from steel
plates. I consider that the first and nost
important case, if they wanted a case at aIl,
was to get possession of these dies. TheY
would not do that, because Mr. Burla d
would then have an opportunity to bring in
his offset and show that he had not be
paid for these dies. The Minister of Justie
says he has been paid for them. I a' '0'
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structed that as orders came to Mr.
BUrland for certain work for the gov-
ernment, he sent in his bill, and if that work
was done by steel engraving, there was a
charge ruade in each bill for engraving. If
it Was done from a lithographic stone, there
Was no charge for steel engraving, conse-
quently there was a difference in the charges,
and there is no ground for a claim in that
respect. UJnless we have more light on the
sbject than we have at present, it would

a very unfair and unjust thing to pass
SUch a clause as has been presented by the
Minister of Justice. I shall be disposed to
SuPport the amendment proposed by Mr.

'erguson unless there is more light thrown
on the subject than we have had up to the
Pre 1ent time.

lion. Mr. VIDAL-I have listened, like
tebhon. gentleman from Wolseley (Mr.]perley) to the very elaborate arguments
which have been adduced on both sides, and

eel that some points have not been very
etInctly brought out. Points that I would
e to have some light upon have not been
ched. The hon. minister has stated that
action proposed by the hon. gentlemen

ooie would lower the position of the
n and exalt the position of Mr. Burland

%a'Pit the Crown, and in several ways
*Ôlltd ilterfere with the dignity and power
) eCrown. I would like to know the

aZnning of this matter in the first place.
as it not a contract entered into by Mr.

o thand on the one side and Her Majesty
the eother 1 And then is it doing any dis-

t. "lr to Her Majesty, she having made
it rrangement, that we should stand by
trienot allow that arrangement to be in-erred with by an individual i It appears
the n e*. had better guard the integrity of

o emPire by upholding any contract the
ai th e h made with the individual. That
Xaj first question to be settled. Did Her
It&Jesty mrake a contract with Mr. Burland i
h "an uot be denied that she did. It may

aen I a wrong contract, and it may have
Sthiak mistake. I think it was a mistake.

Sri the contract there should have
Provision that the dies should be

o p i[mediately the work was done.
ont eare going to sustain Her Majesty's
ontrct ithis matter, and say Her Majesty's
Bland was properly fulfilled before Mr.
jeeted 1. brought in as a criminal and sub-

te indignity. It appears to me that

perhaps this is the outcome of the ill-feel*ng
of the Postmaster General against Mr. Bur-
land for the transactions that have taken
place between them. When the Minister
of Justice was asked to issue a fiat, why did
he refuse it? Of course it was held in obey-
ance, but we know there is very little differ-
ence between holding in obeyance and
refusing a fiat. I understood that in asking
for a fiat it was to bring the whole question
before the court.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, not at all. It
was for no such purpose.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-I think the public
outside of this House have the same opinion
as myself. I understood that the application
was in order that the whole question could
be brought fairly before the court, and this
question with reference to the contract and
its effect on his holding of the dies would
be adjucated by the court. As soon as the
government knew this question was coming
up, why did they not issue a fiat? As soon
as the government knew that Mr. Burland
refused to give up the dies on the strength
of that contract, they had power to go
immediately into court and have the question
settled; and there would be no difficulty
then in accepting the amendment proposed
in this bill. I must confess that my feelings
are such that however desirable and neces-
sary it is that this provision should become
law, I would postpone it to another session
rather than be instrumental in using the
power of this Parliament to inflict an injus-
tice on a man, and I would not expose him
to condemnation under the circumstances.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I heard something
to-day about the dignity of this House and
the propriety of doing justice to an indivi-
dual. It occurs to me that our duty is to
look at the proposition laid before the
House and deal with it on its merits. What
is the proposition embodied in the clause
before the committee? It is that if a sub-
ject, or a person who is not a subject,
has a contract with the governmuent for
the purpose of printing bank notes, postage
stamps, Inland Revenue stamps and other
things of that kind, when his contract is
terminated, he shall not retain the possession
of the plates and dies. That is a self-evident
proposition. I have not heard any hon.
gentleman here say that under those circum-
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stances a contractor should *be allowed to,
retain the plates and dies.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Look
at the contract.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I am not such a
lawyer as the hon. gentleman is, who is pre-
pared to expound the contract without see-
ing it, and further we are not sitting here
as jurors, or a court, to examine the contract
and decide, as hon. gentlemen are apparently
anxious we should do, on ex-parte state-
ments.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-We pro-
tect the individual.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The point is that it
is right and proper, when a contract of that
kind terminates, that the plates and dies,
which might open the door for fraud upon
the public, should be out of the possession of
the private individual. It is no answer to
say that the gentleman who happens to have
possession of these particular plates and
dies is a gentleman who is well to do and is
not likely to be a party to anything in the
nature of counterfeiting or forging. But
when a law is made it is not made for a day.
It is made for all time, and suppose that
the present contract terminates and you
apply the same rule to the gentlemen who
now hold the contract, then these gentlemen
would have the right to hold the plates and
dies until they were satisfied the government
had paid everything they claimed. These
dies and plates may not be used in this
country, and I do not presume that the
gentlemen are more likely to do anything
wrong than Mr. Burland would be, but there
is the risk that this country might be flood-
ed with bank notes printed off these plates
in another country. Supposing that they
are stolen from the contractor?

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-That
is a bad argument for the government.

Hon. Mr. POWER-This proposition
seems a reasonable one. But hon. gentle-
men tell us vou should not make the law
for a particular case. Those hon. gentlemen
do not understand the way in which Eng-
lish law has been built up. It has been built
up from start to finish on individual cases.
We are not omniscient. British legislators
are not omniscient. They do not know all
the offences that may be committed. As

cases arise, then we legislate for them. It
did not occur to any one that this case was
likely to arise, but it has arisen, and it may
arise another time, and it is our duty to pre-
vent the mischief. What is the position?
Every one will agree that some legislation of
this kind is necessary. What is the position
as to Mr. Burland? I regret that when
you put the case of Canada against Mr.
Burland hon. gentlemen opposite seeni
to feel that the country has no claimis at
all. The hon. gentleman from Marshfield
(Mr. Ferguson), made a remarkable speech as
counsel for the defence in that case, and
showed as much warmth and vigour as if he
had received a large retainer. I do not, of
course, claim that he had. In fact, some of the
hon. gentleman's observations remind me of
the " chops and tomato sauce " of the Widow
Bardellcasein thePickwick papers. Hon.gen-
tlemen do not mean to be led away, but when
a story is told by an individual, one's syi-
pathies are likely to be excited, and one is
likely to lose sight of the other side of the
story. What is Mr. Burland's grievance?
As I understand it, the hon. Minister of
Justice has stated positively-and he is in a
position to know that what he states is cor-
rect-that there is no question about Nlr.
Burland being entitled to receive this $9,800.
Consequently, the claim that he should have
a fiat for the $9,800 is of no value whatever,
because, after Mr. Burland got his fiat, he
would have no more right to the money thafn
he has now. The government acknowiedge
they owe Mr. Burland $9,800.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Why will they
not pay him 

Hon. Mr. POWER-I an, coming to that.
The government owe Mr. Burland $9,800.
Mr. Burland holds certain dies in his posses-
sion, which the government claim should
be delivered up; and J think they properlY
say to Mr. Burland " We owe you the mone'Y
and we are prepared to pay it, if you hand
over these dies, which you had no right to
keep under the circumstances."

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-I should like
very much to know why it is that treatfment
of this kind has been accorded him froi the
Postmaster General, when the treatment he
received at the head of the other depart-
ments was entirely different, when he gave
up his dies and raised no question whatever
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Hon. Mr. POWER-The fact that one
of the ministers may be more accommodating
and agreeable than another does not affect
the right of the matter at all, and it is a per-
fectly reasonable thing, under the circum-
stances that lie, acting on behalf of the gov-
ernment, should say " We are prepared to
Pay you this $9,800 upon your delivering
over the dies." Mr. Burland had no use for
the dies. The hon. gentleman from Murray
lIarbour (Mr. Prowse) said those dies might
be Useful if Burland got the contract again,
but inasmuch as the patterns of the
Postage stamps have been altered, the dies
could not be of any particular value to
]ýurland again.

lion. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER - The-
'night be altered back.

Ron. Mr. POWER-I cannot see where
the grievance is. If Mr. Burland hands over
those dies, which are of no value to hin, and
which Might be an injury to the public, he
gets $9,800. I do not see anything harsh
'in that. Then the Minister of Justice pro-
PoseS an amendment to this clause to the
eýect that if, outside of that $9,800, Mr.

thrland has any claim on the government,is clause shall not prejudice his claim.
The iminister stated that lie will be
Prepared -to issue a fiat to enable Mr.

bi"rland to try out his right under

th, -claima for those dies. I think
sat is a perfectly reasonable proposition. I

tOt see anything oppressive or wrong in
r -Te hon. gentleman from Sarnia says that
i 1gore the contract. The minister says lie1 Prepared to grant his fiat to Mr. Burland
tr have his rights under the contract inter-

9 ,80d subject to the fact that lie gets his
hetv • Then, there is a legal question
tha een the parties. Mr. Burland claims

p the contract should be inter-PIrted one way, and the govern-
r aim it should be interpteted

ther way; and I think that is a fair
'regJet for litigation. It is a matter to be
begretted that so much warm feeling should
it lIported into the discussion. Supposing
ina ot Mr. Burland of Ottawa, who is
%a8e lobby every day, but supposing it
deal entlean in Hong Kong. We should
do th the matter in the same way as we
rea ow and I do not see the object of
dee Ig and quoting letters and correspon-

ee With Mr. Burland's solicitors. With
et to the amendment proposed by the

hon. gentleman from Marshfield (Mr. Fer-
guson) I have to say that if it is proposed
seriously to propound that amendment to
the House, it should be limited to the
present case, and not applied to future cases,
because it simply means that in the case of
other contracts this amendment will hold
out to every contractor an inducement in
the first place to make unreasonable claims
upon the government, because this amend-
ment will show to him that if he just makes
a big claim against the government he can
retain his plates and dies. I think the
amendment is an unwise one altogether.
The contractor should not have any induce-
ment of that kind held out to him.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
do not propose to prolong the discussion
further than to compliment the hon. gentle-
man f rom Sarnia (Mr. Vidal) upon the terse,
succinct and pointed manner in which he
has put the case to the House. It seems to
me we have all, to a very great extent, been
travelling from the record. My hon. friend
the Minister of Justice last night made a
very passionate speech in reply to the state-
ment which I had made, and called me to
account for introducing irrelevant matter.
The hon. gentleman will remember that he,
in introducing his amendment in the first
place, referred to the difficulties which had
occurred between the government through
one of its departments and Mr. Burland,
and it was to that that I referred. I did
not introduce that subject. I trited to confine
myself, in addition to referring to that fact,
to the contract and the rights of the con-
tractor. If Mr. Burland holds these dies
and plates illegally, there is a law upon the
statute-book toreach him. If he ho'ds them
legally under his contract, then the pro-
position of my lion. friend can be for no
other purpose than to reach Mr. Burland :
ergo it is a direct blow at a contractor of
the government who holds property which
belongs to the government, under the con-
tract, when it is paid for. The hon. senior
member for Halifax (Mr. Power) said lie
endeavoured to deal with the proposition
before the House. He made an admirable
speech, but he evaded-I do not mean to
say that offensively-he omitted to re-
fer to any right which Mr. Burland, the
contractor, has under his contract. As
I said before, if Mr. Burland holds the dies
and plates illegally, let him be punished. If
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he holds them legally under bis contract, the
proposed amendmnent to the law is for
no other object than to compel him to give
them up. That is the only deduction you
can draw from the proposition made by the
hon. gentleman. What are the facts ? The
Minister of Justice very elaborately and
very learnedly, and seconded by the senior
member for Halifax with an equally ingen-
ious argument, declares that no man bas a
right. to hold these dies in bis possession af ter
bis contract ceases. With that proposition
I am fully in accord, but he omitted to state
that there is a provision in the contract
which not only enables the contractor to,
hold them, but gives him the authority and
power to hold the property until it is paid
for. Now, I say more: the contractor, Mr.
Burland, has delivered up-so I am inform-
ed upon authority which I believe to be
true,-dies and plates which he had in bis
possession for the making of tobacco stamps,
liquor stamps, and other stamps that are re-
quired by the government for the Inland
Revenue, the Finance and other departments.
Mark you, under the contract they paid him
for them, and the moment they paid him for
them he delivered them up, and that is all
he asks now. The question of the $9,800
due the contractor, bas nothing to do with
the subject under discussion than a bill
owed to a baker or butcher.

Hon. Mr. MILLS.-Hear, hear.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
it bas nothing to do with it, what right has
the Postmaster General, on behalf of the
government, to say " Do a certain thing
which is contrary to your contract, and I
will pay you 1" To my mind, and to the
mind of any ordinary man who is not an
astute lawyer who can argue any question
providing he is retained on either side-to
an ordinary mind, the proposition is so plain
that I do not think it requires any argu-
ment to sustain it. The hon. gentleman says
that although I may hold that which, in his
opinion, I should deliver to him, and which
I claim I have a right to hold under a
written contract entered into between Her
Majesty and myself, that he refuses to pay
me that which he says is legally and pro-
perly belonging to me because I will not
hand over that which I hold and claim pay
for

Fon. Mr. MILLS-I did not say that.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is your argument.

Hon. Mr. MILLS--No.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL -I
thought the bon. gentleman had made bis
speech.

Hon. Mr. MH.LS-I am simply correct-
ing a misstatement with regard to myself.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The bon. gentleman at one period of these
negotiations was in a more happy state of
mmd, that was a period when bis better
judgment and that kindness of heart, which
always actuates him in anything he bas to
do in bis desire to do right, until the greater
influence of the Postmaster General seizes
hold of bis better judgment and warped it.
Let us see what he says, and we can judge
for ourselves. Here is a declaration by - r.
Hogg, deliberately stating that the Minister
of Justice made a proposition which is con-
tained in that very amendment proposed by
my bon. friend on my right (Mr. Ferguson).
Mr. Hogg writes on the 10th March, 1899,
as follows :-

The day before yesterday I called upon the
Miniter of Justice and had a conversation with hini.
I found he had not taken the matter before his
colleagues in council.

In a former letter he says the minister
agreed to take it before bis colleagues.

I found that he had not taken the matter before
his colleagues in council, his statement being that he
had been a great deal away, and had been very much
engaged in connection with some capital cases which
requmred his undivided attention. He said he al5'm
wished to see Mr. Mulock.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-To whom is that ad-
dressed.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--
Addressed to bis client Mr. Burland. It is
the next sentence to which I call the atte'-
tion of the committee. It reads:

At the same time he remarked that he had been
thinking over the matter and thought that it might
be brought to a close by the payment of the account
and by instituting an action on the part of the
government against the council, to test the question of
whether the dies, roils and plates should be delivered
up free of charge, or whether payment should be
made for them.

That is precisely what we are contendilg•
-nothing more and nothing less. The quel
tion of withholding payment of the $9,800
which they say legally and legitimately, an"
properly belongs te him, bas nothing to dO
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With the question of the retention of the
dies and plates in his possession. That is a
question separate altogether, and I hesitate
1lot to say that a more tyrannical act could
never be prepetrated by any sharper who
dsired to keep his creditor out of his money,
than the position taken by the Postmaster
ofeneral. I acquit my hon. f riend the Minister
of Justice. He desired to do what was right
unltil he was overpowered by a more detcr-
4'ned or more stubborn will. What is this

eamend rent or resolution, which the senior
MemOber for Halifax says should not be
adoPted ? It says clearly, that provided,

oever, that in case of any person who bas
bel or is a contractor with the said govern-

boat for engraving and printing of such
h.sn0 flion notes and stamps, and who bas in
for Possession any such plate, roll or dies

Which he claims to be paid by the gov-
tnhaent under his contract, the demand of
the Mflaister of Finance shall only be madeafter payment of the contractor's claim-

or for what he bas done in printing-not
br 'ything, outside of the value of the dies,

t he clai for the dies and plates which he
b engraved. Then theamendmnent reads "or

o ase the claim is disputed after reference
0 be claims to the Exchequer Court of
tida jeMr. Burland claims that he is en-

erat t payment for these dies. The gov-
that et says " no, you are not entitled to

a account" and then Mr. Burland says

th er that." It is a matter of dispute as
e actual meaning of the contract.

or Mr. MILLS-He does not say that,
he ever said it.

e41on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--I
eve'Utting a hypothetical case. When-
hon., good point is being made, the
sig entleman interrupts, whether de-

M ~r. or unintentionally, I cannot say.
he has a claim. He says so, and
tra so under the authority of his con-
good which declares positively that thesee saare to be delivered up when paid for.
te y4 " iPay me for these dies, &c.," and

Qot pa0 tnaster General said " No, I will
6a YOU, nor will I pay you anything

inia you deliver them up." All the
0t r would have to do under this amend-

teh ld be to refer the matter to the Ex-
Wa r ourt, and the moment the matter

di., aeirred to the Exchequer Court the
31 plates would have to be handed

over to the government for destruction ;
and then the contractor woull be out
of possession and would have the security
of the contract for the amount due
him. There is the position, and can
you fancy a fairer position than that? I
would have no objection to make it a special
case if you like, and leave the clause an
broad as you please in the future, but you
must not forget that there is a contract
into which the government bas entered with
the American Bank Note Company, which is
now doing the work that Mr. Burland used to
perform, of the same character and kind, and
under the same provisions. If it is not,
then the contingency that might arise
as stated by the bon. senior member
for Halifax could not arise. He puts
it in this way : The present contrac-
tors might hold in their possession ail
the plates and dies they have for the manu-
facture of postage stamps, Inland Revenue
stamps and bank notes, and until every cent
was paid them by the government in case
there was a dispute. That is not the point
at all. If they have a contract with the
American Bank Note Company, that the
government shall have the right to demand
the plates upon payment for the same, then
they will be in the same position as Burland,
and consequently it would not affect the ques-
tion as to whether they are owing $10 or
$10,000 for work done with those plates.
That bas nothing whatever to do with the
question. It is on that point my hon. friend
from Halifax studiously avoided any argu-
ment. The question simply is, to my mind,
does that contract entitle Mr. Burland to
hold these plates until they are paid for? I
say that to anybody who can read plain
English, unless he is much more astute than
I am, that contract gives him power to hold
them. If it does not, then language does
not mean anything. I am not going
to argue the point. I will not waste
the time of the louse discussing the
point raised by the bon. Minister of
Justice that the plates have been paid
for in the price which was charged for the
articles produced, by those plates. That may
or way not be the case. If the bon. gentle-
man went to a printing office and wanted
500,000 circulars, or a book of any kind
that would require the printer to purchase a
new press or new type for the purpose of
printing them, he would put in a tender for
the printing of it, and unless it was specially
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stipulated that that type was to become
the property of the government after the
printing was done, and it was included in the
price charged for the work, they would have
no more right to it than to the horse that drew
them a barrel of water. If they had stated in
their tender " Give us the price at which
you will furnish such and such articles, and
the plates, dies and rolls, which shall be the
property of the government as soon as the
work is done," then my hon. friend would be
right, but thev do not say that. They say
they shall be the property of the government
when paid for, and Mr. Burland says " Pay
for them, and you may have them." As there
is a dispute on that point, then refer it to
Exchequer Court, and Mr. Burland says:
" The moment you do that I will take my
chance and you can destroy the rolls and
plates or do what you please with them."
There is just one point that my hon. friend
from Halifax (Mr. Power) referred to-I
do not think it is at all relevant, but I may
refer to it, because it was referred to by the
hon. gentleman from Murray Harbour (Mr.
Prowse). He says those articles were of no
«se, because if you produce any work from

those dies it would be punishable under the
Criminal Law, and very properly so.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I did not say that.
What I said was that the pattern of the
stamp has been altered, and thousands of the
dies are not of any real value.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
argument of the hon. gentleman from Mur-
ray Harbour (Mr. Prowse) on behalf of Mr.
Burland's position was this: He says " they
are of little or no value at present, but they
cost him a great deal to produce them, and
his ccntract says that they shall be paid for,
when he is bound under that contract to de-
liver them up. Then lie says, this property
belongs to him until it is paid for, and if I
have them in my safe, when tenders for work
in the future are asked for, I will have them
in my possession, which will enab!e me to
tender at a low rate, being enabled to
go on with the work." You talk about a
fiat. He has no right to ask for a fiat in con-
nection with this matter. He could not get
a fiat. He says " they are locked up in my
safe; I propose to keep them there until I
have another opportunity to tender for
work." But they say: " Under your con-
tract you are bound to give them up ?" He

replies : " I am willing to give them up when
you pay me for them," and then with the
money paid for them, he would have the
means to reproduce the very plates that
were taken from him. To my mind, the
position is clear enough, and if the hon.
meiber for Halifax (Mr. Power) will look
at the amendment and see what its object
is, instead of denouncing it as an improper
one, he will see that it is a very proper one.
Such a case cannot possibly arise again,
unless you make a contract similar to the
one in my hand, because as this contract was
drawn, as it lias been said by the hon. gen-
tleman from Sarnia (Mr. Vidal), it is made
between Mr. Burlatnd and Her Majesty,
whose contracts should be honourably fal-
filled. If the contract is wrong, it is the
fault of the late government who did
it. What I contend is that the Minis-
ter of Justice should have an opinion
of his own, and in the administration of that
department, he will excuse me for saying sO,
he might have followed the example set hi0l
by his illustrious predecessor, Sir John
Thompson. I have a distinct recollectiol
where the Minister of Railways, Mr. Pope,
refused to grant a fiat because he thought a
man had not preferred a good claim, the MiO
ister of Justice said : " The Imperial prac-
tice is that every subject of lier Majesty shall
have the right to come into court to test hi,
rights, if he has any rights against the Crowl,
and although the Minister of Railways, tbe
head of the department against whoui the
claim was made, refused to recommend to the
Minister of Justice or to consent to the
issuing of a fiat, that hon. gentleman said:
"No, it is the right of every subject of lier
Majesty to test his claim in a court of r'.
tice," and he granted it. And now, accord
ing to the extract which I have read fr"'o
the hon. minister's own statenent to 3'
Hogg-I take it for granted it is correct'
his mind ran in the same direction and h
thought it was better to pay what was
mitted to be due, and then refer the mflatter
to court as to whether Mr. Burland had &
claim or not; and I believe his better jud
ment would lead him to that conclusion no
I have put the case as it presents itself ,
my mind ; whether it meets with the approe
of hon. gentlemen I cannot say. t
questions have been introduced into this dli
cussion to which I do not propose to rejet
Ithink we had better confine ourselves closI
to the one proposition, which was so cleai
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anddistinctly put by the hon. gentleman from
8 arnia (Mr. Vidal), bas Mr. Burland a right
unider the contract to withhold these plates
and dies until they are paid for? If he bas not,
then prosecute him criminally for holding
dies and plates which could be used to print
counterfeits. If there is a dispute he will
hand them over to the court or government
the moment you go into the Exchequer
Court to ascertain whether he bas a claimOr not. That is the simple proposition I
tke. The Minister of Justice declares that
this amendment could not and would not be
'cePted. I cannot understand what the

gentleman means by that, except that
't is carried by a majority of the House,

bewill drop the clause. I would not advisead -dropping of the clause, but I would
se this, that if they have not made a
ent contract to that which the former

government entered into with Mr. Burland,
the 8oner they change it the better. I am

going into the question as to whether
r. Burland committed a fraud by furnish-ei blithographs when he should have fur-

ated steel plate engravings. That is a
tatterfor the courts. I have simply to say
th it is denied pointedly. I had it from

il O. routh this morning that he hasb'ned forty or fifty accounts in his
be48s which he had rendered to the govern-

for the very articles to which the
hb ster of Justice refers, and that in no case

cha lecharged the prices which he would
rge had the articles been produced from

the Plate and that the difference betweene alue of lithographs and the steel plate
angs is just about seventy per cent.

to n is--I only mention it in justice
tio fan who is threatened with a prosecu-
did he fraud, that in not one single instance
stoneatetiver the product of a lithographie
stee e price he would have charged for

plate. That is his statement.

b1e . Mr PRIMROSE-The hon. mem-ertr Ilalifax expressed a little astonish-
th hhe warmth, or apparent warmth,

this whih some members have spoken on
ej •>jct. I have an idea that the con-

e the members of this hon. House

nthe a hocked by a proposition to place
ieh sthtute-book of Canada a provision

d iae.r Ith is utterly revolting to them,
.ithe they might be excused if they

XPe ore warmth than might be
i 1hi8 discussion. The hon. gen-

tieman quotes British law as our model.
We recognize British law as our model. We
are proud of British law and willing to be
guided by it, but I venture the assertion
that the hon. gentleman will search British
statutes from the first page to the last and
he will not find one page polluted with
such a proposition as this. The hon. member
also spoke of members of this House
expounding the contract without having
seen it. He is mistaken there. The majo-
rity of those who have spoken to-day have
seen the contract and read its provisions,
and therefore may be supposed to know
whereof they affirm.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-I wish to vote on
this question with some intelligence, and I
have listened a good deal to talk about a
contract. A contract has been bandied about
by almost every one who has spoken against
the measure as presented by the Minister
of Justice. I feel that we are not a court of
justice to investigate the equity of the con-
tract-a contract that has not been proved,
that has been merely asserted. We know
the first act in a court of justice would be
to prove that this is the actual contract.
The question would be presented to the
court in a proper manner. I feel I have no
right to recognize the assertion of any hon.
gentleman who spoke here to-day of the con-
tract. The question before me is simply
this: a contract had been made by the
government of Canada with certain gentle-
men.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-How
do you know I

Hon. Mr. DEVER-I am going to show
from results that there was a contract, and
that certain dies and plates were the result
of that contract. From the very nature of
it that contract would necessarily involve
the return of those dies and plates, because
we know that those dies and plates mean
value for money to the country, and why a
gentleman who had a contract to produce
money should think of retaining the dies and
plates that made that noney, for the life of
me I cannot understand. I am surprised
that any government should have entered
into such a contract if such a contract was
made. I know if I had the honour of being
in the government I certainly would not
trust any individual with plates engraved to
create money at pleasure in this country.
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Therefore, on that basis I feel that the gov- there was some possession in this case
ernment have a right to demand immediately is practically a felony te hold it where the
the return of those plates before any other party bas no right. It has been stated that
business is done, because the very completion no improper use could be made of these dies
of the contract, in my opinion, involves the and plates. We know perfectly well that
return of the appliances with which that nowadays the strongest safes will not pro-
money had been created. That being the tect the contents of them, and although it f8
position as it appears to me, I feel myself a fact that a good many of the postal stips
obliged to support the government in getting have been altered, stili there are many
these plates back. Then justice, which can that have been in existence for years. No
be had through the courts, should be done doubt there are dies in the possession of
the contractor. I cannot see what injustice Mr. Burland frem which stamps could
the contractor would suffier. He cannot use 1 be issued. They would be stamps, to al
those plates ; he has no right to them. Theylintents and purposes, exactly like the
are of certain dates. The dates and num- stamps in circulation. I entirely acquit
bers would have to be altered. They cannot Mr. Burland of being a party te any sud'
be used for any other purpose than to fraud- proposition, but what I say is there ought
ulently issue stamps and notes. Under the to be no possibulity of any unauthorized
circumstances, I think the government are person issuing stamps of that kind, OF
perfectly right in standing on their rights putting them in circulation, and there is
and demanding the possession of the plates a possibility in this particular case.
and dies before making any settlement with would appear under the Post Office Act
the contractor. that any one having possession of these dieS

could only keep possession by permission Of
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I propose only to cail the Postaster General. think the prO-

attention to a single point in this matter. position made by the hon. Minister of Justice
The Minister of Justice has fully explained is really a fair one. He states here, on the
the position of the Crown, and I think the floor of Parliament, that if Mr. Burland de&
stand he took is quite unanswerable. There is se give up these dieg, le will himself grant
this point to which attention may be called; a fiat te Mr. Burland. Surely that ouh
if this clause stood without the introduction tesettle it, and the clause ouglt te le care
of the Burland controversy, I have no doubt without any further centreversy. 34r.
hon. gentleman would be prepared to accept Burland will be in ne worse position, if tli9
it. It is only in consequence of an existing clauses passe, and the Minister of Justice
grievance which Mr. Burland has that issues bis fiat giving him the right te brii'g
opposition to this clause has arisen. I would before the court every possible daim he maY
caîl attention te the law as it has stood for have against the Crown.
the last 25 years. I find, looking over the
Postal Service Act, in providing against
forgery and having in possession dies, cuts
sinks and so on there is this clause, " Or
has possession of any such plate, die, &c.,
except by permission in writing of the Post-
master General, or of some officer or person
who under regulations made in that behalf,
may lawfully grant such permission, &c." It
would seem to contemplate that though
persons might be lawfully possessed at one
time of plates or dies, if the Postmaster
General demanded them or was unwilling
that they should retain possession of such
plates or dies, it would be a penal offence
to withhold them. It subjects the party to a
charge of felony, because it is quite clear the
possession of a die must be under permission
of the Postmaster General. Therefore it is
perfectly clear to my mind that unless

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
want to call the attention of the lion. gentle'
man to the fact, that the point to which he
has referred was discussed between the sol-
citor for Mr. Burland and the Postulastef
General. If that law be applicable to the
case, then there is no necessity for the clause
which the Minister of Justice has prepared-

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is not very clear.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Mr
Hogg says in his letter "Mr. Mulock re
ferred me to a section of the Post Office -0
relating to persons holding in their POSs
sion dies and plates." Of course it wOn1à
be a penal offence to which the hon. g6Denî
man referred did he not hold those under
contract specially provided for. It siWP11

means this, that the hon. Minister of Ju*
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has introduced this clause for the purpose of
eorluPelling Mr. Burland to give up the
Plates, which have not been paid for as pro-
vided for in the contract, or send him to jail.

lion. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
8ay8 that the clause was introduced for that
PUrpose. I do not agree with what Mr.

'g says with regard to the interpretation
'Of that clause, nor do I think that any
Court would sustain the interpretation which

has placed on it. My hon. friend will
e that there is no contract with Mr.

burland. The period for which lie had
Contracted with the government has termin-

ed. Then let me say further, if the hon.
gentleman will look at this clause, he will
1e that it was not intended simply to meet
the Case of the Post Office Department, but
hepase with regard to all the revenue
eartments of the government, both with

.gad to Dominion notes and with regard
inland revenue stanps. Although I had
o With the preparation of the clause,
s1y 8tatements, I daresay, would not bc

a ted by some hon. gentlemen. I under-8t.nd their sneers to mean that. One lion.eman has said he trusted the House
not pollute itselfs by supporting a
of this sort. I think I am as

'shpable of presenting anything that iso nourable and unjust to a citizen of thistry as the hon. gentleman who has
hoae that observation. Further, I ask any

onsigentleman who bas discussed this
able n to point out what there is objection-
und in that clause. That has not beenertaken. The hon. gentleman oppositeitted that it was a proper position to
&en bhy have we had this long dis-

have because some of the hon. gentlemenaid that although this is a fair
*hol on there is a man in existence to
to t would apply, and therefore he ought
thi. excepted. If the simple passing of
hiin alause would have the effect of making
be C inal by its passage, there would
i no force in that argument. But that
thla C Al he would have to do, under
'*ODld he, would be precisely what any one
,nnde have to do ten years hence1 ab18  te saine provision, and I am
thi1 to understand, and I do not

* am wanting in understanding,
s% y hon. gentleman can persuade

1 %Iantbat .this would be unjust to Mr., and that it would be perfectly ad-

vantageous to somebody else who might
enter into a contract with the government.
The hon. gentleman bas referred to that
contract as if we were to accept his inter-
pretation of it as perfectly conclusive. I
tell the hon. gentleman, although I have a
great deal of respect for his judgment, I do
not agree with the views he has expressed
upon it. The hon. gentleman has here
drawn attention to the fact that I did not
issue a fiat, and I said that I had not refused
a fiat, but the fiat was for what ? Not for
the purpose of interpreting that contract
which the hon gentleman holds in his hand.
It related to a payment of $9,800.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is what I said.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The fact that the de-
partment was indebted to Mr. Burland for
that sum was not disputed, and so there was
no object, as I said to Mr. Hogg, to go into
court to obtain a decision upon a right which
was not questioned. The Crown would stand
in exactly the same position thai it stood in
before. The Crown was in the position to
pay, if it chose to pay, and it could not be
compelled to pay any more after the judg-
ment than before the judgment. The point
was that here were dies held that were of
importance to the government, that were not
of importance to Mr. Burland, and the IPost-
master General took the view that until you
do hand over those dies you have no right
to insist upon my paying the sum that is
now due to you. Other questions have
arisen since, about which I need not enter
into a discussion, but whether the Post-
master General was 'right or wrong in the
view he took

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Wrong, I call it,

Hon. Mr. MILLS.-I say that has nothing
to do with the propriety of this section. I
say that this is a proper provision if Mr.
Burland had never an existence. It is pro-
per enough notwithstanding the contract
with Mr. Burland. You cannot undertake
to say that A or B shall be made an excep-
tion to a law, and that what you declare an
improper thing in every one else shall be held
to be proper in his case. Mr. Burland is
not declared by this amendment to be an
offender. Mr. Burland would be simply
called upon, under this provision, to deliver
up the dies, just as any one having a contract
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for the next 10 years when it expires would play, the Crown should be paramount. That
be called upon to do the same thing. I re- is where I think the amendment is so fair.
peat, if Mr. Burland's interpretation of the We provide that the demand referred to in
contract is right, the court would say so, and the original clause, which the government,
he would be paid for his dies, although they may make for the delivery of these dies and
were in the hands of the g9vernment, but to plates, shall only be made after payment,
say that the government must not claim the that is, if it is a matter that can be
dies, stamps or rolls until there is an inter- mutually settled, or in case the claim is
pretation in his favour is to take a most pre- disputed, after reference of the claim to the
posterous position. My amendment is to Exchequer Court of Canada. That is, if the
avoid the very controversy which has arisen. party holding the dies and plates wishes to
It is a simple declaration that nothing in escape a criminal prosecution, he must
this section would prejudice Mr. Burland's accept the price agreed upon, or the govern-
claim. If my hon. friend will consult any ment, having given a reference to the
lawyer on the subject, he will tell him the court, lie has to surrender the dies and
same thing, that that clause does not enlarge plates. If it were a case of litigation between
Mr. Burland's right, but is a simple declara- individuals, the fair thing would be to pro-
tion ta satisfy the Hlouse upon that point. pose that the dies and plates should be
I say, further, that I could never accept the handed into the court and held in charge of
amendment of the hon. gentleman opposite. the court until the case was decided ; but as
Of course it is in the power of the hon.gentle- it is between the government and an indivi-
man to pass that amendment over my head. dual, as soon as it gets into court, we say
I know he has a najority in this House and the government should hold the dies and
can do that, but it will not make it a pro- plates while it is in court. Therefore we are
per proceeding in the case, and I would very not making the government subservient, but
much rather drop the clause altogether. are giving them a decided advantage. M1

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Drop it, then. hon. friend ventured to criticise the course.
have pursued in advocating justice for Mr.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I should prefer to Burland, or for any person placed in such a
drop it. If the majority of the House desire position as he is. He says as an ex-minister
it, they have simply to say so and the clause of the Crown it is my duty to support the
goes out of the bill, but in my opinion it is Crown. I cannot see that any such dutl
a proper clause. It is simply an enlarge- devolves upon me. My duty is to do justic
ment of the provision in the Post Office between the Crown and the individual, a
Act, and extends it to every case where it to give the Crown nothing more than what
is possible for such a fraud to be committed. is just and fair, and there is no such dut
I have nothing further to say on that ques- devolving on one who bas been formerlY
tion. member of the government. If that Wee

so, I would feel in an awkward positihl
It being six o'clock the Speaker left the especially if I had to accept all the legisi,

Chair. tion proposed by Mr. Mulock, the Postwater
General, who appears to be the Lord igigb

After Recess. Executioner of the present government. my
hon. friend, the senior member for Halif

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Before the was kind enough to insinuate broadly that
committee rose at six o'clock, there 'vas a had received a retainer.
point made by my hon. f riend the Minister
of Justice, that appears to have escaped Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentl6e"
observation, to which I wish to offer a reply. must know that he is misstating what I
My hon. friend objected to the amendment the
which I submitted on the ground that it Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Did not
involved the subserviency.of the Crown. If hon. gentleman say that
it involved anything of that kind, it would,
I admit, be a serious objection, for it is our Hon. Mr. POWER-No.
duty, in legislating, not to make the Crown
subservient. While we have a duty devolv- Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I was told
ing upon us to give the subject every fair hon. gentleman had used the words.
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hon, gentleman speaks so low that I seldom and being granted a fiat while he is in thathear him. position.

.ion. Mr. PROWSE-I think the hon.
gentleman said that the hon. member from
IMarshfield spoke as if he had received a
retainer.

lion Mr. POWER-Yes, but I said I
flot mean to insinuate anything of thesort.

]ion. Mr. FERGUSON-Then I will
Ireiark another statement which my hon.
ilend made, and which he is accustomed to

Inake in this House. Whenever he differs
Opinion from a gentleman who is not a

Wyer he indulges in sneers, as he did with
reference to the hon. gentleman from British
Columbia about his legal knowledge.

ion. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-That
not hurt me very much.

ion. Mr. FERGUSON-But I must
r i a that although my hon. friend may

Most eminen, lawyer, he may b. the
Sof the Bar in his province, but we are

oa level here and have a right to form our
oienclusions and our own opinions, and

opet es it may happen that in our own

erisof icated way we may arrive at the
ers of a case quite as well as eminent

like the hon. gentleman from Hah-
regard the amendment which my

pý ftend bas moved to his own clause as
Pnteg Mr. Burland in a very bad position

eth' must speak with somewhat bated
embrIn the presence of the hon. senior

h rom Halifax (Mr. Power), because I
tas uring on something he will regard

a Particular domain, but still while I
I rusted with the dity of voting here,
Ayt endeavour also to try and think for
tha seil n my opinion, if we yielded to

cl ause, and it found its way into the
Code through the action of this

& crient, Mr. Burland, in order to escape
the r4inal prosecution and being sent to
WOulenitentiary, or being heavily fined,
dies Probably have to surrender up these
to s plates, and in so doing would have
fixi rreider them unconditionally without
to t&ja price or anything of the kind. Up
these .esent time he bas possession of
it ij es and plates and rolls, and I think
time Y Playing upon words and wasting

talk about his applying for a fiat,

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-Could not
he trust the government i

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I will reach
that point a little later, but I contend that
Mr. Burland could not apply for a fiat with
regard to these dies and plates while they are
in his possession; he could not ask for any
price or valuation to be put upon them, and
I submit, further, that if he is compelled,
under threat of criminal prosecution, to
hand over the plates to the government
without making any condition, he would not
be in a position to ask for a fiat or contest
the matter, for he bas handed them
over without making any stipulation as to
price. Whether that is a correct view or
not, I think there is a great deal in it, and
this House should be very careful in the
matter with that point in view. My hon.
friend's amendment is, to my mind, of no
value whatever. It is a poor apology for the
clause, as he submitted it in the first
instance, that any such amendment as he
proposes to add to it should be necessary. It
is a poor compliment to the clause that it
had to be saddled with any amendment,
My hon friend proposed an amendment
with an immense amount of gravity, and
explained that Mr. Burland would, after the
passage of this clause, under the force of
that amendment, have exactly the legal
rights he had before,-that it would not affect
or take away those legal rights. Hon.
gentlemen will observe that, as far as
obtaining pay for the dies is concerned, he
has no legal right unless the government
desire to give it to him. They owe him
certain moneys, and admit it, and his accounts
have been in for several months and they
have not yet granted him a fiat.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-He does not need a
fiat.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-They have with-
held it for twelve monthr, and lie never re-
ceived any information that he would get a
fiat in connection with that until the com-
mittee took this clause into consideration.
How would he stand with regard to the
dies and plates 1 The hon. Minister of Jus-
tice says he would have what legal right he
bad before. Well, that is none at all.
He cannot refer the case to the Exchequer
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Court without the government's consent, and Hon. Mr. MILLS-It does not matter
I am strongly of the opinion that if Mr. Bur- what the contract is.
land, under the pressure of this clause, if it
passes as my hon. friend desires, would hand Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
these plates over to the government, he Oh, yes.
would have no right to present a peti ion of Hon. Mr. MILLS-If the contract i- made
right at all as lie handed over the dies with- in the future by a man in the saine position,
out inaking any stipulation as to price, he, then the sane rule ought to apply. The
would have to depend upon the grace of the lion. gentleman lias not made a rule of that
government whether they would give it or not. sort He applies
But where they have withheld the fiat in the hon. iten Mr. Burland re
case of clear indebtedness of $9,800, which a petition of rigMt. About what was he
they admit they owe him, and they have with- refused a petition of right ? The Post Officeheld it since the lst of J une, 1898, nearly reue a iino ig't TePotOfctheldeen smoethest ofen Jue 1898,d tnea Department said to Mr. Burland that there
.thirteen months, when they withheld the was an unsettled account between thei.
fiat in a clear undoubted matter of business T
as that is, I think it would be a poor con- They did n')t dispute the account. They
8olation to Mr. Burland to find that this were ready to pay the amount over to hini.

sliad to cepted B and tofindtt whih Now Mr. Burland wanted a petition of rightHouse had accepted an amendment which todChtT nur nomtesta
would leave hini in possession only of those to do what? To inquire into matters that
legal rights which lie had already. the Crown did not dispute.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-And the hon. gentle- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-TO
man lias proposed an amendment open to make the government pay it.
exactly the sane objection. His amendment
re.ads: Hon. Mr. MILLS-No. That is wher

• Provided, however, that in the case of Mr. Burland the lion. gentleman is mistaken, and is col'
who has been or is a contractor with the said govern- fusing proceedings against the Crown with
ment for the engraving and printing of said Dominion proceedings against individuals. You waY
notes and stamps, and who has in his pssession any
such plate, roll or die, for which he clains to be paid

by the government under his contract, the demand do not bring a suit against the Crown. yoU
ofthe Minister of Finance shall only be made after
the payment of the contractor's claim, or in case the present a petition.
claini is disputed, after reference of the claim to the they are properly informed. Tle petitiou
Exciequer Court of Canada. is to ascertain wletler the Crown is miiuÎ

That is what the hon. gentleman proposes. formed or not. That lad no applicabilitytO
He proposes in the Criminal law asserting a a case wlere the amount was undisputed.
general law which it is open to the House to The minister may be open W censure if ho
question if the House thought the principle witlield payment witlout sufficient cause.
vas unsound. He says " Your principle is Looking at what the law really is, you Wight
all right, but there is one man to whom I cali in question the conduct of the minister,
would not like to see that principle app ly, but you could not cali for a petition of rigli
and that is Mr. Burland." about a matter in which there was

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-J have not dispute. I told Mr. Burland's counsel,
thought it right. and the lon. leader of the oppositi0l

lias read the stateaient to-day, and lie
Hon. Mr. MILLS-Then the lion. gentle- will fiid that he lias misirterpreted it,

man should have opposed the clause. He lie looks at it closely-I told Mr. Bur]aIds
allows it to go into operation with regard to counsel that if Mr. Burland would hand 0 vel
six millions of people, and wants to make it the dies to the government, there would be
an exception in the case of one man. That no ditliculty in granting a petition to inte
is the proposition of the hon. gentleman. pret the contract to see if his views we

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- right. That was open to bu, and th
Thereha ony onenian ntereted.amount to be ascertained if lie wasetIl

There is only one man interested. ette

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There may be others. t anything. The contention of the
Office Departrnent was that the value of the

Hon. Sir 'MACKENZIE BOWELL-If dies was included in the contract tley bed
you put them in the sanie position with the witl lii, and if tley had recalled these dies
saie contract they tould be. and called upon is to miake plates cfon
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different pattern before the term of the con- or persans will be hit by this legislation, but
tract had expired, these dies would have whether the clause, as originally framed, is
been given up under the terms of that con- a wise and proper clause to be placed upon
tract, and he would have been entitled to I the statute book. If it is, I respectfully
eOlensation for them, because they had not submit that it is the duty of this Senate, one
been used for the time which he contem- and all, to vote for it. If it is not a wise
Plated when he entered into the contract. and proper provision, it is equally the duty

t is the position oF the matter, but I of this committee to vote it down. I do not
t, that a clause such as the one that suppose there ever was, or ever will be, a

e hon. gentlemen proposed would not criminal law passed that will not bit
. consistent with either the honour or somebody. I do not suppose there ever
ignity of the Senate, and sooner than was a civil statute law of any kind passed

sneh an amendment should be made to this that has not hit some one. I am not
Qlause, I would prefer to withdraw it alto- influenced by this local matter which,
gether. 1, therefore, withdraw this clause, unfortunately, has corne to the surface,
and the responsibility of inability to legislate and I regret exceedingly it has. Before

Pon this subject. With regard ta one class I had the slightest knowledge of the case
of contract, one class of engravings, those that has been brought up here, as one

ating to the Post Office Department, there having had for thirty-five years very consi-
legislation already and Iam simply extend- derable experience as Crown prosector in

itg this provision to bank notes and to assisting the court to administer the crimi-
Others that are not covered by the Post nal law, I felt that such a clause as bas been

ce Act. I will say, therefore, that this proposed by the Minister of Justice would
%tion, with the consent of the Senate, I be a wise and proper clause, based upon a

iroP altogether and proceed to the considera- sound principle, and although I have heard
ti 0n of the next clause. that it nay affect one particular case, for

the life of me I cannot ses bow it can affect
n. 1 1r. KERR-Before the clause is mydutyastothevoteIshalîgive. Iarnot

tk out, I desire to make one. or two reflecting upon anybody, I am only speaking

flt ti . I regret that the minister bas for myseif, 1 am not criticising the raner

he h t necessary to express the opinion whicl or the matter of the speeches in this debate.
i Just expressed. According to my own 1 listen with the greatest possible respect to
if I had charge of the bill I would ai wlo speak pro and con upon any ques-

prefer to have it voted down. I do not wish tion, and especially te those who may differ
detain the committee at any length, but I from me in the views which I hoj1d, because

try and imitate the prudence of the therein I get greater information by learingnarier who, when he is tempest tossed, opposing views than I do in hearing those
s himself of the first clear sky. tlat are in harmony with my own. I just

Sfear that this committee, by BhO course of1s ir A CKENZsE the debate this afternoon, has lest sight ofits true functions as a committe. We must
ralways bear in md that in this matter we

Mr.d ttakeRAi abatement of the are here as legislators, law makers, net
hav o latitude and longitude. administrators of the law. Now I tink

been trying, during the reces, to that is a sound principl , and as at present
te the prudence of the mariner and t advised I shah vote in lin with that view.

tanY bearings and to ses woether we are The Hous will pardon me when I say that

1 g had way or wbether we are drifting I sha assume, for the sake of argument,
a proper course, and witl ail due defer- that there is a contract and, without preju-

theý deat this afenohssotsgto

or he Superior judgment of my brother dice, as the lawyrs say, I will refer to the

4.,at respectfully submit that this contract. It will nlot affect my vote one
e i greater part of the after iota. My contento n is that thi3 commiteee

in. drifte f rom the true une of the bas notbing ta do, in considering the
Ijeet t tiake this statement witu the wisdom or unwisdom of that clause, wit
te tPossible deference and respect. I that contract. That is a matter for tbe

ei prtfuIY subseit that the question before proper court, nd we are not sitting here asenatn ittee is neot w eter some person an Excbequer Court.
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Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-We
say that too.

Hon. Mr. KERR-I do not make myself
a judge of the Exchequer Court. If I should
ever do so-and I do not expect I ever shall
-I will expect to receive respectful consi-
deration. I am sorry that it is even in-
sinuated that this legislation is aimed at one
individual. I have a perfect horror of that
kind of thing, and if I conscientiously
believed that that clause was aimed at one
individual, and not at a class, in like case
offending, I would join in voting it down.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Mr. Mulock says so in his letter.

Hon. Mr. KERR-I have not heard it.
I am speaking now on the principle of the
thing. In discussing whether Mr. Burland
-I think that is the name of the gentie-
man-is right or -wrong, that does not in.
fluence me, and cannot by any possibility
assist us in coming to a conclusion whether
that clause ought or ought not to be on the
statute-book. If Mr. Burland is doing
wrong-I do not assume that he is-he
ought to be hit. If he is not doing wrong,
he will not be hit under this legislation.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-For whom are we
legislating 1 For the individual or the
public ?

Hon. Mr. KERR-There is an old Latin
maxim which I shall give in English "the
safety of the people should be the supreme
law." I shall be guided by that maxim in
any course that I take. The point I want
to make is that in discussing this matter we
should discuss it on principle, as legislators,
and not have before our minds any one case
that this is said to be aimed at. I cannot
believe that it is aimed at any one man. I
have reason to believe, from all I have heard,
that Mr. Burland, who mnay be hit by this
legislation, is a highly respectable man. I
have heard the name, but have never met
him. If he was in the Senate chamber
now, I would not know him, but I think
there should be fair play between the Crown
and the public.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Hear,
Hear! So we do.

Hon. Mr. KERR -I believe if Mr. Bur-
land is here he will consider I am his real
friend. If I had the settlement of this mat-

ter between Mr. Burland and the govern-
ment, I would say, " Mr. Burland, I do not
believe you ought to keep this property. It
ought not to be in your possession any longer
than the contract continues. " I would turn
round and say to the government, I have
that property, now give me a cheque payable
to the order of Mr. Burland for the amount,
of the claim which you admit, and then in
addition to that give me a fiat so that
Mr. Burland can test in the Exchequer
Court his claim for any balance.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-If the government
will do that I will vote for the clause.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The
government will not do that.

Hon. Mr. KERR-I make the sugges-
tion, and I hope it will be acted on. I am &
lawyer. I entirely agree with the English
practice as expounded by the opposition. I
think in almost every case a fiat should be
granted. If I were a member of the govern-
ment, I would give my vote every time,
unless it was apparently a most frivolous
thing, so that the subject would have the
fullest opportunity to claim his rights.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. KERR-I think that Mr.
Burland is acting against his own interests.
One hon. senator said that he could not
apply for a fiat so long as he withholds that
property. That is an error. Of course the
hon. gentleman, not being a professional
lawyer, might naturally take that view.
If he has a right to hold that property,
that property is not held by him as
payment. It is considered by him to be
security, but the law of lien comes in here
and, according to my view, the law of lien
could not be appealed to by him as "
excuse for withholding that property, which
may be used for improper and for very
dangerous purposes outside of the control of
the government. I am not risking MY

professional reputation on this point, but
should be surprised to find that there is a
lien of that kind on property for any clail"
that a party may think he has against a goV-
ernment claiming possession of it. In certain
cases lawyers have liens on title deeds. The
man that saws up lumber for his neighbour
has lien on the lumber until be is paid for
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sawing it. The miller that grinds grain for
a Iman bas a lien on the grist until lie is
Paid, if he does not take toll. According
to the statute law, a man has a lien under
certain circumstances, that is, the right to
keep possession of the property until he is
settled with; but I respectfully submit
that f rom now to the end of this session,
every senator in this committee will look in
vain for any law which will say that under
the circumstances, Mr. Burland has a lien
011 this property until he is settled with.
If I were a minister of the Crown, as I
lever shall be

Ilon. Mr. McDONALD (C.B.)-You do
not know about that.

lon. Mr. KERR-If I were a minister
or an ex-minister of the Crown, ani if I had
an'y doubt as to the propriety of Mr. Bur-
land's conduct, I would say that my duty to
lier Majesty, where the subject will be
a. nply protected without the possession of
that property would be to uphold the dignity
Of lier Majesty, and insist, as her servant,

w having control of that dangerous property.
Wish I had Mr. Burland's ear for five

T1inutes, I would say " Mr. Burland, the
sooner you give up possession of that pro-
Perty the better. You can hand it over and
s8Y that you do so under protest and with-
?Ut prejudice. It will not collect your debt
d YOU hold it in your possession until dooms-
daY. What you want is money; you do not
Want that property, it is of no use to you.

s a security it is useless." Probably Mr.
urland has been advised to take the view

that by holding these things it will force the8overlment to give him a fiat. I hope the
government, for the credit of the govern-r1lent, will be influenced by higher motives
than that. Tf I were a member of the gov-

mrnMent I would scorn an idea of that kind.
. granted a fiat, I would grant it fromPrinciple, and because I believed it to be

rght ; and if I withheld it, I would with-
bOld it because I believed it was right to do

F3 I should be very sorry to see either
ah" amendment or the amendment to the
8.YKnendmt carried ; I could not think of
sPPorting the latter. Of course, if the

oaister of Justice is satisfied with the
,1-dification which his amendment would
igive to the original clause, I would vote for

But I would rather vote fairly andsQuarely and say that I vote for the clause

itself as a principle-I would either
sustain the law or reject it. I repeat,
with all due respect, I think Mr. Bur-
land, by withholding that property, is act-
ing against his own interests, and I am satis-
fied, if this clause does pass in its present
form if the contract is as alleged-I have
not examined it and I do not want to ex-
amine it, I assume it has been correctly
interpreted-but if it does give him a right
to hold that property, it does not prevent
him applying for a flatý at once, and be can-
not be hurt, because he could plead that
contract. Supposing an indictment was
found against him and lie pleaded not guilty,
do you suppose that any court would convict
him of wrongdoing if the contract goes as
far as it is said to go i I do not want to
discuss the contract. I do not think we
have any business discussing it here. As
soon as we begin to talk about particular
cases and particular contracts, that moment
we depart from our true functions as legis-
lators and constitute ourselves judges of an
Exchequer Court, I repeat that by passing
this clause as originally framed, the com-
mittee would not and could not prejudice
Mr. Burland, either in regard to his civil
rights or in regard to his position in the pos-
sible event of criminal proceedings being
instituted against him for withholding that
property, and I consider I would be his best
friend if I advised him to give up that pro-
perty to-morrow, I would with equally strong
voice, a voice that the government might
hear reverberating in their ears, say that
they should give Mr. Burland a fiat, pay
him what they admit they owe him, and let
them fight it out in the Exchequer Court as
to the balance of it. I refuse to listen to the
arguments that have been addressed to us of
a dispute between the Postmaster General
and M r. Burland. I have nothing to do
with that as a legislator. I have to do with
making laws, and I will make laws, so far as
I can, in the light of my intelligence and in
the light of my conscience, and in no other
respect.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Would
the hon. gentleman go so far as to say that
members of this House should deal with
legislation entirely on general principles-
that they should close their ears and eyes to
individual cases, when we have documen-
tary evidence placed in our hands, and
uncontradicted, that the legislation is desi-
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gned to injure private interests? Are we to
throw that aside and deal entirely with
general principles? Legislation in this
House is surrounded by evidence on certain
points which you cannot ignore, and you
cannot always go on general principles.

Hon. Mr KERR-If that document
were handed to me, I would say "J sympa-
thize with you, but you should go to the'
Exchequer Court where you will find
justice."

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C )-But
he cannot go there.

The clause was withdrawn.

On clause 520, subsection 2.
Hon. Mr. POWER.-This particular sub-

section was rejected by the Senate in 1897.
Subsection 2 is a- follows:-

to protect them from being held to have
violated this clause.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is to make the law
more clear.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The Senate in 1897
did not think there was any necessity for
this subsection.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The opinion has been
expressed that trade unions and other organi-
zations of labourers would be amenable to
the provisions of this Act. That is the
opinion of some very eminent counsel, and
it is with a view to remove all doubt on the
matter. My hon. friend does not complain
that the principle is wrong.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not say that I
do not.

1on MrMTLLSWha T ndrand

2. Nothing in this section shall be construed to the hon. gentleman to argue is that there is
apply to combinations of worknen or employees for ni in this section which will touch these
their own reasonable protection as such workmen or
employees. people, and therefore this clause is unneces-

Speaking solely for myself, I do not see sary. say it is a nere matter of precau-
that the subsection is necessarv What are tion. It removes ail doubt as to a matter
the offences that are mentioned in the sec-
tion ?

Every one is guilty of an indictable offence who
conspires, combines, agrees or arranges with any
other person, or with any railway, steamship, steain-
boat or transportation conpany unlawfully.

(a) To unduly liniit the facilities for transporting,
producing, manufacturing, supplying, storing or deal-
ng in any article or commodity which may be a sub-
ject of trade or commerce.

A combination for their own reasonable
protection could not affect that.

(b) To restrain or injure trade or commerce in rela-
tion to any such article or comnodity.

I do not see how a trade union could
very well do that.

(c) To unduly prevent, limit or lessen the manufac-
ture or production of any such articles or commodity,
or to unreasonably enhance the price thereof.

Hon. gentlemen will notice that the words
"unduly and unreasonably" are put in. Any
reasonable action by a trade union would
not make th mn liable under this clause.

(d) To unduly prevent or lessen competition in the
production, manufacture, purchase. harter, sale, trans-
portation or supply of any such article or commodity,
or in the price of insurance upon person or property.

I do not see how that would apply specially
to trade unions, and that being the case, the
trade unions not standing in any different
relation to these offences from what other
bodies do, 1 do not see why any special
provision should be inserted here intended

which is open to controversy among eminent
lawyers, and it is proper, unless it is desired
to bring them under the provisions of the
Criminal Law, and that bas not been sought.
There are anomalies in this section which I
think might be removed but which 1 did not
think it worth while to touch. For instance,
looking at the main part of this section, it
says: " With any railway, steamnship, steam-
boat or transportation company unlawfully,"
to do what? To "unduly limit." That is
absurd. It is unlawfnl to limit, and that
word " unduly " has no business there. Take
section c to unlawfully, "to unduly prevenît."
That is not sense either, and is open to the
same objection. Then take, further on, sub-
section c, " to unlawfully, unreasonably en-
hance." Those are anomalies in the sectiol
which might be corrected, but which I did
not think it worth while to interfere with.
They have been inserted sometime by soune
persons in committee who were anxious tO
give adequate protection to those who were
forming combines, and they thought that by
putting in these words they would give pro-
tection that otherwise would not exist. But
that is not so. They are a surplusage and, as
a matter of art, ought not to prevail.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
You could, under clause a, limit the facili-
ties, and it is just so with each of the others.
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You say " unduly prevent." You might, if
YOu struck out " unduly, " make it a crime
to limit the manufacture, &c., but this pro-
vides for " unduly " doing an act, whatever
that may mean.

. on. Mr. MILLS-But my hon. friend
ilosing sight of the word "lunlawfully."

Supposing you read it this way "unlawfully
to limait ")

ion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then you would require a section to declare
What was lawful and unlawful. A man
îîight limit the sale of an article or combine
for that purpose, and you might ask "has
he done that lawfully or unlawfully ?"

1lon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
see that if " unlawfullv " is left in "unduly"
ehould be struck out.

. on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
ibe wrong for any person to limit the facili-

ties for transportation, to restrain and injure
trade and commerce, &c., is it not equally
Wrong on the part of a combine no matter of
'What character ? Would it be right for one
COmbine, composed of a particular class of
luen, and wrong in another class i Because
the LeeMption proposed would give a right to
0 certain class of the community to do whatallother class of the community is prevented
frova doing.

.Ion. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend is
li8taken in that.

y1On. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
y0ol go on and say that it is an indictable
oaence to do certain things unduly or
eliilawfully. Then you exempt a certain
al&s'. If we are to consider it logically atail, You make that right in one class of the

un'llity which you make a crime
Punishable in another clas. I think the
PO8tion taken by the hon. gentleman from1ia (Mr. Power) is correct-if it is wrong
the ioUld apply to everybody. I agree with

nister that the wording of the clauserather inartistic.

. Mr. MILLS-The word "unlaw-
" should come out, or the other word.

0hon friend will see that subsection 2,
e lally point of view, does not stand in
is A Ji Y the same position as the other. It

de ilitation also. If a man undertakes to
onrive another of employment, that may be

de of the rule altogether. Al this

clause does is to protect from the operation
of this Act combinations of working men or
employees who are acting for their own
reasonable protection. It does not go beyond
that.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
They would not be prevented from obstructing
thatwhichwas fortheirprotection, and if they
thought it was for their protection to prevent
a man doing a certain thing, they would do
it. I would suggest to my lion. friend to
accept the suggestion of the lion. gentleman
from Halifax and drop it.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The preceding sec-
tions in this part of the Criminal Code show
that this subsection is unnecessary. The
committee must feel that those sections
amply protect anything legitimate that is
done by a trade union, and this section 520ý
is dealing with a different subject-dealing
rather with the combines of railways, steam-
ship companies and so on; and bringing
trade unions or combinations of working men
into this section is a mistake. I do not,
think it is called for.

Hon. Mr. McKAY-If this clause passes
now, what will be the fate of the bill of which
the hon. gentleman from Halifax has charge,
which is on the order for Wednesday 7 This
is the clause which it has reference to, and-
we cannot pass on it again very well.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-This appears to
prove onething,that this billhas not received,
up to the present time, that careful consid-
eration from the department that it should
have had before it was brought in here. The
very fact of that word " unlawfully " being
in this clause shows that there was not suffi-
cient care taken in the preparation of the
bill. We see the effect of it now. A great
many changes and propositions have been
submitted. It cannot be avoided on the
part of those who are not members of the
government, but coming from niembers of
the government, it shows how crude the bill
is. The same objection applies to the Com-
panies Act. There was scarcely a clause of
that bill but the Minister of Justice had long
and involved amendments to make to it and
it was almost impossible for the committee
to get at the meaning of those amendments.
I do not say the Minister of Justice is alto-
gether responsible for these bills. He is a
very busy member of the government, but
it is a reflection on the officials under him
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who have not properly prepared this bill it out, but if the Senate thinks they ought
before submitting it. to have the power to combine to protect

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman themselves through unions, that do not

cannot have read the bill when he makes affect the right of other, then the section
the statement ha does. This makes n ought to be there.
change in the law that bas been on the Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
statute-book for years. They have plenty of power now.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE.--The Criminal Law
has been changed every year.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It bas been unchanged
since 1892. This government had nothing
to do with it at that time, and I know that
this House examined it very carefully seven
years ago. The only change in this section
is the addition of subsection 2 in order to
relieve trade unions of the impression that
the preceding section was aimed at them.
I do not think it is myself.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The word "unlaw-
fully " in the first subsection is clearly un-
necessary. When we pass this clause for-
bidding a thing, we make it unlawful. We
had a good deal of discussion on the word
"unduly " when the original measure was
going through. It was felt in the Senate-
there was a motion to strike out the word
" unduly "-that it would be improper to
make any reasonable attempt to limit pro-
duction-to make that a penal offence, and
the word "unduly " was retained there just
to meet that case; but the word "unlaw-
fully " bas no use there at al], and I move
to strike is out.

The amendmený was agreed to

Hon. Mr. POWER-I think subsection
2 ought to be stricken out.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
do not think that subsection 2 ought to be
there, and 1 move that it be stricken out.

Hon Mr. MILLS-Then the whole sec-
tion should go out. The hon gentleman
will see that the whole section is introduced
for the purpose of this amendment and with
all due deference to my hon. friend from
Halifax, and my hon. friend opposite, in the
opinion of very eminent counsel, this section
is necessary to remove doubts. Let me say
this, further, there can be no harm. If any
hon, gentlemen think that the working men
ought to be made liable to prosecution for
combining, then that is a reason for striking

Hon.Mr. MASSON -You say it is unlaw-
ful and you say it does not apply to the
workman. The word "unduly " is there.
You say that nobody can do a thing "un-
duly," but yet this clause does not apply to
workmen. ,

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I do not think there is any necessity for
striking out the clause. The hon. gentle-
man from Halifax (Mr. Power) bas made
the clause more sensible by striking out the
word "unlawful."

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I will leave the clause
in as it is amended.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
And leave out subsection 2?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, I think the HousO
should pay some attention to the views 1
expressed on the clause. If I had received
no letters or communications from judges
and lawyers, I would not make any propo-
sition to amend the section at all. If my hon.
friend opposite (Sir Mackenzie Bowell), or nY
hon. friend behind me (Mr. Power), say
that workmen ought to be subject to pro-
tection, then I can understand the position,
but when they say that that clause is all
right without this, then I beg to differ from
their views.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- 1

have very great respect for the hon. gent1 -
man's opinion legally, and also the opinion
of the judges, but I take quite a differente
view fromn him. I do not think any class Of
men should be entitled to do wrong. If it
is wrong in one nman it is wrong in another.
If it is wrong for a combination of grocers
to raise the price of sugar, it would be equallY
wrong for workmen to combine to do the
same thing. No class of men ought to be
relieved of the penalties of the law when theY
commit a wrong. That is the ground I tak.
I do not dispute what the hon. gentlemI0
says, but I regard this as class legislatioD•
It is legislation permitting some people to do
what you prevent others doing. I have 0'
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Pressed myself that way to workmen who
Were on strike, and they did not seem to
raind it, but rather admired the courage of
telling them. I do not believe in exemption
for any person.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-We are losing sight
of the fact recognized in this age in Great
Britain, the United States and Canada,
that while certain combinations are against
the law, yet workmen have been allowed to
counbine for their protection so long as they
'do not interfere with others. Take the strike
onr the Grand Trunk Railway the other day.
Eýverybody admitted that it was a proper
eolubination in order that they might force
a higher rate of wages, so long as they did
nlot interfere with the company engaging

fllen. That is the only point.

reasonable protection as employees, do not
do the things complained of in this section.
It is perfectly true a factory may be closed
up by the workmen striking, and that strike
may, in the ordinary sense and apart from
the clause being inserted in it, unduly pre-
vent the production of a particular article
It may have the effect of every one of these
things stated in the section, but subsection
2 says that this shall not apply to the work-
man, that lie shall have the liberty, for
the purpose of protecting himself and other
employees. It is not to be considered as
unduly doing anything, because we declare
it is not; otherwise it might be so.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I contend that the
sections of the existing law, which I read a
short time ago, fully meet that case.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not think they
agree with the hon. gentleman there. do.

lon. Mr. SCOTT-They are not allowed
to threaten or intimidate any other persons
Who choose to work, but their own combina-
t'on is strictly legal in the United States,
qreat Britain and Canada.

11On. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
have expressed my views and am not
particular.

lion. Mr. POWER-Do I understand
that it is thought that there is no objec-
t'o to a combination of workmen unduly
"Miting the transporting, &c., or unduly
'r'Qting the manufacture or production of

euch an article ?

On. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

ion. Mr. POW ER-Because if the object
r1ot to enable combinations of workmen

"0do that, why is subsection 2 put there i

on. Sir I ACKENZIE BOWELL-
eear, hear.

l'on. Mr. POWER-Either that sub-on does not apply, or if it does apply,
it aould not be there.

On. Mr. MILLS-I think it does apply,

o hould be there. Certain parties are

o dden to unduly limit, to unduly restrain
%'iduly prevent certain things. The in-

*On of clause No. 2 is a declaration that
, by combining for their .own

Hon. Mr. POWER-We are entitled to
our own opinions about the matter, and
what gentlemen outaide have written does
not necessarily bind us. The section reads:

The purposes of a trade union are not, by reason
merely that they are in restraint of trade, unlawful.

Then section 518 reads :
No prosecution shall be niaintainable against any

person for conspiracy in refusing to work with or for
any employee or workman, or doing any act or causing
any act to be done for the purpose of trade com-
bination, unless such offence is punishable by sta-
tute.

And 519 defines what a trade combination
is. lhe language of this section 520 is
guarded enough. It does not say that it is
a penal offence to limit the facilities for
transporting, but to unduly limit them.
My hon. friend refera to the Grand
Trunk Railway strike. There was trouble
20 years ago on the Grand Trunk Railway,
and the then Minister of Justice felt it neces-
sary to introduce stringent legislation to pre-
vent the stickers interfering with transporta-
tion, and really I think the trade combina-
tions have fair play now in most ways, and
I do not see why we should single them out
for special legislation here.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
thinks this immunity is altogether given in
other sections. That is not my opinion. But
if it were so, then this can certainly do no
harm.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
do not knDw. I think the Minister of Jus-
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tice himself bas given the very best reason
why it should not be there. If I understood î
him, he said that the workmen might, for
their own protection, by means of a strike,
stop the manufacture of an article and shut
up the factory. Is that what I understood
him to say i

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Well, if that be wrong in another class of
people, if it be wrong in a number of manu.
facturers to shut up a shop in order to en-
hance the price and it is punishable, would
it not be equally wrong for the wotkmen to
shut it up by a strike and thereby prevent
the production of the article, and by that
means raise the price ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, not at all.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then it is right in the one and not in the
other. It is right in the one because he
does it to increase his wages, and enhan-
ces the price to the consumer just the same.
And you say it is wrong for the manufac-
turer to do it because it raises the price to
the consumer. I am glad my hon. friend
called my attention to the action of Mr.
Blake at the time of the Grand Trunk Rail-
way strike. I remember the position i
took at the time, much to the disgust of
some of those with whom I was acting. I
endorsed the action of Mr. Blake and
suggested going further in the protection of
life and property. There were those who
took the view of what they supposed to. be
in the interest of the workmen. What I
said then I say now. I said it looked like
pandering for votes, and it seems to me this
clause is for the saine purpose.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Not at all.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I do not accuse my hon. friend of that. He
may be looking at it f rom a legal stand-
point.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
believe ninety-nine one-hundreths of this leg-
islation is for the purposo I have indicated.
I took the same view at the time of the dis-
cussion in the Commons, and I hold the
saine view now.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It is a very import-
ant matter and the discussion is not personal

to the present minister, because the discus-
sion arose on the bill introduced by Sir
Oliver Mowat and rejected by this House.
One should read it carefully. The clause
reads:

Nothing in this section shall be construed to apply
to combinations of worknien or enmployees.

That is a wide and sweeping de, laration
to begin with.

For their own i easonable protection.

I put this view to the committee: suppose
that a combination of workmen have gone
further than any ordinary man would say
was reasonable. Suppose that the Attorney
General of the province of Ontario bas some
of these men indicted for what they have
done. Suppose these men corne up for trial
before a jury, composed perhaps largely of
members of trades unions. Then the ques-
tion will be as to what is their own reason-
able protection, and my own view is that it
would be difficult indeed in cities to secure
a conviction of any workman in a case of
this kind. I think it is class legislation and,
therefore, undesirable.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--I
move that the clause be struck out.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I hope my hon. friend
will not persist in that motion.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
will say no more about it. I do not think
it is right, but I do this without prejudice,
Let the clause be carried.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 687.
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It

bas been suggested to me by a lawyer who
bas had a great deal of practice, that certaini
words should be inserted after the word
" witness " in the ninth line. The clause
reads:

Taken in the presence of the person accused or that
he or his coinsel or solicitor had a full opportunitY Of
cross-examining the witness.

And the suggestion is to add the folloW
ing:

And that the party proposing to use such depOS'
tions, whether t e Crown or private person, is DO'
responsible for the absence of such witness throUs
carelessness or otherwise.

I think he refers to the case where a per-
son knowingly bas got a witness out of the
way. We know, from what has transpired
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during the last few months in certain elec-
tion trials, that witnesses have been got out
Of the way and the trials have been dropped,
when it was known that v.iolations of the
law had taken place, and this makes the
Provision that where it bas not been done
through connivance or carelessness the de-
Position may be used. I merely make this
suggestion to the minister. I will give
him11 my copy of the bill with the suggestion
in it, and he can consider it. It might be
added at the third reading if thought neces-
Sary.

ion. Mr. POWER-The only expression
to which that amendment could apply istg'

or is absent from Canada," and the idea is
tO amend the clause so that it should not
be done by collusion.

1on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is the intention of the proposed amend-
uenat.

ion. Mr. POWER-There is another
point to which I respectfully direct the
attention of the minister. It is hardly
etlOugh to prove that the deposition was
taken in the presence of the person accused,
and that he or his counsel or solicitor had a

opportunity of cross-examining the wit-
s- If the counsel or solicitor had a full0 Portunity I think it is perfectly proper

that the deposition should be used, but the
used May be an ignorant or nervous man

Or oian, and it may be read in his or her
eence, and he or she may not
0"oW how to cross-examine. I am

So saying that I am opposed to
18 amendment, but it might be worth

ehuj0 for the Minister of Justice to consider
*hether it would be fair to bind a timid or
enant accused person just simply because
or she had not knowledge or nerve enough

.to eross-exanine the witness.

o0 . Mr. MILLS-That is the law at
Presen1t time, that if a person is called as

beiof T e, say at his preliminary hearing,
toe a& justice of the peace and gives testi-

', and a person dies or leaves the
la ry, Or is unable to give testimony at a

Way period, that the testimony so given
ti be ned at the trial. That is a ques-

och bas given rise to a very great
O controversy in the province of

the a ,'to whether that is conducive to
Proper administration of justice. If the

person is represented a y counsel and has an
opportunity of cross-examining the witness
and the evidence is proper ly taken, then, of
course, there can be no objection in the
world to using the evidence. But, if the
accused is ignorant of his rights and has no
counsel, then it is extremely doubtful
whether it is in the interest of the adminis-
tration of justice that that testimony should
be used, because it might be that upon
cross-examination, or a full record of the
testimony, the result might be altogether
different. A very distinguished counsel in
Ontario, Mr. Johnston, recently wrote an
article or two in one of the law journals
of Toronto on this subject, pointing out
that sometimes the magistrate does
not take more than the merest sum-
mary of the evidence, that sometimes
the summary is not accurately taken. He
lias no skill in condensing evidence and
preserving its general outline, and the
garbled statement which he has recorded
upon the preliminary examination or trial of
the party is used, although in the first place
the evidence is inaccurately taken, and in
the next place there has been no cross-
examination. That, of course, is open to a
great deal of discussion as to whether such
testimony ought to be admitted at all or not.
If the evidence has been fully taken and
there bas been a cross-examination of the
witness by counsel, then I do not see that
there would be any proper ground for its
exclusion, and sometimes, on the whole,
many eminent men, men with large expe-
rience at the Bar, take the opposite view
from that taken by Mr. Johnston. For
instance, a gentleman who was here the
other day, who has been very frequently
engaged in the consideration of the conduct
of cyiminal cases on behalf of the Crown, is
of the opinion that evidence taken before a
magistrate, where the party cannot be pro-
duced, ought to be admitted. My own
personal view has been in favour of the exclu-
sion of evidence taken before a magistrate
where there has been no cross-examination
of the party.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
think, after reading this memorandum given
me by a lawyer, and then listening to the
remarks of the hon. senior member for
Halifax, (Mr. Power) that I understand
what the meaning of this suggested amend-
ment is. It only applies to perons who are
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absent. It is simply to provide that you
are able to use that deposition, provided the
parties interested are not parties to the ab-
sence of the person. I did not see its full
force at the time. It seems to me to be a
very good suggestion. It does not come
from me, but from a barrister who lias had
a great deal of experience. If a party is
responsible for the absence, or if he connives
at the absence of a witness, then he should not
be permitted to use the deposition, because
the party who made the deposition is not
subject to cross-examination in the witness
stand.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I have no objection
to let this clause stand for further considera-
tion. The clause reads:

And if it is proved that such deposition was
taken in the presence of the person accused, and that
his counsel or solicitor had an opportunity of cross-
examining, &c.

On clause 790.
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I

desire to call the attention of the minister to
this clause. The addition to the clause is:
He shall be remanded to jail to await the trial
in the usual course." If that be adopted, it
will place in jeopardy a number of respec-
table people who may dispute a claim, who
may be charged with having done a wrong
and at the same time not have done it. I
will draw attention to a practical case which
will illustrate what I mean. The saine
barrister, who has gone through this section,
writes me as follows:-

Only a few days ago I defended -

This is one of the most respectable men in
Belleville and it is not necessary to give the
name --

-on a charge of obtaining several hogs under false
pretenses.

If we leave out the words "or solicitor," That is the case provided for I think in
this clause --I thnk hatwou] met te enirecas.

The clause was allowed to stand.

On clause 760.

Hon. Mr. POWER-A difficulty arose
in Nova Scotia in reference to the grand
jury. The provincial legislature, by an
Act passed in 1898, reduced the number
of the grand jury to twelve ; and I know
that some of the judges of the Supreme
Court had considerable doubt as to whether
the proceedings of the grand jury under
that Act were quite constitutional. I
do not know whether, during the late
session of the legislature, the Act was
amended or not, but I suppose the Minister
of Justice must have had some correspon-
dence with the Attorney General or judges
of Nova Scotia in reference to it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, there was cor-
respondence, but I cannot recall what the
correspondence was. The point was whether
the creation or regulation of the grand jury
forms a part of the constitution of the court,
in which event it was under the local legis-
lature, or part of the criminal procedure,
in which event, it would be under the juris-
diction of the Dominion.

Hon. Mr. POWER-They were not as
guarded in Nova Scotia as they were in
Ontario.

The clause was adopted.

The complainant swore he had hogs offered to this
gentlenian, who asked if they were of special weight.
He said " Yes," that is of a special size and special
weight. Then they agreed on a price and the gentle-
man to whom they were sold sent them to be weighed
by the public weigher, the clerk of the market, who
gave a ticket which when brought to the purchaser he
refused to pay for them, not being of the class
guaranteed, and offered the man an order to get
the hogs back again.

He purchased a number of them purport-
ing to be of a certain quality or weight.
When they were weighed it was found that
they did not come within the bargain, and
the man refused to take them. He said to
the man from whom he purchased " You ca"
have your hogs back again as they are nOt
in accordance with your agreement." The
vendor goes to the police magistrate imIne-
diately afterwards and swears out a warrant
against this man for obtaining his property
under false pretenses. A barrister, de-
fended him, and the magistrate issued the
warrant, and it was shown that the hogg
were not in accordance with the agreeuent
and consequently the man was acquitte
and released. Under this clause, if he coul
not have stood the trial immediately, a war-
rant having been issued for obtaining thee
hogs under false pretenses, he would have
had to go to jail and await his trial.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-He could give bail.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-lt
does not say so.
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is understood.

ion. Mr. M ILLS-It is not necessary to
set it out. He bas the right to bail.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
bave simply given the note as it was handed
to Me ; but here is a practical case in which
a respectable man doing business is accused
0f obtaining property under false pretenses,
anId he says " I am not guilty." If they
*ere not ready to go on with the trial you
?aY that he could give bail, but many an
inlexPerienced magistrate would say " YouinUst go to jail."

lion. Mr. MILLS-But his lawyer would
at 0nce see that he gave bail and got out.

lion. SirMACKENZIE BOWELL-You
hould not place a clause on the statuto

book in which there is possibility of sendingaln to jail under such circumstances.

1n. Mr. MILLS-He goes'to jail forcrimes, and when he is bailed out he is
ÞpPosed to be still in jail. Of course,el'ery man is liable to be bailed out.

Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-1f the
ho. gentleman's contention is correct, that

a an can get bail, why say that he shall
sent to jail?

lion. Mr. SCOTT-Somebody must try
18

1". The magistrate can not try him if he
otguilty.

Shn.- Mr. POWER--The object, as shown
the note, is to take from the magistrate

Ple er of trying a case where the accused
stag11nt guilty. Under section 190, as it

t * 1dIin the Code, where the accused pleads
by as8 under this section, he is sentenced
athe Imagistrate. The amendment is to

trig eway from the magistrate the power of

to jate magistrate can only remand him
or obtainIt applies to cases of having stolen
of rece* e money under false pretenses, or
exe luVng property stolen, where its value
,V.i 6hten dollars. Thia amendment pro-ease that a magistrate should not try a
giilto that gravity if the accused pleads not

l" eSir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
ha to go to jail.

the . Mr. KERR-It does not take away
3"hb of the accused to apply for bail.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is rather to guide
the magistrate in his duty.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 181.
Hon. Mr. MILL8-When we had this

clause before us, Senator Drummond madc
a suggestion, and I have had before me
from various sources the same suggestion,
and I would submit to the committee an
amendment to the amendnent made to this
clause. Instead of saying " Every one is
guilty of an indictable offence, &c.," sav
"Every one above the age of sixteer. years is
guilty of an indictable offence, &c.," so as
not to punish a lad for seducing a girl who
is older than himself.

Hon. Mr. POWER-That is a very
serious proposition to make. A boy of
sixteen may do this thing by violence.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That would be rape.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The section of the
English Act to which the hon. member for
Kennebec (Mr. Drummond) referred, did not
wholly relieve a boy under sixteen from
punishment. It empowered the magistrate,
instead of sentencing him to imprisonment,
to order him to be whipped. If the minister
makes a provision of that kind, I have no
objection to it, but to say that because the
offender is under sixteen he shall go scot free,
is going too far altogether.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend loses
sight of the point that I have in view. Here
is a girl of sixteen or nearly sixteen; the
boy is fourteen years of age. A charge is
brought by the girl of having been carnally
known by the boy. You are treating her
as absolutely innocent, and you try the boy
as a criminal and send him to penitentiary
for that offence. The law ought to make
provision for these juveniles. The girl
ought to be absolutely protected against
persons over sixteen years of age, but
you should not apply the same rule to
a boy, whose judgment is far less mature
than hers, and subject him to punishment by
flogging or imprisonment, when probably he
is the less offender of the two. It is right
and proper to protect a girl against the im-
portunities of one who is over sixteen years
of age, but the law is more likely to be sup-
ported if you do not treat a boy as you would
deal with a man having carnal intercourse
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with a girl younger than himself. Then, with
regard tothenextsubsection, which deals with
girls between sixteen and eighteen, I would
say that everybody who is above the age of
eighteen is liable to punishment, &c. It
would be carrying our protection of girls a
long way if we should say that a boy of
fifteen is liable to be sent to penitentiary for
a number of years for the seduction of a girl
older than himself. The rule should be the
same in both cases. When you have two
offenders, a girl and a boy, both of whom
are characterized by immaturity of judg-
ment, then the kind of offence which they
have committed is one which should apply
to each, and that, so far, we have not con-
sidered or dealt with. We should act on
common sense and rational principles, and
you cannot treat a girl between sixteen and
eighteen as a person so immature in judg-
ment as to say that you will send a boy,
between fourteen and sixteen, to peniten-
tiary for having carnally known ber. If
there is carnal knowledge in that instance,
in a majority of cases the girl would be the
offender.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-That is the recog-
nized law in France, the girl would be consid-
ered the seducer in that case. For these two
classes of cases which I have mentioned, our
criminal law bas notyet afiorded any remedy
by way of punishment, and who should be
punished is a matter which I think we should
further consider, but I am not proposing
any to-night, I am submitting the matter
for the consideration of the committee.

Hon. Mr. POWER-As a member of the
committee, I have no objection to the pro-
posed change with respect to girls between
sixteen and eighteen, but I do object to the
other change being made unless the minister
bas satisfied himself that there is somewhere
in the Criminal Code something to protect a
girl against a forcible attempt-

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is rape.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It may not quite
reach the extent of rape. It is quite true if
the boy is fourteen and the girl sixteen that
the case may be one in which the boy ought
not to be punished, but take the case of a
boy nearly sixteen, who may be large for
his age. There should be some way of
hindering a boy between fifteen and sixteen
simply running loose on the community.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The point in both
cases is that you are giving to the girl abso-
lute protection because of immaturity of
judgment. That ought to be protection
against somebody with mature judgment.
If you say that a girl between fourteen and
sixteen shall be protected against those over
sixteen years of age, I think you go as far
as you should, because while boys and girls
who offend ought to be punished, notwith-
standing immaturity of judgment, a differ-
ent condition of things exists in their cases,
and is worth careful thinking out. I have
not thought the matter out, but I am per-
fectly convinced that they ought not to be
included in this catagory.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
There is ample protection in the law as it
stands for the female, even if the boy is of
the age indicated by the minister, if there is
force used to accomplish the object.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The consequences to
the girl are much more serious than to the
boy.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--
That is true, but that would not apply to a
child of fourteen years.

The clause was allowed to stand.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW, f rom the committe
reported progress and asked leave to ait again.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, 27th June, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at ThreO
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

WINDING UP ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

THIRD READING.
Hon. Mr. ALLAN, from the Comml»itt*

on Banking and Commerce, reported Bil
" An Act further to amend the Windi
Act," without amendment. He a
This bill was referred back again to be
committee for further consideration in
sequence of some representations being
by parties who were affected by it
parties were heard by the committee
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have since agreed and assented to a settle-
Ment of the matter that the bill should pass
in its present shape. I read the letter from
those parties who appeared here against the
bill to that effect at the committee, and the
bill was at once passed.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
lUnder the circuristances, in the absence of
Mr. Kirchhoffer, if the House has no objec-
tions I move the third reading now so as to
'eable the bill to be sent down to the House
of Commons. It is a somewhat important

ill and very many intereste are involved in
it and there is no amendment.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
s read the third time ana passed.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (30) "An Act respecting the Atlas
L0an Company."-(Mr. Power.)

Bill (113) "An Act to incorporate the
0'anada Mining and Metallurgical Company,
td."-(Mr. McKay.)
gil1 (129) "-A n Act respecting the General
ost Corporation of Canada and to change
name to the Canada Trust Company." -

(r Power, in the absence of Mr. Loug-

THE USURY BILL.

MOTION.

1oi. Mr. DANDURAND-I move that
the report of the committee upon Bill (J)

Act respecting Usury," be not adopted,that it be referred back to the Commit-

nee on Banking and Commerce to be recon-
red. The report was to have been

ý01sidered yesterday but was postponed and
tlanoW Upon the orders of the day, but as
ptheenay be long discussions upon bills

king this order, I ask to be allowed to
Wlýie this motion now. The discussion

"i took place in the committee the other
ended by a motion to adjourn this bill,
Preamble of which had been accepted by

ImoJus» vote in this House on the second
". A great many members of the com-wtee ere absent, only fourteen all toldei at the meeting of the committee, and
a en some members of this chamber

assked that it should be reconsidered,
W may have some time at our disposal,

. Would urge upon this House that
totimiie should be given to this bill, and

possibly without spending very many hours
at it we may be able to make a report which
will commend itself to this House. I un-
derstand we are all unanimous in our desire
to move in the direction of restraining the
usurious rates of money lenders, and it is
possible that, with a little more consideration
of the bill in committee, we may agree upon
a bill which would be acceptable to this
House.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Of course I have no
manner of objection to this bill being re-
ferrel back to the committee for further
consideration, but what I wish to disabuse
the minds of hon. members of, if they enter-
tain any such idea, is the suggestion that
the bill was not very fully considered when
before the committee the other day. I
think there was a universal feeling on the
part of every member of the committee, that
what Mr. Dandurand aimed at achieving
was in every respect a most desirable thing,
namely, if possible to put a stop to some of
these outrageously usurous practices that
have obtained in Montreal and other parts
of the country, but the committee felt that
any legislation upon the subject was sur-
rounded with difficulty, and they heard the
opinion of one of the ablest lawyers repre-
senting the bankers and others when the
bill was before the committee. Several
business men appeared there also, and I
think the very strong feeling was that the
bill as it stood, was very likely not to have
the effect that was intended, but that it
would encourage an exceedingly large crop
of lawsuits, that there would be no end of
litigation arising out cf the bill as it then
stood. At the same time, I think the feel-
ing was that if the object of the promoter of
the bill could be achieved it would be very
desirable that the measure should be passed.
There has been legislation in England upon
the subject and many members of the com.
mittee-I believe the Hon. Mr. Dandurand
among others-thought that it would be
desirable to follow as closely as possible
the English Act, but there was a general
impression that the bill would require to be
exceedingly carefully considered and drawn
up if it was to accomplish the purpose desir-
ed. It was for that reason that the commit-
tee reported as they did, simply deferring
the consideration of the bill in order to give
time for a more matured and considered mea-
sure to be introduced. Lt was not from any
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desire whatever on the part of the commit-
tee to prevent abuses of the kind aimed at
in the bill being remedied if it could be done.
I desire to impress that very strongly on the
House, because it was not the intention of the
committee to throw the bill out without due
consideration. It was deferred for the rea-
sons I have indicated. The further we went
into the matter the more ditficuit we found
it to frame the enactment in such a way
that it would not open the door for law
suits. The matter was one which the com-
mittee thought well worth being considered,
and it was therefore postponed. I have no
objection to the reference back to the com-
mittee, but I do not exactly see the wisdom
of it.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I sympathize very
much in what has been said by the hon.
chairman of the committee, but I think there
is this to be said in favour of the motion
made by the hon. gentleman from Montreal;
that although we know here that the motives
of the committee were good, and that there
was no disposition to sympathize with the
persons against whom the bill was directed,
that knowledge bas not extended to the
world outside, and the impression conveyed
to the outer world bas been, " that is
just about what you would expect fron the
Senate." The members of the Senate com-
mittee are bankers and money lenders, and
they think this measure is directed against
themselves. I think it is desirable that that
wrong impression should be reinoved from
the mind of the public, and the best way to
remove it is to try to get through this
House sorme measure, that is if the com
mittee have time, and apparently there will
be time to give some little attention to the
matter. It would be a good thing for the
reputation of the Senate if we could pass a
measure here and send it to the House of
Commons, rather than let it be killed here;
and thenourskirts would be clear at any rate.
With respect to the insufficient time for very
much consideration, I cannot say that
I quite agree with the hon. chairman
of the committee. I had the pleasure
of being present at the meeting of the com-
mittee, which was addressed by the legal
gentleman to whom the hon. chairman bas
referred, and I felt that thatgentleman's criti-
cism of the measure which had been referred
to the committee, à'as most destructive.
But the hon. gentlemen who are members

of the committee will remember that the
gentleman who appeared on behalf of the
banks made a reference to the English bill
which has passed the House of Lords and
has gone down to the House of Commons
and bas been amended there, which indicated
that the people whom he represented woald
have no objection to the passage of a measure
such as the English bill, which is limited in
its scope to the very evil which the hon.
gentleman fron Montreal by his bill sought
to get rid of. There is no doubt that the
English measure has been very fully and
fairly considered. A commission was ap-
pointed which sat for a portion of two years
-the committee was appointed one session
and considered the matter and took evidence,
and was reappointed at the next session of
the Imperial Parliament and took further
evidence, deliberated and made a report and
submitted the bill. With the understanding
that the committee shall consider this Eng-
lish bill, which is limited to the purpose
which the House wishes to attain, therO
might be no objection to having the bill go
back. The committee can report a modificar
tion of the English bill as a substitute for
the measure introduced by the bon. gentle-
man from Montreal.

The motion was agreed to.

ADMINISTRATION OF CRIMINAL
JUSTICE IN THE TERRITORIES

BILL.

FIRsT, SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

Hon. Mr. MILLS introduced Bill (S)"Ao
Act to provide for the administration of
criminal justice in the Territory east 01
Keewatin and north of Ontario and Quebec.
He said :-This bill is open to the objection
that it bas grown out of a particular cse
An Indian bas committed murder in the
country east of Keewatin. That territory
is really included in the North-west Terri-
tories, although separated from the North-
west Territories proper by the intervention
of the district of Keewatin. It certainlY 'a
more convenient that a person committilg *
criminal offence in that territory lying w
of Hudson Bay should be tried either in
Manitoba or in Ontario rather than in the
North-west Territories; and it is also nore

convenient that a person who may have co001
mitted an offence east of the Hudson's ia1
should be tried in the province of Quebe
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To remove all doubt and difficulty in the
Inatter, I have proposed this bill, by which
provision is made that a person who commits
crilme in that territory lying about the
Hudson Bay may be sent to the province of
Ontario, to the province of Manitoba or to the
province of Quebec for the purpose of trial,
'n whichever province may be most conveni-
eart. I also provide that this section shall
aPPly to past offences as well as to future
01rences. A murder has been committed by
an Indian in this territory, and it is better
that he should be tried in Ontario than be
8ent to the North-west Territories for trial.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Is he a prisoner
now 1

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Where?

Hon. Mr. MILLS--He has been taken in
custody in the territory. I am anxious that
th bill should pass as soon as possible, so

at he may be committed for trial either in
Ontario or in Manitoba.

13on. Mr. CLEMOW-Is he in jail now ?
lon. Mr. MILLS-He is in custody now.

The bill was read the first time.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-If the House will
agree, I should like to have this bill read at
the table. I am anxious to have the prisoner

Yent Without delay for commitment to
tari, in order that he may be tried.

on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
4t portion of the Territories is it the

oa· gentleman refers to 1 Would it be
ortwest of the provinces of Quebec andOZrtario î

0f on. Mr. MILLS-There are two pieces
Of trritory, and if the hon. gentleman looks
&the North-west Territories Act, he will

tat that Act embraces all the country
tofore known as the North-west Terri-

es and Rupert's Land except Keewatin.
no aLand embraces that territory which

lies between the eastern boundary of
and the Hudson Bay, and it is

that territory the crime was com-
re That is really in the North-west
'el ories. It was a mere oversight to in-
S'; I wish to provide that crimes

0 "';tted there may be tried in Manitoba,
o or Quebec, as the case may be.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read at length at the table.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved that the rules
be suspended, and that the bill be read the
third time.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-.
Where is the prisoner now ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-He is in the custody
of some one, sent thither for the purpose, in
the territory of Keewatin.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the third time and passed.

. CR1MINAL CODE AMENDMENT
BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

The House resumed, in Committee of the
Whole, consideration of Bill (Q) An " Act
further to amend the Criminal Code, 1892."

(In the Committee.)

On clause 687.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The only change I
propose to make in this clause is to strike
out the words " he or." 1tsometimes happens
that an ill-informned man is without counsel
before a magistrate, and evidence is taken
and he is incapable of cross-examining the
party. He is unrepresented by counsel. The
witness who appeared before him may have
left the country before the trial and may not
be present at the trial. The evidence is
frequently not well taken, and it may be
very different f rom what it would have been
if the witness had been cross-examined. It
is, nevertheless, used against him without
any opportunity of bringing out those facts
which might have completely altered the
complexion of the evidence had he been
subjected to cross-examination ; so where
there is no cross-examination I think it is
better that the evidence should not be pro-
duced. I have known, myself, cases of
injury done to parties where witnesses had
given evidence without being subjected to
cross-examination and then gone out of the
country, and the evidence they had given
before the magistrate has been used at the
trial to the detriment of the accused, whereas
had the witness been subjected to cross-
examination the result might have been
very different. If these two words are taken
out, the section would be on the whole
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satisfactory. My hon. friend suggested last
night that there should also be a declaration
that the witness had not been sent out of the
country by the party relying upon the
testimony which he would have given. If
he has been cross-examined by counsel, it
does not matter at whose instance lie has
been sent away. The probability would be
that what was brought out by cross-examina-
tion would be what would be brought out
at the trial. With the change that I pro-
pose, the provision is one which will not
injuriously affect the administration of jus-
tice.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-As
I understand it, where a deposition has
been made, and the person making it has
not been examined by a solicitor, the depo-
sition is not to be used7

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

The motion was agreed to, and the clause
as amended was adopted.

On section 181.
Hon. Mr. MILLS-I propose to

this section read :
make

Every one above the age of 18 is guilty of an in-
dictable offence, &c.

The other section will be amended to cor-
respond. The intention is not to convict a
boy for seducing a woman.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not propose to
move against the amendment, but I wish to
draw the attention of the committee to the
fact that there is no such provision in any
existing law that I am aware of, and this
provision will give a sort of license to
persons between 16 and 18 to indulge in
promiscuous sexual intercourse.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
This is to protect the boy.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We recognize the
immaturity of mind on the part of girls
between 14 and 16, and we give them
absolute protection, but it is absolute pro-
tection against persons of mature mind- -
not persons who are as defective as they are
themselves. Therefore, we say that every
one above the age of 16 is guilty of an
indictable offence who does so. And so
with regard to the other age: every one
above the age of 18 is guilty of an indictable
offence. We recognize the want of maturity

of minds and self-control in one sense as
well as in the other, but you do not give
them any protection in the same way that
you do the girls. The further question
mentioned .by my hon. friend behind me
(Mr. Power) is to be considered, whether it
is thought desirable that the boys and girls
guilty of offences of this kind between the
ages of 14 and 16 shali be considered
offenders against the criminal law-whether
it is necessary to extend the criminal law to
them. My own impression is that society
would suffer no great mischief if that were
to stand over for another session. What I
have been thinking of, if we legislate at all,
would be something in this direction:

Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and
liable to two years' imprisonment in a reformatory
prison who, being a boy or girl above the age of 14
and under the age of 16 years, has carnal intercourse,
and so on.

That would put, thiem both in the immoral
class in that regard. As a matter of fact
they are, and it would render them liable to
be sent to a reformatory for a period of time
for the purpose of correction. I am not
moving that amendment to-day; I think it
is not a pressing evil like the other. As tO
the other provisions, we have had represen-
tations from all the large cities in respect of
the other offences showing that girls need
protection, but that protection is not against
lads. It is protection against persons of
mature years. And the clause as it now
stands, and as the amendments have been
made, I think will give adequate protOc-
tion on practical and not sentimental grounds.
In my opinion if we carry this clause as 10
has been amended, there will be a strong
disposition among all the better members Of
this community to see the law fairly
enforced.

The clause as amended was adopted.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW, from the committee,
reported the bill with amendments, which
were concurred in.

DRUMMOND COUNTY RAILWAY
BILL.

SECOND READING.

The order of the day being called:
Second reading Bill (133) "An Act to authri

the acquisition by the Dominion of the Druimon
County Railway. -(Hon. Mr. Scott.)

Hon.Sir MACKENZIE BOWELLsaid:
Before the hon. minister proceeds, I should
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like to inquire whether he has any further
information to iay before the House in refer-
*nCe to the subject which was embodied in
the motion which I made some time ago. I
have been given to understand that the
Grand Trunk officiais have been preparing a
nass of information somewhat in the direc-
t'o Of that which we have been asking for,
1 think it is well-not only well, but pro-
per-that it should be laid before the Senate
before we are asked to finally consider this
VerY important question. I may say that
"'Y authority for the statement which I am
"0 making is Mr. Wainwright himself, but
*hether that information has been prepared

n Dot, of course I am not in a position to

thlion. Mr. SCOTT-I am not aware that
re has been any information prepared

Other than what has been brought down.
d have f rom time to time sent over to thepartment for any additional information
they had prepared. I have received noue be-j
Yaid the figures that I referred to the other
ay, showing the increased earnings of the

kro0lonial Railway since its extension to
f.ontreal. Beyond that I have received no

ther information. I shall be glad to
e the inquiry now that the hon. gentle-

has referred to the subject. If they
hâ4 1n'thing prepared I am quite sure they

aV it on the table, I heard only to-day
h U Mr. Wainwright was in town, and if

t2ha given the department any additional
ormation, I shall be only too glad to have it

on the table.

Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

the wll be as much as we would expect
u. gentleman to do. But I am merely

sel ting what the gentleman told me him-
b that he had had a number of clerks

capreparing, not all the information
at. We have been asking for, but infor-

10jo Which is in that direction, to show
" t the earnings or what the expenses
cle government have been, but, as I un-
they him, the freight and business that

h, ad given the road. Whether that is
84 Dee that would not otherwise have been
1 'en o it or not, I cannot say. However,

4'e no 'objections to proceeding.

1 r. SCOTT-All I can say is that
he glad to communicate with the

tha 'Dent of Railways iinmediately, so
f they have any information in addi-

tion to what bas been furnished, it will be
brought down to-morrow. The bill will be
some time before the House, I suppose.

Hon.Mr.McCALLUM-Itwillbebrought
down before the bill goes a stage further?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That will relate to the
Grand Trunk c>ntrant more than this.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Does it not
refer to the Drummond County ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Incidentally it does.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Most particu-

larly I should say.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I move the second
reading of Bill (133) " An Act to authorize
the acquisition by the Dominion of the
Drummond County Railway." In moving
the second reading of this bill, I feel that it is
unnecessary to remind hon, gentlemen that
the subject is one that two years ago, when
before this chamber, was very thoroughly
discussed, when the government proposed to
acquire the Drummond County Railway,
under different conditions to those that are
set out in the bill now before the House.
At that time, as hon. gentlemen are aware,
it was proposed to pay for 99 years an
annual sum of $64,000 for the Drummond
County Railway proper, and $6,000 for the
connections at the Chaudière.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That was not to the Drummond County
Railway 1

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, for the use of the
Grand Trunk section, from Chaudière Junc-
tion to Lévis. The object the government
had in view was, not to increase the public
debt of this country, but to make the Inter-
colonial Railway responsible for the addi-
tional charge of securing an entry into the
city of Montreal. It was thought and
believed that the one payment would have
exhausted the amount proposed to be paid
for the railway without in any way taxing
the consolidated revenue funds of the
country. This House, however, took a
different view, and the general expression
of opinion was that a much better bargain
might be made by purchasing the road out
and out. A good deal of discussion took
place on figures furnished by actuaries and
accountants to show that by the parties
selling the property, the proposed annuity
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they would realize more than the govern-
ment had contemplated paying for the road.
The proposition before the House is to
acquire the road by paying $1,600,000 that
formed the basis of the calculations on the
former occasion. I need not here, I suppose,
enlarge very much upon the importance of
bringing the Intercolonial Railway to the
city of Montreal. It is pretty well conceded
by all those who have given thought to the
subject that in order to make the Intercol-
onial pay its way et all it is necessary to
bring it to the important commercial centre
of the Dominion. In the city of Montreal
the canal system converges, together with
the leading railways of the country, the
Grand Trunk Railway, the Canadian Pacific
Railway and I believe in the near future
the Ottawa and Parry Sound Road, which
is now, as hon. gentlemen are aware carry-
ing very considerable amounts of grain to
the eastern seaboard from Parry Sound. I
will only quote the authority of the gentle-
man who formerly was the Minister of Rail-
ways and Canals in giving his evidence
before the committee that assembled in
another House with a view of inquiring
into the charges which were made that the
negotiations upon which this purchase was
predicted were not altogether honourable.
The result of that committee was, to entirely
remove the impression that I have no doubt
rested in the minds of many hon. gentlemen
and probably exercised an influence in de-
ciding the vote that they gave when the
original proposition was thrown out of this
chamber. Mr. Haggart, in giving his evid-
ence before the Drummond County Railway
inquiry in reference to the importance of
reaching Montreal gives those answers:

Q. And you thought the Intercolonial Railway
should get into Montreal ?-A. That was my opinion.

Q. And you think still that the Intercolonial should
get into Montreal ?--A. Yes.

Q. In order to make it a success it should get into a
business centre like Montreal?--A. Yes, that was my
idea.

Q. So it comes down to a question whether the
governinent paid too much for the extension to
Montreal ?-A. Yes.

Q. So far as policy is concerned you and the present
government agree on this question ?--A. Yes. Mind
you, that is my own individual opinion, not the opinion
of the late government.

Q. It never came before the late government?-A.
No.

Q. That is your opinion as Minister of Railways?-
A. Yes.

Q. And as a citizen of the country ?-A. Yes.

So it is clear Mr. Haggart f rom his ex-
perience on the administration of this rail-

way was of the opinion that to make it a
success it must have its terminal point in
the city of Montreal. No doubt, any one
who has given any thought to the subject,
or who bas inquired into the past history
of the Intercolonial Railway must be very
much impressed with that conclusion. I
venture to say that in no part of the world
has there been such an unfortunate ex-
hibit in the administration of a railway as
that of the Intercolonial Railway of Can-
ada. I hold in my hand a table, part of
which is printed in a recent report of the
Minister of Railways and Canals. It is
found at page 22, it gives the mileage, earn-
ings and losses. I have asked Mr. Schreiber
to give me the amounts spent on capital
account in those years, and in order that
hon. gentlemen may fully appreciate the
position of the road they should read it. The
railway was finished in the year 1877.
There were 714 miles of it then in operation.
It commenced with a loss that year of $507,-
000, and an expenditure of capital account
of $1,318,000. The next year the 1oss
was $432,000, and the expenditure On
capital account was $408,000. The
next year, with the same mileage the
loss was $7 16,000, and the expenditure on
capital account was $226,000. Between
1878 and 1880 the extension took
place from Rivière du Loup to Lévis. The
purchase was made from the Grand Trunk
Railway. In that year the mileage added
was 114 miles, and the loss was $97,000.
The amount spent on capital account 'Was
$2,048,000. I presume a part of that Was
the purchase of this extension. In a letter
that I had from Mr. Schreiber he gave 1ne
the figures between the amount paid and
the amount required to bring the railwaY uP
to the standard of the Intercolonial. b
was $20,000 a mile. I presume that $2,000'
000 represents the purchase of the r>ad. I0
1891, with an increase of 11 miles, there Was

a profit of $542, and the expenditure chargea
in that year to capital account $608,000.
The next year it is credited with $9,000
a profit, and about $585,000 was spent O1

capital account. The next year there was*
profit of $10,000 and the amount spent 00
capital account was $1,616,000.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BQWELL- -
you inform the House what was purch .
that required to be charged to capi
account?
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-In the three years I
have been quoting the mileage is the same,
840 miles.

1 on. Mr. FERGUSON-Were there not
'Oall extensions through those years I
lion. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, in 18b1 the 14
ile8 known as the St. Charles branch was

P1rchased. That cost $1,700,000. The 14
iles cost more than the 133 miles now pro-

Posed to be acquired from the Drummond
aounty Railway Company. In 1883, with
a mileage of 8S40 miles, which included in
that Year the St. Charles branch the profit
pr'Ofessesto be $10,000, but there was charged
to capital account $1,616,000. In 1884
there was an increase in mileage from 840

6 887 miles. The profits were put down at,000, but there was charged to capital
accOUnt $2,689,000.

110 U. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Io8e that include the eastern extension to

ÞaPe Breton?

on. Mr. SCOTT-I do not know; but
47 miles were added in that year.

iOn. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
ust have been that.

1n. Mr. SCOTT-In 1885 the mileage
e 941. * It had been slightly increased.

loss that year was $78,000, and the

2 Ot charged to capital account was
r42'7,000. The next year there were 5
bra added, making the whole line with its
*nhe 8 946 miles. The loss that year wa

3,000, and there was charged to capital
th t $680,000. The next year, 1887,
the baieage was increased by 20 miles-
S ranch, I s2uppose. The loss that year

e 262,00, and the amount charged to

over account was $923,000, considerably
iext e,000,000 that year of a deficit. The

971 Year, 1887-88, there was a mileage of
char The loss was $383,000, and there was
1aa to capital account $1,712,000. That
wit ti000000 of a loss that year. In 1897,

*2aq same mileage, 971 miles, the loss
76,000, and the charges to capital
t was $2,613,000, $3,000,000 of a

adthough no mileage seems to have been
That was the actuai loss that year.

Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
t4d h pity the hon. gentleman has fnot

uself acquainted with the reasons

which caused the expenditure. There may
have been charges to capital account which
should have been charged to current ex-
penses.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is all the same. I
give the hon. gentleman the whole loss.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I do not know
whether my hon. friend has looked into
another feature. I think there were con-
siderable payments to the government of
Nova Scotia on their claim in connection
with the Eastern Extension.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That was made many
years before.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-No, it was in
the same years that the hon. gentleman has
been dealing with.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-At the same time the
Intercolonial Railway was opened the East-
ern Extension was acquired from New Bruns-
wick, at a cost of $24,000 a mile. Probably
my hon. friend will recollect it. The gov-
ernment of the day were not satisfied with
the condition of the road, and they said
they would build a' new line unless the New
Brunswick Government accepted that sum,
which was taken as the probable average of
what the railway was to cost.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
do not understand that that is what is
called the Eastern Extension. Is not that
the road from Moncton to St. John ?

Hon. Mr. POWER-There are two East-
ern Extensions.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-It is the Eastern
Extension in Nova Scotia I am speaking of.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is no increase
in mileage. In 1889 the loss was $276,000,
and there was charged to capital account
$26,613,000. That was a loss of $3,000,000
that year, with no increase of mileage. In
1890, with no increase of mileage, the loss
was $547,000, and there was charged to
capital account $1,969,000-two and a half
millions of dollars added that year, without
any increase in the mileage. The following
year there was an increase in the mileage
from 971 to 1,094 miles. Hon. gentlemen
who are familiar with the lower provinces
will know what caused that increase. The
loss was $684,000, and the amount paid on
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capital account was $950,000. In 1892,
with the mileage increased practically to
what it is to-day, 1,142 miles, the loss was
$493,000, and there was expended on capi-
tal account $316,000. In 1893, with 1,142
miles in operation, it showed a profit of
$20,000, but there was charged on capital
account $296,000, and in 1894, with the
same mileage practically, there was a protit
of $5,000, but there was charged to capital
account $437,000. In 1895, there was a
profit of $3,000, and the expenditure on
capital account was $327,000. In 1896,
with 1,142 miles in operation, there was a
loss of $55,000, and there was charged to
capital account $259,000. In 1897, the
mileage had been increased from 1,142 to
1,148. The loss was $59,000, and there was
charged to capital account $149,000. In
1897-98 the loss was $209,000, and charged
to capital account $252,000. Taking a
short review of that-taking the last
fourteen years from 1885, when its con-
nections had all been made practically,
the whole amount spent on capital account
was $1 7,000,000, the lusses were $4,89 1,000.
In that time there were 207 miles of road
built. If you credit the lines built at
$20,000 a mile, you deduct from a little
over $4,000,000, and the excess of losses
over profits, and you have a deficit of
$11,000,000 in the running of the Inter-
colonial Railway in 14 years. In view of
this fact, hon. gentlemen will at least
concede this, that it was better to make the
experiment of bringing the Intercolonial
Railway to Montreal, if by any possibility
so disastrous a showing could in a few years
be averted. We believe if any hon. gentle-
man who gives it a thought must recognize
that the advantages in reaching a com-
mercial centre like Montreal, where so large
an amount of traffic of the Dominion of
Canada centres, and is distributed, must be
convinced that the Intercolonial Railway
must in the future obtain, after it has suc-
ceeded in making its arrangements, a very
much better position than it has attained in
the past. It is almost too soon, of course,
to judge of the results. I brought down,
a few days ago, and laid on the table
of this House a memo. of the work-
ing expenses up to March of the present
year, and had them compared with the run-
ning expenses of the preceding ten months,
and they showed very favourably since the
line has been working to the cityof Montreal.

In the last few days I secured from the de-
partment the working expenses for March
and April, and the result is that it continues
to show an improvement on the figures of the
corresponding months of the previous years.
Hon. gentlemen have asked, and on behalf
of this House I asked the department to
furnish me with a statement showing what
might be fairly credited to the Drummond
County Railway. I was advised that owing
to the manner in which the accounts were
kept, it is quite impossible, as no special
traffic was credited to that line. I can quite
appreciate that that might be so. The
value per se of the Drummond County Rail-
way would, no doubt, be very small, but as
a channel to reach the city of Montreal, it
was invaluable to the country, and very
much more so to the earnings of the Inter-
colonial Railway. When hon. gentlemen
questioned the correctness of the answer i
gave when I said I was informed by the
officials of the department that the informa-
tion could not be supplied, I wrote this
letter to Mr. Schreiber:

21st June.
DEAR MR. ScHREIBER,-In the discussion on the

Drummond County Railway Bill the leader of the
opposition in the Senate, Sir Mackenzie Bowell, hao
pressed for some information on the advantages,
any, that have resulted in the connection with Mlont'
real via the Drummond County line.

In answer to an address for that information 000
few weeks ago I was advised that as the accounts of
the Intercolonial Railway were not kept separatell
it was impossible to say what amount should be
credited to the Montreal extension. Perhaps Y0"
would inform me by letter whether the specined in
formation asked for can possibly be obtained, and i
if not, can you and Mr. Pottinger, with the experien°®
of the past year, give me your opinion of the advan
tages or disadvantages likely to arise from the Il"
creased expenditure in extending the· terminus of the
Intercolonial Railway from Lévis to Montreal via tii
Drummond County Railway and the Grand Tru
Railway. 

Yours truly,

(Sgd.) R. W. SCOT'·
C. SCHREIBER, Esq.,

Chief Engineer of Govt. Railways,
Ottawa.

I received the following reply:-

OTTAWA, 21st June.
DEAR MR. Scorr,-We may explain that as a

portion of the traffic passing over the DruW
County Railway does not originate on that
neither is it destined to points on that une,
quently as the accounts are not kept for sectiontve
the Intercolonial Railway, it is not possible to
correct information of the amount to be credi.'
the Montreal extension, nor debited tc it for n
tenance and operation. ro*rWe would also state it as our opinion that the radr
reaching Montreal has placed us ina much ti6k
position to do business than heretofore, and we
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that the result of the operations of the road for the
current year is stron evidence of the advantages
ikely to accrue from t is extension.

The earnings and working expenses for the ten
aionths ending 30th April were as follows:-

Earnings..... ....... 83,063,768 34
Working expenses.... 3,001,198 45

Net profit. ....... 8 62,569 89
Whereas the earnings and working expenses for the

Welve months of 1897-98 were :-

Earnings ..... ...... 8. 2,545,328 30
Working expenses.... 2,580,640 20

Net loss.......... $ 35,311 90
80 that the working for the ten months if the current
e'ar show- improved net results over the twelve

ý4o1iths previous of 897,881.79, but it should be borne
1iind that in previous years no interest has been
don capital, whereas i the ten months ended

k Aprillast, rent on the extension from Lévis to
thtrea1 of 8175,000 has been paid, and charged in

e working expenses, 8o that i figured out on the
basis on which the Intercolonial Railway has

bet "un in the past the result will show improved
4t reults of 8272,882, which figures speak for them-

We need scarcely say more.

Yours faithfully,

(Sgd.) CoLLINGwooD SCHREIBER.
(Sgd.) D. POWINGER.

oRln. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-What
riods do the figures given by Mr. Schrei-

4r eOver 1

110u Mr. SCOTT-Ten months.

10rn. Mr. ALMON-How much has been
ePended on capital account ?

l 1on. Mr. SCOTT-I have not the ex-
Pditure on capital account here. The

to the operation of the railway for
ten inonths was $62,000.

on. Sir MÀCKENZIE BOWELL-
-&re these the actual earnings and the ex-

O Of working i How inuch did you spend
cpital account i

pose of comparison, are absolutely useles
unless you do that.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That certainly com-
pares well with the showing for the fourteen
years that I quoted for the information of
the hon. gentleman. It is quite evident
that there is, at all events, an improvement
in the Intercolonial Railway. Mebsrs.
Schreiber and Pottinger are the two gentle-
men who, for very many years, have had
particular charge of this road and my letter
was not addressed to the minister, but to
Mr. Schreiber. He calied in Mr. Pottinger
and they both signed this letter, which I
shall be glad to lay on the table for the
information of the House. I think, in view
of these facts, which are incontrovertible,
the opinion, not only of this chamber, but
of the people of Canada, would be that the
experiment was worth the trial, and I think
also it can be clearly demonstrated that the
price pi oposed to be paid for the Drummond
County Road, $1,600,000, makes it the
cheapest road in Canada-the cheapest road
that has ever been acquired by the govern-
ment of this country.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-lThe hon. gentleman
says "hear, hear." I shall be glad if he
will point out any instance where thegovern-
ment of Canada have acquired any railway
property at anything like those figures.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE- They got all the
Prince Edward Island Railway for nothing.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not know about
that. The public accounts will show that
every year we are paying for the benefit of
Prince Edward Island from $80,000 to $90,-
000. That is the cost of running the Prince

d1 b
rÀawaru 1sianu fiauway overan avRoo. Mr. SCOTT-I cannot tell the hon. revenue. That is the lo to say nothing of

tlenan. The figures that they gave me the capital account or any other charge. So
%gt down the expenditure on capital that hon. gentlemen will see that the figure
rat to 1898. It would not be given for we pay is a littie leu than that. There are

present year. 133 miles of this road, made up, as follows:

n . Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL From Chaudière to St. Leonard 70 miles and
]RBOWEL - 73-100. From St. Leonard to St. Rosalie

u gave the amount charged to capital 45misand2l00main«inall5 miles
t in all the other years.

o . SCOTT-I have not the figures there is the Nicohet branch, 17 miles, which
his year. brings the total mileage up to 132 94-lOOth

.practically 123 miles. t is a atter of cal-
Ssho har thKENI BOWELL- culation which hon. gentlemen could test the

figure, for the pur a correctness of, but it s ihn the neighbourhood
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of $12,000 a mile. I say-and I say it
without fear of successful contradiction-
that no railway in Canada bas been pur-
chased or built by the government of Canada
at any such figure. The average cost, charg-
ing the Intercolonial Railway with amounts
paid on capital account, would be $48,000 to
$50,O00 a mile. Portions of it cost a very
much larger amount; the 14 miles known as
the St. Charles branch cost $1,700,000,
which is more than the whole 133 miles of
the Drummond County has cost.

Hon. Mr. McKAY-And the country
which St. Charles branch passes through was
worth more than double the country where
the other road was located.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am not discussing
that question. But I think that will stand
as the most expensive railway, and I do not
know that its construction was challenged
by anybody.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
understood the hon. gentleman to say that
in the cost of the Intercolonial Railway, he
added that which was charged to capital
account.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I presume so ; capital
account, but not running expenses.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is, the cost of the original construction
of the road and that which has been charged
to capital account since, and that it has cost
so much money.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I presume that is it.
I have not gone into that calculation. It
may not be correct. I cannot vouch for
that at all. But I have a letter from Mr.
Schreiber stating what the St. Charles
branch costs. The letter reads.:

Answering your letter of this date on the subject of
the St. Charles branch, I beg to inform you that the
amount of damages on the said branch, a mileage of
14 miles, was estiinated at 8320,000 ; the sum actually
paid was $935,777. The cost of construction was
882,000. Total, $1,758,541.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
did not catch the amount that it cost per
mile for the Intercolonial Railway.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I did not state that
with any accuracy.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
What have you stated I

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-My own impression,
from past reading of it, is that it cost about
$48,000 a mile. I do not state that as a
fact, because I do not know. In considering
the subject of the Intercolonial Rail way, one
of the reasons, I have no doubt, why in the
past it has proved such an unfortunate in-
vestment, as far as the financial aspect was
concerned, to the people of Canada was, no
doubt, the extension of the Short Line. This
country paid pretty liberally for that, to
make it a competitor of the Intercolonial
Railway. This country is now paying
annually for that portion of the road in the
state of Maine, froni the international
boundaryto Matawampkaa distance of about
150 miles, an annual subsidy of $115,500.
We are paying a subsidy of $71,000 for that
portion in Canada, making a total of $186,-
000 which we are paying annually, and
which we deliberately decided to pay annu-
ally to a line which is a competitor to the
Intercolonial Railway. It no doubt, in
some degree, explains why the lntercolonial
Railway has been so unfortunate in its fin-
ancial statement. I think that I have shown
pretty clearly that the Intercolonial Railway
has been a very expensiv e road to the people
of Canada in the past, from the informatifl
derived f rom the two gentlemen who are best
calculated to give an unbiassed opinion. We
have their unbiassed opinion that that state
of things will be removed by the extension
of the road to the city of Montreal. Cer-
tainly Mr. Pottinger and Mr. Schreiber are
the two men who have been most intimatelY
connected with the Intercolonial Railway,
who are best able to give an opinion on its
future prospects of reachingMontrealthrough
the Drummond County Railway and the
Grand Trunk Railway. I have here a
memorandum of the mileage from Lévis tO
Montreal by the three lines-the Canadian
Pacific Railway, the Grand Trunk Railway
and the Drummond County Railway. »3
the Grand Trunk, which, as hon. gentlemen
know, reaches Lévis by way of RichMOn"y
the distance is 174 miles. By the Canadian
Pacifie Railway the distance is 172 miles'
and by the Drummond County Railway the
distance is 161 miles. With that advant&
in the way of distance, the road ought ce'r
tainly to prove a powerful competitor wieh
the Grand Trunk Railway and the Canadian
Pacifie Railway. Hon. gentlemen probably
are aware, from seeing the cars here, that tbe
rolling stock has been very considerably
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Improved, with a view of developing the i
traffic from Montreal eastward, and if I am i
correctly advised, they were amply justified
in the increased growth of tralie that re-
slted from placing that superior quality of
rolling stock upon the road.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
do not think we ought to adopt this motion

ju8t now. I desire to make a suggestion to
the hon. gentleman which I hope he will
accept, that after having made the statement
he ha, he will consent to an adjournment of

this debate, for two reasons: first, to enable
b1n to ascertain whther the information to
Wh,1ich I have referred can be procured and
laid Upon the table, to enable us to come to a
sorewhat better conclusion as to the course
the Senate should take; and, in the second
Place, that the second reading of the bill pro-
'g for the leasing of the Grand Trunk

tb8 way portion of the road, so as to complete
e connection, could be discussed. It is im-

P0ssible to deal with the simple question ns
t the purchase of the Drummond County

on of the scheme, if I may so terrm it,
8 eeuse the proposition to-day is a very
r41Ple one, as to whether we shall pay

,600,000 for i bat portion of the road
h is necessary to reach the western

tea mus at Montreal. Now, until we have
fullest information in reference to the
and the arrangement which has been

tde, traffic arrangements w ith the Grand
ak Railway and other information, it is
Oaposible to come to a conclusion such as

be latelliuent man would wish to arrive at
ft ecasting bis vote. I think my hon.
8 1 d .will see the force of what I state.
th irlag the Senate were to approve of
dite Purchase. I am not discussing the
p renee between the cost of the present
p, POtion, or the advantages of the present
th 'iOn, over that which was laid before

pon1ate .two years ago. That is not the
tht 1 desire to make. We will deal with

en the question comes up. Then we
at consider what we are to pay and
the arrangements with the Grand

that if, way are. I may say my reason for
' 8d that I want to hear some explanation

pian i think the Senate desires some ex-
Re aofras to the real meaning of the traf-

%tragements which have been entered
ilth the Grand Trunk. The Drummond

at bý ythere is no difficulty about, because
es de facto the property of the Dom-

nion. But there are provisions, particularly
in the supplemental traffic arrangements
which were laid before the House the other
day, which are of a character that requires
some serious consideration, and it may be a
point with the Senate as to whether they
would be prepared, even if the other portions
of the bargain were acceptable, to accept it
under the circumstances. My hon. friend
knows, no doubt, what I mean. The traffic
arrangements are tied up for ninety-nine
years, which is almost in perpetuity. That
return, which was brought down in answer
to an address asked for by the Senate, shows
that we are bound to do certain things in
consideration of certain concessions made
by the Grand Trunk for all time to come;
and what is most objectionable to my mind
-perhaps it can be removed by explanations
by the Minister of Justiue-is the fact that
if we place upon the statute-book these two
bills which are now before us, one for the
purchase of the Drummond County Railway,
and the other for the leasing of a part of the
Grand Trunk Railway, there iq no provision
made for the abrogation of the arrangements
to which we are bound for the whole of the
ninety-nine years, unless both parties agree
to it. That is a point that will require
some little consideration when we discuss
the question. Holding these views, and
desiring to obtain that information to which
I referred before the hon. gentleman began
his address in the moving of the second
reading, and for the reasons which I have
advanced, I think it would be well that we
should adjourn the debate now, and let the
Minister of Justice, in whose name the other
bill appears, move the second reading, and
then we would be better able to discuss the
whole question.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is no desire
whatever to press the discussion on the bill
unduly, and I am quite prepared to meet
the wisbes of the hon. gentleman, or any
hon. gentleman in the chamber who make
the request on the fair and legitimate grounds
that they hope to obtain further information
and to consider the proposal as foresbadowed
in the few remarks 1 have been able to make.
Therefore, I am quiet prepared to acquiesce
in the suggestion of the hon. gentleman.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
would suggest that it be placed on the paper
to be taken up at any time.
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Hon. Mr. POWER-It can be placed on
the order paper for to-morrow and postponed
if necessary.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The assistant manager of the Grand Trunk
Railway told me it took eight or nine days'
work on the part of his clerks to go through
the figures, and it will take us some little
time to examine the document.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Does the hon. min-
ister think he will have any more informa-
tion to lay before the House? I do not
think he does. This session is a long one,
and it is an injury to a great many members
to be kept here. I think business should be
facilitated as much as possible. I do not
think that we will get any more information,
and that this is a mere subterfuge to get the
bill postponed, but I do not know.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-As I understand the
hon. gentleman, what he asks for is infor-
mation, not with respect to the bill now
under consideration, but with respect to a
bill that is yet to be submitted. What the
hon. gentleman is asking for is not further
information with regard to this measure, but
with regard to the mieasure relating to the
contract with the Grand Trunk.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I desire both if I can get them.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-What is the infor-
mation the hon. gentleman desires with
respect to each 7 I wish to know, because
I might make some effort to meet his view.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--
I have already intimated by motion what I
want, which the hon. Secretary of State
says cannot be obtained. I am told that
other information is coming from the
Grand Trunk Railway, and I want to
see how far that will bear upon the infor-
mation which I have. The hon. gentleman
knows well that a question of this magni-
tude cannot be intelligently discussed with
only a portion of the scheme before the
Houe, explained. If the bill now before
us contained both propositions, as tha bill
introduced here two years ago did, we would
have it in our power to discuss both, and it
is only by mutual consent that the sugges-
tion which I have made can be carried out.

AGREEMENT WITH GRAND TRUNK
RAILWAY COMPANY OF CAN-

ADA BILL.

The order of the day being called:
S-cond reading (Bill 138) " An Act to confirm an
eeient entered into by Her Majesty with the

rand Trunk Railway Company of Canada, for the
purpose of securing the extension of the IntercoloniaJ
Railway systern to the city of Montreal."

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved that the order
of the day be discharged and that it be an
order of the day for to-morrow.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--We
may as well proceed with it now.

Hon. Mr. MIILS-No.

Hon. Mr. MASSON--The hon. gentlemal'
opposite has asked for certain documentS
which he considers very necessary for this
discussion. He wants the two" bills to be
discussed together. We must decide yesaO
no whether the two bills shall be discusail-
and read together. The Grand Trunk Ra'
way Agreement Bill must be read in conne*
tion with the other.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The principle of par-
liamentary law applicable to the case is per-
fectly clear. The government have dealt
with two parties, with each of whom a col-
tract has been made. There are two bille
before the House for the purpose of carryiu#
these two contracts into effect. My hol-
friend asked for the postponement of thJo
bill because he said there is connected with
this other bill on the order paper infore'
tion which is not under the control of the
government, but which he says can be ob-
tained from the Grand Trunk Railway. The
hon. gentleman asked for the postponeeOnt
of the bill which was under consideratioo
until that information could be had, which
he said would be useful in the discussionO
both bills. Now, they stand for that Pu
pose. I am willing to do almost anythil
to accommodate bon. gentlemen, but St
after all, as a member of the governInent?
I propose to deal with the governo
measures in the way that is most convenl

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWEL
gave two reasons. First, that that inforoij
tion sbould be brought down, and e"'>".
to enable the hon. gentleman to awe bo
motion and explain the principles of theus
which was to lease the other railway.
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't oni both grounds, and the hon. gentleman
Surely cannot have forgotten that two or
three days ago when this question was before
the Senate I pointed out the difficulty of
dealing with one portion of the subject with-
out dealing with the other, and if I am not
iinistaken the hon. gentleman acquiesced in

e proposition which I made.

lion. Mr. MILLS-No.

liOn. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
!o Understood the hon. gentleman, and that
la the principal reason why we should dealwith this at the same time. The hon. gentle-
'nunderstands the difficulty I have pointed
Out. Jnless the hon. gentleman and the

nate are prepared to allow us to discuss
bills at the same time, you may give

'aons why you oppose the purchase of the
rumnaond County Railway on account of

efects in the arrangements with the Grand
0 ok .Railway Company, and visa versa.
Of ourse the bills are in the hands of theth".• gentleman himself, and he cari do with
h la he did with the other bills which he

under his control, drop them if he
inses• It is within his power. I am not
die ering with that. I do not desire to

a - to the government what course they
h Pursue. I threw out the suggestion

der theought it the most reasonable one un-
he ecircumstances, and it will be remem-
the c also said it could only be done with
re On8ent of the House. However, the
tu8aon8ibility rests with the hon. gentle-

have already pointed out that there
f tn that document to which I have re-
refre, exceedingly objectionable clauses in

to the binding of this country for
n ine years to certain traffic arrange-

eat tand I would like to hear, before I
y te on the Drummond County

p e, whether that provision can be ex-
the to t he satisfaction of the Senate and
thi nntry. That is my reason, and I

t 's a good one.
The notion was agree to.

ING UP ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

THIRD READING.

( " An Act to amend the Winding
o •-(Mr. Millis) was reported from
e tt'ee of the Whole without amend-

33ead the third time and passed.

PENITENTIARY ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

IN CoMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into Committee
of the Whole on Bill (R) " An Act further
to amend the Penitentiary Act."

(In the Committee.)

On clause 1.
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-There may be

difficulties in the way of crowding peniten-
tiaries while others may not be fully occupied,
but this is certainly a very sweeping change
to make in the law. At present we know
that Dorchester penitentiary is declared by
law to be provided for the three maritime
provinces, St. Vincent de Paul for the
province of Quebec, Kingston for Ontario,
Stony Mountain and the North-west Territ-
ories, and British Columbia penitentiary for
British Columbia. While a provision might
be made to permit the government to remove
to any one of those penitentiaries, a prisoner
who might be convicted in another province,
this goes further than that. It repeals all
the arrangements which have been made
providing penitentiary districts, and gives to
the Governor General power to make any
arrangements froim time to time with regard
to penitentiary districts. I should think it
would be enough to make a provision giving
the Governor General in Council power,
where acrowdedstateof any one penitentiary
might exist, to send prisoners to another
penitentiary, but leaving the penitentiary
districts as they exist. The Governor in
Council would have the power-to take an
extremecase-todetermine that the province
of Prince Edward 1'sland should be attached
to Ontario, or to give a still more extreme
case, to Manitoba.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Say British Columbia.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON--Well, say British
Columbia. It would involve a great deal of
expense on the provincial authorities in
sending criminals to the penitentiary. The
practice is that the provincial government
has to defray the expense of removing the
prisoners to the penitentiary. Should the
Governor in Council attach the province of
Prince Edward Island say to some western
territory-and that is what this bill gives
them power to do-it would involve a great
deal of expense.
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-They would be pretty
sure to attach it to British Columbia.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-From what my
hon. friends sometimes do, I would not be
surprised if they did a thing as insane as
that. We should retain some power in
Parliament The tendency of my hon. friend
is to ask Parliament, one step after another,
to abnegate its functions and to hand them
over to him and his colleagues. There are
other clauses of this bill to which I enter-
tain stronger objections than to this, but I
should like to hear this clause a little better
explained than my hon. friend has done.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I presume my hon.
friend is aware that for very many years
the Crown has been in the habit of trans-
ferring prisoners from one penitentiary to
another. It is found in the interests of
discipline. Take St. Vincent de Paul, where
men become unruly and have surroundings
that favour that condition of things. They
are removed to Kingston, and Kingston
prisoners are removed to St. Vincent de
Paul. In my recollection, prisoners have
been removed from Manitoba to 'British
Columbia. It depends on the reports made
from time to time by the gentleman who
las charge of the inspection of the prisoners.
That bas been the case ever since the peni-
tentiaries have been constructed. Practi-
cally what that clause proposes to do bas
been in operation for the last twenty-five
years.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Practically.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The clause has
not been in operation in that sense at ail.
It has been in the power of the government
to remove a prisoner from one penitentiary
to another, but when that bas been done, il
has been done by the government at its
own expense. If my hon. friend should
attach a remote penitentiary to a district, he
would entail on the province a very consider
able expense. The removal of a prisonel
from one penitentiary to another is a differ
ent matter. It is a provision made for thg
pcssibility of one penitentiary being over
crowded while there is room in another
My hon. friend in this bill which he submit
to us, proposes to go further than that. Hi
proposes to enable the government to breal
up the territorial arrangements which hav

been made in the Penitentiary Act, and
make a new disposition altogether. He
may attach, if he chooses, a part of Quebec
to Ontario, or vice versa.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-That is a matter
that at least requires consideration.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It has had it.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Is it not correct
that the provincial governments have tO
bear the expense of sending the prisoners to
the penitentiary, and if a very remote penf-
tentiary is named, is it not imposing a
very heavy expense on the provincial auth-
orities i

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, it is not impO'
ing a heavy expense on the provinci0l
authorities. I do not suppose I could pro-
pose anything that would satisfy the hOO-
gentleman. Upon what decision does this
division rest? We have clause 5in this Ac
relating to penitentiaries. Does it rest On
the British North America Act, or anly
power beyond the power of this Parliamene l
This Parliament alone has the right to deà
with it. Sometimes one penitentiary is
crowded when another is not. It happe»9

just now there is a great deal of room in *i
penitentiary of Manitoba and Kingston '0
overcrowded. We find it would cost us
for prisoners if they could be emp.oyedO
agricultural pursuits, and they are suppW
to be less incorrigible if they are allowed
work out on a farm. The west end
Ontario is scarcely 100 miles from the pe
tentiary of Manitoba. It is 700 or

ilmiles away from Kingston, and the ho>
gentleman says, " Oh, there is an Africano
the fence here, and great mischief is be
done," and he wants an explanation.
so suspicious a circumstance that the go
ment would want to attach the westere

I tremity of Ontario, for penitentiary P
poses, to Manitoba, so as to enable then

- put convicts in the Manitoba penitenti 4

r That is so serious an offence, that the hO
- gentleman must assist us in the work
e administration. Be must not inerely e
- mit to Parliament the work of legisla
. but he must commit to Parlianment]
s work of administration, and the go
e ment are so dishonest and so little t
k trusted that all sorts of difficulties in'u
e thrown in their way, no matter how re0-
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able the proposition is. It may be some
consolation to the hon. gentleman-it may
48st him in sleeping to-night more soundly
than he otherwise would-if I said this
alenidment bas been suggested by the in-
sPector who visits the institutions, and who
thought on the whole it would give the gov-
erunent from time to time the power to,
equalize the convicts in the different peni-
tentiaries. Then the hon. gentleman knowsthat at the present time in the North-west
Territories there are two jails that are used

Pr penitentiary purposes, and' it would be a
raatter of convenience instead of crowding,
a tle Population of the North-west Terri-

the is rapidly increasing, the convicts in
to - erritories into these two institutions,
th give us an opportunity of sending some of
them to the Manitoba penitentiary. What
POsible misuse the government could make
bfan authority of this sort I do not kiow,
g't perhaps the hon. gentleman can tell us.
witha occupied some time in finding fault'Witb t. b
hi his proposition, but he has not indicated
I threasons for taking special exception to it.
Stink that the proposal will be found a

Oper one in the public interests, and it is
cause it is so, and becanse it has been re-

exruMended by those oflicers of the largest
uperience, with the best opportunity of
1dggg, that I have submitted it to this
.iU8e; and I have asked that the power be

.ves to us in this way to equalize the con.
vent 'n the different penitentiaries and pre-

iiUndue pressure in the one while there
la 4vple room for the confinement of the
i ct8s in another. When the hon. gentle
Pro suggested that we might attach the
prOlnee of Prince Edward Island to the

V1n.e of British Columbia-

on. Mr. FERGUSON-That was youiSggestie 0

n. Mr. MILLS-No. it was not mine
dan 0n· gentleman suggested we were in
to ger of I do not know-hitching a steamei
the ice Edward Island, and towing it int
Westlantic or attaching it to the North
the hat the government which enjoyi
t<o ldence of the people of the Dominioi
abs would undertake to do a ver:

ga thing for the purpose of dissatisfy
Oogu large portion of the population of thi
thiny, ay suggest itself as a reasonabli

oild tO the mind of my hon. friend, but i
aa&rdly do so to any other member.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
finds a good deal of fault with me as a
inember of this House for asking any
questions or critising the bill. I would ad-
vise the hon. gentleman not to allow his
angry passions to arise in this manner.
The whole discussion, as far as he is
concerned, has been in the way of lecturing
me across the floor of this House, because
as a member of the Senate I choose to ask him
some proper questions. He has spoken in a
truculent tone, and used language which, I
may tell him, I have never heard used by
any leader of this House before. We never
received from Sir Oliver Mowat, during the
time he was leader of the House, anything
but the most courteous attention. Some-
times we may perhaps have been a little in-
quisitive, in the nature of our inquiries,
soinetiines he may have thought that a
member inquired a little too closely and too
far, but he always received every suggestion
and criticism in the fa rest possible spirit.
I ask the Ilouse whether the lecture I have
received from the leader of the Senate is the
kind of treatment we have been receiving in
the past from Sir Oliver Mowat, and from
my hon. friend froi Belleville (Sir Macken-
zie Bowell), when he was leader of the
House. But, notwithstanding the truculent
spirit in which the hon. gentleman spoke,
and the lecturing form which he assumes,
as if he were lecturing a class in a col-
legiate institute, I have succeeded in elicit-
ing some useful information bearing on this
clause. He now tells us that the inspector

- of penitentiaries bas recommended this
amendment. He tells us that there is a
geographical difliculty in the province of
Ontario-that a good deal of new Ontario
lies contiguous Vo, Manitoba which might be
conveniently attached to Vhe latter province.
Hie bas given us fair reasons with a very
bad grace. Wby noV give those reasons at
first in a proper spirit Vo members of this

i flouse, instead of lecturing us and taking
rit for granted that nothing hie could propose

) would meet rny view. The hon. gentleman
- knows very well I have supported bis
s views niany times in this flouse, and
i have done so within the last three days,
r but hie must take this extreme ground in
- order Vo create the impression that I arn
s raising objections for the purpose simply of
B opposing his government. The hon. gentle-
t man was so extremely unfair that he

attached to me the desire Vo make that
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unreasonable comparison about British
Columbia, I spoke of Ontario. It might
possibly be that the Kingston penitentiary
might not at some time be fully occupied,
and the Dorchester penitentiary might be
found to be crowded, and in that case
Prince Edward Island might be attached to
Ontario. The hon gentleman interupted in
his derisive way, why not say British Col-
umbia at once ? I said, well say British Col-
umbia. Then the hon. gentleman says that I
suggested that the prisoners should be sent
to British Columbia. The hon. gentleman,
if he wishes his bills to be fairly considered
in this House, should receive criticism in the
spirit in which it is offered.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-So I do.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The hon. gentle-
man has a right to give his explanations
without treating me, or any other member,
in the way he has done on the present
occasion.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 2.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-This is for the pur-
pose of enabling the government to read-
just the salaries of the officers of the peni-
tentiary, and to adopt the same rule that
was adopted some years ago with respect
to the salaries of the police officers. If
hon. gentlemen object I will let the clause
stand and prepare a schedule, and I would
have preferred to prepare the schedule with
some fuller consideration than it is possible
to give it at this moment without communi-
cation with other parties, and to have sub-
mitted it to Parliament at its next session.
I make these observations because of what
the leader of the opposition said some days
ago, when this bill was read the second
time. The hon. gentleman seemed to teink
that in every case we submitted the salaries
of officers to Parliament for approval. N ow,
the provision in the Dominion Police A-t,
which was passed the first year of confedera-
tion, and has been the law ever since, as
follows :-

They shall receive such rates of pay from tine to
time as may be prescribed by the Governor in Coun:mc,
and an account shall be laid before Parliament withit.
the first fourteen days after the opening of the ses-
sion, &c.

That was the plan that was in my mini
when I proposed this clause. I have not the
Act here, because I did not suppose this

would be reached to-day, but in the Act of
1887, the Penitentiary Act, there were two
schedules prepared, a minimum and a maxi-
mum schedule. In the last revision, which
took place in 1895, there was a single sche-
dule prepared, and that schedule brought the
rate down very much lower than the maxi-
muni schedule that was in existence before.
In many cases that schedule, I find, is too
low. It is impossible to retain really efficient
men in many branches of the penitentiary
service for the salary that has been fixed ; so
I propose to reconsider that provision, and in
the meantime I thought that I would adopt,
the same rule that had been adopted with re-
gard to the police. I say now that if the hon.
gentlemen opposite object to permitting that
power to be exercised by the Governor in
Council until the next session of Parliament,
I am prepared to let this clause stand and
go on to the consideration of the next.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--Do
you mean to drop it ?

Hon. Mir. MILLS-No.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I recollect some
years ago there was a schedule of the various-
salaries submitted to this House. Is it in-
tended to repeal that and form a new sche-
dule ? We had a long discussion here on the
occasion to which I refer, and I thought
myself that there was great inequality, par-
ticularly in the salaries paid to wardens, but
the argument was that they could chang5

the officers from one place to another, and
they wanted a re£ular stated rate of remtuO-
eration for the officers of the penitentiaries•
I thought it was a good idea to establish by
law, and after a great deal of discussion 16
carried in this chamber, and is the law -l
the present time.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Not as it is at pr»ese,0'
but as it was. It was changed in 1895.
The plan whicl the hon. gentleman refers teo
-and that is the one which I feel disposd
to adopt-was in the statutes of 1887.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-The remuneratioP
to the different officers was named in that.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, the maximu"1

and the minimum.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-We had a lo"n
discussion, and agreed on the pay to the V'-
ious officers in the different penitentiarie*
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lion. Mr. FERGUSON-That is the law
naoW.

lion. Mr. CLEMOW-I have no objec-
tion1 to their being properly paid, but I want
to know what we are doing.

Hlon. Mr. POWER-This is practically
returning to the old law. Section 33 of the
Revised Statutes says:

The Governor in Council may, from time to time,i, the sums to be annually paid to the warden and
other officers and servants of any penitentiary estab-

s8hed under the provisions of this Act.
That is just about what we have in the

clause before us. But section 33 of the
Rlevised Statutes goes on:

eard being had to the nuniber of convicts confined
therein and the consequent responsibility attaching
to their otficers respectively, and to the length of
b"vice and anount of labour devolving upon them,
tt 8ucli salary shall not exceed the suui specified inthe schedule to this Act.

And then there was a schedule to the Act
atd the warden was to receive no more than
$3,000 and not less than $1,000. The Min-
leter of Justice does not object to a schedule,
but he is not in a position to present a
schedule at once. He will give the Gover-
a'or 111 Coutncil the power to fix the salaries
and next session will bring down a schedule.

1en if it were a Conservative government
'think I would trust them for the one year.

"on Sir M1ACKENZLE BOWELL-
.suggestion made by the Minister of

th 'ce is a reasonable one and would meet
he Objection I think ; that is to prepare a

achedule and have it embodied in the law
8h that Parliament would know exactly

it was doing. The Consolidated
utes to which the hon. gentleman from

llifax bas referred gives the power to the
bovernor in Council to regulate the salaries,

ey are to be stated in the schedule.

lone Mr. POWER-They must not ex-
eeed the lump sum.

'Of onSir MACKENZIE BOWELL-One
learhefundamental principles which I have

arte of the Liberal, Reform and Grit
4t ' hatever you like to call it, for the
o aenty or thirty years, bas been that

the OUey should be placed at the disposal of
eppoverrnment of the day, until it bas been

horrved by Parliament. I am sure my
er friend will remember very well the

e carried on by the Hon. Edward

Blake in our own province when lie defeat-
ed the late John Sandfield Macdonald on
the question of the distribution of moneys.
Although this is a minor matter, the same
principle is involved, and I think it is much
better for the government that no such
power should be vested in them. If the law
provides a maximum and a minimum salary,
or if it makes a fixed salary for the peniten-
tiary, then we know exactly what we are
doing. I quite concur in the view enunci-
ated by the hon. gentleman the other day,
that there was some of these penitentiaries
where the duties are more onerous than in
others, and there is no reason why the war-
den of a penitentiary containing 500 or 600
convicts, should not be paid more than the
warden of a penitentiary containing 100 or
200, as the case may be. So far as that
clause is concerned, if the hon. gentleman
will let it stand and prepare a schedule,
I have no doubt the House would approve
of it. There is no reason for objecting
to this. I have seen so much, shall
I say maladministration of the affairs
of my own province by the government
bringing within the fold of its arms every
officer in the country, and the immense in-
fluence exerted by every one of them in every
appeal to the people, that it makes me sus-
picious of placing any such power in the
hands of any government. If I were in a
government I would rather be relieved of
that. We know that with us the government
has the influence of the bailiff and the jailor
and other officers; and that every consti-
tuency swarms with officiais who are at the
mercy and control of the local governinent.
I do not say that my hon. f riend or that any
Dominion Government would do that, but I
say if you place it in the power of the minister
-and lie must receive the approval of his
colleagues, I take it for granted, unless they
are governing in this matter as they are in
others by departmental heads, without other
portions of the administration knowing
wliat they are doing, it is a danger ous power
to place in the bands of any man, and not
only dangerous to the community at large,
but it is a power that no minister, after he
has had a number of years experience, would
ask to have thrown upon bis shoulders. I
speak from experience, and certainly, if I
were in the hon. gentleman's place, I would
ask to be relieved of that responsibility 1
He knows whether the warden of the King-
ston penitentiary should be paid more than
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the warden of St. Vincent de Paul or Dor- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
chester or Manitoba penitentiaries. Let What are his perquisites besides that?
him put in a schedule and those in this Hon. Mr. MILLS-There are none te-
House holding the same views as myself day.
would not object to his bill.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Hon. Mr. MILL--The hon. gentleman Not house rent ?

the other day stated that there was no such
thing as giving power to the minister to fix Hon. Mr. NILLS-No, not house rent.
salaries. I call his attention to the fact One party wrote me that when he paid bis
that there has been given to the minister living expenses and bouse rent, bis son
power to fix the salaries of the police force came to his assistance to the extent of $126
and there is that power to-day. That power to secure him for the yvar. We do fot
was given by a government, not of which he want that condition of things. Take the
was a member, but it was revived by a gov- exanination in the case of the commis
ernment of which he was a member. It w as siens. The people made a hard report
introduced by the first governnent after against a good many of the officiais, and
confederation, before the hon. . gentleman "(Me of those officiais teck perquisites, a0
was a minister of the Crown, but those cepted' gratuities, presents and that sort of
statutes were revised while the hon. gentle- tbing.
man was a minister of the Crown and that lion. Mr. CLEMOW-And some coin-
systent lias still continued.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
When was thati

Hon. Mr. MILLS-In 1887. It reads:

And such rates of pay or allowance as are fron time
to time prescribed by the Governor in Council.

That is a very much larger expenditure
than occurs in any one penitentiary. There
is a difficulty about bringing down a schedule.
I can bring one down if the hon. gentleman
insists upon if, but there are certain officers
in the penitentiary who, in my opinion, are
entitled to a larger amount of compensation
than they have received, for instance, store-
keepers in the penitentiary, where you have
ten times the amount of goods passing
through their hands that any ordira-y
country merchant would have. They can
save a great deal, or waste a great deal, and
it is a wise thing to employ a man who is
thorcughly responsible. But when a man
tells you, "I will not serve you for the
present salary " and tenders his resignation
and goes out, as somte have done, it is some-
what embarrassing. What ought to be the
precise salary is a matter requiring very
careful consideratior. At the present time
we pay, in a case of that sort, $700. I have
no hesitation in saying that that is alto-
gether inadequate for the storekeeper. Under
the old schedule of the Act of 1887, if the
hon. gentleman will look at it he will see
that the maximum salary was $900 and yet
there was tremendous waste in those cases.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-And sone commis-
sions. There were some of those men whO
were not dishonest in what they did, as I
think. Of course, men better informed
would niot have done those things, but
these men did not intend to act dishonestlY•
They were acting under a 8ystem in whicb
that was the practice before they came lO,
and you hold out to them the temiptation tO
do these things in order that they mayliV.e
Speaking of this matter, I say that IW1
submit a schedule if hon. gentlemen desire
it, but I feel that it would be imperfect.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-We would like
to see it anyway.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The House wPeld
surely have it when we meet again.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-We dO ne
want to lock the stable after the horse 1s
stolen.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It would only be a'
expenditure for a year, and we must keeF
wiîtin the appropriation. If the hon. gen
man will look at ny report he will see
have greatly reduced the penitentiary ex
penditure, but I do not think we oughtththe
bring about that reduction by keepifg.
salaries of the officiais below the proper polll

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Of course 
Pay everybody well, but let Parliament kno'
what they are getting.
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-I have no objection.
I called the attention of the opposition to
the fact that to-day we fix the salaries, and
that has been a power with the government
in all the police force in Canada. The hon.
gentleman has not complained of that. He
has not spoken of the stable being locked
after the horse was stolen, and it cannot be
said that they were extravagantly paid. If,
however, the feeling of the House is that
there ought to be a maximum tigure in the
Schedule, I have no objection to bring the
schedule down, but I say that that will be a
Schedule that I will not feel myself altoget-
her satisfied with, because I will feel tiat
after I have fixed the schedule, and after I
have submitted it to Parliament, I may be
obliged to turn away a man eminently fitted
for the service, and in whom I bave the
greatest confidence, and who is thoroughly
competent, because he will not be willing to
srve for the maximum that I would have
red, that I feel I could make permanent

after I have had an opportunity of inquiring,
better than I can do at the moment.

lon. Mr. FERGUSON-I do not thinkthe reason the hon. gentleman has advanced
has any bearing upon this question. Because
a Certain course has been followed in the
egislation with regard to the MountedPolice, it would not follow that similar legis-Iation would be adopted with reference tothis.

th Yon. Mr. MILLS-I did not say any-
ing about the Mounted Police.

-ion. Mr. FERGUSON-Well, the Do-
soina.l Police. The hon. gentleman spoke
It 1.distinctly that I could not hear him.
adt.j only a very limited employment,

there would be very clear guides in
ard to the employment of men in such

offcacity as that, and with regard to the
wh 8a there would be some guide as to
awatwould be proper in the British army,
e , o n, and I do not think such a limited

'n yment as that of the Mounted Policeay te mode adopted with regard to the
Psre ut for that service will furnish anyte a Why Parliament should hand over to
t4avernment of the day the entire financial
tha geent of such an expensive service as
frien - e Penitentiaries. I am glad my hon.
didl tunderstands the bill better than he

tte other evening, for when I called his
ot n to the fact that it repealed the

whole schedule which I find in the Act of
1895, and gave power to the Minister of
Justice and the government of the day to
fix all the salaries, he told me that the pro-
vision in the Act of 1895 was an innovation
in the law when it was introduced.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-So it is.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON--No, I did not un-
derstand the word innovation when he used
it then in the sense in which it must be un-
derstood if he were to speak by the book,
because we have had schedules in the Peni-
tentiary Act. That as it stands in the Re-
vised Statutes was amended in 1887. But
the schedule renewed both maximum and
minimum salaries. I find that in 1895 the
same course is pursued with the difference,
that it only fixes a maximum salary, beyond
which the Governor in Council cannot go,
and it does not fix any grade ; therefore the
Act of 1895 was not an innovation at ail,
except that it did away with the minimum
salaries. It restricted the government to the
amount they should vote as a whole. There
are many reasons why the hon. gentleman
should take the course he now suggests, and
bring clown a schedule, because I do not think
the government should come to Parliament
and ask then to seriously hand over to them
such an extensive control of salaries and dis-
bursement of public money. My hon.
friend Mr. DeBoucherville raises a question
that I was just going to reach when I had
finished, and that is the second point, as to
whether a schedule of that kind can emanate
from this House at ail. There may be some
way of getting over it, but I do not think so,
and I am glad my hon. friend is receding
from what was a very untenable position
which he took, of handing over such an
extraordinary power as this would be into
the hands of the government of the day.

Hon. Mr. WOOD, from the committe, re-
ported that they had made some progress
with the bill, and asked leave to sit again.

SECOND READING.

Bill (69) " An Act to incorporate the
Niagara, St. Catharines and Toronto Rail-
way Conpany."-(Mr. McMillan.)

DELAYED RETURNS.
INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I wish to ask
once more when the hon. Secretary of State
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is going to bring down the return which he
promised me again and again, and which
was moved for three months ago-the cor-
respondence between the government of
Canada and any other person with reference
to carrying the mails between Cape Tormen-
tine and Sack ville on the Intercolonial Rail-
way. My hon. friend is very courteous, and
I am sorry to trouble him, but he must re-
member that I have asked for this numerous
times and I have good reasons to urge that
it be brought down. I hope it will be laid
on the table as soon as possible.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not find the least
fault with the hon. gentleman in pressing
for the returns. I have asked for it and
failed to get it. 1 understand that it is in
the Post Office Department?

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-1 I
desire to ask, has the return been brought
down which I moved for in reference to the ex-
penditure on the electric light ? I was under
the impression that it had been brought
down, but I have been unable to find it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Was there a motion
in this House for it 7

Hon. SirMACKENZIE BOWELL-Yes,
and I sent up to the record office for it.
My impression was that it came down.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I think it was
brought dcwn.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I submitted it myself.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That was my recollection, but I have been un-
able to find it. I think the hon. minister laid
on the table to-day the correspondence in re-
ference to the franchise?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Otawa, Wednesday, 28th June, 18,99.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock. .

Prayers and routine proceedings.

RED DEER VALLEY RAILWAY AND
COAL COMPANY'S B1LL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. BAKER, from the Committee
on Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours,
reported Bill (119) "An Act respecting the
Red Deer Valley Railway and Coal Com-
pany."

Hon. Mr. BAIRD-On the ground of
urgency, as the pronoters of this bill are
anxious to complete arrangements, I move
that the 70th rule of the House be suspended
in so far as it relates to this bill.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I would suggest
that the hon. gentleman should first move
concurrence in the amendiment. I may say
that the amendment bas not been correctly
reported to the House. It was not the
amendment which was made in tbe cou
mittee. The amendment as reported to the
House is to strike out the word "two " and
insert the word "one," and the amendment
in the committee, was to strike out the words
" two years " and insert " one year," which
is a different amendment.

Hon. Mr. BAKER-To be sure there is
a difference of a single letter. If you strike
out the word " two " and substitute "one,"
then the plural "years " should be changed
to the singular. That point escaped WY
notice, but the report was put in my hands
as the report adopted by the committee, and,
as a matter of fact, the amendment is re-
ported exactly as it passed the committee.
The word "two" was struck out and the
word "one" inserted in its place. I see,
however, from the remarks of the hon-
senior member f rom Halifax, that he is tech-
nically correct. I am sorry lie did not take
the objection at the table when the cominit-
tee was in session, for it would have been
instantly rectified. It would be a gross error
for a bill to pass this House with a grara'
matical error of that magnitude.
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Hon. Mr. POWER-That is all very Auditor General's Report each year, and
true. I simply called attention to the fact cannot be prepared as requested. The
that the report did not correctly record the deputy says:
action of the committee. It just happens Such a return would take months to prepare and a
that I moved the amendment myself in the large staff of clerks. Unless ordered, we would cut
Committee, if I may be allowed to refer to out the pages from the Auditor's Report and put them

bamt tok place a the m eg. r .motio together. Perhaps Mr. Perley would be satisfipd if
What took place at the meeting. My motion. attention is called to the fact that they are published
was that the words "two years " be stricken in the Auditor General's report.
Out, and the words "one year " inserted in- If my hon. friend insists upon it, as the
stead. The anendment, as it comes up, is order has been carried, there is nothing for
that "ones" be substituted, for "two," and it but to give instructions to carry it out,
that makes it "one years.' That is only a but it will take a long time and it will be
techncal error of course. very expensive.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-My
hon. friend might move that the letter " s "Mr PaRLEY-Tre acorng
bebusiness done without publi tender.

Hon. Mr. BAKER-I shall take note of Hon. Mr. MJLLS-There necessariiy is
the correction of the hon. gentleman fron
Ilalifax, and in the future, in the interest of in the Deprtgent of M ne an e
all parties concerned and for the guidance cause the supplies required are
Of the committee, I shall insist that every small quantities.businesn be put in writing.

HoH. Mr. BAIRD moved concurrence in THIRD READINGS.
th aendment. Bi (4) "tAn Act to incorporate the

The motion was agreed to, and the bill Canada Plate Glass Assurance Company."
aS read the third tirne and passed under -(Mr. Ogilvie.)

the suspension of the rules. Bih (31) lAn Act to amend the Wind-

Ning Up Act."-(Mr. Mis.)

Hon. M1r SCOTT DRUMMOND COUNTY RAILWAY
t which the hon. gentleman from

harsh6eld camied my attention to yesterday SECOND READING POSTPONED.
a brought down on the 9th March, as The order of the day being caled

auer nsined from ooking over the minutes .d
Of proceedi ngs. I refer t the retourne debat ooteDmiino the sercmond ut

1trf he a o reading Bi (133) "An Act to authorize the acquisi-
Posta service between Cape Tormentine tion byConyaud ?r'ince -Edward. Railway. "-(Sir Mackenzie Bowel.)

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL 8aid:
ECý -RNMBENT CONTRACTS WITH- -I arn at a loss to know why my na e is put

OUT COMPETITION. idown in connection with this biA-. If a

H Mr. MILLS.--Before the orders of responsible for this measure, I ask permis-
the rn. sion of the ouse to withdraw it.

s afire called, 1 should like to ca l the

brougho dof wn hon teber arch, aose

(Me. O tebn eme omWlee Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is an adjourned
?ely oa communication which J havedeteaertied from te Minister of Marine and

th re the ried by The bi is not mine. I a prepared to
'ý'ae calling fra fuli and completereueheebtbtno ,nita

ant"d"Ilofalric between Cape Tormentinetasth pomt

rOtrr ofai contracts entered into by the of the bill. 1 have no objection to assuming

rince' inEdward. rvaecotrc

en rte orr othe responsibility if the on gentleman is
at thay t tender, specifying tho kind of

(Od onlin of thega hon mebe frme.see

ch , the Prices paid and f rom whom pur-thsed. The s
that e statement of the minister is Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend willese acCounits are all"ubRished in the see that it is not the responsibility for the
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bill that is put upon him in the notice on
the orders of the day ; it is merely a con
tinuance of the discussion.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
is quite true, but I decline altogether assum-
ing the paternity of that which I had no
hand in producing. It was well understood,
when I moved the adjournment, that it was
for a particular purpose, as the oflicial
report of the debate will indicate. It was
then suggested by the hon. member for
Halifax that it should stand until to-day to
enable the hon. minister, who had control
of these two bills, to indicate to the House
what course he intended to pursue. Just
as soon as I ascertain what they intend to
do, I shall indicate what I think the House
ought to do.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I would say to my
hon. friend, there are two bills before the
bouse that are, no doubt, intinately related
'to each other in dealing with portions of a
continuous line of railway, but the two bills
are entirely distinct, one making a contract
for the purchase of a railway from one com-
pany, and the other contracting for a halif
interest for a period of years with another
and different company. I can quite under-
stand that in dealing with these two bills
one might be considered an excellent arrange-
ment, while the other might not, and that
the House might not be disposed to give
effect to that which they thought was an
advantageous arrangement as a part of a
continuous line if they thought the other
was very objectionable, and so what seemed
to nie net an unreasonable course to take
was this, that the debate should be pi oceeded
with on this one bill-that it should be con-
sidered on its merits in connection with the
contract, and that if its fate, in the estima-
tion of hon. gentlemen, was feit to depend
upon the next bill which succeeds it, there
would be no reason why the third reading
of the bill should be proceeded with, but
that it should stand until the other bill was
taken up and c >nsidered. It seems to me
that it is more advantageous to consider the
two measures separately, but I have no objec-
tion in the world that, in the discussion, the
features of the one bill may be discussed and
criticised in connection with the other, and
so if a majority of the House consider the
first bill, that relating to the Drummond
County Railway, an objectionable measure,

they would not, of course, proceed to give it
a second reading. If the majority of the
House think this measure unobjectionable,
they would give te the bill a second reading,
and the third reading could stand until the
other bill was brought forward and reached
the same stage. That seems to me to be
the course called for by the usages of Par-
liament. If my lion. friend desires to dis-
cuss the two measures together, I am sure I
should net object, nor do I think any sup-
porters of the government should object to
his taking that course, so there will be every
freedon of discussion ; but in the considera-
tion of the two measures intrinsically, that
they would be considered as they are, two
separate bills. I hope that will be satis-
factory to the hon. gentleman.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No,
it is net satisfactory. The hon. gentleman
says there are two bills deahing with separate
and distinct questions, the one a purchase,
the other a lease of a half interest. Now,
while that is to the letter true, the purchase
of the one without the leasing of the other
would be placing the Senate in this anoma-
lous position : we should bc purchasing
the centre of a system with no right to
reachi it frorn the east or to reach the ter-
minal point in Montreal. They are so in-
timately connected with each other that
while, as my hon. friend says, many hon. gen-
tlemen might net object te the price which
is being paid for the one, the purchase of it
would be utterly useless unless the lease of
the other was also confirmed. What I in-
dicated yesterday, was that there were pro-
visions and conditions in connection with the
other that, to the minds of some of us at
least, are highly objectionable, and it would
be much better, in the interests of the gov-
ernment thenselves and of the scheme theY
have at heart, that the other should be dis-
cussed first.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-If my hon. frien)d
thought the other should come first, he should
have said so. Then my hon. friend (Mr.
Scott) would have moved the other first.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- 1

said it plainly and distinctly two or three
days ago as the Debates will show, when the
first reading took place. I intimated then
what I thought was the proper course tO
pursue-that wQ should hear the reasons
given for the purchase of the one, and lhen
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that bill should be postponed, and we could
hear the reasons for the leasing of the other
road, and we could consider whether the
termns were such as to justify the House in
Confirming them. That is the position I
took then, and I am not taking a different
Position now. Any reasonable man who
looks at this question, either with a desire
to affirn the principles contained in the two
bills, or fron the objectionable point, not
believing in either of them, would take the
sante view as I do. The Drunmond County
Railway purchase will stand in precisely the
satihe position for future consideration, as it
would, if we passed the second reading. The
objection is that if we pass the second read-
'g, then we affirm the principle of the bill

for the purchase of the Drummond County
Railway, and we would be inconsistent in
rejecting it afterwards even if we rejected
the lease of the other line. If we reject any
Portion of the arrangement into which the
government have entered with the Grand
Trunk Railway, then there is no necessity
for Purchasing the Drummond County Rail-
Way. If the hon. gentleman is not prepared
tO take the course that I have suggested,
then the Senate will have to consider what
they think is best to be done.

to the purchase of the Drummond County
Railway, taking the second reading, assum-
ing that it is not to be objected to on its
intrinsic merits, and let it stand until the
other bill is discussed and considered, and
if the Senate does not approve of thearrange-
ment with the Grand Trunk Railway-if the
majority of this House are opposed to it,
nobody is committed to the purchase of the
first road, because we all recognize the fact
that the two form necessary links in the one
continuous line. Another reason why I.
thought this the more rational course to
pursue-one mare consistent with parliamen-
tary usage was this : I understood the hon.
gentleman yesterday to say that he was not
prepared to go on with the consideration of
the contract with the Grand Trunk Railway
for a leasing arrangement for ninety-nine
years until further papers were in bis pos-
session, and it did not seem to me inthe public
interest, at the present moment, to delay the
consideration of both measures for that pur-
pose. Unless the hon. gentleman is prepared
to go on with the consideration of the mea-
sure upon such information as we can pro-
duce, then I would be very sorry to introduce
the other and have them stand over for an
indeinite period of time until further infor-
ma'ion could be had. I do not understand

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I would say to my that any further information is required in
hon. friend that as to the intimate relation the case of the Drummond County Railway.
Of the two measures, I do not dispute it, Everything is before the House that it is
but there are two measures, two separate possible to lay before the House, and in the
contracts with two separate parties. The case of the Grand Trunk Railway the infor-
on may have merits while the other miglt mation which the hon. leader of the opposi-
lot have merits. The one, in itself, might tion asked for yesterday was information in

a highly proper arrangment, the other the possession of the company, and not in the
lght not be. I think they both are proper possession of the government.
e1rageens.But apart from that, the Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

hn, gentleman will see my proposition was Riiht I ask the hon. gentleman whetber heth I can -ell understand that the C ..
1bouse, if it thought either of these was very bas not that information now i It is infor-
objectionable, could say although the one is mation the Grand Trunk Railway can give

dvantageou it is useless without the other. him as to the result of these traffic arrange-

Ufling for a moment that the hon. gentle- ments.
brQa sees nothing objectionable in the Hon. Mr. MILLS-There is before the

ummond County Railway arrangement, House, as I understand it, everything we
'e dting for the second reading of that bill have in our possession.
of thes not vote for the absolute acquisition
bl leroad if the other contract is objection- Hon.Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It is

obi. ' e simply votes if the other is not well the hon. gentleman qualified his remarks
cletionable, then there is nothing intrinsi- bysaying as he understands it. I have a let-

b objectionable in the purchase of the ter from Mr. Wainwright, in which lie says
NMMUond County Railway, and that is the he bas furnished the Railway Department

wit Why I propose that we might proceed with the information. It seems to me there is
U the discussion of this measure relating just this difference between us; the hon.
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gentleman wants to have this House affirm Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
the principle of purchasing the Drummond We do net know until we get the other bil.
County Railway by passing the second
reading of the bill, and he assumes that all Hon. Mr. MILLS-So far as the other is
the members of the Senate are of the opinion concerned, they are two independent con-
that that is an advantageous arrangement tracts. Supposing the government had made
and that there are no objections to it. I a bargain with the Drummond County Rail-
know many members of the Senate who are way to take the whole thing over for $ 10,000,
opposed to the whole scheme, so that by'nobody would have said it was a bad ar-
passing the second reading before knowing! rangement-
the facts connccîed with the other trans-
action, we are affirming a principle which Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

we should not affirm. ao w nut geing we get
argue whether the government are payng Hon. Mr. MILLS- o ete

tractso. Supoin MLSthe goven entldmae

too much or too littbe for the DDrunmondu
y t should wait until I finish my sentence. 

CoutyRaiwa. %Wht 1amoppse toisî snobody wol ave i it wa a bady uar-

that we should proceed to dbcuss it furter gon arangemen t ifhe a very unac-
witheut knowing the reasons that the .

action, ~~ ~nstifctr wee are afrmn ah principl whcio.SrMAKNInOEL

government give for purcbasing the road.i un.fMr. MILLS-The he geein
governmenta ive fold casin tte absud voting in this case, would have voted as it
What I say, is it would be an utter absur- does in a hundred other cases-it would
dity and would place the Senate in a ridicu have voted saying we do not object to this
lous position to undertake to buy a portion in itself, but we will not commit ourselves

centre and the probably reject the other. finally to its aceptance until we consider
Thtr an then in pr biech te o the further arrangements in that continuous
That is the position in which we would e. line. The hon. gentleman insists upon the
In order that we may hetter understand discussion of the other measure first. If my
this question and that the Senate may hon. friend had said that two days ago, we
know precisely what wo propose to do, 1J
move e y would have put it irst on the list and dis-

cussed it first. But mny lion. friend the
That the further consideration of Bill (113) " An Secretary of State moved the second read-

Act to authorize the acquisition by the Dominion of i
the Drummond County Railway "be postponed until ing of the other bil yesterday. He made
Bill (138) " An Act to confirn an agreement entered his statement with regard to it and the
into by Her Majesty with the Grand Trunk Railvay House took no exception. My hon. friend
Conpany of Canada for the purpose of securing the
extension of the Intercolonial Railway system to the did not rise and say, " I think that you ought
city of Montreal " shall have been considered by the not to proceed with that until we have con-
Senate. sidered the other."

I have already given my reasons why I
ask that course to be pursued. In the first Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
place, I do not desire any member of the And I did not think so.
Senate to be placed in the position of affirm- Ht
ing the principle of purchasing one portion Hon. Mr. MILLS-But according to the

of a system which would be utterly useless statement my hon. friend now makes, he
to the country and a waste of public money desires that my hon. friend shal make his
unless we confirm the lease of the other por- speech on the bill and state what he has tO

tion-that is the western entrance over the say in its favour and I shall discuss the

Grand Trunk Railway to the commercial other bill which stands in my naine, that
centre and the reaching of Quebec via the the hon. gentleman shall sit judicially. and
Grand Trunk Railway f rom the Chaudière after due deliberation state what conclusions

Gran Truk Ralwayfremthe haudèreie bas reached. Tlaat may be, in bis est-
into Lévis. It seems to me that is a reason- he a re d t ma e i hi est
able proposition, and why it should not be mation, a proper course te take. I do no
accepted I am at a loss to know. think it is. Nevertheless, I know that if

the hon. gentleman persists in that he maY
Hon. Mr. MILLS-I have already succeed in the motion which he bas made.

pointed out that the House commits itself I am not going to resist that motion, and if
to no principle-to nothing except that the the hon. gentleman persists in the viee
contract itself is intrinsically acceptable if which he has expressed, I shall be prepared
that be the view. to take up the other measure to-morrow and
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proceed with it if the hon. gentleman is and I was informed that they had not ; I
ready. then stated that the leader of the opposition

had referred to some documents that Mr.
lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- Wainwright had prepared. and I asked whatThat is all I have asked. they were. Before I came to the House,
lon. Mr. MILLS-Then that is under the secretary of the department came over

Stood, and it will not be necessary to put 1 to me and stated that it was a statement of
the motion to the House. engine and car mileage on the Drummond

County Road. I asked him whether it bore
lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- on this discussion in any way, and he

The only objection I have to the hon gentle- said he did not suppose it did. I said
inan's remarks is that he complains that I
did not take objection to the manner in
Which he put the notice on the paper. Just
as soon as he takes me into his confidence as
to what he is going to do, and desires my
advice, I will be glad to give it to him, but I
decline to be held responsible for the acts of
the government when I know nothing of
then until after they are done.

Hlon. Mr. MILLS-Nobody knows what
the government or the opposition propose to
do in niatters of this sort. They may be
the subject of discussion. But when my
hon. friend the Secretary of State undertook
to Inove yesterday if the hon. leader of the
OPPosition had stated that he objected to
that bill being proceeded with, then it would
not have been proceeded with, and we would
have changed the order. But the pro-
position of the hon.gentleman is a proposition
that is unfair to the government. Every one
cean understand that.

lion. Mr. ALMON-I am very sorry
that the leader of the government intends
O allOw the matter to be complicated by

taking the two bills together. I think it
would simplify matters very much and
",uId facilitate business if the Drummond
'Ounty Railwav Bill had been considered

1rt and the other measure taken up after.
going to vote against both of them,

U think in fair play and common
ustice that the measure in-troluced by the

er of the House should have been allowed
en taIe its place. It would shorten the dis-
cussion and we would reach a better result.

th on.Mr. SCOTT-The hon. leader of
ti OPPosition vesterday called the atten-
whi the louse to further information

heh he thought was available, 1 wrote to
the partmet at once to know whether

oy had any other information that the
dlus .had called for, or that had been pro-

liI another branch of the legislature,
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to him, " I wish you would prepare a
copy and send it over, and we can then
judge whether it will be of any service." If
it is of any use we will lay it on the table.

The motion was agreed to.

COMBINATIONS IN RESTRAINT OF
TRADE BILL.

SECOND READING POSTPONED.

The order of the day being called, second
reading (Bill) 40 " An Act to amend the
Criminal Code, 1892, with respect to combi-
nations in restraint of trade."

Hon. Mr. POWER said :-This is a bill
which does not require a very elaborate dis-
cussion, but still, as a matter of justice to
the other House, which has passed the bill,
it should be discussed at some little length,
and I regret to say that, being under the
impression that the debate on these two im-
portant government neasures were going to-
occupy some time, I did not prepare mnyself
to discuss this bill. Perhaps the hon.
gentleman from Monck is ready to proceed
now, but the better way would be to post-
pone the discussion till Tuesday next. If
the hon. gentleman has no objection, I will
move that the order of the day be discharged
and placed on the orders for Tuesday next.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I have no ob-
jection.

Hon. Sir MIACKENZIE BOWELL-Is
that the bill in reference to combines in
restraint of trade-to strike out the word
"unduly T"

Hon. Mr. POWER-Yes.

Hon. McCALLU M-It passed the Sen-
ate before and was sent over to the House
of Commons and has come back to us now.
The late Hon. Senator Reid had charge of
the bill here, but he neglected to get it.
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through the House of Commons in time,
and it is now before us in the same shape as
before.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
There is a good deal of opposition to this
bill from many people who look upon it as
very dangerous to every trade. It is
a question that is debatable, as my hon.
friend well knows, and while it may be as in-
nocent and harmless as it looks, there are
people who think it would prevent two gro-
cers getting together to say whether they
should charge five cents or five and a half
cents for an article. I express no opinion as
to whether that is true or not, but I know
that is the impression that niany people have
in reference to this bill. It is a question that
ought to be referred to the Committee on
Banking and Commerce, where parties could
be heard pro and con. Here we would have
to discuss it as between ourselves. Those
who are engaged in trade would be better
able to inforin the members on the subject.
I confess that I have not studied the ques-
tion, we should have before us people in
the trade who could lay their views before
the committe, and the committee could re-
port to the House. I throw out this sugges-
tion.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-When the Criminal
Code was under discussion two evenings ago
this very clause was considered, and the sec-
tion which my hon. f riend proposes to amend
by striking out the word "unreasonable" in
the earlier part of the section and the word
"unduly" subsequently, reads in this way:

Shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding $10,000
and not less than $1,000 who conspires, combines,
agrees, or arranges with any other person, or with any
railway, steamboat, steamship, or transportation
company unlawfully to unduly lirnit, &c.

The word " unduly " which my hon. friend
wishes to strike out of the clause in this bill
is already striken out of the clause in the
bill which has gone through the committee.
The next is that they shall be liable if they
unduly limit the facilities for transporting,
producing and so on, to " unduly prevent,
limit or lessen the manufacture," or "unduly
lessen competition in the production, manu-
facture or purchase," and so on. It seems to
me, if you strike out the word "unduly,"
then you would make all proceedings of this
sort criminal.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The motion which I
made seconded by the hon. gentleman from

Monck, was that this order of the day be dis-
charged and that the second reading of this
bill be made an order of the day for Tuesday
next. I do not think it is altogether correct
on that motion to undertake to discuss the
merits of the bill.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, 29th June, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

ONTARIO AND RAINY RIVER RAIL-
WAY COMPANY'S BILL.

REPORTED FROM CoMMITTEE.

Hon. Mr. BAKER, from the Compittee
on Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours, re-
ported Bill (121) "An Act respecting the
Ontario and Rainy River Railway Coin-
pany," with amendnents. He said :-This
bill was not only amended in committee, but
it wa8 alniost completely remodelled. The
conflicting interest was that of the town of
Port Arthur, and the town was represented
by counsel. The solicitors on both sides
met and agreed upon a bill that was wholly
different from the bill originally submitted
to the committee, and the remodelled bill is
embodied in the report now laid before the
House.

Hon. Mr. POWER moved that the report
be taken into consideration on Tuesday next.

The motion was agreed to.

DELAYED RETURNS.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Before the orders of
the day are called I would like to call the
attention of the hon. gentleman from Queen's
(Mr. Ferguson) to a request he Made
for a return. I find it was brought dowfl
It was a return in connection with the
curves on the Prince Edward Island Rail-
way. It was brought down on the 15th
June.
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lon. Mr. FERGUSON-I am aware that r
it was brought down, and I have never t
spoken of it since I got it. But while we
are talking about returns, there is one that, I
I am still looking for, and that is in refer-
ence to the -correspondence between the
Prince Edward Island Fruit Growers Asso-
Ciation and the Dominion Government with
reference to some spraying experiments now
going on there.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-I will call Mr. Fisher's
attention to the matter.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
would like to ask the Secretary of State
whether that return with reference to the
aMount to the credit of the Manitoba School
Fund is yet finished. He brought down a
return in answer to a motion by the hon.
gentleman from St. Boniface, and I intimated
that if they would complete that return up
tO the present time it would answer my
Purpose

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I will call the atten-
tionl of the Finance Department to the
natter. I think the Finance Department
and Interior Department will have to make
it Up.

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The hon. gentleman will remember there
*as a soiñewhat large and elaborate return
showing the actual amount collected in inter-est, and the expenditure in various ways, and

as1ked the hon. gentleman if he would coin-
lete it. It would be an interesting return

for those who take an interest in it.

THE FRANCHISE ACT.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
WOuld also like to call the attention of the

inster of Justice, who laid on the table
terday, or the day before, the return
ch I asked for, of the correspondence

tween the Dominion Goveriment and the
governiments of the different provinces, in
l!eference to the promise which they had made
eo ask the different provinces to so amend the

ectoral franchise law as to enable an appeal
re inade to the judges. I find there is no
return f rom Manitoba. The return laid on
h8 table is a letter from the Rt. Hon. Sir
Silfrid Laurier, to the Premier of New
runswick and also to the Premier of Nova

th '.and the answers to them. I know
it is said, that in Manitoba they have the

right to appeal, but not to the judges, unless
hey are specially appointed by the govern-
nant of Manitoba; which appeal may be
to a judge, or it may be any one
else. Judging from what I have seen,
I am rather inclined to think that it is not
a very acceptable mode either to the people
of Manitoba or to the Dominion, as we now
have to use the voters' list for Dominion
purposes. The correspondence is short, and
as it may be the only opportunity of getting
it upon the records, I will take the liberty
of reading the Preuier's letter and the two
answers. I shall do so because it will show
that the statement I made on the 24th
March, when I asked for this return, was
quite correct because the Premier himself
acknowledged it in his letter. But what I
want to cal the attention of the House to
is the promise made by the government last
session, when the Senate consented to recede
from some of the amendments which they,
had made to the Franchise Act, and allow it
to become law, without those amendments.
The Senate yielded upon the statement and
positive promise of the government in both
Houses that representations would be made
to the provincial governments. As I an-
ticipated and intimated in this House on
two or three occasions, no communication
had taken place between these governments
until after I called attention to the factin
this House. If you look at the records you
will find that I asked the question of the
members of the government here on the 24th
of March. Right Hon. Sir Wilfrid Laurier's
first letter is dated the lst of April to Mr.
Emmerson and also to Mr. Murray. I know
it would be irregular for me to read this
now.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
shall not violate the rule by doing so, but I
draw the attention of the House and the
country to the fact that the government
did not comply with their solemn and
distinct promises to represent these facts to
the different local governments until after I
had, during the present session, reminded
them of those promises. Then, six days
afterwards, the Premier wrote to the two
gentlemen to whom I have referred and re-
ceived their answers. The answers are such
as could be expected.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I might say to my hon.
friend that I think he will find, on looking
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at the debate of last year, that he puts the House. I think it is to be regretted tlat
statement with regard to thepromisestronger we are getting into a very slip shod way of
than the statements in the report warrant. (oin- business here. If the conduct of the
In the first place, I have this to say, I think governrent 18 to be condemned, there is a
that the province of Manitoba has very nuch proper way of rcaching them; but this
the same arrangement with regard to the re- practice of getting up a discussion without
vision of the voters' list that existed under any notice is bccoming altozether too cer-
the statute of 1885. Under the law the mon, and every one nust see how objection-
appeal was not to the judge, but to a revis- able it is. There is a great deal f business
ing barrister, and although a county judge
is appointed in most instances-not in all- the question of order when the leader of
a county judge is appoiited not as coufly the opposition stood up but I raise it now.
judge, but as revising barrister. That isID ~Hon. '\r. KIRCHHOFFER-I would
precisely the condition of things in the pro- crave leave of the House in site of the
vince of Manitoba, and unless we were to o t a
make the law something different froni what p
it W been in the Dominion, there was no Hon. Mr. POWER-I insist on the
change called for in the province of Mani- ýýquestion of order, because if the hon. gentle-
toba. The Premier addressed his letter to man makes bis speech, some hon. gentleman
the Prime Ministers of the province of -Nev on thi-; side of this House wvill want to
Brunswick and of the province cf Nova reply.
Scotia, and it is true that these lettersi
were written on the irpst April, but they Hon. Mr. KIRCHihOFFER-I me
have been written. The promise pas been that the ofouse adjourn.
kept. The hon. gentleman, I suppose, is
not surprsed that the atter had been ho et n
overlooked when the Prime MinistEr was cannot mnove it himself.

away a great portion of the year upon the Hon. -\r. FERGUSON-Then wld
international commission. move the adjournment of the buse.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No,
I. am not surprised at that, but I am sur-
prised at the attitude of the hon. gentleman
in answering my question. I am not sur-
prised considering the Premier was occupied
as he was. Without desiring to read the
hon. gentleman a lecture, I think it would
have been better had he admitted the
correctness of my statement. He thinks
I have- put the promise too strong. I will
read one paragraph of the Premier's letter,
and the House can judge whether I put it
too strongly:

When we repealed last year the Franchise Act and
adopted the franchise of the different provinces as
the franchise for the elections to the House of Coni-
mons, the opposition pointed out to us that there
were sone provinces where there was no appeal to
the judicial authorities, of the decisions rendered by
the provincial officers entrusted with the preparation
of the lists. It seemed only fair and reasonable that
there should be an appeal in all such cases given
finally to the judicial authority, and I proinised then
that I would communicate in that respect with the
governments of the several provinces.

I do not think I put it any stronger than
that.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I rise to a question
of order. There is nothing before the

Hon. Mr. MILLER-The hon. gentle-
man can, of course, move the adjournment
and speak to it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
He could not move the adjournment if he
had already spoken, but he is in order to
move it as he bas done.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHfIOFFER--I should
not detain the House long, I mnerely wish to
make some comments on what has fallen
from the leader of the government with
reference to 'Manitoba. When the subject
was under discussion last session, I took
occasion to speak of the iniquitous means
adopted to prepare the voters' list by partie
appointed for the purpose. Instead of bei0g
referred to the revising officer appointed
from among the judges, or the revising b1r-
rister, no opportunity was given for proper
revision at all. We are told that the law
of Manitoba is very much the same as in
any other province where this has beeo
stated to work well. I give an emphatic
contradiction to that. So far as Manito
is concerned, there is no appeal to a revising
officer except the one appointed by the go
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ernment, who is not obliged to be a barris-
ter or professional man, mnuch less a judge.
They have appointed all classes of people,
their own creatures as registration clerks
taking them from one place where they
acted as registration clerks and making
therm revising officers for others. I called
attention to one fact in my address last
Yeanr that Mr. Henderson, the district regis-
trar in Brandon, who had been appointed a

'rei5ing officer, made out a fair list. It was
not partisan enough to suit his party, and
he has never been appointed since, showing
that unless a man makes out a list in accor-
,ance with the desire of his own party, he
14 lever entrusted with the duty again. I

all now read an extract from the Winni-
Peg T elegram :
k on. R. W. Scott in evading a reply to Sir Mac.5flzie Bowell's inquiries in the Senate the other day
%pecting what action had been taken by the Dom-
I 0n Governnent to secure amendments to the Man-
iond Franchise Act declared that he had looked
the the Manitoba Act and found that it required
th'. voters' list8 to be posted for a month between
Zieir compilation and the date of the Court of Re-
ficino. And Mr. Scott considers this is quite suf-
or t0 secure justice in the preparation of the

ltontets. The practical answer to Mr. Scott's
is ion is the fact that the liste are not so posted.

rey ?equiremlent is not being fulfilled at the present
sOn, any more than it was at the last revision.

Atthe time this Franchise Act was under

Y3 d101, I pointed out that in South
nays Q the notice was posted only two

dy before the date fixed for the Court of
181Oon Nobody had seen the notice-
,Gd new what the voters' list was, be-

of' ey had not seen it, and yet a Court
V * s'On was supposed to be held-the

barrister and poll clerk met at a
theo louse. There was nobody there buta ep ves. They asked were there any
bee 5  0f course there were no appeals,
deel dInobody knew about it. They then
tive t court closed, and 206 Conserva-
Il raaes were left off the list in South

haio.Il say the thing is a scandalous
readin The article from which I have been

g continues:

at e ast revision, it will be remembered, there
ted east one instance where the liste were not
d So theted until three days before the datelu1 the holding of the Court of Reviejon. That

t e c aseof South Braindon. By the time the
Oe if printed and sted, the time within which

ad P la to add to strike off names could beliit a!Jou Pired. Yet the revising officer would
the hi Court of Rivision; and, consequently

was held upon the liste just as they left
t b ofn t e partisan registration clerk. The
oV nature of that list was shown by the fact
B4 naines which should have been on were

left off and 75 names which ought not to have been
on, were included. The vast majority of those left off
were Conservatives, while the vast majority of those
improperly put on were Liberals. The list has been
sent outside the constituency to be printed, though
the constituen.y is mn the west of the province, they
had been sent to Emmerson in the extreme south-
easterly part of the province. They were just sent
in order to fix Mr. Bailey, who wanted patronage,
and he conveniently delayed their return so as to pre-
vent the Conservatives having acces to them in time
to file appeals. For all this, the Conservatives had
absolutely no recourse. In the light of possibilities
such as these, what becomes of Senator Scott's con-
tention that the Act provides for the compilation of
fair liste? There is also to be taken intoconsideration
the fact that when the liste are posted, they are
frequéntly found to contain bogus names, which it is
impossible to have *struck off. At the previous
revision of the Emerson list, for instance the revising
officer ruled that he would not strike off names unless
a subpena had been served on the party whose name
was objected to. This condition it was impossible to
coin ply with, because the names with which the list
had bn stuffed were either those of bogue individuals
or individuals whose whereabouts could not be ascer-
tained in order to serve them with subpenas. Cer-
tain of the liste which have already been posted at
the present revision are found to have been similarly
stuffed. It is to be hoped that if the matter is again
brought up in Parliament the absurdity oî the
Secretary of State's laine excuse for the Laurier
government's violation of its pledge to Parliament in
this connection will be exposed.

Now I think, in the face of such enorma-
ties as are being practised in that way in
Manitoba, it is outrageous for any member
of the government to rise in his place here
and say that those lists had been fairly pre-
pared unless he knows the fact personally.
If the Secretary of State says the Manitoba
lists were properly prepared, he must have
an extraordinary way of thinking how lists
should be prepared. I have always felt that
from the Secretary of State we may expect
a fair and honourable statement of what his
own views and ideas are, and that he would
not make a statement in violation of what
actually occurred, had he known what was
done.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Does the hon. gentle-
man challenge the statement I made ? If
he does he is entirely wrong. When we
thought it would be necessary to appoint a
revising officer there, I looked into the
Manitoba law, and found that it was usual
to appoint a revising barrister to make up
the list. I understood the lists had not
been made up since 1896, and a barrister
was appointed. The law required that the
lists should be posted one month, and that
a judge should be named. An Order in
Council was passed naming a judge. I cor-
responded both with the judge and the revis-
ing barrister, and I assumed, as I had a right
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to assume, that they were honourable men,
and had performed their duty in accordance
with the statute. Had the hon. gentleman
given me any notice of it, I would have
brouglit the correspondence before the
House, and the Manitoba statute which
guided me, and he would see whether I was
justified in the statement I made. No doubt
frauds are committed in all the provinces.
I would not like to stand sponsor for any-
thing of that kind. I can only speak of
that with which I had personally to do-
that is, with the appointment of an officer
in Winnipeg, and a judge in Winnipeg, and
from the correspondence I had with both
parties, I had a right to assume that they
were going to carry out their duty. It so0
happened, before the judge had entered on
the revision, that the government of Mani-
toba proposed to hold a new election, and
we withrrew the authority. There was to
be a dissolution of the House, and they then
proposed to revise the list The govern-
ment was contemplating holding an election
at an early day in Winnipeg, but as the
province was about to revise its provincial
linss, it was not our part to continue the
revision. I should like if the hon. gentle-
man, before making references to me, would
call for the correspondence, and the different
sections in the law of Manitoba which
guided me in the statement I made.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I must say the
hon. Secretary of State, with regard to that
Dominion vacancy in the city of Winnipeg,
acted entirely in the spirit of the promise
that had been made to the House last year,
and that in nominating an officer to discharge
the duty of registration clerk for the con-
stituency of Winnipeg he appointed a judge.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-A lawyer for the re-
vising barrister, and the judge to revise.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Therefore, my
hon. friend, it must be admitted, acted en-
tirely in the spirit of the promise that was
made last year, and, as far as his influence
could go, carried out the promise of the gov-
errment. I have not much fault to find in
that respect either, with the letters which
the Premier of the Dominion has written to
the Premiers of two of the provinces, Nova
Scotia and New Brunswick. But he appears
to have fallen under the very serious error
that there was already a provision made for
an appeal to a judge in Manitoba, which the

hon. gentleman from Brandon has said does
not exist, and, therefore, that part of the
work remains to be done-to write a letter
to the premier of Manitoba. That work has
not been done in proper time and the lists
are now about completed, so that they will
remain as they are, probably, for the next
federal election, without the safeguard of an
appeal to a judicial authority. Both these
letters are in about the same words. In these
letters there is that one defecttowhich I have
already referred, that it is only in those two
provinces that there is a lack of appeal. But
there is another statement in it for which the
hon. gentlemen on this side of the House are
to take no small amount of credit. The
statement reads :

I submit to your consideration that it would be S
proper step to take to amend your Franchise Act bY
givng an appeal to the County Court judges. You
may tell me that your laws worked satisfactorily up
to the present time. This I do not doubt, but as It
would be desirable to have as near as possible unifornl
ity of laws in election matters, I venture strongly to
press on you that my suggestion should receive your
favourable consideration.

After having wrecked uniformity by the
Franchise Act of last year, he puts hirnself
on record as strongly of the opinion that un-
iformity is very desirable.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I will call my ho'.
friend's attention to what was stated in thbi
House when this matter was referred to be-
fore. My hon. f riend opposite said :

We have come to an amicable settlement in tho
interests of peace in this matter and I should like the
Minister of Justice to say, in order to be on record,
that he is in accord with the utterances of his chief 011
this point. Though we have given way upon l1'
question, nost of us have strong convictions that the
right of appeal should exist, and if the Prime -io

1 ster, or the Minister of Justice, will carry out td
suggestions which were made in the Conimons, as
which I have no doubt he will be prepared to rePO
-that is to sustain in the position bis chief bas ta
-it will be an additional reason for not insisting UPI
all the amendments which we made, and somle O
which we have now agreed to drop.

That is the conclusion of the speech naade
by niy hon. friend. In reply I said :

oneI nay say to my bon. friend that, of course, 0
bas to communicate with local governInents uPO.tb
matter which is wholly within their jurisdiction ,be
some degree of moderation, and I have not seea
words of the Prime Minister to which my hon. føle
bis referred, but if the Prime Minister hasspOken.
my bon. friend bas represented--and I do not ed
at all that he has done so-I shall be very gl SC
to second bis effort.

That statement I think has been kept
the letter.
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lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
really cannot understand for what reason
that extract was read. My hon. friend has
!ead a statement made by myself in accept
ing the assurances of the governmnent, and
bis promise also to assist in carrying out
Whatever the Premier promised. I do not
kn 0 w that I ever said anything else. I said
the Premier made the promise, and I hold
his letter in my hand in which he says he
dd.make the promise, and I will now take
the liberty of reading the answers from the
Prerniers of the different provinces in order
th.t the House may know what they say.
.t 18 quite clear that Mr. Emmerson's letter
s lot all here. Probably it referred to

8orne other subject with which I have no
'Concern.

lion. Mr. MILLS-All that relates to
se ubject is there.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
letters read :

OTTAwau' 1st Aril 18<m9

th DrJEA REMMEsoN,-When we repealed, last year,
i ranchise Act, and adopted the franchise of theto terent provinces as the franchise for the elections

toe House of Commons, the opposition pointed out
na that there were some provinces where there was

reaealto the judicial authorities, of the decisions
pre red by the provincial officers entrusted with the

Paration of the lists. It seemed only fair andonable that there should be an appeal in ail such
given finally to the judicial authority, and I

reslej ed then that I would communicate ir that
Whe 3 t with the governments of the several provinces
oVe there is no such judicial appeal. In looking
n eye laws of the different provinces, I notice that

tiar ase, there is such an appeal, except in Nova
i a adNew Brunswick. In Nova Scotia there is
<no Peal to the sheriff ; in your province, there is

o t al. I submit to your consideration that it
Acis a Proper step to take to amend your Fran-

Judg tby giving an appeal to the County Court
tisf Ou nay tell me that your laws worked

diap torilY up to the present time. This, I do not
s P 'but, as it woul be desirable to have as near

V1)lntu le uniformity of laws in election matters, I
shoulde strongly to press on you that my suggestion

receive your favourable consideration.
Yours very sincerely,

WILFRID LAURIER.

Te . R EMMERSON,redericton, N.B.

l FREDERIcToN, N.B., 3rd April, 1899.
Rtant WILFRI, -I have your note of the first

&nd be, rferring to the election law of this province,
n ; that the matter will have my earl.

to the an probahly meet your views wi
e ub3ect.

Verv sincerely you

t) H. IR. EMMthe night Hon. Sir WILFRID LAURIER,
Ottawa.

OorrAWA, 1st April, 1899.
My DEAR MURRAY,-When we repealed, last year.

the Franchise Act, and adopted the franchises of the
different provinces as the franchise for the elections
to the House of Commons, the opposition pointed out
to us that there were some provinces, where there
was no appeal to the judicial authorities, of the deci-
sions rendered by the provincial officers entrusted
with the preparation of the bats. It seeuned only fair
and reasonable that there should be an appeal in ail
such cases given finally to the judicial authority, and
I promised then that I would communicate in that
respect, with the governments of the several pro-
vinces, where there is no judicial appeal. In looking
over the laws of the different provinces, I notice that
in every case, there is such an appeal, except in Nova
Scotia and New Brunswick. In your province, there
is an appeal only to the sheriff, and 1 would submit
to your consideration that it would be a proper step
to take to amend your Franchise Act by substituting
the County Court judge to the sheriff for the hearing
of such appeals. You may tell me that your laws
worked satisfactorily up to the present time. This,
I do not dispute, but, as it would bedesirable to have
as near as possible uniformity of law in election
matters, I venture strongly to press on you that my
suggestion should receive your favourable considera-
tion.

Yours very sincerely,
WILFRID LAURIER.

The Hon. G. H. MURRAY,
Halifax, N.S.

PRoVINCIAL SECRETARY's OFFICE,
NOVA ScoTIA,

HALIFAx, 8th April, 1899.
MY DEAR SIR WILFRmD,-I bee to acknowledge the

receipt of your letter of the first instant.
In reply, I regret to say that before its receipt, our

legislature had prorogued, and, even if the govern-
ment were desirous of carryng out your wishes in
respect to an appeal in ail cases under the Franchise
Act to a judicial authority, we could not at present
do so. Ail I can say at present is, that durng the
recess we will give the views you express upon this
matter consideration, and if we determine to amend
our Franchise Act in the direction suggested by you,
a bill will be introduced at the next session with that
object in view.

Yours very truly,
G. H. MURRAY.

S1R WILFRID LAURIER,
Premier, &c., &c., Ottawa.

So that, as far as the correspondence is
concerned, it is, perhaps, as favourable as
we could anticipate. But I still repeat what
I said in the first place, that if the Minister
of Justice, when I asked him if any corres-
pondence lad taken place, had frankly stated
the facts as they were, that owing to the
absence of the Premier no steps had been
taken, and not allowed the House, as he did
in the last answer, to believe that this cor-
respondence had taken place before I called
the attention of the House to it, it would
have been better for himself and also for the
House, and saved him a good deal of trouble

R S0 N. in answering questions.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
insinuates what is wholly unfounded and
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what I think he has no right to insinuate in
in this House-that I knew whether the
correspondence had taken place or not, and
that I concealed that fact from the House.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No;
I did not say that.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes; that is practi-
cally the statement that the hon. gentleman
has made. I say that statement is wholly
unfounded, and until the hon. gentleman put
his question, and I made inquiry of the
Prime Minister, I did not know whether the
correspondence had taken place or not.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
never doubted that, but what I say is that
when I asked the question a second time,
and the hon. gentleman told me correspon-
dence had taken place, it would have been
much more frank in the minister to have
said, " No correspondence has taken place,
but it will take place," and then the House
would know what they were doing. I acquit
the hon. gentleman as to the first auswer,
but when I asked him the second time
he should have made a frank statement.
When I asked for the answers made by the
Premiers his reply was, "You did not ask
for that."

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That was perfectly
true.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Every one would d raw from that answer that
the hon. gentleman knew that no correspon-
dence had taken place until I had called the
attention of the House to the matter, and
that the correspondence not having taken
place until the 6th, which was at a period
that no answer could have been received, he
should have said so. I did not doubt the
hon. gentleman's statement.

The motion to adjourn was withdrawn.

THIRD BEADINGS.

Bill (Q) "An Act further to amend the
Criminal Code, 1892."-(Mr. Mills.)

Bill (115) " An Act to incorporate the
Sudbury and Wahnapitae Railway Com-
pany."-(Mr. Casgrain.)

Bill (84) " An Act respecting the Quebec,
Montmorency and Charlevoix Railway Com-
pany, and to change its name to the Quebec
Railway, Light and Power Company."-
(Mr. Clemow.)

SECOND READINGS.

Bill (30) " An Act respecting the Atlas
Loan Company."-(Mr. Power.)

Bill (113) " An Act to incorporate the
Canada Mining and Metallurgical Company,
Limited."-(Mr. McKay.)

Bill (129) " An Act
eral Trust Corporation
change its name to the
pany."- (Mr. Power.)

respecting the Gen-
of Canada, and to
Canada Trust Coni-

GRAND TRUNK AND INTERCOL-
ONTAL EXTENSION BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the second read-
ing of Bill (138) " An Act to confirm an
agreement entered into by Her Majesty
with the Grand Trunk Railway Company
of Canada for the purpose of securing the
extension of the Intercolonial Railway
system to the city of Montreal." He said -
I rise for the purpose of moving the second
reading of this bill. I regard it as a measure
of great importance, not merely to the rail-
way owned by the administration, vested in
the name of Her Majesty, but also to the
country generally. The object of the iea-
sure is to secure to the Intercolonial Rail-
way a fair portion of the commerce of the
country-that portion which legitimately
pertains to the maritime provinces. It Was
one of the conditions of the union of these
provinces that the Intercolonial Railway
should be constructed connecting the mari-
time provinces with the western portion Of
the Dominion. The road was built, in the
first instance, in fulfilment of that contract,
and extended from Halifax to Rivière da
Loup. It was not intended, nor was l
expected, that this road should be a Ioc1
road for the maritime provinces-that that
should be its primary object. It was for the
purpose, not merely of local trade and cOn-
venience between the provinces that were
interested, but it was intended to co mer
cially unite those provinces to the province 0
Quebec and the province of Ontario. It 'Wa
also contemplated in the Act of union that
there should be arailwavextensionwestWard,
to unite Ontario and Quebec and the westrs'
tcrritory that had not yet been acquired, but
which it was the intention of the promtehe
of the Act of union to embrace withifl .
federation and to extend that union al'
mately te the Pacific Coast. That has bee
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acomplished, but the same course was not and this bili is for the purpose of giving
adopted to secure interzommunication be- effect to that policy and to enable the Minis-
tWeen these provinces lying to the west ter of Railways and those officers who are
that was adopted in the case of the Interco- managing the Intercolonial Railway system
lonial Railway. It was the general opinion under his direction to secure to the Intercol-
of both the great parties represented in Par- lonial Railway a larger proportion of the
liament that the railway system of the west trade of the country than it has hitherto
could be best promoted and best carried out obtained, with a view of making the road
through the instrumentality of a company ; in the first instance self-sustaining, and in
and, in fact, the great corporation that was the second instance of lightening the public
called into existence for the purpose of con- treasury from the burdens that otherwise
structing and operating that railway, besides would fall upon it. Any one who will take
many others that were less important and the trouble to look at the original cost of
less interprovincial, has been aided and sub- the Intercolonial Railway, at the sums that
8idized by the Dominion from the Dominion have since been expended for the extension
treasury, and the business which thev carry of the road and the improvement of its condi-
t Montreal, as the great commercial centre tion, and the increase of its rolling stock, will
?f the Dominion, may be very fairly shared see that, after due allowance has been made
"' by the Intercolonial Railway in the in- for those expenditures, there are large suns
terests of the entire federation. It would that have been charged during the period of
takaeting rather an improper part to under- twenty years to capital account that if the
take to deny to the Intercolonial Railway, road had been made prosperous would not

a public possession, its fair share of the have appeared as a charge against it at all.
eorflerce of the country, and to endeavour Now, we are of opinion that the extension

divert commerce into other channels than westward is advantageous. I assume that
hse through which it naturally flows. that is generally admitted by hon. gen-

.e the Intercolonial Railway was first tiemen on both sides of the House, and
3Oenected, it was connected with the Grand that it is hardly necessary I should under-

t Yk SYstem at Rivière du Loup, and there take to establish that the western extensionwas found that it received only a mere is calculated to increase the traffic over the
mhhenta portion of the trade from the road and to make it more prosperous than it
t which passed over the Grand Trunk has hitherto been. The traffic that comes

t nt to that point. At a later period, from the west and reaches Montreat over
government believed it in the public the two great railway systens of Canada,

' rest to acquire that se3tion of the Grand west of that city destined for the maritime

the extending f rom Rivière du Loup to provinces, may, when the Intercolonial
d thaudière curve. That was acquired, Railway is fairly established in Montreal,

the Iitercolonial Railway was placed in secure the business that legitimately belongs
re tter position than that which it had be- to the maritime provinces. The hon. Sec-

lore icupied because it was at a com- retary of State, in discussing the Drummond

realub point far less important than Mont- County Railway-which cost in its construc-
co dut still a point f rom which soin trade tion, according to the most satisfactory
forlbe acquired The government have estimates that we have had, something over
,riseveral years held to the view that the $2,000,000, and which has cost the original

e colonial Railway system ought to be promoters, apart from the subsidies from the
te1ded westward to Montreal. That view Dominion Government, from the government
i[ htertained and it was expressed by the of Quebec and f rom the municipalities,
trtte s Of Railways under the late admin- $1,338,000, and which is 133 miles in

foi. Gof- In his opinion, speaking lie says length-pointed out that it is being secured
to self alone, it would be an advantage under the contract made with the Drum-

hareIntercolonial Railway to have been mond County Railway Company for $1,-
"der 'westward to the city of Montreal, in 600,000.

t hat at that point it might have a
Portir OPPortunity of securing a fair pro-
%atero of the traffic that was intended for Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-Does

trar destination. That plan has been the hon. gentleman say that the Drummondout under the present administration, County Railway is 133 miles long?
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, with the branch, undivided interest, subject, of course, to the
which amounts to a littie more than $17,000 confirmation of this agreement by the Par-
a mile. The testimony that was taken be- liament of Canada.. It includes connections,
fore a committee is that roads intrinsically appurtenances and terminais at Bonaventure,
inferior to the Drummond County Railway, Point St. Charles, St. Henri and the
as it is on being delivered up to the govern- Canadian Pacifie Railway via Jacques Car-
ment, have cost those who have constructed tier Junction. ler Majesty acquires a half
those lines from $16,000 to $17,OQO a mile. undivided share in the une of railway itself
The evidence of Mr. Wainwright, taken two fron and including Ste. Rosalie station, in
years ago before a committee of the House i the county of Bagot, to the Victoria bridge.
of Commons, was that the roids 'vhich a they It is also provided in this schedule that ail
had constructed in t)e province of Quobec, rights, shares, titios and interests in the
cot tliern from $174,O00 to $19,OO a mile, company's railway frovn the point on the
and which are certainiy not superior in con- west side of Chaudière bridge, at the pro-
stuction tot the Drummond County Railway. posed junction. of the Drummond County
I take it thon to ho well ostabuished, and Railway with the Grand Trunk Company's
think I need say no more upon that point, lino, and including the Chaudière bridge,
that the amount to be paid for the acquisi- and sinilar rights over ail the sidings, and
tion of that road is not an excessive sun, if t use all the stations, shah be secured tO
the Intercolonial Railway systead is to ho the Intercolonial Railway for a period of 99
extended from Lévis to Montroal. It could years. It has been said that this is too
not h done so cheaply o tho public treasury long a period, but it does seem to me, if we are
in any other way as by the acquisition of to acquire a proprietoryinteret in 33 miles Of
this road as a portion of that extension. I the connecting link botween Lévis and Mon-
need say nothing more on that question. My treal, tat t he longer the interost that we cal,
hon. friend has moved in this House tho a-quire from the Grand Trunk Railway il
second reading of a bill to confirm the whatremains the more advantageous twille
agreement which has been made between to the country ; and so 1 hardly think th'>e
the Drumniond County Railway Company this bouse will take exception to the are
and the government. That bild is before ment which bas been entered into botweeO
this bouse at the present tie for its con- the Grand Trunk Company and tho Rail
sideration. w have aready stated the im- Department, subject o the approval of 
portance of this extension to the commercial oument because of rth length of time lO
interests of the Intercolonial Railway, I which that arrangement exists. It has beO-
need but mention one fact, which will go jo suggested that in a new country like yano4
establis that, and it is that witin twelive where new settilements are beidg formed and
months the trafic secured by the extension new channels of trade opened, the traffie t

of the Intercolonial Railway to Montreal has no distant day may be so far diverted tha

heon about yhree-quartersof a million dollars, an arrangement for a long period of tine,
something more than twolthirds of which is whether over the way itsef or in respect to
east bound trafflc, and which is ctrtainly of its commerce, is not advantageous. ift

great conequence o the maintenance of that impossible, I think, to naintain that p o-
road. I have, upon reflction. Every canal that is U
the first place, to consider the terms o the is a permanent highway. Every railWal
areement entered into with the Grand Trunk that is constructed is a permanent highWaf
Rai] way Company for the purpose f extend- and if the government were the propri,
ing the connection froui the western lirnit of the ontire line, no one would tili
of the Drummond County Railway into the would ma an unwise thing to undrtak
city of Montreal. Tha ternis of that agreo- make such an arrangement, with refOrnoe
ment, set out in the schedule attached to the to the traffic and travel that should pa-38 O
bil, are that a haf interest is acquired in that road, as to continue for as long a pe
the road ithsef froni the Grand Trunk Com- of time as possible If the Grand 'Jr
pany between Ste. Rosalie and St. Lamhert'Company choose to enter into a contract WlD
station at the east end of Victoria bridge; the governmnt for th purpose of giving
also the use of the company's railway to a common right, absolutely free fr11
esonaventure station in Montreal, and that ference, as apable of being controltwel
this haif interost must necessarily ho an our owa purposes as if the road werx eteniil
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and exclusively our property, it does not
seem to me that it is possible to make such
an arrangement, if it be a reasonable
arrangement, for a period that can be
regarded as too long. Now, let me iii-
V te the attention of the House to the pro-
v5isions of the agreement. In the first place,
ler Majesty is to pay the company for the
use of their road and bridges to the extent
that is required for the use of the Intercol-
Onial Railway the sum of $140,000 a year.
The Grand Trunk Railway Company agree
tO keep in good repair and in thorough
Working condition the tracks and bridges of
this common highway. Her Majesty is to
pay a share of the cost of maintenance, in-
cluding the maintenance of the tracks,
bridges, switches, &c., in such proportion
that the combined engine and car mileage
of the Intercolonial Railway trains made
OVer each of the above ientioned joint
sections bears to the combined engines and
car Mileage of the company.

lion. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-A bad
arrangement.

lion. Mr. MILLS-No one will questionthat that is an equitable arrangement-
h pays to keep the road in proper con-

a in proportion to the extent of their
It is further agreed that Her Majesty

ha the right, for ail purposes of business
ard traffic of the Intercolonial Railway, on
reasonable regulations, to the full and un-
l1itited use and access the same as that en-
Joyed by the Grand Trunk Railway itself.0 Ur traffic to-day, of course, over this joint
e'oPerty is much less than that of the
payd Trunk Railway Company, but we
tu ess for the user. So far as right
a e the comnon way, our right is as
aiîwte and as free fron Grand Trunkpa ay controli as the Grand Trunk Coin-
Ie , right and use is f rom our control.

the C aesty is to have no claim against
of aco pany for damages on account of loss
betwommodation, &c. In-case of a collison
held en trains, the parties at fault shall be
oter responsible for damages done to the

Pte Party, and there is a plan provided in
the onhedule for the purpose of settling the
stagsr' In that regard the two parties
ease JPn a footing of perfect equality. In
tr&r injury t- persons or property on

s the Party at fault shall bear the full
r"tof the liability, precisely as in the

case of collisions of vessels at sea. The
superintendents, operators, agents, &c.-all
the officers necessary for the working and
management of the line of railway-shall be
regarded as the appointed employees of both
railways, and they shall render to each party
proper service. They shall be subject to
dismissal if they decline or refuse to serve
either party. Each party is responsible for
his own trains, and for the conduct of his
own and the general employees as respects
such trains. That, I think, is a perfectly
fair arrangement, because all the otfBcers on
the Grand Trunk Railway are, so far as
Intercolonial trains are concerned, the officers
of the Intercolonial Railway and, as such, as
subject to its authority as if they were the
sole appointees of that company. The Grand
Trunk Railway Company shall and will
furnish standing room for the rolling stock
of the Canadian Pacific Railway. The trains
of ler Majesty shall be treated in every
respect by the officers, agents and en-
ployees of the company, the same as
the trains of a similar classs belonging
to the Grand Trunk Railway Coupany.
In every respect the Intercolonial Railway
is to be on an equality with the Grand
Trunk Railway in the use of the roads and
sidings, and in the use of the tanks and
stations, so that for all the purposes for
which the railway can be used it is as ex-
clusively the property of the Intercolonial
Railway in that respect as if they were the
sole proprietors. The time tables are to be
arranged, in respect to the arrival and de-
parture of trains, in accordance with the
reasonable request of the Intercolonial Rail-
way. The station masters, freight agents,
ticket agents, baggage masters and other
employees in the service of the Grand Trunk
Railway are to be regarded as in the service
of the Intercolonial Railway, and their
officers as the joint employees of the Grand
Trunk Railway Company and the Inter-
colonial Railway, and are to serve the Inter-
colonial Railway, so far as its business is
concerned, in the sanie way as if they were
its sole employees. The traffic secured by
agents of the Intercolonial Railway, or
carried in its trains, is accounted as the
traffic of the Intercolonial Railway. The
Intercolonial Railway is to have the right to
carry on its through train traffic to and from
all points on the line of railway between Ste.
Rosalie and Montreal as completely as if it
was the only road doing business over that
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line, and rates and fares are to be the same ances that the Grand Trunk h&s. The Grand
as those charged by the Grand Trunk Rail- Trunk shah furnish, if required, a suitable
way Company. The Intercolonial Railway ticket office at Bonaventure station, and if the
shall have the right to carry on its through Intercolonial Railway maintains at its own
trains, over the joint road, passengers and expense a separate office it shah no longer
freight as freely as the Grand Trunk Rail- be hable to the Grand Trunk for the main-
way Company. Al moneys collected in tenance of its ticket office. The accounts
the vehicles and trains of the Intercolonial are to be adjusted every month, and ail in-
Railway at any point between Ste. Rosalie formation necessary to this end shaîl be
and Montreal shall be deemed to be earned promptly furnished. A joint audit shah be
by the Intercolonial Railway. The tickets had each month. Neither company shaîl be
issued by the one shall be received on responsible to the other for the acts or
the trains of the other, and the party defaults of the servants of the other. If
issuing them, shal pay to the party who the traffic shall necessitate the laying of a
carnes the passengers the full amount of double track and additional siding, the In-
money received. The Intercolonial Railway tercolonial Railway shal be entitled to the
shae pay its proportion of the salaries and ful and unlimited use of such impovementse
waes of the employees of the joint service. and theyshall form part of the leased premises
The engines, the vehicles and rolling stock and the proportional cosv t shal be borne by
in connection with the bufiness of the Inter- the Intercolonial Railway. The Grand
colonial Railway shall be manned exclu- Trunk Railway Copany covenant that they
sively by officiais and employees of that rail- have a mighù to ease the rights and psivileges
way. fer Majesty will be responsible for that are leased y this agreement to er
mileages on foreign cars carried over the Majesty. Further agreements, if necessary
joint sections by the Intercolonial Railway to carry out the ters of this contract shal
trains. The Grand Trunk Railway will be entered into.
house the engines of the Intercolonial Rail-
way and, if required, wiil oean and fit thein Hon. M. WOOD-a nould the hon. ge
for the road, supply them with fuel and timan allow me to ask himi a question just
water, &c.. and the company shaîl be paid there? Refering to the 35th clause, dos
therefor the net value. The Grand Trunk that apply to anything beyond the railw&Y
Railway Company will dlean passenger trains froin Ste. Rosalie to St. Lambert? 1 thiflk
and cars of the Intercolonial Hiailway, heat flot.
and supply them with water and small stores, Hon. Mn. MILLS -No. t appies to the
and the Intercoloial Railway sha pay the road to which the contract and agreement
cot. The Grand Trunk Coy will pnsile
temporary repairs on engines and rolin refer. That is the road under the control
o o the Intercolonial Railway of the Grand Truik Copany, and it specifthera ot.s .Teywiîî cary pa ing cally descnibes its terminals in this agreethue the engies ofthe Interolonia Ra-ment.

on through tikets, and freight also. The
Intercolonial Railway will supply their own Hon. Mr. WOOD-Between Ste. Rosa'
stationery forms and ticket over the joint and St. Lanbert?
road. All rates and fanes are to be divided
on the basis of mileage except where the Hon. Mr. M~ ILLS--Yes, and on to Montret'
result would be inequitable. The Grand double tracking so much as may be necessarY
Trunk wil, at its own coat, keep on sale at The contracts are for ninety-nine yerai
stations a 4upply of tickets for ail points on Second and third tenis of ninety-nine ye»O1
the Intercolonial Railway. The Grand are arranged for, subject to limitations

Trunk agrees to sell the tickets that modifications by mutual agreement.
may be asked for on points of the course this agreement is subject to the con1'
Intercolonial Railway. The Inaercolonial firmation of Pariament, and he it is
Railway iq to have the samne privilege of submitted to Parliament at the present tini
displaying advertisements at ail the stations for that confirmation. Mutual traffic arrange
on the Grand Trunk Railway as the Grand ments have been made of the dates of ehii
Trunk itself. The business and traffie of agreement. Close train conne *
the Intercolonial Railway shall have all the develop the business of the Intercon
fai.ities on the joint road and its appurten- Railway by the Grand Trunk are agreed to
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at Montreal. The agreement also provides
for the regulation of rates and fares. It
regulates shipping to and from Europe
through Halifax and St. John, and the rate
i8 to be the same west of Montreal for pass-
engers brought over the Intercolonial Rail-
Way,as for other passengers that are carried
by the Grand Trunk Company. It is also
provided that through bills of lading and
forms for the receipt of goods shall be such
as are agreed upon by the officials and are
settled if not otherwise by arbitration. Her
M.ajesty may deduct from the rentals agreed
to bepaidsuchsums as maybecome due by the
Grand Trunk Railway Company, and of
which the company is at any time in de-
fauilt. It is also provided that, for the
settlement of difficulties, arbitrators may be
naraed one appointed by the Minister of

thaiways, one by the Grand Trunk, and a
ird by the two arbitrators so named. But

th one should be named, then a judge of
e Supreme Court may nominate the third

Upon the application of either party. In
cse of the death or refusal of an arbitrator
o hct, the other party may nominate an-
?ther arbitrator, but if this is not done with-

a Month, the Chief Justice, or puisne
Judge, as the case may be, may nominate a
4ceessor The arbitrators so chosen shalldecide all matters in dispute that may be
Properly referred toi them, and the award
'de by a majority of the board, after

arbitration so constituted, shall be final.The ae,
t greement that previously existed be-
.P nthe company and the Intercolonial
the ay, mnade in 1879, is suspended during

Peration of this agreement.

th. 8 ir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
20 the whole of it. It only says, " Clause
ano the agreement between the company
Jn the Intercolonial Railway, dated 1 7th
juiy, 1879, is rescinded."

e'I. Mr. MILLS - Besides this agree-
Ilent to which I have referred, there is a

mPPienntal traffic agreement.

" Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
clause oes this repeali

P. Mhr. MILLS-I have not looked it
re is a supplemental traffic agree-

1898 entered into on the 21st February,
og y which it is agreed that for traffic

on toe ing through the company's system,
account of its connections west of

Montreal, for shipment to any point on the
Intercolonial Railway, Montreal is the
junction point, and that the company under-
take to route ail traffic destined to points on
the Intercolonial Railway. So that the
Grand Trunk Company are not at liberty to
carry traffic over their line, between Mon-
treal and Lévis, or Chaudière, but they
must deliver over all traffic, intended for
any point on the Intercolonial Railway, to
the Intercolonial Railway at Montreal. All
business originating at Montreal, destined
to points on the Intercolonial Railway, is to
be considered Intercolonial Railway traffic.
The Intercolonial Railw ay will, in turn, give
all traffic destined to New England, east of
Ste. Rosalie, to the Grand Trunk Company,
and its connections at Chaudière Junction,
the Intercolonial Railway being allowed
Aston mileage. Traffic destined to points in
the United States, reached by way of St. John,
in the province of New Brunswick, or Rouse's
Point, or Huntingdon, in the province of
Quebec, or Massena Springs, N.Y., is to
be delivered by the Grand Trunk Railway
Company, at St. Lambert. Ail business
originating on the Montreal joint section
destined to points on the Grand Trunk Rail-
way, east of Ste. Rosalie, shall be considered
the company's business, and all business
originating on sections destined for Inter-
colonial Railway points shall be regarded as
Intercolonial Railway traffic.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Where will I find
that ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is in the supple-
mental agreement.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Is it distributed I

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It was laid on the
table the day before yesterday.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-I think it

ought to have been printed.

Hon. Mr. PERL EY-There was only one
copy of it.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-For
how many years is that traffic agreement?

Hon. Mr. MILLS- I will state that pre-
sently. Ail business originating on the Grand
Trunk east of Ste. Rosalie, or on the Inter-
colonial Railway between Ste. Rosalie and
Lévis, inclusive, is to be changed at Chaudière
Junction, or at Ste. Rosalie Junction. It is
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also provided in this supplemental agreement which is east bound traffic, and is carried
that Her Majesty will bill via Montreal ail over the Intercolonial Railway to the varous
west bound traffic controlled by the Inter- points, within the maritime provinces, for
colonial Pailway to points west in connec- which that traffie is destined. If there were
tion with export or import traffic, Halifax, no such arran2einent, what would be the
St. John, or any point in the maritime pro- position of tue Iiitercolonial Railway upon
vinces. The Intercolonial Railway will the expiration of any short agreement that
accept 425 miles to Haifax, and 325 to p St. might be entred into Instead of desiver-
John. That is to put the wntercolonial Rail- ing over the traffic to the Intercolonial Rail-
way in this respect, by this specific arrange- way at Montreal, it would be the interest of
ment, on a footing to compete with the the Grand Trunk to carry it on to Lvis and
Graind Trunk fro Montreal to Portland. to deiver it to the Intercolonial at that

accept 4 . mi lifaxa 3 te point.. The Grand Trunk might make an
on. Mr MILLA-What ise theRarrangement for a portion of the trafic to o

actual distance?' carried fromn Sherbrooke over the Canadiafl

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is very much more. Pacific Railway that otherwise, under this
arrangement, would be secured to the Inter-

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- colonial Railway. The Grand Trunk Rail

Gt is just double. way might carry traffic destined for the
maritime provinced to Portland and ship it

Hon. Mr. MILLS-St. John's rates are to f rom there, which could be done successfully,
be the sanme as those on the Canadian Pacific in competition with the Intercolonial Rail-
Railway and the same as quoted by the way, to various ports in the maritime proi
Grand 'frunk to and f Brom Portland, Halifax vinces. So that the Grand Trunk RailwaY
rates one cent per 100 lbs. over the road to Company have actually at their disposh
or from St. John or Portland. This, of course, three other ways in which to e tradc or the
only applies to foreign trafic. Lt bas no ap- trade over their ne frorn the west could
pication to the local traffie, and the distance reach the maritime provinces-by being
which the local traffic is actually hauled is carried to Lévis, by being handed over to the
charged. It only refers to foreign traffic. In Canadian Pacific IRailway at Sherbrooke, or
the event of the Intercolonial Railway mak- being carried to Portland. Thisarrangement,
ing arrangements with steamship companies so far as the trafic is concerned, is n>t an'
to ply between Halifax and St. John, or any arrangement specially to benefit the Grand
other port in the maritime provinces, and Trunk Railway, but is intended specially to
European points other than those covered by benefit the Intercolonial Railway, and to
the Grand Trunk service from Portland, the secure to it the largest share possible of the
company are to publish rates f rom stations trade that will pass eastward, or may b0
west of Montreal. I take it those are the made to pass eastward over the Intercolonial
principal provisions of the supplemental Railway to the various points in the maritime
agreement which has been made. This agree- provinces to which that trade is destined.
ment is for a period of 99 years, renewable Lotussuppose you were toenter into anagree-
after the expiration of the period by those ment for ten years If these measures are
who may be living at that time, and that I carriedout we will have purchased the Dru'i
think is a very proper agreement, both the mond County Railway, 130 odd miles of this
renewA and the length of time. There can connecting link of 160 odd. What would be
be no doubt whatever that this portion of our position at the end of ten years With
the agreement is a portion that, hon. that road upon our hands, and with '0
gentlemen will understand, is rot insisted satisfactory traffic arrangements in force
upon by the railway company, but by the with the Grand Trunk Railwayl We would
government, for the purpose of protecting be at the mercy of the Grand Trunk Ra
and securing a proper share of the traffic, way Company. We could not use our roadi
which may be legitimately claimed by the known as the Di ummond County Railway
Intercolonial Railway, to that road. I have so advantageously with any other comPa1Y
already mentioned that the traffic obtained as with the Grand Trunk Railway ie
during the past 12 months by the Inter- which we lease for the period of ninet-n
colonial at Montreal amounts to about three- years-the undivided half interest which
quarters of a million, more than two-thirds of secured by that lease. The moment Ott
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lease expired, our traffic arrangements would
Cole to an end, and they would be masters
of the situation. We would not be in the
Position we occupied when we stopped at
IÀvis We would have extended our road
Westward to a point that terminates practi-
eally nowhere, apart from the interests which
We acquired in the Grand Trunk Railway
section of the road. Besides that, very con-
siderable expenditures might be made at our
expense in the maintenance of a road in
Which, practically, our interests would have
comne to an end, because we would have no
longer traffic arrangements with the com-
Pany. I say, then, that it is of the first
consequence to the Intercolonial Rail-
waY, and to the country, that these
traffic arrangements provided for under
this agreement should continue in force,
and that they should not be terminated
at a very early period. In fact, once you
admnit that it is a wise thing to expend
raoney upon a highway, whether that be a
waterway or a railway, you assume that the
traffic Over that is to continue for all time.

o one expects, when you are making
arrangements for the deepening and enlarg-
ing of your canals, that there is likely to,
comle a period of time wheri any money that
You expend, and any arrangement that you
raay make with a view to the future trade
and commerce of the country carried over
those canals, is to cone to an end. We are
Proposing at the present time to deepen the
harbour at Port Colborne, to fit it for the
large vessels that ply upon the upper lakes.
That refers, ilot to the present moment, but
t the trade of the future. It is an impor-
tart expenditure, extending over a longPerioj Of time-an indefinite period of time-
Ormd no one would think for a moment, once
You tiake up your mind to expend money
UPO such an enterprise, that that expendi-
tua tan look forward to any other condition
by that the commerce upon that ine, or

at way, is to continue for all time.
the your public works and undertakings in

lterest of commerce and to faci-
te trade between one section of the

assuIatry and the other are based upon that

proption. If the government were the
theprietor of the Grand Trunmk as well as of

th Intercolonial there would be nobody
ethe whom traffic arrangements would be

11derary. But your road is not a completedcom taking. It is a mere section of the
uereial highways of the country, and

you connect it with the Grand Trunk and
also with the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
not for the purpose of promoting trade
for five or ten or twenty years, but if
your arrangement is a just one, the longer
the period of time for which that arrange-
ment can be made the greater permanency
and security you give to traffic, and the
greater assurance you give to those wishing
to invest money in public works and under-
takings or private works and undertakings,
looking forward to the general commerce to
be carried on over those lines. I say,
therefore, I am unable to understand how
any objection cani be taken to the trafBc
arrangements between the Grand Trunk
Railway Company and the government.
Those arrangements, I say, have been reluct-
antly entered into by the company. They
were made necessary conditions by the
government; in fact the arrangements would
have no value apart from these permanent
arrangements.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Before the hon. gentleman leaves that point,
I would like to ask where the Intercolonial
connects with the Grand Trunk and the
Canadian Pacific Railway,I have understood
the hon. gentleman to say in the arrange-
ment it connected with the Canadian
Pacific Railway. At what point does it
conrect ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It connects at the
present time at Montreal with the Canadian
Pacific Railway.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes, but the hon. gentleman was speaking
of the arrangements into which they were
to enter, and I understood him to say that
the arrangement did enable the Intercolo-
nial Railway to connect with the Grand
Trunk and Canadian Pacific Railway.
Where does it connect with the Canadian
Pacifie Railway 1

Hon. Mr. MILLS-J did not say there
was any arrangement made between the
Canadian Pacific Railway and the govern-
ment, or the Grand Trunk Railway and the
government under this agreement.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
understood the hon. gentleman to say that
by this arrangement it enabled the Inter-
colonial to connect with the Grand Trunk
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and Canadian Pacific Railway.
point does it connect with the
Pacific Railway.

At what
Canadian

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I understand they
connect at Montreal Junction, and I under-
stand that when the bridge is completed
over the St. Lawrence at Quebec there will
be connection there also. I say that already
the Intercolonial has begun to reap some of
the advantages that are to be derived from
this extension to Montreal. In fact, the
figures that were laid upon the table to-day
for the information of members disclosed
that fact. The expense of maintenance and
the like paid by the Grand Trunk Railway
Company, and the government on behalf of
the Intercolonial Bailway, shows that the
proportion of the Intercolonial Railway's
interest in the trade over this line is con-
stantly increasing, and that in April, 1899,
it was very much larger than it had been in
April, 1898.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-The trade on
all railways is increasing.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, the trade may
increase, but the trade would have been, if
it had not been for this arrangement, wholly
under the control of the Grand Trunk Com-
pany. The same beneficial change is shown
by the difference between the credit and
debit side of the Intercolonial account.
Now, for the eight months ending March,
1895-96, the Intercolonial was run at a loss
of $161,632, and in 1896-97 it was run at a
loss of $209,000. If you include in that the
rentals that had been paid for the additional
railway mileage secured, or $140,000, as a
net loss for those eight or nine months of
1896-97, the loss was $71,000 in running
the Intercolonial for the eight months end-
ing March, 1897-98. For the current year
ending in March there is a gain of about
$4,000, showing that the Intercolonial has
commercially benefited by the arrangement
that has been made, and that the benefit
each month is increasing. I say then that
the arrangement proposed, by which the
Intercolonial is to be extended to Montreal,
is one in the interests of the Intercolonial
Railway,and one of advantage to the country,
upon the revenues of which that road has,
in spite of all efforts to avoid it, been a bur-
den. The financial condition of the road
bas been improved, its commerce bas been
increased. The public burdens have to a

limited extent been lightened. That con-
dition of things we have every reason to
believe will improve, and to-day the Inter-
colonial Railway is in a more hopeful con-
dition than at any period since it was built,
and that is mainly due to this arrangement
by which it is proposed to acquire the prop-
erty in the Drummond County Railway, and
the arrangement that has been made with
the Grand Trunk Railway Company, and
especially the traffic arrangement that has
been made that is to continue for a very
long series of years.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Before the hon. gentleman resumes his seat,
would he inform us if there is any supple-
mental arrangement in reference to local
trains between St. Lambert and Ste. Rosalie.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon.friend will see
that the local trade is absolutely provided
for in the agreement, a summary of which I
have given and detailed to the House. Each
is entitled to all the local traffic it can obtain,
and the Intercolonial Railway is as free to
solicit traffic within the common district as
the Grand Trunk.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Could the hon. gentleman inforin us what
material difference there is between this ar-
rangement with the Grand Trunk and the
old agreement which we were asked to con
firm two years ago. Are there any material
differences, and, if so, what are the differ-
ences i

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I will have to leave
that question to be answered by hon. friend
the Secretary of State. I was not a member
of the administration when that old agree-
ment was made, and I tell the hon. gentle-
man frankly, that I have never looked at it
-never read it. I cannot say what its con-
tents were.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think the general
arrangement was the same, but this is more in'
detail. A material point was the knocking
off of $6,000 at the Chaudière end.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Is there 1O
otheri

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Not that I can recall
at this moment.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The hon. gent'
man's memory is bad.
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Hlon. Mr. SCOTT-Perhaps it is.

lon. Mr. MILLER-What about the
interest on the expenditure I

HIon. Mr. SCOTT-The difference is from
fivO to four.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-My
hol. friend does not take the position the
Minister of Railways did in the House of
Comons, that there is no material differ-
ence, and that it is the saie bargain in both
agreements. That I understood to be his
Position-that we are asked to confirin
exactly the saine agreement and terms that
existed in 1897. Is that the case ?

lon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, no. There is a
'Yaterial difference-a very great deal of
difference. For instance, there is the annual
rental at the eastern end, of $6,O00 a year.
That is absolutely off.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-He
admuitted that.

1on. Mr. SCOTT-The amount, as we
clc1lated it, $70,000 a year for the portion
between Ste. Rosalie and Chaudière was
reduced by the $6,000.

. 1on. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-How
is that ?

1on. Mr. SCOTT-In the improved agree-
"'ent made with the Grand Trunk Railway.
Tîder that agreement with the Grand Trunk

halway we agreed to pay $6,000 a year
t ' the Chaudière bridge. We took over

thiat 11 the old agreement, but it is not in

11o. Mr. WOOD- I should like to ask
whether the agreement referred to in the

clause of the bill, which the hon.
gentlemnan has just been discussing, will be
Placed On the table of the House, or placed

thin the reach of members. I have been
'Utable to find it i

""a. Mr. MILLS-It was placed on the
e the day before yesterday.

171o. -Mr. WOOD-I mean the one of the
th July, referred to in the 50th clause?

on. Mr. SCOTT-I was under the im-sBon that it was attached to the paperon the table.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-They ought to be
printed, and we should have themn here.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The House can order
them to be printed.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I have not seen
one of them.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-There are two agree-
ments referred to, one in the 40th clause of
the bill, and the other in the 50th clause.
They are distinct agreements. They have
not been printed. The first one, I under-
stand, has been laid on the table "f the
House.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--It is an agreement
which has been cancelled by the new agree-
ment. However, if the House desires it, I
can order them to be printed in time for
to-morrow.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-It does appear to be
cancelled.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
should like to ask the hon. member what he
meant when he said that, at the ending of
the contract and agreement, the country
would be at the mercy of the Grand Trunk
Railway. Would the hon. gentleman
kindly tell me what he meant by that
expression? Does it mean after the 99
years, or had he reference to the general
traffic arrangement, or the supplemental
arrangement?

Hon. Mr. MILLS--I spoke of the condi-
tion of things that would arise if we had
not the provision for the 99 years contract
-if the traffic arrangements had been for a
limited timne, five or ten years. That is
what I meant.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The address of the hon. Minister of Justice
was delivered in a calm and judicial way,
to which no one could take exception, no
matter what opinion one may have of the
deductions which he draws from the provi-
sions of the agreement now before us. It
consisted, in a great measure, of a synopsis,
or a precis, of the agreement, which I think
most of us have read. I would have pre-
ferred had he devoted more of his time, not
only to presicing the provisions of the
different sections and paragraphs of the
agreement, but to explaining what will be
its real effect upon the country after we
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have entered into this agreement, provided
we ever do so. We are to consider by
mutual agreement, as I understood it,
both the bills before the House, one being a
part and parcel of the other, and as the hon.
Minister of Justice very properly said, with-
out the one we should be lef t in a position
in which the acquisition of the central part
of the railway would be of no use to the
country. With the indulgence of the House,
before entering into a discussion of the pro-
visions of the contract, I shall refer briefly
to the policy which the government has pur-
sued, and then to the difference between the
contract as it is now before us and the one
which we considered two years ago. I must
express no little surprise at the position taken
by the members of the government in refer-
ence to this bargain. We were told, in the
most positive manner, by the head of the
department, whose duty it is to govern and
control the railroad systeni of the Dominion,
that there was no difference whatever in the
bargain made in 1897 and the one which we
are now asked to confirm. First of all, the
policy of the government, in its endeavour to
increase the benefits to the country f rom the
Intercolonial Railway by reaching the city
of Montreal, is not disputed except by a v.ery
few. The mode in which that could have
been carried out is a question upon which
we do differ, and differ materially. There
are some members of this House who think
that it was not necessary to reach Montreal
in order to accomplish the object which
the government had in view in securing
western trade. Two years ago speaking on
this question, I mentioned the fact that
my own view, and the view of very many
others, was that this object could have been
accomplished without incuring the debt
which we are asked to assume by
the adoption of this policy. I stated then
that I believed it would have been better
eventually, in the interests of the country,
in the interests of the Intercolonial Railway,
and more particularly in the interests of the
eastern bound freight, which has its origin
in the western portion of Canada, had the
connection been made by the construction of
a bridge at Quebec, thereby connecting w ith
the Grand Trunk Railway on the south, and
the Canadian Pacific Railway on the north
side of the River St. Lawrence. We are,
if I am to accept the declaration made by
the Premier, and others of both parties in
this Dominion, morally bound to assist in

the construction of that Quebec bridge, and
if that be the case, the traffic destined for the
eastern provinces, whether it was for use
and consumption in the maritime provinces,
or for shipment to Europe, could have been
competed for by the Grand Trunk on the
south side of the St. Lawrence, and by the
Canadian Pacific Railway on the north shore
of the river at Quebec. However, that is
not the policy that has been adopted by the
government. They have taken the position
that they should have a distinct and separate
road on the south shore in order to reach
Montreal, and there tap east bound traffic
from the west. We are told by the Minister
of Justice now, that we are not to have a
complete and independent road because we
are at the mercy at both ends of this road,
of the Grand Trunk Railway, and that it is
only by making arrangements, almost in
perpetuity, for ninety-nine years, that gives
us that riglt under certain conditions. The
policy which I advocated I think would
have been better in the interests of the
country, certainly financially. Neither is
there any reason why a traffic arrangement
could not be made over either of these roads
had such a policy been entered upon. If
this House does not confirm the proposition
now before it, and if the House of Commons
delayed the passage of the measure for the
length of time that they did, I lay the charge
to the government themselves for having
created this delay, and for having, 1 wilI not
say blocked, but having placed the Senate
in a position, if they so desire to do it, to
reject this proposition. I have already
pointed out that on no less than three or
four pages of the Debates it will be found
that the Hon. Sir Oliver Mowat, when leader
of this House and a member of the govern-
ment, pledged himself distinctly and posi-
tively that if the appropriation which Was
then before the House to enable the govern-
ment to lease these two roads and ta run2
theni for nine months-these are the words
which he used-it would be an experiment
and would enable the government and the
country to decide as to whether they should
confirma the agreements which had been en'
tered into. We have asked for that informia-'
tion so as to enable us to arrive at an intell-
gent conclusion upon this point. That infor-
mation has been steadilyref used, on the grou nd,
as stated by the hon. Secretary of State, that
it could not be procured, and Mr. Schreiber
is given as authority for that statemen t . Or'
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reading Mr. Schreiber's letter, from which certain distinct promises. These promises
the hon. gantleman made his quotations, it have not been fulfilled, and the books of the
Will be found that Mr. Schreiber's statement railway have been so kept that they cannot
is, that owing to the manner in which the furnish the promised information I find
books are kept it is impossible to give that in very agreement before us that there is a
information. Now, no one ever denied that special provision for a monthly account
point. What we have contended is, that, a between the Grand Trunk Railway Com-
promise having been made, we should have pany and Her Majesty in connection with
certain information in reference to the earn- the nileage and the traffic on that portion
ings and expenditure connected with the of the road between St. Lambert and Ste.
Working of that portion of the railway, the Rosalie. If that can be kept by these two
Drummond County, and between Montreal companies, in order that the government
and Ste. Rosalie, to enable us to c >me to an can pay their proportion of the expenses
intelligent decision as to the advantages connected with the running of that
Which were to be derived from the purchase portion of the road, every month, surely
and lease of these two roads. It seems to it could have been kept in order to inform
have been, and must have been forcibly im- this House, in accordance with the promise
Pressed upon the mind of every man who has made, of the resuits of entering into the
read the debates in the other House, and the lease of these two roads. I might repeat,
action of the government upon this question in connection with this, because it is per-
of furnisliing information, that they have tinent to the point which I am now discuss-
deliberately, on every occasion when attack- ing, the statement made by the Deputy
ed Withheld information from the House of Minister of Railways and Canals, Mr.
Conmons, and consequentlyfrom the country' Schreiber, before the committee investigat-
They seem toforget, atleast I think so, that all ing the Drummond County Railway affairs
commlrlunications, all public documents, and of the House of Commons, and the replies
everything resulting from the action of the made by telegraph from Mr. Pottinger to
government, whether it be in a minor mat- Mr. Schreiber in reference to the furnishing
ter, or one of so grave importance as this of certain information. He did give the
With which we are now dealing, that the information as to the earnings and working
COuntry is entitled to that information, and expenses of these two roads for two or three
that it is not the private property of the gov- months, and then he said that he could not

en~~t. Does the hon. gentleman want an il- procure the information for the remainderhustration ? The House sat f rom three o'clock of the time for a couple of months. If they
Ot day until four o'clock next afternoon, could do it for a portion of the time, could
aeking for a certain return, only a mere they not supply the information for all theletter, which it was necessary to have before time? That is one cause of complaint the

thouse of Commons could deal with the Senate lias against the government for not
q®3tion then under discussion ; and for 28 furnishing the information they had beenor 30 hours they sat continuously until the promised. It would have enabled every

iOvernment came down with that docu- member to arrive at a better conclusion
Since that time it was necessary, than they can possibly do to-day, in dealing

iscussing matters connected with the with this question. Let me refer for a
neon district and the projected telegraph moment to the financial aspect of this

the Dawson City, that they should have arrangement as it affects the Dominion.instructions which had been given Vo One hundred and forty thousand dollars is
Mr. Charleson, whom some of us know by to e paid annually to the Grand Trunk

i. utation at least, to insist upon having the Railway Company. It represents, capitalized
ar eption. The government withheld it at three per cent, $4,666,666. Then we are
afkept the ouse sitting from 3 in the to pay in cash $1,600,000 for the Dru mmond
f nidoon until 5 o'clock next morning, and County Railway from Ste. Rosalie to the

gsitt.ng the House determined to continue Chaudière Junction. That makes a total
ca tn Until they got it, the government amount of $6,266,666. In other words, we
ehrae down with the document. It seens to add, in order to accomplish the object which

Iln s e government's mode of dealing with the government has in view by its policy,
thi Ronse is of precisely the same character. to the public debt of the country that

' leader of the House in 1897 made amount of money. My hon. f riend was
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not able to tell us what difference there is
between the old agreement and the one now
submitted to the House. I shall venture a
little information to him in that respect.
When we look at the agreement as it is
before us to-day, and then look at the decla-
ration made by members of the government,
that there is no difference between the old
arrangement and the present one, hon. gen-
tlemen will marvel at the position taken by
the government, who should have come
down to the House and stated all the facts
in connection with it. Would it not have
been much more manly, straightforward and
honest i

Hon. 1r. MILLS-Unmanly, crooked
and dishonest !

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
that be the language the hon. gentleman
applies to his colleagues, I have no hesita-
tion in accepting it as correct.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is what the hon.
gentleman uses as parliamentary language.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The hon. gentleman will be kind enough
not to attempt to interpret what he thinks
I think. I am not in the habit of speaking
by innuendo. I am more inclined to speak
a little too plainly what I do think. I say
that any man who is not overburdened with
pride, and forgeting the position which he
occupies in the country, the duty he owes to
his constituents and to those who support
him, and to those who are not in accord with
him, would have come down in a manly
way and said "The Senate rejected the
proposition for certain reasons. We are
delighted to know, and we claim credit
for having made a better bargain to-day,
and we ask you to accept it." That is what
I mean, and what I do say. The Drummond
County Railway Company was to receive
$64,000, per annum for ninety-nine years.
That represents capitalized at three per
cent $2,123,000. Calculated, as it was
calculated by the actuaries, at two seven-
eights, it would be more than the amount
I have stated. Any one who desires to see
what that calculation is can refer to the
report of the investigation on the Drummond
County Railway. Now, we are asked
to pay $1,600,000. That is an actual saving
to the country, in that transaction alone,
supposing that we accept the agreement, of

$523,333. Would it have been derogatory
to the head of the Railway Department to
have admitted that, instead of having, when
he was told he had made a better bargain
than he had made before, denied it positi-
vely and claimed that it was the same
thing? Then we have a saving of $6,000 per
annum, which the country was to pay for
the use of the Chaudière bridge and
the entry into the town of Lévis. That
represents at 3 per cent, no less sum than
$200,000, which makes in these two trans-
actions a saving of $753,333. If the Senate
were prepared to rest on its laurels and say
on this transaction alone we have saved the
country three-quarters of a million dollars,
I think they would stand in a very credi-
table position before the people of this
country. Having said this much, I will
reply to some statements made by the hon.
Secretary of State, before dealing with the
speech of my hon. friend the Minister of
Justice. I do not know how it impressed
itself on the minds of those who heard the
hon. Secretary of State, but it seemed to me
like an address delivered to an illiterate
jury without any judge to correct the posi-
tion that he had taken. I cannot conceive
how a gentleman in his position could have
made the statements that he did, and de-
livered the speech he made, unless he came
to the conclusion that every man who
listened to him knew nothing of the subject
with which he was dealing. He spoke in
the first place-and the hon. Minister of
Justice also referred to it-of the deficits of
the Intercolonial Railway, from the time of
its construction up to the present day, and
in order to swell the figures he added
expenditures which were charged to capital
account to the losses of the Intercolonial
Railway, each year, and the Minister
of Justice incidentally referred to it, and
made this extraordinary statement, that
had the railway been more prosperous in its
eaznings than it was, these charges would
not have been carried to capital account.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Hear, hear!

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
do not understand that to bethe trueprinciple
of railway book-keeping. It matters not
how much a railway may earn: it may earl
enough to pay large dividends, but if anY
additional road be added to the original line,
or if any new structures be made, that is
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always charged to capital account. The cur-
rent expenses apply only to the replacing of
that which has been formerly construcLed.
In other words, if you have one bundred
cars and they are worn out, and you replace
them by another 100 cars, that is charged to
the current expenditure of the year and not
tO capital account.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Not always.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
They should be always, I am coming to that
Presently. I know you do not do it, but you
should do it. If my hon. friend takes the
trouble to look at the public accounts, he
Will see that certain changes of route,
Sidings, &c., were charged to revenue.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think the hon. gen-
tleman is scarcely fair. In all cases where
there was extra mileage, I stated whether
there was extra mileage or not. There were
soie years in which there was no extra
'ileage, and I called attention to the fact
that there was still a large deficit. The
hon gentleman is rather misrepresenting
What I said.

1hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
he system of railway book-keeping, if I

'riderstand it-and I nave the best autho-
rity for the statement-is this, that if cars
ahe Worn out, whether freight or other cars,

ey are replaced and charged to the earn-ing 8 0f the road for that year ; but if you
an additional 100 cars to the road that

Yai had not before, you charge them to,
ýapital account. That is proper book-keep-

g, and that is the manner in which it has
done. Now, my hon. friend intimated

s when he spoke of those large amounts
Whieh were charged to capital account, that
'*hen he referred to them that there was

rtan additional mileage; and otherwise he
l partiular pains when there was a

o utu charged to capital account to point
ti the House that there was no ad-

diaonal nmileage.

'n. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

on Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
ad ithe hon. gentleman studied the question

all ,heanad h he been desirous of giving
information that should have been

On that point when dealing with

there account, he might have said that
5ere large expenditures in connection

with the construction of bridges in different
parts of the lower provinces, particularly
in Nova Scotia, in which no mileage
was added. Take, for instance, the bridge
at Grand Narrows; there ýwas a bridge that
cost between five and six hundred thousand
dollars. That was charged to capital ac
count, but there was no additional mileage
added to the Intercolonial Railway, and in
many other cases precisely the same way.
My hon. friend reminds me there is a very
large expenditure in connection with the
Dartford bridge at Halifax, which was
swept away upon one occasion and had to
be rebuilt. Then there was the construc-
tion of elevators in Halifax. These did not
add to the mileage of the road, but it added
to the charges in the capital account, and so
it was in many other cases. Then the hon.
gentleman led the House to believe that the
losses in connection with the Intercolonial
Railway had been so enormous that it was
necessary every year to add to the capital
account, in addition to the loss on the run-
ning expenses. But he failed to inform the
House that there were a number of lines con-
structed which added to the length of the
Intercolonial Railway. There was that sec-
tion which forms now a portion of the Inter-
colonial Railway, running into Cape Breton,
and we know that a portion of that is of a
most expensive character. If you refer to
the public accounts you will find that that
road cost between three and four million
dollars. Then there was the Oxford branch,
and there was an addition made to the road
from New Glasgow running into the town
of Pictou, and many others, so that the
length of the lin( was increased mate-
rially which that added to the expense.
Then there was an extra line which forms
now a part of the Intercolonial Rail-
way-probably my hon. friend from
Northumberland (Mr. Snowball) knows
something about it-called the Indiantown
branch. That had to be added to capital
account and not to the current expenditures
of the year. Then in calculating the cost to
the country of the Intercolonial Railway,
the hon. gentleman told us that it was about
$48,000 per mile, and then he compared that
with what they were paying for the Drum-
mond County Railway. The actual cost of
the Intercolonial Railway including all roll-
ing stock, all the additions and everything
connected with it, was $47,300 per mile. But
when the hon. gentleman told us they were
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getting the cheapest railway in the world, the months for which we have no statement
Drummond County at $12,000 a mile, he of the expenditure are the two months
did not know, when I put the question to in which ail railways have to spend the most
him as to how much had been charged to money. It is just after the breaking up of
capital account and which should form a the winter season after the upheaving of the
portion of the expenditure in connec- track; and this case will be, I venture the
tion with it. I suppose the hon. gentleman assertion, similar to one W hichoccurredonthe
knows they have had to purchase a large Intercolonial Rail way when the laVe Minister
amount of rolling stock in order to operate of Railways could show a large earnin up
that road. I suppose he knows also, that to a certain period, but when he came Vo
on some fifty miles of that road, they deduct the expenses of the two months
have been taking up the light rails, and which were not included in the statement,
placing down heavier ones. That would go as in the case we have here, precisely the
to capital account. And if the hon. gentle- same two months, he found that the expen-
man desired to give that information which diture in keeping up the road Vo its proper
he should have given, knowing all these standard cost nearly ah the savings that had.
facts, he should have stated them, because been made during the previous ten months.
the public know very little about it; So it will be in this case, and if we live Vo
then we should have known exactly what examine those accounts after another year,
the Drummond Couity Railway is costing I venture the statement that you wll
the country. The unfairness of a statement find that what I have stated is cor-
of that kind is apparent to every one-to rect. Then I ws not a litte surprised tO
say that the Intercolonial Railway costs soi hear the statement made by the hon. gentle
much and then hold up the other as evidence man that we had subsidized the road now
of their economical management, in pur- known as the Short Line, operated by the
chasing the new road, though when they re- Canadian Pacific Railway, as a competihlg
ceived it, it was not worth a snap of your lne with the Intercolonial Railway. There
finger until they htad repaired the track. was a period when I thought probably there
They have chancred some four or five miles was some truth in that statement. But
of the route of the road it order Vo avoid what are the facts. If we are Von accthP
the weavy grades which were upon it- the hon. Secretary of State's statemet,
grades greater than those on the Grand that the Intercolonial Railway, since the
Trunk Railway, which was the great objec- construction of the Short Line, has been
tion, they said, Vo their entering inVo the earning more annually then it ever did
bargai-for runnint powers over their beforeand thatits earningsare gradual Y
road. increasing, then its in evidence that the

competition has noV injured the IntercolonitRailway. Does it noa c uggest itself ro themond County Railway Vo pay for it il

thecoutry Th unairessof sttemntin getha what I he sad s cor-n

ofhtn. Si Mappaen t yoWe-o great impetus Vo travel through the maritie

Yes. provinces. Thousands of people go byte
Short Line, take the Intercolonial Rainle'-

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-Then it cann t at St. John and go Vo Halifax and Vo Cap
be charged Vo capital account. BreVon, which they neyer would have by the

of going if ey had Vo travel 800 ori
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- miles on the Intercolonial Railway. Tuch

They rebuilt some portions of the road and we anow o be the fact, and alytough hle

repaired he other. The statement of earn- mig t suppose and believe that that would bO
ings given by the on. gentleman and the a competing linf the question now arises

apparent aving and expenditure was onl to wether, on he whole, it is nst prov n
for Ven months. I do not find any fautt a benefit rather than a detriment. Bu thet

with bis giving the receipts and expendi- was not Vho reason which indced the
tures tn Vhs whole lin for the three government at that time Vo subsidize

months only, for the simple reason that road. We know, and svry nian enre r
rhey culd not very well obtain the other ticularly in the maritime provinces kl'th

at the time the statement was made ot, that ipa as been ths fond drea of en *
but i must no be forgotten that the two commercial man in this country, that toe
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should be a winter port established in the
lower provinces. The question has been
agitating the mind of every politician and
every commercial man for the last twenty-
five years as to how that could be accom-
Plished. I do not speak egotistically, but
1 say that when I was Premier a deputation
from St. John waited upon me as to grant-
Ing subsidies for the line of steamers between
St. John and European ports. The question
'Was then discussed, and I put it to the depu-
tation in this way : " If you can show that
You can by the Canadian Pacific Railway's
Short Line deliver freight in the city of St.
John at the same freight rate as it is now
delivered by the Grand Trunk in Portland,
YoU will have accomplished that which you
are asking for, and have been endeavouring
tO accomplish since confederation." Their
interview with the Canadian Pacific Railway
*as of this character : the managers of that
road, the present Sir William Van Horne
and Mr. Shaugnessy, being shrewd business
men, saw that if they were to accomplish
anything they would have to make the
n'ileage rate to St. John, though over 200
niles further, the same as to Portland, and
bY that means furnish trade for the
Steamers that were to sail for the Euro-
>an ports. Upon that condition and
for that reason alone we asked Parlia-

ent to give subsidies to the Beaver Line
Of steamers, and I am glad to know that it

succeeded to a very great extent. If,
hOwever, the government are to deprive theCaladian Pacific Railway of all the advan-
tages which they are deriving from their

n0 "ection with St. John by this traffic
%arlgement which they have entered into
for ninety-nine years, good-bye to the winterport of St. John in the future. Look at it

another light. Railways are like corpo-
' l*ons, they have very little conscience.
th care very little more about one portnZ1 another, and while statesmen ought to

at these questions from a patriotic

a8ta pint, the railway manager will look
tt from the manner in which it affects
fee Pockets of the iharebolder. What I
thb i8 that the Canadian Pacific Railway,

Oll0gh tbj8 discrimination which is being
niade against them, may be driven by neces-
pRty to look for an outport at some otherPlace. If the
nd àf tey can carry freight from the west

r Ontreal to Boston, as cheaply as the
theyd Trunk will take it to Portland, then

1 come into competition with them.

They are now carrying it 200 miles further
to a Canadian port in order to give traffic to
a British line of steamers, which they may
carry to a foreign port precisely as the Grand
Trunk is doing to-day. This agreement does
not prevent the Grand Trunk from taking
their traffic to Portland, and St. John
will have lost the benefit to a very great
extent, which they are reaping now from
the construction of the Short Line. We
have watched the course of trade for a
number of years past. We have noticed
how traffic has been diverted from one
port to another. Those who have studied
the trend of trade in this country, or
in any country, know that its outlet will be
where the carriers can take it the cheapest,
and that where there is discrimination
against them at one point, you will find
they will give the preference to any other
port.

It being six o'clock the Speaker left the
Chair.

After Recess.
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

Resumed his speech. He said :-I was
when the House rose at six o'clock, pointing
out what effect the freight tariff would
have upon the business of the maritime
provinces, particularly so far as relates to
the establishment of a winter port. I shall
occupy a few minutes and shall be as brief
as I possibly can in referring to the clause
to which I take the most objection in this
contract. The 40th clause of this contract
reads as follows:-

In consideration of the rents and covenants here-
inafter reserved and contained Her Majesty repre-
sented by the general traffic manager of the Intercol-
onial of the one part, and the company by its general
traffic man er of the other part have entered into a
mutual tral c arrangement in writing of even date
herewith which traffle arrangement is hereby declared
oovenanted and agreed to be and form a part of and
be supplemental to the contract and shall be read
herewith and shall be binding upon the parties hereto
during the continuance of his leasing contract, except
so far as the same may be altered with the mutual
consent of Her Majesty and the company. When
and if the traffic arrangements shal be so altered
from time to time, such amended contract shall be
substituted for the supplemental contract of this
date.

What the former contract was or what its
provisions were, the House is not informed,
nor am I aware that it has been laid before
either House of Parliament. One thing we
do know, that the supplemental contract,
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with which we have to deal just now, was
not laid before Parliament until after the
motion had been crried which I placed
upon the paper askiLg for that document.
It has been argued that in the lower House
the terms of that contract were known, and
that it was fully discussed and not objected
to. I have searched in vain to find any cor-
rectness in that statement. It is true, one
of the leading men in the lower House called
attention to this paragraph of the contract,
and moved au amendment based upon the
terms of this contract. But any one who
will read his remarks and read the amend-
ment can come to no other conclusion than
that the amendment was based upon the
general principle that the Department of
Railways should not have the power to en-
ter into any supplemental freight contract,
perhaps I had better say freight arrange-
ment, supplemental or otherwise, without
first laying it before Parliament and having
it approved by Parliament. Had he known
that this supplemental contract existed, and
that it contained the provisions which it
does, his amendment would not have been
in that direction. The idea which suggested
itself to the gentleman in the lower House
who moved that amendment, suggested
itself, I confe-s, to me when I first read
the fortieth clause. But when I came to
consider the latter clause, that there was a
supplemental contract and that it was neces-
sary that we should know the terms and con-
ditions upon which this traffic should be car-
ried on, I placed the notice upon the paper,
and until that document was laid before the
Senate, none of those who took part in the
discussion, as Ican learn, had any knowledge
whatever of its terms, or even its existence.
What I object to most, is that it gives to the
Minister of Railways and Canals absolute
power to enter into any tratic arrangement,
no matter of what character, and the moment
they enter into that arrangement, that mo-
ment it becomes de facto the law of the land,
and there is no means of abrogating or chang-
ing it except by the mutual consent of all
the parties. If the supplemental arrangement
into which they have entered at the present
moment be to the advantage of the Grand
Trunk Railway, as I think I will be able to
show it is, though detrimental to the interests
of Canada as a whole, then it is not to be
supposed that the Grand Trunk having its
own interests at stake, and desiring to pay
a dividend, no matter how small it may be,

will ever consent to a change in that arrange-
ment. The same argument may be ustd
and the statement may be made providing it
is found to be in the interest of Canada, but
not half as likely to be enforced, because there
are always influences outside that prey upon
-I use that word advisedly-a government
that compels them sometimes, for many rea-
sons, to do that which an individual in deal-
ing with another individual never would
think of doing or consenting to. I think
any one who has had any experience in the
administration of affairs will concede that
point at once.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Gov-
ernment secret.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Not exactly a governmient secret, most
people who know anything of politics will
know exactly what I mean, without my put-
ting it in words. Let me call attention for
a moment to the supplemental contract
which my hon. friend from Westmoreland
(Mr. Wood) declared had not been printed
or circulated. The hon. Minister of Justice
truly said it was laid upon the table. It
was laid on the table, and I have it on my
desk, because I desire to refer to it. What
the other contract was I do not know. We
have never seen it. And what is meant by
repealing of the 20th clause of the agree-
ment between the company and the Interco-
lonial Railway of the 17th July, 1879, I do
not know.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That was entered into
by the government of which the hon. leader
of the opposition was first a member, when
the Rivère du Loup branch was taken over
and the Chaudière Junction was made the
place for transferring freights from the
Grand Trunk to the Intercolonial RailwaY,
and it refers to that particular contract,
which, of course, is suspended, so far as the
transfer at that point is concerned, by this
one coming into operation which requires
transfer at Montreal.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The question of suspending that contract is
referred to in another clause. I understand
that. Very likely my hon. freind is right'
because at that period when they purchas'd
the Rivière du Loup branch and the GIran
Trunk owning the road into Lévis fro'0
Chaudière, and the connection beiPS
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made with the Intercolonial Railway at the
Chaudière, that is in all probability the
Contract into whicn my hon. friend refers.
But the supplemental contract with which
We are now dealing reads as follows:-

Al business originating in the city of Montreal or
On the Montreal joint section-

That, I presume, means the section be-
tween St. Lambert and Ste. Rosalie. I
think that is what is understood as the joint
section.

lion. Mr. MILLS-Certainly.

ion. Mr. SNOWBALL-It will all be a
joint section in Montreal.

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
We all understand that, but I am speaking
of the contract. I am reading and endea-
vouring to understand what it means. It
continues :

Shall be considered Intercolonial traffic, it being
agreed that in connection with that consideration the
Intercolonial Railway will give all the traffic from its
Ystem and connections that it can control destined

to Rew England points, or any other point east of
it e Rosalie, reached by the Grand Trunk systeni and

t cnnections to the Grand Trunk Railway at Chau-
diere Junction, the Intercolonial being allowed onAston inuleage.

The latter part I suppose is an arrange-
nIent by which they arrange for the mileage,

but I do not know why Aston is spoken of.

lion. Mr. FERGUSO)N-It was one of
the junction points.

on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then the contract continued :

A" traffic which can be controlled by the Inter-
ivenial Railway destined to these points must be

n to the Grand Trunk Railway.

Another paragraph reads :
'r afficdestined to points in the United States

poined Via the gateway of St. John, P.Q., Rouse's
8p., N.Y., Huntingdon, P.Q., and Massena
bert ES'N.Y., delivere to the conipany at St. Lam-

sh That is the western terminus on the south
oe Of the St. Lawrence of the Inter-

Clolial Railway road, if we term that por-
o Of the Grand Trunk the Intercolonial,
'ch it is, for all traffic purposes.

tion de11 nes originating in the Montreal joint sec-
8te, 'Tied to points on the company's line east of

ail trie shal be considered company's business,
tercoIOa1 -fico nating on said section destined to

t l R way points shall be considered In-

b he Paragraph is fair enough, apparently,
se there is no compulsion either one

way or the other, but it simply declares
that certain traffic shall belong to one road,
and other traffic to the other. Then it con-
tinues :

All business originating on the conpany's line east
of Ste.Rosalie or on the Intercolonial Railway between
Ste. Rosalie and Lévis, inclusive, to be interchanged
at the Chaudière Junction, Aston Junction or Ste.
Rosalie Junction, or at other iunction points as nay
be hereafter opened, the understanding being that
such business is to be forwarded by both lines via the
shortest route between the points of shipnent and
destination.

How that is to be carried out I scarcely
know, not being a railway man, but I think
I will be able to show presently that some
freight is carried 200 or 300 miles further
than other freight, and that the Grand Trunk
receives a larger percentage for carrying it
than if they had carried it only the shorter
distance.

Her Majesty further undertakes to route via Mont-
real all unconsigned west bound traffic controlled by
the Intercolonial Railway or its connections destined
to points west thereof reached by the conpany and
its connection.

It is to the last three lines the most
serious objection can be taken. If is a
provision that compels the Intercolonial
Railway, or the government, to give all un-
consigned traffic that arrives at any seaport
in the maritime provinces that has any con-
nection with the Grand Trunk Railway, to
snd it over that line when it reaches the
western destination.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
see it does not refer to external traffic at all.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
refers in another place to European traffic.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, no,

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
think I can find it if I am not very much
mistaken.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-It refers to all
traffic controlled by the Intercolonial Rail-
way.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-On their 'ine,
but not foreign.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-No.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Does the hon. gentleman pretend to say that
if a cargo of goods arrives at Halifax destined
for British Columbia, unconsigned, and for-
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warded by the Intercolonial Railway to
Montreal, that the Intercolonial Railway is
not compelled, under this arrangement, to
hand it over to the Grand Trunk Railway
to be forwarded westward i

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-Yes, because it
s not a Grand Trunk Railway connection..

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The hon. gentleman is mistaken. The
Grand Trunk has in Halifax a connection
with all steamers arriving at that port.
What I am endeavouring to illustrate is that
goods, the freight of which is controlled by
the Intercolonial Railway to any point with
which it has connection, has to be handed
over to the Grand Trunk Railway and
its connections, so that if a cargo of
goods arrived at any port for shipment
over the Intercolonial Railway that
the Intercolonial Railway controls,
unless the goods are otherwise consigned to
their future destination, westward. A cargo
of goods carried to any of our eastern ports
for shipment to British Columbia we will
say-and we all know that that trade is
increasing rapidly-the moment it arrives in
Montreai it is handed under this agreement
to the Grand Trunk. The Grand Trunk
conveys it to Chicago over its own lines,
because it has an interest in and owns e
line between Port Huron and Chicag;
then it is handed over to some of the United
States roads until it reaches St. Paul, and
f rom that point is sent by what used to be
termed the St. Paul, Minneapolis and
Manitoba road, or what is now called the
Great Northern, to Tacoma or Seattle, to be
transferred by steamer and forwarded to
Victoria or Vancouver. There are two
competing lines that are fighting for traffic
to-day, the Grand Trunk Railway, and the
Canadian Pacific Railway which sends all
the trade and traffic it can through British
territory, giving employment to workmen
-on the road, to those who supply the cars,
and to Canadian rail ways in which this coun-
try has invested some hundred of millions of
dollars in cash, and twenty-five million
acres of land. What I object to is this,
that an agreement should be made by the
government which gives the whole traffic of
the eastern portion of Canada to a line,
partly Canadian, which throws that great
increasing traffic into United States lines

.though it may come ultimately into Canadian

territory. Let us take a practical case :
supposing a cargo of machinery is shipped
to Quebec over the Intercolonial Railway,
destined for the Atlin district, or the Ross-
land district, how do you suppose it would
be forwarded unless sent by water ? I am
assuming that it goes by railway. That
machinery-a class of freight which is
constantly being sent from the eastern pro-
vinces, particularly from the provinces of
Quebec and Ontario to the mining district-
the moment it reaches the western terminus
of the Intercolonial Railway it would be
handed over to the Grand Trunk, and the
Grand Trunk Railway, in its own interests,
would forward that freight through United
States channels. I do not find any fault with
the Grand Trunk Railway Company for doing
so. It only shows the shrewd business ability
and perspicuity of the head of that railway
at the present moment, for which he deserves
great credit. He has too much brain and
knowledge of railway traffic to deal with the
men who represent Canada in this instance.
The Grand Trunk Railway would send it
over its own line and through its United
States connections to the Pacific Coast
Now, that is what we have to look at in
considering this bill. It is not a temporary
arrangement that can be dropped at an
moment by the government. It is there, 1
was going to say, almost in perpetuity, for
ninety-nine years, and nobody can iodifY
or terminate it unless the Grand Trunk
Railway Company consent to a change. It
seems to me a most marvellous thing that
any Minister of Railways, or those who
guide him, would have consented to termus
of that kind. They might have made aO
arrangement for five or ten years. It maY
be-in fact, I am rather inclined to think
that a few years of it might possibly be to
the advantage of the Intercolonial RailwaY,
but when I contemplate, as every man must
do, the rapid growth of the trade of westerO
Canada-and when I say western Canada
I mean Manitoba, the Territories and British
Columbia-and compare the traffic which
we have to-day with that which exist®
prior to the construction of the Canadia'
Pacific Railway, we cannot come to a y
other conclusion than the day is fast arrie-
ing when it will be a hundred fold, yes, *
thousand fold, what it is to-day. The cou-
try is growing rapidly; trade is developina
marvellously, and that trade which used tO
round the Horn, taking some three or
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four months to reach British Columbia, i
can -now cross the continent in· about as
fnanv weeks. While it may cost the mer- i
chant, the miner and the manufacturer
inOre to send their goods by rail instead of
by water, the time saved in receiving the
goods more than compensates for the extra
freight they have to pay. I do not think it
tlecessary that I should attempt to argue
that question any further. It is so self evi-
dent to any one who bas paid attention to the
rapidity with which this country has grown
Within the last twenty years, more particu-
larly in the western section since the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway bas been constructed.
We are told by the Minister of Justice that
the Grand Trunk Railway Company, did
'lot want that clause inserted in the
agreement but that the Minister of
Railways insisted upon it. The Minister of
Railways and Canals told the country last
Year when he was discussing that now
famrous Yukon deal, that he himself insisted
'You will find it in Hansard-that the
omnpany to which he was giving 3,750,000

acres of land to construct a narrow gauge
road, nothing more than a tramway, that he
'rsisted upon having a clause inserted in that
conatract that they should have a monopolyfor five years; I have reason to believe that
the Parties interested refused to take the
contract unless they got that monopoly. I

it between them. One is Minister of

the hways, the other the contractor. I leave
elsion. gentlemen to draw their own con-

Ons. Under the circumstances, I should
thclined to beleve the contractor, because
the contractors who have to run and
OPerate a road, particularly in a country
were the traffic is supposed to be
aoutful, would be more than likely to

i, for a monopoly than the party who
rpaying them for building, and whose

aon for having it built was that immedi-thentrance into the country, which was
then not accessible by any other means
""cept for two or three months of the year,
ta 1 ncessary. I said before 6 o'clock, that
ths agreement, solemnly entered into and

"''Pealable unless by those most interested,druld be likely to drive the traffic in a
oi tion outside of Canada to the detriment
of the interests of Canada in every way.
If t has the effect of taking away emp'oy-
ruev't from our people and reducing the
a e 6 of Canadian roads, then it must, to,

r eater or less extent, endanger the ports

n the east, and more particularly that which
I think every man in Canada has been work-
ng for, a winter port as an outlet to the
ocean for the products of the west, and have
theeffectof providing employment for United
States railways and steamboats at United
States ports. The object of giving subsidies
to steamers leaving St. John and Halifax
bas been to establish a Canadian winter port.
The Canadian Pacific Railway carries from
Montreal to-day, and has been carrying for
some time, hundreds of thousands of bushels
of grain, and cattle and hog products to St.
John during the winter, which would other-
wise have to go, as in the past, to Portland
or Boston. If this agreement will have
the effect of driving that traffic back to Port-
land and Boston, the government will have
to take the responsibility of it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Hear, hear.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
have nu doubt that the hon. gentleman is
quite prepared, occupying the position he
does, to assume the responsibility, or he
would never ask the Senate to confirm this
agreement.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That responsibility
does not arise in this case.

Hon. Sir M &CKENZIE BOWELL-
The hon. gentleman said " hear, hear " when
I said he would be responsible for diverting
trade from Canadian ports. The hon. gen-
tleman is in the habit of interjecting some-
thing that has nothing to do with the. point
I am trying to make, whether it is because
he does not understand what I am saying,
or to throw me off the track, I do not know.
I an rather inclined to think it is the first.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Hear, hear !

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
am very glad the hon. gentleman approves.
I was not in public life exactly, but I was
in newspaper life, when the Grand Trunk
Railway was built, and with what little
ability I bad, and from the time it bas been
in existence, I have always, as far as I possi-
bly could, written and spoken on behalf of
that great enterprise, believing, as I do, that
it has done much in developing the resources
of Canada. While I say that, I am equally
convinced, having some little responsibility
for the great assistance given to the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway, I believe it is in the
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interest of Canada that these two roads
should be equally aided in every possible
way they can be, consistent with the revenues
of the country. But I think that any Cana-
dian who loves his country will come to the
conclusion that no distinct preference should
be given to one or the other, as both are
destined to develop the resources of this
country to an enormous extent, and I repeat
what 1 said a moment ago-when we con-
template the rapid growth of the country,
when we look at Manitoba alone which this
year will turn out in all probability over
30,000,000 bushels of grain--

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Over 40,000,000
bushels.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-My
hon. friend says the calculation is 40,000,-
000 bushels. Most of that has to find an
outlet to Europe, and the more of it that
is consigned by our railways the better, not
only for the railways, but for the country.
The more the railways can earn, the better
for the people, and the higher the stocks
stand in the market, the better is the credit
of the country and the best possible evidence
we can have of its prosperity. Should we, as a
Parliament, do anything to aid one of these
roads to take the traffic from the other, when
its ultimate destination, if we confirm this
agreement, would be to United States roads.
That is the question we should ask ourselves.
In looking over the tariff rates of freight on
the Intercolonial Railway to the eastern pro-
vinces, I find this extraordinary fact-ex-
traordinary to my mind, it may not be to
others. My hon. friend from Northumber-
land (Mr. Snowball), as a railway man, will
perhaps be able to give an explanation which,
with ny limited knowledge, I am unable to
furnish. I find, looking at the present divi-
sion of rates between the Intercolonial Rail-
way and the Grand Trunk, based on the pro-
posed agreement, that the government is not
oontented with buying St. John's business
from the Grand Trunk at a most extraord-
inary price, but is giving the Grand Trunk a
still further consideration on this particular
traffic, as will be noted from the following
figures showing the percentage as allowed
the Grand Trunk from the various districts
on that line to Moncton and St. John.
Freight taken from what is called the Cham-
plain district-that is the district below
Montreal to Moneton-goes part of the way

on the Grand Trunk, and the Grand Trunk
is allowed 15 per cent of the freight rates,
but if it goes by the Intercolonial to St. John,
which is about ninety miles further, the
Grand Trunk gets 22 per cent. In other
words, the Intercolonial carries the freight
ninety miles furthet and allows the Grand
Trunk for the distance which it carries the
goods, 22 per cent, when, if it is delivered
at Moncton, it gets only 15 per cent.

Hon. Mr. McDONALD (C.B.)-A dis-
crimination against Halifax.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-They get in
proportion to the mileage it is carried.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
is quite the other way.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I suppose St. John
is a competitive point, and Moncton is not I

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Perhaps I can give another illustration
which will make the point clearer, a car of
goods taken from Windsor, Ontario, to
Moncton. The Grand Trunk is allowed, for
its haulage from Windsor to Montreal, where
the freight is delivered to the Intercolonial
Railway, forty-three per cent of the Jotal
freight paid. Then the Intercolorial Rail-
way takes it from Montreal to Moncton and
receives fifty-seven per cent; but if that
car of goods is destined for St. John, N.B.,
which is ninety miles further, the Grand
Trunk would get fifty-three per cent of the
whole, and the Intercolonial only forty-sevenl
per cent, though it takes the goods ninetY
miles further. That discrimination is car-
ried on f rom the Chanibly district, Kingsto,0
Hamilton, Collingwood and al] western
points. There may be a reason for it which
I do not understand. My hon. friend froni
Cape Breton (Mr. McDonald) suggests that
it is a discrimination against Halifax.
think not, because if you read this supple'
mentary contract you will find if the goods go
to Halifax the Intercolonial is entitled to one
cent more per one hundred pounds. It can
be for no other purpose than, having entered
into an arrangement with one company «'
discriminate against another companY---'

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-Is the hon.
gentleman speaking of the tarif made
year or two ago ?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
am speaking of the tariff as it exists to4day,
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'made under this arrangement within the balance. Now, suppose the freight for
last two years. that distance is $50

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The supple-
mxentary tariff is in force under the tempor-
ary lease.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Of
course, the hon. gentleman knows that the
Railway Department entered into a con-
tract upon certain terms and conditions with
the Grand Trunk Railway Company and
tith the Drummond County Railway Com-
Pany, after the defeat of the measure in this
louse, and that has been going on since, and

this is the result. Should the government
be a party to an arrangement of this kind ? I
have always been on the most friendly terms

ith the Grand Trunk as a public man and
' Journalist, but I can see no reasonwhy the
government should deliberately enter into
an arrangement with one company at the
o Pense of the other, and more particularly
When the one is exclusively a Canadian en-
terprise, backed up, as I have already said,

Y Over $100,000,000 of Canadian money,
lu order to enable another company to take
the traffic of Canada to enrich a foreign
cOuntry, and give employment to a foreign

eople.

"On. Mr. MILLS-Instead of carrying it
4cro8 s to the state of Maine.

"On. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--
What difference does that make ? I know
e great deal of our trade goes across theeatate of Maine. It is no fault of ours, and
to Credit to Lord Ashburton, who sacrificed
our 1interests to earn a reputation.

11o. Mr. MILLS-You subsidized a
nited States road in Maine.

It ion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--

Cal -not a United States road. It is a

hiin road, and the only means by
is YOU can get a short line to the coast

bh Passing through Maine. There is only
rt -section of the Canadian Pacific

WaY in Maine.

1Oe n.Mr. SNOWBALL-This being a
ail thProvince matter, I feel anxious to get

th8 information I possibly can. The
gentleman says that if a car load of

o tarted from Windsor and went to
Oton, the Grand Trunk would get 43Cent and the Intercolonial Railway the

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Say one dollar a mile, to get at it easier.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-$50, is about
the rate. I know, because I have had a
good deal of experience. That would be
821.50 to carry it to Moncton. Supposing
its destination is St. John, in that case the
Intercolonial Railway would get $28. They
would get a percentage, but more freight.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Mv
hon.friend has not understood what Isaid. It
is exactly the reverse. If a pound of
freight was carried by the Grand Trunk
from Windsor to Moncton and the charge
for that was $1, the Grand Trunk would
get 43 cents; but if it went to St. John
the Grand Trunk would get 53 cents, though
if it was carried only to Moncton it would
receive only 47 per cent.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-The
would be $1.50 to St. John.

freight

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The hon. gentleman knows very well there
is a mileage rata on which raiiways carry
freight. As an illustration, the Canadian
Pacific Railway carries goods from Montreal
to-day to St. John for shipment abroad at
the same rate that the Grand Trunk
charges to Portland, although the distance
to St. John is 200 miles further, and ac-
cording to this arrangement the Intercolonial
Railwav will have to carry goods 480 miles
for nothing, at the rate the Grand Trunk
is paid for that distance. I have given the
rates as they are to-day, and : have shown,
by this statement, that if the Intercolonial
Railway carries freight ninety miles further,
it gets less than if it leaves it at Moncton.
That is the case according to the table I
have been quoting from.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-It is the very
thing this supplemental tariff would work
out.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-They
do more work and get less pay.

Hon. Mr. McSWEENEY-That has
been the case for years. As the hon. gen-
tleman from Halifax has remarked, St. John
is a competitive point. For the last eight
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years you get freight from Montreal to St.
John for a lower rate than to Moncton.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
know what the hon.gentleman from Moncton
says is correct-you get cheaper rates at
competitive points. What I am pointing
out is that the arrangement entered into
under the supplemental contract is a direct
discrimination against a Canadian road. I
could elaborate this for an hour if necessary,
but one or two illustrations are sufficient for
my purpose. That is, under all circum-
stances, the most objectionable feature in
this new arrangement, and I do not believe,
when the people understand it, that they
will justify any one in voting for its ratifica-
tion. I admit that the present arrangement
less those clauses, is better than the one we
rejected before, for reasons which I men-
tioned in connection with the Drummond
County Railway Bill, and the concessions
which have been made by the Grand Trunk
in reference to local traffic, and in reference
to the percentage which should be paid on
improvements, and some other points that it
is not necessary for me to point out to the
House. That is the duty of the hon. gentle-
men who are asking us to ratify this agree-
ment, and not of the member who is opposing
it on the ground that it contains, to his
mind, an exceedingly objectionable clause.
If that were out, I cannot say, and do not
say, what I would do in connection with
this, speaking for myself as a member of the
Senate, but that clause I do look upon
as objectionable, more particularly when you
consider that it is an agreement for ninety-
nine years. There is another clause in this
agreement which strikes me as unfavourable.
It says at the end of ninety-nine years that
the parties have the right, if they
agree, to renew it for a second term of
ninety.nine years. Let me ask the hon.
Minister of Justice this question: supposing
the development of the country is such that
it may be to the advantage of the govern-
ment, at that period, to abrogate this agree-
ment and not to enter into another arrange-
ment for another ninety-nine years, to whom
will all the improvements that have been
made during the term of this lease, in doublE
tracking, building bridges and other
improvements, belongi There is not a single
word in the contract to show that the
government, in case of the dissolution ol
the partnership (for such it really is), wil

receive a red cent. It all goes to the Grand
Trunk. There are many points in connec-
tion with this that suggest themselves to
one. Does any one believe it probable that
we are to be confined for ninety-nine years
to one or two railways running into Quebec ?
Why, at this very moment arrangements
are going on for making a connection with
the city of Quebec by way of the Canada
Atlantic Railway, crossing at Hawkes-
bury and joining the Great Northern Line,
and depositing western freight in the city
of Quebec. The Canada Atlantic Railway
and Parry Sound Railway have been in
operation but a year or two, and when we
look at the development of the traffic of that
road and the millions of bushels of grain
already carried over it from its western ter-
minus by the means of boats that Mr.
Booth's company has put on the upper
lakes, what may we anticipate in the very
near future i

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-It
shows how mad this contract is.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is what I was trying to point out. If
that trade grows, and grow it will, a large
proportion of the grain traffic of Manitoba
and the North-west, which is increasing by
millions of bushels every year, will coune
over that road and down to Quebec, yet DY
this arrangement the Intercolonial will be
compelled to send all the unconsigned
freight that passes over its line westward to
the Grand Trunk, depriving all other coJ1'-
peting lines of any part of it, and sending it
through the United Statestothe great North'
west. The more I look at this agreemnent
themorelam satisfied thatit would beruinou
in its character, particularly in the future.
may not live to see it, but there are others
sitting here to-day who will reflect, if thel
retain their memory, and regret the da
they ever put an agreement of this kill
on the statute-books of the Dominion, par
ticularly the Quebec senators. The citY o)
Quebec has been going down, down, dowD,
for years. It is now beginning to look uPl
and why i On account of the enterprise
which has been exerted during the
eight or ten years in the constructionf
railway to reach that port. It is sixtYther
years ago this summer since my f rthet
landed in Quebec, and as a boy I remner

l that city very well. I hesitate not to
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from my boyish recollection, that it was
More prosperous than it has been for the
last ten or fifteen years. They have been
struggling, and so has the country been
struggling, to build up the trade of that
Place, and I hope it nay prosper; but if
the membdrs representing that section of
the country are prepared to ratify this
agreement and put another nail in the
cOffin of their city, on them must rest the
resPonsibility. Statesmen cannot, in con-
Sidering questions of this kind, think only
of to-day or to-morrow. If I were to look
at that contract as a Grand Trunk man or
R a private individual, I would say that it

would be to the advantage of the revenue
sf this country for a few years. I miglht

not hesitate to say that for a moment, but
îoking as far as I can at it in the light of
On1e who has had some little experience in
ROverning the country, and as a statesman
ehould look at it, I consider it as a most
dealable, if I may use the expression,Clause, which will ruin the future of this
country. It is a strong word, but justfiable
'Uder the circumstances.

t on. Mr. SNOWBALL-I did not intend
to iake any remarks at this early stage ofthe discussion, I do not know that I shall
say Inuch at the present time and I do not
thirpk that I should follow the hon. leader of
the OPPosition. He, however, has made a
ew Statements and dwelt on a few subjects
*hieh I think deserve some attention. The
Yery last inatter he has been dealing with,e section that reads:

,t lajesty further undertakes to route via
eal all west bound traffie controlled by theDoin 110omal Railway or its connections destined to
West thereof reached by the company, &c.

freThe hon. gentleman can not say that
haht originating in Europe and landed at
of t ax or St. John comes f rom a connection
the* Intercolonial Railway. The freightcrosses the Atlantic, as a rule, is
ias8ed for and secured by persons in the
terest of the different large corporations of

untry. The United States lines all
ir agencies, their travellers, and thep Trunk Railway and the Canadian

s c ailway certainly have their agents
of bey go to the manufacturing centres
bill.Ure and make arrangements for
tu 1Rfreight through. This freight comes
p Xaa, Portland, St. John or whatever

e vessel may arrive at, but it is

billed from its point of manufacture to its
destination. The Intercolonial Railway has
no control over it after it arrives at Halifax.
The parties that ship to this country ship by
the route on which they can get the lowest
rate of freight. This section has no connec-
tion with freight from the other side, because
it is not referred to. Then, if there is
no injustice done there, let us look at the
next section, which has not been read. It
reads as follows:-

In connection with the import and export traffic via
Halifax or St. John, or any other port in the
maritime provinces that may hereafter be selected, it
is understood that during the life of the agreement,
the Intercolonial Railway will accept 425 miles on
Halifax, and 375 on St. John, the St. John rates to be
the same as those quoted by the Canadian Pacifie
Railway to and from that port or West St. John, and
the same as quoted by the Grand Trunk Railway to
and from Portland, &c."

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
And yet it is 800 miles, and they get paid
for 400 miles.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-They have to
carry it 481 miles against carrying it to
Portland 297 miles. The Canadian Pacifie
Railway agrees to carry freight 200 miles
further to St. John at the sanie rate, and
apparenoly it pays, if the discussion extends
till to-morrow I should like to show what
position the Canadian Pacifie Railway is in
for carrying the freight those long distances
at the low rate. They got a large annual
bonus for extending the road from Montreal
to St. John through the state of Maine. I
believe that bonus is $185,000 per annum
for running 180 miles of road. What was
it given for 1

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-To make St. John
a winter port.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-But that is
not all the government does. They bonus
steamers goingto St. Johnand these steamers
carry freight lower than they could if the
bonus had not been given. To talk of the
Cananian Pacific Railway being driven out
of St. John is simply an absurdity. The
Canadian Pacific Railway is bonused, and
the steamers are bonused, and the rest of
the country has to pay for it. I am not
denying it at al].

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-$186,600 is the exact
amount of the bonus.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
What has that to do with it 1
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-It has to do with your

argument.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-The Canadian
Pacific Railway receives $186,600 of a bonus
annually to run from Montreal to St. John,
and the other road run without assistance.
They would be very foolish not to go on with
their business. I am not at all sorry that we
have bonused the Canadian Pacific Railway
from the first to the present day. But the
Canadian Pacific Railway is now on its own
feet, and this country should not be required
to carry it any longer. If there is anything
to be gained by sending freight through the
provinces of Quebec, New Brunswick and
Nova Scotia to Halifax, via the Intercolo-
nial Railway by all means let the country
have the benefit of it. I say that the
Intercolonial Railway can to-day carry
freight from Montreal to Halifax, which is
740 miles against 480 to St John, in compe-
tition with the Canadian Pacific Railway
and make money. We know that the curves
and grades on the Canadian Pacific Railway,
especially in that section through the state of
Maine, are not such as they can risk trains
to the extent they would risk them on other
portions of the road. They cannot haul
the immense trains that are now used up a
ninety foot grade. The Intercolonial Rail-
way has no grade over sixty-two feet.
The Intercolonial Railway could start from
Montreal with a train of fifteen cars and
take it through without any hesitation, as
against the Canadian Pacific Railway, tak-
ing ten cars and would earn more money
in going even to St John. I tell hon. gentle-
men that the life of the maritime provinces
certainly depends on getting the Interco-
lonial Railway connected with the western
provinces at Montreal. It was built by the
government as a military road, as a govern-
ment enterprise, and it has done wonders for
the country. Stopping the Intercolonial, as
it was stopped at Rimouski, the government
of the day found their mistake. Thev found
that that was not a proper terminus, and
they extend it to Chaudière, which was a
move in the right direction, but you might
as well try to stop a steamship in mid-ocean
and expect it to pay as to stop the Inter-
colonial Railway at Chaudière or any point
east of Montreal and expect it to pay.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-The
Intercolonial Railway never stopped at
Rimouski.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-Well, Rivière
du Loup, which is about the same thing.
I am satisfied that the Intercolonial Rail-
way is better equipped to-day, and more
capable of carrying freight between Mont-
real and Halifax at a profit,. than the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway is between Montreal
and St. John. I do not want to appear in
opposition to the Canadian Pacific Railway.
Give them the benefit of their subsidies, but
do not let us sacrifice Canada entirely. We
want more than one outlet in the maritime
provinces. The Canadian Pacific Railway
has done a great work, but the Intercolonial
Railway has done a greater work. Tie In-
torcolonial Railway, stopping at Chaudière
or Point Lévis, is incapable of meeting the
requirements of the day. It might have
answered twenty-five years ago, when the
government put it there, but now the traffic
of the lower provinces requires it to go on o
Montreal. It is all very well to make a
tariff. We comply with the tariff very
largely, but anybody who has a large amount
of freight to move wants a special rate.
You go into Truro, Moncton, St. John or
Chatham and you ask a special rate, and
they say, " We can only quote you to Cha-
dière ; we cannot quote any further." And
it takes days to telegraph and get the quot5

tion from Chaudière westward. But the
Canadian Pacific Railway can in the neal
time quote a through rate and secure the
business, the Canadian Pacific Railway do nOt
want this road to be built into Montreal.
They want it left as it is to the de-
triment of the Intercolonial RailwaV.
The Canadian Pacific Railway can bill
goods to any part of the continent Witb
out any other road being consulted, an
the consequence is they are able to monopolize
a larger amount of freight, because thay are
able to quote a rate immediately. Bring'ý
the Intercolonial road into Montreal Wo0
remedy these evils. It will not remedy thero1
at once, because the service of the Intercoîo
nial is such that it will have to be large,,
reformed and the agents will require to 
more control than they have. But we he
moving in the right direction and, in te
meantime, I would appeal to the HOus as
let the Intercolonial Railway have a terInbes
at some point that they can quote for
business of the country, and meet the requa
ments of trade and be a blessing to the co*
try. I have already spoken of the3rd clause.
is in the event of the Intercolonial Rai
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lTnaking arrangements with steamship con-
Panies. Well, they will no doubt make
such arrangements, and then the agents will
route the goods in the beat interest of
his Company. We do not want our traffic
ent west over the Grand Trunk Railway

through United States territory nor do we
W.ant our business sent east over the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway through the state of
Maine. We want the people in our own
provinces to receive all the benefit that is to
be derived by carrying goods through our own
territory. My hon. friend also dealt with
the exchange of goods at Montreal as being
Mfnfair. I wish to emphasize the fact that
t8 lot unfair. The governinent agree to
vwe the Grand Trunk all the freight,

Illnating on the Intercolonial, at Mon-treal in preference to any other road if
ncon4signed. Everybody is at liberty

b Olsign his goods, and will consign them
y the cheapest route. If the Canadian Pa-otie Railway can come in there and show

ftter arrangements, they will get thefrigbt, if the freight is consigned. Butwhat
r do we get in exchange? The Grand

th-ik Railway are bound virtually to close
ailir road from Montreal to Lévis and give

l their freight to the Intercolonial Railway.
th atis the position I We agree to give them

West bound freight and they agree to give
re' east bond freight. The east bound

ght to points on the Intercolonial Rail-
18 ten cars to one. We give then ten
g olag west and they give us 100 cars

Rong east. Who benefits by the transaction i
dey can carry the freight to Richmond and

tO St. John. They can go down the
po couata route, or they can take it to
in '1and and send it by water to all points

Scotia the year round, but to the
r section of the province they cannot.

wl· Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
ti% here does the hon. gentleman get the sta-

eswhich justify the statement that the
"t nnd f reight is ten to one more than

t est bound?

thieon. Mr. SNOWBALL-We get at it in
but Way What are our exports? Nothing

, coal and lumber.
t r. FERGUSON-What has that

rienot· Mr. SNOWBALL-These items do
go Weptc

.Mir. FERGUSON-Except the coal.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-The coal can-
not go past Montreal. We have nothing to
go west, therefore our traffic is comparatively
nil.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-They want fish
badly.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-If we get this
road extended we can then send Ontario
better fish food. How do I know? Well,
my experience of the business of this
country is such that I have an idea of
everything that is done in the country.
We have nothing to send west, and our
custom-houses do not show the amount of
revenue we pay to the Dominion.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Do the maritime
provinces not send fish from Halifax to
Chicago?

Hon. Mr. SNOW BALL-Not very much.
There are two or three car loads f rom Mira-
michi to one from Halifax. The coal goes
only as far as Montreal and we have nothing
else to ship. All we have to ship is the
merchandise that comes from the European
market, and it will go over any road that it
is consigned by, and in return we get all our
manufactured goods, pork, and even oats
and hay-and these latter goods have
largely gone through the province of Quebec
for years. We do not raise enough for home
consumption, and we draw on the western
provinces for everything.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-How do they pay
for them1

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-In hard cash.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Where do they get
the money.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-From Europe.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-What do they send
there for it?

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-We send our
lumber and other goods, and from there we
get the money. I think I have made the
point as to the easy grades and easy curves
of the Intercolonial Railway. It is purely
and simbly on Canadian territory. My hon.
friend made the strong point that he does
not want the railways of the United States
to be assisted unnecessarily by us.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-He speaks of west-
ward freights.
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Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-Well, eastward
we give them more, and we are paying a
heavy bonus besides. I want to avoid
United States territory, as much as my
hon. friend. I want to see everything go
through the province of Quebec, and Can-
ada receive every dollar in return.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-I wish, at
the opening of my remarks, to deprecate
the statement which -1 saw in a Toronto
paper, to the effect that the opposition in
this House was championing the cause of
the Canadian Pacific Railway as against the
Grand Trunk Railway, I wish to emphasize,
in the strongest possible way, that we are
not taking up the quarrel as between two
rival railways. That the Grand Trunk
should be getting an advantage over the
Canadian Pacifie Railway in some traffic
arrangement which may be made between
them and the government is absolutely of
no interest to us, except for the fact that
the interests of this country are going to
suifer enormous damage should it happen by
any chance that this bill were to become
law. I am no advocate of either one of
these railways over the other. The fact that
the Grand Trunk was the pioneer Canadian
road does not lead me to sympathize with
that company any more than I do with its
younger, its newer and energetic rival, and
the incident that the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way passes altogether through Canadian
territory, and passes, as I may say, by my
own door, is the only reason why my naine
should be mentioned as advocating its cause.
If the naines of the two roads should hap-
pen to be changed, my argument would
apply equally well to the Grand Trunk. It
has been stated that when this bill passed
through the House of Commons the real
effect of clause 40, which is the princi-
pal one in debate here, and which has
caused the opposition to this supplemental
agreement, was not actually discovered. I
can scarcely wonder at that, because these
traffic arrangements between railways are of
such an intricate and complicated nature
that they can only be really, thoroughly
understood hy experts. They need a special
education in a man, and almost a special
form of intellect, in order to make them clear
and properly understood. And it is quite
apparent, even from the discussion which
has taken place in this House so far, that
many of us have a great deal of difficulty in

understanding at first blush what the real
effect of such a clause as this would be. The
hon. gentleman who introduced this bill set
us the example of reading the clauses of the
bill as it stood, and I am sure he will allow
me to take some of the clauses in what I
consider the most important part of the bill,
which is the supplemental agreement, and
discuss them as I go along. I will take
clause number 1 of the supplemental agree-
ment, which reads as follows:-

Notwitstanding anything contained in any agree-
ment between Her Majesty and the companY
heretofore made and now existing, it is agred
between Her Majesty and the company that during
the continuance of the contract to which this is
a supplement, percentage divisions via Chaudière
Junction shall be suspended, and that with re-
spect to all traffic originating throughout the
company's system, or connections west of Montreal,
and offered for shipment to any point on the
Intercolonial Railway, or reached by its connections,
Montreal shall be the junction point, and the
company undertakes to route all traffic destined
to points on the Intercolonial Railway and its con'
nections, via Montreal and the Intercolonial RailwaY.

This clause imposes on the Grand Trunk
an obligation to hand over to the Intercolo-
nial at Montreal any traffic offered for ship-
ment from any point on the Grand Trunk
system, or its connections west of Montreal,
and destined to a point on the Intercolonial
" east of Ste. Rosalie Junction," and it can-
cels all divisions by way of Chaudière JunO
tion, on such traffic. The only traffic tO
which this could apply is the traffic coming
into the Intercolonial local territory, so that
the Intercolonial Railway could at any tiD2e,
by the mere cancellation of divisions via
Chaudière Junction, accomplish just what
this clause is intended t, cover. It is quit
proper, however, that the clause shoulu
appear in the agreement, because paying the
Grand Trunk practically three million five
hundred thousand dollars in cash for the
joint use of the railway, bridge, and terol'
nals the government had every justificatio
for demanding that the Grand Trunk sholî
deliver at Montreal the traffic in question-
The amount to be paid by the governneD
under the agreement represents, at least,h
value of the entire Grand Trunk line fro'O
Victoria bridge to Lévis, and in view of tbh
large sum the condition about the delivel
of east bound traffic is one that the goVer
ment naturally would have imposed. r-
deed, this is the only traffic that was cover-
ed by the original agreement, as will be e
by reference to the bill discussed in'
House in 1897. As I remarked aboy
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Owever, this business being practically all the government railway system and its connections,
n or arriving from any portion of the world by water at

cal traffic going into the territory of the any port in the lower provinces reached by the Inter-
natercolonial the same end would have been colonial and destined to any point west of Montreal
ccomplished by the cancellation of divisions in Canada or the United States, and there hand it

ia CaudèreJuncion oneastboud bsi-over to the Grand Trunk for transpiortation over thea Chaudière Junction, on east bound busi- ines of the Grand Trunk, or overnt he unes of the Chi-
ess. The true definition of the term cago and Grand Trunk, Chicago and North Western,
Montreal Joint Section " in the main Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul, Northern Pacific,

h tor Great Northern Railways, and this arrangement
greemaent was pretty clearly that this coven- shall continue for ever.

int i not intended to apply to the section
f the line between Montreal and Ste. So that if a shipper at Rivière du Loup,
Rosalie Junction. Clause No. 2, reads as Moncton, or any other point on the Interco-
ollows :- lonial forwarded a consignment of machinery
Al business originating in the city of Montreal or or of material of any other description, to

ri the Montreal joint section, destined to points on Winnipeg, Brandon, Portage la Prairie, the
lie Intercolonial Railway, shall be considered Inter- Kootenay country, Vancouver, New West-olonial traffic, it being agreed that in connection . . .
lth that consideration, the Intercolonial Railway minster, or the Yukon territory, the ship-
Vil1 give all the traffic from its system and connections ment would be taken to Montreal by the
h4t it can control, destined to New England oints, Intercolonial, there handed over to theG any other point east of Ste. Rosalie reached y the
rand Trunk system and its connections, to the Grand Trunk, and by that company, in the
rand Trunk Iailway at Chaudière Juntion, the ordinary course of business, handed to its
tercolonial Railway being allowAd Aston mîleage. connections at the United States frontier
It is not easy to see the necessity for this for transportation through the United States

clause unless it be to furnish grounds for an to its Canadian destination. If the shipper
ndertaking on the part of the Intercolonial specified that the goods were to be consigned
tdehiver all New England business origin- by the all-Canadian route, they might pos-
a dg on its system to the Grand Trunk at sibly be handed over to the Canadian Pacifie

handière Junction, instead of carrying it at Montreal or North Bay, but in ninety-
through to Ste. Rosalie Junction. How- nine cases out of a hundred no route would
ever, in view of geographical conditions this be specified, and, therefore, the shipmentclause is not an unfair one. Clauses Nos. being " unconsigned traffic " would be for-

, 4 and 5 read as follows:- warded by the Grand Trunk and its United

Traffic destned to points in the United States States connections. Import traffie by the
hed via the gateways of St. Johns,,P.Q., Rouse's Atlantic steamships lines and others arriving

N.Y ,Hntin n'h PQeoan an M tasnambe r. at Halifax, Sydney, or any other Interco-Ali tue .dei.ectecinaya t a
t'l business originating on the Montreal joint sec- lonial Railway port would be routed in the

estined to points on the company's lines east of same way. Whatever new conditions mightisae shall be considered "company's" bui-
i, and al traffic ori inating on said section des- arise within the next ten, twenty, fifty or

aid toIntercolonial Railway points shall be con- one hundred years, the government railway
oA lbusinetr loniai" to the comp 's ines east system would be bound, and through it,

tw te- iosalie, or on the Intercolonial Railway be- every town, village and community on the
chn te. Rosalie and Lévis, inclusive, to be inter- line of the government railway ystem would
Sta.ned at Chaudière Junction, Aston Junctionor be tied u irrevocably to one railwa route
as Oalie Junction, or at quch other junction n t i P 7 ,

ae hereafter opened, the understanding ing other Canadian railway lines west of Mont-
ia tch business is to be forwarded by both lines real, now existing or that may hereafter be

e shortest route between the point of shipinent
and destination. built, would be for ever deprived of any

ese are ordinary traff relations such government
hol exist under the circumstancs Cue railways or in the busines development of

NO 6 provides thats the territory tributary to them, because hy
X*6Pvie her a most exclusive and perpetual agreement

r MvhaJesty further undertakes to route via Mont- they would be debarred f rom any partici-
the lu lnconsigned west bound traffic controlled by ation in the traffle hetween Intercolonial

Syrcolonial Railway or its connections, destinedits ooe thereof reached by the "company" and territory and other sections of Canada.
ts wdýe there priual hti proposition is a monstrous one, and would
T0 describe more particularly what is rmtesanpito h gvrmn h

, this clause should read as follows:- not receive a moments consideration at the
li1er t futM unetkst cryt ot hands of a practical railway official. 1 can

ea IMajesty further undertakes to carry to Mont- i

reQ1 "'ýOsinedtrafi orgintig a a p interestgin nthen trafi of th e goernmenty
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prevent the possibility of any expansion of
trade between the lower provinces and
other sections of Canada than this improvi-
dent and unwise bargain. I need not refer
to the effect that such a servitude would
have on the value of the Intercolonial pro-
perty in case the government should at any
time hereafter desire to sell it. The con-
sideration would, of course, be a most
valuable one for the Grand Trunk. There
might be some excuse if, in return,
the Grand Trunk undertook to pay
the annual interest on the cost of
the government railway system. Clause
No. 7 is an undertaking on the part
of the government to accept about one-half
its mileage rate on traffic from Grand Trunk
points to St. John, Halifax, &c. On im-
ports and exports the Grand Trunk does not
undertake to send any of this business to
the Canadian ports as against its own
Atlantic terminus at Portland, Maine, but,
if it should, the Intercolonial undertakes to
carry the traffic at half rates. A very bad
feature of this clause is the establishment
for ever of a series of groups of stations in
making rates. The agreement does not show
these groups, although they are an essential
feature of it. Whatever the groups inay
be now, they should not be fixed for
ever, because, new conditions may make
periodical changes desirable, if not
necessary, from time to time. I will
come to clause No. 8. The Grand
Trunk has its own steamship connections
between Portland, Me., and Liverpool,
Glasgow, London, Bristol and other ports
on the other side of the Atlantic. If at
any time hereafter the Intercolonial should
establish steamship connections between
Halifax, St. John, or other ports, of the
lower provinces, and European ports, the
Grand Trunk are required to participate in
such rates as are made to these ports by
other lines. In the first place, the agree-
ment excludes every good European port,
because the Grand Trunk are sure to have
their arrangements with these by way of
Portland. In the next place, the publica-
tion of the rates to such ports does not
mean anything, and is only put in for the
purpose of leading the country to suppose
that in making this absurb traffic agree-
ment export and import traffic by way of
Canadian ports was being looked after. The
regular grouped percentage divisions men-
tioned in this clause deserve the same

criticism as those referred to in the previous
clause.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-The hon. gentle-
man says that the Grand Trunk Railway
has its own steamship connections between
Portland, Maine, and Liverpool, Glasgow,
Bristol and other ports in Europe. Will the
hon. gentleman say whether he is positive
the Grand Trunk Railway Company have
those connections? They have one at Liver-
pool and one at Glasgow, but unless lie has
good authority, I do not know of any other.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-I know it
has its agent at Cork.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-What steamer
goes to Cork?

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-The hon.
gentleman lives down by the sea and can
tell what vessels go from Cork to the mari-
time provinces. If he asked me about the
production of wheat in Manitoba and the
North -west Territories, I could tell him
about it. I am speaking from the informa-
tion I have received, that they have those
connections on the other side of the Atlantic.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-I tell the hon.
gentleman there is no steamship line or
tramp steamer that goes to Cork.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-I corne
from there, and I ought to know. I have
been there, not once, but many times. I
said at the commencement that the proper
effect of this clause can only be understood
by experts, and I may say that when the
result of this clause was pointed out to me,
I was fairly astounded at it. I could hardly
believe that the government could have
knowingly incorporated such a clause in this
bill; and I am informed that when the
result of such a provision was pointed out
to the government they themselves expressed
great astonishment at it. There is no ques-
tion about it, but this agreement and this
supplemental agreement passed through the
House of Commons and was not understoo9d
or questioned there, nor was any attentiOln
called to it by the government. I cannOt
but think it must have been because the
points in it were so involved, so locked UP
that it was difficult for the ordinary laY
mind to understand them. I cannot believe
that the government understood the effeok
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of the clause. I cannot believe that the
government would knowingly seek to barter
aw'ay the birthright of the country in this
Manner. Now, although the government as a
government, may not have been able to see
through this clause, the Minister of Rail
Ways should have seen through it. That is
hi8 particular department. He himself is,or should be, an expert in thebe railway
i8atters. He has as much right to be con-
'versant with bis business as Mr. Hays, the
ranager of the Grand Trunk, with whom
he Was negotiating and carrying on this
agreement. If he was not able to seo
brough it while he was negotiating with

r. Hays, then he is not fit for the
Position which he enjoys, and the emolu-
nents which he draws. I can think how

thait ele ,er and astute manager of the
(rand Trunk Railway must have chuckled
to himself as he drew the wool over the eyes
Of the representative of the Canadian rail-
WaYs-how lie must have enjoyed it. The
1anlager-a very astute one, too-of the

Orthern Pacifie Railway said, when lie was
entering into negotiations with the Green-

7 government, " the government is our
iKeat.' That was the way in which the
than11ager of the Northern Pacifie looked at
tte agreement which lie was making with
dou Greenway government, and I have no
liket that Mr. Hays, as he saw the child-

.and bland and blissful ignorance of the
i ater of Railways, while he was barter-
thgawlay the rights and the birthright of

co .untry, must have felt equally that the
ot i8ter of Railways was bis meat. I do

ant to bring in a bill to make the

,rOster of Railways liable to a criminalisteution, but I do charge that the Min-
Ws I Railways, if not criminally guilty,
eri a"rinially innocent. I say that he was
alo yia ignorant and negligent when he
countr ' this monstrous concession of the
gatry assets to be given away in this
ailer. A mortgage of the Intercolonial

tuY never ending, perpetual, ad infini-
*Wha d w do you like it, hon. gentlemen I

o you think of it?

lik a a.Mr. McDONALD (C.B.)-I do not
tat atl.

Weo.r. KIRC HHOFFER-If Canada
e r anxious to dispose of this road,

yo 'eould be obliged to do it at half what
4ot p ld get for it if this mortgage were

36Od upon it. Now, one of the argu-

ments of the hon. gentleman who spoke last
was to the effect that the west bound traffic
of the Intercolonial was so small that it was
hardly worth while talking about, I am not
questioning what the hon. gentleman says,
He is a resident of that part of the country
and knows better than I do what the condi-
tions of business over the Intercolonial are.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-An immense
local traffic.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-But, as I
said before, we are not legislating for the
present. We are either bartering away, or
we are going to protect the interests of
posterity. We are living in a country of
great extent and of vast possibilities, and
those of us who think that a bill passed
now with a limitation of 100 years is one
that should not be altered ten times over
during the continuance of that time, has no
conception of the advance that has taken
place in this country and that will take
place in a far greater degree in the next
fifteen or twenty years. Because this
country is on the eve of a very great
expansion. One lias only to go to the
north-west section of Canada to see how
hundreds of thousands of acres of prairie
are being added to the land that is broken
up and cultivated. What a few years ago
was merely an output of five or six millions
of bushels of wheat has now increased to 40,-
000,000 of grain, as it was last year, and this
year, with the extension of the area of land
under cultivation, it will probably reach 10,-
000,000 higher than we have ever reached
in the history of that country. With such a
future as that, and with a traffic which is
bound to come out to that western country,
with our connection with a fast line of steam-
ship as we will have, I presume before very
many years-as soon as this government
changes-we will have it-

Hon. Mr. McSWEENEY-Not before 1

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-We pro-
bably will not have it within the next two
years. Then the quantity of freight which
will be shipped to this county from Europe
to the homes of the millions who have settled
in the North-west and will have taken up
lands in that western country, will all come
out here and where will it go under this
agreement? Why the traffic will go over
the United States lines and the great amount
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of money which is to be paid for the hand-
ling of that vast freight and the forwarding
of it and all the expenses connected with it,
with the exception of what the Grand Trunk
wilI receive until such time as it passes over
the boundaries of Canada and enters United
States territory, will all go to western United
States roads, and what will be the position
of our Intercolonial, our government, its
railway and its employees? They will be a
set of agents in thatt eastern province for
the western United States roads. That is
the position that they will occupy. As I said
before, this is not a quarrel between two rail-
ways; this is a fight for Canada, a battle for
the future of our Dominion. I say that this
simple clause, which bas hardly been under-
stood until it appeared here, contains a vast
element to con trol the future of this country.
I am given to understand that since this
clause has been explained the members of
the government have been anxious to devise
some means whereby the bill could be altered.
I do not see that there would have been any
great difficulty in doing so, but it would have
involved the necessity of their declaring that
they had made a mistake, and that would
seem to be a hard thing for them to do. I
cannot see that it is so hard for any man, or
for any government, if they have made a
mistake, to admit it. I think that the most
statesmanlike proceeding would have been
for this government to have come down off
their high perch, to have admitted that they
had made a mistake. If they had come to
this House and said " we are glad we have
the Senate here to revite our measures, we
-re glad to have an opposition here to point
out where we have made errors," and asked
leave to withdraw this bill and after consul-
tation with experts and a conference between
the leaders on both sides,-because it is a
matter in m hich they could take one another
into their confidence-they could perhaps
bring in a measure which would be fair ta
the railroads and an advantage to the
country and to all parties concerned. I did
not think, when the hon. leader of the
Senate was introducing this bill, that
he did it as if his heairt was in it.
I think he must, with the right in-
stincts that he has in almost all those
matters, as we have seen in the case
of other measures lie bas brought before the
Senate, in his heart agree with all I have
said. But be bas been put here to bring
in those measures which he cannot possibly,

with his high instinct, have bis heart in. He
bas been obliged to advoca- e other objection-
able measures of which lie could not have
approved. But this is not a bill for the ex-
propriation of an Archie Stewart, or for
making a crininal out of Burland ; it has a
far-reaching effect on the people of this
country, and I would say now I am satis-
fied, fron the feeling I have seen exhibited
in this House, that it is not the intention of
the majority of the Senate to allow this bill
to pass. I am quite sure that when a
motion is made to postpone the ratification
of this agreement, you will find a majority
of this House against the bill.

Hon. Mr. WOOD moved the adjournment
of the debate.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, 3JOth June, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

CONDITIONAL LIBERATION OF
PENITENTIARY CONVICTS'

BILL.

FIRST READING.

Hon. Mr. MILLS introduced Bill (
"An Act to provide for the Liberation O
Penitentiary Convicts." He said :-..The
object of this bill is to introduce into the
administration of justice in Canada the
indeterminate sentence system. It bas been
adopted in England and works very sat'
factorily there, and bas been introduced in
many states of the neighbouring union, al
I have no doubt it will prove satisfactory
here. The bill is a short one and is an Ac
to provide for the conditional liberationf
penitentiary convicts, for the issuing .
tickets of leave indicating the districts "
which they are to remain, and the sheriff
some other officer to whom they are ta p
sent their ticket for registration, and if the"
leave that district and go to another, t
will be required to register ' there also, 5
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that the Crown may at all times know where to speak this early in the discussion. How-
they are. Being convicted of criminal ever, it was not ry intention to detain the
Offences, as long as their sentence remains buse at any very great lengtb with observa-
in operation, even should they actually cross tions of ry own upon the agreement now
the border, their extradition may be secured before the Senate. I should like to have
the same as any other escaped convict. The the wisdor, as well as the gift of tongues,
y8stem has worked satisfactorily in all the to he able to say sorething that right be

states of the American Union in which it of benefit in solving the important problem
has been introduced, and it has worked satis- now before the House, and ny remarks
factorily in the United Kingdom, and if we should, 1 think, be directed towards the
can permit the convict, under a ticket of possibility of arriving at some solution of the
leave, to remain at large, under surveillance, difficulty, so that hon. senators migbt be
earning his own living, it would be a course able to reach a decision that would be satis-
less burdensome than that which at present factory to their own rinds, satisfactory to
txists. It is a measure which has been pressed the government and satisfactory to the
on my attention for more than a year, but country. lon. gt-ntlenen are aware-and J
Intil recently I have not had time to con- nerely go back for the purpose of refer-

Sider it with a very great deal of care. I ence-that at the tire of confederation
1W initroduce the bill for a first reading and it was part of the agreement which led up to

shahl proceed with it further in the session. that confederation that the Intercolonial

lon. Mr. ALLAN-I am glad, indeed, Railwayshould beconstructed. Tbatseeed
at the hon. Minister of Justice as seenof union btween

his way to introduce a bil of this kind. the several provinces then about entering
bis ay o itroucea b'l o ths knd.the union, and in a sense the Intercolonial

nilar legislation has be'n in force in Railway was made by the British North
land and the United Sttes. The effectittion,

t"an not be otherwise than beneficial, and 1 Ini«uo lthprvceetrngno
'I glad that the measurehas beenintroduced. that contract, and as such it bas been main-

The bill was read the first time. tained ever since it was constructed. Hon.
gentlemen 'vili recollect that according to

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY AND the terrs of the 145th section of that Act,
INTERCOLONIA L RAILWAY the construction of that road was to be be-

AGREEMENT BILL. gun within six months after the Act care

DEBATE CONTINUED. into operation, and was to be proceeded with
The rde (>ftheday ein caled: witbout delay until the road was completed ;The order of the day being calledspecialy stipulated that the

.sning the aljourned debate Qn the second road should commence on the River St.
e5n g (Bill 138) " An Act to confiri an agreement Lawrence and terminate at the city of
Raiied mto by Her Majesty with the Grand Trunk . lon. gen

'eeuriy Company of Canada, for the purpose ofsyste1ng the extension of the Intercolonial Railway th, rn are inuch more familiar with it
to the city of Montreal. "-(Hon. Mr. Wood.) than I can le by reason of residence and

n Mr. PRIMROSE-Senator Wood otherwise. that that road was constructed,
Uweland is not able to be present. so to speak, by instalments as the necessities

aud resnt. of the provincE-s and the terms of tbe
th 1 bNMr. KERR-I regret excee"ingly compact required. 1t is rather an un-

a bsence, as well as the cause of the pleasant subject to contemplate the history
that he of the Hon. Mr. Wood, and I trust of that road in its financial results, but I
ter Il illness will prove to be of a very bave a very warni side foi the Inter-
deborary character, and that before this colonial. It is a child of this Dominion. I
oeate closes I shall, in common with the do not suppose any hon. gentleman thought
atisfa on senators, have the pleasure and at the time tbat the great benefit to be

upaton of listening to a speech hy him derived from the construction of that road
I th e important question before the was the financial benefit alone. The con-
gent. It wil be very obvious to struction of that railway enabled mysef, as
toleinen that, expecting the bon. sonator one of the residents of the province of On-
litt] 'eould resume the debate, I am a tario, more readily to meet you in the capitaltaken by surprise at being called upon of the Dominion, a privilege which J greatly

36J 1
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prize. It also gave you of the extreme east
the facility for coming to the capital without
using the circuitous route through the ter-
ritory of our neighbours. The Intercolonial
Railway, theretore, has a claim upon the
sympatlîy of the Senate. Its history finan-
cially has been somewhat chequered. The
country has put a great deal of money
into that project, between $55,000,000 and
$56,000,000 I believe of capital, aside-
altogether and over and above the amount
that has been expended in the operation
of that road and in meeting the deficits
from year to year. Why that road was not
broaght to Montreal in the first instance, or
early in its career, is a question which I
never could decide satisfactorily to my own
mind. I do not profess to be a railway man.
I do not profess to be as competent a judge
of the importance of a railway as other hon.
gentlemen in the Senate, but I profess to be
equal to any hon. senator in my desire to
see every railroad, ever canal, every public
work as fully developed as possible, and
that the greatest possible good shall come'
out of each and every one of these public
works and thereby confer a great benefit
upon the country at large. The Intercol-
onial, as we are told by the hon. Secretary
of State, has had large deficits from year to
year going back to a period, I think, which
he named, some $11,000,000 of money in
the shape of deficits. Well, it would be the
dictate of prudence, it would be the course
that any honourable man would take, and
any business man would take, to try and
stop that leak. According to my view of
the road, financially speaking, it would have
been better if the government could have
handed it over to sone company, or in some
way or another got rid of the financial bur-
den, but the duty of maintaining that road
was cast upon this government and this
country by the very terns of the Imperial
Act, and therefore, we were not in a position
to take that course. Now, what is the
proposition? I need not enlarge upon that,
and I am glad that the issues now between
us are narrowed down very considerably.
When this project of extending the road to,
the city of Montreal was first launched be-
fore the country, it created, at the time of
its being launched, a large cloud of dust, or
something worse. I am happy to say, and
I am delighted as a member of the Senate
and as a Canadian- that subsequent inves-
tigation and inquiry cleared away very

much of the cloud that was then cast over
it, and that we are now not obliged to see
in it the ugly features which it first pre-
sented to this country, but that we are able,
now to look at it as an honest business trans
action, and I suppose the sole question before,
the Senate and engaging the attention of
this country is whether the arrangements-
which have been proposed and provisionally
entered into are wise and provident arrange-
ments. And from the discussion which has
taken place since the matter has been
brought before this House-I speak of this-
session-I am glad to find, and I hope I
am not wrong in my inference, that we are
all united as to the desirability, the expedi-
ency and the wisdom of extending that road
from its present western terminus to the-
city of Montreal. Then the other question,
as the hon. leader of the opposition told uS
yesterday, and with which I entirely agree,
was the means of getting there. The pre-
sent Minister of Railways has in his wisdora
-and he has received the sympathy and
support of his colleagues in that view-
thought that the Intercolonial might reacl
Montreal by adopting two means, first tO*
buy out another railway with a small
branch, making a mileage of some 130
miles, known as the Drummond
County Railway. Although I have
told this Senate that I am not a practical
railway man, I have since 1852 had more or
less to do, as a provisional director or other-
wise, in connection with railways, and I am
told by men competent to form an opinionr
that the price agreed to be paid for thef
Drummond County Railway, of $1,600,000,
is fair and reasonable and, in fact, a moderatO
amount to be paid for that property. I take
it from the discussion in the House thus far
that that will not be combatted, or gainsaid,
or disputed. We are within some thirty-
seven miles of the city of Montreal wheol
we get to the western extremity of that
railway. Then we have to take another
step to get to Montreal, a step of thirty
seven miles. How do we get there ? PractI-
cally by an arrangement with the Grand
Trunk Railway of Canada, for which the

government has agreed to pay $140,00 -
Therefore, these two together amount t
nearly 160 odd miles. By adding that 160
odd miles to the 1,154, the mileage of the
Intercolonial proper, we have a railway
practically of 1,300 miles. I do not prop
to go into the earnings of these respect'
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Portions of the road. If I did, I am afraid Minister of Justice, Sir Oliver Mowat, will
hon. gentlemen might say that I was amen- be glad to know that bis suggestion was
«ble to the sarcasm of the poet Pope, who wisely acted upon, and that the Senate
said that " Fools rush in where angels fear should be encouraged and look with more
to tread." favour upon this arrangement than they

.were enabled to do at the ( .Te it was
.lifl.Mr.MACONLD B.C-Traddiscussed hefore. In round numbers the

increased earilings of that road, adding the
Hon. Mr. KERR-I do not wish hon. $62,000, the surplus, and the $35,000, the

gentlenien to infer that I consider we are all deficit, together, making $97,000, and the
4angels here. In fact, most of us have been $175,000 of rent paid making $280,000 in
born a little lower than the angels, and we round numbers, earnings of that road more
ere somewhat of the earth earthy. But I than the previous year. Some hon gentle-
'an orinly give you my views as they may men say that that can be accounted for in a
oiccur to me, in a simple and unsophisticated variety ol ways. I do not know whether it
Itanner. can or not. I do not know, and no bon.

on.gentleman within this chamber can say,swether it can or not, but a fair argumentfaOt as an angel ? to be used, and I shat use it, and I tink
11011. Mr. KERR-Not as an angel. I have a rig t to use it, is that during that

short period, that extended road, the road

-UII Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It with its extensions, the whole road which I
1ýag9ht be as one of the fallen angels. shau clp the Intercolonial Road from Hali-

fax to Montreal, shows an improvement in
hlion. Mr. KERR-In order that I igbt our financial returns of nearly $23,000. Is
av a intelligent notion of the position not that an encouragement d Just here I

of thi6 thing, I have understood, and it bas would like to refer to one fact. This matter
been Stated here that tbe former Minister was efore the Senate on a previous occasion.

hs. ,Sir Oliver Mowat, suggested in Fortunately, or unfortunately for nie, per-
Wis18dom-and be has always been con- haps, I was not present, but I earned yester-

.8lered a very wise mati in Ontario-that àay f romn the bon. leader of tbe opposition
Periment mbe tried and that this use that by the course the Senate

Senate, vefore finally rejecting this took when this matter was before them on
sgould await the resuit; so the first occasion, the country bas saved over

111't up to the present the experiinent bas $00000 of nioney. I ar glad to bear it.

t 1 a 1 tenetative. I argue to this Senate That item stands to the credit of this Senate,
bas been a success. I find upon in- and what I want to do is to see that thaton.lrY at the proper sources of information, item is not blurred by anything we do now.
the 30th April, 1898, there was a I want that item to stand there to tbe credit

Meiht bn the operations for the year of the of this Senate, that this Senate bas been the
tercolonial of $33,311. So that the new means of saving to this country some $700,-

avrr4nere began with that deficit. W nt 000. I a a member of the Senate and I

'thi stnIhvunesodanithswudlktorfrtonfatThsmtr

esut on the 3tb April, a year after- intend from now to the end of the chapter
Tbat deficit of $35,000 in round to stand up for the rights and dignity of thethIl bers bas disappeared. So far, so good. Senate, and I will advocate its rights on

the goperiament have been enabled, out of every and ail occasions, and I wi l give credit
Pe additiona earnings of the railway, to w hen I think credit is due. I am bound

ta tO the two companies, the Drummond to say that the Senate bas been the meanstuplto thlpes and the Grand Trunk of saving this country some $700,000 by the
,o ly te large suI of $17 5,000 by way course that they took then. I submit fur-

«f %3- ), and, baving wiped out the deficit ther that the Senate ougbu to be satisfied
itiir *,0 , having paid that su, there is witb that.to the of the railway, over and Hon. Mra i oWSnthe ot
the th liquidating these two large amounts o na tha thiSenha bet

a reold8one su of 3 623569. I would Hon. Mr. KiER -I h ean that if the
ay tly One for tbat. I tink that is an ters are so mucb more favourable now, I

tOurageto I an sure the former for one shaa l y aim that the Senate is entitled
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to the full credit of getting these better arrangement agreement About that I do
terms. not intend to say a great deal. Both the

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-You would Iot min ber have, y
object to another $700,000 better fully and very satisfactorily explained that,as well as the general clauses of the agree-

Hon. Mr. KERR-Oh, no, I would not ment and the acquisition of the railway. I
object if we could get it for nothing. I will ar sorry to say that a great many hon.
nodify that. I have always thought that senators differ from me in the view 1 take
governments and parties in dealing vith inof what we cail the traic clause, but I take
each other ought not to aim to see lîow mufl it that it is narrowed oIwn just to that one
tbey could get and bow litte they could aive point. Now, we ought to be able, etween
iii return. 1 hope that price for that road'the government and the opposition side of
is a fair and reasonable price, and that who the huse, to solve that difficulty. If we
ever is entitled to that reaonable price are not able to do so, it seems to me we are
should get it ; but I do not want them not as capable and as patriotic as I believe
to iet any more than it is worth. the senators of this Dominion to be. ony
have taken pains to iîquire froni railway greatl esteemed friend, the leader of the

of practical experience-inen who have opposition, had very strong views in regard
built, and who have operated railways, und to that agreement. In fact I got nearly
who do fot care one straw for either of frihtened yesterday as I listened to hir,
the political parties in this cou ntry, -and bt cause ho ernphasized it, and I think he
tbey one and ail tell me, that that wo d, well concluded with as strong an expression as
built as it is and as, is worth consideralv he could find-tbat it was a damnable
more than the prioe agreed to be paid for it. agreent. I was very inuch shocked, but
Now, that is so or it is not so. It is the best 1 un(erstood the sense in which the hon.
information I can get upon it, and 1 give it leader of the opposition ineant it, that it
to you. I have not any hesitation in endors- was a condemnable agreement. 1t Mas 9
ing it. because, from my knowledge of what word wbich, while it rather shocked n'Y
the Northumberland and Cobourg to Peter- nerves, was a proper word from bis stand
borough cost us. I krow that 812,OO a mile point, because J do not know what other le
is considerably under rather than over the could have enployed to express bi, fellingg
actual cost of building a railway. I need on that occasion. We in this Senate think
not enlarge upon this point any further. we are omniscent-ail of us do not think
Then as to the rental to be paid to the it, but we are pretty wise men. 1
Grand Trunk, I am equallv advised, by coin- will not say that there are not soine %ise
petent judges, that the N inister of Railways men elsewhere. in the flrst place, the Min-
has not stipulated or tried to commit this isterof Railwayssaysthatthisisaprovideft
country to too large a rental, considering and a good agreement forthecountry.
the privileges and the value he gets for the did hear yesterday, and I was sorry to heair
money. I am informed by competent judges it-1 do not wish to use any unkind ex-
that to build a new road would cost froni a pression, I nover will if I can hp it, and i
third to a half more than the price I seem tu do it to-day I do not intend it,
that is being paid to the Grand a member spoke fromn that side of the Iotise,
Trunk. I need not discuss that any and i thouglit that he seemed to wish to
more. I take it for granted, froin the ob little the Miister of Railways. Well,
servations that have bieen made already, that inten<, vhenever 1 can, to vindicate th9
no hon. gentleman in this House seriously ability of that minister. 1 knew that hof'
disputes the wisdom of what has been done gentleman long before he was a meinher
in regard to the Drummond County Rail- this governnt. I have heard bim
way, nor with regard to the amount to be Supreme Court and elsewhere vears ago, end
paid to the Grand Trunk for the privileges I have been led to believe tliat le vas une
which the country gets. These ar-e two the ablest men-ablest professional wen
points. Hon. gentlemen might say we the province of New Brunswick, remarkable
ought to have got a littie better terms, but for its clever men and bright intellects, a
we are one practically upon those two points. have had evidence since I caine here.
We have the issue narrowed down, as we think it ig due to the bon. Minister of iRaiî'
say in law, to one point, that is the traffic ways for me to say that, and I would rather
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have his judgment on this railway trans-
ation-I will not say than what, but I
Would rather have it than my own, at any
rate-and he tells you hon. gentlemen that
this is a good bargain, a provident bargain
.or the country, and one which he can
Justify. But what does the hon. leader of
the oppositirn say? i He says, " M r. Blair,
that is a damnable contract." As my hon.
friends on the other side have, I thought,
drawn on their imagination a little, I shall
draw on mine a little. I have examined
kr. Blair and got his evidence. I have
'xamined the gallant leader of the opposi-

On and got his reply. 1 will examine the
Whole government now, and ask them,

, you consider that a good contract?
I. " I ask the hon. leader of the opposi-

t'n, What have you to say to that ?
Just the same as I said before." I will not

rePeat the words. Then, J will remind the
h.n. gentleman that 120 representatives ofis great Dominion endorsed that contract,
representing 120 constituencies alotie who

from their constituencies.

"on. Mr. FERGUSON--INot very fresh.

to "".Mr. KERR-Men who are prepared
Rt go back and give an account of their
cteward slip, and they have endorsed this

tract. Suppose I put them all in the box,
hat weill the reply of the hon. leader of the

aPP'sition be then ? J imauine him saying,
th no better illustration comes to my mindthan the Latin words upon the Vatican at

ilr0e-I will not give the Latin, but I will
.the English-it is this, and it is the

Po ion taken by the hon. leader of the
a Po2ton in the Senate, " Not one step

has eards Although the hon. gentleman
ad the views of the Minister of Railways
sen government and these 120 repre-

tke f v, and not one step backwards will he
tio rom his position. Then again, in addi-
ki .o ail that, in this House, the hon.
of iater of Justice and the hon. Secret-iry
bt have fired the first shots in the

tIe1 inthis chamber and what does the
sh eader of the opposition say to those
ters Now they are coming to Alose quar-
arof ,td in the midst of this battle, he looks
an eUPon hii veterans, the heroes of many
battingagement and the victors of many a
With ht tis Hous,,. men who can move
aihd Precision and steadiness of veterans,
he s hat does he say in addition to all that

aid before ' He says : " No surrender,

gentlemen, that is my position." But I
hope he will modify that position. I think
he will, because he is one of the best-hearted
men in this Dominion, and I believe he is
open to conviction. I only wish that I had
the power to convince him. It is all narrow-
ed down to one point and that point is the
little agreement. Now, what about that
little agreement ? I was thinking of a little
sarcasm, I do not use it in an offensive sense,
but it illustrates what I have in my mind.
It is this:

The mouse that has but one sniall hole,
Can't be a mouse of any soul.

I do not mean that offensively, but the
opponents of this measure are confined now
practically to that one view. Now, hon.
gentlemen surely we can overcome that. I
will say a word or two more on that traffic
arrangement. I believe that that traffic ar-
rangement for ninety-nine years, as it is, is a
good arrangement for this country, and I
fancy I hear, as I heard yesterday, hon. gen-
tlemen scoffing at that idea. I ask hon. gen-
tlemen not to dismiss that idea hastily from
their minds If one of us was intending to
make a large outlay, and make an arrange-
ment by which we expected to get a return
from that outlay for a long term of years, and
would not have made that large expenditure
except upon the faith of getting those re-
turns, the dictates of prudence would be
that some arrangements of a permanent
character should be made, so that the other
party to the contract would not be in a
position, from mere caprice or some other
cause, to put an end to that contract and
deprive us of the fruits or the interest or
the dividend or the benefits that we might
have had for that large expenditure. But
I am told that worse than the financial
aspect of this question-and this seems to
be the core of the objection to it-is the fact
that while the east bound freight from the
west comes down to the seaboard and the
Intercolonial Railway gets the benefit of it,
that peradventure the west bound freight
from the seaboard to the great west is likely,
in part, to go through the United States. I
am sorry that that view was trotted out.
There is only one thing that I could mad-
over in discussing these questions, and that
is if I think-I do not say any hon. gentle-
man thinks it, but it is capable of that con-
struction,-beca use forsooth some of that trade
mav go into or through the United States,
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therefore, the arrangement should not be en-
tered into. I have no sympathy with that
view of the matter. I will not yield to any
man in my desire to keep everything that I
can for Canada and Canadians, but I wish to
remind those who are opposed to that arrange-
ment that the Canadian Pacific Railway, as
was mentioned yesterday, goes through a
portion of an alien country-sometimes I
almost feel a hostile country. I do not like
to use that word, especially just now. I
understand also that the Canadian Pacifie
Railway have a connection at the Sault with
that country. There is no objection to that.
These railways will run their lines and their
branch lines like any prudent man would,
where they believe they will get the greatest
possible return for their outlay. I believe
in my heart that this traffic arrangement is
one which will be more beneficial to the In-
tercolonial Railway than it will to the Grand
Trunk, and if I had anything to do with the
management of the Grand Trunk I should
be very glad not to have that traffic arran-
gement extend over the ninety-nine years. I
would rather have the power reserved in
that agreement that I might cancel it at an
earlier date. That is my view of the matter.
I hope and believe that this question will be
discussed purely upon a business basis and
upon business principles, and that we will
not consider the question, will our lines go
through any portion of another country or
wholly on Canadian soil. That is my view.
There is not a railway in this country, as I
said before, that I cannot wish a hearty good
speed to. I am told by people outside that
this opposition proceeds entirely from the
pressure of the Canadian Pacifie Railway.

Hon. GENTLEMEN-No, no, no.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Give us your
authority for that.

Hon. Mr. KERR-I say I am told out-
side, and I will not mislead or do my fellow
senators the injustice of imagining them
capable of acting from such motives.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Why bring it
up theni

Hon. Mr. KERR-Because it was brought
up yesterday, and it is merely to reply to
that, I hope there is not an hon. senator,
whether he agrees with my views or not,
but will say I was perfectly right in bring-
ing it up. I wish well to the Canadian

Pacific Railway, I think, in a word, that it
is a public work that is the pride of this
Dominion.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-And
deserves protection.

Hon. Mr. KERR-Yes, of a proper kind.
I contend, further, that the Canadian Pacifie
Railway ought not to interfere with any
arrangements between the Intercolonial and
the Grand Trunk. I take that as an
unassailable position, and I have yet to hear
arguments to combat it successfully. That
is a mere domestic arrangement between
the government and the Grand Trunk. I
thought in listening to the debate yesterday
-perhaps it was not intended-that the
Intercolonial received a secondary considera-
tion. With me, that railway being a child
of the government-when I say the govern-
ment I mean the people of Canada-shall
receive every consideration at my hand.
We ought to make it, and I believe we are
on the road to making it, a paying concern,
and I feel that in five years from now men
listening to the sound of my voice will saY
" Well, it has proven a success, though I did
not think it would." It has stopped that
drainage and that leak that has been so
annoying, and if the Minister of Railways,
by his judgment and foresight, has been the
means of breathing into the somewhat torpid
trade of the Intercolonial the breath of a
more active and business life, all honour to
the Minister of Railways. I am not reflect-
ing upon anybody. I believe it would have
been a grand thing for this country if that
extension to Montreal had been made twentY
years ago. What is the use of a railWay
practically beginrking, or ending as you m1iaY

call it, nowhere.

Hon. Mr. BOLDUC-Do you call Quebec
nowhere i

Hon. Mr. KER R-I hope hon. gentlemen
will not interpret my language literally. 
mean, where I think it ought to go is te the
city of Montreal, that being the objective
point of the railway, and how any hon0
senator-do not find fault with me, an
think I am questioning your judgment''
or about the city of Montreal or the InIi'
time provinces, can vote against this projectc
I cannot understand. That is my view, rt
may be worth much, or it may be Worth
little. I would expect, if I were a Membe
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from Montreal, or a senator from Montreal
maind you, there are better men than I

' among the senators f rom Montreal, men
hor I will have to imitate at a long dis-

tance, but I could not understand-perhaps
.t 15 my obtuseness and want of comprehen-

aion, but I never could think, if I were a
'itizen of Montreal or of the maritime pro-
vinces of doing other than holding up both
hands'to see if this arrangement would not
bear some fruit-if it would not give us a
live Intercolonial Railway. It is hard to
speak to an unsympathetic audience, but I
Will say this-it is only due -that you have
listened to me with more attention and con-
ideration and forbearance than my poor
ords are entitled to; but I promise youthis, from now to the end of my senatorial

Career, I shall listen respectfully to every
Word pro and con, and never do anything
ut act the part of a gentleman. This is a

Very serious matter ; the country is looking
us. There was in my part of the country

'Central Ontario-a very considerable
enoult of public indignation at the action
'f the Senate last year. I did not join in
Vhat. I always, lawyer-like, wait until I hear
botb aides, but the Senate are entitled to and
hould receive, and I believe will receive,

edit for what they have already done and
the Only other consideration on this point of

equestionistotakecarethatthepailof milk
1not kicked over. I use that simile because

1, ike sorMe other hon. senators, was brought
"P on' a farm. I am as satisfied as I can bethat if this bill is voted down there will be
% jery considerable noise in this country. I

ce there will be considerable dissatis-
ton. I should like to have this country

plead on that agreement, and I venture to
,io that there would be an overwhelming ma-
oity 'In favour of ratifying this agreement.

for .country is tired of paying out money
pris osing concern. We, in all our enter-

want to get hold of something that
Pay, and the balance should be on the

strt sid, and since that road bas been con-
Abled until this year we have never been
ite to welcome such an item. May these
inere increase, and I firmly believe they will
hoase if this agreement is ratified. I

est' like, in discussing this, as all othe
d londs, to bring ourselves nearer together

behieve we can corne together upor
ha greement. I should like to be E

le member of this House that would'ntibiute to that good time, when th

present shall become the past, when the
future shall have become the present, when
some future Macauley may say of that period
when I lived:

Then none was for a party,
Then all were for the state,

Then the rich man helped the poor man,
And the poor man loved the great.

Then spoils were fairly portioned,
Then lands were fairly sold,

Canadians were like brothers
an the brave days of old.

That is what I want said of us by some
future Macauley, and let us all take part in
ushering in that time. I want to see the
Canadian Pacific Railway first, I want to
see the Grand Trunk Railway first, and I
want to see this Intercolonial, with its exten-
tion to Montreal, flourish abundantly, and I
believe it will. I want to see more. I want
to see Newfoundland brought into this con-
federation, and from the far Atlantic to the
distant Pacific I want Canada to be united
in one mighty happy home, and to see the
words of the poet Tupper-not Sir Charles
nor yet Sir Hibbert-but Martin Tupper
the author of "Proverbial Philosophy," come
true. In referring to the British Empire,
he speaks of it as " a glorious whole of
glorious parts." If that is true of the British
Empire-and I am proud to say it is-it is
equally true of this Dominion. We are
glorious wholes of glorious parts. We are
a united Dominion. We have seven grand
magnificent provinces in that family, we
want an eighth and will have it when New-
foundland comes in, and then we will be
complete. I believe we are to-day the hap-
piest, the most contented, the most indus-
trious, the most law abiding land under the
sun, and with the best institutions-in a
word a land of brave men and fair women.
In reference to this Intercolonial matter, let

- us not throw it back. I have yet to
make up my mind that the hon. gentleman
will not throw it back. What I ask the

- hon. gentleman to do is to help the govern-
ment in this matter. Governments want
help as well as individuals, and I think the
country expects that we shall do so whether
we are in favour of the government or
opposed to the government, I hope to see
the day-although perhaps I may despair
considering how well the affairs of the coun-
try are managed-when I will be called up-
on in this Senate to consider measures of a
Conservative government. The day may be
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remote, but if I am called upon I promise tiary.
you I will give them as fair and honest sup. held to
port as I will the measures of the Liberal ing the

I cannot understand how he can be
be in the custody of the warden dur-
time that intervenes from the time

party. I willb try to do that. I ask the that lie received lis conviction until deliver-
hon. gentlemen to help the government. If ed over to the penitentiary.
I were sitting as a senator and my hon. Hon -r. MILLS-I may say Vo ny hon.
friend, my distinguished personal friend Hn Mr. MiS may s t by
(Sir Mackenzie Bowell) were the leader of friend that this subsection is sugestedb
the governnent I would feel that I could the provision that already lias beem made.

not go back to the county whence I came Of course the warden situated under the law

and say that, although lie had introduced a as it was in one province lias no jurisdiction

bill to bring the Intercolonial to Montreal, over the convict in another province. This
and although lie brought arguments to show provision gives the wai den legally the custody
that that project was in the interests of the of the prisoner. He is deemed to be in his
country, that forsooth for some reasons or custody fron the time that he is convicted,

another I voted it down. I have yet to believe and so be may through his officer, if it be-

that tie Senate will vote it down. I ask hon. cones nec ssary to take charge of him, al-
gentlemen to vote for it. If lion. gentle- though lie is in another province, so as to

men thizk it ought to be modified, try to exercise, through his officers, legal jurisdic-

modify it and I will assist. To vote it down tion if he is within the district from which

would be a retrograde step. Let us give ordinary convicts are sent t he penitenti
this country a miglhty impetus upward and ary. As a matterof practice, at Ve present
onward, and then our consciences will not tine the sherif takes the prisoner to the

trouble us hereafter. pententiary. He delivers him up to the
warden, and at the penitentiary lie is given

Hon. Mr. PERLEY noved the adjourn- a receipt therefor. The sheriff at the present
ment of the dabate till Tuesday next. time terminates his responsibility when the

prisoner is handed over to the custody of the
The motion was agreed to. warden. That is the present condition Of

things. There is some legal difficulty, in his
PENITENTIARY ACT AMENDMEFT capacity of sheriff. carrying the prisoner be-

BILL. yond the boundary of the province, becauSe
IN COMMITTEE. he is a provincial oflicer and has no official

The House resumed Committee of the existence as such beyond the limit of hi

Whole for consideration of Bill (R) " An own province. Under this provision the ih'

Act further to amend the Penitentiary Act.n tention is to treat the sheriff, so far as e
A f r m has care of the prisoner after the prisoner 9

(In the Committee.) conviction, as a Doiinion officer and sulbor-

On clause 3. dinate in this regard to the warden of the
penitentiary, so as to make the custody Of

Hon. Mr. MILLS-This clause is a .sup- the prisoner, during his transit, a legal
plement to section 45 of the Act. custody in charge of the sheriff beyond the

Hon. ar. FERGUSON-T do not quite limits of the province in which lie is sheriff

understand that clause. It is a new pro- Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I understand
vision, I think. It provides that the prison- now the reason of the clause. Will it go so
ers shall be deemed to be in the custody far as to relieve the provincial authorities o
of the warden of the penitentiarv imne- any expense in forwarding the prisoiner
diately upon receiving sentence. Does that The warden is understood to have leg'
mean that imnediately upon their being sent- custody immediately on conviction. W
en.ed, perhaps in another province, they are that carry with it the obligation, on th
held to be in th custody of the warden part of the warden and the Dominion Go"
immediately ? The warden is not there. He ernment, to bear the expense from the tio*
lias no officer pres-nt, because the warden of the conviction?
cannot be represented before the court, and Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not think sO.
the criinl is, after conviction, usually in
the hands of the provincial authorities until Hon. Mr. POWER-The object of the
lie is delivered to the officers of the peniten- clause is undoubtedly good, and the latter
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Part of the clause seems to be calculated to
carry out the object, but I should respect.
fully subnit to the Minister of Justice that
the language at the opening of this proposed
subsection may lead to difficulty. It reads:

For the purposes of this section any convict sent-
need to be imprisoned in any penitentiary shall be

deened to be in the custody of the warden of that
Penitelitiary iiinediately upon such sentence.

snless the warden is present when the
sentence is delivered, or is represented by
sFme officer holding a warrant who bas the
rlght to the custody of the person convicted,
t seems to me that, under the wording of'
these first three or four lines, there is no one
whO bas a right to hold that convicted cri-
'rinal if it happens there is no one there
representing the warden. I do not inean to
Say that the Minister of Justice may not be

eble to so construe this proposed subsection
' to show what its real meaning is, but thelanguage ought to be made so plain that the
Orinary citizen, like myself and, if I may
venture to sav, the hon. gentleman from
Marshfieldwill have nodoubt about the mean-

g I would submit that perhaps it would
0 ct be unwise to allo x the clause to stand
tonsider the first three or four lines.

R0On. -Mr. MILLS-So far as the warden's
custody is concerned, once a prisoner is in
he hands of the warden, supposing he bas

escaped, no matter where he may be, the

hwarden would have legal jurisdiction over
", and therefore it is intended to put the

n the moment he is convicted, under
e jurisdiction of the warden.

N. Mr. POWER-But if the warden
not there?

On. Mr. MILLS-But he is in the cus-
h (f his oficer. It is a legal custody

Which the law creates.
eOn. Mr. CLEMOW-Ilave the provin-

receauthorities not deputed certain men to
leeethe prisoners ?

e .Mr. MILLS-So far as the province

cs give him custody, the sheriff has actual
fro bt of the prisoner, and is not relieved

t responsibility until he is handed towarden.

Ufthor .Mr. CLEMOW-The provincial
rec -ties have appointed certain parties

eive the prisoners.

ree 1, Mr. MILLS-They are deputed to
e then from the penitentiary.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I know they have
been sent down here from Kingston.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That is from the
asylum.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The object of this
clause was, where the penitentiary district
extended beyond the limits of the province
and the sheriff could have no legal jurisdic-
tion conferred by the province upon him.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is quite evident
that the object of this clause is to avoid the
round about method which just nowprevails.
My attention happened to be called to it
yesterday, when I was called upon to sign a
nuimler of warrants conveying prisoners
from Dorchester to Kingston. They are
constantly being chaitnged, back wards and
forwards, from one to another. No doubt
that is the object-instead of sending them
first to the provincial penitentiary and then
transferring them to another, to allow the
judge to send them, he being advised as to
the best place, or as to where there are
vacancies, because sometines one peniten-
tiary is overflowing and an another is com-
paratively empty, and they are c'onstantly
changing about. Sometimes they want to
make a change from a particular province
where a prisoner is sent to. It is all done
by the Governor General's warrant and by
the Secretary of State. A good deal of red
tapeism is gone through with by parties who
kno-v nothing about the facts.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Those remarks are applicable to subsection
3?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes; that is the pro-
vision I am adding.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Su'-clause 3 is
an application to the North-west Territories
the same as sub-clause 2 is an application to
the other provinces ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

The clause was adopted.

On clause G.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-t is sornetimes
necessary to transfer an officer froin one
penitentiary to another. Sometimes a man
possesses certain qualifications, and because
of his special fitness, in the public interest
he is transferred, but we make provision
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here that if he is so transferred he shall not
be put in a worse position pecuniarily than
he was before. That is to protect him
against any wrong that might be done him
in the transfer.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Experience has taught me that this amend-
ment is absolutely necessary. Many cases
have arisen in which the peculiar qualifica-
tions of a warden have rendered him better
fitted for the management of one peniten-
tiary than another; and cases have arisen
of friction in a locality from which, in the
interest of the government and the prisoners,
the warden should be removed. I should
like to ask an explanation on one point
from the hon. gentleman. He says the
officers are not to be prejudiced by the
removal, in salary or perquisities. The idea,
I suppose, is to raise the salary of the
warden who has the greatest responsibility.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Supposing it should be found, in the interest
ýof the service, that a warden should be
moved to an inferior penitentiary, then his
perquisites and the salary he received in the
more responsible position is not to be inter-
fered with I

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then it would necessitate equitably the
raising of the salary of the officer who was
removed from the inferior position. That,
I suppose, would be the course pursued by
the Minister of Justice in case he was called
on to make these removals.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It was not the warden,
but inferior and subordinate officers in a
penitentiary that were in contemplation
when the clause was framed. Differences
arise between officers in a penitentiary.
Both may be very good men, and it is to the
advantage of the institution that one of
them shall be sent to some other institution,
and you want to do so without affecting the
compensation which he receives. Sometimes
it is necessary to transfer an officer because
he has special fitness. A man may be an
architect, having special knowledge of the
construction of penitentiary buildings. You
want to send him from one institution to
another, where work is required to be done,

and under this section you can do so with-
out his feeling that you are going to affect
in any way the compensation which he has
been receiving.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
fully approve of that, but the hon. gentle-
man did not meet the question I asked him.
The officer receiving the inferior salary hav-
ing been removed to a more responsible
position, would it not necessitate, in equity,
the raising of his salary, thereby increasing
the expenditure. I do not object to it, but I
want to point out that that would be the
effect.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It would be, if you
were trading one officer for another.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
But you would have to.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There may be a
vacancy.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then the clause would not apply; but in
case of trading, then it would necessitate au
increase I

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It would if there was
a difference in the salaries.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The amendmene
in this clause seems to be called for, and I
notice, by looking at the original Act, that
there are three classes of officers in the penP'
tentiary, some appointed by Order in Council,
some by the Minister of Justice and sol0 ®
by the warden. This clause gives the GO'
ernor in Council power to remove the officers
that it appoints itself, and it gives the Min'
ister of Justice the power to remove to
another penitentiary his own appointe'"
and those made by the warden as well.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I see also it i
provided that this shall be done withOut
prejudice in any case to the salary and per-
quisities that officers may enjoy in the firs
mentioned penitentiary. That means thhe
the mere removal shall not prejudice the
salary of any officer. There is nothing t»
prevent the minister giving a man promotion
with his removal.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is to prevent hiti
feeling that a wrong has been done himl.
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lion. Mr. CLEMOW-Supposing a man
receiving $2,000 salary is removed to a
position where he gets only $1,600 1

. lon. Mr. POWER-He cannot be pre-
Judiced by the removal.

lion. Mr. CLEMOW-You give him
$2,000, though he should receive $1,600
Only.

lion. Mr. MILLS-Yes, if that were the
case, but we have no such differences.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 7.

h lion. Mr. CLEMOW-This is a pretty
ard clause. There is a great deal of diffi-

enlty getting insane persons removed from
Jil to any asylum and you are sending them

eak. I know our jails are often troubled

tie aving insane persons confined for a long
eY and after they do get rid of them they
1 very bad if they are sent back. It is a

ard problem I know.

lion. Mr. MILLS-My bon. friend will
ee that in this matter we are simply doing

hr uty. With the care of the insane we
ave nothing to do. That falls under the
ocal jurisdiction. It is the duty of the
oeal authorities to make the necessary pro-Vision, and we have had cases of this sort-
ases of parties who have been discharged
romxl the insane asylums for some reason orOther allowed to be at large. They have
re itted some offence. Take a case which

1mem1ber well, where an insane man who
ife of en discharged, attempted to take the

another. He was brought before the
1ag-tr 1 .- He pleaded guilty and, without

Wh1nqiiry, was sent to the penitentiary.
the e arrived there, it was observed bythWarden that he was an irresponsible man.e ta n ought never to have been dis-

'rged f rom the insane asylum, or, if he
e Wischarged under the impression that
Sas cured, greater care ought to have

bie thtaken at his trial. It seems to
coý at in every case where a man
there - an offence, and especially where
cotdigla apparently no motive, the mental
Sug n of the party is at once
orle ef a a proper subject of inquiry, anda the difficulties of allowing a man to

f e. g under the circumstances is that
disc rae it might not at the time be

•ered I am not complaining of the

condition of these parties and the apparent
want of care in considering that mental
condition at the time that they are put upon
their trial, but when they are sent to us and
it is discovered that they are insane persons
and incapable of committing the offence in
contemplation of law, then they ought to be
sent back to the place from which they have
been received, after notifying the Attorney
General, and it is his business and his duty
to give instructions to the officer what shall
be done with them when they are received.
The proper course is to re-commit them to
the asylum where they will be taken care of.
We will discharge our duty, so far as it is in
our power to deal with the subject, by the
provision which I propose here.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Supposing an insane
convict is dealt with under the proposed
subsection 2 of section 45, the one which
has been allowed to stand, how will this
work then? The warden is to direct the
removal of such insane convict from the peni-
tentiary to the jail or other place from which
such convict came to the penitentiary. If
the same convict, immediately upon his con-
viction, is taken to the penitentiary, can he
be said to have come from a place of confine-
ment to the penitentiary ? He has come
from the court to the penitentiary. It is
barely possible that some change may be re-
quired in that clause.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not think so.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 8.
Hon. Mr. MILLS-We have in the peni-

tentiary two classes of officers, one coming un-
der the Superannuation Act, who are entitled
to a superannuation payment, and the other
a gratuity which they are entitled toon their
retiring from their position. For instance,
you take the case of a keeper: he is not en-
titled to superannuation, but he is entitled to
a gratuity. He is allowed the value of one
month's pay, L think it is, for each year's
service. If you retire him at any time, he
receives that gratuity, but if, instead of
being retired, he is promoted to an office
which is within the Civil Service Act, and
he becomes a contributor and pays into the
civil service fund, what I provide here, his
civil service will count from the time he be-
gan to make payment and he, under the
recent arrangement, will be entitled to
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receive back the money obtained from himn,
with tbe interest upon the same at the rate
fixed by the Civil Service Ainendnent Act.
What I provide here is that what he bas
earned under the provision of the law which
bestows a gratuity he shall not be deprived
of because he begins under another Act, and
under another provision, to earn some com-
pensation in another way. He is entitled
to both, and be ought, in my opinion, to re-
ceive both, and it is for the purpose of ena-
bling him to do so that I have inserted this
provision in the bill.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Will this apply
to those who have been made the subject of
promotion before the passing of this Act. I
think it ought to.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Oh, yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
bas this effect, if I understand the clause.
Supposing a man bas been in the service of
the penitentiary for twenty years, not being
on the civil service list. He is then entitled
to a gratuity, if lie retires, of a nonth's
salary for each year that lie lias served.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes ; that would be
twenty months.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
he were a young man going into the service,
say at twenty years, he would be forty.
Then he is removed to another position in
which be is entitled to all the benefits aris-
ing from the Civil Service Act. Supposing
be served twenty-five years more, at sixty-
five years he would be entitled to claim
superannuation, provided you ]et him go.
Then he would be entitled to fifty per cent
of his salary under the Civil Service Act, if
he retires. You would add to that fifty per
cent of bis salary, a gratuity of twenty years
in addition.

Hon. Mr. NIILLS-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
do not know that that would be inequitable,
but I was going to suggest that if you give
him the advantage of the Superannuation
Act for the full timie, forty-five years-if he
served thirty-five years altogether under the
Superannuation Act, be would be entitled
to have the highest allowance, that is, seventy
per cent of the average salary three years
prior to bis retirement.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Under the old system.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
am speaking of the Civil Service Act as it
existed.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend is
speaking of those who were under the civil
service before.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
am speaking of the Civil Service Act as it waS
on the statute-book. You deal with the
officer the moment you transfer him from3
one position to another, you make hi m a
civil servant and bring hin under the Civil
Service Act. He is then entitled to all the
advantages arising from that position. You
are unable to retire him. He cannot be re-
tired until he has served ten years, that is
under the Civil Service Act, unless it be for
econoiy or efficieny in the service. Suppos-
ing you want to reinove hini, what positiol
would lie be in then? Under the Civil
Service Act the practice lias been to retire
hin, if there is no charge against him, by
adding ten years to his service, and theebY
bringing him under the operation of the Act,
but if be bas not served for ten years, and it
is not for the efficiency of the service or to
effect economy, then you could oly retire
him by giving him a gratuity. Would You
add that gratuity to the other allowancel
You will find these questions arising all th1e
time.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend Wil
see that under the Civil Service Act as 't
existed, a party was entitled to contribute a
certain sum.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- 1

the case of gratuities.

Hon. _Mr. MILLS-I am speaking oef the
Civil Service Act before it was amended-
His duty was to pay a certain sum and he
was entitled to superannuation after a service
of ten years. That option is reserved to a
who were paying at that time.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That expired, though, last year.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-He is entitled tO
receive what lie pays in with interest, on ht
retiremènt. Now, that is the law that maiLl't

necessarily apply to almost everybody in
penitentiary service at the present tile, 11jt
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the older appointments, because a large
lumber of these were retired under an older
Provision on account of age.

lion. Sir MàACKENZIE BOWELL-
1nder the provisions of the law, as amended

bY Mr. Mulock, is it compulsory now on all
officers appointed unde'r the government to,
a low a certain proportion of their salary to
remain in the Savings Bank i

lion. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then, there is no payment to a man on ac-
hount of that time. He gets the amount to
bis credit and the five per cent interest.

lion. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Ilon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
oes that apply to everybody?

[lon. Mr. MILLS -Yes, except under the
old system.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
boea it apply to all new appointments ?
lon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

"on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
know the old officers were allowed to accept
thnew provision or not, as they pleased.

"on. Mr. MILLS-I think the hon.
ieinber will find it perfectly fair.

1n. Mr. FERGUSON-There is just
fie Point in connection with this clause that

theo flot quite understand. I think that
hcluse has reference alrost entirely to

0fl of the penitentiary who are pro-
t frort beingy ordinary officers to come

the civil service.

on Mr. MILLS-We arc not dealing
ith any other.

t i n. Mr. FERGUSON-If I understand
is ause aright, supposing an officer who
gra the class that is only entitled to a

his Y, is promoted, lie would not receive
viceratuity until he retired from the ser-

hon Mr. MILLS-Not as long as he is in
th evice

li.. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
it re main at interest?

'on. Mr. MILLS-No, it would not.
The clause was adopted.

Hon. Mr. TEMPLE, from the committee,
reported that they had made some progress
with the bill,and asked leave to sit again.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (137) " An Act further to amend the
Act respecting the Protection of Navigable
Waters."-(Mr. Scott.)

Bill (155) " An Act further tc, amend the
Post Office Act."-(Mr. Scott.)

Bill (159) " An Act respecting the Juris-
diction of the Exchequer Court as to Railway
Debts." -(Mr. Mills.)

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, Jjth July, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

RAILWAY COMMUNICATION TO
THE YUKON.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.) rose to
move the following resolutions :

Resolved, That this House desires to express its
approval of the declaration of policy contained in a
portion of the speech of the Right Honourable the
Premier of the 9th June, relative to Yukon Railway
matters, of whiclh the following is a sumnnary:-

"Should it be decided in the future that the Lynn
Canal does not belong to Canada, the policy of
Canada will be to gain acaess to the Yukon, not by
the Lynn Canal, but hy building railways down to
what are indisputably Canadian waters, to Observa-
tory Inlet, through the Cassiar, Atlin and Yukon
districts."

That this House desires to reatlirm the following
portions of the resolutions unanimously adopted by it
during last session relative to railway communication
with the Yukon district:-

" Resolved, That it is desirable and necessary that
an all-Canadian railway route froni the Pacific coast
to the Yukon district should be opened up without
delay, in order to secure to the Doininon as much of
the trade of that dist-ict as possible, giving continuous
communication, cheap and safe transportation to
passenger, food supplies, and other necessary articles
of commerce, and safe and rapid conveyance of mails
and bullion.

" That keeping in view the economical administra-
tion of that district, compatible with every possible
encouragement to mîiners and the mining industry,
there are good reasons, from present indications, for
expecting that the revenues of the Yukon district
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will be sufficient to defray the cost of establishing
railway communication and other legitimate charges.

"That it is desirable that the mineral lands of that
district should be reserved for the general public, and
for revenue purposes, for on wise and judicious admi-
nistration depends the progress and prosperity of the
district.

" That the alternate blocks of mineral land reserved
under government regulations in the richest known
portions of the Yukon district, places at the disposal
of the goverimnent property which can be readily
converted into money and made available in the pro-
secution and development of necessary public works
in that district.

" That with such valuable resources, together with
a large annual revenue, the Yukon district can easily
meet the cry, 'Let the Yukon build its own rail-
ways.'"

He said :-It may be thought by some hon.
gentlemen that it may be unnecessary to
bring up a question of this kind on the
Yukon communication at the present time,
that the issue is dead, that there is nothing
before the country or before the Housp. I
think this is a question which should not be
allowed to die at any time. It should be
forced and urged on the government at all
times in a reasonable and proper way. I
would not allude to it now but for the
announcement of the Premier of the Dom-
inion about three weeks ago of his policy
with regard to communication with the
Yukon and where he would start from-
from an indisputable Canadian port. The
opinions of hon. gentlemen here being in
favour of an all-Canadian route, I thought
they would have no objection to express
their approval of that announcement by the
Premier. That is one of the reasons why I
have brought the matter before the House.
We all know that the communication to the
Yukon is very defective, and even from
the humanitarian as well as from the
economical and commercial point 6f view
a road should be built in that country.
The means of communication to the Yukon
is very imperfect, expensive and dangerous.
We have all read with horror of the loss of
life on the Skagway and White Pass route.
Men anxious to reach the Eldorado, pushing
on regardless of the consequences, have met
death from avalanches, and the breaking of
treacherous ice in the lake and from other
causes. Some improvement has taken
place during the last year, but there is
plenty of room for still more, and especially
for an all-Canadian route. The St. Michaels
and Yukon River route is a long circuitous
one, uncertain on account of shallow water,
and shifting sand bars and subject to the
delays and annoyances incident to foreign

customs regulations. Other roads, no doubt,
will tap the Yukon from the east as it be-
comes more developed and its resources
better known. In the meantime, the shortest
and safest route is from the Canadian sea-
board on the Pacific. Such a route could
be worked all the year free from climatic
interruptions. In carrying out such a neces-
sary work as this, no time should be lost.
Should there be no company in sight now to
carry it out the government might do what
was done in the case of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway. Select a strong company to carry
out such an undertaking. I am sure the
House has had much satisfaction in hear-
ing or reading of the anticipated out-
put of gold this year in the Yukon,
not by the ounce but by the ton. The
lowest estimate of the yield is twenty
millions, and some persons think it will
reach a much higher figure, all conducing
to greater commercial activity and a larger
revenue. The government is, no doubt,
fully alive to the wisdom of securing to the
Dominion as much of this wealth and com-
merce as possible by making the ingress and
egress through our own country-thus pre-
venting the present flow into a foreignl
country. In this connection the opinion
given by the Premier is of much importance.
We will always have strong competition il'
the United States coast cities, and it be-
hooves us the more to use every means to'
hold what is really our own. Last sessiOn
this House unanimously adopted a set Of
resolutions approving of an all-Canadian
route to the Yukon, as distinguished from1 '
half-foreign, half-Canadian route, and I hOP0

it will, this session, reaffirm the policY lt
believed in and recommended last session,'
strengthened as it is now by the receno
utterances of the Premier of Canada in
favour of an all-Canadian route, which is in
harmony with the opinion of the Conserva-
tive wing of Parliament, and in harmonY
with sound principles of internal develoP'
ment. I feel gratified that the governmet
have come to think of an unmistakable a1
Canadian route as the wise and proper course.
I hope the House will agree with the resol'-
tion now brought forward, and express ap-
proval of the words uttered by the Premier
about three weeks ago on this question.
course, they were qualified to a certain e%
tent ; that is to say, should the Lynn Can
belong to the United States, we should bu'l
to some Canadian port further south;
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should the Lynn Canal belong to Canada,
that being the nearest point to the Yukon
eountry, that the government should build
their railway there. In any event, it would
be an all-Canadian route.

1on. Mr. ALMON-I would suggest that
the discussion of this question should be
Postponed until the more important matters
Which we have before us are disposed of.
Should a discussion take place on this ques-

on, a whole day might be wasted which we
should devote to a discussion of the Grand
Trunk Railway agreement.

Ion. Mr. ALLAN-My' hon. friend bas
asked me to second his resolution. I should
b glad to do so, but I venture to suggest to
him whether it would not be well, having
brought it before the House, to let it stand
for the present, because-I do not know
Whether others are in the sanie position-I
have not had an opportunity to look into
tho8e resolutions as fully as I should like todo.

ion. Mr. POWER--It is pleasant to
NInor *that some good can come out of
qamareth, even in the opinion of the hon.

ntleman from Victoria. He admits tE-at
do nce the Premier bas said the right thing.

hon not rise for the purpose of opposing thegentleman's motion

Mr. PERLEY-There is nothing
ore the louse.

o0. Mr. POWER-I understood the
on was on the resolution.

The motion was allowed to stand.

FUPPLY OF BEEF FOR GOVERN-
MENT FORCES.

INQUIRY.
Ion. Mr. PERLEY inquired:

If the
N et ntract for the supply of beef for the gov-

o. - ."Ser i the Yukon and elsewhere " that the
dayaunster of justice, in answer to my question a

SIpplie a9o, said was under consideration," if such
f hbeen called for by public tender? And

Pi e pa5pers have notie of such tenders been

o r. MILLS-In the case of supply
for the the militia regimental depots, or
tente Volunteer militia training in camp,

are called for by posters in each
'bere the school is situated or

yg camp is to take place In the

case of the Yukon militia contingent, ar-
rangements for the supply of beef are left to
the commanding officer to arrange locally.
No tenders for this supply for the Yukon
force have been called for since they left for
Fort Selkirk.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-In the locality-
do you mean the Yukon 1

Hon. Mr. MILLS-To arrange locally.
The whole matter is left in the hands of the
officer; he is on the grouncd and knows what
supplies can be locally had, and what will
be necessary to import, and so the matter
bas been left entirely in his hands. I think
that is all the bon. gentleman's question.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is a departure from the usual course
pursued in asking for supplies for these
camps. I suppose that that may arise from
the fact of the peculiar circunistances of the
Yukon as compared with other portions of
the Dominion. I understood the hon. gentle-
man to say that the supplies are always
asked for, not by the officers of the camp,
but by the government.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Certainly, but my
hon. friend knows the Yukon is well nigh
an inaccessible country, and an officer on
the ground is in a better position than the
officials here to state what is required, what
can be had in the locality and what will be
necessary to import from elsewhere, and so
the officer in command of the force is left to
arrange for the supplies.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Can he arrange for the supplies without
advertising for tenders, and take such course
as he thinks proper?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, he may take
such course as he deems proper.

THE PENITENTIARY ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.
IN COMMITTEB.

The House reaumed, in Committee of the
Whole, consideration of Bill (R) ' An Act
further to amend the Penitentiary Act."

(In the Committee.)
On clause 2.
Hon. Mr. MILLS-The clause as it was

proposed here reads as follows :-
33. The Governor in Council may, from time to

time, fix the uns to be annually paid to the wardeu
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and the other officers and servants of any penitentiary
established under the provisions of this Act.

I propose to add: " But such salaries shall
not exceed the sums specified in the schedule
of this Act."

The clause was amended and adopted.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-For the Kingston
penitentiary there is a maximum and mini-
mum schedule in the statutes of 1887 and
there is a maximum schedule in the statutes
of 1895. I have adopted very nearly the
maximum schedule of the statute of 1887.
The statute of 1895 was found in many in-
stances below that which competent offices
could be retained for. The maximum salary
of the warden of Kingston penitentiary is
$2,600.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Before proceeding any further, while upon
that one point, how is it proposed to arrange
the salaries of the different penitentiaries in
case hereafter one should hecome more
important than the other 1 Will that be left
to take care of itself ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Some are more import-
ant, but I recognize the present state of
things. The schedule may require to be
amended f rom time to time. I should have
preferred to allow the schedule to stand for
another year, but hon. gentlemen took a
different view of the matter, and I am pro-
ceeding with it on the best information I
have.

Hon. Mr. POWER-What was he getting
before ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It was $2,800 in the
statutes of 1887. In 1895 it was $2,000.

Hon. Sir MACKENZTE BOWELL-Is
that the maximum.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
With the perquisites?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes. The deputy
warden, $1,500, the chaplain $1,200, surgeon
$1,800, accountant $1,200, warden's clerk
$900, storekeeper $900, steward $900, chief
keeper $1,000, hospital overseer $800, school-
master $700, engineer $1,000, trade instruc-
tor $700, keeper $600, guard $500, messen-
ger $500, stoker $500, inatron $600, deputy
matron $400.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Those are in many
instances the same as before.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
We could not ascertain whether if they were
the same as before without knowing the
number of years they had served.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I was taking the
maximum, with the yearly increases.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--II
am not finding any fault with the sums.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There will be no in-
crease above these.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
They can be appointed at a lower sum. 18
it intended to raise salaries each year, until
the maximum is reached, or will the govern-
ment exercise their own discretion i

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think we should
increase it at our discretion.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--
Yes, that is the best vay.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The only one I Was
thinking of increasing was the school-
master's salary.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I think we would be justified in increasing
the pay of the schoolmaster.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The salaries
which the hon. gentleman has just read
refer only to Kingston i

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-You are going
back to the plan adopted in 1887 of having
a maximum for each penitentiary in place
of a general provision?

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-How nY
hours a day does the schoolmaster work?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is very uncertain

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-I think the
salary is very low.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON--By the sched"e
of salaries provided in 1895, the office' o

schoolmaster and hospital overseer Ve

united in one person.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-They have
separate, but sometimes they are united
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We retain the power of giving two offices
sOnetimes to one man. Sometimes you get
a man specially well qualified for the work,
and it is better to unite some subordinate
Offce with his principal office than to lose
bis services. Those two offices were united
in 1898.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Has the school-
Inater been a long time in the service I

lion. Mr. MILLS-No; I think not.

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
]las the work that bas devolved upon these
twO offices rendered it advisable to have two
Officers ?

lion. Mr. MILLS-I think so. Mr.
Macdonald had been for some time deputy
"earden in the Manitoba penitentiary. I
think he was appointed there as hospital
overseer, and he wasi specially well qualified,
and the two offices were united for the pur-

se0"1 of giving him a better salary than he
had before. He was specially qualified. We
tulght not get another party possessing the

n4i>e qualifications, and, while they were
'Inited in order to give him an adequate
O1npensation, it was an arrangement not

IRtended to be permanent.

h lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Th0 8tatute makes it permanent.

on. Mr. FERGUSON-I think under
aw, at the present moment, there could

OlY $800 paid for the joint positions.

onl. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
W'e1 8ee in the schedule of 1887 how it was.

li. Mr. FERGUSON-I am speaking
-of the 1895 schedule.

lin Mr. MILLS It was impossible toget raen, because the salaries were s0 low.

on Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Is
acdonald there yet 1

l'on. Mr. MILLS-He bas tendered his
Jo nation. He was suspended when Sir
o ThoMpson was Minister of Justice,
tog ount of some difficulties in the Mani-
for aIpelitentiary, and he was without salary
fort'nie. Then it was felt he had not been
pp farly treated, but another having been
epointed to hbis office, he could not be

%Ota) ,and he was sent to Kingston peni-
4 Y and arrangements were made to give

him the compensation there. lis health bas,
in some measure, failed, and he has asked to
be retired. He bas been a long time in the
service. He bas also asked that the com-
pensation he was entitled to in Manitoba
should be paid him. Then, in the St. Vincent
de Paul penitentiary, I propose the following
salaries: Warden $2,400, deputy warden
$1,500, the same as in the other place, the
chaplain $1,200, the same as in the other
case, surgeon $1,400, accountant $1,100,
warden's clerk $800, storekeeper $900,
steward $800, chief keeper $900, hospital
overseer $750, schoolmaster $700, engineer
$900, trade instructor $700, keeper $600,
guard $500, messenger $500, teamster $400.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I understand
now that, as far as we have gone, we are
dealing with Kingston and St. Vincent de
Paul penitentiaries, and we are creating a
separate office for schoolmaster and hospital
overseer in these two at least ? Therefore,
as compared with how it stood in 1895, we
are creating a new office in each case.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
There was a schoolmaster and a hospital
overseer in all the penitentiaries under the
Act of 1887. Under the Act of 1895 these
two offices were united in one in most of the
penitentiaries. The hon. gentleman proposes
to re-enact the old state of affairs and
create a new office in each case?

Hou. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
would like to know the reason of that.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hospital overseer
bas the hospital in charge and attends to the
administration of the medicine, and so on.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Is he a drug-
gist 1

Hon. Mr. MILLS-He may be a drug-
gist. He is a party who bas had some
experience as an attendant, and acts as sur-
geon.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-He sbould be a
druggist.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Not necessarily, be-
cause the medicine is prepared by the sur-
geon of the hospital. The hospital overseer
is the person who has the sick of the hospital
in charge and sees to the administration of
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the medicine. The surgeon sees them every not se enermous but what the two may he
day, of course, but if any changes take place discharged by the one persen. Steward $800,
in the condition of the patients, he reports hospital overseer and schoolmaster $900,
to the physician, and to some extent dis- united into two offices, engineer $1,000,
charges the functions of one having the care trade instructor $700, guard $600, messen-
of the hospital, and sees to its hygienic con- ger $600.
cit;irn Ti a of niefr. who% has nlwa r

existed in the institution, and while it may
be united with the functions of some other
officer, the duties are essentially distinct.
It is not new. It has always existed in the
institution.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-The surgeon
only receives $1,400 and at Kingston he
gets $1,800.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Why is that I

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I intended to have
made it $1,600. I think he is entitled to
that. But he has a good deal less work to
do than the surgeon at Kingston, nearly
200 patients less. I think $1,600 is not an
extravagant amount to allow the surgeon at
St. Vincent de Paul. The intention was to
make it as nearly as possible in proportion
to the number of patients and the amount
of work. I propose to make the salary
of the schoolmaster in this case $800,
the saine as in Kingston, as he has very
onerous duties to discharge. Then with
reference to the Dorchester penitentiary, I
propose that the warden's salary shall be
$2,000. The number of convicts there is less
than half, or about half, the number at St.
Vincent de Paul. The deputy warden's
salary will be $1,400, and if the offices of
deputy warden and chief keeper should be
united, then the salary will be $1,500,
chaplain $800, surgeon $1,200, accountant
$1,000, storekeeper $800, steward $800,
and if the offices of storekeeper and steward
are held by one person, the salary will be
$1,000, chief keeper $800, hospital overseer
$700, schoolmaster $700, engineer $900,
assistant engineer $750, trade instructor
$700, keeper $600, guard $500, messenger
$500, teamster $400. Then, in the Manitoba
penitentiary, the warden's salary is to be
$2,000. This salary it may be necessary at
no distant day to increase on account of the
increase of population in that district.
Deputy warden and chief keeper $1,200,
chaplain $800, surgeon $1,200, accountant
and storekeeper $1,100. These offices are

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-I think I un-
<derstood from the Minister of Justice that
the guards in the Dorchester penitentiary
were getting $500, the same as in Kingston
and St. Vincent de Paul penitentiaries, but
in Manitoba they are to receive $600. Why
are they paid more in Manitoba I

Hon. Mr. MILIS-The difficulty is that
the cost of living is greater, and they are
miles away from any town or place to get
supplies.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-I suppose they
have to look after the same number of con-
victs 

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, not so many, but,
there are fewer guards ?

· on. Mr. McCALLUM-But if they are
away from the town they will not have B
chance to spend their money.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Then, in the British
Columbia penitentiary the salaries will be
as follows: Deputy warden $1,200, chap-
lain $800, surgeon $1,000. He need not be
paid that sum if'the number of convicts in'
the penitentiary does not warrant it. Babe
at the time the surgeon's salary was fixed,
at $600, there were fewer convicts in the
penitentiary than at the present time. The
population is rapidly increasing, and so 1
think it would be only a prudent thing to
fix the salary of the surgeon at $1,000. I
may be necessary to make it higher at 1no
distant day. The accountant and store-
keeper and schoolmaster are united in 0le
office; that may be continued so at the pre-
sent time. If the number increses at Bo
early day, it will be necessary to increas
these. Then, the steward $800, trade in-
structor $700, guard $600, messenger $600,
teamster $600. There are a few parties tO
whom you are obliged to pay more, in order
to secure the service of proper officers in the
eastern penitentiaries. The guards in Maat-
toba and in British Columbia are paid $6e
a year, that is $100 more than theY I
paid at Kingston, Dorchester or St. VinceA
de Paul, owing to the cost of living an
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difference in the pay for which competent other penitentiaries than that given by the
parties may be secured. I have now stated minister. In reference to the last motion
What I think are the maximum salaries made by the hon, gentleman, for the adoption
which should be paid to these officers in of that provision to place the prisoner
charge of the penitentiaries, and I shall ask immediately in the custody of the warden of
the committee to adopt this schedule. the penitentiary, that is a good suggestion

The schedule was adopted. to avoid delay, trouble and expense, but who
is Lo be the judge, at the tiine of the sentence,

On section 2. ta which penitentiary the prisoner is to be

lion. Mr. MILL-This clausewas a mlowed sente? It is not to be presumed that the
tO stanid. The object of this clause is judge would be in a position te know the
'eflable parties to be sent dorectly from the number of prisoners i the different peni-
jail to the penitentiary without being first tentiaries of the country. Would the
Sent tt some other penitentiary or institu- prisoner be sent te the penitentiary in the
tioll. We had a female conviit in the pro- provincein which ahe receives his sentence,
virice of B3ritish Columbia, but there are no and then have an investigation and inquiry

Oeinale wards in that penitentiary. We are made as to the expediency of sending him
Obliged to send a female conviet tc Kings- to another place. I can understand if the
tona Under the baw as it stands ilt s neces- judge in sentencing a woman to any length

l to send the convictt to the first penu- of servitude, if ie knew there was no woman's
tentiary within the district embraced for ward in the penitentiary in the province in
Pet-ions convicted in that district, and so the which the sentence took place, he could then
Pri8onier had to bo sent to the penitentiary send lier to another; but suppusing it is a
111 British Columbia, and from that are case of an overcrowded penitentiary, how
elrwarded to Kingston. Now, when this made to the xeden osen g

osio secome am alecnt oings toaoheouc.lda udrtndi h

tvoebn Udeeed t cn Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is not the judge;
haryto en de covt to have been already inti is the executive government that decides
entiry of the warden of the British Colum- finaly the penitentiary to which the partyisos nitiny, and he could have issued is to go.

i Wrad to have ber forwarded to Kings-
tonwiBri tthe cost or expense of first being Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
ore to the institution. So thatisthereason The executive in Ottawa 
pr thawth cort Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes; this is simply to

he b Purpoeem of this bection any convici ien- avoid an intermediate step.
<dele0 eimprisoned in any pententiary shal lie

b tOsbeinthe cutody of the warden of that
entiarY im ediately upon such iensense. Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-That, of côurse,

Sa the case that is intended to ho would have to be provided for under the
tt i the ost o exesbe oi first section of this bi. The Governor

t the vision. o thtis ct r General, by proclamation, would have to
r Sir MACKENZE BOWELL- declare the territories. At present we have

S e in Kingston penitentiary and St. the territories defined by law, but the Gov-
'Cen t de Paul, and Dorchester also, the ernor in Council may make changes under
ofhcen ar eatel uhile under this law the present bilU. That would, of course, be

ey tobeoha ei Ina theother penitentiaries known to the judge and the officias in the
tet Present pystem is continued. The reason court, ad the prisoner would go forth to

, nt he n inister for the additional the penitentiary that would, under the st
tohoee ar ingston does not apply to-the proclamation, bi deslared to be in the terri-

gi tron There must e some other toy. That was a subject of some discussion
o d '. The reason given by the Minister at an earlier stage of this masure. I think

" o'lice for uniting them in Kingston was that is a good provision, hecause il will
at aer togive a position to Mr. Macdonald obviate a good deal of expense in some Cas

V& greater remuneration. The remunera- -in the case,for instance, ofNewOntario,
$8o n h Kigton for the two offices was ihisalndstcefo Kngo.

What he rectived in Manitoba I do UJder the present Act a prisoner would
now, so there must be some other have to be sent to Kingston, and thence tofor thf separating of the offices in the Stony Mountain, whereas, if New Ontario
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is attached to Manitoba, the prisoner could
go direct to Stony Mountain.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Do I understand
the schedule of salaries is based on the
maximum ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes ; there is no
minimum.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW--Supposing a person
should be appointed hereafter, would he
commence, say at Kingston, at a salary of
$800, or would there be discretionary power
given to the government to regulate his
salary ? I can understand when a man has
been a long time in the service of the gov-
ernment he is entitled to greater considera-
tion, but in the case of a new appointment,
would he commence at the salary of bis pre-
decessor ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, not necessarily.
A minimum is sometimes very inconvenient,
because it would prevent, sometimes, the
getting of a thoroughly competent man. I
know a gentleman who was highly recom-
mended for an office in one of the peniten-
tiaries, but I found that he would not touch
any salary that we could give or that I could
ask him to accept. We want the power,
where a man is specially fitted for certain
work, within reasonable limits, to secure his
services, and so, while 1 have no objection
to a maximum salary, I think a minimum
salary is rather inconvenient. Where the
service you require is clerical service. and
the men employed are young men, it works
well enough, but where you require special
qualifications, men possessed of good judg-
ment, who are thoroughly trusty, you have
not any necessity for a minimum. Of course,
Parliament is entitled to know what is being
paid, and I do not object to saying that
Parliament shall decide what the maximum
sum shall be beyond which the minister
shall have no discretion; but as long as it
keeps below that, I think it will always be
found advantageous to leave bis discretion
as free as it well can be.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
would suggest that the schedule be printed
with the bill as it is. We can understand
it better having it before us, and can have
the third reading at the same time.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not intend to
ask for the third reading to-day, as I want
to consider the schedule myself.

Hon. Mr. TEMPLE, from the committee,
reported that the committee had made some
progress with the bill.

PORTAGE DU FORT AND BRISTOL
BRANCH RAILWAY BILL.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ADOPTED.

The order of the day being read:
Consideration of the Report of the Standing Com-

mittee on Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours, to
whom was referred Bill (42) " An Act respecting the
Portage du Fort and Bristol Btanch Railway Con-
pany.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL said :-Probably it
would be well, before making any observa-
tions with respect to this report, I might
intimate to the Senate the result which I
have arrived at in my own mind, and which
I propose to present to the House, asking
them to adopt it in the shape of a resolu-
tion. I purpose, after having made some
explanatory observations, to move that the
report be returned to the committee for
further consideration. I do not think there
is a member of this House who has a higher
respect for the decision of a committee than
I personally have. I am exceedingly un-
willing to appear to pass a judgment upon
a decision which bas been arrived at, but I
feel, under the circumstances in which this
bill lias been presented to the committee, and
their decision upon it, that it is my duty tO
submit the motion which I propose to make.
In the first place, I may be permitted, by
way of explanation, to say-though I be-
lieve it is perhaps a little out of order tO
speak of what was done in the committee--
that the majority by which this decisioni
was arrived at was a snall majority,--
a majority of four in a committee Of
twenty. Had it been a very decisive ma-
jority, or had there been anything like
unanimity in that committee, I should
have been exceedingly unwilling to questiofl
the judgment of the committee, but
coming, as that bill did, from the House of
Commons, where it had been very fully and
very carefully and for a long time considered
by the Railway Committee of that House,
-coming to us in that shape, it appears to
me to be entitled to much more careful Col-

sideration than perhaps might otherwise be
given to it. We know that in that j{ousfe
a great deal of trouble was taken to arrie&
at a correct judgment with referenae to
bill. There were no less than four or five
sittings of the committee, and an opportU-
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nity was afforded to a large number of per-
s0n8 interested, both forand against the bill
to be heard, and so the bill was fully consi-
dered, and all the points which havesincebeen
brought out before the Senate committee,'Were just as strongly brought out before the
Railway Committee of the House of Coin-
nfOns. When we think that, after all that
careful consideration, the House of Commons
Passed the bill, I contend that the measure
Conles to us in a very different shape from
o1e originating in this House. As a general
rule, We are not disposed to treat the deci-
a nof the House of Commons lightly.
Where we find it necessary, as a dutyof this House, to come to a decision con-
trary to that which has been arrived at
inr the lower House, we do so with great
care, and with the certainty that in so act-

Wg We are safeguarding the interests of the
oUnitry. We do so when there is some prin-
cIe at stake-something of importance
'nnected with the bill which influences our

!c-tionl before we venture to differ from the
dgmnent carefully and deliberately arrivedyt by the House of Commons. In this res-

pect 1 think the bill bas been, perhaps,

reel sj carefully treated as it should

o been in our committee, and it would
Zof t a proper thing that a small majority

our in the Railway Committee of the
(ate should condemn a bill which has

ived such careful consideration and ap-
th in the other House. No matter what
Woud ajority might be in the Senate it

oi be considered a fair decision, but
1 ado not think we should allow a small

oority of four in a committee to throw
Sabill which bas come to us with the

ti0 and approval of the other House.

be Iren' reason for asking that' the bill
thr onullitted, with an instruction that
the blate bas approved of the principle of
t bl. Now, is it not generally the rule
nL the second reading of a bill in this
it "e, the principle is discussed, and when
it s 1s generally approved of. I know

re 0onidered an inflexible rule which
ge ealnot depart f rom at all, but it is the

tire Wbrule. At the second reading is the
be aa en any objections to the bill should

ted in this House.

ta Mr. POWER-There was objection
the second reading.

lt, l Mr. VIDAL-I do not remembernot at that time become sufficiently

interested in the bill to be aware of it. At
any rate, there was no objection in the
shape of a vote of this House being asked
upon it. There was no decision. There may
have been some adverse remarks about it.
In this case I think the bill should have
received further consideration at our hands.
In reference to what the committee has re-
ported, that the preamble bas not been
proven, I may say there is not much in the
preamble. It is a mere statement of facts
that I fancy there is no question at all about.
There cannot be any question about the
facts recited in the preamble, so the essential
feature of the report is that it is not ex-
pedient to grant the prayer of the petition-
ers. The reason assigned for the decision of
the committee is simply this, that this road
parallels an existing line. That is the whole
sum and substance of the objection, and it
is held that it would jeopardize an interest
which bas already been sanctioned by Par-
liament. Now, does it realy jeopardize this
interest ? Can it, in any sense, be said to
be a parallel line? In my judgment it can-
not. Here I corne to a distinct issue with
the views that have been advanced by those
who oppose the bill. It does not parallel an
existing line in any way to injure it. To
consider this question properly, one must
divide this proposed road into three distinct
and separate parts, that part going from
Pembroke to the Ottawa River at Portage
du Fort, then from Portage du Fort on
the Quebec side of the river to Quyon,
and froi Quyon to Ottawa. They are
not exactly equal divisions. The 27
miles from Pembroke to Portage du Fort
passes through the pi ovince of Ontario,
and cannot by any possibility be considered
as paralleling the Pontiac Pacific Junc-
tion Road, because between the two is the
Ottawa River unbridged, and a considerable
extent of territory besides. There is no
possible connection between the Ontario side
of the Ottawa River between Pembroke and
Portage du Port, and the Pontiac Pacifie
Junction line, as it extends up to Walthan.
I cannot conceive that any one can say that,
there is any paralleling it in such a way as
to injure it there. The Pontiac Pacifie
Junction Railway ends at Waltham. Before
it could possibly reach Pembroke, there
would have to be two bridges across the
Ottawa River and a road across the Alumette
Island also. The Pontiac Pacifie Junction
Railway Company have held the power to
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build that particular part of the road and
those bridges for some 18 years, and nothing
has been done. They have held the charter
and prevented anybody else from doing
anything, while they have done nothing. It
is a heavy and expensive work to do, and
when accomplished, if it should ever be, very
little would be gained by it, because Waltham
is so far north that it would add con-
siderable mileage between Pembroke and
Ottawa. So I consider the Ontario section
of this road out of the question as influenc-
ing our decision about the granting of thi8
charter. The section from Portage du Fort
to Quyon, in one sense may be considered a
parallel line. But we are not asked to give
this. The company already have that.
They have a charter.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Then why do
they come here.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL- I will tell you
presently. They have held a charter for a
long time, and are not asking us to initiate
a new line. Their charter was extended
about five years ago, for its completion, up
to next January, so that it is still extant, and
it's power unimpaired. The parties holding
that charter, you will observe, are not ask-
ing us to interfere with the other line. They
already have the power, and all that they
are asking us is that we shall allow them to
build that line and extend it into Ontario,
making it a Dominion work. They also ask
power to build the third part of the line
that I have spoken of, from Quyon to Otta-
wa. Is there any paralielism there? Has
not the House of Commons very clearly and
distinctly laid it down that they shall not
have power to build a road f rom Quyon to
Ottawa unless they are refused access by
the Pontiac Pacifie Junction line. The
Act expressly says that while it gives them
a charter, in the event of the Pontiac
Pacific Junction refusing them right of way
over their line or neglecting to make a con-
nection between Aylmer and Ottawa, only
in that case will the power be granted them
to build the road. It is very carefully
guarded, so that you cannot say there is any
parallelism there. They join the Pontiac
Pacifie Junction at or near Quyon, and
from that point would get running privileges
over the existing line to Ottawa, these
privileges being defined-consequently we
may rest assured of their equity-by the

Railway Committee of the Privy Council,
the ordinary court to decide any question
as to the value of the franchise which may
be required or granted. So that the House
will see in this way the rights of the
Pontiac Pacifie Junction are very carefully
guarded by the other House. I have
shown that not one of those three sections
can be said to affect the well being
or existence of the present Pontiac Pacific
Junction. That part of the territory in
Quebec lying between Portage du Fort and
Quyon contributes littie or nothing to the
Pontiac Pacifie Junction line, in fact I be-
lieve it is generally understood the line is
run at a loss, because there is not traffic
enough to make it pay. The rates are s0
high that in that section of the country the
people prefer waiting till the winter and
getting an ice bridge across the Ottawa and
bringing their goods in that way.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-How far i
Quyon from the Canadian Pacifie RailwaY

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-It is not very far
but the river runs between. The Canadian
Pacific Railway does not object to this en-
terprise. The route is very much nearer
being parallel with the Canadian PacilO
Railway than with the Pontiac Pacifie Junc-
tion Railway. They start at Pembroke tO'
gether and diverge very slightly as theY
come eastward. If the Canadian Pacifia
Railway had objected I could have seeO
some force in it, because the line to Por-
tage du Fort really parallels the Canadia"
Pacifie Railway some five or six miles, widef'
ing as it approaches the city, but the adVa"
tage that would be gained by the making
this new road is that there would be a di,
tance of twenty-eight miles saved between
Pembroke and Ottawa.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-It would be
twenty-eight miles shorterthan the Canadian
Pacifie Railway 1

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-Yes, shorter because
the Canadian Pacifie Railway diverges to
the south a great deal. If the compny1

could obtain running privileges over the
Pontiac Pacifie Junction Railway frog"
Aylmer to Ottawa it would make a differenee
of four miles, far the distance from QIYO"
to Ottawa would be by that route twelt'
seven miles, while by the new proposed iÏ0
it would be twenty-three. I think, und'e
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ail these circumstanceq that the objection
that this new road would be interfering with
the rights and privileges of the Pontiac
Pacific Junction should have very little
Weight. Why is it that the Pontiac Pacific
Junction remains without any connection
With Ottawa? It is a line beginning at
AY1mer and ending up the Ottawa River

roine place, and having no great depot at
either end. They have had the privilege of
rnaking that connection between Aylmer andOttawa ; and what bas been accomplished i
Xothing effectual bas been done. There is
a Pile of raila there, and they have had asurvey, but no actual work has been done in
aYlng down the continuation of the Pontiac

cific Junction Railway from Ayimer to
OttaWft. So far from its being a hindrance
t the Pontiac Pacific Junction, the con-
struction of this road would be the best

'ng that could possibly happen to it. This
""ne wIould bring to Quyon a large amount
bf traffic coming froni the west, because I
believe in a short time the saving of that 23
r1les Would cause a great deal of traffic to

Sent from Pembroke to Ottawa by that
ile istead of by the Canadian Pacific Rail-

th , and just as soon as it bzcame knawn
a this was to be a living road. that Port-

e Du Port bridge was to be huilt and com-
pl'acation made to Pembroke, the pro-Petors of the Pontiac Pacific Junction

'lWay would have less difficulty in
t181ng rnoney on bonds for the comple-

o Of that eight miles from Aylmer
Ottawa. We can scarcely conceive it

SeshOre that an active company would allow
"0'eseort a section to intervene betwLen their
be.t eastern terminus and Ottawa. I

wlve if. it was known that this company
ly, going to construct this road immediate-

it Would be seen that the necessity
et as great, and there would be no diffi-
re n Obtaining whatever funds might be
O Uired for building the road into Ottawa.
O urse, the Pontiac Pacific and the
Piesa and Gatineau Valley Railway Com-
tial a rethe proprietors of the interprovin-
oit dge that is to be built from Nepean
heire Ilull. It is proceeding very slowly.

t are indications of its existence, and
eve h all you can say about it. But I be-

t oa t if it was known that this other
obt 4 ai conMing in, money would be easily
% 1e for the completion of that bridge,
f t ld tbus afford access to a large amount

t ea C and business coming in from the

west by that new line. So that, altogether,
the very best part of the Pacific Junction
Railway would be that section lying east of
Quyon, over which large traffic would pass.
All these things being considered, I think it
would be well before the Senate rejects this
bill, which haà been so well considered and
fought out in the Commons, that it should
at least give more attention to the subject.
And I propose that it shall be remitted back
to the committee, with the instruction that
the Senate, having agreed on the principle,
it no longer remains with them to say the
preamble is not proved ; that they will go
through the clauses of the bill, and if any
amendments are required in the clauses, by
all means let them be made and reported to
the House. I think it is not becoming to
the Senate to reject a bill in that very curt
way by the adoption of this report.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-I desire to
say that, in seconding the hon. gentleman's
motion, I do it with some hesitancy, because
I have a natural disinclination to refer back
a report to a committee which has been
appointed by this House for the purpose of
taking it into consideration. I would not
do so, and did not do so, without first seeing
the chairman of the committee and explain-
ing to him the reasons why I supported this
motion. Having done so, and having heard
the very admirable presentation of the case
from my hon. friend's point of view, I have
very little further to say about it. The only
objection which I really heard, which seemed
of a tangible nature, before the committee
was the fact that this. road was supposed to
parallel the Pontiac Pacific Junction Rail-
way. As far as I could see, the only part
of that line that it paralleled was the part
not yet built, and we all know that, in
getting out of a large city, there are certain
channels which are common to all roads
entering the city, and it is almost impossible
for two roads to come into a city without
paralleling one another. That is what is
done here. The part that is threatened to
be paralleled is the section which is not yet
built. In referring this back to the com-
mittee, I would like to have it thoroughly
understood that no hon. gentleman who
votes to refer it back is necessarily bound to
support the bill in the committee. All we
ask to do here is to have it placed before the
committee, when the parties can come there
and lay their views before us. It does not
bind me to support it in the committee.
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Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
has not read the motion, evidently.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-Yes, I
have. It is to refer it back to the committee
and for the commit tee to go through the
clauses. I do not think any hon. gentleman
is bound to support it.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-As a member
of that committee I am surprised to see the
hon. gentleman from Sarnia bringing up this
question and giving us a lecture, and pro-
posing a vote of want of confidence in the
committee, as much as to say we did not
consider every clause of the bill. Every
hon. gentleman at the table read the bill
and considered it. We listened for two
hours to intelligent lawyers discussing the
question, with maps on the wall showing us
the locality, and now the hon. gentleman
from Sarnia tells us that we did not know
our duty and did not know what we were
doing. We should consider, lie says, that
the Commons passed this bill. Is that a
sufficient reason why we should pass it ?
The people that engaged with Mr. Beemer
in the first place had to be bought out.
Some of those fellows have Mr. Beemer's
money in their pockets. I am tired of this
business. We got rid of it once and that
should be suflicient. If the Senate sends it
back to the committee, what are we to do 1
We went into it as carefully as we possibly
could and we decided to report against the
bill. I dislike hearing the hon. gentleman
say that the committee appointed to look
into the matter did not thoroughly do its
work. I know thev looked into it carefully
and came to a conclusion, but we did not
satisfy the hon. gentleman from Sarnia.
What has the senior member from Halifax
(Mr. Power) to say about this, and
what has the chairman to say about it ?
He occupied the chair in an impartial way,
and was perfectly right all the way through.
I should like to hear what they have to say.
When an hon. gentleman rises in his place
and casts refiections on me as a member of
that committee, and says that I did not do
my duty, I will not submit to it in silence.
I say that the whole comnittee did their
duty. There were about twenty members
present, and the vote was eight to twelve.
Of course, if the hon. gentleman desires to
appeal to the House, he has that right, but
I hope the House will not pass a vote of
want of confidence in the conmittee.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B. C.)-This
Portage du Fort and Bristol Railway Bill
received, in the committee, every considera-
tion. We heard counsel on both sides, for
and against it. We heard gentlemen inter-
ested on both sides and heard them patiently
and quietly, and the committee came to the
conclusion that it would be unfair to allow
this road to be built, paralleling another
road, and also to take part of its traffic and
crush it out in that way, and interfere with
the large financial arrangements the Pontiac
Pacific Junction Company have to make
to build their bridge across the Ottawa
River. It has been a starving road, I be-
lieve now it is paying a little and to grant
this charter would hurt that road. If we
thought there was traffic enough, we would
not have reported against it. If the bill
goes back, it will not receive more considera-
tion than it bas already received. I move
that the report of the committee be con-
curred in.

Hon. Mr. BAKER-Quite apart from3
the challenge thrown out to me by the hon.
gentleman from Mon ck (Mr. McCaLlum) it is
my duty, as chairman of the committee, to
say a word or two upon the motion before
the chair. As to the position the hol
gentleman froin Sarnia(Mr. Vidal) has taken,
everything he proposes to the House l3
deserving of the most careful attention, and
I am sure I shall not be considered uncivil
much less offensive to my hon. friend, if 1
say that the proposition which he is nOI
submitting to the House, appears not tO
have engaged the careful attention which
the hon. gentleman usually gives to matters
which he brings before us. The motion, as
submitted to the Speaker, contains a direct
reflection upon the Railway Committee. t
goes further than that. It refers the mat-
ter back to the committee with instruction'
that leave the comnmittee no power to e'
ercise its discretion. No one knows better
than the hon. gentleman from Sarnia wh8t
the functions; of a parliamentary committe
are. The committees are the creaturesO
the House. Matters are submit ted tothem.'
It is true they are subordinate to the ILouIU
itself and the reference back to the COm'

mittee does not, if inade in general ter9'
necessarily imply a censure upon the c0'
mittee, but couched in the language COI1

tained in that motion, there is a direct
censure upon the Railway Committee. As
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he chairman of that conimittee, I feel that,

its my duty to repel such an aspersion.I1 nearly thirty years since I first took a
sat in the Parliament of Canada, and i
do Wh, during that whole experience, had to
the oth a committee more keenly alive to

' proper discharge of its duties than the
iasway Committee of the Senate. There is

t'ot am atterthat comes beforethatcommittee
tht does not receive the most careful andmritia-attention, and to say that that com-
cit te 1s to be censured because of the exer-eise of its power-and I may say in the exer-

f its wisdom, it chose to reject that bill
'8th cast upon that committee a censure
hot it does not deserve at the hands of the

gentleman from Sarnia, and which it
th ot deserve if the motion is carried in
te . ouse. What is the history of this en.
thé ise? It was chartered by a local Act of
cha gislature of Quebec in 1888. It was

ave ged with power to construct a railway
i"ia great Portion of the ground embraced

afte present territory. It came some years
obtewards to the legislature of Quebec and
which ed an amendment to its charter, by
line it was authorized to build a telegraph

Well as a railway. Subsequently it
to tfbsidized by the Dominion Government
milthe eXtent of $3,200 per mile for fifteen
pril ofits railway, and yet with all those
it tel .ges it never showed a sign of life until

'ho ainto the hands of its present promoter,
Wha PPears, from his own statement and

comt *e eOut before the committee, to have
the plfore the Parliament of Canada for
it4 c rPose of obtaining powers contained in
cise arnte, which would enable him to exer-

iUndue influence on an existing cor-beePot - What is the proper rule that has
in Capplie< to the construction of railways
give alada 1 It is that power shall not begîD.,r to dupljcat'

p. xlicathe railways. Look at the
4iJW lale the plan produced before the

a fay Conittee and see whether it is not
dulcthat the object of the enterprise is to

ay I he Pontiac Pacific Junction Rail.
Iiye.. it Is true that at one portion of its
theobj a considerable distance from it, but

to Ject off'the promoters of this enterprise
t" u Plicate the railway into Ottawa.
ir aiWay Committee heard the parties by

ery e and astute counsel and gave them
fore ortunity to present their claims

1 it he , and after sitting in judgment
eut t ided that it was not expe-

the bill should become law, and

they so reported. It is for this House to
determine whether, by the adoption of that
motion, they will pass a vote of censure on
the Railway Committee. If it is passed,
as the chairman of that committee, 1 shall
sit in silence and listen to the verdict of the
House, but I submit it would be an act of
injustice, under the circumstances, to pass
such a vote of censure. I submit there is
nothing before this House to show that the
committee acted in a manner to justify the
reference back to them in the words of that
motion. I submit that it will be an unjustifi-
able act if this motion should be adopted. It
is no breach of confidence for me to say, as I
do, that members of that committee who
voted for the bill in committee stated that
they would vote against the adoption of this
motion, and I believe, when the votes are
called for, if it comes to that, it will be
shown by a majority of the House that it is
not the intention of the House to cast an
aspersion on the Railway Committee by the
adoption of this motion.

Hon. Mr. POIRIER-I wish to second
the motion proposed by the hon. gentleman
from Victoria that this report be concurred
in. I was not present when the report was
made, but if I had been present, the majority
would have been five instead of four. Be-
fore leaving for home, I gave some attention
to that bill, and have done so since, and the
more I look into it, the more I am confirmed
in the conviction that the Railway Com-
mittee adopted the right and proper course.
I would have no objection to confirm the
privileges of the company, as originally
chartered, so far as that portion of the road
is concerned. I believe it would be a good
and useful road, but f rom Quyon to Ottawa,
the new line is certainly paralleling the
other one, zig-zagging and dancing about it,
but really parallelling it, and I do not
believe, as a member of this House, that we
should authorize the building of a railway
for which there is no necessity. It traverses
no new country. It answers no good pur-
pose and simply bas the one object, of hurt-
ing a railway against which nothing has
been brought forward and nothing bas been
said, a railway which is not earning, I be-
lieve, extra dividends, and all this in con-
tradiction of what has been all along the
policy of the committee in this and the other
House-to prevent the unnecessary duplicat-
ing of railroads.
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Hon. Mr. MILLER-I do not think that conditional liberation of penitentiary con-
this motion can be put to the House, because victs." be said:-The principle of the bill
it contains a misstatement on the face of it. is contained in the first clause. Hon. gen-
The motion is that the report be returned to tlemen wiIl see, in examining this bill, that
the committee for further consideration with it is an adaptation of the principle of what
instructions to the effect that the Senate, are called indeterminate sentenoes in the
having sanctioned the principle of the bll, United States, hut which in England are
desire that the clauses rnay Le examined, &c. usually designated as in this Lill. You will
Now, the parliamentary mile is that the prin- see, by an exanination f the clauses Of
ciple of a publi bil is affirmed on the second this bill, that every one of them is take
reading, but the principie of a private bill from some English statute or other, and
is only affirned contingent upon proof of the that, under the bie,, a party may e liber
facts recited in the preamble. The bill was ated by order of the Governor in ouncd
referred t the Standing Committee on Rail- and granted a ticket of leave, or
ways to take evidence of the facts set forth license, as it is caled in the cls, whefl
in the preable, and the committee have re- ho reports to the sheriff or the chief
ported to the House that the preamble bas officer of police in the county or citl
not been proven. Therefore, this motion is to which he may go, and that he is under
incorrect on the face of it, as must be evi- necessary surveillance in respect to bis good
dent to every hon. gentleman. The House conduct during the period for which he bas
did not affirm the principle of this bill, be- been sentenced. If he should, at any tinO,
cause it being a private bill, the House be guilty of any improper conduct-if he
affirmed the principle only conditional on the should at any time spend Lis time idly, or
facts stated in the preamble being proven. associate with those who are known to be
These facts were referred to the committee disreputable persons, he is liable to have his
for investigation. The committee investi- license revoked, and to be committed to penl'
gated them and reported that they were not tentiary to serve out the balance of the tirne
proven; therefore, it would be absurd for for which he was sentenced. If he is guilty
the House, after investigation, to override of crime at any time before Lis sentence e%-
the action of the committee and pass a pires, he may be convicted of the offence
motion of this kind. Besides, there is an with which he is charged, and the period for
objection to this motion that no notice of it which he is sentenced is added to the period
has been given. It is not part of the notice of the time the sentence has yet to run, and
on the paper. It requires notice. he may be committed to serve out the balance

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-In second- of one sentence and the whole of the other

ing this motion, I had no intention to cast in the penitentiary. This principle has been

any reflection on the committee of which I found to work satisfactorily in the Uniork
am a member. The objection raised by the Kingdom, and it Las been found to work

hon. gentleman from Richmond (Mr. Miller), satisfactorily in the States of the Jioo

is so well taken that I am quite content where it Las been tried. Of course, ter
that it should go on that point. offenders, whose habits of mind and cha

have become fixed, who are disposed to cril
Hon. Mr. POWER-The question is on and who have not the necessary self Wili t

the amendment of the hon. gentleman from restrain them, when an opportunity Offertý
Victoria. from committing crime, are not likelY 01

The SPEAKER-If the hon. member receive any license under the operation O
insists on the question of order, I shall rule this measure, but young offenders, those.h
on it. have cominîtted offences for the first tiWu

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I shall not take any and especially where those offences are
exception for want of notice. of a very serious character, may be liberstOd

The amendment was adopted. upon license being granted them and U a
their subjecting themselves to the

LIBERATION OF PENITENTIARY tions imposed upon them by the lice"e
CONVICTS BILL. They are constantly acting .under restra'nt

SECOND READING. duming the whole period for .
Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the second read- they have been sentenced, and s0 acu

ing of Bill (T) " An Act to provide for the under restraint, having their good con
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ever before them, an opportunity is given
thema to form better habits, those more con-

isatent with the rights of others and with
obedience to the law than have been pre-
Viusly formed in their case. I have no
doubt that in this country it will be found

experience that the adoption of the rule
*1Il be advantageous in bringing about a
eformation of the offender, advantageous in

ing him an opportunity of continuing in
teployment of those who are in the law-

'%ding class, and relieving him from all the
. 'Sadvantages to which he would be sub-

t'ed if he were kept in constant contact
With the criminal classes. It is, in my
apinion mnuch more likely that one to whom

tet of leave is granted will reform while
at librty under that ticket of leave and un-
der Public surveillance, than if committed to
t penitentiary. Further than that, in my
Opinion, the cost of the maintenance of the

'al institutions will be proportionately
i"fnished. That cost, at the present time,

no4 t go great as it was formerly. It

bde n suggested-and was suggested'
there the late administration-that

should be a better classification
Prisoners than exista at the present

et. in that view I share, but that
6efication would entail, no doubt,either charges upon the public revenue.

the present time, old offenders and
who are offenders for the. first time,

an Who are hardened in vice and crime
rUd thoSe who are not naturally disposed to

arethwho have nevertheless been convicted,
f thre t n together, and the opportunities
ly or are very limited indeed, especial-

are ose over the age of sixteen, and whc
p 6en convicted of offences which are

'kiShabil by confinement in the peniten-
1i&re • A great deal of attention bas been

er" n England of late to the subject of
t ology, and one thing, perhapa, more
th- any other has impressed itself upon
the cr'Who have studied the subject, that

nial classes there-and to some ex-
te sae is true everywhere-are in a
14 sense degenerates. They are those
th% o Physical vitality is less than in
fo o ho are law-abiding, and it has been
it-pri n manY cases that no inconsiderable
ate relt. bas been brought about by
4orl . to physical training as well as tc

'I n truction. I am not, however, go
at M4ss this subject generally. I may

' 'r 4e consideratig of the House a

measure framed on lines upon which a large
experience has been had and where the re-
sults have been satisfactory. I, therefore,
ask for the second reading of this bill, be-
lieving that it will tend to diminish the
growth of crime, and to give those-especial-
ly the young-who have been convicted of
serious offences another opportunity of re-
forming their habits under the aid and im-
pulse of surveillance which cannot be
otherwise than advantageous.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
does not give the person, under the circum-
stances, the right to leave the province.
Does it confine him to the province or, if he
leaves it, does he violate bis license l

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
will see that he is required to report himself
to the sheriff, or to the constable, in the
county to which he may go, and if he leaves
that county and goes to another, he reports
himself there also, so that he is under con-
tinuous surveillance.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
But if he does not report himself 1

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Then he will be ar-
rested and committed.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
How long does the ticket of leave last I If
the person behaves himself for the balance
of the sentence, he will be clear, will he not 1

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It will last until his
sentence expires, and then he is in the posi-
tion of a f ree man. Of course, if he escapes
to another country he can be extradited.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-I am glad the Min-
ister of Justice has introduced a bill of this
kind. It is one which has been felt by those
who take an interest in this subject, as one
long needed. The subject has been dis-
cussed, more particularly among those who
are members of an association which the
minister knows very well, the Prisoners'
Aid Association. Arguing from what has
been done in England, and particularly of
late in the United States, it would be a
great help in reforming young offenders, if
there was such a thing as a reformatory for
first offenders. This bill will, to a certain
extent, meet that want, because instead of

- a young offender who, perhaps for the first
r time, haslapsed from the straight path, and

ih.s been sent to the penitentiary where le
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is brought in contact month after month
with those who are older offenders and hard-
ened in crime, from whose association no
good could he expected, will now have an
opportunity of seeing what he can do if he
is given this conditional liberty and allowed
another opportunity of improving him-
self, and if he so desires of abandoning
his past habits and endeavour to become a
worthy and upright citizen. I hope, there-
fore, that the bill will pass, because I think
a very great good will be done by it, I think,
at all events, the experiment is well worth
trying, and J am quite sure that the results
will be found to be such as to justify the
adoption of this measure,

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY AGREE-
MENT BILL.

DEBATE CONTINUED.

The order of the day being called:
Resuniing the adjourned debate on the second

reading Bill (138) " An Act to confirm au agreement
entered into by Her Majesty with the Grand Trunk
Railway Company of Canada for the purpose of secur-
ing.the extension of the Intercolonial Railway system
to the city of Montreal."

Hon. Mr. WOOD said:-In the discussion
which has taken place so far upon this bill,
very brief reference has been made to the
question of the general policy involved in
the extension of the Intercolonial Railway
to Montreal. The hon. Minister of Justice
and the Secretary of State rather assumed,
in their opening remarks, that no reasonable
objection could be urged to a policy of this
kind. I desire to offer a few remarks on that
feature of the question before addressing my
self to any of the special features of this bill.
In the discussion which took place two years
ago, in 1897, I ventured to express the
opinion which I entertained then, and which
I entertain still, that it was not desirable,
further than could be prevented, that the
government should own and operate railways
in Canada. I do not believe that, as a
function of the government, a railway can
be operated as economically or as successfully
as it can be by private companies. My views
upon this subject, I think, received very
strong confirmation in some of the figures
which were submitted to the House by the
hon. Minister of Justice and the hon.
Secretary of State. They read from the

railway statistics a very complete statement,
or general statement I would perhaps more
properly say, of the result of the operations
of the Intercolonial Railway for a period
extending over some twenty years. The
results showed, as they very properlY
pointed out, that there had been a capital
expenditure, first for construction and
afterwards for various extensions and ilo-
provements, amounting to soue $50,000,000.
That upon that expenditure no return Of
any kind, in the shape of interest, had beel
received ; that in addition to this, there had
been a very large deficiency between the
gross revenues and the operating expenses
amounting to-J do not recollect very
correctly and I have not looked to verify the
figures-some $11,000,000.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That embraced part
of the capital.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-It may not amount
quite to that sum ; still I think there has
been a very large deticiency.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, yes.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-These results confirr0

the opinion which I have expressed myself,
that a government could not successfullY'
from a business standpoint, operate a rail'
way system under the condition of thi'gs
that existed in Canada.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There is one more
point that the hon. gentleman might con'-
der in connection with that-how far that
deficiency of revenue is due to the very 1Gw
rates, and whether those low rates have not
inured to the benefit of the populatio
through whose territory the railway runs.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-That is a considera-
tion, and I will make reference to it later oP-
I should like to say, however, before leaviPg
this particular feature of the question ,'wth
which I am dealing now, that I think there
might be other inferences drawn from' th
very same figures to which I have referred,
which would strengthen the position J a'
taking upon this question. During
period which the hon. gentleman coveh
with the figures that he submitted tothe
House, the mileage of the Intercolonial ba'
been very much increased. It has incre
during some twenty years from abOUt
miles to nearly 1,150 miles. These inc'eý
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have been by various extensions. One of past, were operated by private individuals,
the most important has been the exten- or by a company organized for that purpose,
8lon which has been referred to in this it would show a handsome profit, and that
discussion, from Rivière du Loup to Lévis, could be made without adding one dollar to
Que. That extension was made at the the charges either for freight traffic or pass-
tiue, under the impression that it placed enger service. I night, I think, make this
,he Intercolonial Railway, as a system, point stronger, if stronger proof is needed,
In a better position. Another, and in my by a comparison between the results of the
OPinion, a very much more important exten- profits of the government railway andSion, from a business point of view, was railways, under similar circumstances, that
the extension from Truro to Pictou in east- are operated by private companies. I do not
ern Nova Scotia, and also the extension from wish to detain the House with any lengthen-
Oxford Junction to New Glasgow and ed remarks on this point, but I will cite, for
tydney, in the Island of Cape Breton. In the information of the House, one case which
these extensions an entirely new territory I think bears specially on that point, and
t as Opened up, a territory which, up to that that is the case of the Dominion Atlantic
!""e, had enjoyed no railway facilities. It Railway Company in Nova Scotia. This

oS "ne of the very best portions of the pro- railway company is formed from the union
"eOce of Nova Scotia, and a territory which of what was originally the Windsor and
ertainly furnishes a very large and lucra- Annapolis Railway and the Western

tive railway tratlic. During this period, as a Counties Railway,' the connecting link
th uit of these extensions, and partly also of between Digby and Annapolis being built,
the iatural growth of business in the mari- if I remember rightly, largely, if not alto-

Provinces, the traffic of the Intercolonial gether at the expense of the Dominion Gov-
twntay has very largely increased. During ernment. The railway runs from Halifax

fe enty years the receipts f rom freight traf- to Yarmouth, passing through the Annapolis
increased from about half a million to valley. The different parts of this railway

Over a Million and a half dollars. It increased have been under the control of a private
tree-fold in about twenty years. The pas- company. That company has exhibited a
peroger traftic increased in about the same great deal of enterprise in developing the

ortion. Instead, however, of the net re- traffic of that country. They have paid
nimproving under these conditions, it special attention to the development of

Pears that the working expenses have kept tourist travel in southern and western Nova
hwith the increase of receipts from both Scotia. They have placed two magnificent

nretht and passenger traffic, and the steamers on the route between Yarmouthhae results from the extensions which and Boston. They have placed a very fastave hitherto been made are no better, from boat in the Bay of Fundy between Digbyaegeneral point of view, than they and St. John. These boats are run in con-Were Ome twenty years ago. The Minister nection with the railway system, and the
aof Justice called my attention, a few minutes net result, as I find from examining the
1o to the fact that this was due to the very railway returns of last year, shows that
owrates which were charged in the maritime they had a profit above working expenses
are On t may be that the rates there of $118,000. This company has established
of theer than they are in some other parts for itself a very strong financial position.
'ere Dominion, but I think if a comparison It is able to borrow money at the present

Ree luade, it would be found that the time in London at four per cent interest,
th riff on railways which are operated and last year it could pay four per cent
tiii gh the old and thickly s-ttled country, interest on nearly $3,000,000 of capital.

ichlot differ so very much from those Three millions of capital would represent
on'e prevail in the maritime provinces as for the entire length of the line about $15-

nlarOUld infer from the hon. gentleman's 000 per mile, or about the sum that would
ret ths. At all events, I venture the state be required to build a railway in a district
opii that in my opinion,-and I believe my like that which the Drummond County Rail-

1O 'will be confirmed by any person way passes through. With the cheap means
that as experience in railway business- of constructing a railway which we have at
to-da the Intercolonial Railway as it is the present time, that would be sufficient to

yi and as it has existed for many years construct a railway.
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-Can the hon. gentle-
man say how much of that earning is from
passenger trafdic and how much from freight ?

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I could by turning it
up in the railway returns. It is possible I
could find it here.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is Longfellow's
road. That is the road made valuable by
the story of Evangeline.

Hon. Mr WOOD-Yes, no doubt. For
one year I have the statistics. The passenger
traffic was $193,000, freight $204,000, mails
and express $23,000. That, when compared
with the Intercolonial Railway, furnishes a
comparison of the results obtained from
a railway operated by the government
and -one operated by a private company
under similar circumstances. In my opin-
ion, so far as traffic is concerned, the
advantage is in favour of the Inter-
colonial Railway. It connects Halifax and
St. John with Sydney and Cape Breton.
On the main line of the Intercolonial Rail-
way in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia,
the railway passes through important cities
and towns and agricultural villages. Be-
sides that, I may also direct the attention of
the House to another fact, that the Inter-
colonial Railway has the monopoly of the
local traffic in the country through which it
passes. There are no competing lines. I
wish to call the attention of the House to the
fact that it has the whole traffic, what-
ever it may be. I have always held
the opinion, and my experience since I have
been in public life certainly confirms me in
the opinion that it is impossible to operate
a government railway on strictly business
principles, and the fact that the Intercolonial
Railway is not paying dividends, is not due,
as the hon. Minister of Justice perhaps
may suppose, to the low rates which
are established, but due to the fact
that political consideration must, to some
extent affect the operations of tho road
and influence the results. In saying that,
I do not wish to reflect upon one party
or one government more than another.
Since this railway was opened, it has been
under the control of both political parties
and I have no doubt each one will make out
a case, to their own satisfaction, at all events,
that during their regime they have managed
it more economically and, upon better busi-
ness principles than the other party. But

looking at the whole result in a general way,
the resuits are practically the same.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Does the hon. gentle-
man think that public opinion in the mari-
time provinces would support any govern-
ment in parting with the control of it ?

Hon. Mr. WOOD -Certainly not. I do
not wish the hon. gentleman to understand
that I expected the government of which he
is a distingvished member, would undertake
to sell the Intercolonial Railway or place it
under the contrul of a private corporation.
I was rather making the argument for
two purposes: in the first place, to give
the reasons which influenced me to enter-
tain the opinion which I do, unfavourable to
the government owning and operating rail-
ways, and, in the second place if my views
on that subject are sound, the same reasons
would apply-on general principles, I mean
-against any further extension of the gov-
ernment system of railways.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-If the public manage-
ment is bad, and the rates are not lower
than on roads owned by private corporations,
on what theory does the hon gentleman ex-
plain that the public of the maritime prOv-
inces desire that that bad management
should continue I

Hon. Mr. WOOD-Some person holding
opposite views from mine would probably be
able to answer that question better than 'y-
self. I am not putting forth the views of the
public in the maritime provinces. I am 9e-
pressing my own views, and if they are not ig
accord with the sentiment of the maritime
provinces, I cannot help it. I entertain thes
views strongly, and I feel it incumbent upon
me, when I present these views to the
House, to give, as fully as I can the reason"
upon which I based these views. I venture the
hope that, to some extent at least, they 'nay
commend themselves to the consideratiOP
of other hon. gentlemen sitting in this
chamber, and possibly, to some extent, 0
the public at large. The only conclusio0
which I wish to draw f rom the reinarko
which I have made thus far is that
on general principles, the history of the Intf
colonial Railway in the past and our
perience of government management do nP'
justify further extensions.of the governlme
systemofrailways. Otherargumentshavebop
addressed to the House in favour of *
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Present scheme. It is of course possible,
when one does establish a general principle
or general rule, that that rule may have ex-
cePtions. Such is often the case, and it
ulight be argued, and perhaps it will be
ýrgued by some, that the extension proposed
111 this present case is an exception to the
general rule which I have just endeavoured
to etablish. I will note very briefly some
?f the arguments which have been presented
lu support of this bill. In the first place, a
good deal of stress was laid upon the opin-1ons Which have been expressed by the Hon.
John aggart, late Minister of Railways, in

e evidence which he gave before the Drum-
tond County Railway Commission; also to

e opions held by Mr. Schreiber, the Dep-
uty Minister of Railways, and Mr. Pottin-

r, the general manager at Moncton, who
bh signed a letter favouring this extension.

at letter has been read to this House. Ila9 ready to admit, at the outset, that all
abie gentlemen are gentlemen of great
te ty and great experience in railway mat-

tod hat perhaps no higher authorities
to tb be quoted in this House with regard
getle Intercolonial Railway than the two
88 emaen to whom reference has just beene, and in differing from them, as I do,
reg this question, I will only say this in
per to the opinions which they have ex-

I would call the attention of the
Use to the fact that Mr. Haggart was

eltr of Railways in the late govern-
f or a number of years, that he had

' question at one time under considera-that he was offered the Drummond
lovt thRailway at a price considerably

r than the present government werePropo8s
'reat. "g to pay for it under this arrange-

1l'u· Mr. SCOTT-Oh, no.
'o. Mr. FERGUSON-Yes.

Dr "l. Mr. WOOD-His evidence in the
1a nond County Railway Committee
lerinly to that effect.

Schr&L Mr. SCOTT-No. When Mr.
t0*e0r8 letter was read and he was asked

"as , he said the proposal made to him
an unfinished road.

Mr. WOOD-Yes, that is quite true.

l é aggart, in his testimony before the
re Cthe ommuittee, stated that he was

they e Drummond County Railway as
38tod for $500,000.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-How much of it ?

Hon. Mr. WOOD-The part that was
then completed.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Ninety miles.
The section from Moose Park to Chaudière,
forty-two miles had to be built. If you
take $500,000 for the completed section,
and add the cost of the parts which had
been built, take the figures which were
given before this committee of investiga-
tion, you will find that the road on that
basis would have cost a little over 81,000,-
000.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, not at al]. Read
page 153, where the question was put by
the chairman, the last question, where Mr.
Schreiber's estimate of the whole road was
given as a finished road.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-Oh, that is certainly
correct. Mr. Schreiber's estimate of the
cost of building a new road from Ste. Rosalie
to Chaudière Junction was $1,535,000, but
the statement I was making, was that Mr.
Haggart was offered the portion completed at
that time, which was ninety miles of that
road, for $500,000.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-In the state it was
then in.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-Certainly in the state
it was then in, and in the, state it was when
the late purchase was made, and the expen-
diture since amounts to $685,000. Add
that to the $500,000, which they were will-
ing to sell the completed portion for, and
you would have $1,185,000 for the whole
road, completed as it is to-day.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-You are speaking of
the road as it was then, but a large amount
has been spent on the uncompleted portion
since.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-How much I If you
refer to McLeod's report you will find that
he estimates that $35,000 would be required
to bring up this completed portion to the
standard required by the government, and
in the last arrangement, part of the agree-
ment was that $100,000 was to be spent by
the government on the railway, $35,000 of
it to bring up the completed portion to the
standard required by the government, and
the other $65,000 on the ne w part of the
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road to bring it up to the standard. There-
fore, I think, if the hon. gentleman will look centre like the city of Montreal.
carefully into the case, lie will find the
statement I am making is strictly correct, Asnt is six o c J vt o -
that Mr. Haggart, in his evidence before
the committee, testified that when he The motion was agreed to.
was Minister of Railways he had the option
of purchasing that railway for $500,000. BILL INTIODUCED.
The figures show that the cost of the re- i
maining few miles was between $600,000 Bil (130> "An Act respecting the
and P700,000, making the whole cost from London and Canadian Loan and AgencY
Ste. Rosalie to Chaudière, if it had been
purchased on the basis Mr. Haggart mention-
ed in his evidence, between $1,000,000 and
$1,200,000. I was referred to the opinion
which had been expressed by Mr. Haggart
before the investigating commnittee, as to the
desirability of extending the railway to
Montreal, and I was observing, in connection THE SENATE.
witlh thiat, that wlen he was Minister of
Railways and had the option upon more Ottawa, Wednésday, 5th July, 1899.
favourable terms than it is proposed to
purchase now, and when he was also given
to understand that he could obtain access to o'Clock.
Montreal over the Grand Trunk on favour-
able ternis on the mileage basis, as he ex-
pressed it, that he did not consider this of
suflicient advantage to the Intercolonial GRAND TRTJNK AGREEMENT BILL
Railway to propose it to the House, or even DEBATE RESUMED.
to submit it to his colleagues in council for:
their approval. With regard to the opinions
of Mr. Schreiber and Mr. Pottinger, I cannot Reurning the adjournec (ebate on the second

n , reading Bill (138) -An Act to econtirni an agreelI-ile t

say when these opinions were formed. entere into b lier with the Grad Trunk
felt, when I heard this subject referred to Railway Coxn'any of Caaa, for the porpOse of
the other day, somewhat curious to know securing the extension of the Intercolonial RailwaY
what were the opinions of Messrs. Schreiber systeni to the City of Noitreal."

and Pottinger at the tirne this proposition lon. Mr. WOOD said :-In the observe
was made to Mr. Haggart, and whether they tions which 1 addressed to the buse Ye
gave him their advice upon the subject. I terday afternoon, I endeavoured to give the
do not know any way of getting that informa- reasons why, in my opinion, a governme1t

tion, I can only say, with regard to this, that railway under the conditions which exist
I should attach very much more weight to the Canada could not be operated as econO""'
opinions which they express now had they cally and as satisfactorily, from a business
been for some time past open and zealous ad- standpoint, as a railway operated by priV&t
vocates of this extension to Montreal, than companies, and also to show from the
I could attach to opinions which have been operations of the Intercolonial Railway
recently formed and only found expression from a business standpoint, we were
since the negotiations commenced which justified in further extending the goverD
have resulted in the proposition now before ment system. I have nothing to add t"
the House. There has been another argu- that branch of the subject to-day, excC.Pe
ment presented to the House which is this remark, that the reason which origin
a plausible one, and I have no doubt ally existed for building the intercol0lB
has had a great deal of weight with Railway as a government work, and for
very many gentlemen who compose this operating it as such, no longer exists. Th
House, and that was the argument that it construction of the Intercolonial Rai1wy
was desirable, on general principles, that was one of the conditions upon 0 5fe
any railway system should haTve its terminus four original provinces entered into c
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eration. At that time the cost of construct.
ing railways was very much greater than it is
tO-day, and their earning powerfor some years
ý'as not supposed to be very great. It was
liiPossible to have this railway constructed
by any other means than as a government
!ailway. No private individuals could be
inlduced to place one dollar of capital in an
enterprise of that kind. Those reasons,
bowever, do not exist to-day, and so far as
extensions of the government system are
cOlcerned they must, in my opinion, beJustified on business grounds, and the argu-
rýQents which have been addressed to the
1louse in support of the present proposition
have all been, I believe, of that character.e most important of these was the argu-
""ent which has been used, I think, by everytln- gentleman who addressed this House,that any railway system of any importance

ould it desirable to have its terminus in
b le commercial centre, some large distri-butinn~eca

In' centre like the city of Montreal.
18 a proposition which I think will bege e'ally recognized by railway men and

b usess men throughout the country.sua general proposition it is undoubtedly athund one, and I am quite free to admit thatthere 'vill be to the Intercolonial some ad-
eiantages f rom having its terminus in the
alty of Montreal. It will certainly be an
r7antage, so far as the arrangements for

l its trains are concerned. It can
7'ae the time tables and other arrange-

l'egarding. its trains without being
railed to consut the convenience of other
tern '' .It is possible, too, that having the

nlteus in Montreal, those who control the
e l0onial. Railway may be able, to some

eunM.n, to develop a tourist travel in the
and er timne between the upper provinces
think provinces down by the sea. I
tiot however, that, with these excep-
a'd th ere can be no very material gain,
tion hat those who regard the proposi-
oe which I have just referred to as a soundproab the case of the Intercolonial Railway,
Probabey over-estimate its advantages. It

oi e borne in mind that the Intercol-
and, sas already connection with Montreal,pri0 far as its traffic is concerned, the
that'pal effect of the proposed change will be
b tthe trafic will be carried 175milesfarther

t ntercolonial than it is at the present
hand, and the Intercolonial will, on the other
Po have this 133 miles to maintain, and its

rono of the maintenance of the other

forty miles. It must also be borne in mind
that, by this extension, there are no new
industries created, no country opened for
traffic which has not already railway facili-
ties, that there will be no more flour,
provisions, or manufactured goods sold for
consumption in the maritime provinces than
there is at the present time, that there will
be no more of the products of the maritime
provinces sold in the west than there are at
the present time. There may be-I hope
there will be, and I have not any doubt there
will be-a very considerable developmnent
of trade in both directions in the future, but
this will be due to the natural growth
of business and trade throughout the country,
and cannot in any sense result f rom the
extension of the Intercolonial Railway to
Montreal. In so far as through traftic is con-
cerned, J do not hope for any satisfactory re-
sults to follow from this extension. The hon.
M inister of Justice, Ithink it was, read a state-
ment to the House showing the increase of
traffic during the last year-during the
period that the intercolonial has had its
terminus in the city of Montreal. This
appears to have been entirely local
traffic, for by the return laid on the table of
the House, I find that the whole traffic
carried f rom Montreal to Halifax for export
during that period amounted to only 1,050
tons, scarcely two respectable train loads.
J wish to discuss this question fairly, and
while I am free to admit that there will be
some small advantage from Extending the
Intercolonial Railway to Montreal and mak-
ing its terminus there, I at the same time
express it as my opinion that these advantages
are not sufficient to justify the extra ex-
penditure involved, for it must be borne in
mind that if these bills pass, and this policy
is carried into effect, we add at once
$1,600,000 to the permanent debt of the
country, and add, at the same time, one
or two hundred thousand dollars, and
possibly more, for the purchase of the roll-
ing stock to operate this extension; that
we also bind ourselves in the near future to
make further expenditures for double
tracking the line between Ste. Rosalie
and St. Lambert, and for additional expen-
ditures for improvements and accommoda-
tions at the terminus in the city of Montreal.
The net result, therefore, is that we take
over a business or a traffic which has hither-
to been done by the Grand Trunk Railway,
and which it appears, from what has taken
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place during thesenegotiations, that the com-
pany has not and is not to-day unwilling to
abandon, and that for that privilege, besides
the expenditure on capital account to which I
have referred, we are going to pay annually
$140,000. It must also be borne in mind
in considering this whole question that in
the near future the position of affairs with
regard to the Intercolonial Railway will very
materially change. I believe it is the settled
policy now that the River St. Lawrence near
Quebec is to be spanned by a railway bridge.
If the reports in the newspapers are correct
a sum is to be placed in the supplementary
estimates this year to aid that project.
When this project is brought about, whether
it is sooner or later, the Intercolonial Rail-
way, besides the connections which it
has at the present time with the Grand
Trunk to Montreal, with the Quebec Central
to Sherbrooke and the eastern townships,will
have connection across the St. Lawrence River
with the Canadian Pacific Railway, and in
the near future I believe with the Canada
Atlantic Railway and Parry Sound Railway
through the extension of the Great Northern
to the city of Quebec. In the peculiar
position which the Intercolonial Railway
occupies-for in my opinion its position is
somewhat singular and unique, having an
absolute monopoly of all the railway traffic
in the territory through which it passes-it
is not in any sense a competitive railway,
and therefore does not require to have its
terminus in a great commercial centre
for competition purposes; but controlling
its traffic, as I have pointed out, I cannot
conceive how any railway system could be
in a better position than the Intercolonial
Railway will be, when that bridge is built
and these connections are formed, for
making arrangements of a most favourable
character for the exchange of its traffic with
all the great lines with the west. Now, a
word with regard to the development of
foreign traffic-that is, traffic which is intend-
ed to be forwarded to Great Britain or the
continent of Europe. The hon. member
from Miramichi (Mr. Snowball) I think it
was, referred to this subject, and from the
tenor of his remarks led us to believe that
he entertained the idea that by getting into
a business centre like Montreal, the govern-
ment would be in a position to control a
very considerable quantity of this business
and divert it from its present route over the
Intercolonial Railway to the seaports of the

maritime provinces. I must say that I
cannot concur in that opinion. I do not
see what possible advantage the Interco-
lonial Railway will have for securing through
traffie when it has its terminus in the city of
Montreal, which it has not at the present
time. In my opinion, the Intercolonial
Railway can never expect to carry through
traffic to Halifax or St. John, or any maritime
province seaport, destined for Great Britain
in competition with the Grand Trunk and
Canadian Pacific Railways, with their ter-
minus at Portland or Boston or St. John.
If the Intercolonial Railway ever does suc-
ceed in becoming a thoroughfare for this
foreign traffic, it must accomplish that end,
not by entering into competition with these
great lines, but by securing their co-opera-
tion.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is what we are
doing.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I beg the hon. gentlE-
man's pardon. That is what they are not
doing. Take the Intercolonial Railway a
it has been in the past, with its terminus at
Lévis; if the Grand Trunk has any object
whatever in sending its freight to the mari-
time provinces for export, it would get a
larger proportion in the division of the
rates for carrying that freight if delivered
at Lévis than it will at Montreal. In WY
judgment, by extending the Intercolonie
Railway to Montreal, under this arrange«
ment, you actually cut off any possible i'
terest the Grand Trunk may have in send-
ing freight by that route.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-The hon. gentleman*
perhaps differs from me in that. I an' e'
pressing it as my opinion. I am glad tO
say-for I like to agree with hon. gentlee
who differ from me in politics, whenever 1
can-that if the hon. gentleman from Mir'
michi (Mr. Snowball), and the hon. Ministe
of Justice differ f rom me upon this point
believe that the hon. Minister of Railways
and Canals himself is thoroughly in accod
with this view. In a speech which he de-
livered in the city of St. John, and in
another speech which he delivered in the
city of Halifax, during the last year, h
stated plainly that, in view of the distance6

which the Intercolonial Railway had t
haul freight between Montreal and tb
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maritime provinces, he could not hold out I feel we cannot hope to do so) we should
to the people of those provinces any hope offer them the free use of the Intercolonial
that they could successfully compete for the Railway as a highway for the transporta-
foreign traflic between the west and Great tion of their traffic at the bare cost of the
Britain. I entirely agreed with the minister carnage.
When he made that statement.*her liemad tha statemnt.Hon. Mnr. MJLLS-I shouki like to ask

Ion. Mr. SNOWBALL-Did he make it? the lion, gentleman whether he thinks the

IUon. Mr. WOOD-He did. He made it Canadian Pacifi Railway would be disposed
on two occasions. He is so reported in the to deliven their traffie at Quebec rather than

rewspapers. I desire, or. this point, to say carry it over their own une to St. John?
that my view with regard to the foreign Hon. Mr. WOOD-I might answer thactraffic of Canada-which I am as anxious as question, perhaps, by asking the hon. gentle-
aniy person here to see diverted to the sea- man a question whether he supposes the
ports of the maritime provinces in the winter Grand Trunk will deliver their tratlic to the
time-has been this, that instead of extend- Inbercolonial at Montreal rather than carry
ing the Intercolonial Railway and adopting it over their une to Portland ?
4 policy the basis of which is entering into
comnpetition with these other railways, the Hon. Mn. McDONALD (C.B.)-lear,
government should adopt a policy which hear.
Would make the Intercolonial Railway open Hon. Mn. MILLS-They do not stand inand free to all-nore in the nature of a coin- the same position at ail. The Canadian
410r highway for ail the great railways which Pacific Railway runs to the maritime pro-
Control the traffic originating in the west, vinces and the Grand Trunk Railway does
elding it over this line to the maritime

ovinces. The Intercolonial Railway, with
terminus at Lévis, and with a bridge Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-The country is

it across the St. Lawrence at Quebec, paying $5,00 a year for carrying this
b.ould e in the character of a great national

the Y between Lévis and the seaports of Hon. Mr. MACDONALD B.C.)-That
e aritime provinces and any railway the folly

o pany that was willing to do so should co
exvethe privilege of sending its traffic for Hon Mr. WOOD-What has that to do
inport Over the Intercolonial Railway, pay- with it? Does the hon. gentleman wish
tnbarely the cost of carriage. I do not me to understand that ocean freights are
that it is possible, under present conditions, are

the Intercolonial Railway can evertPorf r
pro to carry that sort of traffic with any Hou. Mr. SNOWBALL-The should be.

fit.• The distance is too great as compared
Oibther routes. It has appeared to me Hon. Mr. WOOD-But are they?pOsgib1e

that at Sand I have entertained the hope Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-What do they
railwat some time in the future the great pay the $150,000 for?
induce companies of Canada might be
the nr. to take some interest in shipping Hon. Mr. WOOD-Is it a condition of
Gfreight which they have to send to the payment of that $150,000, that freights

t Britain over the Intercolonial Rail- are to be cheaper from Halifax than from
T seap orts in the maritime provinces. Portland? I know that the hon. gentleman

epea a2 plis that successfully we have to knows too much about it to venture the
ilW upon the active efforts of these great assertion that freights are cheaper from
a y Companies. They will have to Halifax than they are fnom Portland or

sip ge for the establishment of the steam- Boston. If the hon. gentleman could dis-
ta hnections I should like to see them cover some way of making them so, he would
part rown terminal facilities in any he doing a good thing for the country. Ifp8r f themrtm prvns they may the hion. ge'n tleman will establish a steam-
elect e maritime provinces

be and it appears to nie that if they can ship company, we will give him the prefen-
Ing tteXreted in doing that, instead of seek- ence, if other conditions are the same, and

iany profit out of this traffic (for re can get the bonuses.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-He tions with regard to the two agreements
will take the highest rates he can get. which are now submitted for confirmation.

Hon.r. MILLS-And the bonuses arei sha refer to
Hown i\'Ir.MLL- dthbouear first in my remarks, is an agreement for the

thrownpurchase of the Drumond County Railway.
Hon. Mr. WOOD-I do not see how the The proposai now is to purchase this railway

question of bonus affects the matter. I do for 'l,6OO,00O. That is certainly a very
not agree with the Minister of Justice that much more favourable agreementso faras the
the bonuses are thrown away. Without the government and the country are concerned,
bonuses we would not have the steamers at than the agreement vhich vas submitted to
all. The bonuses are to secure the steamers us two years ago.
and oblige them to inake regular trips to been pointed out by sevgral hon. members,
the seaports of the maritime provinces. is a saving to the country of over haif
They are not to regulate the rates of freight. million dollars.
I wasendeavouring to place before the House, Hon. Mr. DEVER-How much is the
when this interruption took place, the views
which I hold personasly. They may beubmitt
worthy of consideration, or they n-îay not, Hon. 31r. WOOD-I will leave the bon-
but they certainly are views which I have Tentleman to point that out himself whefr
personally held with regard to the best ie makes his speech. In m not quite pre
methods to be adopted for securing for the pared to say that this is a price that the
maritime provinces some portion of th e governen is justified in payingy If it i
export trade from the western provinces to true, as onu. gentlemen have pointed oUt
Great Britain or the continent. g believe, that it is as cheap as the goveriment could
mysetf, that the advantages which these build an independent ine, there is that
railwaycompanies woulduenjoy under a policy much to ae said in favour of it, but the
such as I have outlined would lie of great position took in the discussion two er
benefit to themn, for it must be borne in sasao, vas that, so far as the constructed por
mmd that they would have no capital in- tion of the Drumniond County Railway W

vested. They would have no interest on concernied, the governiment should have
capital to pay, they would have no fixed bouglit it on the basis of its market value,
charges of any kind whatever. These are and not on the cost f construction. Te
enormous advantages and, in my opinion, market value of that road can be easilY
they should e sufficient to overcome the flxed by the price that the company offered
difference of distance vhich the companies to sell it for, which was at one time
would have, to haul their freigbt in order to 000, and another time r d400,000. Tth'
avail themselves of the maritime provinces fixed the market value of the ninety Wil65

seaports as a place of shipment. 1 have just of the completed portion of the road.
one remark further upon this branch of the
subject, and that is this: If I am wrong ino

g s hen entleman opitta ouethimsef.he

holding out the hope that, under an arrange-asteho.gnlmnaq sin-
ment based upon the conditions whichý 1 Several hon. MEMBERS-Order, order.-
have named, the traffic could not be carried

p the seaports of the maritime provinces Hon. Mr. SNOWBAiL-I have a rih

by these railway companies, I am sure I m to ask a question. Would the hon. I int
safe in coming to, the conclusion that the man place the value of the Cape Tormentil
Intercolonial Railway, as an independent road at the sare ainount that the people
and competitive railway, could nener hope who owned it tdenty years ago valued it At1

sc carry it except at an enormous loss. Hon. Mr. PRO WSE-The hon. gentle'r
have perhaps dwelt too long upon these h as theisotfa ask a c stico

M says hebstergttakaquesionphases of the subject, but n have lîad for tiono the D on Cout Riw ws
some time my own views upon this question. of the t rnm a e t winot sthe chaen
I have given it some thought and considera- nne,
tin, and J thought it only right, in the arendtate intofponstrucon.Th
course of this discussion, to place them frankly axed
before the oouse. will not detain the Hon. Mr. WOOI do ot object ,
wouse longer, except to offer a few observa- ordinary questions, but J do object tO
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questions which are entirely irrelevant, and pay for the use of the terminais at the City
I do not propose to take any notice of the of Montreal, effecting thus a saving of $6,000
question which was last addressed to me. I a year for ail time to come. Another very
was saying that, in my opinion, the govern- important alteration is the readjustment of
ment could have purchased the completed the proportion which the government is to
Portion of the road for its market value- pay for the betterments on the une between
the price which the company offered to Ste. Rosalie and St. Lambert and the ter-
accept for it. The uncompleted portion of minus in the citv of Montreal. Lnder the
the road should be purchased at the cost of oldarrangeinet, the government was to pay
construction. That is quite right. If the 5 per cent on one haif the actual cost of any
Purchase had been made upon this basis, the improvements or additions that vere made.
road would have cost, as was pointed out So far as the government are concerned, that
Yesterday by the hon. Secretary of State, placed theni in no better position than if
between S1,100,000 and $1,200,000. This they had undertaken to pay the whole cost,
would have included the rolling stock. for they could borrow the money at between
]lowever, I am not going into details. 2ý and 3 per cent-it would place them in

Hlon. Mr. SNOWBALL-At page three nearly as bad a position as if they had
of the evidence it will be seen that it was udrae to pay the h ole cs f
valued by Mr.rate of interest which ould represent the

lon. Mr. WOOD-That amount is the saine annual charge, or about the same
estimated cost of construction from Ste. annual charge as 5 per cent upon
Rosalie to Chaudière. Mr. Schreiber sub- haif the cost. As this vas an arrangement

mittd o thecos of on-which was to last for ail tinte to coule, I"'itted a written report fhave o doubt that, in the long run, the
Struction from Ste. Rosalie to St. Leonard,45 ilesiO from Ste. oaie tro St. Leonard annual charge of the whole cost at the rate
45 miles, $595,000, of interest the overnment would have to

Chaudière, 70 miles, P770,000. The cost
Of estruction of a new line from Ste. I p a ld be evene th e errce

POsalie to Chaudière would be $1,3 65,000,
according to Mr, Schreiber's estimate. And ment they pay, not the interest on haf the
if that estimate is correct, where is the cost, but the interest on a proportion of the
Jstificationcost based on the relative amount of traffic

JUStficti fr pying$l,00,UO'?done by the two roads, and upon this pro-
"on. Mr. SNOWBALL-One of those portion they pay four per cent instead of

surns is the amount actually spent by the five, or have the alternative of paying their
COLopany. portion of the cost in actual cash. It is very

on.difficult-it is of course impossible to make
par on D Ibtelin et an accurate estimate of what this change

C Pardon. This is the estimate of the amounts to. So far as J cat estimate, from
construction of a new line made by any returns vhich have been submitted,

. Schreiber. the amount the governrent will pay under

ti10 1. Mr. PERLEY-Ask another the present arrangement will be less than
tiou nohe qe one-fifth of the cost of permanent improve-

Mr. W OD-Ulessments. In my opinion it would be not more
on. Mr.WOOD-Unless the hon. gentle- than one-tenth. It cannot exceed one-fifth or

ishes more information, I shall not one-sixth of what they would have to pay
anY further on that branch of the sub- under the former arrangement.

Jeet* With regard to the other bill, whichM
refers it egr to t eotbiwch Hon. MNr. MJý[LLS-That is at the present
Truto the agreement between the Grand

bee and the government, this, too, has moe b if he tr
particamended in several very important
the ulars. Under the old arrangement, Hon. Mr. WOOD-If the traffic of the
for eovernment were to pay $6,000 per year Intercolonial Jailway was to develop so
hethe Chaudière sectioni-that is the section that it would be larger than the traffic oftee the bridge and the Chaudière Junc- the Grand Trunk, the hon. gentleman wouldarno U .nder the present arrangement, this be (luite right, but I scarcely think the hon.pyoourhte seiof entermins a the i t

t't s iclued n $10,00 wih the propomn rtio sl whchthoernm en is toa
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the traffic of the Intercolonial Railway at They are governed by changing conditions,
Montreal will ever approach the traffic of and must be changed from time to time as
the Grand Trunk. new conditions arise, and as changes are

Hon. Mr. MILLS--I am speaking of the necessary. In my judgment, the incorpora-
proportion. If it relatively grows of course tion of n agremnfo th e excane of
the payment will be in proportion.think it should he there.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-Whether it will grow In this traffie arrangement, for instance,
or not remains to be seen. In my opinion, there are provisions that during the life of
the traffic of the Grand Trunk will relatively this agreement the Intercolonial Railway
increase very much more rapidly than the will accept 425 from Halifax and 370 miles
trafiic of the Intercolonial Railway, for it from St. John. That is makingthat di'i-
has a very much larger mileage and a very sional rate for traffie permanent for ail tire
much larger field to draw traffic from. The to core. It is impossible for any man here
changes to which I have referred are changes to say
which are certainly to the advantage of the
government. There is one change which,
however, I think had been made in the Hon. Mr. WOOD-As to tbrough traffic.
wrong direction, and that is the change
which has been made in section 40 of the Hou. Mr. MJLLS-As to traffic from
agreement. Section 40 of the old agreement abroad.
provided for the equalization of rates be- Hon. Mr. WOOD-Certainiy. The saine
tween Montreal and Chaudière. It provided principle applies to the whole. 1 say anY
that the Grand Trunk, in rating freight for
the maritime provinces, should not, in any rane of tc t besujct to ter
way, discriminate against the Intercolonal Cifaorots w n vaRih froin time to time, as changing conditions
Railway in favour of its own line via Rich-condions arose, O
mond. That section has been dropped, and t
a section has been substituted as part of the 1 for the Intercolonial Railway, what position
bill making for al] time to cone a permanent o
tratfic arrangement. It appears to me that G
this is an unnecessary and, I might say, accept the division on those terms, and theY
very objectionable feature of the bill. I are bound besides to baud over every pound
scarcely see what object the government has of
in making this arrangement as it now stands.
The Minister of Justice, in explainingthe
bill the other day when he was referring to Hon. Mr. MILLS-We can not make al
this clause, spoke of the necessity of per- 1 arrangement to alter the geography of the
manence in arrangements of this character, country. The Grand Trunk have.
between railways. I quite agree with the terminus at Portland, and whether the
Minister of Justice in the position which he freight was ianded at Halifax or takei
took with regard to a great deal of the ex- Portland would depend upon an arrange-
penditures which railway companies have ment of this sort. My hon. friend, at the
to make. They are of a permanent char- beginning of bis speech to-day, spoke of the
acter and thev must be permanent in théir 1 geographical disadvantage of the naritime
nature. Any railway company must perma- provinces. This is simply a recognition Of
nently secure its right of way. It must make that fact.
permanently its roadbed and its bridges, and
seùure its terminal facilities. Those are on. Mr. WOOD-J entirely agree WId'
expenditures which, from their very wl'hat the hon. gentleman says. 1 will not
nature, must be of a permanent character raise a question as to whether that iS 0»
but the hon. Minister of Justice will, 1 equitable arrangement under the conditiOs

'think, admit that traffic arrangements be- which exist at the present time.
tween railways for the exchange of freight Hon. Mr. MILLS-And always wiJl eIL's
are arrangements of an entirely different
character. They are not, and should not be, Hon. Mr. WOOD-The hon. gentlewaO
and cannot be, of a permanent character. may see into the future. He may be abe,
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Erom his extraordinary power of predicting the two rates equal, but if this bil passes, it
the condition of things yet to come, to say is fixed for ail time, unchangeable and un-
that these conditions will always exist. alterable. 1 might also point to the fact

lion Mr MJLS-M hon frend illthat this traffic agreement refers to certainRon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
see that this is not a matter of prediction,divisional rate peentages. t refers to

beease he istncebeteenMoprea dicn the regular rate percentage division. This,
because the distance between Montreal andis a
Portland and between Montreal and Halifax division of territory into certain sections
are permanent matters of geography and over each section of which the rates are thearle not going to change.ret5gigt hne sa-ne to any particular point. There is a

1-on. Mr. WOOD-Let me suggest this certain division existing to-day. No one
tO the hon. gentleman: supposing that, can say in ten years time that it will be de-
Under any troubles which might in the fut- sirable that the division of to-day should be
ure unfortunately arise, the United States maintained, but if this bil passes it fixes the
'ere to refuse us the bonding privileg present division permanently for ai time to

there could be no traffic sent via Portland, core. In my opinion. at ail events, what-
and there could be none carried over the ever may be the opinion of other hon.

anadian Pacific Railway. Would it be gentlemen, it is a vital error to incorporate
ht that the Intercolonial Railway should in a permanent arrangement of this kind,
bound, under these circumstances, to hand traffic arrangements of that nature. 1 en-

OVer all its freight at Montreal to the Grand tirely agree with the hon. gentleman that
Trunk and receive pay for carrying it one when you make the purchase of the Drum-
rnile for every two miles it actually hauled mond County Railway you are making a
it I Sirply mention that as a possible and permanent investment. When you lease

Ot a probable condition to arise. the Grand Trunk fron Ste. Rosalie to St.
. r. MLLS-The freights could beLambert you are making a permanent

tl On 1 ee. theILS h d ferets cuane investuient, and it is riglit Cand proper that
altered to meet the diffrent circumstances.t is smply copleting

onf. Mr. WOOD-That is just what you or purchasing a new une, and when you
cannot do under this arrangement. What- make your terminal facilities in Montreal,
ever the freights may be, if this bill passes, they are of a permanent nature; but what I
lirder these circumstances the Intercolonial an trying to point out is the distinction
]aalWay gets precisely the same amount for beteen arrangements of that kind and

GcYrring that freight 850 miles, that the arrangements for trafie, and the terms on
Grnd Trunk Railway gets for carrying it Nvhichit must Le exchanged which are not

- mles. of a permanent character, but are hiable to

on. Mr. MILLS-Quite so. change from time to time as nev conditions
arise, and in my opinion should not be per.

a Of. Mr. WOOD-That is an unalterable manently incorporated in a mensure of this
tiO havement and I say, under the condi- kind. There is'a clause in this a(reement
U have spoken of, it would be a most with regard to unconsigned west bound

J8t and unfair arrangement to be enter- freiht. 1 can only Say I agree with the
ish by any reasonable person. I do not observations which have been made by some

gento get into a controversy with the hon. of the speakers before me, that that is a
yeman, but I think, if he really considers condition which, in my opinion, should not

aent, he cannot differ from me. Traffic receive the sanction of this House. The
ch ngements, in their very nature, are very object, if there is an objeet, in extend-

ageable from time to time, and must be ing the Intercolonial Railway to the City of

tuy gd as changing conditions arise, and in Montreal, is to place it in a better position
o P no it is a very grave mistake to in- to make arrangements for the exehange of

Irent - any permanent traffic arrange- traffic with the various unes that converge
a bill of this character and make it there. If this bil passes, that power is

fl tual. There is another clause which taken away. Lt is bound for all time to
thde rate to Halifax, at one cent per core to deliver ail its west bound freight to

Johlied Pounds more than the rate to St. the Grand Trunk Railway.
ouL It right at some future time, beadvisabe to change that, and to make Hon. M. MILLS-No; the unconsigned.
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Hon. Mr. WOOD-J should have said all
the unconsigned, and that of course is the
only freight over which it has control. With
regard to the other clause, referring to the
east bound traific, in my opinion that is of
a permanent character, and should be incor-
porated in the bill.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Does the bon. gentle-
man suppose that the Grand Trunk Railway
would make an agreement to incorporate the
east bound traffic in the bill and get nothing
in return?

Hon. Mr. WOOD-In my opinion they
should do so, and if they did not do so, I
certainly would not consent to enter into any
agreement with them. That is my view of
it. Just look at the question of that east
bound traffic for a moment. The Inter-
colonial Railway can, if it chooses, control
that traffic. As I have pointed out more
than once, it has a monopoly of the traffic
between the portion of the maritime pro-
vinces through which it passes. All traffic,
either east bound or west bound, arising on
any point on the Intercolonial Railway must
use the Intercolonial Railway, and that
places the government road in a position to
say where it will receive that traffic and the
terms and conditions upon which they will
receive it. I believe this is a power which,
in railway parlance, is called an arbitrary
power. Beside this, as I view this trans-
action, it is a part of this whole arrangement
that the Intercolonial Railway, if it is
extended to Montreal as proposed in these
measures, is to do the business that passes
between the west and the maritime pro-
vinces which has hitherto been done by
the Grand Trunk between Montreal and
Lévis. That is a separate arrangement,
and in support of that view I might
refer hon. gentlemen to what took place in
the investigation before the Drummond
County Railway Committee. I quote the
following evidence of Mr. Wainwright to be
found on page 62 of the report:

Q. Beside the change you have already mentioned
as a difference between the agreemient of this year
and that of last year, is there any other ?-A. Therc
is some difference with regard to traffic.

Q. Could you briefly state what it is ?-A. ThE
principal one I think I could tell you ; there are other
mnor changes. The principal one is this : The (rand
Trunk held that if our line between Lévis and Rich-
mond was to be destroyed, that we could not be ex-
pected to offer the traffic to the governnent at Mon-
treal, and the agreement did not allow for that. We
proposed to use our line to Lévis whenever we had

the opportunity, but the government insisted on
having the traffic from the west handed to then at
Montreal. In other words, that we should abandon
and take away our Chandière rates, and that is most
important.

Q. They insisted upon hav ing the western business
given to then at Montreal to the exclusion of vour
line ?-A. Yes.

Q. Besides that there are some minor changes in
the agreenents ?-A. Yes.

Q. These are the two principal ones ?-A. Yes.
Q. That is embodied in the agreement now made?

-A. Yes.
Q. Do you regard these changes as important ?-

A. Yes I regard the change of handing over the tra-
flic at Montreal and shutting np our line to Lévis as
a great concession to the governient.

B y Mlr. Haygart:
Q. That entered as part of the consideration bitO

the bargain ?-A. We did not think it did. We did
not have that idea at the time when we agreed to it.

By Mir. Blair :
Q. We clained that was the true and proper inter-

pretation. Did I not claim that was what the lan-
guage vas intended to nean ?-A. You certainlY
claimed that.

So whether I am right or wrong in this
contention, I have to support me, the Minis-
ter of Railways himself. That was certainlY
according to the testinony of Mr. Wain-
wright the understanding which the Minis-
ter of Railways had of the first agreeuent
that was made, and I entirely agree with
the minister that that should have been the
understanding if it was not, and that this
agreement should not have been entered into
unless that was a part of the understanding.
It is practically, as I said before, buying the
business of the Grand Trunk between the
maritime provinces and the west, carrying it
in future over the Intercolonial Railway
instead of over the Grand Trunk. That Was

really the object, the main object the go7'
ernment had in view in extending the
Intercolonial Railway to the city of Mo'
real. There is one other point to which I
should like to invite the attention of the
Minister of Justice and the Secretary Of
State. It is rather a suggestion which 1
am submitting for their consideration. A
I understand this agreement, it is permanent'
so far as the government is concerned.
The point I wish to raise, for which I would
ask the consideration of the minister when
he has time to look into it, is whether it "
sufficiently permanent, so far as
Grand Trunk is concerned. I ai re
ferring now to the permanent part of

the agreement, the agreement tOo
over the line from Ste. Rosalie to be
Lambert, over Victoria bridge and intO the
Montreal terminus. Is it not possi
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the present bondholders, if they at any
future time should take actions to realize
uPon their bonds, would deprive the govern-
raent of the advantages which they secured
linder this agreement? The hon. Minister
Of Justice laughs. He probably considers it
a Point not worthy of consideration. But Iwill tell him what suggested the point to my
Ii.nd, and here again I must refer to theinister of Railways. He certainly, in his
remnarks to the House, made the statement
that it would be more advantageous for the
government to pay interest at 4 per cent
UPon any amount that was expended in con-
nection with the road from Ste. Rosalie to
St. Lambert, or tF e Montreal terminals,rather than pay their share in cash, because
if they paid it in cash they made a permanentilivestmnent, which they might at some future

milie be deprived of by such action of the
.ndholders as I have referred to. If the

th1antister of Railways was right in makingmak argument in support of his position, I
iake the sane argument in support of mine.codid not do it with the idea of raising a

aoîttentious point, but simply of calling the
attention of the Minister of Justice to it,

perhaps if le consults the Minister of]R il.

the neighbourhood of $15,000,000 or $20-
000,000.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--
They have foregone their claim and allowed
bonds to be issued to the extent of millions.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, those bonds have
not been issued. There may be certain pre-
ferences, but no preferences at all commen-
surate with the value of the road.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-Does the hon. gentle-
man mean seriously to assert that the gov-
ernment could make use of the preferential
claim lie is referring to for the purpose of
protecting any subsequent investment which
they made under this arrangement?

Hon. MILLS--Why not?

Hon. Mr. WOOD-The Minister of Rail-
ways does not think so. I merely make
this suggestion. I find that the hon. Min-
ister of Justice and the hon. Secretary of
State hold views on this point entirely in
opposition to the views of the Minister of
Railways, and I merelv suggest that they
should consuit.

','Ys, they may consider it worthy of Hon. Mr. McSWEENEY-I am aston-O deration. ished to find that the hon. member from

th 11on. Mr. MILLS-Does my hon. friend Westmoreland (Mr. Wood) is opposed to the
thnk road would be mre v raend extension of the Intercolonial Railway into
the tho d if te more valuable to Montreal. He is about the last man I wouldthdraw if the government would think would oppose it. He is also opposed

to the government ownership of railways.
I . Mr. WOOD-That is not the point. He would in all probalility not object to see

t their road will be made more valuable the Intercolonial Railway sold or given
Oihe hbondholders by the improvements away. I can tell the hon. gentleman thatWhich ruay be made a portion of which the the maritime provinces are a unit upon the

vernment will pay for, and the question question of retaining the Intercolonial Rail-
Pr y ind is whether it would not be way as it is, in Moncton particularly, the
kider and necessary, in a measure of this place where I belong, and the place in which
iture, tO have some provision for any expend- my hon. friend who has just spoken has a
tha wehich the government has to niake in large interest, and a great many friends, I
chat connection, so that in case, under think that le will find that his course ine ge of circumstances, the bondholders opposing the extension of this road will notever f
road eclose their claim and sell out the neet with their approbation. We know
lose the government would not entirely that the Intercolonial Railway bas had many
î YiYvirnount which they had permanently trials and tribulations. There have been

oted in the shape of extensions and deficits time and again, and I must confess
Other nmprovements. that I gave the hon. leader of the opposition

in the House credit for trying, when lie be-
gentl r. SCOTT-I may inform the hon. I came minister, to lessen the deficits. The
have a lan that the government of Canada first year the deficit was only $97,000. In

len on the Grand Trunk Railway the four subsequent years he had a surplusthe ¡Ins line whiclh takes precedence of of some $20,000 but lie took a remarkablee of the bondholders, somewhere in way to lessen the deficits. There were 360
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men employed in Moncton when he took They thought it was a good bargain ani in
charge, and in midwinter they reduced the the best interests of the country. The only
force by 120, bringing it down to 240 men. opponents of the bil we have seen around
That very time he ordered some $500,000 the corridors-the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
worth ot rolling stock, 8150,000 of which way Company-have been in evidence to
-was procured outside of the Dominion, and a consideràble extent. We have had the
some of those very men who were dismissed whole outfit here, and their complaint is
in midwinter went to the States and helped about the traffle agreement wbich has been
to build cars and locomotives for the Inter- in their hands for months past. They have
colonial Railway. That is how he helped to known for some time exactly what it is, but
reduce the deficit. He also superannuated it does not suit them tili just this particular
Alex McNab, a man 46 years of age, giving time to brin pressure to bear upon the
him -S1,700 a year, and he went and lived in Senate to reject this bil. Considering the
London and died there. He also superan- way the Canadian Pacific Railway has been
nuated Mr. Thomas Foote, who was the treated, it makes a very poor return coming
aceountant. Mr. Foote went to the United here to the Senate and trying to block these
States and lives there still. When he was bis. The country has done pretty ve1l for
superannuated he was only 44 years of age. the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company. We
The lion. leader of the opposition speaks have given them 25,000,000 acres of land,
of bringing the Intercolonial Railway traffic in cash and 700 miles of cofl
over the bridge at Quebec. Well, we have pleted road-in ail $135,000,000 for a road
no bridge at present, and we do not know that cost, from ail accounts, $100,000,000.
when we will have one. We think the cost Besides that we have given them a subsidY
now of the Drummond County Rail way on the Short Line, passing through United
compared with the cost of other roads built States territory of $115,000; passing through
by the government, is very reasonable. We Canadian territory $71,000 in ail $186,000.
bought the road from Rivière du Loup to They are trying to scare us by saying
Lévis at a cost of S12,000 a mile, and they that if this supplemental agreement passesi
paid 85,000 a mile additional for ironing the Canadian Pacific Railway will ithdrae
the road. Te know that the St. Charles tfrom St. John. i do not think that they
branch was to have been sutit at an esti- have the remotest intention of doing anY
mated cost of S370,000, including land such thing. They have splendid farilitie
damages. As a matter of fawt, it cost in St. John, paid for by the city. TheY

1, for fWteen miles. The Ox- have cost well up to a million dollars. t

ford and New Glasgow brandi was built by what other port can the et such faciities
the government at a cost of a33,000 a mile, They are shut out of the city of Partand
and the Prince Edward Island Railway, a by the Grand Trunk. They canot get int
narrow gauge road, cost some $16,000 a Boston wihout paying enormously for it, and
mile. So that if e get a railway like the in New York they are in the saine position.
Drummond County road, 133 miles inSlength, There is an agreement now abotterinating
for 81,600,00, w think we are making a betweenthe Canadian Pacific Railway and the
very god bargain, when we compare it with Intercolonial Rail way between St. John and
the St. Charles branch, 14 miles, which cost 1ilalifax, i regard to running powers over
$1,400,000. We have heard fbrom various the Intercolonial Railway, and the Candan
speakers; that the net profit on the-t Interco- Pacific Railway has had the best of t We bar-
lonial Railw2ay for the ten months ending gain. It is computed by the Intercolonial
Ist May, was S62,500, and that they have Railway that they lose some thousands Of
spent some -S175,000 in payin g the rentai dollars by the agreement, and I strongy
for the various approaches into Tontreal. suspect that the Canadian Pacific Raiub s Y
That was ai taken out of the trafic returns. people want to force the hands of the govern,
The Drutnmond County lailway Bill and ment to get a renewal of the agreement Upo
the bd which is now before us, were well the same terms. A great deal is said about
debated in the buse of Commons, and we the Grand Trunk or its connections pasiite
find that Athey were supported by the on. through United States territory. So e 300
gentleman f rom Compton, who is opposed 1 miles of the Soo ne of the Canadian pa.cifi
to the government, and aloo by the hon. Tailway pass through United States terrl
miembers for East Toronto and Stanstead. tory. Ail the roads have connections, ition
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or less, with United States roads. Now, I If this arrangement had not been made,Will read you some freight returns between the Grand Trunk would have been free tothe Intercolonial Railway and the Grand compete with the Intercolonial in Montreal,Trunk, which will show which road has the and ail along its own unes, and the unes inbest of the bargain: connection west of Montreal, for traffic for
Intercolonial Railway earnings from freight for Man-il points on the Intercolonial Railway and

itoba, North-west and British Columbia by the its connections, and having long occupiedCanadian Pacific via St. John for 12 months the field and having a staff of employees atended 31st May, 1899, were, 83,202.58; weight noint it would have advantagesof above, 2,109 tons. eeyr raof ___________2,109___tons._ over the Intercolonial Railway in securing
traffic. The figures which I have quoted12 mos. ended 31st May, 1899. Weight I. C. R. show how important it was that the Inter-

Earnings. colonial should secure the interest of the
-Grand Trunk in turning over to, the Inter-

Tons. $ cts. colonial the business at Montreal. The con-
h delivered to G. T.Ry.. 126,110 200,739 52 cession made by the Intercolonial to therdight received from G. T.y. 187,289 520,031 66 Grand Trunk and which is complained of,

Total ....... ... .... 313,399 720,771 18 really injures no one, for it is only the un-
12 mos. ended 31stconsigned traffic controlled by the Inter-

.u'5, Mayio~.colonial that is to be routed via Montreal,
rgt delivered to C. P.R 240 and senders of freight are not compelled toPreight received fro C.P.y. 41, .. .....ye.ie from342 .. ... ruetheir freight by wyof Montreal and

Total ..... ........... 65,403 91,338 7 the Grand Trunk, but are left entirely free
to send it by any route they wish after it

ex 1 22 Years the earnings exceeded the running leaves the Intercolonial. In regard tOPes4 by only $57,512.05, while the losses were freight destined to Manitoba, North-west
in In92. Territories and British Columbia, being sentuptat time vast sums spent on capital account,sof $20,000,000. Taking 14 years from î8os the United States instead of
S rofits were........ ........ $ 29,835.09 through Canada, it is only necessary for the
4en swere......... ... 3,186,822.99 senders of the goods to specify the routeAdd itn Capital account in 14 years . 12,136,513.00 tleaving theerence between profits and losses. 3,156,987.00

__Intercolonial, and their wishes will be
beduct i 15,293,500.00 carried out. The hon. ex-Minister of Fin-207 miles at "20000 per mile.. 4,140,000.00 ance and the hon. member for Westmore-

11,153,500.00 land, Mr. Powell, strongly supported that
GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY SYSTEM. supplemental agreement with the Grand

Trunk in the buse of Commons. The ex-IARATIvE statement of Interchange Trèffic with Finance Minister said
a Railway irom 1st 1v arch, 1898, toMarch, 1899.

Received from Delivered to
Station Intercolonial Ry. Intercolonial Ry.

Increase Increase
1898-9. or 1898-9. or

Decrease. Decrease.

Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons.

29,701 38,868 8,907 111,592
4t. . 23,369 9,293 488 2,774st. iala

the -
6,481 27,255 343 6,320

25,334 25,334 132,442 132,442
Total. ----- ---------- ---

8885 50,082 142,180 11,756

There is one point in the matter of the traffic
arrangement to which I wish to refer; you put the
traffic arrangement alongside this bill. You say that
this contract shall continue for ninety-nine years and,
longer, if not then brmken. One of the essential points
in the argument is that in the supplementary agree-
ment you have got the Grand Trunk Railway to agree
to transfer freight at Montreal instead of at Levis,
which is a great advantage. That is not the ordinary
traffic arrangement in which rates play a part and all
the like of that, but is a generic feature in this whole
thing, and we pay what we pay, if we agree to pay itin the ultinate, because we suppose we have got that
concession to run as long as we pay these rentals and
these other sums of money. But whilst the contract
itself goes on, and our 8140,000 must be paid each
yeanr for ever, and our maintenance on the niileageasis and our improvements on the basis of half the
cost at 4 per cent-whilst these are to run on for ever,within ten days, after this bill is passed, the Minister
of Railways may sit down with the manager of the
Grand Trunk Railway and make a further agreement
by which the point of transfer will be Lévis instead
of Montreal. There is no doubt about that, and that
is not as it ought to be. I say that this is a generic
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part of the scheme, which gives to it very lar e value, men will have very little difficulty incoming
and for which we pay, should be made a stantial te the conclusion that this is not a bil
and permanent part of it just as well as our payments
are. As you cannot change the payments w7ithout which should receive the approval of the
an Act of Parliament, you ought not to be able Senate. So far as I an concerned I shall vote
to change this feature of the tratfic arrangement against it and 1 shall ive the reasons why 1without the consent of Parliament. I do not see why a 1 s
the hon. minister did not put that in. It ought to be propose to do so. I have heard some hon. gen-
there. If it is not to be there, let us know it, and we tlemen say that it is not good for the Senate
will find out that we have no conpensation such as
we thought we iad, through that transfer point being to veto too many goverrnent neasures.
at Montreal rather than at Lévis. I think that that disagree with that view when the merits of
is of great moment, and ought to be a part of the the ieasures are not such as to warrant us incontract. That caie down to us with the schedule, . .
we passed it with the schedule, but vhen we come supporting them. This is a measure which
to the bill we do not find it ; but we find instead bas been before the Senate twice. While J
a provision authoirizing the railway coin pany should
and the governuent to change that any moment hike to vote for government measures
they like, after the hill is passed, and after we are they must be of a character that I can sup-
conmitt-d to these immense payments for ninety-nine port but when thev are not J care not how
years, or in perpetuity. Before the discussion is
over, my hon. friends on the treasury benches ought many they may be, J shall vote against
to consider that point and agree to insert it in the them, and that, I think, is the principle o1
njeasure itseif. If it is intended that we should have which hon. gentlemen should act-to vote
this advantage, if it is not a niere imakeshift, let it be
p i tthe bill as a )ermaniency. It is of great moment. only for measures which are calculated tO

Ve are paying great sums for these privileges, let us advance the interests of the country, and tO
have the compensation as permanent as the payients.
At least, let us lave it permanent tiis far, that it a oppose ail measures, ne matter hoNv mail
different arrangement be made it shall be tade with they may be, that are not in the interest of
and by the consent of Parliament, and not simuply the country. We have exercised our judg-
ment.ainby the ai tberf Raw an st ; s ment in the past on this project, and I think,
ight arise which would inake'it necessary to have a in many respects, the proposition now before

change. Then, leave it in the power of Parlitunent, us is more objectionable than it was when
whi wdil be a good and conscientious judge, just as
comnpetent as the ininister and the govermnent, to presented on the first occasion, because
mnake the change. we are asked to hand over to the Grand

lon. 31r. PERLEY-This, to mîy mind, is Trunk the privilege of carrying the tratlic Of
more than an ordinary bill. If it was a bill Canada into the United States. That is
of small importance I would not claim the opposed to one of the cardinal principles Of
indulgence of the House to give ny views the Conservative party, whose policy hs8
upon it, but as it is a measure of very great always been to foster the trade and the 10-

importance, and J have endeavoured as best dustries Of Canada in every way we possiblY

I could to carefully read the bill and all the could. We are asked to sanction a bargaaî
conditions connected with it, and listened to to transfer the business of the Intercololi&
all the speeches made in this debate on both Railway to the Grand Trunk to be carrie
sides, I have formed an opinion as te its through United States channels to Canadian
merits. In support of the bill the speeches of points beyond. That is a bad policy whic
the hon. Secretary of State and his colleague would justify any one in opposing the bill-

were not of such a laboured and exhaustive
character as they should have been, consider- Hon. Mr. MILLS-Then the hon. gente
ing the importance of the question, if the man's position, as I understand it, is th is
hon. gentlemen had been as much in sympa- that no arrangement could be made with the
thy with the bill as they ought to have been. Grand Trunk on any terms, because the
The opponents of the bill have done remark- western connections are in the Unit
ably well and deserve the gratitude of the States. Is that soi
Senate for the exhaustive nianner in which
they went into the details of the measure. Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I did not say that.
The bon. gentleman for Westmoreland (Mr. I might say, in this connection-and 1 do
Wood) I am sure has spent a great deal of not want to be rude-that I am not a lawyd
time over it, and with his ability and his or a great parliamentarian, but a farmer, aOd
experience in railroading, and living as he I cannot answer questions of that kind on
does in that eastern part of Canada through the spur of the moment as some hon. genle-
which this railway runs, he is quite capable men can, but if J did not make a better rt
of giving an opinion, and his opinions are of it than some hon. gentlemen who support
valuable. If that is the case, hon. gentle- this measure, I should hold my tone



lowever, I will show further on, that the appreciate his statement that he liked to
1on, gentleman's question does not apply to look upon honest faces. He told us that

MY remarks. When we fought this bill two this was a very much better bargain than
Years ago, we did not know what the expense the last one we rejected. He said it was at
of the operating of the new portion of the least a $700,000 a better bargain. In that
road was likely to be. We objected to that respect he differs from the Minister of Rail-
here, and the leader of the Senate at that ways who said it was not a better bargain,time, Sir Oliver Mowat, promised us to make and from the Secretary of State, who said,
an eXperiment and let us know the result. in his opening remarks, that it was only
'he experiment has been made, and the $6,000 a year a better bargain. We will
government report that they are not in a take the opinion of the lion. gentleman for
Position to give us any information as to Cobourg (Mr. Kerr), because he is an honest
'what it costs to operate the Intercolonial man, and this is what he honestly believes,
lRailway extension. Either they do not although, perhaps, he did not receive all the
'understand their business and are not good information from his friends that he desired.
accoutntants, or they are not giving the in- He says there is a saving of 8700,000 by the
formnation, because it will interfere with the rejection of the first agreement. He adopted
ratification of their bargain. The argument the homely comparison of the old cow. He
of the hon. gentleman from Westmoreland did not want us to be like the old cow that
(•lr. Wood) tends to show that any further gave a good pail of milk and then kicked it
Outlay on extending the Intercolonial Rail- over. The Senate, at the time the old agree-
"ay Would be an improper expenditure. He ment was rejected, was the cow who gave
shows that only a small portion of the the good pail of milk. The bon. gentleman
farghton the Intercolonial is through freight, did not want us now to kick it over, show-

tha he tells us that if the government think ing that in his opinion this bill is much
at by this extension they are going to better than the bill of two years ago, and

colterially increase the traffic of the Inter- that the Senate, by its action on thatoccasion,
iTalRailway, they are mistaken. I saved the country ,700,000.

to make a few reinarks in reply to myPoetical friend f Cobourg ( Hon. Mr. KERR-My attention bas been

e sashe appreciates the Intercolonial clled to the fact that my remarks at that
aily, because it brings the genial, honest point of my observation have been misun-

aces of thesenatorsof the maritime provinces dertood.
n the capital. With his associations, I can Hon. Mr. McKAY-)o not spoil it.h derstand it will be a great enjoyment for

to look upon honest faces; but it is not Hon. lMr. KERR-What I said was this,

Ceeessary to have the Intercolonial Railway and the official report will confirm my state-
extended to Montreal for that purpose, ient: I said the lion. leader of the opposi-

ecaus none of those gentlemen he i tion has said that by the action of the Senate
of~ associating with come by the Inter- the country had been saved $700,000, I did

th oni Railwayto Ottawa. They come by not profess to speak from my own knowledge,
250 Canadian Pacific Railway, because it is because I knew nothing about it, but I took

o 'tniles shorter. Therefore, that portion it from what the lion. leader of the opposi-
f the hon- gentleman's argument is of no tion said, and of course I had a right to

h h br I ha a

.io . Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
n ilstaken. All the Nova Scotia members
yd thalf the New Brunswick members come
Y the Intercolonial Railway.

ho0  Mr. PERLEY-It is only thegtent faces I am speaking of. The hon.
gentl alEo made a reference to this bar-
aine aOscmpared with the last one. It was

'1il g to me to hear his honest confession.
rols d that it was the admission of an0lest Mran, and I could understand and

assume t, au e was correct; ut do not

know that he was correct, and I do not
acknowledge that his statement was correct.
I was merely repeating his statement. All
my subsequent remarks were based upon
the statement of my esteemed friend the
leader of the opposition.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-In support of my
understanding of it, I would say further, the
hon. gentleman remarked that the Senate
had been like the good old cow which had
given a good pail of milk, referring to our
former action, and appealed to us not to
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kick it over now. He said there was a cloud
of dust over the eyes of hon. members, I can
tell him in that particular there was no cloud
of dust over the eyes of the senators who
rejected the bill. The cloud of dust was
over the eyes of those who supported it.
There was a great deal of dust at the time;
it was not the kind that disturbs people's
vision, but the kind that goes into pockets.
The hon. gentleman also went on to say that
we could not sell the Intercolonial Railway,
I think the same principle should prevail in
public affairs that prevails in private mat-
ters. Any gentleman who has an oppor-
tunity to sell a property that is unprofitable
should be able to sell it, and the same rule
should apply to government property, even
the Intercolonial Railway. Iquite agree with
the hon. gentleman from Westmoreland,
who is not in favour of the government oper-
ating this road. My idea would be to let
the government sell or lease the Intercolonial
Railway. Then the hon. gentleman said the
agreement to pay $1,600,000 for the Drum-
mond County Railway was a good bargain.
If I am any judge of a road of the character
of the Drummond County Railway at the
time the government proposed to take it
over, I should say it was not at all in keep-
ing with the other roads with which it con-
nects. Both the Intercolonial Railway and the
Grand Trunk Railway are said to be first
class railways. The Drummond County
Road was built for local traffic and was not
of a character to carry such trains as run on
the Intercolonial and Grand Trunk. There-
fore, when we pay $1,600,000 for such a
road as that, we make a bad investment of
the public funds. The hon. gentleman from
Cobourg made another remark which I think
was equally at fault. He said that because
120 gentlemen in the other branch of Par-
liament voted for this measure, we should
not reject it. Does not the hon. gentleman
know that the same 120 men voted fot the
bill two years ago, while the Senate rejected
it, and the whole country praised our action
on that occasion ? The 120 men that he
asks us to agree with now are the same men;
therefore that was not much of an argument.
To my mind the Grand Trunk is getting by
far the best end of the bargain in this deal.
The hon. gentleman said he would like to see
the country polled on this question. Well,
I should like to see it polled too, and I am
sure there would be no doubt as to the
result. It is a question involving the addi-

tion of at least $6,000,000 or $8,000,000 to
the national debt. The hon. gentleman
knows that the late government, when they
went to the polls at the last election, pro-
mised not to increase the national debt. I do
not see how they can support a proposition to
increase the public debt by $6,000,000 or
$8,000,000. I have no fear, therefore, of
the resuit of a poll of the electors on this
occasion. The people would not support
the government in violating their promises.
By this bill there would be an addition tO
the public debt of the country, and the
annual expenditures of the country would
be largely increased. Therefore, there need
be no fear that the country will find fault
with us for rejecting this bill if the govern-
ment should go to the country on the ques-
tion, because the hon. gentlemen opposite
would have to contradict one of the foremost
planks in their own platform. I am not
opposing this bill because I livein the western
country. I am by birth a native of New
Brunswick. I lived in that province until
I passed the meridian of life, and I have the
strongest affection for the people of New
Brunswick, so much so that when a fe.
years ago the Conservative party was in
power and a bill was introduced by whichit
was proposed to divert the trade from St-
John to Halifax, I was one of those Who
took an active part with other Conservatiîe
members of the Senate to defeat that bill,
and I do not hesitate to say that we were
the means largely of St. John to-day being
our winter port. I have always favourea
St. John being a winter port. It has a fine
harbour and, with improvements which the
government are putting on the whar,
breakwaters, &c., it will make one of the
finest harbours in Canada-in fact the onlY
available winter harbour we have on the
Atlantic.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Yes, and I ca
prove that before I am done. The Interc'-
lonial was built under the terms of the agree-
ment between the provinces at confedera-
tion. It was built, not like a road that s
intended for commercial purposes. It 'w8a
projected as a military road. It was but
in the wildest part of New Brunswick, the
hardest section in which to build a railw'y
and the one which affords the least traffi",

local or through, because in building in bf
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that road it greatly increased the length of
t It was built as a military road, but there

n "0 longer any prospect of war arising be-
tWeen Great Britain and the United States.

a military road, therefore, it has lost its
"10portance, but it will be there in the future
if it should ever be necessary to transport
troops from the maritime provinces to the
*8t. We are living in a progressive age,
thel saving of time in transportation is of
the first importance We have passed the
8tage coach period, and the Intercolonial
RalWay, while it serves a good purpose for
ocal traffic, cannot compete for through traf-fie bec
IL cause of the great distance it has to
h goods. A few hundred miles of voyage4 Water does not amount to much, but every
""le by rail costs. There is the outlay for
eostruction, for maintenance and for run-

g expenses; therefore, I say we are living
au age when we have to get the shortest

Po88ible' route to the seaboard in order to
01Pete with others in the markets of the
Morld.IHon gentlemen are aware that from

Ontreal to St. John by the Intercolonial
.'ayis 740 miles, by the Canadian Pacifie
lway it is 489 miles a difference of 251

ales in favour of the Canadian Pacific Rail-
iAY is there any man of ordinaay business

yl igence who f rom patriotic motives would

rId his goods 251 miles further than he
haul them ?

the fR.ir. DEV E R-Can not he tapit one~ IftilVer St. Johnt

-Mr. PERLEY-The hon. gentle-
Th oes not tap it when he comes here.

on gentleman only taps it for one pur-
the c Therefore, with all due deference to

al arater and necessity of the Intercol-
On1 thRail way as a local road, that is the
i Ing it is useful for to-day and for that
Iner lWays serve a usef ul purpose ; but to
r4illa e the capital account by seven or eight
wouQld .f dollars t, extend it to Montreal
tere .to muade a great mistake. I am in-

orth in cheap transportation. In theOrtes w65 e are a producing people, and
th rplus products must find a market at
s toeboard, and the important thing for us
ible.get it to the seaboard as cheaply as pos-

>illig f We were not patriotic enough and
the e taxed $150,000 or to subsidize
P d u ian Pacifie Railway to carry our
ship - to the seaboard, we would

tter Itto Portland and it would be
39or particularly so in thei

case of live stock. When we ship by the
Canadian Pacifie Railway to the east live
stock arrive at the seaboard very much
fatigued, and every mile of transportation is
a loss to the shipper. When the cattle are on
the ship they do not lose much, if anything,
but the great object for us is to get them to
a seaport by the shortest possible route. I
would not ship stock by the Intercolonial;
it would materially injure them if I did.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is British terri-
tory.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I know, but it is
251 miles more of British territory.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-So much the better.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I am willing to
vote a subsidy to the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way to make St. John a winter port rather
than go to Portland and Boston. I want
to call the attention of hon. gentlemen to
the trade of the country as I understand it.
It is no use having a railway unless you
have something for it to do. This bargain
should be based on business principles. The
great article of produce in New Brunswick
is lumber, and next to that smelts ; (laughter)
I did not say that disparingly. The smelt is
a good fisi, but the two great articles of
commerce in that province are lumber and
fish. You deplete the forest when you cut
a tree down; it does not grow again. That
is not so with us in the west. We reap a
harvest on the same ground every year. In
New Brunswick the timber has been eut
down until now logs are marketed that are
not more than seven or eight inches in
diameter. Even if there was freight for the
Intercolonial Railway in lumber, the amount
of it would be decreasing; but not a single
thousand feet of it goes over the Interco-
lonial Railway. Some shingles may go over
it, because they are carried for next to
nothing.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-The hon. gentle-
man is entirely mistaken. There are dozens
of train loads going daily.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I
that there are from one
another, but there is none
to Montreal.

am free to admit
little station to
from Miramichi

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-But FromTruro
to Halifax I am speaking of.
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Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I was speaking of

New Brunswick, It is simply a local trafic.
It is not a traffic that would require the
Drummond Counity Railway to carry it.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-But we want your
flour from the west.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY--We will send it by
the Canadian Pacific Railway. We cannot
send it by the Intercolonial Railway, because
it will cost too much. Of course, a railway
is of no use unless we have something to
carry over it. A man might as well own a
white elephant if he had nothing for it to
do, as to own a railway where there is noth.
ing to be carried over it, and when the pro
iuct of a country does not require the use
of a railway to support it iri any way it is
useless to construct it. The lumber export
of New Brunswick was 300,000,000 feet
annually. One hon. gentleman put it at
400,000,000 feet; take the latter quantity
and say that the whole cut of lumber in
New Brunswick this year was 400,000,000
feet, and I am sure it will not be more next
year, because to keep it up they would have
to destroy their forests. Al this lumber
finds a market at the seaboard where it is
taken away by the vessels. It never sees a
railway at all. Not one thousand feet of it
goes on the Intercolonial Railway or Drum.
mond County Railway, or this section of the
Grand Trunk that they are proposing to
lease, except perhaps from one small station
o another, where a farier may buy a few

feet. Take the output of lumber fron New
Brunswick at 400,000,000 feet and at $8
a thousand its value is $3,200,000. That
includes all the labour in connection with
getting it to market where it is saleable;
the farmer's supplies the feed for horses
and men in so far as they supply the trade,
and altogetherit only amounts to $3,200,000.
Not one dollar of that contributes freight to
this line of railway.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-The hon.
gentleman is placing it at a very low figure.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-$8 a thousand is a
fabulous price. I had a contract for lumber
in New Brunswick and it required the
smallest log to be fourteen inches at top
end, and only got $7 per M. The hon.
gentleman could contract for lumber for
twenty years if he could get that price.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-Notdeals.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I am not talking
about deals. They do not transport deals
over the railway. They do not ship logs iD
the round, except some smali logs in soue1
little spars. They ship it all in sawed
lumber. They take it fromn the mill, which
is on the shore of the ocean, and put it 011
the vessel and ship it to European or United
States ports. I tell hon. gentlemen that the
matter of freights is an important item tO
the farmers in the North-west Territories.
We have by industry and hard work tilled
the soil and made farming a success in that
country, and whilst we have been taxed tO
the utmost, we have borne the burden and
contributed our share to Canada. In the
North-west 40,000,000 bushels of wheat is
the output. Those who are now prophesY
ing about what this railway is going to do,
predicted that the North-west TerritorieS
would never produce freight to pay aWX
grease on the cars to haul it out. -1
now they ask us to accept their staterme0t
with regard to this road. They would noe
give the information about the workiDg
of the Drummond County Railway duri1%
the time they have been operating th
line. It is an exhibition of deplorable igDe
rance or dishonesty, because they should be
able to give us the information we ask for.
We have waited for it two years, and thel
cannot give it to us yet. The freight i4 a
important matter to us in the North-wet
Territories. West of Lake Superior <
have no competing lines, and we have tO psY
whatever the Canadian Pacific RailwaY
mands. I am not prepared to say that 't
an exorbitant rate, because there are f
tions of the road which are not pay"'s
But what they say is: "G ive us somethil,,o
carry back on our cars, and we will giv
lower rates." This bill proposes to give it
the Grand TrunkRailway. I am not an b
cate for the Canadian Pacific Railway,
1 have always been in favour of thatline,erve
before I ever saw the North-west coUntry1

believing it to be a necessary project. r
that I am located there, and see the io re
ance of the road, I say that we want b
freight rates, and we cannot expecti 
them much lower unless the CanadiaTi ill
Railway can get return freights. Thrs
takes away the chance of their gettiPg of
turn freight. My farm is 300 milest
Winnipeg. The country is well settfrnr&
occupied by an industrious class of f
for 100 miles west of that point. The
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JaW district is a very fine country, and
Produces a good class of grain. Indian
Head, Qu'Appelle and Regina are good
far!nig districts. They wili produce great
quantities of wheat. I paid fourteen cents
a bushel freight on my wheat by the
earload from Wolseley to Port Arthur

yat year. Taking the distance to my
Place in comparsion with the distances
south, east and west, I say that twelve
cents is a fair average for freight on wheat
trom where it starts to Fort William. About40,000,000 bushels of wheat will be the out-
Put this year. It may or may not amount
t that, but in less years than I have fingers
'Or nmY hand it will amount te sixty or
Shventy million bushels, and therefore we
thould look after the interests of the coun-
try, and the important thing is to tell the

earuors how they can get their wheat out
*1thout paying toomuch freight. Now, atl2c
Per bushel the freight on 40,000,000 bushels
Would be $4,800,000 freight on wheat we

0Port f rom the North-west. That is $1,600,-
of0 more than the whole commercial valuef the product of lumber in New Brunswick.We ave to pay f reight on it, and it has to go
Over the Canadian Pacific Railway. We do
1 p it at our doors as they do with the

r, but have to pay freight on it to get
eteckthe seaboard. Then take the matter of

ft.ck We are raising hundreds of thousands
Of cattie in that country. The western portion
Wethe North-west does not produce grain as
*el as the eastern portion, and the fields are
fro red with herds of cattle. My hon. f riend

o cttompton(Mr.Cochrane)has14,000 head
herd e up there. He may have the largest

thor Owned in that country, but there are
tandunds of cattle there living off the grass,

the ey do not require to be housed at all.
e grais is growing continuously. We have

t these cattle to a foreign market. By
or, ant existing route it is a long jour-

and headuses up the cattle. They may be fine
calthy when they start, but when they

P Oundsltreal they may weigh 200 or 150
an l ess each. Now, do the government
e was to take them to St. John or Boston ?1

liatant to take them the shortest way. We
far as a disadvantage in the North-west as
the the freight rates are concerned, but
the %re argument that I am applying to

oth West would be applicable to Onta-
for $atProvince which bas done so much

they a. This bill affects them because
et lumbher coming back. There is

another advantage which they have by
reason of the fact that we buy all our
manufactured goods. We do not manu-
facture anything. We buy our mowers,
reapers, ploughs, harrowq, spades, shovels,
scythes and binder twine from eastern Canada,
and we have to pay a very extravagant rate of
freight to get that stuff up west. The argu-
ment is that the road does not get enough
to fill the cars going back to the North-west,
and therefore they have to charge more
freight. My desire is to give them all the
traffic we possibly can, as it is the only
means of getting better freight rates than
we have at present. A member of Parlia-
ment yesterday told me he was charged $35
for bringing a horned animal eighty-five
miles a couple of years ago. I bought a
band of horses one time at Qu'Appelle sta-
tion, and a cayuse got lame. He was not
worth twenty dollars, but it cost me nine
dollars to have him carried thirty miles.
Compare that with the freight in the
maritime provinces. My hon. friend the
Minister of Justice asked how the people
in the maritime provinces would like this
road to be operated by private parties.
That is a question which need not be
answered. We know that Mr. Blair
said, on his advent to office, "I am going to
work the road on business principles, and I
will put the freight up. These men who
want their shingles must pay their freight."
Then he appointed Mr. Harris, and they
raised the freight rates. What a howl of
indignation there was over the country I It
is pretty hard work to make the Minister of
Railways come down, but they brought hirn
down upon that occasion, and old rates
were restored at once. I have a man in my
employment whose father has a ticket from
St. John to Hampton for a year for twenty-
two dollars over this road. They say that
the other government charged about the
same or less. I say that two wrongs do not
make a right. A gentleman told me the
other day that the Conservative party would
not have a member elected in the maritime
provinces if the party opposed this bill. If
they are going to loot the country- for the
sake of keeping the government in power,
the sooner they get out of power the better.
The time has come in the history of our coun-
try when railway rates should be more equal-
ized. I do not believe that one part of Can-
ada should have advantages over other
portions. We have to pay exorbitant rates in
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the North-west. I no not say that they are
too high. I do not, because I am not a rail-
road inan. A railroad man tells me they are
not too high. I do not believe that any peo-
ple under heaven to-day, as an agricultural
community, have better railway facilities
than those given by the Canadian Pacific
Railway to Manitoba and the North-west.
Their car service and their freight serv ice are
good. The accommodation is good, but we
have to pay for it, and perhaps, pay too much.
I think the policy of the government should
be to have a railway commission to arrange
freight rates, so that a company could
not take advantage of a man because
he cannot help himself. One portion of
the people should not be compelled to
pay an exorbitant rate because other
people get their freight at too cheap a rate.
I desire to say that I feel justified in voting
against this bill, and if I stand alone, I will
vote against it, and in order that I may have
an opportunity of expressing my opinion, I
shall move that the further consideration of
the bill for the purchase of the Drummond
County Railway be postponed for six months.
I am not a lawyer, but I endeavour to do
what I think is in the interests of the peo-
ple. I represent tho people of the great
prairie land, and it is my duty to tell the
House what I think about these matters. I
say that any bill which has for its object the
diverting of trade into foreign channels is
not a bill in the interests of the country, and
I am sure that if the matter is allowed to
stand over for another year, we will
be in a better position to consider it.
We have done away with the old
stage coaches and old systems of all kinds,
and the time is come now when the Cana-
dian Government can lease or sell the Inter-
colonial Railway to some company and let it
be worked as a local road, or it could be
used a through road if necessary, but let a
private company take charge of it for the
benefit of the people. If the government
make this proposed connection, they will be
getting into deep water, and will not be able
to get out quite so easily. If they spend
$8,000,000 or $9,000,000 on this road they
will then have a considerable government
railway system in Canada. The next thing
will be to buy the Canadian Eastern at a
million dollars. That is the next thing on
the tapis with the government, and the
whole province of New Brunswick will be
girdled with railways charging one-half the

rates they should obtain. Mr. Gibson and
others, get large land subsidies, for building
railways and they want to seli them back tO
the government as soon as they become non-
paying institutions, I say it would be
wrong, and if we endorse this bargain we
will be called upon to endorse other bargains
of a similar nature. I have a great regard
for the ministry of the day. I do not like
to see them break all their promises, and 1
do not want to see them downed as badlY
as they will be at the next election. I do'
not want to see the taxes increased. 1
understand the'supplementary estimates will
increase the annual exponditure $50,0o0,000.
How can they exFect us to vote on bills with-
out any information? I do not care what
government may be in power, it is the dutY
of the government to give us the fullest in-
formation on everything pertaining to publiC
matters. We have no right to go it blind.
The second part of this agreement was lot
put forward for some time after the first part,
until some one raised a row about it. Ther,
it was laid on the table and in five minute
it was upstairs. The Grand Trunk Railway
map was also laid on the table, and 1.
fifteen minutes it was also away. What '*
this bargain ? It is to pay a yearly rentai Of
$140,000 which capitalized at3 per centuleang
a capital account of $4,600,000, the Drun'd
mond County Railway cost $1,600,000, anh
yet you have that annual increase to the
public bebt of Canada, because if you paY.t
interest it is the same as using the capi ,
There is to be $6,266,000, of an increse "

the public debt at one jump without the road
being an efficient and a gpod road. The5'
will have to spend two or three mill.
dollars to fix the road so as to be in keepf1.
with the other two lines with which It
connects. It is not in the interests of tb
country that we senators should stand bl
and let the government pass the bill SifPI
because people may say we have thrown O11c
too many bills. I am prepared to vote agaifl5

this bill, and that is the spirit which animaAe
me just now.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON - Before
motion is put, I wish to offer a few relnarks
upon the matter hefore the House, and jo

Solondoing so I may remark that this discud
has so far been conducted with a great th
of ability and good feeling, and I hopefleeC
observations I propose to make in refer ea
to it, if I express myself in any other
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t fn in a line with the remarks that have would be impossible to give it correctly. I
already been addressed to the House by know very well that there are some difticul-
hon. gentlemen who have preceded me, that ties in the way, and there will have to be
bon- gentlemen will attribute it to the some little allowances made, but there is no
natural warmth of my disposition and the question about its being quite within the
aretes cof my feeling rather than to a possibilities of railroad book-keeping to fur-
esire to conduct this debate in any other nish a statement which, taken into consi-

th4an a calr and dispassionate manner. I deration with two or three matters for which
ave to repeat the comaplaint that hon. allowance might be made, would present to

geltlemlaen who are opposed to the bill in its the House a fair statement of what the
Present formn have already expressed very earnings and expenses of this particular
reely during this debate, that we have not railway would be. Holding that view, I
en supplied with the inforn.ation which must complain that we have not been fur-
e were entitled to and which was solemnly nished with that definite information which,

proised to us in 1897 when Sir Oliver I submit, we could have been supplied with.
o'at was leader of this House. It is not My hon. friend the Secretary of State,

neeessary to recail what took place on that during the course of his remarks, read a
casion. A very decisive majority of this letter addressed to him by Messrs. Schreiber
oUse determined on that occasion to reject and Pottinger. I observe there is somethe bill of that year. Hon. gentlemen will serious mistake in this letter. I ask my

re1'eIneber that on the very night of the! hon. friend if he has read this letter since it
e®tion of the bill, an hour or two after- appeared in the Debates ?

ards a sum was placed in the estimates 1Proiding for the carrying out of this leasing Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, I have not, I
a1eetnent with the Grand Trunk and Drum- think I have the original here.
rinld CntyRiwy n he a
beedn thisR ay, and whic ry Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I think it

iee hthsH sead in the cou ntry, .

t intended to over-reach and override appears in the Debates as the hon. gentle-
e free and independent action of the man read it to the House, and if that is the

hoate. It will be remembered that the case, they have made a very serious mistake.

Oi- gentleman who then ld this bouse, Sir At all events, as it appears in the Debates

d e owat, on more than one occasion, there is a mistake in it.

t exciting followed Hon. Mr. SCOTT--I handed the letter
the P in the House of Commons, assured te thereporters.
wha a that there was no intention

t to override its action with regard Hon. Mr. FER GUSON-The mistake is
e raeers,5 that it was only intended' hti

ythat it gives the earnings and working
whethne inonths' experiment to ascertain expenses of the Intercolonial Railway for
rier this scheme was in itself a really the ten months of the year which has just

tenderious One or not; that it was only in- expired, and it purports to give the total
tetti .that the experiment should be of a earnings for the previous twelve months. It
ti e character in order, when the ques- then draws a comparison between ten months
that th?.8ld next come befrre Parliament, of this year and twelve months of the preced-
of paliouse, as well as the other branch ing year. I have looked at the report of the
ful liament, should be in possession of the Minister of Railways and on page nineteen
it. Possible information with regard to of the report I find there that the loss on

b b years have passed, and we have the working of the Intercolonial Rail-
tu nids before us again, and we are asked way for the full period of last year was
fo 'der them without this promised in- $207,978.66, whereas by this statement
Bert'on. I know that my hon. friend the it appears te have been only $35,311.90.
aaret.y of State has told us that it is

at he impossible to give that information, Hon. Mr. POWER-On what page of

of j as fortified himself by the opinions the minister's report is that?
te • Schreiber and Mr. Pottinger that
ihire. great difficulties in the way of fur- Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-On page nine-

ti8ge8 frtation of that kind. Mr. Pot. teen. However, these figures are found in
gone so far as to say that it many pages of the report.
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-Thecomparison related
to the ten months for each year for three
years, ending each year on the 1st of March.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-It is only for
two years.

Hon. Mr. MILLS--The comparison is
for ten months of each year.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The letter in
itself showed that Mr. Schreiber and Mr.
Pottinger were drawing conclusions and
drawing a comparison between ten months
of last year and twelve months of the
preceding year, which is an error. The
comiparison is evidently for ten months of
each year. The hon. Secretary of State told
us the earnings of the Intercolonial Railway
during the year which expire. on the 1st
July last, will show a surplus over its work-
ing expenses during that year greater than
all the earnings of previous years taken
together.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It was on the faith of
that letter that I made the statement.

lon. Mr. FERGUSON-I think my hon.
friend will see, if he examines this lêtter
closely, that it does not bear out any such
conclusion. Up to the end of ten months in
in the year 1897-98 it shows a net loss of
$35,311, while there is a net gain of $62,-
569.89 on the ten months of the year
1898 99. Now, hon. gentlemen will observe
froin these figures that the Intercolonial
Railway, in the year terminating the lst of
July, 1898, went behind to the extent of
$174,667 in the last two months. These
are two months that can be compared with
the two months ot the year 1898-99, because
in both of these periods we had the Montreal
extension to operate, and if we got behind
to the same extent in thvse two months
that we did the previous year during the cor-
responding two months, the deficit would be
over $112,0 0 during the past year. The
hon. gentleman will know that the last
two nonths of the year are months in which
very many expenses will accumulate. That is
the reason why there was such a large falling
off in net savings in the two closing months
of 1897-98. A deficit of $174,667 occurred
in the two closing months of that year, and
it will be a very strange thing if there is
not a deficit in the corresponding two
months of the year just closed, even making
allowance for the improvement in trade of

last year, and that is the only allowance
that can be made, because in both years we
had the Drummond County Railway and the
Montreal extension in the closing months.
Therefore, if there is any change it must be
in the improved state of the business of the
country, and if you allow $12,000 for that for
the two months, 3 ou have a deficit on the In-
tercolonial Railway for the last year of over
$100,000. If anything different is shown, it
will call for investigation as to whether pay-
ments werenot made corresponding with pay-
ments made forthecorresponding two months
of the preceding year. The hon. Secretary
of State dealt at considerable length on the
bad showing, as he called it, of the Inter-
colonial Railway from 1877, up to last year,
and he took very great pains to give us the
capital expenditure in all those years, during
which the road was extended some 435 miles,
and during which very important better-
ments were made in the way of bridges and
raising the standard of the road. This he
described as a very bad showing which had
been made during all this time. My hon-
friend, the Minister of Justice, during the
course of his observations-I could not hear
my hon. friend very distinctly, but I under'
stood him to say that the era of capital eX-
penditure on the Intercolonial Railway had
ceased in 1898.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--I am afraid not. The
hon. gentleman did not so understand pie,
because I am afraid it has not ceased.

Hon. Mr.FERGUSON-I am only dealing
with what I understood my hon. friend the
Ministerof Justice to say. Iwas going toshow
why I think it bas not ceased. Before leaving
the revenue and expenditure, taking my da
from Messrs. Schreiber and Pottinger
letter, I wish to compare, in another wah0'
the earnings for 1897-98 with those .
189S-99. I find, comparing the increa iP
earnings of the Intercolonial Railway for the
ten months of this last year with the cOris

Vbatponding ten months of preceding years, r
the increase has been twenty per cent
find that duringthe last twoof the ten mon
of 1898 we have been running 1,315 mile 1
railway as against 1,145 miles in the ei8
months of the year. As two months
this period were months in each yesr 10
which we had the extension, we have the
fore to make an allowance for that, and the
real increase bas been about twel ee Pe
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cent in the mileage of the roads we ran last
Year as compared with the previous year.
The increase in mileage has been twelve per
cent, and the increase in earnings twenty
per cent. The increase shows a net improve-
mTient in the earnings last year, in com-
parison with the preceding year, of about
eight per cent-about two per cent less than
the average increase in the earnings of all
the other roads in Canada, leaving nothing
to be credited in the way of increase to the
Montreal extension. I have been coin-
plaining of the lack of information, and of the
fact that the government did not bring
down the information which had been
promised to us, and which would have been
so very useful in discussing this question.
But we have had some information. We
have had a return laid upon the table show-
lg the tons of freight and the passengers
carried for the year ending the 28th of
eebruary, 1899. The freight is 463,847
tons, and the passengers number 88,701.

hese are the total tons of f reight and total
number of passengers carried over the

Ontreal extension for that year. Now,
turn to the discussions of 1897, and I find

that in the House of Commons in that year
the Minister of Railways submitted, as he

oaid, On the authority of Mr. Schreiber, an
etinate that the acquisition of this Montreal
extension would lead to an increase in freight
o 500,000 tons, being 37,000 tons more than

the business that the Montreal extension
as done during the last year. So that

of giving us the increase *hich they
sed, the whole figures do not come up

amount of increase promised.

• on. Mr. SCOTT-That would be pro-
ntisthe first year. I presume they pro-
tied it would grow into that in a short

lion. Mr. FERGUSON-We were deal-
a g with the present, not a remote future. I
i h'mling now to what my hon. friend prom-
the hielf. He was not quite so sanguine as

inister of Railways was. But before Ie0 tO that, I want to show the difference in
calgers. The total number of passengers

was 88,000; while the number prom-
I a an increase by Mr. Blair was 632,000.

e ome to another set of figures which

y ubmitted by my hon. friend the Secre-
Wa f State to this House. The estimate

- lttle more modest than that of the
later of Railways, and in this case it was

signed by Mr. Schreiber and Mr. Pottinger.
My hon. friend very kindly sent the state-
ment across the floor of the House, at my
request, so that I was enabled to use it and
it was referred to in the discussion and will
be found in the Debates. My hon. friend's
figures, based on the authority of these rail-
road men, were to the effect that the increase
in freight was to be 320,000 tons and the
increase in passengers 228,000. As against
that, the total number of passengers carried
as I have stated over this road bas been
only 88,701, or only a little over one-
third of what my hon. friend, on the
authority of his railroad experts, as-
sured this House the increase would be.
I have referred to this simply to show that
we have not been supplied with the informa-
tion which was promised to us and which
I think could have been supplied to us as an
approximation, at all events, so nearly com-
plete that it would have been acceptable to
the Senate, and if any allowance were to be
made they could have been easily explained,
and those explanations we would have been
happy to accept so farasthey were reasonable.
But that we have not been furnished with,
and what we have been furnished with bas
altogether contradicted the statements made
in 1897 by the hon. gentlemen opposite. I
have only one point more to refer to before six
o'clock. My hon. friend rolled up a very heavy
indictment against the management of the
Intercolonial Railway by pointing in detail
to the expenditures on capital account and
the deficits which had occured during the
years siface the opening of the Intercolonial
Railway and they were very serious. But
he was answered by my hon. friend from
Northumberland (Mr. Snowball) in a
very conclusive and convincing manner.
That hon. gentleman told this House
that so efficient is the equipment, so
high the standard of the Intercolonial Rail-
way at this moment, that it can compete suc-
cessfully with the Canadian Pacific Railway
to St. John which is 480 miles, that so
thorough is the equipment of the Inter.
colonial Railway and so high the standard
of that road at the present moment, it can
compete successfully, although it is carry-
ing freight to Halifax by a route about 360
miles longer than the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way has to carry it to St. John. That is a
complete and effective reply to the indict-
ment of the Secretary of State against the
management of the Intercolonial Railway
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under the preceding governments. My hon.
friend the Secretary of State has just told
us that he is afraid, notwithstanding what
his colleague may have said to the contrary,
that the era of capital expenditure bas not
ceased on the Intercolonial Rail way. I
turn to the estimates of the year which is
now concluded, and I find that in three
batches of estimates brough t down for the
year ending 30th June, 1899, there was
$1,358,960 voted by Parliament for capital
expenditure on the Intercolonial Railway,
and I arn not aware that a single mile of
new road was being undertaken. I take it
for granted that nearly, if not all, that
money has been expended, from the fact
that Parliament was asked to vote $35,000
of it the other day and we know very well
that the meaning of a supplementary estimate
coming down the last days of the year is
that the vote is just about the amount the
department requires to complete its engage-
ments for that year.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I understand it is for
rails and rolling stock.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-All right, for
rails and rolling stock. I am not indicating
what the character of this capital expenditure
bas been, but I have these estimates, and the
strong presumption that they %ll, or very
nearly all, have been expended during the
year. I move the adjournment of the debate.

The motion was agreed to.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (157) " An Act respecting the Mani-
toba and South Eastern Railway."-(Mr.
Power).

Bill (106) "An Act to incorporate the
Canadian Birkbeck Investment and Savings
Company of Toronto."-(Mr. Aikins.)

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, 6th July, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE.

Hon. Mr. POWER, before the doors were
opened, called attention to the fact thatl

the minutes did not correctly set forth the
proceedings of yesterday in relation to the
Intercolouial Railway Extension Bill.

The doors being opened,

Hon. Mr. McCALLU M said :-These two
bills, the Grand Trunk Railway extension
and the Drummond County Railway pur-
chase bills, are fastened together like the
Siamese twins, and if we kill one we kill
the other. I should like to know exactly
where we stand on this question. The point
of order should have been taken when the
hon. gentleman for Wolseley (Mr. Perley)
made his motion. There was a discussion
and he was allowed to go on and make his
speech. I took it for granted then that we
could not separate the two bills, but I am
ready to do anything reasonable.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
from Monck misapprehends the reason why
I spoke. I was not dealing with the ques-
tion of order. I think the hon. gentleman
for Wolseley had a right to make the motion.
I simply called attention to the fact that the
minutes are not a correct record of what
took place in the House.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think it would be
irregular to make a uotion combining two
bills. One motion was made by my hon.
friend and the other by myself. They are
two separate bills, and aithough the House
may acquiesce in the course suggested that
both be considered together, and discussed
in the debate which is going on, neverthe-
less when the vote is taken they must stand
separate.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-What led me
astray was that the hon. gentleman did not
object at the tine. The point of order was
not taken when the motion was made, and
the hon. gentleman from Wolseley had a
right to proceed. I think that was the
proper time to take the point and not nof-

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No point was takenl
at all.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I may be allowed
to say that the Drummond County Bill was
introduced in the Senate one day and the
Grand Trunk Agreement Bill the next day.
The leader of the opposition took exception
to the two measures being separated. It v
agreed that they should be discussed to'
gether. I naturally inferred that they wOe*
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amalgamated, I am not a very old parlia-
mentarian, but when the Senate discusses
two bills together, as we discussed these two
bills, I thought they were one and the same,
and I therefore made the motion, but when
I made the motion the Speaker informed
me that the motion was out of order, inas-
rmuch as it implied the vetoing of a bill
which is not before Parliament, and I then
amended it and submitted the amendment
which I handed to the Clerk, who entered
it in the minutes as it is now. The result
is, the motion stands as it now appears in
the minutes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
ray say that I am not at all surprised at the
hon. gentleman mixing the two bills together,
Under the very peculiar circumstances, for it
1. very seldon that two bills having one ob-
ject in view, though altogether separate,
have been discussed together in the past.
The hon. gentleman very naturally fell into
the error of making hib motion in condemna-
tion of both bills, because, as I stated once
before, the ratification of the one would
follow the ratification of the other, and vice
versa. But while I say that, I must take
exception to the mode in which the change
bas been made. In this case no possible
harm can arise from it. It is only a question
Of precedent and procedure that I am now
8peaking of. When a motion is made in the
House and placed in the Speaker's hands,
that is the only motion that can go on the
record except by permission of the House. I
know that the Clerk called my attention to
it after the adjournment of the House, and
I said, "That is the motion that the hon.
gentleman from Wolseley intended to make,
and that is the correct one, but I do not see
how you c in put that on the record after the
Other motion has been made, and the only
hay that it could be done would be for the
hon. gentleman from Wolseley, when the
a7tion was called again, if no objection was
taken to it on a point of order, to say that
it was an error and asked to have it
eorrected with the consent of the

1ouse, which could be done in a
auoment.» If this were permitted to passa Precedent, much harm might arise in
the future, and many disputes might result
rorn it, and I am quite sure that the hon.
.entleman from Wolseley has no such inten-

tofn. The suggestion that was made by the
peaker was one that would very naturally

occur to him. Had it been in the Commons,
the Speaker would have called his attention
to it as being out of order, but as our Speaker
only rules wben he is cailed upon to rule, he
could take no other course than that of
friendly consultation. No harm can arise
out of this, and I make these remarks so.
that it may not be taken as a precedent in
future.

THE USURY BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

Hon. M r. ALLAN, from the Committee
on Banking and Commerce, reported Bill
(1) "An Act respecting Usury," with certain
amendments. He said :-As I still retain
the same view that I did when I presented
the report, namely, that while the object of
the bill is very commendable, and while it
is desirable to put a stop to the abuses com-
plained of, yet it will be better to take fur-
ther time to consider the bill by letting the
consideration of the matter lie over until
next session. The House did not think that
that was the best course to take, however,
and referred the bill back to the committee,
where it bas been amended. I would sug-
gest to the hon. gentleman who bas charge
of the measure, that it would be well, before
further steps are taken, that the bill should
be printed, because it is very difficult for the
House, as the bill now stands, to understand
what the effect of these amendments would
be.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-I intend
moving that the amendments should now
be concurred in, and that the third reading
be fixed for Tuesday. The amendments will
appear in our minutes to-morrow.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-That is the best
course to take.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND moved that
the amendments be concurred in.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-We
cannot concur in the amendments without
notice, we do not know the effect of then.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND moved that
the amendments be taken into consideration
to-morrow.

The motion was agreed to.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (112) "An Act respecting the Mon-
treal Island Belt Line Railway Company,
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and to change its name to the Montreal
Terminal Company."-(Mr. Owens.)

THE INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY
EXTENSION.

AN EXPLANATION.

. Hon. Mr. FERGUSON--Before the
orders of the day are called, I wish to direct
the attention of the House to a telegram
which has been sent as a matter of news to
the papers of the lower provinces. I find it
in the Charlottetown Patriot of the 3rd July,
and the same telegram, word for word, ap-
peared in two or three other daily papers in
in the maritime provinces. The telegram
has a very sensational heading, and is as
follows:-

TRYING TO OUST
SIR MACKENZIE BOWELL-SENATOR FERGUSON THE

PRIME MOVER--BOWELL WILL STAND TO HIS
COLOURS--THERE WILL LIKELY BE A

SPLIT IN THE TORY CAMP.
-- o-

(Special to the Patriot.)
OTTAWA, July 3rd. -The trouble over the Grand

Trunk Railway Agreement Bill has revealed in the
Senate that Senator Ferguson is making terrible
efforts to oust Sir Mackenzie Bowell out of the leader-
ship. If the proposition which has heen mentioned
in this correspondence is not carried out when the
matter cornes up in the Senate next Tuesday, it will
be due to Senator Fergison, as Sir Mackenzie Bowell
has signified his intention of carrying it out.

Senator Ferguson insista that in addition to making
an agreement and one year's notice by the govern.
ment, that the Grand Trunk Railway should get a
share of the new routed traffic.

With reference to this statement, as far
as it relates-and that is of course the only
matter of any public consequence in it-to
my own attitude as compared with that of
my hon. leader with regard to the Grand
Trunk Railway agreement, I have to say
that nothing could possibly be more
entirely, not only devoid of truth, but con-
trary to the truth than this statement is.
It would be impossible for two public men
to. have viewed a great public question like
this so entirely eye to eye as my hon. friend
and myself have seen it ; and J may further
say that such has been our happy experience
in public business ever since I have had the
honour of occupying a seat in this House. I
am sure my hon. friends who are associated
with me know that there never has been the
slightest difference between Sir Mackenzie
Bowell and myself, and it i-; unnecessary to
assure them that I have never at any time
tried to oust my hon. friend from the
position he holds with such signal advantage
to the country.

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY EX-
TENSION BILL.

DEBATE CONTINUED.

The order of the day being called for:
Resuming the adjourned debate on the second

reading (Bill 138) " An Act to confirm an agreement
entered into by Her Majesty with the Grand Trunk
Railway Company of Canada, for the pur e of
securing the extension of the Intercolonial Railway
system to the city of Montreal."

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON said :-When the
House adjourned yesterday afternoon I had
been discussing the statemert subnitted to
the House at an earlier period in the debate
by my hon. friend the Secretary of State,
founded as it was upon a letter signed by
Mr. Schreiber and Mr. Pottinger, and I
arrived at the conclusion that when my hon.
friend said that the Intercolonial was going
to have a larger surplus at the end of this
year than all the former surpluses put
together, his deduction fron this letter
was altogethier unfounded and unwar-
rantable. I came to the conclusion
that it is morally certain, from the in-
formation contained in the comparison be-
tween ten months of each of the past two
years, that there will be a deficit of not much
less than $100,000 in the working of the
Intercolonial Railway during the year 1898-
99, and that in addition to that, judging
by the amounts voted by Parliament for
capital expenses for the year ending the 30th
June last, it will be found when the public
accounts come out that there has been an
expenditure on capital account for the last
year on the Intercolonial Railway of between
$1,350,000 and $1,400,000. So that the
happy assurances that were given to this
House about the prospects of a very hand-
some surplus on the Intercolonial Railway
at the end of the year which is just
closing and of the termination of all capital
expenditure, on the Intercolonial Railway
have no chance whatever of being realized.
[ might say, further, that if these measures
which we are now considering become law,
it is morally certain that, in the current year
on which we have entered, there will be a
very large capital expenditure on that road.
There will be, first, the sum of $1,600,000
that this bill proposes we shall pay for the
Drummond County Railway, and there has
been one set of estimates already submitted to
Parliament of $941,000 for expenditure on
capital account on the Intercolonial Railway.
And then we must remember that there are
two other sets of estimates forthcoming, one
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ofwhichwe are promised this weekand which
we are led to believe by government organs
is enormously swollen. There will still be
an opportunity for the government, before
the close of the current financial year to
submit another set of estimates in which
there will probably be further provision for
capital expenditure. Therefore, it is fair to
conclude that, not only was there a capital
expenditure last year of nearly $1,400,000,
but there will be. if this bill passes, a further
capital expenditure this year of about three
Millions, and nearly one and a half million
dollarsevenif this billshould not become law.
Notwithstanding that this is the case, before
leaving this point, I am free to say that
better days are dawning for the Inter-
colonial Railway. I have no doubt
that such is the case. A great deal was
rnade, by my hon. friend, of the fact that
the earnings of last year were greater than
those of former years, but, as I have already
shown, I think most conclusively, no part of
the increased earnings is due to the Mon-
treal extension, because the total increase in
earnings for the ten months has been
only 20 per cent, while the increased
inileage, has been 12 per cent,
leaving an increase of eight per cent,
whicih is two per cent less than the
average increase of earnings on Canadian
railways last year. The inference is that
the Montreal extension has not contri-
buted to the increased net earnings last
year, but is to be debited with abqorbing
2 per cent of the earnings of the road.
The remarks from my hon. friend from
Northumberland are no doubt true, that the
Intercolonial Railway is to-day, thanks to
the very large capital expenditures made by
the previous administration, a road of a
very high standard indeed. It is probably
equil to any road in the Dominion of
C -nada, or perhaps on the continent of
Arnerica. It has a very high standard, and
that being the case, together with the un.
doubted development and improvement in
business that is going on all over the country,
and in view of the fact that the province
of Newfoundland has nearly completed a
railway down to a port very convenient to
the Intercolonial Railway terminus in Cape
Breton, and that an excellent steamer has
been put on, and a valuable trade developed
between Newfoundland and the mainland,
it is certain that the business of the Inter-
colonial Railway will increase. Looking at

all these things, and the extraordinary de-
velopments going on in mining, and the pros-
pects of development and enterprise
in Cape Breton in iron and other industries,
there cannot be the slightest doubt that the
Intercolonial Railway is going to have bet-
ter times in the future than it has had in
the past. Hon. gentlemen may think that
perhaps a portion of the earnings of last
year have been due to the larger rates
charged during Mr. Harris' regimp, when
he tried to introduce a system of higer rates
for local trade on theIntercolonialRailway. I
am told that no part of the earnings have
been attributable to that cause, because I
am informed, on what I think is excellent
autlhority, that although the government
collected a very considerable suin on these
higher charges, they very carefully and
punctiliously returned them to the people
of New Brunswick before the late elections
in that province. Therefore, no part of that
amount is to be counted or included in the
earnings of the Intercolonial Railway
during the past year. I come now to the
terms of this extension, and I will make
this remark in starting. that it was not a
question before the people at the general
election of 1896. I think I may safely
challenge hon. gentlemen opposite Vo point
to any spe2ch or declaration of any of their
number made during, or before, that contest
which will show that in any degree what-
ever the question of the extension of the In-
tercolonial Railway into Montreal over that
route, or over any other route, was before
the people during that election. That being
so, it may excite and does excite a very
considerable amount of surprise why
it was that gentlemen in the govern-
ment, with their hands so full of promises
that they had made, with such a herculean
task before them of fulfilling the num-
berless promises which they undoubt-
edly gave, should have given precedence to
a inatter about which they made no pro-
mises at all. It is a very surprising
thing why it was that, so very soon after
the election, the gentlemen of the govern-
ment should have turned their atten-
tion to this matter about which they
had made no promises, while they gave no
attention to the fulfilling of the promises
which they had undoubtedly made. We
cannot help coming to the conclusion that
there was some interest involved. It turns
out that a promninent supporter of the gov-
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ernment had a very controlling and powerful
interest in what was called the Drummond
County Rail way, I refer to Mr. Greenshields.
This was a railroad which was regarded as
bankrupt. It ran through a sparsely
settled district, not at ail a rich country in
resources as regards the then completed part
of the road at ail events, and it began, as has
been stated, nowhere, and ended nowhere.
It was not a road that, up to that time, the
people of Canada had ever heard much
about, and it was hardly ever mentioned as
likely to become an important factor in
regard to the extension of the Intercolonial
to Montreal, or in any other sense. It so
happened that, by some means or other, the
attention of the government became
supremely directed to the importance of
going in to Montreal by this Drummond
County Railway and no other way. In
going that way they had to parallel the
Grand Trunk line for a distance of some-
thing like 140 miles. It was a very serious
consideration to undertake to parallel a line
of a powerful corporation such as the Grand
Trunk, and the first question that would
certainly strike any person, was that the
Grand Trunk would be greatly opposed to
that, and we must certainlyconclude that the
Grand Trunk could not become reconciled to
having theirroad paralleledunlessitwasamply
made up to them in some other way. The
powerful influence which led the government
to not only take up this gigantic question,
involving a capital expenditure of $7,000,000
at this time and under these circumstances
but to select the Drummond County Road as
the way to do it, is hard to understand. The
only explanation at ail satikfactory is that
Mr. Greenshields had a great deal of influence
with the government. He was the owner
of about a one-third of the capital
stock of that company at the time. He had
acquired it for the mere bagatelle of $24,000.
Mr. Greenshields also afterwards became the
owner of another large block of the same
stock, I think only in trust for other gentle-
men, and therefore I will not charge himn
with it, but he certainly was the absolute
owner of about one-third and still conti-
nues to be owner of one-third of the stock,
and in making closo calculations I find
that Mr. Greenshields would make a net
profit of $400,000 out of that transaction
on an investment of only $24,000, if the
bill, introduced in 1897, had been passed,

and he stands to make $236,000 of clear
cash profit if the bill before us beceomes
law. He is known to be a very powerful
politician. Mr. Tarte explained in the
House of Commons, during the discussion
of this very question, that he was the trea-
surer of the Liberal party fund, a powerful
organizer and had a great deal of influence,
and we cannot account for the selection of
this road as a means of getting into Montreal
on any other consideration than that Mr.
Greenshields had a great influence with the
government. Why that is so I am not going
to say. Not only that, but the question of
the Intercolonial extension from Lévis to
Montreal was not as pressing a question in
the public mind as it was some years before.
It is well known that under the old manage-
ment of the Grand Trunk Railway the con-
nection had been very inefficient. It had
been very bad indeed in Mr. Sergeant's time,
and just complaints were made against the
way the connections were made with the
Intercolonial Railway in and out of Mon-
treal. But, happily, under the present
efficient management of the Grand Trunk, a
very different state of things has prevailed.
Since Mr. Hays became president new
life and a new spirit have been introduced
into the Grand Trunk, and there has not
been anything like the just ground of com-
plaint that there was before. After the
grounds of complaint against the Grand
Trunk management had to a large extent
passed away, we find the government, with-
out much consideration, almost immediately
after the elections, taking up a question to
which they were not pledged and for which
no agitation had existed, and undertaking
this work of carrying the Intercolonial Rail-
way into Montreal. The mistake, in the
first instance, was made of having anything
to do with the Drummond County Railway,
even if it was determined to come to Mon-
treal. I hold if the effort had been made
to come in by the Grand Trunk's
own line, the matter would have been
divested of a great many of the difficulties
since connected with it. Many of the diffi-
culties about traffic arrangements would have
been far more easily got over if that had
been done, than with the two lines par-
allelingeach other as they are now doing. But
the government had to use this Drummond
County Road, and the only reason that they
ever put before the public for adopting that
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in preference to the other, is that they claim for less money. That amount would mean
now that it is twelve miles shorter, which about $43,000 per mile. But the Grand
perbaps is correct. Trunk said " It cost us $1,500,000," and

they said to him, " We will give you a
Hon. Mr. MILLS-Is there no difference half interest in that for half this

in the grade ? valuation based on interest at five

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The hon. gentle per cent." It has been proved by the

man says there are differences in the grade. returns which have been unwillingly brought
down in the other House, and reluctantly

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No; I did not say brought down here, but nevertheless brought
that. down, that our use of that road is but a

limited use. The Minister of Railways claims
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I cannot hear it is about 25 per cent. The figures which

the hon. gentleman. There may be we have in our possession, and which I have
some differences in the grade, but I appre- examined with very great care, seem to in-
hend it would have been just as easy for dicate that our user by the Intercolonial
them to have got over the difficulty about Railway of these lines is about 16 per cent.
the grades and improved them as it wason the It therefore cones to this, that Mr. Blair
Drummond County Railway. They had the deliberately allowed $1,500,000 as the price
resources to do it, and could have seen to it of that road, admitting it was more than a
that it was done, and I have no doubt any road of the saine kind could be built for now,
difficulty with regard to the grades could and while heonly needed, according tohis own
have been easily overcome if the government story, one-fourth interest, and according to
had any desire to use the Grand Trunk Rail- our belief about one-sixth interest, he never-
way and come to Montreal in that way. theless undertakes to pay for one-half of it,and
Then we have to consider the terrms under while he could borrow money at two and
which they have come in, and we have to seven-eights per cent, he undertook to allow
carry with us, in the consideration of this theGrandTrunkRailwayCompanyattherate
question from beginning to end, the influ- of 5 per cent, on the swollen orignal cost of the
ence upon these negotiations which the fact road. As far as that part of the line is con-
of paralleling the Grand Trunk must have cerned, there cannot be the slightest doubt,
had. The Grand Trunk, in p:acing a value even if we need a half interest and we get it,
upon their rental and upon everything they we are still paying more than double what we
were giving to the government, from first to ought to pay for the road. We are paying
last, had to take into account that they were double in two ways: we are paying a nearly
allowing a road owned by the government, double rate of interest, and we are paying
with government money and all the govern- double our user of the road. Therefore we
rient influence behind it, to parallel their should multiply it by four, and it is four times
road, and they had to be satisfied that the as much as we ought to pay for that part of
rnoney consideration given to them would the line. I admit frankly that other parts
not only pay them for the use of their line, of the rental are not so wrong as that
but recompense them for the paralleling of is, altbrough I think they are wrong in
their road by the Drummond County Rail- this respect, that we are buying a half
way. interest when we do not need a half interest.

Hon.Mr.MILLS-The Drummond Coun- Therefore, there is room for reduction on
ty Railway existed already.business principles with regard o the er-

alredy.minals and with regard Vo the bridge. But

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Yes, incomplete Vhey are noV so monstrously wrong as
and bankrupt. We will start at Ste. the arrangement with regard Vo the une
Rosalie and take the first thirty-five from Ste. Rosalie Vo St. Lambert, and it is
lniles from that point to St. Lambert. Mr. the more surprising and inexplicable that
Blair explained in the other House, on the any such bargain as this should be entered
introduction of the bill two years ago-an into, because if we Vurn Vo page 62 of the
explanation which he practically repeated report of Vhs evidence taken before the
at a later period-that the Grand Trunk Drummond County Cornmittee of the fouse
alleged that this road had cost them $1,500,- of Commons met year, we will find very
000t. He admitted it might be built now specifc information about the rate of interest.
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At page 63, Mr. Blair was examining Mr.
Wainwright, and, after having questioned
him upon another point to which I will
have to refer at a later stage of my remarks,
he asked:

Q. And did you not argue and point out that your
five per cent bonds in England were only selling in
the market at 85, and did you bring me a newspaper
showing that they were selling for only 85?-A. I
told you we could not borrow at less than five per
cent and that our four per cent bonds were selling at
85.

Q. And did you say that if we consented to going
on you would have to put these betterments in at a
lower cost than you actually incurred ?--A. We could
only get 85.

He was talking of the betterments, but the
arguments and facts he has elicited have the
sane bearing upon the valuation of this por-
tion of the line between Ste. Rosalie and
St. Lambert, as it would have upon the bet-
terments. The examination proceeds :

Q. And when we made the temporary arrangement,
did I not point out that your bonds had gone up and
that you could borrow at a less rate of interest ?-A.
Yes, we recognized that they had gone up and that
we could borrow at three per cent.

This was, I think, on the 25th March. It
was less than one month from the time the
last contract was signed and completed, and
here we have Mr. Wainwright declaring
before the committee, on his o tth, that the
Grand Trunk Railway was then in a position
to borrow money at 3 par cent, and the gov-
ernment, we know, at the time the last loan
was affected, not only was able but did bor-
row money at 2î per cent. That being so,
can any hon. gentleman in this House, or
anywhere, explain to me why a rate of in-
terest of 4 par cent should have been fixed
with regard to the betterments, and 5 per
cent with regard to the line between Ste.
Rosalie and St. Lambert? I am unable to
understand why this should be, because
almost at the very time--at the very time
indeed-that this last contract was entered
upon, the Grand Trunk Railway, according
to Mr. Wainwright's evidence, was able to
borrow money at 3 per cent. I may as well
finish this question with regard to the rate
of interest as it applies to the betterments,
and that will save me from bringing it up
again. Hon. gentlemen will remember that,
under the contract of 1897, there was a pro-
vision in that bill that in the event of the
Intercolonial and the Grand Trunk agreeing
upon the necessity of double-tracking the
line between Ste. Rosalie and St. Lambert,
and making other improvements on the
terminals, that the government should pay

5 per cent on one-balf the cost of the better-
ments. It was in this House in 1897 that
the enormity of that feature of the bargain
was pointed out, and it was pointed out so
strongly and effectually that when a new
contract came to be made, that feature
of it was changed in this respect, that
we were only to pay in proportion
to our wheelage use, which was the principle
which should have applied to all the
property we were acquiring, not only to
the betterments, but every other property,
whether it was the bridge or whether it was
the line from Ste. Rosalie to St. Lambert, or
whether it was the line into Montreal. It was,
however, conceded in regard to the better-
ments that we should only pay in proportion
to our wheelage use, and that we should
have the privilege of paying in cash for
these betterments, and I ask hon. gentle-
men to tell me why the rate of four per
cent was fixed i Why was four per cent
selected as the rate when Mr. Wainwright
went before this committee and swore that
the Grand Trunk Railway could borrow
money at three per cent, and we know that
the government could borrow at two and
seven-eighths per cent? It is the more per-
tinent and more important that we should
solve that question at this stage and get at
the bottom of it, because Mr. Blair, in
his examination, announced a course to
which my hon. friend from Westmoreland
referred in his admirable address to this
House the other day, and it seemed from
the remarks made by my hon. friend repre-
senting the government in this House that
neither of them was aware of Mr. Blair's
intention until my hon. friend brought
it up here. Mr. Blair announced last year,
before the Drummond County Committee,
and again in the House of Commons this
year, that it was not the intention of the
government to pay for the cost of these
betterments in cash, but that they i.ntended
to elect to pay at the rate of four par cent
interest on the cost.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am asking for infor-
mation, and I should like to know what the
hon. gentleman means when he speaks of
the Grand Trunk being able to borrow
money at 3 per cent ? Is it on bonds or on
stock ?

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I am quoting
Mr. Wainwright.
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman une of distinction whatever. le was taik-
says they were selling bonds at 50 cents on ing of what money cost the Grand Trunk
the dollar. Railway Company. He spoke of the prie

Hon.of heir bonds, and it is a fact which every-

Ho. 1 F GUO- did Ilo body knows that on the consummation, as

tell the hon. gentleman why. He said in was believed, of this bargain with the gov-
eIl he hon ge entmand why.e sidg at ernment of Canada, the bondi~ of the com-

1895, "Our per cent bonds wereselling pany went up with a bound in the English
85, and we had to pay 5 per cent interest. market. Sir Charles Rivers-Wilson, presi-
Now," he said, " our stock bas gone up and dent of the Grand Trunk Railway, it the
we can get money at 3 per cent." annual meeting held in the early part of the

Hon. Mr. MILLS-What price would winter of 1897-m fact that was one of the
the bonds sell at? Everything depends on tirst intimations we had that this bargain
that. was effected-told the shareholders at the

annual meeting in London that they had
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-We have the made such a bargain with the government.

bald statement of Mr. Wainwright, that the of Canada as would enable them to get the
rate of interest was 5 per cent-that the new bridge over the St. Lawrence for nothing.
money would cost the company 5 per cent. That statement had such an immense effect
It does not matter whether it was on bonds on the securities of tùe Grand Trunk that -M r.
or not. Wainwright was able to say in his evidence

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman that the cost of money, when the Grand
will see that that is N per cent on $85, not Trunk went to borrow, came down from 5
5 per cent on $100. It is 3 per cent cn per cent in 1897 to 3 per cent in 1898. In
$100. connection with the subjeet i11r. Blair made

this declaration in Parliament and before the
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-L do not think Drummond County Committee, that he

it is. The hion. gentlem an's explanation is 'vas not prepared .to pay cash and would
entirely untenable, and I wiIl tell you why. not pay cash, but would exercise the option
They bwere discussing the 5 per cent on of paying 4 per cent interest, and why?
these betterments under the old contract Because he said that there were extensive
and they changed it to 4 per cent. Why muortgages and bonds on she Grand Trunk
did they niake the charge 5 per cent? Railway and he would not consider it safe
Because money was to cost themn à per cent. and judicous to spend capital on the road
That is the mneanung. The conclusion is in that conditiou. Mr. Blair has shown
inevitable. Mr. Wainwright said, and Mr. extraordinary lack of business capacity, if
Blair led hmm up to saying it, that money not something worse, in dealing with this
cost the Grand Trunk Railway 5 per cent question, because if Mr. Blair entertained
then, ani now they could get it for 3 per any such serious doubt on that point, it was
cent. The hon. gentleman has macle this a very easy thing for hm to put a clause in
point, but it las no relevance whatever to this bi that would have protected any money
the statement male by Mr. Wainwright. be- spent by the government on the Grand Trunk
cause Mr. Wainwright was speaking of the Railway. That would have allowed him to
same class of security in 1897, as in 1898, exercise bis option, under this bill, without
and ho said money Ilcost us 5 per cent then ]et or hindranco, of paying cash instead of
and now 3 percent." paying interest, because no rate of interest

that could be estabished would be as favour

onion. securitisS-fttcostGrand5rupertcett.Mbr

to get $85. He gave a bond for $100 and a we to the govrnnent as paying cash. But,

got $85 and paid '5 per cent on that. The strange to say, has;t session, onme month after
hion. gentleman says he could get it now for making this contract, Mr. Blair went to the

TDrummond ounty Railway Committee, mnd
5er said he nver ntonded to pay cash. Mr.5per cent would depend upon what the Blair ias shown an extraordinary wantbonds would se l for. of business capacity, to use no strongr

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend terni, in making an arrangement like that,
hs jut drawing a red herring across the and not making it secure that ho could exer-
trail. Mr. Wainwright did not draw any cise the option he took, otherwise the option
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was a delusion, as ho announced his in-
tention not to exorcise it. I am speaking,
not only on the point before us, but also of
its reference to the betterments. On the
whole, I have no hesitation in saying that
the price agreed to be paid as a rental to the
Grand Trunk Railway is excessive-that
the government went about acquiring an
interest in that road which they will never.
use, and, as was remarked by my hon. friend
from Westmorland yesterday, and very
truly remarked, that in consequence of the
large territory they have to draw upon, the
extent of their line and other considerations
the business of the Grand Trunk is certain to
grow faster than the business of the Inter-
colonial. Therefore, their use of the-e term-
inals, and the bridge and road out to Ste.
Rosalie is certain, year after year, to per-
manently grow greater than the business
of the Intercolonial.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is an assump-
tion.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-If it had not
been for the pressure on the government that
they must come in by the Drummond County
route and parallel the Grand Trunk, and that
they had to inake up to the Grand Trunk for
that paralleling of their road by agreeing to
pay these excessive rentals, I am sure a much
more reasonable bargain, and something like
value would have been given for the rights
and interests we are acquiring. Instead of
that, we are buying a half interest when we
are only requiring, according to Mr. Blair's
statement, a 25 per cent user, and I be-
lieve less. It is certain, as years go by,
that our percentage of user will be less
than it is now. My hon. friend from
Northumberland (Mr. Snowball) shakes his
head, but I do not think many members of
this House will dissent from the proposition
put before us hy the hon. gentleman from
Westmorland (Mr. Wood) yesterday, that
the probabilities, not only probabilities, but
certainties, are that the Grand Trunk's use
will increasefaster than the Intercolonial Rail-
way's use of all this property. Not only is it
wrong in the matter of our buying a larger
interest than we have any necessity for, not
only is it wrong by putting the first cost too
high, but it is wrong in the additional respect
that the rate of interest on which it is valued
is made 5 per cent, for which there can he no
justification whatever. I wish now to dis-
cuss for a few moments a document

that has become very important, called
the supplemental traffic agreement which,
under the 40th section of this main
contract, is made to form a part of this
bill. It lias to be read with the bill and is
to become part of the bill and to have equal
force and continuity with the bill itself and
with the main contract. That leads us to
inquire a littie into the history of this traffic
agreement. It was made on the 28th Febru-
ary, 1898. On the 15th March, just two
week later, Mr. Blair, the Minister of Rail-
ways, went before the Drummond County
Railway Committee and gave his evidence
on oath. He took a solemn oath to tell the
truth, the whole truth and nothing but the
truth. During the course of alongseries of ex-
planations which I hnd the pleasure of hear-
ing myself, ho did not wait to be asked ques-
tions; ho delivered a statement which was
very lengthy and explicit as it would appear,
but from the beginning to the end of it ho
never told that committee one word about
the supplemental traffic agreement. Mr.
Wainwright was subpenaed before the
committee and examined, and he was ques-
tioned particularly with regard to matters
which we now know form part of that sup-
plemental agreement, but it was never ex-
plained to the committee that it was in the
supplemental agreement they were to be
found, and not in the main contract, and up
to that time, neither the Drummond County
Railway Committee nor either branch of
Parliament was put in possession of the main
contract itself, nor of the supplemental agree-
ment. Ail the principal witnesses appeared
before the Drummond County Railway Com-
mittee,-Mr. Schreiber, Hon. Mr. Blair,
and others, and they were examined
on all the points of the old contract
and the new contract, and up to the close of
their various examinations, there was no
reference made except a belated one by
Mr. Wainwright to this supplementary
tariff agreement. It was only on
the 19th of April, 1898, during a
night session, nearly two months after the
Drummond County inquiry had been enter-
ed upon, and when the comnittee had nearly
completed its work, so far as receiving
evidence was concerned, that the Minister
of Railways laid on the table of the House
of Commons some documents with reference
to the questibn. It was at the time when we
were overwhelmed with the consideration
of the Yukon question, and I wondered a
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little why that document had come in
that way, it was distributed over our desks,
but as we had no bill before us at the time, I
simply shoved it into my desk and it passed
away from my recollection, I did not make
any closer examination of it then. It turns
out, however, at a very late date in the pro-
ceedings of the Drummond County Coni-
mittee, on the 28th of April, that reference
was made to this agreement by Mr. Wain-
wright, and then it was found by the com-
mittee that they had never got the agree-
ment up to that time, and it was produced
and filed as an exhibit. The copies that
found their way to our desks at that time,
I suppose, were treated by all the hon.
gentlemen as I treated mine, as not having
any present importance, and they were
thrown aside. When the bill was brought
down this year in the House of Commons,
the traffic agreement was not brought down
with it, although the 40th clause, re-
sealed its existence to a sharp critic,
but the document itself was not brought
down with the bill. During the time
it was discussed in the House of Com-
mons through all its stages, not one gentle-
man in the opposition there had ever
obtained a copy of that supplemental agree-
ment. I observe that on one occasion, on
page 4835 of the Hansard of the House of
Commons of this year, that Mr. Blair, refer-
red to it, and read from it. He read the
whole preamble, which was very uninteres-
ting stuff, and he read the first section of
the real body of the traffic agreement, and
stopped there. The section that he read is
the one that gave to the government rail-
way at Montreal all east bound trade, and
Which suspended or cancel]d the Chaudière
line from Montreal to Lévis as a divis-
ional route. That is the section which rives
to the government of Canada a very great
concession indeed. The other seven sections
are mainly considerations for that one, and
very serious considerationstheyare. Theyare,
more or less, against the government and to
the advantage of the Grand Trunk Railway.
The hon. Minister of Railways, however,
just read that first one and there he stopped.
A discussion started and the question arose
among members of the House of Commons as
to where the supplementary traffic agreement
Was, and Mr. Blair told Mr. Haggart, "You
must remember that I sent you a copy of it
across the floor of the House." Mr. Haggart
said he never saw that copy. "It was in

40

the Drummond County Committee when
Mr. Blair was examined, and I examined
him upon it," said Mr. Haggart. Mr. Hag-
gart turned out to be wrong, because it was
not in print at that time and was not
submitted for two months afterwards. Mr.
Haggart thought he knew about it, but he
did not.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman is
discussing now the proceedings of the House
of Commons, which is quite irregular.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I leave that part
of the subject by saying I have undoubted
authority for stating that, up to the time
the bill left the fHouse of Commons, the
opposition members of that body did not
realize the contents of this supplementary
traffie arrangement, and it was only after it
came to this House that information regard-
ing that point came before the public. The
newspapers supporting my hon. friend and
the hon. gentlemen around him have been
very industrious, from one end of the country
to the other, in endeavouring to create an
impression that the Senate have been aroused
in their action with reference to this supple-
mental traffic agreement by the Canadian
Pacific Railway. Every effort has been made
to create an impression in the minds of the
people that the hostility on the part of the
members of this House has been created by
sympathy with the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way. Let me tell hon. gentlemen this fact,
which I happen to know: The Canadian
Pacific Railway, as well as the House of
Commons, were in blissful ignorance
of the ternis of this traffic agreement
up to the time my hon. friend, Sir
Nackenzie Bowell, the leader of the
opposition in this House, put his motion
on the order paper asking for the production
of that document, and it was that action,
and the discussion among members of this
House that aroused the Canadian Pacifie
Railway to come into the field and look
after some interests which it had
in regard to this traffic agreement. So
the statements which have been made, and
which have been used, I daresay, in many
cases effectually, for the purpose of neutral-
izing the effect on the public mind with re-
gard to this supplemental traffic agreement,
by creating the impression that all this ex-
citement was brought about by the action
of the Canadian Pacific Railway, are entirely
unfounded. On the contrary, the Canadian
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Pacific Railway got their information from
the hon. leader of the opposition in this
House when he made his motion for the
production of that tratlic agreement. It
was then that the Canadian Pacific Railway
became conscious of the fact that this traffic
agreement was in existence, and that it
militated against its interests as well as
against the interests of the people of Canada.
The fact that the important committee
struck for the purpose of investigating the
affairs of the Drummond County Railway
and the Grand Trunk Railway bargain with
the government were kept iii the dark, and
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company was
kept in the dark with regard to this subject,
is one that. certainly is calculated to excite
surprise and perhaps, in some minds, even
suspicion. It does seem strange that this
very important supplemental agreement
should not have been attached to the bill,
and brought down to this House and to the
House of Commons so that members of both
Houses would have been able to weigh every
word in it when considering the bill. It is
to the honour of the Senate of Canada, that
they and not the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company, have made this discovery, the
importance of which our hon. friends on the
other side are not in their hearts disposed
to minimize one jot at this moment. Having
said so much about the history of this
traffic arrangement, let me now refer to
the document itself. Before touching that,
it will be remembered that before the
Drummond County Committee, and in
parliamentary statemcnts and through the
newspapers, it was announced last year that
the governmeut had made a very much bet-
ter bargain with the Grand Trunk and the
Drummond R.ailway than the one that they
had previously made, and the points of
these improvements were indicated very
clearly in many ways, and amongst the
rest before the Drummond County Commit-
tee. Here is what Mr. Wainwright said
when asked by Mr Borden as to what the
differences were between the new contract
and the old:

Q. Beside the change you have already mentioned
as a difference between the agreement of this year
and that of last year, is there any other ?-A. There
is some differencs with regard to traffic.

Q. Could you briefly state what it is?---A. The
principal one I think I could tell you; there are other
minor changes. The principal one is this: The Grand
Trunk held that if our line between Lévis and Rich-
mond was to be destroyed, that we could not be ex-
pected to offer the traffic to the government at Mon-

treal, and the agreement did not allow for that. We
prop)osed to use our line to Lévis whenever we had
the opportunity, but the government insisted on
having the tratlic from the west handed to thein at
Montreal. In other words, that we should abandon
and take away our Chaudière rates, and that is most
important.

Q. They insisted upon having the western business
given to them at Montreal to the exclusion of your
line ?-A. Yes.

Q. Besides that there are some minor changes in
the agreeients ?--A. Yes.

Q. These are the two princilpal ones ?--A. Yes.
Q. That is embodied in the agreement now made?

-A. Yes.
Q. Do you regard these changes as important ?-

A. Yes I regard the change of handing over the
traffic at Montreal and shutting up our line to Lévis
as a great concession to the governnent.

Byi Mr. Hayygart :
Q. That entered as part of the consideration into

the bargain ?-A. We did not think it did. We did
not have that idea at the time when we agreed to it.

By Mr. Blair :
Q. We claimied that was the true and proper inter-

pretation. Di. I not claim that wvas what the lan-
guage vas intended to mean ?-A. You certainly
claimed that.

Mr. Wainwright sent this abroad as a very
great concession to the government. If
there was a quid pro quo given for that,
apart from the rentals, it could not be called
a concession, because they were getting some-
thing for it. Mr. Blair came in and pleaded
"we thought we were getting that f rom the
first; we thought that was what the language
of the old agreement meant. Did not we
claim that ? " and Mr. Wainwright said
"You certainly did, but others did not,"
Therefore it was made plain. The impres-
sion was made on the mind, of the members
of Parliament and the members of the com-
mittee that that was a concession which was
got without any quid pro quo, but when
this traffic agreement comes out we find it
is a different matter altogether. Instead of
receiving it as a concession without any
consideration, except the rentais, we are
called upon to give enormous considera-
tions for it. We are almost compelled to
give the earth to the Grand Trunk for the
sake of getting this concession. Important
as it is in my estimation, it is not sufficient
to justify us in binding ourselves up for
ninety-nine years to the Grand Trunk Rail-
way in so many injurious ways. I hold that
that concession should be made just precisely
what Mr. Blair said it was, and said that he
meant it to be in 1897-that it should form
a part of the main contract, and that it
should be irrevocable as other parts of
that contract were. It was part of the con-
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sideration we were getting for the $140,000
a year we were paying, and should have
been embodied in the contract, and not tied
Up in traffic agreements and other things.
If this bill should reach a second reading,
it would the duty of those having charge of
it to make the 40th section read so that
that condition would be irrevocable and give
the Intercolonial Railway that east bound
trade, cancelling the Chaudière branch as a
divisional route, and in that way getting
over the competition which we would have
in conducting our own business after buying
this section. I will glance oyer the different
sections in the tariff agreement. The first
one does not in the interest of the yovern-
Ment of Canada seen to be at ail unfair:

Notwithstanding anything contained in any agree-
Ment between Her Majesty and the conpany here-
tofore made and now existing, it is agreed between
lier Majesty and the conipany that during the contin-
nance o. the contract to which this is a supplenent,
Percentage divisions via Chaudière Junction shall be
suspended, and that with respect to ail traffic origina-
ting throughout the company's system, or connections
West of Montreal, and offered for shipment to any
Point on the Intercolonial Railway, or reached by its
Connections, Montreal shall be the junction point, and
the coinpany undertakes to route ail traffic destined
te points on the Intercolonial Railway and its connec-
tions, via Montreal and the Intercolonial Railway.

This section means this, that we are to
give ail the traffic that we control from the
east destined for points on the Grand Trunk
and for forwarding from these points to the
United States-we are to hand over that busi-
ness at Chaudière Ju nction to the GrandTrunk
but we receive something else in considera-
tion for it. But we have to remember that
there is another interest involved there, an
interest that this Parliament has no right to
exclude from consideration. There is a
struggling railway connecting Lévis with
Sherbrooke, known as the Quebec Central.
This is the very traffic that that company
lives on. Under this provision we were
bound to hand over this business to the
Grand Trunk at the expense of the Quebec
Central, and for 99 years to come that road
would be placed at this disadvantage, that
they never could handle one pound of this
traffic. It is a very serious consideration
whether, to gain a point for ourselves,
mcauch less for the Grand Trunk we should
do anything to paralyze or seriously injure
a struggling railway such as the Quebec
Central, the advantage of which to Canada
was conceded by granting subsidies in aid of
its construction.

40

Then cones the next section :
Ail business origating in the city of Montreal, or on

the Montreal joint section, destined to points on the
Intercolonial Railway, shall be considered Intercolo-
niai traffi<, it being agreed that in connect on with
that consideration, the intercolonial Railway will give
ail the traffic from its system and connections that it
can control, destined to New England points, or any
other point east of Ste. Rosalie reached by the Grand
Trunk system and its connections, to the Grand
Trunk Railway at Chaudière Junction, the Intercolo-
nial Railway being allowed Aston mileage.

There does not appear to be anything
objectionable in that section.

Traffic destined to points in the United States
reached via the gateways of St. Johns, P.Q., Rouse's
Point, N. Y., Huntingdon, P.Q., and Massena
Springs, N. Y., to be delivered to the comnpany at St.
Lambert.

Ail business originating on the Montreal joint sec-
tion, destined to points on the company's Aine east of
Ste. Rosalie shall be considered " company's ' busi-
ness, and ail traffic originating on said section des-
tined to Incercolonial Railway points, shall be consi-
dered " Intercolonial " traffic.

Nor is there any objection to that. It
seemus to be fairly balanced, and just and
equal, and does not hurt any other company.
The next is:

Ail business originating on the company's lines east
of Ste. Rosalie, or on the Intercolonial Railway bet-
ween Ste. Rosalie and Lévis, inclusive, to be inter-
changed at Chaudière Junction, Aston Junction or
Ste. Rosalie Junction, or at such other junction point
as nmay be hereafter opened, the understanding being
that such business is to be forwarded by both lines
via the shortest route between the point of shipment
and destination.

That also appears to be right, although,
as my hon. friend for Westmoreland put it
yesterday, the making of such conditions as
this for such a long period as ninety-nine
years, when we cannot possibly conceive the
different conditions that might arise, is a
matter of very doubtful expediency. Then
we comle to the worst of ail:

Her Majesty further undertakes to route via Mon-
treal ail unconsigned west bound traffic controlled by
the Intercolonial Railway or its connections, destined
to points west thereof reached by the " conpany " and
its connections.

Under this section of three lines-they
look very innocent until you examine them
-the government bind themselves for ever
-that is practically what this lease with the
Grand Trunk means, ninety-nine years, to be
reriewed for another ninety-nine vears and
so on for ever-to hand over to the Grand
Trunk all west bound traffic of the Intercol-
onial Railway.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Unconsigned.
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Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Unconsigned.
What was consigned to the Grand Trunk
Railway would of course go to the Grand
Trunk, but all that is unconsigned would
go to the G-rand Trunk and its connections
for ever.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is a mere fraction.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Hon. gentlemen
have only to reflect for a few moments to
see what that means. My hon. friend from
Northumberland, in addressing the House
the other day, had a very erroneous impres-
sion in his mind that this applied only to
traffic originating in Canada. The truth is,
it applies to all traffic controlled by the
Intercolonial, originating either in Canada or
delivered to the Intercolonial and going west-
ward, and covers every pound of that traffic
that is unconsigned for ever. It means that
we would be obliged, during the continuity of
this lease, to deliver over to the Grand
Trunk, and its connections, at Montreal all
this unconsigned traffic, and that the Grand
Trunk would, of course, hand over that por-
tion of it which is intended for western points
to its United States allies, the Great North-
ern and the Minneapolis and St. Paul, or
whatever the lines are. Take an illustration, a
car load of mining machinery manufactured
in Moncton or New Glasgow, N.S., and in-
tended for the Kootenay district, that would
be consigned for these points, the shipper
not indicating the lines, except that he con-
signed it by the Intercolonial Railway to be
forwarded in their own way. That traffic
would be handed to the Grand Trunk Rail-
way at Montreal, and handed to their con-
nections at Chicago and forwarded on the
United States lines to Seattle, and thence
north into the Kootenay and delivered to our
own people. The preposterous character of
that proposition is to be considered, and every
hon. gentleman will see how absurd it is
that any such arrangement should be entered
into by the Minister of Railways. The
business would be taken out of our country.
We all hope and believe that the traffic
between the east and the west will be
enormous. We believe that in Cape Breton
at some future day all our iron will be
manufactured for our own use, as the greatest
facilities exist for its manufacture. What-
ever is shipped to western points in future
woulct be handed in this way to the Grand
Trunk Railway and its connections. My
hon. friend the Minister of Justice has

intimated that this only referred to
unconsigned freight, which is a mere fraction,
but I am told, on good railway authority,
that in the general run of trade the propor-
tion of consigned to unconsigned is 1 to 10
-that there is ten times as much goods
unconsigned as there is consigned.

Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-It is the very
reverse.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend's
opinion may be just as good as mine. I have
great respect for him and his opinions, but I
have more respect for the opinion of disin-
terested railway authorities in regard to the
matter.

Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-I was interest-
ed myself to know what proportion the un-
consigned bore to the consigned freight, and
I asked Mr. Wainwright, and he told me
there was ten tons consigned to one ton un-
consigned. He thought that was the
general proportion. My own experience is
only limited, but I may say that in the west
99 merchants out of 100 give instructions
how ail their freight shall be shipped. They
name the roads. I think I am quite right
in saying that there is ten times more con-
signed than unconsigned freight.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
evidently made up his mind what answer he
wanted before he selected the party to
inquire of. I have great respect indeed for
Mr. Wainwright's opinion, but I have not
as much respect for his views on traffic mat-
ters as for the opinion of traffic managers of
his road or other roads. They are better au-
thorities. Hon. gentlemen may well smile
when they hear that my hon. friend
from Victoria went to my good friend
Mr. Wainwright for information on this
subject. I am not surprised at the character
of the information he received but I am a
little surprised that he should be so well
satisfied with the answer. I was going
to state that some carriers object to
have directions put upon the goods at all.
I have been refused myself, although
I studied the matter out and knew exactly
how I could reach my point. I am speaking
of shipping to Cape Breton. I knew the
time of connection with the trains and every-
thing,and I wanted the Charlottetown Steam
Navigation Company to put it in the bill
of lading and they refused. They said,
"If you are wrong in any of these par-
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ticulars, we will get in trouble about its destination. I hold that we have a right
it. We will be responsible for getting to encourage the carrying of that trade over
it to its destination, but we object our own lines. My hon. friend from North-
to being tied down as you propose. We uinberland seems very uneasy about it. I
undertake to work that out and decline to am glad he manifests uneasiness, because it
be bound by this because we do not know." shows me that he is disturbed. Other hon.
Shippers generally, understanding the force members on bis side of the House are just
of that, choose to put the responsibility upon as much disturbed as he is, but they have a
the carrier, and properly so. It is not a little more self control and they do not let
matter of consequence to them, because as us see it. He is doing our work magnificently.
between the two routes that I have been He is not only disturbed, but he takes pains
describing, the route over the Grand Trunk to let us know that he is disturbed. I pass
and its United States connections. and over on to another part of that traffic agreement.
the Canadian Pacific Railway to Kootenay, There are two sections following the one I
the rates are made the same, and the ship- have just read. As I understand it, they
per knows that. He hands the carrier the are to be read together and they have a
goods and the carrier is responsible and the reference to our trade with European ports.
shipper does not bother bis head further One clause reads :
about it. Not only are we handing over, by In connection with import and export traffic via
this contract, all the unconsigned busi- Halifax or St. John, or any other port in the mari-

ness originating east of M ontreal, in time provinces that may be hereafter selected, it is
understood that during the life of the agreement that

Canada, and unconsigned by the shipper, the Intercolonial Railway will accept 425 miles on
to the Grand Trunk at Montreal and Halifax, and 375 on St. John, the St. John rates to

passing it from their hands to their United be the same as those quoted by the Canadian Pacific
,s Railway to and fron that port or West St. John, and

States allies and handing the f reight the same as quoted by the Grand Trunk Railway to
to foreigners and strangers, but we are mort- and fromPortland ; the Halifax rates tobe one cent per

c u100 pounds, on ail classes, and special class over
guropean the rates to and froin St. John or Portland, on both

trade. It is in the beart of a great many in exports and imports, the company to have as its

this country to establish a fast Atlantic proportion the mileage as per the various groups west
1 of Montreal.

steamship service. We have, without that
fast service, some ocean service at Halifax
and St. John, and we are anxious that it
should grow and improve. We are looking
forward to the day when we will have a
powerful fast Atlantic steam service, con-
necting the mother country with our own
ports, for which Canada will have to pay
sooner or later, whoever enters into that
contract, a subsidy of $1,000,000 per an-
num. I have no hesitation in saying that.
In paying that subsidy we are bound to
use all the influence we possess to draw our
trade to our owr ports.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-To Montreal.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Yeg, when
Montreal is open, but as Montreal is frozen
up niany months in the year, we are trying
to establish communication to some of our
ports on the seaboard. We are going to
hamper all our future and jeopardize al]
this money that we propose to spend for the
establishment of a fast line to bring trade in-
to our country, and we are going to bind
our hands for that trade which goes west-
ward much of which will thus reach our own
western country by United States lines to

I am not going to find any serious fault
with that arrangement if it only covered
a reasonable time. My hon. f riend for West-
moreland made a magnificent discussion of
that clause before the House yestet day,
and I think hon. gentlemen cannot fail
to agree with him, that even if that
arrangement be equitable now, it is not
one that we should enter upon for so long
a period as one hundred years. My hon.
friend pointed out, when he was twitted by
the hon. Minister of Justice, that geography
could not change and that as years went
by Montreal could not get nearer to Halifax
than it is now, that in the event of the bond-
ing privileges being abrogated what would
happen. That is a thing which has been

threatened.
Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-Oh, no.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
says no. He never sees lions in the way
when the government have anything on
hand, but I think there are gentlemen in this
House that will see very great danger and
difliculty in making a 100-year bargain. A
short time ago we heard threats that the



bondiig privilege would be taken away from ment it could not be removed. It would
us. The president recommended it, and it have to continue, and älthough the Grand
assumed a very critical phase at one time in Trunk could not send their goods in any
our international relations with the United other way than by our route to the seaboard,
States ; and although at the present moment and would have to use it, they would get
a better feeling prevails and the statesmen $2 out of the trade for every one we would
of the two countries are wrestling earnestly get.
with a view to find a satisfactory solution of lW
this and kindred subjects, we must bear in
mind that we are distinct and separate land.
peoples and are likely to remain so. That Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Under sucli
being so, there are possibilities of friction circumstances Portland would not be avail-
arising, and there is a possibility of the able. Notwithstanding-mv lon. friend's
bondinig privilege being interfered with, and confidence and enthusiasni in government
that being so, just let me tell the House measures, I tbink in huinan possibility there
what would happen in that event. Suppos- is soine danger of that haprening, an( when
ing a carload of goods originates in Chicago, it does occur, just what I have said will
and the Grand Trunk Railway conducts it to happen, and the Grand Trunk could go on
Montreal to be forwarded to Halifax for ex- year after year compelling the Intercolonial
port; the distance from Chicago to Montreal to carry freight at a loss while they were
and the distance from Montreal to Halifax getting a good price at the other end of the
are just about the same. Under this traflic une. The IMinider of Railways is a New
arrangement, the Grand Trunk Railway Brunswicker, and being a lower province
would get a little over sixty-six per cent of man, 1 would like to say something good
the freight. Supposing $100 was the amount, about him. We are pretty clannish in the
they would get $66 and some cents out of maritime provinces, and I would like to say
it, and the Intercolonial Railway would get some good things about the Minister of
$33 and sone cents. That is the character Railways, but I feel compelled to say that 
of the arbitrary arrangement made under
this provision. We are only allowed 425
miles for carrying the freight from Montreal
to Halifax, and the Grand Trunk Railway
gets whatever the Chicago mileage is in
connection with the group to which it
belongs, which is a little more or less
actual mileage. The Grand Trunk would
get two-thirds of the money for doing one-
half the work, and we would get one-third
for doing the other half. Portland is a
competing point, as also St. John by the Can-
adian Pacitic Railway, and under present
conditions and circumstances it may be that
an arbitrary arrangement is necessary. I
daresay it is. We cannot possibly, perhaps,
get much freight unless we make that con-
cession, because if we do not make it the
freight will go some other way. The point
is whether the concession is not so great that
it is better for us not to get the trade at all.
I think it is better for the Intercolonial
Railway not to get the trade at ail than to
carry it at a loss. If we should lose the
bonding privileges the Grand Trunk, as far
west as Windsor, could still send their
goods to Halifax, and could claim the two-
thirds arbitrary rate against the Inter-
colonial Railway, and under this arrange-

cannot, under any circumstances, compliment
his judgment on being a party to this traffic
agreement. I assume he did not know
anything about it, and that the finger was
put in the eye, of his officers who were
engaged in making it, or otherwise that
he must have been standing in with the
other side in regard to the contract. I an]
inclined to take the first named view
of it, and to believe that the Minister of
Railways did not know anything about
what he was doing. We come now to the
last paragraph in the traffic arrangement
which reads as follows:-

In the even t of the Intercolonial Railway making
arrangements with steamship companies to ply be-
tween the ports of Halifax, St. John, or any other
port in the maritime provinces that may be hereafter
selected, and European ports other than those covered
by the Grand Trunk service from Portland, from
tine to time, the eonpany to publish such through
rates from its stations west of Montreal as are effec-
tive via other competing routes to ail or any of such
ports, such traffic to be divided on the regular grouped
percentage divisions.

I have taken a good deal of pains to study
this section in connection with the one be-
fore it, and I have had excellent authoritY,
legal as well as expert, in railway mat-
ters, in endeavouring to arrive at the true
import and meaning of these two sections-
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The first one has reference to import and and re.jected by this House two years ago.
export trade, between maritime province The Minister of Railways, speaking else-
ports and a European port with which where, discounted the improvements and
the Grand Trunk Railway bas a steam- chan!ges. They were not of any consequence;
Ship connection at Portland. The second he did not know that they were worth con-
has reference to the quotation of a through sidering, or discussing very much, there was
rate from points on the Grand Trunk one item, indeed, of 86,000 which was taken
Railway in the west by the steainship off the rental. That was the way he discus-
Company with which the Interolonial sed the matter in another place, but he did
Railway bas made arrangements to connect not admit that there was any material dif-
with a British port, not being a port with ference. My hon. friend from Cobourg (Mr.
which the Grand Trunk bas connections Kerr) in discussing this inatter, aninated by
from Purtland. In this case the arbitra- considerations of truth and justice, made a
ries are more favourable to the Intercolo- very different statement, and I congratulate
nial Railway. We are entering into an my hon. friend on the candour and the in-
alliance with a railway company under dependence he showed in making so inport-
Which we give them enormous rentals and ant a statement, which nevertheless is
other valuable franchises, and bind them to nothing more than truth. My hon. friend
give to us a thorough rate via a port in the said that, owing to the action of this Senate
mnaritime provinces and to a British port by in defeating the bill two years ago, 8700,000
a steamship line with which we have made bad been saved to the taxpavers of Canada.
arrangements. This is to be only where When my hon. friend inade that statement,
the routes are effective, where all the ar- I think that we might we:l ask wby bas the
rangements have been made to make them Senate been made the subject of such intense
effective, to a British port, but that port! villification by government papers and
lust not be one with which the Grand speakers ail over Canada because we bal the

Trunk Railway bas a steamer plying from hardihooi to reject that measure.
Portland. That bas been put in to protect
the Portland service of the Grand Trunk Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. genteman
fRailway. The Grand Trunk only binds explained that yesterday and corrected the
itself to give the public through rates view which my hon. friend is now putting
Under this section over the Intercolonial forward.
Railway and over our steamers to a British Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I did not hear
Port witl which it has no connection from that explanation. I did fot know tlat the
Portland, and the words " from time to time" hon. gentleman.had qualified bis statement
are carvfuily put in, so that if the Grand i
Trunk should connect with other European
Portsfrom Portland besides whatthey donow,Mr. KERR- am sure the on.
they would not give rates which would mili- gentleman would not intentionally misrepre-
tate against their rates via Portland. The sent vhat 1 said on that occasion. What 1
effect of these clauses will be to hamper us did say, and the exact words are in the De-
in the selection of a British port. with which bates, was that the leader of the opposition
to make our connections either with a fast had told us that by the action of the Senate
line or any other line of steamers, and that on a foimer occasion the country had been
being so, I am very much surprised that the saved $700,000. Tlat is what I said. It is
Minister of Bailways and his friends in the not fair to me, or to the government, or to
government did not look more carefully into the friends of the governinent throughout
the matter before making such an extraor- the couutry, that ny expresion should be
dinary provision as that, as well as others taken as unqualified. I clearly said that the
in the agreement, and that they should information came from the leader of the
maake them apply for so long a period of oPpoSition.
time. Although I have already taken up Hon. Mr. McKAY-Do you not believe
tuO much of the time of this House, I must the statement is true?
Yet crave your indulgence while I say a few
Words upon another point, and that is the Hon. Mr. KERI-I do not know any-
iMprovements in the present contract over thing about it. The statement may be true
the One that was submitted to Parliament or it may not. There mght have been cor-
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responding compensations if the contract Justice tries to fasten on me the imputa-
were gone into, but I am very sure the hon. tion that I being present must have known
gentleman will accept this correction. I of the explanation, the inference is that 1
wanted, in the course of that speech, to be was înisrepresenting the lon. gentleman.
just and fair as I could be, and as fair as my The hon. gentleman from Cobourg conti-
knowledge would allow me to be, and I must, nued:
in self defence, add that J did not say the I submit further that the Senate ought to besatisfied
country had been saved $700,000 by the ivith that.
action of the Senate. I said the leader of Hon. Mr. PROWSE-Oh, no.
the opposition told us so. Hon. Mr. KERR-I mean that if the ternis are so

inmuch mtore favourable now, I for one shall daim that
Hon.Mr.MILL-I oul caî myhon the Seiîatc is entitled to the fuil credit of gettingHon. Mr. MILLS-Io these better terms.

friend's attention to the fact that he was Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-You would not object to
present when my hon. friend from Cobourg another $700,00 better?
made the statement, and interrupted him at Hon. 'r. KERR-Oh, no, I would fot object if we
the time. c3uld get it for nothing.

J will take this ground, howvever, that
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I was present, while my hon. friend-and I accept bis ex-

undoubtedly, when he made the first state- planation unhesitatingly-only put this for-
ment, and never to this moment did I under- ward as a view which he had extracted from
stand that the hon. member claimed that he the speech of the hon. leader of the opposition
was only giving an extract from what the he did not put hiniseif in opposition to that
leader of the opposition had said, which I view. He quoted it, and the inference is
understand now to be his explanation. I that he quoted it approvingly. He, at ah
was present at the time, and my interruption évents, said nothing to weaken it nor did
will show how I understood his stateient. he intimate that he did not not believe it, or
I was not in the House when an explanation that he doubted that the amount of the
was made. savings was stated too large, or anything of

Hon.Mr.NULL -Th bo. getlean that kind. The fact that my hon. fi iend madeHon. r this quotation from the rearks of the hn.
said leader of the opposition, apparentl with

But I learned yesterday from the hon. leader of the approbation shows me that he is altoether
opposition in this House that by the course the Senate too honest a man to weaken the force of the
took wLen this matter was before theni on the first
occasion, the country had saved $700(1.%oiin hc onandi t

That was what the hon. gentleman said. Hon. Mr. PROWSE--He kicks over the

Hon. or. FEnGUSON-Since we are at p n ms h

it, I shaîl read a little more. I have no Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-We will now
hositation in accepting any explanation the turn to the provisions of this contract in
hon. gentleman froin Cobourg may make detail. Two years ago, when a contract was
with regard to bis own words. I understood brought down for the purchase of the Drum-
him when he made the remark, and I thiik îond County Railway, lion, gentlemen
I was justified in understandiig hin Ho, will remember that the method of pay-
although J must have lost them remarks ment was nw64 a year for ninety-nine
which led utp to this declaration, as giving Syears. Whent the subject was under discus-
his own. conclusions. He was saying:i sion in this House, a good deal of difference

H of opinion was expressed with regard to the

I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ nte 870,0 better ?oa-n hsi hrete'%iise

of Justice left of-that the Senate lias been the means' actual present value of that $64,000 a vear.
of saving to this country some S700,O0 Iy the course I remember my hon. friend fnrot Northium-

Ia will take ths runhoevr ta

iberland wrestled manfully with the question,
My hon friend's explanation is that and the result was some very colossal

he was bound, receivint it from the leader of fihures that rather astonished my hon. friend
the opposition, to believe that the action of hiniself when they mere worked out to their
the Senate lîad saved the c.untry $700,000. legitimate conclusion. But the Drumnond
Shave no hesitation in accepting the state- County Rail ay Committeetook at horoughly

ment of the hon. gentleman frome Cobourg, accurate and proper metho of arriving at a
but when my hon. friend the Minister of solution of t is question. They subpo naed
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before them perhaps the best actuary in
Canada, Mr. Fitzgerald of the Insurance
Department. He was brought there, was
sworn as a witness and was asked to state
On oath what was the present value of ninety-
nine annuities, paid semi-annually, of $64,000
a year based on 2-8 per cent interest, and
he said it was $2,094,154. There is
n1o mistake whatever about that calcula-
tion. Actuaries can arrive, with mathe-
inatical accuracy, at a figure with regard to
it, and he had no hesitation in positively
Swearing that the value of these ninety-nine
annual payments was this amount. We
have a bill before us in which the Minister
Of Railways has taken an option to himself
of continuing to pay sums representing a
present value of $2,094,154 or paying cash
down 81,600,000. I would really, after what
I have heard f rom the Minister of Railw% ays
With regard to another option that he took
to himself, and for which he claimed a good
deal of credit, be inclined to inquire and
inquire curiously, whether there was not to
use a common expression " a nigger in the
fence " with regard to these also, for when
the hon. gentleman took to himself an option
in another respect, with regard to the
betterments, he tells us that he never
intended to exercise that option-that he
intended to continue paying ir. th- way
'nost unfavourable to the government. I
hope there is no similar reservation in this
case, if so he might pay the full $2,094,154.

Bon. Mr. SNOWBALL-It was on the
Grand Trunk lease lie had the option.

lion. Mr. FERGUSON-I am giving an
illustration to show that it behooves us to
be on our guard with reference to options.
I have pointed to the extraordinary state-
ient made by the hon. Minister of Rail-

Ways about another option to pay cash in-
Stead of paying 4 per cent or 5 per cent
interest. I am referring to the extraordin-
ary statement of the hon. Minister of Rail-
Ways and Canals, that lie does not intend to
exercise that option, although he has the
Power to do so.

lon. M r. SCOTT-There is no option in
the Drummond County Railway Bill. The
government are only authorized to purchase.

lon. Mr. FERGUSON-In the earlier
prints of the bill there was an option.

ol0wever that does not make any difference,
but-

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Except that it is not
there.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-We need not,
therefore, be underanyalarm at allwith regard
to the Minister of Railways having the sanie
extraordinary excuse to offer, since there is
no option, and I congratulate the country
that there is none, knowing how suspicious
options obtained by the Minister of Rail-
ways are. Put $1,600,000 against $2,094,000
and there is a difference of $494,000. There
is another improvement in the present con-
tract and that improvement arises in this
way : Under the first contract the Drum-.
mond County Railway Company were re-
quired to bring the completed part of their
road up to a certain standard, the standard
of the Intercolonial Railway, and it was
stated that a sum of about $35,000 would
be required to do that.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-100,000.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Thirty-five
thousand dollars was the estimate, and
under the scheme of 1897 that was the
amount. It turns out, however, that under
the new contract, and as a resul t of it, overone
hundred thousand dollars has been expended,
being $65,798 more than was to have been
expended under the contract of 1897.
Therefore, there is $65,798 accruing to the
taxpayers of Canada in that respect in the
new contract over the old. Then there is
the $6,000 a year that is dropped from
rental, which represents a present value of
$208,695. We have now three distinct
items: $494,000 for the clean difference in
the price; $65,798 representing the addi-
tional amount expended on bringing the
Drumnond County Road; the new as well
as the old part of it, up to the standard of
the Intercolonial Railway-$65,000 more
than was provided in the old contract-and
we have the capitalization of $6,000 a year
which has been saved in rentals, being
$208,695. So far we are on sure and cer-
tain ground about which there can be no
question, and we have got a little over
$769,000 saved to the people of Canada. I
know that my very careful and cautious
friend from Cobourg could have gone a little
further than he did go, with regard to that,
and even pledged his own reputation, as well
as that of the leader of the opposition to the
fact that, beyond any doubt or peradventure,
there was a saving of $769,000 on points
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about which there is no difference possible.
We come now to one about which there may
be some conjecture, that is, the betterments.
As I have already explained, under the con-
tract of 1897 we were bound to pay interest'
on one-half the cost of betterments on the
Grand Trunk line and on the terminals, at'
rate of five per cent. A different bargain
bas been made by which we are to pay for'
these betterments according to wheelage
use, which, I think, will be not more than,
twenty per cent any way; but the Minister'
of Railways says it will be about twenty-
five per cent. We have to pay, according
even to the Minister of Railways, about a
quarter the cost of these betterments,
and, in my opinion, based on the figures
brought down, about one-fifth the cost,
instead of one-half, which moakes a very
great difference, indeed. Here, again, the
diflerence between five per cent and four
per cent cones in as a very material'
difference; and we have again another,
difference which we should have the
benefit of, and that is the option to which

advantage which, if this ever becones law,
will be secured by it, that we can pay for
these betterments in cash, and the money
would only cost us what we have to pay for
money in the English money markets, and
the advantage of that over the old contract
requiring us to pay 5 per cent, would be
very great. I have in my calculation men-
tioned the $127,623 which would be saved
in the double tracking of the line between
Ste. Rlosalie and the bridge, without making
any allowances for the advantage there
would be in the future in the way of being
able to pay cash for the betterments and
pay for wheelage use in place of half the
whole, the advantage of which it is impos-
sible to put down in dollars and cents.
There remains one other improvement to
which I shall refer. Before touching it, I
want to say that the new contract is
a little more clear than the old one
with regard to the connection with the
Canadian Pacific Railway and the use
of the Jacques Cartier branch. I think
it was intended in the old contract that,

we have already referred over and over that connection should exist, and the differ-
again-the optiun of being able to pay cash. ence in the language does not justify me, or
I am sure if this bill should receive a second anybody, in putting down a sum for that
reading from the Senate, which I very much betterment in the contract. J now come to-
doubt, hon. gentlemen on the other side of the largest of all betterments, and that is
the House would feel themselves bound to having handed over to us at Montreal,
put a provision in this bill by which the instead of at Chaudière, all the east
government would protect any money that bound trade. It has been estimated
it would pay for capital expenditure under by memibers of the other House, who
this betterment provision, and that we have spent a great deal of time
would be enabled to exercise that option, in exanining the documents and returns and
and get the benefit of 27 per ctent instead all the information they can gather from3
of four per cent in this bill and tive per cent the working of railways, that the trade
in the bill of 1897. On thc double tracking which we get in consequence of that clause
of the road from Ste. Rosalie to St. Lambert will be $35,000, taking the figures of 1897.
alone-which is not a matter of conjecture Capitalize that amount and it comes to $1,-
and bas been spoken of as a possible con- 219,488. That woud be a distinct better-
tingency-, aking no other betterment into ment of this contract over the old one, were
consideration at all, and which is likely it not for the uncerainty which exists with
will have to be done within the regard to this provision from the fact that it
next two or three years, there would be a lis wedged in the supplementary agreement
saving of $127,623, without putting one I instead of being put, as it ought to have been
cent down for all that would be saved on put, in the main agreement, irrevocable and
the betterments during the whole life of not given for any quid pro quo of any
this lease. We know that very many bet- nature whatever. I have gone over som2e
terments will be required there, for the In- of the points that affect our minds witb
tercolonial Railway, whatever its business! regard to the general consideration of this
will be, and we cannot resist the conclusion question, and 1 think that hon. gentlemen
that that change in the provision is worth cannot help coming to the conclusion that
more than anybody can at this moment on every page and in every line, and in every
undertake to put down in dollars and cents. word of discussion that takes place on this
We have simply to consider the enormous question, from one end of Canada to the
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other, the words "credit and honour to the hon. gentleman himself to take exception to
Senate of Canada" nay be read, for were it that arrangement and thought that the con-
not for the Senate of Canada, having with tract ought to have been terminable at an
care, deliberation, patience and patriotism earlier period. If I have been rightly in-
entered into this question, as we did in 1897, formed, this matter was discussed between
this monstrous bargain that was then pro- my lion. friend opposite and the representa-
Pounded would have become law and prevail tive of the Grand Trunk Railwav, and aIso,
for ever, and we would be ground down in between the Minister of Raiways and Mr.
this country owing to those improvident and Vainwright. Mr. Wainwright spoke tome
reckless conditions which the government on tie subJect and stated that he under-
tried to force upon us, and which they de- stood that the on]y objection made by a
nounced the Senate from one end of Canada number of hon. gentlemen in the Senate
to the other for not having sanctioned. This was this traffic agreement, and so far as they
contract will bear further sifting, and very were concerned, the go'ernment were at
careful sifting and discussion, and there liberty to alter that arrangement and to
are yet so many features in this bill that make it terminale at any time upon twelve
are prejudicial to the public interest and months' notice being given by the govern-
improvident in their character, that it ment to the manager of the Grand Trunk
would justify us in holding this bill over Railway. That was assented to, and I hold
for stili further consideration. in my hand the amendment which the gov-

lion Si MACENZE BO ELL ernment were prepared to accept and whichHlon. Sir MACKE-NZIE BOWELL-I
el, I e think was communicated to my bon. friend

~~IUUbetween the MinistervofnRaierays audLic.

oUu like to ask the Myinister of J ustice
Whether the runour I have heard is correct,
that it is the intention of the leader of the
governiment, or bis friend behind him, or
Some one else, to suggest any amendment to
that 40th cltuse, presurnably upon iti going
into Committee of the Whole ? I think it
is well, in matters of this kind, if there is
anfy suggestion of that nature to be made,
that the government should take the House
into their confidence. As my hon. friend
knows a great deal of difficulty has arisen,
flot only upon the discussion of this question,
but upon the discussion of others, owing to
this withholding of information which the
oPposition in the other House and also in
this House think they ought to have had.
If that is the intention of my hon. friend,
the House ought to demand, in the considera-
tion of this question, whether any amend-
mOents are to be proposed. It will enable
those who are to speak hereafter to come to
a more correct and decided opinion as to the
course which they should pursue.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I suppose, hon. gen-
tlernen, that it is my duty to state what has
transpired in this matter. The contract as
hon. gentlemen know right well, which was
entered into between the government and
theGrand Trunk Railway is a contract which
Could only be altered with the joint assent
of the two parties. The contract embraced
in the trafflc arrangement is a contract for
a.Period of 99 years. When that was under
discussion in the House, I understood the

opposite. The government were prepared
to accept that in case the bill were to carry.
I thought when we were in committee this
provision might be added : Insert after the-
word " company " on line eight in the bill:

And subject to the conditions that within ninety
days after the passing thereof the Grand Trunk do
execute a further agreement with Her Majesty in
amendment of and in addition to the traffic arrange-
ment referred to in the 40th clause of the said agree-
ment set forth in the schedule to this Act, to the
effect that Her Majesty may terminate any of the
traffic arrangements referred to in that clause, includ-
ing the one already executed, and any alteration
thereof, and any subsequent one which may be made
as an amendmnent or an addition thereto, at any time,
upon Her Majesty giving the Grand Trunk lailway
twelve months' notice in writing of such termination,
and that after the execution of the said amending
agreement, as far as it shall always be held to be a
part of the agreement confirmed by this Act, provided
that this Act shall not cone into force unless or uîntil
the said further agreement shall be executed as above
provided for ; and a copy shall be deposited in the
office of the Secretary of State, whereupon a procla-
mation shall be made by the Governor General, and
published in the Canada Gazette, bringing the Act
mto force.

That amendment, if incorporated in the
schedule to the bill, will always put it in
the power of the government, whatever gov-
ernment it may be, to terminate the traffic
arrangement made with the Grand Trunk
upon twelve months' notice. The arrange-
ment continues for the period mentioned,
subject to be terminated in this way. It
does not confer any additional power upon
the Grand Trunk Railway Company, but it
does confer upon the government, for the
time being, at any time during the period
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for which the traffic arrangement has to run,
the power to terminate upon the notice
being given.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-Without any claim
for damages I

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Certainly not.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Then the govern-
ment can terminate the arrangement that no
unconsigned freight can be given to any
other railway except the Grand Trunk ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, a free hand as
far as any traffic is concerned.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Under this arrange-
ment, the governnent could not take away
the power which they have of obliging them
to give everything to the Grand Trunk in
preference to the Canadian Pacific Railway.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It terminates the
present traffic arrangement and puts it in
the power of the parties to make a new
arrangement, which could also be cancelled
in the same way.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-Do I understand that
provides for cancelling the whole arrange-
ment, or does it niake it optional that they
can give notice and cancel the whole arran-
gement or any part of it ?

Hon. Mr. POWER-It is the whole, or
any part.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The traffie arrange-
ments could be cancelled at any time by
giving twelve months' notice.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-The whole arrange-
ment ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, and the parties
may make a new arrangement.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
It gives power to the government to give
twelve months'notice to abrogate any portion
of the contract, and it will rest with the
Minister of Railways and Canals and the
Grand Trunk to enter intoa further contract,
whatever that may be, and in the meantime
the present arrangement stands.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That might go on the notice paper, so that
we can read it carefully. No one grasps the

full meaning of a document like that upon
hearing it road.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am quite ready to
agree to that, if there is any way of doing it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
can go on as a notice of an amendment.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am prepared to do
that.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-It
appears this is to be supplementary to the
traffic arrangement; that it is to be incor-
porated with it or be part of the traffic
agreement. We have not that traffic agree-
ment before us. There is only one copy
within the walls of this chamber. I have
not been able to get a copy of it up to the
present moment.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There are several
copies of it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The simplest way to
become possessed of it would be to do with
the traffic agreement what we are doing
with the amendment.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I sent my copy down
to the Bureau and told them to print 100
copies, and I think I can send them up.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)--I
have just been handed a copy by an hon.
senator. I have been endeavouring, up to
the present time, to obtain one and could
not. The copy I have before me is marked
"strictly confidential."

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I have several not
marked strictly confidential.

Hon. Mr. McSWEENEY-This copy was
handed to me by one of the railway men,
and it is a usual thing to mark such docu-
ments confidential ; otherwise tlhey would
go all over the country.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-That is a most de-
plorable declaration to be made to this chain-
ber-that members could not get inforna-
tion with reference to this agreement.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The Printing Commib-
tee might have ordered that it be printed
and distributed. We laid it on the table of
the Senate for information the same as any
other document, and the hon. gentleman
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could have moved to have it printed if he so
desired.

lion. Mr. PERLEY-A more outrageous
thing I never heard of.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Reports are laid
onl the table and that is the last we hear of
theni. A report is laid on the table, and in
fifteen minutes it is gone, God knows where.
We should have some means of examining
the report. A report the other day disap-
Pared in five minutes and could not be found.
I think there should be some means of per-
Mitting members to see these returns.

.ion. Mr. DANDURAND-I am reliably
illformed that the copy which was in the
hands of one of our colleagues cones from a
Grand Trunk source and was printed by
ttem for the necessities of their business, in
Order that the employees, who have some-
thing to do with the traffic arrangement3,
cOuld peruse it. That is the reason why they
Put the words "strictly confidential " on it.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-While we are
talking about getting information, I think I
should ask the government to give us the
statement promised by the late Minister of
Justice two years ago, when this subject was
before the Senate. They leased the road
and promised us they would keep strict
account of the earnings and expenses of the
running of the road for the year. We have
lot that here.

lon. Mr. SCOTT-We gave all the in-
formation it was possible to obtain.

lion. Mr. McCALLUM-I do not blame
the present Minister of Justice, but he is
responsible, to a certain extent, for the acts
of his predecessor. I am not going to vote
for this measure until I know what bargain
We are making. We were promised this in-
formation, and I look for it now before we
sanction this bill. I would like to have this
1 flformation before I say what I intend to
say on this question.

lion. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
for Rideau has made a complaint for which
there is a certain amount of foundation.
PlaPers are, in the ordinary course of business,
ont up stairs to the clerk of routine proceed-lusg, and from his office they go the clerk of

the Joint Committee of Printing of both
liouses, and there is not an opportunity for
reuMbers of the House to consult the papers

before they go to the Joint Committee on
Printing, which there should be, and that is a
matter which theJointCommittee might con-
sider. I presume we shall sit this evening. I
propose to continue the debate, but it is now
six o'clock. I have just received from Mr.
Wainwright a letter which I will read to the
House, and I have no doubt the hon. gen-
tleman from Marshfield (Mr. Ferguson) will!
be pleased to have a difficulty which caused
him a great deal of worry, explained and re-
moved. The letter reads :

MY DEAR SENATOR,-Mr. Ferguson is naking some
capital out of my evidence given before the commis-
sion where it reads I stated the company could borrow
money at three per cent. I did not say the company
could borrow at such a rate, but that I knew the
government could. When I saw the evidence in print

saw the mistake, but too late to correct it. We
cannot and never could borrow at any such price, and
our four per cent debentures with all the boom have
only reached about 108. Please see he is put right
on this. Yours truly,

A. WAINWRIGHT.
Senator PowER.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-It is not
marked "confidential."

Hon. Mr. POWER-No.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-It is not neces-
sary to ask any information.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I am not asking
any.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-How long has this
amendment which the Minister of Justice
proposes been agreed to ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I saw Mr. Wain-
wright on Tuesday night of last week, and
discussed the matter the next day with the
the Minister of Railways and my hon. friend
opposite.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-The hon. gentle-
man has been in possession of it three or
four days ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Mr. POWER-And the hon. leader
of the opposition has been in possession of it,
and the press.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I want to know if
this bouse has been discussing this question
for two or three days with that new amend-
ment in the possession of the Minister of
Justice. It is a new proposal entirely. It
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gives the government power to cancel the discussion here at ai], migh t depend wholly
agreement on a year's notice. upon the action which the supporters of

my hon. friend inight take. That was the
Hon. Mr. MILLS-What does the hon. poition of thing-.. The hon. gentleman

gentleman desire to know? undertakes to lecture me about what shaH

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-When did the. propose or nût propose. If îny hon. friend
supported the government might consult
with him, but know he is bitterly hostile,

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I comnunicated this
fact to my hon. friend opposite, and he also
had it from Mr. Wainwright himself. I
communicated the fact to him and the matter
was entirely in his hands.

Hon. Mr. M ILLER-Whose hands ?
Hon. Mr. MILLS.-In the hands of the

leader of the opposition. It was a pro-
position we were ready to accept, and a
change we were ready to make if it was
acceptable to the opposition and they
desired it when the bill went into commit tee.
That is ail I can say to the hon. gentleman
with regard to it. I have dealt with it
exactly as such agreements are always dealt
with, when such amendments are the matter
of correspondence between the leaders on
opposite sides of the House.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I take exception
to that. 1 have no leader in this House.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman's
leader is outside.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-That document
should be laid on the table and not put in
the hands of a senator.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The Eon. gentleman
forgets this fact, that it was not a matter
that I was called upon to submit to the
House at ail.

PERLEY-The hon. gentle-
as leader of the government,

forced him to submit it to the

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I know my duty
quite as well as the hon. gentleman. The
hon. gentleman says his leader is outside of
the House. We all know that. This was
a matter of correspondence between my
hon. friend opposite and myself, if by that
amendment the bill would be made accept-
able to hon. gentlemen on that side of the
House. Whether it would be submitted at
all or whether it would be the subject of

ana I coula make no proposition to him
that would be acceptable, and I discussed
the matter with the hon. leader of the
opposition.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I say it is the duty
of the government, when they make changes,
to lay them before the Senate. I am pre-
pared to support the hon. ninister on every
measure with reference to the issues which
they went tu the country on and came into
power on, but 1 am not prepared to support
him on measures which have not been pre-
sented to the country, and, in my opinion,
not in the country's interest.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
misapprehends the position. We have the
bill and the agreement and schedule, and it
passed the House of Commons, and it lias
been said that it was a monstrous proposition
to tie the matter up for 100 years. That
question was discussed in the press, and it
was stated that it would alter it very much
if the government had power to terminate
the arrangement and the Grand Trunk said
that if that amendment was made in the
Senate they would not object.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Why was it not
presented to the Senate ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It could not be made
until the bill was read a second time.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-My hon.friend from"
Marshfield and myself and others have been
discussing this question for two days with-
out knowing about this amendment. If
that is the way the government are going tO
trifle with the Senate, ail right, but I will
not be humbugged in that way.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
am af raid the remarks of the hon. leader of
the government is likely to leave a misap-
prehension on the minds of many as to the
part I played in this transaction. After the
speech which I had made in the Senate, par-
ticularly upon this branch of the contract, I

Hon. Mr.
man's duty,
should have
House.
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Was called upon by Mr. Wainwright and M r.
Rays, who expressed their very great sur-
prise at the stand which I had taken, which
he predicated upon some remarks or con-
Versation which I had with himself and the
president of the company a year ago. I said
he was quite correct in his recollection of
that conservation, but that events had trans-
Pired altogether different from what existed
at the tînie. Then, Mr. Wainwright said,
" Your principal objection appears to be to
that 40th clause which binds the govern-
mlent to a ninety-nine year contract." I
said, " That is one of them, and to ny mind
'0ne of the most objectionable provisions.
That is setting aside the general policy." He
said, "We are quite willing to have that
repealed and leave it in the hands of the
government." There ended our conversa-
tion. Subsequently he submitted an amend-
nient to me. I think there was something
else added to it. He showed it to me and
I said, " I do not think it goes so far as those
Who object to the bill would desire,
leVen if they accepted the bill." That is
the full extent of my intercourse with
these gentlemen. The only correspondence
betweenî the Minister of Justice and my-
self was the note he sent to me asking
nle if I proposed to move any amend-
lXent ? My answer was no, as I had in-
fo1'med Mr. Wainwright that the terms on
which he asked us to accept the amendment

lere not such as would be demander and
acepted by those with whom I was acting.
1IY hon. friend will understand that, as far
as I was concerned, I never agreed to ac-
ePt that amendment. We could not help
holding conversation with gentlemen who
camae to discuss matters with us in order to
eeplain away the objections which we had
taken to the bill, and I presune the Minister
nf Justice is in the same position. I have
easOn to think that Mr. Wainwriglt and

those interested consulted the government,
and mly hon. friend wrote me a note asking
whether I intended to accept that amend-
raert or to move it, and I have given the

thuse the answer. Speaking for inyself,e arnendment is not what I would accept,ntd I told him the only thing which would
acceptable by those opposed to the bill,

aud his reply was: " That would be givenYou the cake, and letting you eat it."

It being six o'clock the Speaker left theChaLir.

After Recess.

Hon. Mr. POWER moved that the debate
be adjourned until to-morrow.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned.

, THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, 7th July, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY
EXTENSION.

NOTICE OF MOTION.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL gave
notice that when the House is in com-
mittee on Bill (138) " An Act to confirm an
agreenent entered into by Her Majesty
with the Grand Trunk Railway Company of
Canada, for the purpose of securing the ex-
tension of the Intercolonial iailway system
to the city of Montreal," he will move the
following amendment :-

That the first and second sections of said bill be
stricken ont, and the following be substituted there-
for:-

1. The agreement set forth in the schedule to this
Act between the Grand Trunk Railway Company of
Canada hereinafter called " the company," and Her
Majesty, except the 40th clause thereof (the said
agreement excepting that clause being hereinafter
called " the main agreement ') is hereby declared to
have been and to be valid and binding in all respects
subject to the following qualifications and conditions
and to the happening of the following events, that is
to say :

(a.) The main ag-eement to be confirmed by the
shareholders of the company in the regular way.

(b.) The naking of an agreement within
days after the passing of this Act between Her
Majesty and the company (which agreement is here-
inafter referred to as the new agreement) to the
following effect, that is to say: That so long as the
maiai agreement remains in force and irrespective of
any traffic arrangement between the parties as to any
other matter, and without any further consideration
from Her Majesty than the continuance of the main
agreement, percentage division via Chaudière Junction
shall be suspended and Montreal shall be the junction
point for all traffic originating throughout the compa-
ny's system or connection west of Montreal and offered
for shipment for any points on the Intercolonial Rail-
way or reached by its connections, and the conpany
shall route all such traffic via Montreal and the Inter-
colonial Railway, and all traffic controlled by the
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company originating either in the city of Montreal or the tenu of the lease-the rigbt of the east
on the Montreal joint section and destined to points bound traffic to the Intercolonial, leaving it
on the Intercolonial Railway, shall be considered
Intercolonial traffic, and the company shall forward with the government of the day to alter,
it by the Intercolonial route ; and also, that except chan
as to the said provisions for so routing traffic as afore-
said (which provisions are to reman in force con- as the necessities of trade may demand, ne-
currently with the main agreement), the traffic serving, however, the perpetual-if 1 may use
arrangement now existing and referred to in the said that expression because it is perpetual so far
40th clause and every other traffic arrangement
between Her Majesty and the company made at any our lives are concered-the perpetual right
time in lieu thereof or supplemental or in addition to the Intercolonial tO the east bùund trafic.
thereto or irrespectivethereof or otherwise howsoever We who bave had strong objections to the
in respect to traffic on or to or from the Intercolonial
Railway, shall be terminable on months' wbole policy of the government are asking no
notice from Her Majesty ; and also, that tlw said 40th more in that amendinent than we think was
clause is to be of no effect and not binding on either
of the parties, and that except as otherwise provided promsed-in fact documentary evidence
for by the new arrangement, the supplemental tratfc shows was promised-by the Grand Trunk
arrangement referred to in the said 40th clause shaîl Railway people themselves, and was so un-
remain in force.

(c.) A copy of the new agreement to be deposited in derstood by the Minister of Railways wben
the office of the Secretary of State, after which such he entened into his first arrangement for the
new agreement shall be always held to be a part of
and embodied in the main agreement.

2. It shall be lawful for Her Majesty, and for the gves the Intercolonial access to Montreal.
company, to do whatever is nece-ssary to the carrying We base that opinion upon a ï-tatement
ont on ber part, and its part, of ail theprovisions con- i
tained in the main agreement according to the true reau ueiore, anu wnîchi e-
intent and meaning thereof. sire to put on record again in connection

3. Upon the main agreement being approved by the with
shareholders as aforesaid, the line of railway and the
property described in and leased by the main agree- In the special committee on the Drummond
ment shal be and become part of the Intercolonial County Railway inquiry, we find Mr. Bor-
Railway, and shall be operated as such in so far as den in
may be consistent with and subject to the terms of qW
the main agreement. this question, "Do you regard these changes

4. This Act shall not come into force until after as important? "-that is, the changes to
the deposit of the said copy in the office of the
Secretary of State as aforesaid, nor until the Governor whicb 1 will refenin a few moments, changes
General shall, after such deposit, make a proclama- in the original agreement entered into be-
tion to be published in the Canada Gaz:ette, naiming a tween the îiment and the Grand Trunk
day on which this Act is to come into force, after
which it shall come into force on the day so named. Railway, changes wbich were made and

conceded by the Grand Trunk Xailway
He said :-In giving this notice of motion, shortly aften the nejection of the bil by this

it will be observed that it abrogates the ilouse. M. Borden aske i:
40th clause of the supplemental agreement
into which the government has entered with
the Grand Trunk Railway Company. In
addition to that, it provides, first, that east
bound traffic shall, during the continuance
of the lease, he handed over to the "Inter-
colonial Railway at what is termed the junc-
tion point," namely, Montreal ; and it also
gives the same power to the government
which is given them in the notice of motion
proposed by the bon. Minister of Justice, the
right to terminate any traffic arrangements
into which the government and the Grand
Trunk Railway Company may at any time
have entered upon a certain notice being
given. I have left out, in two cases, the linmi-
tation of time in the first clause, which would
be of shorter date, and in the one in reference
to changing the traffic arrangements, to the
teri of three or six months or longer if it
were deemed advisable. This, if passed, will
secure for all time to come-that is during

Q. Do you regard these changes as important?

Mr. Wainright replied.

Yes I regard the change of handing over the traffic
at Montreal and shutting up our line to Lévis as a
great concession to the government.

By Ir. HaUUart :
Q. That entered as part of the consideration intO

the bargain ?-A. We did not think it did. We did
not have that idea at the time when we agreed to it.

By Mr. Blair:

Q. We claimned that was the true and proper inter-
pretation. Did I not claim that was what the lan-
guage was intended to mean ?-A. You certainlY
claimed that.

Froin that examination it must be clear
to the minds of those who read it, that Mr.
Blair at the time, as Minister of Railways
and Canals, was of the opinion that he had
obtained the concession to which Mr. Wain-
wright referred in his evidence, as a part
of " the consideration " for the rentals, &c.,
which the government was to pay for the
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Use of the Grand Trunk Railway road
and the terminus at Montreal; that is, of
securing all the east bound traffic, originat-
inginMontreai or west of Montreal,to points
On the Intercolonial Railway. That is still
More strongly confirmed in my own mind,
and I think will be in the mind of every
senator when I read a memorandum which
I made last year, a duplicate of which was
supplied to me this year in the month of
March, by the manager and assistant man-
ager of the Grand Trunk Railway. I inti-
mrated the other day, when speaking in re-
Ply to some remark made by the Minister of
Justice, that I was called upon by Mr.
aays and also by Mr. Wainwright last
Year in reference to the position w.hich the
Senate had taken, and myself in particular,
ini regard to the bill, then before the House,
for the acquisition of the Drummond County
IRailway, and the acquiring of the right to use
that portion of the Grand Trunk Railway
froma Ste. Rosalie to Montreal. They them-
selves pointed out to me that great conces-
sions had been made on the part of the Grand
Trunk Railway to thegovernmentinaddition
tO what they contended they were entitled
tO in the original agreement. That, to me, as I
suppose it would be to most other members
Of the Senate, if not the whole of them, was
nlew information They repeated to me at the
timae what those concessions were. I made
a maemorandum of them, read them over to
Mr. Hays and asked him if I was permitted
to Use them in case it was necessary to do
so i11 the debate in the Senate. They said

was quite at liberty to do so. That memo.
I had mislaid when I arrived at the opening
Of Parliament this year, and then I consulted
the same authorities and asked them if they
Would kindly duplicate the meino. so that I
cOuId lay it before the Senate in case I
thought necessary to do so in any discussion
that might arise. I shall now read that

emo. in order that the Senate may learn
th 1 ilportant fact that they themselves-
that is the Grand Trunk.Railway authorities
' this country-were of the opinion that
they were making concessions, that they had
'ade the concessions which we are now
seeking in the amendment which I am about
to ask the Senate to consider. It is as
follows .

t Menorandum of changes made in agreement be-
een the overnment and the Grand Trunk Railway

gte "IY.or trackage rights over the line between
• 0iie and Montreal and terminal facilities.
41

The Grand Trunk Railway Company agree to hand
over all traffic for Intercolonial points to the govern-
ment railway at Montreal, and to take out their
Chaudière Division. This is a concession which
virtually destroys the Grand Trunk Railway line
between Richmond and Lévis excepting for local busei-
ness, and gives the Intercoloniai Railway all the
earnings between Montreal and Lévis on the traffic.

There is a clear, distinct and positive
statement that the arrangement into which
they had entered secured to the Intercolonial
Railway all the east bound traffic arising
west of Montreal or at Montreal; and mark,
in all these discussions, and in the discus-
sion that took place in the Commons, to
which I have referred, and in the memo.
which I have read, there is not the slightest
intimation of any arrangement, nor had we
any intimation of it last year or the year
before, of the disposition of west bound
traffic arising in Europe or any place on
the Intercolonial Railway bound westward.
So that was not an element which entered
into our consideration at all. The second
and third paragraphs are:

2. The Grand Trunk Railway Company agree in
regard to betterments that in the event of any ex-
penditure being considered necessary the government
shall first agree, and then instead of paying 5 per
cent on one-half of such exnenditure they shall only
pay 4 per cent on their proportion based on wheelage,
or if th ey prefer their proportion in cash.

3. The Grand Trunk Railway Company have also
made the concession of allowing the Intercolonial
Railway to handle local business at points between
Montreal and Ste. Rosalie and to receive the proceeds.
This is a concession never before agreed to in any
trackage agreements with railway companies.

The Senate will remember that when that
contract was under discussion two years ago,
we contended on the reading of the terms of
the contract, that they had not the right to
handle local business-that the only right
they had was to send their trains carrying
through traffic and that no local business
was to be done. The Mnister of Railways
at that time, if my recollection serves me
right, contended that, with reference to east
bound freight, they were entitled to all the
traffic. However, this memo., furnished by
the Grand Trunk Railway officials them-
selves, shows that if there was any doubt
about this in the past, they made the con-
cessions.

4. The Grand Trunk Railwa Company have also
agreed to consider the line to Jacques Carties June-
ton, aithough about fifteen miles from Montreal, a
part of the arrangement in order to give the govern-
ment line a direct connection with the Canadian
Pacific Railway.

5. Other concessions have been agreed to in regard
to divisions of rates for business arising in Ontario
which will benefit the Intercolonial Railway.
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The last paragraphs, two, three and four,
are not altogether pertinent to the subject
before the Senate at the present moment,
but I thought it well to put the Senate in
possession of all the information that I could
glean in reference to this arrangement. What
I want more particularly to impress on the
minds of hon. inembers, in order that they
can understand more easily the proposition
which is now before them, is the fact that
in all the communications and in all the
investigations which have been held, it was
distinctly understood that east bound
traffic and freight was to go to the Inter-
colonial Railway without any quid pro quo
except rentals. What we propose is to
secure that for ninety-nine years, in case the
agreement becomes law, leaving it with the
government to take the responsibility of
making whatever traffic arrangements they
please, and if these traffic arrangements are
of a character which are not consistent with
the interests of the general public, they will
be held responsible by Parliament and by
the people. I think I have made the ex-
planation-unusual I know it is in present-
ing a notice of motion-but in a matter of
grave importance I thought it well to give
the reasons which actuate those who have
consented to place that amendment to the
bill upon the notice paper for consideration
after the debate has taken place.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I have not had time
to examine the motion. I should like to
ask the hon. gentleman if he could state in
what respect the amendment which he now
proposes differs from the amendment to
which the Grand Trunk Railway has given
its assent and which I read yesterday 1

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Those who have read the amendment of
which the hon. gentleman gave notice would
:scarcely require that explanation. The
:amendment, as I understand, is simply
this, that it abrogates, or repeals that por-
tion of the 40th clause which makes the
traffic arrangements or any supplemental
arrangements which may be made hereafter
perpetual, or rather as long as the lease con-
tinues, and not to be abrogated or repealed
or amended unless by mutual consent.
That is the agreement into which the
government have entered. The hon.
gentleman's proposition, I understand, is
to give power to the government to annul
that agreement and to enter into any other

supplemental agreement. The difference
between that and this proposition is that
while it gives the government the power
which the hon. gentleman proposes to give
them to change the traffic arrangements
whenever they deem it necessary, they can-
not do so without securing for the whole time
of the ninety-nine years the east bound
traffic. The majority of the House, I think
I am safe to say, if it were a simple
question of accepting or rejecting in its
original state the agreement into which
they have entered and the policy which they
have laid down, would reject it, and that is
no more than we have a right to expect, in
view of the memorandum which I have read
to the House, and in view of the opinion
held by the hon. Minister of Railways when
he entered into the agreement. There isasub-
stantial difference between the two. While
we repeal the 40th clause in toto, it is held
in force until this new arrangement can be
made ; and then, instead of adopting the
two first clauses, we propose to make the
proposed amendment part of the bill so that
it will become law de facto, and unalterable
except by Parliament.

SUPPLY BILL.

FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

A message was received from the House
of Commons with Bill (106) "An Act for
granting to Her Majesty certain sums Of
money required for defraying certain e-
penses of the public service for the financial
years ending respectively the 30th June,
1899, and the 30th June, 1900, and for
other purposes relating to the public service."

The bill was read the first time.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved
read the second time.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE
think that the Minister of
make some explanation.

that the bill be

BOWELL- 1

Justice should

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The explanation if3
very obvious. Supplies are required. The
current year has begun to run, and it i'
necessary that a certain proportion of the
appropriation should be made at once avad-
able. The amount that is voted in the
bill is $6,981,785. Hon. gentlemen knoW
that the Indian annuities are all to be paid
at this season of the year, and the Indialn
tribes all over the country are assembling for
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that purpose, and there are also large sums
of interest accruing to be paid, and it is im-
portant that the funds for these purposes
should be immediately available.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Do
I understand that this is to pay sums that
had fallen due prior to the 30th of June?
We all know that the financial year ends on
the 30th June each year, and unless there is
an appropriation to meet the expenditures
they have lapsed, or to provide for a portion
of the current year's expenditure, that the
Auditor General would not pass any ac-
Counts.

lion. Mr. MILLS-Quite so.

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Is
this to cover -amounts past due for which
there is no appropriation and for any por-
tiOn of the present year, or fur both pur-
Poses ? And is it during this month, or
how long? Is it a twelfth portion of the
estimates for the year?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I understand it covers
Ole-tenth of the estimates for the year com-
nlencing on the lst July.

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
P8 probably a twelfth.

lHon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not know the
exact proportion. No moneys can be paid
Out after the 1st July without the authority
Of Parliament.

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-We
are not to understand that this $7,000,000
le a tenth of the estimates for the coming
Yearî It would be yery small.

1on. Mr. SCOTT-It covers the supple-
'nertal estimates of last year, which have
been before the House of Commons for some
timne. It is usual to vote a tenth or twelfth,
Or whatever the fraction is.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second and third time andpassed.

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DEPART-
MENT ACT AMENDMENT

BILL.

FIEST READING.

A nemsage was received from the House
f CO0mmons with Bill (146) "An Act

41½

further to amend the Act respecting the
Department of the Geological Survey."

The bill was read the first time.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved that the bill be
read the second time on Monday next.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Will the hon. gentleman give us an explana-
tion of the bill ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS--The bill provides cer-
tain amendments to the Geological Sur-
vey Act. No person shall be appointed to
the department under the class schedule A
in the civil service, unless he is a scienced
graduate of either a foreign or a Canadian
University, or some other recognized science
school of standing. That has reference to
those who are employed in the Geological
Survey.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is the scientific branch?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes. Then no person
shall be appointed until he serves a proba-
tionary terni of one year.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I think there is more than that in the bill.
What I object to in this bill is giving power
and authority to a deputy head which should
only be exercised by the head. I cannot
understand a divided authority in the man-
agement of any one department. No one
who has presided over a department for any
ength of time would consent to allow a

deputy te, diamisa any officer without first
reporting to him. He has, if I understand
this bill, the power to do that. The duty of
a deputy head, if he finds one of these officers
to which this bill refers incompetent, or
unfitted for bis position, to report to the
minister, and the minister should be held
responsible for whatever action he may take.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Has he not to do
that ?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
It reads :

During which probationary period he xnay be re-
-ted by the head of the department or by the deputyNead.

The deputy head bas the power to reject
h•m. Then the clause provides:

But if he be not rejected, the deputy bead shal, at
the expiration of the probationary period, signify to
the head of the department in writing, that he con-
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siders the person so appointed competent for the
duties of the office and the appointment shall become
permanent.

The deputy head has the power, without
any reason at all other than his own opinion,
to dismiss any gentleman who may be ap-
pointed as provided in this bill, but if he is
found to be qualified, then the deputy head
reports and he shall be appointed. The
deputy head is a bigger man, with more
power, than the head himself.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-He very often is.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
But the head never should place himself in
the position not to be able to say to the
deputy head, "So far shalt thou go and no
further."

Hon. Mr. MILLS-So far as the general
principle is concerned, I quite agree with the
view which the hon. leader of the opposition
has expressed, that the department, with re-
gard to permanent officers, can only have one
responsible head, and that is the minister who
is responsible to Parliament and the country;
but with regard to specialists, the head of
the department of the Geological Survey is a
specialist. In fact, all the officers employed
must be specialists and fitted for the pur-
pose.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The deputy heads are not.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The deputy has a
recognized head. That is Dr. Dawson. He
is the deputy for that purpose. I might
say to the hon. gentleman that with regard
to probationary officers it would not be an
unusual thing at all to give to the deputy
minister power to say that such a party,
who is probationary in the department, is
wholly unfit for his work, and should be
dispensed with. I will not say how far
that is a departure from the principle the
hon. gentleman has laid down, nor is there
any special reason, perhaps, for giving to the
deputy in this matter a larger power than
-deputies usually possess over officers, but
officers are generally permanent officers in
the department. They are not probationers.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--
But the deputy head has the power now,
under the Civil Service Act, to suspend an
officer and to report to his chief ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
he himself is unfitted, the deputy head is the
only man who could know that. What I
object to is that he should have the power
to dismiss him, relieving the head of the
responsibility.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
see that there is not much responsibility in
the matter, because the head of the geo-
logical branch is the person who judges of
the qualification of the party, and when
upon his trial as a probationer, he is the
party who judges of his fitness and the
minister acts upon a report f rom the deputy ?
My hon. friend knows we are discussing
this upon the first reading of the bill, and
that the discussion generally takes place
upcn the second reading.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I understood the hon. gentleman moved the
second reading.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-For Monday.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
am glad I called the attention of the hon.
gentleman to it, because when the bill was
discussed in the other House I thought it
was a new doctrine. The hon. gentleman
knows the objections I have and the reasons,
and I hope he will make up his mind to
make the change.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (153) " An Act to amend the Unor-
ganized Territories Game Preservation Act,
1894."-(Mr. Mills.)

Bill (149) " An Act further to amend the
Land Titles Act, 1894."-(Mr. Scott.)

Bill (147) " An Act to amend the Act re-
specting the Department of the Interior."-
(Mr. Scott)

Bill (148) " An Act further to amend the
Dominion Lands Act."-(Mr. Scott.)

Bill (139) " An Act respecting the NoVO
Scotia Steel Co., Ltd."-(Mr. Power.)

YUKON TERRITORY ACT AMENP
MENT BILL.

FIRST READING.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Before the orders Of
the day are called I beg leave to introduce
a bill to amend the Yukon Territory Acf·
There are certain provisions of that Ac
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Which I purpose to amend so as to remove
any doubt as to powers possessed by the
government in respect to the government of
the territory. I also provide, in addition to
that, for an appeal from the High Court in
that country to the Supreme Court in British
Columbia, giving it an appellate jurisdiction
in respect to controversies that arise in the
Yukon Territory similar to those which the
Court of Queen's Bench in Manitoba has in
respect to appeals from the Territories. At
Present there is but one judge in the Yukon
country, and in all probability it will be
Iecessary immediately to appoint a second,
but in order to give that court power to
dispose finally of all questions that might
corne before them, subject to appeals to the
Supreme Court of Canada, it would be neces-
Sary to appoint at least three judges.

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-In
Býritish Columnbia ?

lon. Mr. MILLS-I am speaking of the
Yukon country. That may be unnecessary.
Of course we cannot say precisely how large
a Population will be in that country as a
Permanent population, nor can we say what
miay be the extent of litigation. We know
this very well that so far as questions that
arise there are concerned they will, many of
them, be very important. Important ques-
tions of law will be dealt with in the litiga-
tion which arises, and in many cases for
Very considerable amounts, and that being
e0 it is necessary that an appeal should be
given to some court of high standing, and
the Supreme Court of British Columbia is
the mlost accessible.

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Is
there a Supreme Court in British Columbiai
I thought it was the Superior Court and

ou could appeal from it to the Supreme
Court of Canada.

.ion. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-There
is a Supreme Court in British Columbia.

lion. Mr. MILLS-So there is in Ontario,
that is the title of the court. It is the
Supreme Court of British Columbia, and the
other is the Supreme Court of Canada. I
have stated in general terms what the object
of the bill is. Power is given to impose
iiunicipal taxation. That is a necessary
Power, but under our constitutional systemit has never been exercised except through

the instrumentality of the elective body. It
is a power which is not derived from the
Crown or from Parliament, but from the
people who elect representatives to Parlia-
ment and so long as the council in the Terri-
tories continues to be an appointed council
you cannot, with due regard to our constitu-
tional system, confer upon them the power
of taxation. But the municipal body elected
by the electors, whoever they may be, for
the purpose of municipal government, deriv-
ing their authority from the people, may
impose taxes upon them.

The bill was read the first time.

THIRD READING.

Bill (113) " An Act to incorporate the
Canadian Mining and Metallurgical Com-
pany, Limited."-(Mr. McKay.)

THE INTERCOLONIAL EXTENSION
BILL.

DEBATE CONTINUED.

The order of the day being called :
Resuming the further adjourned debate on the

second reading (Bill 138) " An Act to confirm an
agreement entered into by Her Majesty with the
Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada, for the
purpe of securing the extension of the Intercolonial
Railway system to the city of Montreal," and on the
motion of the Hon. Mr. Perley, That the said bill be
not now read a second time, but that it be read a
second time this day six months.

Hon. Mr. POWER said :-The position of
this question has undergone some modifica-
tion since I moved the adjournment of the
debate-at least our knowledge of the posi-
tion is somewhat different f rom what it was
then. However, I think it is better not to
anticipate what the result of the notice given
to-day by the hon. leader of the opposition
may be, but to go on and deal with the
measure before the House as I think the
Senate ought to deal with it. This is a
measure whiclh is chiefly financial in its
character, and in as far as it is not financial,
is it administrative. It is concerned with the
carrying on of the public business of the
country, with the administration of one of
the great departments of the government.
The House of Commons is the proper place
to deal with the financial aspect of the
question; and they have dealt with it and
decided that this is a measure which should
pass. The administration of this country is
placed in the hands of the government and
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next to the government, I suppose, in the
hands of the House of Commons; and I do
not think that, as a rule, the Senate is sup-
posed to have very much to do with the
administration of the departments of the
government. If those departments are con-
ducted in a way which secures the confidence
of the other chamber we, as a rule, have not
very much to say about them. It lias never
been contended that this chamber was a
chamber which was supposed to administer
the government of the country. I con-
sequeitly think, when a measure of the
character of that which is now before the
Senate, comes here, it is the duty of this
House to pass it (Hear, hear,) Hon. gentle-
men might wait until I get through. I am
very far from saying that it is the duty of
this House to pass every government
measure that comes here; but I say it is
the duty of this House, having regard to its
position in the country, to pass every
measure which comes here once it is reason-
ably clear that the going into operation of
that measure is not calculated to do serious
injury to the public interest. Unless it can
be shown with reasonable clearness that the
adoption of this measure, which has now
been passed twice substantially by the other
House, is likely to do serious injury to the
public interest, I think it is the duty of this
House to pass the measure. If it is clear to
any one who looks at the measure with an
unprejudiced eye, that it is sure, or nearly
sure to do serious mischief to the country,
or if there is overwhelming evidence that
there has been corruption or other misdoing
in connection with the measure, then it may
become the duty of the Senate to reject it.
And, again, if the measure, taking it as a
whole, is a good measure, and calculated
to benefit the country, and if it be defaced
by certain objectionable features, it is the
duty and the function of this House not to
destroy it, but to amend it by removing the
objectionablefeatures. Having regard tothese
considerations it is our duty to look atthis bill
from as judicial a standpoint as we can
assume. Now, what is the object of this
measure I The object is to give to the Inter-
colonial Railway a satisfactory connection
with Montreal, which is the commercial
capital of Canada, and through the commer-
cial capital with the remaining portion of
the country. This is a proposal which, at
the first blush at any rate, commends itself
to the average citizen. It has apparently

commended itself to the hon. gentleman
who leads the opposition in this House, and
to the hon. gentleman from Brandon-that
is, the measure as a whole, carrying the
Intercolonial Railway to Montreal-but it
does not seem to commend itself to the hon.
gentleman from Sackville (Mr. Wood). That
hon. gentleman has told the House that he
is totally opposed to the government owner-
ship of railways. The opinion of the hon.
gentleman I am rather disposed to share;
but, after all, politics are practical things,
and the hon. gentleman does not pretend
that he could get a single member in New
Brunswick or Nova Scotia or Prince Edward
Island to advocate the handing over of the
Intercolonial Railway to a private company.
It is just a mere pious opinion and of no
practical consequence.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I did not advocate the
handing over of the Intercolonial Railway
to private parties. I only spoke of past
history, and said that would justify private
ownership.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentle-
man declared that he was opposed to
the government owning railways. Now, if
the hon. gentleman is to be consistent, bis
only logical course is to advocate that the
government shall get rid of this railway
which they own ; but the hon. gentleman has
not the courage of bis convictions. He ex-
presses an opinion? i He gives arguments to
influence the House in order to make the
House agree with his opinion, but then he
says he does not want to carry lis opinion
to its logical conclusion, so I say the hon.
gentleman's interruption shows that what I
stated is absolutely correct.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I do not want to in-
terrupt the hon. gentleman or to get into a
controversy with him, but I must say he is
entirely misrepresenting the position I took.
I did not advocate the handing over of the
Intercolonial Railway to a company.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I did not assert
that the hon. gentleman did. I am drawing
a logical conclusion from the hon. gentle-
man's argument. If it is a bad thing for
the country to own the Intercolonial Rail-
way, if it has been mischievous in the past
and will be mischievous in the future, then
the hon. gentleman should advocate that
the government should get rid of it as soon
as possible.
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Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-This may apply
when the question of the disposal of the
Intercolonial Railway comes up.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I put the natural
construction on the hon. gentleman's lan-
guage. The hon. gentleman now gives the
Iouse to understand that he did not mean
that his language should convey its ordinary
rIeaning to those to whom he spoke. As I
say, it was a mere pious opinion of the bon.
gentleman, and I do not see that it had any
business in the discussion. The hon. gentle-
ian has admitted that the people prefer

Public ownership. The hon. gentleman may
have given expression to that opinion for
this purpose. He admitted that we own
the road as far as Lévis. The hon. gentle-
Inan does not like public ownership, but he
i8 not going to object to it as far as Lévis;
but when it comes to carrying the public
oWnership 170 miles further, when the rail-
Way, which bas been more or less of an in
cubus as far as the public treasury is con-
cerned at any rate, may, by its extension to
MOntreai, be made to pay, and cease to
be an incubus, then he objects to that exten-
8 Oln. But the hon. gentleman must see that
if this extension changes the character of the
Intercolonial Railway, and is the means of
inaking it a smaller burden than it bas been

in the past, the evil of public ownership
la diminished ; and I contend that the effect
of this measure will be just that, that it will
dininish the drain on the public treasury for
the operating of the Intercolonial Railway.
.very one admits that up to the present

t 118 the Intercolonial Railway bas not
been, directly at any rate, a paying invest-
nent. Whether it bas paid indirectly or
not is another question. A great many
People think that, looking at the facilities
which it bas given for intercourse between
the different parts of the Dominion and the
1ow rates of freight which it bas afforded to
the inhabitants of the whole country, on the
whole it bas been a benefit and that the
4loney expended on it bas not been alto-
gether injudiciously spent. But I think
"'ow-the bon. gentleman from Sackville I
think agrees in that view, that the Inter-
clonial bas reached a position when people
begin to feel that it is time the condition of
things which bas hitherto existed should
eiange. I contend that if, by paying

,600,000 for the Drummond County Rail-
Way and $140,000 a year (something over

$4,000,000) for the Ste. Rosalie portion of
the Grand Trunk and the Victoria bridge
and the terminal facilities at Montreal,
we can stop this continual drain on
the public treasury for the maintenance
of the Intercolonial, the money will be
well invested. The hon. gentleman, and
some other hon. gentlemen, spoke as
though the traffic with which the Inter-
colonial had to do was chiefly through
traffic-that is ocean borne traffic. It is
true that the ocean borne traffic is a matter
of some consequence, but that is not, in the
case of the Intercolonial Rail way at any rate,
by any means the most important part of
the road's business. The business of the
Intercolonial is a local business-local in
the sense that it does not go beyond the
Dominion as a rule; but the number of pas-
sengers and the quantity of freight carried
from Montreal down to the lower provinces
increases every vear. As the bon. gentle-
man f rom Cape Breton pointed out the other
day, what is in fact a through business is
likely by and by to develop at the
eastern extremity of the line - that is
the business with Newfoundland is likely
to increase. Without dwelling on the
freight which goes to Europe and which
is generally spoken of as the through freight
or of that which goes to the West Indies,
the business of the Intercolonial Railway is
a very important one. I only mention this
by the way, because some bon. gentlemen
seem to think that the through traffic is
the important thing. It really is not, as
far as the Intercolonial is concerned.

When we come to deal with a question
such as the extension of the Intercolonial to
Montreal, we would naturally take the
opinion of the people who should know
most about the matter, as to what the
effect of the extension would be. Who
are the people who ought to know
most about what the probable effect of
the extension to Montreal would be ?
I should say that they are the gentle-
men who have been managing the Inter-
colonial Railway for a number of years.
I do not say anything about the minister,
although the minister is a man of marked
ability and business capacity, and he appears
to have realized, almost immediately after
he came into office, that this railway, which
is one of the principal subjects over which
he bas jurisdiction, needed extension to
Montreal to make it what it ought to be.
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But I leave him aside altogether, and I
take gentlemen like Mr. Schreiber and Mr.
Pottinger. Mr. Schreiber has been connected
with the Intercolonial Railway, off and on,
ever since about 1867, or shortly after that.
Mr. Pottinger has grown up in the service
of the Intercolonial. These gentlemen are
not public partisans, as far as 1 am aware.
I do not know anything about the politics
of one of the gentlemen ; the other I know
to be a Conservative, but these gentlemen
agree and the subordinate officers in the
employment of the Intercolonial agree, thet
this extension is a desirable thing. They are
in favour of it. I do not know that it is
necessary to quote authority for it.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-We will take
that for granted.

Hon. Mr. POWER-We can find Mr.
Schreiber's opinion in various places in the
Drummond County Railway Committee
report. At pages 74 and 75, he said
amongst other things:

I believe it to be a great advantage to have our
trains running freight into a big mercantile city like
Montreal, and that we would be more likely to cap-
ture traflic there than we would at Lévis.

The hon. gentleman who represents the
county of Westmoreland in the other cham-
ber took the grcund, which has been taken
here by the hon. gentleman from Sackville,
that Lévis would have done just as well.
There is another authority to whom I had
better, perhaps, refer, and that is the gentle-
man who was a little while ago Minister of
Railways in the Conservative administration.
He was examined before this Drummond
County Committee, and here is what he said
on this subject, at page 150:

I entertained favourably, at that time, an opinion
of the extension of the road for a good many reasons.
We had trouble making connections with the Grand
Trunk Railway; we had a great deal of trouble with
the Canadian Pacific Railway, and I thought it was
in the interests of the country that the road should be
extended to Montreal. That was my personal idea
at the time.

And then he gives, on page 151, the reason
why the negotiations ceased-perhaps one
.can hardly call them negotiations-but the
reason why he did not go any further. He
said :

The Finance Minister objected to it. He was not
objecting to the scheme but to the expenditure of any
money.

That was the reason why the late Minister
of Railways did not proceed with the work

of securing the extension of the Intercol-
onial to Montreal. Then at page 152 the
ex-Minister of Railways dealt with one or
two other schemes. He had considered the
question of utilizing the Grand Trunk and
the South Shore Road, but he did not think
that either of these was the best way. He
was asked this question:

And you think still that the Intercolonial should
get into Montreal?--A. Yes.

Q. In order to make it a success it should get into
a business centre like Montreal?- A. Yes, that was
my idea. * * * * The Grand
Trunk was very badly managed at the time. We
could not make connections and could not run
through freight punctually from Montreal. For
the assistance of the Intercolonial it was necessary
that we should have a long haul. The Canadian
Pacific agents were more active in every part of New'
Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island
than the Grand Trunk, and they were diverting traffic
around by the short haul, and you could not waken
the other fellows up, and the Canadian Pacific agents
were using their influence against us on the Intercol-
onial, and I thought the solutionof the whole difficulty
was to have our terminus in Montreal.

So it appears that not only the permanent
officials of the road, but the ex-Minister of
Railways as well as the present minister
believe in the extension of the Intercolonial
Railway to Montreal, and hon. gentlemen
must see, common sense indicates how im-
portant a thing it is that the whole road to
its terminus-and Montreal is the natural
business terminus of the Intercolonial-
should be under one management. Every
one who travelled over the Intercolonial
in former years, when there were two man-
agements to deal with, knows how unsatis-
factory and inconvenient it was, and how
very much better it is to-day that it is all
under one management. The question is
whether the method of extension adopted
was the best. The hon. gentleman from
Westmoreland (Mr. Wood), thought a
better plan would bé to stop at Lé-
vis, and wait until a bridge is built
at Quebec, whenever that may be-
and hon. gentlemen know that the
bridge was not very much in sight at any
rate when this arrangement was made in
1897-and make arrangements to run over
the Canadian Pacific Railway into Montreal.
But hon. gentlemen will see that if that was
done we would still have a double manage-
ment-we would not have a single manage-
ment f rom Halifax, St. John and Sydney to
Montreal, which is of vast importance. There
were three methods of making the connec-
tions discussed, and this across the bridge
at Quebec was a fourth. It will be re-
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mfembered that in 1879 the country pur- able that the Intercolonial Railway should
Chased 118 miles of the Grand Trunk Rail- get to Lévis by an independent route. The
Way from Rivière du Loup to Chaudière hon. gentleman who now leads the opposi-
curve, and paid for it $1,500,000, a rather tion in the House of Commons was at the
higher rate than is being paid for the road time Minister of Public Works, which in-
Which we are getting now. And the dif- 1 cluded Railways and CanaIs. He decided
ference between the two purchases was that to build a brandi from the Intercolonial
!rn the case of the Rivière du Loup section Railway down to Lévis. That branch was 14
of the Grand Trunk the country got practi- miles long, and that 14-mile branch cost in
1clly nothing but an ernbankment. There or about $2,000,000 first and last. That is
W'ere very few steel rails on the road, and more than we are paying for the Drum-
ifider the agreement to selh, the Grand mund County Railway of 133 miles. The
Trunk were allowed to rertove the iron rails, impression was that when we got there
The road was in a bad condition. Most we would, by means of the North Shore
Of the ties were rotten, and practically Railway, across the river, have competition
the governrent bought an enbankment at: with the Grand Trunk Railway, but our
Sdearer rate than they are paying for the hopes were not realized. The Grand Trunk

Drummond County Railway, and it cost, T Railway Company got control of the North
think, some haf million dollars to make the Shore Road for a while, and afterwards the

rOad satisfactory to run over, so that for North Shore Railway passed into the hands
that 118 miles the country paid $2,000,000. of the Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
11, fact it cost more than $2,000,000, but 11 pany, and that company built a line of
Put it at $-2,000,000 because I like to belý their own to St. John, N.B., and raturally
Tunder the mark. wished t take their traffi over their long

Ion. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)Did haul to St. John instead of bringing it to Que-
thY hon. friend approve of that purchasc at bec and ferrying it across to the Intercolonial

the tioer at Lévis. Railway companies are always
governed bytheir own interests. Theyarelike

hin, Mr. POWER-I did. I fet that individual men in that respect, only they are
was a matter the Senate had ot much t more exclusively governed by their material

tay about. t was a matter for which te interest, and properly so. It is the duty of
nfue of Commons and the governent the diroctors of a commercial corporation te

wure responsible, and thought on te do the best they can in a business way for
Whole, amthough we might be paying a fittoe their shareholders; and if we had the bridge

ipuch for what we were getting, that it to-morrow, the Canadian Pacifie Railway
a step in the right direction. 1 arn not would still send its freight down o'er its

f1ding fauit with it now, but 1 eall atten- own long haul to St. John. instead of deliv-
tihn to the fact that that measure was passed erg it t the Intercolonial at the bridge ;

th ouse inthespaceof ao an hour aI do not thinktthe scheme of the

iteaae ownthedaybefoe poroatinor.geea fro wendtoerads the

411d Was passed in the space of about an very materially improve the condition
heur. Tt makes a difference whose ex is iof the Intercolonial. There were three
gored. methods of extension proposedi on the south

shore of the river. One was te buy the sec-
lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- tion of the Grand Trunk, which. lies between
bgauge of the road was also changed, if Richmond and Chaudière; another was that

Sthe government should build a road along
the south shore of the St. Lawrence, and a

lon. Mr. POWER-I do not remember third was that the government should take
bOut that. J think not. I think the Grand the Drummohd County brailway. I ao not
Ioun.Mk hadMthe standard gauge at that time. going te enter into any long discussion on

1 Maay as well say a few words more about these several routes. Mr. Wainwright was
the Rivière du Loup section. We got to examined before the Drummipnd Countyhaudire curve by peans of that purchase, Railway Cocmittee, and, at page 50 of the
With certain rights of running back over the blue book, a find the following

itwa ttunke ilwa from Chaudière curve m e lsvl toeredoby thir material

Rouse~ of Comosfn the gvrmn thee diet road comerci orpoatie on to
ter respsible, and Ie thougt on esr oie the oaps the best fo they caninausne a o
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acquire, taking it altogether, for this purpose ?--A. teen miles of the St. Charles branch were over
WeIl, as I would like the government to have taken
the Grand Trunk Railway through to Lévis, it is $0000. So that it is clear that any business
rather-I would, of course, have to admit, after we man. looking at the thing in an impartial
were out of the race, that the Drummond County way, looking at it as a question of business,
Railway, with its shorter mileage and lighter grades
necessary, would be worked more econonically and would have selected that method of bring-
probably make better time for the service. I am ing the Intercolonial into Montreal, which
bound to admit that. selected b

Q. Do you reniember stating that you could not
possibly sell the line between Ste. Rosalie and Rich- Of taking the Drummond County Road
mond as that vas part of your through line ?-A. Oh, and the plan of utilizing the Grand Trunk
yes.

Q. Do you remeiber naming a sum between
82,000,000 and $2,500,000?-A. Yes, I think we put commend itself to this House. With regard
the value of the line between Lévis and Richmond at to the Grand Trunk terminais, hon. gentie-
$2,000,000, and then there would have been an arrange-
ment to have been made between Ste. Rosalie and men d an objection to the pay-
Richmond. ment of 5 per cent interest on what those

Q. Dont you remember making this remark, Mr. terminais cost the Grand Trunk Railway
Wainwright: That it would not exceed $2,500,000, or
would not be less than $2,000,000?-A. I think y Company. But it takes two parties to make
conversation with Mr. Hays was that it night a bargain. We cannot always have our
probably be between $2,000,000 and 82,500,000 for the g
branch road between Richmond and vis.s acaseof giveand

Hon. gentlemen will see that the take, and the question is whether the govern-
scheme, which, I understood to be endorsed mentcouldhavedone as wellinartyotber way.
the hon. gentleman froim Marshfield (Mr. The government couid not have got a bridge
Ferguson) would cost, at the very least, across the St. Lawrence for anything less
$400,000 more than the plan which the gov- than a couple of million dollars at the very
ernment adopted, would have given us a road lowest. No sum of money would have pur-
eleven miles longer, and a road with steep cbased the terminal facilities which tbey have
grades, and then that we should have had to secured in Montreal, including the connec-
make arrangements with the Grand Trunk tion with the Canadian Pacific Railway, and
for ninety miles from Richmond to Montreal then tbey wilI have, I suppose, very shortly
instead of thirty-five from Ste. Rosalie to a double track road from Ste. Rosalie in to
Montreal. So that, looked at from every the bridge, and I cannot help feeling that
point of view, the Drummond County Rail- the sum of 5 per cent on the actuai cost of
way was a better line to take. That is plain, the bridge and the estimated cost of the
on the face of it, to the ordinary man ; but terminais in the city of Montreal is a very
as this is a matter about which railway men moderate rentai to pay for the accommoda-
are supposed to know a littie more than we tion which the Interclniali is getting.
do, we quote their opinions with respect. Mr.
Wainwright substantially repeats what I
have just read at page 55 in reply to questions
f rom other members of the committee. Then
with respect to the South Shore line, the
estimates showed that its construction
would cost at least $23,000 a mile, and
the South Shore Road would have been
fifteen miles longer than the Drummond
County line ; there would have been several
very expensive bridges on that line, and the
land damages would have been very heavy,
because the road would have gone through
one of the longest settled portions of the
province of Quebec, and judging from our
experience with reference to the St. Charles
branch-that is the branch from St. Charles
to Lévis-thé land damages along the road
would probably cost as much as the govern-
ment paid for the Drummond County Road
altogether. The land dainages on the four-

Hon. Mr. FORG ET-The company only
pay 4 per cent on the money they borrow.

Hon. Mr. POWER-That has not much
to do with it.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-They borrow at 4
per cent and charge the government 5 per
cent.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
from Sorel is probably the owner of several
houses which are leased to tenants. He can
borrow money at probably four or five per
cent. Does he limit himself to five per cent
on the cost of the property when he leases
it 1 Would any one be so unreasonable as
to expect to get a property at five per cent
on what it costs 1

Hon. Mr. FORGET-The hon. gentleman
is making a mistake. The government paYs
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$140,000 a year for the lease of ail the ter-
Minals and running power, but the five per
cent is on the money spent for betterments.
It is on capital account and not on the lease.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Then I presume that
the people who made the estimates did not
know what they meant. Mr. Schreiber,
before the bargain was entered into, made a
calculation as to what rental should be paid,
and he took the cost of the section of the
railway and the bridge, and the estimated
cost on the terminals in Montreal, and he
figured that five per cent on that would be
61,500 as to part, and $62,000 I think was

What the Grand Trunk Company asked for
What he figured beforehand would be worth
about $61,500, I do not think it is the
OPilion of experienced rail way men that the
reltal which the government is paying for
the Grand Trunk line is at ail excessive.

lon. Mr. FORGET-No, but the interest
Or, the betterments is.

i Bon. Mr. POWER-It is possible that
'f two people are dealing together, not
Or even terms, if one is in straitened cir-
cumIstances, or in a hole, as they say, that
Person may be squeezed so that he will
accept a less sum for what he is giving than

be would if he were more or less independent,ut as between two independent parties to
a bargain, I think the government have
n1ade a very good bargain with the Grand
Trunk Railway Company; and I may say11W, while I think of it that the hon. gentle-
!lan who represents the county of Stanstead
'r, the Hlouse of Commons (Mr. Mohr) who
i8 a supporter of hon. gentlemen opposite,
tated in another place, in connection withthi 'natter, that this agreement was the

t railway agreement that had ever been
de by Canada, and that is my honest

0 Plon. J do not propose to go into the
tais of these figures, but this scheme,

seh g it on the whole and at large, is a8chetne which should commend itself to this
use. Then hon. gentlemen may naturally

aWhy was this scheme rejected two years
aents It is claimed there have been improve-

d in it since, but without going into
l it is substantially the same scheme.

inea lot entering into the question of the
buprovements and I am not discussing them,

u 1 say that though the later bargain
bea dibetterthantheother, thoughthere mayafference, take them in their principal

features and they are pretty much the same.
I ask the House-and I appeal to hon.
gentlemen to say whether my answer to the
question is not true-why was this measure
rejected by this House two years ago ?
One reason was that hon. gentlemen thought
there had been unnecessary haste in dealing
with the matter on the part of the govern-
ment. Any one who heard the speeches
will remember that. But the principal
reason why that measure was rejected two
years ago was because a great many mem-
bers of the opposition were under the im-
pression that there had been corrupt dealing
between the government and the company.
No hon. gentleman, I think, will deny that
that was the substantial reason why the ar-
rangement of two years ago was defeated.
Hon. gentlemen will remember that we felt
so suspicious about it that we appointed a
committee to inquire into the matter. Our
committee did not proceed very far with
the inquiry, because the session was just
about closing and the matter was allowed
to remain over till the following session.
The following session I think we appointed
a committee again; but then a committee
was appointed in the other House, and this
Drummond County Railway question was
considered carefully and at length by that
committee, and the evidence which that
committee took and their report is before
us in the blue book, and what do we find
with respect to this charge of corruption?
I take the very last page of the blue book
and we find the following :-

The CHAIRMAN.-If, as Mr. Haggart says, it was a
matter of policy with which he agrees, the policy of
bringing the road into Montreal, then the only differ-
ence is as to the price paid, and of course the question
of corruption does not arise at all.

Mr. HAGGART.-That was my point of view. We
never made any charges of corruption.

Mr. POWELL.- Candidly, I never heard anything in
the House about corruption.

So that the element of corruption appears
to have been removed. I notice the hon.
gentleman from Marshfield does not seem to
be quite clear about that yet; but it lias not
been alleged in the other House, and, ex-
cept in an indirect way, it has not been
charged here, that there was any corruption
about the matter. We occupy a different
position now from what we occupied in
1897, because this suspicion, which I think
really influenced the action of this House in
1897, has been substantially removed ; and
there was this other thing to be said in
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favour of the delay at that time and of the
action which this House took, that the delay
would give a chance to judge of the value of
the scheme from its practical working.
From a business point of view, there is no
doubt that the extension has improved the
condition of things on the Intercolonial.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-What
does my hon. friend say about the term of
ninety-nine years ? Does he approve of
that ?

Hon. Mr. POWER-I have not dealt
with that yet. That is equivalent to a pur-
chase almost. What do we find, hon. gentle-
men i We find that the opinion of those
who ought to know best is that the exten-
sion bas improved the condition of things
financially. If there are any people who
ought to know about the effect of the
change, it is the gentlemen who have charge
of the railway. We tind that all the
officers of the road, from the lowest up
to the highest, are of the opinion that
the traffic bas been improved by the
extension, and that everything is more satis-
factory. Commercial travellers, who know
as much about railways as almost any other
class of men except railway men, have that
impression. The people of the lower
provinces all feel that the extension to
Montreal bas made a vast improvement in
the road, and that the business of the road
has increased since the extension. Any hon.
gentleman in this House, Conservative or
Liberal, who has been in the habit of
travelling over the Intercolonial Railway,
who travelled over it four or five years ago
and has travelled it recently, must have
noticed a marked difference. There is no
comparison between the passenger travel at
the present time and that which passed over
it four or five years ago. The hon. Secretary
of State read a letter from Messrs. Schreiber
and Pottinger the other day. I shall read a
portion of that letter to the House. It is as
follows :

We would aiso state it as our opinion that the road
reaching Montreal has placed us in a much better
position to do business than heretofore, and we think
the result of the operations of the road for the current
year is strong evidence of the advantages likely to
accrue from this extension.

Then they give the figures of the earnings
and working expenses for the ten months
ending 30th April, and also the earnings and
working expenses for the twelve months of

the year before. In one case there was a
net profit of $62,000, and in the other case
there was a net loss of $35,000. The letter
proceeds:

So that the working for the ten months of the cur-
rent year shows improved net results over the twelve
months previous of 897,881.79, but it should be borne
in mind that in previous years no interest bas been
paid on capital, whereas in the ten months ended
30th April last, rent on the extension from Lévis to
Montreal of $175,O0 has been paid, and charged in the
working expenses, so that if figured out on the same
basis on which the Intercolonial Railway bas been run
in the past the result will show improved net results of
8272,882, which figures speak for themselves.

Now, I take it that the evidence of these
gentlemen is evidence which we ought to
accept. There cannot be any better evidence.
It is true that the hon. gentleman from
Marshfield (Mr. Ferguson) has told us
substantially that Messrs. Schreiber and
Pottinger did not know what they were
talking about, and that their statement was
quite unreliable and wrong. I regret to
be obliged to say that this statement of the
hon. gentleman from Marshfield does not
weigh very much with me.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
need not pass any judgment on that state-
ment, because I never made it.

Hon. Mr. POWER--I am not in the
habit of being captious about words. I said
substantially the hon. gentleman had said so.
That is the fact, the hon. gentleman said
there must be something wrong about the
letter.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I did, and it
was admitted there was something wrong.

Hon. Mr. POWER-As I said before,
the hon. gentleman's statements do not
weigh very much with me. I do not sup-
pose that troubles the hon. gentleman at all.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Not the slight-
est.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
is a fortunate man. In the first place, Jet me
say that he bas devoted a little personal at-
tention to me, and there is no reason why 1
should not return the compliment, and lie
has also devoted some attention to other
hon. gentlemen during the course of the
debate, and he cannot complain, therefore, if
we say something about himself. I notice
that what the hon. gentleman says is alWaY8
right. I never knew any hon. gentleman
with whom the wish was more the father to
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the thought, and the hon. gentleman has
lever any doubt as to the truth of what the
occasion wiaKes i, desirable to believe.
The m gentleman further took occasion
to refer to me the other day, saying I had
Sneered at him. I am not in the habit of
Sleering at any one ; but if I may be allowed
to express an opinion on the subject, there
is a maxim which the hon. gentleman ap-
Pears altogether to forget and that is, that
a, cobbler should not go beyond his last.
The hon. gentleman is prompt to express
the most decided opinions on any and all
questions. If it be a question of law,
finance, public works or what not, the
hon. gentleman knows all about it, and he
knows more about it than the people who
have given their lives to these things. I
recognize the hon. gentleman's abilitv and
industry, but he must see that it is not
Possible for any one man to know more in
every branch of knowledge than the people
Whose business it is to pursue those branches
Of knowledge. I believe the hon. gentle-
rian is a farmer, and if he were to express
an Opinion upon the relative merits of Dur-

ams and Herefords, or Jerseys and Hol-
Steins, I should not venture to question his
statement ; but the hon. gentleman is always
ready to set up his opinion on a question of
laW against the opinion of the best lawyers
Of the country, the Minister of Justice or no
tnatter whom.

lon. Mr. FERGUSON-I know I do
lot always agree with the hon. gentleman.

lon. Mr. POWER-I am not in the
habit of talking of my knowledge of law, but

' Will say this to the hon. gentleman, that
think if he asks his friend, Mr. Borden, of

Ralifax, what his opinion of me in that res-Pect is, he will find perhaps it is not so bad ;
respect to statutes, at any rate. I

bonot claim any special merit for the thing,it just happens that I was for several
years occupied in dealing with the drafting
and the amending of bills, and consequently
lay claim to know something about them,

JUat On the same ground that the hon. gentle-
r'an'.nay claim to know something about
farIfluig. Under these circumstances-I was
t'8Pted to say something about the hon.
gentleman's modesty, but I will leave that

d because it is a non-existent quantity-
yI prefer to accept the statement of Mr.

Sdîreiber and Mr. Pottinger and the other

officers of the Intercolonial Railway, and the
evidence of commercial and other travellers,
and the evidence of my own senses, to the
fine drawn calculations of the hon. gentleman
from Marshfield. With the practical experi-
ence of the last year before us, to reject these
measures which are now before the, Senate
and bring things back to where they were
two years ago, would be wrong. It would be
a wrongful act, an unwise act, an exceedingly
unpopular act throughout the country, and
calculated to damage the Senate in the
popular estimation. We may have made a
hit in 1897, but if we repeat what we did
in 1897, instead of making a hit in the right
directionwe shall probablydamage ourselves
much in the public estimation. I am not
going to trouble the House very much longer;
but I say the extension in itself is a good
thing. That is recognized in various parts
of this blue book, which I have read, and
every one, I think, recognizes the fact that
it is a good thing-that is, every ont that
looks at it with an unjaundiced eye. Is
there anything about the measure which
renders it objectionable 1 That is the ques-
tion. That has not been shown at any rate.
Does the thing cost too much? I do not
think it does. We are paying at the rate
of $12,000 a mile for the Drummond County
Railway, forty-two miles of which are up to
the standard of the Intercolonial, and the
other seventy miles very nearly up to that
standard. It is shown in the evidence taken
before this committee, that no respectable
railroad has been built in the province*of
Quebec during recent years at so low a
figure as $12,000 a mile. The accountant
of the company testified that the road had
cost between $1,900,000 and $2,000,000-
that that was the amount which had been
spent on it. Mr. Greenshields who, although
he is interested, is a reputable man, said
that by the time they had finished spending
on it under the temporary lease, the cost of
the road would befrom $2,100,000 to $2,250,-
000. At all events, this road is a cheap
road. The government could not begin to
build the road at any such figure. The
chief engineer and Deputy Minister of Rail-
ways and Canals prepared an estimate
which figured out something between
$1,500,000 and $1,600,000, but that
estimate did not include what would have
to be paid for right of way if the govern-
ment built an independent line, and it is
safe to say that that right of way would have
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brought up the price even in the region
that the Drummond County Railway passes
through to at least $2,000,000. Conceding
that the extension is a good thing in itself,
and is not costing too much, there is not,
nowadays at any rate, any flavour of cor-
ruption in the matter. I admit an objection
has been taken, and what is the objection?
The only substantial objection to this mea-
sure was the one taken by the hon. leader of
the opposition in his first speech on the
second reading of the bill, and that is the
objection to the 40th clause of the agree-
ment between the government and the
Grand Trunk, which provides for a perman-
ent traffic arrangement. With respect to
that I may say that this arrangement is at
present so advantageous to the Intercolonial
that the gentleman who was Minister of
Finance in the other chamber expressed a
desire that it should be made permanent by
statute. Before saying anything further I
wish to correct a misapprehension into
which the hon. leader of the opposition and
also the hon. gentleman from Marshfield ap-
pears to have fallen. In fact the hon. gen-
tleman from Marshfield said broadly yester-
day that the public knew nothing about this
traffic arrangement and Parliament knew
nothing about it until his hon. friend the
leader of the opposition in this House had
unearthed it. The hon gentleman from
Marshfield was quite mistaken in that as he
has been mistaken in a good many things.
I& the hon. gentleman will turn to page 77 of
the blue book he will find that the traffic
arrangement is referred to there by Mr.
Blair. He says:

Under the traffic agreement with the Grand Trunk
we have a mileage basis with them, have we not, for
western traffic. And Mr. Schreiber replies, " we now
have."

On page 125 Mr. Borden asks the ques-
tion:

Q. I wish to ask a question relating to the agree-
ment between the government and the Grand Trunk
and I thought we had the agreement here, but I do
not see it ?-A. The new agreenient is before the
House. I saw it in print and got a copy of it. You
can easily get it. Copy procured and filed as Exhibit
No. 37.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I quoted that
and said that that was the first intimation
the Drummond County Railway Committee
had of the new agreement.

Hon. Mr. POWER-That is more than
a year ago anyway.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-All the evid-
ence was in.

Hon. Mr. POWER-No. Mr. Green-
shields was examined after that, and Mr.
Farwell was examined after that, so that
the hon. gentleman is wrong again.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-What had Mr.
Farwell to do with the traffic ?

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
said that this information was given after the
evidence was all in. I am showing that two
other witnesses were examined afterwards,
and he asks what has that to do with the
traffic.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I said none of
the witnesses who had any information to
give with regard to the traffic arrangements
were examined *fter that document was
produced. They were all examined before
that document was produced, except Mr.
Wainwright who produced it.

Hon. Mr. POWER-At page 148 Mr.
Wainwright is under examination and he is
asked:

Q. Do you krow the present arrangements that
were made between Mr. Hays and Mr. Harris ?-A.
You mean Mr. Harris and Mr. Reeve. There is an
agreement, I think, between them.

Q. Do you know what it is ?-A. I have read it. It
is a traffic agreement.

Q. In that agreement, as I understand it, Mr.
Wainwright, the division of through freight is calcu-
lated on a mileage of 375 from Montreal to St. John
and 425 from Montreal to Halifax ?-A. Well, it maY
be ; I do not know.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-That was after
it was produced.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The evidence con-
tinues :

Q. It is here? (Mr. Powell had it in his hand.) I
will let you see it. I do not want to tie you down tO
too much detail, but I want to get the general state-
ment.

So that the document was before that
committee, and was discussed there. It
was further discussed in the House of Com-
mons, and I can give the page where the
gentleman who was formerly Minister of
Finance insisted that the arrangement
should be made permanent by statute and
should not be terminable, because he Ws
afraid that the government might yield tO
the fascinations of the Delilah of the Grand
Trunk and yield this precious treasure; and
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yet the hon. gentleman from Marshfield
undertakes to tell the House that this agree-
rlent was concealed in the most disingenuous
and complete way, and only for the eagle
eye of the hon. leader of the opposition
in this House, no one would have known
anything about it. The hon. gentleman
mXust see that the claim is perfectly un-
founded. As I say, this agreement
is so advantageous that the hon. gentleman
who was the Minister of Finance thought it
should be made permanent by statute ; still,
hon. gentlemen, I think there is force in the
suggestion first made by the hon. leader of
the opposition in this House, that per-
rXanent traffic arrangements are unusual,
and that the supplementary contract which
i8 made binding on both parties for 99 years
by the 40th clause, while exceedingly
advantageous at present, may in the
future become disadvantageous to the
country. I rejoice that the Grand Trunk
Company who did not want that traffic
arrangement made perpetual have consented
to give the government the option of dis-
eontinuing it on a year's notice. That is a
'MOst unusual thing to do where two parties
enter into an agreement, each giving value;
that one party shall be allowed the option
Of discontinuing and the other not. I look
UPon the bargain, as it came to this House,
as a particularly good one-as the member
for Stanstead said, the best bargain ever
uade by the government of Canada with a
railway company-but I think with this sin-
gular and exceptional provision in favour of
the government, that it is a most admirable
bargain and that the Senate will assume a
Very serious responsibility, and will damage
ltself very much in the eyes of the public if
We reject an agreement which is so ad-
'Vantageous.

]Ron. Mr. McDONALD (C.B.)-I am
0Pposed to this bill for reasons altogether
dfferent from those advanced by hon. gentle-
1'en who have spoken on this question.
ehile I believe the bargain is a bad one in
bot h bills, and while I believe the proofs of
that have been given by bon. gentlemen
*ho have already spoken, still my reasons,
lU rT y Own estimation at least, are greater
for the rejection of the bill than those ad-

anlced. What is this bill I The hon. Min-'ster of Justice, in introducing the measure,
stated that the commercial interests of the
Iltercolonial Railway required its extension

into the city of Montreal, but he failed to
prove that proposition to my satisfaction.
He, it is true, stated that the revenue of
the Intercolonial Railway for several years
had not met the disbursements of that road,
but that last year the revenues exceeded the
expenditures. That did not, however, prove
the proposition with which he started out.
It is true, the revenues last year were greater
than the expenditures on the Intercolonial
Railway taking it for its entire length, with
its branches, from Sydney to Montreal.
But last year the Intercolonial Railway was
not the only railway that prospered. It
was not the only railway that showed a sur-
plus on its year's earnings. The Canadian
Pacific Railway, for the first time in the
history of that railway, had its stock raised
to par. The Grand Trunk Railway declared
a dividend last year, which it had not done
for some years before, and my hon. friend
and the members of this House, I am sure,
cannot deny to the Intercolonial Railway a
share of that prosperity which was enjoyed by
the Grand Trunk and the Canadian Pacific
Railway. But there are reasons for the
prosperity of the Intercolonial Railway dur-
ing the last year which are not due to the
acquisition of the Drummond County Rail-
way and the leasing of the Grand Trunk to
Montreal. The Intercolonial Railway, ex-
tending though the length and breadth of
the three maritime provinces, goes through
a country which bas prospered considerably
for the last few years. The tourist traffic
of the lower provinces, particularly to east-
ern Nova Scotia, has been increasing from
year to year, and that is a great source of
revenue to the Intercolonial Railway. We
have tourists travelling from the United
States by St. John, N.B., by Yarmouth, by
Halifax, and all of these pass more or less
over the Intercolonial Railway. We have,
of late, prospered in Cape Breton as we have
never done before. We only had the Island
of Cape Breton opened up by a railway
eight years ago. It takes time to bring
prosperity to a country, and during those
eight years industries have been springing
up along the line of railway in Cape Breton
which contribute considerably to the revenue
of that road. Then we have a great industry
in Cape Breton which has only been estab-
lished permanently and profitably during the
last three or four years, which is adding to
the revenues of the Intercolonial Railway.
Then the Island of Newfoundland has been
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building railways for the past few years.
It is only about eighteen months since that
island has been able to complete a system
of railways several hundred miles in length.
That railway in Newfoundland passes from
the south-east coast of Newfoundland to its
north-west coast, all through the breadth
of the island where the population is settled.
The island contains a population of about
200,000, and at the western terminus of
that road, at Bay St. George, it is connected
by four or five hours of steam navigation
with the eastern end of the Intercolonial at
North Sydney. The passenger and freight
traffic carried between Newfoundland and
the Intercolonial Railway was very large
during the last year, and it is secured at
North Sydney for almost the entire length
of the Intercolonial Railway. My hon.
friend the Minister of Justice, was I think
very wrong in attributing the increased
revenue on the Intercolonial Railway mainly
to the acquisition of the Drummond County
Railway. When this bill was before the
Senate two years ago, it was rejected on the
ground that we had no information before
the House to show us what were the earn-
ings and disbursements of the Drummond
County Railway. That statement was pro-
mised to us. It was said that the experi-
ment of keeping that account for a year
would enable the Senate to deal with the
matter, if it came up again, in a judicial
way. My hon. friend did not produce that
statement, and he ought not to expect the
Senate to pass this bill without that infor-
mation. I am sure no other member
of this House could prove his case
better than my lion. friend if he could
do so. If they had kept the account, as the
late Minister of Justice promised it would
be done, it should be here. Considering
everything in connection with this road, I
assume that they have kept that account. I
will assume that they looked over that
account, and found that if they submitted it
to the House it would prove that their con-
tentions were wrong, and that the Drummond
County Railway had not contributed any-
thing to the prosperity of the Intercolonial
Railway. It is unreasonable, therefore, to
expect the Senate to vote for this bill the
second time in the absence of proofs promised
to the House two years ago. Again, my hon.
friend had no right to assume that the in-
creased revenue last year on the Inter-
colonial Railway was mainly due to the

extension to Montreal. I take it to be the
other way. If there was any prosperity last
year on the Drummond County Railway, I
believe that prosperity was largely due to
the Intercolonial Railway. My bon. friend
from Marshfield last evening conclusively
proved that the average earnings of the In-
tercolonial Railway and the Drummond
County Railway will bear this out. The
average earnings of the Drummond County
Road, according to my hon. friead's statement
and figures, was 2 per cent less than the
earnings of the Intercolonial Railway, and
therefore there was no revenue that ought to
be credited to the Drummond County Rail-
way. But what is this bill for?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Then the hon. gentle-
inan has the information that he was ask-
ing for ?

Hon. Mr. McDONALD (C.B.)-I simply
state the argument used by the hon. gentle-
man from Marshfield. It has not been an-
swered yet, and until it is answered success-
fully I shall continue to consider it unan-
swerable. My bon. friend from Halifax has
said that the Intercolonial Railway, for the
the past few years, has been giving greater
satisfaction and comfort to people travelling
over it. I believe that I agree with the bon.
gentleman, but will not that comfort and
satisfaction and pleasure continue if this
bill never becomes law? We have paid for
the last two years $2 10,000 yearly for the
comforts and satisfaction and for the running
of the Intercolonial Railway into the city of
Montreal. It is true that it entails a burden
on the taxpayers of Canada yearly.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-The earnings
have paid it.

Hon. Mr. McDONALD (C.B.)-That is
only from year to year until the government
choose to do something else.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Do you suppose the
Grand Trunk Railway will keep this thing
open for ever?

Hon. Mr. McDONALD (C.B.)-If this
bill carries, we will have no more comfort or
satisfaction than we have now, and therefore
it is better to leave the matter as it is for
the present. What is this bill? It is simplY a
bill to take the burden off the shoulders Of
a bankrupt company and impose it upon the
shoulders of the people of Canada, who cO
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ill afford to bear it. The increase of the
Public debt is alarming. It is calculated
that if this bill passes it will represent an
addition to the public debt of $7,000,000.
I see it stated by the newspapers that, as
the result of adopting this measure, it will
add $3,000,0CO more to the debt of the
Intercolonial Railway in making improve-
ients and putting it in a state fit to run as
the result of the acquisition of these two
roads. If that is the case, we have a sum
Of $10,000,000 at once added to the debt of
the country. I think that is not an expen-
diture justified by the scheme.

lon. Mr. POWER-Did not the hon.
gentleman vote for the Grand Trunk agree-
ruent in 1879?

Hon. Mr. McDONALD (C.B.)-That is
a diffèrent thing altogether. I contend that
the terminus of the Intercolonial Railway
at Lévis is better for the country-that is
1Ooking to the future-than in Montreal,
a'Id for this reason: the arrangement with
the Grand Trunk in the bill before the
House if carried out will be an injury for ever
tO the Intercolonial Railway. If the Inter-
colonial Railway ends at Lévis as it is now,we all know that it is the intention of the
government to helptobuild the bridge atQue-
bec, and when that bridge is built, we will
ave connection with Quebec and the Cana-

dian Pacific Railway to Montreal. We can
getrunningpowers over the Canadian Pacific
thailway from Quebec to Montreal just in
the same way that the Canadian Pacific
Hailway has running powers from St. John

t 1alifax, and in that way, comparatively,
will not cost us anything. One will go

against the other. We would have the com-
'unication with the Grand Trunk which
p now; with the Drummond County

alway, with the «Quebec Central and with
the South Shore Railway, and all those
roads Would be competing for the business
Of the Intercolonial Railway If the
thatercolonial Railway connecting with all
these roads at Quebec, carries freightfor the west, all these railways will be

p'deting for a share of that freight,
the Intercolonial Railway will be in a

Pition to dictate terms, which it will not
this bill carries and the terminus is in

treal. I contend that the future hope
%dProsperity of the Intercolonial Railway

On having a bridge at Quebec and con-
42

necting with the roads on the north of the
St. Lawrence as truly as those on the south.
It can never expect to carry a large amount
of freight from southern Ontario.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Does the hon. gentle-
man think that the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way Company would carry their east bound
freight past Montreal to Quebec, when they
have a road of their own extending from
Montreal to St. John, and deliver it over to
the Intercolonial Railway i

Hon. Mr. McDONALD (C.B.)-I will
come to that in a few minutes. We are
legislating, not for a few years to come, we
are legislating for the future.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Certainly.

Hon. Mr. McDONALD (C.B.)-On the
north shore at Quebec we have the Lake St.
John Railway. In a short time we will have
the Canada Atlantic and Parry Sound Rail-
way, which is proceeding there at a great rate.
It is proceeding there now at a great rate.
Then we have the Northern Railway and we
have some other railway, I forget the name.
We see in the newspapers that another rail-
way is talked of, has been projected from
Lake Superior direct to Quebec, which
will be 300 miles shorter than the Canadian
Pacific Railway. I tell my hon. friend, the
Minister of Justice, that as northern Quebec
settles, and as northern Ontario settles,
there will be a great trade in that country,
and the trade will seek its outlet naturally
to the seaboards of the lower provinces
through Quebec. In that way I fully expect
that the Canadian Pacific Railway traffic,
from Lake Superior to Quebec, ought to go
by the Intercolonial. Not only that, but I
believe the great future of Canada lies north
of the St. Lawrence in northern Ontario and
northern Quebec. The settled portions of
Ontario are very small now in comparison
with the unsettled portions of the province,
and the unsettled portions of Quebec and the
trade of those regions will go down to the
sea through the railways I have mentioned,
and those regions are selling up fast.
The manufacturing industries which are
springing up in the east will go up to
northern Ontario and northern Quebec and
on to the west by the Intercolonial Railway
and Quebec bridge. There is the Dominion
Steel Company at Sydney and the Dominion
Coal Company at Cape Breton with a capital
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of $44,000,000, I have no doubt that great
industry will be manufacturing a large por-
tion of the iron and steel consumed in
Canada. I see that they are negotiating
for the nickle mines at Sudbury, north of
Lake Superior, and they propose to take
that nickle down to the east. They must
take it down to Quebec by the Canadian
Pacific and by the Intercolonial Railway
to Sydney. It will be manufactured there
and sent to Europe, and back again to Que-
bec, Ontario and the great west in the
manufactured forai. If you carry out this
legislation, I believe it will interfere with
the Intercolonial in making its arrangements
with all these railways from the north and
converging at Quebec, and it is far
better for the country to continue to pay
$210,000 a year for a few years until
the Quebec bridge is built and at that time,
if it is necessary, Parliament can take it up
again and, pass it. The main objection is,
after all, the alarming amount which this
will add to the national debt. The people
of Canada can ill afford to bear the burden
by having the interest on $10,000,000 added
suddently to the national debt. If it is the
determination of the government of Canada
to swell the natioiial debt so alarmingly,
then I submit they can find other public
worksin Canada which will be of the greatest
benefit to the most people by spending it in
another way. It is not in the commercial
interests of the Intercolonial Railway that
those roade should be acquired by the gov-
ernment. On the contrary, I believe it is
the commercial interest of the private owner
of a bankrupt profitless road that dictated this
bill. I believe the interests of the Grand
Trunk Railway is served by this bill better
than if the governmnent made no arrange-
ments with them. The Grand Trunk Rail-
way Company knows how to manage their
business. The Grand Trunk are not going
to concede anything to the government un-
less they make some money out of the
transaction nor is any other company, and
therefore I say those bills ought to be re-
jected. But I was saying that if $10,000,000
is to be added to the national debt, that
money should be expended in another way.
There are hundreds of new public works
which are more required than these already
built roads. These roads are not re-
quired. The Intercolonial Railway gets to
Montreal now. The Grand Trunk is not
going to tear up and destroy the rails to keep

the Intercolonial Railway at Lévis nor is
the Drummond County Railroad. We
pay $210,000 a year for the Drummond
County Road and the lease of the Grand
Trunk Railway now, and I am willing that
we should continue to pay it. I represent
the views of the people down east, and I be-
lieve I represent the views of a large portion
of the Canadian people when I say I would
prefer to continue to pay $210,000 a year
for the privilege now enjoyed rather than to
burden them for ever with a national debt of
$10,000,000. If they have $10,000,000 to
expend, let them expend it in other parts of
the Dominion and distribute it equitably all
over Canada, so that people having the ad-
vantage of it may be able the better to pay the
interest on that debt. There is British Col-
umbia with its gold, silver and copper mines
opening up, and our young men all over
Canada are flocking to that region. Let the
government assist these people by voting a
million or two for the purpose of building
railways to open up these mines. Let them
spend a million or two in the district of
northern Manitoba; two millions in nor-
thern Ontario, of which we hear so much-
it will help to open up for settlement New
Ontario-and let them go to northern
Quebec and endeavour to keep at home
the Quebec people who are now going
to the factories in Maine and Massachusetts.
This will help to build railways in nor-
thern Quebec and keep the young people in
Canada, let them spend a million in Nova
Scotia, a million in New Brunswick, let
them go to Prince Edward Island and
spend half a million there and, finally-but
not leastly, let them go to Cape Breton.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is said when a
railway was built in Cape Breton the people
used it to run away from the country.

Hon. Mr. McDONALD (C.B.)-Soml)e
of them go away from Cape Breton to the
United States and they will continue to go.
I am very sorry for it. There is no doubt
that too many go away. Our young girls
and young men go to the United States every
day, but if my hon. friend will give us his
influence and assistance in getting a portion
cf this $10,000,000, say half a million of it,
spent in Cape Breton, it will help to keeP
them at home.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Has not the emigr-
tion ceased since the new government Came
into power ?
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Hon. Mr. McDONALD (C.B.)-And
then we will have $2,000,000 to spare.

lon. Mr. MILLS-Divide that among
the senators.

Hon. Mr. McDONALD (C.B.)-Leave
that as a contingent fund with the Minister
of Railways, to be spent where the require-
maents of the country demand it; but if the
Minister of Justice chooses to take issue
with him ]et them divide as best suits the
country. I submit that the commercial in-
terests of the taxpayers of Canada require
those bills to be rejected, and I am opposed
to them and shall vote against them.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I wish to make,
a few remarks upon this question. I would
Say, at the outset, that I believe that every
Canadian wants to give every facility pos-
sible to the trade of the country. At the
Same time, I am satisfied that the people do
14ot want any measures that will send the
trade to United States channels. The
Minister of Justice told us this was a good
enture and that every one in the country

Was favourable to the scheme of bringing
the Intercolonial to Montreal. I want to,
8ee every connection possible between the
Intercolonial Railway and Montreal, but
the question is, are we not paying too dear
for the whistle 1 Are we treated fairly by
the government of the day. We were told
When this measure was before the House
two years ago that they would keep track of
the earnings and expenditure of the Drum-
iXIond County Road. They told us they
WOuld do that in order to be able to inform
tts whether we were making a good bargain,
end that the Senate was wrong in defeating
the measure then before the House. What
o we find ? The then Minister of Justice
1ade a promise. I do not blame the pre-

*i1t Minister of Justice for not keeping it,
btIt in many cases he should be liable for
the acte of his predecessor. I feel satisfied
that if the present minister had made the
r1:ise he would try to keep his word.

'Ut they have not told us what they are
dOing, and they want us to go in the dark.
Iley have been telling us that this bargain

'0 better than the one we defeated before,
bht they are going to try and put it through

a1S time. They tell us we did not save
5"Ything to the country when we defeated

iMaeasure two years ago. That is what
the senior member for Halifax said.

42J

Hon. Mr. POWER-I said nothing of
the sort.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM - The hon.
gentleman said this bargain was no better
than the other one.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I did not say that.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-What did the
hon. gentleman say 7

Hon. Mr. POWER-I said there were
differences of detail, but substantially they
were the same.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-That is it
exactly, but fortunately we have hon. gentle-
men in this House who think a little differ-
ently. We have gentlemen who will tell
the truth no matter who is hurt by it. We
have the member for West Northumber-
land, who told us here that we saved $700,-
000. He told us that from the bottom of
his heart, and I admired him for it.

Hon. Mr. KERR-I said the leader of
the opposition said so.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I have the
hon. gentleman's words here. I will leave
it to the Senate if I misrepresent him
in any way, and I am sure I have no desire
to do so. When the hon. gentleman stood
before me and made that statement I said,
"Young man, you will get a wigging for
that," and there is no doubt he has got a
wigging for it, but I give him all the honour
possible, and it will go before this country
from county to county that the honest
senator from West North Northumberland
told the truth. They were trying to hide it
but he let is out. He might have told us
that we saved a little more. He might
have stated what we saved the country last
year. He might have told us that we saved
a large amount on that tramway business
also. My hon. friend was not in the House
then. No doubt if he had been he would
have told the truth on that question too.
If you take the value the government put
on their own land of $10 an acre we can find
what was saved. I have here a letter which
states that it was only $3,750,000, but I
know differently. It was 4,000,000 acres,
according to Mr. Jenning's report; therefore
it is $40,000,000 saved.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
$37,000,000.
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Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-If you add that
to the savings effected by the Senate since
the present government came into power, it
will make about $40,700,000. I want that
to go to the country, and the Senate to get
credit for its work. But it would hardly be
fair that the Senate should have all the
credit for it. Every member of the House
of Commons that voted against these iniqui-
tous measures is entitled to as much credit
as we are. They were overcome by that
mechanical majority in the other House.
They did their best to save the dollars for
this country. What do we get for doing all
this-standing guard over the treasury of
this country? They threaten that they are
going to reform or abolish us. I say " Come
on, McDuff." I am in favour of bringing
the Intercolonial Railway to Montreal, but
the point is that the government have not
taken the right way to do it. I agree with the
hon. gentleman from Cape Breton in every
word he said about the ancient, glorious city
of Quebec ; I agree that it never had a
chance. I know that everything was done
for the city of Montreal and nothing for
Quebec. I know that a few Scotchmen
landed on the banks of the river, and J know
that they taxed the whole commerce of the
country to make M ontreal a seaport and spent
money to improve Montreal and give the
go-by to Quebec. I am amused at iy lion.
friend from Moncton telling us the other day
that we gave $140,000,000 in money and
land to the Canadian Pacific Railway. What
has that to do with this ? Is it the same old
cry? Are they coming back i Hon. gentle-
men will remember that years ago they
stated that the whole resources of the em-
pire would not build that road in ten years.
They said that road would not earn enough
money to buy oil to grease the wheels, yet
every one that was against that great under-
taking which has been the life artery of
Canada, is in favour of this scheme. They
were in favour then, as they appear
to be now, of going through the United
States. I was not in favour of doing
that, and by my voice and vote I stand in
the same position to-day as I did then. I
do not want our trade to go through the
United States. As much as possible I desire
that it shall go through Canada so that
Canadians will make an honest livelihood
out of it. The Minister of Justice in intro-
ducing the bill told us that there were im-
provements in contemplation, as far as the

carrying the trade of this country is con-
cerned, and I was very much pleased with
him when lie made that statement. As it
is six o'clock I move the adjournment of the
debate.

The motion was agreed to.

It being six o'clock the Speaker left the
Chair.

After Recess.

EXCHEQUER COURT JURISDIC-
TION ACT.

SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the second read-
ing of Bill (159) "An Act respecting the
jurisdiction of the Exchequer Court as to
Railway Debts." He said :-This bill is ren-
dered necessary on account of our federal
system. In a case relating to, I think, the
North Western Railway Company, which
was chartered by the Dominion, and which
extends from Portage la Prairie northward
to Yorkville, a portion of which is in the
province of Manitoba and a portion in the
North-west Territories, it was held by the
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council
that a provincial court had no jurisdiction,
as the road was not wholly within the limit
of the province, but extended from the
province of Manitoba into the North-west
Territories. This bill is for the purpose of
giving to the Exchequer Court jurisdiction
in that class of cases.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Did
the judgment of the Privy Council go to the
extent of declaring that the provincial court
had no jurisdiction over that portion of the
road which was in Manitoba, or was the
decision merely that it could not decide upon
issues that might arise affecting the whole
road which was in two provinces.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I have not looked at
the decision for some time, but my recollec-
tion is that the road was regarded as a unit,
and the province could not exercise effective
jurisdiction as the whole road was not within
the province.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-That is true. I
know a case of that kind myself.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill was
read the second time
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The House resolved itself into Committee
of the Whole on the bill under a suspension
of the rules.

Hon. Mr. O'BRIEN, from the com-
mfittee, reported the bill without amendment.

The bill was then read the third time and
passed.

PROTECTION OF NAVIGABLE WA-
TERS ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second
reading of Bill (137) " An Act further to
amend the Act respecting the Protection of
Navigable Waters." He said :-This bill
iakessome verbal changesinthe lawas itnow

stands. The changes, although verbal, are
important. The word " tidal " is struck out
Of the section of the Act which forbids the
depositing of rubbish and refuse in any navi-
gable tidal water. The other change is to
strike out "low tide " and insert " any tide."

lon. Mr. FORGrET-What is the cause
for the amendment 1

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Because it is quite
iMportant that in navigable waters the navi-
gation should not be interfered with by the
depositing of rubbish.

lon. Mr. FORGET-The clause refers to
al navigable waters. Could not steamers
throw their ashes in the water of a river?

lion. Mr. SCOTT-The harbour regula-
tiOns of the various harbours contain regu-
lations with reference to depositing ballast.

lion. Mr. FORGET-A steamer plying
betweea Toronto and Montreal, will not be
pernitted to throw ashes overboard under
this clause.

strike the next shoal, and eventually will
make the river less navigable. I think it
should be prohibited entirely.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We are improving it
at all events, in the right direction.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-I do not know about
that. I would like to have more information.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Take the steamers plying between Kingston
and the head of the Bay of Quinté. It is
eighty or ninety miles before you reach the
Murray Canal, and pass on to Presquil Har-
bour thence oit to Toronto. There is also a
line of steamers running to Montreal. They
would be obliged to have a place on the
steamer to store their ashes and debris nearly
the whole of that distance, for I question
whether in the whole bay there is seventy-
two feet of water.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL- -They must be
disposed of in some way. The fireman cannot
remain at his post if there is a large quantity
of hot ashes in the fire hold.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
There is no place between Montreal -nd the
head of the Bay of Quinté coming up the
rapids and the canals where you could
deposit ashes. How deep the lake is I can-
not say.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-They would con-
sume about sixty tons of coal.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Under this law they could not deposit any-
thing in the river or bay. The refuse would be
carried down the river and perhaps deposit-
ed on a bar. In the Bay of Quinté there is
no current and the ashes would sink.

on. Mr. SCOTT-Yes if the water has hon. gen-
lin Mr.t faOthomsi h ae a tleman advocate filling up the river with
depth of twelve fathoms.ashes

lion. Mr. SNOWBALL-The ashes are Hon. Mr. FORGET-The St. Lawrence
nt going to lodge there. They will pass on has neyer been filled up yet, and people
UItil they strike a shoal, and it does just a have been navigating the St. Lawrence for

u'Uch injury as if they were deposited in i
wenty feet of water. We should probibit any c as.

the throwing of anything into a harbour or
river. Take the St. Lawrence or the Mira- Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes. There are many
'tichi, or any other river, you may come to parts of the navigable parts of the waters of

atce where you have seventy-two feet of the Dominion that are being flled up.
alter and throw ashes in there. They will

carried along by the current until they Hon. Mr. FORGET-Where 
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-All over the country.
The hon. gentleman has only to see where
the dredges are employed. The government
have a number of dredges and are constant-
ly using them. Take Toronto harbour, for
instance, it is being filled up with rubbish
all the time.

tend to the selling of it. As to the ashes
filling up the streams or interfering with
navigation, I think that this is drawing it
rather too fine. I am certain you will find
not only in Belleville harbour, but at mostly
any point where dredges work-I know it is
so on the Ottawa River-they dump the ma-
terial inton places in the river where thr is

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- much less than ten fathoms of water.
My hon. friend is altogether in error in
reference to Toronto harbour. It has been Hon Mr. FORGET-The coal ashes are
filled in by the wash of the waves on the no good and must be dumped into the river.
point, carrying soft and alluvial soil imme-
diately below it until the western en- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
trance has been partially filled up neces- think the question asked by the hon. gentle-
sitating a large expenditure of money man from Sorel ought to be answered. He
upon the eastern entrance to the harbour, wishes to know why this bil is to be put on
which thirty years ago could only be entered the statute-book. Perbaps it would be better
by means of a small craft. Let me mention to let the bil stand until the hon. gentle-
another matter. You have been dredging man can ascertain from the Iepartment of
Belleville harbour at the public expense. Marine and Fisheries, where the great in-
That was not the result of throwing rubbish jury has occurred that necessitates such a
into the harbour. It filled up on account of measure.
the currents in the spring bringing downn e

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE cBOWELL-Ih

large boulders fastened to the ftoating ice, second reading and 1 will ascertain, before
and these, as the ice melted, became depositr swhr h
ed in the harbour. Wlat are you doing t next sittin of the Hoe were he

with the debris that you are taking out?~ corpaints have corne from.

You are depositing it where a steamboat Hon. Mr. FORGET-I do not like to ser
wilt not be allowed to throw a pail of ashes. a bil of this kind rushed through the guse.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They will not be al Perhaps there are ther members, who are
iowed to do it if this bilj passes. interested as nuch as an, and I should like

ond s the iGe o melted, became depoito examine the bil w more closely before
Hon. Mr. O T- y wl o accept the principle of it.

us to unloac our rubbish and ashes at their
port. I do not see how you are to make this
bill work. After you have served a couple
of hundred people at dinner, if you throw
the rubbish into the river you will be fined
under the provisions of this bill; you must
carry it to the next port. Do you think the
authorities there will allow you to land it ?

Hon. Mr. OWENS-I think, if the hon.
gentlemen who are interested in steamboats,
were to make inquiries they would find that
the firemen generally sell the ashes.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Wood ashes.

Hon. Mr. OWENS-They always sell the
wood ashes.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-We never sell a
pound of ashes ; it is always thrown into the
river.

Hon. Mr. OWENS-The company do not
sell it; firemen and engineers generally at-

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We have heard a
great deal about the serious injury done to
our rivers

Hon. Mr. FORGET-From sawdust and
mill refuse.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Sawdust is the worst
here, but there are localities whero other
debris is thrown in, and the most important
thing in this country is to keep our rivers Se
the depth that nature left them. We should
not fill them up. It is not in the interest
of the country generally, and even if ie
became necessary to keep the ashes and
deposit them at some particular point on
shore, the owners of vessels on the river
should be obliged to do so. You will find
that in any other country but Canada wh '0
they have navigable rivers, they will not
allow rubbish of any kind to, be dumw
into the water because eventually it Illust
affect the navigation.
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Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-How about the
river between here and Grenville I They
Will be prohibited f rom dumping rubbish
anywhere, because the river is not seventy-
two feet deep at any point.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-What they are doing
now on the Ottawa River is dredging a nar-
row channel.

lion. Mr. CLEMOW-There are not
twelve fathoms of water between here and
Montreal; how can you provide for that?

Hon. Mr. FORGET-I do not believe
coal ashes will cause any obstruction.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, it must in the
course of time. It was thought that sawdust
would be less objectionable, but it has been
found to be a serious obstruction to the navi-
gation.

lon. Mr. SNOWBALL-I think we
should have a minimum depth of water as
well as this greater depth. Take a river
Where the depth of water on the bar is twenty
feet. There are places where the water is
100 feet. Anything you throw in at those
Places is drifted on to the bars. Wood ashes,
though detrimental to fish life, are valuable
and there is no fear of them being thrown
into the river. Coal ashes are not valuable
alid they will be thrown in.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Coal ashes will likely sink to the bottom,
and wood ashes will float.

lon. Mr. SNOWBALL-Wood ashes
Would do no harm to navigation, but it
'Would do harm to fish life. If boats
were compelled to go in on the flats and
deposit their ashes, I would prefer putting
them in the shallow water to depositing
them in the deep water, because if dropped
in shallow water they are likely to remain
there. You would have to make special
regulations for each river, because what will
aPly to the Miramichi will not apply to
the St. John. The Miramichi is navigable
for large ships for thirty or forty miles,
While the St. John is not navigable for large
vessels above the falls. What would apply
to the Ottawa would not apply to the St.
4wrence. There is a great difficulty in
conrnection with the enforcement of such a
law. If this law is put on the statute-book
anad rigorously enforced, you will demoralize

the trade of the country. I suppose, like
some other laws, it will not be put in force
at once.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then it is better not to have it on the
statute-book.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-If the hon. gentleman
consents to the second reading now it can
be discussed in committee.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-We
can do so if it is not accepting the principle
of the bill. I agree with the hon. gentleman
from Northumberland that it will be un-
workable. Our little yachts burn coal. Do
you think they will not throw their ashes
into the water?

lon. Mr. FORGET-I think the navi-
gation companies ought to be consulted
about it. Lt is not merely because the
department wishes the thing done ; the
interest of the country should be consulted.
I doubt if any other rountry would adopt
such a bill.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is done in the
interest of navigation.

Hou. Mr. FORGET-It might not be in
the interests of navigation ; it might be in
the interest of one or two men.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Do you not think the
yachts could get rid of the ashes when they
get into deep water without dumping them
into the harbours? '

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
They might throw the lead and find the
depth, I suppose I

Hon. Mr. FORGET-They might be
rendered liable to blackmail. People on
the boat might charge them with throwing
ashes into the water at certain places, and
how can they prove that they did not I
The people interested in navigation ought
to be consulted before such a bill is put on
the statute-book. I do not believe that
anybody in the country knows that such a
bill is before the House. I never heard of
it before. The press never mentioned it.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-There is a law on
the statute-book now, is there not, for the
protection of navigable waters 1
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, but it only
applies to tidal waters. The St. Lawrence
is tidal up to Three Rivers.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-It is tidal only
twice or three times in the year. Our
vessels run from Hamilton to Three Rivers,
anyway, above tidal water.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-If the House will
allow the bill to be read the second time
now, before it goes to committee, I will find
at whose instance it is proposed. It is done
by the Department of Marine and Fisheries,
no doubt, under representations from the
trade. I will give the explanation in com-
mittee, and hon. gentlemen will be quite
f ree to vote against the bill at any stage.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

POST OFFICE ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read-
ing of Bill (155) ' An Act further to amend
the Post Office Act." He said :-Under the
Post Office Act the Postmaster General is
authorized to carry out a number of details
in the management of his department, and
he proposes to ask Parliament to allow him
to fix a rate of fees payable on late mailable
matter. It is found in many places that
the mail is made up very often half an hour
before the train leaves and it would be a
great convenience to have either electric cars
or boys on bicycles to carry letters to the
train up to the very moment it leaves, on
payment of a small fee. There is now, as
hon. gentlemen are aware, a regulation by
which quick delivery is made by payment of
a fee, and it is proposed to enable parties to
rush mail at the last minute.

• Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Do
you meau to attach an extra stamp to it I

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, in that way, I do
not know what the amount would be. The
next clause authorizes the Postmaster Gene-
ral to establish a system for indemnifing losses
on registered mail matter up to $25. That
system is in practice now in Great Britain,
and in other countries, of course for very
much larger amounts. It is proposed to try
it here for amounts up to $25. It is not pro-
posed to charge any more for the delivery of

the letter and the contents than will be abso-
lutely necessary to protect the department
from loss. It is thought the fee will be very
little, as the proportion of registered letters
lost in Canada is very small. The Postmaster
General mentioned a sum, but he said he had
not thought it out. It will be ery small-
one and a half or two cents. It is optional
with parties to take their own risk or pay
this sum. The next clause is a contribution
to newspaper men. I amends a section of
the Post Office Act which makes it a penal
offence for persons to inclose in a newspaper
any letter or matter that is mailable in
order to evade the postage. That clause
does not apply to publishers of newspapers
in sending out accounts to their subscribers.
They often send more than accounts: they
send notices. The words " to their sub-
scribers" is struck out in order to give
publishers an opportunity to inclose a slip
of any kind in a newspaper when sending
out their newspaper to others than sub-
scribers. It is limited to publishers of news-
papers and to their communications with
the public.

Hon. Sir JOHN CARLING-Might I
ask the hon. gentleman if business men will
be allowed to post their own letters in case
there is not time enough for the mail? I
know in London there is a post office box at
the station.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is done now every
day. This is only when taking it from the
post office. There are some post offices which
are remote from the depots. Take the citY
of Montreal. The mail is generally sent off
fifteen or twenty minutes before the train
leaves. A boy on a bicycle could carry a
small package in five minutes from the post
office. I think at nearly all the railway sta-
tions there is usually a box.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-If a private personl
sends a newspaper from one city to another
what is the rate? Two cents?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, one cent, but you
are not allowed to send anything inside of
the paper.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-Ladies sometinles
send patterns that way, and they would be
liable to punishment.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-I think there
should be some restraint on publishers of
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newspapers. I would exempt ail matters
that are their business, but say a show comes
to a town and the proprietors get the news-
Paper men to inclose dodgers to their sub-
scribers. There should be something to res-
train publishers from doing anything of that
kind, because I know that traders object
very much to these outside people coming in
and using the press to distribute their adver-
tiSements in that manner.

lon. Mr. CLEMOW-That is penal law.
lion. Mr. SNOWBALL-It is, but the

Wording of this clause would perhaps exempt
a Publisher f rom the operation of the Act.

lion. Sir MACKENZ1E BOWELL-It
OPens the door to what my lion. friend ob-
Jects to. This would enable a publisher to
send circulars to anybody, whether a sub-
seriber or not.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-It is as I explained.
It applies only to newspaper publishers, and
their privilege is limited under the law as it
stands to communications to subscribers. It
1 proposed to allow them to communicate by
5 nding the communications in newspapers
. anybody. It is an extension of the ex-
1 Steig law.

lion. Mr. FERGUSON-I can scarcely
ufnderstand why the door is opened in this
case to persons beyond subscribers.

ion. Mr. SCOTT--I fancy it is that theyOften send to persons circulars asking themto becone subscribers. We have ail received
mO1ulnUications from newspaper offices, and

theY have to pay on those particular com-
rnunications. They send you a sample paper

You are not a subscriber.

lion. Mr. FERGUSON-Would this
e ause, as it is proposed now to amend it,
Perlit of the sending out of a supplement,
Or & Paper, to non-subscribers-addressing it

1ion. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
tu could put a circular in calling attention

e newspaper.

la"on. Mr. FERGUSON-I know that
has been applied to prevent the sendingout Of Supplements-what the editor claimed

a Supplement, but what the depart-
ontended was not a supplement. It

was printed as a supplement. I have had
experience in that line, and I know the
effect if the law would be to prevent a pub-
lisher sending it out. I bowed to the law
myself. I thought it was right; but this
might lead into abuses.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not think it is
so wide as the hon. gentleman says. Under
this bill they can send to any one. Previously
they send to subscribers those special enve-
lopes, accounts, receipts, circulars inviting
a subscription, together with the printed
envelopes that are usually sent for the party
communicated with to report to the pub-
lishers.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Still, it would
be subject to whatever the newspapers post-
age would be.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, yes. The object
is, i think, to enable them to comniunicate
with persons in writing to subscribe to the
paper. We ail get communications of that
kind f rom various people, and they have to
pay the postage on that, because they are
sent to persons who are not subscribers.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-It would give
newspapers a great opportunity, during
election times, to circulate literature.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
They will do that anyway.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I know some-
thing of that too, and I know under the late
admistration the post office authorities in-
terfered with the party with whom I was
acting, and we had to pay postage. We had
to come under the law in the matter of send-
ing out newspapers before an election. I do
not know whether it was under this section
or not. We were prevented, unless we were
sending to bona fide subscribers : under the
proposed law we could send them to every
voter.

Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-It was not a
bona fide portion or section of a newspaper.
Evidently the hon. gentleman bas had some
political literature printed, or has received
political literature, and desired it inclosed
in the newspaper. Of course that cannot
be done. But any newspaper has a right to
print a supplement to its own paper and
inclose it in that newspaper, paying the
ordinary postage on it. In other words, we
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can make our papers just as large as we
please.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
And fill them up with political matter.

Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-But you can-
not take a part of Hansard and issue it as a
supplement to the Charlottetown Examiner
and have it go through the post office. The
newspapers are not limited in the issue of
political literature. I think this provision
is in the right direction.

The clause was adopted.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The next clause is
one relating to railway mail clerks. Before
a railway mail clerk can become a superinten-
dent, he must serve ten years as a railway
mail clerk, under the law as it stands at pre-
sent. It has been found that half that time
will be sufficient. It is found convenient,
instead of having a railway mail clerk all the
time on the road, to have him on the inside
service a portion of the time. This does not
shorten the ten years, but it allows one-half
of it to be passed within the post office.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Why is British Columbia made an exception
to it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think they have some
particular rule there in reference to the
superintendent. I think British Columbia
is not subject to the conditions which have
heretofore prevailed, that before a railway
mail clerk can become a superintendent he
must necessarily have served ten years.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE
And you reduce that term.
except in British Columbia.

BOWELL-
to five years

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
When we go into committee the hon. Secre-
tary of State had better ascertain the facts.
We have drifted into a very free and easy
discussion on the second reading of this bill.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill was
read the second time.

CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENT
BILL.

SECOND READING POSTPONED.

The order of the day being called:

Second reading (Bill2) ' An Act to amend the
Criminal Code, 1892, so as to niake more effectual
provision for the punishment of Seduction and
Abduction."

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-This bill stands in
the saine position as when formerly spoken
to. I move that the order of the day be dis-
charged and placed on the order papcr for
this day week.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Might J ask the hon. gentleman what ob-
ject there is in keeping the bill standing
upon the notice paper? The matter has
already been dealt with in the Criminal
Code, as I understood, to the satisfaction Of
the hon. gentleman, and if there is no inten-
tion of pressing it as an independent bill, it
might just as well be discharged aitogether.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-I am anxious to see
if the amendments which have been made
here will be accepted in the House of Coal-
mons. If they are rejected, I would still
like to have the privilege of proceeding with
this bill in the Senate.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
And having this measure rejected here.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We reduce it all over The motion was agreed te.
Canada, except British Columbia.

Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-What is the ONTARIO AND RAINY RIVER COl-
rule in British Columbia? PANY'S BILL.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not know what
the rule there is.

Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-I can quite
see the necessity for the exception. In British
Columbia we have not very many mail clerks
who have served ten years. We did not have
them before the Canadian Pacific Railway
was constructed. There would be very few
eligible in British Columbia.

AMENDMENTs CONCURRED IN.

Hon. Mr. POWER moved concurrence in
the amendments made by the Standing Com'
mittee on Railways, Telegraphs and Hr'
bours to Bill (121) "An Act respecting the
Ontario and Rainy River Railway Coin-
pany." He said :-This bill was reported
from the Railway Committee on the 29th
June, with a number of amendments. The
hon. chairman of the committee, who ha
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gone away for the week, was to make an
explanation of the changes in the bill. The
arnendments are all of a non-contentious
character. The government of Manitoba
Was represented before the committee and
the promoters of the bill and the town of
Port Arthur were also represented, and the
arnendments were al] concurred in by both
Parties. The only important amendment
Was satisfactory to the gentlemen which
represented Port Arthur, and the pro-
rnoters were satisfied that it should be

iade. There was a clause added at the
In1stance of the government of Manitoba
forbidding this company or any companv
with which it may become amalgamated,Rû arnalgamate with the Canadian Pacific
Railway. The object of the road was to
give a competing line between Winnipeg
and Thunder Bay, and that object would be
defeated if this railway became the property
Of the Canadian Pacifie Railway.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Do
Inerstand that the first amendment pro-

"ides that certain arrangments must be con-
Clrred in by every shareholder?

Hon. Mr. POWER-If they are not con-
curred in by every shareholder, then the8antion of the Governor in Council must
be Obtained.

Ilon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
hat is an extraordinary provision.
The motion was agreed to.

The bill was then read the third time, as
aTflended, and passed.

CONDITIONAL LIBERATION OF
PENITENTIARY CON-

VICTS BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into Commitee
of the Whole on Bill (P) " An Act to providefor the conditional liberation of penitentiary
convicts." .) l

(In the Committee.)
On clause 6.

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
la. the hon. Minister of Justice just ex-elan to us why, after making the clause

Very restrictive, power is given to the Gov-
G-Uor General under the hands of the Secre-

tary of State to remit any of the require-
ments of the foregoing section ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That, I think is nec-
essary. In that respect we are following
the English statute. The reason is that a
person is under surveillance as long as the
former provisions of this section are in force
in respect to it. The police officer, the sherifi
and certain other parties, must know that
he has been an offender and that he is under
constant restraint. It may be-and such
cases are not infrequent-that a young man
is an offender who does not belong to the
criminal class. His natural tendencies are
not with that class. He has committed an
offence. He is perhaps more than any per-
son else shocked and grieved at what he has
done and even though he had not beenbrought
to trial, and punished, there would be no
probability of his ever again committing an
offence, and it is not desirable, where you
see and learn f rom the report, that the party
is not likely to commit the offence, to keep
him constantly notorious as having been an
offender under surveillance. It may stand
in the way of his getting employment. It
may put a ban upon him that is in his par-
ticular case altogether unnecessary, and so
where the authorities feel that they can
safely release the person from that strict
and constant surveillance, it is found desira-
ble to do so. That is the experience in Eng-
land and I think it will be our experience
here. I may mention a case. Here is this
man Holden. He was discharged from the
penitentiary at one time for an offence
w*hich he had committed and was given a
small sum of money, as is usual in the case
of parties discharged from the penitentiary,
and he found employment as an engineer in
the Windsor Hotel at Montreal. He was
constant in his attendance to his duties.
He was there, I am told, for nearly two
years. There was no fault to be found with
him. He was a skillful man in his way, but
he was under the surveillance of the chief
of police, who waited upon the proprietor
and told him that he had a convict in his
employ, that he was a most dangerous man
and some night he would, perhaps, find his
safe blown to pieces and his engineer gone,
and the result was that he was immediately
dismissed, and he was for weeks without any
employment and returned again to his former
evil ways. The representation made by the
man himself to the party, with whom he was
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conversant, was that he was fully resolved
never to return to any dishonest practices
again, and that he was driven to it in a large
measure by want and by the feeling that he
was so far under strict surveillance that ho
could not obtain employment any where
while the detectives were upon his track.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is his own story.

Hon. Mr. O'BRIEN-Cullen the detec-
tive in Moitreal gave the story to a Gazette
reporter.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-He
has learned to be an awful liar since. This
is the law in England is it?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, we have followed
as closely as we can the English statutes,
only making verbal alterations so far as they
were applicable to our own position.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-It might be a terri-
ble millstone around the neck of some young
man who was trying to reform if it was
known that ho was a ticket of leave man.
If it were found out by the police officer he
might lose his position.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We want to give hini
a chance.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-I think it is a good
provision.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 8.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Supposing this man
becomes a tramp, would the hon. gentleman
say ho was getting his livelihoodby dishonest
means ? If he becomes a vagabond, without
visible means of support, should he not be
liable to be taken up again ?

Hon Mr. MILLS-So he is.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
This confines the punishmentto persons con-
victed of getting a livelihood by dishonest
means. Supposing ho is a tramp and vaga-
bond, should not that be covered? As a
rule, tramps do not obtain their living
honestly.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think that is
covered.

Hon. Mr. OWENS, from the committee,
reported the bill without amendment.

The bill was then read the third time
and passed.

SECOND READINGS.

Bill (130) "An Act respecting the London
and Canadian Loan and Agency Company,
Limited."-(Mr. Allan.)

Bill (106) " An Act to incorporate the
Canadian Birkbeck Investment and Savings
Company of Toronto."-(Sir Mackenzie
Bowell, in the absence of Mr. Atkins.)

Bill (112) " An Act respecting the Mont-
real Island Belt Line Railway Company,
and to change its name to the Montreal
Terminal Railway Company."-(Mr. Owens.)

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, 10th July, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

BILLS ASSENTED TO.

The House was adjourned during pleasure.

After some time the House was resumed.

His Excellency the Right Honourable
Sir Gilbert John Elliott M urray-Kynnyn-
mond, Earl of Minto and Viscount Melgund,
of Melgund, County of Forfar, in the Peerage
of the United Kingdom, Baron Minto of
Minto, County of Roxburgh, in the Peerage
of Great Britain, Baronet of Nova Scotia,
Knight Grand Cross of Our Most Disting-
uished Order of Saint Michael and Sailt
George, &c., &c., Governor General Of
Canada, being seated on the Throne.

The Honorable the Speaker commanded
the Gentleman Usher of the Black Rod tO
proceed to the House of Commons and
acquaint that House,-" It is His Excel-
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lency's pleasure they attend him immediately
'I this House."

Who, being cone with their Speaker,
The Clerk of the Crown in Chancery read

the titles of the bills to be passed severally,
as follow :.

An Act for the relief of David Stock.
An Act to amend the Act respecting certain works

constructed in or over Navigable Waters.
An Act to incorporate the Edmonton and Slave

ake Railway Company.
An Act to incorporate the St. Clair and Erie Ship

anal Company.
An Act to confirm an agreement between the Can-

adian Pacific Railway Company and the Hull Electric
ompany.
An Act respecting the British Columbia Southern

Pilway Companv,
An Act respecting the Welland Power and Supply

the -n Company, Linited, and to change its naine to
Ahe Nagara-Welland Power Conpany, Limnited.

n Act respecting the Canada Southern RailwaypOrlany.
An Act respecting the Bronsons and Weston Lum-

ar and to change its naine to the Bronson
mpany.

An Act respecting the Pontiac Pacific Junction
wilWay Company.

An Act respecting the Alberta Irrigation Company,
g to cliange its name to the Canadian North West
r gation Company.

Act respecting the Brandon and South WesternP'iway Company.
An Act respecting the Ottawa and Gatineau Rail-

Way Company.
An Act respecting the Columbia and Western Rail-

Companny.
Il Act respecting the Atlantic and North-west
Away Company.

Comn Act respecting tle Central Counties Railway
-pany.

ad pAct respecting the Cobourg, Northumberland
An cific Railway Company.

p 0  Act respecting the Lindsay, Bobcaygeon and
AY pool Railway Company.

Matn Act respecting the Lindsay, Haliburton and
awa Railway Company.

toban ct respecting the Northern Pacifie and Mani-
AnR4tilway Company.

gAionAct respecting the Richelieu and Ontario Navi-
An Company.

Co A ct respecting the Roman Catholic Episcopal
loraor ation of Pontiac, and to change its naine to thein Catholic Episcopal Corporation of Pembroke.n Act respecting the Canadian Railway Accident1suance Company. -
Ani Act respectng the Quebec Steamship Com-An Act
An Act respecting the Eastern Trust Company.
An Aet respecting the Hamilton Powder Company.

anad Act respecting the Home Life Association of

An Act respecting the Canada Life Assurance Com-pany. rsetn
An Act further to amend the Adulteration Act.
An Act to amend the Inland Revenue Act.

Iailwat respecting the Nipissing and James Bay
y Company.

SnAct respecting the Saskatchewan Railway and
M Company.

AompAct respecting the Canadian Pacific RailwayAn Any·
IAny. etrespecting the James Bay Railway Coin-

An Act respecting the Guarantee and Pension Fund
Society of the Dominion Bank, and to change its
name to the Pension Fond Society of the Dominion
Bank.

An Act respecting the Dominion of Canada Guar-
antee and Accident Insurance Company.

An Act to anend the Bank Act.
An Act respecting the Great North West Central

Railway Company.
An Act to confer on the Commissioner of Patents

certain powers for the relief of Thomas Robertson.
An Act to confer on the Commissioner of Patents

certain powers for the relief of George L. Williams.
An Act to incorporate La Compagnie du chemin de

Fer de Colonisation du Nord.
An Act to incorporate the Russell, Dundas and

Grenville Counties Railway Company.
An Act to incorporate the Arthabaska Railway

Company.
An Act to authorize the amalgamation of the Erie

and Huron Railway Company and the Lake Erie and
Detroit River Railway Company.

An Act respecting the Ottawa Electric Railway
Company.

An Act respecting the Canadian Power Company,
and to change its naine to the Ontario Power Com-
pany of Niagara Falls.

An Act respecting the London Mutual Fire Insur-
ance Company of Canada.

An Act respecting the Hudson's Bay and Yukon
Railways and Nav igation Company, and to change
its naine te the Hudson's Bay and North-west Rail-
ways Company.

An Act to incorporate the Edmonton and Saskatch-
ewan Railway Company.

An Act to incorporate the Klondike Mines Rail-
way Company.

An Act respecting the Canada Accident Assurance
Company.

An Act respecting the Huron and Erie Loan and
Savings Company.

An Act respecting the Nisbet Acadeny of Prince
Albert.

An Act to incorporate the Canadian Inland Trans-
portation Company.

An Act for the relief of Annie Inkson Dowding.
An Act respecting the Northern Commercial Tele-

graph Company, Limited.
An Act respecting the Bedlington and Nelson Rail-

way Company.
An Act to incorporate the Canada Permanent and

Western Canada Mortgage Corporation.
An Act to incorporate the Canada Plate Glass As-

surance Company.
An Act to amend the Winding Up Act.
An Act to incorpoiate the Sudbury and Wahnapitae

Railway Company.
An Act respecting the Quebec, Montmorency and

Charlevoix Railway Company, and to change its
naine to the Quebec Railway, Light and Power Com-
pany.

An Act to incorporate the Rutland and Noyan
Railway Company.

An Act respecting the Inspecting of Petroleunm
and Naphtha.

An Act to amend and consolidate the Acts relating
to the Quebec Harbour Commissioners.

An Act respecting the Canadian Northern Railway
Company.

An Act respecting the Red Deer Valley Railway
and Coal Company.

An Act to incorporate the Canada Mining and
Metallurgical Company, Limited.

An Act respecting the jurisdiction of the Exchequer
Court as to railway debts.

An Act for granting to Her Majesty certain sums
of money required for defraying certain expenses of
the public service, for the financial years ending
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respectively the 30th June, 1899, and the 30th June,
1900, and for other purposes relating to the public
service.

GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS WITH-
OUT PUBLIC COMPETITION.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. POWER moved:
That an humble address be presented to His Excel-

lency the Jovernor General; praying that His Excel-
lency will cause to be laid before the Senate, a full
and complete return of all government contracts
entered into since the first day of November, 1878, by
private agreement, and with public competition by
tender or otherwise, specifying in detail the goods
purchased, the prices paid and from whom purchased,
and the character of aIl work done, the amounts paid
therefor and to whom paid.

He said :-I do not propose to make any
speech on this motion. We have had various
motions for partial returns in the direction
indicated by the motion now before the
House, and it is desirable that we should
have a full and ample return, and I think
that probably the preparation of this return
will give employment to any clerks in the
various departments who would not other-
wise be occupied during the recess; but
inasmuch as a good many partial returns,
which cover portions of the ground covered
by this address, have already been brought
down, the amount of work to be done, will
not be as great as it might appear at first
blush.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-What part has been
brought down.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Several returns have
been brought down. There bas hardly been
a session in which some returns of the kind
have not been brought down.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELI-
As my hon. f riend from Halifax is thursting
for information, I would suggest that we
go back a little further, more particularly
as he indicated a desire to furnish employ-
ment for some of those unnecessary clerks
who have very little to do during this hot
weather. I suggest that the motion be
amended by making it read from the 5th
day of November, 1873. Then we shall as-
certain exactly what errors or wrongs, if any,
have been committed by both parties during
the time they have been in power. I do not
know that it will be necessary to go back
beyond 1875. However, I should have no
objection to assist my hon. friend in satisfy-
ing his thirst for information, and I move

that the 5th November, 1873, be substituted
for the 1st November, 1878.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I have no objection.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-As an objection
has been raised against partial returns, I
think it would be well to go further back
and have the returns from 1867. As we are
likely to have an election before long, it
would be convenient for the government to
employ a lot of men and keep them on hand.

The motion was amended and adopted.

THE PACIFIC CABLE.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Before the orders of the day are called, I
should like to direct the attention of the
leader of the government to a stateient
made in the newspapers on Saturday, and
also this morning, in reference to a settle-
ment of the difficulties which have arisen
between the Imperial Government and the
colonies as to the terms upon which the
Pacific cable shall be constructed, and to
ask him if it is correct. The statement
made in the papers is that an arrangement
had been arrived at between the Imperial
Government and the representatives of the
colonies, based upon the terms that were
agreed upon a year ago in London. If the
hon. gentleman has any information on the
subject, it is important that we should
know it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I believe the negôtia-
tions are very nearly consummated, that
they are satisfactory, so far as they have
gone, but they have not yet been finally dis-
posed of. As soon as they are completed
and the government is at liberty to do so,
information will be given to Parliament.

THE ALASKA BOUNDARY.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
There is another matter of some importance
to which my hon. friend from Victoria has
called my attention, that is, in reference
to the modu8 vivendi on the Alaska bound-
ary question. It has been stated that all
negotiations have been broken off-that it
was impossible to come to an agreement.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think that state-
ment, that all negotiations have been broken
off, is inaccurate ; but I am not in a positiol'
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to make any statement to the House on the
subject.

THE DEATH OF SENATOR
SANFORD.

MOTION.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Be-
fore the orders of the day are called, it is my
Painful duty to read to the House a telegram
received to-day by a member of the House
of Commons, which reads as follows:-

Senator Sanford was out boating this morning at
indermere, when the boat accidentally upset a few

yards from shore. The young lady, who was
acomeipanying him, was rescued, but, thougli the
senator's body was recovered in almost an instant,
lifevaa extinct. The accident took place at eleven

I need scarcely say that this information is
Of an exceedingly sad character; and I am
sure those who knew the late senator will,
With myself, deeply regret this untoward
eIding of his life. Senator Sanford has been
for a number of years a member of this
11ouse. He was well known in the commu-

itY as one of the most energetic business men
ln the Dominion. He was also known for his
mnany charities and munificent gifts to chari-
table and other institutions. 1 scarcely know
a nan in the locality in which he lived who
"'ill be more missed than Senator Sanford.
lis business was one of enormous extent,
anidhewas just building immense warehouses
for the purpose of enlarging that business.

1s energy, lis perseverance, in all matters
with which he was connected, were not ex-
celled by many men in the whole Dominion.

do not know that I can say more, or that
I desire to say more, further than to express
the regret which, I am sure, every member
Of the Senate and every man who knew
Senator Sanford will feel. His loss will not

e rerely to bis family as he was a fond and
affectionate parent, but to •this Senate,
and to the whole Dominion. Under the cir-
culmstances, I do not know that we could
show greater respect for bis memory than to
adjourn, and I therefore move, with the
consent of the leader of the government,
that the Senate adjourn until to-morrow.

11on. Mr. MILLS-It is with very great
rgret that I had placed in my hands the
telgram which the hon. leader of the opposi-
tio haa read. That telegram was received
ýy Mr. John Ross-Robertson from bis office
14 Toronto to-day. I entirely agree with

everything that the hon. leader of the
opposition has said in reference to Senator
Sanford. He was a most useful member
of this body. As a man, there were few
held in higher esteem by those who knew
him. He was a man of great patience, of
large sympathies and of broad views of pub-
lic and social questions. He wi}l be very
greatly missed in this House, and as a mem-
ber of this community. Few men in Canada
engaged in mercantile pursuits were more
successful than Senator Sanford. His busi-
ness was very extensive. It was constantly
growing and he seemed to be master of it,
and capable of managing it with extraord-
inary skill, as much so as any man engaged
in large mercantile pursuits, such as those
that occupied bis attention. I agree with
the motion which my hon. friend the leader
of the opposition has made, that it is due to
one of so estimable a character as Senator
Sanford that this House should express its
respect for his ability, bis character and bis
memory by adjourning for the remainder of
this day.

The motion was agreed to

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tue8day, 11th July, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

ATLAS LOAN COMPANY'S BILL.

AMENDMENTS CONCURRED IN.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN, from the Committee
on Banking and Commerce, reported Bill
(30) "An Act respecting the Atlas Loan
Company," with an amendment. He said:-
A clause bas been added to this bill simply
for the purpose of giving the company power
of investment in municipal and government
stocks, and prohibiting them from lending
on bills of exchange or promissory notes. I
may say the clause follows the wording of
the Act which the Minister of Justice in-
troduced to the House respecting loan com-
panies.

The amendments were concurred in.
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BANQUE DU PEUPLE BILL.

NOTICE OF MOTION.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN moved that the
report of the sub-committee of the Committee
on Banking and Commerce on the bill relat-
ing to La Banque du Peuple, together with
the documents accompanying the report, be
printed.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I rise to direct the
attention of the hon. gentleman from Glen-
garry to the the fact that, while the informa-
tion which he is seeking is very desirable and
should be in the hands of members of the
House when the discussion comes up on the
third reading, unless some further action is
taken in the way of deferring the third read-
ing, the information will not be in our hands
when the bill comes up to-morrow.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-We could defer
the third reading to get that information.
It will not take very long to do the printing
and I simply desire that the hon. gentlemen
of the Senate should be in possession of the
facts in connection with this bank before
the vote is taken on the bill in order that
they may have an intelligent idea of the
situation.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-Can we be
guaranteed that the printed copies of this
report will be available for the discussion of
the third reading. If it is going to delay
the voting on the third reading to such an
extent as to jeopardize the bill I intend to
vote against the motion made by the hon.
gentleman.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-There is plenty
of time yet.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think it is very im-
portant that we should have some idea as to
whether this report and these papers are
voluminous or not. I suppose some hon.
gentlemen have examined them and know
the contents and would be able to state the
matter to the House. If they are very
voluminous, they are not likely to be print-
ed in time for the consideration of the bill
this session, and even if they are printed
and are very voluminous, the members of
this House will be scarcely able to acquire
more information in connection with them
than they would be able to obtain from the
statements of the hon. gentleman and others
who have considered the subject.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The chairman might
explain whether the papers are very volumi-
nous ?

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-It will undoubtedly
take some time to print the papers. The
hon. gentleman who can give most informa-
tion as to the nature of the papers is the hon.
gentleman behind me (Mr. Forget) who is
one of the committee to whom it was re-
erred. I was not on the sub-committee.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-There is no doubt
these papers are very voluminous. I do not
know how long it would take to print them,
but we can lay the papers on the table and
hon. gentlemen can examine them before the
third reading of the bill to-morrow. There
are a great many names of debtors to the
bank, and if the documents were printed it
would be making these nanes public. The
Senate does not want this bill to appear
worse than it is. It is very bad at it is. I
do not think it would be judicious to publish
to the whole world the naines of the un-
fortunate people who have been insolvent
since that bank failed. I do not see what
advantage hon. gentlemen could gain by
having the papers printed. If the papers
were laid on the table, hon. gentlemen could
take cognizance of them. It took us three
days to get through them ourselves, and be-
sides that, if these papers were printed and
circulated they will have to be explained.
We had Mr. Kent from Montreal, and
another gentleman, before us during two
sittings to give us the explanations required,
and nobody else could give us the explana-
tions. They would have to come from out-
side, and the sub-committee was appointed
to go into these papers because the general
committee saw that they did not have the
time, and therefore did not go through them.
A sub-committee of five was appointed and
obtained all the information possible and
were unanimous in adopting this report. I
have no objection to having the papers laid
on the table for the information of hon.
gentlemen.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Better limit the print-
ing to the report of the sub-committee?

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-I may tell
hon. gentlemen that the papers are sorne-
what voluminous, and I am willing to admit
that it will be a great deal of trouble per-
haps for the hon. gentlemen to go through
them. But there are papers that will give
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the information that we would like to have
ýanf abstract statement of the details, as

far as assets and liabilities are concerned,
and accounting to some extent for the
shrinkage. That consists of one or two
sheets. If I had all the documents laid on
the table except that abstract and the re-
Port of the sub-committee of the Standing
COOmittee, and had these two documents
Printed, I would be content. The printer
would certainly get that abstract and report
uP in two hours.

Hlon. Mr. FORGET-I think only a part
of the details of the shrinkage of the assets
Would be unsatisfactory. The report of the
utib-committee is short and we can have it

"' Print by to-morrow. We could find the
Other details on, the table. How could we
choose among fifteen hundred or two thou-
Sand mnen I

lion. Mr. VILLENEUVE-The mem-
ber for Glengarry bas had ail the docu-

e6nts before him that he wished. He made
the motion before the House ten days ago.

1ioni. Mr. McMILLAN--I am not . the
Who1 Senate.

'Îon. Mr. VILLENEUVE-The hon.
enaileman represents the shareholders of

the bank, and every document was laid be-
fore him. We brought two experts from
It1ontreal who examined the assets and ex-
P.imned the shrinkage, and everything was

a3de satisfactory. The report we made this
Inorniing was unanimous. It would not take

e inutes to read that report to the
Ouse, and hon. gentlemen will find that

eerything there is as explicit as possible.
We were to have all these documents

Pinted, it would take a week or more. We
h ave had three sittings of the Banking and
th mnerce Committee, and two or three of

e 8ub-committee, and every precaution
W8 taken. We had one of the best ac-Coutants to assist us, one who knows the
Bte of the bank perfectly well. He gave

f ry explanation, and in such a way that
he satisfied even the hon. member for Glen-
garry, and the hon. gentleman f rom Ottawa.

i thik there is no use in delaying any
Inore. We should go on with the bill.

1on. Mr. McMILLAN-I propose totraend My motion, to read as follows: That
e report of the sub-committee appointed
S1vestigate the affairs of the Banque du
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Peuple to the Committee on Banking and
Commerce, as well as the abstract state-
ment submitted to them by the valuators,
be authorized to be printed for the use of
members.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-The abstract state-
ment may be the whole report.

Hon. Mr. MeMILLAN-No.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-What does the hon.
gentleman call the abstract statement I

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-It is only one
sheetof paper. I can tell the hon. gentleman
what it means. It means under one head-
ing the shrinkage due to notes that were
found valueless; shrinkage due to real
estate; shrinkage due to mortgage, and
bonds, and so on-that is all.

Hon. Mr. VILLENEUVE-You have
that before you.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-I wish the hon.
gentleman would put that in his motion so
that we would know exactly what he wants.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-It is there.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-It is not mentioned.

Hon. Mr. DANDJRAND-I should
like to know if that abstract statement is
already on one single sheet, or if it is clerical
work that must be done ? Is it a sheet that
bears that name, so that we may know what
is to be printed-the report and a certain
sheet headed abstract statement. If it is
work that is yet to be done how can we
define it?

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I know very
little about this matter myself, but my first
impression, and I think the impression of
many senators, is that this was a very bad
failure-that the business was not conducted
honestly ; that the stock diminished in value
very soon. The directors made reports
that the bank was in a good position, and in
a few days afterwards the bank failed. The
hon. gentleman opposite says it would not
be right to expose the names of those people.
I say it would. It might prevent others
from getting into trouble. The whole
world ought to know who they are. I know
many senators will vote against the bill if
we do not get that information.
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Hon. Mr. FORG ET-I want it thoroughly

understood that I do not wish to hide any
information f rom this honourable HQuse. I
want to give all the information we have, and
I think it could be got when the hon. gentle-
man from Glengarry opposes, as he probably
will, the third reading of the bill. He has
all the information he wants, and his speech
will very likely be made on those notes. I
am quite desirous of giving all the iuforma-
tion possible, but I do not want any delay.
If the House gives orders to print too many
papers, it will cause a dalay which may pre-
vent the passage of the bil. If the hon.
gentleman wants only a statement showing
the depreciation of real estate from such a
date to such a date, I am not opposed to it.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN--This is the docu-
ment that I wish to accompany the report
of the sub-conimittee. It is headed "Banque
du Peuple Synopsis, showing the shrinkage
in the different items of assets from the 28th
February, 1895, to the 1st January, 1899,
and algo the shrinkage from the Ist of
January, 1899, to the lst June, 1899," all
on that sheet of paper.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-I think it would
be very much better for those who are in
favour of the bill to have the report of the
sub-committee and that abstract printed,
then every member of the Senate can have
a copy and can read it. At the present
time, I feel certain that not one-half the
members of the Senate know anything about
the matter except what has been told them.

Hon. Mr. VILLENEUVE-As chairman
of the sub-committee, I have no objection to
printing their report and the abstract to
which the hon. gentleman from Glengarry
refers. No one can object to that.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-That is all that is
asked for.

Hon. Mr. VILLENEUVE-As far as
printing all the papers connected with it is
concerned, I object to it decidedly.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The papers can be
printed in the proceedings so that every
member of the House can have them before
him to-morrow.

The motion, as amended, was agreed to.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (141) " An Act to confer on the Com-
missioner of Patents certain powers for the
relief of the Penberthy Injector Company."
-(Mr. Casgrain.)

Bill (140) " An Act respecting the Cana-
dian Railway Fire Insurance Company, and
to change its niame to the Dominion Fire
Insurance Company."-(Mr. Clem>w.)

Bill (158) "An Act respecting the Ed mon-
ton District Railway Company, and to
change its name to the Edmonton, Yukon
and Pacific Railway Company."-(Mr.
Power.)

Bill (166) " An Act respecting the Temn-
iscouata Railway Company."-(Mr. Wood.)

Bil (71) " An Act to incorporate the
Algoma Central Railway Company."-(Mr.
Casgrain.)

Bi!l (104) " An Act respecting the Dom-
inion Permanent Loan Company."-(Mr.
Power.)

A QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Before the
orders of the day are called, I have to direct
the attention of the House and hon. gentle-
men to a report of an incident in this House
relating to myself which has found its way
into the newspapers inan incorrect manner.
It is the first time since I have been a member
that I have called attention to an error or mi-
representation in newspaper reports, of Our
debates,and I do not do it in this case in conse-
quence of the great importance of the matter
that it involves, but with a view, if possible,
to get a little more consideration and justice
from the press than we are receiving. If an
hon. gentleman is misrepresented in this
House and the attention of the newspaper
or its reporter is called to the matter, One
would think a correction would follow, but
as the tree falls there it lies. Whateer
way they report you they seem to thinIk
they must not go back on themselves. I a
very sorry that is case. I know that the
newspaper men cannot always get the right
idea as to what passes here; therefore, I a -
not at all inclined to be harsh with thei or
make any severe criticism, but when atten'
tion is called to an error one would think
that a correction should follow as a matteIr
of course. On Friday last, during the dis-
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cussion on the Grand Trunk Agreement, I
Made a statement with regard to the evid-
enece given by Mr. Wainwright before the
Druiinond County Corumittee last year, and
I read Mr. Waiiwright's exact words as re-
Ported in the blue book. My hon. friend, the
senior meniber for Halifax, speaking later,
read a letter f rom Mr. Wainwright explain.
"ng that the words that I had read from that
document, having reference to the amount
Of interest at which they could now borrow
rOnley, was a mistakie in the report, that he
had not known it until recently, and that he
was not correctly reported. I find, however,
that the newspapers put it that Mr. Wain-
wright contradicted my statement. My
Statement was not contradicted. I made
the statement on the strength of the report.

1aln very careful about the statements I
raake, and I was simply repeating what I
fnd in the report, and the letter which

.- 'Wainwright had put in the hands of the
enior member for Halifax did not contradict

anYliing I said, but just put Mr. Wainwright
right in the matter of reporting, but I find
that the newspapers have got it in a different
. aY. I have the Mail and Empire before me,
11 Which there is no report of what I said, but
S"OPly this statement referring to remarks
Uade by the hon. gentleman from Halifax,
ed giving a version of something which hon.

nfltlenen know did not occur at all. Mr.
a1nwright did not call in question the

accuracy of My statement, but he did call in
questiOn the accuracy of the report.

lion. Mr. POWER-I have no criticism
pass on what bas been said by the hon.

gentleman from Marshfield, but I may give
r* Wainwri ht's further explanation. I

Wish to explain how it was that that error
ceni about. Mr. Wainwright never saw his
eidenace after it was taken down. He had

alot e Opportunity to read it over, and it was
not signed by him, and consequently the fact
that that mistake remained in the evidence is
not to be wondered at.

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY AMEND-
MENT BILL.

SECOND READING.

1on. Mr. MILLS moved the second
ea'ing of Bill (146) " An Act further to,

thnent the Act respecting the Department of
the Geological Survey." He said :-I men

ned the contents of this bill when I
fltroduOed it. In the first place, there is a
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pr:posal to amend section 4 of the Act of
1890 relating to the Geological Department.
The proposed bill reads:

No person shall be appointed to the departinent
under class B of schedule A of the Civil Service Act
unless he is a science graduate and so on.

Previously under the law the provisions
were that:

No one shall after the passing of this Act be ap-
pointed to the department under class B of schedule
A of the Civil Service Act unless he is a science
graduate of either a Canadian or foreign university
or of the mining sechool of London or of the school of
mines of Paris or of some other recognized science
school of standing equal to that of the said univer-
sities and schools, or graduates of the Royal Military
College and in each case only after having served a
probation of not les than two years of scientific work
in the department, or unless he has served a probation
of not less than five years in the scientific work of the
departient, or he has had experience for the same
nunber of years in. a similar work, official or
otherwise elsewhere.

The section reads:

Unless he is a science graduate of either a Canadian
or foreign university or of one of the mining schools
of London or the school of mines of Paris or of some
other recognized science school of standing equal to
that of the said university or school or graduate of
the Royal Military College or unless lie has served a
probation of not less than five years in the scientifie
work of the department.

Hon. gentlemen will notice the distinction.
There is an enlargeiment of the class who are
made eligible for appointment, with no de-
gradation of the qualifiation required. There
is a further section, a provision for appoint-
ment on approbation. It reads :

Any person so appointed shall be appointed on
approbation and shal not receive' a permanent ap-
pontmeint unless he has served a probationary term
of at least one year during which probationary period
he may be rejected by the head o the department or
by the deputy head, but if he be not rejected the
deputy head shall at the expiration of the probation-
ary period signify to the head of the departnent in
writing that he considers the person so appointed
competent for the duties of the departnent, and the
appointment shall thereupon become permanent.

My hon. friend, the leader of the opposi-
tion, on the first reading took exception to
the words "Or by the deputy head." I
think, in all probability, my hon. friend's
suggestion is more in conformity with the
settled principles of parliamentary govern-
ment than the retention of these words, and
the deputy head may formally, as the act of
an executive officer, report to his chief and
the chief can carry out his suggestion if, in
his opinion, the public service requires it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
should infer from the remarks of the hon.
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leader of the govern anet that he proposes to
have this rejection bj the deputy head struck
out.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, we can do that
in committee.

Hon. Mr. POWER-When we go into
committee on the bill, I presume the hon.
minister will explain why it is that the pro-
bation of two years, which is required by
the existing law, has been reduced to one
year. I presume it is because of the diffi-
culty of getting officers for the department.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

UNORGANIZED TERRITORIES
GAME PRESERVATION ACT

AMENDMENT BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the second read-
ing of Bill (153) "An Act to amend the
Unorganized Territories Game Preservation
Act, 1894." He said :-This bill is simply
providing that the remaining bison in the
North-west Territories shall be absolutely
protected until 1902, instead of 1900. That
is a period of two years longer.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED--Do the reports
of the department indicate an increase in
the buffalo or bison of that country I Has
my hon. friend any information on that
point-as to whether the reports of the
Department of the Interior indicate any
increase in the herds of buffalo or bison I

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I cannot inform my
hon. friend as to that. This bill came from
the House of Commons, but I understand
that there are buffalo or bison in the Terri-
tories.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-A great many
people are skeptical as to the existence of
them.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is said that there
are, and I have no doubt the Minister of the
Interior ascertained the fact before lie in-
troduced the measure, and if there are, the
object is to give them protection for two
years longer.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-I under-
s4tand there are two herds of wood buffalo in
the barren lands, and it would be a good
thing if they were propagated and increased,

I think they should receive all the protec-
tion the governmient can give them.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

LAND TITLES ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read-
ing of BiIl (149) " An Act further to amend
the Land Titles Act, 1894." He said :-In
laying out the towns in the North-west,
Moosejaw, Regina, Medecine Hat, Q'Appelle,
and some others, the same mistake was made
as was made in Ontario, and the division of
the country round those particular towns
was planned and they were prepared to be
sold as villa lots. It was found that the
lands were not really available for any other
purpose than farming, and therefore it was
desirable to restore thei t o the condition of
farming lands, and practically to cancel the
plans that were filed, and provision ws
made in 1894 authorizing the judge, o1
application, to cancel the plan and restore
the land to the condition of a farm. In a
case that arose not very long ago before one
of the judges, he held that the law as i
then existed applied only to those particular
subdivisions that came under the Land
Titles Act, and many subdivisions were not
under the Land Titles Act, and therefore it
is to remedy that particular defect in the
law that the amendment in the first section
of this bill is proposed, in order that where
it appears to the judge that it is in the
interest of all parties that the land should
be restored to its original condition, and the
plans practically obliterated, he is authorized
to do so, irrespective of the Land TitlOs
Act. The next clause refers entirely to
Indian lands, and makes provision for sub-
dividing Indian lands wherever it is desi"
able to establish a town site.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

DOMINION LANDS ACT AMENP-
MENT BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read-
ing of Bill (148) " An Act further to amieId
the Dominion Lands Act." He said:--y
referring to the first clause of this bill heu-
gentlemen will see that the object ie
change the terms upon which school lend
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are sold. Heretofore school lands, under
the law, were sold under the five years'
8Ytem : that is, one-fifth shall be paid down
at the time of the purchase, and the balknce
in five yearly instalments. It is found by the
department that a larger price will be ob-
tained if the terms are made ten years
i'stead of five, the interest being paid with
each instalment, and where the lot has been
subdivided, being perhaps in the vicinity of
a. town or village, or perhaps a railway sta-
tiOni, and a smaller area than 140 acres is
being sold, the terme will remain the same
asbefore, the one-fifth being payable. The
woxt clause of the bill provides that the
Words perfect in title shall be struck out.
The objeet of the second clause is to bring

practice of the department into con-
forlity with the law. Homesteaders under

the law, as it now stands, are allowed six
raonths to perfect their entry after theyrlotify the agent. Practically, I am informed
by the department, the time is allowed to,
'eount from the period when the man first
Proposed to go on the land, and this clause
18 to bring the law into conformity with the
Practice of the department as it is. The
latter clauses relate to the change in the for-
niXatjon of the board of examiners. As the
laW at present stands, the board consists of
eight surveyors, and the expense of an ex-
4ination is found to be unnecessarily high.

ore persons attend, in order to get the fees,
thaii are necessary, and this proposes to
""duce the number of examiners to three
aind authorizes the examination to take place

a point that may be most convenient.
Iýtead of taking place at Ottawa, if the

Plaintiff is a resident say at or near Regina,
eD or8 fIe other point in the North-west, the

ariniations may be taken there upon theselanids.

on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
should like to inquire of the minister as

tO the disposition of the interest which is
Pe Upon these lands. The interest, I

helve, which has been paid by the pur-
Chaser of school land heretofore bas been

per cent. Is that to be continued '
lot n. Mr. SCOTT-I think so. I am notiware of any change contemplated in thatre81pect M CENI

on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Thsuppose the interest which is paid upon

e unpaid purchase goes to the credit of the
8 oehl fund so as to augment the capital ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
ask this, because I read a discussion on that
question in some of the Manitoba news-
papers in which they pointed out that that
interest ought to be paid to them. If the
interest is paid on the purchase, it forme
part of the actual capital, and consequently
becomes part of the capital of the school fund,
and should be credited to the school fund the
same as the price paid for the land. Is that
the practice ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I understand there
bas been no change in the practice. None
bas been made, I certainly should have heard
of it. The interest goes into the fund, and
the fund is credited to Manitoba.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
What interest do you allow the Manitoba
Government of this fund I Orginally I ara
of opinion it was 5 per cent; is it that now 1

Hon. Mr. SCOTT- -I am not very sure. I
will ascertain before the bill goes to com-
mittee.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I am in favour of the change which has been
made in this respect. I think it will be like-
ly to secure a larger anount for the lands,
and certainly if you can get 6 per cent on
the unpaid capital, it will assist materially,
running as long as ten years, to augment the
school funds of that province.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I would point
out an objectionable feature in the bill, and
that is, you propose to deal with sub-clause
f of clause 90, which provides a limitation
in respect to residence, and so on. Sub-
clause f-2 of clause 4 is of the most sweeping
character. It provides for no particular
length of time in the matter of residence, but
would permit the Minister of the Interior
or permit the Crown to issue a patent to
any one being in occupation of lands
immediately previous to the extinguish-
ment of the Indian title. It is a well
known fact that the extinguishment of any
Indian title is a matter of considerable
publicity, and it would be an inducement to
a great many persons to at once go into
occupationof those lands, because there would
be little or no probability of their possession
being in any way disturbed; consequently,
under this subsection they could iimediately
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demand of the Crown a title for the lands,
because they were in occupation immediately
before the extinguishnment of the Indian
title. Under clause f, of clause 90, you
make provision for half-breeds who were
in the North-west previous to 15th July,
1870, being entitled to certain rights and
there is nothing parallel or analogous in the
clause which you propose in this bill. There
should be some explanation why such an
extraordinary power should be given, and
why such a sweeping clause should supersede
the existing one.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Probably the hon.
gentleman is aware that at the present
moment Mr. Laird, who is the Indian Com-
missioner, and, I think, one or two o0icers of
the department, have been deputed to ex-
tinguish the Indian title north of Edmonton,
and it is known that there are a number of
half-breeds there who have never received
anything under the Act of 1870, or under
the subsequent Act of 1885.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-You are issu-
ing scrip in satisfaction of their claims ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is proposed to deal
with them as under the Act of 1890, and it is
for that purpose that the clause is intro-
duced.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-This deals with
an entirely different subject. The granting
of scrip to half-breeds, by reason of the ex-
tinguishment of the Indian title, is one
matter, provided for by the Dominion
Lands Act. Now you are providing for
the granting of a patent to any person,
whether half-breed or not, who may be in
possession of lands immediately previous tc
the extinguishment of the Indian title, so
that the question of the half breed claims is
not taken into consideration at all in claûse
f-2.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The object, I can
assure my hon. friend, at all events is to
deal with the half-breeds when they are
extinguishing the Indian title.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED--That is under
clause f. In the bill which you have just
introduced you have provided for that par-
ticular matter. Then in clause f-2 you
proceed to deal with an entirely different
subject, namely, the issuance of patents to
persons their servants or agents who may

be in possession of lands immediately pre-
vious to the extinguishment of the Indian
title. What I say is, there should be some
limitation to that occupation.

Hon. Mr. POWER-They should have
been in occupation for some considerable
time.

Hon.Mr.LOUGIH EED-They should have
been in occupation for some tinie; otherwise,
if you leave a broad and sweeping enactment
of this kind on the statute-book, immediately
it is announced that there is to be an ex-
tinguishment of Indian title, you will have
a deluge of persons upon the land to avail
themselves of it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The report is being
made now, and this will apply only to parties
found there before the Act is passed. There
are a number of squatters on those sections
besides the half-breeds, and they are entitled
to receive patents for their land.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Why should
they I

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Are we to give them
to homesteaders and others, and not give
these squatters the same privileges ?

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-You are not
dealing with homesteaders.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We are dealing with
white men found in possession of the lands
under such circumstances. Does the hon.
gentleman mean to tell me that they should
not be placed on the basis of homnesteaders i
They may have been there ten years, or only
one year, and you would not dispossess them.

Hon. Mr. POWER-As I understand the
point raised by the hon. gentleman from
Calgary is this, that persons who would be
tempted to squat, hearing of the passing of
this bill---

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They would not be
considered.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It occurs to me that
the objection of the hon. gentleman from
Calgary could be met by a slight amendment
when the bill is in committee-to make
those persons prove that they were iii pos-
sesion prior to January.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not see what Ob-
jection there can be to the clause. You are
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anxiOus to get settlers into the country.
You are willing to give them homesteads
which they may occupy. You have large
unsurveyed districts over which you want to
extinguish the Indian title. Settlement is ad-
vancing in a north-westerly direction. You
Propose to set out lands for settlement, but
there are already some people there. Surely
We should be as much pleased to find them
there as to have them cone afterwards, so
long as you are setting out lands for settle-
Ment, and I can see no reason in the world
Wliy these squatters should not be allowed
to rerain there and receive a grant of land.
The provision here has a limitation. The
experience in the settlement of Manitoba
anid the North-west Territories in many cases
was this: where lands are being set out for
settlement, you find here and there a squat-
ter, a party who had been trading with the
Inidians, or supplying persons in the country
with provisions they needed in their expe-
ditions for trading and hunting, and those
persons in some cases demanded large blocks
Of land, eight or ten hundred acres. In
settling with them, in a few cases a very
considerable area was recognized. This
settles by law the amount of land that those
Persons you find as squatters in the terri-
tory are to receive. They cannot argue
With the minister; they cannot insist on
receiving a larger amount than the law
allows, and the law removes any discretion
the mfinister might have in the matter. He
Will be in a position to say to then, " The law
allows 160 acres to each squatter; you stand
in the same position as if you had been a
hOt esteader after survey." It prevents con-
troversy and assists settlement.

Ion. Mr. LOUGHEED-I am quite in
sym'pathy with that class of squatters to
whom1 my hon. friend refers. What I want
to Point out is this: it takes a considerable
leligth of time to extinguish an Indian title.
In the meantime very considerable publicity
a given to the fact. The clause places no

li'thtation upon the length of occupation of
the squatter. Therefore, the moment you
annlOunce that you are going to extinguish
an Indian title, many people will at once
aove on those lands for the purpose of
securing areas of 160 acres. It is not
rr aterial about their being bona fide settlers
UIder this bill, but any person upon the
Wing can settle down on that Indian reserve
and, without any qualification for settlement,

demand from the government 160 acres. I
say such persons should not be in any better
position than a bona fide homesteader who
goes on the land, and who is compelled to
put in three years practically of settlement
upon bis land. You should place some
limitations upon it. Furthermore you may
have other Indian titles to extinguish than
the Indian title that is now receiving the
attention of the government. You make
provision for all time to come. I simply direct
attention to the matter so that when the
bill comes before the committee it can be
thought out in all its phases.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
This can be better discussed in committee.
We have got into the habit of discussing
such questions with the Speaker in the
Chair as if we were in committee. I wish
to supplement what my hon. friend bas said
in reference to this clause. The hon. Sec-
retary of State did not seem to grasp the
real objection that he took. He did not
object, under the system which bas prevail-
ed in the past, to granting patents to such
settlers as the Minister of Justice bas
described. With this bill before the House
and the probability of its becoming law, and
the knowledge which prevails all over the
North-west that this bill bas been introduced,
and that Mr. Laird is now riegotiating with
the Indians north of Edmonton with the
view to the extinguishment of their titles,
what is to prevent any one from send-
ing bis servants to squat on a desirable
piece of land there ? If they are on the
land ten days, there is nothing to prevent
them from making a demand for a patent.
If the parties who are there, either as
servants or as agents were going to be per-
manent settlers, there could be no objection
to it at al. But we know very well from
past experience, especially in the United
States, when a proposition bas been made to
acquire Indian titles to land, there is a rush
f rom all the other States, to get possession
of the best localities. And so it will be in
this country. There will be speculators in
our North-west as well as in the United
States, and the moment this law is put on
the statute-book it may be abused in that
way. I think that is the only point my
hon. friend intends to make.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I shal bring the
matter under the notice of the Minister of
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the Interior before the bill goes to commit-
tee, and I presume, with the experience Mr.
Laird and those associated with him in the
department have had, unless a man had
considerable improvements, his claim will
not be recognized.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It is not in
Mr. Laird's discretion.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, yes it is. Any
man who squatted a few months before Mr.
Laird went in there would not be recognized.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-My
impression is the privilege would be greatly
abused if the bill passes in its present state.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
AMENDMENT BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read-
ing of Bill (147) " An Act to amend the
Act respecting the Department of the In-
terior." He said :-This bill is not unlike, in
some of its features, the bill relating to the
Geological Branch. The necessity for this
measure arose very recently, when a Mr.
Dufresne, who was computor under the chief
astronomer, left the service, and it was found
impossible to appoint a successor except at
$400 a year, and there was no one with the
qualifications necessary that would accept
that sum. This bill is for the purpose of
enabling the departinent, irrespective of the
Civil Service Act, when a specialist is re-
quired in that particular branch, to name
some one who has the capacity and who
naturally will expect the remuneration due
to an officer possessing high qualifications.
Under the Civil Service Act of 1895, as the
hon. gentleman knows, clerks commence at a
salary of 8400 a year.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
A third class clerk.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is no third-class
clerk now. I think there are only two
classes, second and first, so that it leaves the
department ina rather enbarrassing position.
The necessity for it arose in the case that I
have referred to on a report from an officer
of the department.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Is there not a clause in the Civil Service Act

that permits a minister to employ a person
with special qualifications and pay him a
higher rate than a second class clerk ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-An officer in the ser-
vice of the country, who is under Parliament
and who has very strained ideas on that
subject, declines to recognize that principle.
Every inan must come under the regular
provision of the Act.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Unless he has a special qualification?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There has been a
difficulty in filling up the particular vacancy
to which I have referred.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

POST OFFICE AMENDMENT BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.

The
mittee
Act to

House resolved itself into a Com-
of the Whole on Bill (155) "An

amend the Post Office Act."

(In the Committee.)

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-As was explained on
the second reading of this bill it refers ta
certain details of the Post Office Act, givine
the Postmaster General additional power,
fixing a fee for late mailable matter, on the
same principle, I presume, as quick deliveries,
and rates fixed for the insurance of regis-
tered letters up to 25. The hon. leader of
the opposition asked for some particular ex-
planation as to why clause 127 exempted
British Columbia from the operation of the
clause. The reason given at the time was
the substantial reason, that in British
Columbia it is quite impossible to find rail-
way mail clerks who have served for ten'
years, and therefore that province was ex-
empted by the Act of 1894, when some
amendments were made, and it is continued
to be exempted because they could not get
officers who had been ten years mail clerks
for the offices of superintendent. For that
reason it is considered only fair that British
Columbia should be excluded.

On clause 2.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--
Can you explain why, if you are adopting
the principle of insuring registered letters
you confine its operation to suins not exceed
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ing $25? I take it for granted that if $5 is Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There would be no
inlclosed the fee for insuring its proper difficulty because the law is widened now.
delivery would not be as much as if it were Only half the ten years is required to be put
$25. l in on the road.

Hlon. Mr. SCOTT-No.

Hlon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
If it is to be a graduated insurance, why
confine it to $25 q

lion. Mr. SCOTT-Because it is a novelty.

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
A novelty ?

lion. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, in Canada. It
bas been tried in other countries and lias
been found acceptable. I have no doubt
When we have had some experience of it
here it will be widened. The Postmaster
Geleral wished to see how it worked, and
What loss it might entail on the Post Office
Department. ,

Ilon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It will have an
affect on the issuing of post office orders ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Do I understand this to mean $25 cash.
Would not an accepted cheque be treated
as actual cash.

Ilon. Mr. SCOTT-You can pay a fee for
cash or a draft. I do not know whether it
Would apply to parcels, it says " registered
miailable matter."

H-on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
suppose it means anything not exceeding in
value $25.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 3.
lion. Mr. LOUGHEED-Why do you

exeept the Territories and simply deal with
British Columbia in the clause? The mail
lerks in the Territories have about the

saie tern of service as the mail clerks in
British Columbia. The mail service was
Practically organized in both sections about
the sanie time.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-I presume the drafts-
"an took it from the former statute of
1894-95

lon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Youcould easily
aPPoiint an outside man?

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-You would de-
bar many men who might have reasonable
expectation of becoming superintendent by
reson of this limitation.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
There is another serious objection to this pro-
vision. It is perpetuating a system of pro-
vinc;alism. It has been the practice lere-
tofore to move officers fron one section of
the country to another. There is no
reason why a comnpetent official of this
character, who has been in service in
Manitoba or the North-west Territories,
or anywhere else in the country, should
not be sent to British Columbia and
vice versa. It seems to me on the introduc-
tion of a province into confederation, there
might be an excuse for a few years for
adopting a policy of this kind, but after they
have been a part and parce' of the Dominion
for ten or fifteen years, I think the system
is bad to confine appointments to any one
particular place. We have been obliged to
remove officials from Manitoba to British
Columbia, particularly in the Customs De-
partment, and customs officials have been
sent also f rom Ontario and British Columbia
into the Yukon Territory, and a great many
have been sent to the Rossland and other
districts, for the simple reason that you want
men who have had experience in the work.
It enables an officer better to collect the
revenue. l this case, a superintendent
should be a man who has had a good deal of
service, yet my hon. friend says be-
cause they have not had officials long
enough in the service in British Col-
umbia, therefore you must exempt them
fron the operation of the law. The best
way to meet that local demand is to exchange
officers. Why not extend the same principle
to ail the departments at once ? You have
sent a man from Ottawa, to take charge of
the New Westminster penitentiary, simply
because you had no man there with the ex-
perience necessary to justify you in placing
him in the position. Why it should be con-
finedtothis department alone, I do not know.
If British Coluibia, or Prince Ed ward Island,
or any other piovince is to be exempt from
the general operation of the law, you had
better exempt them all at once and pre.
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vent a Quebec officer from being sent into
Ontario, or an Ontario officer bEing sent into
Quebec. It is vicious in principle and will
lead to abuse-J will say abuse of power,
and of political influence. In a constituency
where they have not a man actually qualified
for a position, the influence may be such as
to induce the minister to appoint a man who
is totally unqualified for that office. I Iy
it down as a general principle,--and I
think those who have had any experience
in the filling of these positions, cannot help
coming to the same conclusion-that the
sooner the confining of the appointments to
any one particular place is abolisied, the
better for the country.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--The hon. gentleman
will see that the position of British Columbia
is peculiar and different from that of any
other part of the Dominion. There is no
other place in the Dominion where so many
new mail routes have been opened. There
are more in British Columbia than any
other portion of the Dominion, up through
the Cariboo and Kootenay districts and all
through that country. A man from the
east, who had not served in British Colum-
bia, would be quite incapable of gaining in
a short time that experience which one, who
had been in the country for three or four
years, had acquired ; and for that reason
British Columbia was excluded. I do not
think that the parallel of the penitentiary
willapply,inasmuch as the Post Officelnspec-
tor in British Columbia has to be an active
officer, familiar with all the routes and high-
ways of the country, and it could not be ex-
pected that a man being sent from the east
could possess that information at once. That
is the only reason British Columbia should
be exempt from the law and the department
should be allowed to select the most intelli-
gent of those who had been serving in the
best parts of the country.

Hon. Mr. FER<GUSON-I think this
committee is rather missilg the full scope
of the amendment contained in clause 3.
The old Act provides that no person shall
be eligible, except in British Columbia, for
this position unless he bas served ten years
as a railway mail clerk, but it is now pro-
posed that any person shall be eligible in
any province of Canada, except British
Columbia, if he has served five years as a
railway mail clerk. The. real scope of the
clause is to make any railway mail clerk

who bas served five years eligible for this
office of superintendent in all the provinces
except British Columbia, instead of ten years
asformerly. Wecertainly shouldbefurnished
with some reason, when a staff is increasing
in number, and when experienced men are
easier to obtain than in former years, why
it is that experience is going to be cast to
the winds and a man of the limited experi-
ence of five years is to be made eligible for
an office whicb, in earlier years of the ser-
vice, required ten years?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-He must serve ten
years, but one-half of it may be served in
the inside service if the Postmaster General
thinks proper. Ten years bas to be served
in all cases, but one-half may be inside and
one-half outside.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I do not think
that is so.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, it reads that
way. He nmust be at least ten years in the
mail service, and must serve as mail clerk
at least one-half. There is no intention of
shortening the period.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
argument of the hon. Secretary of State in
favour of this clause leads nie to the conclu-
sion that it ought not to be adopted. If you
require an experienced man to superintend
all the mail clerks in a country which is
growing rapidly, as in the Kootenay district,
surely you should select one who bas had
that experience instead of one who bas not.
All he has to do is to superintend the work
and to see that it is properly done, and the
moment the mail service is established, then
it is for the superintendent to see that the
employees do their work properly. It is not
bis duty to travel over all these roads. The
inspectors do that.

Hon. Mr. POWER-As a matter of fact,
this provision with respect to British Col-
umbia is in the existing law. I understand
the hon. gentleman thinks the exception
should be removed i

Hon.SirMACKENZIEBOWELL--Yes.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Perhaps he is right,
but the experience of the department should
be the best guide. With respect to the
other point, 1 cannot see why an officer who
bas been employed in the office of the in-
spector of post offices for five years, and who
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bas been dealing with the letters which go
over the railway line, and who has been a
l'ilway mail clerk for five years, should not
be nearly as good as one who has been a
railway mail clerk for ten years.

on. Mr. SCOTT-After the discussion
We had on this point on the second reading,

sent the bill to the Postmaster General
for his view and I received the following:-

The reason for the exception in British Columbiafrorn the provisions of chap. 127, is that the railway
Sil service has been only so recently organized in

Citish Columbia that there are no mail clerks there
Ofiten ears standing, and but for this exception it

e necessary, in case of vacancy, to send to
ritoishColumbia a superintendent from some otherpart of the Dominion.

This provision is not new, but is the
Present law. The only part of the section
Which is new is that which allows the ten
years to be distribute 1 partly in active
service on the railway and partly in the
Office of the Chief Superintendent.

lion. Mr. LOUGHEED-Entirely apart
fron the existing Act, in dealing with the
mnerits of the bill, there is no qualification
Whatever upon the appointment to office in
British Columbia. Why should so wide a
distinction prevail between the other parts
of the Dominion and British Columbia?
fou require a very considerable service in
the other parts of the Dominion, and at the
eanue time there is not the least qualification
necessary for a superintendent of railway
mail clerks in British Columbia, You can
appoint a man who has not had a year's
experience on the railway or mail service
and make hin superintendent of British
Otlumbia. I have heard no good reason

advanced yet why so broad a distinction
should be made between the other parts of
the Dominion and British Columbia.

non. Mr. MILLS-I suppose the hon.
gentleman knows the reason for the intro-duction of this clause ?

1on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No.

Hon. 34 r. MILLS-It seems to have been
the Act for 1894.

]Ron. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
M hon. friend is altogether too conservative

mor e. He is marching on towards toryism
at a rate which rather surprises me and will
surprise the whole Dominion.

Hion. Mr. DANDURAND-Hear, hear!

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
In the first remarks I made I called attten-
tion to the fact that when British Columbia
and the North-west Territories joined con-
federation, there might bave been an excuse
for that, because at the tine the system did
not prevail which prevails now, but that
has passed away, and I see no reason why it
should be continued. I am not so wedded
to what took place twenty or fifteen years
ago --

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Or five years ago.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes, five years ago.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-Hear, hear!

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
There might be questions on which we dis-
agreed five years ago which do not exist to-
day, and we might be working together. I
do not think I should be rowing in the same
boat, however, as my hon. friend who
cheers derisively at the remarks I made.
But what we should all object to is that if
any principle has been adopted in a bill,
whether it is five or two years ago, and we
find circumstances do not exist to-day as
they did then, and that should be abolished,
J am sufficient of a reformer myself to have
it abolished at once. I am not half as big a
Tory as my hon. friend the leader of the gov-
ernment. I am sorry he is not still more of
a Tory in matters of public interest. He
would do better and there would not be
much opposition.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-I did not
speak derisively vhen I said hear, hear. I
approved of the proposition that five years
ago we might hold one view and abandon it
now.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Is
it the fact that in the case of a man you
wished to reward for services, who never had
any experience at all as a mail clerk in the
Post Office Department, he can be put over
the heads of those who understand their
business? Because that appears to be the
provision, and one would be led to suppose
that it was done for the purpose of provid-
ing for those who had claims on the govern-
ment setting aside the Civil Service Act.
If that is the case, we had better repeal the
Act altogether.
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is placed at ten
years al] over Canala except in British
Columbia and I think you may trust the
Postmaster General to that extent.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY, from the committee,
reported the bill without anendments.

USURY BILL.

REFERRED TO COMMITTEE OF TIE WHOLE.

The orders of the day being called :
Consideration of the amendments made by the

Standing Conmittee on Banking and Commerce to
ý Bill J) " An Act respecting Usury."-(Hon. Mr.

andurand.)

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I hope my hon.
friend will not proceed with this bill until
it is printed. I understand important
amendments have been made to the bill
which the nembers of the House have not
had the opportunity of studying.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-The hon.
gentleman was not here when we deferred
the consideration of the bill. It was decided
at that time that there was no reason
for printing the bill, inasmuch as it appeared
as amended in the minutes of this chamber,
and for that reason nobody moved that it
should be printed, and the House concurred
in that.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Did the House
agree that it should not be reprinted I

Hon. *Mr. DANDURAND-It is re-
printed in the minutes of Friday last on
page 500.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-I would recom-
mend the hon. member to take the advice
of the hon. gentleman from Calgary and
have the bill reprinted, as otherwise a great
many •members would vote against it who
would not do so if they had the bill before
them in reprinted form.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-The whole
bill appears on page 500 of the minutes. The
Committee on Banking and Commerce have
maintained the limit of interest at 20 per cent
which appeared originally in the bill, as I
submitted it. Instead of making the bill
general they have reduced it to sums under
one thousand dollars. It covers all the
usurers I want to reach who lend small
sums of money from $50 and perhaps some-
*hat lower, up to two or three hundred
dollars, and it is not open to the objection

that it interferes with loans which have
been made to railway promoters and to
developers of mines where people, under the
form of interest, bargain for a share of the
profit. They are not touched by the bill at
ail. The interest from date of suit is re-
duced to 6 per cent. There is a penal qlause
added, which is clause 8. Then clause 9
declares that the Yukon Territory is ex-
cepted. As I have stated, the interest is
reduced to 6 per cent from date of suit.
In reprinting the bill from the sub-committee
to the Banking Committee, a phrase was
left out which I want to place in the bill
again. The members of that sub-committee,
two of whom are present here, the hon.
Minister of Justice and the hon. member for
Ottawa, will agree with me when I state that
weintended reducing the rate of interest froi
the date of suit to six per cent, and in reading
the reprinted form of the bill I thought I
did it in clause 5. It was in the second
clause of my bill as printed. Clause 5 reads:

5. The principal of any sum of nioney, as expressed
by section 3 of this Act, due and exigible, before the
date of the passing of this Act, shall not, from
and after the said date, bear a rate of interest greater
than twenty per cent per annum ; and from and after
the said date no rate of interest greater than six per
cent per annum shall be recovered under any judg-
ment, rendered before the said date, allowing a
greater rate than six per cent per annum.

As hon. gentlemen w,'ill see, it simply
affects judgments already rendered. I there-
fore move to add the following to section
one:

But the rate of interest should be reduced to sie
percent per annum from the date of issue to proces
In any suit, action or other proceeding for the
recovery of the anount due.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not think that
adds very much.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-The maxt-
mum rate of interest is 20 per cent. After
maturity, in cases where the instrument
does not mention the rate of interest, the
legal rate of 6 per cent will be charged.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Would my hon. friend
accomplish what he desires by taking out of
section 5 "rendered before the said date?'

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-This clause
only covers judgments which are hanging
over people at 60 and 100 per cent. I con-
fess I tried to remodel clause 5.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-You want to
make it retroactive.
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Ilon. Mr. DANDURAND-Clause 5 is
retroactive. The amendment I am moving
tO clause one makes it declare that it is for
the future as well as for the past. By
clause five we make it apply to judgments
at the rate of 6 per cent.

lion. Mr. LOUGHEED-Does that cover
a11 cases on which judgment has been issued
nOtwithstanding there may have been a con-
tract that a larger rate shall be charged I

RÏon. Mr. DANDURAND-Yes.

Hlon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Then I under-
stand if two parties solemnly enter into a
iartgage paying eight per cent, and the
tender sues the borrower, that that mortgage
contract is not to retain its validity, but im-
nlediately on the suit being entered becomes
reduced to six per cent.

Ilon. Mr. DANDURAND-That was the
untention of the committee. This is for sums,
lieder $ 1,000.

Ilon. Mr. POWER--The hon. gentleman
of Montrealshould read his amendament again.
lie lust see that clause two of the bill does
lot deal with sums under $1,000 alone. It

de a with sums of all amounts. Clause three
deals with the amounts of $1,000, but the
Preceding clause deals with all amounts, no
"latter what the amount of the loan is. That
18 Why I ask the hon. gentleman to read the
aliendnent again because he is doing more
than lie wishes to do.

lon. Mr. Mc MILLAN-Would it not be
better to go into comimittee and discuss these
Clauses 1

1on. Mr. OGILVIE-If my hon. friend
leaves clause eight as it stands now, he will

n1d a great many members obliged to vote
against the bill.

lion. Mr. FORGET-My hon. friend from
Calgary asks in case mortgage bears eight
Per cent, under this bill if the mortgage is
sued on will it bear only six per cent. If the
rate is twenty per cent or over, it is reduced

'ix per cent after the judgment but up to
twenty per cent the contract is good.

lon. Mr. FERGUSON-All this shows
It 18 useless to go on with this bill until thE

'rnal bill, as reported from the committee, i,
Printed

lion. Mr. DANDURAND-We have i
at Page 500 of the minutes. I move tha

this bill be referred to Committee of the
Whole to consider the amendment.

The motion was agreed, to and the House
resolved itself into Committee of the Whole.

(In the Committee).

On clause 2.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Why repeal
clause one of chapter 127 which deals with
interest in every ramification of business I

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-In the clause
which is substituted you will find it practi-
cally re-enacted.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED -You are dealing
with a class of contracts under $1,000. Why
should you eliminate the enabling clause of
the Interest Act 1 It is entirely unnecessary ?

Hon. Mr. DANDJRAND-Because you
will find in the clause that is substituted
you have the whole wording of that section.
It is the law clerk who prepared this under
the direction of the Minister of Justice.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-You propose
now to substitute clause 1 for clause one of
chapter 127, and as far as I cati see that
clause does not deal with the limitation of
$1'000.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-The clause
which we are substituting is a general clause.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-You start off
with a prohibition at once. Clause one is
not parallel at all with chapter 127. You
are interfering with the whole Act, and you
are placing the prohibition on chapter 127,
and making this clause which we are now
considering referable to all matters of con-
tract under chapter 127.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-We are sim-
ply making a limitation of 20 per cent.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-This limitation
of 20 per cent, as I understand it, applies
only to loans of $1,000 and under.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-Yes.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Then you are
striking out the law which relates to the rate
of interest on all amounts.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-That is sub-
t ject to clause 2 which declares it is only
t applicable to sums of $1,000 and under.
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Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The law pro-
vides for freedom of contract in interest.
You substitute for that a limitation that all
transactions shall be limited to 20 per cent.
You start off with the prohibition, no one
shall stipulate for, allow or exact a rate of
interest larger than 20 per cent.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-I will satisfy
my hon. friend by moving that clause 2 be
replaced by the clause in the bill as I drafted
it, limiting it to amounts under $1,000.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Do I understand
that if this bill passes a man can legally loan
money at 20 per cent ?

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-Yes.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Do you suppose if
I go back to Nova Scotia and say that I
voted for a bill to put down usury which
admits sucli a rate of interest that they will
not consider me a fit subject for a lunatic
asylum ?

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-Twenty per
cent upon a small sum for a short time, is
not considered an exorbitant amount. A pro-
position was made to fix the limit at ton per
cent, but a member from the North-west
asked that the rate be not reduced, because
for small loans and for short terms it bas
been usual to lend money at fifteen to twenty
per cent. I am after a certain class of money
lenders, and those money lenders I know I
can reach by fixing the maximum at twenty
per cent.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON- I admit that it
will regarded, in my province, as rather a
queer way of putting down usury by putting
the rate at twenty per cent. It will be like
the old political watchword we used to hear
about, "Come along, John, and put down
bribery and corruption. We have lots of
money."

Hon. Mr. POWER-The bill as it came
f rom the committee provided that in no case
-it was not limited to sums under $1,000-
should any person stipulate for, allo w or exact
more than twenty per cent. I was not aware
that any gentleman in this House thought
that any greater rate of interest should be
allowed. I think the hon. gentleman from
Calgary only claimed that in the North-west
loans were sometimes made as high as twenty
per cent, and I do not think there can be
any objection to this provision that in no

case shall more than twenty per cent be
recovered, and the bill which the committee
bas reported prohibits a higher rate of
interest than twenty per cent per annum in
any case. Now, the hon. gentleman who bas
charge of the bill proposes to amend it and
provide that it shall apply only to loans of
sums of less than $1,000. I do not see why
he should make that change. I do not think
the clause goes too far as it is. If there is
any hon. gentleman in this House who can
show that it is desirable that more than
twenty per cent should bé allowed, let hii
rise and speak now or for ever hold his peace.

'Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-I cannot see
why you give the privilege to a rich man to
borrow any sum over $1,000, while you
limit a poor man who wishes to borrow less
than $1,000, to a rate of 20 per cent. If
I understand this bill properly, it does not
reach those who borrow over $1,000.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-No.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-I think that is
a discrimination in favour of a rich man
which this House ought not to recognize.
I would rather see the $1,000 left out
entirely. There are instances no doubt where
a rich man would like to borrow $2,000
at 20 per cent or even more, and that may
be less to him than 20 per cent on $1,000
to a poor man. The rich man may be willing
to pay a sum exceeding 20 per cent, 30 or
40 per cent for a short loan. He is at
liberty, according to this bill, to do it, while
the poor man must be limited, because ho
cannot borrow more than $1,000, and ho i8
subject te the penalty this clause imposes if
he enters into a contract to pay more than
20 per cent. I think the bill is wrong from
first to last.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-We were told that
the object of the bill was to protect the poor
man. That poor men were obliged to paY
exorbitant rates of interest. This bill is to
protect that class of the community. I
suppose it is small in a large population, but
we must all admit it bas been a crying evil
in the past, and the object of this bill is tO
meet the cases which have been brought to
the notice of this House by the hon. gentle
man fron Montreal. That is why the
amount is limited to $1,000. Cases wero
instanced where large sums of monoy had
been borrowed at high rates of interest-
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The amounts ranged from $20 to $200, if
rich men choose to pay a large rate of
interest, they know what they are doing;
they do not require any protection. This
bill is ta protect the poor mon who are
Obliged by necessity to borrow money from
Parties who are so usurious in their ideas
that they charge extortionate rates of in-
terest. I do not see how you can reach
such a class as that without legislation such
as is proposed here. a

lon. Mr. DANDJRAND--My amend-
Tent is to prohibit a larger rate than 20
Per cent for any sum under $1,000.

ion. Mr. LOUGHEED-I am sorry the
hon. gentleman has jeopardized the passage
of this bill by the language of the latter
part of the clause. There is not a loan
comupany in Canada but would be a loser by
it; I refer to the limitation of interest to

piX Per cent between due dates and judg-
raent.

lion. Mr. CLEMOW-Is not the rate
limited now ?

lon. Mr. LOUGHEED-No.

lion. Mr. CLEMOW-Can they collect
"Ore than six per cent after judgment
under the law as it now is? I say no.

lion. Mr. LOUGHEED-They can col-
lect according to contract.

lion. Mr. DANDURAND-I will admit
they en in the province of Quebec. If the

on. gentleman thinks six per cent is too
't from the date of the issuing of the writ,
'et him propose seven or eight.

lion. Mr. LOUGHEED-I say where a
contract has been entered into between a
borrower and a lender, whether under
raortgage or any other class of contract,
that contract should be enforced in its
6ritirety until judgment is obtained. At
the Present time that is the law througtiout
the Dominion of Canada-the contract rate
OPPlies until the recovery of judgment. If
Yo.tadopt this clause you at once offer in-
Cucements to a borrower, be it on mortgage
oenOcCupying any other position, to keep the

er in court with his suit dragging along
POSibly six months, a year or two years, as
: have known suits to do, so that he can

a%.Ve the advantage of that money at six
r Cent from the time the writ is issued

until judgment is recovered. If you legalize
the rate of interest as you are doing at
least 20 per cent, I say that until the re-
covery of judgment at least, if not until the
payment of the money, the borrower should
be bound by the contract into which he has
solemnly entered, and you should not offer
a premium on fraud, because it would be a
fraud for a man who agrees to pay 8 per
cent per annum to say to the mort-
gagee, 'I will permit you to sue me; I will
resist and delay the suit in every possible
way, and I will have the use of your money
at 6 per cent notwithstanding my contract."

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-My point is this:
a mortgage becomes due to-day bearing, say,
ten per cent and it is not paid. Can the
mortgagee claim from the mortgagor any-
thing more than six per cent after that
time?

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Yes, all he has
to do is to set out in his statement of claim
that there is a contract to pay a certain rate
of interest.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I am speaking of
the interest after the mortgage is due. You
cannot collect more than six per cent.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The matter has
been settled by the Supreme Court. If it
is provided ift the mortgage, for instance,
that the rate of interest shaH be ton per
cent and that the mortgage shall expire at a
certain date, then the mortgagee would not
be entitled to recover more than six per cent
after the due date of the termination of the
mortgage; but if the mortgage provides, as
nearly all mortgages provide now, since the
authority to which I have alluded, that the
rate shall continue until the debt is paid-
" whether paid at maturity or afterwards,"
are the words usually used in the mortgage
-thon that contract bears interest at the
rate stipulated until payment is made.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Provided the con-
tract so stated. But if it does not contain
those words, and no mortgage did until very
reoently, it merely carries six per cent until
paid.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-My hon. friend
from Montreal proposed to wipe out the con-
tract between the parties, and to provide
that the rate of interest shall cease from the
issuing of a writ.
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Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-But the contract
is at an end.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-No.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-Thehon. gen-
tleman will remember I spoke of a reduction
from twenty to ten per cent. A majority of
the committee thought six per cent should
be the rate that a sumi should bear fron the
institution of suit. My hon. friend moves
no amendment to the sum fixed.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I am simply
pointing out to my hon. friend and to the
House the impropriety of invading contracts
representing millions and millions of dollars
throughout the whole Dominion of Canada,
and making practically a laughing stock of
this Senate. If we are to approach this sub-
ject we had better do so f rom a business
standpoint, and not enter upon practically a
cancellation of existing contracts or, in other
words, a confiscation of money.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I notice my hon.
friend substitutes a clause differing from the
clause reported by the committee. The bill
as reported provides that the rate of interest
shall be reduced to six per cent unless
another amount is fixed by express terms in
the instrument; but in this amendment it
is proposed to reduce the rate to six per cent,
notwithstanding the contract.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-If the hon.
gentleman will read the clause, he will see it
does not bear that interpretation. If the
contrary has been provided, according to the
clause it cannot go beyond twenty, but I
want to reconcile that clause with clause
five which provides that for judgments bear-
ing a larger rate of interest which had been
rendered before the passage of this Act, they
shall after the passing of this Act bear no
greater rate of interest than six per cent. I
thought we should Jeclare that for the future
as well as for the past.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-There is that
difference anyway, that in the first clause of
the bill, as reported from the committee,
the interest would not be reduced to six per
cent, but would remain at any rate pro-
vided for in the contract. We are now
asked to reduce the rate to six per cent no
matter what the contract was.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-Yes, for
sums under $1,000.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Surely my hon.
friend will appreciate the fact that the great
majority of the mortgages in the Dominion
of Canada are for sums under $1,000, and the
borrower is perfectly willing to pay eight
or ten per cent, as the case may be ; are we
by this legislation to involve the whole
country in law suits, as would undoubtedly
culminate in the event of the passage of this
legislation, to reduce the rates to six per
cent? ,

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-With the
permission of the committee, I will practi-
cally return to the original clause. I had
struck out the word " ten " and substituted a
"six," and I am prepared to say the reduc-
tion shall be ten if it meets with the approval
of the committee.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-If there is a
contract to pay a fixed amount, why should
there be any reduction I

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-Because
when a borrower has borrowed at a higher
rate than ten per cent, and fails to pay, and
shows thereby that it is impossible for hin
to pay, it is but just, when a judgment may
hang over his head for a number of years,
that we should say that the rate of interest
is reduced to ten per cent. I think ten per
cent is quite a large rate of interest. We
allow twenty, but we say ten per cent from
the date of suit until payment is made.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-If the hon. gentle-
man makes some alteration of that kind, it
may to a certain extent meet the objection,
but I have been trying to make out the case
between the two lawyers, and what I could
not understand was this: there is a great
deal of money loaned in the North-west at 8
per cent, and the borrower undertakes to
pay that 8 per cent until the money is repaid.
If the bill as it stands now was to have the
effect that when a mortgage of that kind
became due, if the party loaning the money
had to sue the mortgagee, no matter what
trouble it might involve, he could not get
more than 6 per cent, it seens to nie it
would be a most outrageous thing to meddle
in that way with an enormous amount of
business throughout the whole country.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-I have sug-
gested that I am ready to change the 6 per
cent and make it 10 per cent.
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1on. Mr. LOUGHEED-Why not say
after judgment 1

lion. Mr. DANDURAND-It would be
from the date of suit that the interest wouldruan.

lion. Mr. FERGUSON-It is hard to
under8tand what we have before us from the
various modifications in the clause, but if I
a 1 right that this clause, which formed
number two of the bill as the hon. gentle-
u 11 introduced it in the first place, or as it
was reported from the sub-committee, then
I understand that the reduction, on the

rst being issued, to 6 per cent will be only
' cases where the usurer had demanded
oucre than 20 per cent.

lfon. Mr. DANDURAND-No. The
lîlterest is reduced to ten per cent from the
date of suit on all sums borrowed below a
thousand dollars.

I-on. Mr. FERGUSON-Whether the
rate was twenty per cent or ten per cent or
"Y other rate i

lion. Mr. DANDURAND-It cannot be
reduced if it is below ten per cent.

. on. Mr. FERGUSON-This bill is
a1imed at usurers, and the twenty per centrate has been fixed as one which will be re-
garded as excessive or usurious, and one of
the Penalties for such a charge is, when the
dut cOmlmences the interest will be brought
dowen tO ten per cent, but that that will not
apply to cases where the rate of interest is

en or eight per cent, or any reasonable
rate.

11on. Mr. DANDUR AND-It cannot be
reduced if it is eight per cent, of course,
bcaUse we make the minimum ten per cent.
2 t if it were any rate from Il per cent to
20 Per cent then it would be reduced to 10
Per cent. I move that this amendment be
adopted.

h.110n. Mr. FERGUSON -1 think the
I. nember bas rather confused the mat-

and that he bas departed f rom the bill
a reported from committee. I think heshculd have met the objection of the bon.
gentelman from Calgary, which, after he
0 flarged upon it, I could see the importance
'that we should not repeal the old law

ch is intended to affect all loans of
44

money, but that we should bring this in to
have the effect we want under the bill, and
if my hon. friend had simply provided for
that and not introduced a clause which dif-
fers so widely, he would not have got into
difficulties.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-I am not
departing from the principle laid down in
the bill as reported from committee, because
in clause 5 they have reduced the interest
after judgment to 6 per cent. If we say
now 10 per cent we will have, when we
come to clause 5, to replace the six per
cent interest by uniform rate of ten per
cent. I am still in accord with the bill as
reported.

Hon. Mr. POIRIER, from the com-
mittee, reported that they had made some
progress with the bill and asked leave to sit
again to-morrow.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, 12th July, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

MANITOBA AND SOUTH EASTERN
RAILWAY COMPANY'S BILL.

RULES OF THE HOUSE SUSPENDED.

Hon. Mr. POWER-In the absence of
the chairman of the Committee on Railways,
Telegraphs and Harbours, I move that the
rules of the House be dispensed with in so
far as they relate to Bill (157) " An Act
respecting the Manitoba and South Eastern
Railway Company." The rule requires post-
ing up for twenty-four hours before the bill
goes to the committee. The Railway Com-
mittee meets on Friday, and the bill will
not be posted up till to-morrow. I make this
motion in order to avoid the necessity of
the bill being postponed till next week.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Is this a bill on
which there will be much debate ? Will it
cause any delay ?
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Hon. Mr. POWER-The bill is likely to
be amended in our House, and it is desirable
that it should go to the House of Commons
if it is to pass this session.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I am anxious that
we should get to the consideration of the
Drummond County Railway Bill. There
are many obstructions put in the way of
that bill, I think it is three weeks, or nearly
that length of time, since the bill was brought
before us, and there have been different
things brought up to prevent the discussion
going on. That may not be donepurposely,
but it is done, and if this bill is likely to
take any time I shall oppose this motion. If
the hon. gentleman can show me that it
will not occupy much time, I do not wish
to raise any obstacle. If the object is to
lose time, I object.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It will not occupy
any time. The object of the motion is to
save time.

The motion was agreed to.

OIL SUPPLY FOR THE INTERCO-
LONIAL RAILWAY.

INQUTRIES.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON inquired:
1. If tenders were called for in May, 1896, by the

Intercolonial Railway for one year's supply of lubri-
cating and burning oils?

2. W h at offers were recei ved for such supply of oil s?
3. What were the analyst's reports on the samples

accompanying each tender?
4. Were contracts awarded and successful tenderers

notified ?
5. Were such contracts subsequently cancelled, and

if so, when?
6. Was any contract entered into during the year

1896, or subsequently, with the Galena Oil Company,
of Detroit, U.S., or its agent, A. Lichtewhen, of
New York, for the supply of oils to the Intercolonial?
If so, what was the date of such contract?

7. Was such contract the result of a public adver-
tisement for tenders?

8. Were samples furnished by the said Galena Oil
Company? If so, what were the analyst's reports on
them ?

9. What was the cost per gallon of lubricating oil
supplied to the Intercolonial Railway for each of the
years 1895, 1896, 1897 and 1898 ?

10. What has been the amount paid to the Galena
Oil Company for oils from the 1st of July, 1896, to
the present date?

11. Were any deductions made to the Intercolonial
Railway by the said Galena Oil Company on contra
account or any other cause?

12. Were new tenders called for, for the supply of
oils since the first contract was made with the said
Galena Oil Company?

13. Is the contract with the Galena Oil Company
aforesaid on a mileage basis, with a guarantee of a

reduction of 10 per cent on the previous cost of lubri-
cating the Intercolonial Railway?

14. Was a similar oifer witb the same guarantee
made by John Humphrey & Son, of Moncton, the
27th of May, 1895, and declined by the Intercolonial
Railway ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The answers are as
follows:-1. Yes. 2. Offers were received
from John McGoldrick, St. John, N.B. ;
Galena Oil Works, Toronto; J. R. Hutchins,
Montreal; Eastern Oil Company, St. John,
N.B. ; Samuel Rogers & Co., Toronto; A.
Holden & Co., Montreal; Imperial Oil Co.,
Petrolia, Ont.; The Bushnell Oil Co.,
Montreal. 3. The reports of the analyst
are too lengthy to be given in answer to an
inquiry, but will be given on motion for a
return. The reports received from the
analyst were, however, not acted upon, and
the oil recommended in this report was not
selected, nor were contracts awarded based
thereupon. 4 and 5. The Imperial Oil Com-
pany were notified, on the 7th of July, 1896,
that the contract for passenger coach oil,
summer use, engine oil, summer use, freight
car axle oil, summer and winter use, cylin-
der oil, petroleui " A," anrd single or hand
laip oil would be awarded to them ; but,
after the change of government, the minis-
ter, on looking into the tenders, and receiv-
ing a more favourable offer f rom the (alena
Oil Works was authorized by Order in
Council to notify the Imperial Oil CompanY
that a contract would not be executed with
them, and it was awarded to the Galena
Oil Works of Toronto. 6. The contract
with the Galena Oil Company bore the
dates of 17th of September, 1896, and
23rd September, 1896, being for lubri-
cating oil and signal oil respectively.
7. Yes, the letting of the contract was the
result of the public advertisement for
tenders; the Galena Oil Company was one
of the tenderers, and their tender was
regarded as more f avourable than any of the
others-containing as it did a provision or
agreement to supply the oil to the Intercol-
onial Railway at a cost per car mile 10 per
cent less than the oils had cost the Inter-
colonial Railway for the preceding twelve
months. 8. Samples were furnished by the
Galena Oil Company, and the analyst's
report thereon will be furnished when called
for by a motion for the papers. The depart-
ment was satisfied with the reports on the
Galena Oil Company's product; it is beinlg
used by the Grand Trunk Railway CompanY,
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, the
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Canada Atlantic Railway Company, and all
the Principal railways of the United States,
and to the extent, it is believed, of 95 per
eent of the railways in the latter country.
9. The price per gallon for lubricating oil
SuPplied the Intercolonial Railway in 1895was:

Winter. Summer.
Passenger coach oil...... 19 c. 15 *.
Engine oil............21 22
Freight car axle o .il 8 94
Cylinder oil .................. 30
Dynamo oil..... ......... .... 221

The total cost of lubricating oil used for
locomotives and cars from the 1st of Novem-
ber, 1895, to the 31st of October, 1896, was
$33,377.75. This amount was for the twelve
lnonlths preceding the commencement of the
contract with the Galena Oil Company.
10. From the 1st of November, 1896, to
the 31st of October, 1897, the oil furnished
by the Galena Oil Company for locomotives
and cars cost $43,174.09, and for the twelve
1onths from Ist of November, 1897, to the
31st October. 1898, lubricating oil from the
Galena Oil Company used for locomotives
and cars cost $40,266.12. As the contract
With the Galena Uil Company is on a mile-
atge basis, the figures per car mile for the
years mentioned will have to be obtained
fronI Moncton,-and this information is in
course of preparation. 11. In making pay-
'nents, there has been deducted from the
Galena Oil Company's account a sufficient
Muni to assure a saving of 10 per cent a year,
according to the contract, for each year
.uring which the saie has been in opera-

tion 12. New tenders have not been called
for lubricating oils since the first contract

as maade with the Galena Oil Company.
13. Yes; the contract with the Galena Oil
Corpany is, as above stated, on a mileageasis, with a guarantee of a reduction of ten
Per cent, as above stated. The amount paidthe Galena Oil Company for oil for the years
1896-97,1897-98 and 1898-99,is $99,429.41.
A Sufficient amount has always been kept

ack in making payments so as to cover the
earantee. 14. J. A. Humphrey & Son, of

1oncton, N.B., tendered for oil on the 27th
ay, 1895, along with others; they gave

prices for engine oil, cylinder oil, passenger
coaches; but they made no offer to oil pas-
seuger coaches according to mileage, and
gave no guarantee of reduction in cost of

ing cars or coaches; but they made an
Offer to oil all locomotives on a mileage basis,44½

and guaranteed a saving of ten per cent
from the cost in the previous year.

The prices per Imperial gallon with guar-
antee were :

Cylinder oil.. ..................... 80c.
Engine oil...... ............... 40c.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (126) "An Act respecting represen-
tation in the House of Commons."-(Mr.
IM ills )

Bill (86) " An Act to f urther amend the
Insurance Act."-(Mr. Scott.)

Bill (154) "An Act further to amend the
Customs Act."-(Mr. Scott.)

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (30) " An Act respecting the Atlas
Loan Company."-(Mr. Power.)

Bill (155) "An Act to further amend the
Post Office Act."-(Mr. Scott.)

INTERCOLONIAL EXTENSION BILL.

DEBATE RESUMED.

The order of the day being called:
Resuming the further adjourned debate on the

second reading (Bill 138) " An Act to confirms an
agreement entered into by Her Majesty with the
Grand Trurk Railway Company of Canada, for the
purpose of securing the extension of the Intercolonial
Railway system to the city of Montreal," and on the
motion of the Hon. Mr. Perley, that the said bill be
not now read a second time, but that it be read a
second time this day six months.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM said :-When
speaking last Friday at six o'clock, I in-
formed the Senate that I would only speak
a very short time on this bill, but on con-
sidering the matter, I think there are some
contradictions between members supporting
the passage of this bill, and I will refer to
them. My hon. friend from West North-
umberland showed us that the action of the
Senate two years ago saved the country
$700,000.

Hon. Mr. McK AY-Hear, hear !

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-When speaking
the other day, I did not read the remarks of
the hon. gentleman f rom West Northumber-
land (Mr. Kerr) in the House, and he did not
appear to be satisfied with the expressions
which I used. I will read to-day just what
the hon. gentleman stated. I may say,
further, that the hon. senior member from
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Halifax (Mr. Power) tells us that this is sub- down the senators whicl had voted against
stantially the same bill, that there is no dif- the measure before, and wanted to smooth
ference, and when I conclude my remarks I over the leader of the opposition to support
will leave the hon. gentlemen to settle that what that gentleman had called "a damn-
difference among themselves. In order that able bil." The hon. senator frem Halifax
there may be no misapprehension about the (Mr. Power) says this bil is substantially
matter I will read from the remarks of the the same bil that the Senate rejected two
hon. gentleman from West Northumberland. years ago. If it is, I do not see how the
I probably did not make it very plain the senators who voted against this arrangement
other day, but I will try to do so now. Re before are going to support it now. I ask
said: hon. gentlemen to consider for a moment the

The Intercolonial road from Halifax to Montreal fact that this thing is well engineered. The
shows an improvement in our financial ternis of nearly hon. gentleman from West Northumberland
$273,000. Is that not an encouragement? is put up to smooth down hon. gentlemen

I agree with him that it is an encourage- and get votes in favour of this measure. My
ment. However, the earnings of every hon. friend, the senior member for Hlifax,
railway company in the country are increas- wi nod iticn, kowsa aut
ing, and that is not a sign at all that this li ih tge us credi fo sai ny
bargain is better or worse than the previous yb
arrangement which this House rejected. the same bill substantially. I may ave to
The government promised us that they address myself a little furter to the senior

would keep track of the earnings and expon-
ditures on the Drummond County Railway, the greatest kindness possible. I have the
and be in a position to tell us at the end of greatest respect for him. I was sorry the
a year whether it would pay us to enter into other day that le went so far as to tell this
this arrangement or not. Have they don Senate to consult a member of the other
so 1 No. One says it is better, and another i standing at the bar of Nova
says it is substantially the same, and as far O Wol

as I am concerned, I am satisfied they
should have another year in order to show services in the legistature of his province.
the people of this country whether it will I admit ail that, and I say it was not
be beneficial to purchase this road or not. necessary for the hon. gentleman to say it.
The hon. gentleman from Northumberland le is a mst instiu a inti t
(Mr. Kerr) also said :ei otidsriu n nelgn(Mr.Ker) alo sid:member, and bis desire is to act in the

Just here I would like to refer to a fact. This mat- interests of the country. Tt was not neces-
ter was before the Senate on a previous occa sary to refer us to anbody to tell us what
Fortunately or unfortunately for me, perhaps, I wasy
not present, but I learned yesterday fron the hon. bis claracter is. We know it already. In this
leader of the opposition in this House that by the House, for nine years, if he was not the
course the Senate took when this natter was before eîec
them on the first occasion the country had saved over ted leader, he was the virtual leader of
8700,000 of money. I am glad to hear it. That item the House, and disclarged his duties well.
stands to the credit of the Senate, and what I want 1 know le is close to the government nOW,
to do is to see that the item is not blurred out by
anything we (o now. I want the item to stand there and many people in the countiy think he
to the credit of the Senate, that this Senate has been ouoht not to be outside of the government,
the means of saving the country some $700,000. I n o
as a member of the Senate I intend to the end of the but
chapter to stand up for the rights and dignity of the witl the hon. gentleman in many cases.
Senate. I will advocate its rights on al occasions, For instance the other (ay le told us that
and I will give credit where I think it is duo. I an the ex-Minister of Railways was favourable
bound to say that the Senate has been the means of
saving this country 8700,000 by the course they took to the purchase of the Drummond CountY
then. I submit further, the Senate ought to be satis- Railway, and le undertook to prove it by
fied with that. quoting bis remarks. If le was favourable

I do not wish to be uncharitable, but it to it, why did le not take it when the road
looks to me as if there had been some en- was offered for *500,000, with att the right
gineering in this matter. I do not wish to of way of which my lion. friend spoke
censure anybody, but it appears to me as if the other day, and which le said W8
the hon. gentleman from West Northumber- so valuable. But the ex-Minister of Rail-
land (Mr. Kerr) iad been put up to smooth ways would not take it, and lie eveo
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sa4ys in his evidence that it was peddled
round and offered for $400,000. The ex-Minister of IRailways would have been
guilty of great neglect if he did not take
advantage of that offer if it was such a bar-
Rail* There is something strange about the
Wle transaction. The hon. gentleman
says there is no corruption in this business.

do not charge corruption against anybody.
never did, and I do not now ; but there is

sOmaething strange about it. This gentle-
Vnan, who virtually holds the stock in the
'rummond County Railway, had at one

tIne only 500 shares, but when this govern-
nent came into power, his holdings
increased until lie got possession of the
road. I understand that lie has been
rManager, to a certain extent, of a
Political organization. It is strange that
the price of the road should go up from

400,000 to the price we are asked to pay
or it since it came into his possession. I

dO ot say there is anything wrong, but
Putting the facts together, I think there is
sonething for the boys in it, and I think
there is something for the machine. I think
this gentleman lias been hugging the machine
Pretty closely. The hon. gentleman from
Northunberland savs we saved the country8700,000 by rejecting the first bill. The

on. gentleman fron Halifax says we did
not Save a cent. The government do not
admit anything. They are af raid the country
rnight learn that the Senate saved so much
to the public treasury. My hon. friend from
1orthumberland, in the goodness of hisheart, let the whole thing out. He tried the
other day to excuse his remarks. He says
the hon. leader of the opposition told him
that the Senate had saved the country

,700,00 in this matter. It is something
lew for the hon. gentleman to take the
leader of the opposition in this House as bisfather confessor or his director on this ques-
ti011  But he was bound that he should tell
the truth. I want to see how they work
this thing in order to get the Senate to adopt
the bill. They do not tell us that this is
better than the other bill. They do
rot tell us so, because the eyes lf
the people are on them. If the leader
Of the government will acknowledge thatthe government were mistaken before, it
would make quite a difference in my judg-
nient. But the hon. gentleman asks us to
swallow ourselves, to vote for the same thing
that we voted against before. I find that

on the first occasion ten senators voted for
the ratification of this transaction and thirty-
seven voted against it. The government
now wants us to appear before the country
that we were forced to pass this measure.
They hold a threat over our heads-a club
that they will abolish us if we do no pass
this bill. I do not think the Senate are to
be frightened by any such threat. I am in
favour of bringing the Intercolonial
Railway to Montreal. I believe that
everv man in this country wants the
Intercolonial Railway to connect with
Montreal, but the government have taken
the wrong way to do it. For my part,
I want to have the connection at Lévis and
Quebec, and you can then get connection
with Montreal on both sides of the river.
But we look at the expense we are impos-
ing on this country, it is another thing.
This arrangement is to last 99 years in the
first place and then 99 years more, and then
for ever. It puts me in mind of the enter-
prising lumber man that kept a lumber yard
and had all kinds of lumber for sale. A
man wanted to purcliase posts f rom him and
lhe said, " Yes, I have cedar posts." " Will
they last well7 "asked the purchaser. "Yes,"
said Pat, " they will last for ever, and if you
turn the otier end down, they will last as
long again." That is the way with these
gentlemen. They are not satisfied with a
99 years lease, but they want 99 years more
and then for ever. I wish to make a few re-
marks in reference to another branch of the
trade of this country. We all know the
large amouit of money that we have expen-
ded in digging and enlarging our canals to
prepare for the increasing trade of the coun-
try. When the Minister of Justice said
the other day that the government would
spend a large amount of money at the en-
trance to Welland Canal on Lake Erie, I
was very much pleased. He did not tell
me, because it was not in his department,
what depth of water they were going to get,
or anything of that kind ; at the same time
I know the government should be very care-
ful and I hope they will see that there will
be plenty of water.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Twentv-two feet.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-If they do not
have plenty of water at the entrance to the
canal, all the expenditure upon our canal
system will be useless. There are gentle-
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men in this House now who remember the
stand I took on that question many years
ago. I hope the Minister of Justice re-
members it. Probably the hon. senator
from Cape Breton (Mr. McDonald)remembers
it. I was left out of court then-I may be
now, but I tell hon. gentlemen this is a
serious matter. After all the expenditure
in the enlargement of our canals, to-day
vessels cannot enter Port Colborne. I
raised my voice at the time and said the
government had made a great mistake, when
adopting the 14 foot draft for our canals, in
not having considered the question of the
depth of the harbour at Lake Erie then. I
shall be very much pleased if my hon friend
the Minister of Justice will tell me what
depth of water they expect at Port Colborne
harbour.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Twenty-two feet.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I can tell my
hon. friend that he cannot get 22 feet at
Port Colborne if he spends $2,000,000. I
know that outside of Port Colborne bar-
bour there is nothing but rock, and any man
who has a knowledge of the trade of the
country, especially any vessel owner, kinows
that outside of a harbour you should have
good anchorage. If you let your anchor go
on the rock, there will be no safety. They
are going to build a breakwater out into the
lake, to raise the water. If they have to
increase the depth of water from 14 to 22
feet, how much is it going to cost the country i
The Minister of Justice knows I raised this
question before and showed him that Port
Maitland harbour was the proper harbour
for the entrance to the canal, and for this
reason to-day there is 17 feet of water at the
entrance to Port Maitland harbour, and for
miles up the river you have 20 to 30 feet.
There is a bar outside of the harbour for a
short distance. Probably it would take a
dredgiug machine a couple of days to remove
it. I tell hon. gentlemen that for 54 years
Port Maitland harbour bas not cost the
government of this country one cent for
dredging, and I defy contradiction. I know
that the Minister of Justice bas a good deal
to do, but I would ask him to look at the
expenditure at Port Colborne harbour
during that time. He will find that it has
cost a large amount of money to dig and
blast, to drill and to dredge, and yet they talk
of going on with that work now. I hope

they will not. It will be worse than the
Drummond County Railway business. They
will spend a great deal of public money with
little advantage to the country. I see an
item of $350,000 in the estimates to improve
Port Colborne. I have nothing against
Port Colborne. I have a great many
friends there. If it is the best place, spend
it there by all means. There is quite a con-
troversy going on in that part of the country,
naturally, and the people of Port Colborne,
of course, are anxious to get the expenditure.
They are foolish enough to pass resolutions
in their council. Much they know about
harbours ! Look at Port Maitland. There
is a sandy beach of four miles with good
anchorage outside and clay bottom, and as
I have said, with a very little expense you
can get 22 or 24 feet of water there all the
time. I want the government to look into
the matter. I niight read some letters show-
ing what people think about the matter.
Here is an article I find in the Toronto Mail
and Empire of 14th June, 1899, headed
" Defence of Port Maitland." The people
round Port Maitland had to defend their
harbour; other people were abusing it. If
the Minister of Justice can spare the time
to come up to my place, I will show him
Port Maitland harbour. I will go with him
and sound the river myself. I cannot take
the time to bore, but I have seen boring 22
and 24 feet, and there was no rock in the
way. I am giving him this invitation, be-
cause it is important, in the interest of the
country, that the question should be settled
properly. I know he bas no prejudice in
the matter and is willing to take the best
place irrespective of consequences. I know
he would not stoop to get any political ad-
vantage, and in this case he could not if he
tried. It would not make any difference.
I would not accuse him of doing it. In a
letter to the editor from Stromness, that's
where I live, but I did no write this letter,
and I was not consulted about it-the writer
says :

DEFENCE OF PORT MAITLAND.
n a letter to the editor from Stromness, "Fair

PIay " replies to two items which recently appeared
in t he marine column of the Maü ind Empire f roi
Port Colborne, which he characterizes as " gross and,
glaring misstatements of clearly established facts.
"Fair Play " says --

"In thetirst itemreferred to, itwasstated thatthetug
'Golden Citv.' with Captain Carter, took soundings
off Port Maitland harbour and the statement was also
made that the depth in mid-channel at the harbour
mouth was but twelve and one-half (12h) feet, and
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that it was unsafe to enterdrawing more than nine feet. I know that is a fact. I know that in
e tug olden City wasa ort] Maitland, but order to get the truth before the public, thatWenuch doubt ifCaptain Carter, of whose integrity

and ability we have a very high opinion, ever found young man took soundings himself. The
the soundings as stated, in the proper channel laid consideration of a proper entrance to thedown by coast pilots for entering the harbour. Thearticle was probably written by some one unacquainted canal is very .nportant, because seven

th the facts. months of the year the larger portion of the"The second item was even more insulting to the trade will go by our canal. If it does not,thple of Dunnville, Port Maitland and vicinity, thanthe first; inasmuch as it stated that the inhabitants our policy heretofore has been all wrong,pf those places were jeopardizing the lives and pro- and the sooner we find it out, the better.lerty of the marine public by distributing literature But we do not help it if we build a break-tendng to show why their own niagnificent natural
harbour would be a more suitable place for a port ol water to raise the water over the rock bottomentry to the Welland Canal than the gigantic stone at Port Colborne. It will cost a great deal.!,arry kuovn as Port Colborne. The people of this . . .

emity have a right to draw attention to the splendid more to do that than it wi to dig the canal
arbour, unequalled in many respects on Lake Erie, f rom Port Maitland to the junction of the

thed ntend to do so if they prefer, notwithstanding Welland Canal. I do not wish to be mis-h censure of the Port Colborne Town Council,
whose object in acting as they do is clearly evident t' understood in reference to this matter. I
evtry thinking person. It is a nost natural and legi- know that the business of the country attilate objeet, too, if they did iot misstate facts and one time came in b Port Maitland andeas votes of censure on competent and respectable o
gentlemen to gain their point; but as they are tlem- that the commerce from the lakes and from
seî'es undoubtedly well aware Port Maitland is the the St. Lawrence went through that way forfar better harbour, they seem resolved to stick at
nothing to get the improvements the government is four years, and we were doing four times
nOw considering making. more business in the Welland Canal thenlade will now state a few facts about Port Mait- than we are doing now. When the govern-
lan harbour, it being comuparatively unknown doubt- .
elstoa large section of your intelligent readers. We ment decided to make the canal 14 feet from
orllienge any one to prove by any government chart Lake Erie to Montreal, they made this mis-re oast ilot (Canadian or American) that the facts take, the third mistake which bas been madeare 0therwise than as stated below. Other vessels cantake soundings as well as the tug 'Golden City,'and with reference to the Welland Canal. Twoa great deal better if these two articles stated her of the mistakes were excusable, but theS000dings of Port Maitland harbour.

"Grand River harbour, or Port Maitland, named third was not, and was ruinous to the inter-
roni the celebrated Sir Peregrine Maitland, is a truly ests of the country. If the government

!nagnificent natural harbour. A spacious bay, miles make a fourth mistake, which they will do1 îidth, fianked on either side by a bluff pointserved by government for defence purposes in case if they do not consider this matter -eriously,oftrouble, gives natural shelter in naking the piers it will be detrimental to the trade of thesith eiorth-easterly to north-westerly winds. With canal. We all know how much a man'I'5terh y winds the Day is still sonewhat aheltered by .
the pper point or cape. With southerly winds the in charge of a vessel tries to keep clear ofcap lis driven swiftly in, and the only necessity is to a rock bottom, because it will not hold hisCarry bhundant sail. This harbour can be, and has anchor

n, nade by sailing schooners without the assistance P s
a single tug : for steamers i is dead easy. A sandy least bit in the sea and strikes the

withh extends far out on each side of the river, forming, rocksd the points, the bay above referred to. Sand she springs a lcak and there is no
nes shelter the inner harbour, which could easily chance for ber. I know that it would be

hecoiverted into fortifications of great resistance. necessary to dig eighteen miles of canal and
long wooden piers extend from the river ruouth enlarge the feeder. It could be done. IOn ther side, sixty yards apart at their outer end ;the west pier has t he lighthouse, an open frame tower have made a few figures in reference to it,
Xed.white light about fifty feet above the water. and I know something about canals and
ntiside the harbour the river extends with great dredging. They have placed $350,000 invile broadand placid, with easy curves to Dunn- 8

th e, a distance of five miles. The old canal enters the estimates for Port Colborne haibour,
triver about a quarter of a mile froim the east brek- and I know that they could dig that 18
nte in t theaouter end i miles of canal much cheaper than going to

he sand hills referred to above. The bar outside the Port Colborne. You can do it for S650,-
harhur referred to in the Port Colborne des- 000 to $700,000. If the governient wishpatch lias eleven feet of water over it. Th

frbour a be entered from the west in seventeen to do it, and do it in haste, they can set the
Of water; froni the east in tifteen. Th e dredges to work to-morrow. They can

tVater in the channel between the piers varies from advertise for tenders and have it finisbed for
t ty to twenty-five feet. The bar could be speedily
iemnoved, simply by a dNidge, in a short time, and a next spring's navigation. It is the easiest
tth of twenty feet throughout the harbour, or even digging I know of anywhere in Canada.
doubtys feet easily maintained. If any one There is no rock anywhere, and any one can

lbt " these statements let hia coie and look fword a oehitsef. Il sec what it wiii cost. Lt would have to be dug
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five yards deep, eighteen miles long, 100 foot ment, and my lion. friend in front of ne
bottom and some of the bottom of the feeder will remember it. If ny advice had been
is now two feet below the lake level and for taken, if they liad even treated it with any
two miles out of the eighteen miles the consideration at al), we would be in a aluch
route is through the Grand River swamp better position to.day to take the trade of
is f rom three to four feet down below Lake the country by our canais witbout any
Erie's level. I know these facts, and there- further expenditure:
fore I say that we should be careful not to To continue, by undertaking at Port Coîborne, Lake
waste money in that way. They should not Erie, to build a break--ater and outer harbour, tO
go over to Buffalo to see what they have th the vater over the shoals and rocks, wil be,

ifcridout, tihat 1 cali mistake No. 4. It wvill lie
done in the rocks there. They should look what the people of Canada wiil eau a wilful mistake
for a natural harbour. There is plenty whe the government bave ail tbe facts before therf.IYAnd wvhat I eall mistake Nu. 4 wviIl lie more seriouis
of water to-day and it is not costing a than ail the otheis. To avoid makiiig mistake No.
cent in a lifetime scarcely. I am glad the the entrance to the Welland Canal should Le on Lake
hon. Minister of Justice gave me an oppor-ail windhon. f Jusice ave m an exce-pt the south wind ,sbeltered front the Nvest 1Jy
tunity to mention this matter. I will read Hyde's point and fiont the east by Rock bouse point,
another letter to tiie House, addressed to located on a sanly beach at the nouth of the jrand
the editor of the Mail and Empire as River, %vith pdenty of vater for miles up the river largeenough Ù) accomudate a large fleet of vessels, in fact
follows with more roin than is re(lired for a barbor on

Lake- Erie for ail the business of the canal if a hun-
PORT COLBORNE HARBOUR. dredfold more than at present. Tbe question of cost

sbouild lie cousidered as iveli as« the ad vantage. By
To the Editor of the Mail and Empire: going to Port Maitland you have nine miles ore

'Sir, Tbteaebe be nosmd nmkn anal, l)ut you will l'e eîgbtee-n miles further 111 LakeSr-There have been three errors made in making readhv abu ht sfe riiiefoiPort Col borne or what was known as Gravelly Bay the ete ndae a harsuriha is re fr c frumit a
entrance on Lake Erie to the canal, two of which are we te t dort l the pring fr t Cobon.
excusable considering all circumstances, and one is
not. River tu the, junetton, a distance of about eighteen

When Hon. Hamilton Merritt was digging utiles will have t e eepened and made ider ich
Welland Ca le dne b dredging-easy, good igging, no rock
men anîtd wheel-barrows; there was no dredging ia-
chinery in Canada in those days, and lie did well, con- unte- Iaibui and breakwate- at Port Coîburne,
sidering the circumstances and what he had to over- W i(wb breakwater vill bave tu he renewed ofton and
come. le got the canal from Port Dalhousie to Port never -vill be satisfactoi-ý, as it nevç-r bas leen as a
Colborne whith wooden locks, with seven feet of harbour fur the lurîose foi wbicb it was intended.
water on the mitresills, and dug a feeder from Dunn- I After diggutg and bLasttng a basin ut of tte rock
ville on the Gr and River, twenty-one miles, to feed oatside of tte lock te tiakea barbour for vessels at a
the canal, to wbat is known as the junction, seven great cost, any une kîtowing the circuntstances uf thefrui Pot Cobore. t wa fund hat oi-n eilar-gemenit uf the WVelland Canal knuws that Pourtmiles, from Port Colborne. It was found that sevenC borne was nt chose or nsidreda good harbor
feet of wvater and wooden locks were not sufficient to Cofeet f avter wuueu ~i foir the eîttramtce tu the- Wellaitd Canal uot Lake ELrie,
carry the trade through the canal, so there was astone but a make-sbift fron tiie to time iutended t, accol
lock built at the junction and a stone lock at Port
Maitland, and about two miles of canal dug, from modate the trad- of the country fruin year to year.
Broad Creek, that is to say, Stroimness, in order to u If the government f Caseada vili spomd a million
Port Maitland and the feeder to pass the trade that of uîouey to bnild an onter larbour at Port ColbOrneO
way, which was done with eight feet draught of water 1 

Lxilding a breakvater, tley will find that it Nvill
for four years until the canal was enlarged and deep- failure as a harbour in conilarison ith Port
ened to ten feet. Locks one hundred and forty feet %atitlai(d, wvere the water at the entrance of tue
long and twenty-six feet six inches vide and a new -rand River is tventy feet and tît îattral harlitilîr
aqueduct were built over the Welland River, instead of inside the river with a depth if froîn tveutyfive tO
the wooden one with ten feet of water, and there thirty feet of water, wliere it bas iot cost the goverW
was plenty of water at Port Colborne harbour for ten a dollar for dredging ii the last fifty-four years
or even twelve feet of water. Takmug all the circumt-
stances into consideration, it was considered in the mtch it bas cust for diggiitg, dredging aud blastiiig
best interest of the country and excusable so far to to tuake Port Colborîe an artifcial tarbotr dtiig
this point. But when the governmtent decided for that tinte (fifty-four yea-s), and after all tte expendl
fourteen-foot navigation fron Lake Erie to Montreal,
making Port Colborne harbour the entrance to the I avorabo advocate f outsi e ofar or n î11ea
Welland Canal, they have mtade a great blunder,
knowing, as they miiust have know-n, that the depth of to overeonte foiuer iistakes. A breakwaterwî
water outside of the harbour over the rocky bottom calm the sea lu its be, but the breakwater iil re-
will not float a vessel drawing fourteen feet of water. qtire rotîewing and keeping it p-oper repair to le Of
It may do in calm, sinooth water, but not in heavy, g to the expenditure ai-
stormy weather. Then, vessels taking Port Colborne iually. So thty 1ould take warning and the
harbour are liable to come to grief. This is whatI proper harbour on Lake Erie, as they have al the
call mnistake No. 3, and should have been looked into infortation re-qîtired to chooV te proper port
and avoided when the devth of vater was adopted of
fourteen feet from Lake Erie to Montreal. about Port Coîburne, Port Maitland, the

Canal, and lake shipîtitg.
That is the third mistake to which I Yous, &V.,

calbed attention of the Mackenzie govern e t rOoAsA, iJune 26. A BRTISH CANADIAN.
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I do not know that I can add anything to
that, but I am very anxious to have a proper
harbour for the Welland Canal on Lake
Erie. Without it, all the expenditure on
the canals will be useless, though all the
heavy freights for eight inonths of the year
mnust be mnoved by water. My object in
bringing this matter before the House at all
18 that the Minister of Justice may be care-
ful to look into this matter and see what it
has cost already. le may think I have no
confidence in him. It is true that politically
he is not my leader, but I have confidence
,]n him as a man. I look upon him as the
mnOst industrious, the most intelligent and
the most learned man in the government,
although he may not be the most influential.
As far as this Drummond County Railway
Iatter is concerned, I can tell the minister,
that he cannot get this bill through the
Senate unless he admits that this is a better
arrangement for the country than the former
One. My hon. friend from Northumberland

sys it is, but if we act on his assurance and
Pass the bill, his friends will go on the stump
and say that the Senate weakened. Unless
the government acknowledge that this bar-
gain is better, I am sure to vote the other
Way. Much as I think of the Minister of
Justice I will not swallow myself on his
account.

ion. Mr. MILLS-My hon friend makes
an extraordinary request when he asks me
to make a confession to him and the House,
that the government, before I was a member
of it, lade a mistake two years ago in re-
spect to a contract which up to this hour I
.have never read. All I ask my hon. friend
Il not to vote upon the old contract. It is
dead ; but if this is a good one, whether I
Inake any confession or not, let him give it!
his support. I am like George Washington
ill that matter : I cannot tell a lie.

Hlon Mr. McCALLUM-The hon. gentle-
Inan was not in the House when the first
bill was rejected, but his predecessor prom-1sed us a lot of information. Ministers gen-
erally are bound by the policy of their pre-
decessors, but I do not know that it will
hold in this case. I addressed myself par-
ticularly to the Minister of Justice on this
question of harbour improvements on Lake
E rie, and shall be pleased if he will let us
know in some way publicly, be*re Parlia-
Tent prorogues, what they propose to do at

Port Colborne, what they want this $350,-
000 for, and how much more money they
expect to spend before they get, what I
believe they can never get, a harbour at
Port Colborne.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-This debate bas
taken considerable time, and in my opinion
a great deal of irrelevant matter bas been
introduced into the discussion. I intend to
discuss the bill purely from a business point
of view. The last time this question was
before the Senate I took occasion to say
that I did not think we had sufficient infor-
mation to enable us to arrive at a satisfactory
conclusion respecting it. Since that time I
have not been enlightened in the slightest
degree by anything that bas taken place
with reference to the present bill as com-
pared with the bill of two years ago. It is
true we are toid by the Minister of Railways
and Canals that this bill is identically the
same as the previous bill. The Secretary of
State demurs to some extent to that state-
ment. He says it is better to the extent of
some $6,000 a year. Another hon. gentle-
man, who bas been referred to, contends
that this arrangement is better by a very
large amount. However, I am not going to
dweil on this point. In the first place, I
assume that the sentiment expressed by the
hon. gentleman from Westmoreland the
other day is the one which should prevail
in this country-it should be ascertained, in
the first place, whether it is desirable, in
the interests of the country, that this road
should be extended to Montreal. Before we
can arrive at a decision on that important
matter, it is necessary to understand the
whole subject, and the benefits to accrue
to the country from the proposed exten-
sion. The government have taken a
very inopportune time to consider the
subject, when there are vast improvements
under consideration, when in all probability,
the bridge at Quebec is to be constructed,
and when it was almost certain that other
roads from the west would find an eastern
terminus at Quebec. It seems to me that
prudent business men would have taken the
trouble to examine, and to ascertain by
actual observation, the effect that this would
have in the future business of the country.
The first course to pursue should have been
to ascertain the amount of business that the
Intercolonial Railway would gain by this
extension to Montreal. We are in the dark
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upon that subject. If what we heard last want in the transportation of tan bark in
year is true, that the business between Lévis that section. But I suppose the supply
and Montreal is very insignificant-not of tan bark was exhausted, and there
sufficient to maintain the lines now in opera- was no business for the road, and the
tion-it seems an extraordinary proposition owners of it were niost anxious to dispose of
that by adding a third line we are going to the property. What did this property con-
increase the business to such an extent as sist of ? The rails, whatever condition they
to give profitable employment to three lines. were in, and the right of way, and it was
That is the first thing that a business man necessary for the government to ascertain
would have considered. He would then vhat airangement they could make with the
have ascertained by prac'tical experience Grand Trunk for the èarrying out of this
wheter itw would be a profitable enterprise, policy of extension. The Grand Trunk
because it does not inatter, as far as the Railway knew that the government were in
interests of the Intercolonial Railway are such a position that they must ccept any
concerned, whether the eastern terminus is proposais that were made to them. Whether
at Lévis or 'Montréal. The Intercolonial these proposais are right or not, hon. gentie-
Railway bas the entire business of the mari- men are it a position to dtcide. The com-
time provinces, and it could not be taken pany made an offer of the Drummond County
from that road under any circumstances. Railway, and that offer was accepted con-
Therefore, the first considerstion, as prudent ditionally on its sanction by both ouses f
men, would have been to ascertain the extra Parliament. We ail know th t when people
amount to be realized through the extension have an unprofitable road on their hands,
to Montreal, and to calculate what extra ex- they wil dispose of it at alriost any price.
pense the country wou d be put to by this ex- The longer they hold it the more they will
tension. The governmnent have aperfect rialht ]ose ; therefore, they wîll dispose of it, as a
to consider, as part of their policy, the exten merchant will dihpose of old stock, for what
sion of the Intercolonial Railway to it will bring. Now, ht us inquire into the
Montreal, but before doing that they should naurof tharremet thm. Whe

Raiwa ha theur enir busnes ofanemn the mari-ad

have been in a position to convince this wit the Grand Trunk. What do we get in
country that it was a prudent course to returii for the $140,0 a year that we are
adopt in the general interest of the Dominion to pay? We receive the beneits accruing
as far as revenue and expenditure are con- to this new ne in connection with the
cerned. I think calculation f that sort Drummond County Railway and the Grand
coupd have been made, and if theigover- Trunk, some thirty-five miles I believe, con-
ment could have shown to Parliament that ditional on the governmnent paying a certain
there was sufficient business to warrant it, portion f the expeise attending it. S far
I do not believe any one would object to the as the Grand Trunk is concerned, they had
extension of the road. But we are in the the matter in their own hands. The road
dark and cannot get any information. Two was there, and the government agreed to
years ago we were told "If you give us a pay this enormous sum of money for a very
year or two to find out these details, wo will questionable advantage. oDid they ever
come down the next session and give you take into account the collateral advantages
such a statement pf the advantages of this that would accrue to the Grand Trunk
policy that no man wiIl demur to the carry- by this arrangement, or the immense ac-
ing eut of the proposaIh the government have vantage it would be to the Grand Trunk
made." But they décide, in the first place to have a large western trade given tO
that the road must be extended to Montreal them for al time to come undr any
That policy having been decided upon, it was circumstances? It seems to me the ar
of course necessary to ascertainwhat arrange- rangement savors very much of a huge com-
ment could be made for that extension. No bine. It appears h me the Grand Trunk
other party was in a position to treat for this and the government have entered into this
service. Did they inquire into these cir- combine to the exclusion of ail other roads
cumstances before entering into the arrange- in the country. fs it right for any governi
ment? They made an agreeent with the ment to enter into a combine of this kind t
Drummond County Railway Company. We the detriment of any other road G It is very
are told that this road was constructet some natural to suppose that the Grand Trunek
years age for the purpose of meeting a local wouyd oake the best arrangement they
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could. I do not blame them for that. If rights of the Grand Trunk in every detail.
they did it upon commercial principles I The government were expected to pay for
would not have a word to say, but the gov- every small item that possibly could be
ernnent did not have the necessary means managed. It was well laid out, for the
Of ascertaining whether the public were purpose of protecting the interests of the
Paying too much for the supposed advan- Grand Trunk. Then, consider the enormous
tages they were deriving by entering into risk that this country takes by going into
this arrangement with the Grand Trunk. this arrangement. We have to pay a pro-
They went on and concluded the arrange- portionate part of the betterments that may
rent to some extent, and have had a couple take place on this road in the future. We
of Years experience, and what is the result do not know whether it will be $100,000, or
to-day 7 Can they give us an exact idea of $200,000, or $500,000. We are completely
the benefit that will acrue in the future if at the mercy of the Grand Trunk for any-
this arrangement is sanctioned by Parlia- thing done in the future. It is all very well
lient. I have not seen any information on to say, " You have a voice in the matter,"
this Point anywhere. It is true there was but the Grand Trunk are well up in their
a document the other day in the hands of business, and they will convince the govern-
some hon. gentlemen, but it was inarked ment that these improvements are necessary
private and confidential, and no honourable to carry on the business of the country. If
'an could make use of its contents at that they want an additional store-house for
tIme. That secrecy has beein removed and freight business, or require additional car-
the document has been referred to, but the sheds or office room, the cost of all these
contents of it amount to very little. The will be proportionately borne by the country
government have not taken the course for the benefit of the Grand Trunk. Is this
Which any prudent man would take to find not a very great risk we are undertaking ?
out whether this would be a beneficial We join witli them, we may say, as partners
a rangement for the country or not. to a certain extent, without the right that
Vhey were very hot headed and went partners generally have. We are not joint

Work for the purpose of assisting their proprietors. That road will be theirs, and
POlitical friends. I say that it was the duty this country will be bound to pay $140,000
of the governimient to consider whether this a year and all the other extra expenses con-
Contract would be in the best interests of nected with it, and we get nothing in return
the country. I do not think it will be found except the provisional arrangement by which
that the business will be so increased as to we can use that road under certain circum-
compensate in the slightest degree for the stances. Supposing that great bridge, which
extra expense of the business being transfer- bas cost so much money, was blown up,
red from Iévis to Montreal. It can be easily would we be liable for that 1calculated. If a long haul in the past had
'lot been sufficient to pay the expenses of the Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, no. We are only

atercolonial, how can we expect, a longer liable for the roadbed.
aulto icompensate the government for en-

tering into this extended agreement ? It Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I am glad to hear
increases the liabilities of the country to an that, but no one can understand this arran-
enormous extent. I do not care how you gement. I thought we were joint partners
view it, but if you capitalize $140,000 a year and became liable for everything. I have
You Will find there will be an additional sum gone over the schedule and cannot compre-
tO the debit of the Intercolonial of between hend it. I do not believe there is a man in
seven and eight millions. That bas to be this House, except a railway man, who can
niade up in some way. Then they made a understand it. Whoever undertook the

ost extraordinary agreement which is em- responsibility of preparing that document was
bodied in the bill before Parliament to-day more imbued with the necessity of safe-
and Which no man can understand, at least guarding the interests of the Grand Trunk
Scannot. The phraseology is such that, in than the interests of the country.

Order to understand it a man would require
tO be throughly conversant with railway Hon. Mr. DANDURAND--The hon.

atters, but I can see that the greatest gentleman must have read the contract with
trouble was taken to conserve and protect the blue spectacles.
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Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I do not care I do not believe any hon. gentleman does.
whether the spectales were blue or white, 1 It has served a very good purpose, and bas
am only telling you my impression and giving satisfied the people of the ]ower provinces
my opinion of this agreement as a business that the peopie of the upper provinces have
man, and I say there has been a disregard carried out the compact made at confedera-
of the first principles attending business tion. Therefore, we do fot find fault with
transactions in this arrangement with the what bas been done in the past, but J want
Grand Trunk Railway. I nay be wrong, to preserve our rights for the future. If it
but until I see evidence before me of such a is necessary to retain that road let us retain
character that I can place reliance upon it it, but do not let us get into another arrange-
to convince me otherwise, I cannot see that ment whereby we will lose a large amount
it would be well for this country to under- of money, whereby the capital of that Inter-
take the very great risk in agreeing to the colonial Railway wiil be increased to $89,-
proposition now before us. We are told 000,000, without a corresponding possibility
that the concessions we are getting are very of getting a revenue. It is a matter of per-
great. What are they ? I do not think they fect indiference to me, as it would be to the
amount to much. It is said the business will people of this country, if you went into an
increase. It will increase, but it will be in the arrangement of this kind provided it couid
maritime provinces to a very great extent. le shown that there would be a substantial
We are sure of that at any rate. That benefit arising therefrom for all time W
is somethîng the country is sure of for ail cohe fro the increased outlay that would
time to come ; therefore, I think it would ibe incubent upon you at tle present time.
be better if the government had given more 1As far as this arrangement is concerned, 1
time to the consideration of this important do aot think the government have pursued
subject, and had ail the figures placed before the policy which is usually adopted hy strict
the people of this country, to enable them to business men. Twey tod us last year they
arrive at a decision whether it was right had not time for their surveyors to go over
before entering inito an agreement of this the road to examine it, and that they would
kind without nuci information. By this be in a better position this session to judge
agreement we arebound for ninety-nineyears. whether they wcre right or lrong. They
There will be very few of us here at that have mnade this arrangement with the Drurn-
time to know the effect of this arrangement. mond CountyiRailway. Whether itwas agood
The trade of this country is improving and or bad arrangement the future will decide.
increasing. This country oas shown mar- Did they endeavour to sea whether sone
veilous improvements withîn my time. I other route could not be secured upon better
recollect when we had not a railroad, a.nd terms Here is a road possessing no advan
when we had not a harbour in Moritreal I tages except roadbed and the iron raild.
remember the time when we rnerely hiad one There was ho revenue from it ail. They
sailing vessel a year visiting our shoreb. want to arrange this matter without fitding
What changes have taken place since then ot if there was any other road that would
hot. gentlemen like myseif know. I have compete with them. There are ollatera
no doubt if t could live as long in the future benefits arising f rom the purchase of that
as t have lived, I would see this country property, I ar told that there is no inter
stil increasing in prosperity, and the mediate business. There cannot be. 1t
advantaes of this country in place of passes through a miserable country and as fr
decreasing wvill increase. Therefore I think as the revenue for the IDrumnmond CountY
it is right and proper that we should take Railway is concerned, it would be nil for ail
care to protect ourselves in every possible time to core. That is a very importanl
wa. We should not give awy, on a y factor in making arrangements of this kind.
consideration, any of those valuable points If a prudent business man went into it hîe
that we can control at tne presenti tine. As would say tiHere I a offered the Drul
you ail know, the Intercolonial was built for mo d County Railway at $,600,000. I an'
a purpose-a national purpose-to meet the oflèred another road at $2,000,at0. I fine
necessities at that time with respect to that had better pay the $2,000n000g than
confederation. No man oas a right to find to buy the first mentioned road at de
fault with what as been donce in the past, as $,600,000. And why? Beause the Co-
far as the Intercolonial Railwa is concerned. lateral advantages incidentai to the $2,think
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000 are so great that in time it would repay
far More than the difference between the
$1,600,000 and the $2,000,000." I do not
know whether that is the case or not, but I
know that in Quebec there is a feeling that
there is a road that would better accomplish
the object in view than the Drummond
COUnty Railway. Those are facts for con-
sideration. If the government had told
us plainly all that took place, the
amne as any business man would do,

We would be able to judge whether the
arrangement was for the benefit of the
country or not. It is clear to any man that
that would have been the course adopted by
any prudent business man. Then, again,
What will be the effect in the future ? The
Canadian Pacific Rrilway, of course, will
take advantage of that bridge at Quebec,
and the Northern Road and other roads will
come in too, and before long you will find
there will be a great many roads competing
for the business of the Intercolonial Railway.
Of course they want something in return, and
therefore they would give you very satisfac-
tory terms to get this western trade. The
collateral benefit accuring to the company
ought to be sufficient to enable them to give
the traffic arrangement at a rominal figure.
Take the case of a wharf in a large place,
the owner is only too anxious to give a
steamer free access to the wharf, knowing
that the collateral benefits arising would be
sUfficient to pay him. That is the principle

inderlaying this whole transaction. Whether
the government have taken that into account
or not, I do not know. I am desirous of doing
aIl I can for the purpose of advancing the
fliaterial interest of this country, but at the
same time I want to be certain that what I
do is done with a proper knowledge of the
subject, and then I know that I have done
right. It is said that we have no right to deal
With this measure, that the House of Com-

n has to do with it because it is a
Pecuniary matter: if we have no right to
la1terfere, why submit it to our considera-
t'on. If the arrangement is a bad one, and
We consent to it, we must bear the odium
attaching to it, or if the arrangement is a
good one, then we get credit for endorsing it.
Unlder any circumstances they cannot with
any justice say that the Senate has not the
right to deal with the question. Having
Placed it before us, I am bound to give it
the best consideration I can, and to vote as
"y conscience dictates. Relieve me from

responsibility and I will do as I like, but as
long as I have to vote, I consider myself in
duty bound to do the best I can and give
the best advice in my power as to what
would be advisable for all the parties con-
cerned. I do not look at this from a political
standpoint. I never do in a case of this
kind. I look upon it as a business matter.
We should all give our opinion to the best
of our judgment, irrespective of our political
proclivities. I have done that in the past,
and will do itjn the future. I may not be
here very long, but I do hope at some future
time the government will be able to give us
more information and place the matter so
clearly before us that no man will hesitate
to vote on it. If they do that, in view of
what has taken place in the past, in view
of the fact that last year we had not
sufficient information before us, we can
vote intelligently on the question. I do
not think they have exercised sufficient
caution in coning to this solemn ar-
rangement involving an expenditure of
seven or eight millions for all time to come.
It is an important matter to the country.
I know some people have very expanded
views at the present time. I remember
once when we thought more of $14,000
than we do now of millions. We are now
voting large sums of money because the
country is prosperous, but there is a termina-
tion to all things, when one exceeds the
bounds of propriety and what is considered
right. Therefore, we should be careful that
we do not place this country in a position
that will make then liable to difficulties in
future, because we may not always continue
prosperous. We should be prudent and
take care of our resources, and not part with
what has been given to us as an inheritance.
For all these considerations, I believe that
we would best serve the future of this
country by delaying this matter in order to
give the government a further opportunity
of rectifying, if they admit them, the mis-
takes of the past. Perhaps they believe
they have given us all the necessary in-
formation. I have merely seen the agree-
ment made with these people for ninety-nine
years and have tried to comprehend it, but
I cannot. It is beyond my comprehension.
It may be due to my ignorance, but there is
the fact. I want the government to place
this matter before us in a manner that we
can all comprehend, so that we can all give
a vote on the question which will be in the
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long run satisfactory to the people of the
country.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-This is a question
which involves a large amount of money, and
I do not think it would be out of place to
discuss it very fully. It it estimated that it
involves anexpenditureof about $10,000,000.
If that is the case I do not think we have
so much money to throw away. If we were
getting full value for our money it would be
all right. The ostensible reson held out
to the people of this country for the intro-
duction of these bills is to extend the busi-
ness of the Intercolonial Railway by having
its terminus in the city of Montreal. And
for what purpose ? For the purpose princi-
pally of stopping the annual loss which is
caused by the operation of the Intercolonial
Railway. In the first place I may say that
the Intercolonial Railway was not built as a
commercial enterprise. The government
did not go into the scheme for the purpose
of making money out of it. The object was
first to unite the provinces together, to
develop interprovincial trade between the
upper and lower provinces, and to open up
that vast country through which it runs.
If it was anticipated to be a paying specu-
lation we would have found financial com-
panies prepared to put money into it, as
they have into other railways. The object
the government had in view was entirely
different from that which railway companies
have. Railway companies invest for the
purpose of making money for themselves.
The government would not be justified in
investing money for the purpose of making
money. It was for the purpose of develop-
ing interprovincial trade and uniting the
provincestogether. Theonly justificationthat
I can see for the passing of these bills is to put
a stop to the loss which has been sustained
year after year by the country through the
operation of the Intercolonial Railway. But
why are we asked to single out this particular
public work to stop a loss that is incurred
every year 1 We are giving annually large
subsidiestorailwaysthroughoutthe Dominion
of Canada. They return no direct profit,
but they are of indirect benefit to the country
by opening up and developing trade. My
hon. friend from Monck has dwelt at some
length on the expenditure on canals. A
very large expenditure is made every year,
amounting to millions, to enlarge the canals
of the country. Thi-t expenditure will go

on for years to come. We do not expect the
canals to be profitable, but the country will
be more than compensated for the outlay
through the benefit they will be to the trade
of the Dominion. Is it necessary to extend
the Intercolonial Railway into the city of
Montreal ? This, I take it, is the principle
involved in the bill. We have communica-
tion between Montreal and Quebec to-day
by the River St. Lawrence, by the Canadian
Pacific Railway and the Grand Trunk Rail-
way. The South Shore Railway is under
way, and in addition to that, there is every
prospect, if we leave the Drummond County
Railway in the hands of the able men who
are managing it, that we will have another
route to Quebec by that line. Have we
railways enough between Montreal and
Quebec to accommodate the trade of the
country? J think we have. Those railways
could do a great deai more work than they are
doing at the present time. Then why should
this country go to the expense of acquiring
a competing line? The more competition the
lower the freight will be, and the less chance
there will be to make the expenditure profit-
able to all parties. If the argument ad-
vanced by the hon. gentleman from Marsh-
field (M1r. Ferguson) is correct, that there is
ten times as much unconsigned freight going
east f rom M ontreal as there is of freight
controlled by the Grand Trunk, then it may
be of some advantage to have proper facil-
ities in Montreal to secure that freight ; but
if, on the other hand, the statement which
has been made by the hon. gentleman from
British Columbia (Mr. Templeman)is correct,
that there are ten carloads consigned direct
to the parties for whom it is intended to
the one that is uncontrolled, then the advan-
tage of getting into Montreal is very much
less, for it is only one-tenth of the freight
that we can control by this extension. We
already have facilities for getting trafflc
from Montreal to Quebec. The Grand
Trunk Railway may be relied upon to secure
for their own line, supposing we do not put
these bills through, all the freight they can
from Montreal to Lévis ? Once the freight
gets to Lévis, what is to take it away
from the Intercolonial Railway ? The trade
for Halifax and all the lower provinces
must go by the Intercolonial Railway,
whether we get into Montreal or not. The
question is, are we making a good bargain
to extend the Intercolonial Railway to
Montreal? We will get pretty much all
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the trade of the Intercolonial Railway froin
Lévis down, and the Grand Trunk will
endeavour te get all they possibly can
secure froin Montreal to Lévis, and from
the west down to Quebec. Another con-
sideration is this: taking it for granted
that it is advisable, and in the interest
Of the country, that the Intercolonial
should be extended to Montreal, the
question arises, is the plan suggested by
this arrangement the best that can be
adopted? It may and it may not be. I
think with the hon. gentleman from Rideau
(Mr. Clemow) that it would be better to
wait a reasonable time to ascertain the
effeet of the arrangement already made.
We know that a bill similar to this, some
saY identically the same, and some a less
favourable arrangement than this, was
rejected by the Senate two years ago. We
can all see that this bill is better than the
one rejected in 1897, but that alone would
lot justify us in passing it unless it should

be passed on its merits. It is understood
that both political parties are committed to
giving $1,000,000 to the bridge across the
St. Lawrence at Quebec. If that is the
case, surely it is only reasonable to expect
the government, if they vote that $1,000,000,
to secure running rights over that bridge
for the Intercolonial. If we can secure
that, where is the necessity, everything else

eing equal, of paying interest on that
ruillion dollars, which is perhaps $30,000 a
Year-why should we lose $30,000 a year in
rlterest for the bridge at Quebec and pay

$40,00 a year for the rental of Victoria
bridge fromn the Grand Trunk at Montreal,
when we can utilize the bridge at Quebec for
the same purpose? That, in my opinion, ought
to be well considered before we commit our-
selves to this scheme. Then, again, it is a
question whether it is not best, in the in-
terests of this country, that our Intercolon-
ial Railway, if we have to extend it further
'est from Quebec, should go to the
Ilorth side of the St. Lawrence. In my
Opinion from Quebec west it should go on
the north side of the St. Lawrence, because
it is on the north side of the St. Lawrence
that we have the greatest extent of country.
Lt is a new country, and traffic between the
east and west will be altogether through our
0Wn country. If we keep on the south side,
there is great danger of a large portion of
that traffic going through the United States
and giving to the United States the advan-

tages and the benefits of trade that ought
to be confined to our own people on the
north side of the St. Lawrence. I would
not say this in favour of the Canadian Pa-
cific Railway more than in favour of the
Grand Trunk. We have an equal interest
in both of these enterprises and are anxious
to see both of them prosper and develop the
best interest of the country. In that view
alone I advocate the one in preference to
the other. It appears to me if that is the
best way for our trade to go, the government
ought to be in a position to make a better
bargain if we are committed to paying
$1,000,000 towards the Quebec bridge in
the interests of this country in crossing the
river at Quebec than coming up to Montreal
and crossing by the Victoria bridge. Now,
in reference to the value of this exten-
sion, the contract that bas already been
entered into provisionally is one to which
some consideration should be given. It
bas been said that this whole scheme
has been introduced and cooked for the
purpose of satisfying the supposed claim
on the party in power of a certain gen-
tleman in Montreal, and to accomplish
that the government should buy this
Drummond County Railway, and he would
get the benefit of the sale. That may
be worth taking into consideration when we
examine the bargain itself, but I may say
this, no matter how much that gentleman
may make out of the bargain that should
not of itself prevent us giving it the full con-
sideration which it deserves, if it deserves
consideration at all. If Mr. Greenshields
makes two or three hundred thousand dollars
out of it, that does not concern us. We
should ascertain whether the bargain is in
itself beneficial to the country or not. It
seems to me that it is an unfair and un-
reasonable thing for the government to buy
that Drummond County Railway. If we
buy the road it becomes absolutely the pro-
perty of the Dominion. We do not buy the
Grand Trunk section; we only rent it. I
wish to make a remark in confirmation of
what the hon. gentleman from Rideau
Division said. It is almost impossible for a
layman to understand this agreement. It
has been so drawn that we should not under-
stand it. We are told that we are renting
the Grand Trunk from Ste. Rosalie to St.
Lambert, and we are to pay five per cent
interest on that contract. It is valued at
about $50,000 a mile, and we are told by
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competent men that a railway can be built
from Ste. Rosalie to St. Lambert for a lower
price. But that is not the worst feature of
the transaction. Although we are supposed
to have half the road for this rental, and we
are to pay interest on it at the rate of five
per cent, it is double the rate we should
pay. It is equal to buying the whole
road from the Grand Trunk because the
government can now, or will within a very
short time, be able to borrow money, not at
five per cent, but at two and a half per cent.
Indeed they tried a year ago to borrow from
the poorest people of this country at that
rate. They introduced a measure whereby
they would not pay widows and others who
had their money in the savings banks more
than two and* a half per cent on deposits.
They anticipated that the rate of interest on
money would come down to two and a half
per cent ; but in this agreement they are to
pay five per cent to the Grand Trunk, prac-
tically for all time; I do not understand
that. It appears to me that if they wanted
to make a fair and honest bargain with the
Grand Trunk, they should have done with
the rentals exactly as they are doing in this
bill with the betterments and maintenance,
just pay according to user, and the same way
with the bridge, instead of paying $40,000 a
year for the bridge, they should pay accord-
ing to user. It may be said the business of
the Intercolonial Railway isgoing to increase.
So much the better. If it does so, we will
be better able to pay the increased amount
for rental in proportion to usage. I think,
in that regard, a very great mistake was
made. There may be another way of ex-
plaining the trafflic arrangement. I do not
wish to go into the details of the measure in
that regard, further than this, as far as the
traffic arrangement is concerned, if the
Intercolonial Railway management have a
good live agent in Montreal to do
their business and compete for the
trade for the Intercolonial Railway, so
that too much of it should not go by the
Canadian Pacifie Railway to St. John
or by the Grand Trunk Railway to Port-
land we would get traffic at Montreal for
the Intercolonial Railway and save the
expenditure which we are asked to incur for
this extension. Another point that I
might refer to is this, that while we are
buying the Drummond County Railway, we
are only renting the Grand Trunk, and f rom
whom are we renting it I We are renting

it from the company. But the company are
not the owners of that road. The bondholders
are the owners of that road, and we may
be living in a fool's paradise and, although
we think we have a bargain with the Grand
Trunk for ninety-nine years, with the option
of a renewal, the bondholders may come and
foreclose these bonds. Where would the
government be in that case I They would
be shut out, and left with the Drummond
County Railway on their hands,aroad ending
nowhere, or a new bargain would have to be
made with the new management of the
Grand Trunk. It looks to me as if the
government could not lose anything by
delay. This House rejected the measure
that was subritted to us in 1897. I believe
the whole country was in sympathy with
the policy we adopted at that time. Not-
withstanding our action on that occasion
the government were so cormitted to this
scheme that they did not stop their plan
of operations. When they found they
could not succeed fully, as their scheme
was blocked by this House, they leased
both roads one from the Drummond
County Railway Company and the other
from the Grand Trunk, and the exten-
sion has been managed in that way ever
since. I do not object to the government
going on with that for a year or two longer.
We were promised the result of that experi-
ment by the hon. gentleman who led the
House in 1897. We have not yet received
that information, and although I would not
be disposed to attach much importance to
the results, whatever they might be, still I
think this country has nothing to lose by a
little longer delay-say two years. Let the
matter be fully discussed in the press, on
the platform and elsewhere, and then, if
after it is thoroughly discussed throughout
the length and breadth of the land, the
country is anxious to carry out the policy of
the present government and returns them to
power under that policy, I am satisfied if
the measure comes to this House again it
will not be opposed any longer. There is
nothing to be lost by continuing the present
arrangement for a year or two, and we have
everything to gain. When we have the
bridge built across the St. Lawrence at
Quebec, we will be in a better position tO
deal either with the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way or the Grand Trunk Railway, or with
any other company that may have a road to
that point then. Looking at it in every
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Way, I think it is in the interest of the
CouIIntry to postpone the consideration of this
question to a future date.

0 n. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-The
question, I believe, is on the motion of the

on. gentleman from Wolseley to postpone

Ite second reading of this bill for six months.
was understood that in discussing the

question we might at the same time deal
ith the bill for the purchase of the Drum-

rond County Railway. Before entering into
the consideration of the advantages and dis-
advantages of these two contracts, I should

ke4 to call the attention of the House to
sonie features in the form of this bill. I havealways thought that in any contract where
lier Majesty's name is used that name ought

ways to be first. In this agreement I see
at it is put in this way-" the company
the first part and Her Majesty Queen

iCtoria represented by the Minister of Rail-
WaYs and Canals of the second part." I think
that is wanting a little in respect to our

vere-ign. (Cries of hear, hear.) Hon. gen-
elan may laugh; for my part, although I

al not British to the core, I am a loyal sub-
Jeet tO ler Majesty, and I consider that this
ehould not occur. More than that, if hon.
entlenen will look at section thirty-eight

they Will see something which I am convinced
the Minister of Justice must have over-
!ooked. I hardly believe that a British sub-
jeet could have put such words in the con-
tct. I suspect they must have been putthere by some foreigner. These are the words :

That the company shall and will, if during the
t o1iTif this lease Her Majesty well and faithfullyunforrns ail the covenants and agreenments herein

rtaken by Her Majesty to be performed, at the
e Oation of this lease, on re quest by the minister,ancd te.and deliver to Her Majesty, Her successors
of Igns, a renewal of said lease for a second teri
said snety-nine years, and shall at the expiration of
the BecOnd teri, upon like faithful performance on

Part of Her Majesty.

1 do flot believe there is a gentleman who
Would dare to use such language towards
etter.gentleman, and I cannot but pro-

a8t gainst such language in a bill presented
ev arhament. I hope and believe that,

if the motion of my hon. friend is
ejected, the bill will not be read the second
t'e nn1til this is changed.

1n. Mr. ALMON-Perhaps the hon.
8eltlernan knows that the gentleman acting

45

for the Grand Trunk Railway is not a
British subject.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-I do
not, but it strikes me the expression is not
vely loyal. Taking advantage of the per-
mission of the House to discuss both bills at
the same time, I shall take up first the
Drummond County RJailway Bill. The new
contract is considered by some hon. gentle-
men more advantageous to the government
than the bill of 1897. Others say it is
exactly the same thing. I differ from both.
I think it is a great deal worse than the bill
of 1897. In the contract, as we had it in
1897, in the fourth clause there is this pro-
vision :

That any conveyance of such right of way upon any
portion of the said line of railway or branches thereof
not yet executed by the owners thereof and delivered
to the company shall, previously to the acceptance of
this lease, be duly executed and delivered by the
persons having title to said right of way ; and any
unsettled claims or demands of any kind or descrip-
tion which may prejudice or affect the title which
Her Majesty is hereby acquiring to the company's
property shall be fully paid, satisfied and discharged
and further, that in the event of any claim for right
of way, or in the event of any debt or demand of the
company being hereafter preferred against Her
Majesty, which ought to have been paid or satisfied
by the company in pursuance of this agreement, if
deimanded Her Majesty may, on payment thereof,
deduct the amount of such claim out of any rents due
and payable under this lease.

Her Majesty was obliged to pay $70,000,
but any claim put in against the govern-
ment could be deducted. By the new plan the
company will get $1,600,000 and will give
no guarantee. I consider this last agree-
ment is more disadvantageous than the other.
It is calculated that $70,000 a year for
ninety-nine years would give the comþany
$2,000,000. It seems to me clear that the
capital cannot be settled by rent when that
capital is loaded with conditions which may
take away the whole sum of money during
the course of the lease. I have some figures
here which go to the point. In 1882 the
government of Quebec sold the North Shore
Road, one part of it to the Canadian Pacific
and another part to another company.
They sold it clear of debts. The two com-
panies were saved from any debt that might
accrue against the road. The government
was able to pay and ready to pay its way
along and therefore it was improbable that
there would be any debts. What has
happened I The government was obliged
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to ask the legislature to pay in
$244,625.59.

In 1884................
1885.................

S269,475
90,0W0

1883 in the last contract. The $70,0(0 which
was to be paid to the Drummond CountY
comprises $6,000 for the road which the
government had acquired from the Grand

186 ................... 34,00 Trunk to pass over the Chaudière bridge 011
1887. .. . . . . . .. 81888...........1,000 the road to Lévis. But does the Grand
1888 .. . ......... 3,
1889...................15,000 Trunk give a great advantage to the country
1890....................6,956 by allowing tue government road to cross
1892................52,821
1893. the Chaudire bridge and the route to Poil
1894.................5,000 Lévis? think it ou1d be much cheaper
1895....................3290 to pay $6,000, and will explain it by read
1897 ... .. .............. 3,240 ing clause three of the agreement:

Out of these there were revotes for That Her Majesty shall and wiii pay to the co"
$60,000, $8,500 and $5,000, making in ail pany a share of the cost of maintenance of the rail,
about $7 3,000. I think there was some- way between and including Ste. Rosalie and Bol""

$8001000 8g0 the government enture statin, and Chaudière bridge and colf
thig o~era~Lnsttions, including tracks, bridges, switches, sjiing"

which they had to pay. Supposing the same signais, appliances of ail kinds, platforms, water
thin hapend i ths cae, donotbelevetanks, water supplies, fuel stations, fencfes, crosSin99thin liapene inthiscase 1 o no belev nd ail other appurtenances and appiiances used.bY

that the proprietor of the company is such it joinitly w-ith the conîpany and upon the two jOlPe
an immensely rich man that debts might sections, it bas the right and priviiege of usage "
not accrue. In this arrangement the gov- cludIed in this dernîse, sucli share of tle cos

t of
ernnient ~ ~ ~ mantnac haenttknte rcuinto be in the proportion that the cO""r

ernmnt ave ot akentheprécutin tobind enineand car mileage of the intercoloniSi'
provide for that, while in the contract of RaiIlvay trains made over tach of the abovel Me"'

tioned joint sections bears to the total combine189- they did take that precaution. There- en1gine and car iniieage running over cadih of the
fore, I think I arn right in saying that this above inentioned joint section,- during euch montb-
contract is not as good as the previous one.
It bas been said by the hon. leader of the As I understand, on this section of the
opposition, reading from a memorandum, road, f romn the western part of Chaudie
that the road f romn Richmond to Lévis will bridge to Point Lévis, the Grand Trunk Wil"
become a purely local road. This road not run. It is a littie local ro-ad and wl
passes through a well settled country, and flot have much to do. It will not have 11elly
the Drummond County Iload passes through trains a day, but tlîe Intercolonial will have
a country whichi is not settled and not in rt the greater par-t of the mileage. The Inter*
condition to be settled. That makes a great colonial Railway will be obligcd to keep I
difièrence. What will be the resuit to that, trains going to the lower provinces and ell
part of the courntry ? Instead of having a have to carry ail the freight which) the Grand
road belonging to the Intercolonial, not hav- Trunk will give to it, therefore, if the cost ig

ing another road in competition with it, to be kept on each section accoiuding t h
open the whole year round, it will become mileage and usage, the Intercolonial
a purely local trade. The rond will have to pay on that section of the road Proe*
become preserved for old wagons and bably ninety per cent of the cost and usag6""
engines and broken down employees, and I do flot think I am exagg;erating, but let
whenever the snow fais heavily the road us say seventy-five per cent. I think ta
will be stopped. That will be the result not much. Now, wvhat happens ? Tisrdg
that will be reached, anid why ? 1 was ask- is flot a new bridge ; i t wa.s built a .10n~the
ing an hien. gentleman irum the lower pro. ago. This road is flot a new road ; it is bailt

. 33,50

vinces if there was a great difference in the on trestle work. This trestie work, as e eY
time from Point Lévis to Montreal and he body knows, is very apt to decay and it W&
said two or three liours. I looked at the probably decayed already. This bride
time table and did not find any difference. not built for tire immense engines which. the
If the Grand Trunk takes no more time to --overnment ba-, boul,-ht in the Unie te
go from Lévis to Montreal than the Drum- lately ;therefore the usage of the railw&Y
mond County takes, then it shows the Drum- will oblige themn to renew this bridge, to '*
mond County is not in a proper condition. new this road and to renew these tete

cali attention to the fact that the country and they will have to pay seventyfIvepe
will be paying much dearer for the road cent. I think $6,000 a year would bee
without having, that security which we had a much better bargain for the goverffnp

.c,5
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than to have it as it is. On the rest of the
road what are we paying? We are paying
#140,000 for the road from Ste. Rosalie and
Over the St. Lawrence bridge and for the
teryinal in Montreal. I think it is thirty-
three miles from Ste. Rosalie to the bridge.

1n. Mr. SCOTT-Thirty-five miles.

.1011 Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-This
Over a completely flat country. It was

etated by a gentleman in the House of Com-
ns who ought to know, that there are
ut ten or twelve cities or towns from St.

1'laire to St. Hubert. There is the town
.Hyacinthe.

11on. Mr. DANDURAND-The hon.
geItleman is mistaken. The statement made
W that there were ten or eleven towns or

'lages,

S.Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-Namethera.

11no. Mr. DANDURAND-The hon.
eman said it was stated in the other

o 1se that there were ten or eleven towns
t ties. The expression was ten or eleven

threns or villages ; so that if you have two or
towns on the road the declaration is

Ie and the remainder may be villages.
ere is St. Hyacinthe and there is St.

baî ert. They are two towns and the
ee are undoubtedly villages.

1Ofn. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
0-* gentleman was asked to name them.

i1011. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-Therelatn1ýe village'.

ti 1r. Mr. DANDURAND-I will men-
t 0 St. Hilaire.

ra on. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE--The
lotay passes outside the village. It was
int iforth while for the on. gentleman to
arte rupt if that is all hie has to say. TherenO villages where the railway passes.

M. Mr. DANDURAND-Yes.

?rail Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-The
t ay Passes St. Villières, St. Hilaire and

Ubert, and there are no villages.

birbeing six o'clock the Speaker left the

After Recess.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE resum-
ed. He said :-When the Speaker left the
Chair at six o'clock, I had showrn that the
present contract with the Drummond County
Railway was worse than the contract that
was submitted to us two years ago. I have
demonstrated, Ithink, that the security taken
by the government against the company, if
any claims were made against the railroad
and paid hy the government, might be taken
off the $70,000, or the $64,000 rather, be-
cause we must not forget that $6,000 was
for this arrangement between the Drum-
mond County Railway and the Grand Trunk
which is taken off by this present contract.
Therefore, being weighed down by those
conditions this rent for ninety-nine years
could not be negotiated, because those who
bought did not know really what they would
get. I may add that by the old contract,
after paying during ninety-nine years, the
government was f ree and had nothing more to
pay. Just now, if we give them $1,600,000
they caneasilyget$64,000 supposing they put
it in our institutionsinMontreal, the Montreal
Bank and other banks. They may get 880,-
000 if they put it at five per cent, which I
think can easily be obtained on mortgage.
I come now to the Grand Trunk agreement.
The Grand Trunk Railway by this contract
will have from the government first $140,-
000 a year which at three per cent gives
$4,600,000 for how many miles of the Grand
Trunk? Thirty-five. I thought it was
thirty-three, but I was informed by the hon.
Secretary of State that it was thirty-five.
In that countrv no rocks will be touched
and no obstacles will be met with, I think
the road could easily be built for $20,000 a
mile. Supposing we take off half the cost
of the road, $10,000, that would be $350,-
000. There are two bridges, one very im-
portant bridge at St. Hilaire and another im-
portant one, not quite so large, at St. Hya-
cinthe. I think J am within the mark when
I put them at $600,000 together. One-half
of that would be $300,000. Then $300,000
and $350,000 would be $650,000. That
would be about the surplus over $4,000,000.
There remains $4,000,000 for the bridge
in Montreal and for the terminal. It
must not be forgotten that we have voted
lately a large sum for improving that
bridge. When that bridge was built we
must remember that iron was dearer
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than it is now, and steel was dearer than at
present. I think it cost $6,000,000 when it
was erected, but things aremuch cheaper now.
Take $3,000,000 for that and there would be
still $1,000,000 for the terminal that the
government will have to pay for the user of
the road. We are going into a partnership in
which all the improvements may be lost after
a number of years, and we shall pay for the
user of the road also, and apart from that,
we are also going to give a sort of quasi
monopoly to the Grand Trunk Railway. I
would be very sorry that the hon. gentlemen
should think that I am inimical to the
Grand Trunk or the Canadian Pacific or to
any road. I am in favour of all the roads,
more particularly those two, which certainly
are the cause of the great prosperity of
Canada. But I do not think we should pay
more than is necessary, and in this case we
are certainly paying more than we ought to
pay. Take half and we will not have more
than 25 per cent of the passenger traffic on
that road. There are some other curious
points in this arrangement. I suppose the
governmnent does not like to make anyamend-
ment, but I presume they will amend this
50th clause, which reads :

Nothing herein contained shall in any way merge
or affect the claims or rights of Her AMajesty, if any
such there be, as they now exist against the company,
or the property of the cornpany, other than that
which is the subject matter of this agreement.

This looks very much like as if all the
rights of the government were saved, but if
you compare this clause with clause 45, it
will be seen that Her Majesty shall have
the right to :

Deduct fron the rentals herein agreed to be paid
to the company any sum or sums of money which
xnay hcrcafter become due by the company to lier
Majesty and for the payment of which the company
is in default.

Therefore for the past you cannot count
that money ; for the future you may. The
first clause says that:

That Her Majesty shall and will during the contin-
uance of this lease or any renewal thereof pay to the
company the rent hereby reserved in the manner and
at the times hereinbefore mentioned without any
deduction whatsoever, save for the reasons and on
account of the happening of any or either contingency
or contingencies hereinafter mentioned.

By this it looks to one who reads it care-
lessly, as if the rights of Her Majesty are
safe. But I do not know. They take away
the right of Her Majesty to be paid. The
hon. gentleman shakes his head and says it

is not so. The hon. gentleman will not deny
the accuracy of what I have read. I may
construe it differently? Lawyers can put
different constructions on the plainest lan-
guage. Why should we lengthen the Inter-
colonial Railway? The Intercolonial, as the
hon. gentleman from Prince Edward Island
(Mr. Prowse) said just now, is a political
railway. It is not a railway which belongs
to New Brunswick, Quebec or Nova Scotia.
It is a railroad which belongs to the whole
Dominion. It is the house of our father, I
might say. If our father was to say, " Here
is the paternal house; I have five or six
children, but one of my children only shall
have the right to be here and the others can
only come in if he permits them." If you
consider that the Grand Trunk is to have
the right to put its notice on the Interco-
lonial Railway cars and buildings, that i8
enough for people coming from Europe, and
it is only from Europe we can expect large
numbers to use the Intercolonial to go to the
North-west-is not that a sort of monopolyl
Then there is the 40th clause. I do nOe
know if the government will accept the
amendinent of the hon. leader of the opposi-
tion, but even if you strike out the clause there
will certainly remain a great advantage tO
the Grand Trunk, and why should we give
a greater advantage to the Grand Trunk
than to the Canadian Pacific Railway 1 WhY
should we give a greater advantage to the
Grand Trunk than to the Parry Sound, the
St. John Railway, the Quebec Central, the
Drummond County and the South Shore
Road which will soon be built? It seems as
if the city of Quebec is always to be throw'
aside. When the Intercolonial Railway
came to Rivière du Loup it was necessary tO
connect with the Grand Trunk. The govern
ment thought it advisable to buy the exten
sion to Lévis opposite Quebec. By extend-
ing it to Point Lévis we give the same right
to all the railways-we give the sane
advantage to every one of those railways nOe
existing, and to others which will certainlîY
be built before ninety-nine years have passed-
Therefore, I shall vote for the amendment Of
the hon. gentleman f rom Wolseley, because
think there is a clause in the bill which I
consider very disrespectful to Her MajestY;
because we are paying too dear for the
Drummond County Railway; because we
are going to deprive a large district of the
province from Richmond to Point Lévi. Of
a road like the Grand Trunk connecting
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With the Intercolonial at Quebec and leaving any importance. I saw no village or even the
er with a poor local road, and because we nucleus of a village. A village is generally

re not doing justice to the other railways. supposed to be formed in the first place with
ir these reasons I shail vote against the a blacksmith's shop and next with a lawyer's

office.

'fon. Mr. ALMON-I should be sorry Hon. Mr. KIRCHIOFFER-Is there
give a silent vote on this question, because not a tavern?
's ny duty to explain the position I take.

Was in hopes that .the hon. leader of the Hon. Mr. ALMON-Yes, the lawyer
government would have made an alteratien would lkely be found near the tavern. What
"' the bill which would enable me to vote is te become of the blacksmith's shop in such
for it. The alterations which have been a country ? The fire would go out for want
ePtosed are so trivial that I cannot consent of horses to shoe, and the lawyer would, in
to sacrifice the interests of the country by tbe absence of clients, go to the devil. Al
h ting for the measure. I differ from the that a stranger would discover there would
on. gentleman from Prince Edward Island be a suiphurous smell, whether it would be

Who Spoke about the necessity of the Inter- from the baf hurnt embers of the smithy or
trionial connecting with Montreal. I think froin the general way in which the lawyer
at is absolutely necessary for the Inter- makes bisexit it would bedifflcult toteil. You
onial, but we have that connection already. be-eare now tenantsQ of the Grand Trunk, ign ho.htalcn ooa rfi.Ta

and the Secretary of State says that we are is difficult to answer. I think it 'as chiefly,

hong very well indeed in that relation. My perbaps, for the two subsidies which were
o. cOlleague, the senior member for Halifax given to aid its construction, one from the

(Mr. Power) bas told us how well things are Dominion and the other from the local
Ilg on now, and I quite agree with what authorities. There is anotber reason which
e saYs. I think he said that the road was I will explain by quoting in prose some words
very level road, well equipped in every of a peem by Peter Pinder, wbich 1 once

'ePect ; that the attendance on board the read. A farmer went into a town to buyns and the cuisine were all that could he some razors. Heboughthalfadozen, and when
esrried, that the trains made good time and he got home started to shave himself. He
&rived at Montreal on time. Others con- pulled some hairs eut, but the razor cut none.

ared everything that he said, and it struck He tried one razor, then another and another
Ie a testiniony to the good way they get on and had bad success with ail of them. Tbis

as yearly tenants. I do not see why was on a Saturday, and net on Sunday norn-
te should not continue that relation. More ing, because according to Mr. Charlton's bil
than that, I should have no objection to in- it is wicked to shave yourself on Sunday. On
creasing the lease to three or five years. At Sunday he went to cburch. On Menday be
t4e end of that time we could see how it went to the hardware shop and said tu the

as succeeding. A number of hon. gentle- merchant "The razors you sold me won't
en claimed in this debate that the govern-
fit had not supplied promised information think they would shave, they were not made
8ee Whether the arrangement was a good to shave." The purchaser asked Iwhat were

onenon which to mnake a permanent agree- they made for?" IMade to sell" was the
1fient. The Drummond County Railway, as reply. That's what the Drummond County
we have been informed, is a road which com- Railway was made for-to sel, and the Mi-
"eIces nowhere and ends nowhere. It can nister of Iailways was sold at the saue time.
bave no through traffic, and any one who bas He made a better bargain for it than be
raled on it will see that there is no local made with the Grand Trunk. The manager

What does one see from the car of the Grand Trunk is a shrewd Yankee,
Wrndows? A country covered with small and a blue nose would ave ne chance with

•ee8* In manv places where clearances him-much less a Nova Scotian. The Minis-

apere mnade, it bas grown up again with small ter of Railways persuaded us to give $50,000
r' and birch, and where the forest bas towards building an elevator at Halifax.
e cleared there is very little cultivation. When the old gevernment built an elevatorare a few farms, but there is nothing of there, the city was not asked to pay anytbing.
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The Grit papers grumbled very much at hav-
ing this elevator built, and said the govern-
ment after building it should have bought
cargoes of grain in order to use it. The gov-
ernrment did not do that. No grain caine to
it, and the elevator was burnt down and
there was a pean of joy from the Grits that
the elevator was removed. We have now an-
other one for which we have paid $50,000.
Mr. Blair has gone to St. John to build
elevators, and I am told has given notice to
the Canadian Pacific Railvay that they are
no longer to have running powers over the
railroad to Hlalifax. All the cargoes of
grain, therefore, by the Canadian Pacific
Railway, must stop at St. John instead
of going on to Halifax. What we are to
get for the $50,000 I do not know. Hali-
fax is burdened with taxation. We have
schools wherever they could be put. The
school board never meet without voting an in-
crease to the school niasteri or school n is-
tresses. We are afraid to paint our houses
because the tax collectors would own
them. I have three properties where the
rents I receive from thern do not pay
the taxes. It was not because we had
plenty of money, therefore, that we voted
that S850,000 towards the construction of an
elevator. Under this agreement we are to
give all the trade which comes from the east
to the Grand Trunk. What is the Grand
Trunk to give us ? The hon. gentleman
says they are giving us al[ the western
trade. Let us look at that. All the western
trade that the Grand Trunk can influence
will be sent by w y of Portland. The mana-
ger of the Grand Trunk is a United States
citizen. The United States people have
some good traits in their character, and one
is an intense patriotism, and when we put
Mr. Hays' intense patriotisin and his re-
gard for his company together, you may
depend on it all the traffic that lie can in-
fluence to go by Portland will be lost to St.
John or Halifax. All the traffic that is not
going to Portland must come by the Inter-
colonial. It will be taken as far as Lévis
by the Grand Trunk if it can be carried to
that point at a profit to the shareholders.
We have the carrying of the freight to
Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia and
Newfoundland, and therefore if the Grand
Trunk Railway showed a disposition to dis-
criminate against the Intercolonial Railway
we could put an extra price on the goods
coming that way and prevent the Grand

Trunk from diverting traffic from the Inter-
colonial. Therefore, I do not thank them for
the east bound traffic which they give us. My
great objection to this bill is the ninety-nine
yearsclause. I tliink it will make us a laughing
stock, not only now, but in future genera-
tions. About four years ago any one whO
read the English papers could have seen the
account of a meeting of the Grand Trunk
Railway Company in London, when it was
decided thatnodividend wouldbepaideven on
preferential stock ; most of the shares could
be got for the asking, and although every-
body acknowledged the whole thing was bad,
.yet they must have thought it wasirreparabY
ruined because the directors were never
changed. There was tliesamegrumbling froni
everybody. The president held out hopes but
they have not been realized. It put mO

i very much in mind of a person who is dying,
whose physician recommends that another
doctor be called in to consult, but the
patient says " No, we might as well go on
with the same doctor. There is no use
making a change now." The Grand Trunk
asked for the ninety-nine years. The sanie
confession that the road was ruined four
years ago was made in the conmittee roofI
to-day. The person acting for the Grand
Trunk said, three years ago, they thought it
was all up with them. Those are not his
words, but they convey his meaning. Is nOe
thatt 99 ye rs lease absurd I Supposing that
war takes place-and God forbid-what will
happen to the Grand Trunk ? Half of its pro-
perty is in the United States. The Republic
would either contiscate it or not allow it to be
used during the war. Of course, that is an
unlikely thing, but a likely thing is tht
the bonding privilege may be suspended. 1
think that that threat will be carried ouf,
and the bonding privilege may be taken
away. History repeats itself. It is not a
hundred years ago since an expedition went
out from Halifax and took the greater part
of the state of Maine. In this expeditiol'
Colin Campbell, afterwards Lord Clyde, the
hero of the "thin red line" at Balaklava
and the suppresser of the Indian mutinY,
took a part. He had been serving for soule
time with half of his regiaient with the
garrison at Annapolis Royal. The people Of
Maine were very glad to be incorporated il
the British possessions at that time. The
celebrated Harvard convention was in ses'
sion, in which the New England States
threatened to break off their connection
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With the other states, being dissatisfied
with the war. We will" go a little
further back. Any one who has examined
our archives will see that towards the
close of the first American war, Vermont
Wished to leave the Union and join Canada.
1 have read the letter from the minister in

ngland to Haldimand telling him not
receive negotiations, because in all

Probability England intended to make
Peace With the United States, and it would
be just as well not to involve themselves.
b£is Was part of a plot carried on by a
rother of Ethan Allen, who was a hero in

the United States of the war for inde-
pendence. One incident happened a little
MIore than one hundred years ago, and the
Other not a hundred years ago. And yet we
are told that nothing can happen in ninety-
n'ne years. Since Joshua commanded the sun
O stand still I do not think such % stupen-

dous thing has occurred than this ninety-
nine year agreement. How do we know
that ir ninety-nine years railways will be
the neans of carrying goods I If at the

tbeginning of this century any one had said
at goods would be carried by railroad, what

wOuld have been thought of him ? Is it not
likely that as great a revolution will occur
In the next ifnety-ni.e years? We will all
be dead before then, but our grandchildren
Will be herp, and it will be awkward for them
when People say to them, " What old fogies
Your grandfathers were to make such an
agreement I am going to appeal to the
Conservatives on this side of the House not
to follow their leader, but to follow their own
Jlldgment. If it is felt that this is a bad bill,
throw it out altogether. What did the
ralitia do at Batoche? Did they follow
their leader I No, he was three miles away
frorn the line of battle when they said, " Weare getting potted by those riflemen, and

w will not stav here to be shot down. We
ill charge," and they no sooner charged
tan the officers were ahead of them, and

Middleton had just finished his marmalade
Probably, and catme up and said he had given
Orders for the charge. If hon. gentlemen
defeat this bill, after voting as their con-
sciences dictate, their leader will be pleased
o see what they have done.

ion. Mr. LANDRY-It is not my intpn-
tion tl prolong this debate or to inflict
a speech on this House at this advanced
stage of the discussion, but I do not think

I can give a vote on this occasion without a
word of explanation. In 1897 when this
arrangement with the Grand Trunk and
the Drummond County Railway Com-
panies was before this House for the
first time, we took a stand which for my
part I am bound to maintain. At that
time we found that the extension of the
Intercolonial Railway to Montreal by the
means offered by the government was not
to the advantage of the Dominion, and by
our vote we rejected the bill. There was a
great deal of agitation in the country, threats
were made also by the organs cf the Liberal
party and the Prime Minister of this country
with all his supporters announced that a
reform of the Senate was becoming more
and more necessary. In the face of those
threats I think we should maintain the stand
we took at that time. For my part, I do
not feel any disposition to yield to those
threats. There is a constitutional way for
testing the opinion of the country and
threats will not improve the constitution.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Is the hon. gentleman
proposing to dissolve this House ? Is he
proposing something for himseif or his wife's
relations ?

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I am speaking of
what has been proposed by the hon. Premier
himself. There is no doubt that when public
opinion has been consulted on a question,
this House will yield to the decision. But
public opinion has never been consulted on
the subject we are now discussing. In the
last general election this question was not
one which was brought before the electorate.
The extension of the Intercolonial Railway
from Lévis to Montreal was never referred
to. The electorate was not consulted on that
particular point, and I maintain that, under
those circumstances, the Senate had a per-
fect right, and was quite justified in taking
the stand we took in 1897, and nothing
since that time has occurred, in my
opinion at all events, to justify a change
in the stand which I then took. It is true
that the contract bfore us to-day may be,
in sone details, different from the one
brought before us in 1897, though the
Minister of Railways said, in another House,
that it is about the same. If it is the same
contract, there is an additional reason for
me to stand by my vote of 1897. In the
sessions of 1897 and 1898, I was permitted
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to put a few questions to the hon. iMinister
of Justice, and he was kind enough at that
time not to answer them, but to say that he
would answer me when a better opportunity
presented itself. The opportunity presents
itself to-day, and if the hon. minister will
recollect the question I put at that time, he
might be prepared to give an answer to-day.
At all events, in order to prevent him from
saying that he forgot the question, I shall
read it to hini together with his answer. At
that time we were bound by the contract,
if it had been approved by this House, to
pay, during ninety-nine years, to the Drum-
mond County Railway a lease pf $64,000 a
year plus $6,000 for the right of way from
the Chaudière bridge to Point Lévis, and I
asked the hon. minister last year if the action
of the Senate in refusing to pass such legis-
lation had not been more beneficial to the
country than was generally thought. By its
measure in 1897, the government was binding
itself to give to the Drummond County Rail-
way Company for a period of ninety-nine
years $64,000 per annum, representing the in-
terest of $1,600,000 capital at a rate of four
per cent. This anount of $1,600,000 was
the estimated cost of a railway between
Chaudière and Ste. Rosalie. Now, the gov-
ernment has been able for several years to
borrcw money at a lower rate than three
per cent. We could safely assert that the
government, at all events, could obtain any
capital at three per cent. The capital of
$1,600,000, at the rate of three per cent,
would bring $48,000 as interest every year.
If this interest of $48,000 were deducted from
the annuityof $64,000, it would leave $16,000
for a sinking fund. This sinking fund em-
bodied in the annuity of $64,000 would, at
the end of forty-seven years and afew months,
reproduce the original capital of $1,600,000.
I hope the hon. Minister of Justice will not
dispute those figures. It is a matter of cal-
culation, and I suppose the government first
of all made those calculations. They will
find that in a period of forty-seven years and
two months, this $16,000, which is the sur-
plus over the $48,000 interest on the
$1,600,000 of capital, would reproduce the
entire capital of $1,600,000, the estimated
value of the road to be purchased. By bind-
ing itself to pay an annual grant of $64,000
during ninety-nine years, the government at
the expiration of forty-seven years and two
months, having paid the capital of $1,600,-
000, was undertaking, by its agreement to

pay, during a further period of fifty-one years
and ten nonths, 864,000 per annum for
a capital already paid. This useless annual
payment of $64,000 would, at the expiration
of fifty-one years and ten months, form a
capital in round numbers of $7,800,000.
And then I asked was not this amount of
$7,800,000 really saved the country by the
action of the Senate in throwing out the
Drunnond County Railway Bill. Does the
government deny the correctness of those
figures ? If so, wherein are they wrong and
what are the correct figures ? What was
the answer of the Minister of Justice?

I would say to the hon. gtnt1eman that this cal-
culation reminds me of nothing so much as a state-
ment made by Mark Twain in reference to shorten-
ing the Mississippi between St. Louis and New
Orleans. He said that the windings of the river had,
during the flood season, been cut off and that the
result was, that the distance between New Orleans
and St. Louis was some ninety miles shorter than in
1780, and at that rate of sbortening by the year 3,000
and something. St. Louis and New Orleans would be
brought together. Now, my hon. friend's calcula-
tion is very much of the same sort. I dissent froin
the view which he has expressed. I deny the gain
to which he refers, and when a fitting opportunitY
occurs I shall be prepared to discuss that question
with the hon. gentleman.

The minister admitted by that reply that
he was not discussing the matter seriouslY
but simply making a joke.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The whole thing was
a joke. Does the hon. gentleman pretend
to say that what he was saying was not a
jest? He surely was not serious.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Certainly I Ws
serious. Why was I not serious ? Why
did the hon. gentleman say he would be
ready to discuss the question with me at
another time? I am ready to discuss the
question with hinm now. He can joke if he
pleases, but that is not the way to answer
a serious question. If my calculation is not
correct he can say it is not so and give his
reasons. Has he any reason ? Does he
deny the figures? Does he deny that that
payment would be made at the rate at which
he could borrow money, say three per cent 1
Does he deny that at that rate the capitbî
would have been paid in forty-seven years
He cannot deny it; he will not deny it.
see his colleague on his left (Mr. Snowball) 1
enjoying the discussion. That reminds 'n'O
I questioned him too, and here iS what
occurred

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-The transaction ca
defended on its merits before the severest tribun"
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Which could be named, if the tribunal is an impartial
one.

lion. Mr. LANDRY-Will the hon. gentleman
allow ne to ask him one question? The hon. gentle-
inan said just now that the $64,000 represented in-

terest at 4 per cent on the 81,600,000 ; that Î per cent
would represent the sinking fund. That would ne
812,000 per annum for a sinking fund.

lion. Mr. SNOWBAL-That is only my version.
lion. Mr. LANDRY-I want to see if the hon.
ntleman is in earnest when he says that that will
Î Per cent.

Iton. Mr. SNOWBALL-Three-quarters of one
per cent.

Hlon. Mr. LANDRY-Three-quarters of one per
cent in that transaction represents $12,000. One per
cent would be $16,000, and 1 per cent would be
Ï12,0o.

lion. Mr. SNOWBALL-Yes.
lion. Mr. LANDRY-Did the hon. gentlemancalculate what that would bring the sinking fund to,if t.

Hadlow Cove to Lévis, and this is in black
and white in the contract which was made
on the l7th July, 1879. I remark enpa8sant
that in this contract Her Majesty, Queen
Victoria, is the " party of the first part," and
the Grand Trunk " the party of the second
part :"

Now the said parties hereto agree as follows, that is
to say that they, the governiment, do purchase the
line of the Grand Trunk Railway from its junction
with the Intercolonial Railway at Rivière du Loup,
up to, and including, the first bridge east of the Had-
low Cove station grounds.

Clause 10 provides:
That the company shall have the right in perpetuity

to run their trains and engines, separately or com-
bined. and as frequently and at such times as the
chai acter and extent of their trafic may require, under
the reasonable rules and regulations of the Intercolo-

,'as placed at coumpound interest, at 3 per cent niai naîîway, ana unuer tne direction o1 the omcaisuring nmnety-nine years? It would represent 87,- in charge thereof, between Chaudière Junction and
(3,645. That is what you are paying. the first bridge east of Hadlow Cuve station groundlion Mr.SNO BALLI donotknowhowand to take up and deliver traffic at ail places to and

roon.n their une ail free of charge.
nrlany dollars it would make. The hon. gentleman is
evidently unable to niake a calculation. If he will This clause detines the rights of the Grand
'corne over to me, I will teach him a lesson in arith-

government ' We find them enunciated in
Well, I am ready to have that lesson in clause 13 which reads as follows
arithmetic. I do not know what authority That the govemninent shah have the right in per-
he will consult to give me that lesson. Does ity,
he deny the figures I put forward i On his engines, separately or combined and as frequently and
OWnI figure that he gave me, f$200 oth fi~jgueta egvm, of $1 2,000, for at snch times as the character and extent of theirfund dos no tht aount plcedtraffic may require, under the reasonable rides andthesinkin fund, does not that amount, placedRailway Company,
at 3 per cent for ninety-nine years produce a and under the direction of the officiais theieof, be-
capital of over $7,000,000? If the hon. tween Hadlow and Point Lévis station, to and from

places between these points, in the yard at Point
gentleman is right I am wrong and then he Lévis and to and froin and beyoad that station ; also
4ill correct me; if he is wrong he will keep the right in perpetuity and free of charge to use the
sulent. Well, I think he is wrong since sad Point Lévis station yard, and the tracks, sidings,

~5 Ua~>~to mintan hi smne U platforis, end appurtenances thereof ; but ail Shunt-Unable to maintain his pretensions and to ingand making up of trains in and about Point Lévis1SCuss them with me. Then comes that station shah be dune by the said conpany and under
question of the $6,000 annually paid to the the direction of their servants.

brummond County Rail way for the usage of By this contract the governnent hadthat part of the railway from Chaudière acquired a part of the Grand Trunk from
J'lction to Lévis, but there is something Chaudière Junction to Hadlow Cove and
'hich must not be forgotten. That part of had runhing powers from Hadlow to Lévis
the road is already worked by the govern- over the Grand Trunk, hecause the govern-
1ent which have also running powers over ment gave similar running powers te the
9ie Other half. We must not forget that Grand Trunk from Chaudière to Lévis. Net-
a 1879 an Act was passed by Parliament withstanding that,the government were will-

bY which the government secured from the ing to payto the GrandTrunk Railway$6,000
grand Trunk that part of the Grand Trunk per annum for ninety-nine years, and by the
tro' Rivière du Loup to Hadlow Cove. contract to-day the government is binding
lhat became the property of the government itself to pay over to the Grand Trunk a part
4nd the Grand Trunk running froin Chau- of the usage of that road f rom Chaudière to

Iere to Lévis had to pass over a part of the Point Lévis which already telongs to them,
h lway bought by the government from and over which they have now running
"audière Curve to Hadlow-they got run- powers.

11lIg Powers on that part providing they An additional reason which compels me togave rurning powers over the part f rom stand by the position I took in 1897 s this-
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it was a good reason in 1897 ; itis still a good Hon. Mr. MILLS-But the Canadian
reason for me to-day-I claim that if the Pacific Railway would not there be a feeder
policy of the government is to construct a to the Intercolonial Railway because they
bridge at Quebec, they cannot, by this Drum- would carry their traffic to St. John.
mond transaction, injure the bridge more
than they are doing to-day. If you want a Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Because there is

bridge at Quebec, you must try to get all the no bridge, but if there was a bridge at
railway companies to aid in the building Quebec it would be different, for the Can-

up of that bridge. The government will no adian Pacific Railway touches Quebec.

build the bridge itself. The government will Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
aid it to the extent of $1,000,000, but you does not catch my point. I say the Can-
must get the railway companies to combine adian Pacific Railway would never carry
with the city of Quebec to build the bridge. their traffic to Quebec for the sake of giving
If you make the bridge useless for those it to the Intercolonial Railway. They would
companies, they will not contribute one cent carry it to the south side of the St. Law-
towards the building of it, and the money rence at Montreal and take the freight on
offered by the government will be of very the line to St. John.
little use to the city of Quebec. I arn con-
sidering this, certainly, from a local point of Hon. Mr. LANDRY-If there had been
view, but that does not prevent one, in a a bridge at Quebec, and the government had
general way, from saying that you would not brought the Intercolonial Railway to Ste.
have succeded better in making the exten- Rosalie, the Intercolonial Railway could
sion of the Intercolonial to Montreal bene- have crossed at Quebec and become a feeder
ficial to the country at large by interesting to the Canadiau Pacific Railway and vice
in it several companies instead of one only. versa. If I did not catch the hon. minister,
Coming back to the Quebec bridge, what will he bas not caught my idea, or if he has got
be its use, forexample, to the Canadian Pacific it he does not appear to have. I say that
Railway ? The Canadian Pacific Railway if the government bas a policy towards
have a bridge at Miontreal. If they want Quebec in the building of that bridge, it
to go to Halifax, they w ill go by their own should not on the other hand prevent the
bridge at Montreal, and will not use the commerce of the Intercolonial Railway from
Quebec bridge. The Grand Trunk has its reaching the Canadian Pacific Railway. The
bridge at Montreal also, and all the tratlic arrangements they are making now with
of the Grand Trunk going to Portland will the Drummcnd County Railway might have
cross the bridge at Montreal. But if the been made with the Canadian Pacific Rail-
government had not made any arrangement way.
at all with the Drummond County Railway Hon. Mr. MILLS-No.
and had not decided to extend its lines from
Lévis to Montreal, there would have been a Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Why ?
terminus at Lévis and the Grand Trunk and
the Canadian Pacific Railway would have Hon. Mr. MILLS-The reason is perfectly
found in that terminus a sufficient reason to plain. The Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
take an interest in the building of the bridge pany have their own hne to carry their own

s- as to arrive at that terminus and make trafic to St. John. They have nothing to
arrangements for traffic there. give us to-day at Montreal.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Does my hon. friend
argue that the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company would abandon their line to St.
John-the short line across the state of
Maine-for the sake of carrying traffic iown
to Lévis to be given to the Intercolonial
Railway.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-No, but I say the
Intercolonial would have been a feeder to
the Canadian Pacific Railway if the Inter-
colonial had stopped at Lévis.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-If that reason i3
good for the Canadian Pacifie Railway it is
good for the Grand Trunk. In the mean-
time you are making arrangements with the
Grand Trunk.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The Grand Trunk,
under this agreement, have agreed to hand
over to the Intercolonial all the traffic for
the maritime provinces, not to take it tO
Portland, but to hand it over at Montreal.
The Canadian Pacific Railway would not
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make an agreement of that sort-it would
not be to their interest to do so.

Hon. Mr. McDONALD (C.B.) - The
Canadian Pacific Railway would have to do
it if they took freight by the North Shore.

Hon. Mr. MILLS -They would not do it.
The hon. gentleman must know that right
well.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-It is the first time
I have heard of a company refusing to take
freight. I think that the Canadian Pacific
'Railway would have been in a better position
to make a bargain with the government
than the Drummond County Railway, and
would have given a better guarantee and
more satisfaction to the public than the
Drummond County Railway. For all these
reasons I shall vote for the amendment.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
lBefore the question is put, I desire to say
that in voting for the second reading of the
bill, it is for the purpose of enabling the
ilouse to go into committee to consider any
amendments which may be made, therefore,
I do not commit myself either to the principle
or the details of the measure. If the amend-
rnents, of which notice has been given,
or others which may be proposed-
because there are some I think that may be
very properly discussed in committee which
cannot be discussed while the Speaker is in
the Chair-should not be of a character to
Ineiet the strong objections which many mem-
bers who have addressed the House have
taken I shall reserve to myself the right to
vote for the six months' hoist, at the third
reading, and that I presume is the view of
those who are opposed to the general principle
of the bill. I wish that to be distinctly under-
stood before I cast my vote. In saying that,
I think I am expressing the opinion of a
large number who probably will vote for the
second reading of the bill. That is the
Parliamentary way of dealing with a bill of
this kind. The hon. Minister of Justice has
given notice of an amendment. I have aiso
given notice of an amendment. These
amendments cannot be discussed here. There
18 decided opposition to some clauses par.
ticularly that clause which binds the gov-
ernmeuit to a traffic arrangement with
the Grand Trunk Railway for ninety-nine
Years which, as I have already pointed out,
leaves it in the power of the Grand Trunk

Railway, providing it is found to be to their
advantage, to perpetuate that agreement.
That, I take it for granted, will have to be
eliminated entirely, leaving power to the
government alone to forego that portion of
the agreement upon notice of three, six,
nine or twelve months-whatever may be
agreed upon by the House. If it is to the
advantage of both, it can be continued. If
it should not be to the advantage of the
Intercolonial Railway to continue the pre-
sent traffic agreement, then the govern-
ment can give notice that the traffic ar-
rangement into which they have entered,
either the present or any other, must ter-
minate. That is the ground that I have
taken. I may say further that if I thought
my vote would destroy the whole scheme,
the leasing of one and the purchase of the
other, entirely, I should vote for the amend-
ment, but I am convinced from my
experience in government and dealing with
questions of this kind, that the government
have so far committed themselves that even
if they went out of power to-morrow, their
successors would have difficulty in setting
the whole agreement aside. Individuals
may go; governments continue, and when
ministers have pledged the government to
any policy, and particularly when capitalists
have acted upon that policy, depend upon it
no government coming into power, however
much they may dislike the agreement and
the policy of their predecessors, when the
country is committed to that extent in the
manner I have pointed out, you are not
likely to have it abrogated. I think my
hon. friend, although we do not very often
agree, will agree with me on that point, and
those who have studied the history of our
institutions-those who know anything
about the working of free institutions as
practised in England, which we are follow-
ing as closely as practicable in this country,
will agree with the position that I have
taken. I do not wish in voting against my
hon. friend's motion, to have it understood
that I am thereby pledging inyself either to
the principle or the details of the bill, but if
the details of the bill can be so amended as
to make them in accordance with the posi-
tion which 1, and others who agree with me,
hold, it remains a question how far we will
go.

Hon. Mr. NILLS--It is not my intention
at the present time to enter into a defence
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of the policy of the government upon the
agreement which bas been entered into. I,
of course, take a different view from my hon.
friend opposite, because I think the agree-
ment is one that will be found to be in the
public interest. However, details may be
discussed later. As I understand from the
hon. gentleman, his friends about him, or
the majority of them, are prepared to vote
for the second reading of the bill, and we
can consider then any propositions that may
be submitted for discussion in Committee of
the Whole. With that understanding I rest
content.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-I
have listened with attention to the discus-
sion on the subject, but I have failed to
hear f rom the advocates of this measure any
argument to show in what great respect
this agreement is better or more beneficial
than the bill we rejected in 1897. If the
government consider it a measure that
should be passed, they should have been
prepared to show that it is a much better
measure than the one which we rejected on
a previous occasion. I have failed to hear
any senator attempt to prove anything of
that kind. The hon. gentleman f rom Cobourg
(Mr. Kerr), when he first addressed the
House on this subject, admitted that this bill
was $700,000 better than the first measure
which was proposed here. But he subse-
quently sheltered himself, in making that
statement, behind the view which had been
expressed by the leader of the opposition.
He had not the courage of his own
convictions to say that, front his own
examination of the question, he saw that it
was that much better. I have looked into
the measure with some care and consideration
for my own information, and I find that it
is not only that $700,000, better than the
measure which we rejected in 1897, but
that the whole arrangement is considerably
better. Notwithstanding all that, I doubt
very much whether the nieasure is one which
is to the advantage of this country. It is an
expenditure of the public modey to an
amount of at least $7,000,000 which we
should not have undertaken at the time that
measure was proposed. I consider, further,
that the agreenent which was made with
the Grand Trunk, as it was first presented
to this House, was not such an agreement
as any business man would have chosen to
lay before any body for consideration and
endorsement. The more the agreement is

looked into, the greater are the defects
found within it. The hon. leader of the
government himself has had to suggest an
amendment to the measure. The hon.
leader of the opposition has also had to
propose another amendment which would
make it less objectionable. Besides that,
there are other objections to it. As the
agreement was presented to us in the first
place, its effect would be to prevent the
extension of the Intercolonial at any future
period beyond Montreal, and we know that
there are gentlemen in this country-men of
influence and position-who speak of its
extension beyond Montreal and who think
that at some future time it, may be extended
to Ottawa, Toronto or some other centre of
trade; but with the existence of theagreement
as it came before us in the first instance, it
would have been impossible to extend the
road beyond Montreal, because all its trade
to the west would have to be delivered there
to the Grand Trunk Railway. I am not now
going into the details of this measure. I
merely rise for the purpose of saying that
my position issomething like that of the hon.
leader of the opposition. I feel that in
voting against the amendment of the hon.
gentleman from Wolseley (Mr. Perley) for the
six months' hoist, I am not pledging myself as
to the course I shall take when the measure
comes to be further discussed. I reserve to
myself the right of acting as the measure
will appear to me after it has been amended
and made more acceptable to the House
than it is at present. I do not see that any
great benefit will accrue to the people of
this country, or to the Intercolonial, by its
extension to the city of Montreal.

The Senate divided on the amendment,
which was rejected on the following vote.

CONTENTS:

Hon. Messrs.
Almon,
Arnand
Bernier,
Boucherville, de

Casgrain,
Clemow,
Landry,
McCalluim,

Aikins,
Allan,
Baird,

MeDonald (C.B.),
MeMillan,
Merner,
Montplaisir,
Owens,
Perley,
Prinrose,
Prowse,
Wood.-17.

NON-CONTENTS:

Hon. Messrs.
MacInnes,
McLaren,
McSweeney,
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Mills,
O'Donohoe,
Ogilvie,
Paquet,
Poirier,
Power,
Scott,
Snowball,
Temple,
Templeman,
Thibaudeau (Rigaud),
Vidai,
Villeneuve,
Wark,
Yeo.-37.

The bill was then read the second time.

DRUMMOND COUNTY RAILWAY
BILL.

SECOND READING.

The order of the day being called:
Resuming the adjourned debate on the second

realing (Bill 133) " An Act to authorize the acquisi-
tion by the Dominion of the Drummond County
Railway. "-(Hon. Sir Mackenzie Bowell.)-

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Should I presume, as
this bill has been discussed with the other
ineasure, both bills will be considered in
committee at the same time.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No,
when we reach that bill the hon. gentleman
can move the second reading and then ask
to go into committee. I take it for granted
that that being the twin brother of the one
we have been considering, no matter what
Way this may be disposed of the other will
be disposed of in the same way.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I do not see
why we should let them go together.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Carried on the same
division.

lon. Mr. McCALLUM-The two go
together. Deal with this one first before
going on with the other. If the Grand
Trunk Bill is defeated, the Drummond
County Railway Bill will be defeated too, as
I understand it. Let it be put down for
the second reading on Friday.

lon. Mr. SCOTT-I understand, the
sense of the House is that we should take
the second reading now and let it stand
with the other.

lon. Mr. McCALLUM-No. The
Speaker has not declared it carried. If the
Grand Trunk Bill passes, I will not oppose

Baker,
Bowell (Sir Mackenzie).
Carling (Sir John),
Cochrane,
Dandurand,
Dever,
Drummond,
Ferguson,
Fiset,
Forget,
Kerr,
King,
Rirchhoffer,
Lougheed,
Lovitt,
Macdonald (P.E.I.),

it any further, but if this bill is defeated,
the other is defeated too, because they must
go together.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-If any hon gentle-
man objects, as my hon. friend from Monck
appears to do, to taking the second reading
now, I am quite willing to let it stand tili
Friday.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The object
which the hon. gentleman from Monck has
in view is being defeated by postponing the
second reading till Friday. It would then
be impossible to consider the bills together.
He is divorcing them because if the bill is
read the second time on Friday, it will
necessitate a reference to committee next
week. I hope my hon. friend will consent
to the second reading to-night.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM--I think the
hon. gentleman from Calgary was not here
when the understanding was arrived at in
reference to these bills. They were both
discussed together, and there is an under-
standing that if the one passes the other is
to pass, and if one is lost the other is lost.
They will both fly or fall together.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-My under-
standing was that these bills should travel
together, and if they should be divorced
now, we are defeating the understanding
we cane to. I do not agree with the hon.
gentleman f rom Monck. I think we should
take the second reading now. I am one of
those who voted for the six months' hoist in
reference to the other bill. As that bill has
carried, I am willing that the other should
carry immediately on a division.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved that the bill be
referred to a Committee of the Whole House
on Friday next.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-The
Drummond County Bill should have preced-
ence of the Grand Trunk Bill. Supposing
amendments are made to the Drummond
County Bill and the government does not
accept those amendments, the other bill falls.
The government could not lease a portion
of the Grand Trunk and not buy the Drum-
mond County Railway.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--
The amendments, if there should be any,
will be made to the lease into which the
government has entered with the Grand
Trunk Railway Company. There will be no
amendments made to the Drummond County
Bill, because it is simply a purchase, unless
there are objectionable features in the bar-
gain, the only amendmient, therefore, to be
made to that is to defeat the measure
altogether.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-Cer-
tainly there is an amendaient that could be
made to the Drummond County Railway
Bill without breaking the contract. The
government might reserve to itself a certain
sum of money to meet the claims which
might be made against the government later
on. That would not destroy the contract,
supposing the government arranged for two
or three hundred thousand dollars to meet
such claims. There is no guarantee of that
kind.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The question of prior-
ity can be discussed on Friday, if necessary.

The motion was agreed to.

CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENT
BILL.

ORDER OF THE DAY DISCHARGED.

The order of the day being called:
Second reading Bill (2) "An Act to amend the

Crininal Code, 1892, so as to make more effectual
provision for the punishment of seduction."

Hon. Mr. VIDAL said :-I think that
the object I had in view in taking charge of
this bill is sufficiently secured by what we
have already done, and I, therefore, move
that the order of the day be discharged.

The motion was agreed to.

SECOND READINGS.

Bill (157) " An Act respecting the Mani-
toba and South Eastern Railway Company."
-(Mr. Power.)

Bill (166) " An Act respecting the Temis-
couata Railway Company."- -(Mr. Wood.)

Bill (139) "An Act respecting the Nova
Scotia Steel Company, Limited."-(Mr.
Power.)

Bill (104) " An Act respecting the Do-
minion Permanent Loan Company.-(Mr.
McMillan.)

THIRD READINGS.

The following bills, reported from Com-
mittee of the Whole House, were read a
third time and passed :

Bill (146) "An Act further to amend the
Act respecting the Department of the Geo-
logical Survey."-(Mr. Mills.)

Bill (153) "An Act to amend the Un-

gganized Territories Game Preservation
àc, 1894."-(Mr-. Mills.)
Bill (149) "An Act further to amend the

Land Titles Act, 1894."-(Mr. Scott.)

Bill (148) "An Act further to amend the
Dominion Lands Act."-(Mr. Scott.)

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, 13th July, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE VOTE ON THE INTERCOLONIAL
RAILWAY EXTENSION BILL.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-Before proceeding
with the orders of the day, I would ask the
House to have my name added to the mino-
rity on the vote on the Grand Trunk Rail-
way agreement and the Drummond County
Railway Bill. I was in one of the commit-
tee rooms when the vote was taken, other-
wise I would not ask to have it added. I
told one of the messengers to give me notice
when the vote came on ; besides, I left the
door open with the expectation of hearing
the division bell, but no division bell was
rung on the occasion-a thing very unusual
on so important a question. J can only, of
course, have my name added by leave of the
House and I hope the House will consent to
it.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I will move that the
hon. gentleman's name be added to the
minority.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-If the name is to be
added, would it not be better to have it done
as a matter of course ? If a motion is made,
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it will appear on the minutes and will show
that the hon. gentleman was not present.
Of course, if the addition of the name would
have the effect of changing the vote, it would
be a very serious matter.

Hon. Mr MILLER-If there is any
objection I will not ask i.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Let it go without a
mlotion-by common consent.

BANQUE DU PEUPLE BILL.

AMENDMENTS CONCURRED IN.

The order of the day being called:

Consideration of the amendnents made by the
Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce to
(Bill 6) " An Act respecting La Banque du Peuple. "

Hon. Mr. FORGET moved concurrence
in the amendments made by the Standing
Commiittee on Banking and Commerce to
Bill (6) " An Act respecting La Banque du
Peuple." He said :-As I gave some explana-
tions on the second reading of this bill,
and as it has been fully discussed in the
general committee and in the sub-cow-
mittee, and their report has been made t(,
this House, I will refrain from making any
mbore connents on it, unless some hon.
gentlemen would desire more information,
in which case I shall be pleased to give it.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-I do not rise
for the purpose of opposing the adoption of
the report. My opposition to this measure
Will be at a later stage. I simply wish the
iHouse to understand that I do not approve
of the report. But the hon. gentleman did
not mention that there was any amendment
to the report.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-The hon. gentleman
roved concurrence in the amendient.

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-With the per-
I1lission of the House, J would like to make
a few remarks on the bill before the motion
18 carried. I have studied this bill very
carefully, and, being a resident of Montreal,
have been cognizant of the circumstances
under which the unfortunate necessity for
such a bill has arisen. Nothing can exceed
the disastrous character of the collapse of
the Banque du Peuple, and it is impossible
tO deny that the directors have incurred a
very serious moral responsibility in regard
to it, while as regards their personal finan-
cial respoisibility, that is absolutely unlim-

ited. I have always considered that they
were brave men-perhaps their bravery was
that of the boatman who, when he saw some
tyros out sailing a boat in a stiff breeze said
they feared nothing because they knew
nothing. These gentlemen undertook a
responsibility which was in the highest de-
gree dangerous, as it pledged their whole
existence financially to the solvency of the
bank. With reference to the manner in
which banks are conducted by the average
board of directors, I have the opinion-it
may be a wrong one, that if a bank is man-
aged by a dishonest man, no board of direc-
tors can prevent its collapse. The very
method of direction by a constituted board
is such that it can be evaded successfully
by a dishonest cashier or manager. If that
be so, and it is my opinion most clearly,
the collapse of the Banque du Peuple does
not necessarily imply dishonesty. or even
dereliction of duty, on the part of the board
beyond a certain limit. I have the opinion
from a long personal acquaintance with one
or more of the directors that they cannot be
accused of dishonesty or malfeasance of office.
Granted that the bill is of an exceptional
character, setting aside the law of the case
to meet special circumstances, this House
will remember that we were asked some
years ago to postpone the impending suits
for the purpose of giving them a chance to
wind up the affairs of the bank successfully.
We sanctioned the postponement, and I think
that we did so wisely, though it might in-
duce some special hardships on some credit-
ors and depositors. No doubt it did. We
have to deal, however, with the question
which we have presented to us every now
and then-a choice of evils. We have to
face a condition of things and do that which,
in our opinion, is the less of the two evils.
That is our position at the present moment.
In my opinion, if this bill fails to pass, the
remaining assets of the bank will be dissi-
pated in law and will reach neither creditors
nor depositors. On the whole, therefore, I
favour the passing of the bill with the amend-
ments already suggested and perhaps one or
two others which I shall take the liberty of
mentioning. The amendment proposed in
committee, which has just been presented to
the House, saves the securities which at
the time of the passing of this Act any
judgment creditor could possess. That is
ail right enough. I trust the House will
adopt some clause like that; but in addition
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to that, while what I have said hitherto has ing acceptcd a compromise. My sympathies
been in the direction of deprecating too are very largely with the shareholders. At
severe a judgment on the board of directors, one clap they found their capital disappear-
nothing can be plainer than the necessity of ing and fotbing left of it, and if there is any
providing that they shall not profit by their surplus, they are entitled to it, in my judg-
own lack of care, and while it is suggested, ment. 1 happen to know sone of the pro-
and possibly with some ground fur it, that perties intimately. I have this morning gone
having a vast accumulation of assets, many <ver the statements in the possession of this
of which are of doubtfal value, and the honourable buse, givino the details of these
value of all of which is a matter to be solved properties, and 1 am inclined to think that
only by results-in fact the estiimate with the ustimate, while it May be exceeded, is fot
regard to which can only be a inatter of an unfair one. One property in particular,
opinion-I think the settlement at the rate a property which was occupied by a manu-
of 45 cents to the depositors and creditors facturing concern, and one of tbe largest of
which they have accepted, and J think the assets, I find N estimated at 22 cents
wisely accepted, may be considered as a per superficial foot. I may say that I owned
finality as regards them. But, acting on property closely adjoining it which J dis-
the view that the directors should not be posed of the other day, at 22ý cents per foot.
permitted to profit in any shape, and that'That being so, and knowing the locality of
there should be no ambiguity or uncer: ainty some of the other properties, I tbink that
about the fact that they are bound, doubly the estimate on the whole is a fair one. 1
and trebly bound, to give their best atten- would not like to delude the shareholders
tion to this question and to work out these into the belief that there is a gre--t probabi-
assets to the best advantage, and in no lity of a surplus for their benefit, but if
respect or nianner to profit by any surplus'there should be any surplus, it should go to
which might, in the course of time, be tbem. With these suggestions, J think that
realized from their disposal. I would, there- the House will do well to adopt the bil.
fore, suggest to this honourable House that a My knowledge of some of the directors, as
clause be inserted calling upon the directors I have already said, inclines me to the belief
to dispose of the assets within a certain time. that they are very unfortunate, but not
The ninety days which they are given to guilty except to the extent that every man
pay up the balance of the 45 cents and is certainly guilty who negleets a duty that
obtain a clearance f rom the depositors he assumes. With these remarks, 1 venture
and creditors is all right enough. That to commend to this buse the adoption of
is perfectly fair, but to call upon them to 1 the bil, not only with the amendments sug-
dispose of al) the various properties within! gested in committee, but with the further
that time would be simply to say that they suggested amendments which J have pointed
must be sacrificed and thrown away coate out in the few remarks which J have yen-
qui coûte. I think that is absurd. They tured to make.
should be gi ven a couple of years to wind up
and dispose of all the properties and realize LAN-Do J understand
on all the assets, and at the end of that the bon. gentleman to accept the notice that
period they should be called upon to account I gave yesterday, wbich is just on the unes
strictly for the results of their stewardship, of the hon. gentleman's remarke<
they having no benefit, if they fail to realize Hon. Mr. DBUMMOND-J accept it to
the estimate put upon them, and if there is a certain extent, so far down as the words
any surplus, it should be handed over, in my pro rata." The furtber suggestion that
opinion, to the shareholders who have put the following gentlemen should be named
their money into this concern. It would for the purpose of admînisterino such assets
seem at first sight to be a fair proposition seems to me rather unworkable. They might
that the depositors and the creditors should refuse to do it.
get that surplus. I do not think so, and for
this reason : when a man fails and bas a Hon. Mr. FOJGET-He might die.
settlement with his creditors, he bas to give
a good deal of time to the settlement of the Hon. 2Mlr. DRUMMOND-He might dis-
estate, and if there is any surplus, it goes to agree with the directors with regard to his
him. The creditors do iot profit after hav- remuneation. There can be no possible
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objection to associate some person with the
present board of directors, but I do think it
WOuld be wrong to take the matter of the
responsibility of winding up this estate out
of the hands of the present board. They
calnot possibly benefit. I would take very
good care that they do not benetit to the
extent of one stiver by any results, and I
Would judge them wrongly if I were to sup-
Pose that they would not strain the utmost
Of their ability to wind up the estates-they
are bound in their own interest to do it-
and to pay the surplus if it can be realized.

The motion was agreed to.

lion. Mr. FORGET moved the third
reading of the bill.

lion. Mr. McMILLAN-With regard to
Rou. Mr. Desjardins, his name was suggested
to me by a party here interested in the bill,
and for that reason I emnbodied his name in
the notice I gave. However, I am willing
t meet the hon. gentleman half way on
reasonable grounds any time, and I think he
had better postpone the third reading till
later on, when we can get together and
agree upon a motion.

Ilon. Mr. DRUMMOND-There can be
o Possible objection to the name of Mr.

Diesjardins. The question is in what respect,
arid to what extent you would associate him
With the directors.

lion. Mr. FORGET-I would suggest
that he be an ad visor with the other directors.

lion. Mr. McMILLAN-Yes, and if the
lon. Mr. Desjardins would not accept the
Position, I would ask the Chief Justice of the
8upreme Court to name a man.

lion. Mr. FORGET-Then we can nameMr. Desjardins, and if he does not accept
'e Will go to the expense of having the

8Upreme Court name a gentleman. We
n*y as well frame the amendment now.

Rlon. Mr. VILLENEUVE-There are
already three advisors of the bank. I have
' Objection to Mr. Desjardins. The direc-

rs, however, have not been acting alone.
TY have had Mr. John Crawford, Mr.
yer and another gentleman very wellknOwr in Montreal The directors have

nothing whatever without the consent
o se gentlemen. As far as the proposi-

tion rmade by the hon. gentleman from Ken-
46

nebec (Mr. Drummond) is concerned, I have
no objection to a certain extent, but it must
be remembered that the assets of the bank
are nearly $500,000 and the claim at 45
cents for depositors amounts to $700,000.
So that there is not the least chance that
there will be a cent left for the shareholders.
I hope the House will not embarrass the
directors and advisors, because there is cer-
tainly nothing to be divided. They are over
$200,000 short to meet the claims of the
creditors at 75 cents. Therefore, all this
legislation will go for nothing. They have
to meet within three months, $700,000, and
they have only got $500,000. What is the
use of trying to legislate and naming other
inspectors to see whether there is anything
left for the depositors? There certainly
will be nothing left, and the directors are
paying $195,000 of their own money. If
they have done wrong they are suffering for
it, and they will give $250,000 out of their
own pockets to pay the amount the deposi-
tors are willing to accept from them. They
certainly have a claim over the shareholders
to anything that might be left, but I am
positive there will be nothing left, and I do
not see why we should legislate.

Hon. Sir WILLIAM HINGSTON-If
what the hon. gentleman from Montreal (Mr.
Villeneuve) says is correct-and I know that
it is-there will be nothing left and it is not
worth discussing. It makes no difference if
we have nothing to divide. But I should be
very glad to avail myself of the suggestion of
the hon. gentleman from Kennebec (Mr.
Drummond). The depositors in accepting 75
cents are done with the matter, and if there
happens to be a little money over, I should say
let it go to the shareholders. I quite agree
with the hon. gentleman f rom Montreal that
there will be nothing left over, and it is not
worth while discussing it.

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-I move that
the following be added as clause 5:

If, on the liquidation of the present remaining
assetq, it is found that the sumn, to ether with the
security above referred to, has realized more than
sufficient to pay the 45 cents, any surpiis remhining
shall be divided among the shareholders of the said
bank, and the said directors shall be bound to keep a
strict account of said liquidation, and to produce the
same in detail before each meeting of the creditors
and shareholders to be called every six months after
the passing of this Act and for the purpose of
administermng such assets the Honourable Alphonse
Desjardins, shall be named as associate with the
directors at such renumeration as may be agreed on,
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and on his refusal, some other person to be named by
the court on application by the directors.

The amendment was adopted.

Hon. Mr. FORGET moved that the bill
be read the third time, as amended.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the third time and passed.

NIAGARA, ST. CATHARINES AND
TORONTO RAILWAY COM-

PANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM moved the third
reading of Bill (69) " An Act to incorporate
the Niagara, St. Catharines and Toronto
Railway Company."

Hon. M r. KIRCHIOFFER-I yesterday
gave notice that on the third reading of this
bill I would move an amendment, which I
then gave notice of. I now wish to make
an alteration, and move the following:-

That the said bill, as amended, be not now read a
third time, but that it be further amended by substi-
tuting the following for the first subsection of
section 8:-

8. The coipany may, upon such ternis and con-
ditions as are agreed on with the purchasers of the
railway right, franchises and other property of the
St. Catharines and Niagara Central Railway Com-
pany, acquire such railway right, franchises and other
property and own and deal with the saine in as full
and ample a manner as the said Niagara Central
Railway Company could have done had the recent
judicial sale of said company's property not taken
place.

In making this motion, I do not wish to
do it as we have done on another occasion,
by referring the report back to the com-
mittee, a course which the House bas pro-
nounced against emphatically. But when
this bill passed the committee it controverted
a principle which was laid down very em-
phatically by the committee a short time ago,
the principle of not allowing railways to
parallel each other. In this case we have a
railway seeking to perpetuate a charter
where they run alongside of two railways.
When the principle was enunciated and the
House approved of it, as they did the other
day, it seems a curious thing that the mem-
bers of the committee who voted against the
reconsideration of a bill whiclh the committee
bas reported against on that principle should
yesterday have reported favourably a bill to
authorize a railway to parallel two other
lines. One railway is the Grand Trunk,
the other is the Canadian Pacific Railway,

and they provide a service that is sufficient
for all purposes.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
is wrong in his statement. There are simply
the two rails and there are three railway
companies which use the one track.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHIHOFFER--Then there
are three railways instead of two railways.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They have running
powers over the road.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFF ER-The people
of that section have a service by both lines
of railway.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Three lines.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-A contro-
versy took place between the parties wlo
represented this bill, for and against, as to
whether this was not in effect seeking a new
charter, and it was argued very strongly by
the promoters that this was nota new charter
at all, but that they already got rights.
Against that it was pointed out that if they
had got those rights, there was no reason
why Parliament should be asked to give then
new rights, or a renewal of them, and it was
left a matter which I think many of the
members of the committee did not under-
stand, as to whether they had the right ab
ail to renewal, or whether this was in the
nature of a new bill.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I did not want
to stop the bon. gentleman while he was
speaking, but I think he is out of order.
He bas given no notice of this motion. This
is the third reading of the bill. He is out
of order entirely. I want that point decided
first, claiming the privilege afterwards tO
reply to my hon. friend.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-We have
just been ameniding a bill where no notice
was given.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-The hon. gentle-
man springs this on the House now at the
third reading of the bill, and I say that he
is out of order. I want the ruling of the
Speaker. I have every confidence that the
Senate will pass the measure, but there i
no use taking up the time of the House dis-
cussing it if the hon. gentleman is out 0f
order.
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.1Hon. Mr. POWER-Before the question of the old company, and in the other case
is decided I should like to explain just how the new company would have probably only
the question stands. Before the committee's the twelve miles of railway.
report came up in the House yesterday, Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I am satisfied
the hon. gentleman from Brandon gave now that the point of order is not well
notice of an amendment as follows :- taken. This question was discussed fully

That when the bill from the House of Commons before the committee. The hon. gentleman
(NO. 69), " An Act to incorporate the Niagara, St. tried it before the committee and was largely
Catharines and Toronto Railway Conpany," is called
for a third reading, he will iove to amend the bill by outvoted. He does not vant the part of
striking out all the words in clause 8 after "same " in the country where I live to have anything bute4 toereof. the Grand Trunk and the Canadian Paci-

Lt was- pointed ott by the counsel who re-' he Railway. He wants a monopoly for the
Presented the proinoters of this bill, that if Grand Trunk along the whole Niagara
that ametdment were made the railway peninsula. We had before the committee a
COnHpany would have nothing but the rail- statement from the member from Lincol
W'ay, twelve miles I think it is, between St. showing that the action of the Niagara Cen-
Catharines and Niagara, whereas the people tral Railway Company had saved them 50
'ho are getting this Act of incorporation per cent in the f reight from Thorold to the

had purchased at the judicial sale ail the Suspension bridge. Wel, if it as that
Pooperty, rights and franchises of the Nia- effect it is a benefit to the people. I ar not
g-a Central Railway, and that this amend- in opposition to the Grand Trunk. I should
ient, if it carried, would not leave ther in like to see that railway prosper, but I want

Prsgession of what they had purchased at the people To have something else beside
the judicial sale. The amenduient which the Grand Trunk. These people have done
the hon, gentleman has asked leave to sub- a great deal of improvement on this railway

titute for the amendment of which he gave even for the short tine they have had it.
otice is to strike ot the first subsection of Some of the railway was busit on wooden

the w th clause altogether and substitute for trestles from Thorold to St. Catharines.
it the subsection which he lias read, and The Company is now subsituting steel
pehih gives to the company proposed io be trestles. The people want an outlet from
irlcorporated by the bi before the amuse St. Catharines to Hamilton, but th Grand
mot ,ierely the railway but all the rights, Trunk wants to choke them off; however
Privileges and franchies which were owned much I may respect the interests of the
1bY the Niagara Central Railway Company Grand Trunk and wish to see them prosper,
at the time of the judicial sale. The effect I want the people of this country to pros-
Of that amendment is to put the purchasers per also, and have fair play, and not have
s*huare seeking titis Act of incorporation ie more foney taken o t of then than should

icaetly the saie position in which the Nia- be taken. I a surprised at hon. gen-
gara Central would have been if they had tlemen speaking as they do. If we take the
got this legislation before the judicial sale action the hon, gentlemen from Haifax and
toOk place e; and that is only fair and reason- Brandon suggest, you will give this Com-

h gt is not altogether proper to refer to pany a law suit. They cannot go on with
Whnt took place before a committee, but their improvements ; they must go to law,
hon, gentleman will reember that it and the people must sufler in the meantime.
pas Stated on beha f of the promoters I appeac to the Senate to support us in this
that the object of this bill was to put matter and give us a chance to get to Ham-
the new company in the same position in ilton, Toronto and elsewhere as long as the
aht0e they were placed hy the judicial company give satisfaction to the people and
sale The sale had to be, it was thought, a better rate than could be got without this
UIder the provisions of the Rpilway Act, road. The chairman of the comnittee knows

atifled hy this Parliament. it would h e how this question was diseussed in con-
gauh better for the promoters of the bill mittee- ow it was gone over clause by
that this aniedment should pass than that clause. I should like to get an expression
th anendment of which the hon aentleman from him on this question, as to how the

for Brandon gave notice should pass, because vote in the committee took place. The
'n the one case the new company would have chairstan is privileged to tere us wht he
u the rights, whatever they may have been, thinks about this matter.
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Hon. Mr. ALMON-It is laid down as a
rule, a very proper one, that anything that
has passed in committee, unless there is
some grave fault in it, should not be referred
to in the House. The hon. gentleman from
Monck says there was a large meeting;
that the question was thoroughly discussed
and a decision arrived at. Two great rail-
ways are opposed to this littie railway, be-
cause, they say, it will parallel their roads.
We should hesitate, even if it was a little
wrong, before we condemn this little rail-
way. I do not believe in paralleling a
railway where there is very little commerce,
but between Niagara and Hamilton and
Toronto, where so many people travel to see
the falls, I do not think we should allow
these two roads to monopolize the traffic.
We should not allow them to monopolize
the traffic, as they will do if this bill is de-
feated, because they would have the set-
tling of the rates themselves. I say that
this railway, small as it is, and in spite of
its powerful enemies, should have the priv-
ilege conferred upon it by the Railway Com-
mittee, after the long and exhaustive dis-
cussion that took place upon it.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I concur in the re-
marks of the hon. junior member for Halifax
(Mr. Almon) with regard to this House
overruling the action of the committee,
because we know they have carefully
looked into all the facts in connection with
this measure and made a report to this
House, and before we change that report
we should have very strong reasons for
our action. As I understand this matter,
the reasons given for asking for the change
in clause eight of this bill, adopting the
amendment which has been proposed by
the hon. gentleman from Brandon was
simply because this railway parallels
other lines of railway running between
Hamilton and Toronto. The amendment
proposes to give the new company precisely
the rights that the old company had, and
there appears to be a question as to whether
the right of the company to build this ex-
tension has expired through lapse of time.
The view I take of this question is that
undoubtedly the old company originally
possessed this right. Supposing that right
had expired, and this new company which
has purchased the rights of the old company
came to Parliament and asked to have the
time for that extension continued. I think

that it would be almost unprecedented on
the part of this Parliament to refuse this

I extension. While I entirely agree with the
principle which the hon. gentleman from
Brandon bas laid down, that we should not
incorporate two roads paralleling lines which
already exist, yet where we have granted
that privilege and where capitalists have
expended their money and constructed part
of the line for us, to reverse the policy on
some technical point, like the point referred
to here, that the road is not finished in the
proper time, and say we would not allow the
new company to build a competing line,
would be very inconsistent action on the
part of this Parliament. For my part, as I
understand the question, 1 cannot support
the amendment. I think the bill as it
came from the committee should receive the
support of the House.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I agree with the hon.
gentleman from Westmoreland. The proper
time to consider the principle embodied in
this amendment was when application was
made to Parliament for the original charter.
There can be no doubt of it. It was then
the business of Parliament to consider
whether they would grant a charter for the
construction of this road, and whether they
were not acting in a manner detrimental to-
the interests of those roads that had already
established lines between Toronto and the
Niagara frontier. But having granted the
charter, and the construction of the road
having been in part delayed through no
fault of the present proprietors, it does seem
to me we would be taking advantage of a
technicality to the detriment of the company
if we were to refuse to carry this bill as it
stands. This is practically, in effect, an,
extension of time for the construction of the
road. I understand litigation has taken
place which hindered and delayed the com-
pany from going on and completing their
road. Now al] the mischief that was con-
templated, all the wrong that could have
been done, would have been done under
the original charter. This is affirming the
continuance of a power that these parties at
this moment, I understand, possess, although
the time which the charter has to run hias
very nearly expired. It may be that a,
wrong will be done to the existing lines
between Toronto and the Niagara frontier
by the completion of this road, but a wrong
will be done also by refusing to those partie'
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an extension of time for the completion of
the road they have undertaken. If Parlia-
Ment has done an act which is mischievous
in its effect, and if a wrong is to be done to
existing companies that have completed
hnes, Parliament can hardly undo fairly
what they have done in this case without
Compensation to those who hold the present
charter. There is no proposition of that
sort. The proposition is to prevent parties
retaining the power which we have already
conferred upon them, and under which the
road would have been completed if litigation
had not occurred which hindered thein fron
going on.

-and the fact that no work has been done
on the road since the Act of 1896 which
authorized the extension to Toronto goes to
show that that is really the character of the
undertaking. The hon. Minister of Justice
says that to pass this amendment and not to
pass the bill just as it come to us, would be
a wrong to the parties who bought at the
judicial sale. What did those parties buy at
the judicial sale ? The judicial sale took place
in April of the present year. If the right
to make the extensions has lapsed, it lapsed
in the autumn of 1898, and the purchasers
at the judicial sale were quite aware of what
had taken place, and the fact that those pur-
chasers paid only $36,000 for this twelve

Hon. Mr. POWER-If I may be allowed, miles of railway and the other rights and
aS other hon. gentlemen have done, to violate franchises of the company goes to show that
the secrecy of the proceedings of the Railway thev did not think they were getting a great
Committee, I may mention that the vote on deal, and if the parties who have bought this
this bill was 13 to 10, so that it will be seen road got this twelve miles of railway and the
that there was not a full committee, and the right to extend to Fort Erie for $36,0ò0
lrndignity to the committee is not seriously te they ought te be making a good bargain. I
be considered. What is the position? The hon. fail to see that there is any wrong done te
gentleman f rom Monck speaks of the Niagara the parties buying. They knew just where
Peninsula as if it had insufficient railway they were and knew the position of the whole
accommodation. As I understand it, there question just as we know it now. The posi-
are three railway companies now running tion has not changed since the judicial sale.
trains between Toronto and Buffalo-the
Toronto. Hamilton and Buffalo,the Canadian Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-That is true,
Pacific Railway and the Grand Trunk Rail- but the time is not out yet.
'aY. I should suppose that those companies Hon Mr. POWER-In reply to the
Would afford a reasonable amount of accom-
Modation to that particular district. Then, question of the hon. Minister of Justice, the
coming from the west, there is the Canada two years expired not later than the autumn
Southern and its connections and the old of 1898-that is if those two years have ex-
Great Western Railway. So that I do pired at all-and when those parties bought
'ot think the ground can be taken that at the judicial sale, they would be just in
the people of that section of the country have the same position as if they bought to-day.
not a suflicient ainount of railway accommo- If the charter had not expired when they
dation. This St. Catharines and Niagara bought, it bas not expired yet, and this
Central Railway Company was first incor- amendnent of the hon. member from Bran-
Porated as far back as 1882, if not further don gives the purchasers just what they
back. It was regarded, and has been re- bought at the judicial sale. The amendment
garded from the first, as being more or less reads:
a speculative undertaking. Since 1882, the The company may, u n such terms and conditions
coMpany have built twelve miles of railway, as are agreed on with the purchasers of the railway,
and ights, franchises and other property of the St. Cat -

, as I understand, they have not built a arines and Niagara Central Railway Company,
mile for the last twelve years. They were in- acquire such railway, rights, franchises and otherCorful .pop , and own and deal iith the saine in asrporated originally by the legislature of fuo and ample a manner as the said Niagaxa Central

n)ltario. In 1895 or 1896 they obtained Railway Company could have done had the recent
fromn this Parliament the right te build ex- judicial sale of said company's property not taken
tenlions to Toronto, and I think that at place.
that time certain members of this House, That amendment does no injustice to any
lOoked upon the Act of 1896 as being one. It gives the purchasers just what they
a sort of speculative charter-a charter bought, and I think froni the past history

ich was bought for the purpose of selling of this company it is not unreasonable te
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suppose that the people who own the road
are not capitalists who can undertake to
build a road, and we are giving a sort of
speculative charter which may be used
simply for the purpose of forcing a purchase
of that charter by the Grand Trunk or
Canadian Pacifie Railway. I do not think
that Parliament ought to do anything to
help along a transaction of that kind.

Hon. Mr. McK AY-Has the amendment
been changed since it left the Speaker's
hands?

Hon. Mr. POWER-No.

The amendient was lost on a division.
The bill was then read the third tine and
passed as amended.

DOMINION LANDS ACT
MENT BILL.

AMEND-

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the third read-
ing o! Bill (148) " An Act further to amend

be extinguished. Hence the extinguishment
of an Indian title is known to everybody in
the country, and it sometimes takes perhaps
a couple of years to accomplish. In this
connection, we have to take into considera-
tion that the Indian reserves are of the
choicest lands in that country. Immediatly
the public become notified that a certain
reserve title is about to be extinguished,
there is nothing to prevent hundreds of per-
sons coming upon the wing, without having
any stake in the country, without being
citizens, without being in any way entitled
to consideration at the hands of our govern-
ment, going upon those lands, and though
they are there only one month before actual
extinguishment of the title takes place, they
have a positive right by this statute to say
to the government " We ask you now to
issue us patent for 160 acres of land."
The government have passed most restric-
tive legislation in regard to bona fide home-
steaders. The government require the home-
steader to go upon his land and pay a certain

the Dominion Lands Act." IVc secure an entLy, and reste upon nese
lands six monthis in each year for three

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-When this bill years and make costly improvements upon
was before the committee, I took the liberty those lands, and yet at the saie ture by
of pointing out to the hon. Secretary of this legislation we give the right to aliens,
State what I thought was an omission, and or to anybody else who might core into the
a very negligent one in regard to sub-clause country without having any qualification,
f-2 of clause 4. At the risk of wearving without having any daim upon the govern-
the House, I may possibly have to repeat ment, to go upon those lands and demand
what I said upon that occasion. I pointed froi the government 160 acres, despite the
out to the House that this clause provided fact that they may not have been upon
that any persons, their servants, their tenants them a montl. I ask is this reasonable
or their agents, who go upon public lands- legisiation? Is this careful legislation? IS
that is upon Indian lands, because it deals tIis protecting the interests of the country,
simply with Indian lands-immediately pre- Is this conserving the public interests in
vious to the extinguishment of the Indian any sense? I can scarcely think that the
title, and make a residence, so long as that government have any object in introducing
residence is anterior to the extinguishment slip-shod and ill-digested legisiation of thi$
of Indian title of those lands, they would be nature, and it occurred to me when I point-
entitled to secure from the Crown a patent ed out the fact to the fouse that the Sec-
for 160 acres. One can very well understand retary of State would give some attention t4
how that can be abused. Perhaps some hon. placing a limitation of occupation of thosO
gentlemen may not be as familiar with the who go on Indian lands; but I find no
extinguishment of Indian titles as those of attention whatever has been given to the
us who come from the North-west, and under suggestion. Under the Iaws which obtaiO
whose attentionthis particular matter of legis in the provinces, persons before they a
lation is very often tines brought. Before titleu to lands by reason of undisturbed
it is possible for the government to extinguish occupation must, in some cases, be on the
an Indian title, hon. gentlemen can very well land for twenty years, in others, ten Or
understand that considerable negotiations twelve years, and here you permit aliens t
have to be entered into, and very great publi- come in and occupy these lands withOut
city, and great notoriety, in fact, given to having any daim on the c9nsideration of Û'e
the circumstance that the title is about to government and give them a right to in
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acres of land, though they occupy them but finest lands in the North-west, the titie of
for a month. I hope my hon. friend will which has not yet been extinguished but
flot persist in putting this clause through nay at.any time.
Without attaching to it some limitation. I'Wiou ttcn he ith sme limitation Hon. Mr. SCOTT-But they will not bewould he satisfied with theextinuished. quite understand that the
as attaches to homesteads, namely, three
years occupation of the land, or I would hon gentlan has n i rts The
be satisfied, if this were to meet present n whee d as been reserve s
exigencies in connection with the ex- Ous iteet pl tousuchrves.
tinguishment of the Indian title in the Of cous, wh ite e er ou d hav ln
north, that it should be limited to cases c te
arising in connection with that partic- have no daim whatever. Indian reserves
ular reserve. The Secretary of State, in are lands which have been practically deat
nmaking reference to the Act the other day, wcthin e s the Tnia tle
referred to particular cases in connection
With Indian titles to which I now refer. I was neyer made to apply to these particular
ara satisfied that it should be made applicable reserves; it was intended to apply to places

Onlyto onafidecass i conecton ithwhere the Indian titie is to be for the firstOn]y to bona fide cases in connection with
that reserve, but that we should put a sweep- tîme extinguished.
in1g law on our statute-books, giving anybody Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED--That nay have
an opportunity to go on Indian lands and been the intention, but as it reads it applies
demand a title without any term of occupa- to all reserves.
tion, I object most emphatically to. I would
further point out that this might possibly H Mr. SCOTT-That is the hon.
result in Indiandifficulties, If yougivelicense man>s interpretation, but the department
of this kind to persons to go on Indian lands, would not put that interpretation upon
You at once place on the statute-book a it. They interpret these regulations
clause which may result in an upheaval be- according to the spirit of them. This
tween settlers and Indians because persons bil grows out of the necessity for
anxious to get possession of these lands inaking a treaty with Indians who are
could put any number of their employees on a long way above Edmonton, between
then and get possession in the way I have Edmonton and the Yukon Territory. Travel-
indicated. lers, as we know, have gone into that country

Hon. Mr. SCOTFT-The suggestion made by way of Edmonton, and we have discovered,
a for the iirst time, that there are nund>ers of

by my hon. friend would, of course, have Indians and half-breeds there, and why look
very great force if they applied to reserves
1n thest TertriesMabut t he country and looking after gold, as a tress-

orth-west Territories, but this clause pass on their libertie, and therefore we haveclearly applies to lands which aresent a commission there for the purpose of
beyond settlement, where certainly there are extincuishing their title. This clause has.
no white men at present living. It applies n C
to a section where the Indian title has not wherene ni te hs ate be x
beentinuished. If the clause is nisleading, as

.ion. Mr. LOUGHEED-Is not iny hon. my hon. friend tlinks it is, I ain quite ready
friend aware of this fact, that in the most to accept any suggestion to put a limitation
PoPulous districts of Manitoba and the to it. Lt would seem rather ahsurd to do so
-Nýrth-west there are Indian reserves to-day, if its interpretation is Iimited to the cases
the title of which may be extinguished at a which have been described where Mr. Laird
very early date? I would point out the and other officers of the department and
Sarcee Indianreserve, six miles fromCalgary. commissioners are now eigaged. The com-
The Blackfoot reserve about fifty miles east mission will be engaged probably from now
of Calgary. The Piegan Indian reserve near until November in this new country, ex-
Macleod, the Blood reserve a few miles out of tinguishing the Indian title, Iaying off
Macleod. The Stony reserve abcut forty miles reserves and making other arrangements.
West of Calgary, and I might go on and The Jndians in that part of the territor had
arne a dozen reserves occupying some of the neyer been settled with. They never until
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now have been an element in our settlement
of the North-west, but in consequence of
people taking the new route to the Yukon
via Edmonton, a considerable number of
Indians have been found there, and they,
knowing that Indians elsewhere have had
concessions made to them, are insisting on
their rights. This clause has been intro-
duced to enable the commissioners, if they
found anybody in possession of a place with
improvements, to recognize the fact that
they are entitled to 160 acres. I have no
objection, if my hon. friend thinks there is
danger of a considerable number of persons
following up the commissioners and taking
up land, of adopting a limit, but I think
there is no danger of that.

(In the Committee.)

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND--In order
that the members of the committee may
understand how the bill stands, I would
draw their attention to the fact that it is
set forth on page 500 on the minutes of our
proceedings, and if the hon. gentlemen would
strike out the first clause, which I bave
moved to amend, and replace it by clause 2
of the bill originally submitted to this House,
they will have the bill as it stands before
then. Clause 2 is amended to read :

Notwithstanding the provisions of chapter 127 of
the Revised Statutes, no person shall stipulate for,
allow or exact any interest or discount at a rate
greater than twenty per cent per annum ; nor alter
the maturity of any negotiable instrument or the

d h-
Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Knowing the Ui the Lrm oi jniyuw, unuvr vdiyS contract or agreement shall interest be recoverable at

fact that the commissioners have gone a a rate grenter than ten per cent per annun, unless by
considerable distance beyond the field of thé expresi terns of the negotiable instrument, con-

settemet, uit a umbe ofperon avetract or agreement the contrary has been provided.
settlement, quite a number of persons have
followed them for the purpose of securing This bil covers onay transactions amount-
half-breed scrip. These persons could ing to less than $ 1,000. Loans under $1,000
occupy the land and get possession under cannot be made to carry a larger rate of
this clause. interest than 20 per cent, and when the ban

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Instead of saying "at matures and suit is'entered, f rom the date
the time of such extinguishment," I will of suit the judge will only allow 10 per cent.
score that out and make it read "in undis- 1 see the hon. junior inber from Halifax
turbed possession on the Ist January last." (Mr. Almond) swuling at the idea that a bul

Hon.Mr. OUGIEEDTha wil beagainst usury 'vill stili 01(w borrowing, and.Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-That w es

aqf. redn gre ate a en 2 per cent.pran m nesb

.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I would not approve
of anybody following the commissioners to
get possession. I did not suppose, as we are
freely giving lands to immigrants coming
into the North-west now, that anybody
would be disposed to go so far north as that
to secure land.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED--I did not refer
to land so far north. I referred to reserves
in the older parts of the country.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am sure the depart-
ment never had the idea that this clause
would refer to such reserves, but to make it
clear I mnove the amendment which I have
suggested.

The amendmient was agreed to, and the
bill as amended was read the third time and
passed.

THE USURY BILL.
IN COMMITTEE.

The House resumed in Committee of the
Whole consideration of Bill (J) " An Act
respecting Usury."

Hon. Mr. ALMON--Hear, hear !

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-I may tell
the hon. gentleman for his information that
a similar bill has just been passed through
the House of Lords, and has been sent to
the House of Commons providing that upon
sums under $10 a party may claim and
exact 25 per cent per annum, upon sums
from $10 to $50 a party may claim 20 per
cent per annum

Hon. Mr. AMON-I did not know that
the House of Lords deals with dollars and
cents. I thought it was with pounds.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-Yes, and I
am reducing their pounds into dollars. As
the hon. gentleman can see, he will be quite
able to return to Halifax and present many
good arguments why such an apparently high
limitation should be fixed, because on short
loans the sum of twenty per cent interest
for a week or a month is not very consider-
able.
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-I would suggest that
rny hon. friend substitute $500 for $1,000
in the clause.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-That is the way
it strikes me.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-I have no
objection to that. The loans generally
which are usurious, and which simply destroy
all chances for the future for young men,
range from $50 to $200.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E..)-I
Will submit to the change so far as it goes;
at the same time, 1 have very little confi-
dence in the good effect a Usury Bill will
have. Usury is one of those things which
it is difficult to provide a remedy for by law.
My idea f rom the outset has been that the
oly way we can effectually check this evil
would be by leaving it to the discretion of
the judges before whom such suits are taken
to say whether the rate of interest charged
1 reasonable or not, and if they found it
Was not reasonable, to give them power to
reduce it to a reasonable amount. That, I
think, would very likely meet the evil
Which we are trying to remedy by this
bill. I consider this is a measure which
should have been introduced by the govern-
'lent and carried through as a goverament
Illeasure. It is scarcely the kind of legisla-
tiol which a private member should be
responsible for and be at the trouble of
carryig through the House.

1 0on. Mr. MILLS-My lion. friend will
remjember that the Tnsolvency Act, when

.Sir John Macdonald was at the head of the
overnment, was carried through Parliament

by Mr. Abbott, who was a private member.

'Ion. Mr. WOOD-I must say that I
coneur in the first portion of the renarks of
the hon. gentleman from Prince Edward
Island with regard to the almost insurmount-
able difficulties in framing a bill to deal with
the evil that this measure is intended to
Meet. I think we all agree as to the desir-
ability of endeavouring to frame some legisla-
t'On which will meet the evil that no doubt
3lsts to some extent, particularly, I believe,
111 the City of Montreal from which the hon.
gentleman comes, and probably in other
large commercial centres. I must say, how-
ever, with regard to this clause, I am at a
188 to discover any principle whatever on

the hon. gentleman is proceeding.

From the very first this bill bas been changed
from time to time in every respect. At one
time the limit to the rate of interest is 20
per cent, then it is 10 per cent. In this
clause, as amended, it is proposed to make
the maximum rate of interest 20 per cent,
and when suit is commenced to reduce it to
10 per cent. I fail to see anything to justify
action of that kind. Take the case where a
loan has been made at 20 per cent; if the
lender is justified in getting 20 per cent for
that loan, what possible reason is there,
when the man who makes the loan begins a
suit to recover his money, that the rate of
interest should be reduced one-half i I can-
not see anything to justify that. The pro-
position now is to limit transactions of this
character to sums under $500. I am unable
to see any principle by which that sum is
fixed.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-The principle is
interest.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-The hon. gentleman
has referred to legislation which bas passed
the House of Lords. I do not know whether
that bill has been printed and in the posses-
sion of inembers or not. If so, I have not
seen it. I saw the report which was
made by the commission which investigated
this subject in the mother country, and as I
understood from the character of that report,
they confined that legislation to a class of
people whose business was money lending.
It applies only to transactions with such
people. There is a principle involved in
that, and I can understand why it miglit be
wise legistation. But there is no such prin-
ciple underlying this bill. It is general in
its character. It affects private transactions
of all kinds, and there is not a man here who
cannot, from his own memory, bring up cases
where legislation of this kind would really
be an injustice. They may be exceptional
cases, but such cases do exist. In the last
clause of this bill you exclude from the
operation of it the Yukon Territory. I am
informed by a gentleman from the western
parts of the Dominion that there are num-
berless transactions in British Columbia and
the North-west where higher rates than 20
per cent are paid for money, and with advan-
tage to both borrower and lender. It may
be said that in such cases as that the law
will not be enforced, but I must ask bon.
gentlemen who are in this Senate and legis-
lating on subjects of this kind if they con-
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sider it prudent action by a body of legis- something with this measure. We had
lators to place on the statute-book an Act better pass it in its present very harmless
which makes a class of transactions criminal and modified form, and let it to go down to
and assume at the same time that the law will the House of Commons the nembers of
not be enforced. It is not a consistent or which represent the various sections of the
prudent action, and I do not think it is a country, and if the gentlemen in that
course of action which this body should pur- chamber, in their wisdom think that the bill
sue. While I sympathize with the hon. is likely to be seriously harmful to the in-
gentleman and have given this subject as terests of any of their constituents, let
much thought as I could since it came under them amend it or re.ject it. But after al
my notice with a view to trying to suggest the ture that has been given to it by the
some amendment which would accomplish committee and by the bouse, we should do
the object he bas in view, and not be open wrong to reject it merely because we think
to the objection which applies to the bill as it there are defects in the measure. 1 do not
stands, I have so far been unable to see my see that it is calculated to do any serious
way clear to frame a clause which will meet hari to any one, but it is calculated to pre-
the case. I think the true course to pursue vent serious mischief which is now done in
under the circumstances, is to Jet this bill Montreal and other cities.
stand over for another year. If a bill bas
been passed by the bcuse of Lords during bon. Mr. DAND RAND- may say,
this session, as the hon. gentleman bas stated in answer t the hon. gentleman froe West
the evidence which was taken before the moreland, that there are reasons for anl the
commission on which that bill was based is tgures whicha we have mentioned in the
very voluminous and contains no doubt a clause now under discussion. The hon. gen-
great deal of very valuable information. I t teman wants to know why 20 per cent
believe the commission spent some two years interest can be charged upon a Joan, and
in studying the question with a view to why, when a suit is instituted, it should be
framing legisation which would remedy the reduced to 10 per cent. Those who think
evils they sought to remedy by Jegislation, as I do believe that a short oan at 20 per
and at the same time not do injustice or cent is at tures justifiable. But that short
injury to any other interest. whis subject Joan may resolve itself into a long oan,
should receive more careful studv before we and it bas chances to become a long Joan
attempt to legislate upon it. We should when the suit is instituted. We coe
have some wel deined principle underlying to the relief of the borrower and say that
our legislation, and while I sympathize the courts will only grant 10 per cent
heartily with the hon. gentleman and a interest from the date of the institution of
willing to assist hum in any way in my power the action. As to the amount which is cov-
I cannot give my support to this bil as it ered by this bi, $500, as suggested by the
stands. Minister of Justice, the hon. gentleman

asks why that sum and iiot another
Hon. Mr. POWER-Ht does not seeon to Because the usurers whom we want t

me that passing an Act which provides that reach lend to needy people, as the preamble
in case of a Joan flot exceeding $500, not says, and those needy people are likely to
more than 20 per cent interest can be re- require sums beJow a500, and we want t
covered, fe are doing any very improper touch as little as possible, liberty of trade
thing. Looking at the matter, at first bJush We Jimit it in order to, proteet these needy
at any rate, c do not think any member of peopJe. n dis is w y i accept $500 as the
tmis bouse can feel thiat that is likeJy to do imit, because I know this bi2 wil protec
any injustice to either the lender or the hundreds of young men who are to-day in
borrower. This ieasure bas received a great large cities struggling at the botto n of the
deal of consideration. I do not suppose ladder and who falla prey to those sharks. o
that the on. gentleman who introduced it hon. friend bas asked why we exempt f ran
is of opinion that it is perfect, but it is a the operation of this bic the Yukon Territor
fair start in the right direwtion, and the and not British CoJumbia. A suggestlO
public, who do not know so rtuch about the was made in committee that that prov nc
objections and ditticulties in the way, would should also be exempted, but we left the
be disappointed if the Senate faided to do question open to consut the mehers repre
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senting that province in this House. I did duced fron 20 to 10 per cent, it will be
consult Mr. Macdonald and Mr. Templeman, against the usurer, but the pettifogging
and they were willing that this bill should lawyer will gain a great deal of practice by it.
operate in British Columbia as well as in Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-The first ob-the east. As the hon. gentleman represents . . .

New runwickanddoesnotcompainjection we are met with 1s that lawyers areNew Brunswick and does not complain'
for his own province, J suppose he can likely to make money. I wonder what
allow British Columbia interests to be would be the condition of things if the sug-
guarded by its representatives here. gestion of the hon. gentleman from Cape
My hon. friend says the British bill affects Breton was to prevail, that discretionary
only one class of people, the money lenders. powers should be given to the judge. If it
There are conditions which prevail in Greatwas iscretionary, then there would not be
Britain which are not found here. If you say a case wlere the defendant would not put
that this bill will only affect money lenders in a plea asking the judge to reduce the
who have to register, the man 1 reach will interest.

not register, and you have to define what a Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-My bon. friend
money lender is, and we cannot define it in must feel gratified at the expression of mem-
a clearer way than is given in the English bers of this chamber desiring to remove the
bill, which says that a money lender is a difficulties in his way. I do not think there
Inan who does the business of lending money. is any difference of opinion in regard to the
Those people will refuse to register, because desirability of removing the abuse which my
they will not lend at 20 per cent. When I bon. friend from Montreal has pointed out.
explained the bill on the second reading I The difficulty which has always confronted
said they would not lend at 25 per cent. Al 'me in the consideration of this bill is that to
those who will read the work of the commis- meet a certain abuse, my hon. friend has
Sion before the British House will see that all prepared a general measure extending to
the money lenders say they are out of the every commercial transaction throughout
business at 25 per cent. They will refuse to the country, and the difficulty has always
register, and may use five or six naines and been to frame such measures as vould meet
lend money at usurious rates, and when you the abuse in question, and yet, at the same
arrest one he will plead: "I did not do the time, in no way invade trade and commerce,
business of lending ioney." This is why I and such transactions as take place every
Want to reduce the amount to $500. Let us day in the line of business. I never could
put everybody on the same footing. The understand why my bon. friend did not, in
bon. gentleman f rom Westmoreland asked some way or another, attempt to apply the
if there was any principle in this law that I English bill to the abuses which he so
Could rely upon. Yes, 1 put every citizen of forcibly pointed out in this House. To
Canada upon the same footing. I do not say that the English Act, which has received
say a money lender shall register himself. the consideration of the best minds in
If I were to make registration necessary, his England, which has received most careful
neighbour might lend money at usurious and judicious attention for the last two years
rates, because he does not make a business at the hands of a very able commission,
of doing so. I put everybody on the same could not be applied to alnost similar con-
footing and limit the application of the ditions or parallel cases, perhaps on a smaller
clause to all sums under $500. I think 20 scale existing in this country, is to my mind
per cent is enough. The hon. gentleman saying that we cannot do here what they
fron Halifax thinks it is monstrous to pay can do in England. It would not be diffi-
20 per cent. If the majority of the com- cult to take the English Act and frame an
Inittee think 20 per cent sufficient, we will interpretation clause so broad and compre-
give power to the judge tO reduce it to hensive as to cover every class of abuse
10 per cent. pointed out by my hon. friend. The Eng-

lish Act only extends to usurers, and mny
Hon. Mr. ALMON-I think this bill may hon. friend will concede the fact that all the

act against the usurer, but will be very much abuse he desires to meet is that of usury.
in favour of the small lawyers. If a man. The English bill provides that the usurer
borrows money and goes into law immedi- shall take out a license, so that he is in that
ately, knowing that the interest will be re- subject to public authority. If the energy
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which has been shown by my hon. friend in that this provision will noV neet that diffi-
promoting this bill were directed to prepar- culty. I understand that was the difficulty
ing a clause to cover the particular cases he which my hon. friend pointed out, and which
has in view, I am satisfied that such a clause was a justification for the reduction of
could easilv be made, and it would at once interest after the issue of the writ.
remove fromn the arena of controversy the
tari1 us difficulties which members of this lion. Mr. DANDURAND-I only stated
House and business men outside at once that 1 thought it was fair that when the
peceive in regard to this bill. c can assure judge render an judg hent against the defend-
my hon. frend that e an quite prepared Vo ant, and it seehed Vo appear that the defend-
support any legisiation that will strike a ant was unable to pay the arount, that the
blow at the abuse Vo whaich hie refers, namelv, judgrnent should flot hang over bis head at
usury, but J have very serious hesitation in the exorbitant rate or 20 per cent, but tat
supporting a measure which, by its proviuns, it should be reduced Vo 10 per cent. I
extends Vo every class of business through- know of hundreds of cases of judgwents
out the entire Dominion. In England they hanging over the heads of young men where
shought itwise togive twoyearsconsideration the nterest runs from 60 to 100 per cent
to the preparations of such a bi. Surely it per year.
would not have been ot of place for y hon. Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I know of
friend to have asked the govern ent, parti- no law which will allow a larger rate of
cularly the Department of Justice, Vo have nteres
taken up this subject and deal with it as a I oug ts a th e te
government measure. I arn satisfied if such of 6 per cent. Notwithstanding the con-

a measure had heen introduced by the gov- tract which na have fixed the rate of

ernment, aftjr having received that attention interest at a larger or saller amount, the

which the Diparment of Justice particularty judgment bears interest at te legal rate.

cau give to subjects of this nature, i i would Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-1 cannot say
have received the support of this House, as Vo the other provinces, but in the province
especiahly i view of the expressions cf sup- of Quebe, when a note bears a rate of in-
port wvhich ry hon. friend frorn Moutreal terest of 5 per cent per month, payable n
has received f romi both sides of the Huse three months, Vhe court renders judgment
it regard to the object which he has in vew. condemning the party Vo pay the amount
I would furtherrore say, that if rmy hon. with per cent per onth as long as it lf
friend had given the gane energy and exer- noV paid. This is the law as it exists l f the
cised the sarne effort in regard Vo the intro- ince of Quebent ta the egrte
duction of an Insolvency Act, he might o 6eren et .n israndn thre son-te
possibly have surmounted many of te diffi- ago, where our client was condemued Vo pay
culties which he has pointed out, under the arount. The judge faled Vo mention
which mnany people u Montreal and the rate whieh ite defendant was conderned
other parts of Quebec, and possibly On- Vo pa
taro, labour. The inconsistency, which yd . Is cDrNUt RA D in aws tay
have recei the supert fport o t t Hs aslow the plaintif Vo collect interest at 5 per
House, i te clause whieh we are t t 5 cent per month, aablei
dealin with stili obtains, naonely, that you ctre mons te crtredy ers, juaen

in egad t th obectwhih h hainvie.mcntdength paesrye bopy thet saceof

provide for a repudiation al Vite solenn time.
engagements of a contract that interert
shal be charged at a particular rate. You pron. Mr. MecMILLAN-Does ry hon.
at once ofler an inducement to ,he borrower friend ihink we ca pass a law in this bouse
to bring the lender into litigation. It does Vo meet cases of that kind 7 Is it noV be-
pot carry out the objectwhich my won. friend yond human capacity Voado that Should
has in view. My hion. friend says that if a not rnoney be like any other cominodity,
provision of this kind is noV paqsed, the land find its level, and noV be lirnited by any
lender will continue to lend without uaking law m I have studied this matter very care-
any particular steps for the recovery of the fully and feel that te objet which the
principal and intere, for hs purpose of- hon. gentleman has in view is a very good
securing the fixed rate of intereat during ts one indeed, but he is failing in that objet
currency. My hon. friend will a once se and in na ying the ainount of interest that
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will be allowed we are actually making a
bid for people to charge that rate of in-
terest, instead of leaving it as it is to-day
like any other commodity. The maximum
rate of interest that will be charged in mak-
ing a good many loans that would not be
thought of under the existing law.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-I may give
the experience we have had for a number of
years. The banking rate of interest is fixed
at 7 per cent. Will my hon. friend say
that it has kept the rate of interest at that
level? When a man lias a mortgage to offer,
ho can borrow at 5 per cent.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-That supports
mny argument. The maximum figure in the
bill will be the figure charged, namely, 20
per cent.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-The hon.
gentleman does not understand the bearing
of my argument. Seven per cent is the
rate allowed to banks, but it has not
mnaintained that rate, inasmuch as the ton-
dency of money is to go down. It is not
Canada that governs the value of money. It
is Great Britain. She controls our market,
and so long as the rate of interest goes down
in Great Britain, our rate follows immediate-
ly. We know that the value of money is'
regulated, not by our own market, but by
the outflow of money f rom Europe. We are
gradually coming down to the level of the
British market as to the value of money.
The value of money will not rise simply
because we put 20 per cent in this clause.
If a mortgage is offered as security, loans
from $5,000 to $20,000 can be obtained at
5 per cent. When we passed the Pawn-
broker's Act, allowing the pawn-broker to,
cOllect 2 t per cent, it did not have the effect
of raising the value of money. It cannot
have the effect my hon. friend fears. The
banks lend at 7 per cent when we have
Security to offer.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-If money is a
commodity in the market, regulated the
same as any other comnodity, why should a
limxit be put upon it I

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-Because it
is the universal sentiment that if it goes
beyond a certain limit, we have the right to
check it as an immoral act. The principle
of the bill which I laid before this chamber

was involved in the preamble, and the
chamber seemed unanimously of opinion
that if we could check the evil we should
do so, and how cari we check the evil with-
out making some such restriction?

Hon. Mr. McM ILLAN-I will put a case
to the hon. gentleman. Supposing I come
to the hon. gentleman and borrow $100 for
ten days. I want that money and I am
going to sacrifice a great deal to get it, and
he charges me two dollars for the use of the
money. It looks small, and it is really
small. It is insignificant compared with
the good it is going to do me if I can borrow
that money for ten days. If we calculate
we will see that it is between seventy and
sevenjy-five per cent per annum. Is it
reasonable that I should be prevented from
making that bargain ? There was no fraud.
It was perfectly understood between the
gentleman from whom I borrowed the money
and myself that he was to charge me $2.
According to this clause he would be liable
to a penalty.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Liable to a
year's imprisonment and a thousand dollars
fine.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-If my hon.
friend wants a hundred dollars and is in
bad straits, I pity him if ho has to go to the
money lender to get it.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It should be
confined to money lenders and usvrers.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-If we could
close the door to usury, I am quite sure my
hon. friend would be able to get his money
from some honest citizen who would not
take his best blood out of his veins.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-The hon. gentle-
man deserves a good deal of credit. When he
spoke of the rising and falhing of money in
Great Britain, I think ho had botter copy
Great Britain one stop farther. It took
them two years to prepare a bill of this
kind. We have had a great deal of talk
about this bill pro and con. It took us
about ten years to get rid of the old usury
law, and I think it would be better for the
hon. gentleman to take another year to
consider this matter and see what the En-
glish Act is. Then we would be able to pass
a good bill and not hurt anybody.
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Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-I cannot Montreal to allow his bill to stand for an-
accept the suggestion of the hon. gentleman. other session. It then will come out that
I have examined the English bill. such a bill is proposed. Our judges and our

commercial men will, in the meantime, have
Hon. Mr. O'DONOHOE-While I ap- an opportunity of giving consideration to

plaud the motive which actuates the pro- the measure and giving us advice touching
moter of this bill, I cannot help thinking the measure. I believe that will be a wise
that it is impracticable, and that it cannot course. I feel that there is in a bill of this
be carried out in Canada without interfering nature no party politics. It is a measure
with and deranging our laws of interest and we are interested in giving effect to if it can
our laws again:st usury. Supposing a man be done reasonably and profitably. I there-
wants to lend at a usurious rate and takes a fore submit to this House that the wiser
note for $100, while he pays but $50, and course would be to let the bill stand till a
after getting the note he goes 'to the bank future session.
and discounts it and receives the face value
of the note, what bas the maker of the note Hon. Mr. WOOD-The discussion which
to say to the rate that is included in that lias taken place already shows more clearly
note when it comes to its maturity? , Will to the House the difficulties which surround
he be able to say to the bank " Oh, but you this bi and, in my opinion, confirms the
who advanced this money advanced but half position which took before, that there is
the amount of this note." no underlying principle on which this legis-

lation is founded. The hon. promùter of
Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-The bill pro- the bill in speaking of that feature of the

vides for that. case, said that when you p s the irnit
named in this bln the action became immo-

Hon. Mr. O'DONOIIOE-Let the bli rai. I an at lo s to understand how a oan
provide just whatever you like, ii the holder becomes immoral when you pass a certain
of that note, although he only gave half the limit. It does seem to ne in tome cases 19
value for it, transfers it to another for any- per cent would be a great deal more immo-
thing he likes, sells the note, the party buy- rai than 20 per cent in others. The case
ing the note will be entitled to recover the which las been referred to by the hon.
amount of it. What protection then is gentleman from Giengarry and which le, 1
there against the usurers ? There is none was going to say, an every day transaction,
at all. I think, with all due deference to it is amost an every day transaction, where a
the promoter of the bill, and in deference to person wants $100 for a week or two and
the opinions expressed here to-day by several who is perfectly able to pay at the end of
hon. gentlemen, that it will be much wiser the time and is willing te pay two or three
to let the present bill stand for the present dollars for the use of the money for that
session. I do not think it has received ail short time. It is an open and legitimate
the consideration that it deserves. It wili and every day transaction, and it des
be very entanging and very embarrassing, seem to me unwise to pass an Act of Parlia-
and any measure affecting the laws relating ment which makes suc transaction criminal,
to money and interest and buis and notes, subjecting the borrower and the lender te a
and aIl those oans of that character are of large fine or imprisonment. In order that
se much importance that we should l we in the sense of the com ittee may te taken
no hurry in passing them. The bon. gentle- on this subject, J shall move that the cern-
man f rom Calgary speaks of the Englisl gaw mittee rise. o desire to impresw upon the
in reference to a kindred measure there. J House and the on. gentleman that it os net
tbink it would be wise for us to take time because I arn hostile te, the object that lie
and examine the relations that may existi bas in view. but it is desirable, under present
between the conditions there and here. I circunstanwces, that this legisation ehould
certainly ust vote against the bill in its be postponed until next year, and that i
present form, although my heart g des out the meantime most careful thoug t and con-
to the promter of the bis and bis motive, sideration should be given t the subject i
which tos reacl those cormorantc that wil order, if possible, to frame a bi which wjl
live upon the necessities of the poor. I meet the evil that the bon. gentleman de-
therefore would urge my hon. friend ftrom sires t obviate without ding the injustice
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that this bill, if passed in its present shape,
is liable to do.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-I should be sorry if
any course should be taken with this bill,
which the hon. gentleman bas endeavoured
to make as perfect as possible, althougli it
requires a good deal of amendment yet, that
Would prevent its being so amended that it
can go before the country. If the bill does
Iot pass this session, I think it will be a
very good point to put it in such shape that
we could approve of it for the present, and
it could then be distributed, as was done
once before

Hon. Mr. MILLS--As was done with the
Loan Companies Bill last year.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-So that the country
Would know what has been done in this
nlatter, and would have an opportunity of
forming an opinion on the merits of the bill.
As the bill is now, between the report of
the committee and the amendments which
have been proposed, nobody can tell what it
is, but if the House would agree to have it
80 far put into shape, as was done in the
case mentioned by the Minister of Justice,
it could go before the country and give time
for an expression of opinion and suggestions
to be made between now and next session.
Il should be sorry to see the committee rise
and do nothing further than that.

Hlon. Mr. POWER-I hope the hon.
gentleman from Sackville will accept the
suiggestion that has been made. If we pass
the bill through committee and get it into
the shape in which the hon. gentleman from
lontreal wishes it to go before the country,

it will give the public an opportunity to
llnderstand it.

lon. Mr. WOOD-I have no objection
at al. I do not wish to defeat the object
that the hon. gentleman has in view. I
thiik a great deal of good could be done by
the circulation of the bill during the recess,
a.nd thereby get as much information as pos-
Sible on the subject.

lion. Mr. LOUGHEED-Is it the under-
stalnding that it is not to be pressed to the
third reading i

11on. Mr. POWER-If the House chooses
to reject it at the third reading, well and
good,

Hon. Mr. FERG4USON-I would suggest,
in the event of anything of the kind being
done, that the bill be circulated amongst
banking institutions, boards of trade and
other institutions for suggestions next year.
For that purpose we may just as well leave
the bill as it came from the Banking and
Commerce Committee, because if we com-
mence to deal with it here, I do not know
how far we can go with it. The bill has
been severely overhauled time and again,
and if we were just to pass it as it came
from the Banking and Commerce Committee,
and then circulate it as suggested, it would
answer the purpose as well as if we went
over it again.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not understand
that my hon. friend wants to do that. He
wants to carry the bill through committee.
He is suggesting to the committee the form
in which he thinks the clause will most sat-
isfactorily carry out the result he aims at.
Unless some hon. gentleman has amend-
ments to suggest, while the clauses are under
consideration, it seems to me it would be
fair to the hon. gentleman to let him get his
bill through committee and bring it before
the House for third reading-not to carry
it through the committee with the intention
of doing nothing further. The House may
come to that conclusion when the bill is
before them for the third reading. That is
not what is in the hon. gentleman's mind.
He thinks there is a great evil and that by
passing this bill the evil will be met. Some
hon. gentlemen are under the impression
that there is danger of inflicting mischief on
others who are outside of the hon. gentle-
man's intention. That is a matter which
may be very fairly considered. I have given
some attention to this question. Some hon.
gentlemen have said that the government
ought to take this matter up. There is a
limit to what a minister or a government
may undertake during a single session. I
have given some attention to the subject
with a view to aiding the hon. gentleman in
the preparation of his measure. I have no
hesitation in saying, myself, that I should
like to see the bill confined to the money
lending class. With a view of accomplish-
ing that object I submitted the question to
gentlemen in my own department, who are
skilled in drafting, and who have been in
the habit of considering such questions. I
have placed their suggestions in the hands
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of the non. member who has charge of the
bill. Some of those suggestions might meet
my own individual opinion. Others of
them-for instance, the definition of a money
lender-my bon. friend is not satisfied with.
I agree with hin in that there is the great-
est possible difficulty to give such a defini-
tion of a money lender as to include that
class that you intend to reach by this bill
and include nobody else. That is a very diffi-
cult thing indeed to undertake, because there
is not a hard and fast line separating those
who are in the habit of lending inoney froin
all other classes of the community. It
seems to me that if you reduce the amount of
money to be loaned that would come within
the purview of the bill, that for the pre-
sent you would perhaps accomplish the object
which the bon. gentleman bas in view with-
out interfering with any other class of the
community as well for the present moment
as in any other way, and then we could con-
sider the subject further when we come t.o
see the bill in operation. Hon. gentlemen
know right well that you never can tell
what are the precise defects of a measure
until it comes to be practically tried, and it
is far easier to perfect a measure that bas
been once made law and bas been brought
into practical operation than it is, by mere
study and deliberation, to make it before it
is put on the statute-book at all. So I sug-
gest to my hon. friend that he may as well
go on with the measure getting it through
the committee, hearing all the objections
which may be made, and if some of the
suggestions commend themselves to my hon.
friend's mind as improvements in this bill
that we might, when we come to the third
reading, go back into committee to make
some of those amendments if he thought
them necessary, or they might be made in
the House of Commons when the bill goes
there for consideration.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My idea is this;
and it is to be considered in connection with
the history of this bill since it was introduc-
ed in the Senate this session. My hon.
friend introduced it as a public bill in the
hands of a private member. Such bills usually
go to a Committee of the Whole House.
It was thought fit, however, to get better
and closer consideration for the measure,
that it should be sent to the Committee on
Banking and Commerce. My hon. friend
knows that that committee gave careful con-

sideration to it, and referred it to a sinaller
select comnaittee. That committee no doubt
gave the bill all the consideration they could,
and reported a bill which differed in very
many respects from the measure 'as it was
first presented by my hon. friend. It was
laid over by the committee because they felt
that they could not really corne to a satisfac-
tory settlement of the question, and for other
reasons which need not be explained here,
one of which was, and it had a great effect
on my own mind, the present state of the
law in England, and that they were grap-
pling with this question there and they have
not yet got through with the bill there. The
matter was dropped, but my bon. friend
brought it up again in the House and had
the bill referred back to the ccmmittee. It
was again considered there, and bas been
reported to the House in an amended form,
.d my hon. friend bas accepted sugges-
tions since the bill came to committee.
We have not got further than the first
clause. If we arrive at this view--and I
think it would be a proper one because we
all recognize the importance of coming to
right conclusions on such questions as this-
that we should report the bill, why not re-
port it just as it came from the Banking and
Commerce Committee, where it received so
much consideration. If we go on with it,
there will be a great difference of opinion
and we will not probably arrive at an agree-
ment soon, but if we go on in a perfunctory
manner, with the idea that we will merely
get it through and have it printed, I do not
think it will come out in such a good form
as it was in when it came from the Com-
mittee on Banking and Commerce.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-There are
not so many changes. After the second
clause there are no other changes in the bill
as it came froin the committee except in
clause 5; inasmuch as we say ten per cent is
the rate the court will be permitted to fix,
the same rate will have to be fixed upon
judgments rendered before the passing of
the Act. So when we are done with the
clause under consideration we have the bill
as it came from the committee, and if it is
not passed this session I would urge bon.
gentlemen to at all events discuss the second
clause and pass this bill if the majoritY
of the Senate think we should do so.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-My object in making
the proposition which I have now submitted
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is this: there was a motion made that the
COnmittee rise, which would virtually kill the
bill and, se far as the public are concerned,
Very little would be known as te what the
Senate had been doing in reference to these
Very grievous complainte and great evils
Which exist. We could place ourselves in a
Position by which the country would know
what efforts have been made in the direction
of remedying these great evils, and it
Occurred te me that te allow the bill te pass
through the committee, without taking the
third reading, would answer the object we
have in view. Now, if I may venture te
Bay without disrespect, I think the Minister
Of Justice was proposing to go one better,
and that the bill should not oiily go te the
third reading but should pass the third read-
lng. I am not prepared te urge that course,
theugh I have no objection te it myself. 1
desire very strongly indeed that we should
'Ot allow the bill to drop without being able
tO show te the country what efforts have
been made in the direction of curing the
'vils which my hon. friend desires te meet.
It would be a great pity te allow things te
drop by the committee simply rising.

which seemed te destroy its consecutive na-
ture and order.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-I do net think
it is possible for this House te know now
where it stands. I certainly do net under-
stand it.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-What I would
suggest te my hon. friend is this ; I an sa-
tisfied that the committee should give their
best possible attention te the framing of this
bill. It seems te be the opinion of the House,
and i would suggest te my hon. friend that
he should have the bill printed te put us in
possession of something intelligible, se that
we will net have te refer te the minutes and
variousothersections of literature toascertain
what we are dealing with.

Hon. Mr. DANDJRAND-My hon.
friend is a lawyer and knows exactly how
the bill stands. It is simply the second
clause, as reported from the committee,
which is replaced by another. The hon.
gentleman understands it exactly. I credit
him with sufficient intelligence te know ex-
actly how the bill is. If he has anyamend-
ments te propose let him propose them. I

i r
lon. Mr. DANDURAND--After this move now that the second clause be adopted.bIl cones out of committee, if it does come

o't at all, I am absolutely in the hands of Hon. Mr. OGIln IE-I do net under-
the Minister of Justice. It is for him te say stand the bil, and we have te go te search
Whether it shall go te the third reading. I in three or four places before we know what
a% absolutely indifferent after that, because the clause means. We are net all lawyers,
if the government does net adopt it in the and I, for one, cannot see how the bill
llouse of Commons, it certainly will net pass stands, unless it is reprinted.

session, se that if we come out of the Hon. Mr. WOOD-I think the sugges-
mOtInittee with a favourable report on this tien of the hon. gentleman from York

bIl it is in the hands of the Minister of (Mr. Allan)isa very good oneand I should be
'u'Stice. Even if the Senate passed it, I am very sorry net te adopt it. J do net want te

e sure it could net pass through the appear te do anything hostile te the object
110use of Comnmons unless it had the support the hon. gentleman has in view, but, as I

the government. said before, I do net see that I can give my

lon. Mr. LOUGHEED-If my hon. support te this bill as it stands--that is, if
1riend desires the passage of this bill, he it is te become law. The hon. Minister of
should adopt the lines of the English bill. I Justice suggested that the bill might become
have heard no reason why a definition cannot law, and we could find from the practical

ramed by this House te cover the class operation of the Act where it should be

cases referred to in Montreal or elsewhere. amended. That might be a good suggestion
1 disposition would be te move an amend- under some circumstances, that is,1f the bill
e"nt along that line. Highly as T value the were fram.ed properly, but when it contains

yhon. friend from Marshfield somany objectionable features, we should
r. Ferguson) I should be disposed te give not go

a'Y ttention te the best form of the bill Hon. Mr. POWER-We intend te go
her than accept it with its present crudi- that far. The bill is in the hands of the

Since the committee reported the bill, House, and if they do net wish te pass it on
'Ious other amendients have been made 1 the third reading it can be rejected.

47
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Hon. Mr. WOOD-I am not sure that I
will be here when the third reading takes
place. If the suggestion of the hon. gentle-
man f rom York can be accepted, and it is
understood that the bill is to be printed and
go to the country to be considered next year,
I would quite willingly adopt that sugges-
tion, and in any way J can make it as per-
fect as possible under the circumstances, but
if, on the other hand, the suggestion is that
perhaps in a thin House the third reading
is to be pushed through, I shall feel it my
duty to press my motion.

Hon. Mr. DAN DURAND-Then we are
voting on the motion to rise ?

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-I think the hon. gen-
tleman misunderstands the temper of the
House. What J am afraid of, and I state it
very frankly, is, that that motion may carry
and the bill drop. I do not want to see that.
The hon. gentleman knows perfectly well
that throughout this whole matter I have
always expressed the greatest sympathy with
him in his object, and I shall be glad to help
him carry it out, but I want to see the bill
put in such a shape that, rather than see it
extinguished by the committee rising, the
country may have an opportunity of expi ess-
ing an opinion upon it, and the lion. gentle-
man may have an opportunity and the cre-
dit of carrying a very useful measure. But
if he says we are to divide on the question
of the committee rising, I have nothing more
to say.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-All I
know about this bill is, lately I was in Mon-
treal and it was reported there that the bill
had fallen through and there was great
rejoicing in the camp of the usurers. After-
wards it was said the bill was to be brought
back to the House, and instead of rejoicing
there were words used which were not parlia-
mentary.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-I am disposed to
support the view advanced by the Minister
of Justice, and I am very happy on this
occasion to fall in with his opinion for once.
The statement made by the hon. member
who introduced the bill was to this effect,
that there were hundreds of judgments
standing against parties, to-day, in the pro-
vince of Quebec where the debt was carry-
ing five per cent per month or more. If the
bill does nothing else, I think we should

pass it to prevent the collection of that
money, because it simply means ruin to the
parties under that obligation, and it is an
unjustifiable charge. If there is no other
good feature in the bill, we are justified in
passing it to meet such cases. With the
experience of a year's trial of it, after seeing
how the Act operates, we can ascertain
what defects are in it which it is impossible
for us to see at the present time, and the
best thing the Senate can do is to pass the
bill in its present shape, and send it to the
House of Commons. If it becomes law, let
it go into operation for a year and then
Parliament can make such improvements as
may be found necessary another session.

Hon. Mr. BAKER-I have been partici-
pating to a great extent for the last hour
and a half in a parliamentary pantomime. I
have seen members rising and apparently
addressing the Chair, and except in two or
three cases, not a word has reached us in
this end of the chamber. But my hon.
friend at my right (Mr. Prowse) has
risen and says that he supports the
proposition of the Minister of Justice.
I had no idea what he was supporting until
he said he was very eager to redress a wrong
and by legislation to set aside the judg-
ments of the court. There are many objec-
tionable features in this bill, but I have not
joined in the discussion because, as I said
before, I had not heard what was said, but
the point to which mny hon. friend refers is
the one, of all the points of the bill, to which
I most strenuously object. I hope he is not
justified in saying that lie follows the Minis-
ter of Justice in an attempt to set aside the
judgments of the courts by legislation. If
there is one principle more sacred than an-
other, it is this, that legislation must not be
permitted to lay its hand upon matters that
are past. It is technically called ex poBt
facto legislation, and whatever else we do we
should not set an example of that kind to the
country. There may be hard cases. Lt is
cruel, and it is unjust, that men should be
ground down by judgments based upon such
extravagant and outrageous charges for
interest, but they are suffering the conse-
quences of their own acts, and it is more
tolerable that many men should suffer the
consequences of their own acts than that
such a principle should be introduced into
the legislation of this country. For my owl
part, I hope my hon. friend was mistake0l
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ýwhen he said he was able to follow the
Minister of Justice in that direction.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The matter before
the House is the second clause of the bill
which has nothing to do with courts at all.

Hon. Mr. BAKER-Oh, yes it has.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It only provides that
after the issue of process, not more than ten
,per cent shall be recovered. We had better
not anticipate as to what becomes of this
bill after it passes through committee.
That is a matter for the House, I think the
IIouse should deal with this measure as it

4leals with other measures. If it is a meas-
ure which deserves to go through committee,
let it go through the committee, and make
Such amendments as desirable and report it
to the House, and then the House can ex-
press its final opinion of the measure at the
third reading. If the majority of the House

lo not think well of the measure, they can
reject it. If they consider the measure a
proper one, we can pass it. In any case the
bill will then be in a definite form, and can
go through the countr y and be read through
the country and understood, so that when
We come next session to legislate on this
mIatter we shall be able to do so with the
ko)wledge of what public opinion is on the
subject.

Ron. Mr. BAKER-I submit, with
all humility, to the rebuke of the hon.

lenior member for Halifax, and i confess I
was out of order in speaking of a matter
concerning the 5th clause when we are at
the 2nd clause, but I simply referred to the

m!rnarks of my bon. friend on my right.
.or my own part, I am in favour of adopt-
11g the second clause. I sympathize with
the object of the bill, but I do not think we
are acting for the advantage of the parties
in whose interest this bill is prompted in
Pssing it immediately. Let us consider
't and pass the clauses through committee,
'and at the third reading we can dispose of

In a way that is just as summary and
8 effectuai as by adopting the motion that
the committee rise.

11on. Mr. FERGUSON-I am sorry my
1n1- friend will not accept the suggestion of
the hon. gentleman from York, that weShould go on with the understanding that

the bil should not be read the third time,*hUt that it should be distributed for general
47J

information, I think that would be much
better than to force a division.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-It is the
House that will decide whether there will be
a third reading, and if we are satisfied with
the work the committee has done, we may
pass the third reading, and if not we can
reject it.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-An impression
might be created by some hon. gentlemen
that all the difficulty in connection with this
bill comes from usurers. Those who were
present at the Banking Committee will
know that the most serious objections come
from the banking associations and not
from the usurers, and these representative
men were by no means opposed to the pass
ing of some bill that would have possibly
met some of the extortions that we
know bave been practised in the country.
They simply dealt with the bill as we all
have. I think my hon. friend will make a
mistake if he does as he proposes to do,
invite a division upon the question that
the committee rise, because very likely
that motion shall carry, not because we are
favourable to his bill, but because we feel
that we are not prepared to crystallize into
legislation our views at this time. For this
comimittee to go through in an academic
way and discuss the bill clause by clause,
and then come to a conclusion that we should
not report the bill, I think would be a waste
of time. The bill has received a great deal
of consideration and the hon. gentleman
received assistance from the sub-committee
and aIl the members of the Committee
on Banking and Commerce. That being the
case, why should we not have an understand-
ing that the bill should be reported from
this committee, as it came from the Com-
mittee on Banking and Commerce after it
had received full consideration from that
body, with the understanding that it would
just be distributed t the boards of trade
and financial institutions with a view to
elicit the best possible information for
dealing with the question next year. If
my hon. friend would accept that view,
that he would not push the bill to a third
reading, and that we could report it in
the best form possible without too much
loss of time, I think a much more satisfac-
tory solution would be arrived at than to
force a vote on the question as to whether
the committee rise or not.
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Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Does the pro-
moter of the bill refuse to give an assurance
or let it be understood in the House that he
will not force his bill to a third reading?

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-I am in the
hands of the chamber, and more especially
the Minister of Justice, because it will be
within his power to say if it should be push-
ed to a third reading by making it a govern-
ment measure or not. If it is not to become
a government measure, it may well be ad-
journed instead of having its third reading.
This is not the time to discuss the third
reading. If the committee report a bill
which commends itself to the House we can
pass it.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend's
own course in regard to this bill convinces
me that he has not arrived at any solid con-
clusion himself. He has changed from first
to last, and that shows that, great as the
consideration which he has given to it is,-
and it is no doubt more than any other hon.
gentleman bas given to it,-he has not
arrived at any firm conclusion about it.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-He connot do
it. My first motion is to substitute six for
ten.

The amendment was lost.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I think there is an
amendment which should be made to clause
two which reads as follows:-

Notwithstanding the provisions of chap. 127 of the
Revised Statutes, no person shall stipulate for or exact
on any negotiatable document, centract or agreement
the principal of which is under 8500 a rate of interest
or discount greater than twenty per cent per annum
and the said rate of interest shall be reduced to the
rate of ten per cent per annum from the date of issue
of process.

The amendment I propose is to substitute
the words "date of recovery of judgment"
for the words "issue of process."

Hon. Mr. POWER-If the suit ran over
two years, the party would be entitled to
twenty per cent.

Hon. Mr. POIRIER, frcom the com-
mittee reported that they had made some
progress with the bill and asked leave to sit
again.

The amendment was lost on a division. It being six o'clock the Speaker left theChair.
On clause 2.
Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-I move that six

per cent be inserted in the bill as the rate
to be charged after judgment. I further-
more wish to make the amendment that the
loan shall be within a period of 30 days-
that that rate of interest will apply only to
loans made within 30 days.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Does the bon. gentle-
man mean by that that in all.written con-
tracts, mortgages and so on, that may bear
eight per cent interest, that after suit only
six per cent can be charged i

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Yes. That
brings us back to the difficulty. I wish to
have six per cent substituted for the ten,
but it only applies to loans made within
thirty days.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-What does the hon.
gentleman mean by that ?

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN.-That no loan
shall extend beyond thirty days. It merely
applies to temporary loans 1

Hon. Mr. FORGET-Supposing a man
borrows $500 for three months at ten per
cent, what then ?

After Recess.

Hon. Mr. M1LLS-I have gone over the
bill which my bon. friend is promoting, and
have suggested to him that it should be con-
fined to those known specially as money
lenders, and that we should give a definition
that a judge possessed of commen sense will
confine to those who are actually of that
class, and we can then go on and deal with
the subject very nearly on the lines which
my hon. friend proposed to deal with it and
it will leave, so far as all the rest of the
community are concerned, the freedom which
they at present enjoy in respect to the
lending of money. I trust that the com-
mittee will see its way to facilitate the bill
going through on that line.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-1 am glad to say that,
as far as I am concerned, if that can be
done, it will be perfectly satisfactory. I
shall have no objection to the bill at all.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-Would the
hon. gentleman withdraw his motion tern-
porarily ?

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I withdraw my wo-
tion.
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Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-I suggest as
clause No. 9, the following, which will define
mioney lenders who will be covered by the
Operations of this bill:

The expression money lender in this Act shall
imclude any person who carries on the business of
ULoney lending or advertises or announces himself, or
holds himself out in any way as carrying on that
business, and makes a practice of lending money at a
higher rate than 10 per cent per annum, but does not
include pawnbrokers.

The reason for the exclusion of pawn-
brokers is self evident, inasmuch as they
have an Act which governs their opera-
tions.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-I know in my
county a farmer who is a money lender, and
has been a money lender for years.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-At a higher
rate than 10 per cent 

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Yes, any rate
lie can get.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-That is the man we
Want to catch.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-He will fall
Under this Act. The bill gives him a right
to charge up to 20 per cent.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
see that the object of fixing a high rate is
this: the ordinary money lender, who is
tending on good security, does not lend at so
high a rate; but the man who makes it a
Practice of lending at a higher rate than 10
Per cent, may very well come under the
definition of money lender.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-But the man I
"efer to wants the best security. The trou-
ble 18, a law of this kind gives him an open-
"'g to raise his rates.

Hon. Mr. FORGET -Does that man lend
o1 good security at ten per cent?

U I

do business apart from pawnbroking? Would
it not be well to insert " as such" after the
words "registered pawnbroker?" A man
might do a money lending business apart
from bis pawnbroking.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-As such he is a pawn-
broker, and if he is lending money outside
of his pawnbroking, that would not give
him an exemption.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Why mention
the pawnbroker at all? He is covered by
the Act.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-This is subsequent to
the Pawnbrokers Act, and you want to inti-
mate there that you are not repealing or in-
terfering with the Pawnbrokers Act.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Then put in a
clause saying that this does not interfere
with the Pawnbrokers Act.

Hon. Mr. POWER-That is substantially
what you are doing. I do not undertake to
controvert the minister's view, but it is a
very desirable thing, in making laws which
are to be used by the public, that they shall
be readily understood by the average man.
If you say that this shall not apply to any
registered pawnbroker, the average man
might think that it would not apply to the
pawnbroker when lie was doing business in
another character, but if you add the words
"as such," they can do no harm and will
make the meaning clearer to the ordinary
reader.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-I would be
disposed to take the same view as the hon.
gentleman from Calgary, but I have follou ed
closely the English law, which excludes
pawnbrokers. Perhaps that is an additional
reason why we should exclude them.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The suggestion
of the hon. senior member for Halifax would
answer equally well.

Un. M1r. MMLA -e.As said
before, if a man lends $50 for ten days and Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-Then we will
gets $1 for the use of it, that is sixty or add the words "as such."

'seentY per cent. Hon. Mr. WOOD-I should like to have
Ho0n. Mr MILLSHe does not corne the amendment I suggested adopted. I think

within the clause. it is in the right direction.

Hon. MLr. POWER-With respect to the Hon. Mr. MILLS-The man who brings
exception made at the end of the proposed suit for the recovery of the money would
clause, is it not possible that, if the exception delay as long as possible, after suit was
l left in that wide form, a pawnbroker may entered, before he obtained judgment.
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Hon. Mr. WOOD-I think, upon reflec-
tion, it will be seen that the man who insti-
tutes the action would have no object in
delaying judgment. When he institutes
the action, it is with the object of recovering
the debt. On the other hand, the man
against whom the action is taken might put
in a plea merely to delay the getting of a
judgment. A man who had borrowed fifty
or one hundred dollars perhaps would rather
pay 10 per cent on that for a year or two
and lie would delay the recovery of the
judgment.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-I will accede
to the suggestion of the hon. gentleman,
because the defendant has it in his power to
consent to judgment right away if he wishes.
Then the words " from date of judgment "
will be substituted for the words "issue of
process."

The clause as amended was adopted.

On clause 3.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND--I move that
clause three be the fourth clause in the bill
with the two modifications I have suggested.

Hon. M r. MACDONALD (P. E. I.)-Why
not say " by a usurer "

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We have given a
definition of the person we wish to reach by
the bill and we call him a money lender.
We wish to adhere to that phrase right
through.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-We might put
in the words "but not including taxable
conveyancing charges."

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-That is for
chattel mortgages and deeds?

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED--Yes.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Would the
" money lenders" include the small
panies who carry on that business?

terni
com-

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-Yes. A cor-
poration is a person in law.

The clause as amended was adopted.

On clause 6.
Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I very much

doubt our right to pass legislation of this
nature. It is dealing with property and
civil rights. We are not dealing with the
interest; we are dealing with the principal.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Where power is ex-
pressly given to the Dominion Parliament
to deal with a subject, they may exercise any
power incidental to that.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Upon a second.
glance, I see that the bill does not deal with
the question of the principal. It is with
the question of ipterest. I would like an
explanation of what is meant by " due
and exigible."

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-It means
matured.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-But if it is
exigible, yoù must have an execution.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-It may be
exigible, but not by virtue of the judgment.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I never saw
the terni applied in that way.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-I have taken
it out of the translation of our own civil
code.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The term in
the other provinces means recoverable under
an execution?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-This is the meaning
with us, but in Quebec the rule is different.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-We will
substitute the words "due and payable."

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The object of
that clause is to reduce the rate of interest,
on judgments already recovered, to ten per
cent ?

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-Yes.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-1 suppose it is
not drawn in such a way that where the
judgment bears less than ten per cent it
will have the effect of raising it to ten per
cent.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-No, we use
the phrase "where a greater rate is charged
than ten per cent."

The clause as amended was adopted.

On the preamble.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not think it is
dignified to mention the exact amount in the
preamble. I think the words " as much as
five per cent per day " should be left out.
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, they will be
struck out.

Hon. Mr. POIRIER, f rom the committee,
reported the bill with -amendments.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (118) " An Act respecting the Greas
Northern Railway Company, and to change
its name to the Great Northern Railway of
Canada."-(Mr. McKay, in the absence of
Mr. Landry.)

SECOND READING.

Bill (71) " An Act to incorporate the
Algoma Central Railway Company."-
(Mr. MeMillan, in the absence of Mr. Cas-
grain.)

PENITENTIARY ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House again resolved itself into
Committee of the Whole on Bill (R) " An
Act further to amend the Penitentiary Act."

(In the Committee.)

On the schedules.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-This bill has passed
through the committee except the schedules.
We can only adopt a schedule in brackets,but I have revised it and reserve the con-
Sideration of amendnents until further con-
Sideratioi of the schedule. I have gone over
this schedule with one of my officers who has
had very large experience, who has been for
twenty years in the department and has
8pent two years practically as warden of a
Penitentiary. He takes charge of the peni-
tentiary when the warden is ill, or when the
warden bas not been permnitted to act. I
refer to Mr. Foster. Of course this is pro-
Viding for a charge on the public revenue and
COu]d only be adopted primarily in the House

Of mOmons, but we sometimes consider
those matters here, and they are printed in
the bill in brackets.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Is that a de-
Parure from the printed schedule on page482.

lHon. Mr. MILLS-Yes. All the changes
Ichave made appear in the schedule. That
Sohedule was prepared by my secretary from

the old schedule and I did not carry it
through the House before, simply because I
wished to consult Mr. Foster. The salary of
the warden of Kingston penitentiary is
placed at $2,600.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-In the prepara-
tion of this schedule, why are the peniten-
tiaries treated separately i

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Because they differ so
much in the numbers of those confined in
them, and as a result the responsibility is so
much greater on some than on others that
the salaries are graded accordingly. The
number of convicts during the past year in
Kingston was 605, St. Vincent de Paul 418,
i- Dorchester 225, Manitoba 88, and in Bri-
tish Columbia 110. In Kingston the war-
den's salary, with f ree quarters, was fixed
at $2,600. That is the maximum. It may
be that, or it may be sométhing considerably
below that. The deputy warden, with free
quarters and light-and he is to act as chief
keeper in any prison having 300 convicts-
receives $1,500; chaplain, $1,200; surgeon,
$1,800. The accountant, who has to act as
the warden's clerk, in a prison having under
three hundred convicts, received $1,200, the
warden's clerk when acting as such $800.
The storekeeper who is to act as custodian
in any prison having three hundred inmates,
$900.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-How ioes that
apply to Kingston with an average of 600
convicts ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Kingston has 600,
and the number is not likely to fall much
below that. Still, if it were, I would take
power to assign to him other duties than
those he is performing. The steward geta
$900, chief keeper $1,200, hospital over-
seer and schoolmaster $1,200. The office is
combined. The engineer gets $1,200, chief
trade instructor $1,200, trade instructors
$700 each, keeper $600, guards $500, mes-
senger $500, stoker $500, teamsters $500,
matron, who is to act as sewing instructor,
$600,deputy matron $400, temporary guards
$400. Those were the officers of the King-
stoi penitentiary. I ask the committee to
assent to that list.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I have been
comparing them, and I find that there is a
general increase.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Not very general.
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Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I find there is
a general increase over the maximum in the
Act of 1895. I find that the maximum for
warden in 1895 was $2,000, in any peni
tentiary, and it is now made $2,600 in
Kingston.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-And is that what it
was before 1895 i

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Yes. I think
the schedule of 1895 was quite a reduction
in the schedule of 1887. But looking over
the whole list, it involves a very consider-
able increase. I do not know that this is
altogether the place for discussing these
matters of expenditure very closely. We
are putting these in brackets as if we had
not considered it at al], but as we have it
here, I notice, taking the position of ac-
countant, for instance, that the salary was
$1,200 for accountant and warden's clerk, oy
the Act of 1895, and now it is for $1,200
for accountant and $900 for warden's clerk.
It makes a clear increase of $900. I notice
also the hospital overseer and the school-
master were grouped together at $800, and
now there is $800 for each of them. I find
in many other instances it is the same, and
though on the whole we have not a right to
question expenditures here very closely, still
while we are dealing with it at all, we may
as well recognize there is a very large in-
crease.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
see that there is not a large increase. The
chaplain is put down at $1,200. The present
rate is $1,200 although in the list of 1895
the figure is $800, but they have been get-
ting the $1,200.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-How could they
get it ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Because that Act did
not apply to any who had previously beld
office, and with nearly 700 convicts in the
penitentiary, two chaplains, one a Catholic
and one a Protestant, who do their duty,
find themselves pretty actively employed.
Then, there is the chief keeper. He
is the officer who bas been there for a good
many years. He is an active officer and we
are giving him not more than he bas been
receiving, but we are giving him more as
chief keeper than he was receiving, because
for some years he bas been holding two
offices, chief keeper and another, and las

been receiving compensation for each. This
standing alone would not give him a better
salary than that he bas been already receiv-
ing. The chief keeper is a Mr. Hughes, a
brother of the member, and not being a
political friend, of course my bon. friend
cannot for a moment suppose that there is
any political reason for giving him a better
salary than that which he has been receiving.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Is there only
one chaplain in Kingston penitentiary?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There are two chap-
lains.

Hon. Mr. McMILL AN-And the $1,200
is divided between them i

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, each gets $1,200.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I presume there
is a similar provision made in all peniten-
tiaries for two chaplains.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, in most of them
at any rate.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-The hospital
overseer of St. Vincent de Paul penitentiary
is down for $750; the one at Kingston is
getting $800.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I would just call my
hon. friend's attention to this: the hospital
overseer gets $750, and the schoolmaster
$S00, but if the two positions should be
united, the one man will get $1,000. That
is at St. Vincent de Paul. I wish to take
this power, because some times it would be
advantageous to unite two offices, and sonie
times we find one eminently fitted for one
office and not for the other.

The schedule for the Kingston penitentiary
was adopted.

On the St. Vincent de Paul schedule.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There are 200 fewer
convicts in St. Vincent de Paul than in
Kingston.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-I would sug-
gest that the hospital overseer should get
$800. He acts as druggist of the institution
and has a certain standing and aptness for
the position, which should entitle him to the
same salary as the hospital overseer a
Kingston. The hospital overseer should bO
on the same footing as the steward. It is
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true, in Kingston the number of convicts is
larger, but the qualification of the officers
should be the same : that is, the official who
attends to the patients in the hospital must
know all about drugs and be qualified as a
druggist, so it seems to me that $800 would
not be a large sum.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-If hospital over-
seer means druggist, why not call him that ?

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-He bas other
duties as well.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The principle of
recognizing the number of inmates in a peni-
tentiary in grading the salaries of the offi-
Cials is a right one. I do not see any provi-
eion for matron or deputy matron in St.
Vincent de Paul, or in any penitentiary ex-
cept Kingston.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-Iunderstand
the overseer does ail that work at St. Vin-
cent de Paul.

Hlon. Mr. MACDONALD-Have all
those officers residence in the institutions,
with light and fuel?

lion. Mr. MILLS-The warden has, and
the matron and deputy matron have. We

Osmetimes have a deputy matron at Dorches-
ter. Sometimes we have not, because there
are not enough female convicts.

Ilon. Mr. LOUGHEED-There is no
provision made for any.

INcREAsE OF POPULATION.

The average daily population for each for the last
five years has been as follows:-

1893-4............. .. ............. 1,179
1894-5.. ....................... ... 1,2W
1895-6........................... .. 1,314
1896-7 . . ......... .. .... ......... 1,353
1897-8 ... ........... .............. 1,415

N'et expenditure during past five yeare :-
1893-4 ... ................ S 452,904 58
1894-5.......... .... ........ 441,422 56
1895-6..................... 345,129 78
1896-7.... ........ . ..... . 311,825 13
1897-8 .. .......... .... .... 279,277 68

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I think the
principal reduction bas been in Kingston,
and that is owing to the manufacture of
binder twine.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-They are be-
coming revenue producing any way.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Not yet. If we can
manage to let a number of them out on
tickets of leave, they will cost us less.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-Could not
the government employ the convicts in
making good roads in this country ? I know
that they are employing them in the United
States with very great advantage.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL, from the com-
mittee, reported the bill with amendments,
which were concurred in.

The bill was read the third time and
passed.

lon. Mr. MILLS-We have none in DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
Manitoba or British Columbia. BILL.

lon. Mr. OGILVIE-Have you none in
St. Vincent de Paul ?

Ion. Mr. MILLS-No. The female con-
viCts are sent to Kingston penitentiary.

The schedule was adopted.

lion. Mr. MILLS-I may say the
1eiitentiaries bas been growing -less
b seen from the following figures:

cost of
as will

189g jon pcpulation in custody 30th June, 1897 and

1898.
ton...... .605

Dtorincent de Paul......... 418
')rchet............225Manitoba ......... ...... 88British Columubia............ 110

1,446

1897.
611

198
77

101

1,383

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into Committee
of the Whole on Bill (147) " An Act to
amend the' Act respecting the Department
of the Interior."

(In the Committee.)

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This bill authorizes
the employment of temporary skilled or
technical employees in the surveyors branch
of the Department of the Interior.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-It seems to me
that the effect of this bill will be to open
the door very wide in the matter of making
such appointments, in contravention of the
Civil Service Act. It is possible there may
be good reasons for it, but they do not seem
to show themselves in the wording of the
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bill. If there were any skill required which
was not available, there would be some
reason.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The reason is the
Auditor General will not pay, under the ex-
isting law, any one when first placed on the
list, more than $400 a year. It is quite im-
possible to employ capable assistants at that
figure.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-How have you
secured the assistance of such officials up to
this time i

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The occasion did not
arise until lately. It was not discovered
until recently, when an officer left and we
could not fill his place for $400 a year.
Third class clerks are abolished now, and a
clerk entering the civil service must begin
at $400 a year, and there is no provision by
which such an official can be paid a higher
salary.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-How long can
such an official be employed I

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Six months is the
limit of the term.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Under this bill
the minister assumes the responsibility
without Order in Council.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There must be an
Order in Council to allow a payient of more
than $100.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Under this bill
the minister, on the recommendation of the
deputy, can employ or secure such service
irrespective of an Order in Council.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, I think not; the
Auditor General would not pay without an
Order in Council. It must go to the Trea-
sury Board.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-When this bill
is passed, the Auditor will have no hesita-
tion whatever in paying. Under the ]an-
guage of the bill the temporary officers may
be made permanent officers.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Practically a large
number of officials of the government are
retained from year to year. I presume there
are persons on the temporary list who have
been there for the last twenty-six or nearly
thirty years.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Because it
would be cruel to put them off?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, but because their
services are needed. A very large number
of the officers in the Department of Railways
have been on the list for a number of years.
Take Mr. Ridout for instance, he has been
on since the seventies.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-This opens the
door very wide no doubt. In the first place
they may be appointed without any exami-
nation, and continued as long as their ser-
vices are required, and may be paid more
than $400 a year. There is no limit.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Quite true.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Except in the
discretion of the government.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Quite true.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I think it is
opening the door very wide and departing
from the Civil Service Act to an extraordi-
nary extent. We are appointing persons
temporarily who have not passed any ex-
amination. There may be cases in which
that is necessary. Then we provide that
any of those now temporarily employed may
be continued indefinitely, and we provide
later on that they nay receive more than
$400 a year.

Hon. Mr MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-It
would have been much better to have made
an amendment to the Civil Service Act itself
by which there would be some provision
made for persons that are required in these
different departments. We know now that
a very great number of the young men of
the Dominion have passed civil service ex-
aminations, and that thereate scores in every
province of the Dominion who have passed
that examination and qualified for entering
the government service in any departinent
in which their services would be required,
and why it should be necessary for us to pass
a special Act of this kind and give certain
officers power to employ persons without
having passed this examination, is something
that I cannot see any sufficient reason for.
I think it is a mistake to depart at all fron
the requirements of the Civil Service Act,
that we should require to keep the Civil
Service Act of Canada as closely as possible
within the bounds of that Act, and I do nOt
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see any sufficient reason for the proposed
changes.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The first clause of
this bill provides, when it becomes necessary,
for the employment of temporary assistance
ini the surveyor general's branch of the
bepartment of the Interior, for the per-
formance of services requiring technical,
scientific and professional qualification-it
s onhly in that branch. The hon. gentleman

from Prince Edward Island will see that a
Young man may have passed the civil service
examination and may not have the scientific
qualifications necessary for an officer in the
Surveyor general's branci of the depart-
"lent. He may not be a good draughtsman
or surveyor. The minister may, upon the
tquisition of the deputy minister, employ
a such temporary assistants any persons
who are reported to him by the deputy and
elrveyor general-they have to join in
reporting-to be possessed of the general
qualifications requisite for such services. I
think that, with these requirements, that the
4ePuty and the surveyor general shall
ePOrt that these temporary assistants are
qualified, that they have the special quali-
fications required for work in the surveyor
eneral's branch, there is not any very
riOus danger. Then the second clause of

bill simply provides that any person who
I low temporarily employed, and who per-

t aPh has been employed for the last ten or
twelve years, and who is reported by the

eheputy minister and the surveyor general to
neinister to have the special qualifications

!' ui8ite for such work, may be continued
In1 8cb employment as long as his services
ar required. If the man has been there and

ng satisfaction it seems to me it would
proper and cruel to'turn him out. The

98t clause provides that if there is a good
er Who is doing important work, lie may

th Paid more than $400. So far, I do not
'rk there is anything very objectionable
about the bill, limited as it is. But the

rry oState made reference to the fact
that tird class clerks had been abolished.

en the bill for that purpose went through
t use, I forone opposed the measure, and

a Under the impression that the present
Rovernent had proposed at the last session
o sub*i Pti entr mtt a measure to Parliament for the
i rd~uction of the old third class clerk, and

uld like to know from the Secretary of
t" Whether they have done it, or whethetthey Propose to do it shortly.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It has been discussed
several times, and I think one member of
the government has been requested to
prepare the bill. I suppose pressure of work
prevented it. I think it is on the notice
paper, and I do not think the bill is brought
forward yet. It is rather a complicated
subject.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The first clause
of this bill provides that the minister may
appoint a person to an office temporarily, on
the deputy minister and the surveyor gen-
eral reporting that he possesses special quali-
cations for this technical scientific work.
Under the Civil Service Act as it was years
ago-and I think it still remains the same-
on the report of the deputy minister that
the persons to be employed possessed special
qualifications, and that there was no person
on the list of those who had passed who was
qualified, that such an appointment should
be made, and I think that this clause should
go that far. It was not only necessary for the
deputy minister and the surveyor general
to report any person. as suitable, but they
had go further and report that none of those
who had passed the examinations were avail-
able for the appointment. If that were
done, then there would be no abuse, but in
the way the door is proposed to be opened
here, I think it is quite possible for the
deputy minister and the surveyor general
to report some person who may be a favourite
with them, and have him appointed, while
there may be any number of persons possess-
ing the qualifications who have passed the
examinations and are ready to accept the
appointmnent.

Hon. Mr. POWER-At the request of
the hon. Secretary of State I shall read to
the House the explanation given in the other
chamber by Mr. Sifton :

The Minister of the Interior (Mr. Sif ton) moved for
leave to introduce Bill (No. 147) to amend the Act
respecting the Department of the Interior. He said:
The reason for the introduction of this bill is alniost
precisely similar to the reason which caused the intro-
duction of the bill which I have just exp lained with
regard to the Geological Survey. The Civil Service
Act passed in 1895 recognized the appointment to
positions in the service of certain gentlemen vho were
then in the service ; but upon the death of one of
them, Mr. Dufresne, who was a computer under the
chief astrononier of my department, an attempt was
made to fill his place, whereupon the Auditor General
took the ground that we had no power to appoint a
techficab officer excet by complying with the reubar
requirements of the Civil Service Act. We had exther
to appoint a tenporary oicer at $400, or appoint him
a second-class clerk. We could not secure the ser-
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vices of a gentleman qualified to fill the position at$400 a year, we had no second-class clerkship vacant,
and we had no desire to create a second-class clerk-
ship for that purpose. I can perhaps explain the
inatter better by reading a memorandum from the
chief astronoiner of the departonent, ex>laining the
position of aiffairs with regard to these o fcers.

There are at present employed in this kind of work
(that is, technical work in the office of the surveyor
general) 25 or 30 men at salaries ranging from $600
to 81,500, who were appointed previous to 1895. In
1895 the Civil Service Act, section 47, was amended
so as to abolish the class of temporary technical
officers. By this amendment and a recent ruling all
employees at Ottawa cone under the provision of the
Civil Service Act as either permanent officials or as
temporary or extra clerks. The latter may be continued
in employment at the same, but not at an increased,
salary, but no others can be appointed to fill vacancies
or to provide for necessary expansion, except at the
salary of $400. There is no provision for any appoint-
ment between $400 and 81,100, the salary ofa second-
class clerk. The practical difficulties of this are as
follows:-In case of vacancy, the salary of $400 is
quite insufficient to secure men of the education and
training required; otherwise, the only alternative
appointnent in the classified service, at $1,100 or
upwards, would be usually inexpedient in the case of
a new man untrained in the office routine, apart alto-
gether from the restrictions upon a permanent
appointment which would in the general case make
that impossible. In case additional assistance is
rquired for the timne being in aay branch, ne salary
Ca paid higher than $4, which, as abo-e stated,
is insufficient. The business plan of training young
men to their work would exactly meet the require-
ments of the department as to this class of service,
but it cannot be followed under the present law; for
no young man of education such as would fit him for
taking hold of this kind of work would be likely to
accept $400 a year, with the chance of rising to 00
after seven vears, and no prospect of receiving more,
however long he remained in the service, unless for-
tunate enough to secure entrance into the necessarily
limited permanent service. The present law works
badly as regards those now in the service as tempo-
raries, for, without chance of increase of salary, a
strong incentive to energetiè work is wanting.
The Minister of the Interior continues:

The cases that arose were first that of Mr. Dufresne
who was employed in the office as conputer. He died
in February, 1898. Mr. Louis Gauthier, one of the
temporary technical clerks, was shortly afterwards
transferred from the surveyor general's office to fill
his place, and Mr. Langlois, a surveyor, was at the
same time appointed in theu srveyor general's office
in Mr. Gauthner's place at a salary of $900 per annum ;
but under the construction of the law, the Auditor
General, backed up by the Department of Justice,
held that we could only pay $400 in these cases. We
have also a number of these technical officers who
have been in the department for several years, and it
is impossible to give them an increase of pay under
the present rule. At the present time an additional
computer is required in the astronomer's office, and
we cannot get a man to take take that position at
$400. The bill is intended to enable the minister to
enploy temporarily in professional or technical work,
a person who is reported b y the deputv ininister and
the head of the branch in w hose branch he is to work,
to be qualified for the work.

Sir Charles Hibbert Tupper, I gather, was
satisfied with the explanation, and the mo-
tion was agreed to without further discus-
sion.

Hon. Mr, MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-Judg-
ing from what is said here, as they have
twenty-five or thirty employees in the office,
the proper course would be to appoint one
of the junior clerks to the position and to
bring in a new man when there are so many
in the service.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER, from the com-
mittee, reported the bill without amend-
ments.

The bill was read the third time and passed.

CUSTOMS ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read-
ing of Bill (154) "An Act further to
amend the Customs Act. He said :--This is
a bill authorizing the Governor in Council
to make regulations permitting the export
of deer in accordance with the law of the
province. According to the law of the pro-
vince of Ontario, a person is allowed to ki1l
two deer, but any one coming from the
States is not allowed to take the deer away.
This bill is for the purpose of allowing them
to take the game with them to the extent of
two carcasses.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-It limits thema to
that number 7

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, it is in accor-
dance with the law of the provinces. The
export is under the federal power, and the
federal power concurring with the province,
will permit deer to be exported to that num-
ber. At the present time they are not
allowed to export them at all.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I understand
that this bill permits of the export of deer
by the carcass, but, as I understand my hon.
friend, it will only admit of that being done
to the extent that the Game Protective law
of the province will permit of the killing of
deer. Tourists or sportsmen who come into
the different provinces of Canada are subject
to the Gane Protection laws of the various
provinces, and having exercised whatever
rights they have under these laws, it is pro-
posed to go further and allow them to take
the spoils away with thei t

Hon. Mr. SCOTT- Yes.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I do not conle
from a province where there are any deer,
and I have no suggestion to offer.
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lon. Mr. POWER-I am pretty much customs must be satisfied that the person
in the same position as my hon. friend. had a license and did not kill beyond the
There are no deer in Nova Scotia. We number mentioned in his license.
have introduced a few from the province of
Quebec and are trying to cultivate them. Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I do not at all
Lut we have moose and cariboo, and I sup- share the apprehensions expressed by the
Pose the latter will come under the descrip- hon. gentleman f rom Halifax in regard to
tion of deer. We have looked upon the any particular abuse which may arise from
Prohibition of the export of the carcasses the passage of this bill. If I unde rstand it
and hides of moose and cariboo as one of the rightly, the people of the province of Quebec,
greatest safeguards of our game, and while I and some of the other provinces, in their
do not say anything about the province of desire to promoto the tourist business, and
Ontario, I am quite satisfied that the allow- likewise sportsmen business in the province,
i1g of the exportation of the carca-ses of are desirous of the passage of this bill. The
deer is a great mistake. It is going to open hon. Secretary of State says that when the
the door to a very considerable destruction government license men to shoot animrals it
Of Our game, and although this Act may be is not an unreasonable thing that they should
Operative only in theprovinceof Ontario, and permit them to take away with them the
Possibly in the province of Quebec, it means trophies of the hunt, or chase as it may be,
that perhaps next year a measure will be and it certainly is an inducement to visitors
Iitroduced to allow the exportation of moose and sportsmen from the United States to
carcasses, and I think that as it is now the come over and spend considerable means in
People who are interested in preventing the Canada, that they should be permitted to
destruction of moose and deer have just as take away the animals with them instead of
lauch as they can do to prevent the num- possibly permitting the carcasses to rot in
ber from being unduly reduced. If you the woods. It seems to me that so long as
take away the protection which is now you put a limitation upon the number of
afforded by the customs law, which forbids animals which each sportsman may shoot or
aider severe penalties the exportation of the export, you sufficiently regulate the matter.
carcasses and hides, you are going to lead
to a destruction of these animals which is Hon. Mr. ALLAN-I must confess that
likely to be very mischievous and very in- 1 sympathize a good deal with the views of
Jurious to the province. As it is now we the senior member from Halifax, and I shall
find numbers of sportsmen coning from the be sorry to see the door opened which may
United States into Nova Scotia and New lead to further destruction of our game,
Brunswick and Quebec, and I presume into because I am aware of the difficulty that has
Ontario, for the purpose of hunting. They existed in Ontario in placing matters upon a
enjoy themselves and spend a good deal of sound footing there. I recollect some four
UIoney, and they do not materially reduce years ago reading over the report
th8 number of moose and cariboo and other of the game wardens for the province
deer in the country ; but if you are going to of Ontario, and astounding as it may appear,
allow the exportation of the carcasses of it was stated in one of these reporte
deer, you will find that pot hunters will ex- that in Muskoka and the neighbouring
Port large quantities. It will be very diffi- districts there had been three thousand
cuit to limit the exportation to deer shot by deer shot in that year, and at that
honest hunters, and as far as I am concern- rate we should very soon get rid of
ed, I shall be sorry to see the bill pass. a large portion of our game. By the en-

lion. Mr. SCOTT-As I understand the
bill, the exportation is limited to deer legi-
tunately killed. The customs must be satis-
fied that the. person exporting had the
anthority to kilt the animals. If you issue
a hieense and allow a sportsman to kill two
deer, it would be strange if you did not
allw him to take them home. It is a little
lincongruous. Of course, the officers of the

forcement of our laws since then, things
have improved very much indeed, though of
course the restriction of the two deer to one
man is easily got round by the people shoot-
ing deer. As for the fear expressed by the
senior member for Halifax of the deer rot-
ting on the ground, if not allowed to be
taken out of the country, I do not think
there is the slightest danger of that,
because you can always find an exceedingly
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good market for deer in Canada. Sports-
men can always if they wish sell their
deer to dealers in game in Toronto. It may
seem strange if you allow Americans to come
in and shoot two deer, that you should not
allow them to carry them away, but I am
afraid it is going to open the door to pot
hunters and to additional trouble in the
enforceient of the law, which the game
wardens and those who have charge of the
preservation of game will find it very diffi-
cult indeed to deal with in Ontario.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, L4th July, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (186) " An Act respecting the Temis-
couata Railway Co."-(Mr. Ogilvie.)

Bill (112) " An Act respecting the Mont-
real Island Belt Line Railway Co."-(Mr.
Ogilvie.)

Bill (106) " An Act to incorporate the
Birkbeck Investment and Savings Company
of Toronto."-(Mr. Lougheed.)

Bill (130) " An Act respecting the Lon-
don and Canadian Loan and Agency Com-
pany, Limited."-(Mr. Allan.)

BUFFALO AND FORT ERIE BRIDGE
COMPANY'S BILL.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ADOPTED.

Hon. Mr. BAKER, from the Committee
on Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours, re-
ported Bill (96) "An Act respecting the
Buffalo and Fort Erie Bridge Co.," with
amendments.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM moved the adop-
tion of the report.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-I under-
stand that a report bas been put in by the
chairman of the Railway Committee upon
the Fort Erie Bridge Company's Bill, which
has been standing for some time without
being reported upon. This report was put
in at an early hour this afternoon, earlier
than the House usually meets, and I intended
to give notice of a motion which I proposed
moving in this matter. I am told, however,
that an hon. gentleman has moved that the
report be concurred in. I am sure there is
nobody in the House who would wish to
take advantage of anything of the kind. It
is a matter in which there has been little
discussion, and I think reasons could be
given why the report should be referred
back to be considered by the committee, and
I would ask the House if they would allow
me to put my notice of motion on the paper
in order that it might come up in the regular
way.

Hon. Mr. M cKAY-I cannot see how
the House can do it without the consent of
the hon. gentleman who moved the adoption
of the report.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-I intend
to move that this report be referred back tO
the committee.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-It has been
adopted by the House.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-It carne
on earlier than this House has been in the
habit of meeting, and I was not in nY
place.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-The hon. gentle'
man should be here.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-I do nOt
think the hon. gentleman would wish to
take advantage of any such contretemps 8
that, or refuse to allow the notice to be laid
on the table.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I do not wisb
to take advantage of anything. I am per'
fectly willing that the bon. gentleman should
move to refer it back, if the House desires
the committee to be discussing the question
from time to time and voting on the on
bill from day to day at the whim of the ho.-
gentleman, just because he does not happe"
to be in bis place. I have no objection at
all to bis putting his motion on the paper,
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-and if I had I could not prevent it.
can put anything on the paper.

He

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Do I under-
stand that my hon. friend will consent to
this bill going back to committee ?i

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I do not consent
to anything at all. This thing has been
lliscussed over and over again. I am not
going to be led into a trap by any sophistry.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED--When my hon.
friend talks about a trap, I presume there
is the less probability of his falling into
one. As far as this bill is concerned, I
apprehend hon. gentlemen are here for the
Purpose of doing business and not taking
any technical advantage in regard to an im-
Portant measure, affecting not only the
Dominion but the United States, and
which this legislation concerns. This was a
bill which came before the Railway Com-
raittee, and iny hon. friend opposed the bill.
The promoter of the bill asked that an
amfendment be made to it, as it came from
the House of Commons. The bill provided
for the construction of a bridge across the
xiagara River. The advertisement called
for a particular site or location for the
bridge. The House of Commons passed the
bill providing for the construction of the
bridge at that particular location. Legisla-
tiOn was obtained from the United States
Glovernment of a similar character, so that
the bridge became an international one.
Xhen it came before the Railway Committee
of the Senate, the promoter of the bill asked
that the site be changed. My hon. friend
Poinited out to the Railway Committee that
ifl5asmuch as the advertisement in the

'z6eUe and in the local papers pointed to a
particular location, the committee could not
Wel deviate from that location. The Rail-
Way Committee passed every clause of this
bil With the exception of that which related
to the location. Members of the committee
suPPorted the contention of my hon. friend
fronm Monck in regard to the change of loca.e on. I voted against the bill on that parti-
cular ground, inasmuch as, notice having
ten given for a particular location, I thoughtthe Pronoters of the bill should adhere to it.
Coneequently the bill was defeated on that
Particular ground. The promoter of the bill
ta here to show the authority for the legisla-tion in the United States, with the plans
anJd engineering evidence of a most expensive

character, showing that they are willing to
accept that particular location, and asking
that the bill as it came from the House of
Common be confirmed. I ask if hon. gentle-
men in this House, after many thousands of
dollars being expended in preparing plans
and procuring that legislation and entering
into contracts, are to reject this bill now
that the promoters are willing to accept
the Commons bill. It was their solicitor
suggested that greater latitude should
be given for location. This report has
been adopted· without members of this
House having knowledge of it. I did not
know the report was to be introduced so
early in the sitting, and I hope no advantage
willbe taken of an omission of that nature to
reject important legislation of this character.
Surely the House owes it to the committee
and to the House of Commons, who passed
the bill, to give it due consideration. I ask
my hon. friend, in the public interest, and in
the interests of those who are promoting the
bill, to let it go back to the committee.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Iunderstoodthehon.
gentleman from Brandon to suggest that the
hon. gentleman from Monck agree now that
the bill should be referred back to the com-
mittee. I think that is asking rather too
much. What the hon. gentleman from
Brandon might reasonably ask of the hon.
gentleman from Monck is that he shall con-
sent to waive what has been done this after-
noon. The hon. gentlemen from Brandon
and Calgary were not present, and conse-
quently, notwithstanding the resolution
whichwas adoptedbythefHousejust now-

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-I rise to a point of
order. I do not think there is any motion
before the House.

Hon. Mr. POWER-There is a motion
made by hon. gentleman f rom Brandon.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-I have the state-
ment from the Clerk of the House that there
is no motion before the Senate, and the hon.
gentleman f rom Halifax is one of the firet
men to keep others to the rule of order. I
am calling attention to the fact that there
is nothing before the House.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I thought the hon.
gentleman from Brandon had a motion in
his hand.
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Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-I asked the
hon. gentleman fromn Monck to allow the
proceedings which had been taken, whereby
this report was adopted, to be withdrawn
and permit my motion to go now on the
table as a notice of motion.

Hon. Mr. BAKER-I have only one
word to say as to the remark that was made
as to the time when the report was presented
to the House. It was presented in the
regular order when reports of committees
were called for. I knew, from something
that was said in the committee, that the hon.
gentleman from Brandon intended to makd
some motion in connection with this bill,
and 1expected that he would be here to move
it. My attention was distracted for a
moment, and the report was concurred in.
Considering the absence of the hon. gentle-
man, and his absence is to be reasonably
accounted for, from the fact that we have
recently adopted a rigid rule to assemble at
three o'clock instead of three fifteen as for-
merly, I think it would be only fair that the
concurrence in the report should be aban-
doned, and that the consideration of the
report stand for another day. That would
reserve the right of everybody and would
not debar the hon. gentleman from Monck
from urging his views with the energy and
persistence with which he urges anything he
brings before the House. It would be un-
fair to take advantage of an accident owing
to the absence of a party who desired to
make a motion.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-If the Speaker
decides that there is anything before the
House, I shall make a few remarks in ex-
planation of what has fallen from the hon.
gentleman from Calgary.

The SPEAKER-The hon. gentleman
made a verbal motion, which I thought was
accepted by the House. Since it has not
been accepted, the hon. gentleman has put
it in writing:

That the bill from the House of Conmons, No.
96, entitled : " An Act respecting the Buffalo and
Fort Erie Bridge Compan ," be referred back to the
Standing Committee on Lailways, Telegraphs and
Harbours, for further consideration.

That is the motion before the House.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-My hon. friend
f rom Calgary says there was just one objec
tion to this. There are several objections to
it. The gentlemen who have this charter

have had it for eight years. They have been
trying for eight years how not to do it, and
I am not willing that they should have two
years more to play the same game. The first
charter was granted to build a bridge from
Fort Erie to Buffalo. The next time they
came before Parliament, they went two miles
further down the river. Where are they
now ? They go down now until they get
across Grand Island. They are going away
from Buffalo altogether. It is a curious way
to build a bridge fromn Fort Erie to Buffalo,
to go down the river twelve miles, cross the
river there, and come up the river twelve
miles again. They are not satisfied with the
ferry at Fort Erie, but they got a charter
from this country a short time ago to lease a
ferry from Buffalo to Crystal Beach, four
miles above Fort Erie. They are trying how
not to do it all the time. This was explained
clearly. I understood to-day the whole thing
was abandoned, and all they wanted was a
report of this House, so that they could get
any money that was not expended in print-
ing the bill before Parliament. I am in the
hands of the House, but I say I want the
yeas and nays taken on this, and when my
hon. friend from Calgary begins to tell me
what is in the interest of my people and of
the people of the Niagara district, it is
something new to me. He might better
tell me what is in the interest of the people
of Calgary. I cannot accept the motion,
and I call for a division on it.

Hon. Mr. BAKER-The motion, as pre-
sented to the House now, cannot be en-
tertained. It is simply a notice that the
hon. gentleman from Brandon will move that
the bill be referred back to the Standing
Committee on Railways for further consid-
eration. The report has been adopted. It
seems to me that the regular course would
be for the hon. gentleman to consent to the
cancellation of the order of the House adopt-
ing the report, and then, when it comes up
for consideration on Monday, or at some
future day, would be the proper time to show
why it should not be concurred in, but that
the bill be referred back to committee.

Hon. Mr. McDONALD (C.B.)-When
this bill came up from the House of Com-
mons it was read the first and second time
and referred to the Committee on Railways-
That committee asked for the postponement
of that bill for six months. Notice of con-
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sideration was given by one of the senators,
and that report has been brought before the
l 1ouse to-day and the House adopted the
report. Is there anything before us now ?

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I would point
Out the irregularity of the report. it does
not show the ground upon which the

i11 was rejected. The rule provides
that the committee must state the
grounds upon which they present their re-
port. Notwithstanding that, by a special
Order of the Senate, I submit this House can
send that report back to the committee.
If the House will pardon me I might say
that the reason for delay in the con-
struction of this bridge has been the
difficulty of secu ring the necessary legislation
il the United States. Since the rejection of
that bill, I have seen the authority, signed
by the Secretary of War in the United
States, granting unwillingly from the
United States Government for the construc-
tiol of the bridge. Evidence will be sub-
11itted showing that contracts. have been
lXiade for the construction of the bridge. I

oP the people interested will not be
thwarted by any paltry reasons such as
have beeu alleged for this bill being thrown
out.

Ron. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
frOra Calgary is slightly in error with res-
PeCt to the position he takes. The report
hasl been adopted and it is too late to take an
objection of that kind, that the report was
'lot technically in order. From what I
kOlOw of the hon. gentleman from Monck, I

o not think he would take advantage of a
'n1 ere technicality; and of course it is a
8ort of technicality and surprise that the
re8lution was read when the hon. gentlemen
lterested in this bill were not present. I
% sure that the hon. gentleman from
Monck would rather have the deliberate
Opinion of the House expressed on the ques-tion, and if he agrees that that resolution
which he moved shali be rescinded, then the
îlotice which the hon. gentleman from Bran.
doI nitends to give brings the matter up on
&tOuday, and we can have the decision ofthe Rlouse. Just bow I shall vote on the
quetion I do not know, but it would not
b fair to take advantage of what is a mere
tehnicality, and I do not think the hon.
genitleman is the man to do it.
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Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I am not going
to take any advantage at all. The matter
has been before the committee and I think
the promoters of the bill got two votes, the
large majority were against them. Counsel
promoting the bill were there, but there
was no counsel on the other side, and the
Senate took my explanation of the bill and
postponed the consideration of it six months.
I am in the hands of the Senate, but know-
ing as I do what theqe people are doing, and
what their intentions are, I cannot, in the
interests of the people of the Niagara dis-
trict, consent to do anything of the kind.
Of course I can be voted down, but I will
not be deprived of the right of saying that
it shall not go back to the committee.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
think the point of order raised by the chair-
man of the Committee on Railways, Tele-
graphs and Harbours, is well taken. The
House has adopted the report, and this
motion is to refer the bill back. There is
no such bill before the House. It seems to
me the hon. gentleman's motion should be
for a reconsideration of the vote which bas
just been taken, with a view of sending it
back for further consideration. Then that
would bring it strictly within the rule of
Parliament. While I am on my feet, I may
add that the reason why I voted with the
hon. gentleman in the committee to throw
this bill out, was because I understood that
they had been dilly-dallying-that is really
the only word that I can use to express my
meaing-with this charter, for the purpose,
probably, of selling or speculating with it
for a number of years past. And for that
reason I thought it was well that this
continual renewing of charters over and
over again, where nothing has been
done, should not be countenanced. Since
that time I have learned that these
gentlemen who are connected with the
enterprise only obtained the permission and
consent of the United States Government to
construct this bridge across the Niagara
River about a year ago. If that be true-
and I have every reason to believe it from the
documents placed in my hands-the reason
which induced me to vote against the renewal
of the charter bas disappeared. If they could
not go on with the work for the reason that
the Congress of the United States had not
given their consent, then they are not to
blame. The gentlemen who are interested
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say that they have spent thousands of dollars
in connection with this work on the United
States side of the river, and unless there
are objections from a commercial stand-
point, that it would impede navigation orbe
detrimental to the general interests of the
country, or if my hon. friend from Monck
has reasons to give which would show that
it is not in the interest of the people gen-
erally to make this connection, nor in the
interest of that section of the country with
which he is much more faniliar than I am,
I should be inclined to reverse ny vote. I
give this explanation because the whole as-
pect of affairs has been changed. I do not
know what the Speaker's ruling would be,
but I quite agree that you cannot send back
to the committee a bill which has no exis-
tence. If the hon. gentleman moves for a
reconsideration, I think he would be strictly
in order and the House would either adopt
that view or vote with the lon. gentleman
from Monck to kill the bill altogether.

The SPEAKER-I believe the proper
course is the one suggested by the hon.
leader of the opposition. The motion first
suggested could not be made.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
can give the notice now. He cannot make
the motion.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER--Igivenotice
that on Monday I will move that the adop-
tion of the report of the Committee on Rail-
ways, Telegraphs and Harbours on Bill (96)
be reconsidered for the purpose of reoom-
mitting the same to the said committee for
reconsideration.

Hon. Mr. BAKER-It is not the report
that is to be considered, it is the vote adopt-
ing it that has to be reconsidered. We
must first get rid of the actionof the Senate
in adopting the report, and that being done,
then it will be in order to consider the
report. But that is not embodied in the
second motion.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The motion is
for the reconsiderstion of the adoption of
the report.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes. If the Senate say they will not recon-
sider it, then there is an end of it.

DOMINION ELECTIONS ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

FIRST READING.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Before the
orders of the day are called, I wish to ask
my friend the Minister of Justice what steps
the government propose to take with regard
to an amendment to the Dominion Election's
Act to meet some of the dificultles that
present themselves in the application of the
Dominion Franchise Act to the province of
Prince Edward Island, as the Dominion
Franchise Act does not in some important
respects, work harmoniously with the Dom-
inion Elections Act. I have already cailed
my hon. friend's attention across the floor
of the House to the subject and we have
had some personal interviews on it, and per-
haps my hon. friend will be kind enough to
state what action the government propose
to take in regard to it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I may say to my hon.
friend that he mentioned this matter some
days ago to me, and put in my hands a bill
with a view of making the amendments
which he thinks are necessary in the Fran-
chise Act. I have been extremely busy
myself. I referred the matter to my col-
league, the Minister of Marine and Fisheries,
who is more conversant with the state of
the law in the province of New Brunswick
than I am, and I asked him to consider the
bill which the hon. gentleman had put into
my hand. My hon. colleague informed me
that the great objection to the draft of the
bill relating to the Dominion Franchise is
that while it enables the petitioner to object
to votes that have been recorded and ask
for a scrutiny of the votes, it gives no equiv-
alent power to the other candidate. Under
the proposed bill that the hon. gentleman
submitted, he had in view solely the position
of the defeated candidate, and that objected
votes might be considered on a scrutiny and
thrown out if found to be bad, but that
would only apply to the objected votes on
the one side. My hon. f riend will see that
if you were to suppose that the objected
votes at an election in forty polling divisions
average three in each, that would be 120,
and the candidate who rnakes the objection
might be able to count out enough votes to
seure the seat, whereas if a scrutiny had
taken place with regard to all the objected
votes, so that the seated and the unseated
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-candidate would stand upon a -footing
of equality, the result might be very
<lifferent to what it would be if it was only
carried on on the one side. There was that
Very serious objection to the bill which my
hon. friend prepared. Then the provisian of
the hon. gentleman's bill is, under the law
as it stands, a provision carried, I think, in
this House at the hon. gentleman's sugges-
tion, that a deposit of only $100 is required,
'whereas a security would be at least as ex-
pensive as a controverted election, and there
is nothing that could be accomplished under
-a scrutiny that might not equally be accom-
Plished by filing a petition. My bon. friend
will see that a recount, or a scrutiny of the
votes might give to the one candidate or the
'Other a wholly inadequate period of time
Within which to make the scrutiny completed.
What was thought by my colleague would
be more effective would be to strike out the
provision which had been carried here at
the hon. gentleman's instance, and to make
a further amendment with regard to the
bill. There are other defects in the Fran-
Ichise Act, besides the one to which my hon.
friend has referred, and while I cannot
Speak for the government with regard to the
Matter, because I have not discussed it with
muy colleagues generally, only with the Mini-
Ster of Marine and Fisheries, with special
reference to the proposal of my hon. f riend
oPposite, I think that in all probability
anendments will be proposed that are neces-
8ary to correct the defects that have been
suggested in the Election Act of the present
time.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I presume that
I would scarcely be in order to make any
"Observations, but I will make a motion
'which will put me in order. I am very
Sorry the hon. Minister of Justice has been
s0 much engaged-as I know he has-and
therefore not able to give his personal atten-
tion to this matter, because I am satisfied if
he had considered it he would find that the
Objections which he mentions as against the
draft of the bill which I placed in his hands
have no force. On a recount being de-
1nanded under the Franchise Act, as pro-
Vided for in the bill of last year, all the
-otes would be open to scrutiny. It would
nOt be oneeided, ana both candidates would
"tertainly come in, and in that case there
*ould be a complete and full inquiry into
;the objected votes. If the hon. gentleman
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had been able to look into this bill himself,
he would have found that that is thoroughly
and entirely provided for. The other objec-
tion, with regard to the amount of deposit,
is a good one. I think $100 would be
entirely too small an amount to deposit for
a recount that might involve a very wide
inquiry into the character of the votes,
and that a larger amount would be
necessary to be stated in the bill, but that
is a matter of detail. As against the pro-
position which my hon. friend's colleague has
made, if I understood him aright, that this
matter of settling the question of qualified
voters under the Dominion Franchise
Act of last year should be settled on a peti-
tion to the Supreme Court judges, instead of
bythe County Courtjudge, atarecount, I hope
my hon. friend, on full consideration will see
how much better it is that this question
should be summarily dealt with by the
County Court judge in place of involving it
in an election petition. If you involve it in
an election petition, you would find every
other legal ground, in connection with the
election, would be fought out in connection
with it, and the result would be that it would
defeat the object we must all have in view,
which is that the exact count of the qualified
voters should be had, unmixed with questions
of bribery and corruption, or any legal ques-
tion affecting the general conduct of the
election. Not onlythat, but in ail our election
laws the principle obtains that the County
Court judge settles such matters. Under
the Dominion Franchise Act, the county
judges were the revising barristers, or where
they were not, an appeal was had to them.
The matter of preparing a list altogether
appertained to the County Court judge, and
in matters of recount, the County Court
judges decided, and their decision was final.
I think it is very much better that this
simple matterof ascertaining which candidate
has the majority of good votes should be set-
tied summarily before a County Court judge.
My hon. friend is quite right that the deposit
of $100 is not sufficient, because this would
involve a much more expensive inquiry than
usually obtains under a recount, and I would
be willing that a larger amount should be
fixed. Perhaps hon. gentlemen do not
understan-1 the point thoroughly, because
the hon. Minister of Justice and myself,
having a general knowledge from the con-
versation we have had on the subject, have
started in abruptly. Under the Franchise
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Act of last year, it was provided, there being the Speaker's messengers shouldbeputunder
no voters' list in the province of Prince any one but the Speaker.
Edward Island, and open voting prevailing
there in provincial elections, and itbeing very Hon. Mr. KIRCHIOFFER-This mat-
difficult to dove-tail, as it were, the Fran- ter was discussed in the comrittee, and the
chise Act into the Dominion Elections Act, cormittee had, as we ail know, the Speaker's
it was provided that objection might be taken corfort and privileges at heart. The point
to voters, and the ballot marked, and the arose in this way. It was pointed out that
corresponding mark placed in the poll book, during the recess the Speaker's messengers
and that the votes so marked should be were here, not subject to the control of any-
placed in a separate envelope, and that they body, the Speaker being away. They were
should come up on a recount. Al this was not under the control of the housekeeper,
done well enough, but in the haste in passing and when the housekeeper was asked if they
the amendments, we failed to appreciate the were in the habit of attending the House
fact that we were not giving the County during the recess, ho said they core occasion-
Court judge complete satisfactory jurisdic- ally. Ho had no control over ther and
tion, and it is doubtful, as the law stands could not tell ther to do anything. It
now, whether the County Court judge could seemed an anomalous position that these
really go into the merits of those votes. I mossengers, whom we are ail anxious to have
think it is almost certain he would not have under the control of the Speaker during the
power to summon witnesses. It is simply to session, or whenever he really waits to use
remove these difficulties that it is proposed them, should at other tires be under no
now to legislate, and in order that this control at ail, and be at large, free fror any
matter may come before Parliament, not of duties, and yet drawing full pay. When
course blocking the way of any substantial this clause was adopted lero, 1, as chairman,
amendment the government may make in the was authorized by the cornittee to instruct
same direction, but simply to bring this the housekeeper that these messengers were
matter before Parliament in a proper manner to he subject to the orders of the Speaker at
so that it may receive full and proper atten- any rate whenever he wanted thom, that le
tion, I beg leave to introduce a bill intituled: was to have tho first caîl on their services,
" An Act further to amend the Elections but outside of that, it was considorod the
Act, as respects the province of Prince housekeeper slould have sore control of
Edward Island." them- that thev should not be withut con-

The bill was read the first time.

CONTINGENT ACCOUNTS OF THE
SENATE.

THIRD REPORT.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHROFFER moved the
adoption of the third report of the Standing
Committee on Internal Economy and Con-
tingent Accounts of the Senate.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-As an ol,d Speaker,
I rather object to the seventh paragraph of
this report. A somewhat similar proposition
was brought up in 1897, and I think it was
then decided that the Speaker's messengers
should be under the control of the Speaker
alone. I think hon. gentlemen are aware
that in the matter of the Speakers of both
Houses, it is not supposed that they are only
here during the session. The Speaker's
chambers are at the disposal of the Speaker
during the recess if he has to come here.
Under these circumstances, I do not think

trol and yet draw salary.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I object entirely to
this new departure. It has never been
adopted before by the Senate, and it is ex-
traordinary that it should be brought up
on the present occasion. The Speaker is
here from time to time ; he has property of
his own here, and is in communication with
his own messengers from time to time, and
considering that there are only two messen-
gers allowed to the Speaker, it seems to nie
discourteous to the Speaker to interfere
with the control that he has over them. A:
a matter of fact, in past years many of the
Speakers, when travelling, had their messen-
gers away with them. The present Speaker
is not likely to do that, but I mention it tO
show the very large powers exercised by the
Speaker over messengers under his control.

Hon. Mr. POWER--What becomes Of
those messengers when the Speaker is not
here ?
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lon. Mr. SCOTT-They are under his
direction, looking after his property here
and subject to his control and demand.

Hon. M r. CLEMOW-We do not inter-
fere with them at ail.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-1 shall take a vote on
that clause.

Hon. Mr. POWER-As the chairman of
the committee has said, it was not desired
to interfere with the rights and privileges of
the Speaker. It was distinctly understood
that if the Speaker wisbed to make use of
his messengers during the vacation, he was
at liberty to do so, anri this report 'was not
to interfere with his rights in any respect ;
but this was the position which faced the
committee, that there were two permanent
Ies.sengers, who are generally known as the
Speaker's messengers, who are paid out of
the public funds, and who, during the whole
recess, practically were their own masters
and were at liberty to do just what they
Pleased. lis Honour the Speaker bas no
einployment for these messengers during the
recess. He may tell them to have an eye
after his rooms, but that does not give them
occupation all the time; and they are paid
their salaries ; and the committee thought
that, inasmuch as they were paid respecta-
ble salaries out of the funds of the country,
the country should get some value for the
IlnOney during the recess. The hon. Secretary
of State bas said that this is a new depar-
ture. The hon. gentleman is in error in
that respect. If bon. gentlemen will turn
to a report of the Internal Economy Com-
mlittee in the session of 1894 they will find
the matter dealt with there. In that case I
think a sub-committee had been appointed,
antd particular pains had been taken with
the whole question of the Senate staff, its
Organization and the duties of different mem-
brs of the staff. I think it will be found
$et forth in the report of the committee
adopted by the House that session, that
during the recess, when the Speaker did
not require the services of these messengers,
they were to be under the orders of the
housekeeper. It was desirable that* they
should beunder sonebody's orders. Of course,
at that time the same report provided that
the Serjeant-at-Arms should have a general
supervision over all the inferior officers, and
that the housekeeper should act under him.
1aragraphs 15, 16 and 17 of the report

adopted on the 3rd of July, 1894 are as
follows :-

With a view to improving the discipline in that
branch of the Senate service, your conmittee recom-
mend that the door-keepers, messengers and pages be
placed under the supervision of the Serjeant-at-Arma,
who shall have power to suspend any member of that
portion of the staff for a fortnight, any longer suspen-
sion te be by the clerk.

The housekeeper or chief messenger to continue to
direct the staff of messengers, subject to the super-
vision and control of the Serjeant-at-Arms.

The staff of permanent messengers is decidedly
larger than is necessary for the performance of the
work dont out of session. Your committee recon-
mend that no further appointm.ents of permanent
inessengers be made until the num ber of such messen-
gers is reduced below five (including the keeper of
the wardrobe, the bank messenger and the Speaker's
messenger), and that thereafter the number of such
messengers shall not exceed five.

By a report made in 1897, these para-
graphs, 16 and 17, were rescinded, and the
messengers were all put, apparently, under
the control of the housekeeper. Speaking
for myself, I am not particularly wedded
to that paragraph in the report ; but it is
only fair to the committee to state the
grounds upon which they acted, and to dis-
claim any desire or intention whatever,to in-
terfere in the slightest degree with the rights
and privileges of His Honour the Speaker.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-In the Debates of
1897, since then, I would call the attention
of bon. gentlemen to what was said at that
time :

The Hon. The Speaker-I believe the House is
taking away the privilege which bas been granted the
Speaker before me. It was always understood that
the Speaker's messenger vas under the control of the
Speaker. He may, for instance, corne here during
the recesq, and my predecessors have always had the
service of their own inessengers even during recess. I
see no objection to the Speaker's niessenger rendering
services as a messenger when he is not called upon to
serve the Speaker, but I would suggest that the posi-
tion of Speaker's messenger should remain as before.
If you make this change the Speaker's messenger
would now be in a worse position than he has been
under the old arrangement.

Then the Hon. Mr. Miller, who bas been
a Speaker, corroborated what the hon. the
Speaker said.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Mr. Miller said that
the Speaker had been in the habit of taking
their messengers away with thein to their
own homes, and used their services during
the recesses.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
was not present in the committee yester-
day, but in conversation with some of the
committee on this question I learn that it
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was thought that the messengers, during
the absence of the Speaker, had nothing to
do, and that it would be better for them if
they could be utilized by some one here.
The housekeeper was supposed to be the
best person, in order that their services
should be utilized when necessary. The
recommendation in paragraph 7 of the re-
port arose as much from the fact that it was
proposed that one or two additional mes-
sengers should be placed upon the staff, but
by adopting this mode of dealing with the
messengers, that, would not be necessary.
I am quite sure that not a member of this
House who bas had the pleasure of knowing
His Honour the Speaker, and particularly
since be has been in the Chair, would think
for a moment of doing anything that would
be a reflection upon him, or would interfere
with bis prerogatives, or do anything which
would annoy him. How would it do, in
order to carry out the views of the com-
mittee, to change this motion, making it
read that they be placed, instead of replaced
-because that implies they were formerly
not under the direction of the Speaker dur-
ing recess. The contention bas been that
that rule prevailed some time ago, while
other senators, who have had a good
deal of experience, contend that it did
not. Supposing it were chan2ed to read
" placed under the control of the house-
keeper during the vacation, subject in all
cases to the order of the Speaker," so
that in all cases the Speaker would have
full control, as he bas now. When he
is in the city they would be under bis
control absolutely. If he is not in the
city, and be requires their services at any
time, he would have power to order the
messenger for bis own services when he
wanted them. Both views uiight be met
by such an arrangement. If the Speaker
objects to this altogether, I do not hesitate
to say, as one, that I am quite willing to
concur in the view that he may hold ; but if
the Speaker will accept my suggestion, it
will place him in the position he ought to
occupy, having full control of bis messengers,
whether he is here or not, and at the same
time, effect the economy that the committee
had in view.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not think the
question of economy comes in, because dur-
ing the recess there is no work for the mes-
sengers bere. It is takiLg away from the

Speaker the power and control he bas had
over the messengers. In 1897, when that
was objected to, the clause was struck out,
and I think it is unfortunate that the clause
was introduced into this report. I move
that the clause be struck out.

Hon. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-It bas
been suggested by the leader of the opposi-
tion, and the Ilouse, I am sure, would
gladly concur in it, that the Speaker's
wishes be met in this matter, either by
striking out the clause, or by accepting the
wording of the amendment of the leader of
the opposition. T need not repeat what I
said before about our desire to do everything
in our power for the comfort and convenience
of our Speaker.

The SPEAKER-I am exceedingly grate-
ful for the courtesy granted to me in explain-
ing, not my wish, but what I think about
this matter. In 1897, when the same de-
mand was made, I was pleased to see my
predecessors, the hon. gentlemen from York
(Mr. Allan) and Richmond (Mr. Miller)
rise in their seats and protest against
it, alleging that it had always been the
custom t> have the Speaker's messengers
under bis control, even during the recess.
I am not speaking to-day for myself, because,
unfortunately for me, my occupation of the
Chair will not be long now, but I cannot let
that clause pass in duty to my successor.
It bas always been the privilege of the
Speaker to have bis messengers under his
control. It bas been the case with my pre-
decessors, and I helieve it ought to be trans-
mitted to my successors. But it is not this
alone; it would be reflecting, if not on my
administration, on iy messengers. I may
state to the House that I have in both,
trusty and faithful servants. If it had been
true that they refused to do anything they
were required to do, I would be the first to
blame them. To prove that they are
always willing to do what they are re-
quested outside of my service I may say
that during the present session, the door-
keeper being il], my own messenger
offered to replace him, and I deprived my-
self of bis services during the session while
the House sat, to allow him to take the
place of doorkeeper. The messenger is not
obliged to do what he is doing, but I
was quite pleased at bis offer and I
am pleased to say to-day that my mes-
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sengers will do anything they are asked
to do for the service of the House. I
would prefer, now that my seat in the chair
will soon be at an end, to postpone any
action until my successor is appointed, and
if, during the recess, a report is made to me
that the fhousekeeper asked my messengers
under my control for assistance, and they
would not help him, I would be the first to
order the messengers to obey the housekeeper;
but I do not believe the privilege my prede-
cessors have enjoyed should be taken away
from me. It is not correct that during the
recess the Speaker's messengers do nothing.
Besides other duties, one is clerk of the
restaurant committee, and, as such, has, after
every session, to take the inventory of all
the goods belonging to both the restaurant
and the Speaker's rooms, which are under
his care and for which he is responsible. If
he was removed and placed under the
control of anybody else but myself, he would
not be responsible. With all due deference
to the Senate, since my wishes are consulted,
I would ask that the condition of things be
allowed to remain unchanged.

lion. Mr. KIRCHHOFFER-I wish to
thank His Honour the Speaker, for the kind
expression of his views, and I have great
Pleasure, with the permission of the House,
to ask that clause 7 of the report be struck
out.

lion. Mr. POWER-That motion has
been made by the Secretary of State.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It would comne better
froma the chairman of the committee.

Clause 7 was struck out.

lion. Mr. LANDRY-Before the report
i8 adopted I should like to call the attention
of the House to clause six, which recom-
Mends the appointment of two permanent
Inessengers. I have no personal objection
to the two persons named in the report, but
I think it is entirely a new departure. We
have servants here who have been with us
for ten years, whose rights are interfered
With by the nomination of others who come
here lately. I desire to call the attention
of the bouse to that fact, and for my part,
I Protest against any promotion which is
'lot according to seniority. If we are to do
away with the principle of seniority in pro-
]notions, let us know it once for all. If the

persons who are entitled by seniority to
have promotion are not fit to do their duty
to the Senate, their services should be dis-
pensed with altogether; but if they are fit
to be retained in their positions, they should
be pronoted according to seniority. I want
it to be well understood that I have noth-
ing personally against either of the men
mentioned in the paragraph, but I want
the rule of promotion by seniority adhered
to.

lion. Mr. POWER-This paragraph was
adopted by the committee, who had all the
information before them. If I had been
asked to supply the names myself, perhaps
they would not be exactly identical with
the names which appear in the report. But
I do not think this House is the place in
which to enter on a discussion as to the
relative merits of the different messengers.
The committee decided the matter by a con-
siderable majority, and I do not think it is
desirable that there should be a discussion
of the matter here.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I do not see why
a report is brought here to be adopted by
this House if we have not a right to discuss
it, and see if the House shares in the opinion
of a majority of the committee. I move
that the report be referred back to the Com-
mittee on Internal Economy to reconsider
item 6 and to, make promotion according to
seniority.

The amendment was rejected, and the re-
port, as amended, was adopted.

SECOND READING.

Bill (140) " An Act respecting the Cana-
dian Railway Fire Insurance Company, and
to change its name to the Dominion Fire
Insurance Company."-(Mr. Clemow.)

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY EX-
TENSION BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.

The House resumed, in Committee of the
Whole, consideration of Bill (138) " An Act
to confirm an agreement entered into by Her
Majesty with the Grand Trunk Railway
Company of Canada, for the purpose of secur-
ing the extension of the Intercolonial Rail-
way systen to the city of Montreal."
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On the first clause.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Does the hon. gentleman intend to move his
amendment?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Although this was
printed in the minutes, I really did not pro-
pose it, but read it as an amendment that I
was ready to accept, and I am ready to
accept it at this moment :

Insert after the word "company," on line eight,
and subject to the condition that, within ninetydays after the pan4ng thereof, the Grand Trunk Rai-

way Company do execute a further agreement with
Her Majesty, in amendment of and in addition to the
traffic arrangement referred to in the 40th clause of
the said agreement set forth in the schedule to this
Act, to the effect that Her Majesty may terminate
any of the traffic arrangements referred to in that
clause, including the one already executed and an
alterations thereof, and any subsequent one which
may be made as an amendment or addition thereto,
at any time upon Her Majesty giving to the Grand
Trun k Railway Company twelve months notice in
writing of such termination, and that after the execu-
tion of the said amending agreement as aforesaid, it
shal always be eld to be a part of the agreement con-
firnied by this Act.

" Provided that this Act shall not go inti force
unless nor until the said further agreement shall be
executed as above provided for, and a copy be depo-
sited in the office of the Secretary of State, whereupon
a proclamation shall be made by the Governor General
and published in the Canada Gazette, bringing this
Act into force."

Hon. gentlemen will see how far this is a
modification of the agreement as it now
stands. The agreement which is a schedule
of this bill, and further agreement whîch
has been entered into as a traffic arrange-
ment between the Grand Trunk and the
government, provides for a traffic arrange-
ment for a period of ninety-nine years.
Objection was made, during the discussion,
to this long period for the traffic arrange-
ment between the Grand Trunk and the
government, and the amendment which I
have read, as hon. gentleman will see,
reserves to the Crown the right ->f giving
notice to terminate any traffic arrangement
made under the authority of clause 40.
That would leave any administration free,
if they thought the traffle arrangement
proved to be unsatisfactory, to have it
altered upon such notice. That I an ready
to agree to.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
must express a little surprise at the opening
remarks of my hon. friend, when he says that
this notice should not have appeared as it is,
as he only intimated to the House his willing-

ness to accept that amendment. In other
words, he anticipated, I suppose, that those
who are opposing the bill principally upon
the ground, at present, of the existence of
that 40th clause would move to haveit struck
out. The hon. gentleman having, as I sup-
posed, and as the whole House supposed,
given notice of an amendment, I took the
responsibility of placing upon the paper an
amendment which I intended to move in
opposition to that of my hon. friend. That
amendment goes a good deal further, in
some respects, than his, but I have, after
mature deliberation, come to the conclusion
that it is better to eliminate from the amend.
ment which I have placed upon the paper
some portions of it, for the reason that
I do not think the Senate should ask
either a company or Her Majesty to be
placed in a position of what I might terni,
unfairness. While we are dealing with any
company we should act fairly with them,
at the saine time reserving exclusive right
to the Crown to terminate any agreement
which might be found not to be in the
interests of the government road, which has,
in the past, been an incubus I might almost
say, from a pecuniary standpoint, upon the
country. While I use that word, I use it
exclusively in connection with the financial
operations. We ail know that it was one
of the conditions that induced the maritime
provinces to consent to come into the con-
federacy. We also know that the British
government refused pointedly and distinctly
at that period of our history to guarantee
our bonds, or assist in any way pecuniarily
in the construction of that road, unless it
was constructed for military as well as
commercial purposes. Had the wish of the
Canadian people at that time-more parti-
cularly those of the maritime provinces-
been carried out, had their suggestion been
adopted, had the view which the late Sir
Leonard Tilley and the Hon. Mr. Macdougall
held, been adhered to, the road never would
have been built on the north shore, but by
the valley of the St. John, thereby securing
commercial advantages, and the commercial
interests of the country, which have only
been secured by the construction of
what is termed the Canada Pacific Short
Line. The British Government, in lending
its influence and inducing, as far as it
could, the Canadian people who enter intO
a confederacy, intimated that it was nec-
essary, not only in the interest of the
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colonies themselves, but also in the in-
terest of the empire, that the road should be
constructed in such a portion of that con-
federacy, when accomplished, that it could
be utilized for military purposes, if unfortu-
nately the day should ever arise that it
should be required. That is about as short
a history of the inception of this road as I
desire to give. The objection I have to the
suggestion of the hon. M1Uinister of Justice is
that it is not definite enough in its proposi-
tion. It does iot repeal the 40th clause,
which binds the country to a certain con-
dition of affairs that should not exist. While
it does not repeal that clause, it does go far
enough to give the power to Her Majesty
to terminate the present or any other traffic
agreement into which they may enter, but it
is indefinite, to my mind, though I know
that some will say that it is not indefinite,
Particularly the last portion of it where it
says :

Lpon Her Majesty giving to the Grand Trunk
hailway Company twelve months notice in writingof
sich termination, and that after the execution of the
aamending agreement as aforesaid, it shall always

be held to be a part of the agreement confirmed bythis Act.

Whether the previous part of the clause
Would enable them to make a number of
changes, or at any time and become a
Part of the Act, or whether the arrange-
ruent wlhich would be made at the pre-
sent moment would be a continuous arrange-
nient is an indisputable point. This proposi-
tion of the hon. minister abrogates the
Present arrangement in toto, and conipel the
two parties to enter into a new agreement.

ln my first remarks upon this subject I
eXpressed the view that the present arrange-
l»ent was to the advantage of the Intercol-
Onial Railway, but what I objected to, and
What I think the majority of the Senate
objected to, was the binding of the country
to ar arrangement which they could not
abrogate without the consent of the Grand
Trunk, for ninety-nine years. I also expres-
sed the opinion at the time-and the more
I study the question the more I am convinced
of the correctness of that view-that at the
Peseent moment the traffic arrangement in
reference to the east and west bound f reight
l il the interest of the Intercolonial Rail-

ay, but it may not be so a few years hence.
trmay interfere-which is a very great

objection to my mind-with any other roads
which may be constructed having their
terrminus in Montreal, and more particularly

in the city of Quebec, especially when the
bridge is built, if it should ever be built, and
when we find that a million dollars is
to be placed in the estimates for that
purpose the presumption is that it will be
built. Those are the principal objections
that I have to this proposed amendment. I
think, in matters of this kind, we cannot be
too definite in our proportions. If any one
will read the amendment which I propose to
make, eliminating that portion which I know
is objectionable in reference to the binding
of the country for the unconsigned west
bound freight for all time to come, will be
considered the most acceptable, being more
definite and more easily understood-that I
hope the minister will consent to accept it
instead of his own proportion. My amend-
ment reads :

1. The agreement set forth in the schedule to this
Act between the Grand Trunk Railway Company-of
Canada, hereinafter called " the company, " and Her
Majesty, except the 40th clause thereof (the said
agreement, excepting that clause, being hereinafte
called " the main agreement ") is hereby declared to
have been and to be valid and binding in all respects,
subject to the following qualifications and conditions
and to the happening of the following events, that is
to say:-

You will see that it is continuous. It
legalizes whatever has been done in the past
in reference to traffic arrangements, and it
continues the present arrangements, for rea-
sons I have already given, until the follow-
ing events shall take place :-

(a) The main agreement to be confirmed by the
shareholders in the regular way.

lon. gentlemen will observe that this
amendment I propose to make is a substitu-
tion for the first and second clauses in the
bill, or in other words, makes almost entirely
a new bill, less the first four and a half lines.
Tien it goes on to say :

(b) The making of an agreement within ninety days
af ter the passing of this Act between Her Tajesty
and the coinpany (which agreeient is hereinafter re-
ferred to as the new avreement) to the following effect,
that is to say : That so long as the main agreement
remains in force and irrespective of any traffic arran-
gement between the parties as to any other natter,
and without any further consideration from Her
Majesty than the continuance of the main agreement,
percentage division via Chaudière Junction shall be
suspended and Montreal shall be the junction point
for all traffic originating throughout the company's
system or connection west of Montreal and offered
for shipment for any points on the Intercolonial Rail-
way or reached by its connections, and the company
shall route all such traffic via Montreal and the Inter-
colonial Railway, and all traffic controled by the
company originating either in the city of Montreal
or on the Montreal joint section and destined to points
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on the Intercolonial Railway, shall be considered In-
tercolonial traffic, and the company shall forward it
by the Intercolonial route ; and also, that except as
to the said provisions for so routing traffic as afore-
said (which provisions are to remain in force concur-
rently with the main agreement), the traffic arrange-
ment now existing and referred to in'the said 40th
clauseand every other traffic arrangement between Her
Majesty and the company made at any tuxie in lieu
thereof or suppleinental or in addition thereto or irres-
pective thereof or otherwise howsoever in respect to
traffic on or to or from the Intercolonial Railway, shall
be terminable on three months' notice.

Hon. Mr. POWER-That is very short.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is a point I am not wedded to. I
think 1 can give reasons why it is long
enough. The amendment proceeds:

Shall be terminable on three months' notice from
Her Majesty; and also, that the said 40th clause is
to be of no effect and not binding on either of the
parties, and that except as otherwise provided for by
the new arrangement, thesupplemental traffic arrange-
ment referred to in the said 40th clause shall remain
in force.

That is so explicit that there is no mis-
understanding it. No circumstances can
arise which does not give to the government
of the day, whether the present government
or any future government, the right within
a certain time, as I have intimated, three
months or longer, of terminating any traffic
arrangement which nay exist at the time.
This abrogates the 40th clause altogether.
In reading the 40th clause you will find it
has no reference to anything except the
former traffic arrangements, the supple-
mental traffic arrangement, and any traffic
arrangements which may be made hereaf ter,
but it contains this extraordinary proviso,
that once a new arrangement is entered into
between the government and the conipany,
it remains law for the whole ninety-nine
years irrevocable, unless at the joint will of
Grand Trunk Railway Company and the
government. If it proved to be in the
interest of the government and not
in the interest of the Grand Trunk
the Grand Trunk would ask to have it abro-
gated. Then the government would be
placed in the position of throwing away the
rights and prixileges which they had. On
the contrary, if it was beneficial to the Grand
Trunk Railway and detrimental to the mari-
time provinces, then the Grand Trunk would
say " we will not consent to an abrogation,"
hence nu change would be made as the
40th clause says that any change must
be made by "mutual consent." This amend-
ment gives the government power to abro-

gate the agreement without giving the Grand
Trunk Railway any similar power. If hon.
gentleman will read the last four lines of
paragraph b they will find they are very
important, dealing with this 40ti clause.
It says:

That the said 40th clause is to be of no effect and
not binding on either of the parties, and that except
as otherwise provided for by the new arrangement,
the supplemental tratfie arrangement referred to in
the said 40th clause shall remain in force.

These are the differences, and are
material, in the explicitness with which
they are put. It wipes out f rom the
agreement the 40th clause, to which objec-
tion was taken when it was under dis-
cussion. The remainder of the amendments
are immaterial, because they are only carry-
ing out what is pointed out in the second
clause of the bill as it is before us. The
amendments read :

(c.) A copy of the new agreement to be deposited in
the office of the Secretary of State, after which such
new agreement shall be always held to be a part of
and embodied in the main agreement.

2. It shall be lawful for Her Majesty, and for the
coupany, to do whatever is necessary to the carrying
out on her part, and on its part, of all the provisions
contained in the main agreement according to the
true intent and meaning thereof.

That is a clause which will be found in all
traffic arrangements and in all amalgama-
tions between companies, and I think it is
equitable in principle. Then partgraphs 3
and 4 read as follows -

3. Upon the main agreement being apvroved by the
shareholders as aforesaid, the line of railway and the
property described in and leased by the main agree-
ment shall be and become part of the Intercolonial
Railway, and shall be operated as such in so far as
may be consistent with and subject to the ternis of
the main agreement.

4. This Act shall not corne ixito force until after the
deposit of the said copy in the office of the Secretary
of State as aforesaid, nor until the Governor General
shall, after such deposit, make a proclamation, to be
published in the Canada <"azette, naming a day on
which this Act is to come into force, after which it
shall cone into force on the day so named.

The senior hon. member for Halifax and
also the hon. Minister of Justice indicated
when I read a portion of clause b that
three months was too short a time. I do
not think it is too short a time. There may
be circumstances arising from the construc-
tion of other railways, or the placing on the
Atlantic of a fast line of steamers, or in-
proving the connection between European
ports and the city of St. John, which might
necessitate negotiations with the Grand
Trunk Railway Company, in order to have
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this agreement amended and a new ar- think this arrangement stands exactly in the
rangement entered into, in the interest same position as the arrangement to which
of traffic generally, and in the interest of he refers in connection with the Canadian
the carrying trade of the country, not only Pacific Railway, and that there are reasons,
of the Grand Trunk, but of other companies. in the nature of things, why it is safe to
The winter season coming on, it may be ne- make a longer arrangement with the Grand
cessary, in the interest of the maritime pro- Trunk in respect of traffic than it was
vinces and the trade of the west, that new possible to make with the Canadian Pacific
arrangements be entered into in reference Railway. The Grand Trunk formerly ex-
to the traffic which arrives at the cities of tended to Rivière du Loup. h was found
St. John and Halifax. Is three months not necessary, in the public interest and to
sufficient time to enable a corporation like further carry out the arrangement which
the Grand Trunk or the Intercolonial to had been made by the articles which led up,
know whether it would be advantageous to to confederation and in conformity with the
either one or the other, and more particu- l45th clause of the British North America
larly to the country-because that is what Act, to bring that road up to Quebec as a
We have to look after most at the present better distributing point than Rivière du

loment-to terminate the arrangement, Loup, because at Rivière du Loup the Grand
and three months should be ample time. Trunk was the only railway that was con-
-However, if the H1use considers that nected with the Intercolonial Railway. By
laot a sufficient time, it is a matter bringing it up to the city of Quebec, there
Which, other points being agreed upon, was a possibility of establishing a further
tmight be considered. But twelve months is connection. Several hon gentlemen have
altogether ýoo long. I am one of those who said, in discussing this question, that we
think-whatever I may have thought in the need not have undertaken to acquire the
Past-that the agreement with the Canada road between Lévis and Montreal, but that
Pacific Railway for running powers and we might have been content with leaving the
concession, which were made by the govern- western terminus of the Intercolonial Rail-
ient of which I then was a member between way at Lévis. I understand the hon. leader
lalifax, St. John and Moncton, should be of the opposition, when he addressed himself

abrogated. I do not find any fault with it. to this question, to say that he agreed with
On the contrary, that is one of the acts of the policy of the government in bringing the
the present government with which I fully Intercolonial Railway up to Montreal as a
concur. But they could not do that under better point for the acquiring or obtaining
twelve months. I say it should have been of traffie for the Intercolonial Railway than
done in less time. When I find that an if the western terminus had been 1eft atLévis.
agreement that I inysewf may have made, is Supposing a bridge were built across the
tiot in the interest of the country, I would River St. Lawrence at Quebec, that bridge
like to have it abrogated as soon as possible will be nainly used by the Canadian Pacifie
ýo government is infallible, and while it Railway, but in the nature of things, the

YUaY have been justifwed in the opening of Canadian Pacifie Railwa will never use
a new route to give greater conceFsion w to that bridge for east bound traffo going to
thwSe who are interested in it and those who the maritime provinces, because they have a
Put their money in it, that does n ot exist road known as the short lin extending f rom
totday and consequently there should be a Montreal to St. John, a it is their interest
Shorter period at whiuh that could be ter- te bring as much traffnc as possible to the
aiXliated. city of Montreal, with a view to its being

lion. 1%r. POWER-I would like to carried to the city of St. John, and deliver-
riake a suggestion wibh respect to one word ing whatever is for the interior portion of
I the maritime provinces to the IntercolonialPrgradph ctin he wod tat an at St. John and not elsewhere; se that if

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL the bridge were built acres the St. Lawrence
lite agree with the hon. gentleman. I at the city of Quebec, not only would nu
otraffic west of Montreal ho carried over thaty hveiroad into tho maritime provinces, but a

lon. Mr. MILLS-I would csay to the great deal of traffic between the cities of
thos leader of the opposition that I do not Quebec and Montreal on that lin, would wh-
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carried westward to Montreal, if it were for
the maritime provinces, to be delivered to
the Intercolonial Railway at St. John.
Hon. gentlemen know that the Grand Trunk
stands in a different position in its relation
to the Intercolonial to that occupied by the
Canadian Pacific Railway. The Canadian
Pacific has an Atlantic terminus at the city
of St. John. The Grand Trunk has no
Atlantic terminus in Canada. Its Atlantic
terminus is in the city of Portland, and the
Grand Trunk, if it were carrying the traffic
to the maritime provinces over its own line,
would in all probability carry that traffic to
the city of Portland, and send the traffic by
boat from the city of Portland to the sea-
board towns of the maritime provinces.
Under this arrangement that the govern-
ment are making, the confirmation of which
is now being sought, the government hav-
ing acquired running powers for $140,000 a
year over a section of the Grand Trunk,
which becomes a part of the Intercolonial
Railway route to Montreal, have agreed to
deliver over all their east bound traflic in-
tended for the maritime provinces to the
Intercolonial at Montreal, instead of carry-
ing it down to the Chaudière Junction, or
Lévis, as formerly, and so the Intercolonial
is receiving to-day a large amount of traffic
from the Grand Trunk system, and that is
shown by the fact that that traffic for the
past twelve months amounted to $721,000
whereas the traffic received from the Can-
adian Pacific Railway system amounted to
but 891,000. So hon. gentlemen will see
how much more intimately connected the
Grand Trunk and Intercolonial Railway are
as a common system, as constituting a single
line, than any other two railway organiza-
tions that exist in Canada, or at all events
much more intimate than any other railway
system is with the Intercolonial in this re-
gard. I am quite sure hon. gentlemen will
admit that the Intercolonial Railway has a
great interest in establishing intimate rela-
tions with the Grand Trunk and securing
Grand Trunk trafic at the city of Montreal.
I may say that no hon. gentleman on this
side of the House, and no member of the
-administration, in favouring the agreement
with the Grand Trunk system, desires to do
injury to any other railway organization in
the country. Everybody recognizes the
ability, energy and enterprise with which the
Canadian Pacific has been managed, and no
one desires anything else than prosperity for

that line, so that it is of great conseqence
to us that this agreement should be carried
into effect. I know that it has been said
here that the Intercolonial is a mere local
line, that it never can be made anything
else, and because it was constructed as a
military road, that therefore it is useless to
try and make it a commercial undertaking.
I do not agree with the view. The railway,
if any hon. gentleman will look at the 145th
section of the British North America Act,
and look at the resolutions which were car-
ried at the Quebec convention, providing for
the union, will see that the various provinces
entering into the confederation pledged
themselves to the construction of that road
not for the purpose of providing a military
system, for the defence of the country, but
providing a commercial means of intercourse
between the maritime provinces and the
provinces of old Canada, without which
means of intercourse a real union could never
be established between the various provinces.
Now, that was the position taken, and for
the purpose of carrying that into effect it
was perfectly true that the government of
the time being agreed to the location of the
Intercolonial Railway where it is. It is
true that four members out of twelve, at
that time, favoured the construction of the.
road down the banks of the St. John, but
the majority of the government preferred
the other line. We were told so in
the other House. Sir George Cartier
especially favoured the line where it
is at present located, as opening up
for industrial intercourse a section of
the province of Quebec that otherwise
would be likely left without railway com-
munication altogether. The Minister of
Railways has undertaken, by improving the
grades of the road, by using heavier rails
than those used before, by using engines
that can draw a train of 1,100 tons of
freight instead of a train of 450 tons,
to make this road a commercial success.
Without these efforts, and without coming
up to the city of Montreal, it would be irn-
possible to secure that growth of trafic and
travel which, by coming to the city, may be
secured. I need not, at this stage of the
proceedings, enter into a discussion of gen-
eral principles by which the policy entered
upon may be defended, because the bill has
been read the second time and the House is
in cominittee considering the proposition
which is embodied in the first clause of the
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bill, and also the amendment which the hon.
gentleman leading the opposition in this
House has ioved. My hon. friend opposite
says that his amendment is better than the
one that I suggested. I ask his candid at-
tention to that. I trust that my hon. friend
would like to make the provision as clear
and as precise as possible, and that he will
not adhere obstinately or pedantically to the
proposition simply because he has submitted
it to the House. Let me ask my friend's
attention to what is the most important
clause of the amendment which lie proposed
-that is, clause b :

(b.) The making of an agreement within days
after the passing of this Act between Her Majesty
and the company (which agreement is hereinafter
referred to as the new agreement) to the following
effect, that is to say : That so long as the main agree-
ment remains in force and irrespective of any traffic
arrangement between the parties aï to any other
matter, and without any further consideration from
lier Majesty than the continuance of the main agree-
ment, percentage division via Chaudière Junction
shall be suspendeI and Montreal shall be the junction
Point for all traffic originating throughout the com-
Pany's sy stem or connection west of Montreal and offer-
ed forshipment for any points on the Interrolonial Rail-
Way or reached by its connections, and the company
shall route all such traffic via Montreal and the Inter-
Colonial Radlway, and all traffic controlied by the coi-
Pany originating either in the city of Montreal or on
the Montreal jomt section and destined to points on
the Intercolonial Railway, shall be considered Inter-
colonial route; and also, that except as to the said
Provisions for so routing traffic as aforesaid (which
Provisions are to remain in force concurrently with
the main agreement), the traffic arrangement now
existing and referred to in the said 40th clause and
every other traffic arrangement between Her Majesty
and the company made at any time in lieu thereof or
supplemental or in addition thereto or irrespective
thereof or otherwise howsoever in respect to traffic
on or to or from the Intercolonial Railway, shall be
terninable on months' notice from Ier Majesty ;
and also, that the said 40th clause is to be of no effect
and not binding on either of the parties, and that
except as otherwise provided for by the new arrange-
nent, the supplemental traffic arrangement referrtd
to in the said 40th clause shall rem-lin in force.

Now that is the provision as the hon.
gentleman has proposed it for altering the
agreement, by striking out the clause that
1a referred to and which is only before the
1Iouse as a proposition from the executive
department of government. If you make
the amendment which the hon. gentleman
has proposed, upon what does he assume that
the authority to go on and make further
agreements with the Grand Trunk rests ?
"To alter or to amend the agreements."
Under the 40th clause the hon. gentleman
will see:
, In consideration of the rents and covenants here-
inafter reserved and contained Her Majesty repre
sented by the general traffic manager of the Intercol-

onial of the one part and the company by its general
tratfic manager of the other part have entered into a
muttal traffic arrangement in writing of even date
herewith which tratfic ai rangement is hereby declared
covenanted and agreed to be and form a part of and
be supplemental to the contract and shall be read
herewith and shall be binding upon the parties hereto
during the continuance of his leasing contract, except
so far as the same may be altered with the mutual
consent of Her Majesty and the company. When
and if the traffic arrangements shall be so altered
from time to time, such amended contract shall be
substituted for the supplemental contract of this
date.

Now, it is part of the power of the execu-
tive government to make any contract or
agreement with regard to administration
where Parliament has not intervened, but if
there is any expenditure connected with it,
then it becomes necessary, of course, that
parliamentary sanction should be had. But
if the hon. gentleman strikes out this clause
-it may be in the amendment which he has
proposed, because I have only examined it
since he bas put it in my hands-and this
clause b is adopted, does he not intend that
the government shall come to Parliament
every time a new arrangement.or alteration
or amendment of the contract is made, for
the purpose of receiving sancti-,n, before
that can come into effect 1

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
does not say so.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend does
not say so, but we are now legislating for
the purpose of enabling the Railway Depart-
ment, or Her Majesty, represented by the
department, to enter into a traffic arrange-
ment or agreement. Does not my hon.
friend think that it is necessary that the
clause should make it perfectly clear that
that traffic arrangement is to operate with-
out first coming to Parliament, and without
first having parliamentary sanction for it 7

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Would you not
have power entirely irrespective of special
legislation, to enter into any traffic. arrange-
ment with the Grand Trunk i

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I say that.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Entirely irres-
pective of the 40th clause I mean,-under
the general powers I

Hon. Mr. MILLS-As a matter of ad-
ministration of the government of the coun-
try, the power is solely in the Crown where
Parliament does not intervene, and it con-
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tinues in the Crown when Parliament does
not expressly or impliedly take away that
power. What I would call my hon. friend's
attention to-and I am not now discussing
what precedes or follows clause b, but I
wish to call his attention to the fact that in
the amendment that I read to the House,
the provision is more clearly expressed. Let
me call the attention of the lion. gentleman
to the words :

And subject to the condition that, within nnety
days after the passing thereof, the Grand Trunk Rail-
way Company do execute a further agreement with
Her Majesty, in amendmentof and in addition to the
traffic arrangement referred to in the 40th clause >f
the said agreement set forth in the schedule to this
Act, to the effect that Her Majesty may terminate
any of the traffic arrangements referred to in that
clause.

Now that is perfectly clear and explicit.
Including the one already executed and any altera-

tions thereof, and any subsequent one which may be
made as an amendment or addition thereto, at any
time upon Her Majesty giving te the Grand Trunk
Railway Company twelve months notice in writing of
such termination, and that after the execution of the
said amending agreement as aforesaid, it shall be held
to be a part of the agreement confirmed by this Act.

1 think that that accomplishes precisely
what the hon. gentleman proposes to accom-
plish by clause b, and in my opinion it is
more explicit than the clause which the hon.
gentleman has submitted to the committee.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I think the clause
which was suggested by the leader of the
opposition is a little more comprehensive at
least in one respect. The words which the
Minister of Justice has just read refer to the
existing traffic arrangement and any altera-
tions thereof, and any subsequent one
which may be made as an amendment or
addition thereto. It must refer to that par-
ticular traffic arrangement. In the amend-
ment proposed by the leader of the opposi-
tion, it includes all that, but includes besides
any traffic arrangements made irrespective
thereof, or otherwise howsoever. That is an
arrangement separate altogether from the
one now existing. It is more comprehensive,
in that respect at least. I could not under-
stand from the hon. gentleman's remarks
why the amendment proposed by the leader
of the opposition was not, in every respect,
as iegal and as binding as the amendment
proposed by the hon. Minister of Justice.
In many respects it follows the wording
precisely.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, I know that.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-If the hon. gentle-
man will look at the last clause of section
b, it repeals, it is true, the fortieth clause of
the main agreement, but it continues in
force the supplementary traflic arrangement
referred to in the said fortieth clause. Then
the same principle is followed precisely
with regard to bringing the whole agree-
ment into force, that it comes into force
when the supplementary agreement is
signed between Her Majesty and the com-
pany. The method followed is precisely the
same, and when publication is made in the
Canada Gazette so that one of the amend-
ments is legal and binding, I cannot see
why the other is not.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am not saying that
it is not. I was discussing it with a view to
seeing precisely what the operation of the
clause whould be, and I was also anxious to
know precisely what the object of striking
out the fortieth clause was. If you leave
the power with the Crown to make an
agreement unimpaired by your proposed
amendment, what is the object of striking
out the clause? You are undertaking to
leave the government free to terminate at
any time the agreement which it has entered
into on giving notice for a certain time.
That, of course, is an enlargement of the
power of the Crown, because it removes the
disability that the contract entered into im-
posed upon it. But my hon. friend who
has made the motion may be able to say
what precise object lie has in view in strik-
ing the out fortieth clause, because if the
power is unimpaired there is nothing to pre-
vent it being restored. The objection to the
40th clause, as I understood, taken by the
hon. gentleman was with reference to the
ninety-nine years lease ortraffie arrangement;
but if you strike out that provision and ena-
ble the government to terminate the traffic
arrangement at any time upon three or six
months notice, the leaving in of the 40th
clause does not in the slightest degree im-
pair the agreement as it would stand under
the new arrangement. The 40th clause, as
I understand it, was only important with
reference to the agreement that it was a
traffic arrangement for ninety-nine years.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
If the position taken by the hon. gentleman
is correct, there certainly cannot be any nE-
cessity for the 40th clause. If the deduc-
tions which lie draws from the amendment
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before the committee are correct, there can
be no necessity for it. The 40th clause, lie
says, is only for the purpose of confirming
an agreement which has been made.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
see that it confirms any agreement, and if
you were to make an alteration and impose
disabilities on the government, or enlarge
their powers, it would confirm their agree-
rent under the new powers just as it con-
firms the agreement under the old powers.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The power given to the government, under
the arrangement that I propose, enables
them to make an agreement whenever
necessary. The 40th clause is objectionable
in sentiment, and obnoxious to those who
read it in the light I read it. The hon.
gentleman's position is untenable in this
respect, that it is useless. Supposing that
the 40th clause remains and has the power,
Which the hon. gentleman points out, of
ratifying any other agreement, the present
amnendment gives the power to the govern-
mlent to change and alter the traffic arrange-
ruent at any time, and while this exists it
becomes the law of the land, and it is not
necessary, therefore, to have this 40th
-lause, and for that reason there is a very
ruaterial difference. Railway men, and even
those who are not railway men, who have
Paid attention to traffic arrangements, know
that if you have an interchange of traffic
and have agreements for running powers,
these traffic arrangements must necessarily
be subject to change whenever it is neces-
Sary, in the interest of the parties, to change
thein. This amendment gives the govern-
toent special power. If the bill before us
is to become law, they have the same power
as two railway companies have, without the
intervention of an Act of Parliament, to
inake traffic arrangements, what necessity is
there for having that 40th clause in the bill ?
It has no effect and is of no use. Having the
-POwer fully, as the Intercolonial Railway has,
the government should certainly not object
tO be given that power, because they can be
held responsible by the people through Par-
l'aient at any time. The lion. gentleman
occupied a good deal of time in discussing
the question as to whether these different
arrangements have to be approved by Par-
îiamfent before they become law or can be
eercised. There is no auch provision in the

amendment. I make no such proposition as
that, in the matter of traffic arrangements,
as it would at once be looked upon as an
unnecessary restriction to both parties.
Consequently I never thought of going as
far as that, because it might prevent an
advantageous arrangement heing made at
any time during the whole of a recess
between the sessions of Parliament. There-
fore, I came to the conclusion that it was
better to leave this matter exclusively
between the Intercolonial Railway autho-
rities and the Grand Trunk authorities, to
enter into other arrangements whenever
they deem it advisable. A good deal of
extraneous matter was introduced into the
hon. gentleman's speech, to which I do not
think it necessary that I should refer, fur-
ther than this: he puts down this proposi-
tion-is it at all likely that the Canadian
Pacific R.ailway would bring freight from
Montreal to Quebec in order to send it
across the bridge to the Intercolonial Rail-
way to be carried to the maritime provinces.
Nobody supposes they would ever think of
doing so, but there is traffic which arises,
intermediate traffic, which it would not
be to the advantage of the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company to carry to Montreal and
send to St. John. Supposing there is traffic
arising at Three Rivers, would they be likely
to take that east or west-more particularly
if the consignee wished to send, say lumber
via the Intercolonial Railway. They would
have to deliver it to the Intercolonial Rail-
way. The hon. gentleman has forgotten the
existence of the Lake St. John Road, which
is doing a very large business, particularly
in lumber of a particular class which might
be required in the maritime provinces-pine,
which they have not themselves to any great
extent. During the winter season, when
they want to make shipments from the Lake
St. John district, which is a large lumbering
district, of the best quality of lumber, they
take it to Quebec. If they want to ship it
now, after the close of navigation they
would have to bring it to Montreal and take
it thence to St. John. But if a bridge should
be constructed at Quebec, there is a large
amount of traffic that would arise in that
way which would be given to the Interco-
lonial Railway and there is a project afoot,
and we must look ahead and not legislate
merely for to-day, by which it is probable
that the Lake St. John Railway will, I do
not say in the near future but before the
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ninety-nine years have rolled round, reach
the Pacific Ocean. It is the nearest way to
it; and in investigating this subject I have
learned, what I never supposed was the case,
that large areas of the country through
which the Northern Road, having its begin-
ning at Quebec, will run, is fit for settle-
ment, and will ultimately be brought un-
der cultivation. We have been under the
impression in the past that because that
country is so far north it is uninhabitable.
That is a mistake. Calgary, for instance is
3,400 feet above the sea level. In the
Edmonton district, which is much further
north, and at a less altitude, the crops are
surer, and the land is better than further
south, and there is every reason to believe
that northern Quebec is well fitted for settle-
ment. Whether that is so or not, it is what
we learn by reading the reports of those
who have explored that country. Looking
forward to the future, I have no doubt in
the lifetime of mnany of those who are pre-
sent to-day-not probably in my lifetime
considering my age-that road will be con-
structed. It is advocated at present by men
of means and enterprise. Therefore, so far
as that objection is concerned, I do not think
that argument has any force whatever.
That you can make a commercial line of the
Intercolonial is beyond a peradventure, pro-
vided always you are willing to carry freight
four or five hundred miles further for the
saibe price that it is carried to Portland and
St. John. If you wish to supply a cargo of
wheat in the winter, say for Europe, you
will first ascertain to what port ycu can take
it cheapest. If you can take it to Halifax
or St. John as cheaply as to Portland you
may take it there.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Does my hon. friend
object to inserting " shall be terminable on
six nonths " notice instead of " three "i

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
have no objection to that, if you accept the
amendment.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I will.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I quite well under
stand that this bill is going to pass, because
I notice that the government and the oppo-
sition leaders agree together, and it is im-
possible for a few independent men to defeat
a bill of this kind. Many of us are going it
blind, because amendments are introduced

here that nobody has seen but the leaders
of the two parties in this House. The hon.
gentlemen behind the government, with one
or two other exceptions I suppose, are as
muc' in the dark as we are on this side of
the House. I do not see any difference in
this bargain to incluce me to vote differ-
ently f rom the way I voted two years ago.
There has been no information furnished
with reference to the cost of working this
road, and when the Minister of Justice
spoke about the compact at confederation,
and that this Intercolonial Railwav was
intended as a bond of union between the
provinces at the time of confederation, he
forgets that the circumstances then were
entirely different from what they are now.
I admit at that time that the road was
necessary as a part of the scheme of con-
federation. But the railway was built in
the wrong place, by the north shore, making
the distance f rom Montreal 251 miles further
than by the Canadian Pacific Railway to the
winter port. The government is now trying,
by making expensive improvements and
putting on expensive rolling stock to
niake the road comuete with the Canadian
Pacific Railway. It is impossible to do it.
The building of the road by the north shore
was the device of schemers who worked in
their own interests rather than in the inter-
ests of the country. Some persons wanted
it by the River St. John, which would have
been a preferable route in the interests of
Canada. Hadtheybuilt it that waythen,we
would never have had this contention to-day.
My rule has been, when I made a bad bar-
gain, to get rid of it as quickly as possible,
but here we are extending the road to Mon-
treal, and when we add to the original ex-
penditure of $55,000,000 on the construction
of the Intercolonial Railway, the $11,000,000
of deficits on the operation of it, and ther
eight or ten millions more it will take to
extend it to Montreal, you have about $76,-
000,000 of debt caused by the Intercolonial
Railway, and for the last $10,000,000 we
incur it will never pay interest. The coun-
try will spend that amount of money and
will never get a dollar in interest out of the
road. The working expenses will be equal
to all the increase of traffic that will come to
the road. On that ground I am opposed to
this measure in toto. I am willing that the
road shall be operated from Lévis to St. John,
or Halifax, as a government road, but I an
opposed to the goverument incurring further
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expenditure and imposing further burdens
on the people of this Dominion when no
benefit is to be derived from the expenditure.
Weare living in anageof progress, whentime
and transportation are important factors to
the trade of the country. I am aware that
the governnent can equip this road properly.
No company can do it better, but the result
will be that the government will have to pay
the deficits on it, whereas if it were run by
a private company, they could conduct busi-
ness more economically than the government.
The result of this extension will be to place
a burden on the people. We have three lines
already, the Grand Trunk Railway, the
Drummond County Railway and the Cana-
dian Pacifie Rail\way from Lévis or Quebec,
to Montreal, and I am sure that they are
Sufficient to carry the trade that is likely to
pass through that country. I do not care
what bargain is made with the Grand Trunk;
they will not divert trade from Portland to
Halifax. They will transport the most of
their freight by the shortest possible route.
I enter my solemn protest against this mea-
sure, as not being in the interests of Canada..

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-I do not wish to
discuss the details of the bill, because it ap-
pears that it is to be carried this time, but
I wish to draw the attention of the House
to the fact that the motion which is before
this House now has never been presented
to us before. We have had no notice of it,
and it is not recorded on our minutes. We
have only heard of this important amend-
ment within the last hour.

The clause as amended was adopted.

On the schedule.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
There is one clause of the schedule which
gives an option to the government to pay
four per cent for the cash. The 35th clause
provides that :

If Her Majesty should deterinine to use any such
works or improvernents and the minister should so
declare, such works and improvements are hereby un-
derstood and agreed to form part of the leased pre-
mises; and the proportion of the actual cost of such
works and improvements to be borne by Her Majesty
shall be ascertained by calculating interest at the rate
of four (4) per centum per annum upon the amount of
such actual cost ; and Her Majesty shall pay the pro-
portion of such interest which the combined engine

Hlon. Mr. POWER-We are now in and car mileage of the intercolonial Railway for the
Commtte onthebih andthedisusson ear preceding over such portion of the conipany'sommittee on the bill, and the discussionimrovenents have be made

dhould not be a general one. The merits of bears tothe total conhined englue and car mileage
this transaction were fully considered two upon such portion; Rer Majesty, however, shah bave

Years ago, and further considered during the the option of paying sucb share so ascertained in cash.
Present session, and we have now the first I understood frem the speech of the Minister
clause of the bill before us. To this the of Railways in the bouse of Commons that
hon. leader of the opposition has moved an he proposed to pay the four per cent instead
amendmient. With the best attention I of cash, on the ground that if he paid the
have been able to give to his amendment, cash it would then form a portion of the
and to the amendment which the hon. capital cost of the railway, and that in case
Minister of Justice, on behalf of the govern- the railway should faîl into the hands of the
Ment, is prepared to accept, I can find no sheriff or the hondholders, through the
substantial difference, and I do not think it bondholders asking for payment of their
l Worth while for this House, at twenty bonds, we would then lose the tbree per
Tinrutes to six, to split hairs over their cent wbich had been paid for the better-
taeaning. Looking at the fact that this ments, and rather than run the risk of
agreement has already been executed by the losing that amount of capital, he proposes
Grand Trunk Railway Company, it would te pay feur per cent upon it, which is at least
have been better not to have stricken one or one and an eightb, or prebably one and
Out the fortieth clause, but to have provided a haîf per cent more than we could borrow
for a new agreement, but I really think'the money in the English market for. Could
there is no object to be gained now by dis- the geverrsment net be secured b making a
cussing the matter. Let us put the bill provision that in case they paid cash for the
through and be done with it. wbole aniunt of their share of tbe better.

on. Mr. ALMON-I quite agree with ents, they could have a lien upon the road
IÎOn Mr ALO'Lý-I uit agee ithin case of any default sucb as that indi-

'nY bon. colleague. I think we should cated by the Minister of Railways. 1 tbrowdevoteM
tm5 , e ourselves to ascertaining whether eut the suggestion. 1 frankly confess that

s a sham fight or a screaming farce. I de net look forward te any such contin-
49 k
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gency, but looking to the future, we never
know what is going to take place. The
country will see at once that there is a
material difference between paying cash for-
half the amount, and paying four per
cent. You can easily calculate four
per cent upon $100,000. If we pay
the cash there is in end of it, whether
it is greater or smaller. There is another
point to which I will call the hon. gentle-
man's attention. Take the 37th clause,
which I confess 1 had overlooked until
lately, and it strikes me that it is a very
important one. It reads :

Thirtyi-seventh.--That if it should be found in prac-
tice that any right or interest of either party has not
been yet fully protected or provided for by this agree-
ment in accordance with the true object and intent
thereof, then both parties shall negotiate and agree
upon in an equitable manner a new and other clause
to provide for such omission, and each party shall
give and execute to the other any and all further
documents in writing that may from time to time be
required for the better securing of each of their rights
and privileges under the said contract and for the
better carrying out thereof.

That gives an almost unlimited power to
the government and to the Grand Trunk
Railway to enter into any other arrange-
ment which they may deem necessary in
their view, which they may consider to be
equitable, and change nearly the phase
of this agreement to a very great extent.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The completing of an
agreement between the government and the
Grand Trunk Railway is a complicated mat-
ter. The agreement deals with a compli-
cated subject, covering a very large area of
matters and the 37th clause is only intended
to apply to those improvements which may
be unforeseen or omitted altogether, and for
which it may be necessary to enter into a
further arrangement or agreement between
the company and Her Majesty in that
regard. It is not intended to disturb any
of the clauses that exist in the agreement.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-This clause is
one which should be very well considered,
and to my mind at least it opens the door to
a new agreement between the Grand Trunk
and the government. It seems to me that
under this clause, if the Grand Trunk should
complain that in practice it had transpired
that this contract was working inequitably,
they could call upon the government to exe-
cute a new clause, which would either more
clearly set forth the intention, or remove any
objection if it had been found in practice

that any of those provisions had been inequit-
able. I can understand that it is impossible
to foresee what may occur, and it is a wise
clause, but any new clause agreed upon
should be subject to the ratification of Parlia-
ment.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-If the government
were to make a corrupt or bad bargain, it
would be open to the censure of Parliament.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That would depend upon who was in power
and what Parliament it was.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Thisgives power
to make a supplemental bargain. We know
what supplementary traffic arrangements can
be made, and we know what supplementary
estimates may mean. It does seem to me
that any arrangement made in future, which
is not contemplated by this bill, should be
subject to the ratification of Parliament.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-My hon. friend is un-
reasonably suspicious that the government
may do something contrary to the spirit of
this agreement. Anything provided for will
not be disturbed. It is only some new por-
tion of the agreement which may arise, and
it must be a matter of trivial detail, and it
is not likely to be invoked at all.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-I differ entirely from
the hon. member for Prince Edward Island
as to the necessity for this clause. I do not
think it can do a great deal of harm, but it
is entirely unnecessary. There is a provision
in the bill for any difference of opinion which
may arise with regard to any point settled
by this agreement to be settled by a refer-
ence to arbitration, and I think that is the
proper way to settle any difference of opinion
if such should arise. If any conditions arise
which render necessary any alterations in
the agreement, it should be done by private
arrangement between the parties, but a bill
should be brought before Parliament bringing
it into effect.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-This will be a trifling
matter, and it is in almost every contract
between two railway companies. The gov-
ernment have no greater power than one
railway company would have in dealing with
another.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-Could it not be settled
by arbitration ?
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-We could settle it in
a twentieth part of the time and for a one-
hundredth part of the expense.

lion. Mr. WOOD-1 call the attention of
the hon. minister to section 35. He thought
I was mistaken in the view which I held,
but on reading it over carefully I think I
an correct. The clause reads

Thirty-lifth.-That if at any time hereafter the
business or traffic shall in the opinion of the parties
hereto necessitate or warrant the laying of double
tracks between and including Ste. Rosalie and St.
Lainbert, or that additional siding accommodationshould be considered necessary for the proper and
and efficient conduct of the joint business.

In my judgment those words, used in the
connection in which they are, refer only to
the portion of the line between Ste. Rosalie
and St. Lambert, and no provision is made
.or additional sidings or accommodation or
'aprovements of any kind between St. Lam-
bert and the terminals at Montreal.

lon. Mr. POWER-There is already a
louble track across the bridge into Montreal.

Ron. Mr. WOOD-I am referring to
'dditional siding accommodation or any im-
provem nts at the terminal facilities which
biight be needed by the Intercolonial Rail-
way. If the hon. gentleman will refer to
the agreement of 1897 he will find the
words used there are very clear, and I am
t a los to understand why the sane
Ilguage has not been used in this clause.
The first part is just the same. It reads:

The laying of double tracks between Ste. Rosalie
ard St. Lambert, or the making of more extensive
lat inprovements at Point St. Charles, or interme-d'ate Points betiveen that point and Bonaventuretation, or the laying of additional tracks betweenth Points as shall warrant or necessitate any suchrther expenditure.

The wording of the section is the same,
ut in the second agreement those words

Which I have read are left out. I do not see
'*hy they should be omitted.

lion. Mr. MILLS-It was thought that
the accommodation existing at the present
tlne Was ample for a long time to cone, and
'f lOng years hence further accommodation is
tequired, it can be provided for by coming
here.

lon. Mr. WOOD-Does the hon. minister
ay that the improvements between Point

• Charles and Bonaventure station of aermanent character are to be paid for by
the Grand Trunk and Intercolonial Railway
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in accordance with the mileage use they
make of that part of the road ? It is very
clearly provided for in the agreement of
1897, but it does not appear to be provided
for in this agreement.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-It is better for
the country if it is not.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I think the hon
gentleman is quite wrong, if he will excuse
me for putting it in that blunt way. The
clause reads :

If at any time hereafter the business or traffic shall,
in the opinion of the parties hereto, necessitate or war-
rant the laying of double tracks between and includ-
ing St. Rosalie and St. Lambert.

That is one thing, then it goes on:
Or that additional siding accommodation should be

considered necessary for the proper and efficient con-
duct of the joint business.

That means anywhere.

Hon. Mr. WOOD-No.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I appeal to any
lawyer in the House to say if it is not so.

Hon. Mr. AL MON-I think the word
"or" should be struck out and the word
"and" inserted.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-This contract is
of too important a nature to rush it through
without full consideration. The hlon. leader
of the opposition called the attention of the
Minister of Justice to two matters; one of
them was the option of paying interest at
four per cent or paying in cash for these
betterments, and the other was in reference
to the 37th section and the possibility of a
new clause heing added. These two subjects
came before the House at once, and my hon.
friend the leader of the House, replied to
the criticism on the 37th clause, but we have
not had his view on the other point. I think
my hon. f riend the leader of the opposition
pointed out a matter that should receive our
consideration. If there is any doubt in the
minds of legal gentlemen in the House,
such as the Minister of Justice, that the
Minister of Railways is right in refusing
to pay a capital sum in place of paying
interest, if they think there is anything
in his contention, or if the government is
likely to continue that plan, we ought to
protect the capital payment we make on
these betterments so that they would be
paid back to the government should the mort-
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gages be foreclosed. I an not a lawyer, but
I do not think that the Grand Trunk Rail-
way is in such a position that there is the
slightest danger in paying cash, but as the
hon. Minister of Railways has announced
his determination of paying interest at four
per cent instead of paying in cash, I think
we should have an explanation now. If my
hon. friend will tell us he is prepared to ad-
vis theo Ministerof Railwasthat he thinks

DRUMMOND COUNTY RAILWAY
BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into Committee
of the Whole on Bill (133) "An Act to
authorize the acquisition by the Dominion
of the Drummond County Railway."

(In the Committee.)

he is quite safe in paying cash for the bet- On clause 4
terments, I think that advice would be Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This clause provides
taken and that would end the matter. for the price to be paid the company, less

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think it is quite any sum which the company receivd as
Ho. rMauthorized by chapter four of the statutes of

1897. This clause provides for the deduction
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I trust the of the subsidy voted in 1897 in the event of

Minister of Railways will be guided by the the governnent taking over the road.
hon. gentleman's advice. Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I would like

Hon. Mr. BERNIER, from the committee, to ask, for information, if this bil will
reported the bill with amendments, which core into operation and the governnent
were concurred in. have to assume Vhe responsibility of taking

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved that the 41st Grand
Hon. b Mr.ee Min soedra theate 4ls Trunk agrreement not coming into operation.

rule be suspended in so far as te sille Let us assume that the shareholders of the
latesGrand Trunk should repudiate, or refuse, t

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I would enter into Vhe new agreement; is the one
object to that. contingent on Vhe other ?

Hon. à1r. PROWSE-J would object to Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No.
it also. An important amendmsnt bas been Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Then Vhe gov-
submitts Vo us for the first time Vo-day, and ernment woud positively litave Vo acquire
we bave had no opportunity of considering the Drumnond County Road in the event o
it. Vhs other agreement falling t the ground

Hon. Mr. aIsLLS-Thun move that sro s of the
tbe biTu be read the third tirde on Tuesdayp
next. Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Does the hon

The motion was agreed to. Secretary of State noV think the one shoulé
be made contingent upon the other?

H nHon. Mr. SCOTT- quite agree wi

iy hon. friend from Calgary, but ahs agre
ment with Vh Grand Trunk Railway ien

Hon. V A V of such a character that it was noa sutuose

Ottawa, Monday, 17th July, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

s
d

that any such contingency would arise, and
the Grand Trunk would have to give their
consent to any changes made in this House.
Then, if the Grand Trunk does not consent,
this bill will not be adopted.

Prayers and routine proceedings. Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Should there
not be a clause in the bill that it should not

THIRD READING. be in operation until the Grand Trunk

Bill (167) " An Act respecting the Mani- agreement becomes absolutei
toba and South Eastern Railway Company." Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I suppose there is n'
-(Mr. McMillan, in absence of Mr. Power.) objection to that. At the third reading, e
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clause of that kind might be placed in
the bill, if there is a remote possibility of
such a contingency arising. It is within the
bounds of possibility, but it is highly impro-
bable. It was only acquired in connection
With the extension from Ste. Rosalie to
Mlontreal, and without that extension, it
would not have been acquired at all. The
two things are practically the one arrange-
ment. The hon. gentleman's suggestion has
force in it, if it is within the bounds of pos-
Sibility that the other arrangement would
fall through, but the Grand Trunk Railway
Company are prepared to carry out the
agreement.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It would make
mfore complete legislation.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
We can easily insert a few words that this
bill would not come into operation until the
other measure is sanctioned by the Grand
Trunk.

lion. Mr. POWER-Is it not better to
'nake the amendment now and read the bill
the third time to-morrow.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The Minister of Justice can draft a clause
in two minutes.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The hon. Mr.
1)ickey has drafted an amendment which I
think wvould answer the purpose. It is as
follows:--

This Act shall not come into force until after the
alproval of the shareholders of the Grand Trunk
Railway Company of Canada shall be given to the
agreembent mentioned in the bill passed during the
Present session entitled " An Act to confirm an agree-
111ent entered into by Her Majesty with the Grand
Trunk Railway Company of Canada for the purpose
of securing the extension of the Intercolonial Rail-

Ya.v systen to the city of Montreal, " within 90 days
fter the passing of the said Act and until after the
overnor General's proclamation shall be made and

Published in the Roil Gazettc bringing the said Act
into force.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
wo lines would do the whole thing.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think that it had
better stand until to morrow.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Would it not be
better to settle the Grand Trunk matter
before this comes up? There may be diffi-
culties arising with the Grand Trunk agree-
.fent, and I think it would be far better to

dispose of that before we go into this. I
Wish to move some amendments to the

Grand Trunk Bill, and I cannot do it till
to-morrow.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The bill can stand for
third reading to-morrow.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Then we can do
whatever we think proper with respect to
both bills to-morrow ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL, fronm the committee,
reported the bill without amendment.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-As I
am opposed to the bill I shall not move any
amendment, but to-morrow I propose to
move the six months' hoist.

YUKON TERRITORY BILL.
SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the second read-
ing of Bill (U) "An Act to amend the
Yukon Territory Act." He said :-I propose
to make some changes in the bill, but will
do so in committee. I wish to make certain
alterations in the law as it now stands, pro-
viding a substitution for section 8 in the Act
of last year, authorizing the Governor in
Council and the Council of Commisioners in
the Yukon Territory to make ordinances for
the peace, order and good government of the
country. I propose to give to the Governor
in Council, and to the commissioners, power
to make those ordinances in all matters of
ordinary local concern, and to give to them
power to regulate tavern and shop licenses
in that territory. I do not think that this
can be regarded as an infringement of the
principle of taxation, because it is not a
burden iinposed upon the population gener-
ally, but payment for a privilege that is
specially enjoyed, so we confer upon the
council the power to regulate tavern and
shop licenses.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-What about the
Scott ActI

Hon. Mr. MILLS-A tavern does not
necessarily mean a place where intoxicants
are sold. It may be a hotel where there is
nothing stronger than tea and coffee con-
sumed. Provision is made that the Governor
in Council and the commissioners shall not
have power to impose any duties of customs
or excise, or any penalty exceeding $500.
The bill as printed says $100, but that, in
the Yukon country, is considered altogether
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too small an amount, from the reports made
to us; so we propose to give the power to
impose fees to the extent of $500.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED -Do you pro-
pose to repeal the North-west Teriitories
Act as it now exists, or is in operation in
the Yukon Territory, regarding the pro-
hibition of the sale and importation of
liquor ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, we are not
repealing anything that is contained in the
North-west Territories Act, except in so far
as may relate to police regulations which
may come within the general purview of the
sections which I have read.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Thenthe Yukon
council would not have power to introduce
a licensing system under which they may
license taverns ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-They may license
taverns without authorizing them to sell
intoxicants.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Because the
law, as it now stands on the statute-book
prohibits the sale and importation of liquors
in the Yukon Territory.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There is nothing in
this.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Except by
implication. The question is whether, by
implication, you do not permit the council
to pass a license system and thus override

Hon. Mr. MILLS-This is a substitution
for section 8 of the Act. I propose to give
a right of appeal to the Supreme Court of
British Columbia. About this I might say
I have had a good deal of hesitation; whether
it might not be better to give an appeal
directly to the Supreme Court of Canada
from the Yukon Territory instead of inter-
posing the jurisdiction in the Supreme Court
of British Columbia. Of course, the Supreme
Court of British Columbia is nearer the
Yukon Territory, but when you get parties
on their way as far as Victoria, they have
already incurred the greater portion of the
expense that would be necessary in a journey
all the way to the Supreme Court, and there
is soine advantage, not a little indeed, in
reaching a final conclusion at as early a
period as possible without too many inter-
mediate steps. While I am proposing the
second reading of the bill in the form in
which it is here given, I have not made up
my mind absolutely-and I mention it in
order that the matter may be considered by
gentlemen in this House-as to the pro-
priety of giving an appeal directly from the
court in the Yukon Territory to the Supreme
Court of Canada.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

INSURANCE ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

SECOND READING.

the present prohibition. 1Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the setond read-

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is not intended to ing of Bill (86) "An Act further to amend
give them power in any way to interfere the Insurance Act." He said:-This bil
with the legislation of Parlianent, but to propozes to make certain amendrents in
give them power to make those police the Insurance Act, which is now on the
regulations which mnay be necessary, from a statute-book as amended in 1894. Many of
municipal point of view, for the good order the details are somewhat technical in char-
of the community. We also provide that acter and are easier tu explain when the
nothing in this clause shall be construed to buse is in cornittee on the bil. I May
prevent the Governor in Council or com- say that the material change is due to the
missioners in council giving municipal cor- faîl in the value of roney. For many yearg
porations power to tax property to raise a past the insurance companies have valued
revenue for municipal purposes. their securities on the basis of four and f

in oaf Bill (8)"Aectfrheto.mn

pon. Mr. LOr tGHEED-You have ai- amendme
ready given them the same powers as are IHon. Sir MACKENZIE BoWELL
enjoyed by the sNorth-west Territories, and Their reserves you mean.
they have power to incorporate municipal
institutions. It sees to me the words Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The securities th
introduced here may possibly be misleading. they have. In valuing the poticy they est,
They already have power to erect munici- mnate the assets on a four and a haf per
patities in the Yukon. cent basis. The bil provides that for d11
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policies issued after the Ist of January Criminal Code, 1892, with respect to com-
iext, the basis of valuation shall be three binations in restraint of trade." He said:-
and a half per cent. Of course that some- This bill came up from the House of Com-
what affects those who are holding policies mons some time ago, and in that House I
in the several companies, and to meet the understand was adopted by a very large
objections of such persons it is provided in majority. It is also a bill that we passed
the bill that as far as all existing policies, ourselves some years ago, so that it has
and policies issued up to the Ist of January, special claims on the favourable considera-
are concerned, the rate will be on a basis of tion of the Senate. It is a very short bill.
four and a half per cent up to 1910. From It simply says that section 520 of the Crimi-
1910 to 1915, that valuation, as far as these nal Code is amended by striking out the
policies are concerned, is reduced to four per words "unduly" and "unreasonably."
cent. After 1915 they will be placed on Section 520 of the Criminal Code, which it
the basis that all policies issued after the is proposed to amend, reads as follows:-
Ist of January next will be on, that is Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable
three and a half per cent. The other to a penalty not exceeding 84,000 and not less than
mnaterial change is to make uniform the §200, or two years'imprisonnent, and if a corporation

classes of stocks and securities in which the is liable to a penalty not exceeding 810,000 and not
less than 81,000, who conspires, combines, agrees or

various companies may invest. Heretofore, arranges with any other person or with any railway,
as insurance companies have secured charters, steamship, steamboat or transportation company un-
it has been specially provided in those char- (T.)o unduly limit the facility for transporting,
ters that they shahl be permitted to invest in producing, manufacturing, supplying, storing or deai-
securities that have been named. It is ing in any article or commodity which may be the

thought advisable that uniformity shall he su ject of commerce.

established, and in doing so the list of The word "unduly " is to come out there.
Securities has been somewhat widened ; not (b.) To restrain or injure trade or commerce in
Widened, however, as much as the privilege relation to any such article or commodity.

now enjoyed by four companies that hold (c.) To unduly prevent, limit or lessen the manu-
facture or production of any such article or commodity,

very old charters-the Canada Life and the or to unreasonlably enhance the price thereof.
Sun Life and the British America and the ,,
Western. This bill applies to all companies, The words "unduly' and "unreasonably
but those four companies are permitted still have to cone out there.
to enjoy the privilege that was granted them (d) To unduly prevent or lessen the manufacture,
by Parliament of a very large class t>f securi- &c., of any such article of commodity.

ties in which they may invest their surplus The word " undly," the removal of which
funds. The other companies will comply is the substantial object of this bill, does not
With the uniform list of securities mentioned stem to have any business in these clauses.
in the bill. As that list has been very much It would strike one that any person who
Widened, however, I believe the companies conspires, combines, agrees or arranges with
generally acquiesce in the proposition. any other person or with any railway,

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- steamship, steamboat or transportation com-
There was an important change made in the pany, to do these things which are con-

Ilouse of Commons when this bill was under demned, should be responsible to the law

discussion there. It has reference to railway without the prosecutor having to prove that
bonds as securities. the act was done in an undue degree, be-

Hion. Mr. SCOTT-The provision is that it cause the question of its being in an undue

is limited to railways that paya dividend on degree would rest with the court, to a great
stock. That is the only material change that extent, and perhaps the sympathies of judges
'eas made. ID are not always with the general public.

The motion was agreed to, and the bil They are just as likely as not to be with
has read the second te. the corporation who do those things, and

COMBINATIONS IN RESTRAINT OF
TRADE BILL.
SECOND READING.

lion. Mr. POWER moved the second
reading of Bill (40) " An Act to amend the

I think the law ought to De clear, an ts
interpretation, in a matter of this kind,
ought not to rest in the discretion of the
judge. I do not propose to trouble the
House upon this subject at the length which
its importance deserves, but I shall cali
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attention to two or three facts in connection
with it. The other chamber appointed a
Select Committee on the 29th February,
1888, to examine and report upon the nature,
extent and effect of certain combinations
said to exist with reference to the purchase
and sale or manufacture and sale in Canada
of any foreign or Canadian product. The
powers of the committee were further ex-
tended by resolution on the 8th March, 1888
to include the alleged combinations of fire
insurance companies doing business in Can-
ada. This committee reported on the 16th
May. I do not propose to read the whole
report to the Senate but to read soine im-
portant passages in it.

The comîmittee entered upon the discharge of the
duties imposed upon it on the 6th March, 1888, and
held 26 meetings, having continued the investigation
to the 8th day of lay instant. The time at the dis-
isal of the cominittee was not sufficient to examine

into the nature and extent of alleged combina-
tions other than those hereinafter specified. Sixty-
three witnesses were exanined and a full investiga-
tion made on tie following subjects.

The subjects examined were sugar and
groceries ; coal, biscuits and confectionery ;
combination against Canadian watch case
manufacturers, barbed wire, binder twine,
agricultural impliments, stoves, &c. ; coffin
makers and undertakers; oatmeal millers
combinations of egg dealers ; barley,
and Canadian Fire Underwriters Associa-
tion. The conmittee made one report as to
an important combination. That was the
grocery combination. I read fron appendix
number three to the Journals of the House
of Conmons for 1888. What I have just
now read appears on page 14. The con-
mittee wind up their remarks about sugar
and groceries in this way

Thus facts prove this Groc-ers (uild, with its
several combinations to be obnoxious to the public
interest, in limiting comipetition, in enhancing prices,
and by- the fainiliar use of its growing and facile
powers tending to produce and propagate all the
evils of monopoly. Certain dealers are r, fused ad-
mission into its ranks, others are admitted and after-

d ll d th rs a am a ;re lace under itsba

years owing to the custom of selling sugar at a low rate
of profits. The reason given for fixing prices on
many other articles as that they were being sold at
too snall a rate of profit. Fixed profits were ageeed
upon and afterwards increased and in no instance
lowered, though values generally had fallen. It was
seen that an association formed at first to arrange
unifor terns of credit and discounts and to prevent
the dating ahead of invoices, &c., soon and rapidly
extended its operations to more and ambitious
schemes. The power used cautiously at first soon
grasped with a firmer hand and at length the simple
plan that they may take who have the power governed
the operations of these associations.

The next important matter which the
committee deals with is that of coal com-
binations, and they find that the combina-
tion as to coal is mischievous. As to cer-
tain things there were no combinations.
There were no combinations as to agricul-
tural implements or as to barley. They did
find that there was a combination amongst
cotton makers and undertakers and amongst
manufactures of cordage and binder twine.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-There is a com-
bination, certainly amongst undertakers.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Then they show that
there was a powerful association for the
purpose of raising and maintaining the rates
of insurance. This is a matter in which
the public are very much interested, and
this combination undoubtedly continues to
do its work and does it thoroughly. The
rates of insuranee are fixed, apparently,
withoutany regard to the necessities of the
case or the fcilities for fighting fire which
are provided by different localities. In fact,
it sometimes seems that the more money a
city spends for the purpose of rendering the
destruction of property by fire improbable,
and the more perfect the appliances for fight-
ing fire are, the higher the rates are put by
the insurance companies. That, 1 may say,
has been the experience in the city from
which I come. The committee's report con-
demns these combinations amongst insurance
men, and they wind up in this way:

w ar( s ex pe e , o e g p
who, fron concientious scruples or in a spirit of Another tangible effect of the combination for the
independence refuse to join them. Merchants who regulation of rates, is, that rates being equal in all
have been buyers on equal ternis and with equal faci- companies the tendency is, for insurers to place their
lities as other nierchants, suddenly find themselves risks either abroad or with foreign comupanies doing
under the power of this coin

1
ination. business in Canada, and possessed of larger capital

Thus, establishments, which in some cases are the and of longer standing than the native companies.
growth of half a century of toil and lionourable deal- This is rapidly tending towards the freezing out of
ing, and rich in valuable experience and public con- purely Caniadian insurance companies, and opens up
fidence, are threatened with extinction. No reason- no very bright prospect for the shareholders whose
able excuse, mucli less justification, exists for many noney is investeI in Canadian joint stock insurance.
of these arbitary acts of agreement. The wholesale
grocery trade had been for many years in a flourishing Those were the conclusions which were
condition ; failures were almost unknown. The alleged arriv
demoralization of the sugar trade was but the sanie
condition of this trade that had existed for many Commons as to the insurance combination.
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The concluding paragraph in the report of matter of coal, all necessaries of life-and in
the committee is of a general character and a country like Canada the latter in a special
is to be found at page 10, and reads as manner is a necessary of life-prices had
follows :- been raised to the consumers by these com-

binations. I say that coal oil is also a
The conimittee find that the evils produced by com- n ar o e. Atho hi is it a

binations, such as have been inquired into, have not necessary of life. Although in cities it may
by any means been fully developed as yet in this not be an absolute necessity of life, in the
coultrv, but sufficient evidence of their injurious ten- rural districts it is. Candles have gone out
dencies and effects is given to justify legislative action
for suppressing the evils arising from these and similar of date, and gas is not to be had, and up to
co)binations and monopolies. the present time, at any rate, electrie light

The legislative action which we find in the is rather too expensive. The plant is too

Revised Statutes is not, in its present form, expensive to have electric light in general

useful for the purpose indicated. Of course, use in the rural districts of the country.
every hon. gentleman knows that this sub- We find that during the last few months

ject of trusts and combines has been con- some sort of combination was made between

sidered by several legislatures of the United the Standard Oil Company and two or

States as well as by Congress. I have in my three railway companies doing business in
hand a report made by the special committee Canada, the effect of which was to keep up
of the Senate of the state of New York on the price of coal to the consumer. Hon.
the 6th February, 1893, on coal combina- gentlemen have probably noticed quite
tions, and that committee found that there recently that railways have been taking
had been substantially a combination, that other steps in the way of combimng. There
certain railways which carried coal to the is a despatch from Chicago published in the

seaboard, and other points outside the coal- local journals here recently which I shall
producing district, had combined, or had all venture to read to the House. It is_ as
got into the hands of one concern, and as a follows
consequence the price of coal had been raised, Chicago, JuTly 11.-After considering the matter
although promises had been made that the four days the presidents of all the big railroads be-
prices would not be changed. The report tween Chicago and t!he Atlantic seaboard have agreed
reads: that on and after August 1, Chicago shippers must

fed h fi h- ha d d
p)ay romr t, re to ve cens more on t, e one lun re
pounds for the transportation of their grain to the

our -committee repeat the recommendations eastern markets. More than this, the chief executiveniade in their last report that the attention of the officers of these roads say that with the new tariff thereGovernor be directed to the dangers that threaten will be no more secret deals with big consigners, thatthe people of this state from this and like combina- the man with a carload of grain nust be given thetions, and that the Attorney General be directed to same rate as he who can promise a train load, and
pIrsue the remeies im such case provided by law. those rates niust he the ones printed for public inspec-

While, in the opinion of your comniittee, as ad- tion.
vised by counsel, the evil in the present case may be The new tariff on wheat, oats and flour fron Chi-
restrained at least in part under existing laws of this cago to New York city will be 17 cents per 100
state, hy proceedings either to set aside the leases, or, pounds, compared with the present rate of L
i. necessarv, to annul the characters of those corpora- On corn the advance will be from 10½ to 15 cents.tois of this state which are involved in the combina- For export shipments from Chicago via New York
ton, yet by reason of the fact that the chief parties the advance on corn will be from l to 11, and onto the combination are foreign corporations and oats froin 104 to 13. For wheat shipp~ed to the Euro-
Without the jurisdiction of our courts, no adeq nate pean markets the rate will be 17 cents per 100 pounds,teiedy against this or similar mischievous com ma- the sane as now.tIons can be had exce t under federal law and On provisions both export ani domestic, rates willthrough the courts of the United States. be 25 cents, an increase of five cents in the export

r-ate.
And the same thing which is true of the -

States of the Union, is more true of the Hon. gentlemen see that these four great
provinces here. The provincial legislatures United States railway corporations have
are not in a position to deal with the rail- arrived at an understanding at any rate, the
Way companies which are, in nearly every pernicious effects of which will he twofold,
instance, chartered by the Dominion, or if an- there is no reason for supposing that the
they are not chartered by the Dominion, Canadian roads may not enter into the sane
are chartered by the United States, and combination. The consumer of agricultural
consequentlv are without the jurisdiction of products who lives in the east will have to
the local legislatures. The committee of the pay a grcat deal more for the material which
Rouse of Commons discovered that, in the', he wishes to consume, for his flour or oat-
Imlatter of sugar and groceries and in the i meal, or whatever it may be. That is a
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very important fact and it is a fact which is
to be deprecated, because the worker and the
man who may have a large family and has
just enough to do now to maintain that
family and educate his children, will have
to pay more for the necessaries of life and
his salary will not be increased, and he will
be placed in a much more disadvantageous
position than he is now. On the other hand
-and perhaps this effect is really as serious
as the one to which I have referred-the
farmer out on the prairies in the western
country, who toils from early in the morn-
ing until night to raise wheat or other
grain, finds that after this product is sold a
larger proportion of its value will be taken for
carriage than has been the case in the past;
and we know that at one time in portions of
our North-west it was complained that the
Canadian Pacific Railway left thefarmeronly
enough of the value of his wheat to enable
him to maintain a bare existence and no
more. During the last two or more years
wheat has ruled high and the rates of the
Canadian Pacific Railway have been some-
wliat reduced, partly I suppose as a result
of the competition of other roads, and partly
as a result of the agreement made two years
ago with the government in connection with
the Crow's Nest Pass extension of the road,
under which rates were to be reduced. So
that one can see how a combine between the
men who control the railways can damage
very seriously the consumers in the east and
the producers on the farms of the west. Our
duties are to the great classes, the consumers
and the farmers, and not to the railway com-
panies. The railway conpanies are generally
very well able to take care of themselves,
and we ought to try and take care, as far as we
can, of the interests of consumers. I do not be-
lieve that any legislation which we may pass
here will effectually and absolutely prevent
these combines. Things that cannot be done
directly may be done indirectly, but they
cannot be done as effectually when done in-
directly as when done directly, and it is our
duty, having regard to the evidence sub-
mitted to us, and having regard to the action
of the House of Commons in passing this
measure by a large majority, to pass it here.
Unless it is shown that there bas been a con-
spiracy, or combine, no one is liable to any
penalty or damage for transacting his
business in a fair way. I have indicated the
results which have followed from combina-
tions to limit the facilities for transporting,

also for producing manufacturing, supplying,
and so on, articles or commodities. There
is a paragraph dealing with unduly, prevent-
ing or limiting the manufacture of any
commodity, or unreasonably enhancing the
price thereof. We had an example in the
Consumers Cordage Company, and in the
Canadian Cotton Company. In the neigh-
bourhood of the city of St. John they had
rope works which gave employment to a
great many men. The rope works passed
into the hands of a combine with
direct headquarters in Montreai, and
indirect headquarters in the United
States, and that cordage factory was closed
up. The men who had been earning their
living there, and their families were sent
adrift and had to look for other employ-
ment. The saine thing lias happened as to
the cotton factories. Several factories in
the country have been closed up. The dis-
tricts in which these factories were situated
have suffered serious loss, and the working
men in the factories have suffered loss also.
I think that an amendment which should
be made in paragraph c as well as in the
other subsection d bas been covered by sone
of the reports I have read.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Does not the hon. gentleman think that
most of the cases to which he has referred,
particularly those mentioned by the Coin-
mittee on Combines, come within the mean-
ing of the clause as " unduly and unnecess-
arilly ? "

Hon. Mr. POWER-Perhaps they do,
but this is in order to remove any doubt.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Before we accept this bill, we should con-
sider what we are doing. In the first place
I am opposed on principle to combines
where they unduly exist for the pur-
pose indicated in the clause of the Criminal
Code of 1892. What struck me forciblY
was, while the hon. gentleman was reading
fron the reports of the Combines Commit-
tee, that most of the cases to which he
referred were covered by the law as it stands
upon the statute-book at the present tile.
What I feel is this, you are enacting a laW
which, like sonie others, will be very harsh
in its character if literally interpreted, and
will therefore become a dead letter. Let nie
call attention to one or two points. These
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penalties are very severe. Every one is guilty
of an indictable offence and liable to a penalty
not exceeding $4,000 and not less than $200
or two years' imprisonent. If two con-
panies enter into a conibination they be-
come liable to a penalty not exceeding
810,000 and not less than $1,000 pro-
vided they conspire, agree or arrange
with any other person or company un-
lawfully to do certain things. This makes
it unlawful to unduly limit the facilities for
traffic, or for manufacturing any commodity
which may be a subject of trade and com-
merce. This might be applied to lumber.
That is one branch of trade that suggests
itself to me now. When the United States
market or the English market becomes
glutted with lumber, the lumbermen meet
together and enter into an agreement which
may be called a combination under this law,
and say they will eut only so many logs
this year, in order that they may have some
remuneration for the labour and capital
which they have put into their lumbering
operations. They limit, in that case, the pro-
duction, and by limiting production, they
create a better market the following year for
the article which they produce, and conse-
quently, enhance the value of it. Would
that be considered unduly limiting produc-
tion, or would i! be considered a legitimate
mode of carrying on business? If a private
individual is carrying on the lumber trade-
I mention this branch of business particu-
larly, but there are others which come
Within the same category-whether it be in
the planing or sawing, and he knows that
the market is overstocked, he has the right,
inidividually, to limit the production, and
thereby limit the output and increase the
Price, because in proportion to the stock in
the market would the price be, providing
there is a demand for it. Now, you makel
it a criminal offence, with a heavy penalty,
if two companies carrying on this business,
however small or however large, come to an
understarding between theinselves that they
Will not send as many men to the shanties
during the winter, and will not produce
only a quarter or half of what they pro-
duced the year before. The result would
be, they would not have the usual quan-
tity of lumber to put on the market, and'
thereby they would decrease the quantity
of stock in the market, and enhance the
Price. Would that be considered an undue
exercise of power which every prudent man

would act upon, and would they be subject,
under circumstances of that character, to
the heavy penalties and two years' imprison-
ment indicated in this law? There are
combines that I would like to see brought
within this law, but it seems to me this bill
carries it too far. It reaches not only the
large and ruinous combines, and the class of
people referred to by the hon. gentleman
f rom Halifax, but it applies to any two indi-
viduals-to grocers or merchants who enter
into an agreement to increase the price of
any commodity. Take the millowners,
where the market has been overstocked, and
the prices are actually below the cost of
manufacture. By an understanding between
themselves they stop producing for a while
to allow the surplus stock in the market t&
be consumed, in order to enhance prices in
the following year. If you could devise any
way which would meet the large combines
that are to some extent a curse to the
country, without striking such cases as this
to which I have referred, I shall be very
glad to give it my humble support, but you
are going too far when you ask us to adopt
such a measure as that indicated by the hon.
gentleman from Halifax. I know there is
a strong feeling in the country against what
are called undue combines. I am as strongly
againstthatas any one else,but you should not
go so far as to place every two or three men
doing business in a village or anywhere else
in a position to be subject to the penalties
which you propose by this bill to impose
upon them. This is the view I take of it.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-This not a new
bill. A measure similar to this was passed
in the Senate a few years ago, and went to
the House of Commons in charge of the late
Mr. Robert Reid in this House and passed
unanimously. It was sent to the House of
Commons, but the member in whose charge
it was placed was away, and it did not get
through the commnittee that year. The hon.
leader of the opposition appears to take
strong grounds in favour of combines.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
No, I do nothing of the kind.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-le takes the
case of the.lumbermen. There is one thing
about the lumber trade. If they combine to
reduce operations they do not cut so much
timber, and it keeps on going unless it is
destroyed by fire. If you look to the country
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south of us, you see the effect of combines. possible to find a market for in Canada.
The whole business of that country is in the The efforts made by Mr. Walker and the
hands of combines. We ought, in reason, other gentleman to whom 1 referred, Mr.
to try and prevent them from getting a foot- Louis Wigle, in persuading farmers to engage
hold here. I have no doubt there are com- in that business did not violate anything in
bines in this country, and even if this bill is this section. Tbey persuaded them not to
passed, I do not believe it will crush them refrain from doing, but to do certain things.
altogether. but we ought to do as much as That was a legitimate thing to do and did
we can to keep that evil out of the Dominion. not interfere in any way with the law. The
I have much pleasure in supporting the hon. resuit bas been, on the whole, disastrous, be-
gentleman from Halifax in his laudable cause the farmers have a large quantity of
attempt to keep combines out of Canada. tobacco on their hands for which no market
On a former occasion, when a bill similar to at the present time can be found. 1 shouid
this was before us, I spoke at considerable like to put this question to iny hon. friend
length on the evil effects of combines in the from ilifax, because he has been consider-
United States. They have invaded this ing the matter and I have not, supposing
country, and certainly the hon. leader of the his amendment to this section vere made,
opposition cannot think it a desirable thing and a number of farmers were to meet to-
that they should get control here. gether for the purpose of restricting the pro-

duction of tobacco for the present year, in
lldn. Mr. MJLLS-I do not know pre- orer that they coud work off te supply

cisely how far oy hon. friend from Halifax which they have aready on hand, it would
proposes to go iL this matter. We struck not be an undue attempt to imit tbe pro.
out in the Code, when we ad it before ui duction, but it would be an attempt to limit
the word "l unhawfully " from the 520th production but if you strike out the word
section, but weretained the word Iunduly," riundufy," in the statute it wou d be an
and the other words to whicb my hon. friend offence. Then you would make any asso-
refers. The question that we bave before ciation or combine of the farmers to restrict
us in this clause is whether tbere is any the production of tobacco in their own in-
legitimate field of action. Because if you terests an offence for which they would be

strike out the word ",unduy," then the oable under this section.
clause witl strike at everybody who does
any one of the tlings mentioned in any one Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Tough they
of those subsections; so we have to con- were doing it for their own protection.
sider wihether there is any one of these thin s

entioned in the subsections wbich wouid Hon. Mr. MILLS-The word munduly
be a legitimate and proper thing to do, distinguishes between what may be regarded
apart from hlegisation on the subject. as legitimate, and what might be con-
know that at the present time parties in the sidered an illegitirnate combine. That i
county of Essex are engaged in the produc- what the insertion of the word Ilunduly "
tion of tobacco. was intended to meet. The whole section is

framed upon the assumption that there are
Hon. Mr. McMLLLAN-Growing tobac- certain things which are aimef at in the sec-

rOpo tion which, within certain imits, are eriti
mate and justifiable proceedings, but if they

Hon. Mr. M.ILLS-Yes. It is a plant are carried to an undue degree, then they
that thrives admirably in that section of the corne within the inhibitions of the statute
country, and w toink Mr. Waker, and a and render the parties able to penalties-
gentleman who was formerly the mem- The law undertakes to draw a distinction-
ber for the luse of Comns f rom that whether proper or not, at ai events that i
county, took an active part in p yorsuading the idea which seerrs to run througl the
the farmers to go into the cultivation of section-by the use of the word inundulY
tobacco, tehhing them that, in their opinion, Hto draw distinction between that freedo Of
it o ould yield then a better return than any action which is perfectly leitimate and law
other crop to whi they could devote their ful in certain cases, and another e of
attention. Tbev have produced a very large action whicb the haw is intended to prohibit
quantity - vey aruch more than it is When you essen production you essen co-
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petition ; and you may possibly enhance must have misunderstood what 1 said. He
prices. I took the tobacco industry as a commenced bis speech by saying that I
single instance, but there are a great many favoured combines. The hon, gentleman is
others to which I might refer. For instance, mistaken. J said 1 am opposed to combines
in the western portion of the province of when they unduly exist.
of Ontario when we had access to the United Hon. Mr. DANDMRND-I suppose
States markets, there was a valuable market
for the sale of apples in Chicago and the the hon. gentlemanpfroin Wthseleeeis in the
western cities in the prairie section of the s e o Jushires
United States where the fruit crop is not
very abundant. Those orchards, in years of Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Not at ail.
great yield, produce a very much larger crop
than a market can be found for. Supposing Hon. Mr. ALLAN-J could mention an-
you had a combine of farmers who under- other case which it would be difficuit to deal
took to eut down a portion of their orchards with under this amendment, that is the case
with a view tm enhancing the price of the of the sait wells in western Ontario. Hon.

arop that remained. One man may say it cT gentlemen will remember some years ago it
no use doiin, this unless my neighbours was founi that large beds of sait existed in
follow MY example, 0 they meet together western gentario. A great many persons
and agree as to w bat percentage they shall were attracted by this industry, and a nuh-
eut down. î-e,. cif Qil . PLq wrY -it atlnw R lr l iap

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Apples are per.
ishable.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Quite so. Suppose
the farmers meet to decide what proportion
of their orchards to remove so as to get a
better price for what the remainder would
produce. If you strike out those words
from the section, would that be a violation
of the provisions of the statute as it would
remain? I have mentioned these matters
fo h

those wells were so multiplied that the price
of salt fell, and it was found that the in-
dustry could not be worked at a profit. The
result was the owners of salt wells came to
an agreement that they would not put out
more than a certain quantity of salt each
year, for the purpose of keeping up the price
in the market. As these amendments are
worded, the well owners would be liable to
heavy penalties. I think that would be
hardly fair.

r t e consideration Of My non. irienc. 1 Hon. Mr. ALMON-The combine t
arn not at this moment going to resilt this
proposal, because I have not given it ade- between the leader of the opposition and
quate consideration, but I am not to be leader of the government trying to stifie the
supposed, if not opposing it at this moment, wishes of the country, in the matter of the
to commit myself to the amendment which Intercolonial Railway extension. The press
may hon. friend suggests to the law as it now of Halifax and the Citizen here, state that

we only opposed the bi for the purpose of
Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Will the hon. gen- assistingr the Canadian Pacific Railway.

tleman allow bis speech to gro to, the public We ail have a suspicion who influences the
as he bas delivered itl Bettex' campaign articles in the Citizen. But there is a pious
literature we could nbt get in the North- paper caled the Montreal ites which, in

'est. The idea of talking about combines commenting on the action of the Senate,
Of farmers to stop tobacco culture and grow. forgets the commandment IlThou shait not
inlg apples. It is preposterous. There is bear false witness against thy neighbour."
110 such thing as a combine of farmers to Now, how did those members of the Senate,
e2ut down apple trees or to stop growine who are directors and stockholders of the
anything. We want to produce aIl we can Canadian Pacifie Railway, vote on that ques-
fairlY. The combines that we condemn are tion i They voted with the combine. How
the combinps which, are running up the price did the hon. gentleman from Hamilton (Mr.
Of every commodity the farmer has te buy. Macnnes) one of the directors of the Cana-

dian Pacifie vote? With the combine. How
lion. Sir MACKENZE BOWELL-The did the hon. gentleman from Ottawa (Mr.

bon, gentleman from Menck ( r. Mcallum) cott), who is the legal adviser of the Cana-
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dian Pacifie Railwav, vote i He voted with
the combine, and if you look at the names
of those who voted with the combine and
see the number of shares that they hold in
the Canadian Pacifie Railway, you will see
that they all voted together, while we who
are opposed to the policy of the government,
are supposed to have done so under the in-
fluence of the Canadian Pacifie. I want to
know if the facts I have stated are correct,
what motive but the interests of the country
induced us to vote as we did. Besides, we
are voting to preserve the character of the
Senate, and to say that we are not swallow-
ing ourselves-not reversing our decision of
two years ago. We voted against a combina-
tion, and now we are supposed to be eating
our own words.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Might I ask the hon. senior member froin
Halifax whether he has considered what
effect this will have upon the Criminal Code
which we passed through this House, and
which we amended a short time ago i I
think we left the word "unduly" in the
Code and struck out the word "unlawfully "
so as to make it more intelligible. Suppos-
ing this bill passes now, and the Criminal
•Code bill passes also, what will be the effecti
I may add, I am very glad to know that
there are some questions, among the multi-
tude of those which arise in political life, on
which I can agee with the hon. leader of the
House. I only regret that there are not
more on which we can agree.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I am afraid that
the chances of the Criminal Code Amend-
ment Bill being passed are not just as hope-
ful as we might wish. It is very difficult to
get the House of Commons to give attention
to a great measure like that towards the end
of the session. I have some fears-I hope
they are unfounded-that that bill will not
become law, but in any case the word "un-
lawfully " is unnecessary and objectionable
here, and it is better to have it out in any
case, and if we can strike out the word
"unduli " also we shall still further improve
the law. The cases put by the hon. leader
of the opposition and the hon. leader of the
government-that is the case of the lumber-
man, and the case of the tobacco grower,
and the case of the apple grower, are
cases which I scarcely think, as a matter
of practice, would arise under this enact-

ment. If hon. gentlemen would turn to the
Criminal Code they would find that section
520 is a portion of part 29, which deals with
offences connected with trade and breaches
of contract. The apple growers agreeing to
diminish their orchards would not be an
offence connected with trade, or with a
breach of contract. In old times, before the
days of combines, people who were raising
articles for the market found out very soon
when it ceased to be profitable to produce
these articles in large quantities, and they
diminished the product. It is not necessary
to have a combine, or agreement, for that
purpose. When lumber gets down in price,
the lumbermen find it out, and naturally
diminish their output, and it is the sane
way farmers, although with respect to grain
it is hardly true. As the hon. gentleman
from Wolseley says, the farmer in the west
raises all he van, and trusts to Providence
for the price afterwards. The first words
of section 520 must be looked ac. The
person who is guilty of an indictable offence
is one who conspires or agrees with any com-
pany to do these things. Now if a tobacco
firm in Essex goes to a town, the farmers
going there would naturally talk over
matters, and finding that tobacco growing
was not paying, and without incurring any
penalties, they could practically come to an
understanding that they will not raise so
much tobacco. They would not have a
meeting, they would not have a written
agreement.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Does my hon. friend
think it would be a happy state of things
when it would be a criminal offence for far-
mers to meet together for such a purpose i

Hon. Mr. POWER-I doubt very much
whether the law would apply to such a
meeting of farmers. At any rate, unless
the farmers did have a formal meeting and
enter into a regular agreement, they would
not come under the oppration of the law.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-What does my
hon. friend think about the insurance com-
panies ?

Hon. Mr. POWER- That is one of the
things we have to complain of. I do not
know how it is in the upper provinces, but
in the maritime provinces the business of
fire and marine insurance also, is done
almost altogether by foreign companies, and
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the representatives of those companies meet
and fix the rates of insurance without any re-
gard to the risks at all. The idea is simply
to make the rate as high as the insured will
stand.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Do you not
think that under the present law these men
could be prosecuted? Are they not doing
that unlawfully and unduly?

Hon. Mr. POWER--No, they are not
doing it unlawfully. The objection to the
Word " unduly " is that these insurance peo-
ple would claim that taking Canada altoge-
ther, the rates were not undue.

lion Mr. McMILLAN-All the insurance
companies charge the same rates all except
three companies which have started lately,
Which are not in the combine, and the chances
are there will be more of them.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
They will break down likely.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I take the English
companies. The English companies have
large amounts at risk in Canada. In the
province of Nova Scotia they have consider-
able amounts at risk. The percentage of
loss in that province is small. I know that
in Halifax it is very small. There are
Parts of the country where the per-
Centage of loss is considerable. These Eng-
lish companies say " we shall make the people
of Halifax and the people of other parts,
Where the appliances fQr extinguishing fire
excel, pay for the losses which take place in
Other parts of the country where the appli-
ances for extinguishing fire are not good."
Suppose a case of that kind comes before a
Court, and it is shown that the appliances
for preventing fire in Halifax are good, and
that these people have unduly raised the
rates, they come before the court and say
<'Well, we do not do business in Halifax
a'lone; we have to look at the business we
do all through Canada, and looking at the
business we do all through Canada, we are
tlot making money, and the rates are not
Unduly high." The probability is that the
court will hold that the rates are unduly high.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
know that in Ontario there are companies
doing business-I will not say what com-
Panies, I think they are English companies
4oing business here-and when a water

motor is put into an establishment to run
the iachinery they increase the rate of in-
surance, because they have an arrangement
that when motors are used the insured must
pay extra insurance. Would not that be
unduly raising the rate? I think so.

Hon. Mr. POWER-We have to look
at what would happen. There is not the
slightest probability that any one would at-
tempt to come down on the farmers of
Essex, or the farmers of King's County, or
the farmers of any other part of the country,
because they declined togrowwhat theyfound
unprofitable. Itdoes not need any combina-
tion, or written agreement, or anything of
that sort, on the part of the farmers to en-
able them to restrict their product, but it is
of importance that insurance companies and
railway companies and, to a certain extent,
manufacturers, like the cordage manufactur-
ers and the cotton manufacturers, should be
prevented from combining with one another
to the injury of the public and the injury of
the locality in which they are situated. As
the hon. gentleman from Monck stated, this
bill was passed by the Senate several years
ago, and has been passed on several occasions
by the other chamber. This word "unduly "
was inserted about ten years ago; and the
members of the other House, who are
brought more directly in contact with the
people, find the sentiment of the country is
still in favour of having some attempt made
to lessen the mischief which is done by those
combinations. We cannot prevent them
altogether. Indirectly, they can do these
things, but we ought to make it as difficult
as possible, and prevent these things being
done as far as- we can.

The motion was agreed to, on a division,
and the bill was read the second time.

SECOND READING.

Bill (118) " An Act respecting the Great
Northern Railway Company and to change
its name to the Great Northern Railway
Company of Canada."-(Mr. Landry.)

EXCHEQUER COURT ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

NOTICE OF MOTION.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I give notice that on
Wednesday next I will move that the House
resolve itself into a Committee of the Whole
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for further consideration of Bill (B) " An i lie has done. The rule of Parliarent is that
Act further to amend the Exchequer Court once a bil las been defeated, involving any
Act," which was dropped fron the order principle, you cannot reintroduce it during
paper. the saine session of Parliament. The course

Hon.that as been pursued before was that when

That was the bill which was not reported from the committee thet l was dead, so far as the huse was con-
from Committee of the Whole ? cerned. It strikes me that the motion should

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

EXPROPRIATION ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

NOTICE OF MOTION.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I gave notice that on
Wednesday next I will move that the House
resolve itself into Committee of the Whole
for further consideration of Bill (D) " An
Act to amend the Expropriation Act."

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Is
this the regular course to be pursued in a
case of that kind? The bill was virtually
dead, the conmittee having risen without
reporting. Should not the motion be to
restore it to the order paper, and then take
such proceedings as you may deem advis-
able afterwards ? I merely ask as a matter of
precedent and rule with the House. I
think that is the course usually pursued,
that if a bill is defeated in the committee,
and not reported to the House, the motion
should be to restore it to the order paper,
and nake such motion as is deemed advis-
able.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think that the pro-
ceeding is regular. There were two courses
open, either to introduce a new bill or to
restore this bill. There was no report made
from the committee to the House.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Consequently the bill was killed.

Hou. Mr. MILLS-Now we are asking
to put it in the position it was in before,
and proceed with it in committee and a
report can be made to the House.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
think my hon. friend is wrong. Once a
bill has been disposed of

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It lias not been dis-
posed of.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-My
hon. friend said there were two courses open,
either to reintroduce the bill, or to do what

be to restore it, and then send it to the
notice paper, and then send it to the com-
nittee afterwards. I merely point this out
and do not raise it as an objection.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think my hon. friend
is mistaken on both points. In the first
place, it is open to introduce any bill, a
clause of which has been defeated in com-
mittee, and which has not been reported.
That I need not discuss, because it is at this
moment an academic question. I am not
proposing to do it, so it is not necessary to
decide that point. What I am asking is
that the bill shall be restored to the order
paper for the committee, because the House
is not seized of it. There was not anything
defeated except in committee, and if the
committee chose to reconsider what it did,
the House bas not before it the question of
the defeat of any clause by the committee at
all. The committee, of course, no doubt
will take cognizance of their former action,
but I am asking that the bill be placed be-
fore the committee in exactly the position in
which it was when the committee were last
considering it.

Hon. Mr. McKAY-One peculiar thing
about the matter is that the hon. gentleman
who moves to have this bill restored to the
order paper, is the same hon. gentleman who
moved that the bill be killed in committee.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I sirmply moved that
the committee rise. It is not killed at all.

. Hon. Mr. ALMON-It is a case of sus-
pended animation.

Hon. Mr. MILLS- If it were in the posi-
tion of a defeated bill, the proceeding which
I am proposing to take could not be taken.
It is because it is not killed that I am mak-
ing this motion.

THE REDISTRIBUTION BILL.
SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the second read-
ing of Bill (126) " An Act respecting repre-
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Sentation in the House of Conmons." Kin-'s tenants. Before that, whether the
lie said :-This is a very important meas- Commons were a large or snali body de-
sure connected with our constitutional pended upon the interest which they took in
system, but one which does not concern the the questions which were likely to be brought
Constitution of this House. The principle, forward for consideration, but after the
Of this bill is one which was very carefully principle of representation was introduced,
considered in 1882, and again in 1892, and then the representatives sat in the second
upon which the opinion of the country was chamber as the elected men, representing
taken at the last election. The principle the freeren of the counties and the boroughs.
upon which the bill that I am asking this In the early history of Englsh representa-
Ilouse now to rKad the second time, is based tien, we find that the writs were sent to the
upor a very ancient partC of our constitu- sherifs of the c ounties. The county or
tional systeri. I is interesting, in order te borough was the unit which was represented
asce-tain the principle uponi which we sîould. in the bouse of Comnons, se that there was
Proceed, to notice sornething of the hitory always a very close relation existing between
of the House of Commons in the* mother ithe municipal organization and the district

untry. In the earlier ,t;igtes of the ex- which sent a representative to Parlia ent.
stence of that body, there wvas no elective In the great baronies of the United Kiing-
assembly. The freeej, who were the ten- do m, n o representatives were sent to the
alite of the Crown, appeared as the Conmo- Iouse of Commons. The parties held their

oiers for te putpose of g'ving their assent estates f roin the lord of the district, and
to taxation. The work of legr clation, so fari they attended bis court, and not the court of
at it existedm wts in the ring and the Lords. the Kinu, and so we find such cou rties as
The C: prinon did not, for a very consi- Chester, Durha m and Pembroke that were
dera e period of time, take any part in represented in the Court of the Barons, were
legishtion. IThe fact that they were the wsot represented in Parliament at a, and the
Proprietors of a great portion of the property county of Cornwall, when the King's eldest
f england and that it was a recornized prin- son as Earl of Cornwall, sent thei repre

ants oIf the Crwn aperdasteCmo-

constitution tlat a man's p sentatives to the Court of the Baron of Cern-
Perty cout d at ot be taken fro hi without nalsbutoafterwards whenthere asnoeldest
as consent, gave i the Commons, Kin mat-' son, and the King himaenf held the duchy or
terS of taxation, a very important power, earidom of Cornwall, tben the free men of
and the possession of that power enakeedf the county were counted the King's tenants
te Conimions ultimateiy b -,vin a status andl sent their representatives to ParliamIent,

re-pect, to the ordinarv business of, the same as any o ther party. Besides this,
legislIatjo. At tivst, when 'subsidies were,! it wvas not Parliainent that created the con-

,ked f rom the Commons, they expressed stituenc f; that was the tediticta

theyatteded iscurtandrotihe ofrthof

their readiness to grant those subsidies, or Crown. We find Edward
SuPplies, upon the condition that certain re- many cnstituencies in that section of Eng-

errms, wlicr tehey deepeed necessary, should land which was theougt to be strongly Pro-
ie Conceded, and thoe reforms which were testant, so as to increase the power of the

pked for by their petition were usuallyProtestant portion of the people of the
orantgd and when granted were put into-s United Kinfdom in Parliament, and when
phe for n of law, not with the assistance Mary succeeded h, ther was a correspond-
i any way of the Com mons, but y the ing increase of the representation by the
trsat ofticers of state after the session Creown in that section of Engiand in which
'a8 over, and thp ose early acts are found in the Catholic ppirlation were numerous and

the ancient rols of Parliament. It w s influential, and it was not until the time
fOind by pexperience that very frequenty of Charles I. that the last constituency
the conce3sions hich fiar been made were was created by prerogative. Newark
lot, in fact, those whiCm thad been asked for, is the last instance i wich the Crown
uptl were iousory, and so the Com ons called into existence a constituency and

rimate, instead of petitioning, asked for issued a writ to give that constituency
> ubstanid e oice in the work of legiseation tepresentation in Parliament. There were
tselfo b as not until the 48th year of great changes taking place in the commerce
henry Ioi. thaf a Representative Assembiy cf t e euntry. New towns were springing

took the place of the general assenby of the into existence, a old towns were falling
50
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into decay, and in those cases, the Crown
witiheld its writ froni the decayed boroughs
and towns, and bestowed its writ upon the
new districts which had become commerci-
ally important. When union took place be-
tween England and Scotland, and it was
agreed that each should have a certain re-
presentation in the Comtmonsof Great Britain,
this prerogative of the Crown, vas neces-
sarily left in abeyance ; it could not be ex-
ercised, and so after the union, no such con-
stituency was called into existence ; but
in all the colonies, the Crown retained the
prerogative of calling into existence consti-
tuencies, dividing the province or colony in-
to electoral districts, giving to the freemen
who had come to the colony, the right of elec-
tion, and so the people of the province or
colony had representation in a provincial
legislature. It was admitted that English-
men carriel with them comnimon law rights,
so far as they were suited to their circum-
stances,in every districtin to which they went
for the purpose of settlement, and so they
carried with them the right of representa-
tion. The Crown appointed an agent or gov-
ernor to represent it, and gave him a com-
mission authorizing him, as such agent, to
cal1 upon the people to elect representatives
to an assembly, because the Crown alone
had no power to change the law. It had no
power to supply those local defects which
experience showed it was necessary to pro-
vide for in every new colony, and
it had no power of taxation, the power
of taxation resting with those whom
the people might return to the local
legislature, but in all the old colonies
that existed before the American re-
volution, except where such power was
conferred specially by charter, the Crown did
not recognize the right of the legislature to
create electoral districts. Wherever such a
measure was carried through the local legis-
lature it was disallowed, nor did it permit
the legislature to limit the period for which
that legislature was called into existence.
It continued to exist indcfinitely--vacancies
occurring,by deathorotherwise, were supplied

by a new election-until the Crown chose to
exercise its prerogative to dissolve the legis-
lature, and this it did whenever a fitting
opportunity occurred. Since the union of
England and Scotland a very important
influence has been exercised in consequence
of that union, and in consequence of the
abeyance of the prerogative in respect to the

creation by Parliament of electoral districts.
I say a very important influence has been
exercised over ail the colonies, and this
power, which was considered a prerogative
of the Crown and which the Crown.jealously
guarded, has for a century been regarded
as, an ordinary power of the legislative
assenbly which the Crown shares in its
legislative capacity, and which it does not
any longer exclusively possess and exercise
as a malter of prerogative connected wvith
its administrative authority.

When the British North America Act
was carried, it did not alter the character of
the institutions which existed in the various
provinces that were united. The British
North America Act restricted those powers,
so far as the legislative authority and the
adiministrati.;e authority, as an incident to
that legislative authority, is concer ned.
The forni of government which existed in
eatch of the provinces that had an exist-
ence prior to the union, continued to
exist after the union. We had respon-
sible government in Old Canada; and in
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick respon-
sible government prevailed after the union
exactly as it did before. The British North
America Act did not destroy the govern-
ments of the provinces, and create new insti-
tutions. It perpetuated the existence of
those that already existed, and left thein
unimpaired so far as this was possible.
There was a legislative union between Onta-
rio and Quebec, then Upper and Lower
Canada. That legislative union, by the Bri-
tish North America Act, was dissolved, and
the dissolution of that nuion made it neces-
sary to nake special provision to repair the
two edifices that were created out of the one
that had existed before. Their separation
from each other, rendered certain repairs
necessary, and those repairs were made. But
that is a very different thing front wiping
out of existence those political institutiols
that existed, and creating them anew. If
hon. gentlemen will look at the British North
America Act, they will find that it provides
for certain changes taking place. The union
between Upper and Lower Canada is dis-
solved, and the two provinces, Ontario and
Quebec, spring out of that former uniO1·
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick are perpe-
tuated. The executive governments are per-
petuated. There is no change intended in anY
of them, except in so far as necessary, to gilV
them a complete autonomy, where the se-
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paration, to some extent, impairs that auto- Kingdom. That executive head is to be ad-
nomy. When hon. gentlemen look at the vised by a body having the saine relation to
ternis of the British North America Act, Parliament, holding its office, continued in
they will see it states that it is desirable, i existence, upon the saine terms and condi-
not to call into existence provinces that did tions as the advisers of the Crown are conti-
exist before, but to call into existence some- nued in the United Kingdom ; and it is fur-
thing that did not before exist, the federal ther declared
government, the central authority. It does And that whereas, on the establishment of the
not pretend to call into existence the pro- union by the authority ofParIiainent, it is expedient
vinces which existed under that central not only that the constitution of the legisiative au-
authority. It does not pretend to call into thority in the Dominion be provided for, &c.
existence their governments. It assumes The constitutionof the legisiative authority
they had an existence. You could not in the Dominion is to be provided for, and
otherwise federally unite provinces. They also the nature of the executive government
could not express a desire to be federally therein is to be declared. There is a dis-
United unless it -weA intended that their tinction made between the constitution of
previous existence w-as to be continued the legisiative authority and the constitution
and perpetuated. Let me cal the attention of the executive. leer gajesty is the execu-
of hon. gentlemen to the terns or words tive head. ier powers and prerogatives are
used in the preanble to this Act, which are the saDne in every part of the empire. Cer-
as follows :-tain powers and prerogatives attach to her,

Wiereas tlie prov'inces of Canada, Nova Scotiaand 1 as the head of the new goverment wich
N 0'v Bruntwick have expressed their desire to be ras been called intoexisterce. The Imperial
federally unied into one Dominion. Parlian ent does fot bestow those powers

iNow to be federally united, it wa as upon ber. The Imperial Parliaent does
Inecessary that the autonony of the provinces not undertake to legislate in order that she
should be perpetuated as that for certain may possess the. She already possesses
purposes tbey could be coalesced into one theni. They exist in bier by virtue of ber
Dominion under one government. Then sovereign authority, and so ail the Act does,
this government is to he simular in principle so far as the executive authority is concerned,
to that of the United Kingdom. is to declare wat that executive authority

lion. Mr. DeBOUCH ERVIL E S.But that is not s with regard to legis-
Would the hon. gentleman just repeat is lative authority. This, prior to the passing

last statenient, as I did flot bear it. of this Act, had no existence. It is hy
virtue of the Act that it is called into

lion. Mr. MILLS--I say tat it was ne- existence, therefore it became necessary te
Cespary that the provinces should be federal- define what the legisiative authority was and
tY united under a constitution similar in prin- that legisative authority is set out and
Ciple to that of the United Kingdom. The bestowed, by the authority of the Imperial
constitution, t go e similar in principle, is not Pariament, upon this Parliament, and upon
lecessarily federal. It is not to the federa] this government. But ader ajestuy, as

feature of the constitution that reference executive head of this governiment, eas no
here is made. It is not to the nature of the power conferred upon ber by this Act, but
governments that are to exist in the provin- that power is declared by this Act. In
ces as such that reference is miade, but it is order t preserve this federal feature of the
tD this one Doîninion' that is to exist ovaer government of Canada, it is provided that,
then-i, by which they are to be bound te- as between the provinces, tbe representation
gether in one political family, and that c-- in the Tlose If Commons shal be based on
Stitution, considered in itseif, separated f nrom population, and that population e to be
the consideration of themform of government ascertained firt after the union in 1871 and
Wbhieim would go to the provinces, is to be a every ten years thereafter.
government siînilar in principle, ls to bave lion. Mr. ALMON-Hear, hear!
a Constitution simular in principle to that of
the UJnited Kingdom. It is to have the same lion. Mr. MILLS-There i no authority

xecutive bead. eThat executive head is toi to change tbe constitution in that regard.
ie advised by a political body simular to that As between the provinces, there is a special

Which advises ier Unajesty in the United ovision made for the representation. The
50J
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population, as ascertained at the census, is jected the weasure, but net becaue a redis-
the basis of representation of each province tribution had been nade under the census
of the Dominion for the succeeding ten of 1871. Net at ail. Any lon gentleman
years. But hon. gEntlenen will see that who reinibers the discus-jon that teck
that is a wholly distinct thing from the ques- place on that occasion, knows right vel
tion of redistribution of seats. The question that the objection made here vas, that, in
of redistribution of seats does not depend the alteration (if the representation of the
upon the taking of the census. It lias nothing constituency, the gex'ýtnrnent ought to
to do withthat provisioi. Ithas no more to do assume the responsility of naking that
with the census in the Dominion thân in the alteration, and the Senate would not support
province. Every province in the Dominion'a measure on that subject which had net
may aiend or alter its representation. Let emanated from the governînent and for which
me suppose for a moment that we had a law the governînent liad not made itself respon-
at the union which vas continued down 1sible. Let hie mention another instance.
until the present time, determinig that ne Any lon. gentletan in is house, have
one except a freehelder should be an electr. no doubt, will readisy recal the changes
Supposing that Parliament afterwards were that were made in 92. Very inpotant
to determine on an extension, and ]et nie sup- changes were made in the i'eIresentation.
pose thiat the nuniber cf f reeholders was sn l Seats were redistriuted, and places fund
in proportion to the population in sof for the additional oembers that ceriain
tionsof thle Doininio n, and very 1argein propor- provinces wvere entitled to. A redistribu-
tionto thepopuiatioilinoîiers. -witniigt!tien of constituencies for the nienbers front
happen, after you extend the franchise, that other provinces Nvas callcd f.,r uinder the
you inight tind it necessary to alter the dis- constithution, it becanie iiecest ry to dintiirish
tributiun of the seats. There is nothing in itheir nu rrbut iii the S t ed itiution
the British North American Act that re- that took hlace, upbn furter consideration,
strains any province frein distributing te the measure did net suit the orm wient
seats in the local legisIature. There is noth- who were its autors, and in te following
ing in the Act which interferes wit the session, if on. gentleien a il turn te the
distribution f seats ,ithin a province ino statutes of 1893, tle-will tifd there %vas a
the Parlia ent of Canada, and aea inatter further measure amending ihe Redistribu-

of fact, let niesay te lion. gentlemen, that thiS tien Act, altering the woerndaeles of seuie
bias been recognized and acted upon in more constituencies whlich had heeîi e>stablisid
than one instance since confederation. In the under the redistribution cf e882s.
redistriaution cf seats after the census cfl
1871, a division was made cf the county cf Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Was that tsienake
Huion that was regarded as very unfair by roo for the nev mebers?
one of the representatives cf that cointy. ig hpeon. afe you etn th fahs thabill was introduced transferring the town-b

Crbto of th sets Theres ism nothinge in enmaei
thepo Brtsh Nrsith Amrin Act thatio re

si thouht that a more perfect redistribution
of iuion te another division. That biis noth-

distribuion of eats witintakprvinaeei

came before te o use cf Cmnns f aer

consbderation, and was caried tirough Hon. Mr. McDONALD (C.B.)-It was a
that House. No one suggested that, be- mistake in the printing cf the statute.
cause there had been a redistribution im-
mediately af ter the census, there could net lcon. Mr. iMLLS-No, it was a further
be a furtier consideratien of the subJeSt. reconsideratin of the subect by the leouse,
It went througi the filouse cf Coînmons ad an amendient te t e bill cf the pre-
without a question. We litd iit the olnuse vofus year.
of Commons at that timne soine very ernîrment len. _'Ur. MclMILIAŽ-Jt was all based
lawyers, Jorn oviliard Cawas calledfheunderu
Blake, Sir Jonne A.b uactald aiin tthehs.

No one, ii ail tlat asseibly, for a monment Hon. r. McLLe-,So is this. ion. gen-
supposed that, Parlianierît lmad net power te tlenen wil see that. When the hon. gentl&
redistribute the cou nty of Huron as if ne man s-ys it was based on the census, n g ne
division had. takeîi place. Thýt qjuestion pretends te say tiat eu can ive to ah
came before this iuse and this oIuse re- province a larer representation than tof8
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which it was entitled to under the census Now, what is meant by "such authority
previous to the Redistribution Bill. It is not and in such manner"?
based on the representation as it then exists. In England the manner is considered by
By the census of 1891 the province of Onta- Parliainent Tt says who shah constitute
rio was found to be entitled to ninety-two th commission. t says how any seats
members. Under the present bill nobody y
proposes to give it more ; but I say this, and it leaves to that commission the division
I am perfectly sure that the view which I wbich is to be made in the constituencies
express will be upheld without question and that it is found necessary to alter, and upon
without division in any judicial body in this which it is proposed to confer further repre-
country, or in any judicial body to which we sentation. Now, let me say here a word
nay appeal, that it is open to Parliament, if with regard to countv boundaries. The
so disposed, to introduce a new distribution principle is one that has always been recog-
bill every year, so iong as it does not de- nized i the mother country, and I mention
part from the principle which the census that as an important matter for the serions
furnishes it. consideration of those who have any regard

to British precedents and to the practise in
lion. Mr. McMILLAN-It is a bad prac- the Parliament of the United Kingdom. Lt

tice. is important, because there is such a tbing
as historic continuity in a county. A caunty

lHon. Mr. MILLS-That is a question for that las been represented by a man of emin-
Consideration. In this matter I adopt the ence, who bas distinguished himself and con-
mfaxiin of the Turks, that it is better to ferred honour upon the constituency that
change every year than to be always in the sent him to Parli4ment, is one of wbom the
wrong. constituency may be proud, and after ho bas

served his time, and disappeared from the
Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-That is good. politicalarena altogether, such aconstituency

bas a natural aspiration to be represented
lon. Mr. MILLS-I need not enter into by another han, if not equally distinguished,

a discussion of section 51 of the British by a distinguished man. And so the prin-
Ncrth America Act. It is perfecly clear ciple, as it is stated ly Mr. Gladstone, of
that it contemplated a redistribution of seats continuity in a constituency does a great
in accordance with the. practice which pre- deal to aid the constituencies in aspiring to
vailed in England, and that is that the divi- possess botter representation than they
Sion shall be made by a commission to whom would otherwise likely acquire. Under our
the question of divisions may be referred, constitution--and let me here say that
and not by Parliament itself. in this federal union of the provinces, we

have a constitution similar in principle to
.Hon. Mr. ALNMON-.I believe in England the Enlish-it neyer was intended that
it is the custon to disfranchise boroughs shoùld draw sharp une between
Whlere great bribery has been used. I want province and the Dominioo, and to say that
to know if West Elgin were disfranchised no interests that exist in the provinces shah
by the government, would another member be known or recognized as such in the

giv'enNto another constituency? Pariament of the b Dominion. So far as

lion. Mr. MILLS-If the practice that union is concerned, this feeration repre-
sents one Iody. We ave provinces which

prevailed under the constitution of England are inseparable partions of that union co -
Weee adopted, and a constituency were dis- posei of municipalities with decentranized
franlchised for bribery, then the representa- powe, and say it neyer was intnded, if
tioi that 1hat constituency lad might be these could be convenientol used by us or ho
bestowed bv Parliament upon some other inade availablo h)y us, that we sbould derîy
"0 15tituencv if Parianent weh so disposed. ourselves the oportunity of doing so. If

« fII the coinfletion sf the census, in the year 1871 you turan ack to the articles of confedera-
On h s e the ree- tion, ou will see tat, as tey eft the

ehtý%ti 0 i of thie four provinces shal be readjisted by bands of the Quebec convention, and as they

811eh~~nze intot the mother country, and Iru mentionie

Piich authomitv, on Cancb ýianr n fron So tien idere taken ovfr to England by te delegates
n fC i ti t he rio went fcof the various provinces to

isiprtnbcadehrei uh hn
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assist in the convention, in London, the pose of an election, you have peopie who have
division of each province into constituencies no partîcular sympathy with each other. The
was for ail time to be left to the local legi.- very allest men avnongthe wholeof theui may
lature of the province-that that division be a nan residing in a single township
was not to be effected by us. Some repre- taken from another countv, a stranger to ail
sentatives in London, who held in this outside of his own township, who has no
country strong views in the opposite direc- chance in that constituency to represent it.
tion, succeeded in persuading their co- I have gone into inany o those constitu-
delegates to join them in conferring upoi encres, organized in the way I have nen-
the Parliament of Canada, and withdrawing tioned under the £.t of 1882, and under
from the legislatures of the provinces, the the Act of 1892, and I found the people to-
power to distribute the seats in. the Domin- day as nuch divided front each other, as
ion, That was done, and the British North mucl strangers to each other, as Void of
America Act represents the modified viesympathy with each other, no matter whether
the changes, in this regard, that took place they are Conservatives or Reformers, as if
in the United Kingdom. But the principle no such union, for a political purpose,
of representation by population, between the 1 existed. They nieet in convention cnce ia
provinces, was retained, and the organiza- four or five years, when the necessity for an
tions that existed were intended to be election arises. They never meet at any
recognized so far as it was found practical other time. They choose their candidate;
and convenient, and so, when electoral they generally chouse that candidate from
districts were establishied for the return the section that has the nîost nurnerous
of menibers to the buse of Coin- population. The weaker sections have a
nions, there were but two or three instances very inferior chance of furnishing, a repre-
in which the principle of county boundaries sentative, and a constituency so situated is
was disregardved, and that weas because two a constituency without any of those organiy
or tbree counbties, lying nearly side by side, elements which are reconized under the
having very nearlv the same population, the Englisfr parliamentary systeni as essential
parties noV wishing Vo decide o which o of features in a healthius and proper rcpre-
thein the additional representctive that it sentative institution. This ratter was very
was necessary Vo bestow upon the provinces, fairly considered, and very fully discussed, i
should go, unlertook to create constituencies n872, and the Prime Minister at that tme,
in two or three instances in which the repre- Sir John Maudonald, wvho introduced the
sentative as given to a constituency made oRedistribution Bill of 1872, referred Vo this
Up of parts of two counties. That was dlone very subject. I ask those wbo have respect
in the case of Kent and Labton n for bis 1emory, and who admit that he was
one or two other instances, but in the vast a san gf unquestioned ability, ta give their
niajority of cases the principle of couity attention to what lie said on the subject.he
bounidaries was recognized. There was an shial read froni the parliamentary debateg
obvious reason for that. lnder the muni- the exact words used on that occasion.
cipal orscanization, under your variaus local
institutions, you have the people of the saine Hon. Mr. DEBOUCnIERVILLE-Froi
county meeting together in their agricultural the officiai report?
societies. You have thei meeting together on r. e
as jurymen. You have theni meeting o- ;
gether in teir coutty councils. You have Hon. Mr. 1)chOUCHERV ILLE There
theri asociated for various purposes. rthey was none publishcd then.
becoine acquaintedt withi ecch other; they.
know the capacity of eac o other. If a popn aon. The weakere scis aeport

exhibits ability in any one of these speres, ma e in 1872 , and I af quoting his exact
hie becomes xnarked out Vo bis neighbours as a words f rom a quotation whichi appears ini the
proper man Vo represent themn in the future, Hanîsard of 1882.
and so the may e chosen. But when you
make up a constituency of parts of wwo or Hon. ioMr. FEI(USO -I suppose rnY
three counties put together, the people of lon. fiend is aare that Sir John acdo
whom inever neet for any other purpose ex- alid put hiself on record very differentlY a'
cept once in four or five years for the pur- a later period.
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Hion. Mr~ MILLS-T know tht. I amn
Ro . MLSIknwt .Iajust as well aware of it as the hon. gentle-

nMan. I am going to discuss that later. I
have nothin« to conceal. My hon. friend
Was not in the House at that time, but some
of his friends were. I regarded that as a
very unjust bill, but this House never ques-
tioned it. There had been no election on the
subject, and there was no isue made of it
Prior to the distribution which took place.
I shall now read from the Hansard of l882,
When this opinion was quoted, and I have
.lyself read it in the original, and know that
it is perfectly correct.. It will be found on
Page 1205 :

have adopted in old Canada the principle of eleetoral
divisions, it has not been considered in England a
proper mode of representation, inasnuch as it totally
excludes minorities, and in sone constituencies in
England they have introduced the systeni we now
propose for the purpose of protecting minorities. It
is therefore proposed that Hamilton shall return
two members.

He did not intend to discuss the details, but
agreed that the principle of the division of the coun-
ties adopted was judicious, making the electoral
divisions conterminous with the counties; and that
it vas not well to urge the doctrine ot population too
far, although it should be regarded as far as possible.
The principle of representation by population had
been properly disregarded, the changes having been
nale evidently for political reasons, and he was not
surprised that the 8ll had been brought downi at this
late stage of the session, when there was scarcely time
to discuss it.

. With respect to the rural constituencies, the de-Sire of the government lias been to preserve the repre- These words the hon. gentleman who, for
Sentatiois for counties and biilidivisions of counties so many years, led the Conservative party,
8 Iuch as possible. It is considered objectionable s
tO imiake representation a iere geographical term. spoke in 1872 when the bi was under con-
(Ilear, lear.) It is desired as muchi as possible to sideration. The hon. gentleman froin
kele the representation within the countv, su that Marshfield says that Sir John Macdonald
ach county, that is a lunicipality in Ontario, should . .

.repreented, and if it becomes large enough, divide changed his mind on this question. I do
t to) ridings. That principle is carried out in the not think lie did ; he changed his practice,
lggestiois I am about to make. That rule was but he -ave a reason for that change of
rokelî in 187 iii three constituencies, viz.: Bothwell, M .

Cardwell and Monck; and I d1o not think, on the practice that Sir Oliver Mowat had gerry-
Whole, that the experiment has been a successful one. m inandered some constituencies for the local

e do lot think it was unsuccessful as far as the repre- le islature, and he
atives of these new constituencies thenselves p o t o

Wele concernel, as they are well and ably represent- example. There was no principle recognized
ed y the gentlemen who nowv hold seats for the con- in the division of 1882. I have in my pos-
Stituencies; and I hope that if I am returned again
to the next Parliaiient I hail meet those lon. nem- session the map which was prepared for the
pers. lut it is obvious that there is a creat advantage division for 1892, with the vote of every
i havmig counties elect men whon they know. Our olling division upon it, and with a careful

cipal system gives an adnrale opportumity to Po.
onstitlencies to select men for their deserts. We estimate of what the political effect of the

all kn 3 w the process which happily goes on in weet- division should be, and the same in 1882.
ern Ontario A youing man in a county commences Hon entlemen kbis Public life by being elected by the neighbours •new rigit well that no
Wh( know hin to the township council. If he shows such calculation can be made by the present
hia self possessed of administrative abiility he is made governnant in respect to this bill. A cer-~reeve or de-piuty reex e of bis cuunty. P1 eoîe
i1 err r of ty ecil, and ats hi exrce ain nunber of counties in the province of

icreases andi his character and ability beconie known Ontario are entitled to return under it one
p .selected by his >eople as their representative in member and they are left undisturbed.

rament. It is, I think, a grand systein that the
Peile of Canada should have the opportunit of There are certain other counties that are

the 81g for politueal promotion the men in womi entitled to return more than one member,
e' have lost confidence and of whose abilities thev

bfulv assured. All that great advantage is lost and a division of each was made prior to
utmg off a portion of two separate counties and 1882 ; they are left undisturbed. Then
1g them together for electoal purpos only. there are other counties which it is necessary

thee portions so cut off have no conion nterest ; to divi
(elj Oft îetotorntybae nucon o d de, some to return two, soute threeýýd(o not mieet togethier and they have no common
ng except that once in five ycars ti'y go to the members, and the division of these counties

in their own township to vote for a nan who is left to three eminent judges, the Chief
e known in one section and not in the other. . . h

his tends towarls the introduction and developient Justice of Ontario, Sir George Burton, the

f the Amierican systein of cauctises, by which wire- Chancellor of Ontario, Sir John Boyd, and
ander take advantages for their political ability only M r Justice Falconbridge. Mr. Justice
a8 not for any personal respe't for thei. So tit .

V uch as osible, from any point of view, it is ad- Falconbridge was well known before his

diable that counties should refuse men whom they elevation to the bench as an active membero loe k"îo ' a"di when the representatioi s in- of the Conservative party.
r"ea ed it shoiuld le by suolbividing the coutites into

dI e t * i * * t Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-He was never
di iitted to state that it is not intended to . .

ville either Ottawa or Hamilton. Although we jin Parhiament.



Hon. MIr. MILLS-Neither was either four or five members sitting in the House of
of the others. I do not know that Chancel- Commons who are elected by outside con-
lor Boyd ever gave a vote. stituencies. Are not these men as much

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-You are going, devoted to the interests of Toronto, when a
o n. Mr.n McCALLUM-Youare going question cones up for con-ideration, as if

to bring hun into politics now- they were returned for some division of
Hion. Mr. MILLS-I do not know what Toronto? Every hon. gentleman knows

his politics were. I know what Judge right well that there is some advantage to
Falconbridge's was, and I believe the Chief these men, and some advantage to the
J ustice of Ontario was a Liberal, but as to country, under this system, of taking men
Sir John Boyd's politics, I say I do not know of professional or commercial distinction
that lie ever voted. fron the city to represent rural constitu-

encies. There is some advantage in that,
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It and if the city were to insist upon full re-

does not iake any difference. lie is an hon- presentation according to its numbers, the
est man any way. probability is that outside constituencies

Hon. Mr. MILLS-He is, and I am not would cease to select urban residents as
Holn. in questionS-he isy or Iarnnot- their candidates. I say, then, that there is

calling in question the honesty or upright- an advantage in that system. There is
ness of any of those gentlemen, I think they another thing which cannot well be lost
will make a perfectly fair division. We are sight of, and that is, very often, in new
acting upon the interpretation which weain 8 o this tieproviion of se districts, you have a large area with only agave in 1892) to this, the provision of section vr oeaeppltoadtedfiut
51 of the British North Ainerica Act, which . . ..... of canvassing--the expense associated with-authorizes Parliament to m ake this division of diva icun ty f e e r remaining i n
through some constituted authority, and it,' the difflculty of a member remaining in»
throughusomeiconstitutedundthoritytond touch with his constituency, is such that it
that authority we have undertaken t h con- may very well be that while you have more
stitute infsuce of thatitfwrll enof than the unit of representation in the city,
complete confidence of well-mformed men of you have less in some of the rural districts.
all parties. . It is somet-imes said that in But this principle of representation by popu-acting upon the principle that county bound- tis principle tat was popU-

n lation was not a prîncîple tliat w'as adhered
eries are to be preserved, we are departing to or recognized in the bil of 1882, or in
from the principle of representation by popu- that of 1892. Let metake Essex, for instance.
lation. I do not think so. I think we are The countyof Essexhad at the censusof 1881,
acting on that principle. Of course, you 46,000 people. Twenty-one thousand or a
cannot have a pedantic equality in ail ti thu
circumstances, but you are giving to the met less than 2 ,000wa theunitof measuremn.Now, givi ng the county twvo members
largest constituencies the largest representa- t

in.teewre400o an excess of population.tion. If you were to undertake to give represen-
Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Toronto for in- tation by population then, one township

stance. should have been taken from the east end of
Essex and attached to Kentin order to reduce

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Toronto has five mem- the number represented in Essex by the two
bers. members repre-enting the community. AnY

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-With 200,000 hon. gentleman who w ill go over the census
people. wil see that in such a Redistribution Bill as

that of 1882, and again that of 1892, there
Hon. Mr. MILLS-Montreal has 250,000 was not the slightest regard had to the

people, and the late administration gave principle of repre-entation by population,
Montreal only five representatives. My hon. and the breaking up of coun ty boundaries
friend did not question that. Montreal has and the departure froni the rinciple laid
sone eight representatives from rural dis- dowN n by Sir John Macdonald in 1872, was
tricts outside. In anything that aflects the not (lue in the slightest degree to any such
well being of the city, these men are as much consideration. No such motive had the
the representatives of Montreal as if they slightest influence upon those who made the
represented a constituency in the city, and division at that tiie. For instance, in the
the sane with Toronto. Toronto has to-day province of Nova Scotia, Inverness had
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nearly 26,000 inhabitants, Halifax City with no protest against the wrong that was being
two members had 68,000 inhabitants ; that, done. Let me mention a few cases. North
was 34,000 for each member. Halifax would Leeds, 12,400; South Grenville, 13,000;
have been entitled to three members if you rontenac, nearly 15,000; NIonck, 15,000;
weregoing toadhere strictly to the principle Lennox, 16,000; Cardwell, 16000; Kent,
of representationby population. Then there 36,000, East Siincoe, 28,000; South Simcoe,
was the county of Victoria with 12,470 26,000; East Elgin, 26,000-those are inst-
represented by a member, and Queen's had ances to show th<t the principle of repre-
but one-third of the number of inhabitants sentation by population was fot that which
that was given a single representative in governed those who prepared that measure.
the city of Halifax. Then let me Under that icasure and taking the census
take Westnorland, in New Brunswick. of 1881, which was the basis of that measure,
Westmorland had nearly 38,000 population you have eight constituencies representing a
with one member ; Queen's had 14,000 of a population of 111,000. That is 13,870
population with one member; Sunbury instead of 21,000. You have eight other
6,500 with one member. That was the constituencies representing a population of
condition of things in these provinces after 115,000 or about 15,000 to the constituency.
the Redistribution Bill of 1882, so that it You have eight others rppresenting 213,000,
is preposterous to argue that the Redistri- or 26,600 to the canstitueucy. So that in
bution Bill at that time broke down county one case the first eight constituencies, that
bourndaries and united fractions of different ought to have five meinbers, have eight, and
counties for the purpose of giving to the in the other case, which ought to have
country the principle of representation by five members, had eight. And so you have
population in the constituency. Then when the other eight, that ought to have had
we come to the province of Quebec, we find eleven, under represented by eight. 1 am
that Drummond and Arthabaska had over quite sure every hon. gentleman will seý
37,000 ; Rimouski 30,000, Hochelaga 36,- that in that ineasure the principle of repre-
000, Montcslm 13,000, and so on. I sentation by population did not govern, so
Mention these cases for the purpose of that the reason for the measure was some-
showing that no such principle as represen- thing wholly different. Let me mention
tation by population was recognized in 1882, some of the facts, and ny hon. friend sitting
nor was it in 1892. Then let me take Ontario. opposite me I hope will bear testimony to
If you were to adopt the principle of repre- the accuracy of the statement which I
sentation by population in the arithmetical make
sense, and to break down county boundaries Hon Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
and to undertake to forn constituencies of Wait tili I hear it.
equal population, you would destroy all that
organic life which pertains to a constituency Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am not asking the
rade up of people who are in the habit of hon. gentleman to testify in advance. The
acting togetler, for various public and other count of Kent was entitie( to two repre-
Purposes, as jurymen, as members of agri- sentatives at lcast. h ha-I 54,000 people.
cultural societies, as municipal councillors, 42,000 was the number that, according to
and as voters in municipal elections and population, should he represented by two
elections for1 the2 local lenisoatures. e

Fýmrntenac, nea 1,000 ton, 15,000 ;h

lon. Mr. McHILLAN -3Sir Oliver two was the smallest number thot the coun-
nteoty should have returned. A prtion of

Mse nt ai much attention to tnese K tt at

rules.governed thos0wh pepred tha t, aure

lon. Mr. MILLS-I think Ue paid a the rertanng portion of La bton was given
g0ol deal of attention to them. I xIl hae! two meinbers. tat is, Labton, that ehad
thMaps here for the information of m lion. 2,000ppeople less had three townships taken
friend. lu some cases tîiere are departures off, and the remaini0 g portion given two
from the rule, but the casc-s are very few. cnsinbers. That portion of Lambton taken
b~ut, Oh, ihe nuiber of cases in vhich the off, and a portion of Kent taken off, fored
rule was departel f rom in 1882 when fiftv- the county of 2 0 othwell. T en there has a
fioe constituencies were altered, in the pro- portion of the county of nituell, th a town-

ince of Ontario alone, and this Flouse Miade ships of trford and Howard and the town
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of Ridgetown that gave a Liberal majority
of upward of 400, were taken off the county of
Bothwell and added to the county of West
Elgin which was already largely Liberal.
Why were those townships taken from the
county of Ktnt and put onto the county of
West Elgin?

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-What was the
population of West Elgin ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-42,000 odd, a little
more than was necessary to entitle theni to
two members.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
West Elgin ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, Elgin. Thetown
of St. Thomas, if taken off East Elgin and
put into West Elgin, would have given them
enough for two inembers. Of course East
Elgin had no prescriptive right to the town
of St. Thomas.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-It has had it
since the union of the provinces, I think.

Hon. Mr. M ILLS-My hon. friend says
that because the lown of St. Thomas which
is a part of the county of Elgin, was in the
first instance put in East Elgin, that that
was an insuperable bar, as I understand hii,
to Parliainent putting the town of St. Tho-
mas into West Elgin, although it is of the
sane county. But to take two townships
and a town out of the county of Kent,
that never was in West Elgin, that did not
act with West Elgin, and forms no part of
West Elgin, for no purpose whatever, to take
that off the cou nty of Kent and put it in the
county of Elgin was a most proper thing to
do.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-If the hon. gen-
tleman will look at the populations of East
and West Elgii, as constituted, with those
two townships, lie will find they are nearly
on a par.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend is in
trouble again-I am speaking of the munici-

unduly large, and the county of West
Elgin unduly small, there was a simple way
of rectifying that iiequality and of equaliz-
ing the constituency, and that was by tak-
ing the town of St. Thomas out of East
Elgin and putting it into West Elgin.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-There was just
as much diffèrence between East and West
Elgin, if you take half of St. Thomas which
was a municipality by itself, just as much
as one of the townships was, you might as
well take the city of St. Thomas and divide
it into two as to take one of those town-
ships which my hon. friend mentions from
Kent. They are all on a par.

Hon. Mr. MILLS - No, I happen to
know personally of the matter and my hon.
friend does not.

Hon. Mr. Mc.M ILLAN - Yes,
thirteen years in the county.

I was

Hon. Mr. MILLS.-I am glad to hear it,
and I hope my hon. friend will see the in-
justice of the proposition he is now putting
forward. Take the city of St. Thomas,
West Elgin had about 14,000. It is a
larger constituency than a good nany of
those that were lef t, even as it was. East
Elgin contained 28,000. At that time St.
Thomas had about 7,000 people, and if you
take St. Thomas off East Elgin, you would
reduce its population by 7,000. If you put
7,000 with 14,000 it would make 21,000,
and if you take 7,000 froin 28,000 it would
leave 21,000. So that if you transfer the
town of St. Thomas, according to the popu-
lation at that time from East Elgin to
West Elgin you would have two constitu-
encies as nearly as possible equal.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-1 t was a muni-
cipality by itself, and we would .have to cut
it in two.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
.is inistaken. The town of St. Thomas had
7,000 at that time.

Hon. Mr. McM ILLAN-Under one
pal county of Elgin-the county that under 1 municipality.
the law in known as the county of Elgin, Hon Mr. MILLS-There is only one
contained at the tinie 42,000. Now, 21,000 municipality in St. Thomas, and taken off
is the unit, a one-ninety-second part of the East Elgcin and put on West Elgin it would
province of Ontario: so that the county of C gve a two on W es about equl
Elgin had a sufficient number to entitle it
to two members and a few hundred to Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--MY
spare. If the county of East Elgin was hon. friend the Minister of Justice is finding
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fault because Elgin was not divided in the
manner in which he thought it ought to have
been divided.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-It is the only
way it could be divided.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I have had a good
many interruptions, and if I interrupt my
hon. friend the leader of the opposition, I
hope he will not lose bis equanimity.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Not
if the bon. gentleman only interrupts once,
which is all I have done.

Hon. Mr. MILLS -My hon. friend speaks
of the wrong that has been done. It is
quite right to take off two townships and
put thein on East Elgin, but it would be
wrong to take one t, wnship from East Elgin
and put it on West Elgin. Let me see what
these gent[omen did besides that. They
found East Elgin had too large a number and
they took South Dorchester off East Elgin
and put it on Etst Middles--x. They took
the township of Euphemia off Lambton and
put it on West Middlesex. They took the
township of Stephen off South Huron and
put it on North Middlesex. I need not go
Over the whole of the divisions, but as I
have pointed out already, it is clear, beyond
all question, that they were not made for
the purpose of equalizing the constituencies.
They did not equalize them. They left the
difference as great between the constituen-
cies after the changes were made as before.
They eut up county boundaries and they
brought people together once in five years
for elections tha, otherwise did not meet at
ali. Besides those principles upon which I
think we ought to proceed and those prac-
tices which I think we ought to avoid,
there is this fact, that upon this ques-
tion Parliament has a mandate from
the country. The present administration,
and those who support them, went to the
country upon this question, as one of the
questions on which they asked an expression
of public opinion. There was the question
of the adoption of the provincial franchise ;
there was the question of the restoration of
county boundaries and the principle of
representation by population within those
limits, as far as it could be conveniently
adopted. Those have been adhered to in
this bill. We have also, as I pointed out,
1not taken into our own hands the redistri-
bution of seats. We have not come to Par-

liament, as the government did in 1872, in
1882 and in 1892, with a measure carried
through the House of Cominons by a major-
ity altering the boundaries of constituencies
of those who were politically dominant for
the time being, and coming to this House
and receiving, within a remarkably short
period of time, the ratification of that
measure, without any protest by any hon.
gentleman who supported the administra-
tion. I think, with the undoubted expres-
sion of public opinion in the country-the
returning to Parlianent of a majority of
fifty members supporting the principle of
this bill-that this House will not consider
it any portion of its duty, to call in question
the propriety of the ueasure, and to object
to its becoming law.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL
moved the adjournment of the debate.

The motion was agreed to.

SECOND READINGS.

Bill (141) " An Act to confer on the Com-
inissioner of Patents certain powers for the
relief of the Penberthy Injector Company."
-(Mr. Casgrain.)

Bill (158) "An Act respecting the Ed-
monton District Railway Company, and to
change its nane to the Edmonton, Yukon
and Pacific Railway Company."-(Mr.
Perley.)

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, 18th July, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

BUFFALO AND FORT ERIE BRIDGE
COMPANY'S BILL.

REFERRED BACK TO COMMITVEE.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED moved:
That the resolution adopting the report of the

Standing Connittee on Railways, Telegraphs and
H arxurs upon the Bill (No. 96) from the Houise of
Commons, intituled : " An Act respecing the Buffalo
and Fort Erie Bridge Comnpfany," be rescinded and
that the said report be referred back to the said con-
mittee for reconsideration.
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le said :-In the absence of the hon. gen-
tleman from Brandon I have been asked to
move the resolution whicli appears on the
motion paper in his name. 1 am happy to
say that the misunderstanding which pre.
vailed between the pronoters of the bill and
my hon. friend fromi Monck has been happily
explained away, and I understand ny hon.
friend wiil consent to the motion passing.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-As far as I am
concerned, if the House considter it right and
proper that we should grant this motion, and
will carry out the understânding they have
come to-and I have every reason to believe
they wiIl-I have no objection whatever.
We will sec in conmmittee what they will do.

The motion was agreed to.

THIRD READING.

Bill (J) "An Act respecting Usury."-
(Mir. Dandurand.)

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY EX-
TENSION BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the third read-
ing of Bill (138) "An Act to confirm an
agreement entered into by Her Majesty
with the Grand Trunk Railway Company of
Canada, for the purpose of securing the
extension of the Intercolonial Railway
system to the city of Montreal."

The motion was agreed to, and the bill was
read the third time.

Hon. Mr. CLEM OW-I understood yes-
terday that this bill was to be postponed
until the Drummond County Railway Bill
was taken up. I have given notice of an
amendment that I intended to move to this
bill. I thought it was understood that the
consideration of this bill should be deferred
until the Drummond County Railway Bill
had been considered, because if the Drum-
mond County Railway Bill were rejected
this bill would b unnecessary, and vice versa,

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
see that that rule would apply to either bill.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-This has been an
exceptional bill all along, and we considered
both bills together.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is what we are
doing. We are going on with the other bill

inmediately. It would be impossible to do
otherwise than to pass one first.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-Was not the
converse proposition, as laid down by the
hon. leader of the opposition, adopted; that
if the Grand Trunk Bill passed, the Drum-
mond County Bill passed de facto ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That was the fact.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
might mention to my hon. friend that the
Grand Trunk Bill might be passed, and they
might utilize, under lease, the Drummond
County Road, or they might make other
arrangements by continuing the Grand
Trunk to Lévis and Quebec, but if the
Drummond County Railway should be pur-
chased, and the Grand Trunk not leased,
then you would have a road beginning
nowhere and ending nowhere. The under-
standing yesterday was that the Drummond
County Bill should be laid over until the
government had prepared another clause to
the bill, providing that it should not come
into operation, nor the purchase he com-
pleted, until the agreement with the Grand
Trunk Railway had been concurred in and
agreed to by the shareholders of the Grand
Trunk Railway Company.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW--I move:
That the clause compelling the governient to trans-

fer to the Grand Trunk Railway at Montreal all un-
signed western bound traffic, be amended by adding
thereto, with " approval of the shippers, consignors
or owners of freight destined for western points."

I gave notice correctly, but it was pub-
lished incorrectly. The notice was that
when the third reading of the Grand Truink
Railway Bill was called, I would move this
amendment. But in the minutes it appears
as an amendaient to the Drummond CountY
Railway Bill. Everything is wrong here.
My intention was to give the parties having
unconsigned freigh t in Monitreal the option
that their freight should not be transferred
to the Grand Trunk without their consent.
I think it is only reasonable. A great deal
of freight goes to Montreal unconsigned.
Under this arrangement all the unconsigned
freight would be handed over holus bolus W
the Grand Trunk Railway Company. I look
upon this clause as a combine of the worst
kind, and I want to remove that feature
from the bill. Therefore I say that it should
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be amended in accordance with my motion.
If they do not object all right, but parties
should have the power to approve or dis-
approve of their freight being transferred at
Montreal. I do not think it will injure
any one, but it will reniove that hideous
feature of the case-being a combine of the
worst kind between the Grand Trunk and
the Dominion of Canada. I do not think
there is any precedent 1.)r it. I do not
believe, if the records of the whole world
Were searched, that we would find an
arrangement of this nature. It would be a
great adventage if this amendment were
accepted, and it could do no harm. If those
parties having unconsigned freight think
proper to object to their freight being trans-
ferred to the Grand Trunk, they should
have the same privileges as owners of the
consigned freiglht. I think the amendment
will be an improvement to the bill, and I
cannot see that it will injuriously affect
any interest.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
should have moved it at the third reading.

ion. Mr. CLEMOW-This is the third
readinig.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I an not proposing
to raise a question of order. The hon.
gentleman can inove his amendient, I sup-
Pose, at the last motion, that the bill do pass.
thougrh I have never known it occur. I wish
to say a word or two on the merits of the
Proposition. The hou. gentleman Lhinks
there is nothing like giving a dog a bad
name. He says this is a combine of the
Worst kind. If there was no railway con-
Petition below Montreal, I could understand
that there might be some force in the bon.
gentleman's contention, but the fact is that
We have at the present time at least one
railway competing, with the Intercolonial
tailway, and there is no possibility of
the rates being made unduly high, so that
I think the combine argument fai's. When
You get to Lévis, there are two or three
roads, and shippers who wish to have low
freigit can use some other road.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
rie to a question of order. There is nothing
before the House which the hon. gentleman
Pan discuss. We had better have the motion,
if it is in order, put in the Speaker's hands.

lion. Mr. CLEMOW-The bill has been
rattled through the House so fast that

nobody can understand it. Some thought
that we were dealing with the Grand Trunk
and some with the Drummond County Rail-
way Bill. As far as the hon. gentleman's
argument is concerned

Hon. Mr. POWER-I rise to a question of
order. If I cannot discuss the motion, the
hon. gentleman has no right to reply to my
remarks.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I am only ex-
plaining.

Hon. Mr. POWER-That is all I was
doing.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I did not under-
stand, and I do not think any inember of
the House understood what was before the
House. I may not have made this motion
in time, but I was following what I under-
stood, rightly or wrongly, was the arrange-
ment of yesterday. I merely want an
opportunity to put this before the House
and let the House vote upon it. I want to
have it put on record that I took this course.
As far as the hon. gentleman's argument is
concerned, there is no force in that at all,
because this is freight at Montreal going
west.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-The
hon. gentleman can move that the bill be
not now read the third tirne, but that iL be
referred back to the Committee of the Whole.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It has been read the
third time.

Hon. Mr. McDONALD (C.B.)-In order
to give the hon. gentleman from Rideau an
opportunity to put his motion before the
House, I move that the bill do n>t now pass,
but that it be amended as lie has suggested.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My lion. friend can-
not make that motion.

Hon. Mr. McDONALD (C.B.)-Yes, he
can.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The bill has been
read the third time, and the House can only
accept or reject it at the passing.

Hon. Mr. àlcDONALD (C.B.)-I re-
member some years ago a motion was made
that a bill do not pass, and the bill was
defeatrd. If a similar motion carries here,
then the bill can be referred back.
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
is mistaken.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I merely want the
thing to be understood fairly and squarely.
I do not care how you do it. I hope the
leader of the government will not take ad-
vantage of my failure to understand the
position of the bill.

The SPEAKER-This motion is in order
only with the consent of the House. If it
is the pleasure of this House, I can put the
motion, but not otherwise.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-If hon. gentlemen
do not consent you will have a hard time
with other bills.

The SPEAKER-Is it the pleasure of
the bouse that this bill pass 7

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Yeas and nays.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-My hon. friend, on
reflection, I am sure will see that the pro-
position he made was nct one that was ten-
able. It has reference to all freights not
consigned. Freight might be from Russia,
Sweden, Germany or elsewhere, sent to
Canada. On the hon. gentleman's proposi-
tion, that freight would have to be detained
in Montreal until you could communicate
with the consignor.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-No.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That would be the
effect of it, and it would not be reasonable
at ail.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I should like to call the attention of the
House to the fact that the hon. gentleman
is out of order. The mot ion was put and the
yeas and the nays asked for. and nobody
has a right to speak after the members are
called in.

The Senate divided on the amendment,
which was lost on the following vote:-

CONTENTS:

Hon. Messrs.
Aikins,
Ailan,
Bolduc,
Bowell.(Sir Mackenzie),
Casgramn,
Coch rane,
Daniurand,
Dever,

McLaren,
MoMillan,
McSweeney,
Mills,
O'Donohoe,
Oglvie,
Power,
Scott,

Dobson,
Ferguson,
Fiset,
Forget,
Hingston (Sir William),
King,
Lougheed,
Macdonald (P.E.I.),
MacInnes,

Snowball,
Sullivan,
Templeman,
Thibaudeau (LaVallière),
Vidal,
Villeneuve,
Wark,
Yeo.-33.

NON-CONTENTS:

Hon. Messrs.
Arnon, McKay,
Armiand, McKindsey,
Boucherville, de (C.M.G.), Merner,
Clemow, Perlev,
Landry, Prim;.ose,
McCallum, Prowse.-13.
McDonald (C.B.),

The bill then passed, on a division.

DRUMMOND COUNTY RAILWAY
BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the third read-
ing of Bill (133) "An Act to authorize the
acquisition by the Dominion of the Drum-
mond County Railway."

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved that the bill be
not read the third time, but that it he
amended by adding the following clause:-

This Act shall not come into force until after the
bill of the present session, entitled "An Act to cyn-
firn an agreement entered into by Her Majesty with
the Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada for
the purpose of securing t he extension of the Inter-
colonial Railway system to the city of Montreal,"
is brought into operation by the Governor General's
proclamation, as required by the said Act.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I yesterday
gave notice thalt I would move the amend-
mend which appears in my name on the
notice paper. I might say this was made
at the suggestion of my hon. friend from
Amherst, who observed the omission iii the
bill. I beg to withdraw it in favour of the
amendment moved by the Minister of Jus-
tice.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Does the hon. gen-
tleman opposite think there is the slightest
danger of the Grand Trunk Railway refus-
ing to accept the bill which bas been passed ?
The government have given everything the
Grand Trunk Railway Company have asked,
and the shareholders will hold up both hands
in favour of it. I am not a prophet, nor
the son of a prophet, but I venture to prt-
dict that as soon as this bill passes the stock
of the Grand Trunk will go up.
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Hon. Mr. FORGET-Buy some of it now.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-I do
not intend to vote against this amendment,
but I should like to understand it. The
Grand Trunk Railway Bill has passed, and I
do not see how this can affect it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not think, per-
sonally, the amendment is necessary. I
have no doubt the Grand Trunk arrange.
ment will be carried out, that it will receive
the neces.sary support of those interested in
the company, but some hon. gentlemen in
the House seemed to think it was necessary
to make assurance doubly sure, and suggested
the amendment, and for the sake of facilita-
ting the passage of the bill I concurred in
that suggestion, and so we proposed this
amendment. Of course if the Grand Trunk
stockholders or. shareholders were to decide
against the arrangement which the managers
of the company have made with the govern-
ment, it would not go into operation, and
the proclamation would not issue, and in
that event it is simply provided that the
other provision as to the Drummond County
Railway should not come into operation
either. I have no doubt that both will
come into operation when they receive the
sanction of Parliament, but as this amend-
ment was asked for by some hon. gentlemen
who supported the bi1l, I thought it was
only courteous to them that we should agree
to it.

The amendment was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-I do
not think that this amendment which has
just been passed changes the position of the
bill very much. Still it may satisfy some.
But there is another point on which I am
not satisfied. It is admitted, I think, by
every hon. gentleman that if the contract
With the Grand Trunk Company was broken
we would find ourselves with the Drummond
County Railway on our hands, beginning
lowhere and ending in the same way. The
question is, can this contract with the Grand
Trunk be broken ? Supposing the Grand
Trunk does not well and faithfully perfori
all the covenants and agreements undertaken
by this contract, would the government have
a right to break the contract ? I think it is
the essence of a contract that if one party
does not comply with all the conditions, the
other party can break the contract. In that

case, as it is not a contract with the Drum-
mond County Railway, but a sale, the gov-
ernment will remain in possession of the
road. I understand that the objection
might be made, if the House reject the
Drummond County Bill where will the gov-
ernment be? They will have no communica-
tion with the Grand Trunk. That is an
entire mistake, because the Grand Trunk
already has a road from Richmond to Point
Lévis in better condition than the Drum-
mond County Road.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Not at all.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHEIIRVILLE-The
reason why I think it is in better condition
is that the time tables show about the same
time for the two, although one is longer than
other.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-There is a dif-
ference of three-quarters of an hour.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-On
one express it is about the saie thing. At
all events, it is easily understood that at
this moment, when the Grand Trunk is
almost a necessity, there may be some under-
standing, but the Grand Trunk from Rich-
mond to Point Lévis is certainly one of the
best roads in America. It has been built
without regard to expense. Everybody who
travels on it knows what condition it is
in. If we reject the Drummond County
Bill, we will still have the saine connection
with Point Lévis by the Grand Trunk, and
I an sure they would be glad to make
another arrangement with the government
to take that road, and by taking that road
they would prevent the destruction of that
country. That road is serving a large sec-
tion, -which will not be as well served if it is
a local road. I think that we should not
pass the Drummond County Bill. I there-
fore move that this bill be not now read the
third time, but that it be read the third
time this day six months.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I wish to say a
word of explanation as to why I .,hall vote
for the six months' hoist. I do not propose
to sanction this arrangement when I take
into consideration what has been said by
the members of the House about it. The
hon. gentleman fron Brandon said this
meas;ure was conceived in sin and brought
forth in iniquity. He may have changed
bis mind about it, but 1 have not changed
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mine. The leader of the opposition said it
was a damnable bill. What change has

h- h L

NON-CONTENTS:

Hon. Messrs.

come over tl ese on. getee lv iis MLrnthey been sufficiently satisfied so that this Alian, Me
new bill is acceptable to them after all they Baird Millan,
have said about it ? It is not satisfactory Bakdu, Mcsv
to me, and I shall not vote for it. I am Boweli (Sir Mackenzie), O'Donohoe,

just as anxious as anybody to get the Inter- rain, Ogilvie,* ocrane, Power,
colonial to Montreal, but at the same time Dandurand, Scott.
I have not been satisfied about this matter. Dever, Snowball,
Therefore I do not think I should be doing euson, Sulivan,

my duty if I gave a silent vote on this ques- Fiset TIibaudeau (LaValiiere),
tion, because it is well known, from the dis- Forget, Vidal,

cussion which took place here and what Kng, mVieuv
people have stated, that this is the same Lougheed, Yeo.-35.
arrangement that we had two years ago. Macdonald (RE.I.),
For that reason, I do not intend to vote for The motion for the thi-d reading of the
it. Other people may have new light. I!bilwas agreed to, and the bil was read the
should like to know from where the new third tine and passed.
light has come. I have not been able to see
it and I have tried to look for it. Probably I CUSTOMS ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
am not so bright as some people who get light,
but if I had characterized thebillas canceived
in iniquity and brought forth in sin, and as a The buse resolved itself into Com-
damnable bill, I would want considerab!e mittee of the Whole on Bil (154) "An Act
light beore I would support it. I have further to amend the Customs Act."
opposed it fron the beginning, and I have t
not changed my mind at all. We hear of
contractors like the hon. gentleman from Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This bill is prornoted
Gleiigar-ry going over that road who say by one of the provinces of the Dominion,
that they could build two roads foi- what we' and perhaps other provinces, to enable sports-
are paying for this. I spoke the other day
of sonething being for the boy in it and
helping the machine, there is no doubt in
my mind there is something being done in
that way. Of course I think so, but I can-
not think too loud. They may be operating
the same as MacNish, and I have no doubt
we will have a MacNish who will confess
the whole thîing by and by when we get it
before the courts. I have given sufficient
reasons why I should not vote for the bill,
and I hope I will satisfy the people of the
country when I record my vote against this
bill.

The amendment was lost on the follow-
ing division: -

CONTENTS:

Hon. Messrs.

Almon,
Armand,
Boucherville, de (C.
Clemow,
Landry,
McCallum,
McDonald (C.B.),
McKay,

McKindsey,
Merner,

M.G), Miller,
Montplaisir,
Owens,
Perley,
Primrose,
Prowse. -16.

men from the United States who take out
a license in Canada under certain conditions
to take back with them a part of their
spoils. I think in most of the provinces
they are limited to two deer, and this
authorizes the Governor General in Council
to make regulations for the carrying out of
the proposai to allow thein to take the car-
casses out of the country.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Unless this bill is restricted in its operation
I should be inclined to cast my vote against
it. If I understand the bill, it is to change
the Customs Act so as to permit the exporta-
tion of deer. Is it only to the extent to
which they may be shot in the different
provinces ? If it gues beyond that, then it
would be dangerous.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Ir is not beyond that.
It is at the instance of the provinces.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is a matter of little consequence to me.
T am not wedded to what the provinces want.
When I had the honour of being in the
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government, we forbade the exportation 1 steamboats and hotels and railway companies
of deer, cariboo, moose and that character and others who are interested in that way,
of game for the reason, that the Canadian who think that by the passage of this law,
woods were being depleted of these animals. allowing those coming in from the United
Foreigners used to come in by hundreds States Vo shoot to carry off their game, it
during the shooting season and export deer will be the means of affording additional
by thousands until you could scarcely get a attractions Vo travellers, and so increase the
deer in our woods. I am speaking particu number of people visiting the different parts
larly of Ontario. Then the Federal Govern- of the country, and bring no money to the
mentpassed a law prohibiting the exportation rail ways and hotels. I do noV believe that any
of deer. After that the provinces took the sportsman really wants a bil of this kind.
question into consideration and passed Acts I ar sorry to say that 1 was unable to ob-
for the preservation of game. In Ontario tain an opinion fro. those I wrote to in
no one is permitted to shoot more than two Toronto since this bil was introduced. 1
deer. If the licensee, whether he be from know that they are true sportsmen, but,
the United States or Europe, obtains a unfortunately, they are all out of town.
license, do I understand that under the law My objection Vo the bil is that it vould
he is restricted to the killing of two deer, tend Vo increase the number of pot hunters,
and that if that be the case will he be re- who would core Vo the country Vo shoot and
stricted under the operation of this Act to take away gaine with them for the purpose
the exportation of two deer? of sale. In Ontario, the aw as it stands

H _:Ur. SCOTT-Yes. inits the shooting to Vwo deer for each per-
son, but even with that linit there are wavs

ion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I and means found of getting round the regu-
do no know theS law in New Brunswick and lations, and it is extremely difficuit for the
Nova Scotia, but in the province of Quebec garne wardens Vo prevent evaions of the
a huntsran can kili two ioose, two carihoo'law although in the last few years they have
and three deer within what is Vermed zone, een doing their best to enforce the law and
No. 1. In zone 1;o. 2 Vhe right to ki i u b do their duty. The resuits have been that
extended to four moose instead of two, and in may parts of Ontario the deer have in-
is restricted Vo two cariboo and three deer. creased. If this bi l is passed, I think it
In ail cases, however, deer are prevented wil d Vt o their difficulties, and we sha 
froi being shot. What I should like t have a number of people mere pot hunters
know, before proceeding any further, i coning n for the sake of shooting and sel-

khether the wording of this Act would pro- wing the deer. As Vo the objection made by
hibit the exportation of more than two deer my hon. friend that the deer, if Dot alowed
i Ontario, and two moose and two cariboo o be taken away wouhd be lef t to rot on the
or three deer in the province of Quebec. ground, there is no danger of that. Any
Perhaps some gentleman frorw the maritime one who shoots a deer, can easaly dispose of
Provinces could tell us the Iaw in those pro- it. As far as 1 arn concerned, I should be

The bia reads: very sorry if the bih passed.

theeexportatonnof twoyder ienso e onal. I naitelwa tsad

mregulating the number of deer and parts theree ache
rovincial or territorial authority in Canad.T information of the hon. leader of the opposi-

Hn.seesVomet rirtMACK I B ex t-tion, who asked something about the law in
tion to the nu laber they can shoot at present ios, a n cs, thm ifictio the
but if the law were changed in either o exportation of moose bides and carcasses and
these c and they were perritted Vo cariboo hides and carcasses is stricty for-adtr deer iintc in at i te zone bidden by customs Iaw, and while this bi 

deer indiscrirninateentionhen they1wouldhave the right Vo export indiscriminately s do t erty entshve, I that
exnd whether that shou d be restricted, or i deer " would certain y cover cari-
Whether we shoud wait until that event boo, and might cover moose. As one inte-
Incurs, is a question for the hon. minister w aested in the preservatiion of game in Nova
fOmsideri s Scotia, I should be very sorry Vo see the bll

h passed. The community, as every hon. gen-
pron. Mr. ALLAN -As far as I can learn, tieman knows, is divided into two classes on

8 bi is sought for more by the agents of the subjeot of ga e. There are those who

Fo5euaigte ubro eran at hro
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want to make the most possible money out
of the gaine just to-day, and there is the
class who wish to preserve the gaine so that
the game may afford amusement and profit
to future generations, as well as to the pre-
sent generation. It seems to me, hon. gentle-
men, that in the present instance the Min-
isster of Customs has been perhaps, to a
certain extent, unduly influenced by the
people who are always in the majority, who
want to make a little money here and now
It is perfectly true that if you could guar-
antee that this alteration of the law, when
it went into operation, would not be abused,
there might not be a great deal of fault to
find with it. But, as a matter of fact, there
will be ail sorts of abuses and frauds con-
nected with it. That has been the experience
of every one who bas had anything to do
with the enforcement of the game laws.
Pot hiunters, and others who are anxious
to make a little money out of game, are ready
with ail sorts of tricks and subterfuges and
even fraud in order to succeed in their ob-
ject. A difficulty will occur at once. This
enactment proposes that the Governor in
Council may make orders for regulating the
number of deer and parts thereof which may
be exported in any year, &c. You will
have this sort of thing happening : each man,
as I understand it, in the province of On-
tario who procures a license is allowed to
shoot two deer. Then you will have a man
come and ask to export two deer, a man who
has been hunting and perhaps bas not
shot any deer, and you will find the pot
hunter who has killed a dozen deer naking
use of people who have not shot any to ex-
port the whole dozen. I am satisfied that
it will be almost impossible to prevent the
evasion of this law. I do not think there
is any large claqs of the population who are
asking for the change. With respect to the
game of the country, Providence put it here
in the first place for the use of the inhabi-
tants of the country, and I do not think
that, for the purpose of meeting the views
of a few gentlemen who come here, a large
diminution of the game should be encouraged.
If there was a provision that a man who
had shot a deer might take the horns away
with him I should not so much object, but
when we come to admitting hides and car-
casses the inducement is too great. It is
not a measure on which the fate of which
the government depends, and I propose to

use my right as an independent member to
vote against the bill.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-As I explained, the
Minister of Customs was very much impress-
ed with the representat ions of sportsmen
who come into the country and spend a good
deal of money. I speak only of the province of
Ontario, for I have no knowledge of the
game laws of the other provinces. A sports-
man is allowed to kill two deer. These
sportsmen spend very large amounts of
money in the country purchasing equipmients,
food, tents, &tc., and1 employ guides and
others, and they represenited that it seemed
very hard that, having paid their money for
their licenses, they would not be allowed to
take away the deer they were allowed to kill.
I see the force of the argument that the
privilege under this bill may be abused. I
presume it would ail depend on the arrange-
ment made by the Customs Departmnent.
Ail this clause does is to allow the Governor
in Council to make such an arrangement as
will enable them to permit the number of
deer a sportsman is allowed to kill to be
taken out of the country. I quite see the
opportunity for abuse.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-As I understand
it, every man is obliged to take out a license ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-For which he has
to pay $25. He is supplied with tags by the
Customs department, so as to furnish evidence
that the deer was killed by the sane person
who had the license. I think if a man
shoots two deer under such circuinstances he
should be allowed to take them away. Under
the present arrangement, it is impossible to
deceive the Customs Departnent. They are
obliged to present the tags at the custoins
when making the entries. Am I right?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW--I think every pre-
caution is taken to prevent more than twO
deer being killed and taken out of the
country by any one sportsman. If you
come to the conclusion that sportsmen should
not kill any deer, then make restrictions,
but if you think two deer is a reasonable
number to kill, you shoul allow the sports-
men to take away two deer, because it is
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better to have thetri taken away than to Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I take it for
leave them to rot in the woods. granted the statement made by the hon.

Hon. Mr. PO WER-They are notalwed Secretary of State is correct, that the pro-
o Mr. PO We ER-They a l vince of Ontario bas desired this legislation,

to rot ini the woods. and it is legislation of a nature which should

Hion. Mr. CLEXMOW-What can they do be passed. Prohibitions of this nature should

with theni? be of an elastic character-should be
possessed of such flexibility that the right

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Sell them in the should be granted when certain grounds are
Country. submitted to the Governor in Council to

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-As long as aCounil o use and
customs tag represents a deer, what differ- e c the rih I the is veste
ence does it make in whose hands it is? inte Goenoin oun ai th bos fvich

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It seems to me from Halifax cannot possibly arise. I cer-
the opposition to passing the bill is illogical tainiy shah support the bil.
and inconsistent, when we take into con- Hon. Mr. McSWEENEY-The province
sideration the rights of the provinces in of New Brunswick gets a revenue of six or
regulating the game laws. If the provinces seve
have the right to protect these animals and The charge outsiders about $20 each and
f t d 1 l i l h l i l

oi ea w t t, emn exc us ve , 011iigv hmtepiieeo iln omn
reason why the power should not be vested
in the Governor in Council, when any par- give ah em vee filhng 80 y,
ticular province makes such representations,
to permit the exportation of property which away. In many instances moose bas been
admnittedly belongs to the province. Iaditedy elng t te roine. t left to rot. Six or seven thousand dollars
seens a most selfish ground to take, and is is quite an object Vo the government. Every
simplv a dog-in-the-manger policy. The deer costs f rou fifty to a hundred dollars Vo
animals belonging to the province, the power
Vo deal with them is vested in the province. niistake to prevent the exportation of these

moose, and it seem very sta cn animais.
on1. r. O - e eg;saton or-

bidding the exportation of these hides and
carcasses was introduced at the instance of
the provinces acting in their legislative capa-
City. Now, is there any evidence that the
provinces in the same capacitv have asked

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We must not confuse
the functions of the provinces in this matter
with ours. The pýeservation of game in
this province belongs to the province. It
does not belong to us and I do not think it

to have this prohibition removed? is any portion of our duty to undertake to
frustrate the policy of the province, even

Hon. Mr. LOUGH EED-Yes, I can very though we may think that policy is not the
'Well understand a province becoining over- wisest or the best policy to pursue. The
Zealous in regard to a prticular matter, and propriety of permitting foreigners to comae
legislating without fully conteniplating the in and shoot gaine, which may have the
results which might aise from a particular effect of greatly diminishing the abundance
hne of policy, and afterwards seeing the of game of any particular kind in the country,
Mistake they have inade in asking the is fairly open to question, but in the pro-
bominion to pass restrictive legislatioi. vincial legislature and not in the Parliament
Understand from the Secretary of State that of Canada. What we are undertaking to
this legislation bas been asked for by the do here is, not to decide whether it is best
provinces. or wisest for us to permit people from the

ion. Mr. SCOTT-The province of United States or any other foreign country
Stario I spoke of. to come in and obtain licenses to kill gaine

in any one province in accordance with the
lion. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman provisions of t!e law ; but where a province

said certain United States gentlemen have h as granted to a party f rom abroad a license,
1ade representation to the Minister of and lie lias killed gamne in the country under

Customns. that license, and in conformity with the law,
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whether we should allow him to take that
game away with him or not. I cannot my-
self see any good reason why we should not
allow him to take with him to his home
what the local legislature have, under their
license, allowed him to kill. If it is found
by experience that an immense number of
foreigners would come into this country and
obtain licenses for killing gaine, and that
the result of permitting thei to take the
game away was simply to greatly increase
the number of licenses, that is a matter
which at a very early day would corne under
the attention of the local legislature in each
province, and they might amend their laws,
but as long as they legislate in the direction
in which they do, I do not myself see any
reason why the Dominion should not permit
the parties to take with them the gaine
which they have killed. The laws of the
several provinces may be very different with
regard to the preservation or killing of game.
It largely depends upon its abundance or its
scarcity, and if this matter of the exporta-
tion is regulated by the Governor in Council,
it would be possible to adjust the regulations
to the particular law of each province so as,
in that regard, to permit the parties to enjoy
the fruits of their skill as hunters, and for
which they have already paid.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-You can limit the
number of licenses, can you not?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No,
because that is under the control of the
local government. If I understand it aright,
the Ontario Government charge a license to
foreigners coming in, no niatter from what
part of the world, of $25.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-Not only foreigners,
but from the province of Quebec.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
And their own people too.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
They charge $25 to every one except the
settlers in the rear counties, who are allowed
to shoot so many every year for food. It
has to be shown that the hunters who hold
licenses have killed only two deer, and
tags must be attached to them, showing
that the license fees has been paid. If that
is strictly carried out, the danger of ex-
terminating the game would be avoided al-

together. If the Minister of Custums
were to a 'pt such regulations as would
compel the exporter to produce a copy of
his license under which he shot the two
deer, there could not be much danger aris-
ing from the passage of the bil!. The only
fear that I have is that that law inight be
evaded, and by some means injury done
to the game such as existed prior to the
passage of the law preventing the exporta-
tion of game. When that clause was
placed in the Custois Act it was done at
the instance of the different provinces and
at the instance of the game clubs, and all
who were inter-sted. The province not
having the power to prevent the exportation
of gaine, applied to the Dominion Govern-
ment of the day, to place such a law on the
statute-book, so as to prevert it. Now I
understand these saine provincial govern-
ments have asked to have the law so am-
ended as to permit the exportation of that
quantity of game which the laws in each
province permit a sportsman to shoot. If
that be the case, and it is not carried be-
yond that, I do not see how any harm can
arise. I do not think it is the foreign sports-
men who have urged this so stronily on the
government. It is the railway companies,
and hotel keepers, that have more to dlo with
it than any one else, and they say that dur-
ing those periods in which the sport can
be followed, people core to this country
and spends inimen-e suins of money. As my
hon. friend from Moncton said a moment
ago, a sportsman comes in and spends $400
or $500, and all he gets are two deer if he
can shoot them for two or three weeks
sport. That is the class of people we want
to see in this country as much as possible.
It is in the interest of the carrying trade, in
the interest of those furnishing them with
food and supplies for that time, and if it
can only be guarded so as not to l4ve the
effect indicated by the hon. gentleman from
Halifax I do not see any harm in the bill.

Hon. Mr. POWER -It was very stupid
in me that I did not notice earlier the most
objectionable circumstance connected with
this measure. It is this: it is stated by the
hon. Secretary of State, and I suppose there
is no question that the statement is correct,
that this enactment is intended to pave the
way for allowing sportsmen from abroad to
take with them the number of deer which
they are allowed to kill, but the enactment
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before the committee is not limited to those
people at all. Under this enactment the resi-
dents of Canada can shoot and export. In our
province the man who is domiciled in the pro-
vince is not obliged to get a license, and I think
it is the same way in New Brunswick. All
over the province of Nova Scotia you would
have the residents of the province, who have
not been in the habit of killing umoose or
cariboo, as soon as the market was open for
those animals in the United States going
into the slaughtering of those animals whole-
sale, and if the measure is one intended for
the purpose indicated by the Secretary of
State, I think he ought at any rate to ainend
this enactment by inserting after the word
" person " in line 12, the words "not domi-
ciled in Canada," so as to limit it to outsiders.
Otherwise, we should have a wholesale
slaughter of our large game, and all the efforts
which we have been making to protect them
and prevent them f rom being exterminated
would be defeated.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-A gentleman from
British Colunibia has told me that there is
no restriction in that direction now. What
I fear is that under this bill, whereas at
present the great majority of those who
come to Canada flrom the United States are
real sportsmen, who come for the excitement
and pleasure of sport and to whom the mere
value of a carcass is a trifling consideration,
under this bill the number of pot hunters
who cone to take animals away for the
value of them will be greatly increased.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I shall be glad to ac-
Cept the amendment proposed by the hon.
gentleman for Halifax, to insert the words
"'not domiciled in Canada." Of course this
does not give the authority. It simply em-
pow r the Governor in Council to make re-
gulations, and with the strict gentleman at
the head of the Customs Department, you
rnay rely on it that the regulations he would
rnake in matters of this kind would be suffi-
ciently stringent. I should like to correct
an expression of the hon. leader of the oppo-
Sition in which he said I spoke with the
approval of the provinces. I spoke merely
of the feeling in Ontario.

Hon. Mr. TEMPLE MAN-The hon. gen-
rnan from Toronto has just made a remark
that he Lelieved there was no restriction in
British Columbia in respect to the quantity
of game that may be killed. I believe I

made such a remark the other day, and the
hon. gentleman was possibly misled by it. I
find by the statutes of British Columbia
that licenses may be granted to parties not
domiciled in British Columbia at a charge
of $50, and that under that license they
may kill not more than ten deer, five cari-
boo, three mountain sheep, five mountain
goats, two bull wapiti and two bull moose.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That is a liberal
allowance.

Hon. Mr. TEMPLEMAN-Although the
charge is bigh, it is a liberal allowance of
game. There is one thought suggested by
the British Columbia Act on which I should
like the opinion of the Minister of Justice.
Our law makers have arrogated to themselves
the power to prohibit the exportation of
game f rom the province. I understand that is
also the law of Manitoba, that if you kill
game there you cannot export it from the
province. The 4th clause of the British
Columbia Game Protection Act says:

No person shall at any time purchase or have in
possession with intent to export or cause to be ex-
ported or carried out of the limits of the province or
shall at any time or in any manner export or cause to
be exported, &c.

Assuming that the province has that
power, that this law is intra vires of the pro-
vince, what effect would this proposed amend-
ment to the Customs Act have on the Bri-
tish Columbia law? If the provinces give
licenses to sportsmen, it is only fair that
those sportsmen should be permitted to take
home with them the spoils of the chase, that
is only fair and right. Still you see it is
rather ai anomalous condition of affairs, so
far as British Columbia and Manitoba are
concerned. If the law there is law, you can-
not in those provinces export the animals,
even if you pass this bill.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
have long been of the opinion, as a layman,
that the provinces have no right to prevent
the exportation of any game-that, in fact,
the law which the hon. gentleman has read,
and also that of Manitoba is ultra vires.
That is my impression as a layman. The
Minister of Justice could tell us better what
he thinks of it.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I do not see how
the suggestion of the hon. gentleman from
British Columbia could be carried out. He
must know that frequently of the basket of
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fish which a fisherman brings home, a certain
portion is caught by himself and a portion
with a silver bait, and you cannot tell how
much game, under a license, a man may
have shot and how much he may have bough t.

Hon. Mr. MILLS -I do not know that it
is any portion of irjf duty to expound the
law to the Senate Cl amber. It is sufficiently
difficult to do that to the Crown, when the
subject specially c mes up for consideration,
but I have an opinion upon this question
and 1 can state that opinion as a senator.
My opinion is that the legislation of British
Columbia, in that regard, and of the pro-
vince of Manitoba, are very close to the
border which separates laws which are intra
vires from those whieh are ultra vires. I
take this by way of illustration. The Crown
is the proprietor of all the lands in British
Columbia that are not in the possession of
private individuals. Where the Crown has
not parted with its title, so far as wild gaine
is concerned, it stands in respect to that
gaine in much the same position that any
proprietor would be who finds ganie on his
property. It is largely by virtue of its pro-
prietory rights that the powers of legisla-
tion arise, and when it undertakes to
legislate what shall become of it after it
ceases to be gaine, the matter is then some-
what altered. Supposing a proprietor who
owns a park permits a party to shoot game
in his park, and gives him a license to do so
upon condition that lie will not sell any por-
tion of the gaine outside of the county or
district in which he is, he makes a contract,
and it may be that that contract may be en-
forced-that lie may be able to enforce that
contract against the party who has kil led the
game, because that was one of the conditions
on which he was allowed to shoot or kill the
gaine, but lie could not make any general
regulation that would hind the party, and
what the province may do under a contract
or license between themselves and the indi-
vidual hunter, is a different thing from a
general regulation which it may undertake
to enforce as law. I do not think that a
province could undertake to prohibit the ex-
portation of gaine as a law, but they might
enforce a contract into which they have
entered with the individual who obtained
the license. The same point was well dis-
cussed some years by Bether and Keating,
as law officers of the Crown, when they asked
whether the Hudson Bay Company, under

their charter, could prohibit persons trading
with the Indians in the Hudson Bay dis-
trict. They said the Crown could confer
upon them no power te establish a monopoly
of trade, but they miglit do that as proprie-
tors. Being proprietors of the country and
having the fee simple, they night treat
everybody as trespassers who undertook to
land upon their territory and deal with any
of those who were resident within their ter-
ritorial limits. This question stands very
nuch in the saine position.

The amendnent was agreed to, and the
clause as amended was adopted.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-Must the gane be
shot by the sportsman who has the right to
to shoot it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

Hon. Mr. FORG ET-How will you prove
that he did shoot it ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--He must satisfy the
customs.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-I have seen parties
of five or six trying to shoot for about ten
days and they could not kill a deer, but
they got their guides to shoot then, or
bought thenm from settlers, and I do not
know what they did with them. Could you
prove that tlhese gentlemen had not killed
those deer î

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They would have to
satisfy the customs officers at the point of
export that they had a license, and that
they lad killed the deer. The custois
officer may be deceived.

Hon. Mr. FORGET--I belong to a club
where we have 200 miles of shooting and
some Americans are members of the club.
I daresay there are about a dozen of themi.
Outside of two, I never saw one shoot a
deer yet, but they had some deer. TheY
bought them. Whether they exported them
or not, I cannot tell.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They could not export
thei.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-Tiey brought them
to the railway station and shipped themn tO
Montreal.
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Hon. Mr. BOLDUC, from the coin- position which we now occupy. If it were
mittee, reported the bill with an amendment, right for the present hon. Secretary of State,
which was concurred in. when lie was leading the opposition in this

The bill was then read a third time, and H e, to move a motion to destroy a bil
passd o a dvison.which came before us legitimately and basedpassed on a division. p

iupon the constitution which governs us, the

BILL INTRODUCED. hon. gentleman ought at least to allow the
same privilege to, be exercised by those who

Bill (162) " An Act to incorporate the are dealing with a measure which is ilI-timed,
Belleville, Prince Edward Bridge Coin- and which is presented to us at a period fot
pany."-(Sir Mackenzie Bowell.) provîded for by the constitution under which

we live, and by which the country is gov-
THE REDISTRIBUTION BILL. erned. However, that is a question with

which I wvill deal at a Inter period. My hon.
DEBATE RESUMED. friend also discussed for some length of tine

The order of the day being called: the policy adopted by he Imperial Govern-
Resuming the adjourned debate on the motion of ment when they were dealing with the

Hon. Mr. Mills for the second reading (Bill 126) "An question both uf the franchise and of
Act respecting Representation in the House of Corn- districts. If my hon. friend had

M0118.pointed out this important fact, that Eng-
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL said: land is governed principaly by precedent,

-In rising to address the House on this, to and that we in Canada are controlled and
My mind, very important question, I must limited in our legisiation by a written con-
adopt the rule usually followed by young stitution, particularly as affecting these
maembers, of asking the indulgence of the questions, he would then have presented the
Ilouse for some little tume in discussing the question to the Senate in a much more en-
question. I am sure that every hon. gentle- lightened and intelligent manner-at leat,
Mian who listened to the speech, or the first that is the view that I hold upon this
three-quarters of an hour portion of the question. The Imperial Government has the
speech of the hon. Minister of Justice in right, at ail tires, to change, alter and
introducing this measure, did so with interest 1 amend as they may think proper. We in
and I might say with. pleasure. It was this country can only go so far as the consti-
instructive in its historical character, giving, tution permits, and when we step beyond
as it did, a short résumé of the history of that we are doing that which we have
the introduction of the franchise, and also no constitutional power to do. The next
of the establishment and organization of point my hon. friend deait with, and
constituencies. I regret exceedingly that, at some Iength was the question of repre-
I cannot express the sane opinion of the sentation by population, and the ques-
latter portion of his remarks. The first lion of boundary unes. These are the only
portion, being historical and somewhat theo- points, as far as my recollection serves or
retical, the lion. was perfectly at home. My
When he came to deal with that which is gentleman deait durin bis hour and three-
practical, and which is brought into operation quarter speech, and thise are the portions
alnost every day of the year, then it struck to which I shaîl draw the attention of the
Me that lie was, if I might be pernitted to nembers of the Senate as briefly as I can.
say so, rather out of his element. The hon.
gentleman laid down the principle first, thato
this was a measure with which the Senate,'
as such, should not interfere, regulating, as Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
it did, the electoral districts of the House of That will give nie three hours if I dent with
Cominons. It is only another illustration cd point an hour at a time. In the first
of that policy which the hon. gentleman and place I ar led te believe, looksng at the
the partv with which he is connected have hill, that it is not introduced s0 much for
been invoking since they have been in the purposes whiclî were indicated by
Power, that is, the policy of denying to others the hon. Minister of Justice, as to gain a
the privilege which they claimed they had temporary politica.l advantage over bis
the right to exercise when they were in the opponents at the next election. Taking
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the speeches of those who have spoken Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Unless they
on this question in defence of the measure, have a machine.
we can come to no other conclusion. Who
the author of this bill is, I am not ¡ion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
prepared to say, but judging from the fact No doubt the machine inay be in operation,
that the hon. minister himself was in Ottawa unless the government-as I hope they will
during the absence of his colleagues, I attri- -adopt the mensure that has been intro-
bute the authorship of it to himself ; and I duced in the lower buse, to try and pre-
am led to that belief from the fact that, if the vent its working. If they do not do it, let us
reports in the newspapers be correct, the hon. hope our own provincial legisiature will
gentleman was in correspondence with his attend b the matter, although I havevery
party friends in different partsof the Dominion littie confidence in ther, because they have
in order to ascertain what their views were resisted every attewpt on the part of the
as to the division of the electoral districts. leader of the opposition, Mr. Whitney, to
I make this statement froin what I read in i place a law on the statute-book to prevent
the British Columbia newspapers, in which the operation of that " threshing machine,"
it was stated that members of the Liberal which no doubt they will "hug " whenever
party had been in correspondence with the an opportunity presents itself. I find that
hon. gentleman, and that his reply to them Mr. Mulock, the Postmaster General, in in-
was, to consult the different Reforin associa- troducing the bill, stated as follows :-
tions in the province and acquaint him It has not been the custon in the Canadian Parlia-
with what they desired to have done in the ment to make changes in the constituencies except in
matter of redistribution. the session immediately succeeding the decennial

census, but it has happened that, ever since confed-
Hon. Mr. MILLS-Perhaps my hon. eration, the census and the succeeding redistributions

friend will permit me to interrupt him at harie s na>e place while our potical adver-
this point, and to say that I believe that I
wrote but one letter on the subject, and If that policy is to be adopted, where is
that was in reply to a member of a Reform this redistribution of seats to stop? If it
association in British Columbia, Vancouver be right, because one party bas succeeded,
I think it was. He had written to me. that they may immediately change the elec-

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I Itoral districts and gerrymander them, or so
w i arrange them as to give them political in-

am only speaking of what I read in the fluence, it opens the door for a redistribution
newspapers. My remark was that he had at any time upon a change of ministry. I
replied to applications made to htn as to hesitate not to say that the constitution
what they were to do, and he told thein to never contemplated anything of the kind.
consult the different Reform associations, in if you read the speech of the Postmaster
order that he might be in a better position General carefully you will find that the
to so draft his hill as to give them that political element pervades every sentiment in
assistance which they desired in the elections. it. He went so far as to point out the differ-
Looking at the papers, we find that the ent members of the House of Commons whO
master mind of the present administration, were to be beheaded when this bill becomes
Mr. Tarte, when touring through the pro law, as I shall point out in a very short
vince of Ontario, told the people what they, time. The mode of redistribution in
the ministry, intended to do. He said, at a Toronto and London was intended, and
banquet given on 28th, April in Brantford: c ld he en for no other nuroOsey

I have no hesitation in saying that, knowing Ontario than to behead the gentlema who
as I do, when the gerryinander is undone-and we r resents East York and the entleman
will undo it-when the gerrymander is undone we are op g
going to take the life out of them in Ontario as we who represents West York in the House
have dons in Quebec. of Commons. The principle of adhering to

Knowing the people of Ontario as well as boundary lines is so ridiculously absurd when
I have known them for a great many years, applied to the bill before us, that oite car
I am very much inclined to think that a scarcely understand why the minister based
threat of that kind, coming from the hon. his whole argument upon that particular
Minister of Public Works, will have very point. I might have added to my remarks
little effect when they have an opportunity of in reference to the minister communicating
expressing their opinions at the polls. with members of the Liberal party, that it is
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stated, and I believe upon very good author- atrocious calumny, utterly unworthy any
ity, that some of the-shall I call them ma- man stating elsewhere or repeating here.
chinists-who cannot be secured at the
present moment to give evidence in the Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
courts in theelectiontrialsnow affecting West Knowing the party, as I have said, for the
Elgin and Huron, were in the city, nameiv, last 40 or 50 years, knowig what has trans-
Capt. Sullivan, and also a M r. Hewitt: is it pired within the Iast 12 months, in the
true that these gentlemen were here in com- diferent courts, and the intimate relations
munication with the governiment, indicating existing between those in power and those
to them how they should distribute the who committed the crime of tampering with
electoral divisions in Ontario. I speak of ballot boxes and bribing, I should fot be
Ontario more particularly, because scarcely at ail surprised to find them in close union
any of the other provinces are aifected by in any matter affecting the franchise or any
this bill. Quebec is aifected to a slight ex- other political matter. I accept the hon. gen-
tent, and I shall refer to Quebec by and by. tlemans statement, he says he knows nothing
But here are two well known heelers. Her- about them and bas not read the proceed-
are men who have been proved in the courts i
of Ontario to have carried on a systematic the proceedings of the courts. 1 mereiy
policy of bribery and corruption, who have mention this incidentally to show the parties
absented themselves froin the courts of law; Who were here, and supposed to be in con-
whether they have got out of the province sultation with the governiment upon this
or not I do not know. But they are out- question, who had been in the different
laws to all intents and purposes, and one of constituencies doing that which they shouid
them, if not the other, has already been dis- not do, and for which some of them have
qualified for eight years on account of his been disqualified, and if they cati be got hoid
actions in South Ontario. If those are the of in the witness box again, inay possibly
men with whom the hon. gentlemen con- suifer for their crimes in some dungeon; at
sult about their arrangements, it does not least if they do not, they ought to. My hon.
redound much to their credit. friend was very particular in denouncing the

statement-not particuiarly denounci ng it,
Hon. Mr. MILLS-Does the hon. gentle- but in trying to prove that he and bis pirty

man charge the government, or any member were not in favour of-perhaps I had better
of the government, with consulting these fot say that-that the party only advocated
men? représentation by population in so far as it

Hon.Sir ACKNZ [ BO ELL Noaffects the different provinces.
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL -No,

I said they were here, and merely ask the Hon. Mr. MILLS-I did not say that.
question.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Hon. Mr. M ILLS -It is a most improper When I referred to this question of repre-

insinuation. sentation by population, the on. gentleman
said a short time ago that, s far as the con-

on. Si as Z aninsi io 1E i stitution was concerned, it ony referred to
Il o noy t menit asaininuondr Ihe eian the provinces, and that the reprlsentation

of each province must be based upon its
Curnstances, it is not at ail uniikewy that they population, but that question of repre-
did cal upon the hon. gentleman. Whether sentation by population was not to he con-
hâe accepted their advice or n>,t I do not sidered in tb9 arrangemient and redistribu-
kow. have ot suflicent confidence in se toinem

ien any ma t on t aofec in h e s
otHon. Mr. MILLS-I did not sav that.

Hon. Mr. t sILLS-e eg te say to then
on. gentleman that I know not these men. r Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
have not read the proccedings, 1 have been am rather surprised to hear my lion. friend's

t-o xwuch engaged to know what has happen- repiy, because we all know that this
'Bd in Ontario. I neyer saw eithr of the country at one tie was almost in a state
Uleb whose names he has mentioned, and if of rvoilution upon that question, and it is
that lias been said I say that it is a iost t wem known a rs that ail parties, or nearly
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all parties, were at a later period of our his-
tory in favour of that principle. It is true
Sir John A. Macdonald, as leader of the
Conservative party, never laid down the
principle that representation by population
should be the sole basis of repreentation.
He took very much the view my lion. friend
did the other day, when he said that no bind-
ing rile of representation upon that basis
could upon any principle be adopted, and in
that I fully concur, as I did in the remarks
whici I made in 1882 in reply to the Hon.
Edward Blake whei he criticised very
severely the redistribution of seats at that
time. I then stated that the redistribution
of the seats, in Ontario particularly, and in
other sections of the province, was based upon
the population of the different districts as
nearly as it was practicable to do sa. It is
utterly impossible--and more so if you con-
fine the representation to county lines-to
adhere to that principle of representation by
population, and it was upon that basis and
solely that the Act of 1882 was framed.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Hear, hear!

Hon. Sir MACEENZIE BOWELL-
And that was the reason why the different
townships were taken from one district and
one county and added to another.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-Without
party consideaation at all ?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
My lion. friend was tiot the party who was
dealing with the question. If he had been,
I an quite sure party would have been par-
amount in his mind. I have no desire what-
ever to shirk the responsibility attached to
that Rediatribution Bill, and I stat" further,
that when it was found that we had to so
readjust the representation as to give to Ont-
ario six new members, we found it necessary
to make those changes which I have in-
dicated, as we had to gave one or two
places an additional inember. On this ques-
tion of representation by population, as Sir
John Macdonald's name has been nientioned
repeatedly in connection with this branch of
the subject, I desire to read one or two ex-
tracts from speeches delivered by himîî. In
1872 lie said :

In determining the mode of distributing the new
seats, the government took into consideration the
principles which have guided the establishient of
the elective systein in the provinces ever since they
have been provinces; and it will be found that in

them all, while the principle of iopulation was con-
sidered to a very great extent, other considerations
were also held to have weight, so that different in-
terests, classes and localities should be fairly repre-
sented, that the principle of numbers should not
be the only one.

Wbile he lays down that general principle,
he tirst starts out with the declaration that
the principle of representation by population
was considered to a great extent. Then, so
far did the party which my hon. friend leads
in this House go, that he supported a motion
made by the hon. memiber for Lambton, the
then leader of the party, the late Hon. Alex-
ander Mackenzie. I find in Hansard that
I made these remarks, to be found on page
1377 :

At that tine, so much in love with the principles of
rept esentation by population were hon. gentlemen
opposite, that they denounced the government for not
denolishing the snall boroughs of Brockville and
Niagara. They suppcrted it to such an extent that
the hon. member for Lambton noved the following
resolution affirming that principle:-

" That the six additional nienbers to be allotted to
Ontario are due to the increased population of that
province, and should be allotted with reasonable re-
gard to the population. That the bill be referred
back to a committee of the House with instructions
to aniend the sanie by allotting meinbers for Ontario
in such a inanner as to give, as far as practicable,
representation to those parts of the population which,
by the present division would be excluded fron their
fair share of political power."

My lion. friend opposite voted for that
motion.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes; a proper motion.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL.-He
voted for a motion affirming the principle of
representation by population, which lie now
says is not necessary and should not be ex-
ercised in a pedantiz maiinier. Then the
hon. gentleman himself repeated almost ver-
batim the other day what lie said in 1882 in
reference to the county of Kent and the
adjoining counties, and he gave the popu-
lation of these different counties, showing
how they could be divided so as to have,
as nearly as practicable, an equality of

i population. I merely mention that to show
that in the discussion of this question, be
affirmed directly by his vote, and indirectlY
by his utterances, the principle of representa-
tion by population. There are other extracts
to which I could call the attention of the
bouse on this question, but I do not deem it
necessary to do so. Then the hon. gentleman
says that the Act of 1882 did a great inj ustice
to the Liberal party. Is that true I Let anY
one examine the returns of the elections in
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the province of Ontario,and it will be found
there is no fouidation for that statement.
We have heard a great deal about the gerry-
nandering of Both wellahout the gerrymati-

dering of Lanbton, and other sections of the
province. Let hin point out to me any
single instance wherc a Liberal, in 1882,
lost his election through the gerrymander.
i find that Mr. Clancy made this statement
in the House of Comnons, and it was not
answered. Mr. lancy said, in one of the
most instructive speeches made in that
House during the whole debate :

I defy hir (that is the Postnaster General) now to
point out a single constituency in the forty -eight now
under consideration in which a Liberal candi late was
defeated as the result of the redistribution of 1882.

That is the challenge thrown out in the
Houseof Comnons by thepresent representt-
tive of Bothwell, and it has not yet been ac-
cepted. In addition to that,he gave thenames
ot the different parties who had been elected
in these gerrymandered constituencies, as
they are termed. Was the Hon. Alexander
Mackenzie defeated i He retained his' seat
until he eventually left Lambton and went
to East York. Thegentleman who succeeded
hin, now Judge Lister, was elected by a very
large majority. A Liberal was elected for
the other riding of Lambton until the
electors of that constituency became dis-
gusted with the action of the Liberal party
when in power, on account of their dealing
with the oil interests, and so on, and returned
Mr. Moncrieff ; but since then another Lib-
eral bas been returned. In that division
the gerrymander lias not affected anv portion
of the countv. Was my hon. friend defeated
in Bothwell i He carried it every time until
last election. True, there was one return
made by a returning officer in which he was
deprived of bis seat for a very short time.
Just as soon as the courts could intervene
and show that the return was improperly
rnade, tlhe hon. gentleman secured his seat. Go
through the wh ole of the constituencies that
Were changed at that time. and I am quite
prepared to repeat the challenge made by
the hon. member for Bothwell in the other
'louse, that nothing can be found to justify
the charge made by hon. gentiemen opposite.
.Vhat is more, Mr. Clancy gave figures show-
Ing that these gentlemen were elected by
larger majorities than they had before. But
as time rolls on changes take place. New
electors rise up Young ien corne of age,
and my hon. friend was defeated, as others
have been.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, that is not the
way it was done.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
How was it ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Ballots were put into
the box and ballots were taken out, and I
have some of then- in my possession that
were found afterwards.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The hon. gentleman makes a statement now
that he should have made as soon as he
found out the fraud. If the statement made
by himself now, be correct, heis equally guilty
with the guilty parties for not having
punished those who perpetrated the fraud.
The man who knows of a fraud being com-
mitted and does not bring the parties to jus-
tice, becomes a party to the fraud, and it. is
no credit to the hon. gentleman that he has
not had these parties punished. I must, on
behalf of the gentleman who defeated him,
repudiate, so far as I can, any insinuation
that he was a party to such frauds if they
ever existed. If this kind of machine work
and ballot stuffin.g was carried on to defeat
him, I regret exceediigly that the hon.
gentleman did not do what the oppo'sition
at the present time are trying to do, bring
the guilty parties to justice. If he did
not do so, lie bas only himself to blame for
it. My hon. friend laid great stress on ad-
hering to the boundary lines of counties.
Does this hill in any particular, from the
whereas in the beginning to the finish, show
any indication of having been based on that
principle? If there ever was an abuse of the
words boundary lines, we have an evidence
of it in this bill. What do we find i You
go to the city of Toronto which has
some 160,000 inhabitants, having added
to the electorial division a portion of West
York and a portion of East York, giving
that city a population of somne 200,000. Why?
Because as the hon. gentleman says, these
outlying suburbs, as they used to be, are a
part of the municipaldivision and boundaries
of the city of Toronto. There is a carrying
out of the principle which he has advocated.
Why have they done that ? Perlaps it would
be improper to accuse them of any political
intention, but unfortunately people outside
will draw conclusions. Yorkville, which is
taken from East York and added to the city
of Toronto, gives a large majority to Mr.
MeLean, the representative of that division
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whose majority in the last election was to the county of Careton to which it belongs
very small-I think only one or two. That far ail municipal and judicial purposes,
tal<en out of East York places that con- Frontenac is in precisely the same way.
stituency in a position where the hon. That bas part of Addington attached to it.
gentleman no doubt expects to elect a Leeds is another which is composed of part
Liberal candidate. Take Parkdale, that of Lanark and part of Leeds. The only
section of the city of Toronto which now places in which the hon. gentlemen have
forms, for election purposes, a portion of the applied the principle of representation in
west riding of York, and attach it to Toronto acc<rdauce with county boundaries, are
and you add another '0,000 people to the those two cities to which have referred,
city of Toronto and take 200 or 300 of a an'l from which they expect to reap the ad-
Conservative majority away from Mr. Clarke vantages to which I have called the atten-
Wallace. tion of the House. Then there la another

Hon.Mr. ILLSThes arepal s ofincongruity in the bill. 1 should like to, knowHon. Mr. MILLS -These are par ts of iwyToronto bas to be divided into fivethe city of Toronto.the ity f Toonto electoral divisions. Wh y is West Toronto
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE iBOWELL-J to I e depnived of the right of electing two

know that, but only fur municipal pur- members, as they do now, while theyleave
posep, but was not a part of the city of Ottawa, Hamilton and Halifax in the saie
Toronto until it was attached by law, position as they have been? There is only
the same as the north part, Yorkville. one answen to it, that there is no political
Under the pretense of keeping the muni- advantage they expect to accrue from inter-
cipal boundaries together they have attached fering with then. Otherwise, we have
these two. Then you go to London and you every reason to believe that it would be
find that they have brought a certain por- done-at least, you can dnaw no other con-
tion of Middlesex, which is largely Liberal clusion.
in its tendencies, into the city. It being a
somewhat closely contested constituency, on. Mr. MJLLS-My hon. friend divided
they expect to defeat the gentleman who Toronto but left Hamilton and Ottawa un-
represents it now, or any Conservative can- divided.
didate who may coritest the riding. If
they had carried out that prihciple cin all
the electoral divisions throughout Canada, I never laid dovn any such pninciple as the
could not have had much fault to find with hon. gentleman does I an speaking of those
them; but New Edinburgh, which has a Con- who lay down a policy ly which tley are tO
servative majority and is attached to this cityf E id inthe anagemnt of the tiar
for municipal purposes, is still left in theof t
county of Russell, which has a large Liberal
majority and can over-balance the Con-ser- as they expect to derive a benetit from it.
vative majority in New Edinburgh; but ifof arragivatie mjonty i Ne Ednbunh; ut f Ithe electoral divisions as we thought was ifl'
they attach New Edinburgh to Ottawa, it
might ensure a couple of Conservative iterests of the county and the locaitY
representatives instead of two Liberal ones
as they have at present. What have they Hon. Mr. POXER-And of the Conser
done with the county of Lanark? The vative party.
north riding of the county of Lanark is
composed of part of the county of Carleton. Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
Why 7 Because Carleton had a large we had made an profession of that sort TY
population of between 30,000 and 40,000, hon. friend would have heen quite right il
while Lanark had only 13,000. Fitzroy denouncing us for ohjecting to the policy ho
and Huntley were taken from that is punsuing to-day. My objection is that
county and attached to North Lanark the goverinent profess what they do nOt
in order to equalize, as far as possible, carry out. We did not make any such Pro-the population of the ridirig. The countyer
of Russell has also part of Carleton attached such a charge.
to it. Why has not Gloucester township
been taken away from RusseT, and attachedp Hon. Mn. d oLLS-Heat, hear.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Let the hou. gentleman show any case
where we did, and I shall be happy to
reply to it. J should like to give the House
some figures in justification of what I said a
iew minutes ago in reference to the results
of the so-called gerrymander. The govern-
ment of to day are in power having a
majority of representatives at their back
from the province of Ontario, while the
Conservatives majority polled, during the
election of 1896, soie 16,000 over that
polled for the Liberal candidates. Now, if
they came to power with this villanous ger-
rymander, as they ternied it, existing at the
timne, and obtained a majority of represen-
tatives with a minority of votes, what right
have they to complain of the result of that
gerrymander.

Hon. Mr. POWER-They are trying to
make things fair for the Conservatives.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-In
what way?

Hon. Mr. POWER-By removing this
obnoxious state of things.

Hon. Mr. BAKER-By removing a ma-
jority of the vote,, the hon. gentleman
mean-.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-" Oh, wad some
power the giftie gie us."

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes, if they could only do that "it wad
frae monie a blunder free them." In Ontario
in 1891 the total votes polled was 191,252
Conservatives, and 166,335 Liberals. That
gave a Conservative majority of 24,717. It
is true the Conservatives were retained in
power in 1891. Now you come down to
1896 and you find that the Conservatives
polled 413,000 votes while the Liberals
polled 397,1 [4, giving a Conservative ma-
jority in the province, as a whole, of
15,885 votes; yet the Liberals have a ma
jority of one or t«vo members in the HOusE
of Commons from Ontario. My hon. friend
from Halifax says they want to so readjust
and redistribute the constituencies in On
tario that the Conservatives may have jus.
tice done to them, and if they have, why
then these gentlemen will go out of power.
and that is a consummation I have no doub
the hon. gentleman devoutly wishes to occur
These are the facts in connection with the
Votes.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I beg to say that that
alleged fact is disputed. I had occasion to
make the figures the other day, and I shall
give them to my hon. friend.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That does not include
the whole province.

Hon. Mr. BAKER-Figures will some-
times lie in spite of the proverb.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
'It depends on who manipulates them, hence
I shall not be surprised at any figures
that may be presented. My hon. friend
took great credit to himself for divesting the
government of the power of dividing the
dîfferent constituencies which they have
declared shall return certain members to
Parliament, thereby depriving themselves of
that responsibility which should attach to
all governments, the force of which I an
sure my hon. friend will recognize. He
says, " We have magnanimously divested
ourselves of power which might be exercised
in the interest of our party by giving it to
the judges." I do not think any one whc
knows the three judges referred to will ob-
ject to any of them. I believe them to be
honourable and learned men, who will do
what is right. But that was not always the
hon. gentleman's faith. The hon. gentleman
held opinions quite to the contrary. He
held opinions upon one occasion, that the
governnent of the day should not divest it-
self of the responsibilities attaching to the
division of constituencies, and that it should
not be left in the hands of judges, and the
hon. gentleman so voted.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No. My hon. friend
will find that J supported that proposition
and brought it forward in the House of
Commons in 1892. That was the first time
it was raised.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-In
discussing this question in 1892 the Hon.
Mr. Laurier then, Sir Wilfrid now, in dis-
cussing the action taken hy Mr. Gladstone
when he had under consideration the exten
sion of the franchise and also the redistri-
bution of seats in England, said:

In some quarters the suggestion has been made that
the d uty of redistribution should be referred to a con-
mission of judges specially appointed ; in other words
that Parliament should divest itself of its powers in
this mllost important particular. Sir, I an bound to
say at once that this is a proposition which my friends

1 and I would not favour either upon this or any other
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subject. I am bound to say that we would not entrust
to any this duty and privilege which properly belongs
to Parliament. Moreover this proposition implies a
singular want of confidence in parliamentary institu-
tions. It implies that in a matter of this kind the ma-
jority would never be able to rise above the low temp-
tation of strengthening theinselves at the expense of
their opponents.

Hon. Mr. MILLS--My hon. friend will
find a later discussion of that when the pro-
position was supported. That was from a
misapprehension of the point to which he
referred.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-It is too plain,
to be a misapprehension.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
think this language is so plain and such good
English that it is utterly impossible for any
mortal to misunderstand it. Mr. Laurier
goes on to quote from the utterance3 of Mr.
Gladstone, of Lord Salisbury, and of those
who carried on the negotiations between
these two great statesmen as to the confer-
ence for the purpose of redistributing certain
electoral districts in England. Then he
goes on to say :

The contest of rival claimants in such a matter is
just as much a judicial contest as any other contro-
versy between party and party ; and therefore it was
quite proper that contest should be judicially adjudi-
cated upon, but apart fron this judicial question if it
were admitted that there may be questions as to the
solution of which Parliament can be conveniently
superceded by another body that would be, I think,
fatal to parliamentary institutions.

Yet these gentlemen are doing the very
thing Sir Wilfrid condemned. He con-
tinues :

I may say that if the majority of Parliament can-
not be trusted to do justice in a matter of this kind to
refer the matter to a commission, would be begging
the question and not solving it, because what would
happen ? If the majority of Parliament could not be
trusted to do justice in such a case, the commission
would be appointed by the sawe men w ho, according
to that could not be trusted to do right.

I have no doubt the lion. gentleman liad
himuself and his friends in his nind's eye
should they get into power. He has nw
adopted tv' principle of divesting himself of
that power which he says is destructive of
the rights of Parliament. He continues :

place between Gladstone and Salisbury,
and wound up as follows:-

This was the principle followed in England by Mr.
Gladstone and accepted by Lord Salisbury, and this
is the principle which I propose to the House. Before
I sit down I will move this amendiment :

" That all the words after 'that' in the said motion
be omitted and the following inserted instead thereof :
'That Bill No. 76, an Act to readjust the representa-
tion in the House of Commons, to be referred to a
conference of commissioners to be composed of both
political parties, to agree upon the lines or principles
on which a Redistribution Bill should be drawn.' '

Hon. Mr. MILLS--llear, hear; that is
one mode.

Hon. Sir MACK ENZIE BOWELL-The
hon. Minister of Justice voted for that also.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Certainly.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-He
sustained the position taken by his leader
at that time in denouncing a reference
to a commission of judges, and he voted
for a motion to refer it to a commission ap-
poiited by both parties, in order that the
two leaders of the two great parties of this
country might, with the assistance of others,
corne to a right and equitable decision as to
the proper division of the electoral districts.
If it were right then, let me tell him he is
not right to day. In 1892, these gentlemen
gave utterances to these sentiments and
placed upon the records of Parliament a
motion adopting the principle which I should
like, I frankly confess, to see adopted in this
country. However, we, the Conservative
party, acted upon the principle laid down
by Mr. Laurier, that neither Parlianent nor
government should divest itself of the power
which legitimately belong to them under re-
sponsible government. I should like to see
this principle adopted, and in future, in case
we are asked to deal with questions of this
kind after the next decennial census, I hope
they will adopt that system and they shall
have, as far as in me lies, my humble support.

Hon Mr. McMILLAN-They will not
be in power.

The conmissioners would be stamped with their Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
own image, swayed by their own spirit, and no greater P s Il be if we ass this bill for
justice could be expected from the comnissioners than Perhap
from the body that appointed them. No, we stand thei.
upon the authoritv of Parliament itself, but we sub-
mit while Parliament should exercise that power, it Hon. Mr. MILLS-Hear, hear.
should be exercised in a spiritof ioderation, fairness,
equity and justice. Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

Then he continues, as I have indicated, to My lon. friend, when he was speaking
quote from the correspondence which took asked to receive the same courtesy and non-
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interference that I would except myself, and
I told him that I would accept that proposi-
tion, and as I interrupted him only once
during his speech, lie has had more than his
share of interruptions. But I have no ob-
jection if the hon. gentleman will only ask
relevant questions and not something which
has nothing to do with the point which I
am discussing, I shall try and answer him
at least. That is the principle which the hon.
gentleman laid down in reference to judges,
and the divesting of this House of power, but
he now seems to have a confidence in the
judges of the provinces tha t his party bas not
always exhibited in the past. I have lived
long enough to have a recollection of the
manner in which the party denounced
the action of judges, more particularly when
their decisions in the courts were not of a
character to please thein. Many hon. gen-
tlemen will remember the violent attacks
made by the Minister of Marine and Fisher-
ies upon Judge Tuck in New Brunswick, be-
cause his decisions were not what the
politicans of the day thought they ought to
be. He gave a decision which was strictly
in accordance, I believe, with law, and which
was justified by every one who knew any-
thing of law; that there had been a mishap
in the action of the returning officers and
other officials is beyond a doubt, but that
Judge Tuck was right bas not been ques-
tioned except by politicians who wish to
denounce him. Then if the hon. gentle-
men turn to the Globe newspaper of not
very long ago-not longer than 1892-
they will find that that paper de-
nounced in somewhat virulent terms even
the judges of the Supreme Court in this
Dominion. Why ? Because they would
not do what the Globe and its party thouglit
Ought to be done when a question of appeal
Came before them, in the Northumberland
election case, when Mr. Hargraves was un
seated. Who does not remember the
denunciations of Judge Elliott in London
because he gave a decision in reference to
the voters' list i And my hon. friend was
One of those who thought he ought not to
have given that decision, but it has been
Justified ever since by the Superior Court
iudges. In the Ontario Legislature, Mr.
Stratton, a very prominent member of the
bouse, a gentleman who expects to be called
to the ministry of Ontario just as soon as a
Vacancy occurs ; when the question of the
rlght of constables to vote, being paid agents

at the different elections, and it was proposed
to refer that question to the judges, said of
them in 1898:

What the Attorney General is asking us to do, is to
provide for cases where the decision of a possibly
partisan, narrow-minded, trial judge might construe
the law of the land different to what it was intended,
and to prevent long and tedious delays in appeal.

The question arose in that case as to what
the rights of these constables were. Mr.
Stratton thought that if it was referred to
the courts, which the Attorney General
asked them to do, that a narrow-minded judge
might put an interpretation upon it
that Parliament never intended. Any one
who bas watched the decisions of the court,
any one who bas had anything to do with
the preparation of bills that have passed
through both Houses of Parliament, knows
that on many occasions the intention of
Parliament was in a certain direction, but
that the wording of the laws was such as to
justify the judges in giving decisions just
contrary to what Parliament intended, and
it is the only manner in which justice could
possibly be administered, yet this Liberal
leader of the party had no hesitation in
denouncing judges in the manner in which I
have indicated. Then he went on to say:

But the learned judges took a lofty stand. They
say they have no regard for the expense this province
night be put to, and they must have a few days fish-
ing. Nero fiddled while Rome burnt, and the judges
go fishing while the opposition is trying to rob a great
many of the electors of the province of their franchise.
The law is not intended to rob constables of their
votes.

This is the language used by Liberals to-
wards the judges of the country when they
do not act in accord with their particular
ideas and views upon political questions.
My hon. friend referred to amended acts
and acts affecting the electoral divisions in
the Dominion between the decennial census
and if I understood him aright, lie gave these
illustrations in order to prove that we were
acting not only within the constitution as it
stands upon the statute-Look, but were
following precedents set by the late Con-
servative governinent. I must be excused
for referring to these facts because i do not
wish, nor do I believe that the members of
the House wish, to have appear upon the
records of this Senate a declaration of the
kind made by the Minister of Justice whose
duty it is to know what the p-ovisions of
these Acts are. You mig-ht excuse it in a
gentleman who has not thé same standing
at the bar. You miglit excuse it in a lay-
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man like myself, if I were to make a state- friends in the other fouse have given these
ment of that kind, but there is no excuse as instances of a change in the electoral dis-
for the Minister of Justice to instance these tricts to justify the course which they are
cases as a justification for the course which taking. Judge Ouimet also spoke upon this
he is pursuing. The bill in 1887, to which question in 1893. His remarks will be
reference has been made, was clearly one to found on the occasion when the other bil
correct clerical errors which had occurred in was introduced on page 1617. He says:
the bill redistributing the different constit- T
uencies, particularly in the province ofuences, artculaly n th prvinc ofremained as it was accordin g to, the original estab-Quebec and also in Ontario. In one case Iishment of the county in 1864, but since then the
the error was of character, which, had it parish of Ste. Marie de Madeleine has added a cer-
not be n corrected, would lave deprived tainpartof the parish of St. Jean Baptiste, and it is

not corectd, a~ein order to include about twùntyý farmers there that
Ottawa of a representative; and in sorne the amendment is moved. As it is now, these far-
constituencies in the province of Quebec, mers are in no county.
une amenuments were necessary n order to
bring certain portions of territory within
the electoral district which had been left out
altogether. In the Act of 1887, Sir John
Thonipson explained this very clearly when
he said :

The Representation Act, as published in the
Revised Stautes, continues the old enactment that
the House shall consist of 211 menibers, and a sub-
sequent chapter deals with the representation in the
North-west Territories ; but it is proper that the
second section should be amended to make it conform
with the present number of members of the House.
There is also a difficulty arisinjg from the fact that,
since the representation in the House was last distri-
buted, the boundaries of some municipalities have
changed, and, therefore, if the Act reads as it now
does, from the day the Revised Statutes were brought
into force, the boundaries of some of the consti-
tuencies would be different froni those boiundaries as
established by the Act of 1882. The bill contains a
short clause declaring that the meaning of the Re-
presentation Act is that every cointy, town, township.
villa e or other territorial division, shall be as it
stc prior to the bringing into force of the Revised
Statutes.

Clearly showing that in the Revised
Statutes blunders had been made, and that
it was necessary to introduce a bill in order
to set them right. In the committee on th-
bill, you will find, if you refer to page 1227
of the Hansard that the saine hon. gentle-
man made this statenient:

The object is to correct a clerical error in the
Revised Statutes. Notwithstanding the addition
made of the four members for the North-west, under
the Act of last session, the Representation Act was
carried forward into the Revised Statutes with the
word "211." The object of section 2 is to preserve
the Representation Acts as they existed prior to the
Revised Statutes. Of course the Revised Statutes
repealed the previous legislation. It is not intended
that the boundaries, as previously established, shall
be changed.

That is, the boundaries as established by
the Act of 1882, which had been omitted in
the Revised Statutes and remained as thev
were. Yet my hon. friend and those of his

This is the character of the legislation
which has been quoted as justifying the pre-
sent redistribution between the period of
the decennial census. I might also read an
extract from Mr. Bernier's remarks-not
the hon. senator, but the Mr. Bernier who
represents the county, and took the same
view that the present Jud;e Ouimet did and
justified the action which was taken. He
said :

The reason given by the Minister of Public Works
(Mr. Ouimet) are perfectly truc. The changes made
by the motion are only a matter of detail; they are
rendered necessary in order to allow a certain number
of electors of the parish of St. Jean Baptiste to exer-
cise their right of vote, which they would be deprived
of should the law remain as it is. The electors are
included in the parish of Ste. Marie de Madeleine.

And then he goes on to give us some par-
ticulars in connection with it. I find Sir
John Thompson again spoke upon the
question. He said:

This is a short bill which I introduce for the pur-
pose of amending the Representation Act of last ses-
sion in certain particulars which are of a clerical
character, and which merely relate to the correction
of the boundaries, without making any change in any
of the principles on which the Act was founded.
The first section is more accurately te define the
boundary lines of the electoral district of Nipissing.

A portion of the country with which
Parlianient was not very well acquainted.
The result was there were some difficulties
arising in the boundaries of that constitu-
ency. All of these bills were introduced
solely for the purpose of correcting clerical
errors in the Revised Statutes, and did not
recognize the principle of the redistribution
either in part or in whole, of the different
electoral districts as provided for under the
51st section of the Confederation Act.

• At six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.
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After Recess.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL
resumed. He said :--When the House rose
at six o'clock I had completed the evidence
which I produced to show that whatever
changes have been made in the electoral dis-
tricts since the general distribution of 1892
were for the purpose of correcting clerical
errors that had crept into the statutes, owing
in a great measure to the consolidation of
the laws published in the Revised Statutes. I
omitted, however, in referring to the ques-
tion of representation by population, to men-
tion one of the cases to which the Minister
of Justice referred in which he made, what
he thought at least, a case against the late
government that is the case of the county of
Elgin. I turn to the speech which I myself
made in reply to one that had been delivered
by the Hon. Mr. Blake then leading the oppo-
sition in the House of Commons, I shall not
inflict upon the House the whole of that
speech, but if any one desires to know the
exact distribution of the seats in accordance
'with population, I refer him to that speech
which he will find in /lansard of 1882, pages
1378 to 1383. I shall confine myself to the
case nentioned by the hon. gentleman oppo-
site, that of Elgin. I find in my remarks the
following language :

We now come to the Elgins. The hou. gentleman
{Mr. Blake) thought that Eat Elgin, having a popu-
lation of 28,147, and West Elgin having but 14,214
should not be interfered with except by taking the
town of St. Thomas from the east and adding it to theWest riding. Perhaps if there had been no other read-
Justment necessary in order to equalize the population,
the suggestion by the hon. gentleman mi ht have
been accepted, but as Bothwell and Kent, mbton
and Essex lie in the same group, it was necessary, in
the readjustment of West Elgin, to readjust the
Others, and regard was had to population. el, the
result of the readjustment is that East Elgin instead
Of having 28,147 has 26,304 and West Elin having
but 14,214 has new 23,480, s the two Elgin&, have a~>Pulation ef 13,000 and 26,000 instead of 28,000 and
f4,000 respectively. East Elgin is represented by a
0nservative and West Elgin by a follower of the

gentleman opposite.

Now these are the facts in connection with
the constituencies of Elgin and the adjacent
cOunties. What I desire to point out in
Justification of this is, that in the readjust-
rneint we had to provide constituencies for
those which had been obliterated. It will
b remembered by those who were in the

'Ouse at the time that in these different
redistributions, the government of the day
abolished the constituency of Cornwall,which

ad a small population. I could give the
52

figures of every constituency which was
changed. It will be found in the speech to
which I referred. We also abolished the town
of Niagara. We also, in the last redistribu-
tion, abolished the county of Monck, all three
of them being Conservative constituencies.
We did not, in any case, abolish a con-
stituency which had been represented by a
Liberal, and the reason we abolished these
sniall constituencies was that they had but
a small population, and we desired to give
to the great growing west, the north-west
of Ontario, a representation which they had
not previous to the redistribution. Take
the Nipissing district for instance, the con-
struction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway
was the means of opening up a vast territory
into which population began to flow. That
portion of the unorganized part of Ontario had
at that time no representation in the House
of Commons ; hence M onck was abolished in
order to give that large area with fifteen or
twenty thousand inhabitants that were in
there-I am speaking from memory as to
the number of inhabitants-representation
in the House of Commons which they had
not before. So that part of the Nipissing
territory, which was not in any constituency
previous to the readjustment, was created a
constituency and the eastern portion of
Algoma was attached to it. I thought it
well to give this explanation for fear that
some hon. gentlemen who were not in the
House at the time, and were not acquainted
with the facts might think that a grave in-
justice had been done. I notice also in connec-
tion with this question of representation by
population, that when the hon. Minister of
Justice, then Mr. Mills, in the House of
Commons, made his motion in reference to
a subdivision of some portions of the west-
ern section of Ontario, he made no reference
whatever to county boundaries. He simply
laid down the principle by which he thought
the division should be made, but nothing s
mentioned in the resolutions about county
boundaries.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-But it is mentioned
in my speech.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Perhaps so. I am speaking of the resolu-
tion. There is another important fact in
connection with this question of redistribu-
tion and county boundaries. Of course, my
hon. friend will say, when I refer to the
divisions which have been made in the
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province of Ontario by the Ontario Govern-
ment, that lie is not responsible for it. I
acquit him of being responsible, individu-
ally, as a member of Parliament, but he is
an ardent supporter, and has been an ardent
supporter of the Hon. Sir Oliver Mowat
ever since he bas been in power, and upon
no occasion has lie denounced the action of
that gentleman in dividing the constitu-
encies in that province. I do not know
whether my hon. friend, the Minister of
Justice, would have done the same, but I
hold him responsible for it at any rate.
While the hon. Minister of Justice was an
ardent supporter of Sir Oliver Mowat, we
know that Sir Oliver Mlowat has proved
himself to be not only an ardent supporter
but a great admirer of my hon. friend, the
Minister of Justice, and I presume lie feels
proud of having such a supporter and ad-
mirer.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELI-
Then I take it for granted that the action
of Sir Oliver Mowat is the action of the
hon. Minister of Justice, as he has always
ardently supported and defended his policy.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
In the division of constituencies we will
see how far he had any regard whatever to
county boundaries. Take the county of
Huron; the Ontario law goes on to say :

Shall consist of the townships of Tuckersmitb,
Osborne, Stephen Hay and Stanley, that portion of
the township of Niagara south of the line known as
the cut line and Huron road and the town of Seaforth
and the village of Haytown and Exeter.

Here is a case in which in two instances
it cuts the township in two. If he cuté the
township in two how can the principle the
hon. gentleman his laid down to guide us
in Dominion matters be carried out I He
has told us that the county boundaries
should be maintained in order that the
electors may be enabled to select from
among themselves the reeves or school
trustees in that division. Here is a case in
which one township bas been cut in two, a
part of the township going to one riding and
a part of the township to the adjacent
riding.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Both in the same
county.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes, but has two representatives the one
man would have the interest at least of the
one part of the township under consideration
when dealing with legislative matters which
might not be supported by the other. Then
take that part of the township of Hallett,
which lies on the east of the road commonly
called the Gravel Road. There is another
case in which the township is cut in two.
Another provision is that Colborne and that
part of the township of Hallett which lies
west of the road coinmonly called the Gravel
Road, and that part of the township of
Goderich north of the Gravel Road, and cut
line and township of Goderich. Then there is
another case. Leaving the county of Huron
and travelling down to the county of Brant
we find this provision:

The north riding of Brant shall consist of certain
townships and the northerly portion of the township
of Brantford.

The northerly portion, mark you.

The northerly portion of the township of Brantford
and the town of Paris; the south riding shall consist
of the township of Burford, Oakland and the southern
portion of the township of Brantford and the city of
Brantford.

Here is a riding cut out from two or three
townships east, west, north and south, and
yet the hon. gentleman has been supporting
the principle of electoral divisions by county
boundaries. The bon. gentleman says it is
in the same county. Admit that it is in the
same county, the interest of one portion of
a township may not be the interest of
another just in the same manner that one
township may not have the same interest as
the other township. In the matter of repre-
sentation in the Ontario Legislature I admit
that there is a very great force in the argu-
ments which the hon. Minister of Justice has
advanced in favour of county boundaries.
Why ? Because the local legislature dealt
exclusively with every question of a muni-
cipal character. If it is a question of thO
school funds, if it is a question of chang-
ing and altering the municipalities, that
belongs to the local legislature and not
to this Parliament, thence the interests
of a township, or of a county would be
more solidified, if I may use that expres-
sion, then they would be if they were
sent to this Parliament. in the speech
which I have just quoted and which I de-
livered in 1882, I laid down this principle,
and I reaffirm it, and the more I think of it
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the more I am convinced of the correctness
of that position under that p3licy. The
-question of county boundaries as affecting
the representation in the House of Com-
mons has no force whatever, for this reason:
that we deal witb questions of a Dominion
character, and not of a local and municipal
character, we deal with questions affecting
the fiscal, the financial and the commercial
policy of the country, and the man who lives
on this side of the line, as well as the man
that lives on that side of the line, casts his
vote, we suppose, at least, upon principle.
If the question is the question of the national
policy, if it be the question of a fast line of
steamers, if it be the question of a pacific
cable, or any other question which affects
the whole Dominion, does it matter where the
maan lives, he casts his vote for or against
the principle involved, and the question of
boundary line bas no more to do with it
than if ho lived at Timbuctoo.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-And the capacity and
character of the man would have nothing to
do with it on the same theory.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The character of the man I suppose would be
mxiade up in political matters or commerciil
Maatters, according to bis light on the ques.
tions to which I have referred. It might
naot be so if lie bad a machine to hug. That
Imight be quite a different thing. Then he
maight not be actuated by principle. Be
would be actuated by something of a baser
eharacter. It does not matter where a
Man lives if he is casting a vote on a great
question.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-We elected a Que.
bec man for Saskatchewan.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Sir John Macdonald was elected for Van-
Couver and the Hon. Sir Wilfrid Laurier was
elected for Saskatchewan district, but he did
lot accept it because he was elected soue-
where else, and if my memory serves me
correctly, Sir George E. Cartier was elected,
for St. Boniface. Those gentlemen, like my
bon. friend opposite have been defeated on
various occasions. Mr. Gladstone and other
great men have been defeated. I do not

felnsider that any reflection upon any indi-
vidual, but as my hon.friend suggested, these
gentlemen represented constituencies in dif-
ferent parts of the Dominion, and they could
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represent the people upon the great questions
of the day and the policy which each party
was advocating just as well as if they had
been elected in the town in which they live.
My lon. friend said also, that the great
advantage of county lines is to enable the
people in the immediate vicinity to elect
those f rom among themselves who had
municipal experience, and yet ten or fifteen
minutes afterwards he told us that many of
the constituencies desired to be represented
by men of talent--men of character and
greater political calibre than those who lived
among themselves, and lie instanced Mon-
treal as having fifteen or twenty representa-
tives who live in the city, and who represent
rural constituencies, and he told us that
there were eight or ten in the city of To-
ronto who represented rural constituencies,
and that the reason why Toronto was not
given her quota of representation in the
House of Commons in proportion to the
population was because she had residents in
the city who represented rural constitu-
encies ; ergo, they represented the city as
well as they did the country constituencies.
If that be correct, and it is correct as a fact,
what have county boundaries to do with the
selection of these men ' They were not
selected because they lived in the county ;
they were selected because the party machine,
in some cases, forced them upon the party
who were willing to accept them. I do not
know, but I think my hon. friend did not
live in the constituency he represented.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I was gerrymandered
out of it by the measure you are defending.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Not in the first place. If the bon. gentle-
man was g.rrymandered out of bis residence,
he retained bis seat, so that the gerrymander
did not affect bis seat in the House of Com-
mons. I did not live in the riding which I
represented for twenty-five years. I lived
in a city in the same county, but not in the
riding, so that the argument, as far as that
is concerned, is, to my mind, valueless. My
hon. friend gave as a reason why this Redis-
tribution Bill was introduced-that it was
one of the planks of their platform at the
last election.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM--They claim that
they have carried out all the promises they
made.
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-We have been en-
gaged in the business.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-As far as
the Senate would allow.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
the government of the day had carried out
the pledges that they made at the election
we might have some respect for that declara-
tion. Did they not pledge themselves to
give us free trade as it is in England ? Did
they not pledge themselves also to abolish
the " robbers great and the robbers amall."
Did they not tell us that this country was
cursed with a protective policy which they
were going to wipe out of existence? How
have they carried out that pledge I By in-
creasing the duties on some articles in the
tariff. Take the duty on carpets, for in-
stance. It was 25 per cent under the old
tariff. They raised it 10 per cent, and then,
like the fakirs, brought it down, and said to
the importers, " You shall have 35 per cent
with twenty-five off," leaving the duty 261
per cent instead of 25. We shall have
before us in a day or two a bounty bill,
granting bounties for the next five years
larger than ever the Conservative party pro-
posed to give in order to protect one in
dustry.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-That was a bad
example.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELLL-
The hon. gentleman smiles. I am glad the
hon. gentleman is in good humour. Is that
a $52,000 smile 9 If we increase it on other
things we will have a smile that will please
the whole of us.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-What about
public works to be given only to the lowest
tender?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
am not dealing with that. The hon. gentle-
man is better acquainted with that question
than I am. .However, I will drop that por-
tion of the subject with this broad declara-
tion: If they had carried out their pledges,
we might have some respect for this. No
doubt they made this pledge, but I do not
think they ever anticipated, when they
made it, that they would have attempted
a redistribution until after the census.
The leader of the present government
said in a speech that he made upon this

question, that the law provided for a redis-
tribution after each decennial census, hence
he never contemplated any such abor-
tion as we have before us to-day. After
making the motion to which I referred this
afternoon, the Hon. Sir Wilfrid, then Mr.
Laurier, used this expression :

So it seems to me that the proposition involved in
the amendrment ought to commend itself to the judg-
ment of every man in the House who appreciates
British precedent, British institutions and, above
all, Britisa fair play.

That is a noble sentiment.
The periodical redistribution of seats in this House

is a standing order of our constitution.

There is no question about that and that
is the ground upon which we contend that
no general redistribution should take place
until after the decennial census. The Con-
federation Act provides that on the comple-
tion of the census in the year 1871 and in each
subsequent decennial census the representa-
tion of the four provinces shall be readjusted.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-" Shall be."

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Did I not say that.

Hon Mr. MILLS-Yes, but I am empha-
sizing the word for you.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I am glad the hon. gentleman did, because
it is imperative, and that is what I desire to
impress on my hon. friend. With the permis-
sion of the House I will read a further
declaration of Sir Wilfrid's on the occasion
I have referred to:

The periodical distribution of seats in this House 's
a standing order of our constitution. It is not a matter
as to which the government are free to act, which
they can repudiate or can accept ; if it were so »
would be open to each party to deal with it in the
manner best suited to its own interests, in the conceP-
tion which both parties hold of their own rights.
But it is not such a matter? The governiment i0
introducing this bill are simply carrying out »
organic disposition of constitutional law, and we su
mit that it would be a monstrous consequence i
when the government are carrying out an organ dis
position of the constitutional law they were to card
it out in such a way as to steal an advantage ovr
their opponents.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Hear, hear; that i,
what you did.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-0
lays down the proposition that it is impero-
tive with Parliament to deal with this ques-
tion of redistribution after each deceuial
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census, based on the population of each pro-
vince. If Quebec, which is the pivot on
which the whole principle revolves, increases
her population and the other provinces do
not, then the other provinces lose represen-
tation just in proportion to the decrease in
the population, while Quebec retains the same
number that she did at confederation. Now,
if it were intended that any redistribution
should take place between these periods,
why does the Act not say sol If you turn
to the Confederation Act you will find that
special power is given to the local legislatures
to change, alter and amend their electoral
districts just as they please. It says, in
reference to the provinces :

In each province the legislature may exclusively
mnake laws in relation to matters coining within the
class of subjects next herein enumerated; that is to
say, the amendinent, from time to time, notwithstand-
ing anything in this Act, of the constitution of the
provinces, except as regards the office of Lieutenant-
Governor.

There they have the power to abolish
their legislative councils, deal with the local
parliament, to increase or decrease their re-
presentation as they think proper. That is
not the case with the federal power.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Not as to numbers.
We have not the power, except periodically,
to alter the representation as to number
from each province. That is the only re-
striction.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
the hon. gentleman had kept quiet for a
t oment 1 would have told him so. I say
the Confederation Act does not say in plain
Words that you shall not change your elec-
toral districts, but it makes a provision for
redistribution as to.the numbers, based upon
the population of each province as compared
With the unit of the province of Quebec. And
just in proportion to the increase in each
Province, so in proportion would the repre-
tentation take place. Now, if it were in-
tendedthat there should be any manipulation
Of these constituencies between these periods,
I take it for granted the law would have
Ruade that provision, as it bas done in the
case of the provinces. There is one hon.
Rentleman who shakes his head. Why should
it not be sol Does any one suppose for a
rfornent that the fathers of confederation,
when they were discussing this question,
ever contemplated a change in the electoral
districts just before every election I Suppos-

ing we recognized this principle. Here is a
change just on the very verge of another
election, and, what makes it still worse, a
year afterwards the census must be taken
and another redistribution takes place, so
that, in many cases, the representative of
the people would not be representing those
who elected hii, and it would be placing in
the hands of every government that comes
into power the right to so manipulate the
constituencies, as to be to their party advan-
tage, just as was pointed out by the Hon.
Sir Wilfrid Laurier in the extract from his
speech which I have just read.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That was what was
done in 1882. The election occurred in 1882,
immediately after the redistribution, the
saine year.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
So it must be with you. That was only carry-
ingout the imperative requirementsof the Act.
Where is the point in what the hon. gentle-
man says. The election took place after the
decennial census, simply because the time of
Parliament had expired and it could not be
helped. So it will be with my hon. friends if
they retain power sutliciently long, or if they
should dissolve, as they might do immediately
after the census if they pleased, if anything
justified it in the initerests of the party to
which he belongs or in the interest of the
Dominion ; but there is this absurdity, if I
may use the expression without being
offensive, of that interruption. The hon.
gentleman wished to impress on my mind
that the law says it shall be done, and in
that case they had no alternative but to go
to the people.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My point is this:
The hon. gentleman intimated it could only
be for some very atrocious reason we would
propose to redistribute before the election.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
did not say anything of the kind. What I
said was that a party in power might do so,
and if I express my own individual
opinion, I would say you were doing it now
for no other purpose than to benefit your-
selves politically at the coming election, and
the instances I have given of the manipula-
tion of the constituencies of Toronto and
London, and leaving other. constituencies
alone, is the very best evidence of the inten-
tion of the government in the law that
they have proposed.
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-We are correcting an 1887, to be found at page 840 of the Com-
outrage. i mons debates :-

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
is well to correct all errors. It is well to
correct an outrage, but in correcting that
outrage I hold it is not the duty of any one
to commit one tenfold worse. You had
better bear the ills you have than fly to
others that you know not of. Is the hon.
gentleman correcting an error by adding
two suburbs which are in two of the York
ridings, for electoral purposes, to the city
of Toronto, and for what purposel For
the purpose of cutting off the heads
of McLean and Clarke Wallace, and no
other reason, and then in order to carry
out the principle which he admires so much
in other constituencies, is going to divide
up the city into five constituencies. What I
contend is, that the action of the gov-
ernment of to-day is a direct and positive
violation of the spirit of the constitution. I
do not sav that it is a violation of the letter
of the constitution, but I do say that if the
fathers of confederation had ever contem-
plated the possibility of an outrage such as
is. contemplated to day, they would have
made provision in the British North America
Act to prevent it. Sir John Macdonald said,
when he was replying to the Hon. Edward
Blake upon this point :

Legal power is right, but the expediency of exer-
cising that power is a different affair. The only matter
in which the House of Lords cannot interfere is the
Supply Bill. We know that when the Senate threw
out the Tuckersnith Bill, the hon. gentleman did not
deny the constitutional right of that House to inter-
fere in the matter, and they interfered readiy ' and
well on that occasion, because they prevented a breach
of the British North America Act by so doing.

This is what one of the lest constitu-
tional authority that we have had in the
Dominion says. He lays down this prin-
ciple, he says that the legal power exists, but
that it is inexpedient to treat every question
upon that ground, and he winds up by say-
ing that the rejection by the Senate of the
Tuckersmith Bill, which most of y'u under-
stand without ny explaining, prevented a
'breach of the British North American Act.
How did they prevent a breach of the
British North American Act i By reject-
ing a bill which changed electoral districts
fron the position which they occupied under
the general Redistribution Act. Sir John
Macdonald also made these remarks in

The principle was set early in our legisla-
ture, that there should be no readjustment of the
constituencies either in regard to the boundaries or
otherwise, except every ten years after the taking of
the census, and I think it would real)y be well that
we should adhere to that rule. Occasionally by the
addition of a rural portion of a county to a town,
there may be a little inconvenience, but it would be
much better that that inconvenience should be borne
rather than we should have little bills brought in on
every alteration of the boundaries of any munici-
pality except either urban or rural-to alter the
bounds of the constituencies for electoral purposes.

We would have continual taunts of gerrymandering
thrown across the floor.

We had better leave the matter as it is so that the
electoral districts shall remain both as to boundaries
and otherwise as they are until the next readjust-
ment.

Depend upon it, we would bring upon ourselves a
great deal of trouble and a great many objections
from both sides of the House by making any other
alternations in the boundaries of constituencies,
because if the argument of convenience is adopted in
one case that argument will apply to another, and
various reasons will be given wh y it is convenient to,
alter the boundaries of constituencies.

The boundary of a constituency should not be
altered except once in ten years.

That is the principle that was laid down
by one of the first statesmen in the Domin-
ion, and it is the principle on which we
should continue to act until after the next
census.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Was that Sir John
Macdonald or Sir John Thompson?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Sir
John Thompson held, as Sir John Macdonald
did, that except as a matter of convenience
or necessity, it would be well to adhere to
county boundaries where possble. Take my
own county; you could notvery wellsplit itup
with othercounties. It was divided into three
rilings at confederation, but not exclusi-
vel on the basis of population. My own con-
stituency was the smallest, numerically conl-
dered ; to-day it is the largest of the three,
because it has a large territory which since
has become settled. So it is with aIl new
sections of the country. I remember distinctlY
when Muskoka was set apart as a separat
constituency. It had only about eight or
nine thousand inhabitants, whilerany others
lying south and east had much larger popU-
lation, but it was growing rapidly, and tO-
day it is one of the largest constituencies in
Western Ontario. In dealing with this ques
tion the hon. member (M r. Blake) spoke long
and very earnestly on the question of redifr
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tribution. He used not very moderate lan-
guage towards his opponents, but he wound
up his speech with these words, which are so
applicable to the present case as applied to
my hon. friend opposite that I take the li-
berty to read them for bis edification. I have
no right to assume that he bas not read the
speech hiiself, but the sentiments are so
applicable to the case now under considera-
tion that he can truly apply them te him-
self. They are the views which most of us
hold to-day as to the reasons for changing
the boundaries of the various constituenôies
in Ontario particularly. He said :

Full deliberation is needed for another cause-
because this ineasure is exceptional in its character in
this: All other measures of legiation which you
bring before Parliament, you submit, when the time
or trial cones, to the constituencies which sent you to
do their business; you submit to the same men and
the same set of tribinals throughout the community;
you go before them and you say: " Five years ago
you entrusted me with power to act as your repre-
sentative; such and such things have I done, I bring
them before you as the fruits of my labours in that
capacity,-and I ask you who sent me to judge
whether I arm deserving of your continued confidence
or no." But this is a measure, Sir, which proposes to
alter the jury, to alter the tribunal, to provide for a
different set of jurors to try those who are to come
before them very shortly for trial upon the events of
the last four or five years. No longer are we to appeal
to the same set of men before whom we fought the
battle four years ago,-no longer are we to say to
them : "You returned me by such and such a majority,
or you defeated me by such and such a majority, and
I appeal to you, on the one hand, to continue your
confidence, or, on the other hand, to reverse your vote
of want of confidence on the issues which have been
raised during those four or five years." No, it is
pjoposed to provide for a different set of jurors, to
whorm ho4. gentlemen, afraid to appeal to those who
sent then here, propose to appeal to vindicate their
conduct.

I comnend that to the careful consideration of hon.
gentlemen opposite, to whom it is specially applicable
now.

There could not be language found that
Suits the present occasion so well as the lan-
guage used by Mr. Blake, and I apply it
With all the force I can to the position in
which we are placed to-day, and also to the
hon. gentleman. I do not propose te conti-
nue my remarks further. I bave laid down
What I believe te be the correct principle on
Which this Parliament should act, and that
is, not te interfere with the electoral divisions
Until after the decennial census bas been
taken. If this bill now becomes law, the
hon. gentleman will have a different jury
to whom to appeal, and immediately after-
Wards there will be another jury provided
for those who are te contest the succeeding
elections. That should not be the case. I hold
that this Senate bas the right to deal with

this question as it thinks proper, and I resent
the doctrine laid down by the hon. Minister
of Justice that it is a matter net affecting
this branch of Parliament, and therefore we
should not deal with it, if it were right for
the hon. gentleman opposite in 1882 te make
a violent speech against the RediAtribution
Bill of that session and move the six months'
hoist, is it criminal in us, now, te treat this
bill in the same way 1 If he had a right, occu-
pying the seat that I do now, and holding the
position that I hold to-day in reference te
the opposition, to move the six months' hoist,
what right have these hon. gentlemen to
declare that this House bas no authority te
interfere with a question of this kind ? The
hon. gentleman in 1882 used this language,
which is somewhat edifying:

In my judgment no greater blow bas ever been
aimed at confederation than this bill ; and nothing

as tended more to shake the autonony of the Do-
minion; no free man can accept it.

I say that when the liberties and privileges of a
people are infringed upon by an accidentai majority
inParlianient the minonty so trampled upon will seek
redress.

The people whose interests are affected will not
stand it.

They will not submit to or tolerate it, and this
Senate bas now a great duty to perforn in the
premises if it is to be truly a safeguard for the min-
ority.

These were tolerably strong words, and
was followed by a motion for the six months'
hoist. Now, I propose te follow the example
of my hon. i iend te some extent. I do not
propose te be so discourteous as to move the
six months' hoist, but I shall move something
else which I think will have about the sane
efect, and give a reason for it. But I will
paraphrase my hon. friend's remarks before
making the motion.

In ny judgment no greater blow bas ever
been ained at confederation and the basis
of the whole electoral system, than this bill ;
and nothing will tend more to shake the
autonomy of the Dominion; no free man
having any regard for himself or his country
can accept it. I say that when the liberties
and privileges of a people are infringed upon
as now proposed by an accidentai majority
in Parliament secured through false pre-
tenses, the minority so trampled upon will
seek redress. The people whose interests
are affected will net stand it. They will
not submit to or tolerat e it, and this Senate
bas now a great duty tu preform in the
premises if it is to be truly a safeguard for
the people of Canada. Believing that to,
be the case, I propose the following motion
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in amendenent to that made by the Minister
of Justice :

That it be resolved, that it is inexpedient to proceed
further with the bill now under consideration inas-
mnuch as it is provided by section 51 of the British
North Anerica Act, that the representation of the
provinces in the House of Commons shall be read-
justed upon the completion of each decennial census
subject to and in accordance with the rules in the said
Act set forth, and as the next decennial census will
under the provisions of the Confederation Act be
taken in 1901, a readjustnient of constituencies in the
Dominion made previous to such census being taken
would, in the opinion of this House, be a violation of
the spirit of said Act.

Hon. M4r. SCOTT-The language that I
used in 1882, which my hon. friend bas
quoted, was simply justified by the circum-
stances, and I adhere to the views I then
expressed, that never in the history of this
country was amoredangerous Act introduced
and passed by a political party than the one
to which reference bas been made. It was
an entire departure from principles that had
always prevailed in Canadian history. Be-
fore confederation, hon. gentlemen will seek
in vain to find any instance, except the three
particular cases to which Sir John Macdon-
ald himself alluded in 1872, where there was
a departure from county boundaries, and in
the Confederation Act the counties were set
forth with great particularity. The county
of Lanark was divided into two ridings. The
county of Leeds was divided into South Leeds
and North Leeds ; Northumberland was di-
vided into two ridings, Northumberland East
and Northumberland West ; Ontario was di-
vided into Ontario South and Ontario North;
York was divided into East and West York ;
Wentworth into North aud South; Elgin,
East and West; Wellington, East and West,
and so on. The hon. gentleman bas quoted
the British North America Act to show that
this is a departure from the principles laid
down in that Act. I dispute that. The Act
reads perfectly plainly. It bas reference to
the distribution of the members that repre-
sent the several provinces. It bas no refer-
ence to the internal arrangement of any one
province. The language is not capable of a
second interpretation. It readi:

On the completion of the ce'nsus in the year 1871
and on the subsequent decennial census the representa-
tion of the four provinces shall te readjusted, not of
any one province, but the four provinces.

Shall be readjusted by such authority in such man.
ner and from such time as the Parliament of Canada
from time to time provides.

Quebec is given a fixed number, and the
other provinces a number varying according

to the population of those provinces, and the
proportion which it bore to the population
of Quebec. That is perfectly clear, and the
hon. gentlemen themselves have always
acted on that principle. No later than
1893, after the Act of 1892 had been passed,
the government of which my bon. friend
was a member, rearranged the constituencies
a second time, because the first arrangement
did not suit them. My hon. friend referred
to Nipissing as if that stood alone; but I
have the Act under my hand here, and not
only Nipissing but Hochelaga, Ottawa City,
Chambly and Verchères were in the same
position. The Act says it shall consist of
Longueuil, Chambly, 8t. Lambert, St. Basil,
and so on.

Hon. Mr. McDONALD (C.B.)-A repe-
tition of the old Act.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, not at all. It
would be here if it were. It was altered
and it reads :-Paragraphs so and Fo are
hereby repealed and the following substitu-
ted therefor. The electoral list of Rouville
shall consist of so and so, L'Ange Gardien,
St. Jean Baptiste, St. Hilaire and so on.
Bagot in the same way, and the electoral
districts of Richelieu, St. Hyacinthe and
Provencher was changed. No better evi-
dence can be offered than the fact that the
hon. gentlemen themselves arranged the
constituency. No later than 1895 they
introduced a bill changing two constitu-
encies, Verchères and Joliette, and yet those
gentlemen attempt to argue that it is a dis-
turbance of the constitutional Act to now
rearrange the counties in one province. The
British North America Act is perfectlY
plain upon the point. It had reference only
to the readjustment of the representation in
the several provinces. It had no connection
whatever with the readjustment of bounda-
ries of electoral districts within the pro-
vince, so long as they did not disturb the
number. We make no disturbance in the
number of representatives from Ontario.
The number bears exactly the same relation
to the other provinces that it did before the
introduction of this bill. It does not disturb
that at all.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-If this clause
bas no reference whatever to any change or
any arrangement within the province, and
the province gets ten new members, how i3
he going to dispose of them 1
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That can only be re-
arranged after a decennial census, but there
are no new members added here.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-If eight or ten
members come to a province, they have to
be distributed over the province, and how is
that to be done ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We make no dis-
turbance of the number representing each
province. We simply readjust the bound-
aries of those counties which were gerry-
mandered in 1892; that is all we do. The
hon. gentleman who introduced this motion
brought into the debate very many subjects
which I do not propose to discuss, but I
think some were manifestly unfair and done
with a view of reflecting on the members
who form the government of this country.
He spoke about the men who had com-
mitted those atrocious frauds in West Elgin
having been down in Ottawa, and no doubt
the inference was endeavoured to be thrown
-out that they had conferences with the gov-
ernment. That is exceedingly bad taste. In
the first place, this government did not e-
quire any advice on the subject. They laid
down the principle. Nobody can give them
any advice. Hon. gentlemen may smile,
but ·if they just reflect for a moment, we
simply said: " We will retore the county
boundaries, as they existed before 1892."

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-The govern-
ment did not consult Captain Sullivan.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, we left that to
the hon. gentleman.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There was nothing to
consult him on. There was no one to con-
lult with. We decided that, as the gerry-
mander existed west of Toronto, the eastern
portion of the province should not be dis-
turbed. We wish only to undo the gross
irregularities that had been perpetrated
ulder the Act of 1882; limiting it entirely
to this, because it was very well recognized
that the gerrymander was not carried out
to the same extent in eastern Ontario that
it was in western Ontario. When we laid
down that principle, we did not require any-
body's advice. We had no control over it.
We simply said " The county of Huron
returns three members: we will allow the
coUnty of Huron to continue to return three
Imembers. We will exclude those townships

which have been brought in, and will take
in those townships which have been excluded,
restoring simply the county boundaries, and
eaving it entirely to an independent body
to say how it should be divided." Is that
not fair to both parties ? Can anybody point
out the possibility of our foreshadowing
whether any substantial gain would be
obtained by the Liberal party by so doing 1
No one could tell. It was absolutely impos-
sible. We had no opportunity. We laid
down the principle that if a county had only
the requisite number to elect one member, it
would only have one member. No one could
tell what the effect of that was to be
on the county. If the county was enti-
tled to two members, and had at the pre-
sent time two, we said "ILeave it to the
county itself, and let it have two members;
let the county be divided as the judiciary
may decide." And the same way with
regard to the counties of Grey, Huron and
Bruce, and those counties which are entitled
to a larger number. I maintain, therefore,
that nobody could give us any advice. We
did not leave any option with ourselves.
Anybody reading the bill will see that it is
laid down on a strict, absolute principle and
is not susceptible of any alteration. The
judges have simply to divide those counties
as they may think proper. They do not go
outside of that. The hon. gentleman bas
endeavoured to show that this House, in the
discussion of what was known as the Tucker-
smith Bill declared that it should not have
been introduced at that particular time. I
took part in the debate on that bill, and the
rea on the bill was thrown out was a very
simple one. Mr. Cameron's election was
contested. It was making a considerable
difference to Mr. Cameron whether Tucker-
snith township was excluded or not in
reference to the election to be held if he were
declared. to be unseated, and he was so de-
clared. Tbis House held that while the
matter was 8ub judice the constituency
should not be disturbed. The question of
readjustment had nothing whatever to do
with it. It was not mentioned in the debate.
I challenge any bon. gentleman to look up
the debate. The whole point turns on the
fact that it was improper, while the case was
before the court, that Mr. Cameron should
be allowed to interfere with, or disturb the
county boundaries, because it was at his
instance the legislation was inaugurated.
That is the real truth of the bill.
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Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-It was not
right.

Hon. Mr. AIKENS-I do not think that
was the real reason. The reason was be-
cause the township of Tuckersmith had
already voted, and after it had cast its vote,
then they wanted to attach it to the consti-
tuency represented by Mr. Cameron for the
purpose of electing hini.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That is wh.t I say.
The Senate held that if Mr. Cameron had to
go back to a new election, the constituency
should be the same as the constituency in
which the vote was cast before-that there
should be no alteration of the boundaries
between the first and second elections.

Hon. Mr. AIKENS-That
sion of this House, but that
argument used by the hon.
State at that time.

was the deci-
was not the
Secretary of

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I know that. I am
bound to say that I think this House was
right, although at the time I may have taken
a different view for the reasons I gave. No
doubt there was an attempt to gain a party
advantage. In looking back on the occur-
rences of some twenty-six years ago, or more,
I think that the verdict of this House was a
proper one, that while the member had to go
back to his election, the constituency should
not be disturbed. My point in the
argument is that the question of the
readjustment of representation had noth-
ing whatever to do with the motives which
prompted this House to throw out the
bill. I lay down this principle, that the
Act of 1882 was a violent departure
from the rule that always had pre-
vailed in Canada. Before confederation
the county boundaries were invariably pre-
served at all events in Ontario, and I be-
lieve also in Quebec. The question of
representation by population has been drawn
into this debate. It has nothing whatever
to do with the representation in the pro-
vince. I took part in the question, and my
hon. friend opposite took part later in the
fifties, 1856 to 1859. It was the prevailing
question, and it was the question which no
doubt forced on the confederation, and it
was due to the fact that the provinces of
Upper and Lower Canada were each repre-
sented by 65 members. Bruce, Grey, Huron
and Wellington were filling up rapidly, and

the population of Ontario had grown very
much faster than that of Quebec, and there-
fore the agitation arose in Upper Canada
for a larger representation, and that was
representation by population. It had no
reference to the several constituencies with-
in either province, but it had entirely
reference to the greater population of the
one province and the less population of the
other. That was the whole point in the
representation by population agitation that
afterwards led to the union of
the provinces, and that opinior. is
contirmed by the fact that when
the union formed Upper Canada was given
a larger representation. The representation
of Quebec was fixed at 65, and that was to
be the standard from which the represent-
atives in the other provinces was to be de-
rived, but had no possible connection with
the internai arrangements, and as I have
shown, the late government felt nio hesita-
tion in altering boundaries within the
provinces. It did not disturb the number
of members which represented the province,
and therefore they were quite right and
quite justified in altering the boundaries if
they thought it was a proper policy to pur-
sue. What I maintain is that the Act of
1882 was not only a departure, but that it
was framed entirely with a view at annihil-
ating the Liberal party in this country, and
that was the reason for the strong language
I used on the occasion of my moving the
six months' hoist. I say, too, that in the,
arrangement of the boundaries in 1882 the
individual members of the House were con-
sulted as to what townships they wanted in
the constituency, or what townships they
wanted excluded from the constituency, that
the principle that my hon. friend alluded to
of equalization of the population was not
a feature at all in it, as I will show
by reading some extracts from the Act
of 1882. The electoral district of. Brock-
ville with 15,000 population, was taken
out of South Leeds with a population of
23,000. There was no attempt there at
equalizing the numbers-a smail one and a
large one. The population of Cardwell was
only 15,300. It was formed out of part of
Peel, Simeoe and Dufferin had only 15,000
and it adjoined North Wellington with a
population of 24,000 and South Wellington
with the same population. There wats no
attempt there at equalization. Then Dur-
ham West, with a population of 15,000 ad-
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joins Ontario South with a population of
19,000. Frontenac, with a population of
13,000, adjoins South Leeds with a popula-
tion of 22,000. Grenville South, with only
12,000 adjoins Dundas with 20,000. North
Leeds and Grenville with a population of
13,000 adjoins Carleton with a population of
21,000. Lennox with 14,000 adjoins Ad-
dington with 24,000. Middlesex West with
17,000 adjoins Middlesex East with a popu-
lation of 25,000. It would seem, therefore,
in the division that the quest on of popula-
tion did not enter, because if they were
desirous of having an equîl number of
population with the number in these adjoin-
ing constituencies it would have been an
easy matter to make the alteration, and
more particularly as the lines laid down by
the hon. leader of the opposition would lead
one to the conclusion that according to his
viewmunicipal boundariesshould beabolished
entirely and electoral districts formed
out of many districts as were defined,
abandoning a principle that had prevailed
not only in Canada at ail times, but also in
England even to this day. You never hear
of their going outside theircounty boundaries
in England to make up a district; on the
contrary, instructions are given, when new
electoral districts are formed, that they must
nlot go outside county boundaries and must
not even divide parishes. Peel with a popu-
lation of 15,000, adjoins West York with a
population of 41,000. There was a chance
to have made a better distribution if the
motive had been the equalization of popula-
tion, but lon. gentlemen see that those
figures are conclusive, and that the redistri-
bution had no reference to equalization of
population. Then, again, I ask the hon.
gentleman what justification is there for
taking a township out of a county and then
returning into that county a township .froin
another district of equal population ? Take,
for instance, the county of Oxford with a
population of 49,000. It can be easily
divided into two ridings, as it always had
been for the last half century up to 1882.
Blenheimiî with a population of 9,600 was
taken out of Oxford and replaced by East
Thorpe with an equal population of 9,630.
Now, is such legislation defensible to take a
township of 9,000 out of a county and replace
it with another township of equal populationl
Surely there was some motive in that. The
general conclusion was-and it was pretty
Well discussed and practically recognized in

that particular county-tbat it was simply a
desire to " hive the Grits."

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-It was in the
county was it not i

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, net at all. Two
townships were taken out and two more put
in. I have a map here, which the hon. gen-
tleman can look at if he desires. Blenheim,
with a population of 5,000, is taken out of
Oxford and put into Brant. Burford, with
a population of 4,600, was taken out of
Brant and put in Oxford. What was the
sense of that ?

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Does the hon.
gentleman want my opinion?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I will give it
by and by.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It was to " hive the
Grits." I do net think any fair minded man
would say that it was a justifiable thing to
do, to take a township out of one county and
place it in another, and to take from that
other county a township of similar popula-
tion to replace it. What was the object of
it, unless to give the riding a different com-
plexion 1

Hon. Mr. MILLS-And a Liberal town-
ship was taken out of Perth and put into
Oxford.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That continues on
the list. I do not desire to weary the House
with details, but I merely quote that to show
the principle that guided the hand that drew
up the Act of 1882-that it could only be
pronpted by personal motives.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-To prove that, it
would be necessary to show the population
of the district froin which that portion was
taken, and to show the population of the
district in the part of Oxford County in
which it was placed.

Hon Mr. SCOTT-I can give my hon.
friend the population of those counties.
The populations were, Brant 36,000, but
up to that time it had been divided into two
ridings, North and South Brant. Oxford
was a county that had about the fair num-
ber for an equal division. Oxford had 49,857,
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which would have made a division of 24,000
odd for each member, which is about the
number that the larger counties in Ontario
contain. But certainly no more glaring in-
stances can be given than thcse which i
have just quoted. Take Brant, which I
gave a moment ago. What could be gained
where you take 5,600 out of Oxford and put
them in Brant, and take 4,939 out of Brant
and put them in Oxford ? That certainly
would require some explanation. It could
not be to equalize the population.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-They took out
more than they put in.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-As I said, the prin-
ciples that have guided the government in
framing this bill are not open to cavil. It
cannot be charged that any political motive
was in view, because no one could tell what
the result would be. It could not be a
gerrymander. In the case of the city of
Toronto, we simply take the city as we take
the various counties. We made no change
in the city of Toronto. We did not alter
it at all. We said, " Whatever population
the city comprises within the municipality
of Toronto, shall be divided so that the city
of Toronto shall have five members."

Hou. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Why did not the government add New Edin-
burgh to the city of Ottawa, of which it is a
ward, as they did the two outlying districts
to Toronto.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It was felt the gerry-
mander was more gross west of Durham, tak-
ing the line west, and it was felt that it was
not desirable to disturb the eastern portion
of Ontario. We only propose to remove
those portions of the Act of 1882 that were
most gross and indefensible.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Why did the
government deal with the city of St. John
-and the county as they are doing if that was
their only objecti

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There are parties in
the city of St. John that have a double vote,
they vote for a member of the city and mem-
ber of the county, if I am well advised.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-That is not by
the Act of 1882. That arrangement is 100
years old.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That was the rule, and
it was thought to be an anachronism. Our

attention was called to it in taking the recent
plebiscite, where it appeared that persons in
St. John had a double vote which did not
exist anywhere else in the Dominion, and it
seemed only reasonable to place St. John city
and county on the same plane as before.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
There was no gerrymander of the city of To-
ronto ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I beg pardon. The
city of Toronto, as constituted under the pre-
sent bill, is confined entirely to the city of
Toronto. The county of York is confined to
the county of York.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
hon. gentleman stated that they confined their
operations to the gerrymander in the west,
in order to correct what they thought was a
wrong; the city of Toronto, to which he was
referring, was not gerrymandered in 1882
nor in 1892. It remained precisely the
same.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We did not desire to
interfere with the principle we laid down.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-What was that
principle?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The principle was that
there should be no disturbance cf county
boundaries, and we have not disturbed
county boundaries.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
gave a dozen illustrations.

lon Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
cannot point out a single case. The one
principle prevails through the whole bill. It
is not open to criticism, and in the course
that we followed we adopted the principle
that hon. gentlemen are so often desirous of
quoting and that is the principle that pre-
vails in England. We thought that that
was certainly the fairest way. I have in my
hand a copy of the instructions given to the
boundary commission when the last re-
arrangement was made in Great Britain. It
was made on the principles we adopted in
this bill. They proposed to have the division
by certain officials, who are known as col-
missioners, and I will read a paragraph f rom
the instructions given to those commnissioners
and those are the instructions that thejudges
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will no doubt act upon when they are making
the division:

The duties of the commission will be the follow-
ing

1. With respect to counties:
In the first place to examine the survey maps of

the Ordnance Department and determine from them
and other documents in the possession of that depart-
ment and of the Local Government Board, and from
other available information, the boundaries to be
assigned to the several divisions of each county to be
divided. In forming the divisions, the population of
the several divisions excluding that of the parliamen-
tary boroughs, should be equalized so far as pratica-
ble, and care nust be taken in all those cases where
there are populous localities of an urban character to
include themn in one and the same division, unless
this cannot be done without producing grave incon-
venience, and involving boundaries of a very irregular
and objectionable character.

Subject to this important rule, each division should
be as compact as possible with respect to geogra-
phical position, and should be based upon well-known
existing areas, such as petty sessional divisions, or
other areas consisting of an aggregate of parishes.
In some instances, however, it may be found neces-
sary to include separate parishes, but a divisional
boundary must never be allowed to intercept a parish.

Now these are the instructions given to
the commissioners who lay out the electoral
district in England. There is no departure
whatever from the county boundaries, and
in the division of the various counties they
particularly desire that even the parishes
shall not be divided. I say, therefore, that
the proposal made by this government is
beyond cavil, beyond challenge. You cannot
class it in the category with the legislation
of 1882 or 1892, because it is on a fixed
principle, and it is fair to both parties. No
man can forecast what the division will be.
Take the county of Bruce. The whole
county is to be divided into three ridings.
We have no control over the divisions. It
is as fair to the Conservative party as to the
Liberal party. The same with the other
counties. The judges will endeavour to have
the population as nearly equal as possible,
but nobody can say this government had
anything to gain by passing an Act of this
sort and leaving it entirely to a court to say
what the boundaries of the various subdivi-
sions shall be. The hon. leader of the oppo-
sition argued that the electoral districts
mnight exist in this Act wholly irrespective
of the county boundary,and he instanced Lhe
subjects of legislation which come before
Parliament and pointed out that they were
not matters of a local character and there-
fore it should not niatter how the electoral
district was formed. That is not the Drin-
ciple which has prevailed in England. ' We
look tu follow English precedents. They

are grand principles to adopt, and they are not
open to question, and yet in England, where
the questions certainly are as broad, and a
good deal broader than in Canada, they
scrupulously deternine and adhere to county
boundaries as the only fair principle that
can guide them. It cannot be said that this
government in seeking to obtain this legis-
lation is hoping to gain an advantage over
its opponents because they cannot possibly
foresee what the result may be. It was not
so in 1882, when it was notorious that
members of Parliament were consulted as to
their particular constituencies. If a member
had a township in his county which he did
not wish to have included, he simply had to
say " Cut that township out and give me a
township from another county." That was
the principle which governed. We have not
consulted anybody in this. There was
nothing to consult about. There was a broad
well defined principle laid down, and that
has not been in any iota departed from, so I
challenge anybody to maintain for a moment
that we could have gained anything by
consulting anybody, because we could not
depart from the principle. It was arbitray
and positive and very plain, to be read by
anybody. Hon. gentlemen know very
well that the Liberal party in this country
felt that a great wrong had been committed
in 1882 and they felt it was incumbent upon
them, whenever they obtained office, that
they should at all events produce before the
Parliament of Canada a bill proposing to
obliterate the Act of 1883 as far as its more
gross features were concerned, and to submit
in lieu thereof one that could not be
challenged as far as its fairness goes.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-My hon. friend
the Secretary of State, asked me for an ex-
planation. It is strange to me why we have
this redistribution or gerrymander at all.
The people of this country wonder at it.
What is the necessity for it i Are these
gentlemen afraid of the people I If they
have not the fear of the Lord before them,
they have the fear of the people. They do
not wish to appeal to the saie constituen-
cies that returned them to power, and rmy
hon. friend the Secretary of State has ad-
mitted here to-night that he did an injust-
ice, for party purposes, in the case of the
Tuckersmith Bill. Hon. gentlemen have
heard him say so. He is doing an injustice
now for party purposes, and yet the govern-
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ment tell us there is no gerrymander in
this business-that they leave all to the
judges. I have every respect for the judici-
ary of this country, but I say to the govern-
ment of the day, when they are bringing
down the judges from the bench to take part
in a political matter they are doing a great
injustice to the judges themselves and to the
country, because it will destroy the confid-
ence the people have in the judiciary if they
are to become political agents to divide the
counties. The Minister of Justice tells us
there is no community of feeling between
the people unless they live inside of one
county. What bas that to do with it?
Have we not all to bear a share of the ex-
penses of governing this country? Have
wo not all to come under the same tariff,
are we not all governed by the same laws i
The local legislature governs in local matters.
The hon. ininister said, when he introduced
this bill, that the government had promised
the people they would do it. Let us con-
sider for a moment how many of their pro-
mises to the people they have carried out.
When the hon. the leader of the opposition
was speaking, this occurred to me, and he
might have taken it for an interruption,
when I asked him what were the pledges.
They were going to reduce the expenditure
of this country. I believe the Minister of
Justice said they could reduce the annual
expenditure by $2,000,000.

Some hon. GENTLEMEN-$4,000,000.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-They were
going to reduce the expenses in every way ;
they were going to reduce the public debt,
and their policy was to give all contracts
only by publie tender and to the lowest
bidder. Have they done that ? Have they
not departed from everything they promised
to the people, and in order to use Captain
Sullivan and others and the machine to get
back into power again, they propose this
bill. Hon. gentlemen talk about the popu-
lation to-day. What can they tell us about
the population i It is merely a matter of
guess. The latest census is that of 1891,
and we do not at present really know what
the population of Canada is. Let them wait
till another census is taken, and I think
f rom what 1 see in this House, they will
have to wait ; let them try to carry out some
of the pledges they made to the people of
this country before introducing this bill.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-This is one of them.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-It is a very
snall one. The hon. gentlemen did not
promise when they were going to do it;
they are doing it now for party advantage.
They leave it to the judges to divide the
counties, but the government lay down the
scheme as to how it shall be divided.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No.

Hon. Mr. McDONALD (C.B.)-They do
not divide St. John. N.B.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Of course they
they do not. Their aim is to get additional
strength for their party and I am not here
to help them in that. I have faith in the
electors to do what is right and in the
country if it is properly governed, but I have
not very much faith in the gentlemen that
are governing the country to-day, and why ?
The people of this Dominion have no faith
in them because they have violated every
pledgé they made before they attained power.
They have violated their pledge to reduce
the public expenditure. They have violated
their pledge to let contracts only by public
tender and to the lowest bidder, and they
have violated every other pledge but this one
that they made to the country. They advo-
cated free trade and turned round to pro-
tection. That was an advantage to the
country, but it was a violation of their pro-
mise. They have been a spendthrift govern-
ment, and they are afraid of the wrath of
the people and now they want to gerryman-
der the constituencies in order to retain
power. If the people sustain them at the
next election they can rearrange the con-
stituencies as they think pioper after the
next census, but while I am here and have
a voice, I shall not support legislation of
this kind. Let them wait their time out as
they should do. If they are afraid of the
people I am not. The people of this country
know what they are doing. They will weigh
the government in the balance and will find
them wanting.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON moved the ad-
journment of the debate.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned.
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THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, 19th July, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (40) " An Act respecting the Cana-
dian Railway Fire Insurance Company, and
to change its name to the Dominion Fire
Insurance Company."-(Mr. Power.)

Bill (129) "An Act respecting the General
Trust Corporation of Canada, and to change
its name to the Canada Trust Company."-
(Mr. Power.)

Bill (139) "An Act respecting the Nova
Scotia Steel Company, Limited." - (Mr.
Power.)

Bill (104) " An Act respecting the Domin-
ion Permanent Loan Company."-(Mr. Mc-
Millan.)

SECOND READTNG.

Bill (162) " An Act to incorporate the
Belleville Prince Edward Bridge Company."
-- (Sir Mackenzie Bowell.)

EDMONTON DISTRICT RAILWAY
COMPANY'S BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

Hon. Mr. BAKER, from the Committee
on Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours, re-
ported Bill (158) " An Act respecting the
Edmonton District Railway Company, and
to change its name to the Edmonton, Yukon
and Pacific Railway Company."

Hon. Mr. PERLEY moved that the bill
be read a third time to-morrow.

Hon. Mr. POIRIER-However great
tny respect is for any report that comes from
the Railway Committee, of which I am a
lember, I cannot in justice to myself allow

this report to pass without calling the atten-
tionof thishonourable House towhat I consi-
der a serious mistake. The question is as to the
Want and absolute lack of description of the
line of railway. We are dealing here with
a company that is obtaining from us privi-
leges to build a railroad starting from where

we do »ot know to different places with
which we are not at all acquainted. Their
line of railway is described in the bill as
follows :-

1. The Edmonton District Railway Company, here-
inafter called " the conhpany," may lay out, construct
and operate from some point on the line of railway

ich it is already authorized to construct, a line of
railway either to the Yellow Head Pass or to the
Peace River Pass, and thence by such route as is
found or deemed most practicable to a port in the
provin(e of British Columbia, or to connect with the
line of railway which the British Pacific Railway
Company is authorized to construct, and may also
construct and operate a branch line to sone point on
the navigable waters of the Yukon River.

In this description thet-e is nothing defi-
nite. We do absolutely not know where
we start f ram and where we are going to
land. It is said that the road is to com-
mence on the line of railway which it is
already authorized to construct. Now, the
railway which the company is already
authorized to construct starts :

From some point within the town of Edmonton in
the district of Alberta, North-west Territories of
Canada ; thence in a southerly direction to a point in
South Edmonton on the Calgary and Edmonton Rail-
way, and to connect therewith; also from some point
within the said town of Edmonton, thence in a north-
westerly direction via the village of St. Albert to a
r t on the Athabasca River at or near Fort Assini-

ine with a branch to Stony Plains; also from some
point within the said town of Erimonton, thence in a
north-easterly direction to a point at or near Fort
Saskatchewan, together with a branch to a point on
Sturgeon River.

The new railroad is to start from some
point between these two points. I have
been looking into this former railroad from
which, at any place on it, this new railroad
is to commence, and I find it runs from
Edmonton some ten degrees of longitude
west, and some twenty degrees of latitude
north, which, as they are running diagon-
ally, would mean a railway about 1,000
miles in length. This new railroad is to
start somewhere between these two lines,
but neither the committee nor the House are
told at what point it is to commence. The
lerigth is probably 1,000 miles, from the
best calculation I could make, but I could
get no exact data as to the distance. A new
road starts f rom some point on that new
line, westerly, either to the Yellow Head
Pass or the Peace River Pass. Is there
any hon. gentleman here who can tell me
the distance between these two passes?
You will bear in mind that this company
is given authority to build, westerly at either
of these two passes, holding them in the
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meantime. For two years no one is allowed
to touch those passes. It does not say which
pass it shall go through, but it may take
either of them. I find those passes are some
three or four degrees apart, tneaning
that the space is enormous, and this space is
held by the company until they begin, if
they begin at al], to construct that railway.
Their former railway is not as yet begun.
They obtained a charter for a privilege they
knew nothing about, and now come and tell
us that their road was no good and they are
starting on a new venture. They enlarge
the areas very much. They are authorized
exclusively, to build, because it is not likely
we will give the privilege to any other com-
pany, should another company, in the mean-
time, come with a bona tide offer to build a
railroad through any of those two passes.
Having passed the Roccies at either of tiiese
passes, which they hold in the meantime,
they are authorized to build then by such
route as is found or deemed most practicable
to a port in the province of British Col-
umbia. No port is specified. They can
start from Vancouver up to opposite Mount
St. Elias, an immense distance. They can
choose any port and even complicate us
with the United States, if they wish. They
have the whole Pacifie Coast of British Col-
umbia wherein to choose their port. They
have also been granted by the committee
of which I arm a member-I am sorry on
this occasion to have been a member of it-
the right to connect with a line of railway
which the British Pacifie Railway Company
is authorized to construct. What is that
line ? It is some line likely to the south of
that, but it is a line which traverses the whole
of British Columbia, and they have the privi-
lege of striking that line within a distance of
1,000 or 1,500 miles at no specified point.
They may also construct and operate a
branch line to some point on the navigable
waters of the Yukon River. They can strike
the Yukon River either at the Pelly River
or at the boundary, a range of perhaps a
thousand miles. While it has been, and
rightly so, the custom for the House and
committee to know what they are about, to
have maps showing the members of the com-
mittee what powers are sought for, in this
case it is true we had the map, but nothing
definite at all, and this company is given an
area in extent equal to all Europe if you
except Russia. That would not, of itself, be
the greatest objection, but the company has

shown that it was not prepared, the first
time it came before us, to construct the rail-
way-it was not shown they had any inten-
tion to construct it, since they have done
nothing, and now they have come and ad-
mitted that the road was impracticable. They
are in a position now to prevent other com-
panies from doing any service in those
regions because they have embraced, I may
say, the whole of British Columbia. I call
the attention of the House to this state of
facts, and move that the House refer back
this report to the Railway Committee with
instructions to have a better definition of
the line.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-If noise were con-
sidered an argument, the hon. gentleman
would have succeeded very well in making
the protest on this occasion. I will only
say that this bill is one that passed the
House of Commons, where the map of the
district was laid before the members. The
hon. gentleman from Alberta, in the other
House, lives at Edmonton, where the rail-
way starts, and there is no doubt he was
paying attention to the matter, and the bill
passed with his entire concurrence and sat-
isfaction. The same map was laid before
the Senate committee, and examined by
them before they passed the bill. This bill
simply provides for an amendment to change
its name, and it is of no importance. We
can all understand that in a great country
like the North-west Territories, it is impos-
sible to locate a line of railway within a
mile or two. If it comes within a reasonable
distance of a certain point, it is doing very
well. This railway is intended to develop
that western country. My hon. friend has
neverbeen there, nor have the personsherefers
to ever been in that locality. No company
could go in there and make a survey of the
ground before they got their charter. It
costs thousands of dollars to do it. They
know where they want to go, and whether
they go by a straight line or a circuitous
route, circumstances will determine. I do
not see any point in the hon. gentleman's
argument, except that he wants to stop the
development of that country.

Hon. Mr. POWER-There was no divis-
ion in the committee. The hon. gentleman
stood alone.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-There was no
division in the committee and why should the
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hon. gentleman make this fuss now? I
think the committee was quite able to deal
with all the matters, and I have every faith
that the House will adopt the report.

Hon. Mr. POWER-There is a question
of order in the motion. My hon. friend
moved that the bill be referred back to the
committee, with instructions to do something
which the committee has the power to do
without any instructions from the House.
The committee can only be given instruc-
tions to do sonething which it would not
have the power ta do. Consequently the
motion is out of order.

The SPEAKER-Does the hon. gentle-
man insist upon his motion?

Hon. Mr. POIRIER-Is the point of
order raised by the hon. gentleman from
Halifax well taken i I fail to see anything
in the point of order, because there is
nothing in our usages to show that it is well
taken. The House has the right to send back
a report if it considers the report incomplete,
or the House can give the committee any in-
structions that they deemi proper. My hon.
friend's argument would go so far as to say
that a report can only be referred back to a
committee when new powers are given to it.
If the committee had not the power origi-
nally to deal with the bill, it would not have
the power afterwards, when the bill was
referred back to it. The committee must
have the power oriLinally to deal with the
bill. The bill may be sent back with special
instructions. I do not understand that my
motion is out of order.

The SPEAKER--The question was on
the motion for the third reading of the bill
for to-merrow. The hon. gentleman moved
in amendment that the bill be referred back
to the Comnittee on Railways, Telegraphs
and Harbours, not for further conside-
ration but with the instruction to obtain
from the company a better definition of
its line. An instruction can be given to
a cornmittee only to confer on it a power
which, without such instruction, it would
not have. The committee having been
satisfied with the information it had, the
liouse cannot instruct the committee to get
a better definition of its line. I consider the
Point of order well taken. Under the cir-
cumstances, I do not think the hon. gentle-
man can make the motion. The question is
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now on the motion for third reading to-
morrow.

The motion was agreed to.

BUFFALO AND FORT ERIE BRIDGE
COMPANY'S BILL.

AMENDMENTS CONCURRED IN.

Hon. Mr. BAKER, from the Committee
on Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours,
reported Bill (96) " An Act respecting the
Buffalo and Fort Erie Bridge Company,"
with amendments.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED moved concur-
rence in the amendments. He said :-The
essential amendment in the bill fixes more
definitely the location of the public work
dealt with in the bill itself. The other
amendments are largely of an immaterial
character.

The motion was agreed to.

THE REDISTRIBUTION BILL.
DEBATE CONTINUED.

The order of the day having been called:
Resuming the further adjourned debate on the

motion of Hon. Mr. Mills for the second reading
(Bill 126) " An Act respecting Representation in the
House of Commons," and on the motion in amendment
thereto of the Hon. Sir Mackenzie Bowell.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON said:-I ask
the indulgence of hon. gentlemen for a
short time while I give my reasons for sup-
porting the amendment offered by my hon.
friend the leader of the opposition, as I feel it
my duty, before giving my vote upon this
very important question, to submit my rea-
sons for doing so to this House. I have
heard it alleged that the Senate of Canada
has no right to reject a bill of this character,
which deals entirely with the organization
and the constitution of the House of Coin-
mons. On that view I think, on close
inquiry, there will not be a serious difference
of opinion among the members of this House.
I take the ground that we have the most un-
doubted right to reject this measure if we
think proper to do so, and if we come to the
conclusion that it is not framed in the public
interest. In taking that position it will not
be hard to support ourselves by the very best
of authority, and I turn to the opinions of
eminent English statesmen in the case of
the Franchise Act in 1884. It is in the
recollection of hon. gentlemen that on that
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occasion the House of Lords refused to
agree to the Franchise Bill of that year, a
bill of very great importance indeed, a bill
that proposed to give the franchise to
2,000,000 of Englishmen, a measure, too,
the principle of which was universally con-
ceded in the country and in the House of
Conmons by both political parties, as well
as in the House of Lords itself, but for rea-
sons which were made plain at that timlLe the
House of Lords rejected the bill. On that
occasion, two very eminent men placed
thenselves on record in this way. The
Earl of Kimberly, who had charge of the
bill, made use of these words:

Your Lordships have undoubtedly the most per-
fect riglit to reject the bill, and to reject it with the
direct view that the resuit may be a dissolution of
Parliainent.

Lord Rosebery, another Liberal and sup-
porter of this bill, said :

Every member of this House who has spoken up-
on this bill has taken it for granted that this House
bas a perfectly indefeasible right to reject it.

The declaration is here made as plain as,
language can make it, both by Earl Kim-
berley and Lord Roseberry, that the House
of Lords had an undoubted and indefeasible
right to reject the Franchise Bill, a very
much more serious bill in its consequences
to Great Britain and Ireland than the
measure now before us is in reference
to the people of Canada. I may niake
this statement, before going any further,
that this House is called upon to consider
this question under very peculiar circun-
stances. It would be hard to find a
parallel for the circumstances under which
we are called upon to consider the bill
which is now before us. Just at this moment,
in another place, there is under considera-
tion, or before another branch of Parliament,
a measure ained directly at tha indepen-
dence and co-ordinate powers and dignity of
this honourable House, and yet one of the
ministers comes down to us with a bill
which my hon. friend the leader of the
opposition convinced us yesterday is of the
most extraordinary character. We are called
apon to legislate under a menace. I think it
will be impossible, in constitutionally gov-
erned countries, to find an instance where
the executive have treated a branch of Par-
liament as the executive have treated us at
this moment, in bringing down a measure so
indefensible and so unconstitutional as
this, and at the same time with a menace

on their lips with regard to tlhe inde-
pendence and co-ordinate powers of this
House. You cannot find an example of the
kind in constitutional annals. If you want
a parallel for this you will have to go back
to the last days of the Roman lepublie, when
dictators and tyrants placed bands of armed
men in the public assembhlies and courts of

justice to intimidate the tribunes of the
people and the defenders of personal liberty.
What is mnost remarkale in connection with
this measure is that when it was introduced
in another place, and on being recommended
to this House by the hon. gentlemen repre-
senting the executive on this floor on the
present occasion, there was no reason given
in support of it except one of party
advantage. The hon. gentlemen have been
unable to show, and have not claimed for this
bill, that it is anything other than in the
interests of a party. They say the object of
this bill is to correct a wrong which they
allege was done to the Liberal party seven-
teen years ago, and for this purpose they are
bringing in a bill which is going to disturb a
large number of constituencies of Canada. I
take the ground that whatever wrong has
been done by Redistribution Bills in the past,
time has removed the wrong which they
could inflict on any party. if you look at the
voters' lists of any constituency in Canada
of eighteen years ago, and compare then
with those of to-day, you will find the old
names have passed away and new ones have
taken their places. Not only do men come
and go, but there is a change which takes
place in the opinion of those who do not come
or go. No matter how cunningly-no matter
how wisely in the interests of party, a redis-
tribution may be made at the tim'e, it will
cease to have any sensible party effect, after
the general election held soon afterthe period
of the passage of the bill. If hon. gentlemen
will tax their memories and go over the
constituerncies which have been gerrynan-
dered, as alleged, in ycars gone by, they will
find that the strong party proclivities of those
affected by the changes carried out at the
time, have long ceased to exist. Therefore,
if this measure was, as my hon. friends who
have defended it f rom the other side of the
House say it was-if it was a measure in-
tended to remove the effects of the redistri-
bution of years ago, or repeal the redistribu-
tions of 1882 and 1892, its only effect to-day
would be to produce disturbance which will
be in the interest of the party that the hon'-
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gentlemen represent in this House ind be-
fore the country. I will take the liberty of
quoting a few observations made by Sir Louis
Davies in 1892, when he was opposing the
Redistribution Bill of that year. I think
hon. gentlemen will agree with me that the
words then used by that hon. gentleman are
almost entitled to rank as a prophecy. His
words will be found in Hansard of 1892, page
3241. He says:

Experience has shown to us that if the dominant
party for the time being, when legislating on a inatter
affecting the very foundation of representative gov-
ernment, ignore the existence of their opponents and
say we will arbitrarily proceed to decide in this way
or that way, the result has beei and may be again
almost to annihilate one of those parties ; and when
the party which is excluded for the time being happens
by a combination of accidents to be returnied to power,
that party will be, perforce, driven to adopt the same
unjust and unfair system, and will introduce another
Redistribution Bill not founded on justice or oin the
lines of the constitution and intended to give the
people a fair means of representation. but intended to
pronte the interests of the dominant party alone.

The words of the Minister of Marine and
Fisheries are as I said entitled to rank as a
prophecy. He has described what has hap-
pened since the party got into power, and
even the way they got in, by accident, and
having got in, they were going to pass a Re-
distribution Bill, not on the line of the con-
stitution, not in the interest of the public
generally, but in the interests of their own
party. All that is about to happen. So
far, it has happened exactly as the hon.
gentleman predicted it would, and I have
only to point out to the House the remark-
able acumen of that hon. gentleman in
making so very accurate a prediction of
what would happen. One of the objections
which I have to offer against this bill is
that it is not general in its character.
When you introduce a Redistribution Bill,
except after a decennial census, if such a
bill is introduced and pased-admitting for
the sake of argument that it is constitutional
to tdo so at any other time than after the de-
cennial census-the bill should be general
in its character. It is possible that a Redis-
tribution Bill passed for the purpose of deal-
ing with a change in the population of the
provinces might be justified on the ground
that it did not go much further than to pro-
vide seats for the new members which one
province night get, or to so arrange the con-
stituencies as to locate and readjust the num-
ber of seats in the province that would lose
members. It is possible there might be somie
justification for such a measure as thet, but
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when you introduce a bill under other circum-
stances-supposing it is right to do so-it
ought to be general in itscharacter, which this
bill is not. This bill only provides for deal-
ing with a part of the province of Ontario,
with the provincea of Prince Edward Island,
with the city and county of St. John and a
few minor alterations in the province of
Quebec with which I ami not very familiar.
That is the whole extent to which this bill
goes ; but I hold it is not only not general
in its character but that it is unjust in its
provisions. One would have thought that
the government, whenever it came to deal
with this question, would have been prepared
to rise to the high plane on which they
have been treating such questions as this in
the past. One would have expected that
the hon. gentlemen from the fact that they
laid down very high sounding rules on this
subject would have acted in a non-partisan
way. I turn to the Hansardof 1892, when
I find that the leader of the then opposition,
Sir Wilfrid Lauriet, in the House of Com-
mons moved the following resolution:

Resolved that the bill be not now read a second
tine, but that it be referred to a conference or coin-
mittee to be composed of both political parties to
agree upon the hnes or principles on which a Redis-
tribution Bill should be drawn.

I should like to ask my hon. friend the
iMinister of Justice why his government did
not pursue that course when they came to
deal with redistribution on the present
occasion ? Why did they not act on the
lines they laid down in their resolution
of 1892, and confer with the opposition
about a bill? Did my hon. friend make any
proposition to the opposition party, either in
the House of Commons or in this chamber,
with regard to the lines on which this redis-
tribution should be made?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I thought my
hon. friend was going to rise and say that
he had done so, but he has gone back into
his seat and has not made any sign what-
ever. My hon. f riend is very fond of talk-
ing of English methods and precedents. 1
wish to point out to the hon. gentleman,
what he knows very well, that in 1884 and
1885, when the last redistribution was made
in England, it was brought about by a con-
ference and union of both parties.

Hon. Mr. NILLS-I may say to the hon.
gentleman, in reply to his inquiry, that we
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proposed that on a former occasion when the
hon. gentleman beside him and his colleagues
were in office, and they declined to confer
with us and declined to give us any voice in
the matter.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
says that when he was in opposition that was
proposed. It was proposed by the resolution I
have read, and he condemned the govern-
ment of the day because they did not em-
brace that proposition and agree with it.
But now, wlien he is clothed with responsi-
bility in the matter, lie makes no proposi-
tion to the opposition in regard to it. He
simply proceeds on the very lines that he con-
demned the Conservatives for proceeding on
in 1892. It is a matter that is well known by
hon. gentlemen that in 1884-85, propositions
were made to the opposition by Mr. Glad-
stone and his friends in the English govern-
ment. Propositions were made to the opposi-
tion, and it is a matter of history, and it
redounds to the infinite credit of English
statesmen, not only to the credit of Mr.
Gladstone and the men that were associated
with him, but to the credit also of the men
in opposition-it is a matter of history to-day
that Sir Stafford Northcote and Lord
Salisbury actuallyattended cabinet meetings,
and consulted with gentlemen delegated
by the government to deliberate with them.
Lord Salisbury and Sir Stafford Northcote
attended at the place where cabinet meet-
ings were held day after day for the
purpose of consulting and conferring with
regard to the preparation of the Redistribu-
tion Bill of 1885. It is a matter altogether be-
yond cavil and beyond dispute that the lines
on which that bill was drafted were lines
agreed upon by leaders of both parties
and that the bill, as presented to Parlia-
ment, was one which had met with their
entire support and concurrence and that
they unitedly used their influence in carry
ing that bill into law, and the result
was that they gave so good a measure at
that time, by the co-operation of both
parties, that there has been very little heard
of redistribution from that time forward. It
was at that time a most important and pres
sing question. Two million of men were being
enfranchised, and they were people mainl3
belonging to the rural population. The urbar
population had a better representation than.
the rural population, but when 2,000,00(
were being enfranchised, it was feit thai

the rural districts should have a larger voice
in Parliament. Up to the time of that bill
there was one member of Parliament to every
78,000 people in the boroughs, while in the
city the representation was one to 42,000.
Earl Kimberly, when lie introduced the
bill of 1885 in the House of Lords, stated
that he was able to announce that, as the
result of their labours, they had brought
the unit of representation in regard to the
boroughs and in regard to the rural districts,
exactly on the same basis, giving a memberfor
every 52,800 of population for the boroughs,
and a menber for every 52,700 popula-
tion in the rural districts. The result was
of such a gratifying character that it met
with universal support, and passed both
Houses of Parliament with a great deal of
ease, and there has been no serious demand
for redistribution from that time to the pre-
sent. If we did not know these hon. gentle-
men, we would have expected that they
would be prepared to make propositions to
the opposition, and when they came to deal
with the redistribution of seats they would
follow the English models about which
they are very fond of talking but which they
are very slow to imitate. I asked my hon.
friend, the Secretary of State, when he was
talking about the principle of this bill, if he
would kindly tell us what the principle was,
and my hon. friend, notwithstanding his re-
sources in debate and great information and
plausibility as a speaker, absolutely stam-
mered and did not tell us what it was. I
think lie went so far as to say that it was to
do away with the gerrymander, to reverse
the gerrymander of 1882 and 1892.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-To go back to the old
system.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON- I take the
ground that it does not do so. If the
hon. gentleman puts that forth as a
principle, that principle is not observed
in framing the provisions of this bill.
A careful examination of this bill con-

i vinces me, to use the memorable words
1 of Macauley, that it represents something

not to be found in the heavens above, in the
- the earth beneath or in the waters under

the earth. With reference to the question
of representation by popalation, I have

Sheard it stated, although not exactly in set
terms, by the gentlemen on the other side
of the House, that representation by popu-

b lation is one of the principles underlying the
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bill. Let us look at that for a moment or
two. Take the city of St. John, upon which
their hands have been laid. We fitnd that
in the city and county of St. John, which
was formerly one constituency, with the
double right of voting, with a larger exer-
cise of the vote on the part of the city than
the county, two constituencies are now
created with the sameright of voting, onehav-
ing 11,000 population and the other 39,000.
This is the handiwork of the hon. gentlemen
opposite. They carve the city and county of
St. John and make it two constituencies, one
part with 11,000 of a population and the
other with 39,000. I cai remember very
well in 1872, when the first Redistribution
Bill was brought in under the British North
America Act, that the Hon. Alex. Macken-
zie condemned Sir John Macdonald because
he did not adopt the principle of represen-
tation by population within the provinces,
and he made a very long speech, which is
partially but sufficiently reported but which
makes it clear that that was the great
objection which he had to the redistribution
of 1872. In 1882 an attempt was made to
approximate, at all events, to the principle
of representation by population.

uencies. My hon. friend, the Minister of
Justice, I think held that view very strongly,
not very long ago. He was entirely opposed
to the principle of double constituencies.
I observe that he makes no sign of dissent.
I am always very happy to have the hon.
gentleman put me right when I am wrong.
I observe that lie makes no sign, and I infer
that he admits the accuracy of what I say,
that he was not very long ago a redoubtable
champion of single constituencies. In case
that my hon. friend should forget that such
was the case, at all events, so as to stir up
his pure mind by way of remembrance, I
will read a few words which he uttered in
1892 on this question of single and double
constituencies, and if my hon. friend will
take the trouble to turn to Hansard for
1892, he will find these words:
There is another point which is important, and it is

that there should be single constituencies. It is not
proper to have two constituencies united into one. In
the first place it is extremely inconvenient. In the
case of a by-election in this city why should a candi-
date be called upon to ask the suffrages practically of
two constituencies in order to obtain a seat in Parlia-
ment? The same may be said of Pictou, Halifax and
Hamilton as well as of Ottawa. Ail these constitu-
encies ought to be divided, and in no case should there
be two representatives for the same constituency.

The hon. gentleman was strongly of that
Hon. Mr. MILLS-Does my hon. friend opinion in 1892, and le gave very good and

agree with Alexander Mackenzie's view or substantial reasons for the faith that was in
Sir John Macdonald's view him on that occasion, but that faith appears to,

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I agree with the have died in the lon. gentleman's heart, and
view that, as far as possible, there should be lie appears to be of a different opinion now.
a close approximation to representation by What does lie do? We find him doing away
populationwith double constituencies in Toronto and

popuatin inCanda.in St. John. It is true it is proposed to do
Hon. Mr. MILLS-Then my hon. friend awaywith two double constituenciesToronto

inust condemn the state of things at the West and St. John leaving seven other double
present moment. constituencies. There are two on the Pacifit

coast, Hamilton and Ottawa in Ontario, and
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I do condemn three in the maritime provinces, leaving

it. I say there should be changes, but seven double constituencies, and to be sure of
entertainin that view am not prepared the h etes
to support changes by whicl we are drifting constituencies in Prince Edward Island, 3o
away further f rom representation by popu- that it makes the same number as we hiad
lation than we have been l'or the last twenty before the bill was introduced. M1y lion.
years. That is the effect of tStis bill, and I friend seemed to think that tie principle
think I wial be able to convince the House, of single constituencies wa one worth

Wot only by the case of St. John, but by the making a strong stand for in 1892, but
cage of Prince Edward Island, and many lis valour seerns to have oozed out at the
Other instances, that this bilc is a wid o de- palmT of lis hande and le thinke differ-
parture from and a retrogcrade step as far as ently now. I will have many other occa-
the principle of representation by population sions before I resume my seat to show wliere
is cOncerned. In the past, bon. gentlemen my bon. friend seems to have changed hi
have taken a very strong ground on the views, but lie will not ind any fault when
question that there should be ingle constit- o say that ie las ot changed his opinion, I
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presume he bas only changed his practice.
That was the hon. gentleman's explanation
when I pointed out to him yesterday that
Sir John Macdonald had changed his views
with regard to the importance of county
boundaries between 1872 and 1882. My bon.
friend's retort was "Yes, Sir John Mac-
donald did change-he changed his practice,
not his opinions." That is the hon. gentle-
man's wav of accounting for things of that
kind. He surely will not object if we
arrive at the same conclusion with regard to
himself-that he bas simply changed his
practice ; his opinions remain as they were.
There is a subject upon which, I have no
doubt, I will find my hon. friend very sen-
sitive indeed, that is with regard to establi-
shed boundaries, and especially county bound-
aries. The hon. gentlemen opposite are very
fond of saying that this bill respects county
boundaries, and is for the purpose of restor-
ing county boundaries wherever they have
been departed f rom in past legislation. With
regard to that subject, I have to say that
my hon. friend made a very careful selection
of the parts of Canada and the consti-
tuencies to which to apply his great prin-
ciplé of county or municipal boundaries.
My hon. friend spends a good deal of
his time in Ottawa, and it could hardly
have escaped his attention that at this
moment he is leaving New Edinburgh,
a part of Ottawa, outside of the city
in which it is municipally included. In
close proximity to Ottawa, I could point out
other constituencies where county bound-
aries remain broken up, and where other
lines are drawn. He is contcnt to leave
them as they are, but in his great desire
to restore county boundaries, he applies it
to western Ontario and Prince Edward
Island, and there be stops. My bon.
friend is not quite consistent on this
question of county boundaries any more than
on other questions on which we have exam-
ined his record very closely. Sometimes it
would almost appear as if the bon. gentleman
regards county boundaries as a fetich that
he would be inclined to worship. We find
him going to Bothwell, Kent and Lambton,
and displaying wonderful antiquarian skill
in restoring and tracing an old boundary
that had been obliterated politically thirty
years ago, between the counties of Kent
and Lambton. Hon. gentlemen from On-
tario know this as a fact. At the time
of confederation, in order to find seats

for those additionai niembers Ontario was
entitled to, three new counties were
formed in 1867. Bothwell was one, Monck
another, and Cardwell was a third. Both-
well was formed by three townships from
the county of Lambwon and four town-
ships from the county of Kent, seven in the
whole, having the county boundary running
right through the centre of the constituency.
The result of that was to find a seat for my
hon. friend, and I bolieve he came to Parlia.
ment as the renresentative of that constitu-
ency shaped and formed in 1867, and
remained as its representative from that
time until 1896, when he was defeated by M r.
Clancy. There was only one break during
a very short period, when by an irregularity,
my hon. friend was kept out of his seat for
a little while. He was only kept out of his
seat, however, until that irregularity was
corrected by the courts, and fur the
whole of the twenity-iine years niy hon.
friend continued as representative of the
county of Bothwell. But at the last election
my hon. friend was defeated. He explained
yesterday that his defeat was due to ballot
stuffing at the time. I was at a loss to under-
stand why my hon. friend should have shown
such animus against Bothwell as to obliterate
it f rom the map of Canada. I was surprised
that a gentleman who had enjoyed the con-
fidence of Bothwell for twenty-nire years,
and was enabled, on the strength of that
confidence, to take an active part in the
politics of Canada, should blot the name of
Bothwell from the nap of Canada ; but the
explanation that he gives is that stuffed
ballots were used to defeat him in 1896.
He did not say that was why be proposes to
abolish Bothwell, but that it was why he
was not elected. The inference is that
Bothwell is treated as a rotten borough in
England is, when disfranchised for corrupt
practices. I am rather inclined to think it
was not exactly for this reason. My hon.
friend, I fear, bas had his pride wounded by
his defeat. The vision of James Clancy bas
been pursuing him ever since, and when he
has the opportunity, he is ready to exclaim
with Lady Macbeth, in ber delirium, when
she thougbt she saw the blood of the king
on her hands, " Our, out damned sp»ot ! "
I know my bon. friend is not profane,
only when he is Shakespearean. I have
no doubt he would give the quotation,
and be will pardon me for quoting it.
That is his sentiment, no doubt, with regard
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to Bothwell. Bothwell has turned its back
on the hon. geutleman, and he has turned
bis back on Bothwell.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Since the hon. gentle-
man is good at drawing inferences, how does
it come that while I represented Bothwell in
1882, I proposed the abolition of Bothwell
and the restoration of the boundary of
Kent?

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I am a little
too well up in what the lion. gentleman did
in 1882 and 1892 to be caught. I think I can
convince him that his memory is short as to
what he proposed to do in 1882.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is not at fault at
all, but the hon. gentleman's candour in
debate is at fault, that is the trouble.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Will the hon.
gentleman be kind enough to tell us what
he did say?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I said I was in favour
of the restoration of the county boundaries.
If the hon. gentleman will look at one of
the speeches I delivered on that occasion, I
proposed that the boundaries, in every in-
stance, should be restored. Failing that,
we said Kent and Lambton were entitled to
five members, and that these tive members
should be elected, that is Kent, Lambton
and Bothwell, and I noved a resolution to
that effect.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I will read the
resolution and the hon. gentleman's ex-
planation will be more intelligent after it is
read. I want the resolution given in the
Debates.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I did not hear Hon. Mr. MILLS-It will go twice there;
the hon. gentlem. n's remark, My hon. friend I will read it myself.
as I was remarking, has been displaying
great antiquarian taste. He has bten ex- Hon. Mr. FERGUSON--The hon. gentle-
ploring and restoring the old boundary of man moved the following resolution :
Kent and Bothwell which had been wiped Resolved that the said bil be not now read a third
out thirty years ago, and he determines tinie, but that it be resolved that the municipal
that lie will obliterate Bothwell, and counties of Kent and Lamhton, comprise the electoral
resolve the elenents of the county back districts of Kent, Lambton and Bothwell, with a

population of 106,341, making for five members aninto their places, some four of these average of 21,268 per niember. That the electoral
townships going back to Kent, and three district of Lanbton comprises 42,616 and may pro-
of them to the county of Lambton. I perly be divided into two ridings.
wonder, when my hon. friend was in this I find, by an examination of the census
antiquarian mood, that he did not go a returns, that this population corresponds
little further back, because I am sure with with the population given by these returns
his skill, which we all recognize, in such in 1881, for the county of Lambton, less the
matters, if the hon. gentleman had made three townships which had been placed in
an inquiry a little more ancient than Bothwell.
that, lie might have found some boundaries
recognized by the Hurons or the Eries in Hon. Mr. MILLS-Certainly.
the western peninsula of Ontario, and if he
had gone still further back and taken the tes- Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The resolution
timony of the rocks on the coast of Lake continues
Erie, he might have found some marks to That the electoral district of Kent comprises 36,626
assist him ii arriving at antideluvian bound- and may, by the restoration from Bothwell of some of

e found this boundary a the municipalities of Kent, be divided into twoaries. HLe fudthis budrany-; ridings of about 21,000 each, leaving Bothwell with
way, which had been obliterated by the 21,000.
Parliament of Canada for electoral purposes The hon. gentleman was going to leave
thirty years ago, and ho determined that Bothwell with about 21,000. g
]Bothwell should exist no longer. My hon.
friend referred nie to what ho had done in Hon. Mr. MILLS-Hear, hear.1882, showing that he bad made an effort
in 1882 to do away with Bothwell. Hou. Mr. FERGUSON-Will the hon

Bon. Mr. MILLS-No, I did not say
t

gentleman tell me how he was going to get
this 21,000 for Bothwell without making it
up by part of Lambton and part of Kent
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-I did not propose to
make it anything else except a part of
Lambton and Kent. The governrent had
proposed the bill. We favoured county
boundaries. We were unable to secure
county boundaries, and then the hon. gentle-
man's leader declared that they were adher-
ing to the principle of representation by
population. I denied that, and that was a
proposition to establish representation by
population in these two counties.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I notice my hon.
friend is not so valiant now as he was a few
minutes ago on this question. The hon.
member actually proposed, by this resolution,
to leave the electorial district of Bothwell,
consisting of three townships of Lambton
and some townships of the county of Kent.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-We are exactly
in agreement now ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Notwithstand-
ing my hon. friend's valiant declaration a
moment ago, that he had in 1882 proposed
to abolish the electoral district of Bothwell,
we have here the evidence in the hon. gentle-
man's resolution, not only that lie proposed
to retain it, but that he proposed to retain
it in violation of the principle of county
boundaries.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Hear, hear. We could
not help ourselves.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
will be a little more careful, I hope, when he
makes an interruption again, because he has
enabled me, by his interruption, to bring out
the point more clearly than I could otherwise
have done. My hon. friend, the Minister of
Justice, has now to admit before this House,
that he himself in 1882 tried to form a con-
stituency for himself known as the electoral
district of Bothwell and in violation of the
principle of county boundaries.

'Hon. Mr. MILLS-No.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Yes, that was
to include part of the counties of Lamb-
ton and Kent. I will now leave that
part of the subject. This fetich of
county boundaries that the hon. gentle-

man professes to worship so very earn-
estly, after ail is only to be worshiped
and to be observed by him just when it
suits his purpose. When he wanted to
make the county of Bothwell, in 1882, to
suit himself, he was ready to violate that
principle and he has not changed in that res-
pect to the present moment, for at the
present time, when he is dealing with the
representation of the province of Ontario,
he leaves this principle of county boundaries
to be violated in a large number of the
counties in Ontario, and he does not propose
tu touch them. Therefore this bill cannot
possibly be proposed in the interest of
establishing county boundaries. There is
another point upon which my hon. f riend
and the Secretary of State touched-I am
not quite sure which of them dealt with
that point or whether they did not both
deal with it-and that is the importance of
judicial divisions by independent authority.
I am trying now to find out what principle
there is behind this bill. In order to give
my hon. friends some opportunity to show
what principle underlies this measure, I
am going over these points that might
form, if any of them are to be found in it,
the principle governing a Redistribution
Bill. I am now taking up the division
of counties and cities by independent
authority. In .1892 I know the leader of
the hon. gentleman, as has been shown
by the leader of the opposition in this
House, speaking in the House of Commons,
condemned the policy of delegating powers,
which Parliament should exercise itself, to
any body of judges or others for the purpose
of carrying out the redistribution of seats.
The leader of the government, Sir Wilfrid
Laurier, took that ground in 1892, but this
principle is proposed, to a partial extent,
to be introduced in dealing with some of
the constituencies affected by the pres-
ent bill. But while it is proposed to call
in judicial authority for the purpose of
dividing some constituencies, as I have ai-
ready explained, and as hon. gentlemen know
very well, a large number of constituencies
are not proposed to be divided at all, but when
hon. gentlemen come to deal with the city and
county of St. John, the Hon. Mr. Blair, the
minister representing that province, says "I
can do that better than the judges and I will
do it myself," and he does it by an amend-
ment of the bill in the Commons straight
and direct, creating one part of the county,
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with 11,000 population, a single constitu- the objeet of this very long and tedjous dis-
ency, and the other part of the county, quisition, if it had any bearing on the sub-
with 39,000 of a population, another single ject before the House, it was to prove that
constituency, side by side. So this principle of this Parliament had an inplied power to
judicial authority in dividing the constituen- pass such a bill as this independently of the
cies so strongly presented by the hon. gentie- British North America Act.
men in the government, as a very valuable
principle, they have departed f rom in the case
of the county and city of St. John, and not Hon. Mr. FERGJSO-My hon. friend
only that, but they create two double consti- shakes his head. I understand if le las
tuencies in Prince Edward Island, and deter- changed bis practice, ho lias not changed his
mine there that they shall not be divided at opinions on this subject at aIl events,
all. In dealing with these double constitu- and it will be my duty to place before the
encies in some parts of Ontario, they say they hon. gentleman some views of bis own on
shall be divided, and divided by judges. In that inatter which I know le will receive
New Brunswick they say "We will with very great respect. In 1892 another
divide them ourselves," and in Prince hon. gentleman, a prominent member of this
Edward Island they say they shall not government, Sir Louis Davies, made a state-
be divided at all, and still the hon. gentle- ment in Parliament with regard to redistri-
man talks to this House about the bution. He said
principle of the bill. I should like the hon.
gentleman to show me any one principle that Now r, it is said by some that there must be an

is osered nd crrid troug inthebihinherent power in Pariainent to do this. (That isSObserved and carried through in the billdeny it. Ts Parlia-
before us. I have already touched on ment is the creation of an Irnperial statute is bound
another point which hon. gentlemen were by the limita ras aprinipl of he ower to legisiate in defiance of, or beyond, or incon-
anxious to put forward assistent wit any of the limitations in that statute.
bill, and that was the repeal of the redistri-
bution of 1882 or 1892, or both, and I have Thu s he in io exp e by Sir
already pointed out that it does not do that,
that while it deals with some constituencies my hon. friend the Minister of Justice said
which were dealt with in 1882, it leaves a on the same occasion (Page 3206 iansard
great many others untouched, and in of 1892.) le says:
auch cases, whatever was wrong in the What does the 4Oth section say? It says:
redistribution of 1882 is not remedied Until the Parliament of Canada otherwise pro-
or corrected by the bill before us. vides Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia and New Bruns-

wick shall have," &c., &c.
take the ground that Parliament has Until the Parliament of Canada otherwise pro-
not a right to pass a measure of this kind vides, provides how? In what ay? Arhitrarily'
except after the taking of the decennialin theway pointed out in section 51.IBXcept ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~I afe h ain fsedcena aut horized to provide ini that way. It ig ,iot
census. I hold that we have not the consti- authorized to provide in any other way? Now there
tutional right to do it. I feel rather diffident is no rule of constitutional authority better settledquestionthan this that you cannot set up an implied power
about discussing a question that is, in many against an expressed oxie." * * * *
respects, a legal one, very closely, but I will That is the way (quoted the51t section) which you

t«keverygrea car to uppot te opiniong are to exercise that power. There is the express pro-take very geatre the directions given and this
I give on this question by excellent authority Parliament is required to act in consonance with
-- authority which I am sure the Minister of these directions and in conformity wîth this grant.
Justice will not dispute. My hon. friend, It has no right to go outside this grant.
in introducing the bill the other day, These are the words of the lon. gentle-
took a long time-I think about an hour man himself, and I uay venture an opinion
-in instructino the House on some of the surely when I am supported by a gentleman
elementary features of the British constitu- of such great eminence as a constitutional
tion. He began away back in the reign of law3er as the hon. Minister of Justice.
Henry Third, and traced the grcwth of repre- These are the views of two members of the
sentative institutions in the mother country present government on that subject, and if
uP to a comparatively recent period. His my hon. friend did not mean, by the
speech embraced also a review of the old natu-e of the disquisition whiclie gave on
Anerican colonies and Canada before the the çrowth of representative institutions in

ate of confederation; and, if I understood 1Greati Britain and the colonies up to the
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time of confederation, if he did not mean to
found an argument in favour of Parliainent
dealing in the way he proposes in this bill-
that is, apart froin the 51st section of the
British North America Act, I fail to un-
derstand the mueaning of his words. But,
according to ny lion. friend's own language
in 1892, there is no power or provision for
dealing with the redistribution except as
provided for in section 51 of the British
North Aierica Act.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My bon. friend
says "hlear, bear," and notwithstanding tlhat,
he brings: in a bill in ent ire violation of sec-
tion 51 of the British North America Act.
There are four sections in the British North
America Act which deals with this question.
Section 40 I have already partially read, but
in order that we may have them all before
us, I wil1 read all the sections:

40. Until the Parliainent of Canada otherwise pro-
vides, Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia and New Bruns-
wick shall, for the pur poses of election of meinbers to
serve in the House oft Coinions, be divided into elec-
toral districts, as follouws:-

51. On the conpletion of the census in the year one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-one and of each
subsequent decennial census, the representation of the
four provinces shall be readjustel by snch authority,
in such nanner and from such tinie, as the Parlianent
of Canada trom tinie to tinie provides, subject and
according tu the folloiving miles:

1. Quebec shall have the fixed numîber of sixty-five
memnbers.

2. There shall be assigned to each of the other pro-
vinces such a muniber of niembers as will bear the
sane proportion to the nuiber of its population (as-
certained at such census) as the number sixty-five
bears to the nuinber of the population of Quebec (so
ascertained).

3. in the conputation of the numnber of memb-rs
for the province, a fractional part not exceeding one-
half of the whole nuiber requisite for entitling the
province to a member shall be disregarded ; but a
fractional párt exceeding one-half of that numnber
shall be equivalent to the whole nunber.

4. On any such read justient the number of inem-
bers for a province shall not be reduced unless the
proportion which the number of the population of the
province bore to the nunber of the aggregate popula-
tion of Canada at the then last preceding readjust-
ment of the nuniber of nenbers for the province is
ascertained at the then latest census, to bu diniinished
by one-twentieth part or upwards.

5. Such readjustnient shall not take effect until the
termiination of the then existing Parliament.

52. The nuiber of the iremibers of the House of
Commons may be, from tiie to time, increased by the
Parlianient of Canada, provided the proportionate
representation of the provinces prescribed by this Act
is not thereby disturbed.

91. It shall be lawful for the Queen, by and with
the advice and consent of the Senate and House of
Commons, to make laws for the order, peace and good
government of Canada, in relation to all matters not
coming within the classes of subjects by this Act

assigned exclusively to the legislatures of the pro-
vinces ; and for greater certainty but not so as to
restrict the generality of the foregoing ternis of this
section, it is hereby declared that (notwithstanding
anything in this Act) the exclusive legislative authority
of the Parliamnent of Canada extends to all matters
coning within the classes of subjects next hereinafter
enunierated ; that is to say :

Then we come to section 92 which says:

92. In each province the legislature may exclusively
make laws in relation to matters coning within the
classes of subjects next hereinafter enunerated ; that
is to say :

1. The amendment froni time to time (notwith-
standing anything in this .\et) of the constitution of
the province, except as regards the office of Lieutenant
Governor.

While it is laid down as the law with regard
to provincial legislatures that they can
anend their constitutions, in the enumeration
of the powers of the Federal Parliament,
there is no corresponding power nentioned.
There is a general power conferred by section
91 to make laws for the peace, order and
good government of the country, which pro-
bably would be quite suflicient to give power
to pass Redistribution Bills, unless express
provision was made in another section of
the British North America Act for the same
purpose; but I think my hon. friend will be
very loath to contradict me when I say
that, if, as my hon. friend admitted a few
moments ago, and as lie said in 1892, section
51 gave express and complete powers with
regard to making readjustments involving
redistributiois-if that is provided in an
express provision, then the general provis-
ions like section 91 will not apply. My
hon. friend may take another view, but I
doubt very inuch whether he will assume
the responsibility of taking any such position
as that. Of these four sections, 91 gives a
general power ; 40 creates an undoubted
power; 51 specifies the power created by
section 40, and section 52 furt her specl-
fies the p.owers granted in section 40.
Again, I am supported by the Minister
of Justice himself on another point.
I think it has a most important bearing
on this question. In the original resolu-
tion for the union of the provinces, it was
provided that the provinces should have
the framing and shaping of electoral dis-
tricts for federal purposes. That was the
original plan provided by the resolutions
but during the London conference a differ-
ent view prevailed, and the advocates of
retaining power in the hands of the local
legislature were induced to give way and
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accept section 51 instead of the resolution
giving the powers to the local legislatures.
Now, in order that I may put my views
here beyond any possibility of controversy,
at least by my hon. friend, I will read what
he said himself in 1892. The Minister of
Justice said on that occasion:

In looking at the articles of confederation
which were adopted prior to the union I find
that by the 23rd article it was agreed that the
legislature of each province should divide such
province into a certain number of constituencies,
and define the boundaries of those constitu-
encies. That seemed to be the plan. There was
Some distrust as to the use which Parliament
Inight make of its power; and if the hon. gentleman
will look at the discussions which took place on con-
federation he will find the view expressed that you
inight hive the French ; you might divide the prov-
ince of Quebec in such a way that the English speak-
ing section would have a majority of the representa-
tives on the floor of this House. You might, from
jealousy, of the rapid growth of a particular province
go divide its constituencies as to prevent an adequate
expression of its opinion in consequence of its in-
creased population.

My hon. friend the Minister of Justice is
speakinv, and he is here paraphrasing the
doubts and diticulties and objections which
were felt by the provinces iii giving the
control of the distribution of seats to the
federal power. Hfe proceeds :

To guard against sich contingencies it was proposed
in the first instance that the legislatures of the differ-
ent provinces should divide the provinces for the
tDominion Parliament. That. however, was abandoned
before the delegates went to England; and when the
Býritish North America Act was formed for the pur-
Pose cf carr-ing into effeet the articles of confedera-
tio-the Quebec resolutions which were agreed
uponthis blst section was substituted for them.

lion. Mr. MILLS-Hear, hear.

lion. Mr. FERGUSON-Therefore, if
Miy hon. friend is right, it was the intention
Of the franersi of confederation that this
51st section, and this 51st section alone,
should settle any redistribution of seats
Withii the provinces of Canada. My hon.
friend himseif has lut on record here that
this mieans was found of settling the diffi-
culty, the provinces demanding that they
should have the control of the shaping of
the constituencies after confederation, and
in, order to settle that and to meet that ob-
jection, section 51 was put in. That section
reads :

On the completion of the census in the year 1871,
%id of each subsequent decennial census the representa-
t'on of the four provinces shall be readjusted by such
authority, in such manner, and from such time as the

rliament of Canada from time to tinte provides.

My hon. friend went on to say :
That is clear. It does not say that there is an ad-

ditional way or that the Parlianient of Canada might
do so and so.

I hope the hon. gentleman says "hear,
hear," still.

It does not say that there is an implied or expressed
power in the Parliament of Canada to act in some
other way. It provides this specific way, and I con-
tend, and I shall endeavour to establish, that this is
the only way provided by the constitution for alter-
ing the representation in the House of Commons.

And that is the view of my hon.
friend the Minister of Justice. Yet he
introduces a bill providing in another way
to redistribute the seats of the constituencies
Of Canada.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, no.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I will glance
again at these sections. Let us look care-
fully at the words of section 51. If section
51 makes special provision for redistribution
section 91 does not apply. I take that posi-
tion. My view is that section 51 makes
special provision, and ample and entire pro-
vision, and therefore section 91, which is
simply a general one, does not prevail against
a specific section such as section 51 is, and
if section 51 involves redistribution within
the provinces, section 40 can only create a
power to be exercised under section 51. If
s-ection 51 provides a means of complete
redistribution within the provinces, as well
as a read justment of an interprovincial kind,
then section 40 has no bearing further than
to create the power whiclh is exercised under
section 51. I will ask this question : Has Par-
liament power, at any other time than
on the completion of a census, to pass a
Redistribution Act? I take ground that
it has not. If section 51 applies to interpro-
vincial readjustment only, ail the elaborate
provisions of the first clause are unnecessary
and a simple arithmetical problem is ail that
was required. Let us take that clause and
read it again. It says:

On the completion of the census in the year 1871,
and of each subsequent decennial census the represen-
tation of the four provinces shall be readjusted by
such authority, in such manner, and f rom such time as
the Parliament of Canada f rom time to time provides.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-What does the hon.
gentleman understand by "such authority 1"

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I will come to
that in a moment. I have a view of that
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subject, whether it will agree with the hon. Prince Edward Island, unless some provi.
gentleman's view or not I cannot say. Prob- sion was made as to where that one man
ably I will be able to quote my hon. friend came out, and that meant a redistribution
on that point. in Prince Edward Island. Hon. gentlemen

would see that the redistribution would be a
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- nullity, and would result in chaos unless it

He has changed his mind since then. provided at the same time that there should
be a redistribution within the province, and

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Section 51 pro- ny contention is that the 51st section is
vides for an interprovincial readjustment, as complete in these respects. My hon. friend
well as for a redistribution withiin the pro- asked me a few minutes ago what meaning
vinces, and if it did not so provide, and was I attached to the words " by such authority."
not intended so to provide, all the rules and I have tried to decide in my own mind,
regulations it contains would not be neces- by consulting the best authorities and
sary. It would be a simple question in find what the words meant, and I will
arithmetic which a school-boy could work try to make my own neaning and conclu-
out, and what would be the need of consti- sion plain to hon. gentlemen, whether they
tuting an authority for it and providing for will accept them or not, I cannot say. I
the manner in which it was to be done if it find that Clements who is a writer on the
was a simple question in arithmetic, as to constitution of Canada and expounder of
the proportion of the population of Quebec the British North America Act says
to the other provinces of Canada? It is that two of the fathers of confederation
clear to my mind that there was something alleged that it was the intention of the
more than that meant. it was intended authors of confederation, at the passage of
that there should be a redistribution, as with- the Confederation Act, to create an inde-
in the provinces, for without that readjust- pendent authority for the purpose of divid-
ment could not be carried out. Now, the ing the constituencies and making these
context does not qualify or cut down redistributions under the British North
this clear contention which I niake with Anerica Act. That is the opinion given by
regard to section 51, and it is not stated, Mr. Clements, and I do not know whether
directly or indirectly, that it is confined to it is correct or not. I lnd that Mr. Joseph
interprovincial readjustment. A readjust- Pope, in his confederation papers, speaks
ment, if it is to be had at all, must be of its being intended to name judges
effective, and my hon. friend will, I imagine, in the Imperial Act, that there had been
claim that section 51 provides for an efficient some intention at the time to name judges
readjustment. It provides that representa- for this purpose in the Imperial Act. How-
tion between the provinces shall be read- ever, we know that no judges were named
justed by such authority,and in such manner, in the Imperial Act, but we find these
and from such time as the Parliament of words " by such authority," in that Act,
Canada from time to time provides. If it and I would ask my hon. friend the Minister
were not an efficient readjustment, it would of Justice to tell me if he can why these
put the provinces in this position: it would words " by such authority," should be put
be found fron the census, as it was by in that clause if it was only intended to
the last census, that Ontario was entitled solve a little question in arithmetic, to find
to four members more than she had before, out by the census results how many mlm-
Prince Edward Island to one less, New bers another province would be entitled to,
Brunswick to two less, Nova Scotia to one Quebec being the pivotai province and en-
less, and some other changes in the other titled to 65 ? If that is all that was inivolved
provinces. This readjustment, to be affective, by section 51, it would be a curious matter
must allocate seats for the new members, or of history that the fathers of confederation
fit the constituencies to the reduced represen- contemplated a judicial authority for so
tation, and how is that to be done except by trivial a purpose. We know that the cOn-
a redistribution within the province i How tention has been seriously held, and that i
were we to find seats for four new members will be held by my hon. friend, that it was
for Ontario without redistributing the seats the intention, and I think the words Of the
in the province of Ontario? How were we to Act show that that was the meaning, that
repair the gap made by the loss of one in an independent authority was to be created,
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and I contend that that involves the whole
question of a distribution within the pro-
vince, because you would not have that
authority constituted for the purpose of mak-
ing out this little question in arithmetic. It
would be like using the trunk of an elephant
to pick up a straw. lt was done for the purpose
of making a readjustment and distribution
within the province, and for no other pur-
pose. The authority mentioned in this clause,
and the rules that are there placed for
carrying it out, means that there should be
a complete and effective readjustment, and
that involves a redistribution within the prè-
vinces, and all that is provided for in section
51, and if it is provided in section 51 specific-
ally, there can be no authority in any other
section of the British North America Act
which can set asidea specific authority of that
kind. I have my hon. friend's declaration
which I have already read. There is another
expression here, that it shah be done "in
such manner." This is for the guidance
of the authorities whoever they would be,
that would be constituted by Parliament
for the purpose of making this re-
adjustment involving this redistribu-
tion within the provinces. If we understand
this as I understand it-that this authority
was to make this diviion of the constitu-
encies the way my hon. friend's commission
of judges are to divide constituencies under
this bill-and I think that was probably
what was meant-if such was the case, we
can then understand what was meant by the
words "in such manner," but surely Parlia-
Ment would not use such words as these
if it was only the matter of a little question
in arithmetic to find out how many members
Ontario was entitled to, because Ontario
had increased in population somewhat
greater than the population of Quebec.
lon. gentlemen could well understand
that these words, "in such manner,"
in the sense in which I use them.
havean important meaning. In such manner,
for instance, as to the difference between
urban and rural populations, there should be
a direction and instruction to the commis-
lioners. My hon. f riend the Secretary of

State told us yesterday that instructions
Were to be issued to these gentlemen, and if
they follow the English practice, these
would be some of the instructions. I have
taken them from the instructions issued to
the English commissioners that divided the
COnstituencies in 1885 "in such manner "

with regard to urban or rural population, in
regard to wealth or industrialism, the
number of persons enjoying the franchise,
municipal boundaries, county boundaries,
about which my hon. friend is so anxious,
and the historic traditions of constituencies
-all these would be instructions, and "such
manner" is set forth in the Act, so that such
instructions might go to the commissioners.
All this is clearly meant and involved in
section 51, and section 51 implies that
an authority shall do this thing and des-
cribes the manner in which it shall be done.
If these words had reference to more than
this little problem in arithmetic, and if they
meant to go further and deal with the
redistribution in the provinces, the whole
ground is covered, and there is no
reason why this bill should be
before us. If that view is right-and I have
the complete support of my hon. f riend him-
sclf-Parliament should not deal with redis-
tribution in any way except under section
51, and I think hon. gentlemen will
not disagree very much with me when
I say that it is entirely inconsistent
with section 51 that Parliament should
deal with the redistribution between the
provinces at any other time than after a
decennial census. The machinery con-
templated, and the wording of the Act all
point to more than a readjustment between
the provinces. It provides for all that would
be involved iii the redistribution, and that
includes allocating the seats that would
appertain as a result of the census, either as
an increase or a decrease, to the different
provinces and involves the whole question
of redistribution within the provinces.
My view is that Parliament decides the
principle. The power is given in section
40. Section 51 decides that the
Parliament of Canada should settle
the principle of readjustment, and the
authority to be constituted under the Act
for dividing the constituencies would apply
the principle as laid down in the Act under
the instructions that they would receive
from the government, or froin Parliament.
The principal clause of this section 51 has
two objects. It is the exercise, first, of the
power of the adjustment and, second, the
manner of readjustment, and the time from
which such exercise shall take effect. It
can be fairly and clearly divided under these
two heads. Firstly, the exercise of the
power of readjustment, and secondly, the
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manner of and the time from wbich such
exercise shall take eflect. Parliament may,
provide for the manner of readjustment.
Section 51 provides that it shall take
effect after each decennial census. It
declares that readjustment shall be made
after each census, and it follows that
the power of readjustment can only be
exercised once in a decennial term, and
that is immediately after the census. I
will again support my opinion on this point
by quoting from gentlemen in the govern-
ment. First I will quote my friend Sir
Louis Davies. Turning to page 3246 of
Hansard, 1892, Sir Louis Davies said :

You have no authority arbitrarily to cut and carve
as you please. The law does not give it to you. A
limitation bas been placed on your power. It does
not say you "may " do so and so, but you shall. The
imperative is used, and you shall do so, once for

after each decennial census. It does not
say it can be done at any other time. He
goes on:

In which you prescribe the manner and the time it
must be followed, and all the more because by it we
have the protection against the very abuses we coin-
plain of in this bill.

And we have the protection in this clause
against the abuses in the bill now before us,
and the hon. gentleman was good enough to
lay that down for our information. He con-
tinues:

There is a special provision in the law for the exer-
cise of this power, and I deny altogether that it is or
can be implied in the grant which the hon. gentleman
bas mentioned. It has been said by a very high
authority in the United States, as well as in the
United Kingdom, that you cannot claim as an inc-
dent of an express grant what is an express grant
already in some other way.

all, but f rom time to time, after each decennial census Here we have the view of the hon.
you shall readjust. gentleman, not by quoting a few isolated

That is the view of Sir Louis Davies, a sentences from a speech of his, but by quot-
legal gentleman of high attainments ing and reading whole pages of what the
and a member of the government who is hon, gentleman said. We have a most
sending down this bill. He declares em- magnificent argument built up against the
phatically that Parliament bas to do it "once bill which he bas submitted, declaring we
for ail" after each decennial census. He con- have no power or authority except hy
tinues: section 51, and the hon. gentleman will

You shall readjust by such authority and in such not surely get up now and tell us that

manner and froni such time as Parliament provides. under section 51 he can, with any degree

I w ill quote once more f rom my hon. friend of decency, press this bill on the atten-

the Minister of Justice. I suppose I have tion of the House, because it says unmistak-

entirely convinced my bon. f riend, or he has ably that readjustnent must be after the

convinced himself, and therefore lie does decennial census. We are eight years awaY

not find it necessary to follow the argument from the last census, and within two years
any further. I presume his own speeches of another census which will entirely distuib

made in 1892 on this question have con- the equilibrium of population. Before I sit
vinced hii, and that he will, after he reads down,I want to refer to the way this bill deals
these speeches over once more very attenta- with the province of Prince Edward Island-

tively, change bis practice. He will not I submit to the House, and I ask hon. gente

change bis opinion; bis opinion re- nien to note the opinions that I will put
mains the samie, but he will change his before them and the statements I make, and

practice. At page 3277 of Hansard of 1892 I shall be happy if my hon. friend WiU
lie savs: correct me if I make any mistake or anY

statement which he is not prepared to
We are entitled to have a House of Commons; it accept. I will accept any interruption 

bas to be elected every five years if not sooner dis- t
solved. Then there must be a redistributionof seats. may make on that subject. In 1891 the
If there were nio provision for a redistribution of seats, census showed that Prince Edward Island
certainly the power vould be here, and be here upon did not possess a population sufficient to
the principle that we have a grant of powers, and 1 . q be
this is a necessary incident to carry that grant ino entitle it to continue sending six memibe'
effect, but wh-n the constitution itself does prescribe to this ouse. We are only entitled, a
the rule by which that grant is to be exercised, wben result of that census to five members.it prescribes how that power is to be carried into o tha ce
effect, when it tells you that there is to be a re- had three counties in the province, an
distribution of seats by a tribunal created by you and to that time the representation had been
acting under instructions from you- allotted to these three counties, two to each

He was referring to section 51, but he of them. Speaking roundly, according t
forgets now that its application is to be only the census of 1891, Prince County had 36,
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000 population, Queen's, 45,000, and King's, the Same thing was done on the other
nearly 27,000. The unit of representation Bide of thé county and the divisions were
would be 21,900 for Prince Edward Island. made so fairly that they were not challenged
It was plain, therefore, that something had in the province. What was the resuit of that 1
to be done. It was not a wanton act of the King's was left with 21,694; East Queen'
government to go in and interfere with the 23,464; West Queen's 22,210; East Prince,
allocation of seatsin Prince Edward Island. 20,723; and West Prince, 20,978. Not one
The Parliarnent of Canada was compellsd to of these constituencies had uch more than
go in and make some alteration in such a 1,000 either above or helow the unit of repre-
Way as would find ive just seats for the five sentation, and defy any one who wil take
members Prince Edward Island was entitled th census of Prince Edward Islandtog over
to send to Parliament. It was found that the province and divide it more fairly as
Queen's County had exactly the right num- regards population without dividing the
ber, for two representatives or so near it townships, than was done under the Act of
that it was not necessary to approach any 1892, or to do it with less friction and with
nearer, Prince County had somewhat less less ground for a charge of unfairness. Hon.
than would entitle it to two, and King's gentlemen propose to undo that. My hon.
something more than necessary for one. friend in his worship of this fetich of his,
When we look at the voting strength, which county boundaries, says it must be done.
is a very serious consideration, we find that But I ask why should it be done in a pro-
the difference between these two counties vince like Prince Edward Island, where
King's and Prince was only one thousand. there are no municipalities to disturb.
The voting strength of King's was 7,120, of I am quite aware that in England a
Prince 8,128, just 1,000 different in the great deal of importance i8 attached to
Voting strength of the two counties. It was county hou ndaries, and properly so. These
quite a difficult matter to readjust the pro- counties were formerly kingdoms. The
vince and do it in a way that would be fair people speak different dialects. They are
anld just, and would not give ground for a sharply distinguished from eacli other, and
reasonable or just charge of a gerrymander that is contiitued to the present tinme. There
or a distribution in the intereet of one 1fis this histric dierence there are powerful
PBOlitical party. What was done was this: and great influences in Englane that have
Three townships were taken off the lower end no existence in Canada whatever. Wherin
Of Rings Couity, that borders on Queen's do the people of Canleton di r from the
il, a block, and tîis left King's withi Ia few qeople of Lanakr Wherein do the people
huidred of the population required; then of one county of Quebec differ fro the
three townships of Queen's that lay adjacent people of another county in Quebec ? We
tO Prince County, were put into Prince, and are the saine peuple. There is np e tr-c sane
then Prince and Queen's counties each were historie continuity within our counties
divided in two. That was done wiph great that vou find in England. In England they
fairniesss, and I have watched the poli- carry out the syster, but there is no reasn
ical press of the province and attended a why we should (o it i Canada, and much
good many political meetings, and retd oe less in Prince Edward Isrend, where you
reports of political meetings, and I have have no municipal life and therefore tiiere
Yet to learn where any public man i the was no violence donC to any M ricipal arran-
Province,o with the ful responsibility of bis gement in that respect. n the case of Prince
itterances and beforethe peoplewhoknew the Edward Island there is no justifiction
fat challenged the fairness of that redistri- watever fo undoing what was done in
tion in the province itself. t is true, n the 1892, it was done on population, done by a

riament of Canada, when the bil was fair division. t was douein such a way that
going through, some charges were made, but it challenged the censure and public cone-

t uch statements were made in the nation of the opponents of the governnent
Province of Prince Edward Island, I should in Prince Edward slands and that censure
like to see them. They would be on record and condemnatin neyer c tame. rt was done
if theY were made. The fact i the nes in that way in Prince Edward Island, and
Wre drawn fa.iv; the townships that were done too, by carrying out the principle of

P contiguo Cand convenient t Queen s representation by population, which we alWere the townships taken from King'$, and know is a good principle, as far as it is
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practicable to carry it out. It was carried
out almiost to the letter, and we' are asked
now to go back to a division which will
entirely violate the principle of represen-
tation by population. IL will give to
8,198 voters in Prince County two mem-
bers, while it will only give one to 7,120
voters in King's County. Is that represen-
tation by population i Is that just or fair?
And yet that is the measure the hon. gen-
tlemen are submitting to us as an improve-
ment on the Act of 1892. My hon. friend
will also have to answer for this, that while he
divides the counties in Ontario, and calis in
judicial authority, he insists that the counties
in Prince Edward Island shall be kept intact.
My hon. friend's argument against double
constituencies in 1892 cones in bere. It is
possible that in the counties of Queen's and
Prince, taken as double constituencies, there
might be found a majority of Liberals, but if
you divide these two counties in any way, by
independent authoritythe chances arelargely
in favour of the Conservatives carrying a seat
in each county. J udicial authority could hard-
ly divide these counties without giving the
Conservatives this opportunity. King's would
be a still stronger Conservative constituency
than before, and if the hon. gentlemen would
apply the same principle in Prince Edward
Island that they are applying in western On-
tario, of dividing the counties by judicial au-
thority, they know they would have a
èhance of finding themselves in this posi-
tion, they could not elect more than
two men at the most from Prince Edward
Island in the next election, while their
opponents would get three. It is, if possible,
to prevent that that they are passing this Re-
distribution Bill, and making it apply in
such an unjustifiable mianner to the province
of Prince Edward Island. Here is what
Mr. Gladstone said, in introducing his Re-
distribution Act in 1884, dealing with the
city of London. He had discussed the
counties where there had been time honoured
boundaries, and which he respected. He
came now to the city of London and he said:

The metropolis it is proposed in a great measure to
recast. The boroughs in the metropolis are generally
well suited for being so dealt with, being parlia-
mentary boroughs only, and not being also established
municipalities they have no common historic life
attaching to thern.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
says "hear, hear," and yet in dealing with

Prince Edward Island, where there are no
municipalities, he violates this principle and
does not deal with them as Gladstone did
with London. Gladstone said " We find
there are no municipal divisions in London
and no municipal life," and therefore he
felt free

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There is municipal
life all through Ontario.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend,
when he is beaten on one point, turns to
another which bas nothing to do with it, I
have met myhon. friend indiscussing Ontario
matters and have found he was dodging there
also. My hon. friend tinds my position is un-
assailablewith regard to Prince Edward Island
and that it entirely knooks the argument froni
under this bill, and lie tries to draw a herring
across my path and refers to Ontario. I
mentioned a few moments ago that the popu-
lation of King's County was nearly 27,000,
and Priuce County 36,000, and that there
would be a representative for Prince County
for every 18,000, if the counties were fairly
divided in two, and that in King's County
one man would represent 26,000 or 27,000
population, and 1 pointed out that a still
greater inequality would exist if we took the
voting strength into consideration, which is
an important consideration; that King's
County had 7,120 voters and would have but
one member, while Prince County, with tWO
members, had only a little over 8,000 voters.
I will turn again to Mr. Gladstone, and show
you what he says on this point, showing he
recognized the voting strength of a countY
as a very important feature. He says:

The city of London I am afraid, all circumstances
considered, cannot equitably be exenpted from sOlno
change. Its population is a population of 50,00.
With a population of 50,000 odd its electorate is re-
markably large, and its largeness of electorate cOU-
bined with its history, marks it out for some exemption
from the application of the rigid rule of population-

He gave the city that is the borough of
London, not the great city which is the capital
of the empire, two members, because it had a
large electorate in proportion to population,1
and because there was a continuity in its hi-
tory.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. frield
says " hear, hear," but he ignores the
strength of the electorate in dealing
with Prince Edward Island, and hl
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ignores altogether the historical continuity in which thé fouse of Lords cannot interfere is tbe
Î' Supply Bill. We know that when the Senate threw

in the case of Bothwell, although he had re- out the Tuckersnith Bil, the hon. gentleman did fot
presented it for twenty-nine years himself. deny the constituted right of that House to interfere
Notwithstanding its historic continuity ani in that inatter, and they interfered rightly and wehlon that occasion, because they prevented a breach of
bis own connection with it, he wipes it f rom the Britirh North Ainerica Act by su doing.
the map of Canada altogether. The county
of Bothwell deserves a botter fate from the That shows that Sir John Macdonald
fact that it sent a gentleman of his standing, regarded the passage of a Redistribution
character and ability to the Pariament of Act, at any time, except after the decennia
Canada for twenty-eighoortwenty-nineyears, cnsus, as a breach of the British North
and I have no hesitation in saying that on America Act. h daresay my hon. friend
that ground, if on that ground alone, Both- will be prepared to say, that Sir John
well deserved a littie better treatment than Macdonald sat in Parliament and per.
it is receiving faror the lion, gentleman and i aps led Parliasent when some minor
bis colleagues. have no hesitation in say - changes were made to the redistribu-
ing that, for I have great respect for the gen- tion of seats. I am aware that such Was the
tleman's ability, and notwithstanding bis case, and it is consistent with the views that
inconsistent course with respect to this bill- I ar prosenting to the House, that Parlia-
notwithstanding bis change of practice with ment can only deal once and for ail with the
regard to the matter of redistribution, I have question of redistribution after each decen-
a great respect for the hon. gentleman, and niai census, but it must perform ail the
I think that in dealing with this question functions it is called on by the British North
bis colleagues, even if he were too angry Ainerica Act to do at that time, and if
to do justice should point out to him that bis it only performs its functions in psrt it
own history is connected with the history of will thon be its duty, notwithstanding
Bothwell, and he certainly should not blot it anything to the contrary, to take up
from the map of Canada. and complote that work. For instance,

Hon. Mr. MLLS-It was blotted before. in the Act of 1892, owing to some typo-

ion. Mr. FERGUSON-It was not. 1 do graphical error, the city of Ottawa was

nlot thisk I would be j ustifiod in takingupan mentoned as only being entitled to return
more tirne. However, I have taken the pains one member, on . gentlemen know that,
to consult the speeches of my hon. friend according to section 51, Ontario must have
have read them with a great deal of attqn- its proportionate number of members, and if
tion, and 1 find that every time ho turned Ottawa bad only one, Ontario would be short

of onlerom ivts fncionsimnpt gav

to thisquostionhe furnishied strongarguments ofoeropresentativ.I alaetgv
against the bill that h bas now in bis hands Ontario only 91 seats when it was entitled
I have been groatay influenced by bis former to 92, the work would have been incomplete,
views and by the views of his colleague Sir and Parliament must complote its work. n

Loui Mrie. ILsa-Int ws blotted for. the sam e way some clauses were inserted with

on.s Mri. FERGSh ON-sit was ntot. I rdogria ro the citday of Oh twa was

quoting frol the views of Sir John Mac- rentoe onye f theditreturn
doenald, a gentleman whose opinions on any Nipissing, which J understood were introduced
constitutional question wiIll ho accepted as to conform witb some decisions whicb bad
Outitled to greatr weiht than those of been rendored with regard to the boundary
av retheanamawi a mra de between Ontario and Quebec. Clearly, in
in, andr Ifian a ever time services these two cases it was not unconstitutional

to connection with this country, whose great of onrpentate If Parliament
axperince in tho bringing about of confedsra- onri nconyise 9 ats then poerria w ent
tion, and bis wonderful career afterwards to 9 ex oris fo eaved bcenical cen ,
ve the working out of problems connected Sto and Parliament mst ad cm leis wror
With itetitle bis views to grSater considera- a thoe theI Poaryi t dot oaf
tion than those of any other man aiviny Niing in t
o dead. In 1882 reference was made t it legal. If Pariament bas doue what it had
the Tuckersmith Bill, on which I shl saa notilegal right to do, it does not weaken or
entild ortwo brer wiht n te of abrogate the law or give us any right to do

ayohr Canadiane a man dwhos sperice ewenOtri n uee.Cea ,i

in cnlake, who sat opposite bim at the wbat is wrong now. I an happy to say that
tion, ai ondon that pointalso J shasu ho able to sustain my

sainiwb the workigotodrbescnece orpiuhoisons bn clrial ieror

.ewai power is right but the expediency of exercs- as the If Palim n had onely
ing tha power is a different affair. The onl -atter In discussing this qistion in 1892 noy hon.
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friend the Minister of Justice spoke of what Parliament, and here was an attempt made
had been done in 1872 and 1882, and said : to put these men into a constituency where

The question was not made the question of discus- hey would be able again to exercise al their
sion. The particular provisions of section 51 were not influence as electors and return another
considered, and I do not think that we are in the memb9r to Pariament. It was proposed to
slightest degree bound by the want of attention on the -,ive this Liberal maorit in Tuckersmith a
part of Parhament on two previous occasions. In the e Y
case of the Queen vs. the inhabitants of Houghton, double power in being represented in Parlia-
which is reported, I think, in the first volumeof Ellis ment Thatvasthepopularargumentthat
and Blackburn, Lord Campbell said that Parliament
may inistake the character of a ineasure, and that in was used against the bil, and it was un-
the preanble of a bill it may recite as law that which doubtedly a good one, but Sir John Mac-
is not law at aIl, and the mere recitation of a mistaken donald evidently did fot look upon that as
view of the law will notmake it law. Anl, sointhis
case, Parliament, acting on a mistaken construction r n
of that provision of the Act, will not make that mis- ground that it was an infraction of the
taken view of the law a correct view-will not give constitution because Parliament had no right
them a power which they did not possess in 1882.

All through those quotations which I have jecennial census. I hope I have made my
muade f rom My hon. friend's speeches, he was views clear; whether they wial be concurred
contending that Parliament wa.9 bounid i mn by the majority of the House is not for
strongly by the words of the blst section of <ne to say, but f romi the consideratioln I have
the British North Anierica Act, and that 1 given to this mesure, and from the act that
they could not redistribute ini any other way the Senate bas been Lrertented by a resolu-
than under that section, and that that xe- tion ained at its integrity and ridependence
quired theni to conîstituwe an autaority for and its co-ordinate power as a branch of this
the division of constituencies, and that if Parliament, f rom the fact that almost hand
they were to proceed in any other way, they in hand with this, I was going to say disre-
,were wrong. If iyd hon. friend was right putable bi, but d wil say this obnoxious bt
about that, in regard to the authority which that mas beert presented to us, there is fron

ghould divide the constituencies, then I ah the same quaiter a threat held over our heads
right in determining that Parliament could that if we do not pas this bi they will take
only do it once in ten years as provided by our lives-1- would rejeet the bill. An organ,
the 51 st section of the British NorthtAmerica of Mr. James Greenshields said that if the
Act. Reference as been made to the Tuck- Senate did not pas this bil they took their
ersmith Bil, and I notice that my on. f riend, lives in their hands. If ail the members of the
interrupling the leader of the opposition on Senate tink and feel as I do, that would fur-
that question, did not altogether state cor nish an excellent ground for showing our in-
rectly the reasons for which that Tucker- dependencebyrecordingour votes againstthis
smith Billwas defeatedat thattne. SirJohn bi. In reference to that subject, I have
Macdonald, it appears, looked at it as having only to refer to some words which were utter-
a constitutional effect, and he valued the ed in 1884 when the Franchise Bih was re-
action of the Senate in defeating the Tucker- jected by the House of Lords. Here are the
smith Bi because they hain preserved the words Lord Balfour used:
wonstitution of Canada froie an infraction, If it was the case they would be Met by hostiity;
but the popular reason was that te late they wobld not in the slightest degree abate that
Mr. M. C. Cameron, after having been hostihity by passing the bil on the present occasion.
eigctd in detherin atPaio ment coulhad the next occasion when their Lordships threatened
olyedo it once in en earst as provided yto throw out a bil thee threats and menace would
his seat protested and he as hikely to have be renewed and the only resuit would be that hostiitY
to go back to his constituents again. To would be changed into contempt.

strengthBen himself, lie provided by a bih, ae warned bis friends that if they yielded
wich bis friends passed in the ouse of to the storm raised y the Radicals they
Commons, that tbe townsip of Tuckersnit , would not abate eir ostility, If bon.
containing a very large Liberal majority, gentlemen agree with me that this bi is an
should be taken f rom another Constituency obnoxious one, or even if they should have
of Huron and added to the constituency he some leaning towards the measure, as soe
represented, and which he would have to may have froin the fact it May put soie
face in a partial election. The electors of of their friends in a better position i
Tuckersmith hadalready exercised theirfran- some way they should vote against it as an

dhise and influence in the formation of that answer to these indecent threats. i ai
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appealing to men on both sides of the
House. I think that the menace held out
to interfere with the independence of this
House, along with all the other reasons
should stiffen and strengthen our opposition
to this measure. Here is what Lord Car-
narvan said on the same occasion to which
I have referred :

But the House of Lords cannot consent to legislate
under a menace, I hold it for certain and I hold it
deliberately that it would be better for us to cease to
be, in the fulness of our traditions and with our
unstained honour than to pretend to exercise functions
of which we are the trustees but which we cannot
fulfil.

Tiese were the sentiments of a nobleman
of the highest character and spirit, and
these should be the sentiments of this House
on the present occasion, and I shall be
deeply grieved if I do not find in the ranks
of those who are not politically connected
with the opposition some at least, and I
hope not a few, who will feel it their duty,
on these grounds as well as on the ground
of the utterly indefensible provisions of the
bill generally, to record their votes against
it and in favour of the amendment proposed
by the hon. leader of the opposition.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I was sonewhat im-
pressed by the argument oi the hon. gentle-
man from Marshfield, and the quotations
which he made f rom speeches made by prom-
inent members of Parliament to sustain the
view which lie now takes of the British North.
America Act. It impressed me a good deal,
but I think the House ought to be careful
about accepting as very high authority
quotations taken from former speeches, made
either by the gentlemen who are speaking at
the time, or by other gentlemen. Naturally,
in looking over a voluma of Hansard, an
hon. gentleman will select those portions
which suit his purpose, and he will ignore
the portions which do not suit his purpose.
That is natural and proper, and is always
done. The hon. gentleman f rom MarshfBeld
has afforded several illustrations of the
truth of that. I shall just refer to one cir-
cumstance in connection with the debate in
1892 on the Redistribution Bill of that
year. The hon. gentleman gave us the ar-
guments used by the Minister of Marine
and Fisheries and the Minister of Justice,
but lie carefully suppressed-I am using
that in no offensive sense-it did not suit
his purpose to tell this House, made up as
to a large majority of good Conservatives,
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that the hon. gentleman who in 1892 was
Minister of Justice, and who is regarded by
hon. gentlemen of the opposition as the
highest constitutional authority of his time
in the country, had taken a totally different
v1ew.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I know that
would have no effect on hon. gentlemen
opposite.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Sir John Thompson,
who was then Minister of Justice, pointed
out that the theories of the present Minister
of Justice and the present Minister of Marine
and Fisheries were mistaken.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The question argued
both by Sir Louis Davies and myself was on
a point altogether distinct from that which
the hon. gentleman has pressed.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON--It is just as
good for this point as for the other.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I am simply calling
attention to the fact that this House should
exercise care in accepting arguments that
are based upon quotations. I am not going
to quote Sir John Thompson just now at
length ; I shall quote him further on, but I
shall quote enough to show what he thought
of those arguments. I quote from column
3262 of the Comrions Debates of 1892, and
this is the way Sir John brought his argu-
ment to a close:

I repeat very shortly what I have said on the con-
struction of section 51. I contend we had the power
before section 51 and outside of it altogether; that we
are not to interpret section 51 as taking away from
the general power or making any repugnance in the
Act and that, above all, the section is not to receive
that construction unless that construction is plain and
necessary. But if it were intended by the Parlia-
ment that passed this statute that although we should
have the power to increase the number of me-nbers in
the House-and that isanother point against the hon.
gentleman's argument, that there is power given to
mcrease the number of the House from time to tirne,
provided the proportion of representation is not dis-
turbed as laid down by the Act-the question of re-

1 distribution is soinething we are prohibited from
doing, there is not in the whole Act from beginning
to end a single negative provision as regards the
right of this Parliament to do that work.

Sir John Thompson summarizes there
what he had been saying.

We should consider the question before
us. I do not see that there is any great
object to be gained by going back and talk-
ing about iniquities of former administra-
tions in the province of Ontario, or the
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present Liberal administration in the Dom- and 1 shah briefly refer to the British North
inion of Canada. I do not think there is America Act on that subject. The con-
much object in dealing in detail with the stituencies of this country were determined
iniquities of former Conservative govern- by section 40 of the Biitish North America
ments of Canada. Our object should be Act, which says that "Until the Parliament
to deal with the measure before us : to deal of Canada otherwise provides, Ontario, Que-
with that, and deal with it in a temper and bec, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, shah,
frame of mind suited to a business proposi- for the purposes of the election of members
tion. Before s deal with the measure to the House of Commons, be divided inth
I may say that it would not strike electoral districts as follows." Hon. gen-
any ordinary observer that there was any- tiemen will notice that there is a general
thing out of the way in this bill. The first power given to the Partiament of Canada t-
principle of the measure is that, as a rule, provide otherwise, and this saine etpression
you adopt the boundaries of counties and is used in other cases. section 41 reads:
provide that a portion of one county shial Antil the Parlianent of Canada otherwise provides
not be taken with a portion of another, al laws in force in the several provinces at the union
county to make a constituency. That seemsrelative to varots matters ensrated shal con-

a reasonable Froposition. That is the prin- tinue toe Hs i o force.

cipe of the bi, and, as I say, I think it is An d there is also a provision of para-
a good principle. Then the second principle, graph 47 :
of the bih, which is a stil better oe, and a pow til the Parhiarient of Canada otherwise pro-
most admirable one, I tbink, to have intro- vides, in case of the absence for any reason of the
ducd into Canada, is the principle that when seaker.

you corne to divide Up these counties into Those were Lemporary provisions intended
constituencies to return members, the divi- to make thingys work until Parliament had
sion shah not be made at the wi l of a got tobusiness- and I may say, in the speech
party majorty in Parliament, but shall of the Right Hion. Sir John Thompson, from
be made by an irreproachable and un- whice I have quoted, ue Iays great stress
impeachable tribunal. That is the propo- upon that fact, so that take i that section
sition. I say that these two principle 40 does not tel at al againbt the contention
taken by theniselves, both seem to be fair that we have a right to pass this measure.
and reasonable, and I do not think, notoith- eWhat does setion 5 say? I ;ight say hon.
standing al that has been said, that it bas gentlemen that I was of the sae opinion as
been shown that there is anything unfair or the won. leader of t e opposition and the
unreasonable ebout the government measuret on gentleman f ro Marshfield. I had not
which really does not do more than ewbody read the Act carefuly and m was under the
those two principles. There may be certain impression, until son e time befoJ oe Parlia-
details ; no measure is perfect, there may be ment met, when 1 can.e to study it a little3
one or two details in this bil which are more carefuhly, that Parlianient had the
capable of improvement, and if there are, I power to redistribute pnly after the decennial
think the Senate right make the necessary census, but when I came to read section 51
improvement ; but the principles of the bil over carefully, I was fred to the conclu-
are sound and good, and I do not think, sion that I ad been mistaken. What does
under the circuhstances, that we should igt say? It is contended by the hon. gente-
hastily decide to reject it. Whether the man f rom Marshfield that this section 51
measure is good or bad, have, of course, to gives in detail the various steps that are to
deal first of a l with the question raised, not ibe taken in redistributing, and not only in
directly altogether, by the amendment moved iapportioning to the several provinces the
by the ;on. leader of the opposition. That number of representatives which they shall
amendment does not deal with the character each have, but in deciding how the consti-
of the measure in itself. Speaking broadly, tuencies shah b be divided in order to give to
he takes the ground that this buse should a province the additional medbers which
ivot pass this measure because the measure it is entitled to, or to take away from it the
us contrary to the spirit of the constitution. membeis whico ite oses. bne of the thing
As I understand, the amendment moved by whih struck me about section 51 is that it
the hon. leader of the opposition, it is that. does not do anything of the kind. The sec-
That is the forst question to be considered, tion appies solely in its hanguage to the re-

As I ndertand the mendent oved y whch sruck e abut s c51ithti
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adjustment as between the provinces, and if Canada in relation to ail matters not coming
any hon. gentleman takes the trouble to read within the classes of subjects by this Act
it he will observe that. It reads as follows :- assigned exclusively to the legisatures of

On the completion of the census in the year 1871, the provinces.
and of each subsequent decennial census, the repre- And Sir John Thompson took the ground
sentation of the four provinces shall be readjusted by that under that section also Parliament had
such authority, in such mannei, and from such time as d
the Parlianent of Canada, fron time to time, pro- the right to al with the matter of the
vides, subject and according to the following rules: subdivision of the provinces into constitu-

Quebec shall have the fixed number of sixty-five encies. I do not propose to argue this con-
mnembers.

There shall be assigned to each of the other prov- stitutionafquestion much further. The 5lst
inces such a number of members as will bear the same section of the British North America Act
proportion to the number of its population, ascer- not assume to deal with this question
tained at such census, as the number sixty-five bears
to the number of the population of Quebec, so ascer- of the subdivision of the provinces. There
tained. are other sections which gi

In the computation of the number of menibers for . e the poue
a province, a fractional part not exceeding one-half of
the whole nuinber requisite for entitling the province think, that Parliament as the right. If
to a member shall be disregarded, but a factional part Parliament had not the right, we would
exceeding one-half of that number shall be equivalent
to the whole nuniber.

On any such readjustment the number of members have come up before. Take the Tucker-
for a province shall not be reduced unless the propor- smith case. 1 took occasion to-day to look
tion which the number of the population of the prov-
mce bore to the number of the aggregate population at the debates on the Tuckersmith Bil in
of Canada, at the then last preceding readjustment this buse, and 1 read the report of it and
of the number of members for the province, is ascer- the report of the debate in the other
tained at the then latest census to be diminished by
one-twentieth part or upwards. bouse, and all that the lon. gentleman who

Such readjustment shall not take effect until the then led the opposition in this bouse, the
termination of the then existing Parliament. late Sir Alexander Campbell, said about the

Hon. gentlemen will notice that in every Tuckersmith Bil was that he tlought it
provision dealing with the redistribution of was rather hostile to the spirit of the con-
membersamong theprovinces, thereisnothing stitution. 1edidnotmakethatstatement
astoany regard being had for the unit of popu- in a positive way, but gave it as bis opinion
lation in the subdivision of the provinces, that it was hostile to the spirit of the con-
and nothingsaid as towhatauthorityistosub- stitution and did not daim itwas hostile
divide the provinces. There is nothing said to the letter of the constitution. When the
at all about the subdivision of the provinces; matter was bfore the bouse of Commons,
and it is unreasonale to suppose that, if the i tle leader of the opposition there did not
Parliament of Great Britain when passing take the-round with any positiveness that
this Act had intended that this section this measure was unconstitutional. He took
should govern the subdivision of the pro- the ground that this measure should have
vinces into constituencies, it would not have' bten introduced as a government measure,
said a word about it ; but there is no word in and J watit to give the buse just what he
that whole section which refers to anything said on the constitutional question. He
but tht- redistribution of members between said
tht- various provices. These paragraphs By the British North Ainerica Act of 1867 there
are simply intended to show how you ;re to wasto ie a readjustment of representation once inStn years. That principle should ie carried out rigid-

fidAn Sir John Thopso tooker theh groundet

shaîl have after the census, and there btmo ly, and the tine of Parliaisent ought not to he taken
up y bi s of individual mem lers whenever the

no Provision in this .5lst section for tht- bounda of their constituencies did riot happen to suit
dividing up of the provinces into consti- thtm. It would le a very unfortunate thing if this

practice wvas going to obtain. Ail parties were inter-tut-ncies, that power must be given under'ý e4ted in the maintenance of tht constitution, and
some othet section. As s have said, starting this innovation should be resisted. If ever there was
with section 40, it coriterplates that after s governinent which could resist the introduction of

Smeasures of this kind, he thought tht present govern-
tht- Parianient of Canada gets to work itment coud, lacautse the los t twenty or twenty-five
May redistribute and alter tht electoral Ponstituencies would not affect thsm.

NIr. DoRuoN-We approve of the measure, we dodistricts. Thn the 9t1 st section, as the haon. nPt resihst it.
gentleman f rom Marshfleld lias said, set forth Sir ,JOHN MACDONALD-Said lie was very sorry to
that tht- Dominion Parliament can make laws har it, ltcause he thouglt the principle of readjust-

ment every ten years tas onte wici would commendfor the pence, order and good government of itself to the majority of members in the ouse.
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Hon. Mr. ALMON--Would the hon. stitutional aspect of the question, 1 referred
gentleman read what Sir Alexander Camp- to the sections of the BritishNorth Anerica,
bell said in the Senate? Act, and 1 think made it reasonably clear

Hon. Mr. POWER-The remarks of Sirlimit the rit of
Hon.Mr. OWERThe emars of~irParliainent to (teal with the distribution

Alexander Campbell intheSenate werenot as of seats within the several provinces to
strong as what I have just read. Sir John the year after the decennial census,
Macdonald said that hie thought theMacdnal sad tht le touglt te ,as liad been contended by the bon. leader
principle of readjustment every ten o the opposition and the hon. gentie-
years was one which would commend n
itself te the majority of the members in the'ise f oemajons liofte dei hefy say that the view which I take of this con-
House of Commons. He dealt chiefly with stitutional question, and wlich is caken on
the impropriety of a private member intro- this side of the bouse, las been borne out
ducing this measure, and lie objected to the bythefact that neyer since 1872 las the
character of the measurp, because it wouldcliaactr o themeaurebecase t wuldposition been seriously taken that Parliainent
enable the gentleman who was about being lad no riglt te deal with the question
unseated to go back to a different constitu-
ency fromn that which had elected him, andCencyfro tht whch iadeleced imandbution of seats, except under the 5lst section.
it would add Liberal votes to the constîtu- That ground lias neer been seriouy main-
ency. Sir Alexander Campbell put the matter tained. I have not read the debates which
almost altogether on the ground that it was have taken place in the Cominons during the
objectionable because it was intended to ýbJctoal beas twsitne epresent session, but as I understand, it lias
secure the return of a member who was not been seriously contended by any lawyer
about to be unseated. the saidB rits o-r: A-ei

Act.> ,LU nd I~ ti made i reIonly~ lear1

They knew there was a petition pending against
the return of the gentleman who occupies in another
place the seat for the south riding. Now, assuming

e would be obliged to return for election next nonth,
the effect of this bill would be to give hiin 200 votes
more than he otherwise would have. Was that fair?

He had not listened to but had read the debates in
another place, and there it was avowed that the
object of this bill was to give so many more votes to
this gentleman if ho should be obliged to run this
election over again.

An hon. gentleman made some mention
of a machine. It just depends upon whose
machine it is. There have been Conservative
machines doing reckless things in the pro-
vince of Ontario, and there is some rumour
now to the effect that there is a Liberal
machine too.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The hon. gentleman is not certain of the
latter.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, not yet. We
are of the other.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
One is a presumption and the other is a
fact.

It being six o'clock the Speaker left the
Chair.

After Recess.
Hon. Mr. POWER-Before six o'clock I

dealt at not very great length with the con-

that t, e st, secton o t e rts ort
America Act alone governed this question.
The hon. gentleman from Marshfield is the
only constitutional and legal authority who
maintains that view. I said at the be-
ginning, when quoting from Sir John Thomp
son, that Iproposedto read something further
froi him, and with the permission of the
louse I shall read something further : at

coluin 3260 of the Commons Hansard for
1892, Sir John Thompson says :

Mr. Speaker I agree with the hon. nieniber from
Queen's (Mr. Davies), that it is incorrect to speak of
the inherent powers of this Parliainent, because this
Parliainent is a creation of statute, but, Sir, we have
a clause in our constitution which gives us theequiva-
lent of the inherent powers possessed by other assem-
blies. When this Parliament wascreated, unlikeother
creations of statutes it was not given a linmited and
narrow authority which had to he drawn from the
statute itself but in lieu of the inherent power pcs-
sessed by other Parliarents, we have section 91 of the
Act which says that this Parliaiment may inake laws
for the peace, order and good government of Canada
in relation to all inatters not coning within the classes
of subjects assigned exclusively to the legislature of
the provinces. I only state this as a reminder for
those miembers of the House who are not versed in
legal inatters, that this section plainly gives to this
Parliament all powers in relation to the governnient of
Canada "for the peace, order and good government
of Canada " which are not given expressly to the legis-
latures and that while, as regards the legislatures, we
inust look to this Act to find their powers we have all
the powers given to us except those given to the other
bodies. That clearly includes the power of dealing
w%itht the representation of the country in this House,
and the corollary as. regards the provincial constitu-
tions is the gift of power to provincial legislatures to
alter their constitution, under which those legislatures
have sometines abolished one chamber, and some-
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times increased, and sonietimes decreased the number not trouble our heads about other
of members who sat in one chamber or the other. e

I shall not trouble the House to -read if they couie, it will be Lime enough for us
further, except to say that he goes on in to deal with then then. Our first duty is
that same line and upholds the view which to deal with the measure before us as an in-
I have expressed already, and he regarded'dependent fouso of Parliarent, and to
section 51 as providing that notwithstanding remeinher not to deal with it in the spirit
that the Parliament has the power to deal in which some gentlemen Seem to deal with
with the question of redistribution at any it-that it is a mensure which we are bound
time, it shall be their duty every ten years to to pick flaws in if we can, that if we
readjust the representation as between fancy that we can detect any evil spirit, any
the provinces. I think that there is Spirit unfriendly to the Senate, or to the
nothing in the constitution to prevent party to which the majority of the members
Parliaient from passing this bill. It;of the Senate belong, we are forthwith
is a measure which comes within the pur- to kick the thing out of doors. Thatis
view of Parliament; and, as I said before, not the spirit. We should deal with it in
that lias not been seriously contested in the a reasonable and fair spirit. We should
House of Commons by any lawyer there. It remember that it is not a measure which
bas been referred to, but no stress bas been affects us. It is a mensure which may be
laid upon that argument. Then the ques- regarded as a domestic measure, aàecting
tion for us is as to the merits of the the donestie aUfirs of the House of Coin-
measure. We have to look at the measure mons, and that it is prima fade our duty Le
and consider whether, on the whole, it is pass it. If there is anything seriously wrong
one that we should pass. But really there with it, let us amend it, but let us not reject
is sonething further than the merits of the it, unless we are satisled that iL is a
measure. The first t hing which must thoroughly objectionable and evil measure.
strike every hon. gentleman is that this is a Aithough the leader of the opposition, and
measure which affects the House of Com- the hon. gentleman from Marshfield did use
mons and does not affect us. It is, to a strong language about the ieasure, I do
certain extent, domesti: legislation, as re- not believe that there is anv member
gards the House of Commons. I do iot present, and I ar satistied that there is
mean to say that this House has not the almost no member of the House of Coininons,
power to reject any measure which comes whe believes that iL is a mensure which de-
from the House of Commons, but measures serves strong condemnation. Some mem-
of this character which affect, in a peculiar bers niay have thought that in its results iL
manner, the House of Commons, and do might prejudicîally affect thernselves, but no
not affect the Senate, are measures one thought this was a highly o
which the Senate should be very slow or perniclous rueasure, and consequently it is
to meddle with. There is a sort a mensure which this fouse ought to pass.
of parlianientary etiquette which pro- As I said at the beginning, the impression
vides that a House such as ours is should be l on the minds of the mnjority of the mem-
slow to meddle with a measure which affects bers of the fouse of Commons is that
the other House alone. This is a measure the Redistribution Act of 1882, supple-
Somewhat different from the franchise. It mented by the Redistribution Act of 1892,
does not alter the constitution of the par- perpetrated an injustice te one of the
liarnentary constituency as a whole. It may great parties in the country. Whether
alter or affect the boundaries of certain con- that was altogether true or not, I ar
stituencies, but it does not affect, as a radical fot n0W going to consider at an length.
change as the franchise does, the whole com- My own impression is that that statement 18
Inunity ; and I think it is our duty to look true, thât the mensure was intended Lo give
at this measure, not in the spirit which was advantage Le one party. 1 do net think iL
indicated by the last speaker, who said that did. I do noL Lhink that as a rule measures
We should bear in mind that the govern- of that kind have the effecL which 15 con-
Ient who were trying to push this measure teiplated, but that is not really the thing
through had in reserve another measure, which we have to consider. We have Lo
With which they threatened us if we consider that fact, of course, that the
did flot pnss this mensure. We siould rnajority of the fouse of Commons think

8,55
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that the existing scheme for the subdivision of 1867, the number of representatives was
of the constituencies is an unfair one. We reduced, and the counties were left as they
are bound to pay some respect to the opi- had been. Each county was given two mem-
nions of the majority of the House of Com- bers, except the counties of Halifax and
nions. The government acting on behalf of Pictou, which were given three each, and
the majority of that House, and acting on there has been no change in that respect
behalf of the country at large, submit a during ail the years that bave intervened. 1
measure, as they have a right to do, and the do not mean to say that the fact that the
question is whether, looking at the object Liherals have been in power in Nova Scotia,
and looking at all the circumstances of the during ail those years except four, has had
case, that measure is one which is very anything to do with the fact that the consti-
objectionable. Looking at the measure tuencies were not interfered with. We have
itself, it cannot be considered a very objec- 1 had no ground for complaint in Nova Scotia.
tionable one. Something lias been said about In New Brunswick 1 think the rule has been
the English Act, and the hon. gentleman practically the same-I av not speaking of
fromn NIarshfeled seeîned to think there was nthe local legisature now, but of New
a striking contrast between the manner in Brunswick as it was divided up for the pur-
which the question of redistribution wasdealt pose of Dominion elections. u seeas to me,
with in Engaand in 1884, and the manner notwithstanding the fact that that vicw did
in which it is being deait with here. 1 fail not commend itself to thelast speaker, that i
to see that there is any marked difference. this country the preservation of what one
In England cert in general principles were ay call the individuality of the county is
laid dow'n by Parliament, as I understand -an important thing, even more important
it, and then, these general principles waving than in Engiand. do not know exactly
been agreed upon between the two parties, how it is with the counties of Prince
certain distinguished gentlemen outside of Edwaid Island, but I know that in Nova
Parliament were selected to make the redis- Scotia and New Brunswick the counties, as
Iribution in accordance with the principles! a rule, are municipalities in themselves. The
which ad been agreed upon. The follow- sane is the case in Ontario, and I think in
ing wer the commissioners, Sir John Lan- Quebec. Jn England the counties are not
bert, chairnrn Mr. Pelham, barrister at municipalities. The counties exist for cer-
law; Sir Francis Sandford, Mr. Joseph tain purposes, but in England there was no
John Henley, Col. Owen Jones, ts E., and general municipal governmentin 1884. There
Major Hector Tulloch, bt .E. The two is now under the County Government Act of
enrineer officers we e put on because one of 1888, but at the tike of that redistributionin
the duties of the commission was to run Enland they had not county government to
tines subdividing the constituencies. Some the same extent that we have it here, and the
of these gentlemen had been in public life individuality, the separate life of the county
and others had been in the public service was not as marked as it is in Canada. Looking
as civil servants, and the Iast two named at the fact that since the year 1867,
had been in the army. These gentlemen tme separate individual existence of counties
were given instructions, which were read had been recognized in dealing with
by the Secretary of State to the bouse the the rerresentation of the people on the
other evening, telling them how they were whole, the principle of county representation
to proceed and that they wee to havenand of following the county unes is a very
regard for county boundaries and other e satisfactory one, and one which deserves to
matters which I arn not now going into. be adopted. It gets rid of a great deal
The first principle which is laid down in of difficulty and illfeeling. That was
this bih is a principle which was laid down the old principle beie in Canada. It iS
in the instructions to these commissioners, the principle which bas prevailed in 1Nova
that regard shall be hiad to county boundaries. Scotia and New Brunswick, and no one
As I said before, n the face of it that sees quarrelled or found fault with it. There is
a reasonable principle to adopt. In the pro- no reason why it should not have been con-
vince fro whieh I cone, we hai e had county tinued. It is gratifying that now, when
boundaries and nothing else since the union'the existing condition of things cornes to
in 1867. Before the union, in the last ses- be remedied, the government should have
sion of the old legisature held in the spring decided to go back to that system Of
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the individuality of counties, and provided
that no constituency should be part in one
county and part in another. The other
principle involved in the bill is that when
you come to the place where a difficulty
might arise and where a political tribunal,
such as a committee of the bouse of Com-
mons or Parliament itself must fail to do
justice, in the subdivision of counties for
electoral purposes where counties have to be
subdivided. I think it is a fortunate thing
that the Minister'of Justice, who, I under-
stand, is responsible for the outlining of the
bill at any rate, should have introduced this
impartial tribunal instead of a parliamentary
committee or the Parliament itself. It is a
guarantee that if this measure becomes
law, hereafter a redistribution of seats will
not be a thing to be looked forward to with
dread by the party which happens to be in
opposition at the tine, and shall not be looked
forward to by members of the party who are
in the majority as an occasion when they
will be able to dish their opponents,
and provide the means of remaining in power
still longer. I am not now making that a
rnatter of accusation against one party more
than the other. I say that is the temptation.
It is human nature. If a number of men
who are going to have an election have in
their hands the power of reconstructing the
constituencies, as a matter of course, the
constituencies will be reconstructed in what
the majority believe to be their own inter-
ests; and I think it is in the interest of the
public at large and the interest of Parlia-
nent that that condition of things should
epase ; and that is one of the admirable feat-
tires about this measure. I have said enough
to show that, as members of the Senate, it
is our duty not to reject the measure under
the circumstances. Referring to the speech
Mnade by the hon. gentleman who immedi-
ately preceded me, therE were three or four
Points which struck me as somewhat sing-
ular. One of the points was that the gerry-
nander of 1882 had been ineffective and,
apparently, the lion. gentleman felt that,
because it had been ineffective, it should be
allowed tq continue in operation. I gathered
from what the hon gentleman said that he
admitted it was a gerrymander, and that it
was not fair to the opposition of that day,
and the conclusion I should naturally draw
from that condition of things is that things
should be put upon a fair basis. But the hon.

gentleman thinks it should be allowed to
continue.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
To whom does the hon. gentleman refer?

Hon. Mr. POWER-I spoke of the hon.
gentleman who had immediately preceded
me, the hon. gentleman from Marshfield.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I certainly did
not say that the redistribution of 1882 was
unfair. I said if there was anything unfair
time had corrected it.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I got the impression
that the hon. gentleman said it was unfair;
perhaps I misapprehended him.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-They gave Middlesex
four representatives. The Refori majority
in the county immediately preceding the
election was 1,100, and in the next election
three Conservatives and one Liberal were
returned, and that is what the hon. gentle-
man calls fair. It was outrageous.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentlemen
from Ontario know where the shoe pinches.
As I said before, the meàsure was unfair,
particularly in Ontario, and most particularly
in western Ontario. The hon. gentleman said
that this measure should be more general in
its character. There may be some force in
what he says. If this bill now before the
House has any fault, it is that it does not go
far enough as regards the province of Ontario.
To have been a complete measure, it should
have undone the work of 1882 and 1892
altogether, and put all the counties of On-
tario on the same basis. It is not al ways
the wisest and most judicious thing to do
that which is logically the best. You must
not always follow things to their logical con-
clusicn. The hon. leader of the opposition
smiles, but he knows how it is himself, and he
knows that one of the reasons why English
liberty has survived so long, and why Eng-
lish parliamentary life is what it is, is just
because English people have not insisted on
being too logical. They have not run things
into the ground. They go as far as conve-
nience and practical justice require. It hap-
pens that it was in western Ontario the
worst deeds of the Acts of 182 and 1892
were done, and that in e-istern Ontario there
was not so much done; and, further, eastern
Ontario at the present time is probably
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somewhat over-represented-that is, accord- lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
ing to the census of 1891, and it might in- Oh, no; it is the difference between being
volve a good deal of ditficulty to rearrange in and out.
things in castern Ontario.

The lion. gentleman referred to the prov- Hon. Mr. POWER-I notice that the
ince of New Brunswick. Well, the con- hon. gentleman from Marshfield laid a great
dition of things which exists as to St. John deal of stress upon the words "such autho-
are not satisfactory. An elector in the city rity " in the 51st section, and he seemed to
of St. John votes for two members, and the th nk that the conclusion to be drawn f rom
elector living outside the city votes for one the use of these words was that the redis-
member only. That that difficulty might tribution should fot be made by Parliament
have been got over in another way is true; but should be mae by some other authority.
and I suppose if the Senate were to amend The remarkable thing is that while the hon.
that particular part of the bill it would not gentleman thinks that now, he supported P
imperil the existence of the measure, and if party which neyer adopted that ground at
it is fet that the county of St. John has ah. In 1872 they did not think this work
not been dealt, with in the best and wisest shouti be done by an authority separate
way, then we might anend the mesure If rom Parliament. They did it themselves.
with respect to St. John. I do not think it 1 Parliament did it. Th, y did it in 1882 and
is necessary for mie to undertake to defend they did it in 1892. So that while the lion.
the hon. Minister of Justice agains t the gentleman thinks ho must hold the gover-
charge of ingratitude to the electoral district ment to-day bound by what a gentleman
of Bothwell which the hon. gentleman from wlo was not then a member of the govern-
Marshfield put before the buse in such an ment, but who af terwards became a member
effective and thrilling manner. But the of the government, stated in 1892, the
truth is tht, inasmuch as the electoral Pon. gentleman is fot prepared to be bound
districts of Cardwell and Monck are treated himself by what the governmnt which e
in the sanie way as Bothwell, there is not suppotted did by solemn lerislative act in
very inuch force in ail the keen things that 1872, 1882 and 1892. wish to make one
were said about blotting out Bothwell. observation wit respect to the authority of

Hon. Mr. is h blotted half of the late Sir John Macd nald as an expounder
ittsof the constitution. have quoted the opi
it out to start with.nion of Sir John Thompson in connectiol

Hon. Mr. POWER-The voters of Both- with this 5lst section, and there is no
well would vote in the counties to which decided opinion of Sir John Macdonald's e
they belong under the nýw moeasure. A record with respect to the matter, but evef
great deat of stress bas also been laid upon if there mad been, rhould suppose that t
something which was sai by the hon. gen- authority of Sir John Thoinpson, who whe
tleman who led the opposition in 1 89s2. recognzed ais a constitutional lawyer as wel
Hon, gentlemen know that we may take as an able public man, would be worth
expressions out of speeches made years ago more than th- opinion of the ]ate Sir John
and make any one of us appear inconsistent. Macdonald. The late Sir John Macdonald

had on different occasions constitutional, qu es-
lion. Sir MACKEÀNZIE BOWEirLLJt tions with Sir Oliver Mowat,, when ho 'WO

isth msfrtneofhain aHasad. Premier of Ontario. 1 suppose haif a dozen'
of these constitutional questioedns arose op

o tween the two goveriments, and in every
in that session of 1892 Mr. Laurier voted single instance Sir John Macdonald on
for a resolution hich embodied the principle worsted by the Little Tyrant, as lie used 

tle n hq leteopstini.82

o nt ca him, Sir Oliver Mowat; and do not

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No, think that the more fact that Sir Joh
quite the contrary. Macdonald on a certain occasion used anr

obiter <lictum to the effect that we should
Hon. Mr. POWER-Ris sober, second only readjust every ten years, should Weigh

thought differed from ls first impression very much wit this Senate when you Set
when the goverument measure of that year againqt it the wording of the British North
was introduced. America Act and the express and debibrll.
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opinion of the late Sir John Thompson on
the other side, and the consensus of opinion
anongst lawyers. If this bill passes what
will happen is this: in the first place,
certain changes which were made in the
province of Quebec and in the province of
Ontario-chiefly these two provinces
will be undone, and all the counties
in Ontario and Quebec will be units for
election purposes. Then a commission
made up of judges above suspicion and re-
proach will be appointed; and where a
cOunty is entitled to more than one repre-
Sentative they will subdivide that county.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Wait until after
the next census.

Hon. Mr. POWER--If we pass this
measure now, we make a good start. Then,
after the decennial census of 1901, it does
not matter which party is in power, after
the example set of respecting county boun-
daries, and of having a judicial, or impartial
tribunal established to subdivide the coun-
ties, no party will ever attenpt to gerry-
mander constituencies again, and I think
that that will be a great gain to this coun-
try ?

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-That is to give Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-What about St.

them an air of respectability. John ?

Bon. Mr. POWER-That will be the
course in the present instance.

Hon. M. PROWSE-Is that policy pro
Posed for Prince Edward Island i

Hon. Mr. POWER-There will be
0ounties returning two members eacb,

One county returning one member.

two
and

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-But no judges to
divide the ridings.

Hon. Mr. POWER-No, the counties
never were divided ; and the same is the case

nl Nova Scotia, the county of Halifax returns
two members, Pictou returns two members
and Cape Breton returns two members. In
Ontario the practice has been to divide
the counties.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
1ot always.

Hon. Mr. POWER-But as a rule.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
O, quite the contrary.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I think, on the
hole, the balance of convenience is in
aOur of dividing the county. The next point
feel strongly about : I do not really think

as regards the Liberal or the Conserva-
tPv Party, the passiug of this bill is of any
naterial. consequence as far as the next
election is concerned. I honestly think it is
uf little consequence.

11on. Mr. CLEMOW-Then why pass it?

"on. Mr. POWER-It is desirable that
' 1 eW and better system than we have had
abould be adopted for readjusting the re-
Preeltation in this country.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I have told the hon.
gentleman that if the majority of this House
think that the measure is unfair with re-
spect to St. John, they may amend it. It is
only one constituency in about 200.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-There is no voice
against the measure-no fault found with it
down there.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I am speaking of the
rejection of the measure as a whole; and
looking at it and its effect on the next elec-
tion, I do not think the passing or non-
passing of this meusure will be of any
material consequence; but I think it is
going to be of consequence in another way.
If it is rejected, then, after the next decen-
nial census, when the Liberal party will, in
all probability, be continued in power, the
probabilities are that they will have amajority
in both Houses-I am not going to anticipate
the probabilities-but if the Liberal party
have a majority in both Houses, the measures
passed by that party may not be as generous
and as fair as this one; and if, on the other
hand, the Conservative party should be in
power, I presume that after that decennial
census they will act as badly as they did in
1882. That is a contingency not to be de-
sired, and that is the chief reason why I am
anxious to see the measure pass. Another
reason is, that I have soie respect for the
light in which this House is regarded
throughout the country ; and if this House
thinks it its duty always to fly in the
face of the majority in the other House,
no matter whether the action of that major-
ity be wise or unwise, then it is an unfor-
tunate thing for the Senate. The common
sense of the people of this country tells them
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that this measure, which was largely the Readjustment Bil until after the next
work of t he Minister of Justice-a man decennial census had been taken, but that
who is good nature and fair play itself-is, shortly previous to this session of Parliament
on the whole, a fair and proper measure, he suddenly became convinced that Parlia-
and the country will not approve of the ment had the necessary power to deal with
action of this House if they reject it. the subject. If I read correctly the observa-

Hon.tions of the hon. Minister of Justice, made
Hon.Mr. OIJGIEEDTher wasonesome years ago upon a siinilar subject, I

portion of the remarks of my hon. friend cannot fail to arrive at the conclusion that
from Halifax in which I was particularly in. my hon. friend was at one period of a like
terested, and that was his appeal to the opinion.
House that this subject should be treated in
a charitable and in a christianlike spirit, so bon. Mr. MILLS-No.
to speak. I can assure my hon. friend that bon. Mr. LOUGHEED-That not until
in the very short discussion of this subject f the decennial census could a redistri-
upon which I propose to enter I shada give
it the most gentle treatment of which 1 an
capable. I was not surprised at the appeal,
also, whicl my hon.friend made to the H ouse,
that no short citation of speeches made on
former occasions should be read or used in
connection with this particular discussion.
My hon. friend had doubtless recalled the
fact that when he expostulated about the
treatment of this bill by this House, he pur-
sued a very hostile course with regard
to the Redistribution Bill of 1892, and wlen
my hon. friend furthermore appealed to this
House

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not know what
I did in 1892 ; I have forgotten.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-My hon. friend
is responsible on this occasion for what. he
did then. But my hon. friend did appeal
to-night most feelingly to this House that
they should not exercise a function, which is
their right, to deal with a measure relating
to the readjustment of the constituencies
coming from the Commons, inasmuch as
that House had entirely to do with the
question. In referring to the Debates of
1892, when the Redistribution Bill of that
date was before us for consideration, my
hon. friend not only spoke very strongly
against the bill, but my hon. friend recorded
a g od sturdy robust vote upon the six
months' hoist moved by the present hon.
Secretary of State, then the leader of the
opposition and sitting upon this side of the
louse. I was also particularly.struck by

an observation my hon, friend made when
he entered upon the discussicn of this sub-
ject to-night, and that is that he was under
the impression, shortly previous to the pre-
sent session, that Parliament had not power
at this time to deal with passing a

Uto e1 ma e

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I always held the
contrary- opinion, and I do not think the
hon. gentleman will find anything in Hansard
that warrants that view.

Hon, Mr. LOUGHEED-During the dis-
cussion of the matter I may find it desirable
to read some observations made in the
House of Commons by my hon. friend upofl
the subject. The reason I do not do so no
is that my hon. friend's attitude at that tile
has been fully discussed in this debate, and
if one can read the English language aright,
surely there can be no misunderstanding as
to the opinions he then held. I accept WY
hon. friend's statement.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-This question was nOt
discussed, and never even referred to in the
whole of that debate.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
What becomes of the quotations of the hon-
gentleman behind the Minister of Justice if
it was not discussed ?

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It seems to n
that if any section of the Act of 1892 Was
discussed it was the 51st section.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, but not, thi
question. The question that was being
discussed at that time was as to the meaniVg
of the words " such authority."

lon. Mr. FERGUSON-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-And I was of the
opinion, although Sir John Thompson held
a different view, that the Act had in viee
the English practice of appointing a coml
mission, or a body for the purpose of giving
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effect to the general policy set out by Parlia-
Inent, and that was the question that was
discussed all through that debate.

lon. Mr. LOUGHEED-In order that
We may have the subject more fully before
us, I would refer to what then took place, as
One's recollection of what took place seven
or eight years ago may be somewhat
shadowy. I find on page 3245 of the
aansard of that year the present Minister
Of Marine and Yisheries, who preceded my
hon. friend in the discussion which then
took place, speaking particularly upon
clause 51, said:

The Act does not say that the Parliament shall lay
'down what for all time shall be the lines and principles
to be followed, but that Parliament after every decen-

ial census shall lay down those lines and principles.
bet me call the attention of the House to the section
On which I base my argument. When the Quebec
resolutions were passed this was not in the resolution.
The resolutions provided that the legislatures of each
Province should, after each decennial census readjust
its boundaries. Rightly or wrongly, and I think

'htly, the Imperial Parliament thought the basis on
Wich redistribution should take place should be left
o the Parliament of Canada instead of to the local

legislature and they inserted the following para-
graph :--

On the completion of the census in the year 1871 and
On each subsequent decennial census, the representa-
tion of the four provinces shall be readjusted by such
aitho'rity, and in such manner, and at such time as the

arliament of Canada from time to tine provides.
S0 that the Parliament of Canada has to provide

three things. They have to provide an authority that
"hall deal with the readjustinent on the prin'ciples
they have laid down, they have to provide the prin-

pies Which shall guide the redistribution and they
'lave to decide the time when the readjustment is ta
go ilto operation. Parliament is not to do that itself.

t fully appreciate the fact that they were
then discussing the authority mentioned in
section 51, and the question arose as to
Whether Parliament could exercise that
aUthority.

'Ion. Mr. MILLS-Yes, that is it.

' 1on. Mr. LOUGHEED-I did under-
etand my hon. friend to say yesterday that

there was an inherent power in Parliament
.O deal with this subject. I do not think 1

r"sunderstood my hon. friend on that occa-
•1Ot. My hon. friend, as well as his friends

'rl the Opposition at that time, declaimed
Very atrongly against there being any inhe-
b rt Pwer which might then be exercised
yParliament in regard to the read justment

the constituencies. The present Minister
Of Marine and Fisheries also said:
j oWSir, it is said by some that there must be an

-erent power in Parliament to do this. I deny it.s Parliament is the creation of an Imperial sta-

tute, it is bound by the limitations expressed in the
statute. It has no power to legislate in defiance of or
beyond or inconsistent with any of the limitations in
that statute.

Then, coming to the comments of the late
Sir John Thompson upon the observations
made by the present Minister of Marine and
Fisheries, the House at that time, must,
have understood that the Hon. Mr. Davies
emphatically took the position that a redis-
tribution could not be made of constituencies
except after each decennial census. The
language of Sir John Thompson, then
reviewing the observations made by the lon.
Mr. Davies, is as follows:-

The hon. gentlemen's argument at the out set
would present this anomaly in the constitution that
while a provincial legislature may deal with that
subject,can redistribute,can increase and can diminish
this Parliaument has not that power, notwithstanding
there is express authority given to the provincial
legislature and all other authority.

Then coming to the discussion of the
subject by the hon. Minister of Justice, we
find him expressing himself, and tying
himself, as I subimit, absolutely to the
opinion that the Parliament could not go
outside the 1st section in dealing with the
subject then under consideration speaking
of section 51, he said :

It provides this specific way and I contend and I
shall endeavour to establish that this is the only way
provided by the constitution for altering the repre-
sentation in this House. There is power to do what ?
For this House to readjust by such nmanner and from
such tine-

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The way of doing it.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-He continues :
For this House to readjust, by such authority, in

such a manner, and fron such time as the Parliainent
of Canada from time to time provides the representa-
tion in Parlianient.

Then again:
Now, the Minister of Justice referred to the 40th

section of this Act. What does the 40th section say?
It says:

Untilthe Parliament of Canada otherwise provides,
Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick
shall have such and such a number of representatives.
" Until the Parliament of Canada otherwise provides "
-provides how? In what way? Arbitrarily? No,
Sir, provides in the way pointed out in section 51. It
is authorized to provide in thatway; it is not autihor-
ized to provide in any other way. Now, there is no
iule of constitutional authority better settled than

this, that you cannot set u> an implied power as
against an expressed one. You cannot as a matter
of inference or implication, maintain that there existed
power that will in effect vary, or nullify or render
useless an expressed power. An implied power has
its origin in necessity, and springs fron some pover
expressed. That is stated over and over again in the
authorities. Now. Sir, there is not in this Parliament
any inherent power, the minister admits, because
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this government and Parliament are wholly the crea-
tion of a statute.

My hon. friend, in the discussion of this
bill upon this occasion, seems to overlook the
fact that this Parliament is the creation of a
statute, and he must take into consideration
the events which led up to the framing of
the British North America Act, and par-
ticularly the section now chiefly under con-
sideration. My hon. friend overlooks this
fact, and did so in his discussion of the sub-
ject yesterday, when he attempted to draw
an analogy between the provinces and the
Dominion, and contended that the Dominion
could exercise the same rights and powers in
regard to a readjustment bill as the provinces
could do, that immediately previous to con-
federation, and to consummate the federal
union, the provinces were called on to yield
up, or sacrifice, certain rights which they then
enjoyed. Why, the very storm centre of the
discussion, I might say, at the tine was as to
the maintaining of the equilibrium of the
various provinces. The province of Quebec
thought, and possibly very properly thought,
that the larger and more dominant province
of Ontario might possibly exercise a power
which would be unjust or tyrannical, so far
as the rights and privileges which Quebec
had fornerly enjoyed. Or there might have
been a combination of provinces as against a
particular province, and there is no subject
in the British North America Act, perhaps,
worked out so carefully as the equalizing of
representation between the provinces and the
manner in which that equalizing shall be
maintained. No question could have been
more crucial at the time than this particular
subject. It must certainly have occasioned no
inconsiderable thought as to the representa-
tion which should be given to Quebec, and as
to that being the pivotal point on which the
representation of the other provinces should
turn, and will any hon. gentleman at this
time say that when the framers of confedera-
tion were discussing this particular point of
representation, that any one of the fathers
of confederation sitting around that histori-
cal table, which we are so accustoned to
look at in the paintings and engravings of
the fathers of confederation, would have
ventured to suggest to them that there could
be a readjustment of constituencies through-
out the Dominion of Canada more frequently
than1 every ten years 1 Will my hon. friend
hazard the expression of the thought that it
then existed in the minds of the framers of

confederation, that during the interval be-
tween two decennial periods there eduld be a
readjustment or a series of readjustments of
seats throughout the whole Dominion.

Hon Mr. MILLS-Certainly.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-My hon. friend,
it seems to nme, makes a very bold sugges-
tion, if he says that that thought could pos-
sibly have arisen in the minds of any of the
fathers of confederation. Perhaps the only
opinion we have on record of what then took
place, or what would crystallize into lan-
guage the opinion held by the framers of
the confederation, is to be found in the lan-
guage of Sir John Macdonald, contained in
a speech which he made in the House of
Commons in 1887. I might say in this
connection, the senior member for Halifax
(Mr. Power), has hazarded the assertion
that Sir John Macdonald was not on record
in regard to his attaching himself to the
belief that at no other period than after the
decennial census had been taken could a
readjustment be made.

I think the principle was set early in our legislatifl
that there should be*no readjustment of the constitt'
encies,either in regai d to the boundaries or otherwise,
except every ten years after the taking of the censusi
and I think it would really be well that we sho
adhere ti that rule.

Occasionally, by the addition of a rural portion of
county to a town there may be a little inconvenience,
but it would be much better that that little incon'
venience should be borne than that we should hae
little bills brought in-on every alteration of the
bounds of any municipality.

Hon. Mr. POWER-When was that laO-
guage used I

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-That language
was used in 1887, and is to be found in
Ilansard, page 840.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Was that in the dis-
cussion on the representation of the North-
west Territories Bill 7

Hon. Mr LOUGHEED-A bill was
brought in to amuend the Redistribution
Act of 1882, owing to some cierical errOrs
having arisen, and owing to the represente'
tion having been provided in the meantiue
for the North-west, and this language *
used in the discussion of the subject ont
occasion. In corroboration of what I have
said, as to the meaning that must ha
existed in the minds of those who fraum
the Act of Confederation at that timle, jet
us test for a moment, if we can, the absur
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dity of the views advanced in favour of this Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.
billHon. Mr. LOUGEED-Irrespective of

Hon. Mr. MILLS-You repudiate Sir any legislation repealing the work which
John Thompson's view? they had already done? My hon. friend

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-No, I will come this,
to that in a moment if my hon. friend desi- Then the tou-tnf t o
res, but here let me say that Sir John Thomp- justent o ies in the oiin
Son at that time was not discussing the limi-
tations placed upon Parliament as to the Hon. Mr. MILLS-No. My hon. friend
Periodwhen a bill for the readjustment of con- will see that the authority is for the purpose
stituencies might be brought down. He was of rearranging them. 1t is fot for the pur-
discussing the other phases of the subject pose of legislating in respect to them. That
dealt with in section 51, and the House at legisiative work depends entirely on Parlia-
that time was discussing as to, whether Parlia- ment, and IParliament cannot tie its own
Iflent could exorcise the authority referred to banda. Even though it were to declare a
in section 51 withoutappointing a commission measure was perpotual, it could ropeal it the
'Of judges or any othor commission, as was then next session.
lirged by several members of the bouse. I amnM.L UIEDT htcm
afe in saying that in no part of Sir JohnLOUGEED-t o

Thompson's speech macde on that occasion will mission is dolegated certain work. That
YOu find any expression falling from his lips comission performs the work. It becomes
that Parliament could more frequentIy than crystallized into Iaw ; practically until

Sth g ha elready done t My thon frijstend

8-fter each decennial consus make a redistrib u- so Chn lei osi sterajsmn
tion. Sir John Thompson's argument was on which the next election would be carried
this, that apart firom section 5t1, there was' bet
Power in Parliament under its general powers Hon. M r. M ILLS-If it has been iade
to deal with this particular subjecti. le, how- law.

oever, did not repudiate or dony the limita-
tonpo which were oHon. Mr. LOUGHEED- arn asumin 

plcduo ala egiltvnwrteedsetrlo ala

tat this I submit was a limitation x- it bas been Pade law. Then my hon. friend
Pressly, aud the ony limitation paced heriousy contends, notwithstanding that law,
on iParoiament under section 51. There are and if Pariament was impleented iby a
oj tjo opinions on this point, that Paria- genera inhernt power it was ot necessary
lent had the right to doflgate to an author-,to repeal it, that the fo]lowing session, Parlia-
stY the power to perforr the acts enumerated ir ment mgt seriously enter upo the con-
in Section 51. By way of illustration, lot sideration of a readjustment of the Act, nti-
yu instance this case: assuming that in relv irrespective of the readjustm t which
1871 Parliament had appointed a commission was bought down by the commission, and
such as is conternplated by the Act, for the which was thero upon the statute-book.
aurpose of readjusting constituencies accord- bonm Mr. MILLS-The commission do
iflg tO the manner described in section 511 not bring onaAc;temk arptnd that commission had reported upon a on wha the nxt aelcto oeu be crried
tisasur, and that me-asure had becom prac-
toally irystallized into law, can it be con- Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Let us assume
eded eriously that Parliament the fol.ow- they make a report and Pariament does the
ing sesion coud have ontirely ignored tweh wecssary act to brin that report into opera-
at Of that commission and have readjusted tion, and it becomes the plan of redistribu-
the constituencies o tion for the next election.

1on0. Mr. MILLS-Certainly. Haon. Mr. MILLS-Thon it is the same

lion Mr. LOUGIIEED-Absolutely dif- as any other law.
feren ? %ion. Mr. LOUGHEED-My hon. friend

'iOn . Mr. MILLS-Yes. says, notwitlstanding that, Parliament could
Ion har. LOidGHEED-And have u- ontirely ignore it ?
roltirely the work of that commission Hon. Mr. MILLS-Could repeal it.
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Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I am not talk-
ing about repealing. If Parliament has the
power to adjust, in the interim between two
decennial periods, then Parliament would
have the right to bring in any legislation en-
tirely irrespective of what that commission
has done?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Certainly.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Parliament
would have a right to bring in a Readjust
ment Bill in no way dependent upon, and in
no way connected with the particular ad-
justment of the commission. That being
the case, we find a readjustment prepared
by a commission, sanctioned by Parliament,
and on the statute-book, of the following
session-because we are not now dealing
with the repeal, because if they have the
power to pass an entirely different Act, it is
not necessary to repeal the Act of the com-
mission.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not know what
the hon. gentleman means by an independent
Act.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I am very
sorry I cannot make it clearer. My hon.
friend will see, according to his contention,
there are two entirely separate enacting
bodies.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Tbat has
been my hon. friend's contention.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Certainly not, I am
interrupting the hon. gentleman so that he
will not argue against what nobody contends
for. I held in 1892, as I hold now, that the
statute known as the British North Am-
erica Act, contemplated the redistribution
of seats in Canada, the saine as the practice
which prevails in England, and that is that
Parliament does not absolutely pass a law
without the aid or assistance of a commis-
sion, or some authority appointed for the
purpose of making the redistribution under
authority which Parliament confers upon
them. Parliament nay either sanction in
advance, as this bill does, what that com-
mission is to do and make it a part of the
law, or it may sanction it by a subsequent
measure, but after it is sanctioned, whether
that sanction is given in anticipation, or
whether it is given subsequently, the
moment it is a completed Act it is the same

as any other Act of Parliament, and is open
to repeal. For instance, supposing this bill
becomes law, and a commission is appointed
under it, and a readjustment takes place,
Parliament might take up the matter next
session and deal with it. It is not limited
by anything in the British North America
Act, nor by anything done by the com-
mission. That has no legislative power at
all. It is simply a commission acting under
the authority of a statute, discharging a
specific duty.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I think I can
show that my hon. friend's explanation is
the very best refutation of the argument he
sougbt to establish at the introduction of
this bill. He started out by saying there is
a defined power under section 51 by which
Parliament bas the power to delegate to an
authority the preparation of the Readjust-
ment Bill.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-We shall read
the section:

On the completion of the census in the year 1871,
and of each subsequent decennial census, the repre-
sentation of the four provinces shall be readjusted by
such authority, in such inanner, and from such tirne
as the Parliament of Canada provides, subject and
according to the following rules.

My hon. friend will concede, I presume,
that Parliament could not appoint that
commission more frequently than every ten
years. My hon. friend will concede that.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, I do not.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Will my hon-
friend contend that such an authority as
provided for in section 51 can be provided
for more frequently than every ten years.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Certainly, as often as
Parliament shall think proper.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-They can only
do it after each decennial census. Let us
read that again:

On the completion of the eensus in the year 1871,
and of each subsequent decennial census, the repre-
sentation of the four provinces shall be readjusted by
such authority, &c.

Hon, Mr. MILLS-" Shall be readjusted."

Hon. Mfr. LOUGHEED-Yes, "after
each decennial census " not twice after each
decennial census, but only once after eachl
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decennial census. Then my hon. friend
says Parliament can step in session after
session, irrespective of section 51, because
his argumant is based entirely on there
being powers outside of section 51 to pass a
Readjustment Bill. What I say is this,
that entire'y irrespective of the commission
or of the authority, to urge Parliament has
additional powers to pass a readjustment
which, with all due deference to what has
been said on the other side of the House, I
submit would be ridiculous.

Hion. Mr. MILLS-Looking at the
specific provision of the section, does my
hon. friend think that Parliament can acvt
except through a commission ?

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Yes.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Then he thinks that
acting without a commission is a. perfectly
valid act ?

Ho~n Mr TLUGHEED-Yes

Parliament, before that period, have changed
the readjustment in the schedule to the Con-
federation Act 1

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Certainly. Let me put
this case. Supposing in the northern part of
Ontario, in consequence of minerai dis-
coveries, in the vicinity say of Hudson's Bay,
in two or three years after the readjustment
a population of two or three hundred thousand
grew up, does the hon. gentleman say that
that population must waitforfive years,or five
years after that, before it could get repre-
sentation i

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Why five years additional?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Because the Act pro-
vides that the redistribution of seats shall
not come into operation until after the ex-
piry of that Parliament, and that Parlia-
ment nay have been elected for five years.

H-on. Mr. G MILL -ecees ta - Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-We are now
lion. Mr. MILLS-Whence does tbat! dealing with the four provinces mentioned

Pwer corne ? ýin the Confederation Act. Does my hon.

lion. Mr. LOUGIIEED-lJnder section friend say that, in the interval between 1871
Hon.1 Mr LOGED-ne section.

51.

lon. Mr. MILLS-Hear bmr.

lion. Mr. LOUGHEE D- - Parliament can
be its own authority for that particular. act,
but my hon. friend's contention has been
that there is a certain sp ific right given
llnder section 51, and under some other sec
tions-I have not quite satisfied myself ye:
as to what particular section my hon. friend
Îs nailing his contention to- but in some
section Parliament has the authority to pass,
a Redistribution Bill, entirely irrespective of
the Redistribution Bill contemplated in sec-
tion 51. Do I understand that tc be my hon.
friend's argument-that outside of section
51, and under some other section cf the Act,
Parliament has the power to pass a Redistri-
bution Bill?

lion. Mr. MILLS-My opinion is that
section 51 is ample for us.

lion. Mr. LOUGHEED-If that be the
Case, my hon. friend must contend that Par-
liament would have the right, more frequent-
ly than each ten years, to authorize a coin-
rn'8ion to prepare'a Redistribution Bill. The
first census took place in 1871, and the sub-
8equent decennial census in 1881. Could

55

an 1 1, e cou ave grante represen-
tation to that rapidly growing population I

Hon. Mr. MILLS- Although Parliament
would have-no power o alter the number of
representatives, it might readjust the repre-
sentation. It might unite two constituencies
into one for the very purpose of giving the
new population representation.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The Act at that
time contemplated additional representation
for the unorganiz d portions of the Domin-
ion, hence repre sentation was afterwards
given to the Terr tories entirely irrespective
of the representation fixed in the schedule
to the Act, and therefore that subject, I sub-
mit, had been duly thought out at the time.
Then, furthermore, the Act refers to the re-
adjustment. What is it to be a readjust-
ment of ? Is it to be a readjustment, say,
of the adjustment that took place in 1872,
or what is it to be a readjustment of ? If
my hon. friend is correct in his contention,
that session after session a Readjustment
Bill could be passed, then the readjustment
would not be a readjustment of the distri-
bution which takes place immediately subse-
quent to the preceding decennial census. It
would be a readjustment of a series of read-
justments which took place in the interval.
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will port the resolution moved by the hon.
see that readjustment is used with reference gentleman from Hastings, that the opinion
to the relative representation of the differ- of this House at any rate should be that it
ent provinces. is not in the public interest that there

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-In conclusion should be a disturbance or readjustment of

all I have to say is this: That an e the constituencies until after the census of
ail ~ ~ ~ ~ ' IO hav tosaas hs:Tatay n

re ding the Confederation Act surely cannot 1901 is taken.
seriously come to the conclusion that the Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-I shall try
framers of that Act, at the time of its Pass- and follow my hon. f riend in the discussion
age, ever contemplated that there could be of the legal aspect of the ineasure which is
a disturbance and upheaval of the repre- before us, and which the leader of the
sentation of the constituencies in each opposition tries to solve by the aniendment
province every successive session; because, which he has presented to this flouse.
if you can do it at this period, you can do it There are two or three objections which so
every session during the interval of the far have been adduced against the measure
decennial period. brought down by the hon. Minister of Jus-

. tice. The first one is directed against the
.MILLS--Certaly. constitutionality of the bill. The amend-

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Under these ment does fot declare in express terms that
circumstances one can very well appreciate o that is gosdit l. anV
the necessity of this flouse, if it possibly agcn
can, laying down a rigid rule, in the languag section of the ritish North America ct,

of Sr Jhn acdnaldin 887 tht ~ but it declares fliat it is against the spiritof Sir Johin 'Macdonald in 1887, that at no
other period than that succeeding the tak- of our constitution. Now, what are the
ing of the census should there be a readjust- powers with which we are vested? What
ment, or redistribution, or disturbance of e p n
constituencies. the of our constitution ' h is that

tepowers of this Parliamnent are plenary.
Hon. Mr. MILLS-There was a departure Their sole restriction is in respect to pro-

from that very case by himself. vincial rights, and to any Imperial statutes.
Hon. Mr. LOUGIIEED-What case? Our' present constitution is a writteîî one,

but article 91 declares, and it as been cited

on. tl r. MILLS-The representation to alreadydoe
the North-west Terrntories. That it shat it lawfun for the Q ieen, by and yith

the advieand consent of the Senate and Ilonse t
Hon. NIr. LOUGHEED-To what con- Commnons, toinake Iaws for the peace, order and goo

stituency does my hon. f riend refer ? goverient of Canada, in relation to ail natters iloe
bouning dithin the clases of subjects by this Act
S exclusively to the legisatures of the Pe

west Territories Biwt. vwnces.
i So if i is truce that we have a written

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEEDA constitution, and that we must operate under
vas rnade in the British North America its terns, ofe terms are very wide. The

Act for the Territories representation, en- ternis declare that we can rnake la s for the
tirely apart "peace, order and good government u

Hon. NMr. 'MILLS-No. Canada." It is true tlîat we nîay fn
limitations cithin the bounds of that

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-If My hon, constitution. Are there iitations pre-
f riend will turn up the amendînent to the venting us f romi legislating on the read-
British North America Act, hie will find justuient of county boundaries? \Vhat does
that special legislation was obtained froni the constitution say on tis miatter? It
the Iznperial Parliament for the purpose of provides for a readjustmnent every teri years
giving the Territories representation, and it and after each decennial census of repr e
was the exercise of an express authority sentation on the basis agreed upon by the
in the Act by which the Territories contracting paries and ail the enactneris
were given representation. Under these found in the Act have no otherpurpose but
circumstances 1 feel it my duty to sup- the carrying out of the contract entered ito
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by the various provinces for the purpose of province provided the proportion between
confederation. And if the hon. gentlemen the provinces is maintained.
will read clause after clause concerning the Hon. Mr. McIILLAN-That will be
readjustnient of representation, they will see after the census. That is immediatly after
that there is not an iota in any of those the census at a particular time, and then
clauses which provides for anything else but
the carrying out of the contract entered again ten years afterwards.
into by the provinces. The provinces de- Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-The section
clared that they were willing to enter into

provine proied nthea propoto. ewe

a confederation under a certain ratio of
representation, and our constitution sirplv Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Does the hon.
provides for the execution of that agrrea- gentleman say they ca change the repre-
Ment. The sections which speak of the sentation of the provinces any other time
representation of the provinces are sections than after the census?
8, 37 and 51. Section 8 provides: Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-They can

an the general census of the population of Canada, change the representation f rom time to time
which is hereby required to be taken in the year one provided the sae ratio is maintained be-
thousand eight hundred and seventy-one, and in te sayvthes.
every tenth year thereafter, the respective poula- tweention oithepn
tion ti of the four provinces shaei be distiaguished.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED- -The hon. gentie-

In d he gene alnuso the populatingof Canda ch ng th e r s n at o r m t m ot m

whh ishy reque t be k inshea o man is o itting the first ine of article 51.
Clause 37 gives the answer, and it reads as
follows :- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Do

I understand the hon. gentleman to argue
37. The House of Commons shall, subject to the pro- ti

visions of this Act, consist of one lundred and eighty- that the Parliament of Canada has power to
One meibers, of whom eighty-two shall be elected for give to the province of Quebec, say, seventy-
Ontario, sixty-five for Quebec, nineteen for Nova five instead of sixty-five members, and then
Scotia, and fifteen for New Brunswick. fv nta fsxyfv enes n hi

SCota, nd iften fr Nw Brnswck.apportion to the other provinces upon the
Then lause 51 goes further into the unit of the province of Quebec i

details and says:untothprvcef ee?

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-That is My
51. On the completion of the census in the year one m

thousand eight hundred and seventv-oue, and of each 1 contention.
8ubsequent decennial census, the representation of the
four provinces shall be readjusted by such authority, Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is what the Actin such manner, and from such timie, as the Parlia-T Tient of Canada from time to tine provides, suhject says.
to and according to the following rules.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Read section 52.
And the rules are laid down as to the

Proportion of members for the diverse pro- Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-There is
vinces. As the hon. gentleman wiil see, nothing in the clauses which I have cited
these articles concern the proportionate which mention in the slightest degree the
representation of provinces and provide county boundaries, or enact anything con-
for the machinery for the carrying out of cerning the county boundaries. No one
the contract entered into by the provinces will contend that, because there is no proviso
which assure to each province a certain specially giving us power to change the
ratio of representation in the federal House. county boundaries, that we have not the
Nothing further is mentioned except in arti- right to do so. It follows that, in order to
ele •2, which throws further light upon the increase the number of members per pro-
subject. It reals: vince, we have a right to touch county

The number of memibers of the House of Com- boundaries, but there is nothing in the Act
1"pOS niay be froin time to time increased bv the which speaks of the change of county boun-rarhament of Canada provided the proportionate daries within the provinces. The hon. gen-
i' presentation of the provinces prescrioci by this Act tleman from Hastings (Sir MackenzieBowell)

in his remarks stated that he found in the
So that, even when the preceding article powers given to the provinces that such a

declares that Quebec will have sixty-five power was given *them and it struck him
nIem bers, the Parliament of Canada can that no such powers were given to the Fed-
lacrease even the representation of that eral Parliament. The reason is very easy to

5!5ý
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find ; the provinces have nothing but the before in 1892 ? What becomes of the per-
express rights which are given them and in tension that we have ceased to have any
order to allow them to increase their repre- power to legislate upon the readjustiment of
sentation or change their county boundaries, constituencies f rom 1892 to 1902? iHere we
that power had to be given them in the con- have an Act passed by the House of Com-
stitution There was no necessity to go into nons and the Senate changing the boundaries
these details with the Federal Parliament, of two counties in the province of Quebec.
because we naturally have the right, by The hon. gentlemen will sec that net long ago
virtue of section 91, to make all laws for the they held different views as to the sanctity
" peace, order and good government of of the Iaw readjusting the constituencies
Canada," and under this general article afterevery census The opinion of Sir John
which I have just cited, we have the right A Macdonald bas been mentioned, I wonder
to interfere with county boundaries, pro- what Sir John A. Macdonald would have
vided we do not change the ratio of re- done if, after being returned to power, le
presentation of provinces as settled after had had to face a gerrymander passed two
each census. According to some hon. gentle- or three yenrs before, which violated every
men the Act passed after each census would principle of justice and equity, and if le
be a finality; we would be estopped from'would have simply said: -I will wait
legislating upon the subject for the five or six vears tili we reach another
following ten years except under one census to undo the wrong which, it is true,
contingency : if clerical errors appeare did not prevent me frin reaching power,
in the Act, we could pass laws to correct those but which is just as nîuch a wrong neverthe-
errors. Three or four timesTsince 1872 Parlia- less." wonder if Sir John A. Macdonald
ment has enacted hws to correct appa~rent jand his prty would have countenanced such
errors as the hon. memober from Hastings bas leislaticn, and jould have felt that the
said but if it is such an important act, powers of Parliament were exhausted and
that our powers are at an end for ten years, would have returned to the people with a
I wonder what kind of finality it is if we packed jury, or with a law wich packed
can, year after year, discuss bils which, on his partisans or hived his frienda into 
the pretext of correcting clerical errors, will certain number of constituencies in order
change county boundary fnes, will take a to give an undue advantage to the other
municipality from one county and transfer side? I have no doubt if a law hiad been,
it to another. We bad notc many years put on the statute-ook afer a certain census,
age, a Finance Minister who transformed a and if rny bon. friends whio now oppose this
whole tariff refrm bill f rom lne te ne mesure h d been returned te power, that
under the pretext of clerical errors wbich the very fellowing 'Session thpy wvould Ihave
were in it. Under the pretext of cbrrecting remedied the injustice donc, the wrong covh-
clerical errors, oParliament coud tamper rit mitted upon the people of Canada in order
county boundaries from county te county, that principles of justice and of moralitY
thus affecting the electoral rnap of a pro- should prevail in this country.
vince in twenty or more constituencies. My hon. friends have n second objec-
But this Parliaaent bas donc more than tien, which is far more serius than the
correcting cou nty boundaries. This Par- first. They say that it is a bad policY
liament ha passed a law, chapter 10 to alter the electoral districts more t""
of 58 and 59 Victoria, by which it delibe- once every ten years. I arn absoluteIY
rately violated the principle laid down by in accord with them on this contention; 
the anîendment moved by the hon. member is bad policv and it is inopportune te inter-
frein Hastings. This Parliament bas taken fere with the electoral districts and te
two townships fron the cunty f Bertier change the representation more than once
and placed the. in the county of Joliette. every ten years, but it is not the fault f
There was no pretence of correcting cierica this governtnent if it is brounht face te face
errors. The goverlment brought down an with the necessity of bringing down this
Act declaring that the township cf Courcelles measure. The injustice was donc in 1882-,
and the township Pf Joliette were taken and it was repeated in 1892, and to-d&Y
from one couity and , placed in another we are prompted to act by an elew
cou nty. What becomets of the pricnciple of tary sentiment of justice, backed as we
the finality of the Act passed three vears are by the approbation of the peoPle
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In 1896, the members of the present govern- and what have we on the statute-book ? We
ment went to the people and declared in have the boundaries cf Chambly and Ver-
express terms that they intended to recall the cheres respected. Those two counties were
Gerrymander Acts enacted during the eigh- simply united. They were neighbouring
teen years of the Conservative administra counties. We have not heard one complaint
tion. With that plank in its programme the in the province of Quebee, because those
Liberal party was returned, and now its counties which, it is true, were represented
leaders ask Parliament to pass a measure the by two Liberals and could subsequently elect
Principle of which was endorsed by the but one Liberal, were united. The county
People. Some hon. gentlemen have said that boundaries had been respected and no one
the laws of 1882 and 1892 were not unjust complained. Sir John Thompson took 'Na-
laws. Without going into the details of the pierville and Laprairie, which were neigh-
gerrymander of the province of Ontario, I bouring counties, and united them and no one
Will give hon. gentlemen an illustration of grumbled. He took St. John and iber-
What is a just law and what is an unjust law ville and united them, respecting the bound-
In the province of Quebec. In 1892 the pro- ary lines, and 'no one complained. It is
vince of Quebec was threatened with a gerry- true those counties never returned a Con-
mander. Some crasy quilt work had been servative. They had elected two Liberals,
Prepared in order to hive the Grits and to but now they only return one. The county
benefit the Conservative party. The lines boundary being respected, no one has raised
of certain counties were being twisted to his voice against the operation of that Act
suit party ends. It was exposed in the with the same lines as laid down in the pre-
Ilouse of Commons in such a thorough' sent bill. As I have just remarked, the only
manner that it touched the conscience time when an injustice was done was when
of Sir John Thompson, who rebelled and St. Pie was taken purposely from Bagot to
receded f rom the stand taken by a cer- make secure that county for Mr. Dupont. It
tain number of his friends in their efforts was taken and thrown into Rouville. We are
tO gerrymander the province of Quebec. Yet simply taking St. Pie and returning it te
there remained one injustice, and under Bagot. 1 could have mentioned another
that injustice the people of that province injustice that this bil redresses: Lacollp
have ever since been smarting. Ont returns te St. Johns and Notre Dame of
'unicipality was purposely taken from Stanbridge to Missisquoi; they had been ex-

the county of Bagot to be thrown into the changed for party purposes. The same
coUnty of Rouville, in order to hive the principle prevails ail througl the bil,
(Irits in that county. The county of Bagot througlout tle gerrymandered counties
"'as a close one, where the winning candi- of Ontario, and yet hon. gentlemen in 1882,
date was generally elected with a majority of i the atrocious,
less than one hundred. The Liberal parish of ln naosbl hc a eone o
St. Pie, giving 200 of a majority, was every hustings tlrouglout the province of
thrown into the Liberal county of Rouville. Ontario and throughout the country, and
What was the result? The Conservative they passed that bil, 1 suppose, under the pre-
candidate in Bagot was elected by acclama- text tlat it came from the buse of Coin-
tion, in 1896, and the Liberal candidate in mons and affected specially the Ilouse of
IEOuville was returned by 900 of a majority, Commons, but they seein now to hesitate te
the Conservative candidate losing hisdeposit. undo a part of the wrong to whicl tley con-

have stated that when the bill of 1892 was tributed in 1882 and 1892. Thev think that
brought (own the province of Quebec was to their responsibility wiIl be unassailable if
get quite a large dose of gerryadr ude qide Sirg doeo erymander, but thcy can raise the question of constitution-
Wbat did Sir John Thompson do when the ality. They believe tlat they can go befere
dishonest intention of some of his colleagues the country and say that they did sinply and
were exposed? Instead of twisting Vercheres purely their duty in preventing Parliament

d Chambly in orderto gain partyadvantage from carrying out the wish of the people, as
or three counties shoving one munici- expressed on the 23rd of June, 1896, if they

pality from Chambly into Rouville, and tak- canonly slield tlemselvesbehindtheconsti-
11g another municipality f rom Rouville into uin 1amcnvneth hscabr
ehambly, he decided to honestly readjust the will not obtain tle approbation of tle popula-
rspresentation in the province of Quebec, tion of Canada in adopting the amendment
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which is now before us. The people of tisanship holds full sway within its walls
Canada know what is right and what is if it hangs up a measure and refuses to
wrong. The people of Canada know when discuss it because it will undo a particular
an injustice is being done, and when we wrong to which the Tory majoritv «ri this
bring down a bill which is fair and restores chamber contributed a few years past.
county boundaries, with all the advantages
which the two parties can derive from it, it Hon. Sir MACKENZIE DOWELL-I
seems to me that this House should pause should like to ask the lon. gentleman a
before declaring that it will consent to pass question with reference to the point lie

any indof errmandr tat he oryraised under the 52nd section of the Con-any kind of gerrymander that the Tory t Àpart' may introduce, but will not give any federaion -- t. Let ne suppose that Par
small mteasure of justice to the other party, liament should decide, eight years after the
because of an idea in their minds that that decennial census had beer taken, to inetease
party may derive certain advantages there- the representation of the province of Que-
from. I heard an hon. grentlenan say here: bec by ten members, upon what bass would
" But the Liberal party will get an advan- lie forin the unit of population on vhich the
tage by this bill." There is no doubt, if a other provinces should be incrensed pro-
wrong was done to the Liberal party, that portionateiy. I ar presuming that Parhia-
by undoing that wrong the party will be ment took the action which he says they
benefited. As the hon. gentleman from
Marshfield bas said, populations change, new the nuner of representatives, providing
electors come in, and no one in this House the unit of population of the province of
could say that the Liberal party will derive an Quebec be retained. Upon what basis
unjust advantage by the adoption of this bill. would lie consttute the unit of population
This is a fair measure, based upon a fair prin- upon vhich the other provinces should
ciple, and J wonder if this bouse til receive a proportionate increase.
say, y its vote, that, when gentlemen Hn a ueand ue
are appointed to the Senate they re- ain understand the force of the objection as tO
ail the prejudices that animate partisanst te moe of raisint wi udo fti
and that we can ony do things fro m otin th

a prt sanpoit. AsI tatd efre representation throughout the, whole Do-
thi ha ber ltnpias. Asrad anhiated f, minion. and I do not see very ivell that it

this hambr lis aleady nnihlt chamdbe contribute was fe yease pstit1

annuled and set aide the contention of the could e o as to e e
leader of the opposition by passing that upon the unit of representation and exceP

Act of 1895. There was no question after the census, but they could raise the

liamreenthol deide, egtars tr the pe

there of clerical errors. It was purey enin h ea to ree
and situply a change of county bounidaries. sentation proportionately to the nuîîiber Of

thereres ientoo the province of Que-c

Thbs Parliament is supreme, and bas as muweu
power as any provincial Parliament, and That is a simple question of arithmetice.

we ail know that provincial legisiatures have ion. Sir MACuENZInE BWELL-

atprioaey Il amme prsmn thath Parlia-cont bu

do not think the lion. weitlean answered
daries. We have no right to chan2e the poan

the nyumerof re cupresaies, podin

portion of represtptation as betweeu the lation for the province of Quebec, because it
various provinces, but we have the right, by inighit have decreased or it might have in-
retaining the saQe number of u eembersc to e. b

would crease conte unit was 23000 e t
cn wc te o r p e shprovinces y previousl

This was done thîree or four years ago by » as hhn hicnu
very~~~~~~ Palaietaditsem ome lîn and it had heen reduced to L90)000 8reeunît or it int be increase. to a unit Of

we cone before you with a measure that was 

say, ~~~ ~5,0 hy i s v t , t a, w e e te eo Mr.,0 0 DN DU RN D -Ie quen -ite

subri nted to the people at the last election, into the total population, that would he the
titis chamber should, instead of voting for a basis on which the increase c represeftat'ol
six months' hoist, send the bi to commttee, would have to he give to the other pro
and if tere are palpable wrongs-if there repres. etheon i throug coul o Da

are sucl injustices as we can point ont in the could be oeht to e bae sitl

Act ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ol of19. Teewsn usinatrte t cuspbt they could aie e

bilis of 1882 and 1892, it wil be our duty years previousy, wbich would be unfair.
to try and metter the measure, and it seems
to me this Senate will siaply show th p on. Mr. MILLS-Quite so.
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Hon. Sir IMACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then that is the best evidence, to my mind,
that the only time at which that could be
done, under the constitution, equitably at
least, would be imnmediately after, as the
hon. gentleman himself admits, the census,
had been taken, and undoubtedly that was,
contemplated at the time of confederation.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-I have no
doubt it would be the opportune time when
to increase that proportionate representation,
but Parlianent, in virtue of section 52 of
the Act can increase proportionately the
nfumber of represent atives throughout the
Dominion without regard to the population,
provided the sanie ratio was maintained.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
No, because you could not tell what the
population was.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-You would
have the number for Quebec, and you
could increase in the same ratio the repre-
sentation of the other piovinces which would
be tantamount to taking the preceding cen-
sus as a basis.

Hlon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is a general rule,
recognized in both Houses in Parliament,
that the nember who mo' es a substantive
motion bas the right to close the debate.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
motion of the Minister of Justice is not the
one before the House. lhe question is my
amendment, so the hon. gentleman has
no right to reply on the original motion until
it is disposed of.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I have only a few
words to say in answer to the speech just
delivered by my hon. friend from De Lorimier.
At the beginning of his remarks, he told us
that there were three objections brought
forward by those who oppose the present
gerrymandering bill and that he would
answer thei. He gave two of them, but
he entirely forgot to mention the third one,
which he fought, and as it was kept in the
dark it naturally remained unanswered. We
will take the answers to the two objections
that he mentioned. The first objection was
that the amendment declared that the bill
was against the spitit of the constitution,
and he combated that contention by show-

Supposing you gave Queiec seventy mem- not taken that ground when they brought
bers, you would then have to take the popu- forward an Act which was passed in 1895,
lation of the other provinces and divide it in as chapter 10, of 58-59 Victoria. The hon.
accordance with the unit of representation member stated that such an Act altered
in Quebec- the county boundaries of two counties in the

Hon. Mr. IYANDRY moved the adjourn- province of Quebec, the county of Joliette,
'tient of the debate. and the county of Berthier. This Act of

1895, lie contended. was directly opposed to
Hon. Mr. MILLS-I cannot consent to the principle formulated in the amendment

the adjournment at the present time. I of the leader of the opposition. The hon.
have stated to the leader of the opposition gentleman from DeLorimier merely repeated
why I should like this debate to go on some whbat had fallen froin the lips of the Secre-
tine longer this evening. I trust my hon. tary of State yesterday. It is a repetition
friend will proceed. of the saine contention. I may be permitted

to affirni that the facts are not in accord
Hoen. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The with that statement. Chapter 10 of the

reasori given bv the hon. leader of the House staes of 58-59 c arfers o the
t'n e a few moments agro was that lie desired statuteso 85 Victoria refera to the Act

to e w m en a t he d passed in 1892, and reads as follows:

enable h to move the adjournment and LiHer Majesty by and with the advice ani consent
i . of the Senate and House of Cominons of Canada,

close the debate to morrow. That is the enacts as follows:-
Proposal he made, but I could not vouch for 1. The paragraph lettered e of subsection 3 of sec-

. tion 2 of the Act to readjust the representation in the
nyother gent'eman who was to follow House of Coumons, being chapter Il of the statutes
ie gave a good reason for wishing to close of 1892, is herelby repealed, and the following substi-
he debate to-morrow, because a large num- tuted therefr:toral district of Berthier shall consist

ber of menbeis wish to attend the funeral of the town of Berthier, the parishes of Berthier,
of the late Mr. Geoffrion. I could not say Lanearie. St. Barthel-mi, St. Cuthbert, St. Daimien,
Whet . St. Gabrielle (le Brandon, St. Michel des Saints. St.ter any one would reply to the lhon. gen- Norbert. and La Visitation de Ile du Pads, and the
tleman to-morrow. township of Prevost.
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This new enactment supersedes the en- a great fuss on that case, pretending that
actment of 1892, but repeats all the words the fact of the government bringing in that
of that section E to which it refers, except bill destroyed in advance the whole principle
the words " Courcelles and Joliette." now advocated by the hon. leader of the

Hon. Mr. MILLS-IHear, hear. opposition. The remarks which accompanied
the first reading of the bill explain its

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Why l The Min- nature and answer victoriously the conten-

ister of Justice forgot to read the debate tion set forth to-day. The bill went into com-

that took place in Parliament at that time. niuttee. When it came before the House no
objection was made, and no discussion took

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I read the statute. place. On the third reading, Mr. Beausoleil
said:

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-The hon. gentle. As I was not in the House when this bill was con-
mah did not appreciate the statute at its sidered in comniittee, would the hon. Minister of

value. That bill was brought in on the Public Works be kind enou h to give me some expla-
nation about the nature of the anendments which

20th of June, 1895, and Mr. Ouiinet moved were made?
for leave to introduce it as bill number 124. Hon. Mr. Ouinur (Translation)-The first am-

"An Act further to amend the Act to endment relates to No. 2 of the bill. This Act as
r printed reads as follows: -

readjust the representation in the House of The township of Courcelles and the north-east part
Commons." of the township of Joliette are hereby detached fron

the county of Berthier and annexed to the county

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Hear, hear. of Joliette for the purposes of representation in the
House of Commons.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Will the hon. The words "the north-east part of " in the first
line are struck off. Section 3 1s also amended. The

gentleman keep cool a moment and he will last three lines were struck off.
see what is coming, The report of what " As that district is constituted by the Act to re-

adjust the representation n the House of Commons,
occurred is as follows :chapter 11 of the statutes of 1892 as hereby amnended."

Mr. Ouimet moved for leave to introduce Bill 124, This gave a false notion of the limits of the county
further to amend the Act to readjust the representa- of Joliette. It includes the limits such as they are
tion in the House of Comnons. He said: When the now, because this eounty was not mentioned in the

Act to readjust the representation in this House was bill. It is the old description of the county of Joliette

passed two years ago a mistake was made in the such as defined by the Revised Statutes of Canada of

description of the newly constituted county of 1860, and as amended by the preceding section. I

Berthier, and by that mistake the north-east half of may say that the bill was drawn up as agreed upon
the township of Joliette, which used to belong to the between the hon, gentleman and myself.

county of Joliette, was merged into the new county Amendients agreed to, and bifl read the third

of Berthier, and as the description of the old county time and passed.
of Joliette was not anended, this half township now There was no opposition at all in the
belongs both to Joliette and Berthier. That part of
the township of Joliette, together with the other part House of Commons. It was understood that
and the township of Courcelles, now forned a parish the bill was merely presented to correct a
of St. Emilie de l'Energie. This bill is introduced to clerical error, because the townshi of Cour-
declare that the whole parish of St. Emilie de l'Ener-
gie shall belong to the county of Joliette. When celles, being in both constituencies the neces-
the electoral list for the counties of Joliette and sity aiose to have that error corrected, and so
Berthier were revised last year, the revising officer in dht
the county of Joliette did not make the electoral list it was done. This settles the answer broug
in that part of the township of Joliette, but left it to forward by the hon. gentleman from De
the revising olticer of Berthier. My first intention Lorimier to the first objection he men-
was just to place things in the sane place that they .nb
were before, but it became very difficult to do that on tioned. His answer to the second ob-
account of one single list having been made for the jection was that though he understood it
whole. Having consulted the parties interested in was a bad olic to alter a constituency
the matter, and especially the hon. menber for .a
Berthier, it wvas thought that the best way to get out more than once in ten years, the thing was
of the difficulty would be to return to the county of done at this time through a feeling of
Joliette all that part of the township of Joliette which ue
was taken away and also the township of Courcelles, i justice-moreover, the government was cm
that is the whole of the parish of St. Emile de l'Ener- pelled to do it, because in the last general
gie. It is further provided in the bill that the list election that question had been brought
which has been prepared by the ievising officer of
Berthier shall serve for the eounty of Berthier until a before the electors, and the elcetorate had
new list is made. voted that plank of the platform of the

The motion was agreed to, and the bill was read the a
first time. party. S. they were bou.d to do justic

to the electors as well as to those divisions
Does the hon. gentleman say "hear, hear" in bringing up this bill. If such was the

now ? The hon. member for De Lorimier made case, the bill would have been framed il,
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another way, and would have simply repealed
the law of 1892. There was only one injustice,
the hon. iember said, done in the province
of Quebec. To repair that single injustice
we have to-day's legislation. If you read
the bill you will find that there are eleven
changes made in eleven of the electoral
districts of the province of Quebec. Why
make eleven changes to undo one injustice ?

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-No one in
those counties complains of the changes
which are made, and which simply bring
parishes back into their proper counties by
respecting the principle of county bound-
aries.

Hon. Mr. LAN DRY-If no one coin-
plains, why does the hon. gentleman ad-
vance, as a strong argument againt the
amendment, that question of Berthier and
Joliette ? Who complained there? The
governmernt corrected an error; the mem-
ber for that county acceded to what was
done, nevertheless the hon. gentleman says
that we have changed and altered the divi-
Sions of the counties.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-Mv hon.
friend applies a principle to a question of
fact. I say that we complained of a parish
being taken from one county and added to
another. I might have added also that a
parish was taken from Richelieu and carried
into Bagot in order to add fifty of a Con-
servative majority to the county of Bagot.
I mentioned the principal injustice, and
with the present bill we are returning the
Parish to the county of Richelieu, to which
it belongs. There are besides a few parishes
in Drummond and Arthabaska which are
added to the county to which. they pro-
Perly belong; I said that there is no iii-
Justice in this case done to one party or the
other, no one complaining, but I mentioned
the fact of this bill of 1895 as being a
very important one, because if the principle
laid down in the amendment of the leader
of the opposition is true, this is a violation
of the constitution, even if no one complained.

lion. Mr. LANDRY-I will show a vio-
lation of the spirit of the constitution in
this bill, and an amendinent of the principle
just advocated. Take this clause :

.) The parishes of St. Guillaume d'Upton and St.
oliaventure d'Upton are transferred from the elec-

e'ral district of Drummond and Arthabaska to the
ectoral district of Yamaska.

Is that undoing a wrong done by the
Conservative party ?

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-No, but I
would answer the hon. gentleman that I
know this case personally, and it is simply
bringing into the county of Bagot parts of
two parishes which at present vote nowhere.
There is a range in Upton which belongs to
Drummond and Arthabaska, for which no
electoral lists are made, and which did not
vote in June, 1896, nor did they vote in
Bagot at the last partial election.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-The hon. gentle-
man is not answering the question. I am
speaking of one parish and he is speaking of
another. I am speaking of the Upton
parishes. He is answering to clause k and
I am speaking of clause i.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-I beg the
hon. gentlemen's pardon I thought he
alluded to that.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I am speaking of
two whole parishes that always vote in
Drummond and Arthabaska, and which are
detached now by this bill, and put in the
county of Yamaska. Since confederation
they have always been attached to Drum-
mond and Arthabaska.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-They vote in
Yamaska in the provincial election.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-There is no use in
trying to dodge the question. I am not speak-
ing of provincial elections. For federal pur-
poses I say these two parishes have always
voted in the county of Drummond. Is not
that the case since confederation?

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-I do not be-
lieve it. I know that these two parishes be-
long to the county of Yanaska, belong to
its organization and look to Yamaska as
their county. But even if the contention of
my hon. friend was true, and the principle
laid down in this bill was violated, it could
be rectified at any time.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I do not see why
the hon. gentleman speaks so long to tell us
what lie does not know. He goes on speak-
ing of things he does not know. I know that
these two parishes have always voted in the
county of Drummond for federal purposes,
and the hon. gentleman cannot deny that,
even if he does not know.

873[JULY 19, 1899]
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Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-The only
thing I know is that for municipal purposes
it belongs to the county of Yamaska.

Hon. Mr. f ANDRY-I question the fact
that the electorate in our provinces, 't anv
rate, have been consulted on this measure
introduced by the government. In the pro-
vince of Quebec we never heard in the diffe-
rent counties, even where my hon. friend
went of such a thing a a gerrymander. We
never heard anything of the programme of
the governient on that question. The sole
question that was discussed in the province
of Quebec was the scliool question.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-Oh, no.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-And the Franchise
Act.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-That is an-
other thing.

Hon. Mr. LAN DRY-Those are the only
two questions I heard in all the electoral
campaign of 1896, and I think my hon.
friend, who at that time probably had not
engaged Parent, but was on the eve of
engaging Parent, did not discuss any other
question than those two.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-And the reduction
of the number of ministers.

a riglt to obtain, but only for a portion of
it. If this measure is not complete, I think
that it is an additional reason why we
should not accept it. If the government
cannot come here with a complete measure
of justice to all the suffering people of the
community, I think it is our duty not to
accept their bill. I do not desire to discuss
the legal aspect of the question, and I had
really no time to look over those sections
cited by the ion. gentleman from De Lori-
inier, but I conclude by the way he answered
the hon. leader of the opposition, when the
hon. leader asked him in what way he would
proportion the representation in the prov-
ince, taking for granted that he would in-
crease the representation in the province of
Quebec to the number of seventy-five, I say
the way he answered proved that he could not
meet the objection, and that in his mind that
clause did not give, as he pretended at first,
to this Parliainent, the right at any time to
enact the bill before us. I think I have
shown the futility of the answers given by
the hon. gentleman fron De Lorimier. I see
no other remark that requires a reply. In
answering those remarks I think I have
placed squarely before the House the true
answer that must be given to the objections
made by the hon. gentleman f rom De Lori-
mier and the hon. Secretary of State, as re-
gards speciallv chapter 10 of 58 and 59

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-They were to Victoria.
reduce the expenses and reduce the number Hon. Mr, NILLS moved the adjournment
of ministers and introduce free trade. There
was no reason in our province to discuss
that question of gerrymander, and the hon. The motion was agreed to.
gentleman himself stated so just now when
he said that there was no injustice done, BILLS INTRODUCED.
from his point of view, to the province of
Quebec, except the only one of placing the Bill (161) " An Act respecting the
parish of St. Pie, in the county of Bagot. bountieson steeland ironmade inCanada."-

So that there was no reason for the speakers (Mr. Scott.)
of the party to bring that question before the Bill (20) " An Act to incorporate the
people, and it was not brought. It is evident Zenith Mining and Railway Company."-
that the bill brought by the government (Mr. Clemow.)
to-day is not based on that sentiment of Bill (145) " An Act to amalgamate the
justice to which the hon. gentlemen referred. Ottawa, Arnprior and Parry Sound RailwaY
It was not, on the other hand, asked or Company and the Canada Atlanýtic RailwaY
demanded by the electorate in general. Compatny under the naine of the Canada
The hon. senior member from Halifatx,! AtlanticIRailwayCompany."-(Mr.Clemow.)
in his concluding remarks to-day, said
that if the measure now before the House THE HOUR OF MEETING.
had been complete, it would have repealed
altogether the enactwents of 1882 and 1892, Hon. Mr. MILLS-I have asked Mr.
but that the usage in England was not to Speaker not to take the chair till 3.15 to-
be logical and not to ask ail that they had 1morrow. Council holds session until 3
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o'clock, and it is impossible to be present
until 3.15. I hope the hon. leader of the
opposition will not object.

Hon.Sir MACKENZ IE BOWELL - I do
not think, under the circumstances, any one
would object to the proposition; we might
return to the old practice.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Perhaps the hon.
leader of the opposition does not thirk the
government are past praying for, and there-
fore should be present during prayers.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
think it is absolutely necessary they should
be here in order that they should re2eive the
benefit of the prayers. The complaint made
by the Minister of Justice to me was that
he was unable to be here in time for prayers,
and I at once acceded to his request that he
should have the fifteen minutes to unable
him to get here.

lon. Mr. MILIS-I hope to see the hon.
leader of the opposition present during
prayers and hope that they may be affectual
on his behalf.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-While we
are on the question of prayers, I wonder if
we could not appoint a committee to con-
sider whether we could not limit our prayers
to the sane length as the prayers in the
House of Cominons. I suppose such a change
Would not affect the constitution of this
Country ?

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Oh, no.

Hon. Mr. PO WER-This is a religious
House.

Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-If I thought
the longer prayer would conduce to the wel-
fare of the House, I would not object, but it
seems to re the short prayer in the other
flouse has a better effect.

lion. Mr. PRIMROSE-Hon. gentlemen
seemu to think that this House is composed
of people who need as much prayers as we
can get.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, 20th Jutly, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (141) " An Act to confer on the Com-
missioner of Patents certain powers for the
relief of the Penberthy Injector Company."-
(Mr. Casgrain.)

Bill (158) " An Act respecting the Ed-
monton District Railway Company, and to
change its name to the Edmonton, Yukon
and Pacific Railway Company."-(Mr.
Perley.)

Bill (71) " An Act to incorporate the
Algona Central Railway Company."-(Mr.
Dandurand.)

Bill (118) " An Act respecting the Great
Northern Railway Company, and to change
its name to the Great Northern Railway of
Canada," as amended. - (Mr. Landry.)

THE REDISTRIBUTION BILL.

DEBATE RESUMED.

The order of the day being called:
Resuming the further adjourned debate on the

motion of Hon. Mr. Mills for the second reading
(Bill 12) " An Act respecting Representation in the
House of Coimons," and on the motion in amendmnent

1 thereto of the Hon. Sir Mackenzie Bowell.-(Hon.
Mr. Mills.)

Hon. Mr. PROWSE said:-There was an
understanding last night that the hon.
Minister of Justice would close the debate,
and as I wish to make a few observations, I
should like to know whether lie would de-
sire nie to make them now or speak after
him.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-J also desire to
make a few remarks. It is necessary now,
in my own defence, and I think it would be
better to make themn hefore the hon. gentle-

.Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The remarks on man speaks, so that he will have the right
this occasion reinind me of a person who, to reply.When asked wlat were the words thought
nost of in the burial of Sir John Moore, re- Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I do not know

Plied, " Few and short were the prayers lie that I understand this questi n. I want a
said" little light on it. The hon. minister moved

The Senate adjourned.
the second reading of this bill, and the hon.
leader of the opposition moved an amend-
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ment. The ainendment is before the House i gentlemen can have an opportunity of
now. My hon. friend says the Minister of speaking after me.
Justice will close the debate, but I cannot
see it that way. I think the hon. leader of Hon. Mr. PERLEY-That is quite satis-
the opposition will have the opportunity of factory to me.
closing the debate, according to the practice
of this House. The hon. minister shakes his Hon. Mr. MILLS-When my hon. friend
head, but that does not signify very much opposite began his speech lie said that he
with me. I want more explanation than approved of the historical and the theoretical
that. The Minister of Justice lias already part of the address I gave to the House in
spoken, and now he is going to speak to the moving the second reading of this bill, but
amendment. If he speaks to the amend- he thought I was not much at home in the
ment, of course any other hon. gentleman can practical portion of my remarks. I dissent
speak also if he desires, and particularly the from the hon gentleman in that regard, and
hon. leader of the opposition. I understand although it may be regarded as somewhat
that the mover of the amendment can close egotistical to say so, I think I have studied
the debate. If I am wrong, I wish some the measure, t think I understand the
hon. gentleman would put me right. subject, and I think the bill which I propose

Hon. Mr. MILLS-As I understand the to the House is one which is calculated to
Horlian Mr MILLS-AI undes the attain the object that was had in view on its

parliamentary practice, the member who submission if it should become law. I am
makes a substantive motion lhas a right t sorry to say that I cannot compliment the
speak in reply. I have made a substantive :

motion~~~~~~~~ inlvnih scn odngo on, gentleman opposite, -rether with regardmotion in moving the second readg of thei to the spirit in which he addressed himself
bill, and my hon. friend opposite moved an to the Huse upon the subject, or the line
amendment, and spoke to the amendment, of argument which he pursued. The hon.
and ho would not have the right to reply gentleman thought it necessary, in tlbe course
unless some other member moved another of his speech, to say that there were two
amendment, and then of course every mem- political heelers who were spoken of in soine
ber would have the right to speak again. Conservative journals as being guilty of cor-
That is as I understand the position. I rupt practices, who had come here, and ho
moved the adjournment of the debate simply had no doubt they had been consulted in
because I understand there are a number of the pi eparation of this bill. That was an
gentlemen who are going away, and some are insinuation altogether unworthy of the hon.
not comig back, and I was most anxious gentleman. The hon. member lias also said
myself that we should have a division on the that he was justified in moving the amend-
bill before we rose at six o'clock. That was ment to this bill, although it was a measure
why I moved the adjournment last nght. relating to the constitution of the House of
1 understand now that there are a good Commons, because my hon. friend, the Secre-
many who desire to speak, but I hope lion. tary of State, had, in 1882, taken that course,
gentlemen will not protract the discussion having in 1882 proposed an amendment to
so as to prevent a division before six o'clock. the Redistribution Bill that was then brought

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-I may say to up from the House of Commons. The hon.
the hon. gentleman that I intended to say a gentleman lost sight of one very important
few words, but under the circumstances I fact, and that is, that there %vas a radical de-
will not. parture in the bill of 1882 f rom the principle

which had prevailed previously with respect
Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Hear, hear. to the constitution of the electoral districts

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I have no o of the Dominion. There had been a doctrine

jection to what the hon. Minister of Justice laid down, which I have quoted here in this

ias said. cdiscussion, by the Prime Minister of the day
in 1872, in favour of the preservation of

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Under the circum- county boundaries. He had pointed out, in
stances, as I moved the adjournment of the the course of that speech, why he thought
debate, I think it better to speak at present. that the preservation of county boundaries
I shall certainly not extend my remarks any was a matter of great importance both with
further than is really necessary and hon. reference to the securing of proper represen-
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tatives, especially young men coming forward
for the first time, and the preservation of the
organic life of the country. The government,
in 1882,.the census having been taken in
1881, proposed a bill based upon what may
be regarded as revolutionary principles-
based upon principles that have been fre-
quently recogniized in South Anierican
republics, but so far as I know, was never
recognized by any British community at any
former period. That principle was to so
alter and adjust the representation of the
country as to pack that representation, no
matter what the vote of the electorate might
be, in such a way as to secure the return of
a majority of the party then in power. There
had been an election after 1872. There had
been frequent discussions in and out of Par-
liament by prominent men in the admin-
istration, and supporters of the adminis-
tration, but in no case was there any
one who gave the slightest intimation that
other principles were to prevail in the read-
justment of constituencies under the census of
1881 than those which had prevailed for the
readjustment of constituencies in 1872.
Hon. gentlemen wiil remember on that
occasion the governmen t had carried through
that measure which was condemned, in my
opinion, by every unprejudiced political man
in the country who was disposed to consider
the subject and to decide according to just
and fair principles between the two great
political parties in the state. That ineasure,
I say, was carried. That change took place.
There was no intimation to the electorate of
the country, and there was no mandate from
the electorate that the views which were
embraced in the matter should be crystal-
lized into law. If there ever was a case
that would have justified the interference of
this body in a measure relating to the con-
stitution of the House of Commons that was
One, and so when ny hon. friend the Secre-
tary of State then invoked the interposition
of this House to preserve the constitution
fromn the violent hands that were being laid
1upon it, to protect the rights of the people
so that the prevailing influence in the coun-
try might obtain also a preponderating in-
fluence in Parliament, he was not departing
from the settled principles of the constitution
When a course so revolutionary and incon-
sistent with the principles of parliamentary
government was being adopted by the gov-
ernment of the day. But is there anything
unrider the circumstances of the present bill

to warrant the intervention of this House in
respect to a measure affecting the constitu-
tion of the House of Commons ? My hon.
friend who represents the opposition in this'
House said I had referred to casesof Imperial
practice and to Imperial precedent, but he
reminded me that we were living under a
written constitutiom and that those princi-
ples and precedents were not applicable.
I deny that. We are living in some measure
under a written constitution, but the larger
portion of our constitution is not written.
It is declared in the British North America
Act that we are going to have a government
for the Dominion, constituted similar in prin-
ciple to that of the United Kingdon. That
is ail it says. That is the statement as to the
character of the government that is to be
created. Where do you look to see whether
this Parliament is similar in principle or
not? You look to England's precedents, and
the practice which governs it, and the lex
parliamenti of England is the lex parliamenti
of Canada. You look there to see what
principles should govern us. There is noth-
ing in the British North America Act
telling us what is the relation between the
Crown and its advisers, what is the relation
between the Crown and Parliament. The
constitution is silent with regard to that.
It simply tells you that you are to have
a constitution similar in principle, and hav-
ing made that declaration it leaves you free
and puts in your possession the whole con-
stitutional principles of England, in order
that you may ascertain what are the
constitutional rules and principles that are
to govern your conduct here. So that,
when the hon. gentleman said that because
our constitution was an Imperial statute,
these principles and precedents had no
applicability, he made a statement that is
not warranted by our experience, and not
supported by what we do, or what we say
in these matters. In what sense, then,
have we a written constitution? We have
a written constitution so far as the British
North America Act is concerned, but a large
portion of our constitution is only pointed
to by that Act. You are told where to seek
it, but it is not found within the Açt itself.
The hon. gentleman said that I had com-
mitted a very gross offence in connection
with this bill : that I had written to certain
parties who were members of the Reform
Association in Vancouver. I do not know
that the hon. gentleman mentioned Van-
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couver, but he said I had written a letter-
that is the only letter I had written, and
f rom that he inferred that I had written to
every association and organization in the
country to assist in the preparation of the
Representation Bill. Well, I did nothing of
the sort. I wrote but one letter, and I
wrote it for the purpose of getting informa-
tion with regard to the boundaries of elec-
torial divisions and with regard to the
county divisions in British Columbia upon
which I had not sufficient information, and
upon which the kind of information I desired,
especially with regard to the maps and
so on, was not available to me here.
The hon. gentleman bas also referred to
divisions which he said were made in West
York and in East York and in the city of
London. I wish to say a few words with
regard to these matters. I find at the time
the distribution took place in 1882 there
were 66,600 people in the county of York,
and that there was 23,312 in East York and
25,402 i4 North York and 18,004 in West
York. With regard to the divisions that
were made in the county of York, at that
time those divisions the hon. gentleman said
were made for the purpose of readjusting
the population, that the principle which
governed the bill in 1882 was an equitable
redistribution in accordance with population.
I say that that is not so. I meet that state-
ment with a decided negative, and 1 shall
be able to show, as J did in part show in
the speech which I made upon the introduc-
tion of this bil, that there is no foundation
whatever for that statement. The county
of W'est York, that had the smaillest popu-
lation, had a population less by 3,000 than
the unit of population, if you were to divide
the province equally into 92 consti-
tuencies and it was allowed to remain
so. So that whatever alterations and
changes were made in the organization of
constituencies, in the county of York, were
not made for the purpose of equalizing
population, but were made for a diffeuent
purpose, and I shall show that portions of
other counties were brought within the
county of York in order that it might be
manipulated in accordance with the poli-
tical complexion desired and not with a
view to the equality of the population
at all. The hon gentleman referred to Lon-
don. I will refer to London at a later
period. My hon. friend opposite said
that representation by population was

the sole basis of the former bill, and
therefore county boundaries were broken
down in order to secure that equality. What
was it the government had undertaken on
that occasion ? They had undertaken to put
an end to two constituencies that existed,
two little towns upon the frontier, Niagara
and Cornwall, and to absorb these in the
adjoining constituencies. There was no dif-
ficulty in that, nor did they appreciably, so
far, affect the population as to necessitate
any alteration in the boundaries of the
counties into which they were incorporated.
Then under the census of 1881, four more
members were allocated to the province of
Ontario. In order to allocate those four, it
was only necessary to make alterations in
the boundaries of ridings in four counties.
It was possible to take the counties that had
the largest population in excess of the repre-
sentation which they had, or take the city of
Toronto and three counties and to absorb
those three or four members without any
disturbance beyond the readjustment of
the electoral ridings within the counties
that received those additional members.
Was that done? No. Let nie say that
there were fifty-five con'stituencies in the
province of Ontario that were altered, hiad
their boundaries changed, for the purpose of
giving place; to those four additional mem-
bers. Any hon. gentleman who will examine
the bill, and who will take the map repre-
senting the divisions that have been made
under that bill, will see that there was no
connection whatever between the duties de-
volving upon government and Parliament in,
consequence of the taking of the census, and
the readjustment that was made on that
occasion. The hon. gentleman said that we
in this bill have altered the boundaries of
London. What have we done? The city of
London lias grown ; three suburbs that were
formerly outside of the city have been ab-
sorbed into the city. They are part and
parcel of the city. They have becon.e a
portion of its municipal organization and
life, and they are as much to day a part of
the city as are those portions which const1-
tuted the city of London in the first instance.
But if you look at the bill as it was intro-
duced in 1892, yon will find that it proposed,
on that occasion, to embrace in the city of
London what is called West London, which
was not incorporated into the city at all at
the tine. It was a distinct municipality by
itself but that municipality, in the vote in
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1891, gave 231 Conservative votes and 78 as the state of things which led to it also
Reform votes. Now, the city has grown changed. Hon, gentlemen will remember
and that is included. Hon. gentlemen will that at that time there was a good deal of
see that there are a good many more than feeling on the subject of increased taxation
100 of a majority in favour of the Conserva- and protection. The people in the east were
tive party in that addition to the city. opposed to protection at that time, and Sir
Then London South has grown up with John Macdonald sent a telegram to Mr.
a population of about 5,000, and it is also Boyd, at St. John, informing him that it
einbraced in the city. That bas about 100 was a calmny to say that the intention was
Reform majority. Any hon. gentleman who to increase taxation. Al they intended to
will look at the election returns for East do was to redjust the tarifn. That was the
London, for West London and for South statement, y t hon gentlemen know rigt
London will see that South London gives a well that there was a very wide departure
decided Reform majority, West London from that declaration. 1 am not saying
gives a decided majority the other way, and that the declaration was not honestly in-
East London is pretty nearly equally divided tended at the time, but it was fot adhered
between the two parties. So that the rela- to, nnd what was done during the next three
tive strength of the parties in the city of or four years wns altogether at variance with
London under the present bill, if it should that declaration, and with wliat was then
become law, wiwl be just about what the asserted. The policy of extreme protection
relative strength of the two parties was b f- was not adopted before the elections. What
fore. The population is lar er, but there was done dwit respect to it ws not dne
will be no political advantage conferred upotn in the fulfilment of a pledge that ad
the one ptrty or the other under those con- been made. t was do e in opposition to
ditions. My hon. friend opposite referred that pledge, in defiance of it, for another
to a statenent made by Mr. Clancy, a tem- and wholly different puthpose, and wher the
ber of the House of Commons, in which hie hon. gentleman came to redistribute the
sad that he defied any one to show where seats, e found that the state of public
any man on the Reform side had lost bis opinion was not so strongly with him as it
Seat in the gerrymnndered districts. If any b d been in 187. What was done? Did
hon, gentleman so far gives bis m.d a hon. gentlemen rely upon the consciene of
holiday as to be in the slihtest deree in- the couritry and the contentment of the
fluenced I should be verysorry indeed, be- population? Not quite. They relied upon
cause it is not possible to give to the subject this mensure, like the old lady returning
a moment's serious reflection without seeing from churm- when her horse mn away. She
hof utterly preposterous it is. Wha wns said she put faitb in the Lord until the
the position? Froin 1875 to 1S78 we bad breeching broke, and then ail hope was gone.
an unprecedented depression of trade over Thene aon. gentleen may have put their
the world. A large number of persons faith in protection, but they put aiso this
failed in business. When the elections breecfing upon the population in the form
Cabe a great deal of discontent prevailed of a Gerryniander Bi, and they had a good
throughout t.he country because of the deal more fait, in my opinion, in that
cry that Caniada had been made a sacri measure, than they oad in the other. When
fice market to the United States. The the on. gentleman repeats and adopts the
Liberal party were defeated by a very de- arguments of a inember of the buse of
cided isajority in that contest. The bon. Comm ns, that we lost no costituencies, it
gentemen who were opposed to us came is o answer to our complaint of the gerr-
back with a majority of sifty or sixty mem- mander. We ought to have gained largely.
bers in the wole Dominion. That was an The state of public opinion wrranted that
aXtreme condition of things. The Conser- gain. The condition of things that existed
Vtive party were represented by a number in 1878, moreover, continued, and the hon.
thucb larger than tbe ordinary normal c - gentleman wbo led the Conservative party at
dition of the country would warrant, at that that time kne that as well as it was pos-
te and the Reform party, b a propor- sible for any man
tiOnately diminisbed number. That was a ave the mensure. The object of the
Coition which. could not continue. That mensure tben was nWt to give to the peuple
Was a condition whicb must change as soon rcpresentation based upon population, but
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to give the government a security against
the possibility of defeat, no matter what
might be the vote given by the population.
Let me say further what happend. I shall
begin with the county of Bothwell, in which
the hon. member from Marshfield has taken
the deepest interest and if this measure should
carry we wculd see mourning on his hat
for the next twelve months. In Bothwell
you have three townships, embracing a
population of 10,000 at that time, with a
Liberal majority of about 400, the district
in which I resided, taken from the county
which I represented and put in the county of
Elgin. What was that done for? The
hon. gentleman claims that it was to secure
representation by population, but there was
a Reform majority of 400 taken off Both-
well, and other additions were made to it.
The townships of Chatham and the town of
Wallaceburg were added, and the result of
these additions was, according to the vote
polled in the previous election, that there
was 300 majority against me. Now, if I
carried the county, looking at the vote as it
stood, in what remained of my own county,
and in the additions that were made to it of
300 against me, does it show that the public
opinion remained as it did in 1878 ?

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-It shows that
you were popular there.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It shows more than
that. It shows that the government had
calculated to secure Bothwell to a supporter
of the administration.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-And you are
bound they will not return a Conservative
now.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am bound they shall
not by unfair means. Three townships were
taken off the county of Bothwell and put on
Elgin which was already a Reform county.
What was that done for? Elgin did not
need them. Elgin had a sufficient popula-
tion within its own limits for two representa-
tives. It was only necessary that an equal
division should be made in order to accom-
plish that result ; but the hon. gentleman
went into another county, took people who
had no municipal, no judicial, no agricultural
connection with the population with whom
they were associated, and even now never
associate with them except once in four or
five years for the purpose of contesting an
election.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-How could they
divide them in any other way? The popula-
tion of West Elgin is 14,000, whilst the
population of East Elgin, with the city of
St. Thomas in it, is 28,000.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-How could you
divide that, because St. Thomas is in the
east division.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There is no trouble at
all. The hon. gentleman has an idea that
he suggests a difficult problem. I am
astonished at that proposition. The town
of St. Thomas had less than 8,000 at the
time the census was taken. Take 8,000 off
28,000, and put it on to 14,000, and what
does it make ? It makes one riding of
22,000, and another of 20,000. Is that a
difficult problem ?

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-When that divi-
sion was made, the population of St. Thomas
was over 10,000.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
is mistaken, because I have the figures, and
I know the constituency as well as I know
myself. I mention that as to one division.
I have heard of organized hypocrisies.

Hon. GENTLEMEN-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Disraeli spoke of them
when he referred to the Whig party at one
time, but this was not only an organized
hypocrisy, because it was defended on hypo-
critical grounds, but an organized conspiracy
against a fair opportunity for the people to
speak out according to their convictions.
Let me take another county-Middlesex.
The division of Middlesex was made to give
four rural constituencies, by tacking on
pieces all about it. Mr. Armstrong, when
the bill of 1892 was under consideration, re-
presented South Middlesex. What did he
call the attention of the House to on that
occasion with regard to the county of Middle-
sex-- t at the county of Middlesex gave a
Liberal majority within its limits of 1,100,
and ho was the sole Reformer from that
county in the Parliament of Canada. Why
were three political opponents returned by
the minority and one representative by the
majority? Does any hon. gentleman think
that he can persuade men out of St. Luke's,
or any other lunatic asyluru, that that ws
done merely with a view to the consideration
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of the principle of representation by popula- Oakland was taken out of bis constituency,
tion ? There is in this city a map that was thrce-fourths of whose electors vote on the
drafted on that occasion, which shows that Reform side, and put into Oxford where it
every municipality in the province of Ontario could do no harm. By this it was hoped
had marked upon it the number of Conser- that Mr. Paterson's defeat would be secured.
vative and Liberal votes, and the problem Take this case: South Oxford to which Oak-
which these gentlemen presented to their land was added, had 25,000 people. Brant,
rninds for solution was, how can we divide frei which it was taken had scarcely 20,000,
that province to secure a majority of seats? and so these gentlemen, to equalize the repre
That was the problem submitted and worked sentation of the country, and to carry out
out, and the Representation Bill brought honestlythe sacrcdprinciplc of representation
down to Parliament was for the very purpose by population, took the township of Oakland
of securing that object and end. In the from the 20,000 and addcd it to South Ox-
county of Perth, the township of South ford with its 25,000! That, the hon. gentle-
Easthope was taken from that county and man will scriously argue, was for the purpose
added to the county of Oxford. Why was of securing representation by population.
South Easthope taken out of the county of Then the hon. gentleman has referred te
South Perth and added to the county of Toronto. Now, what do we propose by the
Oxford I The township of South Easthope bil, so far as the city of Toronto is con-
lad given a Liberal majority, at the previous cerned? Have we undertaken to gerry-
election, of 192. That was added to Oxford, manderToronto? We have sinply dcclared
Which was hopelegsly Liberal. The hon. gntle- that Toronto sha consist of a i those por-
nan and bis friends knew theycould novmake tiens of Toronto and people that are m-
Oxfo-rd, ne matter how thcy would organize braced within the corporation. We have
it, anything cse than Liberal, sc they took sparated it from the ceunty in accordance
Out of the ceunty of Perth the township of with the rule and principle whicb we have
South Easthope and added that township, laid down. We have given additional
rith 192 Liberal majerity, into Oxford, representation to the additional population
hre, it could do no harm ; then they took that is embraced in the city. The hon.

the townssip of Osborne from the county of gentleman says that is done to defeat Mr.
South Huron and added it to Perth, which M tean in East York, and to defeat Mr.
gave an additional Conservative majority Wallace in West York. 1 deny that. It
Of 100. You take out one townsbip from is done to pay respect to county boundaries.

with 192 Liberal majority, and you The division is not made. It i for the
4dd in another township from Huron with judges to make tbe division, and if they
100 Conservative majority, and the fon. make it hoiestly, and the hon. gentlemen
gentflem. will undertake te persuade the suifer by it, then it only ges to show in the

enate-what doce be think of their clearest possible way, the wrny pthat was
Capacity when be undertook such a task 1- donc by establishingy the condition of thiQýg,3
that thait was not done for political reasons that exist at this m oment. The hion. gentle-
at ali, that it was not donc te hive man bas refrred to double constituencies,
the Liberals into the county of Oxford, and he says that we are responsibie for grate
%bd secure South Perth for the Conserva- wrong and ijustice and iniquity because
tivee. Ir is truc that they did not carry we do not put an end te double constitu-
SOUth Perth- that although they increasd encies.
tha Cnservatives' strngth by 290 odd, they Hon. Sir M aCKENZIE BOWELL-I

id ,lot carry it. Mr. Trow carrid t e saeid nothing of the kind. Not a sentence

cilttuency, but why? Because public that I uttered could lead any one to that con-
OPiuo was runnin against the administra- cuionw

ou and he carried it in spite of tese Hon. Mr. ILLS-Did nt the hon. gen-
arr1angements which had been made with a reresntain t

to securing bis defeat. Then there was comprain
the twsh of Brant. Mr. Paterson repro- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
8erited Brant in Parliament. He certainly said you were net consistent in the manner
4o ne discredit te the coeunty which be in wich you were dealing with double co-
repre8antd Mr. Paterson had a consti- stituencies, having aboished them in one
taenY of tver 20,000. The township of case and created them in others.

56
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman lon. Sir MACKENZ[E BOWEL-I
forgets. did not say so. I said that the hon. gentle-

mnan 's leader had denounced, the system of
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- referring to judges. I did not say you

The lion. gentleman is just as truthful in should not do it. You voted for your leader's
that statement as he is in the case of the motion disapproving of it.
Brants. as I will show.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
talks about people being truthfui. He should
keep those remarks for use at home.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
will whenever I have the hon. gentleman
opposite me.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
spoke of double constituencies. Hamilton was
a double constituency. Who made it such i
Who made Hamilton, Halifax and West
Toronto, double constituencies ? Why was
West Toronto made a double constituency?
I can understand why the whole of Toronto
miglit be left as a single constituency, and
give every man four or five votes according
to the number of members to be returned,
but why should West Toronto be made a
double constituency and East Toronto a
single constituency? Does the hon. gentle-
man preteid to say that any honest reason
can be given for that I We left Ottawa and
Hamilton and we left Halifax, but I very
well remember a discussion with Sir John
Macdonald on this subject in which lie said
We have in Halifax and in Ottawa a
very large Catholic as well as Protestant
population. If you were to separate them
you miglit have an attemp to nomninate two
Protestants, one in each constituency, to the
neglect of the minority, and he thought that
the probability was there was less danger of
religious friction if Ottawa and Halifax were
left single constituencies. So far as we
are concerned that is the explanation of
why that course is adopted in these two
cases. But we were not altering anything
that had existed from the period of con-
federation. For instance, take Pictou: that
is a double constituency, and so was every
county in Prince Edward Island when it

Hion. Mr. MILLS-There was no motion
disapproving of it. I have the motion and
I will read it in a moment. There was a
proposition-I made the proposal to Mr.
Kirkpatrick myself, at the instance of my
then leader, Mr. Blake-that we should
have a conference of leaders of both sideq of
the House with a view to dealing with the
question of redistribution and the question
of the franchise. Mr. Kirkpatrick saw Sir
John Macdonald; lie acted as intermediary,
and reported that Sir John would not con-
sent to any interference on the part tif the
opposition. The hon. gentleman said that
lie would give his consent to a political com-
mission, so I understood him, to be com-
posed of representatives of the two parties.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
What I said was this: that I was ready to
support any proposition which would remove
it from the government of the day, no mat-
ter which party was in power, whether
it be to the judges, or to a joint coin-
mission such as they appoinited in England,
but I never denounced the reference to
judges. I left that to the hon. gentleman's
leader.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-If the hon. gentle-
man's speech is reported as lie delivered it,
the hon. gentleman will see that le approved
of the appointment of commissioners and
not of the appointment of judges.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-NO,
nothing of the kind.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I accept the hon.
gentleman's denial. I accept his approval
of the appointment of judges, and so the
hon. gentleman is voting against a propo-
sition at the present time, so far as the
principle is concerned, that lie declares he

came into the union. The hon. gentleman is in favour of. The hon. gentleman PUF
says it is grossly inconsistent for us t o divide ported a leader in 1872 who had an oppor
some and not divide all. I deny that pro- tunity, but did not act upon it, of agreeifg
position. Then the hon. gentleman said to a commission. Did the hon. gentlen
that we ought not to have referred this suggest a commission to him 1
question to the judges. To whom should it
be referred i Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-Did the hon. gentle-
man ever say that he favoured a commission
when he was at the head of a majority ? In
1882 the opportunity came again. The hon.
gentleman did not in 1882 propose that
there should be a commission or that the
opposition should have any voice or say or
any opportunity or any interference in the
distribution of seats. Then in 1892 the
hon. gentleman was a member of the admin-
istration that dealt with the subject of
redistribution on both these occasions, and
on neither occasion did lie make such a
suggestion as he has made now. The pro-
per time to give assent to a proposition and
to approve of a proposition is when you
have an opportunity of making it effective.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The same as the hon. gentleman has now.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, we are doing so
niow. The hon. gentleman has referred to
Sir Wilfrid Laurier's speech. I care very
little for what was said in a speech ten years
ago. I will say this, there was nothing in
that speech which, in my opinion, was at
Variance with the present scheme. The
Inembers who vote in the House do not
vote for a speech, they vote for a motion,
and there is nothing in the motion for which
I voted, or for which the then leader of
the opposition voted, or for which any of
his followers voted, inconsistent with the
proposition which I find embraced in this
bill. What the hon. leader of the opposition
On that occasion proposed was that the bill
be referred to a conference of both political
Parties to agree upon the lines on which a
ledistribution Bill should be drawn. That
18 what was proposed, and that is what is
Practically in this bill. We refer it, not to
a commission appointed by both parties, but
tO judges who are outside of the arena of
POlitics and who have an opportunity of
carrying out the redistribution in accord-
ance with the principles laid down in the
bill.

Yon. Mr. LANDRY-Is that the only
thing proposed ? What was the amendment
Of Mr. Somerville?

lion. Mr. MILLS-To what time does
the hon. gentleman refer?

lion. Mr. LANDRY-The session of
1892.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
can refer to Mr. Somervîle's proposition. I
do not remember it.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY--The hon. gentle-
man should know what he votes for.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, I never vote for
anything that is wrong.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Mr. Somerville
moved an amendIment.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
can make his speech by and by.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I do not want to
make a speech ; I want an answer to a ques-
tion.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I wish to call atten-
tion to another subject that has been re-
ferred to frequently in this discussion, with
regard to the power to deal with this meas-
ure at the present time.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That will be interesting.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is pretty clear that
the hon. gentleman, while he was ready to
make his motion, was not altogether ready
to support it by argument, because he con-
cluded his speech by showing hesitation and
doubt as to the validity of the constitutional
rule which he was undertaking to lay down.
The hon. gentleman told us that it was a
very proper thing to observe county bound-
aries in the case of elections to the legis-
lature, but they had no applicability to the
electoral divisions of this Parliament. I do
not agree with that proposition. It is wholly
at variance with the notion that there is a
continuous political organization from the
very base of the community up to the highest
political bodies that are constituted within
it. I hold that the Parliament of Canada,
and the Dominion of Canada, and the legis-
lative authority which it exercises, are but a
continuance of that political unity which
exists in a smaller degree within the more
limited area that is immediately below it.
If the hon. gentleman will refer again to the
extract from Gladstone's speech in the
redistribution of 1884-85, read by the hon.
gentleman from Marshfield yesterday, it is
perfectly clear that he held to the view
which I maintain. There is an organic life
in the state which begins with the family
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and continues up to the highest organization
within it, and you cannot separate the one
from the other. You cannot divide the one
wholly fron the other without doing mischief,
and it is because there is such an organiza-
tion that it is of the highest consequence
that the political community known as the
town, or city, where the population is suffici-
ent to separate it from the rest, should be
known as a riding, or electoral division, and
that the county, where its population war-
rants, should be in the same position. The
hon. gentleman says that it is of no con-
sequence that here we deal with large
and general questions, and because we deal
with large and general questions it is no
matter where your constituents may reside,
so that you may take a parish in the
North-west Territories and unite it to one
in New Brunswick without the slightest
impropriety. I do not admit such a conten-
tion. I maintain that there is something
more than mere political union with regard
to the questions that are for the time being
before us. We must have regard, and it
always weighs as well as political influence,
to the standing of the man, his intelligence,
his weight with the community, and all these
are best known by those with whom he re-
sides. It is true you may elect a man out-
side of bis constituency. You may elect a
man for a distant portion of the Dominion,
but who is chosen under such circumstances?
It is the man who has already, by his long
public service, earned a Dominion reputation.
He bas acquired it. He is known, in bis
political capacity, in every portion of the
Dominion, and so people where lie does not
reside may take him up and elect him. But
they do not take a weak man, a man yet un-
tried, a thousand miles away from home, and
return him to Parliament. He must begin
his political life in a community that knows
him, and if you break up bis constituency,
you deny to him the opportunity which it is
to the interest of the state that he should
possess. The bon. gentleman bas also asked,
how htve we carried out our pledges? Well,
I answer, better than most governments
have done, better than our predecessors in
office did-a good deal better. We promised
the adoption of a provincial franchise. We
carried it through the other House. We
did so because of a mandate received from
the people in the election of 1896. The hon.
gent'eman kicked a little, but he permitted
it to go through this House.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
As amended.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That pledge bas been
redeemed. No lion. gentleman will deny
that. Then we pledged ourselves to restore
county boundaries and to put an end to the
gerrymander of 1882 and the gerrymander
of 1892, and this measure is before this
House, at this moment, in fulfilment of that
pledge. We carried that measure thrcugh
the House of Commons, and we carried it
through that House, not only because we
were committed to the principle and ap-
proved of it, believed it in the interests of
the state, and advocated it when in oppo-
sition, but because we were returned to Par-
liament by a majority of the electorato
pledged to that, and the Parliament of
Canada, not exempting the Senate, have re-
ceived from the people of this country a
mandate to make this bill law, and if the
Senate refuses to do that, then the Senate is
setting itself up in opposition to the man-
date of the people of this country.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-What about the
rest of the pledges ? That is not all.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is not all, but
my hon. friend said we disregarded them all.
I am saying we fulfilled at least two. We
have more to keep. There is not the least
doubt of that, and I hope we will be loyal
to our word and redress the wrongs that we
promised the people of this country should
be redressed. The hon. gentleman said
"You ought never to change a constituency
before an election. You ought to appeal to
the same constituency that returned you to
Parliament." On that theory there never
could be a change. That is simply nonsense.
There is no such rule or principle recognized
anywhere. If you bave a grievance it 1
your business to redress it, and there is un-
doubtedly a grievance here. Supposing
the doctrine were true, as laid down by the
hon. gentleman and by the bon. gentleman
beside hiru (Mr. Ferguson), that you can
only readjust once in ten years, and if a
government came in, backed by a partisan
House of Commons, and by an equally par-
tisan Senate, and committed a gross outrage
in its legislation, if it gave tc a small Win-
ority a large majority of the House, the hon.
gentleman's contention is, that the Parlia-
ment of Canada is absolutely helpless to-
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redress the grievance. I do not admit any with a majority. It was upon that declara-
such thing. There is no law to warrant such tion of policy that the government in the
a view. This Parliauent is clothed with buse of Comnons proposed this measure.
Plenary powers within the limits of the con- It does not require another election. Public
stitution, and being clothed with those opinion has already been expressed upon it.
Pow'ers, it is capable of redressing any griev-
ance falling within its jurisdiction. The man Mr. FERGuSNe on gnti
bon. gentleman from Marshfield said that man wfn hapubli o i ot
Iny hon. friend the leader of the opposition,
had a right to move this amendment. That
depends on what he means by " a right." bas threatened me with public opinion, but
If he mie-ans that he had the legal power to the hon. gentleman bas had some experience
do it, I am not disputing that at all. The hon. himself in that direction, of whicb I shal
gentleman bas the power, but why raise the presently speak. The hon. gentleman has
<question? Because the hon. gentleman had quoted the opinion of Lord Rosebery and
in his mind an impression, it may be Lord Kimberley that the fouse of Lords bas
vague, but nevertheless it was clear from the power to reject the bil. Nobody ques-
his speech that the impression was there, tions that. The question is, under the con-
that he was not doing right in the ventions of our constitution, under the
ethical sense of the expression in proposing settld usage, wbether the fouse of Lords
defeat to this measure. Let me cail bas the constitutional autbority to do se or
attention to another matter. The Crown net and I say they have net, under circum-
bas the power to pardon every offender who stances such as exist in this case. Neither
18 to-day confined in the British Empire. bas the Senate. The hon. gentleman admits
boes the bon. gentleman suppose for a that the present law is an outrage.
moment because the Crown has the power,
that it is at liberty to exercise it, or that it Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-To whom is the
Ought to exercise it 1 What would be the hon. gentleman referring.
fate of an administration that would under-
take a general jail delivery of all the desper- lin Mr. MILenhe criminals that are confaned in the variousg
Prisons of the Dominion? There is the power Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The hon. gentle-
I te Crown, but that power is a power to man is drawing purely on his imagination;
he exercised, net under the strict law, but 1 neyer said any such thing.
ilqeder the conventions of the constitution,
"Id this bouse, as well as the administra- Hon. Mr. MILLS-If the bon. gentle-
tien, is bound by certain convention,, and it man's speech is pubwished as spoken he will
't beside the question to say that we have fhnd it there, and let me say, further, that the
the Power to reject this bil. What is the hou. gentleman said that time would cor-
PrýCtiqe in Enuland, in the bouse of Lords? rect these wrongs.

Lf the House oof Lords rejects a nreasure
iý}ere may be an appeal te the country upon lion. Mr. FERGUSON-I said if they
it, and if the measure is sustained by the were wrongs tme would correct them. I
country it is no longer necessary te create neyer used the word outrage. I have the
l'peers in order to carry it, beause the report before me and I have read the portion

usse of Lords bows to the public opinion referring to this, and it is not in. The word
'fte C .What is the position of the "outrage" does ot appear.

oon this question? Is there any hon. Hon. Mr. DANDURAND-Te hon.
ele here who wil deny that it was gentleman d
ae a part of the Liberal platform, that it ae

' Proposd in Pariament, that it was dis- Hon. Mr. MILLS-And spoke of the
eued in the country, that if we succeeded in wrongs, and said that time would correct
'btaifing a majority in Parliament we should them.
rtore county boundaries, that they sould
b6Pnd-ere in the constitution of electoral Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I neyer said
districts? It is upon that declaration of that. The hon. gentleman does not want
thicY that the goverment was returned to misrepresent, but he is doing it in the
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most distinct manner. I said if there were
any such wrongs time would correct them.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
should be the last to speak of misrepresenta-
tion. From the beginning to the end of his
speech there was nothing else but misre-
presentations. So far as I am concerned,
the hon. gentleman's speech, from beginning
to end, was misrepresentation, and the only
excuse I can make for him is that he under-
took to discuss a legal question with which,
it was clear, he was not familiar, a nd
he quoted opinions and arguments that had
been used by me in defence of one pro-
position, in order to support another of a
totally different kind. The hon. gentleman
asked why did I want to obliterate Both-
well? That I was vindictive at Bothwell,
that I was wrathful because they had not
returned me at the last election. The hon.
gentleman is mistaken. The hon. gentleman
was a memnher of the party and of
the government that disembowelled Both-
well and dismembered it, and put half of it
into another constituency and attached to
it, as a portion of Bothwell, a territory that
was not a portion of Bothwell before, and a
territory that had been part of the riding
of Kent. In 1882, in discussing this in
the Ilouse of Commons, I pointed out that
Bothwell ought to disappear. Did the hon.
gentleman quote those words? Not at all.
Then, when we failed to secure the esta-
blishment of the county boundaries, and the
government pretended to be in favour of
representation by population, regardless of
county boundaries, I pointed out, and I
proposed a resolution, to give to the counties
of Lambton and Kent five members, two
to each, and one to the portion of the terri-
tory along their border, not because I
thought it best, but because I thought it a
great deal better than what the goverument
were proposing. The hon. gentleman knew
that. He had the words before him. He
sought to misrepresent me. He suppressed
what he knew I had said, and mnisrepresent-
ed the purport of the resolution which I
proposed as the lesser of two evils, as thougli
it were the proposition that i speciaily
favoured.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The hon. gentle
man accuses me of misrepresenting hin ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, I do.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I have to tell
the hon. gentleman that I used and quoted
the very words of his resolution, and that he
proposed in that resolution to so constitute
a constituency to be called Bothwell, to be
composed of part of Lanbton and part of the
county of Kent, and that the hon. gentleman
proposed to violate the principle of county
boundaries for the purpose of creating a con-
stituency for himself, and he submitted that
in a rtsolution in 1882.

Hon. Mr. MILLS- The hon. gentleman's
statement is a misleading statement as to
the facts. If he will hand me the volume of
Ilansard for 1892 I will read precisely what
took place.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I have the
volume here.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Will the hon. gentle-
man hand me the resolution 1

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I have the reso-
lution here. The hon. gentleman knows
what he said as well as I do.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-And that was the dis-
honest portion of the hon. gentleman's
coiduct.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-As an old par-
liamentarian the hen. gentleman ought to
know better than to use such language. If
he cannot meet the question with temper
and decency, I submit he ought to be com-
pelled to do so.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Let me say, Mr.
Speaker, that I am meeting it with temper
and decency. The hon. gentleman is the
last member in this House who should refer
to what any one has said in that way.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The hon. gen-
tleman should leave other persons to make
comiparisons.

H1or. Mr. MILLS-This is what I said
before I put the resolution:

If the hon. gentleman wished to deal fairly, why
' did he not give two members to Kent and two to

Laimbton?

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-What page is
that?

Hon. Mr. MILLS--Page 1208. I said
also:

Why not do away with the county of Bothwell
altogether?
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That was my prop)sition. Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Bothwell was
The east riding of Kent would not have been more to be composed of part of the two

populous than the west riding is at this moment, and counties, and in no way else could it be
If he wishes to adopt the principle of representation comprised. The hon. gentleman need notby population, why iot give to the two counties o.
Kent and Lambton tive niembers in this House ? attempt to wriggle.

The hon. gentleman will see thaL I pro- lion. Mr. MILLS-No, 1 amnot follow-
posed the adherence to county boundaries. ing the example of the hon. gentleman. 1
I never proposed anything else. Every hon. say now, and I said before, that I did not
gentleman who sat in Parliament with me propose in this resolution to abolish Both-
knows that that was my proposition. but well, but 1 proposed to give to the counties of
when we were voted down and when t he Kent and Lambton, taken together, five
rninistry were pressing the measure of 1882 members, and, of cour.,e, if you give five in-
through Parliament, they were asked, if they stend of four, Bothwell vould have in part to
Were going to adopt representation by popu- be continued. There is no doubt about that.
lation, to begin at some point, and when
they had one far enouh to embrace 21000on th

mebes anoZore f oDiefv n

People, to make that into a constituency, and
go on fr,-m there, and I pointed out that that
could be done. But the lion. gentleman did
neither. lie neithe'r adopted representation
by population, nor did he take county boun-
daries. What he undertook to do was to
alter and arrange the province of Ontario
il suchi a way as to secure, no matter what
Iight be the vote of the people, a majority
to sustain those who were in office.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Will the hon.
gentlemnan read his own resolution now ? It
Will be found on page 1483.

Hon. Mr. MILLS--Certainly. I have
not the slightest objection, and if the hon.
gentleman is incapable of reconciling that
resolution with what I have already read,
then I mnust say ie is singularly unfortunate.
1on. gentlemen will rememberthatthis was
al attempt, not to substitute our own bill
or plan for the goverrmnent's, but to make
the governinent's plan conform to the
rules that they had laid down. The reso-
lution, reads :

'lhat the said bill be not now read a third time,but that it be resolved that the municipal counties of
nt and Lambton comprise the el-ctoral districts of
nt, Lambton and B'othwell with at population of

1,34, making for five nimebers an average of8 per mîemnber.
That the electoral district of Lambton comprises
,619 and mîay be properly divided into two> ridings.
That the eletoral district of Kent comprises 36,626,

f teay, by the restoration from Bothwell of some
o 1 ab<0 inicipalitics of Kent, be divided into ridings
21, ut 21,000 each, leaving Bothwell with about

lion. Mr. FERGUSON-Hear, hear.

Hon11. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentlemansays "hai, hear." Is there anything in-
Consistent in that i

bounaary une runnlng rlght in the miaule
of iti

Hon. Mr. POWER- rise to a question
of order.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-If the government
agreed to my first proposition, this would
not have been presented, but it was a last
resort. It was a choice of evils, and it was
far better than what the government pro-
posed.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-You acknowledge
it after all.

Hon. Mr. M[LLS-The hon. gentleman
has complained about my proposal to oblit-
erate Bothwell. So I did then, so I did in
the constituency, so the constituency de-
sired, and to-day the constituency desires
that the portion of Lambton should be separ-
ated f rom the portion of Kent. It has
«always been their wish. It bas never been
their wish that they should continue to con-
stitute one constituency. I know the con-
stituency as well as any hon. gentleman in
this House knows the locality in which he
lives, and I say I speak the sentiments of
the people of Bothwell, not merely the Lib-
erals of Bothwell, but the Conservatives as
well, when I say they favoured the dissolution
of the union between a portion of Kent and a
portion of Lambton, and desired that each
should constitute a separate section of another
electoral division within the county to which
it belonged. But the hon. gentleman
seeins to judge me by himself. The hon.
gentleman was himself, at a certain time, in
a smuall way, a member for a constituency in
Prince Edward Island. The island is not
large, neither are the views of the lion.
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gentleman, and the petty sort of discussion Hon. 3r. MILLS-They nay have bren
in wh'ich the hon. gentleman bas indulged economical, but they returned six members
in this debate is, 1 must say, even as to him, fx three counties, two for each county. One
a matter of surprise. Let me also observe of those counties is very much less in popula-
that the lion. gentleman ran twice, I under- tion than cither of the other two, and when
stand, or perhaps oftener, in the county of the census of 1891 was taken, Prince Edward
Queen's. The hon. gentleman was trusted Island lost a representative, and it was, upon
and returned to the local legislature. The the basis of that census entitled to only five
hon. gentleman was distrusted and he was members instcad of six. What was the fair,
left at home, and the hon. gentleman did the natural and common sense course for
rot accept the fortunes of war coolly. He the government to take under those circum-
was distrusted again, and defeated, as I stances? Why, it was to withdraw that
understand, by over a thousand in a con- representative from the small county, the
stituency thîat is not very large. least populous county, and to allow the

other two to remain as they were. But that
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The hon. gentle- was not don. The hon. gentleman wanted

man is just about as correct as he usually is. to gerrymander the province and to secure a
When J undertook to discuss Bothwell better opportunity of returning his friends
affairs with him, I posted myself, and I and excluding bis opponents than he would
have shown the House that I know just as have if he left the electoral divisions
well what I am taiking about as the hon. as they were formed on the admission
gentleman. I was not distrusted in the of Princp Edward Island into the union.
local legislature, nor defeated for that body. Now, Prince Edward Island came in. What
I resigned my seat in the local legislature. is the present ropoition? That King's

shaîl retain its one member, and that each of
Hon. Mr. MILLS--I am told it was for the othrr two counties shah rcturn two

the Dominion; so much the worse for the members. That is strictly in conformity
hon. gentleman. with the mie tIat l as been adopted bse-

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The hon. min-
ister himself was defeated in the Dominion
elections.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
made a great uproar and a wail, not heard
since the days of Jeremiah the Prophet over
the wrongs which have been done to his
constituency and his province. The hon.
gentleman forgets that the province of Prince
Edward Island came into the union with the
consent of both parties, and the representa-
tion given to Prince Edward Island was the
representation to which it was entitled.
There were three counties in Prince Edward
Island, and the population were entitled to
six members at that time. What did they
propose? Did they propose that they
should have six constituenceis when they
came into the union? When they came
into confederation did they ask that each
county should be divided into electorial
ridings, and each riding should return a
muember to Parliament ? No, that was not
the case.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-They were economi-
cal-did not want to encourage expense.

where. The county of Pictou bas two
members. I think there is another county
in the province of Nova Scotia that has two
members-Cape Breton-and the city and
county of Halifax, and they have never
been divided. Why this attempt to divide
counties that are not large, that are densely
populated, with very irregular boundaries I
The bon. gentleman knows the reason, and
the bon. gentleman is wrathful at any propo-
sition to restore thein to the condition in
which they were at an earlier period. The
hon. gentleman bas talked very leariiedly
about the law in this case, and quoted my
view, not expressed upon this question, but
expressed upon the question as to the
meaning of the words "suchi authority."
J undertook, in the speeches which I
made, from which the hon. gentleman
quoted, to show that these words in the 51st
section of the British North America Act
referred to some body that was to be consti-
tuted by Parliament for the purpose of mak-
ing a division, a division which Parliament
was expected to ratify and to make law. The
words of the statute are "on the completion
of the census in the year 1871, and of each
subsequent decennial census, the representa-
tion of the four provinces " then in confedera-
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tionI "shall be readjusted by such authori-
ty,"-that is not Parliament-" in such man-
ier and from such time as the Parliament of
Canada froin time to time provides." That
is a declaration clearly that this division is
flot to be made by a partisan majority. It
Was intended to be made by soime body or
authority called into existence for the pur-
Pose, and that Parliament was, for its guid-
alce, to make rules or regulations. It was to
be done in such nianner and from such time
as the Parliament of Canada may determine.
The duty to adj ust between the provinces once
in ten years, is mandatory, to distribute the
seats within the province is unrestrained.
I have no doubt whatever of the authority
of Parliament at any time to readjust the
representation within the limits of any pro-
Vince. Parliament cannot increase the num-
ber or diminish the number except once in
ten years. Parliament, in the increase or
diminution of the number, is guided by the
provisions of section 51 of the British North
-America Act, but that does not prevent Par-
liament readjusting, by virtue of its plenary
Powers, the representation which may be
called for from time to time. Supposing
Within the next five years after the census
iS taken, you should have 200,000 or 300,000
People going into the northern part of
Ontario, settling it, that towns should be
built up there, does any hon. gentleman

PpPose that Parliament has no power to
Rive them representation until the year
1911 and a readjustment based upon that
census is made ? I do not admit such a
coIdition of things at all. It is possible for
Parliamient at any time to meet the require-
inents of any province. If the province is
entitled to twenty representatives and its
PoPulation doubled before the ten years ex-
Pired, it may readjust its representation. It
cannot increase the number, but it inay give
tO those districts into which large popula-
tions flowed representation without waiting
Until the census is taken. This opinion is
ýery clearly expressed by Sir John Thompson
11 the discussion which took place in 1882.
'le called attention on that occasion to the
Plenary power of Parliament and pointed out
that Parliament could at any time deal withthe subject. A similar view was expressed
by Mr. Dickey when he was Minister of

litia, and further than that Mr. Dickey
n that occasion very strongly condemned

the Act of 1882. He pointed out that he
was never an admirer of it nor did he favour

it. The words Sir John Thompson used are
these :

We have a clause in our constitution which gives
us the equivalent of the inherit powers possessed by
other assenblies. When this Parliament was created,
unlike other creations of statutes, it was not given a
limited and narrow authority which had to be drawn
f rom the statute itself but in lieu of the inherent power
possessed by other Parliaments we have section 91
of the Act which says that this Parliament may make
laws for the peace, order and good government of
Canada in relation to all matters not coming with-
in the classes of subjects assigned exclusively to the
legislatures of the provinces.

If section 51 were not broad enough to
confer this power on the Parliament of
Canada, unquestionably the beginining of
section 91, which authorizes the Parliament
te legislate for the " peace, order and good
government of Canada," without any limi-
tation except that which the granting of
powers to the provinces imposed upon it,
would confer upon us that power. Just one
word with regard to the case to which the
hon. leader of the opposition referred, a case
that arose, I think, in Queen's County, in the
province of New Brunswick, where Judge
Tuck threatened to commit a party for con-
tempt if he undertook to go on with a re-
count in the case of an election. The hon.
gentleman said thatno lawyer held a different
view from the one which Judge Tuck held.
The hon. gentleman must have forgotten the
discussion which took place in the House of
Commons when it was pointed out thatJudge
Tuck had undoubtedly exceeded his author-
ity. Judge Tuck did so. The officer with
whom Judge Tuck undertook to interfere
was not a common law or judicial officer
connected with the ordinary administration
of public affairs. He was a parliamentary
officer appointed by an Act of Parliament
ti discharge a specific duty for which he was
responsible to Parliament alone, and the
judge had no right whatever, not the most
distant right, to interfere with him in any
way whatever. In one of the Wellingtons,
if I remember rightly, a similar case came
up some years ago, and was dealt with by
Chief Justice Haggarty, who held that a
judge, in making a recount under the statute
was a parliamentary officer over whom he
had no jurisdiction as judge. He was re-
sponsible alone to Parliament, and in the
Ontario elections when an attempt was made
to enjoin the county judge from proceeding
and Mr. McCarthy insisted upon proceeding
in that case and was threatened with impri-
sonment for contempt, he disregarded the
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injunction and the case went, if I remember
rightly, to the Court of Appeals, and the
court unanimously held, as they could not do
otherwise, that the judge in the discharge of
those duties, imposed by statute, was, in
the discharge of his duties as a parliamentary
officer, responsible to Parliament alone.

is allowed to go through, to send it to the
courts to test its validity ?

Hon. Mr. M ILLS-I have no doubt of it,
but it is open to any one to do it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
You will not grant a fiat to do it ?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- Hon. Mr. MILLS-We do not deny a fiat
That is the case of North Ontario you refer to any one who is entitled to it.
to i

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes. The same doc-
trine was laict down in England in the case
of Ashby against White. It became a
noted case in consequence of the fight that
arose over it between the House of Lords
and the House of Commons. There it was
clearly pointed out what oflicers owed their
duty to Parliament, and what were amen-
able to the courts for the man er in which
their duties were discharged. The discussion
that took place in the two Houses in that case
is one of the most instructive discussions in
the history of England, and the law in that
case was settled, that a parliamentary officer,
in the discharge of parliamentary duties, is
responsible to Parliament and not to the
courts, but that a retu rning officer was a com-
mon law officer acting under the coimmon law,
and so his conduct could be inquired into by
the courts ; but the retu rn was not under the
common law but under the law of Parlia-
ment, and that rule was a ruile which was
applicable in the New Brunswick case,
and Judge Tuck hid no right whatever
to interfere in that case as he did with
the county judge in the discharge of his
duties. [ an not going to further tres-
pass on the attention of the Ilouse, except
to call attention to the fact, tha, the
motion is anything but a courageous one.
The hon. gentleman professes to condemn
the bill and at the saine time to base his
action upon the want of authority. I tel]
the hon. gentleman that if he thinks this
House is not competent to pass this measure,
why not allow it to go through and let the
questiou as to the validitv of the act be de-
cided by the courts ? It will not take long
to settie that question. It is quite certain

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
We would not have the right to refer it to
the courts. An individual would have no
right. Perhaps the hon. gentleman would
prefer a more courageous motion, the six
months' hoist I

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman,
if he wished to oppose the bill, should have
rnoved the six nionths' hoist.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
No.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
knows the House of Commons is committed
to the question, that the pub.ic have pro-
nouneed on the question, and he thinks he
can protect himself, and protect this House
from the consequence of the fact, by declar-
ing, " Well, your bill is ultra vires, and
although you mnay have wanted it you have
not the power to pass it." I deny that. We
have the power to pass the bill. Should it
become law it will be undoubtedlv as valid as
any law on the statute-book. Thie hon. gentle-
man lias undertaken to evade the question
instead of meeting it by a proper amend-
ment.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Befove the hon. gentleman completes his
speech, I should like to ask if I understood
him to say that North Brant, represented
by Mr. Paterson, the present Minister of
Customs, had a population of some 16,000
or 17,000.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I said that in 1882
the population of South Braint-I have
taken it from the Hansard report-was
20,000, and that you took Oakiand from

that the hon. gentleman distrusts his law that 20,000 and added it to Oxford with
and distrusts the doctrine that he has laid 25,000. That was my statement.
down.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- The population of North Brant was increased

Does the hon. gentleman propose, if the bill by the addition of adjacent townships, the
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only way by which it could be given any- kept, because the psition of the Franchise
thing like a correct population. North Act to-day is ten tines worse than it ever
Brant had a population of 11,894, we in- was before. He refers to the pledge in
creased it to 17,705. reference to the question that is now before

the Huse, but the pledge was of itself so
Hon. Mr. MILLS-I said nothing about vague in its nature and its wording, that I

North Brant.MŽ~orh Brnt.look upon it as no pledge whatever, and if

Hon.Sir ACKEZJE OWEL__ t was a pledge, certainly they have notHon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-n
I will come to South Brant in a moment. haf carried it out, and it is attempted to be
North Brant had a population of 11,894. carried out very partially just previouq to
We increased it to 17,705, and if there had the tine when the census must be taken.
been a possibility of giving it more without He has very conveniently passed over the

CuttitîC th0uiiai'i wa h pledge of prohibition, which cost the peoplecuttinig the municipality in two, as the
Onta:o ovenuiet dd, e wold aveof this country over a quarter of a millionOntario Governmient did, we would havedolri utaenocnseainth

equalized it a little better. South Brant, im of te into onsideainh
which had 21,975 has now 19,281, so that f t o th eler seaning
the Brants, instead of being 11,000 and face. as for the purpoe than to
21,000, are now 17,000 and 19,000. These ceite and hubg te poe o th
are the exact positions numerically, of thesear th ese iia eeeso h ary tacm
two ridings before and after the redistri-
bution, and not as stated by the hon. gentle- plished that I is to n waethe an
m1an. teinpt ohtcor.sbeendtoe

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I said nothing about of the great pledges given in 1893? Iow
North Brant. It is just as I stated. The has that pledge been carried out? The
hon. gentleman will see that my point was debt of the country las been run up by
this: you take from a county that had millions, and you have to "wait until
about 20,000 a whole township and add it you see us next year" to sec what
to a county with 25,000, in order to nake à it will be. The promised reduction of
a Tory county. the taxation of the country, bas that

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- plede been carried out. I d6 not think
Your point was that what we had done was tl
not based on representation by population.a sneer about the province

repesetatonby opuatin.froîn whic'i I corne. Wo have good reason
Hon. Mr. MILLS-So I do say. to be proud of sonie men who core f rom

Prince Edward Island, as bias been exhibit-
lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- ed i this Ilouse within the last twenty-four

If it were not a waste of time, I could give hours. It is truc the province is a very
the hon. gentleman the figures of every small one, but it appears there are smaller
single constituency that was interfered men in other places. It is no fault of the
with, and the reasons why it was done. members from the island that the province

Hon Mr MILS-J kow ue easns.is small, and it is no gYuarantee of the geniusHon. Mr. MILLS--I know the reasons. "M
Sof a man's mmid because hie lives in a large

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-It is not my inten- bouse. In Prince Edward Island at
tion to reply to or criticise the speech of the confederation, as wc have been already told,
Minister of Justice, but I make one or two the island for 100 years had been divided
Observations in regard to what he said before into threc counties. As bas been already
proceeding with the other remarks which I stated, at confederatio, these three counties
propose to make. The hon. gentleman were Iett as tbree ridings. J think it was a
referred to the pledges which his party had great mistake. Unfortunately, confedera-
given to the country. I presume lie refers tion was brouglit about by the coalition of
to the convention which was held in Ottawa parties which generallv is an unfortunate
in 1893. He refers to some pledges which circumstancc. It vould have been iriuch
he claims the government have fulfilled, and better if matters had been completed by one
One of these is the Franchise Act of last political party rather than by a conibination,
session. It appears to me that, that pledge but it could not at tLat time have b enOuld have been betvter not to have been ffected without a cotbination of bothI
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political parties in the island. The conse- County, sore 26,000. Now, the voting
quence was, in my opinion, there was too power of King's County approaches near to
much regard for selfish and fanily interests that of Prince, but King's County, under
rather than for the interests of the island, this bil, is to he satisfied with one repre-
and instead of our retaining six representa- sentative, while Prince County retains the
tives in Parliament we were eut down two. Why is this done for Prince Edward
after the last census. On the same Island In my opinion it is very plain to
principle that British Columbia retains be seen. For some years past Kings County
their representation, we were eut down las returned two Conservatives to Parlia-
because we did not increase in popu- ment, and Queen's County has returned two
lation at the sane rate that Quebec had in- Liberals and Prince County general]y tvo
creased. It would have been safer, and 1 Liberals. Going back to County unes simply
think much better, for Prince Ed ward Island leaves Prince and Queen's with four Liberat
at confederation if the island had been representatives, and King's County has to be
divided into six ridings ; but the old deprived of one Conservative nember. I
association of county Unes did not appear bye in Kings County, and in a portion of
to be effectual at that time, and the King's County which has been lately at-
counties were ieft as they were, and each tached to a portion of Queen's County,
county was given two representatives. But making the east riding of Queen's, and
when we lost a representative in the House I ain perfectly satisfied the pcople there
of Cominons, an opportunity offered by which feel their interests are ten times more
the redistribution of seats became necessary, identified with that portion of Queen's
and I an satisfied that the best course was than with the other portions of King's
taken to arrange the seats for Prince Edward County. When we have'the railway, which
Island that could possibly be taken. The is partially promised, to be extended to
island was divided into five constituencies- Murray Harbour, our interests will be stil
divided in such a way as to give each con- moie identified with Queens County than
stituency as nearly as possible an equal they are now. The hon. gentleman made
population, keeping in view the boundaries another statement to this effect. It has
of townships. We had to break over county been laid down that Parlianent is perfectly
lines, which is not a material matter at al], justified in readjusting the constituencies
so far as the island is concerned, and we where the population bas increased to a very
made five constituencies, giving to each great extentbetween the last and the next
riding one member. In a small island like decennial census. That May Ue ail very
that, it is much better than to have only true, but the circumstances would be excep-
three ridings, because it has happened in tional in Canada. Such an increase is not
Prince Edward Island before now that every admitted under the present bill, and why?
man coming from that province was on one There is one locality which is an exception
side of politics when they came up here, which at the present time, that is the great Yukon
is not a desirable thing. If you have your district, which bas increased in population
party in power, it is all very well, but if you very many thousands. Why have fot the
happen to have all the representatives of the present government in this bill given that
province in opposition to the government, it new country a representative in Parlia-
will be cold justice we will get and nothing ment? Is it hecause they are afraid of
more. The division made of Prince E lward the results of opening a constituency
Island at that time was a fair and honest there? las the management of this
one, and one that gives universal satisfaction government been such as to commend it t
to the people of that province. But to go he people of the Yukon district? Can w6
back now and establish electoral districts core to any other conclusion than that is the
on county lines, and to deprive King's real reason why they have not given Yukon
County, froi which I come, of a member a representative? We are told to-day the
and make it suit that one member, while circurstances are such as would justify them
Queen's County bas two members under this in giving that district a representative. The
present bill and Prince County two members, object of the bil, we are told, is to restore
is a very unfair division of the province. the county unes. One great want is that it
Queen's County bas a population something is not a generat bill. They only restore the
like 45,000o; Prince, 36,000, and King's county ,nes in certain places, and they leave
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other sections of the country as they are at ed for a thousand years, but in Canada, and
present. Where the government are going I speak particularly for Prince Edward
to disturb the representation of the country, Island, the county unes have no more to do
they should make a general law applicable, with the associations of the past than town-
not only for the present, but for the future. ship unes, and any adjustments M-hich have
Certain principles ought to be laid down, to been made of doctoral districts in Prince
be strictly adhered to in the future, and in Edward Island have been kept within town-
that regard the bill is a great failure. County ship unes. We have heard a great deal
lines is not a fundamental principle which about judges. They are to ho brought in
should govern in a case of this kind. The hero to give this bil the appearance of
fundamental principle of responsible govern- justice and fair play. If there was any
ment is representation by population,and that place where the government were not satis-
fundamental principle was strictly adhered fied with the present redistribution of seats
to when. confederation took place, so much i a province, and where they would ho
so that a certain number of representatives justified in allowing the judges Vo redistribute
was settled and fixed for Quebec, and just the seats, it is Prince Edward Island, but
in proportion to the representation for Que- no; thore thoy c'onfino the island Vo three
bec must the representation for the other electoral districts, giving two representatives
provinces be. J take it that that was the Vo two of them and one to the other,
fundamental principle laid down at con- and the judges are noV asked to make
federation. If it is not so, we do not know the division, but Vhey are to run in
where we are. I do not say it is right for pairs. Why is this? One reason
Parliament to adhere strictly to population is because the Minister of Marine and
in every instance, but I say it takes pre- Fisheries is a prominent momber of the gov-
cedence of county lines or any other con- ornmont and controls, to some extent, the
sideration, and where you can keep closely treasury and he oxpocts to run in one of
to representation by population it is the those counties and drag another member in
safest and best course to adopt. A great with bim, wboever lie may be. A good deal
deal of stress has been laid on the has been said in reference to the Redistri-

st clause of the British North America! bution Bi h whic passed in 1892. t has been
A-ct which lias beon interprted to mean I characterized as a Gerrymander Bih. J do
that altbough the principle of repre- not like that word l gerrymander," i do not
Sontation by population must apply Iwant to apply it to this bill, and I do no-
S betweon the province.;;, iV doos not Vhink it bas been applicable to any bil w

applY as betweon counties, cities, towns, have passed. We must look at the resuts.
Villages and olectoral districts and idi Let us see what th ffect bas been. lias
viduals in any province. If it is a principle it beon an injury to the present govornmont 1
that we should have representation by This government went to the country in the
P)opulation as betwon tfe provinces, it last elction with everything against the .

annot be wrong to have reprosontation hy iThey were returned to power by the elector-
P)opulation within thj province. If it is aVe under the present adjustment. They
rîght in the one instance, it must bo right in have been some years in power and have had
the Other. What right have ten men in one an opportunity of fulfilling their pledges.
locaiVt9 to have as much voice in the govern- They have had a majority in Parliament and
'Ment of the country as twenty ruen in in the provincial legisatures at their dis-

therolectoral district? Ihis noV a esound posali and they are making ful use of it.
POlicy, and it cannot be justified except They have had at their beck and nod ail the
ehere it is inconvoniont and impossible to officiaIs they appointed and many of those

pdjust the population exactly according to who were appointed before they came into
the requiremints of the locality. So far as power. Everything is in their faveur for
thIkng comparison between county Fines in the nrxt general election. If they go to the

th Dominion and coilty linos in Great country with the electorate, as at present
ojs usV roasonfor makhigsuch establishd, th y ought, if thoy have one

a 10npaison Th coutie of rea Br taj hs counies nd dwrag aotheme mberk win

fro'n iue immemorial, have bewn separate vry much larger majority than they had at

aoss ad were separate nations the last general electlon. At the ast elec-
5t aicl as ofthe British Nestabish- tion, although the Redistribution Bih be
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1892 is complained of as being a Gerrymander such as would commend itself to the electors
Bill, 191,052 Conservative votes returned on both sides of politics, I think it would be
forty-three members to the House of Coin- found for the benefit of Canada, and it would
mons, while 166,335 Liberal votes returned remový the obnoxious question out of the
forty-four members in the province of arena of polities for many years to come.
Ontario. That is 24,717 fewer Liberals
returned one more member than the Conser- Hon.SirWILLIAM IJNGSTON-Ihope
vates. 1 shall not te accused of undue temerity if 1

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman's venture to turn from the living-and I may
figures are entirely wrong, add the persuasive-voice of the representa-
fiue retive of the law in this bouse to what is

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-I have them froim written and which cannot and should not be
very good authority, and I think they are be changed. Perhaps it may not Le law,
perfectly right. With such a record as that, and 1 have fot the boldness to touch on
I do not think the hon. gentlemen are justi- that, but rather a matter of constitutional
fied in calling the Act of 1892 a gerrymander. nderstandin. Constitutional understand-
If it is a gerrymander, it is a gerrymander ings are admittedly not laws they are fot
against the Conservative party. In the rules which a court of justice cati enforce,
same proportion the 166,335 voters ought to or a violation of which a court of justice
have only 37 members in place of 44, or if may forbi, but according to constitutional
166,33,5 Libera voters returned 44 members, writers these constitutional understandings
then 191,052 Conservative voters ought to are as binding and as little to be tampered
have returned 50 members in place of 43. with, less so, even, than law itself. It is
Not only does the sanie principle hold good therefore somewhat relieving for one who
in reference to Ontario, but all over the is, happily, for his own peace of mind, not a
Dominion there was thesame result. Through lawyer, to be able to turn from the brain-
out the Dominion 413,000 Conservative splitting sophistries of the law, where men
votes were polled and 397,194 Liberal votes, " confute, change hands and still confute "
and although the Liberals had a pretty large to a usage, a custom-a constitutional under-
majority in the House yet they came in with standing which even the non-legal mind may
nearly 16,000 of a minority of the total grasp. We have bad evidence of its many
votes cast. That disposes pretty well of the sided legal aspects in the discussion of this
charge of gerrymandering. That charge bas question, where men have had to change
been made through the country during the the views they expressed some years ago.
last ten years and has been made to do duty Two or three years hence they will be obliged
up to the present time. I do not take any to change then again. Before going further,
stock in it myself, I do not desire to say' I would wish to say that this House should
more on this question further than this : I not stand in the way of the other bouse,
think it is a great mistake on the part of the wherever it is possible, by any stretch of
government to introduce this measure at the good will, or without an violation of prin-
present time. Ere long, whether this bill ii ciple to accommodate itse'f, a- much as pos-
passed or not, we shall have the census, sible, to the views of the lower bouse, and
which nill be in 1901 and then the readjust- especially should that be the case when the
ment of the constituencies inust take place in quetion concerns the composition of that
accordance with that census, and if the gov- Uouse. But not where principle is to be
ernment of the day, before they go to the 1 sacrificed. It is only when there is a viola-
next election and before the census is taken tion of principle that this House should step
would come to an understanding with their in and endeavour to stop legislation. For
political opponents, or appoint a commission serious as that may be, it is more serious to
of some kind whereby reasonable and fair enact measures which, in the very near
principles shall be laid down to redistribute future, perhaps before and certainly very
the differents seats in the Dominion, and soon after the next election, may afford an
not allow it to be left open to gerrymander awkward precedent. Our national exist-
by one party or the other, it would be a ence is a matter of a third of a century, but
fairer way in my opinion, and if an arrange- a third of a century in this Dominion is
ment of that kind could be arrived at be- equivalent, I think, to a full century in the
tween the leaders of both political parties, old land, where things change but slowly.
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A friend has kindly furnished me with a
list of the governments we have had during
the last thirty years. There have been
eight, but five of them have been within the
past nine years. Now it has been contended
even in this louse that it would be compe-
tent for any one of those governments, at any
time during those nine years, to have brou ght
in a Redistribution Bill. I contend that it
is unfair to the country to subject it to that
di.sturbance periodically. If it is competent
for the government to do it to-day, the gov-
ernment may do it again next session, and we
may have in the life of one government,
especially a strong government, a Redistri-
bution Bill every session. I think we should
be guarded against anything of that kind.
Not being a lawyer, yet anxious to do my
duty fairly and honestly, I consulted the
Act itself, and I found clause 51 which
says :

On the completion of the census in the year 1871,
and of each subsequent decennial cenus, the repre-
sentation of the four provinces shall be readjusted, &c.

I am not entirely ignorant of legislation in
this country. I have heard a great deai of
the bill of 1882, and the bill of 1892 and
of their gerrymandering tendencies. I turn
to therm and what do I find i 1 do tiot require
to go any further than the preamble. I do
lot go into the details of those bills, because
it would oe a mistake to do so. The pre-
auble of the Act of 1882 reads : " Whereas,
by the census of the year 1881," &c. J
then go to the Act of 1892, and what do I
find " Whereas, by the census of the year
1891," &c., both in harmony with clause 51
of the British North America Act. Now,
What preamble can be put to iis bill ?
Where is the census since 1891 ? There was
a reason for the preamble in the bill of 1882
and for that of 1892, and there was reason
to legislate ; indeed to legislate in 1882,
and again in 1892 was an obligation;
but we are asked to legislate here with-
Out a reason and if it is conpetent
for one government to( do so it is com-
Petent for another, and there will be no
end to the doing and the undoing of what
should be stable. Imagine, five governments,
from 1891 to 1896-for Sir John Macdonald
was alive in 1891-and since then there have
been five leaders, and any one of those
leaders might have taken it into his head to
introduce a Redistribution Bill. I know
nlothing, and wish to know nothing, of what
is styled the Gerrymander Acts of 1882 and

1892. I am not prepared to go into the
details, nor shall I. But it occurs to me
that they were in accordancewith the spirit of
the Confederation Act, an Act which bas con-
ferred such incalculable blessings on this
country. It was in the spirit of that Act and
in its text that there should bea distribution
every ten years, but not oftener. The ground
which I take is that if this bill is not a
violation of the spirit of the constitution it
is at any rate a violation of a constitutional
understanding which is as binding as any
law that any lawyer could make. Even laws
are not always binding. O'Connell once
said that there was no law passed by the
House of Commons in England that he could
not drive a coach and four through, and I
think it is the same with us. I shall not ask
myself if there wasanything like partyfeeling
in the preparation of the Acts of 1882 and
of 1892. With party lires so clearly defined
as they are here, and party exigencies such
as they are, and party acerbities being such
as they are, I regret to say it is not impos-
sible, looking at the constitution of men, and
it is not at ail unlikely that the laws of 1882
and of 1892 were not precisely what they
might have been or what they should have
been,but in the ordinary courseof things that
evil will be remedied in the near future,and
it will be reniedied, I hope, within our consti-
tutional requirements and without subject-
ing the country every few years to a state of
unrest, uncertanity and disturbance some-
thing like the periodical elections in the
United States, which thoughtful and serious
men look upon as an unmitigated evil in
that country. We want nothing of that
kind. We want something more stable.
Therefore, I decline going into the details of
the bill, as I hold that this is not the time
to do it.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-Before the vote
is taken I would like to say a few words in
explanation of the stand which I shall take.
The objection to this bill has been raised
that it is unconstitutional. I must confess
that I am doubtful as to the correctness of
that view, if the constitution is to be con-
strued in a literal sense. The clauses re-
garding this matter are incomplete, it seems
to me. But, leaving that aside, to my mind
it is highly desirable that such redistribution
should not take place except upon precise
and recognized principles, and not on the
mere arbitrary wishes of any government.
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An arbitrary act should always be a matter dis ribution will then be imperative. Again
of disregard it cannot be made the basis of the country will be subject to a new re-
a rule, and out of it may grow any anount arrangement. It is not wisdom to submit
of injury. This mav be said of parliarnent- the county to what might be ternied per-
ary enactments as much as of any other petual disturbance with regard to such
matter ; perhaps more. Because in poli- iatters. 1 leave aside the details of this
tical matters passion is liable to inter- measure. 1 look on] at the principle in-
fere in a larger degree than is proper volved in its introduction. That principle
for the good government of the country. is that a redistribution ay be efcted at
We cannot deny that partisanship is ruling any tinie, when a party is returned to power.
to an alarming extent in Canada. In say- This is wrong iiiseif. That principle
ing so I do not intend to impugn the motives carnes with itself the perpetual temptation
of anybody, nor to cast any reflection upon to abuse the power which it is ciaimed exists
party government. Under our parliamen- intheconstitution. Eacbsuccessivegovern-
tary institutions, the existence of parties, ment coulc undertake every four or five
and the governnent of the country by par- years to redistribute the electoral seats al
ties, is almost an essential feature, if con- through the Dominion without any regard
fined wvithin proper lines. But the danger for justice towards their opponents, for vested
of going beyond those lines is always there, interests, or for the general velfare of the
and the general interest of the country seems country. If once Parliament opens the door
to suggest tht we should guard ourselves, to such an evil, it will become a cbronic dis-
not only against the actual but also against ease, froiu wbich the best interests of the
the possible evils of partisanship. Legisla- Dominion at large wiil suifer, merely for the
tion for party advantages is most objectiona- sake of fostering the interests o? partyism.
ble. The general welfare of the country Up to the present such a policy bas fot been
must be the only legitimate object of acted upon. The instances of some rearrange-
any legislation. It may be that some- ments whîch have taken place in the past,
times the interest of the party is iden- and upon which arguments have heen based,
tical with the interests of the coun- were o? a local nature and rather clerical
try. But even then the party must not than substantial in their character. They did
force itself upon the peopme by measures of not inolve the pninciple which is now pro-
a doubtful character or of such a character pounded, nameiy: the power to xuake and
as to aiford good grounds for believvng that the usefulness of a generai redistribution at
the primary object :)f that legisiation is the any titne. The opposite poiicy has been the
mere advantages that may resuit for the rue and bas been propounded by an autho-
party in power. In the present instance, it rity w hn a noboby can question in such
bas been said that this redistribution siese matters. Si John A. Macdonald, in 1887,
was for the purpose o? ensuring aniost a laid down the doctrine that no generan
perpetual lease of power to the Liberal party redistribution should take place outside the
and of wiping out the Conservative party, or time folowin the decennial census. Fie
sometbing to that effect. The least that said
can be said, under the circumstances, is tnat
such utterances have cast a cloud upon the
measure itseif, which should have induced
the government not to try their hands at it
at present. They are in power and they are
sustained by a large and influential majority.
That majority has sprung up from the con-
stituencies as at present constituted. If the
intention is to dissolve Parliament, they
should not be af raid to go hack to that
electorate, which bas given thein such
a majority. Moreover, it is within the
spirit of our parliamentary institutions that
they should be judged by the same
electorate which bas sent them to power.
We are on the eve of a census. A new re-

I think the principle was set early in our legislation
that there should be no readjuàtment of the consti-
tuencies, either in regard to boundaries or otherwise
except every ten years after the taking of the census,
and I think it would really be well that we should
adhere to that rule.

Later on he says:

The boundary of a constituency should not be
altered except once in ten years.

Mr. MILLS-We had no such rule as that.
Sir JOHN A. MAcDONALD-I think we have never

deviated from that principle.

We should hold to that rule. You may
be able perhaps, to contend that there is
nothing in the constitution to prevent the
carrying out of such a measure as this,
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and at any time that you may choose.
The constitution may be said to be silent
on this subject. But I venture to say
that if there is doubt it would be a wise
policy to construe the constitution so as
to prevent such legislation at such a
time. And even if there is no doubt,
Parliament should take the matter in their
own hands and, by a determined stand,
establish the policy that, although the con-
stitution may allow a redistribution at other
times than the session following the census,
no such redistribution shall take place. The
rule laid down by Sir John A. Macdonald,
and then adopted by Parliamentwould finally
prevail, and as a matter of fact become a
part of our constitution. The British con-
Stitution has become what it is by the tra-
ditions of parliamentary life and action. So
Our constitution might develop itself wisely
by the same process, and alongside with the
Written part of it, we could rely upon and be
guided in the future by such parliamentary
traditions of our own, which would be the
unlwritten part of our political institutions.
, olding these views, I regard the introduc-

tion of this measure as unwise and as
Propounding a principle which has not
yet been applied since confederation, and
which I consider will not secure any good
results nor lead to the sound working of
Our political institutions. I say then that
if the constitution, properly construed, ad-
'nits of that principle, there is nothing to
Prevent us adopting a parliamentary practice
and doctrine which would, as a matter of
fact, become the law of the land, a law to
Which all governments and all parties would
submit and abide by. It would become a
Parliamentary jurisprudence. It would fix
that recognized principle to which I referred
'i Wy opening remarks and upon which re-

distribution would in the future be effected,
therby taking away from the mind of the
People the suspicion that such redistribution
18 Made only for the purpose of securing
Party advantages, removing from the politi-
Cal parties, from any government, from lea-

ers and followers alike, the temptation of
forcing an alteration of the boundaries of
constituencies at improper times and, appar-

eltly, at least, for improper motives. In
e present instance, I venture to say

that it is the function and the duty of
the Sonate to take action, to nail down
the principle involved in the measure
whic-h is before us, and to hoist at the top of

57

our political institutions the flag of the oppo-
site policy, namely, that, except as to cleri-
cal errors and urgent local necessities, the
electoral map of the Dominion should not be
touched except after each decennial census.
That policy would be quite consistent with
the constitution, with the intentions of the
fathers of confederation, and with fairness
to public men and to our political institu-
tions.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The amendment, if
carried, only negatives the motion for this
sitting of the House.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Oh, nonsense !

The House divided on the amendment,
which was carried on the following division :

CONTENTS:
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Dobson,
Ferguson,
Forget,
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Landry,

Lougheed,
Macdonald (P. E..),
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McKay,
McKindsey,
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McMillan,
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The motion for the second reading of the
bill was lost on the same division reversed.

The Senate adjourned.
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THE SENATE.

'Ottawa, Friday, 21st July, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THIRD READING.

Bill (162) " An to incorporate the Belle-
ville Prince Edward Bridge Company."-
(Sir Mackenzie Bowell.)

A CORRECTION.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHER VILLE-Before
proceeding with the order paper, I should
like to call attention to a personal affair. I
observe in the report of the proceedings of
yesterday that in the vote on the amend-
ment my naie appears as one of the non-
contents, which was quite right. But the
minutes read " The question of concurrence
being put on the main motion, it was, on
the same division, reversed, resolved in the
negative." The main motion, I understand,
was the motion to pass the bill?

The SPEAKER-It was the motion for
the second reading.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-Then,
according to this, I would seem to have
voted against the second reading.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
No, for it.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-I do
not understand what " resolved in the nega-
tive " means.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-The hon. gentle-
man was in favour of the bill.

The SPEAKER-I would understand
that your vote would be in favour of the
second reading.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-No.
I voted for the amendmentbecause I thought
the motion for the second reading was not
unconstitutional. But I was not in favour
of the bill; I was against the bill.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
remember very distinctly when the Speaker
made the announcement that I turned

round-although my lion. friend did not
hear me-and said " that makes the hon.
gentleman vote for the second reading,
because the vote is reversed without any
change." I knew the hon. gentleman was
not in favour of the bill, although he was
opposed to my motion. Therefore, the hon.
gentleman's name should be on the list of
non-contents on the motion for the second
reading.

The SPEAKER-With the consent of
the House the correction can be made.

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS.

INQUIRY.

Mr. FERGUSON rose to:

Call the attention of the governient to the necess-
ity for the annual compilation and distribution of
agricultural statistics, and will inquire if the govern
ment propose doing anything in the matter ?

He said :-In proposing to cail the atten-
tion of the government and the House for a
very short time to the subject of which I
gave notice some tine ago, I would just say
that I was a little surprised in looking over
the statistical year book not long ago to
find on page 80 the following statement:

The Dominion Government has no argicuitural
statistics beyond those procured in connection with
the decennial census.

It occurred to me, as I think it will to
hon. gentlemen, that this is an important
branch of work, in connection with the
government of the Dominion and the
Department of Agriculture, that should
receive immediate attention. The import-
ance of agriculture, as compared with the
othex employments of our people, may be
gathered from this fact, that for the last
year for which we have figures, the exports
from Canada of farm products, agricultural
and animal products, reached the wonderful
figures of $76,364.755, while the total ex-
ports of products of the forests, mines,
fisheries and manufactures, taken together,
only amount to $62,094,872. We find that
we export from Canada, of the products of
the farm, a great deal more than we do of
all the other main industries of our people put
together. If we pursue this inquiry a littIe
further, and refer to our census, it will be
found that the products of the farm, includ-
ing those consumed in our own country,
transcend in an immense degree in impor-
tance all the other productions of the people,
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and that agriculture furnishes employment expendîture as to require time and a great deal of
7 consideration. it is better to delay a littie thau to

for not less than fifty per cent, probably rh into a rash organization, the lamentable resuits of
more, of the entire population of our country. which would be sure to exert an evil influence
That being so, I think hon. gentlemen will niany years.
agree with me that it is very important Iwas very much struck with these words,
there should be more attention given to
agricultural work, in connection with the easth misern182flyelzdagriultralwork inconectin ~iththethe importance of collecting and distributing
Dominion Government than is being given, a
although there is more done now than in the danger of doing anything rasbly in the
former years, and that this particular branch 1natLer, and feit that lamentable resuits
of work in connection with the interests
of agriculture should receive immediate at- m f
tention. In going over the reports of the is not necessary to say that anything rash
Department of Agriculture for years back, bas been done. Mr. Letellier, as far back as
I find that this subject from tie to tmeupon
presented itself to the minds of differentt
ministers. The first Minister of Agricul- tisties, yet up to the present time nothing
ture that Canada had under the Dominion bas leen dane. In the year 1879 it appearedamas if it was the intention of ihe administra-
was the late Thomas D'Arcy McGee. I am
not sure whether he was the first after con- ith t tve fo an Act a pa
federation or the last under the old province n

the census, there was a special part relating

Hon. Mr. MILLS-He was not àMinister to vital and health statistics and also agri-
of Agriculture after confederation. cultural statistits, and complete and ful

authority was given in that Act for the inau-
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My own impres- guration, preparing and distributing of sta-

Sion was that lie was the minister for the tistics throughout the country. But nothing
old province of Canada before confederation. was done. I find that in 1883 a sum was
11, bis last report, lie referred to this work voted in the estimates for the purpose of
under the new state of tbings. He said: procuring rop reports of Manitoba and the

The monthly reports of the Agricultural Depart- North-west Territories, and in 1884 the mi-
net of the Utnited States, receihed by us, furnish anister

. .mat oer, tnd dey thater

~'~-"*Ud~I1874, twenty fivel5dyearsyagoureported lupon

ant evidence of w at, may e one even in new
countries like ours, in collecting agricultural statistics
and renderimg them serviceable to the public.

In 1872, when the Hon. John Henry Pope
Was Minister of Ageiculture, lie made this
comment :

This department, though charged with the subject
of agriculture, has not hitherto, except incidentally,
d.ealt with it nor completed the necessary organiza-
t'on to inake it one of the branches of its administra-tion.

lon. gentlemen will remember that, at the
inception of confederation,although thename
.f agriculture was given to the department,
it really did not deal with the question of
agriculture a t ll, only incidentally in con-
netion with immigration, quarantine, and
such matters as that. In the year 1874, the
11on. Mr. Letellier, who was at that time
Minister of Agriculture, made these observa-
tions in his report :

t. timatelY connected with this subject is the ques-11 of agriculture and a ricultural statistics of whichOasis for future annua and periodical reports has
n established by the returns of the late census.

AIl these questions are of such importance and their
setution to be fitting and acceptable involves such an

5 7

A plan for completinq and perfecting the system of
crop reporting in Manitoba and the North-west for
which appropriation was made in the last session of
Parliament, has been put into operation with satis-
factory results which promise success. The method
adopted for obtaining these statistics is twofold:
For the province of Manitoba I have made arrange-
ment with the provincial government to make use of
its staff, and in addition to this, the agents of my
department make a simultaneous return on the first
of each month, to me, and are charged with any
special investigation that may from time to time be
required, of any facts illustrating the progress of
agriculture. The design is, by establishing a system
of efficient and prompt collection of current statistics,
to be able to present accurately the changes in crop
conditions and in the production of agricultural pro-
ducts, and the results of agricultural labour.

I have been unable, from the investiga-
tion which I have made in the reports of
the Department of Agriculture, to find any
reports that at all correspond with what the
minister speaks of here as having been the
actual result of this work. I find some
reports f rom the agents of the department,
from Brandon and other parts of the North-
west, but I have not been able to find in the
reports of the Department of Agriculture
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any regular tabulated statistics of the agri-
culture of the country. In 1885 the min-
ister again spoke of the subject:

I bave initiated in those provinces in which crop
statistics are not already taken, a system of obtaining
returns of agricultural products, by means of schedules
circulated through the postmasters in these prov inces,
from which I hope to produce satisfactory results.
This statistical investigation is intended to show the
changing areas in special crops, the harvest output in
different districts, and to offer general returns in
practical agiculture. The relations of labour to pro-
duction afecting the prices of lands and products,
and the adoption of industries to localities will all
appear in clearer light where considered in connection
with carefully collected agricultural statistics.

Whatever effort was put forth, as would
seem to be indicated from this general state-
ment from the minister of the day, we are
not able to find in the reports any tabulated
statements or anything to show that any
real substantial work was the result. I fear
the postmasters were not so impressed with
the importance of the work, or that proper
organization was not behind it and that
therefore little or nothing was done. In
1892 the minister of the day, my bon.
friend from London, said:

Special mention may be made of the number of ap-
plications for information on agricultural subjects to
which no answers could be returned owing to the
absence of any system for collecting agricultural sta-
tistic for the Dominion. A quantity of information
concerning the various systems for collecting these
returns in force in different countries has been
obtained and if some similar place was adopted in
this country the value to the farmers and the com-
mercial community of the information thus obtained
can hardily be overestimated.

I read these various references to this
subject from time to time to show what
different gentlemen, under different govern-
ments, who filled the position of Minister of
Agriculture during all these years, fully ap-
preciated the importance of this question.
Again in 1893, the Hon. Mr. Angers, who
was Minister of Agriculture, said:

The statisticians' office has become a sort of general
inquiry office from all parts of the world.

Some of these inmquries, especially those relating
to agricultural statistics, it has been fcund necessary
in former years to leave unanswered owing to the
absence of any system of collecting them co-extensive
with the Dominion. If a good plan ensuring accuracy
and early publication could be adopted in Canada the
value to farmers and business men of this informa-
tion can hardly be overestinated.

Then the next year, 1894, I think the
same gentleman was Minister of Agriculture
and he speaks of the subject. It appears to
have impressed itself on the attention more

keenly than formerly, from a fact which he
mentioned in his report. He says:

The minister speaking of the statistician says: His
office has been visited by prominent officials of France,
Germany and the United Kingdom on the way to or
froin the Chicago fair. They have in all cases been
supplied with information which it is believed will
prove of benefit to Canada, since it has been supplied
in the best possible way, namely, by oral communica-
tion in answer to questions put on the spot.

In the course of the interviews the statistician has
been found to confess the fact that Canada lags behind
other countries in many branches of statistics.

In no branch has there been so many inquiries as in
that relating to agricultural statistics. These inquiries
have necessarily been answered in a most unsatisfac-
tory way owing to the absence of any system of
collecting agricultural statistics co-extensive with the
Dominion.

And in the different years that have
intervened, from 1894 when the minister
made this report, to the present time,
almost these very words have become
stereotyped and remain in the annual
report of the Minister of Agriculture, and
still nothing has been done. I find the
present Minister of Agriculture in the last
report, after having referred to the subject
in somewhat the saine way as formerly,
speaks of what has been done by co-ope-
ration between the Federal and Provincial
Governments in the matter of health sta-
tistics and vital statistics, and he points
out that some of the provinces have passed
laws on these subjects and have been dealing
with and collecting vital statistics, and the
Federal Government and the provincial
government co-operate in carrying out these
branches of statistics, and that successful
results have been obtained in that way,
and then he adds:

This plan could be carried out in respect of agri-
cultural statistics so that while each province could
have its own statistics for publication, the world at
large would have those of the Dominion. The very
great attention given to crop statistics in the United
States, France, Germany and Australia, and the
large monetary operations based upon them, make it
almost imperative upon Canada to provide her farmer-
and business men with these aids to successful
effort.

I may say I have found these words in
the last report, which has been placed in
my hands since I put my notice on the paper,
and that I have received a good deal of
encouragement from them, but when We
glance back and remember all the promising
words that have been used by ministers
since confederation on the same subject, we
have no reason to be assured that early
action will be taken, notwithstanding that
the present Minister of Agriculture appears
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to have hit upon a plan of securing co-opera-
tion with the provinces. With regard to
the action the provinces are taking, I may
say that I am aware that in the province of
Ontario a rather efficient system of prepara-
tion, compilation and distribution of crop
statistics is in operation. I read in the
Parmers' Advocate, the leading agricultural
paper of Canada, in its March issue, the
following:-

Methods of collecting information : About tifty years
ago in the province of Ontario the Board of Agricul-
ture began t(, collect and publish through the press
and otherwise such information, and the celebrated
Royal Agriciiltural Commission of 1880 recommended
the regular collection and publication of agricultural
statistics. The gQvernment wisely adopted the sug-
gestion and Mr. Archibald Blue mapped out a plan
and was made secretary of the "Bureau of Industries,"
Which lie conducted with great ability until called to
take charge of another departmnent, being succeeded
by Mlýr. C. C. James, the present secretary and Pro-
vincial IDeputy Minister of Agriculture, whose great
executive abiities have fuither improved the service.
We find that: (1). Information is collected on crop,
stock and food conditions from regular correspon-
dents three times every year-1st of May, August
und November. Occasionally a fourth request is made,
if special weather conditions such as frost, too nuch
ramn, drought, &c., demand it. (2). These are got
from a list of permanent correspondents numberm°
800 to 1,000, the list constantly being revised, negli-
Fents being dropped, and newly found competents

ing added ; 600 to 800 are counted on replying on
all occasions. (3). The statistics are obtained by
Sending out blank cards er schedules to every farmer
whose name and address is secured through the school
teachers. Returns are received fron 6,000 to 15,000
Persons. (4). Correspondents are pretty evenly dis-
tributed over the province, fron 25 to 30 in each
cOunty. (5). To regular cgrrespondents are sent all
Vublished reports and special pamphlets no money is
Paid. (6). In June of each year a large card is sent to
every farmer in the province, returnable first week in
July for details as to acreage of farm crops, timber,
&C.; orchard, stock, implements and tl.eir value.

Then the editor refers to what bas been
done in Manitoba, and says:

The provincial government there have 250 corres-
pondents, and they carry on their work in some de-
gree as it is done in the province of Ontario.

1n looking over the Agricultural Year
Books of the United States we find that in
that country this subject bas, ever since
1863, received a great deal of attention in-
deed, and the-se books that are brought out
every year as a compendium of the general
results, contain only the very slightest
indication of the vast work that is being done
on this subject. I have here some notes
taken from this book, which show that the
Department of Agriculture in the United
8tates have 56,000 regular correspondents
and 140,000 occasional ones.

Hon. Mr.
man make a
the staff?

Hon. Mr.
of that.

MILLS-Did the hon. gentle-
note of the cost of maintaining

FERGUSON-I have no note

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Cost is no object.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-There is no
doubt the cost will be very considerable.
But no matter if the cost is considerable, I
hope that it will not influence my hon.
friend, because the farmer pays for all, and
it is in the interests of our leading and best
industry that it should be done. I did not
think this was a matter of cost at all. Of
course, it may be kept within reasonable
bounds, but it is a work which should
be regarded as almost beyond all price. In
the United States they have 56,000 regular
correspondents and 140,000 occasional ones.
They distribute 175,000 copies of their
nonthly reports and 325,000 occasional ones

in each year. Probably my hon. friend's
inquiry with reference to the cost was
rather different from what I thought. On re-
flection lie may possibly mean to inquire how
these correspondents are paid in the United
States If that is what the hon. gentle-
man meant, from what I can gather from
the reports most of them receive very
little remuneration. Some acknowl edg-
ments are made and they are furnished
with documents and information that they.
consider of value, enough to induce them
to supply the department with informa-
tion. However, I find in the last report
that the United States statistician is of
opinion that, in addition to all these
correspondents, agents locally sitnated, a
certain number to every state in proportion
to its extent, who would be on salary and
whose duty it would be to overlook the
whole work and furnish regular information,
would, in bis opinion, be a very desirable
thing in the way of securinggreaterefficiency.
However, we have the results in the United
States, and what is worthy of very
great notice is that not only does
the United States department collect this
information with regard to the industries of
their own country, the farming of the United
States itself, with regard to the changing
aspects of agriculture and agricultural values;
not only that, but they have through their
general offices in London, been able to secure
the most complete and recent information
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from ahl the other countries in the world. fit of ail. My notice bas just one word
That is distinctly stated in their re ports, and which I should like to correct, that is
that they are enabled, through their agents where I refer to the «a nnual" compilation
in London, to put themselves in communica- and distribution. The word "annual"
tion with the statistical departments of for- shoud not be there. 1 mean more than the
eign countries, and by that means they are annual distribution. That would be of
enabled to furnish fresh and new the very littie value indeed. What is wanted
information with regard to the crops is a calculation of crop prospects, re-
and stock, and ail these things, not .nly ports of condition of cattle, competition
for the United States but for other in other parts of the world, &c. These
countries. It is quite evident, f rom the
fact of our having a high commissioner's
office in London--which has proved to be
of very great value to Canada in many re-
spects-it is quite evident to my mind
that still more valuable work could be
done in London in connection with that
office, so that the Department of Agriculture
here would be regularly supplied with the
very latest information with regard to crops
and farming products ail over the world, and
that it should be regularly distributed for
the benefit of farmers. I call the atten-
tion of the government, and of this House
to this question, because, as I have aiready
said, it is of very great importance indeed,
and not one unnecessary day*s delay should
occur before the Department of Agriculture
takes the matter up. It would not be neces-
sary, probabl j, to duplicate whatever is being
done, and being done well in the various
provinces, as the Minister of Agriculture,
in his last report, which I have already read
f rom, says and says very wisely that it would
be possible to secure such co-operation,
with the provincial governments and their
officers as would render it unnecessary to
duplicate much of the work that is being
done in the provinces. It would be possible
to extend the work, and wherever it is not
being done or is done inefficientiy, to see
that it is done efficiently, and in that way
secure the compilation and the consequent
distribution of the results amongst our
farmers and ail classes of the country,
not only farmers alone, but those who are
dealing with farmers' products, and to
them it will be equally useful, and inciden-
tally such distribution would benefit the
farmers as well. To ail who are dealing
with farmers' producta and to ail who
are studying our social and industrial
questions, it would be of the greatest
possible value that the most complete
and accurate statistics should be regularly
collectý d and that they should be as regu-
larly and promptly distributed for the bene-

should be distributed while they are fresh
and new, and not by any mere system of
annual distribution -not even monthly dis-
tribution, but as soon as they can be com-
piled. I hope the gentlemen in the govern-
ment will give the subject their earnest
attention, and that at an early day this
important matter will be treated as it de-
serves.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I have been very
much engaged in the work of my depart-
ment and in the proceedings of this House,
and consequently have not had an opport-
unity of discussing this question with the
Minister of Agriculture since the hon. gen-
tleman has put this notice on the paper, but
I know very well that the subject lias been
engaging the attention of the Minister of
Agriculture for a very considerable period of
time, and that from time to time he has
been making suggestions with the view of
improving the condition of the agricultural
population, by distributing information
amongst them and hy making such experi-
ments, by the establishment of farm stations,
as may serve to improve the methods of agri-
culture and to introduce whatever may be
best in the way of seed grain and otherwise
for rendering their labours more profitable.
The hon. gentleman has referred to a num-
ber of subjects, amongst others the work
that is done by the department at Washing-
ton connected, I think, with the Smithsonian
Institute there, for the purpose of diffusing
information amongst the population upon
the subject of agriculture. The United
States have incurred an enormous expendi-
ture every year for this purpose. I can-
not at this moment recall the amount, but I
know that it runs up into the millions, and
although they are a very much larger
population than we in Canada, I think the
people of this counitry are not in a position
to expend even such an amount, in pro-
portion to their population, as that spent by
the government of the Uuited States. la
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fact, there have been a great many coin-
plaints there within the last few years with
respect to this expenditure. A very large
amount has been expended in the distribu-
tion of seed grain of various sorts foF
experimental purposes, and this distribution
it is said has been the subject of no incon-
siderable abuse. I do not know that it
would be to the public advantage that the
government of Canada should incur a large
expenditure for the purpose of obtaining
statistical information which might dupli-
cate simply the work that is being done by
the various provinces through local agencies
which the government control and which
give them a facility of coming more directly
in contact with the individuals in each por-
tion of the province than any machinery at
our disposal would enable us to do without
an expenditure proportionately larger than
that which the province incurs; but I think
it might very well be that the report made
from the Departnent of Agriculture, and
the information that is circulated periodi-
eally during the continuance of the year,
might be collected. An officer in the de-
Partment, or more than one officer if more
than one is necessary.-I daresay that more
than one would be necessary-might easily,
by careful study and investigation of what
is being done in each province, give such a
Sumnmary of it from time to time as might
be useful, not merely for circulation anongst
farimers in other provinces than the one in
which the statisties originate, but also those
engaged or interested in agriculture in the
United Kingdom who might be disposed to
comne to this country. Statistics usually
grow up-the perfection of them-very
slowly in countries. The hon. gentleman has
referred to how very littiehas beendone since
confederation for the purpose of collecting
information upon the subject of agriculture,
and for its diffusion amongst the people of
the Dominion. The fact that very little bas
been done in that regard in this country up
to the presant tine, rather tends to show *the
ditficulty of the work in connection with the
Doiminion, the government not having the
samle machinerv as the provinces for collect-
"'g information, being dependent largely
uPon the voluntary information imparted by
those to whom the Minister of Agriculture
ray, froin time to time, write. The infor-
nation obtained is often uncertain, and

nIecessarily imperfect, because, in manycases, the parties who have been written to

fail to respond. I know the present Minis-
ter of Agriculture lias been giving a good
deal of attention to the subject, and I have
no doubt that whatever can be done, in the
way of collecting information in that regard,
will be done. Our statistics tlat are pub-
lished fron year to year in the annual re-
port that is prepared by the department,
have for many years been devoted rather to
the consideration of the growth of manufac-
tures and industrial institutions, than to the
collection of information connected with
agricultural operations. That collection of
information, and the systemization of what
may be obtained upon the subject, might
very well embrace everything relating to
agriculture that can be, without unusual ex-
pense, collected and diffused amongst the
population, in addition to that periodical
information which is obtained monthly, and
which is s3attered broadcast by some of the
provinces, at least, amongst the people of the
province.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Would it not be pos-
sible to have the reports from the different
provines compiled together so as to forma
one volume of statistics, which in that way
might be distributed? I desire to say that
as far as Ontario is concerned I wish to bear
witness of their very excellent systen of
collecting agricultural statistics and giving
the results of their inquiries to the public
every month. The gentleman who had
charge of that departnant before, Mr. Blue,
discharged that duty very well, and so far
as I can learn so does his successer. I have
been in the habit, for some years past, of
sending these quarterly reports to people in
England who are interested in the country.
Those reports have been full of information,
and the correspondence which they have
witlh different farmers, although some of it
is perhaps curious literature, still gives on the
whole an idea of what progreqs is made in
the country. I do not see why a compila-
tion of these reports could not be made.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I suggested that one
or more of the officers in the department
might collect that infornmationwhich is given.
I know this work, was undertaken some years
ago by Mr. Blue, a gentleman I have known
al[ his life, and who, having begun life as a
farmer, was certainly well adapted to initiate
that enterprise, and I believe that the statis-
tics collected in the province of Ontario are
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more complete, perhaps, than in any province
in the Dominion, and quite as satisfactory
as those of any province in the American
Union. The Agricultural Department might
and probably will act on the suggestion that
the hon. senator f rom Toronto has made.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I understood by
the first part of the hon. minister's speech
that the present Minister of Agriculture is
carrying out the principle and policy laid
down by his predecessor. I am very glad
he is doing so. It is the only means of get-
ting accurate information of the agriculture
of the country. The distribution of seeds,
was initiated by Sir John Carling when he
was Minister of Agriculture and a member
of the House of Commons. I remember the
hon. gentleman opposite and his colleagues
in the House of Commons were very much
opposed to the establishment of the experi-
mental farms which have been of such great
value to the farmera of Canada. I remem-
ber very well that the opposition to the hon.
Minister of Agriculture was very strong
when he tried to get grants to establish
those farms which are of so much benefit
now to the whole Dominion. It would be
very well to encourage and afford facilities
for acquiring and distributing agricultural
information for the benefit of the farmers of
the country.

GROUNDS SURROUNDING THE
PARLIAMENT BUILDINGS.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN rose to:
Call the attention of the government to the condition

of that part of the grounds surrounding the Parliament
Buildinge, extendmng along the face of the cliff over-
looking the Ottawa River; and will inquire if it is
the intention of the governinent to protect them from
further injury ?

He said :-I think I may assume that all
Canadians are proud of the capital of the
Dominion, and especially so of these build-
ings, and the very beautiful site which they
occupy. There are few scenes in any part
of Canada, or on this continent, which can
be coInpared with the view which meets the
eye, the broad rushing river, with its
background of mountains, as seen either
from the terrace at the top of the bank or
from the walk which winds around the face
of the cliff. It is to this latter part of the
grounds and their condition that I desire to
eall attention for a few minutes. The chief

beauty of this walk is undoubtedly the
wooded bank both above and below it, and
one can easily see that nothing would more
impair their effect that the loss or destruction
of the trees and shrubs which now clothe
the rocks, and without which they woulid be
bare and barren slopes. A certain amount
of destruction has been going on for a long
time past. I have watched very carefully
from year to year the effects of frost and
heavy rains. The soil is gradually, in many
places, being washed away from the crumb-
ling rocks, leaving the roots of the trees
bare and exposed and the consequence is
that many of them are either dying or dead.
Then, on the lower slope, stretching down to
the water, a great many trees have fallen, and
yet noattempthas been made to replace them,
even to remove the dead timber. I do not
suppose that all this would be very percept-
ible to any one who does not take a great in-
terest in the matter. The destruction is so
very gradual, but I cannot put it too strong-
ly that if it is not checked, in a few years
the beautyof those cliffs will be veryseriously
impaired. If I wanted an object lesson to
give force to my representations, I do not
think I could do better than point to Nepean
Point and the destruction which is being
wrought there. There are few things which
impress visitors to Ottawa more than the
view from the Sappers' bridge, looking north
towards the river. The wooded bank on the
left hand side, with the towers of these
buildings rising above the trees, and the cliffs
on the opposite side covered with evergreens
and clothed with a perfect curtain of creepers
in summer, which makes this view down the
ravine one of the most beautiful scenes in
Ottawa. I presume, as the railroad goes on
towards its ultimate destination, the whole of
that cliff on the east side with its trees and
creepers will be utterly destroyed.

Hon. Mr. MJLLS-I hope not.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN--How it was that the
good people of Ottawa did not resist such a
frightful piece of vandalism is more than I
can comprehend. But to return more im-
mediately to the subject of my motion, it
may be asked what can be done to check
the destruction that is going on. Many
of the worst places can easily be re-
deemed by a little terracing. A dozen years
ago I ventured to suggest something of the
same kind to the minister who was then
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in charge of the public works, and on one
side of the slope places where the earth
was sliding away and the rock was crumb-
ling, were repaired by being partly terraced
and small shrubs and trees planted, the effect
of which was to keep the soil from being fur-
ther washed away. The resultis that that part
of the walk is in a fair state of preservation,
while in other places on the slopes the earth
is being washed away from the roots of the
trees, and they are gradually dying and many
evergreens there in a short time will be dead.
It is quite worth our while to endeavour to
preserve that walk in all its beauty, and in
fact I think we ought to feel that anything
which can be done to beautify those grounds
and make them a source of pride, not only
to the people of Ottawa but to the Dominion,
Ought to be done as I 1km already mentioned.
At some places on thoiower slope, the dead
trees and branches have been allowed to ac-
Cunulate. There is no danger to be appre-
hended from that just now, but in a dry
Season the ashes from a pipe or a lighted cigar
thrown down the slope and falling on one of
those heaps of rubbish, might start a fire
which would destroy the whole beauty of
the slopes. Then, again, the government
have tolerated-I do not know how they
Could allow it-a frightful dump at the
extreme west end of the walk, just behind
the Supreme Court buildings. The slope of
the bank there is defaced by the enormous
arnount of rubbish which I think was thrown
first of all from the building, and then there
18 a choice collection of oyster and lobster
cans strewed down the slope which has effec-
tually spoiled a very pretty walk that used
to run along the foot of the bank. I think
then hon. gentlemen it is not asking too much
from the government that they should take
the necessary steps to preserve these grounds
from further injury, and above all, that the
Work should be done intelligently. In this
cofnection I should like to mention one
other thing. When these grounds were first
laid out, hon. gentlemen will remember they
lOoked at first very little better than a des
erted stone quarry, and it was doubtful
Whether trees could be got to grow here at
all. Whoever laid out the grounds did it
Judiciously. At either end of the main
building on the east and west there was
an embankment of earth formed, and plant-
ed with trees. These trees, much to some
Peoples' astonishment, took root and have
grown vigorously, but nothing bas been

done to keep them in order, and if there
was a landscape gardner employed, a man
who understands his business, these groups
could be greatly improved. Any one who
takes the trouble to examine them now will
see that the trees in the inside of the group
are dying from being too much crowded
together, a certain number ought to be cut
away to give space for the others to spread
and form handsome trees. If that is not
done, the lower branches will die and drop
off, and the trees will lose their beauty of
form. To do this work properly and judi-
ciously, somebody should be employed, not
an ordinary gardener, who is all well enough
to plant out flowers, but a man who under-
stands that sort of work and who knows
something about landscape gardening-
otherwise " the last estate will be worse
than the first." I take great pride, myself,
as a Canadian, in these buildings and sur-
roundings. I think we ought to make the
capital of the Dominion and everything con-
nected with it as perfect as can be. Whether
anything can be done to prevent the des-
truction of Nepean Point, I do not know.
My hon. friend reminds me that if the rail-
way comes, and I think it must come, to
the Canada Atlantic terminus, south of
Rideau street, it must take the whole of
that lovely bank down.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I hope not.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-I do not see how it
can be avoided. 1 should think that, so far
as the park on Major Hill in concerned, its
beauty and the enjoyment of the people who
frequent it will certainly not be increased
by railway trains sending their smoke all
over the place. That, of course, is a minor
evil, but it would be an irreparable loss if
the whole of that ravine was destroyed by
the cutting away of the cliff.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I think we are all
under a debt of gratitude to the hon. gentle-
man from Toronto for having brought this
subject to the notice of the House, but I
understand that Wellington street is under
the management of Parliament. If I am
correct in that, I would call attention to the
disgraceful state of the sidewalk on Welling-
ton street. I do not think there is a town
in Canada that would permit such a state of
things-broken boards and stones, which
are dangerous to one's limbs A quantity of
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stone has been put in heaps on the street
without being properly spread out. No
roller has been put over them ; the dirt has
been scraped into hillocks, and has not been
removed for days-I might say weeks.
What would any Washington man say when
he saw Wellington street of this " Washing-
ton of the north ' "

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I cordially agree with
everything that has been said by the hon.
senator from Toronto. The government
and Parliament must be regarded as trustees
of these buildings and grounds, and they
should see that nothing is done to mar their
beauty. I have not been, myself, over the
walk round the bank for two or three years,
but it would be a great misfortune if any-
thing should happen that would permit of
the destruction of the trees and shrubs which
grow both above and below the walk. There
cani be no doubt of this fact, that if the trees
are allowed to die there and are not replaced,
the earth, which is kept in its position hy the
roots of the growing trees, would soon be
washed away, and it would be impossible that
any other trees could be made grow in their
place. Nepean Point has undoubtedly been
to some extent disfigured by undertaking to
bring a railway across the Ottawa River to
that point. I hope, however, that the dis-
figuration will be, at all events, in its full
extent, only temporary, and that no further
injury will be done to the bank on the east
side of the ravine by the railway coming
through there. It seems to me there is
room between the canal and the bank for
the location of the road without interfering
with or in any way injuring the bank. I
would regard it as very unfortunate if, by
permitting a railway to locate its line there,
in order to reach the central station, it
should in any way interfere with the present
condition of the ravine. I am told that it
is possible to level the slope at Nepean Point
and cover it with vines at a very early
period, so that the unsightly appearance it
presents at the present moment cari be over-
come. I hope that that may be so, and I
entirely concur in the observations made by
the hon. senator that care should be taken
to protect the slope from injury, to pre.serve
the trees that are growing there, and to re-
plant others to replace those that are decay-
ed, and to take necessary steps to preserve
those growing at each end of the building.
I trust that the appropriation made this

year, and to be continued hereafter for
beautifying portions of the city in which
we have an interest, will be expended
satisfmctorily, and that the appearance of the
city of Ottawa,as the capital of theDominion,
will be greatly improved by what may he
done at an early period. I know the notion
has gone abroad that this is in compensation
to the city for the loss of taxes which other-
wise the city might obtain upon the grounds
occupied by the government buildings. That,
I tbink, is not the view taken by the govern-
ment or by Parliament. It is not given in
compensation to the city for any loss which
they may sustain on that account. I do
not think, in fact, that any loss is sustained.
The advantage that the city derives from
Ottawa being the capital is a compensation
far beyond any didvantage arising from
the loss of taxation upon property which is
held by the government. Certainly the city
would be in a very different position if the
capital were located elsewhere. What is
proposed, and the jurisdiction for undertak-
ing the expenditure, is that, Ottawa being
the capital of the Dominion, the whole
country is interested in its condition and its
appearance. We have to pay some attention
to the aesthetic demands of the country, and
some regard to the public opinion of visitors
fron other portiens of Christendom, so it is
of consequence that a moderate expenditure
shall be made in order that the capital of
Canada may not be unworthy of the country
of which it is the centre and head.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-I wish to call at-
tention to another matter closely connected
with the question just treated of by the
hon. Minister of Justice, that the preserva-
tion of the Parliament Buildings fron the
danger of fire. We know that the western
block was, a short time ago, very seriously
injured and great loss was sustained by fire
in that building. On previous occasions we
have been threatened with other fires in the
departments. Since that great fire in the
western block, I understand an improved
system has been introduced into this build-
ing and probably into the other departmental
buildings for their protection, in the way of
hose and matters of that kind. What I
would suggest is that a system of drill and
say once a forthnight or once a week if
necessary should be introduced among the
officials in these buildings so that in case of
fire every man might know his station and
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what to do. We know in case of fire people poem addressed to the Duke of Athol as the
are very apt to lose their heads, and do the "humble petition of Bruar Water." When
contrary thing to what they should do. A Burns visited that part of the Highlands, he
system of drill would not take a great deal found the beautiful stream suffering from
of time, and if it were done among the civil the depletion of the trees on its banks, and
Servants and employees about the buildings be wrote au humble address of Bruar Water
in the case of fire every one would know to the Duke of Athol, asking that he might
bis duty and do it immediately and perhaps plant the matgin of the stream with trees in
a great conflagration might be prevented order to preserve it f rom droughts, and it is
by a system of that kind. to the credit of the Duke of Athol that he

lion INr. COTTThehon genlemn'sresponded to that request. In 1886, whienHon. visited that part of the Highlands, was
Suggestion has already been acted uPOf. pained to find tha the trees, which had been
The police under Mr. Sherwood are instruct- planted nearly a hundred years before in
ed in that, and they are from time to time response to Burns' poem, had nany of them
drilled so as to know the position of the dif- been blown down and destroyed by the storm
ferent hydrants and hose. that wrecked the Tay bridge-that terrifie

lon. 'Mr. PROWS E-Are they here ail ffood and storhe whicl swept over that part
nigîthl of the country, when large trunks of trees

had been broken and destroyed. But I
lion. Mr. SCOTT-Yes. learned-in fact, I say f rom. my own obser-

vation-that the present Duke of Athol had
lon. Mr. FERGUSON-The hon. gen- gone to the trouble of pantirg new trees to

tlernan for York has rendered a very distinct take the place of those which had been
Service to the country in bringing Up this destroyed by the storm. I hope wny hon.
ifl&tter because it mnust be interestino' to îfriend will be as successful as the poet was,.
every hon. gentleman in this Huse. I and that the appeal he bas made on the pre-
neyer visit Ottawa but I reflept on the sent occasion to the governinentewill ot be
eiection of the seat of government by lier in vain, that these beautiful grounds will be

Majesty as one of the mnany instances of the taken care of, that the life of the trees will
'VerY great wisdom. which Her Majesty be guarded, not only against fire, b ý t agai nst
Queen Victoria bas displayed in governing exposure and danger of other kinds, for
this great realm, for certainly no more there is no doubt that there is a great deal
happy choice cou Id possibly have been of truth c what my bon. friend the Minister
in1ade than that of Ottawa as the seat of of Justice has said, that visitors from ail parts
govern. Mr. I cannot say that I altogether of the world whoa cole to our Canadian capi-
agreo with my hon. friend, the Minister of tal are impressed in favour of our country
Justice, when e says, as I understood him, by the beauty as weil as by the contmodous
that the city of Ottawa is not entitled to character of our Parliament Buildings, and
'Onsideration in regard to the oss of taxa- everything that pertains. to the.
tiOn. wbich may arise from, this part of the
Maty being set apart for this purpose, VACANT JUDGESIP IN PRINCE
evas1nuch as very large incidentai advant- EDWARD ISLAND.
n9e arise to Ottawa tronI beinc the
seat of goverment. There is no question
that these incidentai advantage-s do arise, Hon. Mr. FERGUSON rose to:

at it was the very fact that Ottawa Cali the attention of the government t the fact
preented the best advantages for being the that the office of Cornty Judge for Queen's County,
capital, that brought the seat of goverument P.E.I., has been vacant for a considerable time; and
here, and Ottawa shoud surely get ail ol dnqure when an appobntent wenl be made?

redit for what was, in the first instance, e said .- I do not think my hon. friend
ge to ber own great natural advantage. the Minister of Justice can say that this is

aY hon. friend from , York bas dons very the first intimation be lias ad of this
Jnu bringing this subjet of the grouds vacancy. I do not thik that that will be
at the trees under the attention tf this bis answer. The late laented Judge Alley

hinourable h use, and wben he made bis died on the 6th Mav iast and from that
Pech I was rerinded of Burs' celebrated timethis highly importanto-ficial position bas
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been vacant. It will soon be three months,
and very great inconvenience has resulted
from that vacancy. The hon. Minister of
Justice knows that when a judge is ill or
absent f rom duty there is a provision in the
law by which another judge may take his
place and perform his functions. But when
a judge dies there is no provision by which
another judge can perform his duties. There
has been no court since the 6th of May
although one is due to beheld onthe firstday of
August; but proceedingsunder theGarnishee
Act cannot be taken, aid in respect of these
proceedings very considerable loss is being
incurred, and there is a very strong feeling
in the community with regard to the non-
appointment of a person to fill that vacancy
for so long a period of time. There is no
parallel for this delay, i. Prince Edward
Island at all events, since confederation, in
filling an important judicial position where
the court has only a single judge. Last
year my hon. friend made provision in the
estimates for an increase of salary of $400
to the judge of Queen's County on account
of the onerous and important character of
the duties which he had to perform, and
every hon. gentleman who knew anything
of the situation agreed with my hon. friend
when lie made that increase. But now we
have this office remrining vacant for about
three inonths, and I may tell my hon. friend
frankly that it is believed, in the province of
Prince Edward Island, that the failure to
appoint a successor to Judge Alley is due to
political exigencies. I hope my hon. friend
will not stay his hand much longer. A par-
tial election is coming on down there just
now, and when I tell the hon. gentleman that
it will be held on the 25th of this month I
trust that the political exigency will be then
over and it will be possible for the Depart-
ment of Justice to make an appointment to
this position which has been left improperly
vacant for so long a period.

Hon. Mr. MILLS -I think my hon. friend
was a member of the administration at one
time when vacancies were allowed to remain
for a very much longer period. There has
been no complaint madc to me as yet in con-
sequence of the vacancy. There are a good
many judges in Prince Edward Island and
not a very large population, and I may say
to the hon. gentleman that this is the long
vacation. There is nothing special to do at
present. I am giving consideration to the

subject, and I trust that before long I shall
be able to make to His Excellency a recom-
mendation to the office that is now vacant.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
There is no judge, as I understand, in that
county. The cases to which my hon. friend
referred are cases in which there were a
number of judges? There might be a vacancy
in Ontario or Quebec, but there are a number
of deputy judges who, as a rule, perform
their duties. The case to which .ny hon.
friend calls attention is one in which there
is no deputy.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There is a very limited
jurisdiction and not a very litigous popula-
tion.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That speaks well for the province, if such be
the case, but my hon. friend from Marsh-
field says that very great inconvenience has
arisen in consequence of the vacancy.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It has not been
brought to my notice.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
My hon. friend called the attention of the
minister to the fact that no action could be
taken to put into force the provisions of the
Garnishee Act, and I do not think the case
is at all analogous, when you consider the
limited area of the district, and the fact that
one judge has to perform the duties of a
particular county.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSOIN-Last year the
hon. gentleman provided $400 additional as
salary for this very judgship, which he re-
gards as unimportant, and says, is very little
litigation.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I hope the additional
salary did not contribute to shorten his days.

BUFFALO AND FORT ERIE BRIDGE
COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON moved the third
reading of Bill (96) "An Act respecting the
Buffalo and Fort Erie Bridge Company," as
amended. He said :-The hon. gentleman
who has charge of this bill intimated to the
House. yesterday, when moving for the dis-
charge of this order, that some objection
had been made to the name of this
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bridge company. There is another company
in existence of exactly the same naine. My
hon. friend communicated with the pro-
moters of the bill, and they have consented
to change the naine, and they propose that
instead of the naine of the Buffalo and Fort
Erie Bridge Company, they will adopt the
name of the "Welland and Grand Island
Bridge Company." I therefore move that the
Bill (96) be not now read the third time, but
that it be amended by striking out " The
Ontario and New York Bridge Company "
where it occurs in the said amended bill,
and that the words " The Welland and
Grand Island Bridge Company," be substi-
tuted therefor.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
think there must be some error, because the
bill as it stands upon the order paper is
called the Buffalo and Fort Erie Bridge
Company.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They changed the
name in the committee from the Buffalo and
Fort Erie Bridge Company to the Ontario
and New York Bridge Company.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-It was an error
giving it that naine, and they found another
company with the saine naine, and in order
to avoid confusion, they have consented to
change it.

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The order paper contains the naine of the
old company, the Buffalo and Fort Erie
Bridge Company, instead of being in accord-
alce with the amendment made in the
committee.

lon. Mr. POWER-I suppose the resolu-
tion will do its work, but this is really an
amnendiment to an amendment which was
repOrted by the committee. The committee
reported in favour of adding a clause to the
bill to change the naine of the company,
and this amendment is to that clause. It is
not an amendment that should go to the
liouse of Commons. It is simply putting
an amendment which this House has already
made to the bill in a different shape.

Ron. Mr. FERGUSON-I think the
reshlution is all right. It is an amendment

tthe motion on the paper.
The motion was agreed to, and the bill as

anended was then read the third time and
Passed.

DOMINION ELECTIONS ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

SECOND READING POSTPONED.

The order of the day being called:

Second reading (Bill V) " An Act further to amend
the Dominion Elections Act as respects the Province
of Prince Edward Island."-(Hon. Mr. Ferguson.)

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Will the bon. gentle-
man allow this bill to stand.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I an sorry that
I cannot comply with the request. This
bill was distributed two days ago.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I call attention to
the fact that it is not printed in French.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-And the hon.
gentleman will not be able to understand it
on that account. Can my hon. friend, the
Secretary of State, tell me, as the objection
has in the first instance come from him, why
it is that so long a time has been taken to
get this bill printed I It was sent down to
the Printing Bureau at 9.35 p.m. of this day
week, from the hands of the law clerk of
this House. I find other bills here, which
were sent later, have been advanced a stage
and appear to be printed both in English
and French. I would like an explanation
of why this bill bas been detained so long.
It only contains three pages and yet an ex-
traordinary length of time has been con-
sumed in getting it printed in English and
the inference is that it will take another
week to get it printed in French.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not know any-
thing about the printing of the bill. All I
know is that the French copy has to be
furnished by the translators, and those bills
are printed a short time after they are sent
down. The printing bas been unusually
prompt this session, but at the end of the
session there is a good deal more than at
any other time, so many bills have been
altered and changed, and the printers have
been kept at work at night. The French
copy of the bill could not have been sent
down. They are slow in the translators
office, and the proofs do not go down very
rapidly.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-It was distri-
buted two days ago.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-The bon. Secretary
of State tells us that the printing bas been
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unusually prompt this year. We have not so that it will be impossible to get the
had a copy of the Debates for ten days, and amendments throuh the lower House this
that bas been the state of affairs during the session it is necessarv that it should have a
session. It is an utter absurdity to continue second reading now. 1 confess I ar not
the printing at the Printing Bureau if we acquainted with the facts, but the hon.
cannot get it done. For ten days we have gentleman from Marshfield says that the
not received copies of the Debates in this bill only proposes to correct errors
chamber, and the Debates are perfectly use- in the Franchise Act which will in-
less to members of the House if they want terfere materially with any election which
to consult thein on any subject that is being might take place until they are amended. If
discussed. It passes my comprehension what that be the case, it might as well be done
expedition means. now. Under ail the circumstances, as the

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I can give an easy ex- rule b scarcely ever been invoked uniess

planation. Hon. gentlemen might have the getema will withdraw hoeton.

sontheani will beha imp ossbetongt.h

Debates here the foiiowing day, but, unfor-
tunateiy, the proofs are sent round to the Hon. Mr. POWER-I think that cour-
memibers aîd tbey keep tlem fron day to tesy like reciprocity, should not be jug-
day, and, of course, they cannot get on with handled, and the hion. gentleman on the
the printing tiii the proofs are ail in. If other side las been very fond of denouncing
the copy is ail allowed to go down from, the jug-handled reciprocity. The hon. Secretary
reporter to the Bureau direct, on. gente- a te the te o

gen teak frmMhel says ge tat them

men catb have the reports the very next day, Marshfied to allow the bil to stand until
if they like. That would be the only satlis- Monday. That was not a verv serous re-
factory rule tat could be made. Senatorse de
are appealed to, and so, are members of Par- Thest and.i gntmnvfom Mrshfied de-y

iamentn thend in tir proof t done ndo clined to grant the request, and it was then
rtl hat I thought roper to invoke the rule of

so, and that stops the who e report. d o , rci r t hul t be jug-

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Then let them go
without the proofs. If they are not returned
in twenty-four hours, let them be returned
without revision. I think there is a rule to
that effect. I appeal to my hon. friend the
senior member for Halifax, and he can tell
the House, that what I am saying is true.
The Debates have not been in the hands of
the senators for from six to ten days.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is the fault of the
senators.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-It should be cor-
rected.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-As chairman of the
Debates Committee, I may mention to the
House that it is a positive order of that
committee that, unless the reports are re-
turned within twenty-four hours, they shall
go to the printer uncorrected.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I hope the hon. senator fron Halifax will
withdraw his objection, as none of the
French gentlemen of the House have entered
any protest, the bill is of some importance
and unless it is determined to delay it

the rule before. I am not going to stand on
technicalities, and I shall withdraw the
objection.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-If the hon.
Secretary of State presses the request, I
shall comply with it, but I hope he will not
do that. It is a small amendment but it is
of very great importance. It is some four
or five weeks since I called the attention of
the House to it, and I have done my very
best to have the amendment made in the
election law, as my hon. friend the Minister
of Justice knows. I went to the pains of
preparing a bill and put it in his hands. le
had it a week or ten days in his possession
and I was trying to get the government to
move in the matter. Nothing has been
done. If my hon. friend persista in his
request, and wishes the bill to stand till
Monday, I must comply, but if the bull
should not become law this session, the
responsibility will rest upon my hon. friend
the Secretary of State. It is a matter that
could be explained and put through in a
very few minutes, and if the bill should,
unfortunately, not become law this session,
I must not be held responsible.
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Neither the Minister
of Justice nor myself has looked at the bill.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The Minister of
Justice had it in his possession a week.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It certainly will not
facilitate the bill. I have no objection, per-
sonally, to going on with it. My object
was to enable me to consult the minister f rom
Prince Edward Island, who was familiar
with the subject and to get his opinion
about the bill. Then it might be facilitàted,
but of course it will not make faster pro-
gress by being taken up to-day.

lon. Mr. FERGUSON-If my lion. friend
the Minister of Justice is not satisfied that
the Minister of Marine and Fisheries has
had ample time to consider the bill with him,
I will grant the request at once and let it
stand until Monday.

lion. Mr. MILLS-I called the attention
of the Minister of Marine and Fisheries to
the bill and asked him to take it into con-
sideration, because it seems to me a bill re-
lating to the franchise ought to originate in
the other House and not in the Senate, and
for that reason the bill of last year, although
Prepared in the department, was not intro-
duced by me, but was left to a minister in
the House of Commons to introduce it. I
have not had an opportunity of seeing this
bill myself. I think it lias been put on the
file to-day for the first time.

lion. Mr. FERGUSON-The day before
Yesterday.

lon. Mr. MILLS-I have not had a
Moment to look at it, and I would rather
do that before coming to the discussion of
the bill than to look at it later. The bill
Stands for second reading, and if it is read
tO.day I am not committing myself to the
Principle. I will not object to the bill being
r'ead the second time, only the hon. gentle-

an will understand that we are not com-
1iltting ourselves to the provisions of the

ill at all. What I have to say on the sub-
Ject I may say when we go into committee.

1ion. Mr. FERGUSON-I will move
the second reading of the bill. There js but
oe important feature in it, and that is the
central point. There are two or three other
aimendments leading up to and to implement
that one. Our law clerk, whose services I

obtained for the purpose of preparing this
bill, was of the opinion that this amend-
ment could not be effectively brought
in except by consolidating two sections
of the Election Act, and although the
printing is quite large, about .a dozen or
twenty lines is all the change that is in the
law in consequence of this hill. The point
that the bill aims at is this. The House
will remember that last year the Franchise
Bill was made to contain, by amend-
ment in this House and concurred in by
the House of Commons, some provisions
which dealt specially with the difficulties of
the Prince Edward Island law. There were
no voters' lists in Prince Edward Island.
The system of open voting prevailed, and
in dovetailing the Franchise Act on the
Prince Edward Island system, a difficulty
presented itself.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Does the hon. gen-
tleman provide in his bill for a scrutiny on
recount ?

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The amend-
ments of last year provided for that,
they provided that as there was no voters'
list in the province, there could be objec-
tions offered to votes, tendered on polling
day, and the ballot could be marked, as is
done in Ontario, and the corresponding mark
put on the back of the ballot and, such
ballots put in an envelope and they could be
counted at the close of the poll for the can-
didate for whom they were marked, but in
the event of a scrutiny, all those votes could
be questioned before the County Court judge
who was to go into the merits of the votes.

Hon. Mr. MILLS -Without filing a
petition ?

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Yes, without
filing a petition. It would all come up in
the way of a recount on the usual affidavit
for a recount. It was found, however,
while all that machinery was provided by
this Parliament last year, one thing was
left unprovided for. It appears so ; I am
not quite sure, but it is a matter open
to question as to whether the County
Court judge was given the necessary juris-
diction to try those votes and examine
witnesses and decide whether they were
good or bad. The hon. gentleman will see
at once that this lay at the foundation of
this part of the bill, as far as it relates to
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the province of Prince Edward Island. The
amendment is to be found in subsection 2
of section 64, which is as follows:

[2. In the province of Prince Edward Island the
judge shall decide the objections made in each case
where a ballot paper has been cast by a person whose
right to vote has been objected to on the ground of
want of qualification, For the purpose of such
decision he shall hear any parties then appearing be-
fore him in support of or against such objection. The
said parties may be represented by counsel, and the
judge shall examine the said parties upon oath and
shall ascertain the facts and niay take such other
evidence as he thinks necessary and is able to obtain
and may require the attendance of witnesses and the
production of docunientary evidence and shall, for all
purposes of such decision, have all the powers of a
County Court in Prince Edward Island exercising his
ordinary jurisdiction in civil cases.]

That is the gravamen of the amendment,
in fact, it is the whole amendment itself.
My hon. friend, % hen the bill was read the
first time, called my attention to the fact
that, in his opinion, the amount of the de-
posit provided in the bill was not sufficient
for such an inquiry as the County Court
judge might be called upon to make on a
recount of votes, on account of those dis-
puted ballots to be looked over. I think
my hon. friend's objection was well taken,
and when we go into committee on the bill
I shall be prepared to accept an amendment
on that point which I hope will inake it
satisfactory.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Did the hon. gentle-
man say that there was open voting in the
island 1

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-We have open
voting in the provincial election, but we
were incorporating a ballot system on elec-
tion laws which-

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Considering the use
made of ballots in Ontario, would it not be
well to make provision for open voting gen-
erally I

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-That question
is not at all reached by this bill. The system
of marking ballots is provided in the Fran-
chise Act, but that principle is not affected
at all by the amendments proposed in this
bill.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am not going to op-
pose the formal passage of the second read-
ing of the bill. I was opposed last year, and
I have seen no reason to change my views,
to the scrutiny upon the counting of votes.
Hitherto the duty discharged, and it is so

in every other province of the Dominion, by
the county judge upon a recount, is simply
an arithmetical duty. He counts the bal-
lots. He sums up the result, and those
ballots that are properly marked are counted
for the one candidate or the other. My
hon. friend asked last year, and he asks by
this bill, that in addition to the mere work
of' adding up the ballots and ascertaining
the result, the returning officer may go
into a scrutiny and ascertain whether some
parties who voted in the election were en-
titled to vote or not. That, in my opinion,
is even more serious in its expense to the
candidates than the trial of an election peti-
tion ; and if a party upon an election petition
chooses to inquire into the validity of a vote,
if exception has been taken at the time, the
vote is recorded so that it may be done on
the trial of an election petition. If this pro-
vision is carried and made operative-the
hon. gentleman did net succeed in making it
operative by his amendments last year-the
result will be that you will have a scrutiny
which will involve all the delay and
all the expense of an election petition,
and then the unsuccessful candidate in the
scrutiny may file a petition and the
whole proceeding may be taken over again
upon the election petition. That is, in my
opinion, an objectionable proceeding, and I
call the attention of the House te it se that
they will see the responsibility they are as-
suming with regard te a matter which affects
the other branch of the legislature. I have
net examined the bill, and that is my reason
for reserving te myself the right te fully dis-
cuss this subject on going into committee.
Under the bill as it is drawn, and as the
hon. gentleman has introduced it into the
House, this scrutiny can only take place with
respect to ballots which have been recorded
against the candidate who is asking for the
scrutiny. Supposing a man was elected by
a majority of 25, that there are 25 or 26
ballots which have been objected te on his
behalf-that a scrutiny takes place, and that
all these ballots are disallowed; there may
be as many more objected te on the other
side, and under the proposed amendment it
would only be the ballots recorded against
the petitioner that can be inquired into, and
he might be seated notwithstanding the
majority.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The hon. gentle-
man is wrong.
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-We will see when we (In the Committee.)
come to examine the bill. I mention now Hon. Mr. MILLS-I propose to substi-what has been stated to me with regard to tute another clause for the one that stands
it. But even were it a proceeding that pro- in the bill as printed. I propose to confer
Vided for inquirmng into all the objected power, after making regulations for shop,votes, is it a proper proceeding to take on a tavern and other licenses, to charge a fee
recount, ic a eeryther prof the for the issuing of the same. That may wellDominion is a mere arithmetical proceedng be done without departing from the principle
and which here would put the candidate to . .
a double expense, for a petition could sub of no taxation without representation.
Sequently be file<i in the contest. I am call- Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
ing the attention of the House to these Does that include licenses for butcher shops
Points in order that they may see just what and all sorts of licenses?
is involved in the bill.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-May I ask the hon.
gentleman if the bill has the effect, which
its friends say it has, of marking ballots so
that it may be known how a person votes?
Who is to object to an elector's ballot?
Neither of the candidates know whom he
Voted for, and therefore a man whose vote
is not a good one will not be objected to
because nobody knows how he is voting.
That is one of the great objections to the
batiot. Open voting ought never to have
been departed froin. The huge frauds which
are now being exposed in Ontario I am
afraid are extending to other places in Canada
besides Ontario.

lion. Mr. MILLS-In so far as you have
a scrutiny, you have practically no secrecy
'fn the vote. The policy of the Dominion
law is absolute secrecy, but where you mark
a number of ballots so as to make a scrutiny
In regard to them subsequently to determine
the question of validity, you practically
depart from that provision, because you
could not strike off a vote except by know-
lng how the party voted. If you put it
"u a marked envelope and seal it up, and
count it subsequently, after its being deter-
anned whether the party had a right to
Vote Or not, of course everybody must know
how he voted.

lion. Mr. FERGUSON-I can explain
that, but perhaps it would be more conveni-
eut to do it when we go into committee.

The bill was read the second time.

YUKON TERRITORY BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into a Com-
Ilittee of the Whole on Bill (U) " An Act
to amend the Yukon Territory Act."

58

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, if they think
proper to license them. There may be
localities in which every one is a foreigner,
and it might be thought necessary to make
some provision for the public health in such
a place, and it might be necessary also to
make improvements. They may have no
elective institutions. The settlement may
be of a character in which you could not
well organize a council, and so this bill pro-
vides that if a majority petition for improve-
ments for the protection of health, &c.,
legislation for that purpose may be had.

Hon. Mr. POWER-With respect to the
composition of this commission which now
governs the Yukon Territory, I understand
that there isa commissioner and that sixother
persons are associated with him? How is the
present commission composed ? Who are the
gentlemen associated with the commissioner?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Under the Act as it
stands, the judges are ex-officio commission-
ers. I propose to repeal that clause, for this
reason : that in soine instances the judge
may assist in making ordinances and adopt-
ing regulations as a commissioner, on the
validity of which he may subsequently be
called to pass judgment. On that account,
it is thought better that the judge should
disappear from the commission.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Who are the other
five ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There is the chief
commissioner himself, the legal officer to the
commission and, if I remember rightly, the
commandant of the Mounted Police.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It may be remem-
bered that when this Yukon Territory Act
was before the House last year, in the shape
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of a bill, there was something said about and do business in the Yukon country, shal
the composition of the governing body in the be substituted for the judge.
Yukon Territory, and a suggestion was made
in this House to the effect that it would be Hon. Mr. ALMON-The ojetion m e
wise on the part of the government, looking by my h clltge is erea. We
at the circumstances of the case, to appoint ail aro that ai the vuntfia
as a member of that governing body at least the are doing busins in The uty
one person who might be considered as Tby ae gttin ai thre. he juge
representing the people living in the Yukon
country. No particular person was indi- as le would buy a house. Ahnost every
cated, but some one who might be regarded officiai I have heard of there is supposed to
as representing the interests of the people locdtinsi
who are living and doing business there.
Things which have happened during the past Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The point raised by the
year go to show that it is to be regretted that senior member f rom Hlifax (Mir. Power) is
the suggestion, which was endorsed I think well taken if you could make a selection, but
by almost every member present had not certainly at the time that Act was drawn,
been adopted. A good many complaints in 1898, and perhaps even now, it would le
which have been made would not have been impossible to find any one who admitted li
heard if one or two members of tbe govern- was intending to stay in the Yukon. The
ing body lad been men whose interests were people only propose to stay there while it is
identified with the population resident in profitable for themselves. We know Dow
theYukoncountry. The ministerintiates that they are goingout by hundreds-peo-
nowthatle proposestomake somechange ple who spent last winter mining and were
in the composition of the governing body at the wash-up, are leavintg.
there, and T trust that the government will Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-There are many
take occasion, when they make that change, Who ao umantly.
to put on the governing body somebody whoe
may be fairly and reasonably regarded as Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Up to now there were
representing the people who are being gov- not any you could regard as permanent.
erned. This principle of governing withoutM
the consent of the governed is not a good one I on. hr. McDONALD (C.B.)-There
at this period of the ninetenth century, and is the K ing of the K wondike.
there area sufficientnumberof intelligent and Hon. Mr. SCOTT-his interests are to
respectable Canadians in the Yukon country treat You could not put on a person
now to enable the goverment to select ily tte i th s a

somerepuableandcapale mn to asimpssile fined any one whoes admtte he

hoereputabne nw cpbe of teovr as innow to take some professional person, a doc-
the gentlemen who are sent by the goiern f tor or a lawyer.
ment from outside into that country. Every-
body who knows anything about popular Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-There are some
feeling knows what the feeling in any com- wh are there prt
munity is as to the persons wbo are sent Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is only very recent-
from the seat of goverument to govern that The two or three transportation com-
region. There seeme to be a feeling of

at hisperodof he ineenh cntuy, nd ies heaineo te Klondike.h usnes

jealousy, and more or less a feeling of hostil- Taey have control of the transportation nes
ity. There is always a disposition to regard in there. Y think now it is probable we
them as, in a certain sense, the satraps of could get some onei; there must be some one
the central power, and to regard what there who las been there two or three years.
they do with suspicion, and to think that
they are hostile to the resident population. Hon. Mr. POWER-I could indicate one

I trust that the ainister of Justice wi l see, gentleman, the K aondike King.
when the government come to far1 the Hon. Mr. SCOTT-He would not do.
vacancy which wi l be caused in this govern-
ing body by the withdrawal of the judge, Hon. Mr. POWER-He s o just the inan;
that some person, who may be fairly re. and there is the further recommendation
garded as representing the people who nive Hthat he coWes from Nova Scotia.
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Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-The parties to
whoin the Secretary of State refers are
transient population, but surely at this date,
and hereafter there will be found permanent
residents who could be named.

lion. Mr. MILLS-It would be a great
tnistake, when we are several thousand miles
away from the people who are resident in
that country, to take to ourselves the power
tO name some person who is a resident before

I appointment is made. The parties who
are there are new comers, just as much as
the officials who are appointed, and there is
this difference, that the officials you appoint
YOu know before they go, but the men who
are there maiy be men whom no member of
the administration has ever seen, and whose
fitness for the position the government would
b obliged to take at second hand, and we
'night find that instead of being fit, they
Were unfit. What I have thought we should
do, if we do anything in the matter, would
be to take power to authorize British subjects
residing in the Territory to elect two mem-
bers to the council themselves.

Ion. Mr. POWER-Hear, hear.

]lon. Mr. MILLS-And let the govern-
111ent retain the power of appointing the
present number, but to give to the popula-
tion there that number. I have discussed
this subject with some of the officials from
that country, and this is the objection that
bas been made: that you have 25,000 people
there, and 25,000 perhaps are foreigners.

lion. Mr. CLEMOW-Have they votes?

n0 .* Mr. MILLS-No, they have not as
yet but once you elect a council and give
POWer of taxation, these people will have to
bear their proportion of the taxes. That
'rtainly could not make them eligible as

presentatives, but whether you would give
em the right to vote or not might be a

ource of a good deal of difficulty just at the
Pecent moment. Supposing you were to
et two members, and you gave to the
'CtiZens of the United States who are in
tht 0ountry, and perhaps are five times as
'narnerous as all the others put together, the
aight to vote, you would have at once an
gitation raised to do away with the royalty.

the revenue from the royalty is very
tCai derabie. It goes a long way to sus-

lon the government of that country, and as
g as you have an appointed body, with

whom everybody is contented, it would be
perhaps safer, for the time being, to allow the
government to remain in the hands of that
body. Supposing we retain the power of
appointing six members, and you give to the
population the power of electing two,
the elected members must of necessity
be British subjects. You have to decide
whether the voters shall be British subjects
or not. If you give to the three or four or
five thousand British subjects there the right
to vote, and exclude all the others, you would
be raising your Uitlander qaestion as they
have it among the miners of Johannesburg.
That is a condition of things that makes one
hesitate as to what is best to do under the
circumstances. Personally, my own view
would be in favour of giving to the British
population the right to elect one or two mem-
bers to the council, and to leave the process
of proceeding in elections just as simple as
possible. But I would not bring that into
operation, except by a proclamation, and un-
less the necessity arises. Most of the people
who have gone into that country have gone
there for the purpose of making money and
coming out as soon as they have accumulat-
ed the amount they require, and their minds
are not taken up with the consideration of
political rights and liberties which belong to
British subjects in their political capacity.
Their minds are preoccupied with the sub-
ject of how they are going to make money,
and they leave it to the parties who are sent
there to carry on the government to do just
as they please and are not particular so long
as they do not impose vexatious burdens
upon them.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I cannot quite agree
with the hon. Minister of Justice. He says
that the people out there do not care much
about the way in which they are governed.
We have had a good many complaints, most
of which I believe have been unreasonable,
during the past year; and the ground I have
taken is that we should not have had so
many of these complaints if the people who
were doing business and earning their money
in that region had a representative in the
government. They would have felt they were
not unrepresented and that they had some
one who could speak for them in the govern-
ment. That is one reason why I think there
should be some one in the government who
could be assumed to fairly represent the
views of the people in Dawson City and the
neighbourhood.
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-Section 8 is being re- objection to the proposition made by the
pealed, and I want to repeal a portion of hon. Minister of Justice, which was that
subsection 3 of section 5.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The clause refers to the " regulation of shop,
tavern and other licenses." Would that in-
clude licenses for the selling of liquor ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No power was taken,
away from them by special Order in Council

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then the Order in Council should berepealed.
If it is proposed to take the right from them
by lan, that is another thing.

Hon Mr. SCOTT-The authority to issue
liquor licenses required the approval of the
authorities at Ottawa. When we found
they were issuing licenses to the extent they
were, the commissioner was notified that no
licenses could be issued without authority
from Ottawa. Of course they manage to
get liquor in there in some way.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I propose to add a
further provision to clause 8 which I have
handed to the chairman of the committee.

MACKENZIE BOWELL-
the expression " Commissioner
mean 1

Hon. Mr. POWER-That is the man who
acts as governor.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE
That is the Commissioner in
Yukon Territory.

BOWELL-
Council of the

lon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The changes are so important and numerous
in the bill that I suppose the hon. minister
will have no objection to having it reprinted
before the third reading.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Would it not
be better to put the amendments in the
minutes so that we can see them'

Hon. Mr. MILLS-They will be printed
b14 f l th thi d , di d'f th, H

there should be two elected members,
was that there have been no persons
in that Territory who could be made
members of the governing body. One
reads every day in the newspapers of so and
so, a prominent lawyer, going out to the
Yukon and proposing to settie in Dawson
City, and in another paper you read of some
doctor having settled there, and then you
hear of a man who has made half a million
dollars coming east to see his friends, and
going back to Dawson. So that I do not
think there will be any difficulty in finding
men who will, on the whole, be good mem-
bers of a governing body. I do not think
United States citizens should be allowed
to vote in a British colony unless they be-
come naturalized, and the terms under which
a United States citizen can become natur-
alized in this country are not unreasonably
hard. They are not like those imposed upon
the Uitlanders in South Africa, and the
Minister of Justice is ingenious enough to
frame two or three clauses to this bill which
will secure an effectual method of having
those commissioners elected by the British
subjects in that country; and then we shall
not have those statemxents which are made
in the Klondike .zugget and other papers
edited by United States citizens, or at least
we shall not have those things believed in
and endorsed even by members of Parlia-
ment, who ought to know better.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am entirely in
sympathy with the election of two members.
I would propose that, upon the issue of a
proclamation, not more than two members
may be elected as members of council, that
those having the right of franchise in the
township shall be British subjects, and that
the council-that is the Comnissioner in
Council-may pass an ordinance for the pur-
pose of providing a method of recording the
vote. I ask that the committee rise and I
will prepare an amendment. We can go
into cominittee again on the third reading
if necessarv.

eor eC r reýc a ng, anL e ojuse

desires to go into committee on the third
reading to consider any of the provisions i Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
there will be no objection. That will meet the suggestion of the hon.

gentleman from Halifax. I was surprised
at the statement with reference to aliens

Hon. Mr. POWEPL-I should like to say 1 voting. Surely there is no provision for
a word before the coumitteu report. The aliens voting ii that country.

Hon. Sir
What does
in Council "
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, no.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I should like to say a
Word with regard to that. Formerly, in
the municipalelections in Ontario, everybody
Voted.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think I brought
that down.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The hon. gentleman brought down a part
of it.

lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I brought in one
That was a long time ago. return to-day.

lon. Mr. MILLS-But it was a proper
regulation, as I shall show when we go into
Committee agrai.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.), from
the committee, reported the bill with several
amendments, which were concurred in.

DELAYED RETURNS.
INQUIRY.

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
should like to call the attention of the

ion. Secretary of State to a motion I made
11, April last, in reference to certain returns
as to commissions issued, and the number of
pereons who had been dismissed from office
Or removed for any cause. We have only
received the returns from the Departments
of Justice, Inland Revenue, Interior, and
part of the Post Office. There still remain
the Militia Department and the department

f the hon. Secretary of State. I am in-
Cetined to think there are very few in the last
flien1tloned departnient.

ion. Mr. SCOTT-I can answer for thatdepartment now.

lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
Was going to pay the hon. gentleman a com-Phent and say there is sufficient oldToryism in him still remaining to adhere tothe good old English practice of not turning
People out of office unless there is good
reason for it. There are a lot of returns to
corne yet from the Public Works Depart-roent and the Railwav and Canals. There
re also the Departments of Agriculture,

Trade and Commerce, Finance, Customs and
Marine and Fisheries. This return I desire
t have, so tiat it can be printed with theOther and make the return complete. The
rinting Conmittee have delayed printinge eturns in order that they may all beeIOdied in one. I have not yet received

y coMplete return in reference to the
altoba School Funds. Perhaps that is

at of go much of importance just now if weare flot to have another raid upon that fund.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
have not seen it, hence I call the attention
of the hon. gentleman to these facts. I
should like to have these returns complete
so that we will know what really has been
done. The hon. gentleman will remember
that he laid an elaborate statement before
the House in reply to a motion made by the
hon. gentleman from St. Boniface, and I then
indicated that if they would complete that
return up to the present time, it would
answer ail my purposes.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I fancy that this
returndoes complete it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No,
it does not. That statement gave the quan-
tities of Iand sold, the amounts received
from it, the amount received in interest, the
amounts due, &c. It was a very good
return. Ail it required was to be com-
pleted up to the present time. I wish the
hon. gentleman would call attention to the
matter.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, 24th July, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

SECOND READINGS.

Bill (20) "An Act to incorporate the
Zenith Mining and Railway Company."-
(Mr. Clemow.)

Bill (145) " An Act to amalgamate the
Ottawa, Arnprior and Parry Sound Railway
Company and the Canada Atlantic Railway
Company under the name of the Canada
Atlantic Railway."-(Mr. Clemow.)
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INSURANCE ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into Committee
of the Whole on Bill (86) " An Act
further to amend the Insurance Act."

On clause 5.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
This clause has met the objection of the old
life companies.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, until 1910 the
interest is reduced to four and a half per
cent on all policies now in existence and all
policies issued up to the 1st January next.
They are on old basis of calculation.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-Would the hon.
gentleman explain what this clause means?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-At the present time
the assets of all insurance companies are
assumed to produce an annual return of 4½per
cent. In consequence of the fall in the rate
of interest, it has been found necessary to
reorganize that arrangement, and under this
clause, as far as existing companies are con-
cerned, on all policies issued up to the 1st
of January next the rate of interest at which
the assets of the company will be valued up
to 1910 will be 4½. per cent. From 1910 to
1915 the valuation will be 4 per cent. After
1915 it will be 3J per cent. Three and a
half will then be the rate for all policies
issued after the 1st of January next. The
assets relating to those particular policies
will be valued on a basis yielding 3Î per
cent.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-Existing policies
are not affected i

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--The existing policies
will not be affected till 1910 and then a re-
duction of one-half per cent will be made.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is a concession made to the old com-
panies for the purpose of not impairing
their capital. If the rate of interest con-
tinues to go down, as it has in the last ten
years, it is very questionable whether all the
companies will not have to come to the 3à
per cent. The Canada Life, with its age and
large capital, has already placed its reserves
upon a basis of 3J per cent.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is three and a half
and four with many companies.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes ; the Imperial was started on that basis,
so that it does not affect that company in
any way. The hon. gentleman will readily
understand that a company must have a larger
capital to represent three and a half than
four and a half, and unless they can get four
and a half per cent upon all their investments
an impairment of capital must follow. I
question very much whether in the future
they will be able to do that. However, it is
a very liberal provision.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-At the same time,
in all this legislation we must consider ex-
isting rights-what we call the vested rights
of the old policyholders, and there is a ques-
tion whether these policyholders are not, in
fact, very much affected by this.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Oh, no.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Except to give then
additional security.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
gives themu additional security.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-That may be, but
it gives them less profits than what they
were led to expect.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is quite true, but the hon. gentleman
will understand that if they cannot realize
4ý per cent, they cannot have the profits.
Formerly they could loan their money and
buy dehentures bearing 5, 6, 7 and some 8
per cent, and that accounts for the wealth Of
the Canada Life, because it has been in ex-
istence long enough to invest its money at
the rates to which I have referred, but to-
day if any company can secure a 4J per cent
loan, they will lend their money; and if the
old companies cannot continue to secure that
amount, they cannot pay any bonuses to the
policyholders, for the simple reason that
they will not have it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Theu they must put
up with the consequence, a larger. reserve 10
order to give adequate security.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-Still the hon. gen'
tleman from. Manitoba is quite right in what
he states.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
He is right to a certain extent.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-Because one of the
presidents of those companies, when he was
asked what he was going to do with those
people who had policies with profits, instead
of without profits, stated "We will just have
to eut off the profits and they will not have
them." And I heard it stated in the flouse
of Commons half a dozen times, or rather
one hundred and fifty times, that they had
no contract with those people for the profits.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is true.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-No, I beg pardon,
it is not true. It is just as much a contract
as it is with the man who has his policy
without profits, and it is just as muuch a
swindle to do away with the profits, because
he has to pay more for the policy with pro-
fits than without profits.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Supposing he takes less profits?

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-Then lie pays less
for it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then you do not swindle.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-You do if you take
awav the profits from the man, or compel
him to pay more for them. This question
was discussed pro and con, and I think this
is the best arrangement that can be arrived
at. The hon. leader of the opposition said
that the Canada Life derived its wealth
from the larger interest that they have been
obtaining for so long. The Canada Life
18 just the same as every other well managed
company. The wealth it possesses is not
from that at all ; it is from its age. It is a
question of age whether they have wealth or
not.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The Sun Life is in pretty nearly as good a
Position.

lon. Mr. OGILVIE-But not half the
age. The only thing the Sun Life found
fault with was the retroactive character of
this legislation. But we fought it out
as long as we could, and when we could not
fight it any longer, we gave in and accepted
" hat we could get, and this is a good deal

better than it would have been if the Sun
Life had not fought the way it did, because
it was first proposed to make this eut down
to 3j per cent in five years. If that had
been done I know some first class companies
in Canada that would have been bankrupt
in theory, although they are perfectly good.
This will give themn plenty of time to come
round, and save them f rom what would have
been ruin under any other arrangement.

The clause was adopted.

On clause eight, relating to the invest-
ment of funds of life insurance companies.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT explained that this new
section was intended to apply to all insur-
ance companies, except four, the Canada
Life, the Sun Life, the Western and one
other.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
it was considered necessary to protect the
interest of the policyholders, the invest-
ments should be linited to the securities.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The older companies
have a wider power, and we could not very
well take it from them.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
it were considered not safe to give the same
powers that are enjoyed by the four con-
panies to which the hon. gentleman has re-
ferred, then why, should they be allowed to
retain it ? If it is safe for these four con-
panies why should it not be safe for the
others? Why should any of them be re-
stricted, while you permit these four to enjoy
the privilege they already possess ? The
only reason I can give to account for it is
that you do not wish to interfere with rights
conceeded to those companies in the past.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-They had the rights
and the government did not wish to take
them away.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
But if those rights are safe for the policy-
holders of these four companies, why would
they not be equally safe for the policyholders
of the other companies.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The Treasury Board
thought that Parliament had, in some in-
stances, given too great latitude in allowing
these four companies to invest in the secur-
ities defined under their special charters, and
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in laying down an absolute rule hereafter to
prevail, it was thought wise not to go so far.
You could not well take away the power
after having given it to them. These four
companies are so well managed that it is
presumed they will not invest their money
in securities that are risky.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-Why do younotgive
them a limited time, say to 1910 or 1915,
when they must come in under the same
law as the others?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-As the bon. genthe-
man from Montreal has said, this matter has
been pretty thoroughly thresbed out by the
insurance companies, and it has been difli-
cult to get a basis, and this was accepted
finally as a compromise in order to bring all
the companies under the general law.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-Do you not think
this is more in the interest of the companies
than of the policyholders ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The management of
these companies stands high. You cannot
call in question the securities of the Canada
Life, the Sun Life or the Western.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-These companies may
get into the hands of men who are not so
able or careful as the present management
and then the policyholders would suffer.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The managers will
have that to consider. Parliament has, by
what is being done in this case, indicated
what sort of securities it thinks are not ac-
ceptable, and the companies that have that
privilege have that opinion of Parliament
before them, and that of itself will do a
great deal towards exercising an influence
to bring those companies, without interfer-
ence on the part of Parliament, within the
rules laid down for newer organizations.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-This is a very liberal
clause indeed. May I ask what the other
four companies' privileges are i

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The Canada Life has
been incorporated fifty-two years, and has
come before Parliament several times in that
period, and got larger powers and privileges
for investment.

Hon. Mr. MAcINNES-They had these
large privileges in their original charter.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They have been get-
ting privileges f rom time to time, but they
had the great part ,f thein when they were
incorporated in 1845 or 1846. I think you
can trust the old estabìished companies. The
very fact as the Minister of Justice has
observed, that we have laid a certain rule
for newer companies will induce them to be
more guarded in their investments.

The clause was adopted.

On subsection 4 of the 8th clause.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-Does this mean
that companies will be able to lend on stock
of companies not already paid up ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This is an additional
security to those prescribed by the Act. Of
course that gives them a wide margin.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-It is a very danger-
ous clause.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-In case the silver
dollar becomes the recognized coin in the
United States, and interest nay be paid in
silver instead of on a gold basis, the silver
dollar mnay not be worth more than fifty
cents, and the security would be worth only
half what it is supposed to be.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We are not likely to
depart from the gold basis in this country.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I am talking about
the possibility in the United States. The
securities may be perfectly souid now, but
if they adopt the silver dollar the interest
may be payable in silver, worth only half its
value on a gold basis.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think you can trust
the managers of the insurance companies.
They take only a limited amount of the
stock of United States companies, not more
than ten per cent.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-They are able to
lend on some stocks now. A company is
started on a capital of one million dollars,
and twenty per cent is paid up. Then a
stockholder can borrow from another com-
pany ten cents on the dollar on that twenty
per cent paid up. This clause provides that
the company may have further securities.
That does not go far enough, because you
may prove to the company that ten per cent
more security will be enough. He had
better not borrow any money. If there is
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a large fire, and the company lost half a
inillion dollars, they would be obliged to
call in another forty per cent. There is the
danger.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-That is rather an
extreme case.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-But it happened a
few years ago in Montreal as my hon. friend
knows very well. When St. John and
Chicago were burned, some of the companies
in Montreal went under, and some of the
banks had to pay up some of the calls of the
8tadacona Company and another company.

lion. Mr. POWER-I do not think any
difficulty can arise under this subsection of
clause 8, because if the company have
already taken the security which they are
Obliged by this section to take, ani wish for
further security from the borrower, they can
take that security. They might take, as a
Sort of collateral security, endorsed notes or
inortgages. It is in addition. The company
does not lend anything further. They take
these securities in addition to the securities
w'hich they are authorized to take by the
preceding part of the clause.

lion. Mr. FORGET-I understand that
quite well. But supposing you have $50,000
of stock and you have paid $10,000 and you
go to the company and borrow $5,000 and
then the company is suspicious, the company
will tell you, " give us more security." I
n1ay be called to pay the on-call balance. I
Want you to give me $5,000 security. Well,
f he gives a mortgage he might better bor-

row $5,000 on it and keep his stock in his
1 nle. If he gives a bond, he had better go
and borrow on his bond and keep the stock
'n his name.

lon. Mr. POWER-That is at his dis-creti...

he on. Mr. CLEMOW-He can do that if
e ikes.

lion. Mr. FORGET-If you lend money
O stock that is not all paid up, the company
WiIl have the privilege of calling for more
Security. I want to show that in calling for
rnore securities, the man may just as well
ealrlo on the very securities he would be
cled Upon to give, and retain the stock.

Y asking more security it is in case the
eOnipany is afraid that some more calls are
going to be made.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The company can take
all the security they desire. If they take a
certain amount of security, they may say,
" We won't continue that; we want addi-
tional security." You cannot restrain them.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Is
this clause not intended to cover additional
securities by way of chattel mortgages ? In-
surance companies are placed about in the
sane position as loan companies. They
have securities on lands, and when there is
default in the payment of interest, they ask
for additional securities, and the additional
security is often a chattel mortgage on the
property the mortgagors have on the farm.
It seems to me that is the intention of it.
Paragraph c says:

May lend its said funds or any portion thereof on
bonds, stocks, debentures or any other securities inen-
tioned in the subsection, except those nentioned in
paragraph c of the subsection.

Then the next clause provides for the seek-
ing and obtaining additional security on the
money they have already lent for the pur-
pose of securing unpaid interest. That is
often done in loan companies when borrow-
ers become defaulters in the payment of
interest. I think that was the intention.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-There is no ob-
jection to that clause.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
was not present at the discussion, but I
know it was discussed for some time on the
Loan Companies Bill, and it seemed to me
to be the saine principle. As to the silver
dollar, the government has already provided
for cases of that kind. If the invoice is
purchased in any currency, that is below
the standard value, it is at once reduced to
the standard value.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 9.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-What is the
object of having the security taken in the
nane of any officer in the company I

lion. Mr. OGILVIE-I can explain. It
is often a very great convenience and saves
trouble, especially across the line, if you
could do it with an officer of the company.
We have to transfer bonds and stocks in
the United States and it would not only
save a great deal of inconvenience, but
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would cost a good deal less money if it
could be done as provided for in this bill.

The clause was adopted.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE, from the com-
mittee, reported the bill without amend-
ment.

The bill was then read the third time and
passed.

CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENT
BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into Committee
of the Whole on Bill (40) "An Act to
amend the Criminal Code, 1892, with res-
pect to Combinations in Restraint of Trade."

Hon. Mr. CASGRAIN, fron the com-
mittee, reported the bill without amend-
ments.

PROTECTION OF NAVIGABLE
WATERS ACT AMEND-

MENT BILL.
REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into Commnittee
of the Whole on Bill (137) "An Act further
to amend the Act respecting the protection
of Navigable Waters."

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I propose to make an
amendment in this bill, and change the
depth of water into which ashes and refuse
may be thrown from twelve fathoms to
seven fathoms.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-That is just as bad.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The necessity of the
bill has been apparent. Many of our rivers
are filling up and we are spending hundreds
of thousands annually to dredge them out.
As an illustration of it, in taking away
Nepean Point to carry the interprovincial
bridge across, they deliberately dumped the
rocks into the river. They were remonstrated
with and the steamboat company made a
complaint. It was not sawdust or we might
have got at them, but being rocks, we were
powerless to prevent it, and those rocks
will now have to be taken out at the public
expense. Complaints have come from all
parts of Canada that the rivers are being
destroyed. The depth of twelve fathoms
seemed too great to hon. gentlemen, and
it has been reduced to seven fathoms.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Why does the
hon. gentleman include ashes and cinders in
this provision ? It is not an unreasonable
thing that a steamboat should dunp its
ashes at any place where there cannot be an
accumulation of ashes and cinders.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, yes, there is.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Supposing the
steamship selects a particular spot to dunp
their ashes, would there be any objection?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The steamboats run-
ning from Quebec to Montreal have to be
watched. One steamship has emptied sixty
tons between Quebec and Montreal, and we
have been spending large sums of money to
clear that channel, and the steamers are now
very carefully watched by the Marine De-
partment, in order to prevent the ashes
being deposited. There are particular points
where the person in charge of the river
point out to the steamboat man where the
ashes can be deposited.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-If the hon. gentle-
man makes it seagoing ships, I have no
objection.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-All vessels.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-Take the fresh
water vessels, they do not deposit any such
amount of ashes, yet they would come under
this law, which is most unreasonable. Then,
again, Canada does not own the whole of
the St. Lawrence River; they cannot control
the United States side of the river.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No vessel can deposit
ashes on our side.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-Take the St. La'-
rence River down as far as Quebec, you will
not find 42 feet at any point.

Hon. Mr. SDOTT-There is three timens
that depth in Lake Ontario. The harbour
masters in Quebec and Montreal look after
deposits of rubbish in those ports, and there
are officers between Montreal and Quebec
who are constantly watching the steamers
to prevent them dumping their ashes at
various points. There are some places where
the channel is narrow, and there are some
steamers that come up the St. Lawrence be-
tween Quebec and Montreal who have
dumped as high as sixty tous.
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Hon. Mr. FORGET--If the Richelieu at Thurso from a similar cause. The govern-
and Ontario Navigation Company's steamers ment bring in this bill, which is objected to
coming down the rapids deposit their ashes by some gentlemen because it is too strin-
they will be fined ? gent. I do not know whether it is too strin-

Hon. MIr. SCOTT-Yes. gent or not, but I want our rivers kept as
Iree as possible from injury. They have

Hon. Mr. FORGET-There are very few been injured in the past. We have lost our
places between Kingston and Montreal where fish and the damage in every way has been
there is 48 feet of water. incalculable. Every person connected with'

the Ottawa River can tell us that, and I
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think there are have no doubt it is the same in other places.

many places. Thedepth of seven fathoms may be too much;

Hon. Mr. FORGET-It is weil known I do not know as to that. The steamboat
that the ashes which steam yachts throw out men should make some arrangement to get
do not amount to anything, and why should rid of their cinders and ashes. In the long
they comne under this law I think it is run they will benefit by a rigid enforcement
very unair 1of the law, because it will keep the channels

e open and avoid the necessity of dredging
Hon. Mr SCOTT-It is very unfair to and thereby save a great deal of expense. I

fill up the Jighways. We had at one time think the government are entitled to credit
20 feet of water in thie Ottawa River where for introducing this bill. They were a little
we now have only 6 feet. tardy with it, but it is better late than

never. I hope they will set to work imme-
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- diately and prevent the further destructionWhy did the government not carry out the of the Ottawa River with sawdust. The

law to prevent the obstruction of the river I matter was brought up this session by the
Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-Why did not the hon. member from British Columbia. I

former government carry out the law whien mentioned here that they told me the Act
they wvere in power? was then on the statute-book and could be

enforced. I think tLere should be some one
Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I am glad the i appointed

government rises to the necessity of keeping nuisance.
the channels clear. Why do they not do it nuisance
with the Ottawa River at the present timel ment will
We have a law on the statute-book forbid- no matter
ding the millowners depositing mill refuse the power
in the Ottawa, but our river is now worse good gove
than it was. The government say they have Hon. 1%
n0 pOwer and cannot enforce that law. Then, Hent.eman
how can we expect them to enforce this law, ge conside
which is supposed to be general, applying heconside
all over the Dominion? I hope they will nearly 50
take this matter in hand immediately and steam boat
protect our rivers. I have been at this sub- not exerc
ject for fifteen years and I am glad the gov- no voterc
ernment are tiking the initiative and are smaler

going to do what they should have done r fr
Years ago. They have destroyed the Ottawa Hon. M
.River. It will take years to put the river the hon.Itl its primitive state, if it ever can be done. think it
"do not believe it can. When the contrac- some offic
tors were constructing piers for the inter- that the l
provincial bridge, they had 60 feet of saw- of rivers
dust to excavate and a very serious accident that there
Âýappened from an explosion of sawdust near that posit

cRay's Mill which alinost resulted in loss man him
Of life. There was also a serious accident although

to keep our rivers clear of this
No man can imagine what a

it has been.
set to work
who suffers.
and they are

rnment of th

I hope the govern-
and enforce the law,
They certainly have
responsible for the

e country.

Ir. ALMON-I think the hon.
from Rideau is very unfair. Does

r that every one of these mills has
0 votes connected with it, and a

has only five or ten? And does
hat because the government have
ised the law against the mill with

they will not come down on the
y an'd punish them ?

r. POWER-I rather agree with
gentleman from Rideau, and I

would be a good idea to appoint
er whose duty it would be to see
aw with respect to the protection
is carried out. I do not know
is any one in Canada who would fi1l
ion better than the hon. gentle-
self, and I shall be prepared-
his politics are not of the right
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stripe-to use my influence to get him the It would he injurious to every harbour in
appointment. I (o not look at this ques- the maritimes provinces, to alow ballast,
tion fron the same point of view as the hon. ashes or refuse of any kind to be deposited
gentleman from Sorel. It occurs to me, where the depth is only seven fathoms. At
particularly when we consider that this law the present you cannot deposit anything of
is t) apply to the River St. Lawrence be- that kind in a harbôur where there is less than
tween Montreal and Quebec, that instead of 12 fathoms of water. In my opinion, it is a
going too far it, does not go far enough. A great mistake to reduce that from 12 fathoms
depth of 42 feet is not suflicient. There are to seven. If it is necessary to make a
steamers plying on the Atlantic which draw different law with respect to harbours which
about 30 feet of water, and if a ship is are not tidal waters, it should leave the re-
allowed to deposit stone ballast on the bot- striction with regard to tidal waters as if is
tom of the river where it is not more than now, and not apply to them at ail.
42 deep, and if half a dozen ships in succes- H Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
sion deposit their ballast in the same place,
you would not have the 30 feet. The depth p
should be not less than 8 fathons. We Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
have been called upon to spend money to The hon. gentlemen who have ust spoken
keep the channel clear, and we will be called have discussed the general question of pro-
upon to spend more for the same purpose in tection of navigable waters; but when my
the future, and I do not think that any one hon. friend from Rideau Division says the
should be allowed to do anything which government deserves credit for initiatinr a
would interfere whith the channel. I would system of this kind, he seems to have for-
suggest that we muake it eight fathomsinsteadof een Tehngnmto twi bae n ions to sevte bou ori

Of seen. Te lio. genlemansee wherea the depth ise on seen fathos. Atr

think that it is a cruel thing that the owner
of a steamboat should not be allowed to
dump ashes and cinders into the river almost
anywhere. A river is simply a marine high-
way, and how would it be if we were to
allow people passing alon2 the road to dump
their ashes along the higbway. It comes to
just the samne thing, only you see the obstruc-
tion on the road, and you cannot see it under
water.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-There is no law
against that.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, yes, there is.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-I would go further
than that; I would not allow anybody to
dumnp ballast, no matter how deep the water
is ; but to apply the law to cinders and ashes
and rubblish-I think that is going too far.
It is opening the door to blackmail. If by
accident somebody drops rubbish overboard
he may be fined $300.

Hon. NIr. MACDONALD(P.E.I.)-I sheuld
like to know whether this bill repeals the
Act passed some time ago for the protection
of navigable waters and reduces the depth of
water within which ballast or any rubbish
can be thrown from 12 fathoms to 42 feet?
If that is so, it is an unwise measure, indeed,
80 far as it applies to tidal water harbours.

years, and both governments have been re-
sponsible for not putting them in force.
This bill is going altogether beyond the law
on the statute-book, and if the government
did not enforce a law less restrictive than
this, is it at all likely they will enforce this
one? The hon. gentleman from Halifax
says that my lion. friend from Rideau would
inake a good officer to fill the positibn of
inspector. It was only a short time ago
that the hon. gentleman from Halifax stated
that in a short time, by the course of nature,
his friends would have a majority in this
House, does he wish to hasten that time by
advocating the appointment of my hon.
friend from Rideau to a position that would
give the government an opportunity of
putting another supporter of the goverriment
in the Senate.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
from Rideau is an independent member.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
commend the hon. gentleman for that mode
of getting rid of one of the opponents of the
government in this House.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I thought this was a
no-party House.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
was under that impression until the hon.
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gentleman f rom Halifax drew that distinc-
tion, when he said the time wasfast approach-
ing, judging from the past, when his friends
would have a majority in this House. Now,
coming back seriously to the question we are
discussing, supposing the cook on board a
ship throws half a dozen pails of rubbish
overboard, that is material thrown into a
river or lake with less than 42 feet in depth
of water, or a fireman throws a pail of ashes
into a lake or river where there is not that
depth of water-which they would have to
prove, I suppose-and he is dismissed for
some cause or other, lie can enter a complaint
against the company that dismissed him of
having violated the provisions of the Act.
It would render the company responsible
under the law. I am satisfied that we are
placing on the statute-book an impracticable
law, which the government will never enforce,
except at the instance of some blackguard,
Who may enter a complaint against his
employers, when, perhaps, he bas been very
properly dismissed. That would probably
be the result of placing this bill on the
statute-book. If it be correct that this is to
apply to the river between Montreal and
Quebec

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It applies everywhere.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
know that, but if the intention be to make
the provisions of this Act apply to the river
between Montreal and Quebec, and if rub-
bish is thrown where the eddies form a bar it
Inight impede navigation. If that be so,
confine it to that, but if you pass the bill
in its present shape every private yacht on
the Bay of Quinté will be subject to
Penalties, if the fireman happens to throw a
Pail of ashes into the bay. There are very
few places in the whole length of that bay
where there is forty-two feet of water. The
Ontario and Richelieu Company, through a
good deal of pressure on the part of those
"gVil on that hay, have put a steamer on
the route via the Murray Canal, and during
the whole length of that bay, one hundred
"iles, if they throw a pail of ashes overboard
they are subject to this penalty. No matter
how deep, whether tidal or non-tidal a
harbour is I would prevent throwing rubbish
itO it. There must be a law in the statute-
book which prevents the distruction of the
Ottawa River.

1ion. Mr. SCOTT-There is, but it can-
"ot be enforced.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
you say rubbish which impedes navigation,
everybody would support it. I remember a
great many years ago, when they used to
dump the coal, which was used as ballast in
the English ships, in Quebec harbour. I
remember distinctly hearing my father talk
about it. To-day they would not be allowed
to do it. This bill is of such a character,
and the language is so broad, that it subjects
every yacht owner who comes into the Bay
of Quinté and throws a pail of ashes into
the water, to penalties.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-You cannot make a
law with exceptions to it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
But in this case you cai.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The suggestion made
by the hon. gentleman from Prince Edward
Island is a very good one. I would, there -
fore, leave the original law as it is, so far
as tidal waters are concerned, and add
a paragraph that in any other navig tble
water, where there is not at least eight
fathoms of water at any time, this dumping
of a-hes will not be permitted. If you are
to protect the rivers of Canada this must be
done. There is not alternative ; you cannot
help it. There are many places between
Toronto and Montreal where there would be
a greater depth than eight fathoms. Take
the case my hon. friend suggested, going
through the Murray Canal. Before boats
enter there, they could empty in Lake
Ontario. There are many places where the
depth is 150 feet.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The owners of yachts do not know that.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-You cannot draw the
line for this vessel or that vessel, if we are
going to protect the rivers, we must do it in
earnest. If that were not the feeling of the
House I would ask the committee to rise.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Why not add the
words " which would impede navigation."

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-You cannot.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-In Quebec bar-
bour, by the regulations of the commis-
sioners, there is a place where rubbish can
be deposited.

lHon. Mr. SCOTT-This bill does not
interfere with such places.
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Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Why not?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Because they point
out the places in the harbours of Quebec
and Montreal.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-There is not eight
fathoms of water there.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, a great deal more.

Hon. M1r. LANDRY-There is not five
fathoms.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-So far as the harbours
of Quebec and Montreal are concerned, the
Harbour Commissioners look after them.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-With that law,
how will marine closets work on board ship ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The law will work
satisfactorily.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Then the owners
of vessels with such closets, will be sued.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Let them be sued.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-1 would suggest
that the words "ashes and cinders" be
expunged.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I would not consent
to that. I have given absolute proof of one
case where sixty tons of ashes have been
dumped from a vessel in the St. Lawrence.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-But you do not
want for that reason to prosecute those who
simply throw a pail of ashes out 't

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There cannot be any
exception made.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-We may at any
time be subject to this penalty then 't

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is not a law which
is likely to be enforced unless there is some
gross violation of it.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-Then I propose to
take the sense of the House upon it.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The better way
would be to leave the law as it stands, and
add a paragraph dealing entirely with the
non-tidal waters.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That is what I sug-
gested.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The Marine and
Fisheries Department could, in the mean-

time, see if they could do anything towards
meeting the views of the hon. gentlemen
opposite.

Hon. Mr. TEMPLE-The bill, as I un-
derstand it, applies to all navigable rivers.
There is the River St. John, from St. John
to Fredericton, sixty-four miles, and I ven-
ture to say that above the first twelve miles
from St. John, the balance of the sixty miles,
there is not 25 feet of water anyway. Does
the government intend to dredge the river
all the way through and make it 42 feet.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No.

Hon. iMr. TEMPLE-What is to be done
with regard to that ? You say 42 feet of
water. At the Oromocto shoals they have
been dredging there for years and there is
ten feet of water yet, and in several other
places it is the sane.

lon. Mr. OGILVIE-They will have to
carry this rubbish until they get to a deep
place to dump it.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-Then they will have
to take soundings.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Why not, if the navi-
gation is going to be impeded? A has a
right to use a river, but he has no right to
make it impossible for B to use it. If you
permit every vesssl that is navigating any
of our inland rivers the privilege of dumping
refuse incident to the vessel wherever they
may please on the line of navigation, it is
only a question of time when our rivers will
be rendered unnavigable. The law against
dumping sawdust into the river bas not been
enforced, perhaps, because you are fighting
a powerful combination-men of great influ-
ence.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
It is well to tell the truth.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend knows
right well that that is so. But you have
undertaken to legislate against it. Parlia-
ment has expressed its disapprobation of the
practise of throwing sawdust into the river
by what it has done. Now, it is not asking
too much of those men who want to use the
river to find some other way of disposing of
their sawdust without destroying the river
for fishing and navigation purposes. The
duty in that regard that you impose upon
the lumbermen in the interests of the ship
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Owners, and in the interest of the fishermen,
llmay very well be imposed upon the steam-
boat man to prevent him from injuring the
river to the detriment of his fellow navigator.
Every one knows that between Toronto and
Montreal it is easy to find places in which
to get rid of the ashes and rubbish of a
Vessel, without undertaking to deposit them
1n places where the water is less than eight
fathoms in depth. There is no difficulty in
that. It is an imaginary one. They nay
Carry the ashes a little further than they
Would otherwise carry them if they were at
liberty to throw them overboard where they
Pleased but that is all. Supposing you

ave a steamboat ferry, and the ferry is
running across the river where the water is
barely deep enough for its navigation; and
sUpposing the ferry man were to come here
and put up the same plea that my hon.
friend has with regard to navigation, he
Would fill up the river where he is ferrying
froma one side to the other and we would
have to put an appropriation every year in
the estimates for the purpose of undoing
that which you say he ought to have a right
tO do. It is not unreasonable to say. It is
true it nay be an inconvenience to you to
deposit your ashes somewhere else than in
the'river, but you are navigating at a place
where it is barely deep enough for navi-
gatio, and you can easily employ a dray-

n or others to carry your rubbish to some
Point on shore. When you are coming into
a harbour and navigating waters barely deep
thlough for navigation, you can do the same
thing that all firemen ought to do if the
river is of such a depth as to require caution
Of that sort. I do not see that my hon.
frxend would suffer very much, or that it
would be very much of a burden on ship
oIlers if they were required, where the

UeCessity arises to deposit their ashes on
8ore altogether. My hon. friend can give
th an, estimate of the cost and show whether
that would be an unreasonable thing or not.

H1n. Mr. McCALLUM-I understood
e Secretary of State to say that he knew

i60 tons of ashes to be dumped at onetifae.

lon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

lion. Mr. McCALLUM-I should like
have an explanation of that.

"on. Mr. SCOTT-One of the incoming

steamers. It was stated to me by the Min-
ister of Marine.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Was it a sea-
going vessel7

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, a vessel coming
up the St. Lawrence. She opened all her
bunkers at one time.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-They ought to
be fined heavily for doing that. That, of
course, would not apply to fresh water be-
tween Toronto and Kingston. They would
not have any such quantity to empty.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-It is a rule
always observed on board vessels that no
man shall throw ashes or refuse overboard
where there is shallow water. It would be
well to put a notice on board a steamer that
they shall not do so, because no man, if he is
sensible, will want to interfere with naviga-
tion by thowing refuse overboard. The dif-
ficulty might be easily got over in that way.
I have run boats for years, and I know I
always gave instructions to my men to be
sure not to put refuse overboard except into
deep water. That rule is well understood
and ought to be observed all over our fresh
water navigation, whether on the St. Law-
rence or anywhere else. Of course, where
we burn coal altogether it is much more in-
jurious than when we were burning wood.
Wood ashes would not be thrown overboard -
they would be sold, because ashes are a good
fertilizer. But cinders from coal, when
thrown overboard in shallow water, create a
bank injurious to navigation. It is a rule
among marine men not to allow any of their
employees to throw refuse overboard where it
is going to injure navigation. I should be
very sorry to see steamboat hands allowed to
throw rubbish overboard wherever they
choose to do so. We have destroyed the navi-
gation of some of our rivers, but that is about
stopped now, and I hope there will be no
more of it done in this country. In some
places they still allow sawdust to be thrown
into the rivers, «ind in some places they do
not, but I hope the public will see their way
to prevent it, so as to leave our navigation
free. It kills the fish also, but that is the
smallest part of the injury.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-The Richelieu and
Ontario Navigation Company built a new
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steamer in Toronto last year at a cost of a
quarter million dollars. That vessel throws
the ashes out the whole time by steam.
Under this bill we would be obliged to stop
that now.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

lon. Mr. FORGET-We are trying to
improve the system of navigation, and surely
a steamer throwing her ashes out all the
time while she is running would not affect
navigation.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It depends on how
many there are of them.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-We burn sixty tons
of coal every twenty-four hours. That does
not make many tons of ashes. It is scatter-
ed all the way from Toronto to Montreal.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
think the sixty tons deposit, to which the
hon. gentleman referred, could not possibly
be ciiders or ashes.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, it was.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
is never supposed for a moment that a vessel
running in inland waters will care to accumu-
late sixty tons of ashes.

Hon. Mr. MILLS - Certainly.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Why?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Supposing the vessel
was lightly ballasted, she might carry it as
ballast until she got to quiet water.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
And wait until they got into the St. Law-
rence to dispose of it ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-J
undertake to assert that it was ballast that
was thrown into the river. That should be
stopped at all hazards, no matter where it is.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-It should not be
allowed.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
suggest to put the words " stone, gravel or
refuse of that kind," and strike out the
word " ashes." I would not strike out the
words " cinders," because cinders will sink,
but ashes will float.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Coal ashes will
sink.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
they are scattered continually over the lake,
they can do no harm. Of course, the device
to which the hon. gentleman from Sorel
(Mr. Forget) referred is a good labour sav-
ing machine on a steamer. I would add the
words "stone and rubbish of a like character."
I scarcely know what the language in the
clause would cover. It might cover the
kitchen refuse, orange and lemon peel, &c.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
would change the law as it has stood for
many years. That is in the law now. There
are only a few words changed in this para-
graph.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
that be the case, you do not want this bill.

Hon. Mr. POWER-As the law now
stands it applies to tidal waters only, and
the object of the department is to extend
its operation to non-tidal waters, and in
order to do that the bill proposes to reduce
the depth. The hon. gentleman from
Charlottetown (Mr. Macdonald) takes a very
proper objection, that the depth in tidal
waters now is not too great, aid that it
would be improper to allow ballast to
be deposited in the harbours in the mari-
time provinces where there is only seven
fathoms of water. The suggestion now is
that we leave the existing law as it stands
and add a paragraph which will deal solely
with non-tidal waters. It occurs to me that
there might be some provision of this sort
inserted in the bill. As it is now the har-
bour masters who have charge of the var-
ious harbours, select, certain places where
vessels can deposit their ballast, ashes and
rubbish. In the non-tidal waters the De-
partment of Marine and Fisheries, or some
officer, migh* be allowed to select places
where steamers could drop their cinders and
rubbish.

Hon. Mr. FORGET-What about the
rubbish f rom the kitchen and the sweepings
of the boat?

Hon. Mr. POWER-This is a matter
which the officers of the department have
more to do with than we have, and ought
to understand better, but I think there
might be some provision inserted to author-
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ize the department to select places where
ashes and refuse may be deposited.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That would not apply
to the device that the hon. gentleman
opposite (Mr. Forget) mentioned.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-The owners of
steamers, by giving proper instructions and
setting up notices will prevent the practice.
If the owners of vessels violate the law in
any shape, they should be punished. The
man who deposited 60 tons of ashes in the
St. Lawrence, in place of being fined ought
to have been imprisoned.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-He was punished for

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-What punish-
ment did he get i A fine of a few dollars I
suppose.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The penalty i not
exceeding $300, and not less than $20.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-The masters
and owners of vessels, if they are properly
instructed, will not permit a violation of the
law.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The Secretary of State has given as a reason
for amending this law, that one vessel de-
Posited 90 tons of ashes in the St. Lawrence.

lHon. Mr. SCOTT-I gave an illustra-
tion here of the sawdust also.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Let us dispose of the first case. That was in
tidal waters?

lion. Mr. MILLS-It is not tidal above
Three Rivers.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
My lon. friend said it was below Quebec.

lon. Mr. SCOTT-I said it was between
Montreal and Quebec.

Hlon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
If it is in tidal waters, it is covered by law,
and the punishment should be inflicted. I
Ufnderstand from the hon. gentleman that
the inan was punished.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT- Yes, in that particular

Hlon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Can the hon. gentleman tell us who it was?

59

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Mr. Gourdeau was
my authority. In describing the tilling up
of the river, he mentioned this one case.
He mentioned the name of the vessel; I did
not attach importance to the name of the
man. I also mentioned a case in the Ottawa
here, a few hundred yards from where we
are sitting.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
We admit that.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-We want the name
of the man who was punished for depositing
sixty tons of ashes in the St. Lawrence.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
In the case of the Ottawa, the injury to
navigation has been caused by s'awdust.
Remove this first and then you will have
no difficulty. You could put all the ashes
you liked under this law, where they have
sunk the piers. The hon. gentleman told us
that in putting down the foundation of one
of the piers for the interprovincial bridge
they found sixty feet of sawdust: if so, there
would be a place to deposit all the ashes and
cinders that would accumulate in this city
for many years. I think this is placing a
law on the statute-book which will never be
carried out, and if it is carried out it will be
by some malicious employée who may have
been dismissed, and will apply to yachts
which carry very little coal, and the ashes
from which would not affect any harbour.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I think
the River St. Lawrence down to and below
Quebec should be considered non-tidal
waters.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-It is a difficult
matter to know how to arrange this matter,
and my hon. friend beside me has suggested
one thing. If there was an ill tempered
magistrate, who had some spite against his
neighbour, which is quite possible in souie
places, if that neighbour's boy pitched a stone
into the river he could be fined $300.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Or if a man on
board ship got sea sick, he could be fined
for depositing rubbish in the water.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-Oh, no, I think not.
It may be very annoying, but I think the
law is very necessary, and you could not zet
a greater example of it than you have here
in the Ottawa River. Talk about fisliing,
that is all past, but the navigation has been
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endangered and certainly between Montreal of the Whole on Bill (B) "An Act to
and Quebec, every inch is wanted. We amend the Exchequer Court Act."
ought to have two and a half feet more than
-we have at present It is very liard to get (In the Committee.)
the law in a proper shape, but I can say if On clause 3.
any person wanted to annoy the Richelieu
and Ontario Navigation Company he could Hon. Mr. MILLS-The first two clauses

put them to a great deal of trouble if that of this bill have been carried. Exception
law was enforced. was taken to clause three, because it related

to past transactions. I will just turn to the
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I will move that the section in the Act as it now stands, chapter

committee rise, report progress and ask leave thirty-eight of ti1e statutes of 1899. If hon.
,to sit again. gentlemen will look at clause three in the

t Act as it now stands, they will see the
Hon. Mr. PROWSE-I hope that the c

'hon. Secretary of State will not introduce changes 1 propose to make. It rends:
anything like class legislation here. I con- . If the injury to any land or property alleged to be

injuriously affected by the construction of any public
sider a pailful of ashes coming from a sall work inay be removed wholly, or in part, by any
boat is just as injurious as a pailful coming alteration in or addition to such public work, or by
from a large steamer. The device described the construction of any additional work.

by the hon. gentleman from Sorel might do Up to that point I think the section in
very well in the Atlantic, where there is the Act and this clause are the saie, but
plenty of water, but I think it is an injuri- the Act as it is now in force reads:
ous thing with reference to the shallow And the Crown by its pleadings at the trial under-
rivers. No such thing is allowed in our takes to make such alteration or addition, or to con-
canals 7 struct such work, the damages shall, so far as the fu-

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BO WELL-No,
it is not.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-Then the hon. gen-
tleman's steamers are not situated in a worse
position than the canal boats. The little
ferry boats and steamers should be compelled
to do the saine, and we should make the
law permanent and applicable to all classes.
There are many navigable rivers in the
lower provinces, where if sixty tons of bal-
last or ashes were thrown into the river, it
would have the effect of diverting the course
of the stream and making a new channel,
because we know rubbish thrown out accu-
mulates other dirt and forms little mounds,
and thus navigation is impeded. I do not
think the government can take too great
care of our navigable waters, so as to save
the enormous expenditure which this
-country is put to every year for dredging,
which will continue as long as this is per-
mitted.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN, fromithecommittee,
reported that they had made some progress
with the bill and asked leave to sit again on
Wednesday next.

EXCHEQUER COURT ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

The- House resolved itself into Committee

ture is concerned, be assessed in view of such under-
taking, and the court shall declare that in addition to
any damages awarded, the claimant is entitled to
have such alteration or addition made or suich work
constructed.

The words that are new in the bill begin
after "public work " in the 4th line of the
3rd clause.

Or by the construction of any additional work or
by the abandonment of any portion of the lands taken
from the clainant or by the grant to him of any land
or easement.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Is
that all that is new ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The rest is exactly
the same as in the original down to the last
line, " or such grant made to him."

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The words "or
before judgment " are not in the Act.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-But I struck those
words out when we were discussing it before.
I propose to strike out the words " or before
judgnment " and to retain the words "so far
as the future is concerned."

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-That would not
apply to anything in the past.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It would not apply to
anything in the past any more than the
present law.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
This, it seems to me, is predicated upon the
assumption that the clause in the Expropria-
tion Act becomes law ; because the clause
of the Expropriation Act, which was struck
out when we were in committee before, gives
power to take the lands, as indicated in the
Exchequer Court Act, and if the one be not
passed, this is not necessary, unless it is an
indirect way of giving to the Exchequer
Court the power which we refuse to give to
the government in dealing with the lands
expropriated. That, to my mind, is clear
enough. The Expropriation Act asked for
certain powers and privileges which the Sen-
ate, when in committee, refused to grant.
The clause was struck out, I take it for
granted, that if we go back into committee
on this bill we shall have to commence where
we left off. That is the clause giving them
power to expropriate. Not having that
power this clause is unnecessary. That is
where we left off the discussion before. It
will be remembered that the Senate took the
ground that, as the law amending the Exche-
quer Court Act was predicated and founded
upon the Expropriation Act, the Expropria-
tion Bill should be dealt with b9 fore we
dealt with the Exchequer Court Act. The
hon. gentleman is just reversing the whole
thing again. There is precisely the saine
Principle involved in these two bills that
the'e was in the bills for the leasing of the
Grand Trunk Railway and the purchase of
the Drummond County Railway. The
Drummond County Bill was placed upon the
order paper first. When the Senate took
objection to considering the bills in that way,
the minister very properly said "Very well,
we will decide the question of leasing from
the Urand Trunk, first, because if we do not
lease that, then we do not want the Drum-
mûond County Railway," and after the
Senate had consented to the agreement
Made with the Grand Trunk, after an
amaendment had been made to it, then they
considered the other bill, and the Senate
took the precaution, at the suggestion of
My hon. friend from Calgary, to add a
clause declaring that the Drummond County
Purchase should not be effective until the
Grand Trunk shareholders had approved of
the amendments which had been made to
their lease. Are these two bills not precisely
in the same position? The government ask
for certain powers of expropriation. We
have denied that already by striking out
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that clause of the Expropriation Bill when
in committee before. My hon. friend comes
down with the proposition we had before to
give the Exchequer Court power to deal
with the provisions contained in that clause
which we rejected.

Hon. Mr. MILLS--No. My hon. friend
will see that I propose a very important
amendment to this.

Hon. SirMACKENZIE BOWELL-Not
sufficient.

Hon. MLr. MILLS-And then, when we
come to the other, we could consider that
again. I propose to strike out the words
"or before judgment" and to add "so far as
the future is concerned." I propose to drop
the 4th clause.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Personally I object to giving the power
to the governinent, even in the future,
to take lands and hold them for a time and
then return them or some other lands.
We object to placing the power in any
one, to take a man's'property and hold
it for two or three years, and then aban-
don it, or give the court the power even
to conpensate him for it. Once the land
has been expropriated and taken from the
individual, the Crown can afford, even if
they do not want it, to suffer a loss better than
the individual can; besides the individual, in
a case of that kind, is placed at the mercy of
the officers of the Crown, and knowing, as I
do, what some officers of the Crown are in
cases of this kind, it is placing a very
dangerous power in their hands.

Hon. Mr. FERG USON-When the House
was going into committee on this question,
my hon. friend, the leader of the House,
will remember quite well that I called his
attention to the very point that the hon.
leader of the opposition is now making, and
that he then acquiesced in that view and
put the Expropriation Bill first and the
Exchequer Court Bill second on the orders,
so that we went into committee in the order
that my hon. f riend the leader ot the opposi-
tion now suggests. That is the course which
we should be pursuing now. We are now
in con.mittee proposing to give certain
powers to the Exchequer Court in relation
to a matter we have not yet determined
upon. We have not yet decided that we
will pass the clause in the Expropriation
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Bill, which is the true cause for all this legis-
lation, the second clause of the Bill " D "
which I think should be decided first. If
we were in committee on the other bill, I
would be prepared to give my views on it,
but I suppose I would not be in order now.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
was struck out before.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. leader of
the opposition says that his objection to the
third clause is that the ainendments do not
go far enough, and that he is opposed alto-
gether to giving the government power to
consider, after they once expropriate lands,
whether they will hold therm temporarily or
permanently ; that the land taken once is
finally disposed of. I wish to call attention
to section 5 of the Expropriation Act,
which gives the government that power now
with regard to certain things.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Then why do we
require it again ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It does not give it as
to the principal point I wish this to apply
to. The section reads:

Whenever any gravel, stone, earth, sand or water
is taken, as aforesaid, at a distance from a public
work, the minister may lay down the necessary sid-
mugs, water pipes, conduits or tracks over or through
any land intervening between the publie works and
the land on which such material or water is found,
whatever the distance is ; and all the provisions of
this Act such as relate to the filing of plans and de-
acriptions shall apply and may be exercised, and so
on. And such right be acquired for a terni of years,
or permanently, as the minister thinks proper, and
the powers in this section contained may at all times
be exercised in all respects after the public work is
constructed, for the purpose of repairing and main-
taiming the sanie.

Hon. gentlemen will see that we are not
introducing any new principles, and we are
not asking Parliament to confer upon us a
power that is new. We are simply asking,
with regard to the expropriation of property
that may turn out to be only in part re-
quired, that we shah have the power to
restore it, just the same as we have the
power to retain it permanently, or that we
may retain a piling ground for the purpose
of piling quarry stone or timber or anything
of that sort upon, and hold it for a number
of years and restore it again. We have that
power now.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-Then you do not
require it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, because we have
it for certain purposes now and I wish to
acquire it for an additional purpose. It is
not introducing a new principle; it is not
making the law different from what it was
in principle.

Hon. Mr. CLEROW-Extending it i

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, to a new case,
and I mention this-matter because it is a
matter of very considerable consequence.
Supposing I were to expropriate five acres
of land, and it turned out I only required
the half of it, that we could do with half of
it, we are not putting the man in a worse
position if we restore half of it to him again,
but if retaining the two and a half acres
does him as much damage as two-thirds of
what the original amount would have done
him, the court decides that. The govern-
ment have no power to decide, it is the
court. It is taking no new power; no new
principle is introduced at all.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Yes, but the
government have it all on their side. They
can say when they want it and when they
can leave it alone.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-I think if you
have that power now, it is a power no
government in the world should have. If
the government want to expropriate pro-
perty let them cone and expropriate it.
That is a right they possess which other
people have not. But that they should take
it and keep it as long as it suits them, and
then give it back, I think would be most
unrighteous and unfair, and if I am correct
there is no such right possessed by the
government of Great Britain. Let the
government do just as I have to do, go and
buy the land, or lease it, or make a bargain
for it the best way they can. If the govern-
ment require my house, or any other pro-
perty, they have the right to take it, but Vo
give them the right to say that they shall
have possession of my property for two
years, or five years, and give it back, looks
monstrous.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We can do that now.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-The government
should not have the right to do it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Supposing you find a
quarry two miles away from your work.
You are building a line of railway and you
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give now to the government power to expro-
priate a road to the quarry, and you give to
the government the power of saying whether
they will restore that to the party or not.
If you give to the government the power to
expropriate ten acres for a road leading
from a highway to a quarry, and you give
them the power of saying whether they will
hold that in fee or by a lease, you give them
the power to say whether they will hold it
for ever or for two years, or five years as the
case may be. You have done that already
and it does not matter to me, if I am a land
owner, whether the government are taking
the land for a road or some other purpose,
it is all the saine. There is no difference in
principle between taking it for a road and
taking it for a quarry.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Why oblige
the owner to take it back, more than any-
body else I

Hon. Mr. POWER-Why should the
government pay for more than they require ?

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-Then tlhey should
not take it.

Hon. Mr. POWER-We are discussing
the Expropriation Bill and not the Exchequer
Court Bill.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-The hon. Minister
of Justice began discussing it.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-IHe read section
5 of the Expropriation Act.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Every hon. gentle-
mnan knows that the strong objection to this
bill and to the comipanion bill was that it
Was feit by a majority of the members of
this House that they 'were directed at two
cases one of which was before the court-
in fact, I think both were before the court
-and at that time the majority of this
House were willing to pass the bill if there
was a provision in it that it should not apply
except to the future.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Not this bill.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Would the hon. gentleman allow me to call
attention to the fact that when this
Exchequer Court Bill was in committee
before, I made a motion that clause 3 be
struck out, and that the motion was carried.
The only course is to move for a reconsidera-
tion of that clause before we go any further.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is what I was
doing.

Hon. Mr. POWER-If this bill, in the
form in which it is amended by the minister,
is satisfactory to the committee, I think the
balance of convenience is in favour of report-
ing the bill and setting it down for third
reading on Thursday. and the House need
not read it if the other bill does not pass.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The first thing the hon. gentleman did do was
to move to reconsider the bill. That clause
has been struck out and it is, therefore, not
before the committee.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I thought the com-
inittee had decided to reconsider it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Oh, no. I certainly object to it. The
doctrine laid down by the hon. Minister of
Justice is that he has the power now to
expropriate any man's property, that is, if it
be necessary to secure accessto that property,
the law gives them power to say to the
owner of the land, "You must allow us to
pass over your land to get at the property
expropriated." That is all the power that
is given, and it is very proper that they should
havethat power, because having expropriated
property, they must have the means of
reaching it, and as soon as they have done
working the quarry, then the land reverts
back to the owner on the payment of such
damages as he may be entitled to for the
use of the land for that road.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The lands may belong
to other parties altogether.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is quite true, and you may take it for
the purpose of having access to the property
and for piling grounds in the meantime.
Once you have done with the quarrying of
the stone, and you no longer want it for a
piling ground, the party from whom you
have taken it for that purpose knows that
it is coming back to him ; but the length
to which the hon. gentleman wishes to go is
this : that the department should be allowed
to go on a man's land and take, for instance,
three or five acres for a quarry, and then
after a year or two-because there is no
limit to the time--return it. The officers
of the department are not as particular as
my hon. friend, or any private individual,
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w->uld be, in such matters, and they could and building docks there, and there is no
arrogate to themselves the right to take provision in the law for the government
whatever portion of the land they liked and expropriating the property of a railway
return the balance to the owner. After company. rhat is absolutely necessary, or
having kept it for some time and injured the public works must be stopped there, and
the owner thereby, the government would I propose, if we carry this clause, also to
be in a position to say, " You can have this amend the other bil.
land back, or we will give yoa other land in
exchange for it." That propo:ition is one lon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-To

thatshold nt b accpte. Ifrnyhon what bill is the hon. gentleman referring?that should not be accepted. If my hon,
friend's motion is to reconsider I shall feel Hon. Mr. NMILLS-The Expropriation
it my duty to vote against the reconside- Bil I am referring to now. I propose to
ration. move the fohlowingr:

Hon. Mr. iILLS-This is the bill fro e Paragraph (f) of section 3of the Expropriation Act,
being chapter 13 of the statutes of 1889, is herebyrepealed and the following substituted thereforn
Hon I Alterthe course of any river, canal, brook, streao

Sor watercourse, and divert or alter, as well tepora-
on which the use went into committee. rily a s perianently, the course of any rivers, strea s
The minutes show thiat the clause wns struck of water (railways), roads, streets or ways, or raise orsink the level of the saine, in order to carry theinout an httecmiters.over or under, on the level of, or by the side of the 1 >ublie

work, as he thinks proper, but before discontinuing
The CHAIRMAN-The motion before oratering any (raiiay or) publie road, (or any pirtion

the committee is that the third clause be thereofi he shah (substitute) anotherconvenient (rail-
reconsidered. way or) road in lieu thereof ; (and in such case the

(>w'ner of such railway or road shall take over the
substituted railway or road, in initigation of damages,Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-i cannot under- ( tcif anv clainable by hi v under this Act,) and the

stand why the hion. gentleman pursues this rland eretofore used for (any railway or) road.
our .w hthe HouseDto wen int commit . or (the part of a road so discontinued, May e trans-ous. dth thll D he roseferred hy the ioister to and shar thereafter yecomepriation Act should certainlv have been the property of, the owner of the land of which it
deait with first, se that we would know originally forined a part.

The provisions of this section are retroactive andththrweittee inh toe thi c se" sha apply to past as we l as to future transactions.
to abandon lands, or reinvest them in the
owners, before providing the machinery in Hon. Mr. FERGUSON--Is that pro-
the Exchequer Court for the purpose f posed as an aendient to the Exchequer
carryingeitrut. For my own part, althourh Court Act?
my views may not agree with those of my poper ofLheo no of hi it
hon. friends with whom I usuilly act, I priation Act.
an wi eing to i tive the government power to
abandon lands, or reinvest them. It is Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Why not deal
done in the Railway Act, and althougi I with the Expropriation Act?
ar teld the power is not as great here as itpn
is in Enigland, I arn in favour of it, but 1 Hon. Mr. MILLS-Because the principle
am opposed to placing the Exhequer Court is exactly the sanie.
Act in the shape for deaing with the new Hon Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
mainger of expropriation before we have That would be an aendaent to the Ex-
decided to pass that form of expropriation, rpito c.I leeaeitrssscand I should not certainly vote for t is
clause until we decide what to do with tuhe as the hon. gentleman indicates, I do nt
Expropriation ct. see any particular objection to that, but that

is a vastly different pritciple fron the one
Hon.Mr.MILLS-It is not a matter of the we havc been discussing, and when we corne

eightestconsequence to me what the order is. to the Expropriation Act we can discuss
(if course, if we defeat the principle in one it. I might say with reference to the
bill, it is not my intention to proceed with Exchequer Court Act, with which we are
the other. I find in the city of St. John now dealing, speaking for myseif, I am in
that the city of St. John Railway and favour of the first and second clauses. 1
Bridge Company have a track which inter- think they give a power which the govern-
feres with the improvement of the harbour, ment should have, particularly in a country
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similar to ours. Sending a judge into the
province of Quebec for instance, where the
judge trying a case should have a full know-
ledge of the French language. It might be
not only necessary, but justice and equity
might demand that they should select one
who understands the language of the people
and send hini there under the circumstances.
That I do not think can be objected to. As
to the other clause, it ought to be struck
out.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I)-I do
not understand how this bill has come up a
second time. As I understand, when the
bill was before the House on the previous
occasion, the committee rose without report-
ing, and it was stated at the time that that
killed the bill for the present session.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It did not kill the
bill.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-I
think we are a little out of order in taking it
up now. How does it happen to come up
again ? Because I see in looking at the
Official report of the debates, that Sir Mac-
kenzie Bowell said:

Does the hon. gentleman (Mr. Mills)
the connittee rise without reporting ?

Hon. Mr. MILLs-Yes, I do.

move that

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BowELL-All right, then you
kill your bill.

Now, if that was the case, how is it that
the bill comes up a second time ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Because I had the
right to restore the bill to the order paper.
I gave notice; I reserved to myself the
right whether I should revive this bill or
introduce a new one.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-When this bill
was before the House for consideration in
May last, I expressed myself as very much
opposed to the principle in clause three,
which is now under consideration. At that
timte I expressed a desire, so far as my hum-
ble efforts could do so, to assist the govern-
Ment in securing such legisiation as was
absolutely necessary, in the public interest,
to mneet the difficulty which then seemed to
exist, but I must confess that the amend-
nients which have oeen proposed this after-
ioon do not seem to me to alter the case.

The mere striking out of the words " after
judgment " only alters, to a very slight de-

gree, the time when the government may
exercise the right which they now seek to
exercise, so that it is a case which, I might
say, would never occur -that is, exercising
the right between trial atid the date of
judgment-because it would be onily reason-
able to suppose, if the government cones
down to trial, it will have then exhausted
all negotiation, and if it is raised before the
issue is tried out, viz., in the interval between
trial and judgment, the course would not be
pursued by the government of tendering
back the land to the individual. It does not,
make any practical difference.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There might be an
understanding between the governrment and
the party that might be affirmed in the judg-
ment. That would be all. I do not think
that is of any importance though.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The difficulties
we saw in the way at that time seemoed not
to be in any way involved in the words " or
before judgment." The other amendments
are the law of the land to-day, so far as the
future is concerned. I attach no importa:ce
to that. You have to pay danages. You
could not release yourself from any damages
which up to that point, you had caused. The
difficulty I see in the way is this : I under-
stand certain litigation is pending by reason
of the government having expropriated cer-
tain land. I take the ground, and very se-
riously, that this proposed amend ment would
seriously imperil the rights which those par-
ties are entitled to at the present tine. I
hazard the opinion that the governrment, if
this clause passed, would have the right to
exercise all the rights now sought in refer-
ence to matters which are now pending
before the Exchequer Court and which have
not been tried. If that be the case, I think
the sense of my hon. friend the Minister of
Justice would protest against altering the
rights of those who are now before the courts
for trial of those rights. I point that out
in all seriousness, and submit that whatever
amendment is brought down here and we
are invited to consider, should be of st'ch a
character as to in no way interfere with
rights now in litigation.

The motion to reconsider was lost on a
division.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL
moved that the 4th clause be struck out, as
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the House had not considered that clause on
the previous occasion.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I would suggest
to the hon. Minister of Justice to bring down
for consideration such an amendment to the
Expropriation Act as that of which he speaks.
I do not think it would be objectionable and
if there is any necessity to amend the Ex-
chequer Court Act, I do not think any
serious objection would be taken to it.

Hon Ur. MILLS-My hon. friend will see
that the bill was objected to largely on the
grounds that I mention, and I amended it
largely in accordance with that objection.
The hon. gentleman also mentions another
objection-the objection to include present
litigation. I am unable to see the force of
that view, and therefore I am not at the
present moment proposing to frame an
amendment to meet the hon. gentleman's
suggestion. I will consider the niatter, how-
ever, and I ask that the committee rise and
report the bill as amended. I shall, between
this and the third reading, consider whether
it will be possible to frame an amendment
in the direction which the hon. gentleman
suggests.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I think it would be
better to let the hon. gentleman frame the
amendment himself.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Would the hon. gentleman consent to put
the amendment which he has just read upon
the notice paper, so that we can consider it
in case we go into committee on Bill D ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
As I heard it, I do not think it is objec-
tionable.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY, from the committee,
reported the bill as amended.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, 25h July, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENT
BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. POWER moved the third read-
ing of Bill (40) " An Act to amend the
Criminal Code, 1892, with respect to Com-
binations in Restraint of Trade."

Hon. Mr. M1LLS-I do not propose to
divide the Senate on this question, but I
think by striking out the words "unlaw-
fully " and "unduly " from the law as it now
stands, we make it far too comprehensive
and affect too many innocent people, and
the words as they stand at present would
embrace a great many persons who might
combine for perfectly innocent purposes.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-I quite agree with
you.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill was
read the third time and passed.

EXPROPRIATION ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

CONSIDERATION IN COMMITTEE POSTPONED.

The order of the day being called:
Committee of the Whole House on Bill (D) "An

Act to amend the Expropriation Act."

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL said:
I understood the hon. gentleman yesterday
to say, that unless the other bill was passed
he did not intend to proceed with this
measure.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, I did not say
anything of that sort.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Does the hon. gentleman propose to proceed
with this amendment of which he has given
notice 1

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
was going to suggest that it would be better
to allow that amendment to stand for a day
at least, so that those who would be most
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initerested in the railways of the country
Would have an opportunity of seeing it. I
do not know whether my hon. friend has
communicated with the railway com-
panies, or whether he has taken this step on
his own responsibility, but as it affects all
the railways in the Dominion, we should
Imove carefully when we interfere with in-
terests of that kind. It has suggested itself
to me that if it be necessary in order to en-
able them to deal with the harbour improve-
Ments in the city of St. John, to which re-
ference was made yesterday, and that if the
Present short railway interferes with that
Public improvement, it would be much better
tO take special power to do that than to make
a generallaw-that is, to put uponthestatute-
bock a general Act to cover everything when
it is only intended to meet a special case. I
throw out that suggestion to the hon. gen-
tleman. I do not know what other cases
there may be, nor can I understand why
the provisions of this clause as it reads are
tO be made retroactive. If there are any
Other cases that will be affected by this bill
Iith which they have not been able to deal,
the hon. minister might inform us.

. lion. Mr. MILLS-Those words are
Intended to refer to the case of St. John
exclusively.

I on. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
D0 I understand that the government has
already expropriated, or attempted to ex-
Propriate that rail way, and finding they have
"ot the power, they introduce this provision
for this purpose 1

lion. Mr. MILLS-No. My hon. friend
Ows that when the bill was being con-

Sidered I gave this case as an illustration of
the necessity of the power we sought to
Obtain.

lon Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is when the hon. gentleman gave notice
of the bill.

thon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, in May last. If
the hon. gentleman desires the bill to stand

otil to-morrow or next day, I have no
Objections It is desirable, as the session is

ý'wing to a close, not to delay longer than
Iecessary. My hon. friend refers to the

e'ause being general. I think it is a power
the government should have. I do not
knOw why a railway should stand, with
regard to the paramount power of the Crown,

in a different position from any other pro-
perty holder in the country. If the interests
of the public, so to speak, and a railway com-
pany come in conflict, I know no reason why
a government should not have power to
expropriate just as much as they would in
the case of any private property holder;
otherwise you are putting the railway on the
same footing as the Crown. That iever
could be intended anywhere within the
British Dominion. I am not aware whether
there is any case immediately pressing upon
the attention of the Railway Department,
except the case of St. John, but it is a power
that certainly cannot do any harm. The
railways are always sufliciently powerful to
take care of themselves, and unless the gov-
ernment really need to make the expropria-
tion, it is never likely to interfere with a
railway corporation in this regard. So that
instead of coming to Parliament evely time
it may be thought necessary, it would be
better to have the clause in the general
terms as it stands.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
presume this is the first case where the ne-
cessity of having such a power came under
the notice of the Railway Department. The
hon. gentleman in his renarks did not give
us any explanation of why this is to be made
retroactive, so far as it affects the St. John
case. It is well that we should have all the
information, so that we can intelligently
consider it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not know, but
my impression is that there was a contract
for the improvement in the St. John harbour
let, and there is also the improvement being
carried on, which, when completed, would
cross this railway, and these words, no doubt,
in the opinion of the Minister of Railways,
were thought necessary to cover the Act of
the department at the present moment, be-
cause the work is going on, although the
expropriation has not formally taken place.
Instead of making a contract with the
parties and agreeing to accept a property
upon whatever termis they chonse to dictate,
the government prefers to exercise the gen-
eral power of expropriation, and have the
value of the property fixed in the ordinary
way.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
After you have failed to make an arrange-
ment. If the statement made by the hon.
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gentleman be correct, then the Railway bounties on steel and iron made in Canada."
Department must have encroached on the He said :-It would look as if the bounties
property of the railway company, and it is on steel and iron had come to stay, for sonie
absolutely necessary that you give the law time at all events. Hon. gentlemen will
a retroactive effect for the purpose of cover- remember that in the year 1894, a policy
ing it. was adopted in this country of granting a

Hon.Mr.«NIILS-hat ay r ma nI bounty on pig iron, and what is called pud-
Hon. Mr. MILLS-That may or may nlotdedbrioan eebilt.Ttws

be so. In ail probability it may be so. We to contin apd of biveys. Under
say we can shift your line a little further te st
back than where it is at present located, and u

can herby rovie yu aune n eerywaytry by otlering these bounties, a number ofcan thereby provide you a line in every way cmaiswr omdi aaa n
as convenient as the one you now have, and conies wee fme n a andea
it is necessary, in the public interest, to re- i
move your line somewhat further back than in tti p ers a t ao pits
where it is now placed in order that the When heive ars was s t t exie
harbour improvements may be such as to they he it at putting n the ful
make St. John a trans-atlantic port. These nt of atal ha they ad orn
people, as I understand it, refuse to deal ete d. ad lo teaed rea
except on terms that are so exorbitant that etesin A4 ln etemn wil e-
it would be better to abandon the work than for another five years. It is now thought
grant bhem. + iron and Wtee bils.nThatwas

to coninue or a eriod f fiv year. Ude

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-What is the
naine of the company ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The St. John Railway
and Bridge Company, 1 believe. This bill
takes away no riglts. It leaves the courts
to fix the value as in ordinary cases.

Hon. Mr. POWER -That law allows the
governmenit to take a public road, and there
is no reason why it should not apply to a
railway in the same way. The objection
before taken to this measure was that it was
believed to be intended to affect one or two
cases which, if not pending in court, were at
any rate in dispute, and it lias occurred to
me, while there is no use in asking the Senate
to reverse its decision upon that point, that
further consideration must have shown hon.
gentlemen that it is really desirable and
almost necessary that the govemrnment should
have the powers which are set forth in this
bill, and it has also occurred to me, that
possibly the Minister of Justice might nake
some amendient to the bill to provide that
it should not apply to those cases which are
now in dispute, and that as to the future, at
any rate, the bill might be allowed to pass.

The order was postponed.

BOUNTIES ON STEEL AND IRON
BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read-
ing of Bill (161) " An Act respecting

nate the system of bounties is by adopting a
sliding scale at the expiration of the present
terni, and giving the parties tinely notice
that the bounties will be reduced on a scale
that will enable them propably to sustain
theniselves after a period of another five
years. At present the bounties will be con-
tinued on the same basis that they have
existed upon for some years. The tine
would expire in 1902, and it is proposed to
continue the present bounties until then.
The following year the bounties to be paid
will be 90 per cent of that paid at the
present time.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-They have an
extension beyond 1902 for five years. Is
that what we are to understand 1

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No. The five years
will expire in 1902, and it is proposed to
continue the bounties on a reduced scale for
another five years. The first of these five
years, that is 1903, the proportion to be paid
will be 90 per cent of that now paid. la
1904 the proportion will be 75 per cent; 'n
1905 it will be 55 per cent ; in 1906 it will
be 35 per cent, and in 1907, when it will
terminate, five years from 1902, it will be
20 per cent. It is hoped that before that
period arrives the business will be on suCh
a substantial basis that it w ill be enabled to
live without any further assistance from the
public exchequer.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I hope so, but I
doubt it.
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lion. Mr. PRIMROSE-How will iron from that, I have to congratulate my hon.
inanufactured from Newfoundland ore be friend on having become a thorough out and
benefited under the bill 1 Would ore im- out protectionist in this respect, altogether
Ported from N.ewfoundland for the purpose beyond-and I thought I was a pretty old
of beiig manufactured in Canada corne fogey in that respect-the length that 1 ever
olnder the head of foreign ore? contemplated we should extend the principle.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-I think so under the There are smelting works in Canada to-day
PrIBsentlaw.which do notuse one ton of Canadian ore. The

presentore for the whole output of ese works coes

ion. Mr. PRIMROSE-Would it not be from the Lake Superior district and other
better to substitute for the word "Canadian" portions of the United States. Conse-
" British American? " That would bring quently, we are paying a bounty of S2 per
in Newfoundland. n on pig iron made out of a foreign pro-

duct altogether. When the principle - of
lion. Mr. SCOTT-Before long I hope a bounties was established by law, it was for

change may be made to admit Newfound-'the purpose, not only of establishingsnelt-
land ore at a reduced scale. I have no ing works in Canada, but to enable the
athority for making that statement. It is natural wealth of the country, which lies
anl expression of hope on my part, that it in the bowels of the earth in the shape of
wOuld seen reasonable and proper, under ore, to be used. The question subsequently
the circumstance of Newfoundland being arose whether it should not be extended to
a British colony, that ore from that pro- foreign ores. The late government opposed
Vince should have a preference-in that res- that, though it was deened to be absolutely
pect. necessary to import the foreiga ores to

. lion. Mr.PRIMROSE-Not only because enable smelting of our own ores to be carried
it is a British colony,on more successfully. Any one who has
is becorning but Iat mer ay sa at iteero studied this question knows that in order to
h becomng oflate years a great 'feeder of

e iron manufacturing industries of Canada, flux those ores and produce a good quality
and if an arrangement could be made by of iron, you must have differet varieties'of
Which Newfoundland ore could be manu- ore, but the late government refused to

factured on as easy terms as iron manufact- pay a county of pig iron made fror foreign
nred from Canadian ore it would be a good ores. I know I advocated that you

arrangement. should allow the importation of foreign
ores to be used in connection with the

ion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I native ore, but that you should only payo not think there is a doubt as to the cate- the bounty upon the product of tbe Cana-
gory under which Newfoundland ore would dian ore; in other words, if you require 50
ove into the country. Although a British per cent of foreign ore to produce a ton of

'olony, it is to all intents and purposes a pig iron, you should pay haîf of the bounty,
reign country, so far as customs duties are and not pay any bounty on that portion

Ccerned. I hope my hon. friend, the which was the product of the foreign ore. I
tretary of State, has advanced in, or wiIl may say that even that concession my col

ance as rapidly in the future, his ideas leagues would not consent to. However,
, th leference to Newfoundland as he has this government has gone altogether beyond
'in reference to the bounties which should be that.
91anted for the manufacture of pig iron in this
'otry. I remember, when the subject was M ILLS- The hon. entleman's
otder discussion a few years ago, and I and colleagues had a lingering regard for free

8rs advocated the admission of Newfound-

th into Canada, my hon. friend had not Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
.se hopeful ideas which seem to pervade Their regard was, I think, in a diflerent

ilind just now. The time is not far direction altogether. They desired to spend
stant, I trust, when Newfoundland will the people's money for the purpose of en-crrn an integral part of this Dominion, in couraging the production of iron front ore
ethat we may be enabled to deal with the product of Canada. They wished to en-

eineral output of that colony the same courage the owners of mines in this country
e do with any of our provinces. Apart and to create an industry exclusively of
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Canadian products. I was quite ready to go
further, and for the reason I have already
explained, that if it were necessary to import
foreign ores to produce a better article of
iron, they might he allowed to cone into the
country f ree under the tariff, and the bounty
paid on the iron should be in proportion to
the ainount of Canadian ore used. I was
about to say, when interrupted, that the
present government have gone beyond that.
They have not only allowed the introduction
of a foreign ore, but they pay a slim equal to
two-thirds upon the pig iron that is made ex-
clusively from foreign ore, where not one
single pound of Canadian ore is used. The
question is whether it is not going too far. It
encourages the smelting of iron in this coun-
try, but it protects no other Canadian indus-
try. That is the distance to which the protec-
tionist principle has been carried by hon.
gentlemen opposite. Better that than no-
thing, but I think it is going a little too far.
A smelter has been established in Canada on
this principle, it was moved from Detroit to,
the Bay of Quinté, and when I was in-
formed by the managers that they did not
use a pound of Canadian ore, I confess that
I was very much surprised. Then I asked
the question, how is it you have come to
Canada to establish these works I His
answer was, "We can afford to bring the
ores from Lake Superior down to the place
where we smelt them, and the saving in
freight upon the article produced in sending
it to Europe, where we sell the most of it,
together with the bounty which we receive,
of two dollars a ton, justifies us in moving
from Detroit down to your locality." How
much better that would be if we could have
induced them to come here and use Cana-
dian ores, and pay them just in proportion
to the amount they use. That is the prin-
ciple upon which, I think, this bounty ques-
tion should be established and carried out.
However, as the hon. gentlemen have become
such extreme protectionists, after iaving
denounced us and denounced our policy as
robbery when we introduced a more limited
policy of paying bounties, I can only con-
gratulate hon. gentlemen opposite on be-
coming as thorough protectionists as some
hon. gentlemen on this side of the House.
It only shows what an immense difference it
makes in public men when they are out of
office and when they get into office
and enjoy the sweets that go therewith.
They know in their hearts that, from

a political standpoint, they dare not cease tO
carry out the principles of the law on the
statute-book, and they know, further, that
it would involve the loss of constituency after
constituency if they reversed that policy.
They also know that if they had done that
which they pledged themselves to do when
they were in opposition, the country within
less than five years wiould have been in
revolt against them. Whether they have
done it from a pure conviction of right, or
for the reasons which I have indicated, I do
not pretend to say, but I will give thern
credit for a conversion. I believe they have
not done it from a sense of right; but 1
should not impute any other motive tO
them. No matter what the reason maY
be that has induced them to take the course
that they are following in reference tO
bounties and retaining protective duties
which have been upon the statute-books for
the last seventeen or eighteen years. I col-
gratulate the country upon the fact that

they have not had the courage to carry out
the pledges which they made to the people-

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not think the
hon. gentleman is quite accurate in either of
the views he puts forward. His statemnen
reminds me very niuch cf a tradition told of
the eastern people, that they disputed
whether they should walk eastward in the
morning to bring daylight ot- depend upo'
the cock crowing for that purpose. Dayligb
may come to them by either process, an
my hon. friend will find that without the
adoption of the views on protection and
without approving of the policy of the Pre
ceding government, when these bounti
were introduced, the government may ap
prove of this measure. The hon. gentlensX
calls it a protective measure. It is no
necessarily a protective measure in the senOe
in which the hon. gentleman uses that ee'
pression. I have never said, nor do I knUo<
any Reformer, either in this House or in the
other House, who has maintained that under
no case is a bounty to be given, or is Pr
tection to be afforded. The difference be
tween the position taken by my hon. friend
and myself is a radical difference, that Pre
tection is a good thing in itself and that
while protection continues, and even duri0g
the period when it is necessary in order tO
the existence of an institution, that it .
profitable to the country. I do not ad'0!
that at all. I say that as long as an inSt'
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tlution requires public aid in order that it
1ay exist, it is an unprofitable institution

for mere purposes of gain. You defend it,
YOU support it as John Stewart Mills says
ln bis work on political economy, not because
it yields any advantage at the present
tOmaent, but because it may be able
by and by to live without that aid
aid confer advantages and profit to the
country under these circumstances. That

not a protective policy. The hon.
R'ntleman maintains that while you uphold
Protective duties, they are yielding an
advantage to the country, that the country
will be prosperous, and he proposed eighteen
Or twenty years ago to make this country

elIOsPerous by the imposition of high duties.
8ay he did not accomplish that object, and

h did not build up those foundries and
sulelting works, nor stimulate the working
of the mines in the province of Nova Scotia
or elsewhere by the duties which he imposed
or the bounties which he offered. A bounty

a less objectionable mode of giving pro-
action than a very high tariff, because in

RlVing aid in that way you leave everything
se free and untouched by the burden that

YOU impose. But the point is here; you
ave had in the province of Nova Scotia
d elsewhere, ever since confederation a
tionary condition. You have had the

Population in the main in all the maritime
Provices without their due share of pros-
Perity, notwithstanding all the bounties
3or Offered and all the money you expended

Public works. The country was station-
The trade that formerly belonged to

haf ax went to Montreal. The commerce
St Ralifax formerly enjoyed she lost, and
r every part of the maritime provinces
du-g the whole period the hon. gentleman

of I office he cannot show that any por-
of the population was becoming pros-

rons On account of the. policy which was
'4pted-

on. Mr. FERGUSON-Why does theornent continue the policy I
1 1 on. Mr. MILLS-We are not continu-

the Policy. We are taking a different
i cy as I shall show. The hon. gentleman

aot 80 acute as he would like to persuadeby the questions which he puts. Let me
ouitit that the duty has been reduced,

1 hat is bis proposition I The Finance
k er, who preceded the present Finance

"ster in office, gave a pledge that these

duties shiuld be imposed for a certain
period-I think it was five years-and that
these institutions would be able to stand
upon their feet and would require no more
aid, and no other provision was made. What
is the present proposition ' It is to put an
end to the bounty system.

lion. Mr. FERGUSON-When I
Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman

bas only to look at the bill. He bas no
need to ask. He looks at the bill and
what does he find 1 That the first year the
bounty is to be 90 per cent of what it was
under the old arrangement. Then it is to
be 75 per cent, then 55 per cent, then 35
per cent, then 20 per cent, and thon noth-
ing. There is a provision for putting an
end to the system without any shock to the
industries of the country, and to give those
industries an opportunity of developing
their resources. What is the condition of
things at the present time ? You have par-
ties proposing to invest millions of money in
smelting operations. You have parties who
are under the impression that if they
receive this aid while their works are being
built, while they are making a large outlay
and have no great income from their works
and undertakings, if you can give them aid
during that constructive period, that when
their works are completed they will be able
to enter into competition both with the
United States and the mother country, and
to put the produce of their smelters upon
the markets of Europe and upon the mar-
kets of the South American republics. I
say there is a prospect being opened out,
there is a policy adopted, not a servile imita-
tion of what the hon. gentleman did, but
a statesmanlike proposition, a proposition
that is calculated to give confidence to the
men who are investing their money and at
the same time telling them " Gentlemen,
when you have your money invested and
when you have your works completed, you
must rely upon your own resources and your
own ability," just as they are told in Eng-
]and and just as they are being told in that
regard in the neighbouring republic. Those
gentlemen who are investing several millions
of money in the maritime provinces in these
undertakings are under the inpression that
they can successfully compete with the men
engaged in the manufacture of iron in Ala-
bama, the most favourable state of the
American Union, and that they will be able
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to successfully compete with the Alabama
producers of iron in South America, where
railroads are being constructed to a greater
and greater extent every year, and in the
markets of the mother country. I say with
that hope in their breasts, with that con-
fidence in the undertakings. in which they
are engaged, with the large amount of
capital that they are investing in these en-
terprises, we give them an opportunity--

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Noble sentiment.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
says " noble sentiment." It is a sentiment
perfectly consistent with the principles of
free trade. It is a policy looking forward
to free trade. It is not a policy of perpet-
ual infancy as the policy of the hon. gentle-
man was. I say that this bill provides for
the termination of the bounty system with-
out a shock to those enterprises in which
money is being invested, and it is a policy
consistent with the interests of all classes of
the population, and which serves to emanci-
pate the people of this country ultimately
from the thraldom of that system which the
hon. gentleman has aided in fastening upon
the public of Canada. With regard to the
importation of ore into the province of Nova
Scotia from Newfoundland, if the ore thus
imported improves the quality of the iron
produced, there is no doubt ore wiil be im-
ported from there to the smelters that will
be established in Cape Breton and elsewhere
in the maritime provinces. If the iron is
made better, it will be to their interest to
import it. Facilities exist for the purpose.
There are no places in all Christendom be-
tween which the facilities for transportation
are greater than between the mines of New-
foundland and the mines of Nova Scotia,
and there is practically no difference in
principle between giving to the people a
certain bounty upon the products from the
Canadian mine and to give them a similar
bounty extending both to the Canadian arid
Newfouridland mines. Under the arrange-
ment which has been made, the importations
will be as large as the production of the
best quality of iron may render necessary,
and further than that, with immense re-
sources at home it ie not desirable that the
importation sbould in any way kill off a
production equally available at home. I
think that the bill will accomplish the object

intended without the imposition of any un-
due burdens upon the population.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-The hon. leader
of the opposition, in the remarks lie made a
short time ago stated it as an absolute
necessity, in order to conduct the manufac-
ture of iron in Canada to the best advantage,
that there should be varieties of iron used.
I rose specially to emphasize the fact that
in Newfoundland these advantages are found
to a very extraordinary extent. There are
a great many varieties of iron and that
makes it all the more desirable that the pro-
duct of Newfoundland should be brought
into Canada to be manufactured here.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
the Minister of Justice has certainly amused
u, not a little by the very ingenious defence
which he has made of the adoption by him of
the principle of protection. He has told us,
in the course of the few remarks which he
has made, that he is still on the saie ground
as he always was, but he tells us also that
not only is he opposed to protection, but
that he regards the protection in the form
of bounties as even worse than protection
by tariff.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, less objection-
able.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I said that the bountY
was a less objectionable mode of giving aid
than high duties, becauEe it puts no burden
upon anything except that which was
actually produced.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-As far as that
is concerned, I think I am right is saying
that eminent writers on political economY
take exactly the other ground and regard
protection in the form of bounties as most
objectionable.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Mills does not say s0.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I am not quot-
ing my hon. friend. I am quoting authors
on the subject of political economy that I
know, and if I had had any notice of this
question coming up I could have given MY
hon. friend the authority for that. I under-
stand now distinctly where my hon. friend
claims to be at this present moment. H1e iO
still opposed to protection as he was in
years gone by, but he finds it necessary tO
continue it, I can hardly tell why, if it b.
not that the Conservative party started this
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Priiciple, and that it is necessary for his
Party at least until these industries shall get
011 a firm and solid footing, to extend to
them some assistance in the way in which it
has been done. My hon. friend's ground
heretofore, and that of his colleagues acting
111 conjunction with him, has been that pro-
tection was nothing more or less than a form
of legalized robbery and that manufactures
are-" robbers great and robbers small." He
does not propose to stop this legalized
robbing, but he proposes to let them rob on
for a little while, and gives them notice that
On the 23rd April. 1902, he intends to make
them rob a little less than they have been
doing and on the 1st of July, 1903, he in-
tends'to reduce the process a little more. I
cannot find a better illust ation of my hon.
friend's position and the position of his
government at the present moment with
regard to this question, than that.of a man
who has his bouse on fire. The whole house
1s in flames, and be is very anxious about it,
but a very wise man comnes along and says,
never mind, let it burn ; but on the 23rd
April, 1902, I propose to put a bucket of
Water on the fire, and, again, on the Ist
July, 1903, I will come along and put on
another bucket of water. My bon. friend
and his colleagues have put themselves on
record that protection is legalized robbery ;
that manufacturers who ask for protection
are " robbers great and robbers small."
.&fter taking that ground, he now proposes
tO say, " Let them rob; but by and by, if I

1o not change my mind, I will stop it." It
s open for the bon. gentleman three years
hence, when he proposes to stop the robbing
Process, to change his mind and say, " Oh,Well, you mnay rob a little longer." And it
la 1not at all unlikely-in fact, it is almost
certain-that on the 30th June, 1902, or be-
fore that date is reached, my bon. friend will
corne down with a bill allowing them a little
onger to rob the country. Al this shows
he inconsistent position my bon. friends

have put themselves in with regard to the
trade question of this country. They have
Put themselves on record as opposed to the
Principle of protection. They announced in
their Ottawa platform, and in speeches all
Over the country, that they intended to put
'n end of that system, and instead of doing
aO we find them bringing in this bill, and

etting their newspapers to call it a bill for
e purpose of putting a stop to protection,
cause under the bill a little of the bounty

is to be withdrawn three years hence, and
they still retain the power to change the
arrangement. We used to hear a great
deal about organized hypocrisy, but we
know what it is by this time.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Every one who bas any knowledge of the
past professions and the present practice of
hon. gentlemen opposite, must have been
surprised and astonished to hear my hon.
f riend state that he had not made the de-
claration that bounties were the very worst
species of protection. J think I understood
him to deny that pointedly and distinctly.
Before we go into committee we may per-
haps be able to call my bon. friend's atten-
tion to some of the recorded utterances
of himself and his colleagues on that ques-
tion, but what surprised me was this : The
hon. gentleman said that parties were now
willing-and not only willing but about to
invest millions in the establishment of
smelting works in Canada, and that they
were of the opinion that if this was con-
tinued during the time that they were build-
ing these works and getting them ready
for operation, they would be enabled to
succeed much better. Does that mean that
the government bas come down with a pro-
position to enable those who have established
companies for the purpose of erecting smelt-
ing works, to say to the people of the coun-
try who have purchased stocks, " We have
this protection and hence you are safe in
making investments in this line." Then he
said that when they got to work and were
enabled to produce that for which the works
were erected, then the bounty was to cease,
and they would have to depend upon their
own resources. The bon. gentleman ought
to know-he is not as stupid as he would
make us believe

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am just as stupid as
the bon. leader of the opposition.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
pity the bon. gentleman.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We sympathize with
each other.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Every one knows that not one single cent is
paid to any of these works during their con-
struction, or after their construction, until
they produce some pig iron.
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-Paid on the produc-
tion of the iron.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The hon. gentleman said just the contrary.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The hon. gentleman will find, if he is
correctly reported-ai I am sure he will be
-that he made that statement. That is
the impression that he left on the mind of
the House, that they assumed, as soon as
they got on their own feet, they were to rely
on their own resources. If this be not a
step in the direction of protection, but a
s.ep in the direction of putting a stop to
protection, why did the hon, gentleman not
let the law die of itself I The payment of
bounties would have ceased long before the
time for which this Act provides to pay
them, and*if it be a free trade measure in
that direction, they should not have inter-
fered with the law at all, but let it expire,
and long before the time that they proposed
to pay the bounties on this graduated scale,
the bounties would have ceased and there
would be no charge upon the people. This
is a splendid illustration of a free trade pro-
tection policy, and as long as the government
continued in that line they will have the sup-
port of this side of the House. Let the gov-
ernment keep on; they are in the right direc-
tion; the country will prosper under such a
policy.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I would just say, by
way of correction of what the hon. gentle-
man bas just said, that it would be per-
fectly preposterous for me, with the Act
before me, to pretend that the people were
to get a bounty before they produced any
iron. It was upon the iron that the bounty
was to be paid, and if they were producing
nothing they would get nothing. I pointed
out that the men who are at present pro-
ducing are prepared to produce more, and to
build more extensive works. While the
building operations are going on, there is a
large investment of money which is yielding
no profits and no interest, and therefore if
the bounty for the time being serves to give
them a certain amount of profit upon their
investnients that are not yet made operative, it
enables them to go on and build their works.
That is wholly different doctrine and rests
on a wholly different principle from the

doctrine to which the hon. gentleman refer
red. The hon. gentleman intimated that it
would be a terrible thing for the govern-
ment to undertake to aid works if men were
going, and the government knew that they
were going to invest large sums of money in
these enterprises. Has the hon. gentleman
forgotten the time when the government
imposed protective duties, and said it wished
to appeal to the country two years before
the ordinary time, and asked thý people of
Canada whether they were willing to give
permanency to this protective principle,
because there were millions of money abroad
ready to be brought to this country to be
invested here in manufacturing enterprises
if there was permanency I An appeal was
made, and there was permanency given by
the aid of a Gerrymander Bill.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
No; tell the truth.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am speaking the
truth. I say that statement is strictly true,
and the hon. gentleman is offensive snd un-
parliamentary in his remark.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--I
withdraw it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I say the elections
were carried on that cry by the aid of a
Gerrymander Bill, and the millions of money
did not come.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That gerrymander is a humbug argument.
I will answer that by and by.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

DOMINION ELECTIONS ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL
IN COMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into Committee
of the Whole on Bill (V) " An Act further
to amend the Dominion Elections Act as
respects the province of Prince Edward
Island."

(In the Committee.)

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE -
notice that the title of the bill is to amend
the Act as regards Prince Edward Island,
and I notice in one clause it provides that
the Act is not to apply to Prince Edward
Island. That seems inconsistent.
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Hon. Mr. POWER-The bill is intended
only to apply to Prince Edward Island, and
instead of making exceptional enactments,
which are supposed to be required only in
the case of Prince Edward Island, a number
of long sections of the Election Act are re-
pealed, and this bill proposes to re-enact
them with slight changes referring to Prince
Edward Island. It would have been more
convenient to have given us, in a few lines,
the changes required as to Prince Edward
Island, and allow the remainder of the
Franchise Act to continue as it is.

lon. Mr. FERGUSON-With regard to
that point I was guided by the law clerk of
this House, who informed me that those two
sections of the Dominion Elections Act had
undergone so many amendments that he was
of opinion that the best thing to do was

nimply to consolidate them and incorporate
in them a very few words which were neces-
sary to make the change, and that a very
distinct advantage would he gained to the
statute by this consolidation; and further,
that it would be much easier to understand
the whole thing in this way than by propos-
ing some slight amendments. I was guided
entirely by the opinion of the law clerk, and
I have no doubt the hon. gentlemen will see
that in doing this there will be a decided
improvement in the statute, apart from the
anendment relating to Prince Edward Is-
land.

ion. Mr. POWER-I would suggest
that the title should be amended. It does
Ilot refer solely to Prince Edward Island.

lon. Mr. FERGUSON-I did not notice
'ntil the bill had left the law clerk's

hanlds that be had given it this title, and it
oOcurred to me that the title should be of a
niore general character.

On subsection 2.
Ion. Mr. POWER-I would direct the

attention of the hon. gentleman f rom Marsh-
field to line 43, and the next two lines :

&Ud al those upon which there is any writing or
rk by which the voter could be identified other
an the numbering and initialling by the deputy
tring officer in the cases provided for by this
ct, and by section 23 of the Franchise Act, 1898.

The note, made by the law clerk I suppose

c The only chanrea are in the addition of the words
atd installing' and in the subetitution of the words

fsquare brackets for those hereinbefore pro-fode ir.
60

I wish to direct the attention of the hon,
gentleman from Marshfield to the fact that,
the initialling does not afford any opportunity
to identify the voter, because ail the ballots
are initialled, but the numbering does. The
words are unnecessary and calculated to
mislead, because the initialling on the ballot
does not give any clue to the identity of the
voter.

Hon Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
will observe that, with regard to the objected
votes, the initials must be placed on the
ballot. This is simply to carry out the other
provisions of the Franchise Act with regard
to these votes.

Hon. Mr. ALMON--Would it not save a
great deal of trouble if the hon. member
from Prince Edward Island was to make an
amendment to this bill to say that the votes
shall not be taken by ballot, but that there
shall be open voting I I understand him to
say that there is open voting for local legis-
lature, and they might be given the privilege
of open voting for the Dominion. After the
exposure of those rascally proceedings which
have taken place in Ontario, and that obser-
vation about the machine-we know there
were corrupt practices in three elections at
least, and we do not know in how many
more- is it not clear that open voting would
be much better than voting by ballot ? We
know what an obstruction is carried on in
the House of Commons committee, with re-
gard to the investigation of this very diffi-
culty, with the object that no decision shall
be reached this session. Ail that must con-
vince this Senate that the proper way of
conducting an election is by open voting.
There would be very little trouble in grant-
ing it in Prince Edward Island, where it
already prevails. It would enable us to see
whether elections can be conducted better
in that province under a system of open
voting than they are in Ontario by ballot
where the machine works.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I do not differ
materially from my hon. friend as to the
merits of open voting. We have it in Prince
Edward Island in provincial elections, and
we find it works as well as the ballot does.
There is no strong desire there to change it,
but my hon. friend will observe that if we
were to attempt to exempt Prince Edward
Island from the operation of the ballot, we
would have to amend tho Dominion Elec-
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tions Act in so many respects that I would
not attempt it in a little bill of this kind,
and it would have to come from the govern-
nient.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-It is quite evident
there will have to be some change made in
the ballot paper. It is now in such a shape
that it is counterfeited in every election,
and it is utterly impossible to hold an eiec-
tion in the future without having a recur-
rence of what took place in the past year.
Some change should be made in the ballot
paper. I do not know how it could be
accomplished.

Hon. Mr. ALMON--By open voting.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Fac similes are pre
pared in such a way as to defy detection. I
want to know whether the government
propose to offer sorne remedy for this state
of things? Without some change it will be
impossible to conduct an election in the
future with any degree of fair play. It is
generally understood throughout the country
that ballots can be manipulated, and you
can depend upon it that it will be the party
who can procure the latest voting machine
that will carry the election. This evil is
growing every day, and will continue to
grow, now that the people understand how
the elections can be manipulated. Unless
some change is made, future elections will
not be an expression of public opinion. I
do not know whether a paper could be had,
something like bank note paper, that could
not be counterfeited. If that cannot be
done, sone other process should be adopted
for the purpo-e of securing a correct record
of the votes which may be polled at the next
election by both parties. I am not speaking
in favour of one party more than the other
because you can depend upon it the practice
which prevails now will be carried on by
both sides.

Hon. Mr. ALMON--No.

Hon. Mr. CLE MOW-I have always
favoured open voting, but whether that
would be too Tory an idea to take up at the
present day, I do not know. I am told that
there is a machine in the United States now
for recording votes by electricity. The
machine contains the names of the candi-
dates, and you record your vote for the
party for whom you wish to cast it. We
want a faithful and honest election, and we

want every man to record his vote as he
thinks proper. We do not want men to go
around the country hugging machines to
poll votes for you and me. I want to poll
my own vote, and I should like to do it in
the old Anglo Saxon way, by open vote. It
would be pretty hard to carry that now,
though it would not be so hard to work the
old system, if people would try the experi-
ment. It is as well the matter should be
dicussed now in order that the government
should know the feeling that is abroad, and
it rests with them to provide a remedy as
soon as possible.

Hou. Mr. PROWSE-I do not know
that it is in the province of this House to
say whether voting shouid be open or by
ballot, but in my opinion one great cause of
tue corruption that is being exposed to-day,
in reference to elections, is the amount of
money contributed towards election funds.
There is ten times more evil produced by
that than by any other cause in reference to
elections. I would be very much in favour
of giving a large suni for the purpose of de-
tecting and prosecuting bribers at elections,
but not one dollar towards buying votes or
to help the machine. The responsibility for
the prevalent corruption rests with gentle-
men of large means and with the government.
There is no question about it, large amounts
of money are improperly used at election.,
and I am afraid a-great deal of public money
is used for that purpose. It is for the moneyed
people as well as those who control the
affairs of the country to see i hat no public
money or pri çate money shall be used in that
way. If hon. gentlemen are desirous of
seeing elections properly conducted, let thern
contribute, and contribute liberally towards
the detection and prosecution of those who
are corrupting the electorate of the country.

Hon. Mr. POWER-If the hon. gentle-
man from Marshfield had introduced a bill
to abolish vote by ballot, we might go iItO
a discussion of the imerits of voting by ballot
and I should be disposed to support the
hon. gentleman, but that is not what 1s
before the House just now. With regard
to the suggestion made hy the hon. gen-
tieman from Rideau Division I think that il'
sone places the deputy returning officer has
a stamp with which he stamps each ballot
before handing it to the voter. Thqt stalP
would prevent, to a certain extent, the use
of improper ballots.
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Hon. Mr. LANDRY-They would get
another stamp made.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Where you have
a dishonest returning officer, what would
you doi I think a good deal of the trouble
about the ballot is that the printing of the
ballot is done in the newspaper offices. The
government should print ail the ballots. As
long as they are printed at offices through-
out the country, it will lead to rascality. I
think a good deal of the trouble we have
had in the elections has come from that
source.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Hon. gentlemen are
carrying on a discussion of this question,
Which is beside the bill that is before us, as
if there were sone extraordinary rascality
disclosed in this Parliament. I do not
Understand that that is so. I understand
that there is an inquiry being made in the
Other House in respect to an election in the
county in Huron. I understand that the
ballots were printed, or commenced being
Printed, in the office of the Godrich Signal,
and that the paper that was being used was
too thin. The proprietor, when he came in'
8topped that printing, and ordered them to
take a better and heavier quality of paper.

O there were really two kinds of paper used
Printing the ballots. But if hon. gentle-

ruen will read what has been established,
they will see that at some of the poils, only
the ballots of the better kind of paper were
used. The first thing that suggested suspic-
'On was the discovery in one box that was

arst exainined of fourteen ballots of that
better kind of paper, and it was supposed
that those had been substituted ballots; but
Ir' other boxes, the whole ballots were of
that sort of paper, even where the majority
of ballots were marked for the unsuccessful
Candidate, so that a little inquiry dispelled
that Suspicion altogether. Whatever hap-
Pened elsewhere, hon. gentlemen will see
that in that election there was none of the

lot stuffing that was at first suggested,
an]d which led some to suppose, suspiciously I
SUPpoSE, like my hon., friend across the floor,
that Borne wrong had been done. As- far as

can learn, the investigation up to the
present moment has dispelled that view.

l on. Mr. PROWSE - Did not the
retnier in the other House admit that a

eehnUa facie case had been made out 1
60

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not know what
the Premier admitted, but that erroneous
view was on the assumption that these bal-
lots printed on heavy paper were fraudulent.
It was subsequently found that they consti-
tuted the vast majority of the ballots, be-
cause the proprietor, when he saw the
quality of the paper that was being used at
first, stopped it, and those ballots that were
printed on the thin paper were used, but
there was no more printed on that quality
of paper, but a better and heavier quality
of paper was used.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-How do you
account for the counterfoil being entirely
different f rom the spurious paper ?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
They did not fit. The ballot cast did not
fit the counterfoil.

Hon. Mr. BAKER -Do I understand the
hon. Minister of Justice to suggest that
there was no iniquity I

Hon. Mr. MIJLLS-That is what I am
suggesting, and I say up to the present time
-I do not know what was disclosed to-day
-but what was disclosed before to-day does
pot show.any iniquity.

Hon. Mr. BAKER-How do you account
for the fourteen ballots being uniformly
marked for one candidate I How do you
account for their being of a different size
from the stub of the book from which they
were torn I How do you account for the
edges being white while the edges of the
others were black 1 The hon. Minister of
Justice shows a degree of innocence that I
did not believe any man in public life could
be guilty of.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
has shown a good deal more than a degree
of innocence in the discussion that he has
initiated here. I made my statement of the
impression that the information, so far as it
liad been given, has made upon my mind.
I find that ballots which were marked for
both candidates in other polling divisions
were exactly of the sane paper that the hon.
gentleman says is suspicious and printed in
the saine way. The hon. gentleman says
there was a conspiracy in the case of those
fourteen ballots. I do not believe there was,
because his suspicion would apply to the
entire ballots deposited for both candidates
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in the other polling divisions. The hon.
gentleman may demur to that view. All I
can say to him is not "great is thy faith
in man," but " great is thy incredulity."

Hon. Mr. BAKER-Since this discussion
has been precipitated upon the committee, let
us confine ourselves actually to the facts of
the case exposed in the Committee on Priv-
ileges and Elections of the House of Com-
mons. We found there the stubs of the
ballots that were furnished by the deputy
returning officer, and the remaining ballots
still attached to the stubs. We found
ballots which are of a different size and
fourteen of a different make of paper, marked
uniformly with initials which are written
in a particular style with ink, while the rest
were marked promiscuously with pencil. We
found the ballots printed by a different
machine--I do not refer to " the machine "
by which the ballot boxes were manip-
ulated, but the machine by which the
ballots were actually printed, the print-
ing press. The lines on the ballots them-
selven showed that they were printed on
a different machine. They could not have
been detached from the stub, and yet
we find the hon. Minister of Justice, from
his place in the Senate, contending that
there is nothing suspicious about the circum-
stances. If the man who was elected in
that constituency had any self respect he
would have risen in his place the moment
that exposure was made in the House of
Commons and declined to sit longer on the
seat that was polluted, and would have
walked out of that chamber a bigger man
than he has ever been, or than he ever will
be if he continues to cling to it in spite of
the evidence that has been produced. Let
us examine the other circumstances and see
how perfectly hollow the pretensions of the
hon. Minister of Justice are that there is
a possibility that there could have been
anything like innocence connected with the
polling in that place. Forty-three men have
been sworn and have given evidence that
they marked their ballots for the Conserva-
tive candidate, yet only thirty ballots were
found marked for him, and yet we are told
in the face of that evidence that the pre-
sumption remained that it was an honest
election ! The Minister of Marine and Fish-
eries was on the spot and he admitted that
those ballots were* spurious, and there can
be no other contention, yet the hon. Minister

of Justice-he who above all the members
of the government, who above all men in
Canada, is bound to maintain the purity of
elections and honest voting-stands up in
his place in Parliament and contends that
there is no presumption raised against the
honesty of that ballot. I am amazed. I
knew the hon. Minister of Justice years and
years before he came into the Senate, and I
always believed that, as public men go, he
was one of the most honest public men
who had ever taken a seat in the Parliament
of Canada, but to-day what a fall has there
been !

Hon. Mr. MILLS- Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. BAKER-Did I understand
the Secretary of State to cry " Heae, hear?

lon. Mr. SCOTT-I am quite prepared
to cry "Il Hear, hear." I am listening to a
most extraordinary statement.

Hon. Mr. BAKER-I hope I shall not
be provoked to deal with the hon. gentleman
as he deserves, but I say it is a surprise to
me, a disappointment to me that the Minis-
ter of Justice, from his place in the Senate,
without being called supon to do so, has in-
terjected a defence of the greatest fraud
that has ever been perpetrated upon the
electors of this country.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
has been a party to fraud in the other
House for years. Did not the hon. gentle-
man defend the Queen's County case while
lie was in the other House, and the hon.
gentleman assumes indignation towards me
becaus3 I state my impression with regard
to a prima facie case as it stands in the other
House. I have to say to the hon. gentle-
man that the case is not before us for dis-
cussion. It was because the matter was
referred to here, and the statement made
that fraudulent ballots had been used during
the election, that I referred to the matter at
all, and I referred to the fact that I knoW
Mr. McGillicuddy, who was the proprietor
of the office in which those ballots were
printed, and he told me himself, personally,
that his young man, who was printing off
the ballots, had started to print them On
thin paper, and when he came in, he stopped
him and told him to use other paper. You
had, further than that, Mr. Cummings, the
returning officer in that place, swear thae
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those were his initials on the fourteen
ballots, as well as on the others.

Hon. Mr. McDONALD (C.B.)-I do
not think there is any necessity for a heated
discussion on this bill, but I may say that
the suggestion made by the hon. gentleman
from Ottawa, in view of what has transpired
in the last elections and the by-elections,
should be considered by the government. It
is the part of wisdom, if we want to see
pure and honest and just elections, that the
government should print the ballots them-
Selves and in that way prevent imitations of
the printed ballots by any newspapers,
throughout Canada. In my own con-
stituency we have four newspapers, and if
the ballots for an election are printed in the
Office of one of those newspapers, and the
Other papers find it out, and they have dis-
honest printers among them, what is to pre-
vent them imitating and printing ballots
iltended to be furnished to the returning
Officers i Therefore, it is absolutely necess-
,ary for the government, in order to save
themselves and ensure honest elections, to
have the ballots for the whole Dominion
Printed by the government and furnished to
the returning officers in the various con-
etituencies in Canada. With regard to
What the Minister of Justice says about
What is transpiring in another place in the
West Huron election case. I believe he has
11ot had time to study the matter. I have
had an opportunity of seeing and hearing
What was going on, and I saw the ballots
Stubs with some of the ballots that had not
been used still adhering to them. The num-
ber of ballots polled at that particular poll
nuMbered from one to ninety-eight, and the
ballots had been torn from that stub. That
Stub is of a certain colour. The edges of the
ballots were black. Of the ninety-eight
ballots which were put in the ballot box,
onlIY a certain number had the edges black,
corresponding with the stubs showing clear-
lY that fourteen ballots put in the ballot box
Were not taken from the book which was
fllished to the returning officer. That
again shows conclusively the necessity of the
government guarding the purity and honesty

f election, and that they should print the
ballots themselves.

11on.1 Mr. ALMON-I want to know
Whether Mr. Preston, the man who sent the
48egram to the member elect to " hug the

machine" and was likewise, I believe, de-
nounced by the Globe (and his guilt must
have been strong when the Globe mentioned
it) is still in the pay of the government.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-Several hon. members
have referred to the importance of having
those ballots printed at Ottawa.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Is there no answer
to my question i

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
has the floor; I will answer when he is
through.

Hon. Mr, ALMON-I will let you off.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-On the first day of
the examination, when it was stated that
fourteen ballots were not similar to the
other ballots used in the elections, the at-
tention of the government was called to it
on the assumption that fourteen ballots, at
ail events, had been shown to be different
from the officially prepared ballots, initialled
by the returning officer. It was then con-
sidered that probably an improvement might
be made by having the ballots printed, as
referred to by my hon. friend behind me
(M. Clemow),on water linedpaper, thatcould
not be imitated-paper that could not be
made in Canada, and that other marks
might be attached to the ballot, which
would make it utterly impossible to counter-
feit them. The moment I heard of this, I
had some ballots prepared for my own infor-
mat ion, and I believe the proposition is one
that is not only feasible, but I think
will be useful, and one that will probably
be adopted. I desire to say one word in
reply to the declamation of the hon. gentle-
man opposite (Mr. Baker) which I think was
extremely unfair, when he knows the facts
I think lie will be prepared to make an
apology to the Minister of Justice and the
House. I have it from a member of the
committee that when the fourteen ballots
were shown to be different from the others,
he came to the conclusion, as we all did, that
they had been improperly placed there. If
I am correctly advised-I was not present,
but I have been told by several gentlemen
who were present-the committee found
ballots for iMcLean exactly of the same
character cast at other polls; if that is so,
it bears out the statement of the Minister
of Justice that ballots of the same character
were used on both sides.
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Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-How do vou
account for the absence of the counterfoils ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am not satisfied that
there bas not been fraud. I do not propose
to justify anything that has been done. I
am limiting my statement to what I believe
is absolutely reliable, that is as far as the
fourteen ballots were concerned. Some of
the ballots which were cast for both candi-
dates in other divisions were exactly similar
to those which were supposed to be fraudu-
lent-the same paper and the saine mark on
the edges as hon. gentlemen have described
-and gave other indications that they were
the saine in every particular as the fourteen.
I do not know whether a fraud was coin-
mitted or not. I am limiting my statement
to the fourteen ballots because I have not
given my attention to any other feature of
the case but that.

On subsection 1 of 64.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I move that the
words "one hundred " be struck out and
"three hundred " substituted.

Hon. Mr. MILLS--That is altogether in-
adequate.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I think M'y hon.
friend will agree with me when I tell him
that from our experience in Prince Edward
Island we have had a good many scrutinies
under the provisions of the local law aud
there lias never been one that has involved
anything like that amount. They have been
a much simpler proceeding than my hon.
friend would think they were. They turned
on such questions as the performance of
statute labour by young men, and one case
would be a test case, and the cases were
soon brought to a conclusion in that way.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Where does the hon.
gentleman in this bill provide for the ex-
amination of all the ballots that have been
protested ?

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-That is what we
are providing for.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Where i
tioner would only inquire into
that his own agent had objected

The peti-
the ballots
to.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Perhaps we had
better settle the question of surety first.
My hon. friend the Minister of Marine and

Fisheries, thinks possibly the clause could be
made clearer with reference to the scrutiny.
I am willing to have that made clearer if
necessary.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentle-
man's estimate of $300 is based on the
practice in Prince Edward Island, but the
operation of this clause is not limited to
Prince Edward Island.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Oh, yes.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Paragraph 3 is the
only one which refers to Prince Edward
Island alone. Paragraph 4 is not confined
to Prince Ed ward Island, but applies to the
whole country.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-One hundred
dollars is ample where there is nothing in-
volved but a counting up of votes, and in
place of striking out the words "one hun-
dred," I would add "or in the case of Prince
Edward Island three hundred dollars," so
that it would make a larger sum necessary
to be deposited in Prince Edward Island on
account of the objected votes coning up on
the recount. My hon. friend from Halifax
is right, 1 think, in what he says. We
would then leave the law exactly as it is
now ail over the country, but in Prince
Edward Island, where we are imposing a
different duty on the county judge at the
recount, and we would there make the
surety $300.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
is doing this on the assumption that on a,
recount he is to have a scrutiny. A scrutiny
is one of the most expensive proceedings
that we know of in controverted elections.
My hon. friend, the leader of the opposition,
will reimember the scrutiny in the case of
Rykert vs. Neelon, where the costs were
$15,000. That wa.s in 1874. The hon.
gentleman will see that in every other pro-
vince where a ballot is ob.jected to and
marked that you only take into considera-
tion the question upon a scrutiny, and the
scrutiny requires you to file an election
petition and deposit $1,000. My hon. friend
proposes that, without filing an election
petition and without a regular trial with
regard to each vote or examination of it by
a Superior Court judge, the County Court
judge, in making the recount, shall inquire
into the validity of each of those votes and
shall pass upon them at the time. Does he
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not think that that is to the advantage of
proceedings in a recount in Prince Edward
Island, because it is not done elsewhere.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON - It is not
required elsewhere.

lon. Mr. MILLS-Not having a voters'
list in Prince Edward Island, there is a
Possibility in that regard of men coming
forward to vote that otherwise might not do
80, but there is also this fact; I understand
that in every polling division it is a rare
thing that anybody comes forward to vote
that everybody else in the locality does not
know, and therefore there is perhaps less
OPportunity of getting in a vote that is not
a proper vote in Prince Edward Island than
any other province in the Dominion.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
Will bear in mind that we are not proposing
to introduce that feature in the law. That
was put in the law by this House last year,
and we are only suggesting necessary
changes to carry out the intentions of that
law. There are very few weaknesses indeed
in the law, if there are any, and some think
that there are none. We have no voters'
list in Prince Edward Island, consequently
there is no judicial or any other revision of
a list establishing who bas a right or who
has not a right to vote. Consequently,
in the polling booths of Prince Edward
Island any man can go to the polls and
claim that he bas a vote, and if he takes the
lecessary oath, the ballot is given to him
and it is put in the box and that ends it. I
ara quite willing to admit that a great deal
of that sort of thing is not usually done in
Prince Edward Island, but that is largely
because we have this protection in our law.
It is not much benefit for the candidate to
have bad votes put in for hin when they can
be objected to and struck out on the scrutiny,
and he will be put to costs. As we have not
had a judicial revision of the votes before the
election, we must have sone protection af ter
the election in the event of a large number
Of bad votes being cast. We have had a
by-election in East Prince since this Act
*as passed last year, and I an told that
tbere were only tive votes marked objected
in that election. It does not follow, how-

ve1r, that if thii la' had not been
in existence there night have been one hun-
dred bad votes put in, because they knew
t8i13 check was upon them, and if they put in

and got counted on the night of election,
they felt and believed, as everybody did
down there at that time and as everybody
believes still, that the law we passed was
effective and they could be struck out and
lost on the recount. We simply want these
votes to be reviewed by the County Court
judge at the recount. This clause will not
be called into requisition except in cases
where the majority is a small one. If the
defeated candidate believes there are more
bad votes cast for his opponent than for him,
he would make application for a recount.
We have had about half a dozen of these
scrutinies within my recollection, and
none of them proved to be expensive or pro-
tracted. I remember one election in Char-
lottetown,when there were about 2,000 votes
cast, between Mr. Morris and Mr. Mc-
Leod. Mr. McLeod was elected by two and
Mr. Morris demanded a scrutiny. It took
the best part of two days. Mr. Morris'
counsel objected to votes cast for Mr.
McLeod until he had exhausted his list, and
if I remember rightly Mr McLeod was
put ten or fifteen behind, and his counsel
commenced to examine the votes cast for
Mr. Morris, and lie went on till he got
a majority of one for Mr. McLeod and
then he stopped. It was not necessary to
go any further, and the sheriff declared
Mr. McLeod elected. Seventy dollars
was the cost of that scrutiny. Then
there was the West River case, in which it
turned on the due performance of statute
labour, and the case lasted longer than that.
I know I had to come to the relief of my
friend who was the candidate, financially in
the matter,and the costs were less than $200.
I know there were some four or five others,
and none of them amounted to anything of
a serious nature whatever. The protection
that we will have in possessing this provision
in the law to have a scrutinly of votes at the
recount will prevent bad practices, and there
will be no inducement to the candidate to
offer bad votes. My hon. friend seems to be
under the impression that this might be left
for an election trial. My hon. friend's object
in introducing the Franchise Act of last
year was to make it conform to the local
statutes. Weil, he would not be carrying
out that principle unless he introduces in
the law the principle in the local statute of
having this scrutiny hefore the sheriff or
before the County Court judge. It is neces-
sary to carry out the principle which my
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hon. f riend claimed to be underlying the
Franchise Act to furnish the protection that
is furnished under the local law.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Oh, no.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
says no. I am surprised to hear him say no.
I claim to understand something about the
local statutes of Prince Edward Island in
election matters. I have had a good deal of
experience in them, and am speaking cor-
rectly when I say this protection is given in
the provincial laws in Prince Edward Island,
and it is the duty of Parliament to give the
same protection in Dominion elections when
we are using and applying the local laws.
As against the other proposition, that this
might be left to an election trial, the hon.
gentleman will see at once in what an unfair
position it would put the candidates in
Prince Edward Island. In every province
of Canada the question of who bas a right
to vote, or who lias not, is settled judicially
before the election, and unless there is sorme
fraud, the question of the qualification of
the voter cannot come up b-fore the judge
at an election trial. There the general con-
duct of the election and the question of
whether it was carried on purely, or whether
there was bribery and corruption, are the
matters which come in, but here we have
simply to do with the question of the quali-
fication of the voters, and lion. gentlemen
will recognize this principle, that the man
who has the majority of good votes ought to
be returned by the returning officer and by
the County Court judge after the recount,
and the question of the majority of good
votes should not be allowed to be mixed up
with the question of bribery and corruption,
or any other question. It is the easiest
thing-in the world. If it is left entirely to
be settled by petition before two judges, it is
many times a more expensive way, but if it is
left to be settled there the moment the can-
didate who bas been counted out on account
of bad votes being recorded against liim ap-
peals on an election petition to the court, his
opponent feeling that he is beaten on that
point, in order to make a saw off, files a coun-
ter petition and, the whole matter is involved
in an election court, and the man who has a
majority of good votes is mixed up in an
election trial and through a saw off and
such manipulations he may lose his right
to represent the constituency. We only
desire to carry out what the law of last

year proposed to do, and that is to allow the
man who felt that bad votes were cast against
him to appeal to the County Court judge to
have these votes examined and their merits
decided upon at the recount, leaving all
other matters to be disposed of exactly as
they are in other parts of the Dominion.

Hon. Mr. POWER-As the proposed
amendment refers to Prince Edward Island
and does not affect the other provinces, I
suppose we should not object to it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Assuming they may
properly allow a recount at the scrutiny, all
the votes should be inquired into.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I do not want
to mix up the question, we are dealing with
the amendment now.

The amendment was adopted.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It ought to be made
clear that where you go into a recount the
validity of all the vo, es objected to ought to
be considerd on both sides, so that a
mninority candidate would not be counted in.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-If my hon.
friend bas any serious doubt on that
point perhaps he would point out what he
thinks there is in this clause to support the
view that only a part of the votes are being
considered. For my part I cannot see it.
Subsection one, of section sixty-four, taken
in connection with subsection two of the
same section that we propose now, make
it very clear that all the votes would be sub-
ject to be decided upon by the county judge.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think the doubt
that I have in my mind will be reumoved, if
we add at line ten, page three, these words
" And in the case of Prince Edward Island
to scutinize all the votes objected to," that
will answer the purpose.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I think there is
no necessity for that amendment.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is no harm in it.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-It might con-
fuse. There is first a method provided by
which objection can be taken to vote by the
agent of the candidate. Next comes the
action of the returing officer in marking an
objection upon the poll book, and a corres-
ponding mark upon the ballot, and then
counting the votes for the candidate. Then
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comes the next step, and that is, putting
such ballot, at the close of the poll after it
has been counted, in a separate envelope.
Then comes the County Court j udge's action
under section 64. There is to be an affi-
davit made by a credible witness, and he

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-There can be
no harn in it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-In subsection 2 it
may be declared that he will examine into
the votes cast by both candidates.

Must set torth, among other things, that in Hon. Mr. POWER-This is a case in
the province of Prince Edward Island some which it is well to go slowly, so that we
Person not qualified to vote in such electoral shail not make any mistake. It appears to
district has voted. That must be in the me that there should be sore provision in the
complaint in Prince Edward Island. We beainning of section 64 that where the judge
turn to a new section that we propose to add decides that there is to be a recount, then
to section 64, subsection 2. It will be found the party who las the majority of votes on
on page 4, and reads: the face of the return should have an oppor-

In the province of Prince Edward Island the judge tunity to put in some sort of statement as to
shall decide the objections made in each case where te
ballot paper has been cast by a person whose right to
vote has been objected to on the ground of want of the judge cores to make the scrutiny, le is
qualification. bound to consider the votes objected to by

The complaint is to be a general one, that both parties. I think in order to make it
Borne persons have voted who have not the clear it would be we.l to have some pro-
right to vote, and then the County Court vision of that kind inserted in the first sub-
iudge is to decide each objection. The ob. section, and if we allow this subsection to
Jection my lion. friend has in his mind is stand, the hon. gentlenan can consider the
the objection that is made at the polling matter and have the amendrent put into
booth and the inquiry covers every one of shape, and we can put the bill through when
these objected votes. we meet again without any loss of time.

lon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend does
lot see what I see, and it is that this deposit
18 nade by a party who objects to the return
of the candidate, and asks for a scrutiny in
respect of votes objected to. In reference
to what votes objected to 1 The whole?

Hlon. Mr. FERGUSON-Yes.

lion. Mr. MILLS-Certainly not. It is
811 the votes to which he or his agent took
exception. He is not depositing noney for
the purpose of giving the other side an op-
portunity to make a scrutiny. What I wish
le a provision enabling the party who asks
for a scrutiny to have the validity of all the
objected votes considered, whether it is the
candidate petitioning for a recount, or for
the Other party, to be examined and inquired
lintO and my hon. friend's bill, as it stands,
does not reach that point, because he will be
told by any lawyer who examines into this
Inatter that the words, "those in each case "
!nean where the petitioner has objected, not
in each case where everybody else has.

Hlon. Mr. FERGUSON-Would it not be
etter to introduce that on page 4 subsec-

tion 2.

. !on. Mr. MILLS-I do not care wbere
11 as long as it is put in.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-That is the best
arrangement, I think. The clause can be
allowed to s tand.

The subsection was allowed to stand.

Hon. Mr. BOLDUC, from the committee,
reported that they had made some progress
with the bill and asked leave to sit again.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, 26th July, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

YALE-KOOTENAY TELEGRAPH
COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. BAKER, fron the Committee
on Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours, re-
ported Bill (7) " An Act to incorporate the
Yale-Kootenay Telegràph Company, Lim-
ted," with amendments.
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Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved concurrence
in the amendments. He said :-These amend-
meqts are rendered necessary in consequence
of the bill introduced by the government not
having been passed. Ir is necessary there-
fore, to incorporate these clauses with refer-
ence to the telegraph fine. As the bill was
origizially introduced this provision was
struck out in the Commons, and a general
clause put in, expecting that the general
Act would be introduced this session.

The motion was agreed to.

The bill was then read the third time, and
passed under a suspension of the rules.

MEDICAL CONGRESS ON TUBER-
CULOSIS.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. POWER moved:
That an humble address be presented to His Ex-

cellency the Governor General; praying that he will
cause to be laid before the Senate, a copy of the report
of the delegate sent oy the government of Canada to
the Medical Congress on Tuberculosis, held at Berlin,
Germany, in the month of May last.

H1e said :-Hon. gentlemen are all aware
that a Medical Congress was held at Berlin,
Germany, in the month of May last, for the
purpose of considering the question of tuber-
culosis. Every hon. gentleman knows how
great the rortality is which exists in our
population from this disease. It has been
held in the past that the disease was heredi-
tary and not contagious. The latest medical
opinion is that it is not hereditary, but that
it is contagious ; and while every hon.
gentleman here is probably aware of the
modern view, a great many people through
the country are not aware of it. It is to
be presumed that the report of the delegate,
who was sent by the government of this
country to take part in the congress at
Berlin, will contain valuable information on
this important subject; and there is no doubt
that it is desirable that that information
should be laid before Parliament with a view
to seeing whether or not it should be printed
for the information of the public.

MANITOBA SCHOOL LANDS.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- -
Before the orders of the day are called, I
should like to direct the attention' of the
Secretary of State to 'a question of returns.
The hon. gentleman will remember that he

laid on the table the other day a return to
an address of the Senate moved by myself
in reference to school lands in Manitoba.
It was handed to me to look at to see
whether it covered what I wanted. It
covers most of the information I asked
for, but the hon. gentleman will re-
member that I asked him if he would
have, in addition to this, a tabulated state-
ment which is contained in the report laid
before the Senate in answer to an address-
moved by the hon. gentleman from St.
Boniface, of the revenue and expenditure,
from the 20th April, 1893, up to the present
timue, The completion of this return, which
I hold in my hand, from 1893 up to the
present time will furnish the House all the
information that may be required in case
we have to discuss the question in future.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-What You want is
the tabulated statement continued I

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That is all that is-
now requiredi

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes, the tabulated statement continued
down to the present time.

YUKON TERR1TORY ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

THIRD READING POSTPONED.

The order of the day beiug called:
Third reading Bill (U) "An Act to amend the

Yukon Terri tory Act."

Hon. Mr. MILLS said :-I nentioned the
other day that I postponed this bill because
a good deal of it concerned the Department
of the Interior. I made some changes, after
consulting with Mr. Clement and other
officers from the Yukon Territory, and 1
wish to confer with my colleagues again be-
fore I go on with it. I want that opport-
unity. I therefore ask that the order of the
day be discharged and the third reading of
the bill be made the order for to-morrow.

The motion was agreed to, and the order
of the day was discharged.

DOMINIO N ELECTIONS ACT AM END-
MENT BILL.
IN COMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into Committee
on Bill (V) " An Act further to amend the
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Dominion Elections Act as respects the Pro- EXPROPRIATION ACT AMENDMENT
Vince of Prince Edward Island." BILL.

(In the Committee.)

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-In order to
Ineet the view of my bon. friend the Minis.
ter of Justice, I have .prepared an amend-
Ment to section 2. I propose to strike out
all of subsection 2 on page 4, down to the
Words "upomn oath and" in the 17th line,
and to substitute the following:

In the province of Prince Edward Island the
Judge when recounting the votes shall take into ac-
count all ballot papers numbered and initialled by the
deputy returning officer under section 23 of the
Franchise Act, 1898, as having been cast by persons
Whose right to vote has been objected to on the
ground of want of qualification and the judge shal
decide such said objections as are persisted in at the
recount by any candidate or by the agents of any
candidate and for the purposes of such decision he
shall hear the candidates or their agents and may
examine on oath any person whose vote has been
Objected to. Both candidates may be represented by
counsel, and the judge may-

lon. Mr. POWER-I think there is one
Omission in the amendmnent which the hon.
gentleman has submitted. It authorizes the
examination of the person who tenders his
vote and of the representative of the candi-
date, but the portion of the subsection which
bas been stricken out provides as follows:-

For the purposes of such decision he shall hear any
of the parties then appearing before hini in support
Of, or against any such objection.

It might be necessary to take the evidence
of the neighbour of the person whose vote
Was objetted to. The agent of the candidate
might not have the information as to the
qualification of the person whose vote was
Objected to, so that that needs a little ex-
tension. The judge ought to be allowed to
examine and take the evidence of any per-
Son who is tendered as a witness beforo
him. We might say :

The evidence of the voter as well as of any other
Person.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Yes. We will
add after the words " whose vote has been
Objected to," the following: "and any other
Persons.

The clause, as amended, was adopted.

Hon. Mr. BOLDUC, from the committee,
reported the bill with amendments, which
Were concurred in.

The bill was then read the third time and
Passed, under a suspension of the rules.

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

The House resumed, in Committee of the
Whole, consideration of Bill (D) " An Act
to amend the Expropriation Act."

(In the Committee.)

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The whole of the
first clause has been struck out. The prin-
ciple involved in clause 2 has already been
objected to in the Exchequrer Court Bill.
Of course there is no object in calling upon
the Hlouse to vote on clause 2 when tl:e
principle involved in it bas already been
rejected in the other bill. I, therefore, pro-
pose to drop those clauses of this bill and to
substitute the one of which I gave notice.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The hon. minister is droping clauses 2, 3
and4?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, I must do that,
and I move that the following clause be
substituted :

Paragraph (f) ef section 3 of the Expropriation
Act, being chapter 13 of the statutes of 1889, is here-
by repealed and the following substituted therefor:-

(f.) After the course of any river, canal, brook,
streamn or watercourse, and divert or alter, as well
temporarily as perianently, the course of any
rivers, streains of water (railways), roads, streets or
ways, or raise or sink the level of the saine, in order
to carry them over or under, on the level of, or by the
side of the public work, as he thinks proper ; but
before discontinuing or altering any (railway or)
public road (or any portion thereof) he shall (sub-
stitute) another convenient (railway or) road in lieu
thereof ; (and in such case the owner of such railway
or road shall take over the substituted railway or road
in mitigation of damages, if any, claimable by him
under this Act,) and the land theretofore used for
(any railway or) road or(the part of a road) so discon-
tinued, niay be transferred by the ininister to, and
shall thereafter become the property of, the owner of
the land of which it originally fornied part.

The provisions of this section are retroactive and
shall apply to past as well as to future transactions.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Wlhen this amendment was proposed by the
hon. Minister of Justice, I gave an opinion
that, from casually hearing it read, it was
not objectionable. Neither do I say that it
is at ail objectionable at present, providing
the hon. gentleman would apply it to the,
case that he indicated to the Senate in con-
nection with the St. John harbour improve-
ments ; but I object upon principle to the
last two lines, where the provisions of this
clause are made retroactive, to apply to the
past as well as future transactions. I asked
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the question, also, at the time, whether there
were any other cases that this clause would
meet. I understood the hon. gentleman to
say that he was not aware of any other. If
there are no others which it is intended to
affect, then there can be no possible harm in
striking out the last two lines, or making
them applicable only to the case which he
mentioned. Since this amendment bas been
on the notice paper, I have learned that there
is another short railway in connection with
an expropriation which has taken place
that of Mr. Stewart's, better known as
Archie Stewart. I have learned from him-
self that there is a short railway which the
government bas expropriated in connection
with the quarry which they have taken f rom
him. It will be remembered that he had a
large contract on the Soulanges Canal, the
terms of which the government alleged he
did not carry out. They annulled the con-
tract, took the work from him, took ail his
plant, which they had a right to do under
the contract, and paid him for it. They
then expropriated the quarry, leading to
which there is a short railway. Now, would
not this bill, having a retroactive effect,
apply to that case as well as the case in St.
John ? If it would, then it would be simply
legislating that gentleman out of court.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
If you have expropriated, and he is in court,
I think it would legislate him out. I am
stating it as I understand it. This case
under fiat was sent to the Exchequer Court.
The government employed Mr. Samuel
Blake, as a lawyer to conduct the case on
their behalf. He applied to the court to
amend the plan, leaving out a portion of the
property which the government had expro-
priated. The court decided that they had
no power to do that-that a plan having
been filed, the government became de facto
owner of the property which they had taken
from Mr. Stewart, and the only question
was as to the amount of money that they
should pay hin as compensation therefor.
It was new to me, but this map was put in
my hands by him to-day, and it shows that
there is a railway running to his quarry, ex-
tending some little distance. If the
amendinent is intended to meet that case, it
becomes highly objectionable, because it is a
-case in court, as I am informed, and this
Senate should not be placed in a position to

legislate any one out of court. If the gov-
ernment have made a mistake through its
officers, in taking fro-n this gentleman more
of his property than they want, they have
deprived him in the meantime of disposing
of the product of the quarry. I am not
going into the merits of the case as to
whether the government did right or wrong,
but having taken the property, even if
a loss bas been sustained, every one
would say it is much better that the country
should suffer that loss than an individual.
It seems to me to be an extremely hard case
to ask Parliament to deal with a question of
that kind in the manner proposed, and that
is why I asked specially, when the question
came before the louse, and I saw a pro-
vision to give the clause a retroactive effect,
whether it could possibly affect any other
case than that at St. John. I repeat, under
the circumstances attending the improve-
ments in St. John harbour, I could see no
possible objection to giving them the power
to deal with the short piece of road running
from the east end of the bridge crossing the
St. John River to the station, throwing the
track further back if necóssary to do so.
With the question of compensation we have
nothing to do. The courts can decîde that.
I throw out this suggestion, and I hope the
hon. gentleman will, under the circunistan-
ces, accept it, if they want to go on with
the harbour improvements, and confine the
clause to that work.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I call the bon. gentle-
man's attention to the fact that there is
nothing in this bill that could at ail touch
the case of Mr. Stewart. In Mr. Stewart's
case the government took possession of the
railway that led from the railway station, I
think it is, to the quarry under the authority
already existing, section 5 of the Act, to the
passing of which the hon. gentleman himself
was, I think, a party, which authorized the
government to take possession of the right of
way and to establish it, and to either acquire
it permanently or acquire it temporarily in
connection with the use of the quarry. That
is already provided for in the Expropriation
Act, so that this bas not the most remote
relation to a case of that sort at all. This
is not the acquisition of a road of that kind.
Here is a short railway belonging to the
Bridge Company at St. John that runs down
to the harbour. The location of that road
is in the way of improvements in the bar-
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bour that the government intend to make,
and there does not seem to be, under the
Expropriation Act at present, any power for
the Crown to expropriate a portion of a rail-
Way. What we are attempting to do here
1 to expropriate the road and to locate an-
Other road further inland, which we will
build and connect with the existing line of
the company and hand over to them, leaving
the Exchequer Court to decide what com-
Pensation, if any, the company are
entitled to. We have no intention of be-
ing subjected to an exorbitant charge
just because the railway company think that
the acqusition of that property is necessary
to the improvement of the harbour. If it is
right or proper that the power should exist
With regard to the place, then I can see, on
no principle, why it should not be equally
applicable in any other case, arising under
like circumstances, and so I propose not to
do what would be a very unusual thing, to
confine the amendment to the Expropriation
Act to an individual case, but to substitute
it for the existing law. The only alteration
i8 the introduction of the word "railway."
The present law is general. We are simply
applying the power already possessed to
railways as well as to roads and other. ways.
Surely the House is not going to substitute
a section in this bill which would confine the
POwer of the government to an individual
case. The power of the government exists
With regard to any one or all of these cases
Wherever they arise. That is what we pro-
Pose to do, and I am proposing now that this
8ection, which I caused to be printed and
put on the minutes a day or two ago, shall
be substitut( d in place of subsection f of
section 3 of the Act as it now stands. My
hon. friends will see, by looking at section 5,
that so far as the roadway into the quarry
to which he refers is concerned, that power
already exists, and so I am not proposing to
touch that or deal with it in any way,
directly or indirectly, but I am proposing to
confer upon the government, by this amend-
nleit, the power to expropriate a portion of
a railway when it is in the way of a public
Iniprovement, just the sanie as they may
elpropriate anything else. It is not a
POwer to be arbitrarily exercised, but a
POwer to be exercised under the surveillance
Of Parliament and by a government respon-
8ible to Parliament, and only where the ob-
Ject is to go on with the construction of a
Public work as the present law mentions.

We are proposing the construction of docks
that will cut in across the line of railway as
it at present exists. We ask that that,
power, the same as these other powers, may
be bestowed upon the government. We do
not ask for power for a particular case, but
when a particular case arises showing a de-
fect in the law, then you ask that the neces-
sary power may be conferred on the Crown
in order that in that case, and all like cases
which may arise in the future, the power
may be possessed. It is by suggestions of
this kind that all those provisions that
we now find in the law have from time to
time been enacted.

Hon. Mr. McKAY-Why does the hon.
minister want the last two lines in the
clause if that is all that is asked?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Those people are ask-
ing a very exorbitant price. The contracts
for the improvement of the harbour have
been let. It is barely possible that the
contractors have coma upon a section of the
harbour claimed to be in the possession of
those parties, and the provisions of this
clause are therefore made retroactive ; that
is, that if the Railway Department have
undertaken to act upon the assumption that
they have the power-for aught I know
that may have been done-then there shall
be no right of action in consequence of that,
but there shall be the right of compensation.
The compensation will cover the whole
matter.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The explanation given by the hon. gentle-
man is clear and distinct enough, as far as
it goes. The present law gives the right to
take the road which leads to the property
which may have been expropriated, and after
the government have used it as long as
they want, they can hand it back to the
proprietor, on payment of an equitable sum
for its use. Apply that to the short line of
railway to which the hon. gentleman
referred. That railway is of no possible use
to anybody except the owner of the quarry,
and they have taken the quarry from him by
expropriation, and then they have taken the
railroad, which cost from $9,000 to $10,000,
as I am informed. After they have taken
all the stone they require out of the quarry,
and the canal is completed, then they hand
back to Mr. Stewart this mile and a half
of railway. Of what use is it to him except
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for old iron i It is placing the line of rail-
way in precisely the same position that it
places a road through a man's farm. The road
is there and has been constructed no doubt
for the purpose of getting to some portion
of his farm, but the railway, short though
it be, was built for only one purpose and
that was to enable the owner of the quarry
to get the product of t hat quarry to the
Canadian Pacific Railway or to some other
railway, or to the river, in order to convey
it to the place where it is to be used. Would
that not be a case in which it would be an
extreme hardship to the owner i Fortunately
we have a direct and positive case to which
we can refer, and in that case it does not
stand in an analogous position to the using
of a road or a stream for a temporary pur-
pose, and therefore I think the Senate
should not place the owner of that property
in the position by which they can take a
piece of railway froni him, use it for a cer-
tain length of time, and then throw it back
on his hands, having the other property in
their possession, and without which it would
be of no use to him.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That has nothing to
do with this clause.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The hon. minister has argued that they still
have the right to take a road and use it and
pay a rent for it during the time they use it,
and then hand it back to the owner. That
is right enougb, because you could not carry
out your work without it ; but if the argu-
ment of the Minister of Justice bas any
force, this railway is in exactly the sane
position that an ordinary wagon road would
be, that is after the government have used it
for the time in carrying the stone out
to the canal, then they hand it back to the
proprietor, just the same as they would the
road they liad used or a piling ground, the
land for which they had taken fromi the
proprietor. If this piece of railway is put
in the same position as a piece of road, then
when it is handed back it is utterly useless,
upless the man had the quarry, and, to my
mind, the bill ought not to pass in that way.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--The hon. gentleman is
confusing two subjects, and his suspicions
are unnecessarily aroused. The section under
,discussion, the substitution of this proposed
clause, invokes a case where the government
propose to hand over another railway in lieu

of the substituted one ; where they expro-
priate a railway, they must first construct
another railway for the parties. These con-
ditions will not exist in Mr. Stewart's case.
Lt is not proposed to build a railway for Mr.
Stewart if we take over that one. There
could be no possible object in that. The
clause reads:

But before discontinuing or altering any railway,
public road, or any portion thereof he shall substitute
antother convenient railway or road in lieu thereof.

Take the case of St. John; before the
road can be expropriated the government
will have to build a railway for the parties,
in order that they should not be incon-
venienced, and after providing them with a
railway, then they would take over the old
railway if it becoies necessary to carry on
the work. Those conditions do not exit in
Stewart's case. it is not proposed to build
a railway alongside Stewart's railway.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is under another
section of the Act.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I do not see
how we can take the intention of the hon.
niinister. The amendment should be made
clear.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is clear.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-It is as clear as
mud to me. I want it cleared before I can
vote for it. Public works are being carried
on now with the powers the government
have for expropriating property, but they
come now with what i With a bill for a cer-
tain purpose. If they have made a mistake
in Stewart's case they are to blame. As i
understand it, in Stewart's case they con-
demned the stone that Stewart was taking
out of the quarry and said it was not fit for
the work, and kept him back a year, and
then they changed their mind and said,
" Oh, well, you can use the stone and you
can go on with the work, but you must
complete it within the time." He said,
"I cannot go on and do this work
within a year because you have stopped
me." Stewart could not go on with
that work because he could not bind him-
self to finish it in the time agreed upon,
because they had stopped him a year. TheY
expropriated his quarry and road and plant
and everything he owned and then theY
come round, by an amendment of this kind,
and ask us to take the assurance of the
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government that they do not intend to do
80 and so. I want this made perfectly clear
before I can vote for it. It is not because
it is Mr. Stewart's case. It does not matter
to me whose case it is. I an not going to
be a party to allow 5,000,000 people to do an
injustice to one man. I will not sanction that
while I have a vote, and I am sure the Sen-
ate will not sanction it. We should have it
Plainly stated that it does not apply to
Stewart's case. My hon. friend speaks of
taking one railway and building another.
That is all right enough, but why does the
hon. gentleman make it retroactive. I will
not support that kind of legislation.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend has
Supported a great deal of that kind of legis-
lation.

Hion. Mr. LOUGHEED--An amendinent
nWight be made to the clause proposed by
the hon. Minister of -Justice, which I think
should be acceptable to the House, viz.:
that the amendments to the Act should
lot apply to the claim of Archibald

Stewart. I am not sufficiently familiar
With all the facts in the Stewart case to say
whether the amendments would tend to
prejudice him or not. I doubt if any mem-
ber of the House is sufficiçently familiar with
his case to pronounce positively upon the
effect of those amendments. Suffice it to
say that Mr. Stewart does say that those
amendments would very seriously prejudice
his claim. If that be the case, if there be
any doubt about it, then I think in justice
to Mr. Stewart, and from that sense of right
wvhich has actuated this House in dealin«
With questions of this character, we should
place it beyond all peradventure that those
armendments will not apply to that parti-
cular case.

]ion. Mr. CLEMOW-Heir, hear.

Lion. Mr. LOUGHEED-The only case
before us, so far as I know, is the Stewart
case. I would be satisfied in supporting an
amendment to the effect that this Act should
not apply to that particular case. I can see
a Possibility of this amendment applying to
Such a case as that of Mr. Stewart. The
Secretary of State has very properly said
that this amendment is intended to apply to
Cases where one road is substituted for
ano0ther. That would be the general read-
'ng of the Act, still, this case under considera-

tion may be of such a nature as would
cause the application of this amendment.
For instance, if the government, after ex pro-
priating Mr. Stewart's railway, had moved
that road or railway to some other point on
the property, or say off the property, then
under this particular section the government
could saytoMr.Stewart, "Thisis aroadwhich
we substitute for the railway we took from
you, and consequently we ask you to take it
back in mitigation of danages." That may be
a strained construction of the Act; yet I say
in the absence of a familiarity with all the
facts relating to that particular case, it is
difficult to say how far-reaching such an
amendnent may be. There is a new prin-
ciple introduced into this amendment, a
principle to which I do not object, in
such an expropriation as in contemplated-
that of substitution. The present Act does not
admit of the principle of substitution; this
does. I would suggest that there should be
a short clause attached to this amendment
so as to remove any doubt as to its applica-
tion, and that it should be substantially as
follows, that the amendments do not refer
to the case of Archibald Stewart, now before
the Exchequer Court.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Nor to any one
else.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is extraordinary
that the case of Mr. Stewart should be
brought up every time that we have pro-
posed to deal with the subject of expropria-
tion, and made the subject of controversy
in this House. Why is it introduced t-day
when we are dealing with an amendment
that has no relevancy to Mr. Stewart's case,
and why is Mr. Stewart chamnpioned by this
Senate? I am not going into a detailed dis-
cussion of Mr. Stewart case. But what is
Mr. Stewart's case? Mr. Stewart had a
contract on the Soulanges Canal. That con-
tract was not progressing very satisfactorily,
and the engineer in charge, acting in the dis-
charge of his duties, and in accordance with
his conviction of what was right and proper,
objected to some stone that was being
quarried as being defective. The contract
was delayed for a period of two months, in
consequence of that objection to the stone.
The objection was removed and the con-
tractor was permitted to go on if he could,
but he did not, and he spent, as far as I
know, a whole season without doing any thing.
If the work was to be constructed it was
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necessary to put some one else in charge, and that I apprehend is the only one immediateiy
as the way was built to this quarry, it was in view, is that the position of the road, by
used, together with a portion of the quarry- being moved a littie further back and a new
not the whole of the quarry. Mr. Stewart track buiît, wouid be made better even than
had bought the quarry, a hundred acres, for it is at the present time, because where the
the sum I understand of $2,000, or less. road is Dow located will be cut in upon and
The government expropriated a few acres of docks will be buit for the accommodation
that and took possession of the road under of ships coming into the harbour. As I
section 5 of the Act, not as their absolute have said to bon. gentlemen already, 1 be-
property, but acquired an easement of it for lieve that the only grounds for the last two
the purpose of getting access to this property. lines to which hon. gentlemen refer is that
Mr.Stewart says "You have taken possession the parties have attempted to enter an action
of the road ; you have closed the way and against the government, or the contractors,
prevented me reaching the quarry, and I for coming upon their property before ex-
claim damages to the amount of $250, 000, propriation is had, or before they have been
for the injury done me in taking possession settled with for the price of the property.
of a fraction of the quarry for the purpose." Where the property i8 required for the use

Hon. Mr. McCALLUMI-He cannot get -f the Crown, and the Crown proposes to
the $250,000 ; he can only get what he can pay the value, ascertained in the regular
prove in court. way, in the way in which the value of ail

iuch property i4asccrtained, 1 do not sup-
Hon. Mr. MILLS-If my hon. friend and pnse that an hon. gentleman in this buse

his friends persists in their way they will wants to furnish special facilities to those
do all in their power to enable him to get who are undertaking to get an exorbitant
the $250,000. price f rom the governrent to do so, and to

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-No. undertake to proceed against them by a suit
beside. I cannot say anythingr more with

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes. I know what regard to the clause. It is forzthe purpose
I am saying. In this matter every possible that I have explaincd, and it will apply to
impediment that could defeat the govern- every other case where a similar class of
ment in securing a fair dispositi >n of the circumstances nay arise, and the Crown
question has, I do not say intentionally, but finds it necessary to expropriate a part of a
has in fact been raised. Now, that question road that interferes with the construction
is altogether outside of this bill that I have of some public work. The amendaient is a
introduced before the House. This bill has reasonableone. Ithasheenrecognizedassuch
nothing to do with Mr. Stewart's claim. Our with regard to aIl the other cases mcntioned,
expropriation of the railway, so far as it was -ind I sec no reason why it shou!d not be
expropriated under the Expropriation Act, held to be as reasonable in the case of railway
was under section 5, which gives to the companies as in the case of any another
Crown the power to acquire right of way, a parties-i fact more so, because if there is
leasehold interest or permanent interest, as any class of people in this country tlat are
the Crown sees proper. It is under that capable of defending their rights, and secur-
section that the right of way that was con- ing ail they are entitled to from any govern-
structed by Mr. Stewart, but I think was ment that may exist, it is railway corpora-
claimed by some railway company, is in the tions. They are far from being helpess.
government's possession. Section 3 of the They are in ail cases able to take care of
Act gives certain powers to the Crown, and theinselves, and any government dealing with
among those powers are those which I have them will always he obiged to pay to the
read, and the only addition to these powers utmost limit of the value of anything taken
is the ppwer to expropriate a railway, and from them. It seems to me very extra-
to enable the government to construct an- ordinary that this House that sanctioned
other line in substitution of what tbey have the Act which I am proposing to amend,
expropriated, and leave to the courts that carried it through on every occasion
to say whether the party is entitled to when it bas been amended without any dis-
damages-whether he has been injured. cussion--
All the representations made to me with Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-There was nothing
regard to this New Brunswick road, and retroactive in the other bilis.
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-Neither is there in who are objecting to the principle of the
this, except the provision in this section, amendment which he is endeavouring to
which is made to apply to past as well as to place on the statute-book, are assisting Mr.
future transactions. Stewart in obtaining that which le las no

Hon.right t obtain. Is not that a reflection upon

friend says, this amendment will not applytesse ano a go io n ox t
to Mr. Stewart's case, and as Mr. Stewart is tewr ba to st the oreal as
advised by his legal advisers that it will, , o. before the
can there be ary objection to my hon. friend o
saying this shal not apply to the StewartExhequer Court, and te judge

casen decides in his case, as in others, in
caseaccordance with the evidence on both sides;

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think it would be a i that beîngthecase, whyshould we be accused,
very extraordinary course for the House to because we object to this retroactive legisla-
adopt, to make an ainendment of that sort, tion of assisting a man in obtaining from
but if they choose to amend it, I cannot the Crown that te which he las no right?
prevewt it. I object to any insinuation ef the kiud. I

may be wrong in the view I take of thislon. Mr. ALLAN- quite agree with iattert i a at c as

rgttobutan Is note ta t a orefection, po

the remarnau of the hon. Minister of Justice this Senate well knows, to interference with
as to railway corporations, but I really do the vested rights of any of ier Majesty's sub-
flot know enougli about this Stewart case to jects, whether it be a corporation or an asdivi-
fOrm a proper judgrnent of it. When thjs dual, and if Mr. Stewart'sname happens to e
blih was before the bouse on a previeus naentioned in this discussion, it is n st becaus;
occasion, I did make inquiries about it, but of any desire to champion Mr. Stewart's
lot enough te :at isfy mtysehf that it was of case. I took the same ground in the case that

sufficient importance to justify special action w mentioned in connection with the Trent
with regard te it. 'The bill, I thouglit, had Valley Canal. I did not know thp name of the

isappearec, and I did not rake furtlier gentleman w ose property it was proposed
iiquiry. 1 was just going to ask the sanie to expropriate ad destroy, but I Lave since
question if there is no intention te interfere learned that le is one of the stronge t
with Mr. Stewart's case, wiat objection opponents of the party to which I belong, in
tOuld there be te say so? the countv of Peterhorough. But that bas

Sr ion nothin t do with the action of the Senate;

nonow enoug about this Stetlcasen to

foome to make an amend ent of that kind they acted in the protection f a vested rigt,
>~ti flo obectig; bt Ithin itand held that ne government had a riglit te

that those words should be maintained, b- previous a mnso thout
notI may say frankly to the liuse an I a nd fpe fmnston seor
attcempt has een made to enjin the con-
tractrs frIw proceeding with that work, just as smonest and sincere the views that
qud the whole summer mioht be lest in he holds, as am in t mine, e says, if it is
lithe right in the case in St. John, on whichli 

Igmay be wrongain theevieweI takerofethis

layt very great stress, is it not equally rigitthe cudgion hregh Pargimednt. l this any case that lias transpired in the past

the vested riht ofrug anyof erMajst's ub

I say ne. If a man bas [md prperty in bis
lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- own right in the past, and the Stovernent
bat 1 object te more particularly in the have interfered witli it, you inhve ne rigt

1eflarks made by my lion. friend is his te seek legislation to take away the rigets
8tateur>ent, or insinuation, that we are which that man liad under the law and 'the
Ohat'lonp ,V aler. Stewart's case. CMr. constitution of the country. That is the

gentleman whsCrpryitwspooe

,atcse bas only ben mntioned as jground I take. I dayo b twrng, but until
lu8trative of wbat we con5zider an important; I arn convinced that ar wrng I shal per-
Ionciple a principle involving the right f sist in th P ceurbe bhave taken. The lon.

4 rhan to is property. Mr. St warts case Minister of Justice says le wil noet oppose
hoPPeed to be one of that character. t do an amendmient excluding Mr. Stewart's case

ot understand eciter what the hon. Minister farn the tperatien of this amend ment te the
af Justice ms wen lie say that those law. I de net like an amendient teo a

<; 1
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bill mentioning any individual's name, be- ernient goes to work, immediately atter
cause if it is wrong in the case of annulling this contract, expropriate the quar-
Mr. Stewart, it would be wrong in the ry, and use the very stone which had heen
case of anybody else. If it is right declared useless. However, J amnot argu-
that Mr. Stewart should be interfered with ing that point; either one of these anend-
then it is right to attack anybody else. In- ments 1 have suggested will suit me.
stead of putting in this retroactive clause, Hon Mr. MJLLS-I understand that the
I would prefer something like this: " Pro-
vided that the provisions of this section quarr did ao iens a er ecl t tn
shall not apply to any case in which expro- Some of the cut stone vas defective.
priation has taken place," or it miglit do to
say that it shall not apply to any case in That good stone could be, had there was'on

whic a fat bs ben isued,~ ~ doubt, but a great deal had tu be set aside iiiwhich a fiat has been issued, or is now!
awaiting trial-anything of that kind,hi orderto get that which was good, and athoug

wîh prvet a inererece~vih te igltsstone. was subsequently taken froin thewill prevent an interference with the rights
of the subject. I will not enter into an quarry on account of convenience, tiere has
argument of the Stewart case. If you have been an immense amount of waste in ail the
a right to take a road and use it and hand it stonethat was (uarried there in consequence
back, you have the riglit to do the saine undero au ho gentlma
this clause with a railway, or to give another who knows anythina
in exchange for it. We had a case in point be-

twee Belevlleandthe ran Trnk.Thetive stone in a quarry, it requires very closetween Belleville and the Grand Trunk. The cintkeptouofhewlsfa
second concession road was right alongsidense
of the Grand Trunk Railway station. Thepubli work. That was the case there. I
Grand Trunk Railway Company said to the do not say that the contract was taken frorn
municipality, " We want that road and we on that a t ail, but aft many
want a certain portion of land lying south nt e as t
or north of it, but we will give you a road on, 't was taken out of lus bands.
in another direction." The municipality
said: "lGive us an equally good road, ma-M.OILI- ono lm hsaid: ~ ~ ~ ~ e "Gvmsa qal odr a - 'lion. Minister of Justice for the rep resenta-
cadamize it and put it in good order and we tion that he has maie about that quarry.
will make the exchange." The: e is a prac- n
tical case. What I fear in this, and I have
had a very strong opinion of the matter, e s li e slia n the inforin the
that if you allow this ainendment to pass as* neyer wvould and neyer could have made the
it is, you can hand over to the contractor
that bit of railway, which has cost him, he t
tells me, some $8,000 or $10,000, whichitknteifraina eodhn.Htehis ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ sy me oe$,OOo 1,OO hh at the contract was delayed. Why
would be of no use to him whatever. I
could make a good argument against the wa d h Bcu o he plc tewart
government for the manner inernment tried to turn them out, and when
have treated Mr. Stewart in reference to tlîey could not turn them out any other way
the contract, but I shal not do it. There is tok the aherifi there and turned theffl
one thing struck me and must have struck
every senator who heard the statement of Justice, but I think it would be well for the
the lion. Minister of Justice, when he said members of the goverriment to be thoroughlY
that they took the contract f rom him, and acquainted with statements made about mon
one of the reasons was that the stone which of this kind, because those who know about
came from his quarry was unfit for the use that contract from beginning to end, and 1
for which it was quarried. thxnk I do, could atate a good many un-

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I did not say that. pleasant things here.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--The Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I am told that the
hon. gentleman said that the government officers of the department did not agre
objected to the stone which was taken from about the quality of the stone. Some re-
this quarry, and the work was delayed ported that the stone was ail that W&B
thereby, and then, strange to say, the gov- required; another officer reported the oe
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posite way. It ultimately turned out that doubt if there can be, for this reason, that
the engineers took this very stone and used if the Crown had not the right to expropriate
it in the Soulanges Canal work. Therefore, a railway, then there could not be any case;
as far as that part of the arrangement is but owing to the doubt which has been ex-
concerned, it is settled. What I object to pressed by Mr. Stewart, I feel that we

963

is the government undertaking in this way should introduce some clause by which that
to legislate any man from the position he doubt should be removed.
occupies at the present time, whatever it Hon. Mr. POWER-I quite agree with
may be. A clairnant's position ought to re- tHon. Mr.iPOER -I uice agre wth
main unchanged. I do not believe in pass- the hon. Minister of Justice e thinkg that
ing a law to affect a case which is not finally the clause before the committee does not

settled. I an totally opposed to giving apply to Stewart's case. If hon. gentle-

power to the government to expropriate a men have a different opinion, they are quite
nan's property, take what they like, and within their rights to move an amendment to

after a time return the balance to him. The remove the doubts from their mmd. The hon.

Minister of Justice says that this amend- gentleman from Rideau will see that the mat-

ment is neessary for the improvements to ter which he feels so indignant about does not

St. John harbour. If it is necessary, let arise under this clause at all. The clause
the government core down and say that which the hon. Minister of Justice suggests
they require this power for the purpose of is simply to provide that where it is necessary
prosecuting that work. Then the peopie to take a piece of railway for a publie work,
Will be satisfied, and the memnbers of the the government shall be allowed to take that
Senate will know that they have given the and substitute another for it. It can only be
governiment power that is necessary to pro- retroactive in that same sense. The govern-

secute that particular work. That seems to ment may now take a piece of any road which
me the businesslike way to conduct legisla- stands in the way of a publie work, and give
tion, instead of putting in a clause that the owner of the road another piece of road

Iobody can understand. It is all very well which will serve the sane purpose. Surely the
for special pleaders as the Minister of Justice hon. gentleman cannot wish to hamper the
is, but he blinds me and others who are not government by not allowing such a proceed-

acquainted with the peculiarities of legal ing as that in the case of a railway. The gov-
Phraseology. I will not consent to interfere ernment do not propose to take any man'R
With the rights of individuals. If you pass property. They simply take a small piece of

a general law ià is all right, but to make a road, and they lay down another piece of
contract with a man to-day and legiate to! road to serve the same purpose. We should
change the conditions to-morrow, is wrong surely do that much to facilitate the public
in, principle, and should not be permitted by works of the country. The on. minister
Parliament. The hon. gentlemen had better proposes to allow the two lnes to remain in
get together and make some amendment t the bil and to amend the clause so that it
mfleet the case in point and settle this ditti- shah not apply te any case before the court
culty. in any way. I understand part of this rail-

lion Mr.LOUIIEE -I uggst a anway lias alread y been taken, and if you strike
loendment to paragraph f that it sai n out these two lines you render the conduct

PPl to any case in which fiat has bno the government in that matter illegal,
appl toany asem whch iat as eenand leave the door open to tlie railway com-Issued, or to any case that is now before the an y cla im o mpenston.

Exchequer Court. pany to daim compensation.
n MHon. Mr. SCOTT-I understand that

hlion. Mr. CLEMOW-Supposing a case this railway belonging to the St. John Rail-
bras not been settled in court. Any man ti ala eogn oteS.Jh al
Wh las a case at the present tinye should way and Bridge Coipany, was a short rail-

h allowed to carry it eut, whether fiat has way which was used to approach a mill

been issued or not. Every mat ouglt h there, and I find now that the government

have the right to condu t hrs own cas, and of this country have expropriated the mill
.cv h ih ocndc i w ae n and paid them $100,000 for the mill, andi a wrong has been done, he ought to have now the object is to move the railway to

recourse against somebody. their mill in order that the Crown iay use
lion. Mr. LOUGIIEED-I doubt if there the land where their railway was, making

are any other cases than Stewart's case. I the railway much more convenient to them.
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Now that the Crown has taken the mill and
paid $100,000 for it, the railway has to be
moved at all events, but they decline to
move unless they get a very large sum for
it in addition to the $100,000 they have al-
ready got ; and therefore there can be no
possible objection to the clause, and we are
not doing any harn. Therefore, I see no
great objection to the amendment suggested,
excluding Mr. Stewart's case, although it is
not very good legisiation. I think another
amendment might be moved as follows :-

The provisions of this section shall apply to litiga-
tion or controversy now existing between the Crown
and the St. John Bridge Company.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-That is clear.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I

chased this property themselves, I believe,
as a speculation.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Is
not this the property that was offered the
government for $100,000, and the Railway
Department refused to give that amount and
referred it to arbitration, and the arbitrators
awarded $118,000? I understand it was
offered for $100,000 and refused, then re-
ferred to arbitration, and the parties were
awarded $118,000. The parties now con-
tend they were entitled to that amount and
Mr. Blair refused to give more than $100,-
000. Without giving an opinion about the
matter, it strikes me that if arbitration
means anything these parties are entitled to
$118,000.

understand that there is a mill which i 15 Hon. Mr. LEVER-As 1 understand, the
necessary to move. compsny offered the property to the govern-

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The Crown has taken ment for $100,000. Mr. Blair said he did
it from the railway. not think iL was too much, but would not

like to take the responsibility of accepting
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- it without ascertaining the opinion of local

There was a mill which it was necessary to judges that it was fair value, because it
move in order to change the route of the might be said the governmeat purchased the
track. property through friendship, and lie sug-

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, I said this rail- gested that if tley would subnit the pro-
way led to a mill. We have already taken perty to arbitration to see if it was worth

themii ad dmoishd i, ad he aiîay$100,000) l'e would have no objection tothe mill and demolised it, and the railwayamout
does not lead to a mill. We have to get the y
railway out of the way in order that the and it woi pearth $r1it0to, con
Crown may construct a rainway. ink i was to uh wo uld $180, but

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Does not the railway lead to the Intercolonial
Railway station i

not bound to give that amount. They were
only bound to give $100,000, provided the
arbitrators thoughît it was good value for
that amount.

lon. Mr. DEVER-Yes. The short rail-
way did not exactly lead to a mill, but past Hon. Mr. MILLS-I may say, with
the mill, and it had a diversion to get into regard to this property, that it is not the
the station past the mill. The gover n- property here referred to. In the case
ment have purchased all the property, which my bon. friend has mentioned, the
for $100,000. It was an old mill and parties offered to sell to the Department of
was no good. They gave $100,000 for about Railways for public purposes, but the
seven acres of land with the mill. The minister, while he did not object to the
government took down the mill in order to price of $100,000, thought it was better that
enable them to make a shipping ground, and the property should be expropriated and its
instead of having this short line of railway value fixed, than that a private arrangement
with a turn in it, they will have a perfectly should be made with regard to the price,
straight line running back of where the mill and the parties bound themselves in a
was. The parties are friends of mine and I written agreement that if anybody appoint-
do not want to say anything about it. The ed to fix the value of the property fixed it at
hon. Secretary of State is under the impres- a higher value than $100,000, the sale should
sion that the Short Line Railway Company be at $100,000, and so, when they fixed itat
owned this property. They only owned the $118,000, thiese parties wanted to repudiate
railway. Judge McLeod and others pur- the bargain into which they had entered and
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to get the $18,000 in addition to the $100,-
000. That was refused, and I think pro-
perly refused.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BoWELL-I
think so, under the circumstances.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The papers were be-
fore me, and it was clear that they were out
of court.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-How did they
justify their repudiation?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not know.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-They thought the
government would be extra liberal.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Was the property
offered for $80,000?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I would be
quite willing to accept the amendment of
the hon. Secretary of State.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That amendment
would not meet the case we have in view,
and I think my hon. friend had better move
his amendment. Those parties whose pro-
Perty the government have undertaken to
acquire-this railway which they have not
the power to expropriate-have undertaken
to enjoin them and enter an action for dam-
ages, and we have in my department pro-
tested against this proceeding. Nevertheless,
I do not know but what a provincial judge
imay comply with the application of the
Party; and, supposing they did, what is done,
having been done before a legal right was
required, of course technically would give
the party, notwithstandingany purchase or
ýxpr opriation, an opportunity of persisting
in au action for damnages. That, we think,
is highly improper under the circumstances,
and we wish to guard against it. My hon.
friend's proposed amendment in relation to a
fiat, or in relation to proceedings against the
Crown, would not meet the case, but I would
be perfectly willing to add that to this clause
In order to give protection to parties whose
rights he thinks are interfered with.

lon. Mr. BOLDUC-I do not see what
a Particular case has to do with the passing
'f a bill like this. The law is made for all,
and why should we be influenced by a special
lase before the courts ? J am strongly against
the idea of giving the government more

power than private parties possess. If the
government have taken a piece of land
which they could not obtain by expropriation
according to the existing law, I would be
strongly against sanctioningtheiraction now,
and more so in the case of a government,
because the government have more powers
to treat with a private party than a corpora-
tion has. For these reasons I am opposed
to this bill.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The government have
no power whatever to expropriate railway
property. One railway company can obtain
property from another railway company
under such regulttions as the Committee of
the Privy Council direct, but the Crown has
no such power, and the Crown is, therefore,
powerless in the present case, where they
desire to make improvements in the harbour
of St. John. There is a short line of rail-
way that is necessary to carry out those im-
provements and the government cannot
expropriate that property. If the iron
was not there, if it was simply a roadbed,
they could expropriate it. The government
now ask power to expropriate that railway,
and in its place to hand over a railway that
they will first construct for the convenience
of the railway company. Before they can
expropriate they must substitute another
railway, so that the convenience of the rail-
way company shall not be interfered with in
the slightest degree. The amendment I
suggested that the retroactive clause should
apply only to that particular case.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-That would
meet all the objections.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I suggest the follow-
ing amendment:

The provisions of this section are retroactive in so
far as relates to the acquisition of railway property
in the vicinity of St. John in connection with har-
bour improvements.

The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause as amended was adopted.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER, from the committee,
reported that they had made some progreps
with the bill, and asked leave to sit again
to-morrow.

BOUNTY ON STEEL AND IRON BILL.
THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into Committee
of the Whole on Bill (161) " An Act
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respecting Bounties on Steel and Iron made
in Canada."

(In the Committee.)

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I explained fully the
provisions of this bill yesterday. We do
not propose to deal harshly with investments
which have already been made. We simply
desire to give them notice that a time will
come when they cannot receive any govern-
ment pap.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE
There is a good deal of the
left in the hon. Secretary of
oozesQ ouocaioal

BOWELL-
old Tory still
State, and it

Hon. Mr. McKAY, from the committee,
reported the bill without amendment.

Te bill was then read the third time and
passed.

PROTECTION OF NAVIGABLE
WATERS BILL.

CONSIDERATION POSTPONED.

The order of they day being called, House
again in Committee of the Whole on Bill
(137) " An Act further to amend the Act
respecting the Protection of Navigable
Waters."

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I move that the order
of the day be discharged and placed on the
orders of the day for to-morrow. I may
mention that a very strong opinion was ex-
pressed by a gentleman froni the maritime
provinces that we ought not to interfere
with the depth at present recognized in tidal
waters, and therefore I propose to leave that
as it is now twelve fathoms, and to apply a
less depth in non-tidal navigable waters.
The hon. gentleman from Montreal, who is
not in his place just now, was a little alarmed
that private prosecutors niight institute
proceedings in cases where a pail or two of
ashes were thrown overboard. I think that
should be avoided and I have prepared this
amendment:

That no prosecution shall be commenced for the
recovery of the penalty under this Act except with
the approval of the Minister of Marine and Fisheries.

That will do away with any objection that
a private party might institute proceedings
against a navigation company.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Does the hon. minister propose to retain the
words " ashes and rubbish " in the bill I

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think so.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
think the hon. gentleman will find the
Minister of Marine and Fisheries is not
wedded to those words.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The word "ashes " is
in the present law and I do not think we
should disturb it.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-That is as to
tidal waters.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It has never been
applied to non-tidal. It is only when they
came to institute prosecutions for dumping
material in the various streams and interfere
with navigation that it became necessary to
consider the propriety of applying it to non-
tidal waters.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I suggest that the hon. Secretary of State
should obtain the opinion of the Minister of
Marine and Fisheries on these points. I am
informed that he does not think the words
"ashes and rubbish" are absolutely neces-
sary for the protection of the waters.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-He has been very
busy and I have not had an opportunity to
discuss this bill with hini, and that is one
reason why I desire the measure postponed
till to-morrow.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, 27th July, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

A PROPOSED ADJOURNMENT.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY moved:
That when the Senate adjourns to-day it Io stand

adjourned until Wednesday next at three o'clock in
the afternoon.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-There is a very
important report of the Divorce Committee
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to be considered to-morrow, and if it is post-
poned till Wednesday iext the probability
is that it will not pass the other House this
session. The petitioner had to obtain
evidence f rom California, which delayed pro-
ceedings.

Hon. Mr. ALMON--I move that we ask
for prorogation.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-I think we ought
to hear fron the governnent. For some
tine past, prorogation has been anticipated
by a good many members of this House, and
a good many members of the other chamber,
and if the government expect to prorogue
Parliament next week, an adjournment now
Would be very unwise. But if prorogation
is not expected for three or four or five
weeks to come, we might wisely adjourn for
seven or eight days.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-I am decidedly
Opposed to short adjournments. I think we
are getting into a bad habit in that regard.
If there is no work to be done, we might
hav 1 d

and waiting for the reassembling of th e
Senate. Under the circumstances, I doubt
the propriety of an adjournment.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-What about pro-
rogation ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am not addicted to
pr"phesying.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-Would an aljourn-
ment from to-morrow night till Tuesday be
safe?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-As far as I am con-
cerned, it is impossible for me to say. I
cannot know, because they might send up
al the bills before them, except the Supply
Bill, within the next twenty-four hours.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-They will not be
here in the next ten days.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-The estimates are
not passed yet.

The motion was lost on a division.

A QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE.

guua journiiIn. bon. Mr. PERLEY-Before the orders

Hon. Mr. TEMPLE-It is a great of the day are calird, 1 wish to refer to a
mristake to have these short adjournments matter of a personal character.
when the hon. gentlemen from Montreal very sensitive person, but I have generally
Wish to go home for few days every now and endeavoured to discharge my public duties
then. They should do no less than pay our here in a fairly honest manner, and in a
board if we have to stay here three or four anner that would be creditable to the
days extra every week to satisfy them. I people whose representative I am; and
do not think it is right to have any adjourn- whilst 1 am prepared, as a public man, to
maent whatever. expect a fair share of newspaper criticism, I

do not think, with ail the latitude newspapers
Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-The hon. Minister have, or daim they have, that they have a

of Justice is the best judge of that. If I rightto misrepresent membersof Parliament.
Understood the hon. gentleman who gave the There bas been a good deal of criticism in
notice, he said lie thought our book would the press of this country on ry vote on the
be clear to-day, and that there would be no Drumrond County Railway Bil and the
objection to adjourning tilt Tuesday at least. Grand Trunk Railway Bil. I would not

bave referred to the matter on account of
Hon. Mr. MILLS-I may say that we the reports that I saw in two or three papers,

have some business on the paper. A num- but I have received a marked copy of the
ber of bills will c>me up f rom the House of Montreal Witness. The article is marked
Cornons soon. The business there is in at both ends, and the paper is sent in a
such a condition that if members desire to separate cover to me, as though they in-
facilitate the progress of public business in tended ne to take a lesson from it. 1 have
that House, they might be wholly through read the article, and I feel it my duty, in
in the course of two or three days, and, defense of ryself, as well as of others
tunder these circumstances, it would be associated with me in the vote that wegave
imaprudent on our part to adjourn, because, on that occaion, to refer to the matter. We
On1 Our return, we might find the House of are accused of being friends of the CanadianCorHons were through with the business PaciMi Railway and voting in their interest
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on that occasion. I am sure that
if the papers had taken reasonable care to
investigate they would never have published
that statement, beeause they are wide of the
mark, certainly so far as I am concerned.
When the attention of the Canadian Pacific
Railway officials was called to a motion made
in the Senate asking for the supplemental
traffic arrangement which contained the
ninety-nine years clause they felt consi-
derable anxiety and wanted to get that part
of the agreement modified. That part was
changed, changed largely, if not entirely, as
the result of the action of Conservative
members of the Senate, who suggested the
amendments to that portion of the agree-
ment, and after that portion of the agree-
ment was fixed, the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way officials were satisfied, so far as I could
see. I had very little talk with them on
the subject, but I find tliat ail the inembers
of the Senate who are in any way interested
in the Canadian Pacific Railway, voted with
the governient on that occasion. I also
tind that any lawyer in the Senate who is
a solicitor of the Canadian Pacific Railway
voted with the governmnent. Consequently,
it cannot be said that we, who voted against
the bill, were voting in the interests of the
Canadian Pacific Railway, when ail the
senators interested in the Canadian Pacific
Railway voted the other way. Therefore,
when we are accused of having been in-
fluenced by the Canadian Pacific Railway
to vote as we did, the accusation in not
borne out by the facts. The St. John Tele-
graph, an important newspaper in the mari-
time provinces, took the same view as the
Witness, and refers to us as the dull mem-
bers of the Senate-men who had not wit
enough to discern tihe eflct of the votes we
gave. That is a serious accusation to make
against us, that we are duli, stupid people,
without wit enough to know the effectthatour
votes would have upon the country. So far as
I am personally concerned, I feel it my duty,
on aIl occasions, whenever there is a bill of
any importance before the House, to examine
it closely, and to listen attentively to the
leaders on both sides, for and against, and to
forni my own opinion as to how I should
vote. That is the duty of every hon. gentle-
man, to listen to the arguments on both sides
and then use his best judgnent. I voted
conscientiously on the occasion I have re-
ferred to, and the St. John Telegraph says
that I am a dull man without wit enough to

know the consequences of my vote. I can
only say, on my own behalf, and on behalf
of the seventeen of us who voted against
the government on the two measures to
which I have referred, that we are all fairly
successful business men. I cannot say the
same for the editor of the Telegraph. That

gentleman's father no doubt spent a consi-
derable amount of money to educate him for
the profession of the law, but he was unable
to make a living at the bar, and had to
abandon the profession. I know himn, and
know his history very well. He has been a
failure in everything he has undertaken
from that time to the present. Consequently
he is badly qualified to advise me or any one
how to vote. I am willing to listen to
criticism froni any one who has been a suc-
cess in his own business, but I take excep-
tion to being criticised by such a man as the
editor of the Telegraph. The Montreal
Witness has been sent to me, I presume, by
the editor of that paper, because it is nicely
wrapped up, and there is an article marked,
in which the history of the origin of the
Senate, why it was created and its functions.
There is one paragraph which I shall read,
and on which I shall make a few remarks.
It is this :

Should the Liberals retain power long enough they
would, there is little doubt, follow the precedeut set
by the Conservatives, and we should in time have a
Senate all but solidly Liberal. It would not be so
obsequious to party, perhaps, as the present body; at
least Liberals think that thFy have more individuality
among then than Conservatives have

That also is wide of the mark. Dur-
ing my parliamentary experience-in two
sessions in the House of Commons-I never
knew in those two years, 1887 and 1888, a
member of the Reform party voting with
the government of that day. They always
stuck to party lines, whilst I, a Conservative
in the House at that time, on two occasions
voted against the government that I had
been elected to support. In the benate,
during my parliamentary experience, I have
never known an hon. gentleman opposed to
the Conservative party to vote with them
except on one occasion. Siice this govern-
ment came into power I do not remember of
more than one instance of a supporter of the
government voting against them, that one
exception was the hon. gentleman from Tor-
onto, who said that the Yukon Railway Bill
was of such an iniquitous character that he
could not vote for it. When the editor of
the Witne;>s speaks of the Liberals as being
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more independent than the Conservatives, in the North-west. He said, no, he did not
he is wide of the mark. So far as I can see want to do it then, but he promised me that
in the Senate, the Conservatives have f re- before another election was held he would
quently voted on independent lines. I have the ballot arranged for, and on that
have done it on several occasions, so condition I agreed to support the bill with-
have other Conservatives. We were the out offering any amendment or asking any
Means of defeating the Short Line Railway change in it. But Mr. Watson, the member
Bill which the late government was anxious for Marquette, moved to add another clause
to pass. Had it passed it would have des- to the bill providing for the ballot. When
troyed any chance St. John had of becoming the division came I voted with Mr. Watson
the winter port of Canada. There was at against the government. When a member
that time great prejudice against St. John tries to do what is right in certain matters,
On account of the fogs and the currents and although he may be a strong party man
the difficulty of navigating the Bay of with regard to other matters, it is hardly
Fundy with large vessels, and it would not fair that newspaper men should undertake
have been bard to injure it as a winter port. to severely criticise him. As regards my
But 1, knowing the country well, felt that it vote on the Drummond County and Grand
Would have been unjust to support that rail- Trunk Bis I feit that I voted in the right
way and boycott St. John, and with way. If 1 had to vote on those bills again
Seven other members, who were among to-morrow, I would vote the same way, be-
the seventeen members who voted against cause those measures will increase the
the Drummond County Railway Bill the national debt by $10,000,000 and give
Other day, was the means of keeping no adequate return for it. Tt is an un-
St. Johrr the winter port of Canada. justifiable rxpenditure of public money. It
I have always voted independently. is done now, and time will tell who is right
When I was elected as a member of the and who is wrong. I voted against the
1louse of Commons f rom East Assiniboia governmen on the Redistribution Bi aand
Borne of my constituents who were strong Con- that is what the Witnerm is taking me to task
8ervaTives felt that I was hardiy a strong about. I voted conscientiously on that bi.
'elugh party man. They sent for me andi ay in favour of a redistribution of seats at

sked whether I was at the time a Sir John the end of every ten years, after the census
Macdonald mr4n or not. I told them that I bas been taken. I do not believe in a gov-
'Was in favour of the general policy of the Con- ernent tinkering with the redistribution of

nervative party, and if elected would support seats before every election. I do not believe
that poîicy ; but if the party at any time that was the intention of the British North
ntrodnuced any measure that was not in the A derica Act in any respect. It is lowering
nterest of the counitry, I intended to vote the standing of Parliament when a govern-

'01i the merits of the measure. I have done ment undertake to do anything of the kind.
that on every occasion. a can truthfully I believe in uniform consti tuences, and think
and honestly say that although arn a strong that each member should represen the pro-
believer in the National Policy and the per unit of population, not that one man
generay progressive policy of the Conser- should represent 35,000 and another 10,000
'ative Party, I have neyer voted with them or 12,000. Hon, gentlemen opposite argued

aoaa measure that I did not think was in that the government had ple bed thenelves
the best interest of the country, and I a before the country to redistribute the Con-
prepared to give t his governinent the same stituencies, bu the country expected that
support when they are in the rindt The first to he a deneral redistribution. They did

Cbession in the ouse of Commons when ir not expet it to be a redistribution of seats
Charles Tupper was Finance inister, a motion for political purposes. Therefore, on that
ýadh made that the tarif on agricultural ground, for one reason, I voted against the

iritements should be 25 per cent instead of bil. There is no argument in the reference
35 p ar cent. I voted for the 25 per cent to county boundaries. County boundaries
duoy on that occasion. Shortly afterwards will apply to local legislatures, where muni-
the North-west Territorieu Bi was intro- cipalities are taxed in coimon with the local

uep and contained no provision for voting legislature to aid chools, bridges, roads and

Vessio I asked the leader of the govern- other thins of that kind. Our duties are
as'8nt if he intended to introduce the balloti of a general character. Our postal system
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is one that applies to the whole of Canada. school boy of ten years of age. I would Dot
Our finance system, our militia systein and vote for that bil now if I voted alone against
our agricultural system apply to the whole it. What is the resuit of an unequal distri-
of Canada. All the different departments of bution? If the unit of population for a
the Federal Parliament apply to the whole representative is 22,000, my idea is to make
Dominion. A man in the North-west has every constituency 22,000 as nearly as poss-
as much right to vote for a matter affecting ible. Then when you appeal to the people
the maritime provinces as lie has to vote for you get the decision of the majority. You
a matter affecting his own district. There have government by the people, but as it is
is nothing local. County boundaries are now you have not that. You can take haif
not to be considered at all. I did vote with a dozen small constituencies and give them
this government last session on the Franchise haîf a dozen members, and take a less nun-
Act. On that occasion I gave the only vote, ber of larger constituencies and give a mem-
I may say, since I have been in the ber to each. Then the six small constituencies,
Senate that I have felt ashamed of. with one-third of the population of the
That was a measure that I think was larger ones, control Parliarent and the large
altogether wrong and unworthy of the Par- constituencies are in a minority. I under-
liament and government of Canada. There stand that the amail constituencies voted for
is no reason why a man in one province the present government, while the large con-
should have any more right to vote for more stituencies voted for the opposition. The
thanone mermber of Parliamentthan a manin result is that the men who are administering
another province. In New Brunswick a the affairs of the country are doing so with
man can vote in every constituency where a minority of the electors behind ther. I
his name appears on the voters' list. The desire to say that I feit that we did right in
sane thing applies to Quebec, but in Ont- defeatirg that bil. If the government
ario, Manitoba and the North-west it is one should be again returned to power and con
man one vote. In any corporation in Can- tinue in the course they have been pursuinC
ada the franchise is uniform. We find that for the last three ycars, it would be a mis-
in an insurance companyor railway company, fortune to the country, but if they are
some of the stock holders and directors may returned again and divide the constituen-
live in England or in the different provincesof cies of Canada equally, and make a fair
Canada, but they have only one vote when it and equitable distribution of seats, I
comes to managing the affairs of that society. would vote for such a measure, but to under
But while aman in New Brunswick or in Que- take to vote for a measure which will give
bec may have half a dozen votes, in Ontario one representative to 30,000 people and
he hasonly one. On that ground I felt ashamed equal representation to 15,000 is altogether
that I voted for the Franchise Act. I voted improper. In order to show that
for it because the government hadingeniously the late Redistribution Bil was not a bil
placed in the Plebiscite 111 a provision that that was genuine and honest, I may saY
the vote on the plebiscite was to be taken that I do not believe that the hon. Minister
under the FranchiseActof 1898, and I had to of Justice would have franied a iil abolisW
vote for a measure that I did not believe in ing Bothwell if he had been elected as a
because if it were defeated the government meniber for that constituency. No nan in
might withdraw the bill and the plebiscite Canada could make me believe that, and I
would not be taken, and throw the do not think there are tive men among the
blame on the Senate. Again I think 5,000,000 population of Cinada who believe
the representation of this Parliament should it. The bill was not n a fair and proper
be on a uniform basis, and that is the reason basis but was intended to accomplish pol
why I opposed the late Redistribution Bill. tical purposes. I feit that an injustice had
I find in the city of St. John that a member been done to me and that I had a right tO
would represent 40,000 or 45,000 people. In give this buse and the country the reasofl
the county of St. John he would by this why I voted as I did, eause 1 did lot
defeated Redistribution Bill, represent 9,000 speak on the last measure.
or 10,000, a most unjustifiable state of BILL INTRODUCED.
things, I hesitate not to say that there
is no common sense, or equality to re- Bill (176> "An Act to provide for the
comriend it to the intelligence of any Westablishent of direct Sub-Marine Tele
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graphic Communication between Canada and 1 addition to the value of the property taken,Australasia."(Mr. Scott.) to undertake to collect damages against the
department.

Bill (20) " An Act to incoporate the Zen-
ith Miing and Railway Company."-(Mr.
Clernow.)

Bill (145) " An Act to amalgamate the
Ottawa, Arnprior and Parry Sound Railway
Cofmpany and the Canada Atlantic Railway
CoMpany under the name of the Canada
&tlantic Railway Company."-(Mr. Cle-
raow.)

THE EXPROPRIATION ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

The House resumed, in Committee of the
Whole, consideration of Bill (D) " An Act
tO amend the Expropriation Act."

(In the Committee.)

Ion. Mr. MILLS-This bill was left over
t1 account of the retroactive provision at
the end of the amendnient. I stated the
Object in view for the insertion of this pro-
Vson, and I have prepared the following
%lTendment:

The provisions of this section are retroactive as well
of Prospective, so far as they apply to the acquisition
t. Property im connection with the improvements ofe harbour at the city of St. John, N.B., only.

Ion. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-Will
th® hon. gentleman tell us about this St.John barbour affair? We do not know whyit should apply to that harbour and not
aPPly to others.

Ion. M r. MILLS-I may state the same
tong that I stated yesterday and the day

re. Not having the power of expro-
priation in the case, and the parties having

tPpied to the courts for liberty to enjoin
Contractor from proceeding further, an

'niunlction may be granted at any moment,
ai eaeenevuîn oeprpit

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-If I
understand the amendment, it is that the
retroactive feature of it will not apply to
any other case than that of the improve-
ments of St. John harbour.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-What
is to be expropriated ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I described it yester-
day. The government have, under the Ex-
propriation Act, no power to expropriate
railways. This company bas a railway run-
ning down to the harbour, and the work
which the government have left there,
according to the plans, will cut into the pro-
perty belonging to the St. John Railway
and Bridge Company. Their road was
deflected from a straight line by a mill pro-
perty. That mill property has been acquired
by the government, and instead of the road
being deflected, if it is continued straight on
it will enable us to carry on the improve-
ment. We propose to straigliten the line
and bestow it on them, and take the portion
of the old line which we require. The com-
pany asked an exorbitant figure, and we are
asking for' this legisiation, leaving the Ex-
chequer Court to fix the value of the property
which we take, if it is worth anything after we
have substituted this other property, which
will give them a straight line instead of a
deflected line, in its place.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-If you
have no right and want to expropriate, there
is no necessity for saying that the pro-
visions of this section, are retroactive. You
have not exproRriated. You may take the
power to do so in the future. When you
expropriate you take experts to prove the
value, and why should you not pay the
value ?

thas we are endeavourigt xrpae
tne property, we do not think we should be Hon. Mr. MILLS-We are not objecting
enjoined, or any suit for damages should be to paying. Having no anticipation of diffi-ebtered against the department. We pro- culty in the matter, a contract was let. If
Pose to expropriate under the Expropriation the court was to undertake to prevent themCt, and if these parties are entitled to any proceeding with the work a whole summer
cothensation beyond that which is provided, would be lost. Ail we are asking here by
then We are ready to compensate them ; but this retroactive clause is that no legal pro-
a do not propose that they shall take ceeding shall be taken against us pending

antage of the position at this moment, in the expropriation of the property. The
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value of the property will be fixed in the
ordinary way, but at the present moment
we have no power to expropriate a property
on which a railway is located, so we would
at this moment, perhaps, be open to an
action for damages.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-You
have already commenced the work?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-Why
did you begin it until you had everything
ready ?

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-The Minister
of Justice has proposed an amendment
which he says relates to the harbour of St.
John. Is there any other work to which
this retroactive clause will apply?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-There are other
properties the government may want to take.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We can, under the
existing law, take all other properties except
a railway.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-But why make
this retroactive 1 Retroactive legislation is
bad legislation, because, if the government
wish to take advautage of an individual by
retroactive legislation they can do so. I do
not like that, and when this speaks of the
harbour of St. John, I think the hon. gen-
tleian should confine himself to the very
property he wants.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is what I have
donle.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Under the
amendment, all improvements in St. John
harbour would be subject to this retroactive
legislation. Supposing you took anybody's
property in that way? Why not mention
the railway you speak of and not apply it
generally to all improvements in the harbour
of St. John? We do not know what im-
provements you contemplate. I do not see
that it will hurt anybody to specify what
you want. It is not a laughing matter to
individuals. I do not want this retroactive
legislation to cover all the improvements in
the harbour of St. John-to cover what has
taken place in the past, or will take place
in the future. If the bon. gentleman will
confine the clause to the case that he wants

to deal with, I am perfectly willing, if he
says he cannot get along without it.

Hon. Mr. POWER-That is all the min-
ister is getting. The only change which this
bill makes in the law is that it puts a railway
on the same footing as any other public high-
way. There is only one railway owned by
a private company on the St. John side of
the harbour. The Canadian Pacific Rail-
way is on the other side. The only work to
which this bill can apply is just this one
railway, owned by a private company, which
runs to the harbour of St. John. The hon.
gentleman may feel perfectly easy on the
subject. The amendment which is proposed
is the one asked for by the hon. gentleman
opposite.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I do not under-
stand it that way. Do you mean to say that
that is the only improvement in the harbour ?

Hon. Mr. POWER-No, but that is the
only railway which is to be interfered with,
and it is only to that railway that this clause
applies.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I will take the
lion. gentleman's word for anything reason-
able, but that is not reasonable. Do you
mean to say that the harbour of St. John is
perfect, that the government do not want tO
inake other improvements ?

Hon. Mr. POWER-If the hon. gentle-
man reads the amendment he will see that
it is simple.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I have heard it
read.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The only change is
that the government are authorized to ex-
propriate a railway. There is only ore rail-
way which can be exprepriated, and con-
sequently this applies only to that railwaY.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-The improve-
ments in the harbour of St. John.

Hon. Mr. GOWAN-The amendment is,
I think, fair and reasonable, and one that
the government might well ask for. The
amendment affects only one particular rail-
way, and I think the provision is perfectly
fair and just.

Hon Mr. TEMPLE-The way that I un-
derstand the amendment at present is, it
does not interfere with any other road, onlY
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the one that runs from the bridge down to
the station at St. John. If that is the case
I amn satisfied that the government are per-
fectly right in exchanging the road. They ex-
change the road and improve the line rather
than injure it. The government will have
to pay whatever is right for what they take
by building a new road and giving up the
old road. I do not think there is any trouble
about it.

iHon. Mr. CLENMOW-I am opposed to
this principle entirely. It is a nost extra-
ordinary thing if the governiment have closed
this deal without knowing their position.
They should have first inquired whether
they had the power to expropriate this pro-
Perty. It appears now they have not.
They should have deferred closing the deal
lilitil they had the necessary power to ex-
propriate by Act of Parliament. Instead of
that, they did as they always do; every-
thing they undertake is done in such a way
that they create difficul ty in the future. It
wOuld have been easy for thein in the first
Place to have inquired about this before
they entered into an arrangement. No man
Will feel safe in making an arrangement
with the government, because if they find
they are wrong, they can come to Parliament
anid ask for retroactive legislation to give
themi an advantage. I shall never subscribe
to a doctrine of that kind, be-ause the
Parties who entered into the arrangement in
good faith, knew their position perfectly
well, that the government have no right to
expropriate that property, and now the gov-
er'nment are going to legislate them out of
Court. I do not think it is fair or
honest, and I am surprised that the
governmjnent have, on so many occasions,
endeavoured to act in this way. They
do not seem to make sufficient inquiry into
the Why and wherefore of what they do, and
then they have to come down to Parliament
for such legislation as this. It was the
Barre with the Drummond County and
(irand Trunk Railway deals. It was all
done in a hurry ; they could not wait to
get information. What will the people of
't. John say about this legislation ? Under
t they may be harshly treated. Suppose
this Was between two individuals, would one
of the parties have a right to come here and
a8k for legislation, in his own favour? I do
7ot think he would, and I do not see whye government should not do as any honest

business man would do, find out their posi-
tion hefore making a deal with anybody,
and as soon as they know their position, let
them go ahead. I suppose the Minister of
Railways made this arrangement without
inquiring unto the circumstances attending
it, and has given rise to all this discussion
through his own carelessness. I do not think
the country would favour this legislation.
Until we find that the people of St. John
are satisfied with this bill, we should defer
action. If they agree to it all right, but I
for one will not be a party to taking away
any iman's.rights by legislation of this kind.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
do not know whether my lay mind leads me
astray in reading this amendment, and con-
sequently I shall have to be guided a good
deal by the opinions of gentlemen who have
had experience in the law. You propose to
repeal paragraph fof section 3 of the Expro-
priation Act, and substitute another clause,
including railways, thereby giving the govern-
ment power to expropriate a railway and
build another railway to give the owners in
substitution and in mitigation of damages.
Then it provides that the provisions of the
section shall be retroactive as well as pro-
spective, 8o far as they apply to the acquisi-
tion of property in connection with the
improvement of the harbour of the city of
St. John. Just as soon as the expropria-
tion of property, which is necessary for
carrying on these improveinents, has taken
place, will not the whole of the clause be
nugatory ? Will it apply to any other
future or past transaction ? The amendment
makes the whole clause retroactive and pro-
spective, so far as this work is concerned.
That having been disposed of, do the powers
givenin the clause cease to exist? That is what
I should like some lawyer to answer. It seems
to me the courts rnight so interpret it; or they
might say that the words " retroactive and
prospective " apply only to the works in St.
J chnharbour, leaving the balance of the clause
as a part of the law to apply in the future.
If the court put that interpretation upon it,
how would that affect the case to which
attention was called yesterday, when we
were considering this matter ? I understand
that a piece of railway was expropriated.
The case is now in court to ascertain the
value of that railway. Supposing the lawyer
on behalf of the Crown says " That cannot
be considered, as we had no riglit to expro-
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priate," and as this amendment only applies two anendments are just the same, I shah
to theSt.John case, would they not be thrown be gratitied f ho will accept it. It wl 1

out of the court and the owner of the piece meet ny views and the views of those who
of railway lose the value of it? I confess I look at the matter as I do.
am not lawyer enough to interpret thatc ~Hon. 'Mr. SCOTT-I think it would beclause, but that is the way it strikes me in better if the wording was restricted to te
looking at it from these two standpoints.
If my latter interpretation be correct, and particular company-the St. John Bridge
the courts should so decide, then it will b xtension Company. They now have a
an injustice to the man from who they have ailway which is practically in the vater,
taken this piece of railway. I do not wish buit upon piles runniiig from the cantilever
to throw any difficulties in the way of the b
government proceeding with their improve- colonial Railway station. It is a means Of
ments, but I do say-and J think the Senate communication by which the Canadian
is in accord with the sentiments which have Pacific Railway reaches the Intercolonial
beei uttered by the hon. member fron Railway to connect for Halifax. It is
Rideau Division-that if this bill is to affect rather circuitous in its route. Before the
private rights in any way, it ought not t government can expropriate that railway,
pass. I had an amendment which I am they have to provide another railway, and if
quite sure would cover it, but if the amend- it should fot be equally convenient and
ment before the House will bear the inter- satisfactory, compensation must be made to
pretation that the minister intends it should the company. That must be ail donelbefore
cover and nothing more, I would not think the government can take possession of the
of moving it. The proposed amendment wiu railway now under discussion. Certainly no
cover every point raised harm can arise to the conpany if they get Ê

railway in exchange for it. The provisions
The provisions of this section are retroactive and of the clause are very clear on that. The

apply to past as well as to future transactions only so clause reads:
far as they relate to the St. John Railway Company;
but the provisions of this section shall not be retro- But before discontinuing or altering any railwaY or
active otherwise, and shall not affect orherwise any
act, matter, proceeding, undertaking or expropriation,
heretofore had or begun, and shall not otherwise in t
any way affect or prejudice any claim, demand, peti- the parties.
tion or proceeding now or heretofore had,made,begun,
or pending against Her Majesty the Queen, or against i
the Dominion of Canada, but every such claim, de- cepted for a single hour, because ai that
mand, petition or proceeding sha,11 be heard, deter- must be done in advance. If I am correctY
mined and dealt with in the matter only as if this
section had not been passed. informed by a gentleman who knows tie

topography of the locality, the proposed
I am quite satisfied that that would cover railway would run. across in a direct une,

everything, and I do not see why, if my hon. instead of a circuitous route. The companY
friend only intends this clause to apply to own the right of way and no more, and the
St. John and the improvements that are g
going on there, that it should not be ac- each side. They are practically running 011
cepted. I may say I sent it over to the hon. governrent property, except that the coJTh
gentleman to look at, but I am under the pany own the right of way, and the difficulty
impression that he does not approve of it. we have is in not knowing the exact con
Perhaps he will give his reasons for object- dition of the contract given out for the
ing to it. improvement of the harbour, and that is the

Hon. Mr. POWER-The only difference only reason why the question of retroactie
betwàeen the two amendments is that the legisiation is heing discussed. But certaiflY

oueproose bythehon lederof heif the parties are to get a railway in lieilOone proposed by the hon. leader of the
opposition is about eight times as long as the present one betore anything is do,",
the other one. They mean the same thing.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I Hon. Mr. LOU'HEED-There i no
am very glad to hear my hon. friend say that.
It was intimiated a little time ago that he Hor. Mr. SCOTT-J think that this same
was the power behind the throne, and if the company, the St. John Bridge and Rail wiY
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Extension Company borrowed inoney from Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Do
the government at one time. It is called the railway company, in their expropriation
an Extension Company because it extends for building the short une, own down to low
froin the Canadian Pacifie Railway on one tide or high tide?
side to the Intercolonial Railway on the Hon Mr. SCOTT-It is built on piles in
other. There should be some way of limit-
Ing the operation of the clause to the St. the water.
John Bridge Company. Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-J am satisfied

DEBOCHERILLEhjSthat the disposition of the buse is to grant
Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-This e legisation whic my on. friend seem

c0orpanv owns simply the right of way. to want, but there is a doubt as to whether,
Wî.y nou ask that une governienti Sioulu
have the right to expropriate. I do not
think we should put the retroactive clause
in it. I do not know that we have passed
any bills with retroactive clauses.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The statement made by the hon. Secretary
of State inakes very clear the intention of
the government in reference to the matter.
NobodV objects to that. What is feared is
that this clause might affect other interests.
N0 one on this side of the House, so far as
I know, has objected to giving the govern-
rnent all the power that they require to deal
with the St. John harbour, providing the in-
teret;ts of ail other parties, whether in court
or out of court, are not jeopardized.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-This Act only ap-
Plies to a railway. There is no other rail-
Way at the city of St. John except the Inter-
colonial Railway and the street railway
cosequently it cannot aftect any other rail-
WaY Company.

. Hon. Mr. MILLS-I propose the follow-
Ing anendment :

The provisions of this section are retroactive as well
Prospective so far as they apply to the acquisition

iaroperty belonging to the St. John Bridge and
Way Extension Company in connection with the

lj vement of the harbour at the city of St. John,

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-Why
Plut in the word retroactive.

1on. Mr. MILLS-The reason is that
these parties are endeavouring to bring a
suit against the government for the work

eIng carried on in connection witii this pro-
Perty by the government.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Do
they own the foreshore?

lon. Mr. MILLS-They run across the
harbour.

notwithstanding that provision or that ex-
ception, it would not apply to other cases
now pending before the Exehequer Court. I
wish simply to point out to the House the
doubt with which this question is invested.
The Minister of Justice states to this House
that there is not at present power vested in
the Crown to expropriate railways under the
the Expropriation Act, and yet in the Ste-
wart case the Crown have actually expro-
priated a railway in connection with a quarry,
and I hold in my hand a plan prepared by
the Crown, in pursuance of the Act, in which
the railway is shown as having been ex-
propriated by the Crown. Ail that we ask
is that an amendment along the lines pro-
posed by my lion. friend from Hastings
should be attached to the bill showing that
it is not to apply to other cases, outside of
the St. John harbour case, which are -now
pending in the Exchequer Court. If my
hon. friend will add that simple proviso to
the amendment, reserving to himself ail the
rights he may wish to exercise in regard to
the St. John harbour case, we are quite
satisfied that the amendment should pass.

Hon. Mr. M ILLS-I have told my hon.
friend that this is an amendment to subsec-
tion f of section 2 of the Act, adding "rail-
ways " to the property that may be expro-
priated. With regard to the case to which
the hon. gentleman refers, that comes under
a wholly different provision of the law, and
is one that is not touched in any way by the
provision of this bill. I am not proposing
to hurt the parties to whom he referred, but
I do not intend to insert anything in the bill
to make the rights of the Crown less than
they are at the present time.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-We are not
asking that.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The case to which my
hon. friend refers-the Stewart case-is
wholly apart from this. The road which
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was built was not an ordinary railway. It
was a niere road for the purpose of giving
access to the quarry, and that was a road
which was, whether rightly or wrongly, ex-
propriated by the government under section
5 of the Expropriation Act, which reads as
follows :-

That whenever any gravel, earth, sand or water is
taken as aforesaid from a public work-

This was a short distance from the Sou-
langes Canal, which was a public work.

-the iinister inay lay down the necessary sid-
ings, water pipes, or conduits, or tracks over or through
any land intervening between the publie work and
the ]and on which such niaterial or water is found.
whatever the distance is, and ail the ;rovisions of
this Act, except sucli as relate to the filing of plans
and descriptions, shall apply and nay be used and
exercised to obtain the right of way from the public
work to the land on which sucb materials are situated.

What the Rail way Departinent have doue
is to expropriate, or take possession, of that
road in connection with the quarry, as a
road lying between the quarry and the work
which was being constructed. The section
further says:

And such road may be acquired for a term of
years, or permianently, as the inunister thinks proper,
and the powers in this section contained niay at ail
times be exercised and used in all respects after the
public work has been constructed for the purpose of
repairing or naintaining the sanie.

I say that whatever action bas been taken
was taken under that. It was not and
could not be taken under th section which
1 propose to amend. My hon. friend will
see that anything relating to the railway to
which he refers-at least the tramway lying
between the quarry and the canal-is not
germane to the section that is now under
consideration. I have endeavoured to make
the provision explicit. I have endeavoured
to hedge it about with the protection which
the hon. gentlemen think is necessary. I
have introduced the explicit words referring
to this particular property-although it was
unnecessary, because it was the only pro-
perty to which the section had any reference
-that bas been taken, and I do not propose
to go any further. If hon. gentlemen see
fit to put impediments in the way I shail
ask the committee to rise and report progress.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I am perfectly satis-
fied with what the hon. Minister of Justice
bas said. I think the amendment confines
the operation of this clause entirely to the
improvement in the harbour at St. John,

and although St. John is a rival of Halifax
still I should be very sorry if they should,
n9 t get fair play. Therefore, I wish to see
the clause adopted.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I would suggest allowing the bill to go
througli committee now, and take the
third reading to-morrow. In the meantime,
we could study the amendment. I do not
think the hon. Minister of Justice has shown
that spirit which should be exhibited by an
hon. gentleman leading the House, and
having this measure in hand. He says if
we throw impediments in the way he will
ask the committee to rise. I suppose the
same power which would add any clause to
the bill or any amendient to it, might
prevent the committee rising.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
can do as he pleases, I am not going to
interfere or to ask him to do anything.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I have been endeavouring to assist the bon.
minister to obtain the power he requires, but
I want to prevent an injustice being done to
anybody else. I do not think the matter
bis been dealt with in a nianner to justify
his remarks and he is not at all likely to
succeed

Hon. Mr. MILLS-He does not care
much.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Of
course we may be wrong. I asked the hon.
gentleman to put that amendment upon the
notice paper so that we can see what it is.
I am not suflBciently versed in the intricacies
of law to know what effect it will have.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEE D-Every member
of this House bas a right to express his
opinion upon any subject, and if he bas a
pronounced opinion he bas a right to express
it in a pronounced mnanner, and the duties
of the hon. Minister of Justice, though they
may be onerous and responsible, are no
greater in regard to the legislation passed
by this louse than the duties devolving
upon each hon. member. This is not the
first occasion on which a lecture, in not an
amiab'e way, has been given to bon. mem-
bers of this House because they have con-
sidered it their duty to express their opinions
upon any particular matter. It seems to
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me the hon. leader of this House should con-
sider it commendable on the part of hon.
members to closely analyse all legislation
which comes to this House, because I
do not think he can say-nor can any
hon. gentleman on the other side of this
House say-that the close analysis which
may be made by any member of this House
in regard to legislation, particularly of a
technical character, is made for the purpose
of throwing any obstruction in the way of
the government. We are not to be like a
lot of dumb sheep, to be driven in regard to
matters which may come before us for
our consideration. We have a duty to per-
form, and I propose performing that duty,
no matter how distasteful it may be to hon.
gentlemen who may hold an opposite view.
I want it to be understood when I express
myself in regard to legislation, that I divest
myself of my political feelings, and ignore
the fact that I belong to one party or the
other, and I do it in the public interest and
from a sense of justice, which I think should
be applied to the matter under considera-
tion. I take a stand which will appeal to
my conscience and judgment on all matters
of public legislation, and I have pursued that
course in this particular matter and have
had no desire whatever to in any way
obstruct the government, but rather to assist
in placing legiplation upon the statute-book.

Hon Mr. MILLS-Hon. gentlemen are
at liberty to take whatever line they may
consider proper, both in regard to this and
every other government measure. I am not
questioning their right, but I also say that,
as a minister qf the Crown, I have certain
rights here, and I am simply asserting those
rights. I have stated that I have en-
deavoured to meet the views of bon. gentle-
Men. I have framed the amendments which
I believe will accomplish their object. I do
not propose to load down measures for which
I arm responsible with the verbiage of the
last century. I may say, as I said before,
that if the amendment is not satisfactory, I
arn prepared to ask the committee to rise,
report progress and ask leave to sit again.
The hon. gentleman has said he is exercising
his right. I am not questioning bis right.
I am simply maintaining my own right, and
that I intend to do. I may say to hon.
gentlemen that I have submitted, with a
good deal of patience, to criticisms of gov-
ernment measures. I venture to say that

62

there is scarcely a measure introduced
by the government, however trifling, that
bas not been subjected to criticism and pro-
posed amendments, while a whole volume of
private legislation bas gone through with
less observation than has been made upon a
single measure of the administration. My
hon. friend opposite may say that he bas
divested himself of his political feeling, and
has approached this measure in a spirit of
impartiality. CErtainly I am not question-
ing the sincerity of bis observation, but that
is not the impression that bas been made
upon my mind in this matter, and I have
nothing to withdraw. My hon. friend
sitting opposite has read me a lecture, and
the hon. gentleman from Calgary lias given
me another lecture. I have heard a great
many this session. I have listened to them,
and in the interest of the public business of
which I have had charge, I have frequently
said nothing in reply. I have nothing to
withdraw from what I have said. This is a
government measure for which I am re-
sponsible, and if the measure, as now pro-
posed, cannot be allowed to be taken out of
committee, why, my hon. friends, of course,
must decide for themselves as to wbat course
they will pursue.

Hon. Mr. FERGU SON-I think my bon.
friend is altogether wrong in questioning the
spirit of fairness in the minds of hon. gentle.
men on this side of the House and drawing a
comparison between the reception of private
legislation and public legislation in this
House. The hon. member must not forget
the fact that private legislation goes to the
committee and is there subject to the sift-
ing which it is the duty of this House to
give to public legislation on the floor of the
Senate.

Hon. Mr. TEMPLE-I think there is a
misunderstanding in regard to this bill.
Hon. gentlemen do not seem to understand
the situation. I know something about the
location of the road which the government
wish to take.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
We do not want to interfere with that at all.
It is other interests we are speaking about.

Hon. Mr. TEMPLE-Other interests
should not be mixed up with it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
If they confine it to that we do not find
fault.
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Hon. Mr. TEMPLE-As Iunderstand it,
the government want to take the railway as
it now stands and substitute another. With-
out doing that they cannot go on with the
harbour improvements. The governrment
want to go on with their work adjoining
this road, and have to expropriate a portion
of it, and unless they do, they cannot go on
with the work.

Hon. Mr. CLE .OW-The Minister of
Justice having assented to the proposed
amendment shows that we are justified, so
far, in endeavouring to make the measure
as fair as possible. He himself suggested
the amendment, therefore we are not open
to a charge of partisanship. The fact is the
majority, the Conservatives, have carried
every measure here this session. Where
would the Grand Trunk and Drummond
County Bills have been if it had not been
for the Conservatives ? I want to do what
is right and fair, and will do so while I am
in this House. I am not going to be tied
down and prevented from giving utterance
to my opinions, whatever they may be. I
do not want to be lectured as being actuated
by a partisan spirit. Let the government
come down with well considered measures.
I contend that they do not do that. They
think themselves all powerful, and that they
can carry anything. That is the spirit they
have shown all through this session. Had
they given this subject proper consideration
they would not have brought down this bill
until they had made proper provision for
carrying it out. But instead of that they
made a contract and got into a tangle with
this company, and now they want the Senate,
without proper consideration, to pass this
bill for the purpose of protecting them f rom
the consequences of wrong acts. I contend
that the government in authorizing this
work without proper inquiry and taking
proper precautions, have done wrong. Any
business man finding that he had not power
to go on with the work would have endea-
voured to get the matter put right before
entering into a contract, but the govern-
ment thought they could put this bill through
without investigation.

Hon. Mr. POWER-They did not know
their men.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I do not think
they did. I do not think they appreciated
the temper of the Senate. This will be a

lesson for them in the future to let them
consider their measures in a proper way and
give us a full statement, and I do not believe
there would be a dissentient voice in this
House in carrying any fair measure.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-With all due respect,
I would suggest to the Minister of Justice
that he has not, in this instance, taken the
right course. I can easily conceive anybody
in his position, responsible for government
measures, if an amendment was proposed to
a particular bill, which in his judgment was
decidedly one that interfered with the object
the bill had in view, I can understand, that
as a responsible minister of the Crown, he
would not accept it. But when hon. gentle-
men are trying to perfect the bill, and when
the minister has acknowledged that it is
open to some of the objections that have
been raised particularly by my hon. friend
the leader of the opposition and the hon.
gentleman from Calgary, I cannot see why,
under such circumstances, he should accuse
this side of the House of acting in a partisan
spirit, and threaten to withdraw the bill.
This Senate is an independent body, and has
a right to discuss freely all the measures
brought before it, and certainly we cannot
be taken to task for endeavouring, if we
possibly can, to improve a particular clause
of the bill. If we are to be told that a bill
will be withdrawn if it is interfered with,
we might just as well give up criticising
bills altogether.

Hon. \l r. ALMON-Allowing the govern-
ment have been guilty of all the crimes the
hon. gentleman from Rideau Division has
charged them with, and I am not saying
they are not, is it right to punish the city
of St. John for their sins ? The amendment
noved by the Minister of Justice covers the

whole point. It simply applies to this road
in St. John. It cannot possibly apply to
any other. If this bill does not pass, what
happens 1 The season for working in this
country is short, and if obstacles are put in
the way, the people of St. John will not
have this harbour which they want to have
improved. In Halifax the government com-
menced an elevator, and they delayed so
long about it, that a whole year was lost.
It was promised to be finished last autumn.
It is not finished yet, and perhaps will not
be in operation until another year has
passed. Halifax has suffered by this delay,
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and I do not wish St. John to suffer in the
same way. Hon. gentlemen should forget
the sins of the government instead of whip-
ping them over the back of St. John. Let
us pass the bill, and allow St. John to have
the improvements for the great trade of
next autumn.

lon. Mr. SCOTT-This Expropriation
Bill has had rather a curious history. It has
been before the chamber on several occasions.
Hon. gentlemen will recollect, first, clause
one was struck out; then, on another occa-
sion, clause 2 was struck out; then clause 3
was struck out, and then clause 4, which is
the end of the bill. The Minister of Justice
thought the change in the law was impor-
tant. It did not meet with the approval of
this chamber, and the government submitted
with a good grace. There was no remons-
trance. Then a proposal was made from the
other side that if there was any particular
case which needed legislation, the House
would give facilities for carrying it through.
The minister prepared a clause, having in
view one particular case. The condition of
the work was uncertain, whether the rights
the railway have at the present moment
had been at all disturbed. The Crown had
expropriated the land on each side for the
greater part of the way. So this clause now
under consideration was drawn with special
limitations to this particular case, not mak-
ing it a general law. If hon. gentlemen will
reflect for a moment, the Minister of Justice
took a great deal of pains to satisfy the
House. Naturally, the retroactive clause
was challenged. Every one expected that it
would be, but the Minister of Justice ex-
plained that the contract having been given
out, it was impossible to say whether the
parties had taken such steps as would enable
them to apply to the courts before this bill
was passed, They know this legislation is
being promoted, and they may, before this
receives the Royal Assent, apply to the court
and the court might grant an injunction,
and a very serious embarrassment would
arise. Then the proposal was made to limit
the retroactive clause to this case only. The
clause, as now proposed, certainly confines
its action, so far as the retroactive part of it
is concerned, to the St. John Bridge and
Railway Extension Company. It is perfectly
clear that it touches no other interest, no
other lands, no other franchise or rights
than the St. John Bridge and Railway
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Company, and therefore it ought fairly to be
allowed to go.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The hon. gentleman has dealt with just half
the bill, which was not restricted to this
particular work.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Not originally.

Hon. Sir M ACKENZIE BOWELL-
You repealed a section of the Expropriation
Act and substitute another for it, and the
substitution was to affect all transactions-
not only the case at St. John, but all others
in the Dominion, if there were any. Then
objection was taken to the retroactive clause,
believing, as many of us did, that it would
interfere with private rights. Then the
hon. gentleman said he would restrict the
retroactive effect to the St. John case. The
only point that bas suggested itself to those
that have taken that view, is as to whether
it goes further, and 1 suggested a minute or
two ago that the committee might now rise
and we could consider that point at the third
reading. I am surprised to hear some hon.
members say that this clause sbould pass
irrespective of what efgect it might have on
other interests, because St. John might
suffer if it did not become law. Nobody
proposes to interfere with the power the
government seeks in reference to St. John,
and why the whole argument should be
based on that one point, I am at a loss to
know. The Secretary of State bas made two
speeches and confined himself to that point.
He has not answered the questions I asked as
to whether this would affect any other
interest, or whether the clause would cease to
have any effect after the St. John harbour
case had been dealt with. Nobody bas
objected to giving all the powers necessary
for the government to carry on the St. John
harbour improvements. I believe the House
is prepared to give the government al the
power they want to deal with this case in St.
John. Nobody has suggested or insinuated a
desire to interfere with the improveinents in
St. John harbour. The Minister of Justice
says, I have read him lectures un several occa-
sions. I repudiate that. I have made sugges-
tions to the hon. gentleman, and he has read
us lectures. Being rather refractory pupils we
have not accepted them in the spirit he
would like. That is the only reason why I
made the remarks I did. I have no desire
to read him a lecture, but I will take pre-
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cious good care that one will not be read to
me with impunity. Let the amendment
pass and we will think over it until to-
morrow.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The House last
night was prepared to accept the anendment
of the hon. Secretary of State, providing it
had been tacked on to the amendment made
by this side of the House. I would further-
more say it was not until the House was
about to rise last night that the hon. Secre-
tary of State proposed it, and afterwards the
hon. Minister of Justice consented to linit
this amendment to St. John harbour, and it
was at the instance of the Minister of
Justice himself that the matter waspostponed
until to-day.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Certainly.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-And further-
more, the Minister of Justice himself must
recollect this, that he has special opportunity
to study the application of all legislation
brought down by the government in regard
to public measures, whereas this House has
not that opportunity. It is not until a bill
is presented to the House, and we listen to
the explanations of the minister, who bas
carefully gone into the matter, that we can
determine what may be the application of
that legislation, and the limitations that
should be placed upon it,. or the various
interests which may be affected by it. All
those questions have to be taken into con-
sideration by the minister in bringing down
legislation of this nature.

The committee divided on the amendment,
which was agreed to.

Contents 27 ; Non-contents 4.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER, from the com-
mittee, reported the bill as amended.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, 28th July, 1899.
THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three

o'Clock.
Prayers and routine proceedings.

YUKON TERRITORY ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

RECONSJDERED IN COMMITTEE.
The order of the day being called:
Third reading Bill (U) " An Act to amend the

Yukon Territory Act."

Hon. Mr. M ILLS moved that the bill be
not now read the third time, but that it be
referred back to a Committee of the Whole
House for further consideration.

The motion was agreed to.

(In the Committee.)
Hon. Mr. MILLS-It was understood

when the committee rose and the bill stood
for third reading that I should ask the
House, instead of reading the bill a third
time, to go back into committee to make
certain amendments, to give representation
in the Yukon country and for other purposes.
That renders it necessary to revise the bill to
some extent. I propose to strike out section
5 of the Act and substitute a clause which I
have prepared, and which I will hand to the
chairman.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Are these mem-
bers elected from the entire Territory ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes. I take it they
will be better able to frame regulations than
we are. My view bas been that the popula-
tion there is so variable-people constantly
coming in and those who have come in leav-
ing the Territory-that a period of two years,
perhaps, would be as long as the elective
members should be elected for.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
is not proposed to bring the law into effect
at once upon its passage h

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No. It may be nec-
essary to enter into correspondence, and to
make some ordinances with regard to the
holding of the eleotion and so on, and that
might well be done before any order or
proclamation should be issued.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-What does the
hon. minister estimate the present popula-
tion of the Territory 1

Hon. Mr. MILLS-About 25,000, of
whom, I suppose, 5,000 are British subjects.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Why confine it
to two members ? Does not the hon. gentle-
man think it would be a reasonable conces-
sion to give to 25,000 population six repre-
sentatives-as many elective members as
nominative members?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, I think the
measure had better be tentative, especially
where you have so large a foreign popula-
tion.
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Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-What are the
qualifications for voting?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Naturalized or natural
born British subjects.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Residing one
year?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-One year's residence.

very snall number, and it is rather for the
purpose of keeping the council in touch with
the feeling and wants of the people that the
representation and the power of taxation
should be given.

Hon. Sir MACK ENZIE BOWELL-The
two elected members are to be elected from
the whole Territory I

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Male subjects? Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I have no objection
to putting in those words if the hon. gentle-
man thinks necessary.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
am in favour of female suffrage.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-In England where a
British subject has a right to vote, women
have offered to vote and it has been held
that they were not entitled to vote, and
that it requires an express provision to give
them that right.

The clause was adopted.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I have prepared a
clause which I propose to substitute in lieu
of claue eight. I am told that in some
cases the mining camps may be of consider-
able extent, and if there are no sanitary
regulations, the streams become polluted and
produce typhoid fever. In order to protect
the health of the inhabitants, it is necessary
that the council should have power to make
regulations of this sort.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Will you tax the
district that has representation for the im-
provement of districts outside of the repre-
sentation? In the North-west council we
had representation, for instance, where I
lived, the Qu'Appelle di3trict. That district
embraced 1,000 square miles. When we
had 1,000 population in 1,000 square miles
we had representation. Just outside of the
district we had no power to tax the people
or spend money. Under this bill would the
council have the power to tax the country
outside of the representation?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There has been no
division created by this bill, whatever may
be done hereafter by the council itself.
They may make ordinances for holding the
election, and may suggest a division of the
Territory. They are very differently situated
from an agricultural population. They will
be settled in groups, and as a very large
proportion of them are foreigners, the repre-
sentation, of course, will be confined to a

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-You do not make
districts.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No. The North-
west being an agricultural country, you
could map it out into districts, but you can-
not do that with the Yukon country.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I approve of
extending representative institutions to the
Yukon, but this legislation is somewhat
unique in imposing enumerated restricted
powers on the council. In the first place,
the council cannot exercise powers except
that are given to it, as all the powers are
vested in Parliament or in the Governor in
Council, I fail to understand why you should
place restrictions upon the powers you con-
fer. You give them certain rights, and it
seems unnecessary to say they shall not do
so and so, because they can only exercise
the rights you directly give them. They
are not a province. They do not get their
powers through the British «North America
Act, and consequently their powers are con-
ferred by affirmative legislation and why
proceed with all those restrictions? I should
also like to point out that you give certain
implied powers of a municipal character. It
is wise to have our legislation as uniform as
possible. In defining the powers of the
assembly in the North-west Territories, you
adhere as closely as possible to section '92 of
the British North America Act. If you look
at section 13 of the North-west Territories
Act, you will find all the powers incorporated
there that are to be exercised by the Lieu-
tenant-Governor in Council, very similar to
those enumerated in section 92 of the
British North America Act, and in that
you simply give the assembly municipal
powers in general terms. The language
is, " Municipal institutions in the Terri-
tories." That is precisely the language
used in the British North America Act
froin which the provinces get their powers
to erect or organize municipalities in a pro-
vince. We have copied the same language
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in the Territories Act. I see no reason
why you should not have done it in the
Yukon Act. Under these broad powers,
viz., "municipal institutions," the Commis-
sioner in Council, or the Governor in Coun-
cil, as the case inay be, could have created
such a municipal organization for sanitary
purposes, as that which you have just meu-
tioned, without defining the restrictive pow-
ers, which will, in my judgment, be mis-
chievous when you come to exercise them.
In the Territories they have various classes
of municipal government: there is the city
municipality, the town municipality, the
village municipality, the statute labour dis-
trict, which is of a very broad character, and
without involving all the machinery or giv-
ing to the area the machinery necessary for
an advanced municipality, yet it can exer-
cise power with respect to roads. I mention
this to show how elastic the power may
be where it is in general language, and how
satisfactorily it proves to a provisional gov-
ernment of that nature. It seems to me
such negative legislation as you have here
would prove mischievous, and it would have
been much more salutary to have followed
the precedents already established.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Last year when I
prepared the Yukon Bill it had no such
provision. It was thought best that the
bill should be cut down owing to the very
wide difference there was between the con-
ditions of a mining population going in, a
large number of whom were mere migratory
people, and those who go into an agricultural
country with a view of establishing a per-
manent settlement. The hon. gentleman
will see that we give pretty broad powers to
the Governor in Council and to the Com-
missioner in Council in that country, and we
did not restrain them within those limits
which apply in the North-west Territories,
because the North-west Territories Act
provide that the pow ers of the council
should never extend wider than the powers
of the province.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Should be sub-
ject to Dominion legislation.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The Dominion is con-
stantly legislating in these matters, but in
this we have provided that the Commissioner
in Council may make ordinances for the
peace, order and good government of the
Territory. They may undertake to deal

with some matters beyond the power poss-
essed by a province and so, that being the
case, it was necessary to set certain restric-
tions, that they should not uudertake to levy
customs duties, nor excise duties, nor should
they undertake to legislate in any way in
contravention of the Act of the Parliament
of Canada.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-What necessity
is there to say they shall not levy customs
duties ? You could not strain the Act in
any way to say that they might exercise such
power.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-If you state that they
may have power to make laws for the peace,
order and good government of the country,
why not, because you are delegating powers
that are broader, it may be, than those that
pertain to any of the provinces.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I do not think
so. Parliament could not give any province
power to levy customs duties. Parliament
cannot delegate its authority to an outside
body.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is a question
about which there is a difference of opinion.
In some cases it has been held that the
legislature could delegate authority. In the
case of the Queen vs. Hodge, my hon. friend
will see that was held. This Parliament
being a sovereign body it is not exercising
delegated powers. An authority to which
Parliament would delegate a power cannot
delegate it, but Parliament gives it here to
the extent of its authority, and therefore its
powers are sovereign, and there is not that
restriction on the power of delegation which
would be imposed, say, on legislature of the
United States, where it is held that the power
of any legislative body is a delegated power
from the people at large. So that there
were other restrictions inserted with regard
to taxation. Those were deemed necessary.
They were in the bill, my hon. friend will
see, last year.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED--Yes, I know.
I thought they were mischievous then, and
I did not approve of the insertion of them.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-If I were not pressed
with other duties, and had I a little more
time to consider the subject at large, I might
be able to dispense with some of the pro-
visions set out in the bill of last year and
this year. But I think we are proceeding
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on perfectly safe ground. The power we are
giving is tentative. We do not know exactly
how the people there may exercise the power
that is delegated to them by the provisions
of this bill. We have said that the moment
they have elected members of the council the
power of taxation may be exercised.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-In that connec-
tion the hon. gentleman has not provided in
the bill that they shall only impose direct
taxation. By implication they might have
the right to impose indirect taxation, which
none of the provinces can.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, it might be.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It seems to me
that the class of taxation that they can im-
pose should be stated positively.

Hon. Mr. POWER--There cannot be any
excise or customs duties.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We have negatived
their right to impose excise or customs
duties, and I think it would be very difficult
to undertake to define that power.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Except you
mention it directly. For instance, in the
case of the Bank of Toronto and the
Brewers and Maltsters' case, and several
other cases of that nature, which went to the
Privy Council, it is surprising the powers
that inay be exercised by the provinces under
the guise of direct taxation, which it seems to
me may possibly be very properly said to be
indirect taxation and only to be imposed by
the Dominion Parliament.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There is this difference
between the Territories and the provinces,
that in a province they are exercising powers
which must be defined and limited, so as not
to come in contact with the powers of the
Dominion. This is a body subordinate to
the Dominion and deriving its powers from
the Dominion, and its powers would not
avail if it legislated in contravention of
them, and if it did impose direct taxation
no injury could flow from it.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Have you a
saving clause of that nature ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We have the power
of disallowance in the Act of 1896.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-In the North-
west Territories Act, where broader powers

are given to the legislative assembly, it is
provided that all their legislation shall be
subject to any Act of the Parliament of
Canada. Section 13 of the North-west
Territories Act says:

The legislative assembly shal, subject to the pro-
visions of this Act, or any other Act of the Parlia-
ment of Canada, applicable to the Territories, have
power to make ordinances, and so on.

It seems to me that a more effectual super-
vision would be exercised over their legisla-
tion by having such a provision applicable
to their legislation, and consequently it
would dispense with the necessity of scrut-
inizing every Act to see whether it should
be allowed or disallowed, and I do not see
why we should give broader powers to the
Yukon than to the North-west Territories.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-For the reason that
it is distant and inaccessible, and what we
may do after more ready means of access
are established and better means of infor-
mation provided, I think we cannot so well
do at the present time. We give them very
large powers, but we retain the restrictive
power that the prerogative of the Crown
gives us, and I think, on the whole, we have
adopted the line best suited to enable them
to accomplish what practically presents
itself as a proper object to attain in the
Territories, and at the same time if they are
found to adopt a measure which is contrary
to public policy, we may, when we become
aware of it, disallow it here. I quite admit
that the arrangement is not theoretically
perfect, but it is the one that, for the
moment, while that country is so isolated
fromi the rest of the Dominion, is best cal-
culated to enable them to carry out what
occurs to them on the ground as in their
interests.

The clause was adopted.

On clause b.
Hon. Mr. MILLS-I have struck out the

words " by special permission " and inserted
" except under regulations of the Governor
in Council." That is in reference to the
sale of intoxicating liquors.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-The other is the
more stringent of the two.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, but the difficulty
which suggested itself to me was that it
required a special license in every case.

The sub-clause was adopted.
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Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Do I under- whether liquor should be imported into the
stand that the clauses of , the North-west Yukon Territory. I think I an correct in
Territories Act prohibiting the importation, that statement.
sale or manufacture of liquor in the unor- Hon. Mr. MILLS- .Yes.
ganized parts of the Territories apply to the
Yukon ?

Hrn. Mr. MILLS-They were in force
in the Yukon Territory at the time it was
organized a separate territory.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
But they would not have any effect now
after this law.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-This is simply an en-
abling power. It does not change anything.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Is that prohi-
bition in force in the Yukon Territory to-
day 7 My recollection is that the Act was
amended immedi.tely previous to the intro-
duction of the license system into the North-
west Territories, and it was provided that
the Governor in Council should have power,
by proclamation, to suspend the operation
of certain of the prohibitory sections of the
North-west Territories Act in the organized
parts of the Territories, or such parts of the
Territories as might be defined in a procla-
mation, or Order in Council. I am not pre-
pared to say whether the carving out of the
Yukon Territory out of the North-west
Territories at once rendered the prohibitory
clauses in the North-west Territories Act
inoperative as to that particular area of
country.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, I think not.
They are continued or perpetuated by the
Act of last year. But the difficulty was
that the government of the North-west Ter-
ritories, for the sake of obtaining a revenue,
issued, before that Act becane law, a large
number of licenses to parties to import liquor
into that Territory, I forget how many
licenses were issued, but a very large quantity
of liquor was sold in the Yukon Territory
under the authority of the North-west Ter-
ritorial Ordinances that extended to that
country-at least under the power of the
Lieu tenant-Governor of the North-west
Territories.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Then this gov-
ernment, by its action, would not recognize
the permits which were issued by the Lieu-
tenant-Governor of the North-west Terri-

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-What I desire
to know is, if these clauses will not be inter-
preted as practically a repeal of the prohibit-
ory clauses of the North-west Territories
Act, so as to permit the Yukon council to
pass ordinances respecting the sale of liquor.
The machinery is provided here apparently
for the importation, the manufacture and
the compounding of liquor in the Yukon
Territory. It seems to me the placing of
that legislation upon the statute-book would
by implication repeal any prohibitory law
that obtains in the Yukon Territory. I am
not opposing the extension of those powers
to the Yukon Territory, because 1 think
they should have the power, and my obser-
vation is that the operation of the clauses in
the North-west Territories Act were any-
thing but promotive of temperance and the
object which Parliament had in view in
passing the legislation.

Hon. Mr. MILLS.-These clauses are
necessary, however strict the prohibition
may be ; otherwise there would be absolute
exclusion. For instance, you could not
manufacture or compound the liquors for
any medical purpose, or otherwise, in the
Territory, if you had an absolute prohibition.
What we are undertaking to do is to take
power that will enable us to prohibit under
the authority of law.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I suppose paragraph "b" covers that?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-[ think so.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
It seems to me paragraph " b " gives the
power to the government to say whether
any liquor should be manufactured or im.
ported into the Territory.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That would take the place of any legislation
in the past. It says:

No liquors shall be compounded or made in the
Territories exoept by special permission of the Gov-
ernor in Council.
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That provides for the manufacture and
compounding of liquors. Then it says:

Nor shall any intoxicating liquors or intoxicants be
imported or brought into the Territory from any pro-
vince or territory in Canada or elsewhere, except by
special permission of the Governor in Council.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-That bas been
further amended.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
leaves the matter entirely in the hands of the
Governor in Council. They can prevent the
manufacture and compounding of liquors,
and they can prevent the importation into
the Territories from any other parts of Ca-
nada unless they can obtain special permis-
sion.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That we would have
no power to do, nor would the government
of the Territories have power to do that
without statutory authority here.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Yes,
that is what I say. This clause leaves the
question of prohibition entirely in their
hands. They can prevent liquor from coming
from a foreign country or from British
Columbia.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-They have that
power now.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The power existed in
the North-west Territories in the Lieu-
tenant-Governor in Council fearing there
was going to be au abuse of it, the power
was temporarily withdrawn. Instructions
were sent to the Lieutenant-Governor of the
North-west Territories not to issue any
permits, and it was only a very few weeks
before the Act of 1898 came into operation,
that, under a request from the North-west
council, power was given to issue permits
as it formerly existed. Under that, a very
great abuse took place, and permits were
issued for very large quantities of liquor to
be taken in there, enough to supply them
for years to come, if it all went in. Then
the Commissioner in Council in the Yukon
undertook to issue licenses in regard to the
liquor that came in, and an Order in Council
was passed prohibiting the issue of any
licenses, and stopping the introduction of
liquor into the Yukon.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-What time was
that?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Assoon as the govern-
ment heard that the' privilege was abused.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-About what date?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-A few days before the
Act of 1898 was passed, which separated
the Yukon district from the North-west
Territories. Hon. gentlemen will remember
that practically w-e were administering the
Yukon Territory without the authority of
Parliament, because it became necessary to
send up a commissioner, and up to 1898 the
Yukon Territory was under the control of
the North-west Territories and it was in
the short interregnum between the granting
of the North-west council the right to
issue permits and the coming into operation
of this Act cutting off the Yukon district
from the North-west that these abuses took
place, of issuing permits to this very large
extent, and when the government heard of
it they at once put a stop to it.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-About the first of
May I went home to the North-west and
Major Walsh joined the train at Carleton
Place and went up in company with me to
Rat Portage, or Port Arthur. I had a long
conversation with him and we spoke about
this liquor business in the Yukon district.
He told me distinctly that he was endeavour-
ing to administer the affairs of that country
and stop the importation of liquor, that he
had refused to grant licenses and was trying
to administer the affairs of that country
without issuing licenses and was utterly
opposed to it. But the government sent
their North-west man in there, and he dis-
agreed with him and he issued licenses with-
out stint, almost, I think to the extent of
$22,000 of revenue. He also stated that
the Lieutenant-Governor had issued per-
mits which was a surprise to me, because I
understood they instructed him not to issue
permits. Permits were issued lavishly and
large quantities of liquor were taken into
the country contrary to what I was informed
was the case, and I was highly pleased with
Major Walsh's statement, because it showed
a state of things different to what I sup-
posed existed--that he was trying to admin-
ister the affairs of the district without
having liquor in the country.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Might I ask whether the Dominion Govern-
ment have refunded to the government of
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the North-west Territoriesthe amounts which
they collected for permits? When this was
under discussion before, it was admitted, I
think, that the action of the Federal Govern-
ment at that time might be considered ultra
vires. They had no power, because the
power was then vested in the North-west
Territories, and though the government took
a very commendable course to prevent the
introduction of liquor into that country, they
had no power to do so. They issued licenses
and collected fees, was the money ever re-
funded to the Territories 1

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They got all the money
for the licenses they issued.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
What about the licenses the Dominion Gov-
ernment issued ; did the government of the
Territories get the money for those licenses ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not know that
there was any considerable amount. Some
very small permits were issued to parties.
going in. We stopped it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Was it not paid as
customs duties. The liquor that was sent.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE bOWELL-
Not that which went from Canada, of course.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-All I know is, long
after the administration of the government
was in the hands of the government here,
under a commission issued to Major Walsh,
and which commission was valid in this
regard, that it largely dealt with the ques-
tion of mines and mining operations and re-
gulations relating to mining, ail of which
powers were not in the North-west Territorial
government, but in the Department of the
Interior here.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I am only talking about the liquor permits.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I propose an amend-
ment that an appeal shall lie to the Supreme
Court of Canada direct, or to the Supreme
Court of British Columbia. I wish to leave
to parties the option of coming to the
Supreme Court direct, if they are disposed
to do so.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-You ought to stipu-
late the amount under which there should
be no such appeal.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Below $500 cannot
be appealed.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-In that country it
ought to be $1,000. If I had a suit to-
morrow, and the man was going to appeal
the case, I would prefer to abandon the case
altogether. We have too much law in this
country. In one province there are five
courts to which you can go before a matter
can be finally determined. It is utterly im-
possible for a poor man in litigation with a
rich man to do anything. There should be
legislation to prevent that. If you have
two judges sitting together on a case in the
Yukon, why should not their decision be
final in a case up to $1,000 ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I quite agree with
what the hon. gentleman has said, if the
present condition of things were likely to
be permanent. I have no objection to
making the amount $1,000 if in the opinion
of lion, gentlemen $1,000 is not too much.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-It ought to be
$1,000 anyway.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-There is this
much to be said upon this point. The right
of appeal ought to be given to every man.
If a man feels that he is aggrieved in the
trial court, would you prevent him having
recourse to an Appellate Court I A man
always feels, and expresses himself so, that
he should have the right to appeal if he
chooses to take the responsibility of the cost8
of such an appeal.

Hon. Mr. POWER-But there is another
view of the matter. There are two litigants,
one rich, the other poor. The rich man, if
he is allowed to appeal-no matter how
small the amount at issue-can always de-
feat the poor man by carrying the case on
to a higher court, and consequently the rule
has always been adopted that there shall
be some limit to the right of appeal, and I
think very properly adopted. The judges
in this country are fairly conscientious and
intelligent, and may be entrusted to give a
fairly good decision, and an appeal should
not be allowed unless the question at issue
is one of sufficient consequence to be allowed.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON--It is almost im-
possible to lay down a rule that would be
correct in all cases. The amount might not
be large and yet a number of cases might
hang upon the decision. I think the amount
fixed in the bill, about $500, would be
reasonable.
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Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I would not make
such a small amount the limit in a country
like the Yukon. In the case of $500 two
judges might try the case. There are good
men on the bench in Canada, and I feel
proud to think that very few cases are
reversed, but in a country like the Yukon,
where expenses are very large, you should
appoint two judges to try cases under $1,000
and above that allow an appeal.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The provisions in this
are the same as in the appeal to the Suprene
Court from the final court of resort in the
province. I repeat if hon. gentlemen think
$500 is too small a sum to grant the right
of appeal in that country, I have no objection
to making it $1,000.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I think you had;
better make it $1,000.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED--My observation
is contrary to that expressed by my hon.
friend from Halifax. It is not the rich man
that invariably appeals. I find, as a rule,
there is a greater desire for litigation in the
poor man than the rich man. He will go to
a court of appeal under most circumstances.
My experience is that a number of large cor-
porations refuse to go to appeal. You must
not overlook this fact, no matter how able
the judge of the first court may be, there
may be a jury verdict against a party to a
suit which may be manifestly wrong, and
unless the right of appeal exists there is no
possibility of getting rid of that verdict.
There are many views which present them-
selves to one's mind in considering this
matter, and I think the clause as it stands
would work satisfactorily.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It will only be a few
Inonths until Parliament will meet again,
and we will have time to consider it. We
had better make it uniform with the right
of appeal in other parts of the Dominion.

The clause was adopted.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL, from the committee,
reported the bill with amendments, which
were concurred in.

The bill was then read the third time and
passed..

EXPROPRIATION ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

THIRD READING.

The order of the day being called:
Consideration of the amendment made in Commit-

tee of the Whole on Bil (D) " An Act to amend the
Expropriation Act."

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved that the amend-
ment be concurred in.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I would direct
the attention of the hon. Minister of Justice
to a phrase in this clause which is seldom
used in any statute. That is the word
"prospective." All legislation is prospective
only except it be made retroactive, and then
it is retroactive and prospective. I placed
in the hands of my hon. friend from Halifax
to-day an amendment which I suggested,
and which I think will fully meet the object
which the hon. Minister of Justice has in
view, and yet will be satisfactory to those
parties whom it was thought this legislation
would affect:

The provisions of this section are retroactive so far
as they apply to the acquisition cf property belonging
to the St. John Bridge and Railway Extension Com-
pany and not otherwise.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There is just the
difficulty in this that occurred to me and
which induced me to insert the word "pro-
spective." If we were to leave out this word
altogether the whole section would be pro-
spective. It would relate to future opera-
tions and not to past transactions at all. If
we leave out the word " prospective," then
the clause, so far as it relates to St. John,
would be retrospective and retrospective in
my opinion only, and it is to preserve the
principle of the bill in the main section, as
applicable to St. John in the future, as well
as to other placés, that I have inserted that
word. My hon. friend will see, if he looks
at it, that while the section would be pro-
spective, relating to the future with regard
to every other place than St. John, it
would in fact be confined in St. John to
its retroactive effect. Now, I wanted it to
be prospective in the case of St. John as
well as every other place, but I wanted it
also made retroactive in St. John so as to
protect the government against suits being
brought for trespass, &c., in connection with
the property they are about to acquire.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I think you
have limited this amendment entirely to
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the St. John Bridge and Railway Extension
Company and made it, so that it will apply
to no other. It seems to me the object in
view as to its prospective operation is not
affected by this amendment. It is retro-
active and prospective so far as it applies to
this case. You admit the fact that it is to
be only retroactive in regard to St. John
harbour improvement i

Hon. Mr. POWER-Yes.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It can only be
prospective as to the same object, because
you couple the words prospective and retro-
active-it can only be prospective so far as
that particular enterprise is concerned.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
see it is prospective as far as it applies to
the case of the property belonging to the
St. John Railway and Bridge Company.
This clause only relates to this property. It
does not relate to any other. It does not
affect the general provision of the law as
respects any other property, whether at St.
John or elsewhere; but as far as the St.
John Railway and Bridge Company is con-
cerned, this clause is both prospective and
retrospective.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-You are only
dealing with the clause. You are not deal-
ing with anything else, and consequently
you limit the operation of the clause to the
St. John works, because you cannot apply
it to any other case. Several lawyers have
discussed this and they all agree in saying
that this clause, as you have it framed, can
only apply to this particular subject, both
in its prospective and its retrospective opera-
tion. I simply mention that to show the
doubt that it can create. If the limitation
as to the retroactive operation apply to the
clause they must apply to its prospective
phase as well. You draw no distinction be-
tween the two.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The full clause applies
to all places. Rail ways are added. That is
all that is new. There is this limitation, not
of the clause but limitation as to the place
to which the clause is applicable. The pro-
visions of this section are retroactive as well
as prospective in connection with the St.
John case.

out, and you submit in the bill another para-
graph and then you place a limitation upon
the operationof that paragraphin itsentirety.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, only as to the
particular place.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-That is the
limitation-the operation of the law as em-
bodied in the paragraph is only in St. John.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The retroactive part
of it.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-You draw no
distinction. Where do you draw any dis-
tinction between the retroactive operation
and the prospective operation in the amend-
ment which you are making 1 The clause is
wholly prospective apartfrom this provision
with regard to the city of St. John. If you
had said that it was retroactive only in re-
spect of the city of St. John then it would
have been prospective elsewhere without any
expression on the subject. You immedi-
ately place a limitation on it by saying it
shall be prospective in a certain way. It
would in law be prospective if you had not
expressed the limitation.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is the very oppo-
site. My hon. friend will see that if I had
said that the clause shall be retroactive so
far as it applies to the Railway and Bridge
Company of St. John, it would have pre-
vented the clause operating prospectively at
all so far as that work is concerned. I do
not want to prevent its prospective opera-
tion. I say there that it shall be retro-
active as well as prospective. It would
be prospective without this declaration.
That is what it is everywhere, and there-
fore in order to make it retroactive with-
out limiting its prospective operation, I say
it shall be retroactive as well as prospective.
I do not pretend to confer by this limitation
a prospective power at al. I assume it was
conferred before, and I wish to make it
solely a prospective clause so far as St. John
is concerned. That is why I insert these
words " as well as prospective." That is the
object.

Hon. Mr. POWER-We can let the
minister have it as he wants it. It does not
affect anything but this particular work.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-You repeal the Hon. Mr.LOUGHEED-Parties do think
law as it at present stands. You wipe that the amendment affects them. I am satisfied
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the word prospective should be put in in some
other way but as I have stated, several
lawyers, men in active practice, have ex-
pressed themselves in regard to this inter-
pretation. Now, all statute law is pros-
pective, and the court would iaturally say
why did you insert in the statute that it
should be prospective ? You must have had
some particular object in view, viz., one of
limitation, because in law it is prospective
anyway, and you immediately couple it with
its retroactive operation.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Let me call my hon.
friend's attention to the clause he has put
in the hands of the hon. gentleman from
Halifax. " The provisions of this Act are
retroactive so far as they apply to any
property belonging to the St. John Railway
and Bridge Company." Now, that would
prevent its being prospective in its applica-
tion to St. John at all. I have great faith
in the judgment of my hon. friend from
Barrie (Mr.Gowan) and would be quite ready
to leave the construction of that to his
judgment. To my mind, it is perfectly clear
that you would except St. John from the
prospective operation of the main clause,
perhaps if I were not to insert " as well as
prospective " so as to secure its double
operation.

Hon. Mr. GOWAN-I think that is a
sound legal construction.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Why not make it
retroactive altogether so far as it relates to
the St. John property I

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-In last night's
amendment you inserted the word "only,"
did you not? If you introduce the word
"only," it would be satisfactory.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend does
nlot want to introduce a tautological expres-
sion. That would he practically a double
negative, and I objected to it for that very
reason.

Hon. Mr. LOUGREED - You have
mentioned one particular case in which it
shall be retroactive, but the law may not
imply, and the court may not imply, that it
ia not retroactive in other matters. The
court may say you have declared what the
law is with regard to that particular subject,
but you at least leave room for argument at

once that it is not retroactive in regard to
other subjects as well.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Unless it is expressly
stated, the law only applies from the time
at which it is adopted, and you have to
specially state that it is to be retroactive if
you wish it to have that effect. In this bill
it is stated that it is retroactive as regards
this work in St. John, and it is not retro-
active anywhere else.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-My hon. friend
last night did not object.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I said I thought the
word "only " would not do any harm.

Hon. Mr.McCALLUM-I thought it was
understood at the time that it would only
apply to the St. John Railway and Bridge
Company. The word "only " was there.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
If it does no harm, insert the word "only."

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Put it in for the
benefit of the lawyers, because they will not
understand the clause if it is omitted.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I could not consent,
because it would not make sense.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Put it in after the
words "so far." Then it would read "so far
only as it applies to the works at St. John."

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Then it would create
a doubt.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Why not put
in the words "and not otherwise " so as to
limit it to that.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-You could say " and
not elsewhere " at the end of the clause.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That will do.

The clause as amended was adopted.

The bill as amended was read the third
time and passed, on a division.

EXCHEQUER COURT ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

THIRD READING.

Thelorder of the day being called:
Consideration of the amendnents made in Commit-

tee of the Whole House on (Bill B) " An Act further
to amend the Exchequer Court Act. "-(Hon. Mr.
Milla.)
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Hon. Mr. IlILLS moved concurrence in
the amendments. He said :-Several clauses
of this bill have been struck out. There is
a clause remaining in the bill relating to the
power of the Exchequer Court judge to ap-
point some one to hold court in his behalf
and I intend to let the bill go in that form.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE
do not know how far we are
power in the second clause.
amount be left blank?

BOWELL-I
exceeding our
Should not the

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-It is left in blank
in the bill.

The motion was agreed to.

The bill was then read the third time and

passed.

PROTECTION OF N A V I G A B L E
WATERS ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House resumed, in Committee of the
Whole, consideration of Bill (137) " An Act
further to amend the Act respecting the
Protection of Navigable Waters.

(In the Committee.)

Hon. Mr. SCOTrT-In the discussion on
the proposed change in the law in reference
to amending the Act respecting Protection
of Navigable Waters, the opinion was ex-
pressed by one hon. gentleman, and concur-
red in by several, that the law as it at pre-
sent exists in regard to tidal waters, should
not be disturbed, and the change, therefore,
in the law will be to apply it to non-tidal
water under certain restrictions-that is,
reducing the depth of water. In order to
meet the views of some hon. gentlemen, who
expressed a very decided opinion on the sub-
ject. I have introduced a clause, at the
instance of the hon. senior member for Hali-
fax, giving authority to the Department of
Marine and Fisheries to point out particular
places where ballast or rubbish may be de-
posited, even where the depth of water is
less than that described in the statute, and
in order to remove the appprehension of the
hon. member from Sorel (Mr. Forget) who
came over and discussed it with me, and
who seemed to be satisfied with the proposal,
I have added a clause to the bill requiring
the approval of the Minister of Marine and
Fisheries before any prosecutionfora penalty
is allowed, on non-tidal waters. Therefore

any malicious prosecution by a man who had
been dismissed, or for malice, or anything
of that kind, cannot be commenced except
with the concurrence of the Minister of
Marine and Fisheries. As the law now
stands, powers are given to the harbour
masters and port wardens to enforce the
law, and they have power, under the various
Acts, to instruct the owners of vessels where
to deposit ballast or rubbish.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That only applies to harbours where there
is a harbour master i

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes. I think it ap-
plies to the whole of the St. Lawrence, be-
tween Quebec and Montreal. This clause
removes the objection urged that there were
places where the requisite depth could not
be obtained, and the parties could not get
rid of the rubbish they had on board. Under
that clause the department can point out
places where ballast can be thrown where
the depth is less than the depth named.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-What about saw-
dust ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It does not touch saw-
dust.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Does it give the Minister of Marine and
Fisheries power to select places to deposit
rubbish where it is not of the depth indi-
cated ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That removes a great deal of the objection.
I understood that the Minister of Marine
and Fisheries would not object to striking
out the words "rubbish and ashes."

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I)-I do
not see why the section of the Act relating
to harbours should be repealed.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It is re-enacted.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-Why
is it re-enacted?

Hon. Mr. POWER-The general practice
of Parliament-I do not say whether it is the
wisest practice or not-has been, where it is
proposed to make an alteration in the sec-
tion, that the whole section is repealed and
re-enacted with the alteration.
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-Any one wanting to
look up the law, instead of having to look at
the volume of the preceding year for one
portion of the law and the volume of the
present year for another portion of the law,
will have them both together, which is very
convenient.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-That
is a good and sufficient reason for the course
that has been taken. This bill imposes a
duty on the owners of vessels passing through
these rivers, and they may not be aware of
the penalties which they are liable to incur
under this bill, and I think it should be pro-
vided that a copy of the bill should be
furnished to the owners of vessels, or notice
sent to them.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The department will
make it as public as possible.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-The bill imposes a
very delicate duty on the M inister of Marine
and Fisheries, whoever he may be. It
appears to me that it would be weakening
the effect of the law by placing in it a pro-
vision that no action can be taken against
any of the parties for the violation of this
Act without the consent and approval of the
Minister of Marine and Fisheries.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is limited to non-
tidal navigable waters.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-It appears to me
that if the captain of a steamer threw
rubbish or ballast into a river and he was a
friend Qf the Minister of Marine and Fish
eries for the time being, he would go to the
Minister of Marine and Fisheries and say:
" Here I have done this, but it was only a
little rubbish that I threw in, and you know
I am a political friend of the party and sub-
scribe largely to the funds, and now you
have it in your power to relieve me from
the penalties the law imposes." I consider
the Minister of Marine and Fisheries would
be almost more than human if he would not
sav: "Well we will let the matter pass
over." I do not think it is proper to place
the Minister of Marine and Fisheries in a
position of that kind. If he bas no discre-
tionary power, and is simply guided by the
law, he has nothing to do but to carry out
the law.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
is quite correct, and it is only under the

pressure of the views of certain hon. gentle-
men that I have inserted the clause. The
hon. gentleman from Sorel (Mr. Forget)
made out a very strong case, that a dis-
charged employee might at any time start a
prosecution if a pail of rubbish was thrown
overboard. As that view was shared in by
several hon. gentlemen, it was in submission
to that expressed wish that, I inserted the
clause.

Hon. M r. POWER-I think the Minister
of Marine and Fisheries would be pleased to
be relieved. I have looked at chapter 91 of
the Revised Statutes, which deals with the
protection of navigable waters. In this
section 7, which this bill proposes to amend,
there is a subsection 3 which I think would
cover the ground proposed to be covered by
theamendmentnow submittedby thehon. the
Secretary of State. The subsection reads:

The Governor in Council, when it is shown to his
satisfa:tion that the public interest would not be
injuriously affected thereby, may from time to time, by
proclamation published in the Canada Gazette, declare
any such river, stream or water, or part or parts
thereof, exempt from the operation of this section in
whole or in part, and may fromn time to time revoke
such proclamation.

It is possible that under that-I am not
expressing any very decided opinion upon it
-the Governor in Council might say that
in such and such parts of the St. Lawrence,
or any other river, ashes might be deposited
or that a steamer plying on the river may
deposit her ashes in the particular way in
which the steamer to which the hon. gentle-
man f rom Sorel referred deposited ashes. I
am not finding fault with the amendments
of the hon. Secretary of State ; I am only
indicating that possibly this section of the
existing law would meet the case. It would
take the burden off the shoulders of the
Minister of Marine and Fisheries and put it
on the shoulders of the Governor General,
which are broader.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-We have found
the exercise of this power very unsatisfac-
tory in regard to the Ottawa River.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-I wish to say
that there is not so much danger from a
pailful of rubbish, or a little ashes, but we
know very well that sailing vessels, and
sometimes steamers get aground with a
large quantity of ballast on board. They
are most axious to get afloat, especially if
the water is falling, and there is a great
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temptation for them to throw the ballast
alongside the vessel, and that makes that
place still shallower for the next vessel that
comes along. I think there is danger in
giving latitude to throw anything of that
kind overboard in navigable waters.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We are likely to be
filling up our rivers for all time to come,
and we are likely to be paying year by year
large sums of money for the purpose of
dredging them out. We are doing that
constantly, and I suppose will continue to do
so. It is very difficult indeed to keep the
rivers clear. There is $50,000 in the esti-
mates to clean out Toronto harbour, and I
suppose the people of Toronto are responsible
for that. I think the harbour of Toronto
was much clearer twenty-five or thirty days
ago than it is to-day.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
But the obstruction is created by the wash
of the sand down the Scarboro Heights. It
washes all the way round the island and fills
up the harbour.

Hon. Mr. McKAY, from the committee,
reported the bill with amendments, which
were concurred in.

The bill was then read the third timeand
passed under a suspension of rules.

THIRD READING.

Bill (K) "An Act for the relief of Isaac
Stephen Gerrow Van Wart."-(Mr. Gowan.)

RAILWAY DEBTS COLLECTION
BILL.

FIRST READING.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I beg leave to call at-
tention to a short bill passed during the pre-
sent session intitled " An Act respecting the
jurisdiction of the Exchequer Court with
respect to Railway Debts." The origin of
that bill was with reference to a case relat-
ing to the Great North-west Central Rail-
way, a line running through Manitoba and
into the Territories to Yorkville. The case
was heard before the Judicial Committee of
the Privy Council, and they held that the
courts of Manitoba had notjurisdiction with
respect to the case, as the road was not
wholly within the province. A bill was car-
ried through the House this session to enable
the courts to try that case. As I understand

the case has been- settled. There are other
cases, no doubt, to which the bill is applica-
ble, and it is thought there might be some
injustice and some hardship arising f rom the
bill if it should be generally operative in
other cases without some notice, and
in order that the necessary notice of the
jurisdiction might be had, and in order that
railway companies might be prepared to
deal with the bondholders and others hav-
ing claims against railway corporations of
this class, I propose to introduce a suspen-
sory bill to this, effect, that no action
can be taken against railway corporations
during the next twelve months. That
will be ample notice to them that thereafter
the Exchequer Court will have jurisdiction.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Was it not last
session we passed that bill?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, it was passed this
session in order to meet the difficulty dis-
closed by the judges of the Privy Council.
I move that the bill be read the first time.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the first time.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved that the bill be
read the second time on Monday next.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
might ask, for information, whether the case
upon which a bill was passed this session,
dealing with this question, better known as
as the Charlebois railway case, has been
settled 1 Otherwise it might be interfered
with by the provisions of this bill. If it is
not settled and depends on the operation of
the bill already passed, then it delays the
settlement for a year from next August. I
understood from the Minister of Justice that
that case had been settled.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is the report
made to me.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
hon. gentleman from Rideau Division will
know whether that case is settled.

H on. Mr. CLEMOW-That case is settled,
as far as the proceedings in this country are
concerned, but they are proceeding in Eng-
land. I cannot see why it is necessary to
repeal this Act at all. It is utterly impos-
sible to get a judgment from any court
owing to the difficulty mentioned by the
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Minister of Justice. Why should the bill
remain in abeyance for twelve months 1

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The Manitoba
and North-western was the one eflected.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is the one extend-
ing from Portage la Prairie.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The Charlebois
road is entirely in Manitoba. The difficulty
is connected with the one which runs from
Manitoba into the North-west Territories.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
hon. gentleman from Rideau Division could
not have heard the Minister of Justice. It
does not repeal the Act ; but stipulates that
it is to corne into operation a year f rom next
August. The reason for that is that it is
feared it may affect the Temiscouata Road.
About fourteen miles of that road is in the
province of New Brunswick ; the balance is
in the province of Quebec. The difficulty
arose in this way: there is an extension
called the St. Francis branch, which is a
part and parcel of the same road. That por-
tion is a paying road, pays interest upon
the bonds issued upon it. The Temiscouata
Road does not pay interest. What is feared
by those interested in the enterprise is that
the bondholders in this country nay, with-
out the knowledge of those interested in the
road in England, take action at once to put
it in the hands of a receiver and thereby
injure, to a great extent, the whole enter-
prise. I would prefer seeing a short bill adding
another clause to the bill already passed and
approved by the Governor General, restrict-
ing the operation of the Act until after a
year's notice had been given to all parties
interested. Because when this bill cones
into operation, as I have no doubt it
will, a year from next August, and then
any road that happens to be in the same
position as the Temiscouata and the St.
Francis branch is in to-day, will labour under
the same difficulties that the present road
does, and advantage might be taken by those
who are here, to get possession of the
road or put it in the hand of a receiver
before the bondholders in Europe, or where-
ever they may be, know what is going on.
There will be this advantage, however, the
bondholders will have ascertained the fact
that such a law is on the statute-book before
the year expires. Consequently the same
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danger may not arise, which I have indicated
might arise, -if such were not the case.
However, if the Minister of Justice chooses
to pursue this course, I have no objection.

The motion was agreed to.

COUNTY COURT JUDGES IN PRINCE
EDWARD ISLAND.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Before the
House adjourns J should like to ask the
Minister of Justice whether an appointment
had been made yet for the County Court of
Queen's, P.E.I.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I think not.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I may inform
my hon. friend he lias only one day to do it
in to prevent a very serious trouble. The
court is fixed to meet on Tuesday next, and
there will be hundreds of litigants and
others in attendance at the court in Char-
lottetown on Tuesday next, and the time is
getting short.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Can you not find a lawyer in Prince Ed-
ward Island who would take the position.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I have not been able
yet.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
There is a large surplus in Ontario, where
one could be found.

The Senate adjourned

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, 31st July, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE SENATE DEBATES.
REPORT ADOPTED.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER moved the adoption
of the report of the Standing Committee on
Debates and Reporting. He said:-No doubt
hon. gentlemen have read this report, which
appears on page 644 of the minutes. There
is nothing unusual in the report. The first
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part recommends payment fpr the French
translation of the Debates of last year; the
second part relates to an indemnity to be
paid to the reporters on account of the un-
usual length of the session, which has in-
creased the expenses of their staff heyond
what was contemplated when the contract
was made. The members of the committee
satisfied themselves that these gentlemen
are entitled to an extra allowance on account
of those expenses.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not rise for the
purpose of objecting to the report, but for
the purpose of asking for some information
from the hon. chairman of the committee.
I see that here is a sum of $1,733.75, pay-
ment of which is recommended to Mr. Des-
jardins for the translating of the Debates of
1898. I wish to know whether this is in-
tended to recoup the clerk, or some one else,
for payments alreadymade to Mr. Desjardins,
or if Mr. Desjardins has not been paid at all
for the session of 1898?

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-He has not been
paid for 1898.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I was under the
impression-but apparently it is not a well
founded impression-that we had placed Mr.
Desjardins upon the regular staff of the
Senate as a translator. I thought that-
had been done last year.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-No, Mr. Des.
jardins was never on the regular staff. lie
was under contract, to be renewed each
session, but this year we have put on the
regular staff a translator at a reduced
salary. We have made a contract this year
with another gentleman, which contract bas
been approved by the Senate, and there is a
reduction of about $500 on the amount
mentioned in this report.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
new translator receives $1,000 and he does
the work which Desjardins bas been in the
habit of doing.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-Yes. We agreed
to pay him $1,000.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I am very glad to
hear that the reporters are to be paid a
larger sum on account of the extra time
they have been engaged this session. We
have all been kept here longer than we
expected, and I think the members of the

Senate and of the House of Commons and
every one else who has been kept here for
between four and five months should receive
some compensation. Therefore, I hail the
resolution with pleasure.

Hon. Mr. POWER- -I understand that,
for the future, Mr. Desjardins will be paid
under a different basis I

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-No. The services
of Mr. Desjardins will be dispensed with
entirely. Another gentleman has been
appoiited this session with the sanction and
approval of the House.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Could the hon.
gentleman tell us when we will receive the
French translation of 1898?

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-We expect that it
will be issued in a few days. The index is
being printed.

The motion was agreed to.

THE TRANSVAAL DIFFICULTY.
NOTICE OF MOTION.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I propose to-morrow
introducing a motion in relation to the con-
ditions existing between the Uitlanders and
Boers in the Transvaal Republic, giving to
Her Majesty's Government the support
which I think it is entitled to from us in
seeing that British subjects in the Transvaal
are more fairly dealt with than they have
hitherto been. Al over South Africa,
wherever any British sovereignty has been
established, the Dutch population have been
put on a footing of perfect equality with
those speaking the English language and
those of English origin. Their language has
been preserved to them in the legislatures,
in the courts of justice and in the public
schools. in the Transvaal, where the inde-
pendence of the republic was recognized
with the express understanding that the
British population should be dealt with on
terms of perfect equality and should be sub-
jected to no special tax or special burdens
or political ignominy in their treatment,
their positions has been very little better
than that of slaves. They have been sub-
ject to a tax which amounts to nearly $80
a head for every man, woman and child in
the Transvaal Republic, I think the British
Government are entitled to sympathy and
support (hear, hear and applause) in endea-
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vouring to secure the rights of all subjects
of the British Empire who may reside in
that country. I trust that anything less
than terms of perfect equality will not be
accepted. I purpose bringing this matter
under the attention of the House to-morrow,
in order that the hon. gentleman may have
an opportunity of expressing those senti-
ments which, I believe, are entertained by
every one living within Her Majesty's
dominion. (Applause.)

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-Is it
the intention of the hon. gentleman to move
any resolution on this point?

Hon. M r. MILLS-Yes.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-It
seems to me, we should have authentic in-
formation and not merely what we read in
the papers, before we interfere with what
happens in another part of Her Majesty's
dominions. We should have something
official. If those Boers are subjects of the
Crown, they are our co-subjects, and before
condemning them by a resolution of this
Parliament we should know what they are
doing. It is not enough to say they should
give rights to the Uitlanders, who are
strangers in that country and are subject
to naturalization.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-No.

published in the official blue books of the
Imperial Parliament, containing the reports
and correspondence of the Colonial Secretary
with the British High Commissioner in
South Africa, the report of the Uitlanders
who have been subjected to ignominy and
oppression, and have been robbed and plun-
dered by the government of the Transvaal.
I shall state some of the facts, so far as I
have been able to gather them from the
British blue books, and I suppose other hon.
gentlemen have been equally industrious.
Of course it would be possible, but not at
this time, to revert to the Imperial corres-
pondence. That, I fancy, is unnecessary. I
assume that hon. gentlemen have been fairly
well informed on the subject.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Is it the intention
of the government to add a paragraph to
sustain the rights of the British subjects in
Manitoba which have been trampled on?
We might unite with the empire to sustain
the judgment of the Privy Council on that
question.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-I am sorry to say
that the answer of the Minister of Justice
to the hon. gentleman from Montarville is
not at all satisfactory. The hon. gentleman
bas asked the Minister of Justice to give
the House some information, and practically
he answers him that he will not give any.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE--How Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, I did not say
does the hon. gentleman know? that.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-They are not allowed
to take the oath of allegiance nor are they
enfranchised.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCIHERVILLE-It
seems to me we do not know those things.
We have no official knowledge and are not in
a position to condemn our fellow subjects.
It is something we should take care not to
do although if necessity calls for action I
am as loyal as anybody else.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am simply giving
notice that I shall bring the matter up for
consideration to-morrow.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-You
will give us nothing official.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I have nothing further
than is before every hon. gentleman who
takes an interest in the well-being of the
empire, the correspondence that bas been

63à

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-It is the same in
thismatter as it bas been all alongthis session
and last year. We have been asking for
information and the government have told
us that they will not give us any. We are
told to go and search for it ourselves.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-This is not a subject
coming within the jurisdiction of Parlia-
ment as fixed by the British North America
Act. It is a subject outside. We in Can-
ada have certain relations with the empire.
We observe, I take it, what is going on else-
where. We learn of a state of things exist-
ing in a community -U of whose taxes are
paid by British subjects, whcse government
is supported by British subjects who are
taxed to the extent of a quarter of a million
pounds sterling yearly, to maintain schools
where the Dutch language only is permitted
to be used. We find municipal institutions
conferred upon a community where there are
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only 300 Dutch people and those all labour- discussed in this House, and the position
ing men, the majority of whom have no which our fellow subjects occupy to-day in
education at all and who alone constitute the Transvaal is understood, there will not
the class from whom representatives can be be a dissenting voice in extending sympathy
chosen to the municipal council of Johan- to them and in hoping that peace may be
nesburg, the wealth of which belong to a secured in the country; but that, should
population of British, French and United adverse circumstances be of such a character
States subjects. Now, I say that these are as to lead to diiculty, Canada wiil not be
matters with which we are acquainted behind in rendering what assistance she is
through the official correspondence which has able to give in defence of the empire.
taken place between the Transvaal Govern-
ment and the British officiais. This corres- PENITENTIARY ACT AMENDMENT
pondence is not in thi possession of the BILL.
government particularlys; it consists of Im- COMMONS AMENDMENTS CONCURRED IN.

perial documents which are published and A message was received f rom the huse of
copies of which are sent to our library an Commons returning Bi l (R) " An Act fur-
that information is not a whit more accessi-i
ble toa me and not one particle more under ter t amendteencte ir
my jurisdiction and control than that of anyPENITENdAenMsE
other member of this ouse. My ion. friend bon. Mr. MILLS moved that the amend
from St. Boniface, can easily see that it is ments be takn into consideration to-morrow.
cot a oatter which the government control e said :-These are amendments that ought
or which they can grant or withhald from to have been made here, but owing to the
Parlia ent. fmemb el-nr Tohf, tihi H ousenfar.,rtian hMf hno

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-The hon. gentle-
man has not answered my question, whether
he intends to bring in an additional par-
agraph.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-In dealing with the
Transvaal we are not dealing with Manitoba.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I ask if it is the
intention of the government to do something
in the matter.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
I understand the hon. Minister of Justice
rightly, he intends to present to this House
the saine motion which was made in the
other House this morning, or will it be of a
different character '

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It will be the same.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
have no doubt the hon. gentleman will be
prepared, when he makes the motion and
asks our concurrence, to give the information
for which the hon. gentleman from Montar-
ville (Mr. DeBoucherville) has asked, as to
the reasons why we are requested to pass a
resolution in sympathy with, or render aid in
case of difficulty, totheImperial Government,
as an integral part of the empire. 1 am
heartily in accord with the sentiments
uttered by the hon. Minister of Justice, and
am quite satisfied that when the matter is

at the moment, some of them were omitted.
For instance with regard to the matron and
deputy matron at Dorchester. I had put the
schedule in the hands of an officer in my
department to revise, and the matron and
deputy matron were by mistake left out of
the Dorchester list altogether. When it came
here I saw that they were omitted, and I
inserted $400 for the one and $300 for the
other. When I looked at the old schedule
I found that one was $4( 0 and the other
$500, and I asked to have that corrected in
the House of Commons. Then we have a
certain provision in the schedule where
offices may be united and undertaken by one
party. For instance the steward and store-
keeper are sometimes united, and the posi-
tions of hospital overseer and schoolmaster
are united. One had a considerably smaller
salary when he undertakes both offices than
the total of the two salaries when separated,
and in one or two cases this union of the
offices was omitted.

The motion was agreed to.

CONSTRUCTION OF DRY DOCKS
BILL.

FIRST READING.

A message was received f rom the House
of Commons with Bill (177) "An Act to
encourage the construction of Dry Docks."

The bill was read the first time.
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved that the bill be
read the second time to-morrow. He said :-
This bill proposes to increase the subsidy
granted for the construction of dry docks.
Owing to the fact that the vessels to-day are
larger than those built in 1882, and the
existing dry docks are not sufficiently large
for some of the vessels, the dry docks may
have to be enlarged, and a subsidy on the
same basis is continued for the enlargement.
The amount will be 2 per cent for twenty
years on new docks, provided the total
amount does not exceed $20,000. On exist.
ing docks that will have to be enlarged the
amount is 2 per cent provided the enlarge-
ment does not exceed $10,000.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is the payment by the Dominion and
not the cost of the work ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--Oh, no, provided the
total amount shall not exceed $10,000 or
$20,000.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Is there any
provision on the statute-books for similar or
analogous subsidies now?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This is an amendment
to the Dry Dock Act. That Act limits the
amount to 2 per cent for twenty years on
an outlay of $20,000. The dry docks have
to be larger now than contemplted in 1882
and the law has to be amended.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Will the Halifax
dry dock be included in that?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That indicates that we will have one or two
more sessions before an election, if my hon.
friend's word is good, and I have no right to
doubt it, as lie must know.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, 18t August, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE NEW SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE
OF COMMONS.

The SPEAKER-I have the honour to
inform the Senate that I have received a
communication from the Governor General's
secretary, in the following words:
OFFICE OF TEE GOVERNOR GENERAL'S SECRETARY,

CANADA.
OrrAWA, 1st August, 1899.

SIR,-I have the honour to inform you that His
Excellency the Goviernor Genei ai wvil1 iroceed to the
Senate Chamber this afternoon at four o'clock for the
purpose of receiving the new Speaker of the House of
Commons.

I have the honour to be, sir,
Your obedient se, vant,

(Signed), C. T. JONES,
For the Governor General's Secretary.

The Honourable
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-If it is built under The Speaker of the Senate,

the Subsidy Act it will. &c., &c., &c.

The motion was agreed to.

DELAYED RETURNS.
INQUIRY.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
should like to ask if my lien. friend, the
Secretary of State, has any more of those
returns which I have been asking for ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I have apologies from
the departments.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
am afraid it will be impossible to get them
printed now.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--I promise my hon.
friend that they will come in good time for
the next session of Parliament.

THE LIBRARY OF PARLIAMENT.
SECOND REPORT ADOPTED.

Hon. Mr. POWER moved the adoption
of the second report of the joint committee
of both Houses on the library of Parlia-
ment. He said :-There is really nothing in
this report to adopt except the report of the
sub-committee on the audit, and that is of
the usual character. It shows that there
was expended altogether from the time of
the former audit on the 30th April, 1898,
to the 9th July, 1899, the time of the last
audit, $15,227 on books. English books,
$7,811; French books, $3,792; binding,
$2,595; books on American history,
$1,028.17; expenditure for contingencies of
various kinds, telegrams and freight on.
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books, &c., $3,128, making a total expendi-
ture of $18,356.

The motion was agreed to.

RAILWAY DEBTS COLLECTION
BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the second read-
ing of Bill (W) " An Act to amend the
Act passed at the present session of Parlia-
ment, intituled: " An Act respecting the
jurisdiction of the Exchequer Court as to
Railway Debts."

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Will my hon.
friend give us the number of the bill of
which this is to operate as a suspension i

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It was an Act intro-
duced not long ago by the Solicitor General
in the House of Commons and was sent up
here. It is a very short bill.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It is not with
a view of opposing the bill that I asked for
the information.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-The number of
the former bill is 159.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I presume the
government has no information of any pro-
ceeding having been taken by any of the
bondholders under the Act which was
passed at the beginning of the session.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, I have not.

The bill was read at length at the table,
and then read the third time and passed
under a suspension of the rules.

CONSTRUCTION OF DRY DOCKS
BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read-
ing of Bill (177) " An Act to encourage the
construction of Dry Docks." He said :-This
bill is an extension of the Act passed in 1882,
granting a subsidy to dry docks built in
Canada. It is an enlargement of the Act,
which provided that the total sum should
be limited to $10,000. This bill provides
that the subsidy shall be 2 percent for twenty
years, and not to exceed in any case $20,000;
and in reference to those docks which are
now in existence which it is proposed to
enlarge, that the limit of the subsidy shall be
$10,000.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Does the hon.
gentleman tell us where these are located i

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is one at Hali-
fax and one at Lévis. I do not know at
what other points they are.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-One at Kings-
ton?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-One at Colling-
wood and one at Port Dalhousie ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman.
will know.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Is a marine slip
covered by that ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, I fancy not. It
would be a dry dock.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-There is a marine
slip at Halifax which is partly supported by
an Imperial subsidy, partly by a grant from
the municipality.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-It is not every-
place that is suitable for a dry dock. Owing
to the change from wooden to iron vessels,
it ought to be located where there are faci-
lities for doing repairs. I should like to see
the places named where these docks are to
be. It involves quite an expenditure, and
is giving to the government a power which
no government should have, of naming the
places where these docks should be. I sup-
pose, probably, they will get the power, but
it is adding to the expenditure all the time.
We do not know how much it is going to
cost the country. The money is flying every
day, and we ought to see where it is going
to, and not give away the people's money.
The government will probably give it to
their friends.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-At the next stage of
the bill I shall try and get the names of the
places at which they have decided to place
them. As to the future, I cannot state
where they will be, but I have no doubt
they will not be undertaken by any organi-
zation unless there is an ample opening for
them.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Will the hon. gentle-
man answer my question as to whether a
marine slip will be treated as a dry dock 1
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Does the hon. gentleman know wbether the
dock at Point Lévis is to be enlarged?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I understand the hon. gentleman to mention
that as one of the docks which will be aided.
The dock at Lévis is a government work,
and is owned and managed by the govern-
ment.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I stated that existing
docks held by private corporations would re-
ceive a subsidy of $10,000.

Hon. Mr. CLE MOW-Every year?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, altogether.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is the total amount for each dock ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes. I will endeavour
to have additional information to give the
House when the bill is referred to a Com-
mittee of the Whole.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-It
appears to me that this will involve a very
large expenditure. The dry dock in Halifax
is capable of taking in the largest ships
in Her Majesty's service on the North
American Station, and I presume there will
be nothing required for that dock. The dock
at Lévis, which is also a very extensive work,
is not one which would come under the
provisions of this bill, and the amount must
therefore be distributed among harbours
which are not of the first importance. We
require more information than we have yet
received on this measure before consenting
to grant this large sum of money in addition
to what we have to provide for otherwise.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I want to know
whether, as a rule, a marine slip is a dry
dock within the meaning of this bill.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not think it is.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Then the sum which
you are voting to build a dry dock is so
ridiculously small that it is almost laugh-
able.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is only a subsidy
to any company that may undertake such a
work.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

The House was adjourned during pleasure.

After some time the House was resumed.

His Excellency the Right Honourable Sir
Gilbert John Elliott Murray-Kynnynmond,
Earl of Minto and Viscount Melgund, of
Melgund, County of Forfar, in the Peerage
of the United Kingdom, Baron Minto of
Minto, County of Roxburgh, in the Peerage
of Great Britain, Baronet of Nova Scotia,
Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distin-
guished Order of Saint Michael and Saint
George, &c., &c., Governor General of
Canada, being seated on the Throne,

The Honourable the Speaker command-
ed the Gentleman Usher of the Black Rod
to proceed to the House of Commons and
acquaint that House,-,' It is His Excel-
lency's pleasure they attend him immediately
in this House."

Who being come with their Speaker,

The Honourable Thomas Bain said:

MAY IT PLEASE YOUR EXCELLENCY,-

The House of Commons have elected me as their
Speaker, though I am but little able to fulfil the
important duties thus assigned to me.

If, in performance of those duties, I should at any
time fall into error, I pray that the fault may be im-
puted to mie, and not to the Commons, whose servant
Iam.

The Honourable the Speaker of the Senate
then said :

Mr. Speaker,-I am commanded by His Excellency
the Governor General to assure you that your words
and actions will constantly receive from him the most
favourable construction.

His Excellency the Governor General was
pleased to retire, and the House of Commons
withdrew.

THE DIFFICULTY IN THE TRANS-
VAAL.

RESOLUTION.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved:

That this House bas viewed with regret the com li-
cations which have arisen in the Transvaal Republc,
of which lier Majesty is suzerain, from the refusesl to
accord to Her Majesty's subjects now settled in that
region, any adequate participation in its government.

That this House has learned with still great re-
gret that the condition of things there existing has re-
sulted in intolerable oppression,and has produced great
and dangerous excitement among several classes of
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Her Majesty's subjects, in her South African posses- possesses over lier Australian colonies. If
sion : t-a h oeneto ra rtiThat this House representing a people which has
largely' succeeded, by the adoption of the principle of were to lose ber possessions in South Africa,
conceding equal political rights to every portion of there would be no security thereafter for the
the population in harmonizing estrangeinents and in
prod ucing general content with the existing systen possessions of India, nor could she, in case
of governrment, desires to express its sympathy with of war, be certain to retain ber control over
the efforts of Her M1ajesty's Imperial authorities to the Australian colonies. The Cape is of im-
obtain for the subojects of Het Majesty who have
taken up their abode in the Transvaal such measure mense military importance, therefore, to
of justice aid political recognition as may be found Britain. It was important when
necessary to secure them in the full possession of
equal rights and liberties.

plenishing supplies. It is stili more im-
He said :-I gave notice yesterday that I portant when sai]ing vessels have heen

would move this resolution and my hon. superceded by steamers, because were it not
friend the leader of the opposition cour- for that possession there would be no cer-
teously agreed to second it. It is identical tainty that there would be a coaling station
with the resolution moved in the use of iof which England could retain possession
Cmnons. I inay say to hion. gentlemen between er own shores and er possessions
that in order to ful]y appreciate the situa- in trie southern seas, so that while it the
tion in the Transvaal countryp it is necessary douit would e injurious lo the Britihas
to pay some littie regard tot the histohy of Empire to lose Australia, or to ose this
South Africa, and to observe how the colony country, there is no great colony that she
in that part of the continent becaee a holds to-day that is of the saime consequence
British possession and what dificulties have in the maintenance of the unîty and integrity
arisen in the administration of the govern-vof the empire as Cape Colony in South
ment of the country down to the present Africa. It is said by tisilitary men, who are
time. The cession of Cape Colony o p the well informed on this subjeet, that in order
UJnited Kingdom was brought about during to retain Cape Colony as a military post,
the period of the Napaleonic war fsor the the interior possessions which she holds
purpose of preventing it becominga a posses- there are of scarcely less consequence. The
sion of the French. It was, in fact, haided Dutch had bestowed upon them a very much
over with the consent of the Prince of milder government than that which they
Orange, although the Dutch in the posses- had under Dutch Sovereignty. The govern-
sion of the fort at the Cape at the time re- ment of Britain extended the power of self
fused o make the surrender and i becaru government to them and enlarged their
necessary to employ force. The colony was, liberties until ultimately they became a self
at the time, under the governinent of the governing colony, having parliamentary in-
Dutch Est India Companyand ailthouga it stitutions bestowed upon them. The British
had been settled for ie oundred and fifty Government were specially considerate to the
years there were only about 10,000 European Dutch population. They permitted the use
settlers, of Dutch origin, in that country. It of their ianguage in the legisature, and
was restored oe solland at the close of the authorized the use of their language in the
last century and again, in 1803, passed to courts of justice and in the public schools,
the English, and was confirmed as a British se that in every respect the people of Dutch
possession atthe time of the Treaty ofVienna. origin who spoke the Dutch language were
The Englis for nany years made no attempt put on a footing of perfect equality with
Vo regari it otherwise than as a military those of British tagin. There was no respect
post, but in 1817 the settiement of English in which an Englishman had conferred upon
people was begun ea.st of Cape Town, at a him langer rights, or was put in anyway in
place caled Elizabeth. The colony at the a more advantageous position, than those
Cape was regarded by the Dutch as a haf- who were Dutchmen by birth. I ay also
way house between Holland and their East point out that the finst real difficu]ty that
Indian possessions, and it has been se re- occurred between the British Govennment
garDced by the English. n fact, without and the Duth population, apart fron the
Cape Colony it would have been impossible Kar wars, was the result of the active
tea build up the Indian Empire, and witout measures taken between 1830 and 1833 for
it it would have been impotsible to estabish' the abolition cf slaveny throughout the
the control that England at the present day colonies of te Bitish Empire. The amount
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that the Imperial Government set aside to from that direction so as not to permit a
compensate those who held slaves for their port, which would be a rival te Cape Town or
emancipation, it was said, was not more than Elizabethtownto fail into the hands of people
half of their actual market value, so that hostile to British authority and whose lis-
any one who had his slaves taken from him tility arose much in the way 1 have men-
and received compensation, expected to tionéd. There is no doubt that those people
receive nomore than ten shillingson the pound were ceurageous. They had great self-con-
of the market value which those human be- fidence and great dislike to control of an
ings had in the market where slavery was sort whatever, and they regarded any tax
established. Now, the great mistake made that might be imposed upon them as littie
by the British Government at the time that better than robbery. Every man having
slavery was abolished in South Africa, great faith in the protection which he be-
was that the payment to those who held j lieved Providence extended te him and in
slaves was to be made in England and not the rifle which he soinetiies employed with-
at the Cape. The slaves were held by men out adequate cause, he did not deen that it
but little acquainted with commerce, having was of any consequence that any authority
but little dealing with other people, sub- should be established over bim in order to
sisting by agriculture and each man living give protection to life or to property. Con-
largely by himself. These people were un- fidence in God and in lis rifle was the motto
able to receive the sums that had been which every Boer, who was beyond the pro-
awarded them for their slaves without the tection of the government of the Cape,
intervention of some capitalist, or agent, or acted upen. The Boer lias been described by
broker, who was ready to charge a very large almost every writer who las come in contact
sum as a commission for the services which with him as ceurageous, cunning and cruel,
he performed, so that those who undertook net admitting for a moment any rights in the
to become intermediaries between the gov- Kaffir or native population of the country,
ernment and the owners of slaves, charged holding firmly that Providence has placed
such large commissions that many of those those aboriginal inhabitants in the country
who were paid received but a mere fraction te serve him and work for him and net
of the sum that was awarded them, and in having any riglts that he was called upen
other cases many of them refused to deal te respect, and se when he feund the pas-
with the parties. They inquired whether ture failing in ne place, his flocks and erds
the money was placed with any official in and family having much increased that
the country te give them compensation, and, he required greater latitude, he started oeut
ascertaining that this was net the case, made into a. new district and with rifle undertook
ne f urthler inquiry with regard to the matter, te secure a position for himself. That was
and se a very large number cf these who bis tite and had ne regard fer any right
were entitled te compensation neyer received which might be in the aboriginal inhabitant.
anything. The resuit cf this was that very The Boer population were divided. There
great discontent was produced, and two was nething but the pressure ocf danger that
years af ter the Act came inte operatien, in held them tgether, and they were fr the
the year 1835, several theusand cf them most part uncomfortable neighbours te each
teck whatever movable preperty they ba ether. The Orange Free State had sent
acress the DrakeDberg meuntains and amengst them ne Sir Harry Smith, a man
underteok te make settlements iu what of extremely affable manne, popular wit i
is new known as the Orange Free State. the Boers and curageous, and he thoeught

rom there they extended their sette- tlat he would have ne dicsu culty in estabish-
ent north beyond the Vaal River, into ing British authority eover them. This lie

what is new called the Transvaal country, undertook t do, and in this he was for a
and ethers crossed the mwuntains separating time successful, but discontent cf the re-
the watershed cf the Indian Ocean frem the straint of any authority over the, dislike
Transvaal, and settled in what afterwards te bear any burdens, hewever light, induced
became the province cf Natal. The people thein to protest, and te resist, and in 1854,
who remained in the Cape and the geverw- seven years after Sir Harry Smith had pro-
ment cf the United Kingdem teck p Ksses- claimed the Orange Free State a country
Sien cf the Natal country, and centrelled under the sovereignty cf England, the
the port which afforded egress and ingress British Government repudiated that sove-
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reignty and recognized the inhabitants of
the Orange Free State as a free republic
under the protection of the government of
England. Further north was the Transvaal
population, and these people exhibited, in
even a greater degree than any of the Dutch
population of South Africa, a turbulent
spirit, a disposition to trample upon the
rights of the native population, to engage
in conflict with them and to show their dis-
like to English jurisdiction. Disliking taxa-
tion and disliking government. they soon
becamefinanciallyembarrassed, and as a state,
notwithstanding they declared themselves
a republic, they were practically without
any government to which any person paid
any respect. The regular laws and ordin-
ances that were enacted were disregarded
by every one who felt no inclination, or feit
that he had no interest in observing them.
Taxes remained uncollected. The treasury
was empty. The state was bankrupt, They
had engaged in wars with Sekocoini on tbe
north, and had been defeated in several en-
gagements. This tribe of Kaffirs had de-
feated the Boers and they were at any tine
liable to extermination. Upon the south-
east of the Transvaal State were the Zulus,
a very powerful body under their king Cety-
wayo. They were capable of bringing
40,000 men into the field, and they threat.
ened at the same time the state of Natal and
the Transvaal, Theirterritorieswere situated
between these two powerful native tribes.
The British Government took steps to protect
their own country. They sent Sir Theophilus
Shepstone into the Transvaal, and the people
of that country, or the vast majority of them,
showed a disposition to place themselves
under British protection. They asked to be
embraced within British sovereignty, and
they were so embraced. Their president
told them that they had exhibited no dis-
position to make those self sacrifices, and to
practice that self denial, which was necessary
to the maintenance of the independence of
the state. They were ready to take the
risks of being overwhelmed and destroyed
rather than to bear the most mcderate public
burdens. Then he pointed out to tbem that
there was nothing for it but to place them-
selves under British protection. A few of
them did not give their consent, a few of
them protested strongly against it, and
amongst that few was the present President
Kruger. Let me say here that the British
Government saved them at that time from

destruction. They defeated the Zulus and
took Cetywayo a prisoner. They established
peace upon the borders of the Transvaal, and
as soon as this was done, active efforts were
put forward by the present president, and
those that were aissociated with him, to create
discontent, to produce that state of anarchy
and that disregard for law which had existed
before, and he notified Sir Theophilus
Shepstone's successor, Sir Owen Lanyon,
that if the government persisted in the
collection of taxes, there would undoubtedly
be trouble, and he would not be answerable
for the consequences. It was at this time,
that steps were taken to form an organiza-
tion of which Kruger was the head, to prevent
the concentration of the British forces that
had been employed in the war against the
Zulus, and that still remained in the country.
When an attempt was made to bring these
forces together, some 250 troops, a portion
of the 94th regiment was attacked, and 201
of them were killed, and the other 49 were
taken prisoners. After this, two other en-
gagements took place, in which the British
forces were surprised and worsted. The
latter of these engagements was that well
known one at Majuba Hill. Very large
forces were being collected on the borders of
the Transvaal under Sir Evelyn Wood, and
he informed the Home Secretary at the
time that there could be no doubt whatever
that the Boers could be brought to subjec-
tion, and probably within the next fourteen
days,and that it would be very much easier to
treat with them thereafter, and there would
be far greater security to the natives whom
the British Government had promised to pro-
tect. and the Boers who in that country had
sided with the English, and whose condition
would be made very uncomfortable indeed,
if the government were to compromise mat-
ters, and to make peace with Kruger and
his friends immediately after their successes.
The Boers of the Transvaal are the most
extreme type of their countrymEn. They are
those upon whom modern civilization has
made the least impression. They are those
that have come least in contact with the
commercial classes of the world, and so
they are those who have the least regard
for the rights of others. They claim or
desire - although the English Govern-
ment have always insisted upon
the observance of their conventions
in this regard,-to keep the black population
in a condition of slavery. They refused to
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pay taxes. They have numerous flocks and
herds. They hate their neighbours even
when their neighbours are their own country-
men. They are credulous, superstitious,
migratory, seeking new possessions, not like
Jacob with a spear or bow, but with the
rifle where they take less risk themselves and
are able to inflict great disaster upon others.
Lord Kimberley was Colonial Secretary at
the time of the Majuba Hill disaster, and
he telegraphed to the British High Coin-
missioner in South Africa, after Kruger had
made known his desire to make peace, that
if reasonable conditions of peace could be
established they should be had. This was
against the view of Sir Evelyn Wood, but it
was favoured by Sir Hercules Robinson, and
also by Sir Henry Villiers, who, I think, is
now Chief Justice of Cape Colony. When
in 1881, Sir Evelyn Wood wanted to know
whether, before the negotiations were enter-
ed upon-because he made that a condition
-the Boers were immediately ready to dis-
perse their forces, Kruger, instead of reply-
ing to his question, intimated to him that it
would be very important and would faciliate
the negotiations, if the English were to
withdraw their forces from within the bor-
ders of the Transvaal, that it would remove
suspicion on the part of the Boer population,
and that they would be very grateful for
that line of action if it were adopted. Sir
Evelyn Wood replied that lie would prefer
a direct answer to his question rather than
a contingent promise of gratitude on the
part of those who had been in arms against
him. There were three things that were
aimedat in thenegotiations: the protection of
the British population within the Transvaal,
the protection of the loyal Boers who had
no sympathy with Kruger's movement, and
the protection of the native tribes. All
these were aimed at and were fairly well
secured by the convention of 1881. The
Dutch of that district sought local self gov-
erniment, and the commissioners on the part
of Her Majesty were anxious to know what
their views and practices had been with re-
ference to the government of the country in
the past. They promised equal protection
to all, equality of rights and privileges to all
the European inhabitants, no distinction or
disabilities as to matters of trade, and that
the elective franchise should be extended to
all who were above eighteen years of age
who were willing to take the oath of alle-
giance. These statements formed a part of

the contract, although not embraced in the
convention, and they were the basis upon
which the convention proceeded. The right
to maintain these had been questioned by
the Transvaal Government, but they rest
upon the suzerainty of Her Majesty. That
was recognized in the convention of 1881,
and was not abrogated by the convention of
1884. The convention of 1881 conceded
self government, but it based that self gov-
ernment on a franchise that was guaranteed
to the inhabitants under the laws that
then existed. If the franchise was to
be taken away, if no right was to be recog-
nized, in the population who were of foreign
birth or who were other than Dutch origin,
then self government could not have been
conceded, but self government was conceded
because it was assumed that certain funda-
mental principles would be maintained there-
after, and that no attempt would be made
to legislate these away. The second was
that full liberty of residence, of ownership
of houses and warehouses, of trade, of factor-
ies and the like. The third, the principle
of trade by agents who were of foreign
birth, the same as those who were natural
born European inhabitants of the country,
and the fourth, that all laws must be con-
sistent with the observance of the conven-
tion. If the republic impose disabilities
upon Uitlanders, then that legislation would
be at variance with the conditions of things
that had been regarded as the basis on which
self government in the country must rest.
After the convention of 1881 the direction
of foreign affairs was left wholly with Her
Majesty: and under the convention of 1884
that was modified and only a supervision
was left to Her Majesty, as suzerain of the
country. The Boers could not treat with a
foreign country under the convention of
1881. They had to apply to the High
Commissioner, and Her Majesty's consent
had to be obtained-in fact, the negotia-
tions had to be conducted through a
British official, but after 1884 the Boer
authorities of the Transvaal were allowed
to conduct their own negotiations, sub-
ject to the Queen's negative, but if they
were not disapproved of within six months,
then they came into operation. It certainly
did, in this regard, enlarge the authority of
the Transvaal Government in dealing with
other states. They also provided that there
should be no interference on the part of the
British with the future legislation of the
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country, nor would there be any interference
if those fundamental conditions, that were
supposed to lie at the basis of the constitu-
tional system, conferred upon the Transvaal
Republic had been observed, and under this
provision there was to be no interference
with future legislation. They undertook to
impose disability and to take away rights
and create inequalities which had not before
been attempted, and which, if they had been
claimed either before 1881 or 1884, would
never have been conceded. There are other
provisions of these conventions to which I
need not refer, but I wish to call the atten-
tion of the House to the way the Transvaal
Government has violated this compact. As
lnng as the Transvaal Government felt that
they were not secure against the native
population-as long as they felt that the na-
tive population upon the eastern or northern
border, or within their territory, iight be
su-cessful in waging war against them, they
did not wish to quarrel with the English,
nor did they wish to impose disabilities upon
Englishmen which would array the British
authorities in South Africa against them, but
when they felt that all danger from the
native population was a thing of the past,
then they began to impose disabilities upon
the Uitlander population, precisely as they
had imposed disabilities upon the native
population at an earlier period. They dis-
regarded the state boundaries, they drove
back the people on the west; they made war
on those tribes, and undertook to extend
their authority beyond the boundaries that
had been stipulated for in the convention, and
the British Government had to send Sir
Charles Warren, a military officer, there,
with a force and compel them to retire
within those boundaries which had been re-
cognized by these two conventions. The
Boers at this time were fast sinking back
into the old system. Their taxes were un-
paid. They had a revenue, when the Eng-
lish went into possession, of about £200,000,
which they regarded as excessive, and which
they refused to pay. In 1886, under their
own government, these revenues had fallen
to £171,000, but even this sum they were
unable to collect. To-day they levy nearly
£4,000,000 sterling upon the Uitlander pop-
ulation of che republic. The gold discoveries,
theinflux of Europeans,especially of the Eng-
lish population which is to-day very large,
-enabled them to raise a revenue by new
devices, by taxes upon other people which

were imposed in such a way that they them-
selves were relieved from these burdens. In
the complaints that were made to Sir Alfred
Milner, the Uitlander population there say
that the taxation averages to-day about £16
sterling per head to every man, woman and
child that belongs to the Uitlander popula-
tion. Under this government the men of
the very highest culture, graduates of Bri-
tish Universities, men of high scientific at-
tainments, are made to pay tribute and bow
to the authority of men who are barely able
to sign their own names. • When this new
departure began-since the Boers have
felt themselves secure from attack from
the native population, their government
has been characterized by personal out-
rages, by pecuniary wrongs, by excessive
taxation, by political disabilities and by in-
security for life, reputation and property.
When the British Government made those
concessions which were embraced in the
conventions of 1881 and 1884, they hoped
to awaken a sense of gratitude and of loyal
devotion in the minds of the Boers towards
the English population of South Africa.
What has since transpired shows how very
mistaken this view was, and how far they
have failed to accomplish the object that
they had in view. The conduct of the Boer
population-at least that section of them
that constitutes the government of the
Transvaal-has been of such a character
that, to-day, they have created a feeling of
unrest and have awaked aspirations in the
minds of the population of Dutch origin in
the South African British colonies, that
tend to subvert the authority of Her
Majesty as sovereign over the territories
which are now claimed to be British. There
is unrest and distrust, and a desire for indep-
endence, a desire to make the population of
Dutch origin paramount in authority over
the whole of the British possessions in South
Africa, and no one can fail to see that, if a
check is not had to the conduct of the
government of the Transvaal, if some effort
is not put forward to establisli British
authority and to assert the rights of English-
men with a firm hand on the part of the
government, instead of having a conflict
with that section of the Boers who reside
within the Transvaal, it may be that the
conflict will be extended over the whole of
South Africa. The Boers, no doubt, look
for moral support, and it may be at one time
they expected material support from Ger-
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many. Every one who has given any atten- that authority may be justly claimed and
tion to German proceedings on the continent enforced, I have no doubt whatever that
of Africa knows that the colonial spirit is British authority will be perranently esta-
abroad in the German Empire-that they blished in South Africa, and you may have
have undertaken to acquire colonial posses within the next twenty years a South African
sions-that the Gernian Government aspired federation erbracing the entire British pos-
also to the possession of Holland. It is session,- in that country,including the Orange
well known that Prince Bismarck proposed Free State and the Transvaal, in ruch the
to the French ambassador, Benediti, that Ger- sarne way, as you have the confederation of
many would offer no opposition to the acquisi- the BritishNorthAmerican provinces to-day,
t'on of Belgium by France if Germany was but until British authority is asserted and the
allowed, as she ought to be, to acquire Hol- rights ofBritish subjects are supported in the
land, and the action of Germany in connec- Transvaal country, there will be unrest and
tion with the Transvaal at one time, and there will be no certainty of the permanence
the aspirations that have grown up in the of that authority in any other portion of
Dutch population there, looking for German South Africa. You have to-day about
sympathy and possibly German support, is 160,000 Europeans in the Transvaal country.
due to the hope that if Holland should be- 0f these î0,000 are Boers, and 90,000 art,
come a portion of the German Empire, the Uitlanders. 0f the Uitlanders, 70,000 are
British colonies of South Africa might become British subjects. Those people are paying
a portion of that same empire. England gave the taxes. They possess the wealth. If the
up to Germany the whole Zanzibar coast. country is to be made successful, wealthy
It had been in the possession of England and prosperous, they are the people upon
since 1840, although British sovereignty whor that prosperity mainly depends, and I
had not been formally extended over the do not see upon what principle of political
country. For the purpose of getting the ethics it can be for a moment raintained,
moral support of Germany in Egypt, this that because the Boers happened to be first
concession was made to the German Govern- in the country, although they are not pos-
ment, and Gerxnany was put in possession sessed of the wealth-nineteen-twentieths
of the Zanzibar coa. Subsequetitly, in of it is in other hands-they should control
the year 1890, Gerrnany gave up two the government. You have, it is said, to-day
islands, Zanzibar, and another beside it, about £170,000 paid for a secret service.
upon the coast, to Great Britain-restored You have, of the neariy £4,000,000 that are
then wn condition that Heligoland should paid as taxation, large sus stolen by the
be surrendered to Germany, and this was officials. Nobody cals thei to account,
done, but no one who has read the diplomatic because they are ail very much in the same
correspondence relative to the establishment position, havin the strne inclination and
of German colonies in Africa cati have any having the sanme necessities. They have in
doubt whatever that when the aggressive this regard a good deal of spmpathy for
Policy of the Transvaal Government was be- each other, but the money cornes out of the
gun, the Transvaal Government expected Uitlbnder population. It is the British
flot only the sympathy, but the material people anu others who have capital invested
support of Germany, in resisting British and who are engaged in the production of
authority in that country, and in prevnting wealth in the country, who have to, bear,
the British Governrcnt successfully insist- not only te necessary burdens of letimate
ln, upon those refornis that the government government, but to bear those extraordinary
had endeavoured to bring about. There is expenses that, through monoplies and special

wcarcely an agreement that the British favours, have gone to enrich a certain
Governrent hadd entered into with the favoured portion of the population. You
gtvernment of the Transvaal that the latter have an educated people constituting
lias iot violated. On four occasions Mr. the cajority of the white population
Chamberlain said they brought the govern- paying nineteen-twentieths of the taxation
ofit of the Transvaal to the brink of war who are not pernitted to apply one dollar
upith Great Britian, and there is no doubt of that money towards the education
thdt it stands at the brink of war again. If of their own children in their own
the government of EngUand asserts with a language. You have men brought fros
nrt hand the authority of England, as far as peoland as school teachers who are qualified
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to teach those who can speak nothing but
English and understand nothing but English,
by simply a three months' residence in
England. That is the sole qualification they
possess. The knowledge of the English
language which they acquire in that time is
supposed to fit them for giving instruction
in English, where any teaching in English at
all, is pernitted. You have the municipal
government of the city of Johannesburg,
containing about 70,000 Europeans and as
many more of a native population put
into the hands of 300 men without property,
without education, without municipal ex-
perience, without any knowledge of municipal
governinent as it is carried on elsewhere,
and the result is, the city is without the
ordinary appliances necessary for the pro-
tection of health and for the convenience of
the population. You have nightly robberies
and murders committed in every direction.
There is none of the security for life or pro-
perty that is required elsewhere, and the
whole of this system is maintained by means
furnished by those who are subject to this
opression. You havehad recently the executive
government declaring itself paramount to
judicial authority ; you have had newspapers
suppressed, men arrested and sent to jail under
the authority of the executive government,
and who are not allowed the protection of
the courts even as they exist there. Lord
Randolph Churchill, before his death, visited
the Transvaal country and gave a description
of it. He relates one incident with regard to
the treatment of the native population,
which gives one some idea of the character
of the governnent controlled by the Boers.
A young Kaffir had committed some trifling
offence. He was arrested by a cornet and
handcuffed. A rope was put around the
links that connected the handcuffs and fas-
tened to the pommel of the saddle, and he
started off on a canter to a jail some twenty
miles distant. He did not go a great many
miles until the young Kaffir was tired out and
was dragged along the street. The cornet
got off his horse, gave the Kaffir a horse-
whipping, compelled him to get up, mounted
his horse and started on again, and this pro-
cess of beating and thrashing the young
Kaffir in his custody was continued until he
came within five or six miles of the jail.
Finding that he could take him no further
that evening, he left the prisoner in the
custody of a blacksmith until morning and
rode into town. In the morning he came

back for his prisoner, but found thart he was
dead.

Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-What killed
him?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-He died from the
treatment which he had received the day
before. Some two or three persons had seen
the proceedings all the way. The murderer
was let out on bail, but the parties who
were likely to be called as witnesses were
sent to prison and no bail would be accepted
in their case. The reason assigned was that
it was necessary that they should be forth-
coming at the date of trial. The day of
trial arrived. It was shown that the cornet
was a member of the Dutch Reformed
Church, that he was a member in good
standing, that he was a highly respected
citizen, and he was found not guilty. That, I
think, is a fair illustration of the manner in
which justice is administered towards the
native population, and the administration of
justice as it respects the Uitlander popula-
tion does not differ very widely from that
which exists as to the natives as is shown in
the trial of Edgar's murderers. It is quite
right and proper that this dependency of the
empire, interested in its unity, interested in
the permanence of that unity, interested in
the dignity of the empire and interested
also in the respect which it earns, it merits,
and ought to receive from other states and
places in Christendom-it is rignt that it
should not be indifferent to the indignity to
which British subjects have been subjected
in the republic of the Transvaal. I am sure
I express the feeling of every hon. gentle-
man here when I say that the British Gov-
ernment would fail in its duty if it accepted
any compromise which in any degree placed
the future liberties and rights of the
British population in that country within
the discretion of those who have so abused
their authority. (Applause.) I say that
while we 2ught not to desire to see the rights
and liberties-liberties in the proper sense
of that expression-of the people of the
Transvaal encroached upon or interfered
with, at the same time it is our duty to ask
the Imperial Government that they shall
give adequate protection to the British popu-
lation in that country, and to see that in
respect to property, in respect to the security
to life and to reputation, that the people of
British origin should not be placed in an in-
ferior position to the Boers of that country
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who were themselves once British subjects.
(Hear, hear.) I am perfectly assured of this
that so far as the British population in that
country are concerned, there is but one way
of guaranteeing permnianency and security of
their rights, and that is by admitting them
to the elective franchise, making them eligi-
ble for office, giving them authority as re-
spects the government of the country in
proportion to their merits, measured by their
numbers, by their intelligence, by their
wealth and by their contributions to main-
tain the authority of that state (applause),
and anything short of this would be a great
misfortune, for it would lower the Imperial
authority not only in the eyes of every Boer
in South Africa, but in the eyes of every f ree
man in every portion of the British Empire.
(Cheers.)

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
After the exhaustive speechof my hon. friend
the leader of the government, I am relieved
from any lengthened remarks on this very
important subject. I may say, however,
that for many reasons I second the motion
which the hon. gentleman has made with
a great deal of pleasure, showing as it does,
that Canada as an integral part of the
British Empire is in full sympathy with
the mother country in her determination
to protect her subjects in al] and every
part of the world. (Hear, hear.) And
that when anything which affects Her
Majesty's subjects, whether it be in the
Transvaal or any other portion of the globe,
we in Canada are ready upon all occasions to
join with the mother country in giving them
that protection which every British subject
should have, wherever he may be located.
(Hear, hear.) The hon. Minister of Justice
bas given us a succinct history of the acqui-
Sition of the Cape Colony including the
Transvaal. He has also pointed out the
maany disabilities under which British sub-
jcts are at present labouring in the Trans-
vaal Republic. He might have gone much
further in that direction, and pointed out
that they are occupying the position in that
country of paying nearly the whole of the
expenses of the government, and at the same
timne being treated as if they were serfs.
Notwithstanding the valuable information
given by the Minister of Justice to which
Ive have listened, with interest and pleasure,
I shall claim the indulgence of the House
for a few minutes, in order to call attention

to some further disabilities to which the
Uitlanders are subjected. Originally white
settlers in the Transvaal were entitled under
the spirit of the convention of 1881 to vote
as soon as they arrived in the country.
This privilege was in 1855, curtailed and the
franchise restricted to persons born in South
Africa, who had paid £25 for the privilege.
In 1874 another amendment followed, pro-
viding that strangers not possessed of real
estate should be residents for one year, but
if real estate owners full rights were accord-
ed them at once. This was the state of
affairs so far as relates to the franchise,
existing at the date of the convention of
1881. In 1882, the period of residence was
extended to five years, and a payment of
£25. These restrictions were again revised,
and in 1890, the qualifications of a voter
was a two years' residence, which, however,
did not begin to count until the person had
been registered in what was called the Field-
Cornet books-the payment of £5 and the
taking of an oath of allegiance. Then,
after ten years had elapsed, he became
eligible for a seat in the second Raad, not
even then, however, until he had passed his
thirtieth year, thus restricting his rights to
"acquire the franchise for the first Raad "
to the age of forty years. Even this right
" was made subject to the first Volksraad
resolving to admit the particular alien,"
pursuant to regulations "to be framed " by
the Transvaal authorities. How this con-
cession was made non-effective may be glean-
ed when it is known no regulations were
ever framed. Naturalization even in this
restricted sense, did not give full citizenship
for no aspirant could ever " get the vote for
the president or commander in chief." In
1893, provision was made in the law that no
one who received the franchise under these
conditions should have the right to vote for
the " president or commander general," not
satisfied with these restrictions the liberty
loving republicans of the Transvaal in 1894,
passed a law, declaring that children of aliens
born in the Transvaal should enjoy full rights
"only after claim and waiting for fuilfourteen
years," and further that even the children of
naturalized citizens should not have the
right to vote, though born in the country,
unless they claimed the right at sixteen
years of age. This is not all; provision was
made that "al] future franchise reform was
also barred by declaring that future amend-
ments must be published for one year, and
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then should not be considered in the Raad of the bench, and the liberty of the subject.
until two-thirds burghers had approved." So far bas this species of absolutism been
That all the provisions in reference to the carried, that officiai papers show that the
vested rights of those who had entered the "Volksraad and Executive Council have
country, under the guarantees of the con- repeateily attempted to influence the courts
vention of 1881, and the promise underlying by resointions; in one case actually throw-
it, that equal treatment would be accorded ing the plaintif, in a pending action against
to all, and in the case of those who had the government, out of court. Finally, in
taken the oath of allegiance, under the law February, 1897, in violation of the written
of 1890, were flagrant violations of the constitution, it was enacted that resolutions
terms of the convention cannot be disputed. of the Volksraad should have the eftect oflaw,
It may, however, be proper to mention that and that their validity should not be subject
president Kruger now proposes to reduce to review by the court. The bench pro-
the term of probation for the securing of the tested, and Chief Justice Kotze vas dis-
franchise by Uitlanders from fourteen to missed; and Mr. Gregorowski, who was
nine years which is not considered a reform appointed Chief Justice vice Kotze, declared
at all adequate. This does not as far as I whcn the law was passed that no man of
can learn, inciude the right to vote for the self-respect would remain on the bench of
President. Now, let me call your attention the republic while this was the law." It
to the educational system which prevails in is also stated that jurors are oniy drawn
that country. Though it is estimated that from the ranks of the burghers, who are
three-fourths of the people in the Transvaal mostly ignorant of the English language,
are what are termed Uitlanders, " Dutch is and alien ii sympathy to and having huge
the sole medium of instruction in what is contempt for Uitlanders, especially English-
terined Standard IV., and upwards in all men. The resut is that most serious crime is
schools receiving state aid." State papers rampant, and perpetrators of serions crimes
before us show that £230,000 were voted frequently escape punishment, what safety
this year, 1899, and that nearly al] that sum under such a state of affairs have that class
came from Johannesburg, but only a fraction of the population who are reaily making the
spent there, though the1white people are near- country what it is. Safeguards under snch
ly all Uitlanders, and that in 1986, £50,000 arbitrary and unconstitutional acts, do not
was voted for Uitlander education, but exist. To remove these iniquitous restric-
only a few hundreds were spent owing tions and the placing of Ithe children of
to the refusal of the governnent to allow 1 the suzerain on an equality in ail things,
Enqlish to be the medium of education ofier with the Boers, whoi, of lier own movement,
the III. Standard. It must not be forgotten Great Britain has made into a free nation,"
in this connection that the Uitlanders, who is the primary objects of the present agita-
are compelled to bear almost the entire cost tion in the Transvaal, and the desire not
of the State schools, are maintaining their only of the Imperial Government, but of
own separate schools with their own Super- every subject of ier Majesty, no matter in
intendent of Education. In Cape Colony what part of the empire he May reside.
under British rule exclusively, the Dutch This state of existence is not compatible witb
and English language are as is the French the Anglo-Saxon character, nor, as my hon.
and Englislh language in Canada, equal; friend has said, wonld it be compatible with
while in the Transvaal, under the rulj of the history of our own country if she per-
President Kruger, Dutch alone is the offi- mitted it to continue for any length of
cial language of the courts and the public time. I am pleased to see the different out-
offices, though not understood by a third of lying portions of the greater empire
the people. This, too, in a land under the taking a deep interest in this particular
suzerainty of Her Majesty Queen Victoria. case, for the reason that it shows that
Bad and tyranical as is the treatment of the there is a feeling growing aIl through the
Uitlanders in the Transvaal under the presi- empire that those of us who live at a dis-
dency of Kruger, in the matter of the fran- tance from the motherland are no longer to
chise and education, the making of the be considered as outsiders, or any longer
judiciary subservient to the executive is tothe as colonies, but as part and parcel of
British mind, the most objectionable and re- the empire itself, (cheers), and entitled to
voltingf;destroyingasit doestheindependence al the rights and privileges that those who
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live in Great Britain enjoy. That feeling, I
am glad to know, is growing amongst British
subjects throughout the world. There is a
unanimity of feeling amongst British states-
men, as there is, I am sure, a unanimity of
feeling in all the outlying portions of the
empire, not only of sympathy with our
fellow subjects in the Transvaal, but a
determination in the mind of every lover
of his country, not only to extend his
sympathy, but his aid, in a more mate-
rial form in case it should be required.
(Cheers.) No one can have watched the
policy of Lord Salisbury and the leaders
of the Liberal party upon this question
without coming to the conclusion that there
is but one feeling, and that is a feeling
leading to a determination to put a stop to
the outrages which exist in that coun-
try. Only the other day in the debate on
this question in the House of Lords, Lord
Selborne stated that England had put ber
hand to the plough and she would not go
back. Lord Salisbury re-echoed that state-
ment. Lord Kimberley, who was in office at
the time of the conventions in 1881 and
1884--and if I were to give an opinion,
which is unnecessary at the present time, I
should say that there is where England
made her greatest mistake-

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Hear, hear.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
Earl of Kimberley, in discussing this ques-
tion on the 30th of last month in the House
of Lords, made no secret, the report says, of
the fact that neither he nor Mr. Gladstone
ever had in mind such race conditions and
political disqualifications or inequalities as
those now prevailing in the Transvaal. I do
not suppose that Mr. Gladstone, or the states-
men who were controlling the destinies of the
empire at that period of our history, ever
contemplated that it was possible that the
people for whom England had done so much,
and, as the hon. Minister of Justice has
said, probably saved from total annihilation
during that war, could have proved them-
selves to be, may I say inhuman in their
conduct towards British subjects, and cer-
tainly they never could have contemplated,
when they provided in the convention that
civil and religious liberties should be enjoyed
by all incomers, no matter who they might
be, that political disqualification would have
been exercised simply because the word
" political " was not inserted in the conven-
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tion. It is a lesson for those who may have
treaties to make of that character in the
future. Had the words "political and civil
rights " been used, the difficulty under
which the Uitlanders in the Transvaal are
now suffering, might not have existed. Be
that as it may, we cannot but join in
sympathy with those who are desiring to
remove those disabilities. I find, also, the
sane unanimity exists in the House of
Commons. It is notable, however, that in
this debate, many leading men in the British
House of Comnions were absent, but Sir H.
Campbell-Bannerman, who leads the opposi-
tion, spoke very plainly as to what that
party, with which he was connected, would
do under any circumstance. He said :

We have come to the conclusion that the grievances
of the Uitlanders are substantial, and the situation is
a matter of Imperial concern. We have taken up
their cause and we are bound to see it through. We
shall not rest until a conclusion satisfactory in our
estimation has been reached.

I repeat that it is gratifying to find that
the leaders of both parties, and in fact the
whole of the English people, to-day, are, as
they were when the great question arose as
to their rights upon the Nile, a unit. The
fact of their being a unit prevented a war,
doubtless, certainly, difficulties with France
at that time: and when England finds that
all the outlying portions of the empire, as I
have reason to believe and do believe
wilI be the case, are prepared not only
to extend their sympathy but to say to
them " As part and parcel of the British
Empire we are prepared to do our part
in preserving the rights of British sub-
jects wherever they may be situated," it wilL
be gratifying to her. I notice that Mr.
Chamberlain has spoken very decidedly and
plainly upon this question. He said :

Great Britain will maintain her position as para-
mount power in South Africa. Under these conven-
tions therefore Her Majesty holds towards the South
African Republic the position of a suzerain who has
accorded to the people of that republic self-govern-
ment upon certain conditions. r

Sir Michael Hicks-Beach was equally
pronounced upon the subject. He said:

The power and authority of England have long
been paramount, and neither by the Snad River Con-
vention of 1862, nor at any other time did lier
Maet's Goern t surrender the riht and dutv
of reqring that the Transvaal should he governed
with a view to the common safety of the various
European communities.

Taking the utterances of the statesmen of
all classes, in the Commons, with one excep-
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tion, Mr. Labouchere, we find that the feel- ing, and that is, that some of our brightest
ing is so decided that I am in hopes, as young men, graduates of our military college
every one must be, that Kruger and the are earning, for themselves a name in
Transvaal authorities will see the necessity, the service of the country that will not be
without drivin g the empire to war, to make forgotten. I might mention, as an illustra-
those concessions which it was understood, tion, the case of our young friend Girouard,
when the convention was entered into,should who has played so important a part on the
be given to British subjects. Canada has Nile. (Cheers.) There are others to whom I
shown Great Britian in the past that she might refer. Among them young Stairs of,
was ready to assist to her fullest extent in Halifax and Cook of Moncton, who have
the defence of te empire. In 1896 she done noble work for their country. It empha-
had an evidence of that when there was a sises the fact, however, that wherever young
probability of a colliion with Germany. Canadians go, whether to the mother country
When the difficulty arose in another part of orto a foreign country,theyasarule,not only
the world, Lord Wolseley expressed the opin- inaintain their allegiance to their sovereign
ion that a contingentof Canadian Voyageurs, but reflect credit on their native land. I
sucli as he had when he went to the North- second this motion with very much pleasure,
west Territories during the trouble there, and I hope it may have ihe effect that we
would be the very hest class of men he anticipate, that while the English Govern-
could possibly have to ascend the Nile, and ment have in the past been pursuing a most
wý ail know a contingent did go froi conciliatorycourseintrying tu accomplisli the
Canada, and sone of our best sons freedom of our own subjects in the Trans-
laid do.%n their lives in that expedition vaal, and while at the same time they were
and earned for theinselves a credit and a almost on the verg.,e of war, the desire of
naie that will never die in English history. Lord Salisbury and the desire of the govern-
And so it wvill be, I arm convinced in this ment is to maintain peace if possible,
case. While it is not our province in this have so far been realized. There may,
chamber to even suggest an appropriation of however, have been in the minds of
noney, or the raising of mone%, to assit in Kruger and tho e who are governing the

carrying on a war, should a war unfortunately Transvaal, the idea that, as one party in
occur, we can at least say that anv appro- England had not until lately spoken out as
priation that will be asked for by the Com- boldly as they should have, that a change of
mons, no matter who might be in power at
the time, would be readily voted by the
Senate for that purpose. I have expressed
the views which I hold upon this question,
and the views which J am satisfied every hon.
member in this Senate holds, no matter to
what political party he may belong. There
is another matter that is gratifying, and it
is the feeling that when it comes to a ques-
tion affecting our country-and when I say
our country I mean the empire-we know
no party and no creed. I am glad to

government which might possibly take place
in England, he would have the sympathy
and aid of those who would succeed the
present government. The utterances of Lord
Kimberley and the utterances of the Liberal
party being so clearly in conformity with
the opinions expressed by the Conservative
party, dispel at least that idea, and that
alone may bring about a solution of the
difficulties which might otherwise end in
war.

know also, that in our difficulties-although Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-Jt will be in the
it is not perhaps immediately pertinent to remembrance of those who were present
this subject, but' it is pertinent to the when this matter was first brought before
point I am endeavouring to make-with our chamber, that there was a very laudable
our friends across the border in refer- desire for information in regard to the
ence to the rights which we believe we matter. I thought at the tire it was a tîity
have on the Alaskan boundary, we know no that some of tbose gentlemen who wisbed to
party. Many are not in accord with the have this information bad not donc, as some
party in power to-day, but Canada as a whole of the other members of the buse, avaiied
will justify the course they have taken in de- themselves of the opportunity afforded by
fence of Canadian rights on the Pacific coast. that admirable lecture given in one of our
There is another pleasing feature in con- committee rooms by Mr. Davis. However,
nection with the point J ar elucidat- 1 think now that no hon. gentleman in this
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clJie can complain of not having a good 'founding a college in connection with the
knowledge of the situation as it exista in the memory of that great man Gordon, who was
Transvaal at this tine. The House is under murdered at Khartoum years ago, and the
a debt of obligation to the hon. Minister of purpose was accomplished. What did ail this
Justice for the admirable, concise, lucid and mean, but the tendency and trend of public
at the same time comprehensive speech which opinion and sentiment towards closer union
he has just delivered to us upon this subject, with England, to make ber colonies, depend-
and it is ail the more worthy of the thanks encies and possessions as one whole British
of the House when we think of the onerous people. Like the human body, what
duties which rest upon the shoulders of the is felt by one portion is felt through-
hon. Minister of Justice, that he should have out the whole system. That is the
been able to find time to prepare such aIsecret of the entbusiasm that preiails
speech as the one with which he bas favoured in this country and in this House. The
us this afternoon. I trust that, the effect greatest credit is due the First Minister for
of what is being done, may be, even upon bringing this question before Parliamentand
such an obtuse nature as tiat of Oom Paul, I trust it is an augury forgood in the future.
to bring home to his mind the fact that his- 1 wish to express my great indebtedness to
tory is not going to be reversed because he the hon Minister of Justice for the lucid and
wishes it as far as his ability to revofrse it clear tanner in which te brought before
will permit. History ils tiot goini to be the ouse and before the publie at large
reversed and Britons, no matter t g what everything in connection with the Transvaal
branch of the family they may belong, never difficulty it wi l do good, and the loyal
shall be slaves. I feel convinced that feeling that prompted us to assist the people
Canada will do ber part at any time to eiu- of the East Indies when they were in dire
phasize that assertion. a distress will prompt us to assi t a few of our

w fellow countrymen who are practically held
Hon. Mr. GOWAN-It will be presump- as slaves by the Bers of the Transvaal. We

tuous on ty part to attempt to say anything wuld not have hearts in our bodies if we
upon the general question which has bçen did not at once rise to assist them. Tbese re-
go ably and i ully discussed by the bion. Min- solutions have been f ramed with a great deal
ister of Justice, or to say anything about the of care and will do ail that is necessary in
patriotic features of the matter ionich have the way of moral assistance to the British
been referred to by the hon. leader of the Government and as a clear announcement of
opposition. There is one tbought which Canada's feelings in tBis matter. But if the
Ocurs to me whic , t oink, will give the Prime Minister ever finds it necessary to
clew to the enthusiasm which existed in the appeal to the peuple of ipper Canada, I
slouse ben the Premier brougt the matter can at a hevents answer for them. de
bef ore them, and r is this: that no oune can has but to say Boys, I want a thousand
have failed tu observe for some years past orw* a of yu to go to the Transvaal and
the evident desire maifested upn every assist our fellow subjecta there to discuss
Occasion to draw doser together the bonds this matter wit the Bmers. Lt is a wild
between the mother country and every part country and if you have a gun in your hand
of the empire, ail over the world. Lt ias it will do nu harm." (Cheers.) am pleased to
sbown itse f in a number of ways. Tw find that there is no difference of opinion,
Years ag ais Excellency the Governor Gen- that : ail are for the state " in this country,
hral, the representative of Her Majesty, and the way in which the subject bas been
brouglit ta the attention of the Canadian received in tois and in the other House
People the dire distresr of the peuple of augurs for good in the future. (Cheers.
India and appealed to Canidians for aid.
Althougb the peuple of India were not of our Hon. Mr. KERR- feel as though I
bsowd a ind not of our race, we ay feit that hcould scarcely give a sient vote upon the
they are our fellow subjects eyond the sea, question nw before the Senate. I have nu
nd the people uf Canada responded to that doubt that I not nly vice tee senti-

apel Quite recently Ris Excehlency Lord ments of every hon gentleman in this House,
Aitou the present Governor (weneral, nerely but of every loyal citizen of this noble
lnentioned the fact that that great and noble Dominion. I desire here and now
soldier, Lord Kitchener, had a schemte for personally to express my profound apprecia-

64J
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tion of the services of the hon. gentleman
who has so fully and so very ably moved
this resolution, and also, of the leader of
the opposition who bas seconded it in such
appropriate and patriotic terns. I am sure
that the discussion of this day will awaken
a sympathetic chord among all our Canadian
people. We have every reason to be in
sympathy with our fellow subjects in that
remote part of the empire, because I take
it-and it is my pride to feel-that in no
part of Her Majesty's wide empire do her
subjects enjoy in a greater degree the bless-
ings of civil and religious liberty than in
Canada. I am sure that the moral effect of
this resolution will reverberate throughout
the British Empire and awaken a sympathe-
tic chord in the breast of every loyal subject
of Her Majesty. Whatever concerns British
subjects in any part of Her Majesty's Em-
pire concerns us, and their welfare must be
our welfare. I am sure that our action in
thischamberto-day willnotbe misinterpreted,
but will receive the hearty thanks and grati-
tudéof theauthorities who have charge of this
weighty matter. I am exceedingly proud
of Her Majesty's advisers and the wise,
patient and long suffering course that they
have taken in this matter, and I only hope
that the man who presHes over the destinies
of the Transvaal Republic will not miscon-
strue the action of the British Government
and take forbearance for weakness, that he
will not press too long upon that apparent
forbearance and hesitation to take a bolder
step, but that he will be wise in time and
see the necessity himself of taking a different
course of action and giving to the Uitlanders
those rights and liberties to which every
British subject is entitled, no matter where
bis lot may be cast. I am sure that there
is a solution of this question, and that the
British Government will insist upon finding
that solution. I hope it will be a peaceful
solution, and I believe the course we are
taking this day will strengthen the hands
of the Imperial authorities and do very
much towards assisting to bring about that
conclusion, and will exert a very salutary
influence upon the negotiations now pending.
I am in entire accord with what the leader of
the opposition has said, that moral suasion is
powerful and should be sufficient in this case :
but if, unfortunately, it should not prove suf-
ficient, there is a suasion that is even more
potent if it should be necessary to use it ;
but I pray that that necessity nay not come.

It is too late in the Christian era for slaves
to exist in any part of the world, and cer-
tainly there should be no place where slaves
or serfs can exist within the wide bounds of
the British Empire. They must be free.
Every man is entitled to bis freedom and to
the full rights of citizenship, and he must
not be expected to bear burdens unless he
lias those rights. I trust, therefore, that our
less fortunate fellowsubjects in remoteAfrica
will at an early day receive that for which
they have been struggling, that which bas
been denied to them, but that which, I trust,
will come to them at a very early day, and
that that will all be accomplished by moral
means and moral force, and that more ex-
treme steps may not be necessary. I trust
that the moral sense of the world will bring
such a pressure to bear upon the Transvaal
Government as will result in that difficulty
being settled, and settled without a resort to
harsher or more forcible means.

The motion was agreed to unanimously,
the Senate rising and singing " God Save
the Queen."

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Weanesday, 2nd August, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

SUPPLIES OF.OIL FOR THE INTER-
COLONIAL RAILWAY.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON moved:
That an humble address be presented to His Excel-

lency the Governor General, praying that His Excel-
lency will cause to be laid on the Table of this House,
copies of-1. All specifications and advertisements
issued in May, 1896, for tenders for supply of lubri-
cating and signal oils for the Intercolonial Railway.

2. All tenders received in response to said adver-
tisements.

3. Analyst's report on samples submitted.
4. Notices to successful tenderers.
5. Order in Council authorizing minister to notify

successful tenderers that contracts would not be exe-
cuted with them.

6. Any subsequent tender rmade with the Galena
Oil Company, with analyst's report on samples fur-
nished.
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7. Contracts made with the Galena Oil Company when the tenders were called for. I do not
and bearing date the 17th of September and the 23rd find that the Galena 011 Company made a
of September, 1896, respectively.

Also a return showing the car mileage on the Inter- tender with the others, but made an offer on
colonial Railway for each of the years 1895, 1896, 1897 differe
and 1898, each year to be computed from the 1st day
of November to the 31st day of October following. pointed out. The specitications called for o

Also a statement of amounts deducted, with dates in certain quantities at a price per gallon,
of such deduction from the accounts of the Galena while the Galena 011 Compan made an
Oil Company to cover the guarantee in the contract. offer to lubricate the

He said :-It will be in the recollection of at a cost of 10 per cent less than the Inter-
hon. gentlemen that a month or so ago I colonial Railway had been paying in the
made some inquiry of the government with past. It was not an offer which at ail con-
regard to the supply of oil for the Intercol- formed to the specifications which had been
onial Railway by the Galena Oil Company prepared by the departinent, and was not
of Detroit, in the United States. My hor. an offer which the other tenderers were
friend, the leader of the government in this allcwed to make on the same unes. The
House, gave some information in reply to Minister of Railways nade this contract
the questions I put on that occasion. I with the Galena 011 Company of Detroit,
found then, however, that my lion. friend not on a basis of so muc per gallon, but on
pointed out that some of the questions were a huarantee that the Intercolonial Rail way
not altogether suited for immeliate answer, would be lubricated in the future, under
and that the information would be brought this contract, at 10 per cent less than it had
down if the papers were asked for. I no cost before. Immediately that contract
proceed to make a motion to cail for the went ito ufeet. Now, I find in te aswers
papers whielh ry hion. friend did not tind it given by my lion. friend thîtt for the year
convenient to give information upon in the immediately preceding the eteriug into this
former inquiry, and also some other papers, contract with the Galena l Company, that
which sûggest themselves to me as bein,, of is the year ending 3lst October, 1896, the
some importance, relating to this subject. cost of lubricating the Intercolonial Railway
I find, by the information which my hion. was $33,32Ïî .5 ; and I find for the year end-
friendgave nie, thatthisisa subject thaat re- ing3lstOctober, 1897,or the yearimmediate-
quires some further attention, and rather ]y following the entering into this contract,
close attention I think. Ip May, 1896, the cost went np to $43,74.09. hiere was an
tenders were invited for the supply of lubri- increase of about 34 per cent in the cost of
cating and signal oils for the Intercolonial lubricating the Intercolonial Railway ba the
Railwaýy; specifications were prepared and face of a contract entered into guaranteeing
eyerai offers were received. My aon. friend that it was to be ten per cent lers than it

gave the names of all the parties that made had beentbefore. This is the information I
offers. There was a good deal of competition received f ror my hon. friend in reply to the
on the basis of the tenders that had been inquiries I made on thesubject. Of course,
called for, and the specifications that had we cannot absolutely arrive at a conclusion
been prepared by the departuient on which as to whether this is all straight and above
the tenders should be based, and it appears board unless we take into account the con-
that soon afterwards, on the 7th July, the bined car and engine nileage during those
Imperial 0he Company were notified that years, because it is possible that the mileage
their tender was accepted. A littie later on may have very largely increased, and that
it appears that t e In erial Oi Com- that might account for the extraordinary
pany were notified that a contract would increase of about thirty-four per cent in
fot be made with them, notwithstanding the cost of lubricating the railway, notwith-
that they had been notified that their ten- standing that there was a guarantee that it
der was accepted, and that an Order in should be ten per cent less than hieretofore,
Couneil had been passed to that effeci, and but in looking over the report of the Minister
on the strength of that Order iii Council of Railways I ind that for the year ending
the Minister of Railways proceeded to make 30th June, 1896, the combined car and
a contract with the Galena Oit Company o i engine mileage of the Intercolonial Railway
c basis entirely different from the specifica- was 8,048,643 miles, and I find for the year
tions that ad been drawn b the depart- immediately following that, the combined
ment and submitted to ail the tenderers engine and car ileage was 8,557,163 miles,
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an increase of about six per cent in the car and took some considerable interest in the
mileage. This comparison is not for exactly return of the Hon. Mr. Blair.
the same period because in the answers
which my hon. friend gave me he compared Hon. Mr. BAKER-Did he lubricate the
the year ending 31st October, 1896, with the machine?
year ending 31st October, 1897. The figures,
I am quoting are from the minister's report, Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Possibly he did.
which shows what were the combined car and I cannot tel], but there is no question there
engine mileage for the years eniing 30th was a good deal of lubrication in connection
June, 1896, and 30th June. 1897. They with that election, and it calls for a very
furnish, however, a fair approximation, and full and complete inquiry. The election was
enable us to estimate the increase of nileage held on the 25th August. On the 17th
between the two years. That being so, September following that election, a contract
we have this fact, that the increase in the Lwas made with this gentleman representing
combined car and engine mileage was only the Galena Oil Company, for lubricating
six per cent, while the increase in the cost oils, and six days later a contract was made
of lubricating the road went up 34 per cent with him for the signal oils, and in conse-
and that in the face of a contract, as my quence of the contract made witi him on
hon. friend told us, guaranteein- that there that occasion lie has gone on lubricating t'ne
would be a saving of 10 per cent in the cost Intercolonial Raiiway and lias been paid
as compared with the way it had been done $99,000. Whether lie did any political lubri-
before. I subnit that the information which cating before or since that, I am not in a
ny lion. friend gives is of a very grave position to say, but these arc the facts-and
character and calls for a full and complete I an indebted to ny hon. friend the Minister
inquiry with regard to the subject. 1 an of .Justice for information with regard to
told that the gentleman who represents the them-that as a consequeice of this new de-
Galena Oil Company, Mr. Lichtewhein, front parture in lubricating the Intercolonial Rail-
New York, undertook to supervise the lubri- way, on the tirst year of its operation, the
cating of the roid hinisel f, and that, with the co3t of Iubricattion went up thirty-four per
permiss.on and consent of the Intercolonial cent, while the increased mileage was only
Railway, lie set about instructing the otticials about six per cent. In naking these com-
along the roads as to the nethods of using l)arisons I am using the onlv data before
oil lea ling in the direction of econoiv. That me. I ain conparing two years in one case
was, at all events, the proposition, and it ending 30th June, and in the other case
was on the alledged merit of that proposi- ending 3lst October. I do not pretend that
tion that the new contract was entered into. the comparison can he absolutely accurate,
I am entirely resting on the information but it furnishes a very fair and approxi-
whicli my hn. friend the leader of the House mate basis f-jr conparison. It certainly
gave in answer to ny inquiry, to be found is a matter requiring explanation why
in the oflicial report of the Debates of this it is that a contract made on this guarantee
year. I want to point out sone dates to hon. of a reduction of 10 per cent should
gentlemen. The dates of the two contracts lead to an increase of 31 per ccnt, while
with the Galena Oil Company were the 17th the car mileage had only increased to the
September, 1896, and the 23rd Septenber, extent of 6 per cent. There is another
1896, respectively. These contracts have run niatter which requires explanation ; and that
on f rom that time to the present and have is why a contract should be awarded on this
been renewed without tender, and this basis of the 10 per cent reduction without
gentleman with the German name from New notice having been given to the public. It
York, who represents this company, made is possible that other companies miglt have
his first acquaintance with the province of been prepared to offer a 20 per cent reduc-
New Brunswick in August of that year in tion, and it is not at all impossible that
the counties of Sunbury and York when the there might be those willing 'to offer a 50
Minister of Railways was running an elec- per cent reduction if they had an under-
tion for the House of Commons consequent standing, or lad reason to hope there would
on his acceptance of the office of Minister of be no reduction made from them, but on the
Railways. This gentleman I am told first contrary tha they would have been paid a
appeared in that constituency at that time larger amount than had been paid hereto-
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fore, which appears to have been done in
the present case. Not only that, but the
unfairness in awarding a contract to the
Galena Oil Company, not on the terms of
the specification which was put before other
contractors buit on an entirely different and

presidency of the Earl of Jersey. My hon.
friend, the leader of the opposition, took a
very important part in that conference, and
he was one of the delegates representing
Canada.

new basis upon which there was no con-
petition, making this contract with these hon. Seeretary of State made a nîistake in
gentlemen at that time, and continuing the s din ta that c erenc 1 ude the
contract year after year since that time p o
without calling for any further tender re- ho"' leader of the opposition was president

of the conference.quires explanation.

The motion was agreed to.

PACIFIC CABLE BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read-
ing of Bill (176) " An Act to provide for the
establishment of direct subinarinetelegraphie
communication between Canada and Austral-
asia." He said :--The proposal to lay a subma-
rine cable fron Ca nada via the Pacific Ocean
to the Australian colonies is by no mUans a
new project. It has been discussed at various

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--Perhaps I have made
a mistake. Lord Jersey represented the
Imperial Government. I withdraw the
statenient. The Imperial officer, as a rule,
assumed the presidency of the other gather-
ings, and the idea in my mind was that
Lord Selhorne presided at the last confer-
ence, as Sir Henrv Holland pi esided at the
former one, and that as Lord Jersey repre-
sented the Iînperial interests, and took a
very leading part, it came to my mind that
he had presided.

times durin'g the last fifteen or sixteen years. lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The first official meeting that took place on Uhere is ust this difference, if my hon.
the subject was in London in 1887, when friend vill permit mi to eau attention to
Canada sent two delegates in the person of the ît. The conferences to which lie has referred
late Sir Alexander Campbell, wno was then took place at London, and were at the in-
Lieutenant-Governor of Ontario, %nd the Stance of the Colonial Secretary The con-
present Sir Sandford Flkming. The sulbject ference vhich took place here was at the
wai discus;sed very fully at that convention. insance of the Cîadian Government, and
It was presided over by Sir Henry Holland, the Imperial (overnnient was asked to send
who was then the Secretary for the Colonies. a delegate, with whicli request it conplied,
No definite fori or shape was given to the and sent the Earl of .ersey.
conclusions of that conference, as they really
were n ;t in possession of sufficient informa- Hon. Mr. SCOTT--I an very glad indeed
tion to lay down any proposal. The re;olu-'to Stand corrected, because 1 think it re-
tion that was adcpted was in the following dounds to the ciedit of Canada that so im-
words: portant an officiai step was conceived by a

That the connection of Canada with Australia by Canadian statesman, and that Canada toek
direct submarine te1egraph across the Pacifie is a i
project of high importance to the empire, and every'sion of this question, but, as appears by the
doubt as to its pr'acticabilty should without delay be resolution that was adopted at this confer-
set at rest bv a thorough and exhaustive survey.

ence, the duty of keeping this sub.ject alive
That was the only result of the conference. and of putting it in practical forin and shape,

From 18S7 to -1894, the subject was kePt!1 was al!otted to the D)ominion of Canada. The
alive, hargely by the then existing Federa- resolution which resulted, after a very ful
tion League wvhich, at their annual meeting discussion having been brought up on very
and on every suitable occasion, dref atten- many occasions, was moved by the Hon.
tion to the importance of having an aIl- M. Thyne, who represented Queensland,
Briti, cable connecting al dependencies of Loand seconded by Sir en ry Wrixon, who
the empire. The next formai official gather- was the delegate f rom Victoria, and reads as
ingthattook place onthe subject wasinJune, follows
1894, in this chanber, when the delegtesThat the Caiaiana n Governmentbe requested, after
fros Australca assembled here under theit r

th risin of this uston, t, a a earsyh



inquiries and generally to take such steps as may be from Vancouver via Fanning Island or the
expedient in order to ascertain the cobt of the pro-
posed Pacific cable, and promote the establishment oflaSi yra. 1in anning san
the undertaking in accordance with the views ex- was the one that was preferred. From Fan-
pressed in this conference. ning Island it was Vo go Vo the Fiji Islands,

It seems to have been conceded by the from Fiji to Norfolk Island and from Nor-
various representatives of the sister colonies, folk Island there was Vo be a branch Vo New
and by the Earl of Jersey himself, that Zealand and another Vo Queensland. The
Canada should be, allotted the place of distances from Vancouver o Fanning Island,
honour in developing the proposai which were computed at 3,561 nautical miles.
was to resust in what I hope, within a very From Fanning Island to Fiji 2,093, from
short time, will prove Vo be an ail-Bw- Fiji to Norfolk, 961, and the two branches,
tish cable connecting ail parts of . nthe one to New Zealand f rom Norfolk sland, 537
empire. From time Vof time the subjett miles, and from Norfolk Island to Queens-
was again disZussed, but the next meeting land, 834, naking a total of 7,986 miles,
that developed any practical resuts plas that allowing in that, however, for ten per cent
held in London in 1896 and the beginning ofwhatwas considered slack owingothe depth
of 1897, at which Lord Seiborne, I think it of the cable Vo be laid. 1V had been discused
was, presided. Lord Strathcona and Mr. Fhat a considerable amoant might be saved
A. G. Jones, of Halifax, were the Canadian by iking another route via Neker Island.
deltgates. They went into the practical But unfortunately in the last few years-
question. They took up the feasibility of do not know exact!y the date, but six or
the scheme. They had the advantage of the seven years ago, Fannin Island was taken
opinions of very many scientifie men in possession of by the Hawaiians. Up to a
London, Lord Kelvin among the rest, and recent peiod the island had been siiply a
they discussed the question of whether, the bald rock in the Pacifie Ocean, suitable of
depth of the Pacifie being so much greater course for a cable, but it had noV practically
by the route whiLh was proposed, and the i been claimea by any power. It was 200 or
route being so much longer than the cables 300 miles from the Hawaiian slands proper,
now crossing the Atanti , whether there and therefore noV strictly in that group.
would be any difficulty on that score. However, Fanning Island, the island now
They also discussed very fully Ve parti- settled on, is a British possession, and by
cular route whichn the cable was to folloe following the route i have naned the cable
and the cost. Tenders were called for, or will touch British terri tory exclusively.
had been previously called for, and were That is the condition that bas been expressed
thoroughly examined and analysed. They as necessary in ail the conferences that have
also discussed, froin the information at taken place on the subjeet, that it was Vo be
rand, the cost of maintenance, the cost of an all-Bitis cable. That was the essential
keeping up the cAable and the probable part of r. The estimate of cost, gathered
revenues arising theref rom. That informa- at the time under the presidency of Lord Sel-
tion, of course, largely as Vo the revenue borne, varied froi one and a haf million
was predicated on the existing business pounds te one million eight hundred thou-
tha is now carsied on by what is sand pounds. In the bit before us the
known as the Eastern Extension Cable amount is xed at £ h1,700,000 be is thought
Company. The resuat of that conference that there wiIl be a margin even at that,
was, d think, very satisfactory, although no which of course can go to maintain it for a
actual arrangement was then decided on aime if the whole amount is raised. Canada's
either as Vo the proportions that the various share, reduced To dollars, of the whole
colonies should assume, or, in fact, as Vo the amount of £1,700,000, is $2,285,555, and
colonies that would take part, on as Vo the if interest were calculated at two and a
proportion that Great Britain would assume. haîf per cent it would amount Vo an annual
Great Boitain up Vo Vhis time had given it charge of $57,138. The committed that
favourable consideration, but had neyer defi- met in London went thoroughly into al the
nitely stated what substantial aid, or what practical features of 0 t e project. They
subsidy would be granted Vo the proposed made an analysis of rhe eost of main-
allBritish telegraph and cable across the Venance on the basis of a capital of one ad
continent of Ametica and through the a haîf million pounds sterling, and their cal-
Pacifi Ocean. The route decided on was culation was that the interest at twQ and a
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half per cent, which it was assumed would their business. They, being a monopoly,
be the interest for which the debentures charged high rates and paid large dividends,
would be floated with Imperial assistance, and anything that was going to interfere
would amount to £37,500; sinking fund with handsome didends in the future
£15,300; working expenses £22,000; and necessarily encounthred their opposition.
maintenance £70,000, a total of £144,000 The rates, I believe, have continued up to
annually. To meet that, of course there the present time from England to Australia
would be the revenue from the enterprise, at four and fine pence a word. The rate from
calculated on a basis of dividing at least a Great Britain to Vancouver at the present
proportion of one-third to one-fourth, even time is one shilling and six pence a word.
the first year, of the business that is done h was proposed to start the Pacific cable
now by the Eastern Extension Company, rates at three shillings and six pence a word,
and that I think is a rather low estimate, that would be two shillings for the cable
for this reason, that Australia owns the proper, allowing that there was no reduction
cables throughout the Australian colonies. even in the charges f rom Great Britain to
They naturally would be interested in send- Vancouver. It is highly probable that these
ing all the business over the cable in which charges would be reduced. They have been
they themselves had an interest, and I think f rom time to time reduced, until they are
I am safe in saying that, with the feeling brought now to the figure J have indicated,
that is now developed in England, there and with a view to diverting a considerable
would be a decided preference to send mes- amount of business, it would be in the
sages over the Canadian route. The develop- interest of ail the cable companies in
ment of Imperial unity has made very rapid France, Great Britain and this continent
strides, and the sentimental feature is one to divert a considerable amount of their
that should not be at ail ignored in discuss- messages via the Canadian route as they
ing a question of that kind. On the very would then get a share of the business,
moderate basis, that in the first year only a and there would be that strong in-
diversion of about one-third of the messages ducenent. Besices, no doubt tbey would
would be. sent over the British cable, it have very strong influences both in Great
would amount to a very considerable sum Britain and in France, and therefore we
in reduction of the £144,000, bringing Can- inay count pretty strongly on the fact that
ada share of the cost, if any had to be paid, the business would ba assisted by the cable
within very reasonable limits. Of course it companies connecting this continent with
is impossible to speculate on what it may be, Great Britain. The business, too, is ]argely
because, after all, it is only aspeculation. We increasing. The development is extraordin-
can only estimate matters of that kind on ary. la 1891 the number of words over
what we assume will be the result. There the Eastern Extension was 1 10,000; in
would, of course, be the attraction of the 1895 it was 1,948,000: in 1896 it was
lower rate, unless the present company put 2,236,000. So, hon. gentlemen will see what
down its rate, which probably it would. If a rapid advancement there is in the business
I am properly advised, the Eastern Extension of the ocean cables. There has been a con-
Company bas been very successful. It has stant increase, and therpfore it would be a
been paying very handsome dividends, and'very modest assumption te say that the
has a large amount of rest account. Hon. Pacifie cable, with ail the advantages it
gentlemen know that the late Mr. Pender, would have of support in Australia and
who was knighted before he died, was a very Great Britain, could only in the first year
Successful man in developing the interests of carry 750,000 words. Hon, gentlemen know
that company, and he, perhaps with a great Sir Sancford Fleming bas given a great deal
deal of prudence and wisdom, had his stock of thought and attention te this subject in
distributed in quarters -where strong in- the last ten or flfteen years, and has hinself
fluence was brought to bear in the develop- expended a good deal of time and monev,
ment of the business of that company. One too, I might say, because he bad paid bis
Of the difficulties Canada lias had to contend own expenses on several occasions in cross-
With in past years in dealing with this ques- ing and recrossing the Atlantic ocean, and
tion, has been the feeling of intense animos- once crossing the Pacific in furtbering this
ity on the part of the Eastern Extension project, and bas mace it a study, and there-
Company. 0f course, it meant cutting into fore his conclusions are entitled to very con-
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siderable weight. His estimate of the and the Public Accounts Committee, to
revenue is as follows which it was referred, made this report

In 1902 .............. £114,000 1. It is desirable that telegraphic communication

In 1903 ...... ....... 1.53 000 betw-en England and New Zealand, via Canada and
the Pacific, should be established.

In 1904. . , ........... 197,000 2. The colony of New Zealand should agree to join
In 1905.. ........... 249,000 with such of the Australian colonies as are prepared

to do likewise upon the basis of a guarantee of four-

Of course that would pay the interest, main- ninths of the cost ef construction and annual defi-
ciency (if arv) by such colonies, Neiv Zealand', pro-

tenance and cost'of repairs and leave a sur- portion of the guiarantee not to exceed in any case
plus in addition. As this is a cable, not for one-eighth of the whole cost.

the purpose of obtaining dividends, but re -ly,
for the developient of the unification of the That is the first time that New Zealand
empire, if the rates were only kept at a has put herself on record as being willing to
figure that would pay expenses and pay the contribute a specific and definite sum. When
sinking fund, and the interest, we should he all the colonies had agreed, unfortunately, as
all amply satisfied. No other company
could possibly compete, that is, if we were
successful in laying the cable. With the
revenue develaped in the figures that I have
mentioned according to Sir Sandford Flen-
ing's view of it, and it certainly seens a
reasonable basis on which to found the state-
ment, it would not be nany years before it
would be on at least a pîyin basis-that is,
there would be no charge on either Great
Britain or Canada. As hon. gentlemen
know, it is only recently that definite answers
have been given by the parties chietlv inter-
ested in the construction of this cable. So
late as iMarchr of last year at the Postal
Conference held in the Australian colonies
at Hobart, this resolution was adopted :

That this conference reaffirns the. opinion that, in
the interests of Austialasia, the Pacific cable project
shou'd be consumated as speedily as practicable ani
that the governmîrents of the varions Australasian
colonies he requested to represent to the ImPerial
and Dominion Govermniiîents the foregoing opinion,
together with the- proposal of the Prenie s a> agreed
to at their recent conference held ini Melbiourne,
viz. :-- Thiat f Great Britain and Canada would each
contribute one-third of the cost, the colonies would
be prepared to contribute the renaining third.

Subsequently the colonies in Australia that
decided positively to take any individual
interest came to that conclusion in August
of last year at a conference held at Sydney.
This is'the cable extract :

Pacific cable. Conference of Premiers, New South
Wales, Victoria, Queenslanl, just held Sydney, agree
that if Great Britain and Canada pay five-ninths
and New Zealaind one-ninth. then New South Wales,
Queensland, Victoria will contribute one-ninth each.

That was the first occasion on which any
positive and definite proposition was made.
Up to that time New Zealand had only
spoken in a general way. Following that,
in November last, the subject came up in
the legislature then sitting in New Zealand

hon. gentlemen know, the mother country
hesitated about joining the partnership.
After considerab:e discussion, they agreed
to give a contribution subject to conditions
which, I believe, were adverted to in this
House when the subject came up in the
early part of the session. They were such
conditions that Canada did not feel war-
ranted in accepting them, and when the

1 ress of Great Britain heard tlhat, they cnie
out very manfully in support of the views of
Canada and of the Australasian colonies, and
under presure of public opinion, Great Bri-
tain wa.s then induced to change her attitude,
to join the partnership ;,nd contribute five-
eighteenths of the cost. So that, as it now
stands, with the as-urances to which I have
referred, the proportion would be New
South Wales two-eighteenths of the cost,
Queensland two eighteenths, Victoria two-
eighteenths, New Zealand two-eighteenths
leaving( ten-eighteenths to be divided be-
tween Canada and Great Britain, making
five eighteenthls each. Though, as 1 have ex-
plaiied to the Hlouse, in the opinion of those
who have given this subject thougtht and
attention the project will not be a tax upon
the people of Canada or Great Britain, or at
the worst will be so only for a very limited
number of years, that has not been the
motive which lias prompted either this
country or the Australasian colonies to
press for the completion of this project.
It is rather upon the sentimental idea
and with a view to stimulating the
trade between all parts of the empire--
trade within the empire. That bas been
the moving influence at all times and at all
the conferences-the unity of the empire.
Now that the empire had spread over all
parts of the world, men in all the colonies
and Great Britain who have given this sub-
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ject much thought feel that the time has debentures which are to extend over a
come when there ought to be communication period of twenty-five to fifty years. The
throughout the empire by an exclusively limit of interest named in the bill is 3 per
British cable. The action of this House cent. It is not at all likely that the bonds
yesterday is proof of the desire that Canada will have to bear that rate of interest, as it
has to share with the other colonies in main- is thought that a lower rate of interest will
taining the unity of the empire and sustain- float the bonds a par.
ing the fraternal feeling that ought to exist
between British subjects in ail parts of the Hon. Mr. POWER-How much does
world. But, apart f rom that, no doubt the the hon. gentleman say we shall have to pay
cable will be the means of opening up a con- every year
siderable trade, in addition to what we have Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I gave the figures,
now, with China and Japan, and although fifty odd thousand dollars a year would be
there are obstacles intervening, as the East- our proportion. Supposing the whole loan
ern Extension Company have inonopoly were floated-and it nay not be necessary
rights from Hong Kong northward, still I to do so-£1,700,000 is considered an out-
believe that the feeling that has prompted side figure; but asuming the whole of that
the action of the parties to this present pro- amount was absorbed, our proportion would
posal, in giving it form and shape, will be be and 2 per cent interest on
suffieiently stroig to either induce Great that would be $57,138 but, as I have said,
Britain to pay the penalty, if it is necessary certainly after the second year there could
to annul that mnonopoly, or if that is not be very little that would be chargeable
done, that the Eastern Extension will find against Canada, or, in fact any of the
it iii its own interest to give special colonies. It may be assume f tat the
rates to the Pacific cable over its line enterprise will be ýelf-sustaining from at
fron Hong Kong northward. Chia is just least the second year. I do not know that
now the objective point of very niany I need add anything more thian further to
countries of the world-Germany, France, express my gratification that all parties in
Great Britian and Russia are all looking this country concur in the propriety of the
to trade with China. China lias an step the government is now taking. It is a
enormous populati n--more than one -fourth natural growth, the developing of a feeling
of the whole population of the globe- that we ought all to respect. It is not a
and the possibilities for development in thlat recent proposition. It dates buck for the
country are very great. I an glad to know last fifteen vears, and has been steadily
that we in Canada are exporting to China. growing stronger and stronger each year
We occasionally hear of exports of cotton until it has taken the shape in which it
from Canada to China. They may not be appears to-day, in which shape I hope it will
large items, still it is the nucleus of trade meet the unanimous approval of the mem-
that is sure to develop and grow. The only bers of the Senate.
other point to which I need call attention is
the method by which the scheme is to be Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
floated. It is proposed that eight coin- have listened with no littlo i.terest to
missioners are to be appointed, two represent- the speech made by the hon. Secretary of
ing Canada, three the Australasian colonies State upon this very important question,
and three Great Britain. It will be giving one t-at has been agitating the country for
Great Britain a larger proportion than Can- some years. While it had its ardent sup-
ada. It is impossible to divide the appoint- porters, we also know that it had its
ments so that each country shall be repre- doubters, and not only doubters, but had
sented in the ratio of it s financial assistance, opponents who are now friends to the schene,
but as the board will sit in London, as we and its most ardent admirers were at one
hope, now that the Imperial Government time its oppenents. However, we have to
have consented to bscome partners in it deal with the question as it is presented to
they will take such an interest in it as will us to-day. My hon. friend has given a
be of value to the enterprise, there can be synopsis of the history of this scheme in
no objection to Great Britain having one which, if you will permit me to say, I do not
more representative than Canada. To that think he has given sufficient credit to Canada
board will be delegated the floating of for the part she has played in the great
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undertaking. The first meeting that took
place, as the hon. gentleman has already
intimated, was in 1887, at which we were
represented by the late Sir Alexander Camp-
bell, then a member of the administration,
and Mr. Sandford Fleming, to whom I shall
take the liberty of referring at a later period
in connection with this subject. Very little
was done, as has been already indicated by
the bon. gentleman, at that conference.
There was grave doubt in the minds of
electricians, and those connected with tele-
graphy, and more particularly with cable
operations, as to its practicability. It was
thought that the length of the cable from
point to point, and the depth of the ocean
were insuperable barriers to success. How-
ever, Mr. Fleming, whom I look upon in
connection with this subject as the head and
front of the whole enterprise, never lost
faith in the undertaking, nor did he ever
cease to advocate it in this country as well as
in England. In 1893 the government
of Sir John Thompson sent a delegate, as
hon. gentlemen know, to Australia in con-
nection with the development of trade
between the Australasian colonies and
Canada. One of the subjects which was to
be discussed in those colonies was the
question of telegraphic communication be-
tween this continent and Australasia. Mr.
Fleming at that time, to his credit be it
said, volunteered to accompany that dele-
gate, who, as every bon gentleman knows,
was myself, to Australia and assist in bringing
this great question before the people of these
colonies. I am not saying too much when
I assert, that it was through his advice and
through the knowledge which he possessed
of the subject, that success, to a very great
extent, followed our mission. It has been
said on nYany occasions that Sir Sandford
Fleming was sent to accompany me at that
time at the expense of the country. Such
was not the case. I take this opportunity
of placing that gentleman upon record as
having this question so much at heart that
he volunteered his services, valuable as we
all know they have been, and at his own
expense, and that he never received one
dollar, even for the expenses ineurred in the
trip to Australia, or his expenses while in
that colony. I say this because I think it
is only justice to a Canadian who has taken
such deep interest in this great enterprise.
That delegation to Australia induced the
Australasian colonies to send a delegate

to Canada, where the representatives from
the different colonies could meet and dis-
cuss the question without the difficulties
which presented themselves in Australia.
I found when I arrived in Australia
and began to discuss these different ques-
tions, that I had five or six different
governments with whom to negotiate, and
to do that and arrive at any proper con-
clusion as to the course which should be
pursued, would have taken months and per-
haps a whole year. The governmerats of the
different Australian colonies, with the ex-
ception of Western Australia, acceded et
once to the request which was then made,
and after communication with Sir John
Thompson, then Premier, it was decided
that an invitation should be extended to
them as coming from the Canadian Govern-
ment. The result you all know. In 1894
that conference met in this city, and it
is a notable fact that in the history of the
empire it is the first conference of that kind
that w-as ever inaugurated by a colony, the
colony inviting the Imperial Government to
co-operate in carrying out this and other
great schemes in connection with the unifi-
cation of the empire. I know it was thought
at the time-this may be a little history that
is not known to all-that it might be looked
upon as presumption on the part of the
Canadian Government to invite the Imperial
Government to send a delegate to co-operate
with the colonial representatives from the
different parts of the empire, but it is grati-
fying to every Canadian to know that as
soon as the invitation was received, it was
acquiesced in at once and the Earl of Jersey,
an eminent English statesman, who had
knowledge of the requirements, and who
had also a knowledge of the feeling of the
people in the Australian colonies, was select-
ed as a gentleman acquainted with Aus-
tralia from the fact that hehad beengovernor
of New South Wales some years before.
With that fact in the minds of the govern-
ment of the day in England, they selected
him although he was not in accord with the
political sentiments of the government of
that day. It was at that meeting in Canada
where the information was obtained as to
the feasibility of the route and as to the cost
of laying a cable, and not at the conference
in London presided over by Lord Selborne.
If any one has-taken the trouble to read the
despatch of the late Sir John Pender, it will
be found that he took strong objection to
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the construction of the Canada and Austra- land through the press, and also with that
lian line. One reason that he urged was energy which we al know characterizes him,
that it would interfere with the vested rights of forcing the question, if I may use that
of a company, which he said, was purely a expression, upon the attention of the Colonial
private enterprise and had not received any Office. ln 1896, after what had been doue, as I
governmental aid. That despatch was re- have indicated, through the conference of
ferred to the Canadian Minister of Trade 1894, which was held in Canada, another
and Commerce of the day, wlo prepared a conference was held in London. ihat con-
reply which will be found in the proceedings ference was presided over by Lord Seiborne,
of the conference held here, in which it was and the representatives from the colonies
pointed out that the whole Eastern Exten- were the High Commissioner, Sir Saut
sion scheme had been largely subsidized in Samuel, froni New South Wales and Mr.
the way of guarantees and in other ways, that (illis, frorn Victoria, and Sir Donald Smith
it had been paying to a remarkable extent, and myself from Canada, Lord Seiborne,
notwithstanding the fact that its stock had and one of the officiais, I forget his naine,
been watered over and over again. To that from the War Department, constituted that
despatch neither Sir John Pender nor those conference. Jery littie resuit followed
who were connected with the Eastern Ex- that meeting, for many reasons. The Im-
tension Company made any reply. To those perial Parliament wa8 then in session.
who take an interest in this question it is It was in the middle of summer, when
worth reading. There was another peculiar- gentlemen in England like to take holidays,
ity in connection with this gentleman, who and unfortunately a telegraphic conven-
was at the head of the Eastern Extension tion was held at Buda Pesth, in Austria-
Company, he declared it to be impracticable to Hungary, which the Australian delegates
lay a cable between the American contin- had to attend, through instructions from
ent and the Australasian colonies. But, home, and the resuit was the conference
strange to say, when he found that the was postponed. J may say, in connection
people of Canada and Australia, and the with this, that the Imperial Governent re-
commercial community to a great extent in fused to ircrease the number of the dom-
England, were in earnest on this question, missioners from the différent colonies, not-
he urged that if the cable was to be laid, withstanding that, Mr. FleTning was asked
notwithstanding the fact that he had declar- to accompany the Canadian delegates, in
ed it impracticable, his company ought to be order to act as their adviser upon this ques-
permitted to carry. out the project. It only tion. In 1897, another conference followed, at
shows the extent to which the opposition which Lord Strathcona, and the Hon. Mr.
against this enterprise has been carried. At Jones, of Halifax, were the Canadian com-
the Colonial Conference in Canada it was missioners, with Mr. Sandford Fleming,
left with the Canadian Government, as has acting in the same capacity that he did
been indicated by my hon. friend the Sec- when le attended in 1896, as assistant
retary of State, to ascertain the probable and adviser of the commissioners of that
cost, and whether tenders would be sent in day. The hon. Secretary of 8tate has
by reputable capitalists in Europe, for the pointed out what occurred at that meeting.
construction of the line. Advertisements Nothing positivety resulted, but they reach-
were published in the English newspapers, ed a comparative agreement, if I May use
the Time8 among the number, and the ten- that expression, upon the question. Stili
ders that were sent from the most eminent it remained in abeyance, and nothing
capitalists and electricians and those whose was done until 1899; and here 1 think
business it is to lay cables, in England, were we may fairly take credit to Canada,
much below even the cost which Sandford and to this buse for having urged not
Fleming, now Sir Sandford Fleming, had only upon the Imperial authorities, but
estimated, and it was upon that basis that upon the Australian people, the necessity
Canada still continued to urge upon the of taking hold upon this question more
Australian colonies, and also upon England, vigorously than they had donein thepast. My
the necessity of joining together for the pur- hon. friend wiIl remember that, upon a
pose of completing this work. Sir Charles question which 1 put to the present ministers
Tupper, then the High Commissioner, aided as to the effèct of a certain despatch which
inaterially in educatin, the people of Eng- had tain hidden, as it wer -certainly hiden
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from the world, since 1893-by which Can- of Commons, are now the most ardent
ada was ostracized to the extent that she supporters of the scheme for connecting
was not to be allowed to land a cable at ail portions of the empire by means of a
Hong Kong for twenty years, unless either cable. It is another evidence, as 1 have
England or Canada, who might desire to tap already said, that when the interests of the
the trade and the business of China, would country are at stake, we should, and we do
consent to pay the total amount wvhich had forget those littie party bickerings that take
been incurred by the Eastern Extension place upon less important questions. 1 con-
Company in the extension of their line to gratulate the government upon the fact
Hong Kong. It was another evidence of hey have taken this matter seriously
the unanimity of feeling which exists in hand. I congratulate theîîî on the fact
among all public men in this country that that they have suceeded in arriving at a final
Canada must not be so treated even by the'conclusion as to the construction of the une.
Imperial authorities, where ber interest is 1 an also glad to know they have followed s0
at stake. closely, upon this question at least, in the

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Hear, hear. wake of their lredecessors, and 1 can trulyadd, let thema continue in that direction, and

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- am quite sure, as far as that is concerned,
When the contents of that despatch were they will meet with the approbation of the
laid before the Senate, no one spoke more people. My hon. friend referrcd to one or two
decidedly upon the question than the schemes,
Minister of Justice himself, to which was is known that there is a cable now laid by Mr.
added the remarks of strong condemnation Hartly Coutts from the French penal island
by the hon. Secretary of State, of the course of New Caledonia to Queensland; and
which had been pursued ; and the strong a
expression of opinion in this Senate by conditions of that contract with Mr. Coutts

Ywill find that the French Governmentmembers of the governnent and by members have laid down a principle which it were
not supporting the government, and by the e
press of Canada, led to an agitation in a
England which as resulted in the I-at al practicble no ma caneriad Goernment resed frin the . be ernployed, in connection with that cable,perial Government receding from tlie posi-

J Oi l he is a Frencmnorwtthcnsttion which they had taken, through we e
have reason to believe, the inuence f Sir French Governent. The operatorsMhael Hiks-B eac, throinflth e ofSi'o and every one connected kith it are strictlyMichael Hicks-Beach, from the position of udrtesrelac fteFec oen
granting merely a subsidy, leaving the whole
responsibility upon the colonies to construct ment. And why? Because they look upon
this line. Another conference followed, since it notn a a tion toithein caunlof
this question was discussed in this House,
which resulted in the present agreement, difliculties, and that is one renson why we,
and while I hesitate not to say that I think as Canadians, and why the Imperial authori-
Canada is paying her full share and probably ties have core to the conclusion that the

____ sooner we have an all-British cable surround-a little more than her share ing the whole world, touching British ter-

Hon. Mr. POWER-Hear, hear. ritory only, the better it will be for us in
case of difficulty, and for the promotion of

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- commerci-l enterprises. I am fully in accord
Still she is willing to take the responsibility with the sentiments of My hon. friend when
upon her shoulders to accomplish that which he spoke of the reasons why this cable should
I believe to be the wish of every British sub- be owned and controlled by the governrents
ject, the solidification and unification of the and not by a conpany. h was some time
British Empire. 1 have been taking some before, I may say without any breach of
little interest, as most hon. gentlemen confidence, soine of my own colleagues could
know, in this question, and I am pleased to believe that this scheme was better than
find that those who threw obstacles in our placing it in the hands of a company. We
way when it was first inaugurated, those are not socialisitic enough in this country
who sneered at and condemned the whole yet, to core to the conclusion that everything
scheme when it was discussed in the aouse should be done by a government; but when
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you take this question into consideration and and if they acquired profits, there would be
when you consider that it is an enterprise a combination, which the hon. gentleman
in volving an expenditure of some $8,000,000, f iom Rideau objects to, with the Eastern
and perhaps a little more, before it is through Telegraph Company, and the rates would be
with, and that if a company had to place kept up. If the governments own and con-
their debentures upon the market they trot it, -they have no such object in view.
could not be disposed of, in all probability, They should have, and will have, I am quite
unless at a gooi deal below the par value, sure, governed as it will be by practical men
and when you reflect that a company and statesmen, no other object in view than
going into an enterprise of this kind must, to take from the commercial community a
of necessity, look to the interests of its stock- sum sufficient to pay the interest upon the
holders, and that they would expect a return investment and give the balance to the
from their investments, you could not expect country through the charges which are paid
the same benefits to accrue to the commercial for telegraphy. They charge four and nine
community, or the building up of the trade pence per word from Australia to England.
commercially between the whole empire as I think I made the statement to this House
if it were owned by governments who can before, that my friend, Mr. Fleming, when
borrow their money at froni 2½ to 3 per cent in 'Sydney, N.S.W., sent two words to his
at the very outside rate, and control it with- friends in Ottawa, and it cost two pounds
out any prospect, or any desire, as indicated eleven and two pence, and they would not
by the hon. Secretary of State, of making record his naineii thebook unless he first paid
a profit out of the operation. T know the them ten shillings. That is the kind of
Premier of South Australia, in discussingthis nionopoly the people of that country have
question, said that South Australia could to submit to, and those are the charges
not enter into the scheme, or become a party to which all people trading and doing
to it, for the reason that they liad large business in this country have to submit
investments in the Overland Telegraph run- 1 through the extortion of the Eastern Exten-
ning from Western Australia into their own sion Company, presided over by the late Sir
colony, and he intimated to me--which I John Pender. The rate was reduced after-
think was an error-that their profits wards to the four shillings and nine pence
arnounted to £40,000 a year. I then put to which my hon. friend referred. But why
the question to him " Do you tell me that was it reduced ? There was a guarantee on
the profits, over and above the interest on the part of the different colonies that if
your investnents, brings £40,000 a year there was any deficit at the end of the
which you put into the treasury of the year they were to make it up out of the
colony." His reply was " Yes." And I said public chest. Queensland refused to go
" And you keep up the rates as they are into that agreement, and Queensland con-
now ? " He said " Yes." I then said " If sequently was subject to a charge of nine
You were in Canada you could not do that shillings and four pence for each word,
Over one session, because the principle of while New South Wales, just across the
governments is to tax the people only for border, as the results of the guarantee
the requirements of the government." which was given, paid only four shillings

lIon. Mr. MILLS-Hear, hear. and nine uence. I said to the Premier at
that time laughingly, "I suppose you gentle.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--I men know enough when you want to cable
arn not going to be led off by the hon. mem- home to go across the line and do it." He
ber's "hear, hear. " I know what he means. I intimated that many did do that, and did not
said to him, " If you receive this amount of think it any harm. • I have taken the liberty,
Profit from your investment, your duty is to on this occasion, of giving this short history,
lower the rate of telegraphic communication if I may so term it, of the inauguration and
between Europe and the colonics, and be- final completion of this work, in addition to
tween the different parts of the colonies, so the information which my hon. friend gave
as to simply pay your interest." However, I in connection with the matter. There is a
think the hon. gentleman was mistaken as little history in connection with that Neckar
to the profits, but there is no question about Island which is not generally known, but I
it, that if we had a company in charge of do not know that I should be quite justified
the line, they would seek to obtain profits, in repeating the whole facts. I say this much,
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however, that it is to Canada's representa-
tives that credit is due for bringing that
island to the notice of the Imperial author-
ities. It was not then under the control,
sway or ownership of any country, so
far as was known at the time, and
more than that, Britain would have suc-
ceeded in hoisting her flag over that is-
land, which is useless except fcr the purposes
indicated, because it is a rock, had it not
been for the, shall I say stupidity, I do not
like to use strong words speaking of colonies
abroad, of some people fron Australia when
they arrived at Honolulu keeping their
mouths shut; which led Dole the President
of the Hawaiian Republic at that time to
despatch a ship at once and hoisted a flag
upon that island, and by that means we lost
it. That is as far as I am at liberty to go
on this question, but that is really the fact. I
am in hopes that we may all live to see the
completion of this great work. I look upon
it in the light that was indicated by the hon.
Secretary of State. I look at it f rom a com-
mercial as well as from an Imperial stand-
point. If we ever expect to build up a trarle
with the Australian colonies and the islands
in the Pacific in their different .products,
and to supply them with that which we pro-
duce and which they do not, it can only be
accomplished, in this age, by means of tele-
graphic communication. The days of writing
and giving orders by letter are passed, and
if a man wants to order his million pounds
of sugar, as is done in Canada to-day, he
must be enabled to take advantage of the
markets in the different sugar producing colo-
nies and islands of the Pacific, or he has to
lagbehindhisneighbours and loseaccordingly.
I have placed upon record what I think, as
far as I understand the question, is the true
position which Canada occupies to.day in
connection with this matter, and I still re-
peat that to the bold and manly utterances
that were made in this House by members
on both sides of politics, we may attribute
the outcome which we are now considering.
That exposure of the terms of the despatch
was of such a character as to rouse not only
the people of this country, but the people of
Australia, and the press and commercial
community of England, and bas resulted
in England's changing her policy and becom-
ing a party to the whole scheme as pro-
pounded by the colonies, and joining
in the ownership of this cable, which, I am
quite sure, so far as my information extends,

and from the thought and study that I have
given it, will not only prove remunerative
from a pecuniary standpoint, but will do
much to knit together the different sections
of the empire and make us still more British,
if that be possible, than we are to-day.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The, measure before
the House is an indication of the strength
of the Imperialistic ideaat the present time.
I do not think that any one will pretend that
Canada is directly and materially interested
in this cable scheme to the extent of the
interest which she has undertaken to pay.
The general feeling throughout the country
has been, and the feeling is well founded,
that while Australasia and England are very
greatly interested, the interest of Canada is
a comparatively subsidiary one.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. POWER-People in England,
and some people in Canada, have taken the
ground that the government of Canada-
and by the government of Canada I do not
refer to the present government alone, but
the present government and the past govern-
ment-have not shown enough of the Im-
perialistic spirit. I think that in rela-
tion to this cable project, Canada is
showing more of that spirit than the mother
country or than the Australasian colonies,
because I am perfectly satisfied that if the
Australian colonies had no deeper material
interest in this undertaking than Canada
bas, they would not have become parties to
this arrangement, which they have done rather
slowly and with some hesitation. Here we
have the mother country, with a revenue of
over $500,000,000, hesitating about paying
the same proportion yearly of the cost of
this undertaking which Canada had cheer-
fully agreed to pay. It is desirable that
attention should be called to that fact, I
am not questioning the policy now, whether
Canada is wise in being so willing to assume
more than her natural and reasonable pro-
portion of the burdens of an undertaking of
this sort. I am not questioning that policy.
It may or it may not be wise, but it shows
how strong the feeling in favour of Imperial
unity is in Canada, and goes far to remove
any reproach that may have been attempted
to be cast on this country for her action in
connection with Imperial defence and other
questions.
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The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

The bill then passed its final stages under
a suspension of the rule.

DRY DOCKS CONSTRUCTION BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into a Com-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (177) " An Act
to encourage the construction of Dry Docks."

(In the Committee.)

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-One or two hon.
gentlemen were desirous of getting some
fuller information than I was able to give
yesterday when this bill was up for second
reading. I find that the only graving dock
in Canada which is receiving a subsidy is
the Halifax dock. We have been paying a
subsidy of $10,000 a year for four years. The
Esquimalt dry dock and the Lévis and
Kingston dry docks are the property of the
Dominion. Any other graving docks that
there may be-I have no knowledge of
them-would be of course private graving
docks, which were constructed before the
Subsidy Act was passed, or at all events do
not receive a subsidy. The government 1
have the Esquimalt, Lévis and Kingston
docks, and they give a subsidy to the Halifax
graving dock. The cost of maintaining the
Esquimalt dock last year was $11,700, and
the revenue derived from it was $6,227. The
cost of the Lévis dock was $6,000 and the
revenue $19,829. The cost of maintaining
the Kingston dock was $4,700 and the
revenue from it was $7,298. I am advised
that the only graving dock that was in view
at the time this bill was being prepared was
the one at St. John, New Brunswick. The
province of New Brunswick has, I under-
stand, given a subsidy, and the city of St.
John too is given a subsidy.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Does the hon. gen-
tleman know how much the provinceisgiving?

Hon. Mr. DEVER-2,500.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-And from the city
how much?

Hon. Mr. DEVER-$2,500.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That is $5,000 from
the two. This is a general bill.
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Hon. Mr. POWER-Yes, it is a general
bill, but it is intended to cover that parti-
cular case.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am not aware that
it is in contemplation to build any other
graving dock.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
You have not the cost of the different docks '

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, I have not.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
you had, you could tell the interest they are
paying on the total investment.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The Halifax dock
must have cost $1,000,000, because we are
paying annually the full $10,000.

Hon. Mr. McKAY-How long does that
continue 1

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-For twenty years is
the life of the subsidy, and last year was the
eighth year.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-You repeal the
former Act, chapter 17 of the statutes of
1882. I see that under that Act we were to
give only $10,000. Now, you want to double
that amount.

Hon. Mr. POWER-That is because the
city of Halifax paid $ 10,000 ; the city of St.
John is paying only $2,500.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Thishas nothing
to do with the city. The government take
power now to double the expenditure. It is
in keeping with the way they have been
going on with the expenditure of the country.
I do not know whether this item is right or
wrong. I have listened with great pleasure
to the speeches in this House the last two
days. You would think we were a mutual
admiration society, the way we agreed on
everything. I should like to know why the
government doubles the subsidy-raising
the amount from $10,000 to $20,000 by this
bill? I want that explained. It is very
desirable that we should have dry docks
where our ships can be repaired and.taken
care of. The question, in my mind, is, have
you works at St. John where you can do
that work before you expend the money?
Do they build steel vessels in St. John?
Have you shops that can do this work i
That should be considered by the govern-
ment before spending the public money,
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We should have full value for the money we
are going to pay. I am in favour, as far as
possible, of having dry docks in order that
when vessels meet with disaster, they should
get repaired as soon as possible, but I want
to know if they have the facilities for it in
the harbour of St. John. If they have not
the government should see that they have
such a service before they pay any of this
money. The policy of doubling this subsidy
and the goveinment having the power to
pay it as they please is what I object to.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We are increasing the
amount because the dry docks to be built
hereafter will be on a very much larger scale
than those in the past.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Larger than
the dock at Halifax i

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, but the dock at
Halifax is receiving a gratuity of $20,000 a
year,$10,000from Canada and $10,000 from
the Imperial authorities, inasmuch as the
navy of Great Britain has a refuge there,
and it is utilized occasionally by the ships of
war. That is the chief reason-the docks
that will be built in the future will be very
much larger. The hon. gentleman knows
very well that vessels are being built larger
now and will require larger docks, and that
is, I am advised, the real explanation.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
think the hon. gentleman from Monck could
arrive at a reason why this bill has been
introduced without dealing with general
principles. He must not forget that there
is a very energetic gentleman at the head
of the Department of Railways and Canals
just now, who represents New Brunswick.
Perhaps he is preparing for himself a seat in
St. John, which will be required in a very
short time, hence they are expending a
very large amount of money there. They
are building large and extensive wharfs
and they think they require an elevator,
whether that elevator will ever pay one per
cent on the investment as far as the Inter-
colonial Railway is concerned--

Hon. Mr. McKAY-It is supposed to
elevate M r. Blair some.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is a suggestion that did not occur to
me. One thing is very certain, he is looking
,very well after the interests of his own pro-

vince. Halifax may be satisfied if they get
only $10,000 f rom the governiment. St. John,
which is a rival just now, is getting $20,000.
The fact is the country is pying pretty
dearly for what they expect to receive in
the city of St. John in the near future.

Hon. Mr. DEVER--St. John itself con-
tributes $2,500 per annum.

Hon. Mr. McKAY-For how long?

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Twenty years. They
also give as a site for the dock a valuable
piece of property.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Is not that in the
water.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Further, as to the
wharfs and the elevator at St. John, and
the improvements that are going on there,
I wish to say before these were thought of
by the governinent the city of St. John itself
contributed over a million dollars for wharfs
and facilities for establishing a winter port.
With reference to the mention made of the
representative of New Brunswick in this
cabinet, it has been said that an elevator was
about to be constructed at St. John for tLe
purpose of elevating that gentleman to a
higher eminence than he holds at present.
We at St. John, and I think in New Bruns-
wick generally, do not think there is any
necessity to elevate him above the position
he has always held. He has been Premier
of New Brunswick for fourteen or fifteen
years without an intermission, and I am pre-
pared to say that during that period he has
given such satisfaction that the slightest
fault has not been found against him gen-
erally. Some personal feeling may exist in
the minds of his opponents, but it would
have been better to allow him to take his
position without personal interference.

Hon. Mr.
Grit?

McKAY-Is he a Tory or a

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Well, he is a gentle-
man.

Hon. Mr.
is a Tory.

ALMON-You mean to say he

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Since he came here
to represent his province he has done what
is fair to New Brunswick. He has done for
his province what should have been done by
other gentlemen, who assumed to represent
that province for thirty years. New Bruns-
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wick contributed to the confederation of
Canada steadily for tbirty years. They con-
tributed their share for the Intercolonial
Railway, which cost New Brunswick its
proportion of $50,000,000. Might I ask
this Senate and the country what New
Brunswick has got for that contribution?

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Cheap rates.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Two-thirds of the
railway.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Halifax got some-
thing, I admit, but the government of Can-
ada invariably manipulated the larger portion
of this Dominion, no doubt fur political
purposes, but they took very good care to
ignore the rights of New Brunswick. It is
only since the present government came into
power, since the Minister of Railways be-
came our representative, that New Bruns-
wick has reason at last to be proud that she
has a son able and willing to look after her
true interests. Therefore I feel that I would
not be doing my duty if I allowed that hon.
gentleman to be disparaged in the slightest
degree in this House, because, after all he is
only doing that which is right on behalf of
an important province. Canada could not
have been a Dominion had it not been for
that province that the Minister of Railways
represents. What would you be in Canada ?
Why, you were nothing but a bick ccuntry.
You were nobody at all.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-We would not be
in it.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-No, you could not
be in it to-day. You would be wholly
dependent on a foreign country for an out-
let and for that very reason the expenditure
that is now going on at St. John is intended
to develop western business. Therefore I
trust that we shall not hear much more of
this hickering about St. John. St. John is
getting a very slight portion of that which
she ought to have got for the last fifteen or
twenty years at least, but instead of that
she has been steadily neglected by men
calling themselves statesmen.

Hon. .Mr. PRIMROSE-That is the
blare of a trumpet and a trumpet for Blair.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-One
would suppose, to hear the hon. gentleman
speak, that New Brunswick was the means
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of bringing about confederation. Other
provinces«sistéd in the work and contri-
buted equally with New Brunswick. Look-
ing at the bill which we have before us, it
would appear, from the observations made
by the hon. Secretary of State, that this bill
is intended to establish a dry dock, which is
to be built in the harbour of St. John, New
Brunswick, and in looking through the pro-
visions of the bill we find that $20,000 a
year for twenty years to come is to be pro-
vided for that purpose. I observed, in look-
ing through the press, that the municipality
of St. John is contributing $2,500 a year
for the same purpose. The provincial gov-
ernment gives $2,500 and the Imperial
Government is to contribute for the same
purpose the sum of $12,500, making in all
$40,000 a year. Part of it, I believe, is to
run for forty years, and the contribution from
the Federal Government for twenty years,
so I presume it will be a very good invest-
ment for the gentlemen who are embarking
in the enterprise, when they get the site for
their dock given to them free and a contri-
bution of $40,000 a year for all this time
from the Imperial Government, the Federal
Government, the local government and the
city. But this bill goes very much further
than we would suppose from the remarks of
the hon. Secretary of State, because while it
says that it i8 the intention to confine this
to the harbour of St. John-

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, I said that was
the only one thought of at the time; it is a
general bill, of course.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-It is
competent for the governient, under the
authority of this bill, to pay $20,000 a year
to any company building a dry dock in any
harbour throughout the Dominion. We
should confine the application of the bill to
certain places to be named in the bill. I
have no objection to confining it to the
harbour of St. John, if it is desirable that
this dock should be built there, and probably
it is; but it seems to me we should not
place it in the power of the government to
sanction the building of a dry dock in any
harbour throughout the Dominion. We
should specify in the bill the particular
place it is to be in the power of the govern-
ment to build these docks.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
bas, I arn quite sure, unintentionally made
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a misstatement. He assumed that the gov- Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-The hon. gen-
ernment will give a subsidy of $20,000. tleman must know that the dry dock at,
The subsidy will be two per cent on the cost, Halifax can accommodate the largest vessels
and it is not to be assumed that the limit afloat.
of $20,000 will be reached.

Hon. Mr. DEVER--I would not have
Hoa. Mr. ALMON-Can the hon. gentle-

man tell us the size of the largest vessel that
can enter the harbour of St. John? Then
we wili know what size the dry dock ought
to be.

spoken, only the insinuation was thrown out
that the harbour of St. John was deficient
in natural requirements to enable ships of
any size or dimensions to approach that city.
I say, on the contrary, the harbour of St.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am not aware that jonnis tne oniy narbour in DritS Norti
plans have been prepared even. This bill j that ie open the whole year round
a general bill. I was asked where it was on the Atlantic coast.
going to apply. I said I understood as St. Hon. Mr. ALMON-Hear, hear.
John and the province of New Brunswick .
were giving a subsidy, they had it in their Hon. Mr. DEVER-We know that Que-
minds to build a dock there, and this sub- bec harbour is frozen over a great portion
sidy would be applicable. I do not know Of the year; so je Monreal, and so has
any other place, but the limit is $20,000, Halifax been.
and the subsidy can only be two per cent on Hon. Mr. POWER-Twice in fifty years

the cost per ybe.harbouni;fr ifoenn ove ali greWat porto

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Is the hon. gentle-
man aware that a large man of-war could not
get into the harbour of St. John. Some
warships of considerable size nanaged to get
in, and the captains were as proud as if
they had crossed the Atlantic in six days.

seriously impede the movements of steamers.

Hon. Mr. DEVER--It is not so with the
harbour of St. John. It is open the year
round, and has never been. known to have
an impediment in the shape of ice ; as for the
quantity of water, at present we have at low

Hon. Mr. DEVER-I wish to say to the ide in core of our docks thirty feet, and at
hon. gentleman and to this Senate that the high ide core sixty feet of water. Tt is
parties who have this work in contemplation wholly wrong when hon. gentlemen, whohave-
intend to mak. it one of the best, if not the their own objecte in view, try to injure the
best dry dock on the continent of North winter port of Canada. The port of St,
America. It will be superior to that of John is well known all over the mhole ship-
Halifax, and equal to that on the coast of ping world; therefore it is hardly right t bat
the United States, and in case a man of-war an insinuation ehould be thiown out that is
from Great Britain, or from the United certainly injurioue Vo an important port of
States, or any other country should choose the Dominion, one that je, as I si id before,
to corne to the harbour of St. John, they open the wbole year round, and the only
will find that they have provision made at one that I know of that can supply the
that dry dock for repairs to the largest wants of Canada without going to a
vessel that sails the ocean. Of course, we C
cannot say we will accomplish this, but that that Portland, in the state of Maine, ie
is the object in view in coming to Parlia- doing aIl it possibly can, with the assistance
ment for the subsidy. We know what of the government of tle United States, Vo
Halifax can do. We have no jealousy injure Canada. We know that a short time
whatever, but we feel she made a mistake ago the United States Corigress gave core
in building a dry dock there that is not $800,000 for the purpose of improving tue
sufficient for the requirements of the shipping facilities at the port of Portland, the
shipping interest. Only one that at present le taking Canadian

Hon.Mr. OWERExcue me thetrade f rom the Dominion, the very tradeHon. Mr. POWER-Excuse me, the ý
dock is big enough for any vessel that has that ough't to corne to the port of St. John.

everrequred o us t.T he promises that were held out lat con-everfeeration, lad they been carried out as
Hon Mr. DEVER-Before we build we they ought Vo have been, would have brought

shali have plans and specificationt. us thatstrade. That trade, on the contrary,
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bas been going to the United States. It
goes to Portland through the medium of the
Grand Trunk, which is doing all it can to
make Portland the winter port of Canada.
Therefore it behooves us to see to it that the
port of St. John is made more prominent to
the shipping interests of the world, and in
that way we can do a large amount of good
to the Dominion. If we have not shipping
ports in our own country what are we ? No
country can be great without a seaport open
the whole year round. St. John should not
excite the enmity or envy of our own people,
or of any portion of our own people, a'nd I
hope that henceforth there will be no such
thing as this jealousy. St. John should be
allowed to take that natural and right
position she is entitled to.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-This bill is alto-
gether too general in its terms. Dry docks
nowadays must of necessity be of an ex-
pensive character. If a dry dock is required
in St. John the government should come
down and say so, but, as I understand,
there is a dry dock now in Lévis and one in
Halifax. If they have performed all that
is required of them by vessels in the past, is
there a. necessity for a new dry dock at the
present time at St. John i As I under-
stand, the dry dock in Halifax is at the
service of all vessel owners, and has been so
for many years, and I have never heard of
any difficulty with respect to getting vessels
repaired when they come to dock at Hali-
fax or Lévis. Therefore, I do not think it
is a proper time, just now, to aiitate for the
building of additional dry docks, until we
find that the dry docks now in existence
are insufficient to meet the requirements of
the trade.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-This bill re-
peals the Acts of 1882 and 1888 and sub-
stitutes another for them, and the only
alteration that I can see is the change of
$10,000 to $20,000. I would not for a
moment think of opposing the building of a
dry dock any place where it is required. I
am not opposing it in this instance because
it is the harbour of St. John. I am not
here to talk parish politics, but the govern-
ment should tell us whether they have an
application to build a dry dock in the
harbour of St. John. They should say in
this bill what they are going to do and what
they are going to give, and not ask for
power to make bids for support all over the

country, on the promise of building dry
docks. I am opposed to anything of that
kind, but I am perfectly willing, if the
government say what they want and show
the necessity for a dry dock, that they
should be in a position to assist such works.
At the saine time there are a great many
things to be taken into consideration. I
have never had an answer yet as to whether
there is a ship yard at St. John. Nobody
seems to be able to· give the information.
Even the hon. member for St. John cannot
tell if they build steel or iron vessels at St.
John.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-We have built the
best ships in the world for the period.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM -Years ago they
used to build wooden vessels in St. John,
and built them of spruce and hemlock too,
and sent them al] over the world. But in
place of building vessels of spruce, pine and
hemlock now, ships are built of steel and
iron. Have you a ship building yard at St.
John to build steel vessels ?

Hon. Mr. DEVER- Yes and we are
going to.

HGn. Mr. McCALLUM-The only place
west of Montreal that I know of where they
do it is Toronto. The government should
make it a condition that the docks shall only
be built where there is a yard for building
steel vessels. We should not spend money
where it will be of no use to the country.
This bill is in keeping with the general policy
of the government. They are doubling the
expenditure. They are doubling the expen-
ses on the dry docks, and the sanie way with
every expenditure in the country. I hope
it wdll soon stop. If it does not, I do not
know how the poor people of this country
will bear the burden. I hope the govern-
ment will confine this bill to the harbour of
St. John. They should not keep it in their
hands to offer inducements to people to build
docks.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-This is a proposition
to give aid to the extent of 2 per cent on
the capital. That is a little more than half
the lowest rate at which money can be ob-
tained.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-You can bor-
row at 3 per cent.
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-Well, that is two-
thirds of the rate. No man in his senses is
going to invest money in a dock of any kind
that will only pay him two per cent on the
investment, and if a dock is erected at a
place where there is little or no shipping to
repair, no party would be induced to under-
take the construction of it by any aid or
assistance that is proposed in this bill. I hope
hon. gentlemen will keep that in mind, that
there is nothing in this bill that will encour-
age any man to invest his capital in the
construction of a dry dock for the sake of
the aid that the government is going to
give towards it. Let me say this with regard
to St. John harbour. St. John is becoming
an important winter port. It is a place of
considerable commerce, because it is a ter-
minus practically for two Canadian railways,
so that vessels are likely to come there, and
vessels that come there in the winter season
are liable tobesometimes damaged,asthey are
in going into any other port of commerce in
the world, and it is a matter of great conve-
nience in such a port to have a dry dock
into which vesseis may go for the purpose of
repairs. I think hon. gentlemen will see that
that is a reason, and a very substantial rea-
son, for having a dry dock at the port of St.
John.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Confine your.
selves to that and it is all right.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-If, in addition to what
the parties may earn in the ordinary way,
they are aided to the extent of two per cent
by the governiment, the dock may be built
at a far less cost, and as a consequence, to
that extent relieve the public treasury from
the charge that otherwise might be required
to be mnade upon it. Leaving that out of
view, is there anything in the bill that would
induce parties to undertake to invest their
money in the construction of a dry dock
where a dry dock is not needed.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Then you do
nt want the power ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It cannot possibly be
any harm and so it may do a positive good.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-In what way?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Let me suppose, for
instance, we were building a railway within
a yea" or two from Kitimat Harbour north-
ward, and that a very considerable trade

should spring up at that point, it would be
possible under this bill to at once begin the
construction of a dry dock at that point that
inight be needed if parties felt that is was a
profitable investment.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Are you going
to commence within a year ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-But if it was not a
profitable investment, they woul.d not under-
take to expend their money in that way.
We have over and over again proposed to
%id railways for a long series of years. There
were propositions to aid railways by land
grants in the North-west Territories, and
without any definite points of beginning or
any definite points of ending. Upon what
ground was that policy defended or justified ?
My hon. friend did not ask for a specific
declaration at that time, did not insist upon
the same view or policy which he is now
proclaiming with regard to this Why ?
Because in his opinion-and f am not say-
ing that that opinion was not justified by
the events-if the road were constructed it,
would be an evidence that the people who
undertook its construction believed that they
would ultimately make the capital they in-
vested in that undertaking pay them a fair
remuneration. What is the declaration in
this bill

If an incorporated company approved by the Gov-
ernor in Council as having the ability to perform the
work, enters into an agreement with Her Majesty to
construct a dry dock for the reception and repairing
of vessels, at a place, and according to a plan and
specification (such specification providing for all
proper and necessary equipment, machinery and
plant), approved by the 'overnor in Council on a
report by the Minister of Public Works as sufficient
for the requirements of the public at such place, and
to be completed within a time to be limited by such
agreement, then, provided the company performs the
work occording to such agreement and to the satis-
faction of the Minister of Public Works, under the
supervision of whose department the work shall be
done, the Governor in Council may authorize the
payment, out of any unappropriated moneys forming
part of the Consolidated Revenue Fund, of a subsidy
not exceeding two per cent per annum on the cost of
the work, during twenty years from the time of its
completion and acceptance by the said minister.

I put the question again-does any hon'
gentleman believe that, for the sake of
getting two per cent per annum on the cosb
of a public work for a period of 20 years,
which would amount to 40 per cent extended
over the whole period, that any body of
capitalists would undertake to invest their
money in the construction of a public work i
If they believed it would pay and they saw
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it was likely to be made remunerative, then
they would do it. But would it not then be
justitied, because if it would be remunerative
there would be a sufficient justification I
There is the absolute protection given to the
public in this that no man in his senses
would invest his money in this way unless
he saw that it would be remunerative, and
it could not be remunerative unless it were
to the advantage of the public.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Has the hon.
minister received any application to build a
dry dock anywhere in this country ? He
can draw on his imagination as much as he
pleases, but lie cannot show where there is
an application for a dry dock in this coun-
try except at St John. He wants to pro-
vide for years hence. Let me tell the hon.
minister that he ought to get the power
from year to year when the applications
come in. Parliament meets every year.
We could deal with every one as it comes
up. He says he miglit build a railway here
and a railway there and they might want
dry docks. It is giving the government a
power which they had not before. The
subsidy was placed at $10,000, and now
they have made it $20,000. It is in keep-
ing with ail the rest. They want to double

of the expenditure. We can restrict some
of the expenditure, but we have nothitig to
do with the details; if we had, it would be
much better for the people.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
see that he has been discussing the principle
involved in the bill. In 1882 my hon.
friend agreed to a bill exactly the
same in joint of principle, that $10,000 a
year might be paid as the maximum sum
paying two per cent. My hon. friend did
not insist on exercising that control over
every transaction. The government could
go on under that former Act just as is pro-
posed to be done under this bill.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-But you just
make it double.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes. Experience has
shown that two per cent on an investmient
could in no case build a work adequate to
the requirements of modern commerce. My
hon. friend knows welt about ships and
shipbuilding, and he knows that the propor-
tion, as it stands, is not likely to be prac-
tically nf very much service. The proposi-
tion is to increase the aid of the government
to the extent of two per cent up to $20,000
a year instead of $10,000. If it is right to

expenses, but I wish to impress on the mind give aid to the extent of $10.000, there is
of the hon. gentleman now, that even if no difference in principle. You might make
there is an application made to build a dry it $50,000 for that matter, if the require-
dock at St. John, he should not ask the ments of the country were such that $50,000,
power to grant a subsidy except when an at the rate of two per cent, was necessary
application is made. Then he could go to for the construction of a dry dock. The
Parliament and ask a subsidy for that work. increase in the sze of the vessels that are
He should tell us what is to be done and used to-day in carrying on the commerce of
what capacity the dry dock would have at the country renders necessary a larger and
the time, and I am sure, as far as this more expensive dry dock than that which
Senate is concerned, they would always be was adequate before the very large ships of
willing to give the government the power to recent years have come inVo use.
spend the money, but I do not think we Ho
should give the government power to make
offers to the people all over the country and sea-going vessels?
say to them, " If you build a dry dock the Hon. Mr. MILLS-Both classes of vessels.
government will assist you." The hon. A 10,000 Von vessel to.day is as common as
minister says that no people will invest a 4,000 ton vessel was Ven years ago. In
their money in a dry dock unless it is a point of principle there is no difference
benefit to the public. I want the security whatever between the bill now proposed and
of Parliament on that point to look after the the law on the statute-book.
expenditure of money every year. Do not
give the government power to pay money to Hn. Mr. stALLUMIf the gaver-
whomsoever they wish for their support at men woul tat what Vhe tn
elections. We should have the control ofe nt o no e.
Parliament over the expenditure of the Hon. Mr. MILLS-It was no done
public money. We only deal with a fringe before.
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Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-That is no rea-
son why it should not be done now. The
object of fixing the amount at $10,000 was
that we had small vessels on the lakes and
we had several dry docks in this country
and the object was to help thein if they
wanted it.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not think the
objection raised by the hon. gentleman from
Monck to the form of this bill is well taken.
The hon. gentleman cannot reasonably find
fault with the present government for bring-
ing in a measure couched in the saine terms
as the measure introduced by the govern-
ment which he supported in 1882. At the
same t ime, I think that this is one of those
questions which it isjust as well to discuss a
little f reely, and I hope hon. gentlemen will
leave out of sight the fact that I happen to
come from Halifax. I want to discuss this
question as though I came from Ontario, or
some other part of the western country. One
of the faults which I find with the way in
which the bill is framed is that the govern-
ment have no discretion in the matter. If
the bill provided that, when the government
were satisfied that it was in the public in-
terest, and that the necessities of the com-
merce of the country required that a dry
dock shall be built in any place, then
they should advance this money and
give this guarantee, I should not object to it,
but that is not the case. It is provided that
if any company proposes to construct a dry
dock, no matter where and no matter
whether it is necessary or not, as soon as the
company can assure the government that
they are prepared to construct a dry dock
they are bound to give them a guarantee.
That is not busin iess. The government should
insert in this measure some provision to the
effect that when the government are satisfied
that the public interest requires that a dock
shall be constructed it shall be done.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is in the first clause
of the bill.

Hon. Mr. POWER-No, the first clause
reads :

1. If an incorporated company approved by the
Governor in Council as having the ability to perform
the work, enters into an agreement with Her Majesty
to construct a dry dock for the reception and repairing
of vessels, at a place, and according to a plan and
specification (such specification providing for all pro-
per and necessary equipment, machinery and plant),
approved by the Governor in Council on a reprt by
the Minister of Publie Works as sufficient for the
requirements of the public at such place.

The government have no discretion. The
government have not the discretion to say
whether or not the dry dock at that place is
necessary.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Oh, yes. I think
there is no doubt whatever on the question;
it is sufficiently clearly expressed in the
first clause. Supposing there is nothing re-
quired by the public at such a place, my
hon. friend will not contend that the bill
does not give the government discretion to
say whether the work shall be built or not.
If my hon. friend contends that in a case
where the minister reports that there is no
trade and nothing to justify such an under-
taking at such a place, the government,
notwithstanding that report, are obliged to
go on and aid the work, then my hon. friend
is mistaken.

Hon. Mr. POWER-If the meaning of
this language is that which is attributed to
it by the hon. minister, there are several
hon. gentlemen who differ from him, and I
presume the government will have no objec-
tion to make it clear. The Governor in Coun-
cil has only to be satisfied that the plans and
specifications and so on shall be sufficient for
the requirements of the public at such a
place. They may be in excess of the require-
ments, but the government have notthe right
to say "You shall not build there," as I
understand it. That is the first point that
I wish to make, that I think the bill should
he amended in such a way as to give the
Governor in Council a right, and throw upon
the government the responsibility of decid-
ing, that the public interest calls for a dry
dock intheplace in question,because it means
a possible expenditure of $20,000 a year for
twenty years and it would amount to a half
million dollars. I think the bill should be
amended in that way. Let us look at
this question from a business point of
view. Where should there be dry docks in
this country? One can understand why
there should be a, dry dock at Quebec. It
is the port of the St. Lawrence. All the
steamers coming to the upper provinces have
to come to Quebec, and Quebec is the natural
and convenient place for a dry dock. Where
else should there be a dry dock, and what
are dry docks used for ? In the first place,
dry docks in this country-at least the dry
docks in the lower provinces-are used by
vessels which get into distress on the ocean,
and put into the most convenient place
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where there is a dry dock and where they
can make repairs. Take the vessels on the
Atlantic, which is the only ocean we have
to deal with. There is a large dry dock at
St. John's, Newfoundland, and a large dry
dock at Halifax, and any lame duck, as they
call it, puts in at St. John's, Newfoundland,
or Halifax. The hon. gentleman from St.
John said something about the size of the
dry dock at Halifax, but no vessel bas yet
come to Halifax which bas found the dry
dock too sinall.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-There is no use of
their coming if they cannot get in.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Any vessel can
enter the port at any season of the
year. Would any vessel on the At-
lantic go round the Cape and up the
Bay of Fundy for the purpose of going into
St. John? I think it is absurd on the face
of it. It should be first established that there
is a necessity for a dry dock in St. John.
Supposing a dry dock is constructed, who
should own it ? My belief is that if the gov-
ernment propose to pay two per cent on the
cost of that dock it would be better that the
government should own it. The city of Ha-
lifax pay $10,000 a year, the Admiralty pay
$10,000 a year, and the Dominion Govern-
ment pay $10,000 towards the dry dock at
Halifax. In this case it is proposed that the
Dominion Government shall pay $20,000 a
year. The city of St. John pays $2,500 a
year and the province of New Brunswick
pays $2,500 a year. That makes $25,000 a,
year. If the statement of the hon. gentle-
man from Charlottetown is correct, the Ad-
miralty will pay another considerable sub-
sidy, and the whole cost of that dry dock
will be paid by the public in one fori or an-
other. Having got that far, I want to know!
where the force of the argument of the hon.
Minister of Justice comes in, that vou could'

and it would be much better that the dock
should be owned by the government. Our
experience with the bridge at St. John would,
I think, go to indicate that that was the
wiser plan. What was the history of that
railway bridge across the St. John River i A
company was incorporated who had put
practically almost none of their own money
into the undertaking. The country invested
over $400,000 in that bridge, and unless I
am misinformed, at the present time the
freight cars going over the Intercolonial Rail-
way and going down to the shipping point at
the west side of the harbour at St. John are
paying each $3 toll for going over a bridge
built by public money. We had better
avoid making a similar mistake in the case
of this dock. If the country is goiag to pay
for such a dock, the government had better
own it. The measure should at least be
amended so as to provide that the govern-
ment will have to assume the responsibility,
and thatthey shallhave the rightto pronounce
whether or not the place where the dry dock
is proposed to be erected is one where a dry
dock is necessary and in the public interest,
and that I think is not asking too much.
If the government are going to pay so large
a sum as $20,000 a year they might better
undertake the work themselves, because
hon. gentlemen know that it means that we
will have to pay the whole amount. That
always happens. When we say in a bill
that we shall not pay more than that,'it
neans that the country will pay the $20,000

a year; and they ought to get a very good
dock for that money and the dock ought to be
a very necessary one, and I trust the bill will
be so amended as to put the control of the
matter in the hands of the government. The
fact is, as everybody knows, that a gentle-
man from St. John has been living here for
months engineering the matter, and the bill
represents the result of that gentleman's

not get anybody to invest their money in the energy and probably not very much else.
undertaking on the mere guarantee of two per
cent. The company need not put a dollar in it, Hon. Mr. DEVER-It is unfortunate

because the Dominion Government, the city that men will speak on subjects they are not

of St. John, the province of New Brunswick really famihar with. I have great respect
and th' Admiralty will foot all the bills. If 1for-the last speaker. I feel very much an-

we are to have a dry dock in St. John, I noyed to think that I have to contradict
Shiin, but when lie makes the assertion that

think it should be constructed by the gov- bieh a the ston that
ernment, if the government are going to pay the government
a large proportion of the cost I am quite with the money of this country, it should beContradcei ti o r.
sure the Admiralty would give the subsidy dicted, if it is not true.
to the Dominion Government instead of giv- Hon. Mr. POWER-I call the, hon. gen-
ingit totheprivate individual or the company, tleman to order. He has no right to use
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such language. It is not parliamentary,
even if my statement were not correct.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-I wish to say it is
not correct. The government loaned to a
certain company an amount of money for
the purpose of enabling a bridge to be built
but they are getting interest for it. They
are bankers in this case, and are getting
very large interest for it. They were getting
5 per cent for money which they could bor-
row at two and a half per cent. Therefore,
the government are not contributing to that
bridge. The hon. gentleman said that the
government of Canada virtually built the
bridge which charges a toli of three dollars
per car on every car going over that bridge
to St. John, and I think he meant to Halifax

and has open water in it the year round.
Therefore, it is the best place for a national
dock and will answer the purposes both
winter and summer. There would be no
interruption at that dry dock because it
is just as free during the winter as during
the summer. Therefore, hon. gentlemen
will see that there is no necessity for think-
ing that there will be general calls on the
government for contributions for dry docks,
because other portions of the Dominion
have not the facilities to build dry docks
that we have, and therefore on these con-
ditions I think it is hardly fair to compare
the port of St. John, with all its advantages,
with other ports of minor importance. I do
not wish to say too much on behalf of St.
John, but unfortunately the representatives

also. We are paying for getting the pri- from New Brunswick are few in this chamber,
vilege of going over a b-idge built by that and therefore on that account I have to say
company, whether with their own personal more in defence of the port of St. John than,
money or not is not the question. At ail perhaps, should fal to my share, and I trust
events it was their own money, so far as the the hon. gentlemen will excuse me if I have
government are concerned, because they did tried to set forth before the Senate the
not give it as a bonus to the company. On requirements of the winter port of Canada,
the contrary, they have been charged a and the justification for this expenditure.
high rate of interest and I am credibly The people of St. John and the local govern-
informed, and I believe I have a right ment have contributed towards the cost of
to state, that the company are not behind the work before we ask the Dominion Gov-
in that interest. They are paying it re- ernment te give the assistance which we
gularly, annually, and therefore it is a feel is necessary to induce a solvent cer-
misstatement for the hon. gentleman to pany to core and build a dry dock at St.
try to make it appear that this subsidy or John. At present we are not quite sure
percenta2e that the present government is that we cari accomplish it, but we have pro-
about to give for the construction of a dry moters whom we have authorized te go te
dock at St. John is of a similar nature.. the markets of the world te, ascertain if we
The company at St. John and the people of cannt get capital to accomplish it; and
St. John, before they ask for a subsidy or a when we have got parties who will be able
grant of any proportion frein the govern- t carry oeut this great undertaking, we will
ment of Canada, in the first instance show expect hen governent of Canada t, give the
that they are seriaus and that they believe contribution provided for in this bir. I
that a dry dock at St. John is essentially think hon. gentlemen will see we are noet
necessary, because they give themselves asking any more than what is reasonable,
$2, 500 per annum, and aise the valuable site and I do net think we are sking anything
for that dry dock that is worth a quarter of in the way of a bonus which will be extra-
a million dollar,. Therefore, hon. gentlemenvagantly and foolishly laid eut. If we did
need net be se excited about this bill, be- so, I a sure this gvernment of Canada
cause when they will consider the matter, have commercial knowledge enough to Say
there are net so many parts of this Dominion they are net prepared to meet us as we
of ours that require a dry dock. I do net expect.
wish te say anything disparaging of any Hn r ADNL PEJ-a
gf the ports outside of the port of St. John, the hon. gentleman give an assurance te the
but I must tell the fats. The other ports, Senate, in the event cf a dock being built
with the exception of Halifax-and I do at St. John equal te the one at Halifax, that
net think Haifax is quite clear -are it will net be necessary, in order te accom-
frozen up in num winter time, and St. John modate large vessel, te have the harbour
is the only port that faces the Atlantic dredged, as there is only thirty feet of water
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Hon. Mr. DEVER-Bonaparte regret-
ted very much that no port in France was
able to admit his fleet and save them from
his neighbour's fleet. He had the port of
Cherbourg. At that time it could only hold
twenty-five vessels; but France bas developed
the port known as Cherbourg which has cost
millions of dollars, which was a national ne-
cessity, and I do not see why our govern-
ment should not establish a national port.
Then it was said that England was an island,
and by nature England would always con-
quer on tho seas. That wise and far seeing
man Bonaparte saw painly that if they had
not ports in France they could not compete
with Great Britain, and another Bonaparte
carried out the old gentleman's ideas and
secured this port called Cherbourg.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL, from the com-
mittee, reported the bill without*amendment

The hill was then read the third
a division and passed.

time on

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thur8day, 3rd August, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three

exhibit in which we were deficient,
and that was our gold. We must ail
admit that the gold exhibit is a very im-
portant feature at any international exposi-
tion. Only one province had any gold there,
that was the province of Nova Scotia. Its
small exhibit of gold was very creditable,
but was not very large. We are now in a
position, with reference to the exposition to
be held in Paris next year, not only to show
the various products of Canada to great ad-
vantage, but we can take a foremost place as
a gold produaing country. In view of the
attention that the Yukon country bas at-
tracted, nothing would be more becoming to
Canada than to place a gold exhibit at the
Paris exposition. I have before me a letter
signed by Mr. Ogilvie, the commissioner in
the Klondike, which is as follows

COMMISSIONER's OFFICE,
DAWSON, Y.T., 15th June, 1899.

To wHOM IT MAY CONCERN:-
This is to certify that Frank R. Miles, who has been

for sone time in the vicinity of Dawson, has inter-
ested himself in trying to get up an exhibit of the
products of the Yukon Territory at Paris. He bas,
Iknow, discussed this with many people of standing-
in Dawson and very fully discussed it with nyself.

A programme bas been arranged between him and
myself which I think would be desirable in the inter-
est of this country to have carried out. I would,
therefore, commend Mr, Miles and his schene to all
those taking interest in this matter.

(Sgd.) WILLIAM OGILVIE,
CommrFissioner.

PROGRA191ME 0F EXHIBIT.
- Sanîples of gold dust from each creek, bench ando'Clock. hilleide to the anount of 31,000.

A general exhibit of gold dust, coarse and fine, with
Prayers and routine proceedings. nu large and small, fot limited in amount or

Samples of bedrock containing gold, also gold and
CANADA'S GOLD EXHIBIT. coPperores, platinum and ail other minerais to be

shoud lke fr a One cubie foot of pay drift irom eacb creek, viz.,
Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I Bonanza, Eldorado, Dominion, Sulphir, Hunker and

few moments to call the attention of the Bear, to be exhibited in glas cases, showing at lest
hon. senators to the display which Canada two inches of bed rock. Lt is also proposel to bave

one cubic foot adjoining this intact samnîle washed.
should make at the Paris exposition. The out and exbibited witb 15e proceeds in dust, together
Yukon district attracted considerable atten- whthe affidavit of the man froin whose daim it is
tion during last session. So great a country It is also proposed t» bave an exhibit of the forma-
should 'e kept constantly before the world, tion Of different layers of muck, gravel, &c., from the
and especially its importance as a gold pro- fe .
ducing territory. At the World's Fair in Specimens of agricultural prolucta, native grasses,
Chicago, in 1893, Canada was very well re- wild flowers, fruits, &c.
presented. Her agricultural products from f 0 er a ie.
ail the different provinces made a fine dis- Samples of ail kinds of timber found here.
play, and attracted very great attention. Photogapbs of eenes and scenery from SkagwayThe products of the forest, the rivers, t St Mhal's. Alo pampbts containing reliableThe roduts f th foet3t th rivrsthe information for touriste as weIl as invet;tors of capital;
sea, in fact everything which Canada ex- large photographe showing general topograpby of
hibited at the World's Fair, attracted ininiug districts, correct mape of mining districts,sowmng locations of al mineral locations and reser-
universal attention. But there was one m vations.
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An exhibit of fossil remains, in the interest of
science.

Any person having sanpiles of ores, nuggets of gold
in quartz or rare samnples of minerals of any kind from
the district that they wish to have exhibited at Paris
can leave the same with Governor Ogilvie, who will
receive and receipt for the saie.

All fossil remains, viz., ivory tusks, bones, skulls
with horns attached, &c., found in the mines should
be carefully preserved.

Specimens of Indian works and relics.

That is the programme that has been
suggested by M r. Ogilvie, and I think it
would be very desirable for the government
to see that there is a good gold exhibit from
the Yukon country at Paris. It will
attract very great attention. It will con-
firm the glowing reports and rumours that
have gone all over the world about the great
gold production of that country, and no
doubt inany thousands of people will take
great interest in viewing the samples sent
there for exhibition. Large nuggets of gold
would be very attractive, and would have a
tendency to confirm the reports of the rich-
ness of the Yukon. The project is one
which all could reasonably support. We
have heard a good deal of late about suppress-
ing party feeling when the interests of the
empire are concerned, and I should think
we ought all to be of one opinion in securing
a good gold exhibit from the Yukon country
at Paris in the interest of the development
of that great mining district. I bring the
matter to the notice of the government and

aa temtooive it their favourahle con-

exhibit of Canada in every way worthy of
the country.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Might I ask the hon. gentleman whether
steps have been taken to secure a proper
exhibit of the minerals of the Dominion,
independently of the gold which is being
secured in the Klondike district 1 It is well
known that we have very large copper
deposits, very large coal industries, galena,
and what is of still greater importance to
the world at present, a large output of nickel
in the immediate vicinity of the Ottawa.
It is known to those who have taken an
interest in the development of minerals,
that the principal place from which nickel
bas been procured in the past, bas been New
Caledonia, in the South Pacific. I have
noticed lately that a large quantity of nickel
ore has been exported from that country to
the United States. The question brought
before the Senate by the hon. senator from
Wolseley is one of very great importance to
the country. I was under the impression,
from what I had read in the newspapers,
that the subject was being looked after by
the Department of Agriculture. If not, I
am quite sure my hon. f riend from Wolseley
will act upon the suggestion made by the
Minister of Justice, and see the Minister of
Agriculture and furuiish him with the docu-
nient that has been placed in his hands.

sideration. I am willing, as one menber, to Hon. Mr. KERR-I am very much
support any reasonable expenditure for pleased that the hon. gentleman from
making such an exhibit at Paris. Wolseley has brought this matter thus

prominently before the Senate, and through
Hon. Mr. MILLS-The subject has en- the Senate before the country at large. We,

gaged the careful consideration of the Min- no doubt, have one of the largest countries
ister of Agriculture, who is looking after in the world, and my theory is that we have
this exhibition, and I have no doubt thathe one of the richest. I have always thought,
has gone carefully into the matter. The anci especialiy of late that we have a rather
report which my hon. friend has read is one inadequate conception of the minerai wealth
that was brought specially to his attention, of the Dominion. Although not specially
and if any hon. gentleman bas suggestions interested in mining, still, as one desiring to
to iake upon this subject to the Minister of see the resources of the country deveioped
Agriculture, with a view to improving the to their utmost capacity, I feel a very great
exhibit determined upon, it will be well to interest in the question that lias been brouglit
see him on the subject. He is not here to- up by the bon. senator this afternoon. As far
day; he bas gone to Toronto to attend the as mining is concerned, we have, compara-
funeral of the late Speaker of the Commons, tively speaking, simpiy been scratching tbe
but I shall mention the matter to him. At surface, but I believe we are about entering
the same time, I would suggest to my hon. upon a minerai development greater than we
friend, and his friend who is here, to take have hitherto seen, and it is my view that
the opportunity of discussing the matter we have not the fainte8t conception of the
with the Minister of Agriculture, who no wealtb that bas been stored away, for Our
doubt feels a great interest in making the prosperity and happiness, in the bowels of
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the earth. I have heard it stated, and I
have come to that conclusion myself, from
seeing the number of bills brought before
the Committee on Railways and Canals,
that we are only on the eve of railway
development in this country. If we are only
on the eve of railway development, we are
certainly only on the eve of mineral develop-
ment. We have in our mines, in our forest,
in our lakes and in our rivers untold wealth,
and the great consideration is that these re-
sources should be brought before the busi-
ness world and before the thinking world,
and I trust that what has been done this
afternoon will be a substantial contribution
in that direction. There is nothing attracts
like gold, and these minerals, gold especially,
were not placed in our country by Providence
for an unwise, but for an all wise and
beneficent purpose. I hope we will rise to
the full measure of our appreciation of
all this wealth by seeing that our resources,
which are so various, are developed and
cultivated to the utmost extent. We not
only have a country rich in minerals, rich
in its rivers and its fisheries, but also rich
in its forests. It seems to me-and perhaps
ry view is not singular-that as Canadians
we have not yet begun to realize the im-
mensity and the greatness of our timber
resources to the north and west, and that is
an encouraging view of our country. We
certainly have in our arable lands everything
to attract immigration and settlers ; in fact,
if managed aright, every man who owns a
good farm in this country has a miniature
Yukon. So that, taking all our resources
together, beginning with our gold and run-
ning through the list we have perhaps as
proud a boast in regard to our resources as
any people on the globe. I hope that this
matter will be productive and bear good fruit,
and, if it does, we shall be obliged to the hon.
gentleman who has brought the matter so
forcibly before us this afternoon. I am
quite sure we are all pleased to learn f rom
the hon. Minister of Justice that he is in full
sympathy with this movement, and that so
far as the government are concerned, in their
arrangements for the approaching Paris ex-
position, everything that can reasonably be
done, will be done to place Canada before
the world in the proud position which she
so deservedly occupies.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I understand that
not only a gold exhibit, but a very complete

mineral exhibit will be prepared for the
Paris exposition.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The gold interest will not therefore be
forgotten.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No.

DISMISSAL OF EMPLOYÉS.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT laid on the table of the
House a return toe an address of the Senate
passed 28th of April last in reference to the
dismissal of employés.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
have glanced for a few moments at the re-
turn which has just been laid on the table
of the House. The 4th paragraph of the
motion for the return reads as follows :

4. The names, ages, offices and salaries of all em-
ployés in the inside or ontside service of the govern-
ment, whether temporary or permanent, who since
the 9th April, 1897, have been removed from office
by dismissal, superannuation, or otherwise, whether
on a report of a commission or otherwise, specifying
in each case the grounds of dismissal, and the amount
of superannuation or gratuity granted, if any ; also
the age, office, salary or remuneration of any and
every person appointed in the place of, or as a conse-
quence of every such renoval.

I find, in running my eye over this
elaborate return, that on the first page
seventeen names placed under the head,
" Why dismissed." The only information
is, " By order of the department." I never
supposed they would be dismissed except by
order of the department ; that is scarcely
the information that was sought. I asked
the cause of the dismissal. I find the cause
given, " By order of the department," and
" ditto," and then " By Order in Council,"
and " drunkenness and insubordination."
On the second page, twenty-six were removed
or dismissed by order of the department; on
the third page, twenty-one; and on the
fourth page twenty.eight; on the fifth page
thirty-nine; on the sixth page twelve; and
on the last page two. I would ask my hon.
friend whether he thinks that is the kind of
return which should be laid before the
Senate in response to an order passed by
the House. I think it would be more in
accordance with the dignity of the Senate,
and of the government if we were to say at
once, that those were matters that shduld
not be laid before Parliament, and that they
declined to give them. We would not then
be treated with what I regard as contempt.
These dismissals are merely with reference
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to the railways. I have not had an oppor-
tunity of examining the returns with refer
ence to the Rideau and other canals.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-If the hon. gentleman
will return it, I will send it back to the
department and tell them that the informa-
tion is not in accordance with the order of
the House.

BRITISH AMERICAN PULP AND
PAPER COMPANY'S BILL.

FIRsT AND SECOND READINGS.

A message was received from the House
of Commons with Bill (172) " An Act to in-
corporate the British American Pulp and
Paper Company."

The bill was read the first time.

Hon. Mr. POWER moved the suspension
of the 41st rule as far as the same relates to
this bill. He said: -This is probably the
last railway bill of the session, and it is
somnewhat important in its character. The
promoters of the bill propose to erect a pulp
mil] in the Lake St. John district, which I
fancy is one of the best place in Canada for
a pulp mill, and they propose to build
several miles of railway in connection with
it. I suppose there will be no objection to
the suspension of the rules in order to allow
it to go to committee to-morrow.

lon. Mr. OGILVIE-There is an electric
railway in connection with it?

Hon. Mr. POWER-Yes. The bill is to
incorporate a company with a capital of
$3,000,000, for the purpose of carrying on
in Canada and elsewhere the business, in all
its branches, of manufacturing pulp, pulp
wood and paper, and all other business
incident thereto, including the manufacture
of timber, lumber and all articles of which
wood shall f->rm a component part and al
products from wood or wood material.

Hon. Mr. McKAY-Is this the same bill
that was originally introduced in the House
of Commons? It may have been changed
over there, and we may be passing a different
bill.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The gentleman pro-
moting the bill said he would have a suffi-
cient number of copies of the bill before
the committee to-morrow morning.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-I see
by the last clause that the Railway Act is
made to apply to the company and its
undertaking.

Hon. Mr. POWER-That is the usual
thing. In clause eight they are authorized
to construct and operate a railway from Ha
Ha Bay to Roberval, and to construct and
operate branch lines to connect their mills.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

DELAYED RETURNS.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I should like to
ask the hon. leader of the House whether it
will be possible before prorogation to bring
down the papers which I moved for yester
day, with reference to the supply of ou to
the Intercolonial Railway. In answer to
my question some weeks ago, he informed
us that these papers were being prepared
and would be furnished upon a motion for
an address. That being so, I concluded
that the papers were prepared and would be
ready, and my motion covers very few other
papers apart from those that were promised
by my hon. friend.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am unable to answer
the hon. gentleman, but I will inquire of the
Minister of Railways whether they are
ready yet.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The hon. gentle-
man will be able to let me know to-morrow?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I cannot say, but I
will try to.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The hon. gentle-
man will make the inquiry ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, I will.

VACANT JUDGESHIP IN PRINCE
EDWARD ISLAND.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Can the hon.
Minister of Justice inform us whether a
judge has been appointed for Queen's County,
Prince Edward Island, and, if so, what is
his name I

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I made a report to
council and that report was sumbitted to
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His Excellency, but whether that has been
approved of yet or not I cannot say. Until
that approval takes place, I an not in a pos-
ition to make any announcement.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then it is quite evident that the hon. minister
has found a lawyer in Prince Edward Island
who is willing to take it i

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes. We never have
much difficulty in that respect.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The hon. gentleman intimated that he had
the other day.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I had received no in-
timation of the vacancy until the question
was put to me.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then the hon. gentleman acted promptly.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I did.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, 41h August, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE SENATE DEBATES.

THIRD REPORT OF THE COMMITTER ADOPTED.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER, from the Standing
Committee on Debates and Reporting, pre-
sented their third report. He said :--As pro-
rogation is expected to take place shortly, I
move the adoption of this report.

Hon. Mr. POWER-There is lots of time.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
overheard some hon. gentlemen say that this
was a new proposal. It is not new, except
that it imposes greater duties upon the
reporter. First, we pay him the same as we
have been paying for this work for years ;
and, secondly, under this agreement we com-
pel him to prepare a synopsis as the proceed-
ings take place in the House. He bas

agreed to employ a typewriter and send out
his copy so as to have it ready at least an
hour after the House rises in the afternoon.
If we sit in the evening, he is to pursue the
same course and have the copy in the hands
of the newspaper reporters in attendance at
the session of Parliament an hour afterwards.
The reason we insist upon this being done is,
because in the past the reports of the pro-
ceedings of this House have been delayed
sometimes until nine and ten, and occasion-
ally eleven o'clock at night, before being
handed to the press. The reporters are
compelled, nine times out of ten, to make a
synopsis of the summary furnished them,
and the result bas been that improper
reports have been published, conveying sen-
timents and opinions of members quite con-
trary to that which they uttered here, and
we thought if we could make a provision that
the reports should be placed in the hands of
the newspaper reporters at an earlier period
inthe evening, they would be more likely to be
published, as the representatives of the press
would not have forwarded to their papers in
the different sections of the Dominion suffi-
cient matter to fill their columns for the next
morning. Once they have sent the reports
of the proceedings in the House of Commons
and its committees and all the news that they
can pick up in the afternoon, there is no room
for the Senate debates. This arrangement
it is hoped will obviate, to a great extent,
the difficulties which have arisen in the past.
In addition to that, the reporter is required
to attend and report the principal commit-
tees without extra remuneration, unless we
should happen to think we are justified in
paying him extra when the session is over, if
we think he has had too much work, but
there is nothing in the agreement compelling
us to give him one cent more. Every hon.
gentleman knows that it is at the committees
where the different private bills are sifted,
criticised and amended, and the committee
thought that it was just as important that a
synopsis of the proceedings of the committees
should be sent to the press, as those of the
proceedings of the House. So that if the
reporter carries out his agreement, we shall
have a great deal more value for the money
we have been paying for this service, than in
the past.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The speech of the
hon. leader of the opposition bas removed
any difficulty which might have presented
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itself in reference to the immediate adoption
of the report. Hearing a report read at the
table does not give one all the reasons pro
and con, unless he is particularly acute in-
tellectually. But after hearing the observa-
tions of the hon. leader of the opposition, I
am satisfied that the arrangement which the
committee have been able to make with Mr.
Holmden is very much better than the
arrangement we had before. We are not
paying any more for it, and I think the
committee are to be congratulated.

The motion was agreed to.

THE POSTMASrER AT UPPER
MAUGERVILLE.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY rose to:

Ask the government on whose recommendation Mr.
Shields, postmaster at Upper Maugerville, in the pro-
vince of New Brunswick, was dismissed from office;
also, the cause of complaint that lead to the dismissal ?
Also, who was appointed postnaster of said office, and
if the newly appointed postmaster serves the office
personally or by deputy, and if by deputy, the name
of the deputy? Also, what hours said office is required
to be kept open for the service of the public, and if
during said hours the postmaster or his deputy are in
the office to receive and distribute mail matter ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I may say in reply to
the hon. gentleman's inquiry that-1. The
change in the postmastership of Upper
Maugerville was not consequent upon the
dismissal of Mr. F. P. Shields, but upon the
removal of the office to what was considered
a more convenient site. His successor, Mr.
Emery Sewell, was appointed on the recom-
mendation of Hon. A. G. Blair. 2. It is
not known at the department to what extent
the duties of the post office are performed by
Mr. Sewell and by such assistants as he may
employ respectively. 3. The regulations of
the department require that a post office
should be kept open during ordinary business
hours, and it is not known that the regula-
tion is not observed at the Upper Mauger-
ville office.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, 7th Augu8t, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

TRANSVAAL RESOLUTION.
MOTION.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved:

That fifty extra copies for each senator of the por-
tion of the Senate Hansard containing a report of the
debate on the " Transvaal Resolution " be printed.

He said :-It is highly desirable that the
information contained in this debate should
be circulated as widely as possible. I know
the people of the country are quite anxious
to be possessed of this information, and
therefore I have made this motion.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON - Before this
motion is put I wish to say two or three
words in reference to it. I am opposed to
the motion. The publication of a debate of
this character is altogether unprecedented
in the history of either branch of this Par-
liament. The House of Commons publishes
each year, in addition to other documents
containing its proceedings, the speech of the
Minister of Finance, and beyond that no
authority, as far as I can ascertain, has ever
been given either by this House or by the
House of Commons for the publication of a
debate, or any particular speech, in the way
that is indicated by this motion. I think,
therefore, that it will establish a bad prece-
dent. This House in many ways publishes
its debates and proceedings. First we have
the regular minutes of proceedings, then we
have a summary report, then we have the
Hansard report of the debates, and all these
are provided for the purpose of publishing
our proceedings. The debates and proceed-
ings all come before the publicin these ways.
In addition to that, the newspapers are
watching our deliberations and publicity
is given in that way to everythtng that is
said and done in this chamber. That is
quite sufficient, and we should not set any
precedent with regard to the publication of
any particular speech, or set of speeches.
For my own part, since I have been a mem-
ber of this House, in addition to what is
done officially by the House, I have taken
some little pains to publish and distribute
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my own speeches and the speeches of other
hon. gentlemen, and have expended a
considerable sum every session, not only in
paying the printing department for speeches
delivered in both branches of Parliament,
and also paying clerical assistance for distri-
buting these speeches. I have been drawing
heavily on the Hansard envelopes-
that is all Parliament contributed for
it-and I understand it has been a
matter of comment in the Contingent
Accounts Cominittee, of which I am not a
member, that I have been drawing largely
on the funds of this House in the supply of
Hansard envelopes. I am not alone in this
matter, however: 1 know that my hon friend
fron Queen's and the hon. member for
Murray Harbour have also contributed
in thesame way to thedistribution of speeches,
and other mem bers of this branch of Parlia-
ment have done the same, and at their own
expense. If we begin to order, in addi-
tion to the regular publication of the pro-
ceedings of this House, the publication
of speeches of members on any particular
question, we will have a precedent that per-
haps we may hereafter be asked very often
to tollow, and I think it would be just as
well to stop now and not establish any such
precedent. With regard to this particular
debate that is proposed to be published,
there must be one of two objects in view-
to educate our own people on the subject
and stir up a patriotic feeling in their
breasts, or to show to foreign nations that
we are at one with our fellow subjects in all
parts of the empire. That is very laudable,
but I doubt if it will be reached to any
extent by this resolution. Members will
have to undertake the distribution them-
selves, and hon. gentlemen who have packed
up and are ready to go home will not find it
pleasant to undertake the distribution of
those speeches in the closing days of the
session, others have gone home and cannot do
it at all. I doubt if they will be extensively
distributt l in the first instance, and I doubt
if by thiE means we will attain the object
of stirrin; up and increasing the patriotic
feeling that exists in the minds of our own
people and the minds of the people of the
empire with regard to this question. These
speeches have come out in the official report
of the Debates since we discussed this subject
before, and I have looked over the speeches
and they are very good ones. The speeches
of the gentlemen who followed the mover

66

are all brimming with patriotism, and I
have no doubt expressed the views of
hon: menibers of the House and of the
people of Canada generally. The speech of
the hon. leader of the House on the subject
is vecy exhaustive. My hon. friend begins at
the beginning generally when he makes au
explanation. I remember what hag been
said about the people of Nuremburg, that
when any of them speaks of the city of
Nuremburg or undertakes to relate its his-
tory, he begins at the beginning of the
world. My hon. friend began with a lis-
torical synopsis which would have been very
good if the hon. gentleman had given a
little more attention to the subject, but I
fear other duties pressed more upon him
and he was not able to give as much atten-
tion to the preparation of the subject as he
ought to, and if the publication that is
desired should be decided upon, the hon. gen-
tleman should make some corrections in his
speech. I find he states in one place that
£4,000,000 sterling have been raised by
taxation from the Uitlander population of
the republic, and he states that Sir Alfred
Milner reports that the average taxation
per head of the Uitlander population is
£16 per head. A little further on my hon.
friend gives the Uitlander population at
90,000. Multiplying this 90,000 by £16
per head would give%£1,440,000 as their
contribution, whereas my hon. friend states
they contribute £4,000,000. There must be
something out there. There must be some-
thing wrong. These figures do not corres-
pond.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Those figures, I might
say, were taken from Mr. Chamberlain's
speech-the other day in the House of Com-
mons. He states that the taxes in the last
two years had increased to nearly£4,000,000.

EIon. Mr. MILLS-The exact figures are
£3,980,000. I gave round numbers.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-So much the
worse for the hon. gentleman's estimate of
the population. I have the Statesman's
Year Book for 1899 before me, and I find
that according to the census of 1896
the white population was 245,397, whereas
by my hon. friend's figures given here, the
white population is stated to be 160,000.
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-Where? In the Trans- any better than the census anyway, and
vaal? there is a very wide discrepancy, over-

Sstating the Johannesburg population by overHon. Mr. FERGUSON-Yes, in the 40,000, and understxbing, according to the
Transvaal. Transaal.census, the population of the whole Trans-

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I gave the figures vaal, by over 85,000. 8ome correction should
from quite as high an authority as that from be made, I do not know what My hon.
which the hon. gentleman quotes. friend would be wiliig to do, but this

flouse at least, if we authorize the publica-
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I am quoting tion of the speeches, should not mislead our

f rom the last issue of the Statesman's Year own people, or send inaccurate statements
Book, which draws its figures from the cen- to the Cape or to England, to make us the
sus of 1896. The Statesman's Year Book subject of comment as not being possessed
quotes from the State Almanac, giving the of very accurate or recent information upon
whites as 347,398, which is 100,000 more this question. 0f course, these are errors
than given in the other set of figures, but 1 that could be very easily corrected. The
by adding males and females together, I find time for revision lias iot yet expired. But,
that is an error, and the State Almanac apart altogether from these errors in regard
gives the census figures, and the population to the population which I find in these
in both is stated at 245,397. Then my statements-and these are very elementary
hon. friend spoke, in another part of his subjeuts upon which there ought to be at
speech, of the town of Johannesburg having least an approximation to accuracy. 1 stili
70,000 Europeans and as many more of a àdbere to the view that 1 expressed before,
native population. I again refer to the same that it would be establishing a very bad
authority-the census-where the popula- j precedent to publi.ýh, with the authority of
tion of Johannesburg is given and instead this fouse, in addition to the regular pub-
of 140,000, the population is 102,078 of ail lication that is made. this special issue of a
races and all nationalities and colours, 50,907 particular debate. TheEe are my views;
whites, not 70,000, 952 Malays; 4,057 whetber they will meet with the approval
Chinese; 42,553 Kaffirs and 2,789 mixed of hon. gentlemen or not I canno say,
races. Altogether the population is 102,078, but I am quite satisfied, if we adopt this
of which 50,000 are whites. I find that my motion now, that we will have other motions
hon. friend, while he has over-stated the at some future time which May be just as
population of Johannesburg to the extent distateful to the hon. gentleman as this is
of 40,000, has understated the population to others, and you may have a precedent
of the Transvaal to the extent of over which it will be difficuit to steer clear of in
85,000 and my authority is the census of future.
1896.

Hon.Ho. Mr. CLEMOW-I am surprised at
Hon.Mr.MlLL-Her, har.the bon. gentleman from. Marshfield. Hie

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I know the bon. above ail nen in this buse should be the
gentleman will at once agree with nie that last to refuse giving information to the
if such publication as desired is given to Public. Wlat are we doing in this case?
these speeches, we should certainly not show We are înerely increasing the number of
that we are misinformed. copies of the Debates, upon a certain subject.

Each senator receives only two copies of tbe
Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman Debates, which will not go very far. I can-

is very much troubled for fear that not understand why the hon. gentleman
any statement of mine would misinform sbould object to giving this information to
the public. My figures are at least as accur- the public. Upon inany occasions the hon.
ate as those in the book f rom which he has member gives us long-winded speeches upon
read, and my authority is just as high. subjects of far lese importance than this one,

and if I found it was necessary to apply to,
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend the fouse for the publication of those

makes that general statement. With due speeches I should do it witb great pleaure,
deference to the authority from which he but to find fault with this motion because it
bas drawn bis information, it can bardily be bappens to emanate from the leader of the
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House is beyond my comprehension The
very remarks he has made show the necessity
of this. Very few people in this country
know about this matter. I have read the
newnpapers, but I cannot gather from them
any vivid conception of the state of affairs
in South Africa. I contend that this does give
us great information, and I believe the
public will be pleased to receive it. J have
had applications from several people in this
town.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-What is the
cost ?

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I do not care about
the cost. J would rather pay it myself than
not have it done; but J want it to emanate
fromn this chamber, and J want to show the
peàple that this chamber is loyal to the core,
and not afraid to give expression to its
views through proper channels. I hope the
hon. gentleman will see that he has been
rather hasty in this matter, and that lie will
recede fron his position and allow the motion
to carry without a division. J think that is
the feeling of the majority of this House.
We are masters of the situation, and we are
judges of what we ought to be, and whether
it is a precedent or not J am willing to have
a precedent established for all time to come
if it is a good one.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-If it were only to
have the people well posted on the resolu-
tion that the Senate has passed, I would not
have any objection to the printing of ad.
ditional copies of such a resolution. But it
is not merely to acquaint the people with
the resolution which was carried here that
this motion was made; it is to convey to
the people the speech of the hon. leader of
this House and the debate that took place
upon that occasion. That debate was not
as extensive as it should have been. Many
assertions laid down by the hon. Minister
of Justice might have been controverted,
and I do not think it is fair to let them
go abroad with the speech of the hon.
Minister of Justice. The question is more
debatable than one would think. England
itself is divided on that question. A large
mass meeting was held not long ago in the
centre of London, at which the question
was debuted, and in the House of Commons
the majority of the Liberal party are taking
issue against Lord Chamberlain. The leader

(66

of the opposition himself is putting ques-
tions every day to Lord Chamberlain.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-J say: Yes. In
fact, the extreme policy of Mr. Chamberlain
and Cecil Rhodes such as advocated in the
House of Common-, is rather kept back
by Lord Salisbury. In Cape Colony the
legislature is now sitting, and that question
has been brought up there and the Prime
Minister of Cape Colony sides with the
Boers.

Hon. Mr. POIRIER-He is a Boer him-
self.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-He is a Boer him-
self, but not of the Transvaal, and the Prime
Minister Sir Alfred Milner. That Prime
Minister has written over to England and
told the government in England that the
last proposals made by President Kruger, at
Pretoria, wer e most acceptable, and that
there is only a difference of one t housaad
in the number of the Uitlanders to be en-
franchised by the proposition of President
Kruger compared with the number covered
by the proposition laid down by Sir Alfred
Milner at Bloemfontein. Under these cir-
cumstances he hopes England will accept the
last proposition made by President Kruger.
I observe in the press that the question is
debated. There is no objection to printing
the resolutions proposed in this House, just
to show the people abroad that we are a unit,
as we have all been carried away by that
wave of Imperialism that is passing over
this country, but I think we should not go
further in publishing a speech of a min-ister
on a debatable question which has not
really been fully discussed in this House.
For instance, we have never decided and we
have not to decide a question of constitution-
al right which is pointed out in an article in
the Contemporary Review which deals with
the question. It is written by an English-
man, and it says:

But the question is what right we have to inter-
fere ? The fainous convention of 1884 recognized the
autonony of the South African Republic, and the
late Lord Derby, who was then Secretary of State for
the Colonies, declared that the sovereignty of the
Queen, preserved by the convention of 1881, has been
abandoned. It is true that the representatives of the
public bound themselves not to conclude treaties with
foreign powers without the ratification of the British
Government, and promised equal rights to ail residents
in the country, but equal rights are not alleged t - in-
clude the franchise, and no state in the world gives
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the suffrage to foreigners on precisely the same ternis
as to the natives.

That is what is done in England. In Eng-
land what have the Jews in Whitechapel ?
Have they the franchise? What is the
state of things in India ? Have the inhabit-
ants of India the franchise ? Here is a
dilemma which I put to the hon. minister :
either the participation in the government
by the exercise .of the franchise is a strict
right due to the inhabitants of a country, as
seems to be the case since Great Britain asks
the Transvaal to give t he franchise to British
subjects in the Transvaal, and if that is so,
why is that same right not given to the in-
habitants of India? or that right of franchise
is not supreme but night be subjected to
circumstances which changes the case, as in
India? No doubt it is the case and if so why
not conclude that in the Transvaal, there
might be circumstances which should be
studied before having a strict rule to apply
there when it is not applicable to India ?

routine of the House. It is not an expendi-
ture of money in the way public money
should be expended.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-What does the hon.
gentleman say about passing an order to get
a certain sum to have the Debates published i

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-That is brought in
in the regular way by the recommendation
of the committee.

Hon. Ir. MILLS-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Is not that the
case ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The committee is
superior to the House!

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-It is first recom-
mended by the committee which has the
duty of looking af ter such public expenditure,
and then reported to the House whose action
confirms or rejects the report.

This is a dilemma that I am putting forward Hon. Mr. MILLS-The speech of the
for the hon. Minister of Justice himself, and hon. gentleman froin Marshtield (Mr. Fer-
if h, cannot answer it, I think he will see guson), although addressed to the House,
that there is something wrong in his whole was intended as a speech purposely offensive
speech, which then should not be printed. to myself. I saw the hon. gentleman come-
There is another question which arises here: in the other day loaded down with blue
I do not know that we have power to deal books and other papers, and he did not
with such a motion as this. I know that speak on this question. Of course, time was
when a petition is presented here asking for very short. Hon. gentlemen know that His
an expenditure of public money, it is always Excellency came here for the purpose of
ruled out of order, because it involves ex- giving his approval to the election which
penditure, and here is a motion made by a had been made in the House of Commons of
member of the Senate which has not been the Speaker, and our time for discussing the
submitted to the Crown and which involves subject was very limited, and I felt it
the expenditure of public money. my duty to take less time in dealing with it

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-How much 1 than I should like to have taken if it had
been discusred earlier. The hon. gentleman

Hon Mr. LANDRY-I do not know; says it would be discreditable to have my
the question is not the amount. If I have speech given to the public with the sanction
not a right to spend any sum, the amount of the House with ail the blunders that it
matters littie, be it large or small. contains. The hon. gentleman has mentioned

Hon. Mr. PRDL ROSE-It is a very the blunders. The first is with regard to

trifling matter. the European population in the Transvaal.
I took the very latest figures. I took those

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-It might be a which were given to the British public in a
trifling matter but the question of order is pamphlet by Sir Ashmead Bartlett, who
raised. I think the motion is out of order. hid given a good deal of consideration to

Hon. Mr. MILLS-If the hon. gentle the suhject, and who was as likely to be
man's view is correct, when you introduce a well informed as the hou. gentleman himself.
bill here you would have to get a governor's Then I looked at the publication on behalf
message in order to have it printed. of the Uit lander population, the author of

which stated what their numbers are in
Hogi. Mr. LANDRY-That is part of the Johannesburg. That was a very few w eeks

routine business, bt this is outside of the ago, and I think that those people who are
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specially interested are quite as likely to be give a sunmary for the press of the proceed-
well informed on that subject as the hon. ings of this fouse, you are violating the
gentleman. So I might go over all the last principle which the hon. gentleman
figures I have given. I know the population referred to. Let me take, for instance,
is not very accurately ascertained, but I the publication that took place in the fouse
gave those figures which I believed were, on two or three years ago of a report made by
the whole, most reliable. For instance, it sore one with regard to the dairy business.
is stated that the native population of the There were some 75,000 or 80,000 copies of
Transvaal is somewhere between 730,000 that report pubiished. There was a departure
and 800,000. If I gave it at all I gave from the mIe which the hon. gentleman has
it as somewhere about three quarters laid down.
of a million, and is with rHrgard
to ail these matters, the information Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-No, no; it was
which I gave was as accurate as could not a parliamentary speech.
be obtained, and as safe a statement as one Hon. Mr. M tLLS-t does not matter
coutd well make. Now, upon that question, whether it was a speech or not. It does
no thing particularly depends. We were sot matter whether it is in the for i of a
considering here the condition of the Uit- document prepared ouside, or a speech
lander population of British origin inl delivered inside. Wby did you give the
that country. The hon. gentleman has w as

itere as soeher sabouet Ihe uaterst lai down. otepbie h h

reer d to the sveent e Inmati onth Hdocument published, containing a report of
regardhtic thhreve .I gave at, cod nofficeruponaparticularhsubject Instead

beo otaied samn ae ay sttMent Cas oe Hn r.MLSItde otmte

on thme tarticultadepens. C ber- of publishing the usual number of three or
lain himself, who, I think, is not likely to ifive thousand you ordered 75,000 or 80,000
be misinformed on the natter, and al o the t ocue n pr earedt oouse o r s ee ch
figures with regard to the individual taxa- pieedrinsidecause you ie t
tion per head which the lion. gentleman was a matter of public interest which you

says is very nuch less. The individual would be justifid in making generally

taxation referred to the taxation that was accessible to the public. That is the whole

borne specially by the people of Johannes- point, and the point in every publication in
la n d s f, who,. I thin snot liel y to fregard to which you feel justifid l depart-
be mianfd i onte eatte and alsook ing f rom the rule. It is not a matter of the

at tat heywil se tha th sttemntsslightest consequence to me, what course the
with regard to the aggregatte amount and nteret whhe it

tio peHedwihtehn etea ouldma be justifid in making ghenerlly

with regard to the individual amount are si the particular view the hon. gentleman
perfectly consistent with each other. I need as expressed or whether it inv the view

ot go into that discussion further. Un- etertained b m hon. friend who bas tade
fortunately, the hon. gentleman did not th the rule is n a tr the
make his speech. The hon, gentleman e motistonseIn he trin on for the pur-
wit regard tbo e a great amsoune ogentleman with regard to py facths and
introduce so ist ent wt ethe fiures. I need not say anything with
nobaton no th discussion rh n nregard to the observations addressed by the
question. I am not pressing the matter. lion. gentleman opposite in respect to the
I have not pressed for the publication right of this House, because every hon.
of a single copy. It. did not matter to ghtleman knos beause chon.
me. There was a generai expression of gentleman knows that if the Ilouse chooses

me hr a a genral e sion of to give such an order it is within its right.
tJjili i i Fi t he ee- c s

OPnn n tl e u s pUUr

should be distributed, and I acquiesced,
but, whatever the hon. gentleman may
think, it is not a matter to which I person-
ally attach any great importance. In saying
this i care very little whether the views of
the hon. gentleman are accepted or the
views of the House generally. The views of
the House in this matter I think ought to
prevail over the views of the hon. gen-
tleman. With regard to the publication of
documents, when we employ a gentleman to

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-I had very little
idea that the innocent motion of the hon.
gentleman from Rideau on Friday last
would have provoked such an amount of
elaborate research on the part of the hon.
gentlemen who opposed it in this chamber
this afternoon. The object which the mover
had in view, and the object which I had in
view in seconding his motion, was this: I
held, and I hold now, that in the speech of
the hon. Minister of Justice there is a com-
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pendium, a gathering together of an immense larly any members on this side of the House,
amount of knowledge which should be made made a speech along the saine line, I would
available. have been more emphatic in the opposition

I have expressed to the printing of this
Hon. Mr. FERG USON-Hear, hear. debate than had that speech been made by

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE -The hon. gentle- one differing fron me in politics. I yield
man from Marshfield laughs. It is quite to no one m this bouse in regard to my
evident that somte of the statements which appreciation of the eflorts of my hon. friend,

the hon. gentleman has made in the chamber the M1mster of Justice, i the speech in
this afternoon are open to contradiction, question. There is no doubt it is a very
but that is the view which we hold, and useful compendium of knowledge on this

there was in the speech of the hon. Minister particular question, and undoubtedly indic-

of Justice a gathering together of a large ates an amount of ndustry, labour, and loyal
number of facts with regard to a very im- feeling which should receive the commenda-

por-tant subject indeed, and we think that the tion of this House, but that was not the
information which it contained should be question at issue. The question was whether

made available to the people of Canada. That it was wise to establish a precedent of this
. t. hIl t- i tshel andA i order which, so far as I can learn, has never
s e w o e mai erL nL kt nIU , eI en" benrcgie nPrimn pna
questions were to arise, debateable questions en recognized in Parliament upon any pre-
perhaps, such as to bad precedent and con- vous occasion. My hon. friend f rom Rideau

stitutional right and so on, I think that says that it is an indication of loyalty on
under the circumstances, we mnight well the part of those who desire to have this

afford to ignore these for the present, in the debate printed and circulated, I presume,
Iight of the information which would be Iconversely he means it would be an indication

conveyed to the people by having that speech of disloyalty o n the part of those who oppose
in their hands. We wish the people to have it. Loyalty should be somewhat more deep.
extended knowledge in regard to this most seated than in the mere fact of making a
important subject. We wish the people to speech and ditributing it. However, pro-
have their loyalty stirred up in regard to bably my hon. friend f rom Rideau, with the

this matter, and I cannot think of any zeal which usually characterizes him in

better way than that proposed in the motion, speeches, was not serious in the appeal that

to circulate copies of the speech of the hon. he made to members of the House to support
Minister of Justice. As far a-i expense is the motion. I did take occasion te say,
concerned, it is a mere bagatelle and, under when my hon. friend from Rideau first sug-
ail the circumstance, the House might well gested the printing of these speeches, that
afford to take the course suggested in the im my judgment, owing to the fact of the

motion of lihe hon. gentleman from Rideau. popular branch of Parliament, viz., the
Commons, having taken no step in this

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I had not in- direction, it would not be in good taste for
tended making any observations on the this body to have our debate printed and cir-
motion to-day, owing to my having culated. Had they shown any wish to do
expressed my views on a former occasion, se, it might havs been politic and wise for
when the matter 3ame up for our con- us te follew in the saine direction; but surely
sideration, but owing to some ouservations we leave ourselvesopen te be attacked for
which fell from the hon. gentleman fron imrodesty in priing and circulating a
Rideau, I feel bound, in vindication of the debate en a subject which, te say the least,
course which I am taking on this subject to has received quite as much attentien in the
repel the innuendo, or insinuation, niade in Heuse of Commnns as in this branch of Par-
regard to the reasons why any opposition has liament. Then, on the .ther hand, when
been expressed by my hon. friend to the lef t this matter was first hrought up very serieus
and myself on this motion. My hon. friend doubt existed in the minds of many members
the Ministerof Justice alsomade an innuendo, as te whether the questions should be dealt
somewhat along the saine line, that this with by Parliament. We know there is a
opposition was largely due to the fact that deep seated feeling against dealing with sub-
he had made a speech upon a particular jects which are net gernane te those subjects
question. I say, with all sincerity to my with which the Parliament of Canada bas te
hon. friend, that had any one else, particu- do. Very strong opinions were expressed at
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one time on the introduction of the Home 1 the expressions of opinion, or the speeches
Rule issue into Parliament, and the passing which are made in this buse are not of
of a resolution on the subject. If this Parlia- sufficient importance to receive the attention
ment is to take into consideration all Imperial of the press, it i. beneath the dignity of the
questions that may arise from time to time Senate to resort to any ineans to circulate,
and pronounce upon them, I can assure hon. through the press or otherwise, the speeches
gentlemen that they will have assumed a made by hon. gentlemen on public matters.
responsibility which they had not bargained
for in entering on this precedent ; therefore, Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is departed fram
my view was that a precedent of this kind in both fouses by the publication of the
should not be established, because, in the Debates. Both fouses are supposed to pub-
first place it was a doubtful question as to Iish every speech made in Parlianent, and
whether Parliament should have been in- go, even in the case which the hon. gentie-
vaded by a question which did not particu- man mentions, of the Minister of Finance,
larly pertain to the business before it. So it is sinply a différence in numbers and not
far as precedent is concerned, it is wcll a diffrence in principle.
known that the Finance Minister's speech is
the only speech published and circulated by Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The principle
Parliament. That bas been recognized as a Of circulation has never been recognized in
precedent and followed year after year, and the IIansard. It is a record of the pro-
it is limited to that. Consequently if we ceedinga.
open the door to the publication of debates Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend is
such as we have before us now, hon. gentle- mistaken because copies of Hansard are
men can. with very good cause, in the future s
ask Parliament to print and circulate any s
debate. As to the expressions which have Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It is not a
fallen from the other side of the House with wholesale circulation of the debates.
reference to the hon. gentleman f rom Marsh-
field, I think the House should feel indebted Hon. Sir MACKENZIE EOWELL-It
to my lion. friend for having directed the is not my intention to prolong this debate.
attention of the Senate to what seemid to I should not have risen only for the reînarks
be inaccuracies in regard to some statistics of the hon. gentleman from Stadaconn (Mr.
given. I know very well that statistical Landry), which were somewhat of a surprise
books differ on the subject of the Transvaal. to me, when he read from the Gonterporary
I have been comparing Whittaker with the Jeview. Iknow, and I think most of thosewho
Statesman's Year Book, and I can well have read anything on this subject are aware,
understand that a difference of opinion does that there was a7discussion as to whether
prevail with regard to the figures that have the preamble of the convention of 1881 was
been nentioned. This House should not con- repealed when the convention of 1884 was
demn any memberbecausehe directs attention held. Soute were of the same opinion, at
to what he consider$ inaccurate statements. that time, as was expressed by the late Lord
Instead of hon. gentemen finding fault with Derby in the article just quoted by the
him, and attributing his opposition to capti- hon. senator, but if my recollection
ous criticism, it seems to nie that a member serves me right, that question has been re-
who makes himself familiar with the statis- ferred to the Law Lords of the Crown, and
tics on any important question should re- the Law Lords have decided that the pre-
ceive the thanks of this House instead of amble to the convention of 1881 was not re-
receiving hostile criticism. I merely men- pealed by the convention of 1884. If my
tion these facts to indicate the position I recollection ho correct, and I think it is, then
have taken on this question and the opinion the preamole gives the suzerainty of that
which I still hold in regard to the printing country to the Queen of England, and under
and circulation of particular debates by this that power, she now seeks, through Parlia-
House. With regard to the precedent men- ment, to restore the rights which she thinks
tioned by the Minister of Justice, in relation her subjects have been deprived of. If the
to the reporting of the debates of this House statement were true, that the convention of

by an outside reporter, I have always ex- 1881 which gave the suzerainty to the Queen
pressed myself as being opposed to that. If of England had been repealed, then there
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would be not only much force in the state-
ment made by my hon. friend for Stadacona,
but it would show an interference on the
part of England with the independence of
the Transvaal. If that suzerainty exists, as
I an under the impression it does, for the
reasons I have given, that the Law Lords of
the Crown have decided that that portion of
the convention is not repealed-and I
think the Minister of Justice will agree
with me on that point-then the Queen
of England, through her government,
not only has a right, but it is her im-
perative duty to look after the interests of
her subjects in the Transvaal. Otherwise, I
should be very much inclined to agree with
my hon. friend ; but in looking casually
at this question, I think there is quite
enough evidence to show that an interference
on the part of England at the present time
is an absolute necessity, unless she has made
up her mind to have her subjects ill-treated
in parts of the world where she has some
control and some power. If the speeches
on this question are to be printed, I shall
take the liberty, not of changing anything
I said-because in reading over my remarks
I do not see that there is anything to
change so far as the sentiments which I
have uttered are concerned -but I shall
take the liberty of adding a little informa-
tion. In reference to the point of order
raised by my hon. friend, I shall not
discuss that further than to state what my
recollection is of the procedure in the House
of Commons and also in this House. When
the Minister of Justice called attention to
the fact that we employ a reporter here to
report for the press and pay him without a
Governor General's warrant, he must have
forgotten that there is a certain sum placed
in the estimates, called the contingent
accounts, over which this House has full
control; and if this printing is to be paid
out of that fund, and the recommendation
comes from the proper source, we have a
right, without a message from His Excel-
lency, to expend this sum of money. I do not
think the recollection of the Minister of Jus-
tice is accurate with respect to the procedure
of the House of Commons. It is true the Com-
mittee on Agriculture recommended to the
House the publication of 60,000 or 100,000
copies of a report, and when an independent
member of the House rises to ask for the print-
ing of any document, as has been done by my
.friend opposite to-day, the suggestion is at

once made to refer it to the Printing Com-
mittee, and the Printing Committee recom-
mend to Parliament the carrying out of the
suggestion made by the member of the House
of Commons, they having the power to
do that, a sum having been placed in the
estimates to cover the cost, Parliament ap-
proves and it is done. Most hon. gentlemen
who have been on the Printing Committee
for any length of time will remember that
that is the course pursued. I have a dis-
tinct recollection, on a number of occasions
in the House of Commons, when a motion
of that kind was made, of a reference of it
to the Printing Cominittee, and the fact
that the House recommended the printing
of a certain document which has been sug-
gested in the House, is taken as an indirect
order to do it, and it is always done. That
is the procedure in the House of Commons,
and my hon. friend is aware that we have
in the estimates every year a sum placed at
our disposal, called the contingent account,
to be used in such a manner as the House
may deem propez.

The motion was agreed to.

COND1TIONAL LIBERATION OF
PENITENTIARY CONVICTS

BILL.
AMENDMENT CONCURRED IN.

A message was received from the Ilouse
of Commons returning Bill (T) "An Act
to provide for the Conditionai Liberation of
of Penitentiary Convicts," with an amend-
ment

Hon. Mr. MN1ILLS moved that the amend:
ment be concurredin. Hesaid :-The amend-
ment consists in the addition of the follow-
ing as clause 12:

It shall be the duty of the Minister of Justice to
advise the Governor General upon all matters con-
nected with, or affecting, the administration of this
Act.

It was not stated precisely in the bill to
what department the administration of this
Act belonged, nor whether the regulations
should be made as departmental regulations,
or in council, and in the discussion in the
House of Commons they seem to think that
the matter should rest with the Minister of
Justice, and that the responsibility should
be his personal responsibility in the discharge
of his official duties. The reason was that
in all pardons, except those in capital cases,
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the Governor General acts upon the advice
of the Minister of Justice alone, and so this
applies that rule with regard to the granting
of the tickets of leave, or conditional pardon,
or freedom on parole.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Would that go beyond the question of ticket
of leave? I am aware that in cases of capi-
tal punishment, questions affecting life and
death, that the council always act upon the
advice of the Minister of Justice.

Hon. Mr. BAKER-Not always.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
will withdraw that expression. I did not
intend to imply that. They always act upon
the advice of the Minister of Justice, but
they do not always confirm it. They con-
sider the recommendation of the Minister of
Justice, and I may say further, that it is
very seldom departed from. I have known
occasions, however, where his recommenda-
tion has not been concurred in, as to carrying
out the sentence, and sometimes as to
reprieving. But does this amendment ge
leyond these two points; first, the recom-
mendation, so far as affecting life and death,
and the ticket of leave, or does it place the
whole responsibility in the hands of the
Minister of Justice when he makes any
change in reference to salaries, or in refer-
ence to appointments to office without
recommending to council?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There is no provision
with regard to offices of any sort in the bill.
There is no creation of offices in the bill.
It simply relates to the granting of tickets
of leave and the conditions upon which they
are granted.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
thought it was dealing with the other bill.

The motion was agreed to.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (182) " An Act respecting Depart-
ments of Customs and Inland Revenue."-
(Mr. Scott.)

Bill (175) " An Act further to amend the
Act respecting roads and road allowances in
the province of Manitoba."-(Mr. Scott.)

Bill (170) " An Act respecting the safety
of ships."-(Mr. Scott.)

Bill (187) " An Act respecting the city of
Ottawa."-(Mr. Scott.)

GENERAL INSPECTION ACTAMEND-
MENT BILL.

FIRST READING.

A message was received from the House
of Commons with Bill (156) " An Act to
amend the General Inspection Act."

The bill was read the first time.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved that the bill be
read the second time to-morrow. He said:-
The General Inspection Act is being changed
in a few particulars. There has been a
good deal of discussion affecting the standard
of Manitoba wheat, and this bill gives the
result of the various reports of the boards
with reference to it. The proposal is to do
away with the present mode of having
inspectors who are paid by fees, and to
appoint two inspectors, one at Winnipeg
and one at some eastern port, to inspect the
grain. It elevate-i the standard of Manitoba
bard. It provides that the proportion of
liard red fife wheat in every bushel shall be
raised from 66ý to 75. These are the
principal points in the bill. I will explain
it more fully on the second reading.

The motion was agreed to.

REDISTRIBUTION BILL.
INQUIRY.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Before the House adjourns I should like to
call the attention of the hon. Minister of
Justice to a cablegram which appeared in
the Toronto Globe of Saturday last and
reads as follows:

LoNDioN, ENG., OFFICE OF THE GLOBE,
222-225 STRAND, W.C., August 4.

The Senate having thrown out the Redistribution
Bill on the ground that it is unconstitutional to legis-
late in the direction of altering the electoral divisions
except upon the occasion of the regular decennial
adjustment, the following opinion is interesting. It
speaks for itself :-

Our opinion is asked whether it is competent to the
Canadian Parliament to legislate as proposed, and
independently of the decennial adjustment. We are
of the opinion that it is competent.

(Sgd.) EDWARD BLAKE,
R. B. HALDANE,

Canadian Agent under the late Government.
W. H. ASQUITH,

Formerly Honie Secretary.
EDWARD CARSON,

Solicitor General for Ireland in the last Salisbury
Government.

ROBERT CECIL,
Son of Lord Salisbury.
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What I should like to ask the hon. min- what has taken place in another branch of
ister is, whether this opinion was sought this legislature, that in all probability this
from these gentlemen by himself, or by the question was put to Mr. Blake, and the
governiment of which he is a member; and, other gentlemen in the manner indicated in
if so, whether he will be prepared to lay this cablegran to the Globe: We know that
upon the table the question which was ask- a very short time ago, when certain charges
ed these legal gentlemen ? I do so for the of a very grave character were made in the
reason that the manner in which the ques- Lower House against one of the ministers,
tion was put to these legal gentlemen was Reuter telegraphed, under instructions,
not correct, presuming that this cablegram so he said, this important statement, that
is true. The reason for rejecting the re- the member who had made these charges had
distribution, or Readjustment Bill, is given withdrawn them, when in fact there was
in the motion which I ma le in amendment not a scintilla of truth in the statement.
to the motion for the second reading, and On the contrary, he placed his own
that does not afdirm that Parliament had not position in the House in jeopardy if he
the right to legislate upon that question if failed to substantiate the charges before
it thought proper to do so. I was very care- a coinmittee. The only deduction to be
ful in drafting that resolution not to have drawn froin these two instances are
that question involved. If lion. gentle- these: first, a desire to mislead the publie
men read the remarks which I made they mmd in England, both as to the
will see that I pointed out very distinctly h s to which I have referred, and
and positively that it was inexpedient for which were made in the Lower House, and
the reasons which were given ir the amend- also as to the action of the Senate. If Mr.
ment, and not that it was unconstitutional. Blake held the opinion which this cablegram
I quite agreed with the remarks of the hon. indicates he holds, it is a most singular thing
gentleman from St. Boniface, who put that that when, Sir John Mncdonald, in the
question succinctly and very pointedly. le Lower fouse, made the statement that the
said that while he was of the opinion that, Senate had prevented a violation of the Con-
as the British North America Act did not stitutional Act in preventing the Tucker-
prohibit legislation upon this subject, he did smith Bill fror becoming law, that Mr.
not think that it was unconstitutional. That Blake neyer answered it. Hon. gentie-
was the view also taken by my hon. friend men may read that debate from beginning
who sits in front of me, except that he goes to end and they will fot find a single word
a little further. My hon. friend from Mon- by Mr. Blake's di8senting fromn the proposi-
tarville, (Mr. DetBoucherville) voted against tions laid down by Sir John Macdonald at
the amendaient siOply because he thought that tee. If Mr. Blake bad hiad the
that we had a rifht to legisaate upon the strong opinions that he now holds, knowing
subject. That point 1 never disputed. What him as we do, and knowing how positive
I pointed out, and what mobt of those who he is in evemy instance where he expresses
spoke upon the question pointed out, wvas, an opinion, more particularly against a
that while the Confederation Act gave the political. opponent, it is but fair to
power to the local legisatures tot change, assume that he would have taken
alter and amend the representation ia the ssue with the Premier at that moment.
legislative assembly, and Lso toc change the However, that is a matter which I shah f not
constitution by tae abolition of the Upper disouss just now; but what should like to
House, that hadB the fathers of confedera- know is whether that was the representation
tion, when they drafted the clauses affecting made to these legal gentlemen i England
the readjustient of the representation not by the Minister of Justice, or by any of he
intended to confine ir, to each decennial colleagues; and if so, whether ie wll lie
census, they would have given the saSe prepared to lay upon the table of the ouse
power to this Parsiament as they gave to the the communication, whether it lie by cable-
local legisiatures, and, therefore, inferentially gram or letter, in order that we may know
they did not intend it to, beexerised, a md exactly what representations were made to
that equitably it should not lie done. That them, and then we wil ine able to judge and
was the ground upon which this fouse re- act accordingly. It Mr suggested by My hon.
jected that bill, and not for the reasons given friend beside me (Mr. Landry) that the
in this telegram. I am led to suppose, from Solicitor General is at present in England,
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and probably the subnission may have been member of the Senate, but every man, woman
made by him. If that be the case, I should and child in the country to take into serious
like to know whether he was acting on his consideration. From an article which I hold
own responsibility, or whether lie acted in my hand it appears that the Premier of
under instructions received f rom ministers this country has been treated rather caval-
in Ottawa. ierly by sone newspapers in the United

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I have had no com- States, and that being the case we cannot

munication with anybody in England with tell what may be the result. His sunny
regard to the Redistribution Bill, nor do I ways may have to give way to a Saskatche-

know that any of my colleagues have had. wan inusket for ail we know. I shall
My impression is that the opinion was o read this article and ask whether there is

perhaps obtained at the instance of the news- any truth in it :

paers. WASHINGTON, Aug. 5. --F. W. Fitzpatrick; of the
treasury department, bas returned to Washington

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- from Ottawa, where he went at the instance of the
comminttee of citizens of Chicago, in charge of the

For its own purpose < eeremonies of laying the cerner stone of that city's
eat post office building, next October, by President

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes. McKinley, to arrange for the formal invitation and
expec+ed acceptance of an invitation from Chicago's

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Does the hon. min- citizens to the Governor General, and cabinet of
ister think that Mr. Blake and the other Canada to participate in these festivities. Mr. Fitz-

patrick is the assistant Unit-d States arcbitect for thegentleman would have undertaken to have Chicago building.
addressed that to the Globe if they were not To an Associated Press representative he admitted

that his official reception at the Canadian capital wasasked for it? slightly chilly, Sir Vilfrid Laurier very candidly
telling him that under the present conditions it

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I did not say that w be impossible to accept or even to consider any
they would do it without bFing asked. All social invitations to this side of the borjer. Mr.

I Fitzpatrick says than in substance Sir Wilfrid's1 said was that 1 lad not asked it, nor was voluntary statements and answers to questions were
I aware that any of my colleagues had asked as follows: " As a friend in whom I am deeply inter-
it. ested I am very glad to see yau, but, frankly, as a re-

)reentative of the federal or any government in the
mi nited States, your visit could not have been moreHon. Mr. LANDRY-Does the hon. mi untimely. When I received your first letter I took

ister consider Mr. Fitzpatrick one of hi§ up the matter with His Excellency the Governor
colleagues ? General and he expressed a sincere desire to visit

Chicago, and seemed as anxious to accept the invita-
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- tion as, I was. We would have heen delighted to go,

and were looking forward to the day with uiuch
He is a member of the government, but not anticipation. But sin< e then the tone of your press
of the cabinet. bas become so harsh in dealing vith the Al-,skan

boundary question, such misrepresentations have
Hon. Mr. M ILLS- I am not aware that been made about our government, and particularly

• about me, that it vould be undignified for us to visit
Mr. Fitzpatrick has put any such question. you, and I cannot advise His Excellencv to go."
I think he is on the continent. Mr. Fitzpatrick said that Sir Wilfid intimated

that in the present state of public feeling in the United
States, as indicated in the press, it would not be enti-Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Has e gone rely safe for the Governor General and himself to visit

Rome ? Chicago, as he feared that they nmight, in a great
gathering of such a character as a Chicago ceremony,

THE ALASKAN BOUNDRY QUES- .subj ected to some unpleasantuess or indignity by
THE LASK N BO NDRYQUES theughtless persons. Sir Wilfrid expressed as strongly

TION. in favour of arbitrating the Alaskan boundary dispute,
INQUIRY. and concluded the interview as follows : " No, nuch

INQURY.as 1 regret it, 1 cou ld not po to Chicago under present
Hon. Sir MACK ENZIE BOWELL-As conditions and shall certamnly, however painful a duty

it may be, also advice His Excellency to dechne the
we have a little time at our disposal, there iinvitation that I know and feel bas so kindly been
is another matter to which I should like to extended to us by the city of Chicago."
call the attention of the hon. minis ter, be- Mr. Fitzpatrick secured Sir Wilfrid's promise,
cause there is no saying what the results however, te reconsider the matter.
may be. We may be involved in interna- THE PREMIERS CUET REPLY.

tional difficulties and troubles through the In the House of Commons on Saturday night Mr.
actions of our Premier, and it is a matter of Davin called attention te the foregoing:
very serious consideration, and a matter 1 Sir Wilfrid Laurier made curt reply: "I have

nothing to say," he made answer : "I beg to move
which I think it behooves not only every the ad journment of the House," which motion carried.
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What I should like to know is, whether it the custom to discuss, in Parliament, all
the Minister of Justice could inform us if sorts of rumours that are put in the news-
any such interview took place, and if so, papers, and give them a dignity and import-
whether the Premier of this Dominion ever ance that otherwise tley would not
gave expression to sentiments of this kind. possess. Our position upon this boundary
They are unseemly, and out of character question was for a number of days
with the high position that he holds. If systematically misrepresented by a por-
the statement is untrue, he ought at once tion of the press of the United States
repudiate ever having uttered it. It seems with a view to infiuencing public opinion in
incredible that the Premier of this country favour of the United States contention and
should tell a United States official, whoever against the view that the Canadian people
he might be, that because there is an inter- entertain, but I do not think it is good
national dispute existing between the twô policy for us to undertake to transfer that
countries as to the Alaskan boundary, it discussion, which in the United States is
would prevent hin accepting a public invita-(carried on in the newspaper press, in this
tion, and still more that he should for a country to Parlianent. If we have anything
moment have given as a reason that the press to say it should be said through the news
of the United States had been abusing papers of the country, and let it be a news-
Canada and particularly himself • ergo, it paper discussion instead of making it a pâr-
would not be safe for him or the Governor iiamentary and officiai discussion on our side.
General to go to Chicago. It struck me, I know nothing about the matter to which
when I read it, that I should ask whether my hon. friend has referred. I con express
the friendly relations that have existed in no opinion with regard to it. I formed the
the past still exist, or whether there is a opinion, when I read it, that it was made
probabiiity that ail negotiations and friendiy up very anuch in the saine way that the
intercqurse between the two countries shaa Waterford Editor made news. oe was
ceose. informed by bis printer tdat they wanted

Hon.Mr. %IILS-Isupose t i about two inches of a column to cornplete
s a the page of a newspaper and asked what to

withio af view tod influencin pulcoiini

oput in. The editor said put in a paragraph

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOXELL-I that there was a boy drowned in the bar-
do not understand that.' AR I do nrit useý1 bo.ur." The pararaph was put in, and the
tohacco,1 Ido not se the application of it. printer returned and said, That bas filed
If it is siîply a case of pistols for two an~d up one-haf the space, but we want as much
coffee- for one, it would not be a matter cf more." " Put in a second paragraph, said
very great importance even if the duel fook Ithe editor that it was a mistake, there was
place between the PrA.mier and this gente- no boy drowned in the harbour." In that
man, Mr. Fitzpatrick, or some one of thet way the materiai was furnished to finish out
editors who bas been abusing our Premier. the coumn. Some penny-a-liner may have
Seriously, a statement of that kind going to written to a New York paper professing to
the wrld as coming froui an officiai of the give an interview with the Prime Minister.

Inited States should be sufficient to warrant Certainly fron what the hon. gentleman
a denial of it on the very first possible read, it has been pretty we l spun ou, but
occasion. If true, I do not hesitate to say 1 neyer made any inquiry wit regard to
it is liot only impolitic, but undignified on the matter froin the Prime Minister, be-
the part of the Premier of this country to cause I did not suppose there was a particle
talk in that inanner to any officiai coming of foundation for the supposed interview.
here to extend to hum a friendly invitatio

Hon.0 rSiMCKENZIEau BOWELL cannoth te Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It

doi no underlstn sud that I o not s bour. iTes paragrp waszeo pthn a nh

for a coIent believe that the Premier woud yis pinteretrnevern cid, " th fin-
comit shsimpl t caexpisto and op ion f know how for the Premier bas com-

verygret imp ota eenfthe aduel took teedio hatl ito wsistakent o there was.

that the hon. gentleman rmay be in a ite mserial wa s of to ind I
posiion, if not now, at least wben we meei am speaking seriously now. The on. gen-
to-morrow, to gve i an emphatic denial. written o make igh of if. This is not

arithy a penny-a-Iiner; it is given on

Hon. MIr. MILLS- think it is very the auhority of the gentler in who came
much to oe deprecated that we should make here himself. If he bas tod a falsehcod, let
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us know it. I would not have brought up that they migbt receive training wbich would
this matter if it affected any one but the fit them for offices where great re8ponsibility
head of the government of the country. would attach. k was a proposai to some
When the Premier of this country speaks, ex n to introduce the English systew. k
he speaks for the whole Dominion, and not neyer seemed tu ne that it was a plan that
for an individual, and if he has made the could be, witbout going much further, satis-
statement reported, I say it is undignified factorily worked out in this country. There
on his part. I doubt very niuch whether were two systems in vogue in two countries
he ever did say it. Let us fasten the lie of Europe where parliamentary government
upon Mr. Fitzpatrick, if it is a lie. subsists, eitier of which was capable

Hon. iMr. POWER-It might not haveis te g practically worked out. There
been Mr. Fitzpatrick. Italian systei, wbicb gave taeachi d epartment of governinent a single

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It head, the sanie a4 our systei dues, but
says Mr. Fitzpatrick. There could not be a wbich gave to the miuiister an opportunity
more positive statement made. It does not of foilowing bis measure into the buse to
appear at all like the work of a penny-a- which he did fot belong and there speaking
liner. in its defence, so tbat each fouse migbt be

fuiiy informed as to the policy had in view
The enat adjurne. jin tbe proposai of the measure. 1 arn notThe Senate adjourned.the system as been tried else-

where than in the Kingdom of Italy. l
England every department o! the govern-

THE SENATE. ment has an assistant head, as weil as the
chief, tbe assistant being a member of the

Ottawa, Tue8day, Sth 4ugust, 1899. administration but not a member o! tbe
cabinet. This, to some extent, introduced

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three that system, but only ta a very iimited
o'Clock. extent, and SirJohn Macdonald, af ter putting

Prayers and routine proceedings. the mesure on the statute-book, did not
bring it into operation, althoug it was

DEPARTMENTS 0F CUSTOMS AND, there for some tme while he remained Prime

INLAND REVENUE BILL. Minýter. At a latter period it was brought

SECOND READING. into operation, my hon. f riend on the opposi-
tion (Sir Mackenzie Bowell) who had been

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the second read- Minister of Customs for a number o! years,
ing of Bill (182) intituled "An Act respct- retired fro that department and took the
ing the Departments of Customs and Inhand position of Minister of Commerce, and the
Revenue." He said :-I need say littie witb Controller o! Custom was created and dis-
regard to this bill. Tbe measure is a 'very charged tbe administrative duties which had
brie! one, and the object is specificawly stated beforebelonged to the Miniterof Custome. I
in the bill. It has for its objet the increaie donotteink tatthissystemcould beconsider-
of the salaries of tbe Controller of Inland ed as a successful or satisfactoryone. It either
Revenue and the Controlier of Customs ta went too far in beig casled into existence,
$7,000 a year, the saine as the other merw- or did not go far enough in not being ex-
bers of the cabinet. At the time that the tended to ail the other departents of
salaries of tbe Controller of Inland Revenue governrnent. At ail events, the next
and the Controller of Customs were reduced, admInistration thought proper to return to
it was when a different arrangement was the old systen and ta the practice of creat-
made, the object being to exclude these fting a chief wto is the head of the depart-
officers from the cabinet, athough they were ment, and who is also a member of the cabi-

TieHbers of the administration, and so a net. It was proposed that these two officers
oCaller saeary was fixed. Sir John Mac- should continue toa receive the salaries whic
donald stated that the object in making the bad been paio to the Controler of Customt
chae was to furnish an opportunity for until there cou d be a reduction in the num-
bringin. men into t he administration wo ber o cabinet ministers. Tat reduction
Were young members of promise, in order has not taken place. There ha, been a
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rapid extension of the Dominion, during the
past two years, in population and in the
area over which that population extended.
The Yukon, which is as large as an ordinary
province, and which contains a very consider-
able population producing a large amount of
wealth and of revenue being distant and
somewhat inaccessible, has made it, up to'
the present time impossible to reduce the
number of cabinet ministers, as was sug-
gested at the time this change was made. I
would say to the hon. gentleman that I have
never spoken in favour of a small number of
cabinet ministers. I never believed that
you could undertake to engraf t the policy of
the United States, with regard to the ex-
ecutive government, upon the parliamentary
sy.tem of the country. A Prime Minister
in England, some years ago said, that it was
the duty of the administration to make a
House and keep a House, and that is,.under
our parliamentary system, in a large mea-
sure one of the duties and one of
the sources of anxiety to the Prime
Minister and to his government. You
may adopt a public policy that is acc-pt-
able to a very large number of people,
the majority of the people of the country,
but that is not sufficient. A government,
like Parliamentitself, must be in touch with
the people of the country if there is any very
large area that is not brought in contact in
some way or other with some one or more
members of the administration. Every one
knows, who consider the subject, that when
an Imperial federation of a representative
character is spoken of one of the first insup-
erable difficulties that presents itself to the
mind of a statesman who is called upon to
reflect upon the subject, is that with an
empire so extensive-with portions of the
country so widely separated from each other,
if you had a parliament sitting for any
length of time at London, say, or an admin-
is ýration and responsible government created
sitting there, that that governiment would
soon be out of touch with all the more
distant portions of the empire, because' it
could not be sufficiently in contact with
them to know how they view matters to
fully appreciate the constant changes that
public opinion is undergoing that would
always require, if Parliament is to remain in
harmony and the country to be duly reflected
in the House of the empire, and in the
administration of the empire, and in the
administration itself, so that we in this

country as a cabinet, occupy a very different
position from a cabinet in the United States
under the United States system. They are
not ministers. They are simply chief clerks
under the president. Under the constitution
the whole executive government is in the
hands of a single person. It is in the highest
degree monarchy, a simple monarchy, where-
as under our system the executive govern-
ment is represented, and the Crown is
the dignified head and is the organ
for the expression of the executive govern-
ment of the country. Now, that is our
position, and even if it were possible that
a government composed of a very snall
number of ministers could efficiently carry
on the executive government, it would
altogether fail as a portion of Parliament
to keep itself in touch with the people,
to control, if I may so.use that expres-
sion in its legitimate and proper sense
-t control Parliament and to retain its
confidence, and to give to the advisors of the
Crown something like permanence in the
conduct of public affairs. There is nothing
of that kind required under the United
States system. It is necessary under ours,
and so, under our system, you require min-
isters of the Crown not merely who are
engaged in the efficient work of the admin-
istration, but ministers also who have leisure
to consider all those important questions
which cone up, the consideration of which
is necessary to keep the government in touch
with Parliament and with the country, and
to see that the work of legislation is properly
and duly prepared for the consideration of
Parliament, so far as the Crown or the ad-
visors of the Crown may think it necessary
to take charge of that work. So you have
in England, for instance, the first Lord of
the Treasury who is leader, at the present
time, of the House of Commons and who is
for the most part usually the first minister.
You have no executive or administrative
work at all associated with his office. The
leading of the House of Commons and the
control of the business of government in the
House are considered of sufficient importance
to engage his entire attention; and so with
regard to the office of the Chancellor of the
Duchy of Lancaster. There are no ad minis-
trat've duties associated with his office. So
with regard to the Lord President of the
Council. In all these cases you have
cabinet ministers, who are invariably in
every government, and yet who have no par-
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ticular administrative labours to undertake,
and the duty which they have to discharge
is to assist their colleagues whose time is
otherwise occupied in discharging legislative
functions which are of paramount iniport-
ance, under our system, while Parliament is
in session. I say that being so, in a country
like this, containing between three and four
millions of square miles over which the popu-
lation is spreading, a population of diverse
interests who are brought into close contact
with each other, it is a necessary thing, if
you are to maintain parliamentary govern-
ment, that the number of ministers should
be considered and that you do not at all an-
swer, or successfully attack, the system by
showing that the executive government of
the country could be carried on with a
smaller number. It would be no advantage
to the government of the country to have a
political crisis during every session of Parlia-
ment, and if you had a very small nuniber
of ministers they would find it impossible to

keep themselves in touch with public opinion
in every part of the Dominion. You would
have practically that state of things. Now,
avoid that by having a cabinet sufficiently
numerous so that ministers may, during the
vacation or otherwise, and by their associa-
tion with members of the House, keep them-
selves fairly well informed of all the political
currents that are flowing, sometimes in
Opposite directions, through the various
Populations that make up the people of the
country, that the number of cabinet minis-
ters is not unduly large, and that certainly
anongst those who have important duties
to perform, few hold offices involving greater
leisure and greater responsibilities than the
Minister of Customs. I, therefore, approve
heartily of the measure I am now submitting
to the House for its consideration.

lon. Mr. MILLER-I am very sorry
that I am not in the state of health to do
justice to the task which I have under-
taken, but having promised a- number of

pletelv intended to cast dust in the eyes of
the Senate and to draw away the minds of
hon. gentlemen from the actual subject be-
fore them than this long address of the hon.
minister. The hon. gentleman commenced
by talking to us about the system of govern-
ment prevailing in Italy and elsewhere, and
ended by describing the system created by
Sir John Macdonald, which was no longer in
existence. I do not see the purpose in discuss-
ing these measures in connection with the
motion before the House. The hon. gentle-
man went into a long dissertation as to the
necessity of a large number of ministers to
govern this country, but that is not the
point that he lias to defend in moving this
bill. I intend to show, before I resume my
seat, that this bill on the ground of
economy, on the ground of political
morality and on the ground of public
decency, should not receive the sanction
of this House. The position assumed by
my hon. friend was clever, as evervthing he
does in this House shows intellectual ability
of a high order, but it was ability prostituted
to the purpose of fooling the House. I am
passing over, in starting, all this irrelevant
matter which I do not intend to answer.
The position my hon. friend assumed was that
the government required a large number of
ministers, and that he had never advocated
the United States system; that he believes
a large cabinet is necessary for the govern-
ment of the Dominion. The hon. gentleman
is perfectly correct in these statements. Ie
is not sufficient of a demagogue to have
wasted his talents, either on the floor of Par-
liament or in agitation on the hustings of this
country in tricky and dishonest contentions.
But I say here, and I say it fearlessly before
this House and before the people of this
country, that if there was one question upon
which the great Liberal party went to the
country at the last general election, it was
on the question of extravagance in the
administration of public affaire of this
country.

Iy colleagues in this House to make a
motion in opposition to the second reading of Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Hear, hear.
this bil, I feel that I have no way of avoid-
ing the responsibility that I have assumed. Hon. Mr. MILLER-The hon. Minister
With regard to the speech of the mover of of Justice'may have kept hisskirts clear of
the bill, to which hon. gentlemen have being soiled by such demagogism, but I Bay
listened, I desire to say-and I say it with the leaders of the party, the men who spoke
the greatest respect for my hor. friend the f rom every platform of this country, the men
Minister of Justice-I have never heard in who spoke upon the floors of Parliament, as
this flouse an address which was more com- the representativesof the greatLiberal party,

------------- ;
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used as one of the chief arguments against
the late administration that the government
of this country was carried on too extrava-
gantly. They pointed to the great nation
to the south of us, and said : "There is a
country of sixty or seventy mil;ions governed
by one-half the num ber of, ministers which
this poor country of ours, with four or five
millions of population, require to govern us.
It is ionstrous." I appeal to the sober,
solid sense and judgment of every political
opponent I have in this. House if that was
not the canvass these demagogues made for
years and years throughout the length and
breadth of th is land -- the extravagance of the
lategovernment. Itwaspointedoutthatinno
respect was that extravagance more palpable
than in the administration of the depart
ments. Therefore, although my hon. friend
may clear his skirts from this demagogism
with which his colleagues did not hesitate to
smear themselves, I say the great party to
which he belongs got into power by telling
the people of this country that they could
be governed wirh half the number of minis-
ters and at half the cost. What was the first
thing they did after they got into power,

government when in power for expending
$38,000,000 upon the public service of the
country and said that it could be reduced
by $4,000,000 or $5,000,000. I ask if they
did not do this from platform to platform in
every province of the Dominion ' Their
record is there and any man who wishes
to see it can examine it. And what
have we to-day? We have sixty odd million
of a budget providing for the expenditures of
the present year. I do not know what
these gentlemen must think of the public
intelligence of this country in view of such
facts as these, but I say, bad as this
comparison is which I have just made
with regard to the general expenditure,
in point of political morality, it sinks into
the shade when compared with the bill they
are now trying to force upon this branch of
Parliament. In 1897 this government passed
a bill virtually abrogating the system of
Sir John Macdonald, creating two ministers
instead of the controllers existing under the
old system, and took them into the cabinet
with a salary of $5,000 a year, andin asking
Parliament to makethatchange-tocreate the
two controllers ministers, they put a provision

with these denunciations of their opponents in the bill which is as solemn a contract as
fresh in the minds of the people? The first ever was enterd into between a government
thing they did was to create a cabinet with and a Parliament or a people, as to the sala-
twelve portfolios, with salaries ranging from ries of these two ministers. My hon. friend
$7,000 to $,COO, and three subordinate took very good care to avoid the Act of 1897;
cabinet positions, at $5,000 a year, tak- he took very good care not to allude toitin his
ing in besides two non-salaried officers, clever address to-day. He never alluded to
creating a cabinet of seventeenmembers. This this fact. But, hon. gentlemen, it was then
was the first act of these gentlemen while provided as the Act clearly shows that until
their denunciations I say were still ringing the cabinet was reduced these officers
in the ears of the people of this country at should not receive any further salary than
the absurdity of a cabinet of fifteen or sixteen they were then receiving until the number
members (thirteen salaried members all told) of ministers was reduced to thirteen, and
being required to conduct the public affairs of then they would receive like other ministers
this country. Are these not the facts, hon. the saine salary. I will read the bill
gentlemen? These are the facts upon which carried by this government, and I ask this
I am going to ask this House to consider House if they can fancy a more unblushing
the bill before us. I say, as soon as they act of administration than for the same gov-
got in they created one of the largest ernment to come down here in the face of
cabinets the country ever saw. Consistent this solemn contract that they entered into
with their conduct on every public question, with the people of this country in 1897 and
they falsified their pledges and broke their ask to do the thiniwhichis bèingcondemned.
promises, cast them to the winds, trampled Clause 2 of the bil reads as follows
them under foot and treated the people as
if they were too ignorant or imbecile to The offices of the Minister of Custons and Minis-
understand or to resent thie deception which ter of Inland Revenue which, under the provisions of
had been practised upon them. More than b
that-and I just mention' it in this connec- after the Depapment of Customs shah be presided

or the MinisAtaet o f Cuist om or the said n Ac eing

tion because it is consistent with their course the D 1  of revene b thean the eartet of Innt in 19 andfromT the first-they denounced the late Minister of Inland Revenue for the time being.
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2. The salary of each of the said ministers shall be fourteen ministers with $7,000 or $8,000 afive thousand dollars per annum and shall continue
at that rate until a readjustient of the departinents year, against the contentions of his party
of government shall reduce the number of ministers for years, that half that number should be
holding departments to thirteen or less, whereupon sufficient, and, on that ground I ask that,and thereafter the salary of each of the said ministers
shall be seven thousand dollars per annum. this bill be rejected. But I claim that it be

rejected on the ground that the expenditure
That is the compact they made with the is quite su'ficient now and should iot be in-

country. That is the compact they entered creased, and further when hon. gentlemen
into with Parliament. Those are the terms comply with the conditions imposed by
under which these two gentlemen entered Parliament in 1897, by reducing the number
the cabinet and accepted portfolios as min- of ministers, they have the power to do
isters of the Crown. There is as solemn what they want, without a bill of this kind.
an obligation upon them as if they had With regard to these officers, I am not goingsigned it under hand and seal and there is a to discuss the policy of making the change
solemn obligation upon the government to- a few years ago, or the policy that altered
day which this bill is intended to frustra'e. it. I think myself that $5,000, with an

This bill is brought in by a government indemnity of $1,000, is a very handsome
that has been condemning the extravagance salary for the work that either of these
of its opponents and lauding its own princi- gentlemen now performn or are capable of
ples of economy for years past. These men performing, as one of them especially is said
disregard their own legislation, disregarding by his own party friends to be good for
this obligation solemnly entered into, come nothing-a mere ornamental nonentity.
down with a bill to abrogate it, and the J doubt if we were to put either of them
Minister of Justice in submitting that bill at anything else, if he would be able to
to this House make a long irrelevent speech earn half the money ; therefore, their
to you about other matters which did not present salary is quite sufficient. There
concern the bill at all and never once refer- is no hesitation at extravagance in any-
red to the Act of 1897. He knew his weak thing where this government is concerned.
point. He is an adroit fencer. Bad as the bill But if any word is said with regard to
is, so far as I have gone, there is something increasing the trifling allowance which
else, which is its worst feature; it not only members get as an indemnity, at once their
is intended to give these gentlemen $7,000 a hands go up and we are told that the
year-not oniy intended to place them country would not be pleased with anything
on the same footing as other members of that kind, but you can shower thousands
of the cabinet-but it actually has a on the ministers and there is nothing
retroactive effect, and contemplates giving against that. The ministers can get all
them the increased salary for one year they want and the country is called upon
back. That is these men who have no more to pay their extravagant bills in public
claim to it than I have to-day, by this junketing, and conferences, and antics ofbill are intended to be enabled to put their every sort besides. J take it for granted
hands in the public treasury and take, each that the duties of the Minister of Customs
of them $7,000 instead of $5,000 in violation to-day are not what they were a few
of the stipulations of their agreement with years ago. The duties devolving on the
thecountryin taking their present office. We Minister of Customs in the early days of
have heard the word boodie used frequently 1878, 1879 and 1880 were very onerous
in parliamentary discussions in this country, indeed. It was then that the National
but when you find, in the recesses of the Policy was created and brought into exist-
cabinet, two ministers ready to do such an ence, and during that period of years, until
act as that, having unblushing hardihood to it was being trimmed to work smoothly
submit it to Parliament for its approval, and meet the exigencies of the various
What will they do on the sly ? If this bill industries of the country, there was a great
becomes law and these two gentlemen are deal of work in connection with it. For
enabled to take $7,000 each out of the public years after the adoption of that policy the
treasury, it will be as complete an act of position of Minister of Customs or Minister
legalizedlarcenyascouldbeperpetrated. Still, of Inland Revenue might justly be placed,
this is what we are asked to sanction. The in regard to claims for salary, on the same
bon. gentleman by his bill will establish footing as other cabinet positions. But
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Iatterly what are the duties of the Minister department which he was then filling, and
of Customs or the Minister of Inland Reve- although it may be said it was the work of
nue, particularly in comparison with the the government, it was the hon. Minister of
duties they had to perform before? They ustoms who fixed the salary at $5,000, lie
are nothing more at the present day than who knew the work that had to be per-
soldering or tinkering an old boiler, in com- formed by the officer coming into the
parison with making a boiler new, whicli their incumbency of the new controllorship.
predecessors had accomplished and made so He knew the conditions existing when
water-tight that it required very littie tinker- he fixed that salary at $5,000, and the
ing from them-the policy their predecessors same conditions exist to-day. There was
created to which is due largely the present called into existence a new portfolio
prosperity of this country. I do not desire called the Department of Trade and
to imitate my hon. friend the Minister of Commerce. That portfolio exists to-day,
Justice and make a long speech. so the circumstances existing at the time

of the arrangement of the departments by
Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is already long. my lion. friend the leader of the opposition

and to-day are on all fours in respect to the
Hon. Mr. MILLER-I think I have conditions that should be observed in rea-

however, placed before the Senate the justing them now with this difference, the
grounds on which this bill should not labour of running these departments now is
become law. We should now have fourteen less even than it was in 1891. With these
salaried ininisters at $7,000 or $8,000 a year remarks I beg to move that this bill be not
an outrider, besides called the Solicitor Gen- now read the second time, but that it be
eral, who gets $5,000 for doing nothing. We read the second time tlis day six months.
should never go beyond thirteen, and I think
this House would at all times be willing to Hon. Mr. SCOTT-J have been twenty-
go to the extent of that number. tive years in the Senats, and 1 certainly have

I have been told, and I have laughed at neyer listened Vo a more extraordinary speech
it when told so, that the hon. leader of the than the one which has just been delivered by
opposition rather favoured this bill. I never the lion, gentleman from Richmond. It is the
could believe that he did. I believe that the first time I have heard him raise his voie
hon. leader of the opposition is a very gen- against extravagance. He has noV, up Vo
erous man to his political opponents. 1 this time, been a pattern of economy, and I
admire his generosity, but it is not always am quite sure if this bil had been introduced
good for the health of a political organization by the Conservative party it would have
that its leader should be too ready to take met his approval instead of his disapproval.
his opponents out of a hole. I laughed, I That the two members of Vhe government
say, at the idea of my hon. friend supporting who hold moat important folios, members
this bill when I was told so, and I will tell who are largely responsibîs for Vhe enor-
hon. gentlemen why. The hon. and distin- mously increased revenue which affords a
guished gentleman who leads the opposition surplus of between $5,000,000 and $6,000-
in this House was for many years Minister 000-that the two genVlemen who are in-
of Customs in this country. No man in strumental in collecting that revenue are noV
Parliament or in this country to-day probably Vo receive the saine salaries as theircolleagues,
understands the working inside and outside is a proposition which I did noV expect Vo
of the Customs and Inland Revenue Depart- hear from Vhs bon. gentleman. The question
ments better than the hon. gentleman. The of salaries largely concerna Vhs Hous of
hon. leader of the opposition was the men- Commons, yet tIis buse is asked Vo avail
ber of the government who changed ths itself of its power Vo Vhrow out a bil which,
constitution of the cabinet by creating had Sir John Macdonald been in power Vo-
deputy. ministers. With his experience day, would have recsived Vhs approval of
with his leading position in the cabinet Vhs Senate, and Vhs Minister of Inland
of that day, there was no man con- Revenue and Vhs MinisVer of Cusoms would
sulted with reference to the re-organization be occupying positions similar to their
of his own department, but himself, and no colleagues and would be receiving allowances
other man was fitted to advise so thoroughly equal to Vhs other members of Vhs govern-
and so abl as himself. Hes rTulated ths ment. I should think it is a very extraord-
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inary action on the part of this House, if,
after a measure of this kind has passed
through the House of Commons, they were
to challenge and defeat a bill giving to
two members of the government an increase
of $2,000 each-the two nembers who, as I
said before, are those who are mainly instru-
mental in collecting the revenue. I should
like to ask the hon. leader of the opposition
whether he concurs in the observations
made by the hon. gentleman from Richmond
when he says that the office bas really no
duties connected with it.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I did not say that

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon gentleman
said it was like repairing an old boiler: he
said the duties were very small.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-Much less than what
they used to be.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think they are a
great deal more, and if the hon. gentleman
knew much of the subject he would not
make such a statement. The duties of the
Minister of Customs have heen enormously
increased by the preferential tariff introduced
since the change of government, and I am
quite sure the leader of the opposition would
not agree with the statements which have
been made by the hon. senator from Rich-
mond. It is only fair that facts of that kind
should be known. Any hon. gentleman who
gives thought or attention to the question
will see that both these ministers do give as
much time as any members of the govern-
ment, and much larger than some of their
eQlleagues. If salaries have to be cut down,
certainly it is not the salary of the Minister
of Inland Revenue or of the Minister of
Customs which should be reduced. They hold
two of the most responsible positions in the
government, and their salaries should be
maintained. If there is to be an equality of
salaries, they should be as high as the salaries
paid to the other ministers. The hon. gentle-
maan says we have increased the expenses of
government by creating a Solicitor General.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I did not say that.
I used his name but did not say that.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Inferentially the hon.
gentleman said so.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-Nothing of the
kind. I stated that, in addition to the
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large number of salaried ministers ot the
cabinet, they had a Solicitor General at
$5,000 a year for which I did not think he
did any work.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman is
entirely astray in that. The Solicitor General
had been time and again before the Privy
Council arguing cases in which the Dominion
was interested, and is quite as active as any
of his predecessors were.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I agree with the
hon. gentleman there.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not think the
hon. gentleman should criticise u*nless this
government was responsible for creating the
position of Solicitor General. I do not pro-
pose to go into the general expenditure that
the hon. gentleman bas referred to. It is
not the time or the occasion. All I can say
is, s0 far as the public departments are con-
cerned, those for which the ministers are indi-
vidually responsible, if the hon. gentleman
will examine the public accounts and returns,
he will find there has been no increase in
the expenditures of the public departments.
The incraase has been owing to the wonder-
ful expansion of this country since the
change of government. The hon. gentle-
man talks about extravagance. Did he
suppose that the government were going to
allow the canals to linger on for ten or
fifteen years, as our predecessors were doing?
Take the Welland Canal, which was finished
to a depth of fourteen feet, eight or ten years
ago, and was useless until the deepening of
the other portions of the canal system was
finished. It was far more in the interests
of econony that this government should go
on with the work of enlarging the canals to
avail ourselves of the fourteen feet depth,
than to let the work linger on fur some
years. The extra expense bas been due to
the great expansion that bas taken place-
to the opening up of the Yukon Territory.
That lias cost a very large sum of money, but
the Yukon will pay for itself and a great deal
more. This government, when it felt itself
inheriting the responsibility of office, had to
rise to the occasion. This government can
dfend itself on its expenditures, and the
hon. gentleman will see, when the govern-
ment appeals to the country, that his views
on the situation are not generally accepted.
We are quite ready to take up that challenge
when the opportunity arrives, and see
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whether the people are in accord with the
government or not. We have had over
thirty by-elections since the change of gov-
ernment, and twenty-eight of them have
been insupport of the present administration.

same time increase their salaries and place
them on an equality with their colleagues. I
have not changed my mind on that subject,
since.

Hon. Mr. M ILLER-The hon. gentleman
Hon. r Adid not do that himself when he took Mr.

Wood into the cabinet.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-With the aid of
the machine.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am not going to
take up that outside issue. J do not approve
of ballot stuffing. I deny that there was
any.general ballot stuffing. (Cries of oh, oh!
Hon. gentlemen may say " oh, oh." J hope
no hon. gentleman will accuse me of approv-
ing of such a thing. I condemn it, and hope
to see every one connected with it punished ?
Holmes had a majority of 140 or 150. I do
not know that that has been pulled down.
Those guilty of ballot stuffling should have
been punished, and it was the duty of those
who first knew of it to bring it before
the courts and have the guilty parties
punished, and this government would never
have interfered. A hasty inquiry could not
be satisfactory, conducted as it has been. It
ought to have gone to the courts. It is
much to be re-gretted that it did not go to
the courts and let the guilty parties be
punished. I think there are fair minded
men enough in this chamber not to take
advantage of the position in which the gov-
ernment find thenselves at the present
moment, with but two or three supporters
of the government present, to reject a bill
of this kind, which simply deals with an

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
do not propose to enter into a discussion on
that point just now. I was not Premier long
enough to carry out what I should have
liked to do, had I been there longer. I am
fully in accord with the principle of the bill,
except the giving to it a retroactive effect,
and I should much rather have seen a
motion condemning that clause than the
six months' hoist. I felt flattered by the
hon. gentleman from Richmond, when he
spoke of my labours in connection with the
bringing into force the very intricate and
somewhat complex National Policy tariff. If
my labours in that respect met the approval
of the people, I am amply rewarded for any
labour which was imposed upon me. I know
something of the duties and labours pertain-
ing to the head of the Departinent of Cus-
toms. I know that they occupied my whole
time, not only by day, but during many and
many a night when organizing and bringing
that system into operation. I can fully un-
derstand, too, the point made by the hon.
Secretary of State when he referred to the
labour attaching to the Minister of Customs
in bringing into operation the system of pre-
ferential trade. I ani not so sure that that
has been successful, from the study that I

expenditure of $4,000. Any gentleman who have been able to give it, and from watch-
reflects for a moment will admit that the ing events as they occur, I have come to
anount lias been earned by Sir Henri Joly the conclusion that the carrying of it out is
and Mr. Paterson. It would be an extremely not only difficult, but results in continual
ungracious act on the part of this House to fraud upon the revenue. The system
support the amendment made by the hon. itself is bad in the manner in which it is
gentleman from Richmond. being carried out. However, I do not know

that that is a point on which I should occupy
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- the attention of this House for any length

When the measure to mnake the controllers of timDe; but, a regulation which enables an
ministers of the cabinet was introduced by exporter in England to send goods to this
the late Minister of Justice, Sir Oliver country that are principally the manufacture
Mowat, in this House, J expressed the opin- of a foreign state, is not that preference to
ion then, and I think I used the words that. England, which we were led to believe was to
it showed want of courage, or cowardice on be the result of the policy. If Great Britain
the part of the government that they did was to have the advantages which hon.
not, in making these two gentlemen full gentlemen said were to accrue to her from
ministers of the Crown, with ail the responsi- the adoption of this policy, tien it should
bilities attaching to their position, at the he confined exclusively to the products of
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British labour and British manufacture. I cabinet was Vo carry out the very idea and
know very well that I differ from a great principle which las been laid down by my
many of those with whon I act on this hon. friend opposite. When they were
question. I firmly believe that there is no appointed a salary of $5,000 was given Vo
minister who has more responsibility on his them, for the reason that they had only the
shoulders than the Minister of Custom-, departmental work of these two department8
provided he attends to his business. I had Vo supervise. The re?4onsibiiity of framing
the honour of occupying that position for a the policy of the government in the cabinet,
number of years. I was in the Militia De- and work of the treasury board devolved
partment for a year and a half ; I was in upon the Minister of Trade and Commerce,
the Departnient of Trade and Commerce for under whom both of these controllers were
some little time, during which I flatter my- piaced, so that no matter what the poiicy was
self, I did something to increase the trade -rio matter what had Vo be recommended to
of this country; and I occupied the position councîl -no matter what changes or regula-
of President of the Council for some time. tions had to bc made, they had Vo be super-
I am not so much in accord with the Secre-' vised by the mini8ter under whom the con-
tary of State when he speaks of the labours troliers were placed at the time, and he had
and du ties pertaining to the office of Minister Vo carry them Vhrough couicil. What might
of Inlanà Revenue. The duty of the Min- have followed had I remained at thre head
ister of Jnland Revenue is to supervise, of t e governent any length of time, in
through sone excellent officer, hapf a dozen reference oh pacing those two gentlemen
distilleries in tae whole Dominion, and a num- upoin the same footing as their coileagues, t
ber of breweries, toether with tire tobacco on a forter occasion indicated ; but noh-
manufactures and weights and deasures, withstanding the fact tha the were made
and, with the officers that Uc kas, tire duties members of the cabinet, with the sae riget
pertaining Vo his office are notig in co an- to express their opinions and cast their votes
parison with those of the Customs. If the upon any question of policy, they ad o
system is to be adopted in this country that woore additiona responsibility resting upon
prevails in En'iand, and which the lion. teir shoulders than the gentlemen who use
Edward Blake, when leader of the Liberal niebrs of the govern ment without portfolio.
party, advocated in the Bouse of Commons, That wad the position that they eld but
then thcy shouid begin to regulate tihe sal- notwiistand ing the fact that they sat at the
aries in proportion Vo the responsibilities of courcil board, threy voted just as one holding
the position vhich the minister olds and a portfolio ad exprssed tieir opinion in
the duty pcrtaining Vo eacb office. the same manner, though anything done in

tte way of inauguraing a policy was done
Hon. Mr. LAiNDRY--Heari, hear. by the head of the department, who, for the

the time being, was Minister of Trade and
Honu. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I Commerce. If the principle issound that

an i accord also with the Minister of miy hon. friend has laid down, that ail sec-
Justice when he says that each portion of tions of the country should be represented
the Dominion shou!d be represented in the in tre cabinet, why are seven given to one
cabinet. There is nothing o prevent every province, four to another, two Vo another
section of tlk, Dominion being reresentrd and t e great province of British Columbia,
withp tirteeny a ebers, and even less I o that is expanding more rapidly, becoming
not know any reason why you should have more important as a revenue paying province
five heads of departgients and tvo without than any other part of t te Dominion, co -
portfolio f rom tio province of Quebee, nor paratively, is not r jprusnted at al These
is it absolutely necessary that there hould are the fiasons why I have not changed ny
be four froin te province of Ontario. I mmd in reference to placing tese two gen-
k-now that at VUe titne of confederation tiemen in tne sage position as tdeir col-
Ontario w-as o have five, Quebec four and lehgues. I have no objection o seeing the
the maritime pro)vinc s two cacl, so, as to EngIish systeng prevail here as far as it is
have th different provinces represeLted in practicable. I can aiso say from my own
tUe inaer in which I have indicated ; and experienceand Iam led toSay thisfron hat
one of tie reasons which induced me, while fe from tUe hon. gentlean for ichmond
Premier, to ring tUe controllers into tUe in reference Vo te Department of Justice: we

wihtitenmmeradevnls. otati xanigmrerpdybcmn
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know that when Sir John Thompson occu-
pied that position his time was more than
fully taken up. We know that when the
question of appointing a Solicitor General
was discussed in council, and in Parliament,
the principle of appointing a Solicitor Gen
eral was advocated because there was more
work connected with the Department of
Justice than any one man could do, consis-
tent with his physical strength, and I have
no reason to comne to the conclusion that the
work has fallen off in that respect. I know
that in conversation with Sir Oliver Mowat,
in reference to the labours which he had to
perform, he said that he could scarcely keep
up with his work, and the remark he made
to me was that he made a mistake when he
lef t the position he had occupied in Ontario,
for the amount of labour that devolved up-
on him was of such a character that it was
almost impossible for hiin to do it. I think

they are in England, to take more responsi-
ble positions in future life, when their party
would come into power. I believe the sys-
tem was a good one, and if properly carried
out would have succeeded. I agree with
the hon. gentleman that the different sec-
tions of the Dominion should be repre-
sented in the cabinet, that could be done
with a less number of cabinet ministers than
we have to day, and just as effectively ;
more particularly if you had those under-
secretaries and throw more responsibilities
on these deputy heads. In England the
ministers never think of, nor are they ever
troubled with the details of the office as
they are in this country. Take the Minister
of Customs, if a seizure of ten cents worth
of needles in any part of the Dominion is
made, the man from whom they have been
seized will not be satistied until he lias seen
the ninister himself, although a decision

I am safe in saying to-day, that if it were may have been given over and over again by
not for having an efficient and talented the deputy minister or collector, and just so
deputy head, with a good Solicitor General, with every difficulty which arises in ail parts
it would be sonewhat difficult to keep up of the Dominion in reference to values, and
with the work of that department. J ain the rates on which the duties should be
not going to find fault with the hon. gentie- levied. For these reasons, J a sorry that
man from Richmond for what I consider a I have to differ froin my hon. friend from
just castigation that he gave the hon. Richmond upon this question. This is a
gentlemen opposite for their professions of natter in which I have core to rny conclu-
economy in the past. However, I am not sions from a good deal of experience.
going to discuss that now. That can be: Whether $7,000 is too ruch for any one of
done at a future time, when we have the the ministers is a question I ar not going
Supply Bill before us, but I think they to discuss just now; but 1 do say-speaking
richly deserved ail that he said & then ; and for myseif, and for nobody else-if a propo-
if he had used even stronger language than sition came to increase the salary of the
he did, that portion of his speech at least Premier of this country, althougb I am not
would have met with my approval. 1 ar n ot lin accord with the views of~ the Premier or
prepared to discuss this matter beyond what the party he represents, I would cordially
I have already said, with the exeption of aI ive it my support. Unless ie is vastly
few remarks on the subject of the controllers different fron the Premiers witih whon
Had the intention of Sir John Macdonald have core in contact in the past, and con-
when the Act was placed lpon the statute- sidering and knowing what it costs them to
book been carried out, I amn of the live, particularly if they perform the duties
opinion that it would have been successful. and functions pertaining to that office, I

ft is not necessary for me to say at present would not consider it unreasonable. J have
where the failure took place. The reason been in politics ail my life, ever since J was
why the salary of a controller was made! a boy. I have been in Parliament over
$2,000 less than the salary of a cabinet 1 thirty years. i have watched the cabinet
minister, was because he was relieved of al ministers during the tire J have been in
thoae social and other responsibilities wich office, and 1 would li e to see a cabinet
fal upon the shoulders and are incident to minister retire fro office able to live with-
the position of a cabinet minister, and it out working for himself. I hesitate not to
was thought that by making these under- say, that no man who has been in public life

secretaries (athough not so called that it for ten or fifteen years, even holdin a
would be the building up and educating of cabinet position,can retire with a corpetency
a class of men who would be prepared, as on his salary. e cannot do it out of
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the salary which he draws from the
country. In addition to the labour which
he perforis, the expenditures connected
with his position are such that it renders
it impossible for him to retire with a com-
petency unless lie gets it in some other
way than that which is legitimate, honest
and proper. I was rather surprised at the
Secretary of State in speaking of the func-
tion of the Minister of Customs, and also of
the Minister of Inland Revenue that they
collected nearly all the revenue. One who
did not know to the contrary would be led
to suppose that these gentlemen paid it all.
While their labours, or the labours of one of
them, at least, are gireat, I was under the
impression that the importers and people
generally paid the taxes and revenue, and
that it did not come out of their pockets.
That statement has no point whatever.
As to the expansion of the country, I admit
that it bas expanded. Where has it ex-
panded in some parts more than in others?
It expanded in the Rossland district in
British Columbia. The mining interests in
the country are such as to cause an influx
of tens of thousands of people. In the
Atlin district, and other gold producing
portions of that province, there has been
another influx, and there has been great
expenditure and wasteful expenditure, I
do not hesitate to say, in connection with
the management of the Yukon district.
There may be some excuses for that on
account of the difficulties of getting into
the country, but that there has been the
grossest aiismanagement and as I
believe, the grossest fraud perpetrated
in that country, is beyond a doubt.
This would have been proved to the satis-
faction of the whole country had the
government given a commission to inves-
tigate the charges which have been made
against them. My hon. friend says, in
reference to the West Huron election, that
he would rather it had gone into the courts.
I should like my hon. friend to tell me how
he could have got this matter into the courts
and expose what has been exposed before the
Committee on Privileges and Elections in
the other House. is there any one individ-
ual who could stand the expense of bringing
these parties to justice, of bringing forty or
fifty witnesses to swear that they cast their
votes in a certain way, to show that the
ballot boxes were stuffed, and that frauds
had been committed 1 I can tell the hon.

gentleman that I believe, notwithstanding
his assertions, it bas been the system in
operation for years, and that if we could get
at the bottom of the whole of these by-
elections, or most of them, we would find
that the same frauds and ballot stuffing
and iniquities were perpetrated in all of
them. In my own riding, North Hast-
ings, at the last local election, the leader
of the Reform party, in the city of Belle-
ville said boldly: " If we do not carry
this election with the arrangements which
have been made, we never need try to
carry it in the future." Ballots marked
for the Grit candidates were picked up in
the streets of the villages after the election.
It is true they did not succeed, and for what
reason? Because North Hastings is un-
purchasable, and they could not seduce the
large body of the electors in the country to
forego their principles and their opinions.
Frauds have been carried on in, I venture
the assertion, at nearly the whole of these
by-elections. In every place where there has
been any investigation, it bas been found
that there has been an organized system of
fraud in existence, and that the machine has
been operating throughout the whole of the
Dominion. I regret very much, for the
sake of the political morality to which my
hon. friend referred, the attempts on the
part of the supporters of the government
and members of the governmert themselves
to frustrate that investigation before the
Committee on Privileges and Elections. I
hesitate not to say it was not only a reflec-
tion upon the members who did it, but evi-
dence of a desire to cover up frauds and
iniquities for party purposes, instead of lend-
ing aid to bring them to justice. Compare
that with the declaration made in this
House by the late Premier, Sir John
Abbott, and Sir John Thompson, in the
Commons, when certain offences were
alleged against members of the House of
Commons, contractors and others. Sir John
Abbott, said : " Fasten the crime upon them
and I will see that they are punished." Sir
John Thompson took precisely the same
position, more rigidly than any other man
in these particulars with whom I ever had
anything to do, and the result was that the
jail was the home of some of them, so soon
as they were convicted. If both parties
would put their shoulders to the wheel and
crush out these iniquitous proceedings when-
ever they are found to exist, and punish
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severely those connected with them, the man from Richmond moved against the
sooner this country will occupy a better adoption of the Short Line.
position before the world, morally at least,
than it occupies to-day. But when frauds Hon. Mr. SCOIT-Hear, hear.
are found to exist and one party tries to
cover them up while the other party is try- Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-That was when
ing to bring the guilty to justice, it must leave the Conservativegovernment was in power,
the impression upon the minds of the electors and by bis action on that occasion le helped
that the offenders will be held harmless by to save three or four millions of the people's
the party with which they are connected. I money. I would like to know where the
should be very sorry to see this bill thrown hon. Secretary of State was on that occa-
out. Instead of the six months' hoist, if sion. Was lie here to, try and protect this
we could amend the clause by makin m it country against that expenditure ? e was
take effect from the I at July of the present absent. My hon. friend from Halifax, who
year, and not have it made retroactive, very protested srongly against expenditure, was
likely the Senate might accept it, and pro- liere and voted for wht would be a waste of
ba'bly they may accept it as it is. 1 an not money. Thepeople iave the assurance thatthe
in a position to say what tliey )nay do. For 1 lion. gentleman p.rotests against expenditure,
ny own part, 1 shaml vote against the six but wIen a wil involvin expenditure cotes

months'hoist, and if the other motion came up the Secretary of State runs away.
up and I thought there was a probability of Yet he bas the assurance to corne here and
carrying it, 1 would -vote for such a motion state that the hon. genitleman f roin Richmond
as c have indicated in reference to making neyer raised his voice against expenditure.
it take effect f rom the 1 st July of this year. bThe hon. leader of the opposition is very
Unfortunately the Senate as no power in p magnanimous about this matter. ,e is
this respect, the l being a money appro- perfectly villing that this money sould bwe
priation. paid. 11e knows theseministers made a con-

tract with the people of this country that
Ho . Mr. pio cCALLUnts-The lon. they should not get any more salary until

Minister of Justice in v aoving the second the government reduced the number of
reading of this bll, said that we should have ministers to thirteen : le overlooks that, and
a large number of ministers to represent the e says he is willing to vote for the b if
people of te different parts of the Dominion. they wilI strike out the retroactive clause.
A large number of ministers, it appears to What does tle controller, Mr. Clark Wallace,
me, will increase the expenditure, and I say ? I was reading lis speech made in the
know the hoS. gentleman said at one time other House, and e aims that e was well
tlie annual expenditure could e reduced paid. I presume the late controllers, Mr.
f rom A38,000,000 to $3 4,000,000. We have J. F. Wood and Mr. Clarke Wallace, dis-
an expenditure of $60,000,000 this year, and charged the duties properly. One of them
I question if it will stop there. There nay said ie was well paid for his services and

ie a further supplementary yet. But wiat now they ask us to break the law in order
I rose to say particularly as this: after aIl to raise te salaries of their successors,
the pledges the government have made to after promising ustthat they would reduce
the people on the stump and hustings in the annual expenditure ry four millions.
Ontario, in fact al over Canada, that toey When tey co e to face the electors again
were woing to reduce the expenditure, where they will have a ihard contract. The hon.
do they stand to-day 't I was more than sur- Secretary of State says Il Oh the people
pritued at the hon. Secretary of State wlien would approve of it." Do hon. gentleman
lie old us that the lion. senator from Rich- fancy for a moment that the people will
mond neyer raised lis voice against the approve of their violation of their pledges
extravagance of the former government, and, I arg not niggardly at al in paying publie
insinuated tiat if theere was another govern- men for their services, but my hon. friend
ment in power to-day lie would support it! the leader of the opposition is magnanimous

e extravagance. The on. gentleman must with otherpeope's toney, lhe says li ill-
have a short memory, or cannot read the ing to raise the salary of the Prime inister.
Debates or he would know differently. Ire. We have had Prime Ministers of this
member in this house wen the lion. gente- country wlo received the saine salary that
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Sir Wilfred Laurier is getting, and I do not They cari do as much good by a propar ex-
know that he bas shown any more ability penditure of less than one-fifth of that
then the former Prime Ministers. We are amount. In the House of Commons they
getting very lavish with the people's money. have piaced a smali amount of money in the
But I am not built that way. I desire that estimates, $350,000, and when they expend
the ministers should be paid well, and I that it might as weIl be thrown in the lake
agree that the ministers should not all be uniess they speni more. Their excuse has
paid the same salary. Take the Depart- always been "h made a blunder and we
ment of Trade and Commerce. What have must continue to cover our blunder, we can-
they been doing for the last year? The n
officials have been going to England fron four years ago, in 1875, when they were
year to year, wrestling the Petersen Con- making up their inds that they were going
pany about bottle-necked ships. It puts me to eniarge the canais and were going to have
in mind of Sinbad the sailor. He could not fourteen feet of water from Lake Erie to
see anything but bottled-neck ships. What Montreai, I spoke to the Prime minister of
have the ministers done for this country? the day. I spoke no iess than three tures
After promising to reduce the expenditure, when that question was Up, and what was
they have increased it one-third. We are done about it? I was passed of with a coarse
asked now to make these ministers presents joke, and fror that day to this there bas
and to make the legislation retroactive. We been nistake after mistake, and to-day the
might as well pass an Act and present a lot worst blunder of ail, if they are going to
of money to all of them, and tax the poor spend $5,500,000-why it is inadness. If
settlers of the country in order to pay it, they were going to destroy the interests of
if you think this bill is right. The min- the peaple of this country and waste the
isters are well paid now. They made money they could not take a better way vo
a contract with the people of this coun- do it. I say that, as far as the expenditure
try that they should not receive any on the canais of this cauntry goes, if they do
more pay until they reduced the number of fot provide a proper harbour on Lake Erie
cabinet ministers. Have they carried out the money is ail Iost. Every man in this
that agreement 7 In place of reducing the
number they are increasing it. The hon. canais in order to get cheap freight through
Ministei of Justice says that they must have the canais to the cities of Montreal and Que-
a large number of ministers so that they bec, and across to the nother country. They
will come in contact with the people all over have had lots of time, and [gave them warn-
the country. When they come in contact ing. If hon. gentleman wiii look at the Man-
with the people, according to my humble sard of 1875, the first Iansard we ever had,
judgment, there will not be many of them they wili see that I warned the governinent,
left. We are told that Parliament is going and I have continued to do so from that
to prorogue in a day or two. I may say that I day to this. The government have coin-
am not willing that we should carry the esti- mitted blunder after blunder, and they do fot
mates three times round the table and say like to admit that they have done wrong, I
amen. I am going te discuss these estimates, wiii admit that the first mistake in making
but I cannot move to reduce them. The con- Port Coborne a harbour was excusable. ex
stitution will not permit us to, arend the Sup- is ausing to read the speeches delivered in
pay Bill. If we had control of this expendi- the House of Commons on this questioe. h
ture the money would be expended in the in- wouid appear frots them that Port Maitand
terests of the people of this country. My hon. was no harbour at ail]. One gentleman states
friend spoke of the Welland Canal, and iLt how iuch grain bas gone throu gh there
was stated that it wa ik-e hanging up a red for fifty-four years. As J said the other day,
rag in front of a certain animam to speak of for fifty-four years it has not cost the govern-
the Welland Canal in my presence. That ment of Canada one shiling to dredge Port
is not so. This government is rnaking the Maitrand harbour, and to-ay it bas seven-
most woeful mistake that any governinent teen feet of water, and if they wouid take a
ever made. and I know it. They say they dredge paid per day and remove a bar which
are going to niake an expendure on n- is there, th wouid ave of water,
provements. They are going to expend twenty-two feet, and they woud have
$5,5OU0,0. Ye.s to throw it in the lakes. from twenty-five to thirty feet for three or
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four miles. Are they going to abandon that tieman from Richmond that he had never
because it will cost money ? Mr. Fielding, in raised his voice against an excessive expen-
discussing this question in the absence of the diture. I proved to the House that he
Ministerof PublicWorks,saidhedidnotknow saved three or four millions to the people of
anythingabout it. He said it is eighteen miles this country, and where was my hon. friend
from Port Colborne to Port Maitland, but you the Secretary of State? He was absent.
are shortening the distance by seven miles go- My hon. friend f rom Halifax supported it
ing that way. You are sixteen miles further because it shortened the distance to his
up the lake, but will have nine or ten miles home about seventeen miles.
more canal. I do not wish to take up the Hon. Mr. POWER-More than that.
time of the House in discussing this matter,
but I am bound to say that I shall look Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-The hon. gentle-
after those estimates when they come in, iman said 27 miles, but the best authority
and I shall have something to say about makes it 17 miles. The honi gentleman
thein. I do not like the idea of carrying fron Halifax may approve of this expendi-
them three times round the table and pass ture. Hs actions show that he does, be-
ing them. If we cannot amend them we cause he is supporting the governmnent. He
should show the iniquity of them. A gen- is very close to the government, and ought
-eration yet unborn will have to suffer for the to be in the governDent, and if he was, I
action of this governument. Here are gentle- would expect something more than we
men who have been stating that we should are getting now. The hon. Minister of
economize and should not spend more than Justice tells the people of the country that
we collect every year. What do we find the expenditure should be reduced by four
now? I have figured out already that the millions, and now he comes and tells us it is
expenditure will be about $61,000,000, and an advantage to have a number of ministers
I expect there will be a million or two more. coming in contact with the five millions of
In addition to that, I see legislation is being population. The tun-e is now changed. They
enacted in the other House by which we are say we have so much territory to look over
giving away privileges which we possess. now that we must have more ministers. I do
We are going to give a guarantee on the not know that theministers have been attend-
bonds of the Quebec Harbor Commission- ing to the territories since they cane into
ers. That means that the last mortgige power. Pr)bably they can explain what
comes first, and it is a just arrangement as they have done. They may get a little when
far as the shipping goes. But in this they are through with the Alaskan bound-
case if we give that $250,000 there will ary, but of course it may not be worth much.
be no more about it. I am bound to tell They talk about proroguing to-morrow or
the government of the sins of some of them next day, but when these extravagant ex-
at least. I cannot get at them all. They penditures come before us, I am not going
are too many, I an bound to show them to stand by and see them passed without de-
that they have violated every pledge they bate. We can discuss them; we can show
made to the people of this country, and the people of this country what we would
though I am neither a prophet nor the son do if we could constitutionally do it. I shall
of a prophet I am satisfied that when undertake, as far as my humble ability will
they came before the electors the people permit, to do all I can to expose to the peo-
will say i Get thee behind me, I have had ple of, the country where there is any wrong-
you long enough, and I do not want you any doing.
longer. You are not fit to govern this C
country. You are an extravagant, spend- Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-According to
thrift government. Get about your business. my judgment, I cannot see how the existing
You preached that the former government conditions and requirements of this country
was extravagant and corrupt and where do are so very materially altered since 1897, or
you stand now? You are much more ex- the period when that Act was placed on our
travagant than they were and ten times statute-book, as to call for an increase of ex-
more corrupt." That will be the answer of penditure. I wisb to refer to an expression
the people of this country. I do not know which fell from the Secretary of State, and
that I should have spoken at all had it not which I do not think lie reaily believes. He
been for the reflection cast on the hon. gen- stated that had this bill originated with the
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Conservative party, he thought the hon. and now the question is whether those
gentleman from Richmond would have sup- gentlemen, being ministers, sitting in
ported it. I do not think the Secretary of council with twelve other ministers, shah
State believes that. If he does, he stands continue to be paid $2,000 a year less
pretty much alone in this chamber. I do than their colleagues, who have no greater
not believe the majority of this House would responsibility, no harder work and no greater
take such a position as that, or believe in dignity than they have themselves. I could
any such statement with regard to the hon. not, by voting against this bil, sanction that
gentleman from Richmond. Then the hon. principle. It bas been stated that a coutract
gentleman said that this matter is one in- was made with the people of the country in
volving the expenditure of only $4,000. the Act of 1897. If that ground were taken
That is true. It is a drop in the ocean of Parliainent could not alter laws at ail, par-
expenditure, but stili it is there, and it is ticularly laws which affect expenditure and
there in direct contravention of the Act of salaries. For instance, the Parlianent in
1897, which these hon. gentlemen them- 1867 fixed the indemnity of members of both
selves placed on the statute-book. I am in Houses at $600. They made a contract
accord with the remarks which fell from the with the people of this country that they
hon. gentleman f rom Richmond, and I do were to discharge their duties and receive
not intend to trespass upon the time of the no further indemnity than $600. The Act
House any further in regard to this matter, of 1873 which increased the indcmnity to
considering the expressions of opinion given $1,000, was according to the hon. gentie-
by those who have preceded ie, and I man's contention a breach of faith. That is
shall vote for the amendment. not the case. The représentatives of the

people who said ini 1897 that they were not
Hon. Mr. POWER-- -1 hope the House going to pay these ministers than more than

will pardon me if I say a few words before $5,000, now say that they shah pay ther
the question is put. I take the same view the sane as their colleagues. I was very
that has been expressed by the hon. leader much pleased to hear the hon. leader of the
of the opposition. I do not think that this opposition repeat to-day what he had said in
is just the proper time to deal with the very emphatic termi in 1S97. The hon.
number of ministers. When the bill for'gentleman bas also indicated to-day, as he
increasing the number of ministers was did then, although not sodistinctly, the policy
before this House in 1897, that was, in my which he had himself intended to pursue if
humble opinion, the time for striking. Now, he had renained in power. If hon. gentle-
the question before us is a totally different i men will turn to page 609 of the Debates of
one. We have those two gentlemen who 1897, they will find this language used by
were formerly Controllers of Inland Revenue the leader of the opposition
and Customs, now ministers. As the hon. I stated distinctlv that I had inforined the control-
leader of the opposition has stated, one of lers, when they were made cabinet ninisters, that if
the reasons-I presume the principal rea- I continued in the position I then held 1 intended to

take the first opportunity to readju4t the ditferent
son-why the controllers were to receive'depa-tments, as my hon. friend proposes to do now,
lower salaries than the ministers was that and to abolish the controllers, because I do not think
they were not under the same obligations, from my experience. the late system was practical.
in a social way, that the ministers were,ditinctly understood hat do not advote

in asocil wy, tat he mnistrs erethepolicy of inferior positions in the cabinet, either ais
and, further, that they had not to attend t2 salary oras to the honourwhich attaches tothe posi-
the meetings of the cabinet. Their time tîon What I did find fault with was that they ha

and they hhd couragiee in nîaking this change, to put the twowas not taken up in that way, andin as good a position in the cabinet in re
not to assume the responsibilities which salaries as the other ninisters and for the reason that
ministers had. The position to-day is athe Minister

mînîter ha. Te psitin t-da isa iof Customs, exceod, if he doles his duty and examines
different one altogether. These two gentle- every question that cores before him, those of any
men are, with the concurrence of this louse, other ninister in the -abinet.
full fledged ministers, just like their twelve Although I did not speak on that point I
colleagues. We have the evidence of the agreed with the hon. leader of the opposition
hon. leader of the opposition to establish then in thinkinz that when those two gen-
the fact, if we did not know it before, that tlemen, who had been controllers, were male
no minister in the cabinet is worked ministers, their salaries should have been
harder than the' hon. Minister of Customs, increaed at the saine tuhe. There is some
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force in what was said hy the hon. gentle-
man as to the retroactive character of the
measure, but that is not brought before us
by this amendment.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I crave the indul-
gence of this House for a short time to ex-
plain the vote I intend to give on this ques-
tion, and to meet an argument brought for-
ward by the hon. leader of the opposition.
I contend that the declaration made by the
hon. gentleman should force him to vote in
favour of the amendment.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Convince me of that, will you 1

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I shall try to con
vince the hon. gentleman, and if he is open
to conviction he will vote for the amend-
ment. I start from this point; the hon. lea-
der of the opposition disapproved of the prin-
ciple of retroactive legislation contained in
the present bill, and declared that he would
vote for an amendment which would strike
out the clause creating such retroactive
effect.

Hon. M r. MILLER-We could not move
it in this House. I have no hesitation in
saying it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I think the hon. gentleman is right.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I am taking the
hon. gentleman's assertion. Supposing we
had the power of proposing such an amend-
ment the hon. leader of the opposition
would then be in favour of striking out
that clause. If that clause is stricken out,
what remains i Nothing but the power just
as it is on the statute-book in the legisla-
tion of 1897. The power the government
ask for now they already have by the legis-
lation of 1897. The only thing they want
is to make that legislation of 1897 retro-
active, so that they may pay those two
ministers two years' salary.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Take out the word 8 and substitute 9.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-.-What does sub-
section 2 that is repealed, say? " The salary of
each of the said ministers shall be $5,000
per annum and shall continue at that rate
until a readjustment of the departnents of
government shall reduce the number of minis-
ters holding departments to thirteen or less,

whereupon and thereafter the salary of each
of the said ministers shall be $7,000 per
annum."

So we have on the statute-book a clause
which is the law of the land now, providing
that the salaries of those two ministers shall
be $7,000 per annum when certain conditions
have been complied with. What does the
governmentwant this Parliament to do now?
To grant an increase of salary. There is no
need of it. Why, the government have only
to comply with the condition they have
imposed. The condition is that the num-
ber of ministers shall be reduced to
thirteen or less holding portfolios. The
remedy is in the hands of the govern-
ment. The government by this legislation
of 1897 were given power to grant those
ministers $7,000 each per annum, and they
have that power still. The only thing they
have to do is to carry out their pledges, and
it is because they do not want to carry out
their pledges that they bring in this bill. I
repeat the only thing they want to do, in
addition to the power they possess already is
to secure a retroactive law. As the hon.
leader of the opposition is opposed to the
retroactive feature of this bill, he must be
convinced now that, this feature being set
aside, nothing remains in the bill but what
we already have on the statute-book. We
consequently do not need this bill and for
that reason and because the only eflect of
the legislation is to pay the ministers for
past services, the bon. leader of the opposi-
tion is bound to vote for the amendment if
he wishes to be logical.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-Q. E. D.
Hon. Mr. LANDRY-In that way he

will put aside that principle embodied in the
bill to-day. My argument cannot be refuted
in the face of the declaration made by the
hon. leader of the opposition. He said he
would like to see an anendment strikiig out
the retroactive power, and that he would be
in favour of an increase of salary for the
Prime Minister. If I were in the position
of the hon. leader of the opposition I niight
say the same thing.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Why?

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Because I might
expect to be Prime Minister some day.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
do not.
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Hon. Mr. LANDRY-The Secretary of
State, in his defence of the government,
showed a good deal of vim. If I were in
the position of the hon. Secretary of State I
would, perhaps, show the same zeal. He
does not ask why, but he understands why.
A proposition was made in the House of
Commons to increase the salary of the Min-
ister of Customs, but at the expense of the
Secretary of State, so that in defending the
cause of his colleague, I think he is saving
his own position. Perhaps I am mistaken,
but it had that appearance to me. I notice
that people generally who expect one day to
enter a ministry never appear to combat a
measure t1at might be beneficial to them-
selves one day or another.

Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-You are not one
of them.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I do not think so.
I have not that expectation, so I am quite
disinterested; and I think, in view of the
remarks which I have just made in answer
to the argument brought forward by the
hon. leader of the opposition, there is only
one thing he should do, and that is to sup-
port the amendment, and we will vote to-
gether throwing out the bill which contains
the principle he has denounced.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
should like to explain the difference between
us. Let me call the hon. gentleman's atten-
tion to the bill itself. It repeals subsection
2 of section 2 of chapter 18 of the statutes
of 1897. That is the subsection to which
my lion. friend has just referred. Now,
supposing you could take the third clause in
this bill and make it read : "The present
Ministers of Customs and Inland Revenue
may be paid $7,000 from the 1st July,
1899 "

Hon. Mr. MILLER- have no hesita-
tion in saying we have not the power to do
that.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I am quite in accord with my hon. friend in
that respect, but that is not the point I am
arguing. The hon. gentleman from Stadacona
says I should support the amendment, be-
cause I initimated that if a proposition were
made to increase the salaries commencing
the present year, I would accept that rather
than the six months' hoist, and vote for it.
He argues that my position is illogical, be-

cause if my position is correct I should
vote for the amendment because the only
proposal in the bill is to give it a retroac-
tive effect. My position is simply this :
I would vote for the bill as it is, and if it
were possible to make the salaries begin
from the lst of July, 1899, I should vote for
it. There is nothing illogical in my position,
nor would the change that my hon. friend
suggests have the effect that he thinks it
would. We would be repealing the second
subsection of the clause and making the bill
apply froni the present time.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I do not see the
difference. Perhaps it is because the hon.
gentleman does not see it himuself quite
clearly. He has given me an additional
reason why he should support the amend-
ment, when he says that the bill cannot be
amended. If we cannot amend the bill he
should vote against it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I said distinctly I would vote against the
hoist, and if it were possible to amend it in
the direction I have indicated, I should vote
for the amendment.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-I am pleased to see
the hon. leader of the opposition take the
position of a statesman, a man of feeling, and
of justice. The hon. gentleman has been in
Parliament so long that he can look back
for thirty years, and knows that the Minis-
ter of Customs and Minister of Inland
Revenue fron the days of Howland to a
recent date always had an equal salary
with the other cabinet ministers. We had
the Hon. Mr. Baby in this House when he
was Minister of Inland Revenue, and he
had $7,000. The Hon. Mr. Aikins had
$7,000 a year. We had the Hon. Mr.
Costigan, who filled that office for several
years. He also received $7,000 a year,
and I do not see, for the life of me,
with the receipts f rom the Inland Revenue
and Customs almost double what they were
in those days, why the present ministers
should not be in the sane position as their
predecessors. When the present leader of
the opposition in this House was Minister
of Customs he received the full salary. A
change took place, and a new department
was created, and we have as Minister of
Trade and Commerce. What his duties are
I do not know, but it strikes me they do not
reduce the labour or duties of the gentlemen
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who occupy the positions of Minister of Cus-
toms and Minister of Inland Revenue. It
has been said in this debate that formerly the
Minister of Customs and Minister of Inland
Revenue had more to do than they have at
present. That I can safely deny, because
we had the Minister of Finance, and the
Minister of Finance at all times arranged the
tariff. The Minister of Finance to-day ar-
ranges the tariff, and therefore I cannot see
the difference in the labours of the gentlemen
now holding those offices from those who for-
merly held them. They havethesame anount
of labour and responsibility, and I think the
country recognizes that the gentlemen who
fill these offices today are well entitled to
the full salary of cabinet ministers. In fact,
I go further and say I do not think our
cabinet ministers are well enough paid.
With our Dominion increasing in population,
our revenue increasing five or six millions of
dollars in the Customs and Inland Revenue
Departments, the increased labours of the
ministers should be recognized by the coun-
try and an increase of salary should be
given to every one of them. I do not think
the people would say we were doing any-
thing wrong with the public funds if we
were to recommend a revision of the salaries
of cabinet ministers, and that the Premier
of Canada should receive a salary that
would be ample for the dignified and re-
sponsible position which he holds. These
are my views, and I am sorry to think that
an able man, such as the hon. gentleman
from Richmond should make such a dis-
turbance and create an impression in this
House, that instead of merely adding $2,000
per annum to the salary of two cabinet
ministers, we were desirous of giving themn
$14,000, or $7,000 a piece. That is not the
case. We are simply raising the salaries of
two officers to the same level as those of
their predecessors for the last 30 years. I
do not see anything unreasonable about
this ; on the contrary, I think, with the in-
creased expense of living, if we expect men
to perform the duties of those two respons-
ible offices, in al] fair play $7,000 a year is
not too much.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-It is
true that a very small sum is involved in
the bill before us; but there is a principle
involved in it also which will guide me in
the course I propose to take with respect to
this measure. It is true that the salaries of

those officers, previous to the change of gov-
erninent, was $7,000. They would have
remained at that figure, I presume, up to
the present time, had the Conservative party
not changed the law while they remained in
power; but when the Reform party came
into power they made a further change in
the law.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-It was before.
The late controller had $5,000 and the
sessional allowance.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALID(I.P.E.) -The
Minister of Customs and the Minister of In-
land Revenue, as I understand it, under the
Conservative government had $7,000 each.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-The controller
had not.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (I.P.E.)-I am
speaking of the ministers. That law was
changed by the Act of 1897, as I under-
stand it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, it was changed
before that.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-It was changed
under the Conservative government.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (I.P.E.)-
Does not this bill refer to the Act of 1897
and is it not necessary by this bill to repeal
that Act i

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-That Act gave
them a seat at the council board only.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-It
appears to me it is a very small change that
is being made by this bill. Each of those
gentlemen received a salary of $5,000 and
the sessional indemnity. Now, the session
has been five months long. They are
receiving their $1,000 for their attendance
during the session and the other $5,000
they receive for their services during the
recess. For the balance of the year, after
the session, I think you will find those
gentlemen taking as many holidays as any
one in office. The view I take of this matter
is that in the Reform party in the House of
Commons there are a great many men who
are competent to fill any of these offices
perhaps just as well as the gentlemen who
are occupying them, and I venture to say
that if either of these offices were vacated,
there are a dozen members of the party who
would be ready and willing to take the
position which these ministers now hold.
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-Call for tenders.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-As
the bill now stands, it only adds two
thousand dollars a year to the salary of
each of these two officiais. It is a very
small matter after ail, but in view of the
agitation in the country, and the promises
that were made throughout the country by
members of the Liberal party respecting the
great saving that they were bringing about
by fixing these salaries at such a low rate, I
do not think I should be justified in giving
my support to this bill.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER-There are two
principles in this bill which will influence
my vote on this occasion. It is an increase
of salary to ministers, and the equality of
ministersamongstthemselves. Iamdecidedly
in favour of increasing the salaries of minis-
ters, not only of the Prime Minister but ail
the ministers. If you take into considera-
tion their positions, their functions and the
expenditures connected with such positions,
we must come to the conclusion that they are
underpaid. Now, as to the ministers them-
selves, it seems to me that for the present at
least there should be no difference between
thern. Every member in the cabinet having
the portfolic of a minister should be equal
to his colleagues, irrespective of person.
True, we may find gentlemen willing to ac-
cept the position with a lower salary, but
this is a minor detail that we should not take
into consideration. It is true that the gov-
ernment, in taking this action, are not con-
sistent when we consider their previous
declarations. Their action should go further,
however, and there should be an increase
also of the indemnity to members. It is not
fair to keep members here for half a year
with a paltry indemnity of a thousand dol-
lars. They should increase the amount, but
because they do not do so, I do not believe
in doing injustice to the ministers. Because
of their refusal to do justice to us we should
not refuse to do justice to them-not to the
gentlemen personally, but to the functions of
those officials mentioned in this bill. I am
opposed also to the retroactive clause. I am
sorry to say that during this session it has
been the habit of the government to intro-
duce retroactive legislation, but that ques-
tion is a minor detail which should not
influence my vote on this measure. There-
fore under the circumstances, I shall vote
against the six months' hoist.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-1 am not going to
discuss those matters which are irrelevant
to the bill before the House. We have had
a good deal of criticisrn of the conduct of
the government on other measures than
that now under consideration, and also on
the subject of expenditure. It is said that
our predecessors expended $38,000,000 a
year, and we, who complained of their ex-
travagance, are expending over $60,000,000.
The latter statement I am prepared to show
is inaccurate when it comes up properly,
$30,000,000 represPnts the expenditure on
revenue account, while the $60,000,000 re-
presents the expenditure both on revenue
and capital together and the additions
made by the opposition. If you were to take
some years of our predecessors in office when
there was a very large expenditure con-
nected with the Canadian Pacific Railway
undertaking, we might show an expenditure
of $70,000,000 a year at certain periods of
time, charging sums borrowed against the
government as so much expenditure for the
year as is being done now. I am not going
into the discussion of these matters at ail.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
We will have that when the Supply Bill
comes up.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There will be a more
appropriate period for that discussion.
Neither am I going into a discussion of
frauds at elections and questions of that
sort. I will be prepared to discuss that also
at a proper time, but the bill now before the
House is a bill to increase the salaries of
two ministers of the Crown from $5,000 to
$7,000, and put them in this regard on a
footing of equality with their colleagues,
which I think is a reasonable proposition.
The principle I laid down in moving the
second reading of this bill was acquiesced in
by the hon. leader of the opposition. We
do not differ as to the principle of parlia-
mentary government which applies to the
composition of the cabinet. My hon. friend
from Prince Edward Island, who spoke a
moment ago, referred to the number of com-
petent men in Parliament who would be
prepared to take the office of minister of the
Crown at a very much less figure. One of
the methods I have heard suggested of
carrying on the government is to put up the
public offices to tender, and to accept the
tender of the lowest bidder, and in that
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way there is no doifbt you would get men fault may be found with the late gov-
who would serve for a very much less figure ernment on their not entering on a suffi-
than we pay at the present time, but you ciently bold policy in regard to a ques-
must consider other things than who will tien which admitedly is one which should
take the office for the least sum. I remem- for some years past have received pub-
ber one gentleman suggesting to me very lic attention, and which I ar satisfied
seriously that the whole business of govern- 1 would have received the best support of the
ment should be let out by tender and country. This government is to be marked
security given, and the man agreeing to do to a certain extent upon boldness, at any
the work for the least money should be em- rate, in the matter of expenditure and no
ployed. government could more fitly have included

Hon.Mr.-,ýcCALU.ý-Thv mghtnetwithin that bold policy of expenditure such
on. Mr. McCALLUM-They might not policy as that which have indicated in

regard an increase partculary of judicial

Hon. Mr. MILLS--iXly hon. friend says salaries and salaries of ministers notexcl uding,

c inty ol pol i tiear to ra ques-

that they might not carry out the agreement. C ih a ttesietîe h ramn
In this there is no particular agreement. of the indemnity of members which for some

There is an Act of Parliament and that years past J m pght say has been an equally

stands on the saie footing as any other important subjet. Let us for the moment

Act of Parliament. It is capable of being consider the Act that during the present

amended if experience shows that any session and many preceding sessions mem-

wrong or inj ustice is being done. 1 ae1bers of iParliament, necessarily of both
no doubt whatever that the use wil i branches of Parliament have been giving

v their undvded attention for nearly haf aCrownfathe hon.h gtlse mani f Mani- year t the business of Parliament and in

Crown as t e li n. g ntle an f ont a - osicy ato as that hich c I e have n ia e i

toba has said simply because there may be
other matters that ought to have been con-, ceived at the hands of a generous country,
sidered that have been lef t undealt with. se to speak, $1000, a paltry amount, which

I think that is a sound proposition, and I' would not more than pay the expenses

do not know that I differ f rrom hin either incident t the members being here, and not

with regard to the one or the other. tking into consideration at ail the los
which they have sustained by reason of their

Hon. Mr. LOUGiEED-Before this absence fro their business i other depart
motion is submitted I should like to make ments of life. It may seem selfish for a
one or two observations in regard to the member to address himself to this phase of
merits or demei-its of the bill now before us the question, but yet one cannot fail to Say
for consideration. It strikes me that it is that if there is anything which members have
an inopportune time for the govern ent at been particularly modest in and yet have
this particular juncture to bring in a bih of been faulty in it is in reference to their own
this particular nature, particularly in view position in regard a the remuneration which
of the fact twat considerable attention has they are te receive for paying attention to
recently been directed to the necessity for a the publie business of the country. It
readjustment of salaries not oly of Minis- may be very well said, and is very frequently
ters but of judges and of other offlcials. I said when this subject is talked of, that
migo t say, and I think I can say with con- members entering the committe or members
fidence, that the country has been looking entering this cha ber know very wel] the
with no small degree of interest to the gov- amountof indemnitywhich they aretoreceive.
erdment for some time past te bring in They are not compelled te come into eitner
a broad and generous measure n regard chamber, and therefore not compelled t
t the re-casting of ail officiai salaries, and accept the amount on the statue-book. The
particularly those salaries which relate te saine argument may well apply W the
the higer officers of the state, and more Minister of Customs aid the Minister of
particularly the juciges upon the bench. It Inlad Revenue. Jn reference to their ac-
seems to me that the subject of this bih ceptance of a portfolio under the law as it
could have been made an initial step with at present stands on the statute-book. There-
every justification for the introduction of a fore the argument applicable to one would
measure of that chracter. Considerable be equally strong in the other case. I say
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members who have to deal with their own
remuneration need not at all have any hesit-
ation in expressing themselves freely upon
this point, because I am satisfiedthat if there
is anything which the electors of this coun-
try will support a government in, no natter
what government it may be, it will be in
giving a proper remuneration not only to
members of Parliament, not only to min-
isters of the Crown, but to the other officials
who are called upon to perform the more
important duties for the state and country.
Therefore I say in view of this fact, to my
mind it is an inopportune time in which the
government should have selected two offi-
cials and should have treated them in the
way indicated in the bill, and that they
should have entirely overlooked the demandas
which have been made through public opin-
ion and otherwise for a mature considera-
tion of those more important subjects to
which I have alluded. It seems to me, taking
another view of the case, that this bill as it
is at present constructed, is an entire ahan-
donment of the policy embodied in the Act
which we now proposed to repeal. In 1897
the present government very laudably
and consistently, and I think with due
regard to the public interest and with due
regard to the public expenditure, introduced
in the Act of 1897 a policy which certainly
would have received and which did receive
the approval of the country, namely, a policy
which impliedly announced at any rate that
the number of Canadian ministers would be
reduced, and in view of that proposed reduc-
tion to thirteen portfolios or less, the Minis-
ters of Inland Revenue and Customs would
be entitled to receive $7,000 a year. This
bill before us calls for an absolute repeal of
that statement, which leaves it free, in fact,
for the government of the day not only to
confine themselves to the number of port-
folios which at present obtains but would
leave them at liberty, so far as any record is
concerned, to ask for additional portfolios.
The late government took a proper step, it
seems to me, when they placed upon the
statute-book provision for the appointment
of controllors. The intention then was, as
was the intention of the present government
in 1897, that there should be a reduction of
portfolios. When we take into considera-
tion the limited number of cabinet ministers
in England the still more limited number in
the cabinet in the United States.--

68

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There are sixty minis-
ters in England.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Not members
of the cabinet.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, but members of
the administration.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I cannot state
the number now, but my own opinion is that
the cabinet in England is no larger than the
cabinet in Canada.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It varies from thirteen
to fifteen.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-But the under
secretaries in England correspond to some
extent to our deputy ministers.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Oh, no.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I know they
are vested with much broader power. They
have much the power held by a minister.
Yet at the same time the under-secretary
of state performs to a very large extent the
same duties as a deputy minister would per-
form in this country. It was intended at
the time that the legislation regarding con-
trollers was placed upon the statute-books
that there should be a reduction of port-
folios, and the portfolio of Inland Revenue
and the portfolio of Customs were practically
wiped out. We afterwards find the intro-
duction of the portfolio of Trade and Com-
merce. The gentlemen who composed the
present governinent were very strong in
their denunciation of the policy then adopted
in the introduction of that additional port-
folio of Trade and Commerce. Why, I ask,
do not the members of the present govern-
ment decide upon abandoning the portfolio
of Trade and Commerce as it obtains to-
day 1 The hon. gentlemen denounced it in
times past. I think it is conceded to-day
that the portfolio of Trade and Commerce is
very largely superfluous, that really the work
of that department is done by the Minister
of Inland Revenue and by the Minis-
ter of Customs, and if hon. gentlemen
were sincere in wishing to retrench in
reference to carrying into effect the prom-
ises which they have made, and to act logi-
cally with the denunciations which they
heaped upon the late government, they
would wipe out the portfolio of Trade and
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Commerce and restore the portfolios of In-
land Revenue and Customs as they obtained
under the late government, or previous to
the amendments in the Act. Under these
circumistances I therefore think that this
House will be justified in voting for the
resolution of my hon. friend froin Richmond.
I think it will be concecied, and it need not
he discussed, that, much as my hon. friend
from Hastings might desire it, the bill can-
not be amended. I think it is quite clear,
it being a money bill, that we have either to
accept the bill in its entirety or reject it.
These are the views which I hold upon this
matter. I might say, before resuming my
seat, that I appreciate the important ser-
vices rendered by the two ministers referred
to. I fancy the services rendered by those
hon. gentlemen are quite as onerous as those
rendered by other members of the cabinet
who are receiving $7,000 a year; yet, in
view of the fact that the government of the
day have committed themselves to the policy
which we find enunciated in chapter eighteen
of the statutes of 1897, in view of the pro-
fessions which they have made upon this
subject, and in view of the fact that the
country demands from them the treatment
of this subject in its broader state, as I have
indicated, namely, a recasting of salaries of
ministers and judges and others, I must say
my present opinion is entirely adverse to
the bill.

It being six o'clock the Speaker left the
Chair.

After Recess.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The hon. min-
ister in introducing this bill should have
come before us in a penitential mood. He
should have been clothed in sackcloth and
ashes, great briny tears should appear on
his cheeks and he should have addressed
the House in the following manner: Hon.
gentlemen, I regret to say it becomes my
painful duty to confess before this House
that' my colleagues and myself in the govern-
ment of this country have been guilty of a
great many crimes and offences against
the people; that we have made a vast num-
ber of promises that we have never been
able to fulfil--which, indeed, we scarcely
ever had any intention to fulfil-and we are

obhged to come before you with this bill as
an evidence of our guilt in this respect. We
solemnly promised the people of this country
that we were going to cut down expenditure
generally, and were going to reduce the
number of cabinet ministers, but instead of
doing that, we have filled all the positions
at the highest salaries that had obtained
under our predecessors, and we have con-
tinued that system up to the present-mo-
ment. After having been a year in the
government, and after having discovered
all that was to be found out in the work-
ing of the government of this country,
we came down to the House and
made new protestations and new promises
with regard to this matter of cabinet posi-
tions. We said to the Senate and House of
Comm,,ns we will undertake to fulfil those
promises about reducing the number of min-
isters, but we will take a little further time
to do it, and we now offer to give to you
two of our number as hostages for the
faithful performance of the promises we
have made and have neglected up to the pre-
sent time to fulfil and which we now solemnly
renew. On submitting this question to the
House two years ago we did not indicate how
this was to be brought about, whether it
was to be by a political decapitation of one
of our number, but we renewed the solemn
assurance that there was to be this reduction
in the number of cabinet ministers, and when
that reduction was made you agreed that
these two gentlemen, in whose flesh the
thorn Was placed, so far as their salaries
were concerned, would receive the full
amount of salary given to their other
colleagues. We now confess with shame and
confusion of face that we have again deceived
you, and we implore you to remove the thorn
from the flesh of Sir Henry Joly and Mr.
Paterson and relieve us from the conse-
quences of the deception we practised. That
is the kind of speech my hon. friend should
have made on the present occasion. I take
the Commons Debates for 1897, page 4123,
and I find it recorded that the Minister of
Marine and Fisheries who had charge of the
bill in the House of Commons made these
remarks:

The prevailing impresion, I think, on both sides
of the House was that a d etermined effort should be
made to reduce the number of ministers, and that
matter has been under the consideration of the gov-
ernment, and is now engaging their very earnest
consideration. The hon. gentleman sees that this
bill now introduced is merely to make the present
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controllers in a point of fact ministers, and to entitle
them to seats on the cabinet board ; and the express
provision is made on the face of the bill-not the
mere statement that the government are considering
it-but that when the departments are reduced to
thirteen, and not until then, their salaries should be
the same as other cabinet ministers. But in the mean-
time they do not receive any increase of salary what-
ever.

That paragraph was the solemn promise
made in 1897 when this Act, to which the
hon. member from Richmond has referred,
was placed on the statute-book providing
that when the number of ministers was
reduced to thirteen, or less, then these two
ministers were to be placed in the same
position as the rest with regard to salary.
Now, the government come before us and
ask us not merely to relieve them of their
pledge to the country, but from the pledge
to their colleagues. This thorn in the flesh
of their colleagues, two estimable gentlemen,
I admit, is going to be removed at the
expense of the country instead of being
removed at the expense of one of them-
selves, whether it was the hon. Minister of
Justice or of Trade and Commerce, or my
genial friend the Secretary of State was
going to be decapitated I do not know, but
instead of that they ask the country to make
up this $7,000 and let them out of all this
trouble. Had my hon. friend made tlis
explanation to the Senate, and with some
evidence of contrition, and in a purely
penitential manner,. we would have been
inclined to deal leniently with this bill. To
my mind the government are in a thoroughly
indefensible position with regard to this
measure. Had this disability fallen upon
another gentleman in the cabinet, instead
of the two men who have suffered from it,
I refer to the Postmaster General, there
are very few in this House, or out of it, who
would have been very sorry for him,
because that gentleman practiced dema-
gogery to a greater extent than perhaps any
other member of the government when in
opposition. So far as this government is
concerned, they are in a perfectly inde-
fensible position in asking that this bill
should be placed on the statute-book under
the present circumstances. As far as they
are concerned, they have no plea before
Parliament, and this country, except one,
of complete failure to perform their promises
with regard to this subject I am not one of
those who think that the number of cabinet
ministers should not be reduced. I agree with
the hon. Minister of Justice and my hon.

68J

friend the leader of the opposition that
Canada is a country with many diversified
interests, and of large extent, and at all
events, as long as the present method of
selecting ministers is continued, that it is
desirable that ministers should be selected
from various parts of the country in order
to procure a better representation of the
different sectional interests of Canada than
could be if they were otherwise seleoted.
There is no question, that the ideal system
for the selection of cabinet ministers would
be to take the best men wherever they
are found. There is no question that
would be the highest ground to take in
the selection of a cabinet, and that the
best and highest form of government would
be obtained under such circumstances.
However, we would have not come to that
point in Canada, and perhaps it is not very
easy to come to it considering the extent of
the country and the diversified nature of our
resources. I do not know that it is alto-
gether within the region of practical politics
to discuss it at all. But while sectionalism
is bad in some respects, it brings with it
some conpensating advantages, and it is
one of these things we will have to bear
with at least for a time. When the question
of the salaries of two cabinet ministers comes
up, it affords those who are not in that posi-
tion, whether a happy or an unhappy one I
am not going to say, an opportunity of set-
tling some little accounts with hon. gentle-
men in the government and discussing some
questions that may properly be discussed in
connection with this matter of salaries; and
I have this general complaint to make
against the cabinet ministers, that when the
House rises in the spring, or early summer,
they spend the summer in vacations, cruiz-
ing over the world and leaving the work of
preparing for the next sitting of Parliament
until the beginning of winter, and the
members of Parliament have to put up with
the great disadvantage of summer sessions,
such as this is, on accounti of the neglect of
ministers to attend to their duty in the way
of preparing for Parliament in the proper
season. When the public accounts are
closed, on the 30th June each year, there is
ample time to prepare for the meeting of
Parliament in the earlier part of the year,
and I think it is too bad that private mem-
bers of Parliament should be put to the
serious inconvenience that we are so often
put to, of having to attend in Ottawa away
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into midsummer, as we are doing now, When they took these salaries these minis-
merely because cebinet ministers neglect ters knew what tbey were to receive. There
their duties and do not prepare the work is no question about that. They continued
for the session at the proper time, nor even in the discharge of their duty to the present
have it ready when Parliament is called to- time, and there is no principie of justice
gether. Some references have been made to upon which Parliament sbould be asked to
the onerous nature of the -work of some vote this sum wbich they think is in arrear
departments as compared with others, and to them, but which is not really in arrear,
the inference has been drawn that on that because the moment Parliament votes money
account a difference might fairly be made for this purpose, it wiil he argued why
between the salaries of the different should we stop at the Ist of July, 1898?
ministers. As far as the two departments Why should we not go back and "pay themn
more particularly under consideration are from the time tbey entered office? And
concerned, or at least one of them, it cannot why should we fot go back still furtherand
fairly be said that it is less onerous and re- pay their predecessors who performed the
quires less work than any other department. duties under preciseiy the saine circum-
That must be frankly admitted at the outset, stances? Why should exception be made
and I do not know, comparing them one with in favour of these gentlemen and an invidious
the other, that the two are less onerous than distinction made against the gentlemen wbo
the average of those that are left. Reference have held office before them ? Hon. gentle-
has been made to the department of the men will agree withme that there would beno
Secretary of State as being an office that is justice in doinganytbing of tbekind, and that
not a very heavy one and does not require if we admitted this principle of paying a sal-
as much personal attention as many of the ary for a year past, we would then have to go
others. As far as that office is concerned, further back and pay other gentlemen who
as long as it is held by my hon. f riend, the have equally good daims to this payment of
present Secretary of State, I feel that he is a retroactive character. While touching
entitled to a larger salary than any of his upon that question I might refer to wbat
colleagues, because when Parliament rises bas been proposed in another place, recom-
the ministers all fly away to the ends of mending the pavment of the indemnity for
the earth, and he is left here to overlook the present year to a gentleman of this
all the departments, and bas to do some buse who bas been indisposed and who is
work for nearly all of them when the other iii at home and not able to attend bere. I
ministers are away on pleasure trips. Not refer to the hon. gentleman from York (Mr.
only is thatso, but as we all concede that Reesor). I bave no particular fault to find
my bon. friend is most efficient and pains- witb that, but I do object to different treat-
taking and courteous in his treatment of ment being meted out to different men.
members of this ouse, and I for one would Another bon. member of this House, the
be very sorry to see any such disability bon. gentleman fromn Delanaudière (Mr.
piaced upon him. It may be that tbe office Bellerose), was been very seriously i, and
is not as onerous as some of tIe otber offices, consequently bas been absent a good part of
but while it is heid by a gentleman wbo is tbis session, and I see no reason wby ie
required at some periods of the year to per- s would not be treated in the same manner.
formo the work of bis colleagues, s twink we
might fairiy enough allow bis department to Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Hear, ear.
escape criticistn in tbis respect. To my
mind the great objection to the bill before Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-And when that
us is that gentlemen in the government is done, it will raise the question why was
were pledged against its principle, and they not the late Mr. Sutherland also paid when
have no rigbt to submit or vote for such a fe was not able to core here for two years?
bill. Tbey pledged tbemselves to a different Once we depart fromb a sound princip e in
course altogether, and that is a very strong anything, we meet ail kind of difficumty and
reason why bon. gentlemen like mysef at once begin to extend a different kind of
shouid not support tbe bild on the present treatment to different individuals whose cir-
occasion. Then there is this retroactive pro- cumstances may be exactly the sane. For
vision in it, that these gentlemen should be the reasons wbich I have given, I ar not
paid one years salary fromn Juiy, 1898. unfavourabie to keeping a large number of
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cabinet positions as long as members of the
cabinet are selected as they have been ever
since Canada bas become a confederation, on
the ground of their representing certain
provinces. While that principle is observed
it is desirable, and I do not know that the
expenditure is at all a waste of money. The
full number of departments should be main-
tained in order to admit of the gentleman,
having charge of forming a minnstry, bring-
ing representatives to his government from
all the different parts of Canada, and I do
think at the present moment a great injus-
tice is done to the important province of
British Columbia in the fact that it bas not
a representative in the cabinet. I have no
hesitation in saying that that is my opinion.
I am not going to say that $7,000 a year is
too large a salary for cabinet ministers, and
I am not going to say that it would not be
right in the abstract that these two minis-
ters should be treated the same as their col-
leagues are treated, and receive the same
salaries as they are receiving, but the govern-
ment comes to us with this proposition
coupled with an obnoxious condition of a
retroactive payment, and they come to us
with a complete back down as to their
policy before the country with regard to
reducing the number of cabinet ministers.
For these reasons I feel it my duty to vote
for the motion of my hon. friend from Rich-
mond.

The House divided on the amendment
which was lost on the following division:
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The motion for the second reading of the
bill was carried on the same division re-
versed.

The House resolved itself into Committee
of the Whole on the bill.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL, from the committee,
reported the bill without amendment.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (183) " An Act to authorize the con-
struction of a branch railway from Char-
lottetown to Murray Harbour as a public
work."-(Mr. Scott).

Bill (85) " An Act further to amend the
Railway Act."-(Mr. Mills.)

SEED GRAIN INDEBTEDNESS BILL.
, FIRST READING.

A message was received from the House
of Commons with Bill (189) " An Act re-
specting securities for Seed Grain Indebted-
ness."

The bill was read the first time.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved that the bill be.
read the second time to-morrow.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Can the hon. gentleman tell us why this
principle bas been adopted as far as these
securities are concerned ? This is an en-
dorsation by certain parties to secure the
government loss for advances made on
grain, and the proposition, if I understand
the bill, is to relieve the sureties. Does it
relieve also the parties who receive the
grain ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No. As I under-
stand, it is considered that the land should
be sufficient security, and there is no reason
for keeping up the security against the
bondsman. The security of the man and
the land itself is sufficient security.

Motion agreed to.

YUKON TERRITORY BILL.
COMMONS AMENDMENTS ADOPTED.

A Message was received from the House
of Commons returning Bill (U) " An Act to
amend the Yukon Territory Act," with cer-
tain amendments.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved concurrence in
the amendments.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED asked if any
amendment had been made relative to the
sale of liquors in the Yukon Territory.
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, nothing except
the prohibition with regard to the manufac-
turing of liquor.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-1
should like to ask the minister whethei the
prohibition of the manufacture of liquors
in the Yukon Territory is in order to pro-
tect the distillers in other parts of the coun-
try I

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend knows
right well that we do not apply the principle
of protection as between manufacturers
within the country-at least I am not aware
of its having been done. This prohibition
of manufacture in that countryis a prohibi-
tion that would apply to outsiders equally
with those manufacturing within the coun-
try.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I think the
object is to give consumers a better article.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-If we do not succeed
in prohibiting, we may get a much worse
article brought across the border; but the
government are in hopes they will be able to
maintain order and sobriety amongst the
population of that country.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIEBOWELL-The,
answer is quite satisfactory. I admit the
principle of protection was not carried to
that extent in the past. It was left to a
free trade government to introduce the prin-
ciple of protecting an industry in one part of
the country against the establishing of a
similar industry in another part of the coun-
try. I congratulate the hon. gentleman on
having carried the principle further than I
ever thought of carrying it.

The motion was agreed to, and the amend-
ments were concurred in.

INSPECTION ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second
reading of Bill (156) " An Act to amend the
General Inspection Act." He said :-As
hon. gentlemen are aware, for some time
past a considerable controversy has been
going on between the growers and dealers in
wheat in the western country, and the brok-
ers and dealers in wheat in the east. The
peopleof Manitobahavecomplained that their
wheat was used rather to improve the

quality of inferior grades of wheat, and that
it was not fair to the reputation of Manitoba
wheat, I think the contention was a very
strong one, because it has been found by
those who have given it practical attention
that the wheat grown in Manitoba and the
North-westis asuperiorgrain and thatit would
be only fair that the wheat should have an
opportunity of going abroad and earning a
reputation for the country. I have seen in
papers, particularly Glasgow and Edinboro'
papers, where Manitoba wheat has gone in
its pure condition, unmixed with any other
grain, that the bakers found there was more
glutton in it than in other wheat. The
opposition to this bill has been by persons
who desire to mix and improve a quality of
inferior grain. After very many meetings
between several boards of trade, a standard
was agreed upon and it was agreed that cer-
tain conditions should attach to wheat being
exported f rom Manitoba, and this bill is
the result. So far as classifications goes, the
only change, I understand, is in regard to
No. 1 Manitoba hard, as it is called, which
provides that the larger proportion of hard
fife wheat should be necessary in order to
grade No. i Manitoba hard. The propor-
tion is increased from sixty-six and one-
third to seventy-five per cent. The clauses
in the bill provide that there shall be gen-
eral inspectors, one at Winnipeg and one at
some eastern point, who will have the gen-
eral charge of the deportation of the wheat
from Manitoba. The bill provides that the
wheat shall be as described in the bill of
lading which ·shall accompany the wheat,-
and prohibits mixing in any of the elevators
that are recognized as public elevators. I
shall be giad to explain the details when the
House goes into committee upon the bill.
The changes have been made in the House
of Commons. The first change is the ap-
pointment of two chief inspectors, not dis-
turbing the sub-inspectors, one at Winnipeg
and the other at some point in the east.
The principal changes are in the schedule of
the Act, where a number of details are
entered which can be more conveniently ex-
plained when the House is in committee.
They are only in detail carrying out the
principles to which I have adverted, that is
the effort to preserve the identity of the
wheat as it leaves Manitoba and the North-
west, and prevent it f rom being mixed in
the elevators at Fort William and the
other points to which it is consigned. It
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provides further, and the Canadian Pacific
Railway have agreed to it, that the charges
for inspection shall be a charge which will
be paid by the railway companies and trans-
portation companies that take up the wheat.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-How have these
changes been brought about? Have the
producers and dealers in wheat in the
North-west been consulted, and consulted
in a representative way so that great care
has been taken in the preparation of this
bill to carry out the wishes of these people?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am advised that the
bill has been the result of representations
made by the grain growers themselves and
inspectors and various Bcards of Trade, 1
presume in Winnipeg and Montreal. It
has been gererally agreed to, except by
those parties who would be opposed to the
principle-the parties who have in the past
been interested in increasing the standard
of lower grades of wheat by getting Mani-
toba hard and mixing. They are the only
parties, I am advised, who have been
opposing the bill. Probably the hon. gen-
tleman from Wolseley would know more
about the feelings of the wheat growers
than I would.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I have called upon
the Minister of Inland Revenue and Mr.
Miall and have told them what I know is
the fact, because I attended one of the
meetings, that this bill is framed entirely at
the instance of traders and dealers in grain,
and no farmer was represented at the dif-
ferent meetings. I have no fault to find
with this bill as far as it goes. There are
one or two amendments which I am sure
the hon. gentleman will not object to when
we go into committee. The bill is all right.
The principal provision in the measure, apart
fron what the hon. gentlem-n has explained,
is that all the grain in the North-west is to
be inspected at Winnipeg. No farmer has
had anything to do with this bill. It is
a bill got up entirely in the interest of
millers and men speculating in grain. There
is a clause which I want to add to protect
the farmer. This bill, as it stands, applies
to the wheat after it leaves the farmers
hands altogether, except it be a large
farmer who can ship a train load of vheat
and get it inspected in Winnipeg instead of
Fort William. Last year I shipped my own
wheat to Fort William. It had to go there

to be inspected. It took three weeks to.get
there and be inspected, and I could not sell
the wheat until I got my certificate of the
inspection. I cannot sell my wheat except
by sample. I have to sell the grad-) by the
certificate of the inspector. Now, the Win-
nipeg dealers and traders in wheat claim
that they want the wheat to be graded in
Winnipeg, and they can get returns for it at
once. That is the great feature of this bill.
J am quite satisfied with the bill but, as I
have said, I want one clause added of which
I have given notice.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I hope I was right in
saying the bill was more favourable to the
farmer inasmuch as it allows the inspection
nearer home.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Yes.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I see this bill
applies with regard to oats :

No. 1 oats shall be sound, plump, clean and free
from other grain.

No. 2 oats shall be sound, reasonably clean, and
reasonably free from other grain.

No. 3 oats shall be sound but not clean enough to
be graded as No. 2.

Rejected oats shah include such as are danp, un-
sound, dirty, or from any other cause unfit to be
graded as No. 3-

but you do not give the weight of the grain
at al]. We can deal with that in committee.
Here you are grading three classes of grain.
They do not weigh the same.

Hon. r. SCOTT-I presume there must
be some other law to regulate it. This is
taken from the law as it now stands. In
making the change with regard to wheat,
they include the other kinds of grain.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
There is a law on the statute-book declaring
what the weight of oats shall be. If there
are no changes made in the weight, as there
are in reference to wheat, there is no neces-
sity to include it in this bill. They have
declared in this bill what a bushel of wheat
shall be, and how much it shall weigh.
That changes the law as it stands on the
statute-book to-day. In the matter of oats
that is not necessary and they do not
change it.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-It describes the
different grades of oats, but it does not give
the weight of each grade. A bushel of oats
is 34 lbs., and when you grade oats you
should say how much they ought to weigh.
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Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-The Hon. Mr. POWER-What is the differ-
object of the bill is to grade the oats so ence?
that they may be sold according to quality. lon. Mr. SCOTT-Seventy-five per cent
In our province oats is sold entirely by
weight, and I think it is a very desirable ad rd fe ente
thing to have the grain inspected and classi-
fied in this way. It is very much better for Hon. Mr. POWER-Jt is really going
the farmers that there should be some such back to the provisions of the Revised Sta-
regulations as these and that they should tutes. By the previous statute you were noV
have some inducement to clean their oats allowed to mix anything.
and have them cone up to a good high
standard, because if they clean their grain Hon. Mr. PERLEY-This extra bard
properly and send it to market in good should weigh sixty-Vwo pounds Vo the bushel.
order, it will bring a better price. The That is the quality of it, but sixty pounds
object of the bill, as I understarid it, from would be a bushel.
glancing hurriedly through it, is that there The clause was adopted.
should be an inspection of all grains
throughout the Dominion. The law does not On clause 5.
seem to be confined to any part of Canada, Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Do they raise
and I presume from this that it is the inten- much winter wheat in Manitoba?
tion of the governSyent to appoint inspectors
of grain in the different provinces and that hon. Mr. PERLEY-None at ail.
noV only wheat, barley, pease and oats and Hon. Mr. McCALLM-Then this ap
Indian corn shall be inspected but also hay plies Vo Ontario?<
and rye. The biMr will have a good effect in
this way: it will induce people to send their Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.
grain Vo market in good shape.a

Hon. Mr. PERALEYýý-Th is xrahrd

The motion was agreed Vo, and the bili litte wheat in OJntario which weighs sixty-
was rend Vhe second sime. two pounds. It is considered that sixVy

The Bouse resolved iVself into a Com- pounds is fair weight for red wheat or white
mittee of the Whole on the biu. wheat eitper.

(In the Committee.) Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
Thil see that this applies Vo wheat grown

On clause 1. in Manitoba and the North-west Territories.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-THis clause relates On page 2, at Lne 23 it states:
Vo the appointment of inspectors. It is pro Ail uheat in the preceding six grades shall consist
posnd Vo presue fon tispta fr iintob- wholl wof wheat grown in Manitoba and t4e North-onwest erritc ries, or in Ontario west of Lake Superior.
and the North-west, and one for the oVher
parts of Canada. The only change is adding Hon. Mr. SCOT-The classification of
the letter s" lo the word inspector. winter wheat will be found further on in

The clause was adopted. the bir.

an claet i gHon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The cluse reom If it weighs 62 lbs. o the bushel it is graded
ion. Mr. FEfGtheSWhe ON -What is the e as extra white winter wheat, and it would

difference in regard Vo, hay Iw cannot see be worth more, but the standard weight is
any. c 60 lbs.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not think there
is any. They thought the simpler way
would be to insert a new classification so as
to have the law all together.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-It just repeals the
old clause and re-enacts it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
It makes different grades in Manitoba.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I understand
that down to line 29 in section 4 it refers
to Manitoba and North-western wheat, and
after that all through the bill we are dealing
with the produce of Canada generally.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-If it is to apply
to Ontario, we do not raise any such wheat.
You might get 62 lbs. in one case, but it
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would be an exceptional case. Red wheat
generally weighs more than white wheat. I
do not think we should have it classed so
that we cannot have number one.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-If the hon. gentleman
will look at the next paragraph he will see
what applies to Ontario.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM - Why does
clause 4 apply to Manitoba when they do
not raise that kind of wheat ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It would not be
reasonably clean.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-If it took a
bushel and a half to weigh 34 pounds the
purchaser would only pay for a bushel. We
should encourage the people to sow good
oats and clean them properly and encourage
them to get them into market. In my
opinion there should be a weight set for a
bushel of oats.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The provision in this Hn r LMW Hwmc olHon. Mr. CLEMOW-How much would

clause reads as follows :

All wheat in the preceding six grades shall consist
wholly of wheat grown in Manitoba, the North-west
Territories, or in Ontario west of Lake Superior.

No. 1 spring wheat shall be sound and well cleaned,
weighing not less than sixty pounds to the bushel.

No. 2 spring wheat shall be sound and reasonably
lean, weighing not less than fifty-eight pounds to

the bushel.

The legal bushel is 60 lbs., but if a bushel
by measure weighs 62 lbs. it falls into the
first class.

The clause was adopted.

On clause 6.
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

The Dominion Weights and Measures Act
chap. 104 of the Revised Statutes, 49 Vic-
toria, declares what the weight of oats is.
It must be 34 lbs. That Act has not been
repealed.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is no change
in the weight.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I think we
should give the farmers some encourage-
ment to clean up their oats before going to
market, and we should make some difference
in the weight of number one oats and
nuinber two oats and number three oats.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The difference
in the oats is in the cleaning.

No. 1 |ats shall be sold plump, clean and free from
other grain.

No. 2 oats shall be sound, reasonably clean and
reasonably free from other grain.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-At the same
tirne it is 34 pounds. One must be clean
and the other must be reasonably clean.

Hon.
pounds.

Mr. McCALLUM-Thirty-four

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-And No. 2.

Hon.
pounds,
part of

Mr. McCALLUM-Thirty-two
and No. 3 thirty pounds. In my
the country I raise a good many

oats and buy and sell a good many oats,
and also buy and sell wheat. I raise
everything of that kind, and I want to know
what we are doing. I do not want an
inspector to conidemn the oats without
good reason.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-What do you suggest 1

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW--I think we should
say that No. 1 should weigh thirty-four
pounds.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They all weigh that.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-But No. 2 can-
not weigh that.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-But it must.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-But when you
speak of a bushel by measure, No. 1 should
weigh thirty-four pounds, and No. 2 thirty-
two pounds, and No. 3 thirty pounds. That
would be better, and I think it is common
sense. It would be an encouragement to
people in the country to clean their grain
in a proper manner. If we are going to have
an inspector to inspect a farmer's load of
oats as it comes in to pass an inspection, and
say whether it is No. 1 or No. 2, it will make
no difference as long as it gives the weight
whether it is chaif or oats.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-But all oats require to Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Are yen satisfied with
be 34 pounds to the bushel. the law as it is?

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-They might be Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I aM Dot. I
buying chaif instead of grain. want a weight put on the oats, to show the
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difference between No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3.
It is easy enough to say that No. 1 shall
weigh thirty-four pounds, No. 2 thirty-two
pounds, and No. 3 thirty pounds.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It might be very
easy to do that ; still it is a very important
matter, and I suppose, as this bill represents
the opinions of a number of other people, it
might be wise not to proceed further with
the bill, but to allow the hon. gentleman
from Monck to have an interview with the
minister and the bill could be referred to
the committee again to-morrow.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We will let the
clause relating to oats stand.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-I
cannot agree with the hon. gentleman from
Monck. Oats are generally bought at a cer-
tain price per bushe]. The hon. gentleman
says that No. 1 oats should be thirty-four
pounds, No. 2, thirty-two pounds, and No.
3, thirty pounds. Would the purchaser
of oats, according to that, give 34 cents for
a bushel of oats weighing thirty pounds? If
the inferior grain is to bring the same price
as the better oats, it should have more
weight. But it is not according to the quan-
tity per bushel that the price is paid, but
according to the weight of the article and
the quality. For a bushel of No. 1 oats,
say a man receives thirty-four cents, and for
a bushel of No. 2 oats the sanie weight,
but an inferior quality, thirty two cents, and
for No. 3, thirty cents. It is in the price,
not the weight.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-A bushel of good oats
by measurement will weigh a good deal more
than a bushel of inferior oats, and as the
grading is according to the quality, and that
quality is indicated by the weight, it is im-
portant, perhaps, to grade oats, and oats will
weigh sometimes thirty-eight pounds to the
bushel.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-Yes,
and forty-two pounds to the bushel.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-And so it is perhaps
as well to let the oats remain untouched to-
night, and go on with the remainder of the
bill.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Why is there any distinctiom made between
rye and barley 1 The bill provides that No. 1

barley shall be plump, bright, sound, clean
and free from other grain, but it does not
give the weight. No. 2 shall be reasonably
clean and sound, but not bright and plump
enough to be graded as No. 1, and shall be
reasonably free from other grain and weigh
not less than forty-eight pounds.

Hon. Mr. POWER-That is the law as
it stands.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Well, what if it is 1 Then the next is forty-
five. Why does that not apply to rye as
well? Pease remains the sane.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-The colour of
the barley regulates the price a good deal.
A great deal depends on getting in barley
bright and nice. The brewers will pay a
good deal more for barley of a good bright
colour: they think more of the colour than
they do of the weight; I have bought many
thousand bushels of barley and I know that
is the case. On the other side, the brewers
paid more attention to the colour of barley
than they did to the plumpness. If it had
a good colour the farmer could get a good
price.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-With regard to
barley, my hon. friend asked the question why
No. 1 barley did not call for any particular
weight. I am sorry I could not hear my hon.
friend f rom Monck, because I have no doubt
he understands this question very well. If
my hon. friend from London was present he
could put us right on this question in a
moment, but I understand that No. 1 is
intended to be a malting barley, and it
must be plump, bright, sound, clean and
free from other grains, and it must be
of undoubted germinating qualities. For
such a barley as that, it is not so necessary to
put in a weight at all if it complies with the
other conditions. Also there is slight
amendment necessary in regard to oats. No.
1 oats shal be sound, plump, clean and
free from other grain. I can scarcely say
whether No. 1, No. 2 and No 3 oats should
not have weight attached to them as indicat-
ing their quality. It is just as true of oats
as it is of barley and wheat. The grain that
will show the largest weight, assuming all are
equally dry, is the most valuable grain. And
I think in oats there should be another dis-
tinction drawn. No. 1 oats should not only
be sound, plump, clean and free f rom other
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grains, but it should be free from oats of a
different colour. For instance you take white
oats with an admixture of black oats, and it
would be certainly disqualified for some
purposes. However, as I have understood
that the clause relating to oats is to be laid
over until to-morrow, that is a niatter which
my hon. friend who has taken such an
interest in it can consider in the meantime.

The clause was adopted.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY moved that the fol-
lowing be inserted as clause 14a:

That when the House is in Committee of the Whole
on Bill No. 156, " An Act fui-ther to amend the
General Inspection Act," he will move tho insertion
of a clause providing " that whenever there shall rise
a difference of opinion between any farier selling
wheat and any wheat buyer as to the grading of
such wheat, the farmer while taking the price offered
for his wheat as of lower grade than that to which, in
his opinion, it belongs, may insist on a sample being
selected and agreed on between buyer and seller,
which sample shall be parcelled and sealed and sent
to the chief inspector at Winnipeg, and the said
chief inspector shall grade the said wheat without
delay an make a return of his grading to both parties,
and if the said chief inspector finds the said wheat
to be of a higher grade than that on which the price
had been already paid, then the said buyer shall pay
to the fariner aforesaid the difference between the
price which he had already been paid and that which
should have been paid in the first instance had the
grade fixed by the chief inspector been agreed upon
at the time of sale.

As I have explained, the bill up to this
point is in the interest of speculators and
traders in grain; none of it is in the interest
of the*farmer. I have talked over this pro.
posed amendment with the minister and he
approves of it. Let me illustrate how the
present system works : I am a farmer at
Wolseley and I drive in with a load of 50
or 70 bushels of wheat. I find three or four
buyers at Wolseley and the first one that
can get on my load opens a bag and says,
" your wheat is No. 2 and I will give you
55 cents for it." I claim that it is No. 1,
but he will not allow more than No. 2. The
other buyers look on and will not offer a
cent. The prices are wired to the buyers
every morning from Winnipeg so that I
have nothing to say about the price of my
wheat. The question between us is as to
the grade. Now, what I ask by this amend-
ment is that the buyer select a sample and
send it to Winnipeg. In the meantime, I
will accept payment for the wheat as No. 2.
If the inspector grades the sample as No. 2,
there is an end of it. If he grades it as No.
1, I propose by this amendment that the
buyer shall give me the difference between

the price of No. 1 and No. 2 wheat. That
is fair and honest and the man who is not
willing to accept that is not an honest man.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-What is done nowî

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-You have to take
what the buyer offers ; you have nothing to-
say about it.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Is there any appeal
from that ?

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-No.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD
Would it not be simpler to say
there is a dispute between the
the buyer, an appeal shall lie
inspector I

(P.E.I.)-
that where

farmer and
to the chief

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-That is the object
of the amendment.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The amendment,
is fair to both parties, and I do not see how
any one could object to it.

The amendment was adopted.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL, from the com-
mittee, reported that they had made some
progress with the bill and asked leave to sit
again.

SAFETY OF SHIPS IILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read-
ing of Bill (170) " An Act respecting the
safety of ships." He said :-This bill has
not been circulated in its Senate form. I
may say that the bill, as introduced in the
House of Commons, consisted of eight or ten
clauses but it has been eut down to one
single paragraph, and the purpose of that is
that any steamship sailing from any port in
Canada on or before the 12th October in
each year to any place out of Canada, shall
not be subject to any of the restrictions
therein provided as to deck loads. This
bill amends section 3 chapter 44 of the Act
of 1894.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-What about
sailing vessels ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT- They are still subject
to the existing regulations. I should like to
take the second reading of the bill now and
the committee stage to-morrow.
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Hon. Mr. POWER-At the present time
the underwriters in England charge unduly
high rates on vessels and freight going
through the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and if
we diminish the restrictions upon deck loads,
there is a risk that the rates of insurance
may be still further increased, and it is just
as well to see our way clear before passing
the measure.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-That does not
follow.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill was
read the second time.

ROADS AND ROAD ALLOWANCES
ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

SECOND READING POSTPONED.

The order of the day being called:
Second reading Bill (1'75) " An Act further to

amend the Act respecting the roads and road allow-
ances in the province of Manitoba."

Hon. Mr. SCOTT said: This bill lias not
been distributed. It consists of two short
paragraphs. Hon, gentlemen will know
that the surveys of the North-west were all
run out at right angles of the road allow-
ances. In many instances trails have been
previously made, and the public found it
much more convenient to adhere to the trails
than to be forced to make straight roads,
and in many'instances those trails have been
confirmed and a plan has been filed in Win-
nipeg.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUIM-We had better
have the bill before we take the second read-
ing.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I was merely explain-
ing what the bill was. It is the substitu-
tion, in some instances, of trails in accord-
ance with the plan filed in the city of
Winnipeg, confirming those trails as road
allowances. Perhaps we can take the
second reading now and the House can go
into committee to-morrow.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Oh, no.
the second reading to-morrow.

Take

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P. E. I.)-I
should like to inquire whether any of those
lines extend beyond the province of Mani-
toba.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not know, but I
think very likely that they do.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-We must see
whether it interferes with the rights of the
settlers or not.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Then I move that the
order of the day be discharged and that the
bill be placed on the order of the day for
to-morrow.

The motion was agreed to.

CITY OF OTTAWA BILL.
SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read-
ing of Bill (187) " An Act respecting the
city of Ottawa." He said :-For some years
an agitation has been going on in the city of
Ottawa tending to show that the govern-
ment of this country is not allowing a fair
sum for the necessary improvements the city
bas been obliged to make in connection with
the presence here of the seat of government.
The city naturally had a very ambitious
desire that the necessary improvements con-
sequent upon Ottawa being the capital of
the Dominion should be carried out, and
certainly they did their share towards it.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-To make it the
Washington of the North.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--The city built a num-
ber of bridges here which should properly
have been built by the government. The
Maria street bridge is on a concession line,
and in addition to that, it crosses the canal,
and wherever bridges are built across the
public canals of the country they are invari-
ably built by the government. The bridges
at the Chaudière over the slides were built
by the city, and the bridge leading to the
Chaudière. As hon. gentlemen know, the
slides have been a revenue paying improve-
ment. The timber descending those slides
always pay duties to the Crown. I do not
know how it bas been in recent years, but
very many years ago when I gave attention
to the subject the revenue derived from the
Ottawa improvements was equal to over 6
per cent on the outlay. I do not suppose
that rate has been kept up, because the
quantity of timber passing down the slide is
not equal to what it was many years ago.
The city of Ottawa has now gone to its limit
in the way of taxation, and most of the
recent improvements are improvements made
on what is called frontage tax. That is, the
land fronting on the improvement is specially
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taxed, the city 'paying one proportion and the streets, at all events those bordering on
the owner another. Of course there can the government property. I think hon.
be no tax levied on the government pro- gentlemen will all admit that Wellington

perty, and I suppose I am well within the street, opposite the buildings, should be
mark when I say that there must be a asphalted. We all know that an immense
mile of frontage of property occupied by the amount of dust is blown in from that street
Crown. Take the frontage on Wellington at present, to the serious inconvenience and
street, the geological department, the fish- injury, no doubt,-of government papers in
eries exhibit, the various public offices in various offices during the summer season.
Ottawa, the Cartier square frontage and the Dust floats in at all seasons. Improvements
frontage along the canal, it would amount should be made in the vicinity of Rideau
to more than that distance. So that had Hall. Great complaint has been made there

the government property been paying a of the state of the roadway, and it is to be
frontage tax, a very considerable amount hoped that this board, which it is proposed
would have been levied upon it. The city to appoint under the bill now before the
has been receiving in cash about $15,000 a Senate, will be enabled te point out in what

year for the water supply of the various de- way improvements can be made that will
partments, the Geological Survey branch, serve not only the interests of the city, but
the Printing Bureau and other public build- will add te the beauty and improvement of
ings within the city. It is believed that the capital.
that is net a fair proportion on what would
be the assessed value of the government pro- Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-- cannot allow the

perty. Apart from that, the city have found motion to pass without saying a few words.

it necessary, more particularly since the Hon. Sir MACKIENZIE BOWELL-
recent fire in the western block, to largely Is the hon. gentleman to move the six
increase the cost of the fire department eonths' hoist lt
under the belief that the government would
contribute towards that expense. An inde- Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Oh, no. The city

pendent pipe has been laid specially for the of Ottawa was selected a number of years
government buildings, and increased protec- ago by Her Majesty the Queen to be the
tion has been afforded, until now it is to be capital of the Dominion. It was utterly
hoped the buildings are reasonably secure. impossible for the people of this country to
If the upper portions of the eastern block agree upon a site themselves, and it was left
were changed from being the fire trap that for the determination of Her Majesty. Not-

they are, similar to the improvements that withstanding the fact that Toronto, Montreal
have been made in the weetern block, it and other places with large influence and
would make them fire proof. This bill pro- wealth had desired te obtain the distinc-

poses te add to the $15,000 that has been tion, still Her Majesty, considered the

paid for water, the sum of $45,000 making subject in the interests o the whole Domi-
the whole amount $60,000, te be paid annu- nion and decided in favour of Ottawa. This,
ally te the city towards the improvements of course, caused an immense amot'nt of dis-
that have been carried out. This money is appointment te the various other places,
net te be handed over te the city, but te be where the people expected that they would

given te a board of commissioners, three of obtain the advantages incidental in their

whom will be appointed by the govern- favoured localities having the seat of govern-

ment and one by the city. The board ment in the future. But when the informa-

will be entrusted with the expenditure tion was received that Ottawa was sel-

of this money, but thçir proposals and ected, Ottawa, as you all know, was a

estimates must first be submitted te the comparatively small city of no wealth, and

government for their approval, but the with very little te recommend it in the way

accounts must be passed, as any other govern- of general improvements, and therefore, of

ment accounts, and paid in the regular way. necessity, the amount te be expended te

Those are the main clauses of the bill. It render te suitable for the accommodation of

has been pretty widely discussed, and I the legislative bodies was considerably in

think it may be considered reasonably fair, excess of the amount at the disposal of the

and the result will be, I hope, that very municipality at that time. But Ottawa

considerable improvement will be made in having confidence in its future, and pos-
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sessing all the necessary facilities for a seat
-of government that would be considered
desirable in the future by the people of this
.country, expended a very large amount of
.money in anticipation of these improvements
that were a necessity at the time. They
ýconstructed the different bridges over the
Chaudière and the timber slides, all this in-
volving a very large expenditure of money,
for which the city had to become responsi,
ble. They also had to erect waterworks of
large size for the purpose of supplying water
to these buildings, and generally in every
way they spent a very large amount of money
which had to be paid by the inhabitants of
the city irrespective of any government
assistance. The government for n1any years
contributed nothing at ail towards the gene-
ral improvements of the city. The feeling
was so intense against Ottawa that it was
utterly impossible to obtain a grant even of
an insignificant amount for the purpose of
meeting this expenditure? Therefore, the city
had to undertake it on their own responsi-
bility, and I can assure hon. gentlemen from
personal experience that there bas been a
large ainount expended by the inhabitants
of the city at that time, which continues a
charge upon the city's ratepayers and resour-
ces, and will continue so for very many years
to come-I can speak feelingly on that point,
having had to contribute myself and still
contributing annually a very large amount of
money for the purpose of meeting this extra-
ordinary expenditure, which was undertaken
as necessary for the purpose of making the
city what it ought to be as the capital.of Ca-
nada. They accomplished this, I may say,
without any aid from the government. I am
glad to see that the government have taken
the subject in hand and intend to render
substantial assistance in the future for the
purpose of carrying out what remains to be
done in the way of further improving the
city and surroundings. It was an unfor-
tunate thing at the time when the seat of
government was established that they did
not establish, as was the case at Washington,
a commission for the purpose of having all
these works undertaken under the supreme
management of the executive government.
They did not do that and therefore it rested
entirely with the inhabitants of the city, small
in number and possessing no wealth of any
consequence, and I can assure hon. gentle-
men that it has been a severe drag upon the
people of the city. I do not under-value

the great advantages that have been de-
rived by the city and surrounding coun-
try, with respect to the seat of govern-
ment itself, but the people of those days,
the mercantile community and thosewho were
engaged in carrying on a profitable business,
were toavery greatextent prevented from car-
rying on theirusualavocations, because alarge
number of people came in for the purpose of
dividing that business which was certain to
arise by the increase of population and by
the fact that it became the seat of govern-
ment. Therefore, I can assure hon. gentle-
men that it was with great difficulty, and it
required a great deal of nerve for the people
controlling the destinies of the city, to ac-
complish all the improvements without re-
ceiving aid from the government. They had
also to provide a police force commensurate
with the necessities of the times, and to pro-
vide an efficient fire brigade, and now Ibelieve
we have a brigade equal to any in Canada.
They perform their part of the contract in a
manner that must be agreeably surprising to
every hon. gentleman visiting the capital.
Now, we possess all the natural advantages
and we have a site equal to any other in the
country, and I thi'nk the selection of Ottawa
was a wise decision on the part of Her Ma-
jesty. It was said at the time that there
was a disadvantage in choosing Ottawa be-
cause we were so far removed from Montreal
and other outside places. But what do we
find to-day i What we predicted then is
coming to pass. We can travel from Ottawa
to Montreal in two hours, and if the further
improvement of railway communication is to
take place, as it is proposed, running at the
rate of two hundred miles an hour, the dis-
tance between here and Montreal is nothing.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
would become baldheaded if he travelled on
a train going at that rate.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-They are going to
construct a railway in the States on which
they will make that speed. It shows that
the decision to make Ottawa the capital of
the country was a wise one, and Ottawa pos-
sesses all the qualifications to make it the
pride of the whole Dominion. I am glad to
find that there is a feeling of this kind at
the present time. I have never seen a man
who came to Ottawa who did not go away
well satisfied, in fact, astonished at the
beauty and natural resources that the city
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possesses in the way of making it the
Washington of the North. Therefore, I
hail with satisfaction the announcement
that tardy justice is to be given to the city
of Ottawa, and I hope the government will
take the matter in hnd theniselves and take
the entire management and control of the
works constructed in the future. I do not
believe in placing any portion of it in the
hands of the municipal authorities. We all
know the municipal authorities have local
and sectional prejudices, and it is nnt likely
to be carried out as efficiently as it would be
under the management. and control of the
government of the country. Therefore, I
should be very much pleased if the govern-
ment would take it in their own bands,
because they would have the work con-
structed in a proper and systematic nianner,
and I should prefer that the entire sum of
money, instead of being frittered away at
the rate of $40,000 or $4 5,000 a year should
be capitalized, and that the work should
be proceeded with as soon as possible, in
order that old men like myself who have
been here for the last 50 or 60 years may
have an opportunity of seeing and enjoying
the advanced state q the capital after all
those improvements have been made.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-You will look down
upon them.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Some years ago
property could have been had on Sparks
street, from Elgin to O'Connor, at a com-
paratively small price. I believe that pro-
perty could have been had there in those
days at a price less, if anything, than bas
been paid for the site of Langevin block, and
it will be necessary for the increased accom-
modation of the public service in the near
future. We will require an addition to the
House of Commons and to the Library, and
greater accommodation for the civil servants
of this country, and the sooner it is under-
taken the easier it will be to accomplish it.
I do not know that the government could
purchase property on Sparks street now at
any reasonable figure. It was a mistake
that it was not secured when the valupes
were low. The public thought that these
buildings, when designed and erected, would
be sufficient for -all time to come, but the
country is progressing so rapidly that exten-
sive improvements will soon be required in
those buildings. The city also undertook to

supply Rideau Hall with water, and besides
placed a 15 inch pipe from the Chaudière to
these buildings. Supposing these water-
works had not been constructed, the
amount of money required to keep the
public buildings insured, would have in-
volved a large annual outlay, whereas with
this fire protection and water supply, the
government only pay some $9,000 a year,
and only for a few years of late $14,000.
At the price paid by ordinary water con-
sumers it would be $45,000 per annum.
Al the improvements in the past have been
entirely at the expense of the city; there-
fore, I think now the city of Ottawa, having
so well performed its part, the government
certainly should and will do what will be
necessary in the future, to make it as it
ought to be the great Washington of the
North. Therefore, I hail this bill with
pleasure and satisfaction. I hope there will
be no objection to it. I do not think there
is a man in the country who could object to
it at the present time, although it wouid not
have met with such favour a few years ago.
I was glad to hear the other day my hon.
friend from Toronto (Mr. Allan) eulogizing
Ottawa in the way he did. It shows that
the public are realizing the importance of
the city, and will take a pride in making the
capital of the Dominion what it ought to be.
It is no longer Bytown, ; it is the capital of
the country, and every man has the same
right as the residents of the city to claim
ownership of this capital and its surround-
ings. The governmentdeservecredit for bring-
ing forwardthis measure and giving it the first
instalment that is necessary to make Ottawa
what it ought to be. I again impress upon
the government the necessity of taking the
whole of the work into their own hands, and
not have any interference from municipal or
other parties. They should capitalize this
grant and make the improvements in a
manner that will show in the future, at all
events, that everything will be done in a
manner deserving the praise of every one
who visita Ottawa. Under the circum-
stances, the people will stand by the govern-
ment in carrying out a scheme of public
improvement that will reflect credit on them
and make our capital a city that the country
will be pround of. Other countries have
contributed in many ways to the improve.
ments of their respective seats of govern-
ment. Great Britain, the Australasian
colonies, South Africa, France and the
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United States have all given substantial aid
in building up their respective capitals, and
I feel that the people of this country will
support the government in trying to make
the capital of the Dominion what it ought
to be. I hope the measure will receive the
unanimous support of the Senate.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I do not rise
for the purpose of opposing this measure.
The hon. gentleman froin Rideau went into
ancient history about Montreal and Toronto,
and talked of the benefit that the people of
this country have got from the city of
Ottawa, but he must remember at the same
time that the country has conferred a great
benefit on Ottawa by selecting Ottawa as
the capital. I must say for the people of
Ottawa, however, that they are enterprising.
There is quite a change in this city in the
last thirty years, to my knowledge. In years
gone by you could hardly get down the
streets for three months in the spring ; it
was more like a barnyard than anything
else. There is no place in Canada where
there has been more improvement than
Ottawa, but at the same time, when my
hon. friend is giving so much credit to this
citv for what it has done for the govern-
ment and the people of Canada, he must not
forget that the government has conferred a
great benefit on the city of Ottawa. The
city would be very little if it were not for
the government of the country. It is true
that the people of the city of Ottawa wait
on us, but they take our money. I thought
he might as well have left ancient history
alone. Her Majesty selected Ottawa and
gave as a reason for doing so that it was
away from the frontier.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-In the woods.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Yes, in the
woods. This is an age of progress: let the
money fly. We have $60,000 more added
by this bill to the expenditure of the coun-
try. The present government were put in
power to reduce the expenditure. I am not
opposed to an expenditure for which we get
value.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-You will get it in
this case.

Hon. Mr. McCALLU M-I question that.
The hon. gentleman talks about the water-
works and what an advantage they have
been to the government of this country.
Well, they have been paid for it all.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Not by thegovern-
ment.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Why, you have
been bleeding us all the time. Take the
government away from Ottawa and what
would you have I However, as my old friend
here from Rideau (Mr. Clemow) is very desir-
ous to have this bill, it is an inducement to me
to vote for it. Neither of us has long to re-
main here, and as the Minister of Justice
says, we will be looking down on the city of
Ottawa and I hope we will find it a beau-
tiful spot. The only objection I have to the
bill is that it is adding to the burdens of the
people. Every move is adding to the public
expenditure, and you do not think much of
the rural population who have to pay the
bill. It is about time you called a halt. I
do not say stop on this, and I am not going
to oppose it, but I hope the government will
see that the money is properly spent. When
we come back, after some of this money is
expended, we will have a look to see where
it bas gone, and what value we are getting
for it.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read a second tigêe.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (191) I "An Act further to amend
the Act respecting the Senate and House of
Commons."-(Mr. Mills.)

THE ALASKAN BOUNDARY.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Before the motion to adjourn, I should like
to ask the Minister of Justice if -he can
answer the question I put to him with re-
gard to the telegram that appeared in the
Globe, stating that the Senate rejected the
Redistribution Bill on accountof its beingun-
constitutional, and also whether the inter-
view purporting to have taken place between
the Premier and some United States gentle-
man who was here is correct. Can the hon.
gentleman answer either or both of these
questions.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I only heard one
question put by the hon. gentleman that
relating to the information that appeared in
the Globe. I am not in a position to answer
that, because really I have had no opportu-
nity of making an inquiry to-day, nor did I
think of it when I was present where my
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colleagues were, and so I cannot answer the
hon. gentleman.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The same answer I suppose will be given
with regard to the other question, as to
whether that interview took place and
whether the Premier used the expression he
is alleged to have made.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I suppose my hon.
friend saw the report in the papers with
regard to the Prime Minister that he re-
ceived no invitation to go to Chicago, but
that he was expecting one.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is not a reply to my question, I did
not ask whether he received any invitation;
I asked whether he can answer the ques-
tion: did that interview take place, and if
it did take place, did the Premier give ex-
pression to the sentiments attributed to
him?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I say again I know
nothing except from the report I saw in this
evening's paper and, of course, the inter-
view reported could not have taken place if
the Prime Minister received no invitation to
go to Chicago; because my hon. friend wilI
see that the whole statement was based on
the assumption that a certain gentleman
had come here and invited the Premier and
His Excellency to attend the laying of a
corner stone of some public building in
Chicago, and if he has not yet received the
invitation, certainly the statement could
not have been accurate.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Did the interview
take place ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That interview could
not have taken place. That is clear enough.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-That is not clear.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The answer is not satisfactory, nor has my
hon. friend touched the point at all. The
interview does not say that the invitation
was given. On the contrary, the interview
is to this effect, that the gentleman came here
to ascertain whether the Premier and the
Governor General would accept an invitation
when it was sent to them. The statement
made in a newspaper, when the authorit-
ies of Chicago had their attention drawn to
it, was that no invitation had been sent.

69

My hon. friend says that no invitation had
been received, and consequently no inter-
view took place. That is not a correct an-
swer to give. An interview might have
taken place and the Premier might have
made the statement that he is alleged to
have made, and yet not have received
an invitation, because the interview stated
that Mr. Fitzpatrick came to Ottawa to
ascertain whether he would, and the answer
received was that the personal attacks made
on the Premier, and the unfriendly action of
the United States in reference to this Alas-
kan boundary, were of such a character that
he would not go himself or advise His Excel-
lency to go. I want to know whether the
Premier did say so, or not.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I have had no con-
versation with the Premier or anydody else,
and the only other party who could have
any knowledge of the matter, I suppose,
would be this Mr. Fitzpatrick, who is re-
ported to have interviewed the Premier. I
have had no conversation with either. I
know nothing, except what has appeared in
this evening's paper, as to what the Prime
Minister himself has said, and I infer from
that that the Prime Minister did not receive
any invitation, nor would I infer that any
person had come all the way from Washing-
ton to know whether he would accept an in-
vitation or not. That, of itself, would be a
very unusual proceeding. My recollection
is, from a cursory perusal of what was said
in reply to Mr. Davin in the Commons, if I
remember correctly, no discussion or contro-
versy took place between Sir Wilfrid
Laurier and any gentleman from Washing-
ton in respect to the statement in the United
States paper upon the subject of the A)-
askan boundary.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Did they meet?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
have to inquire for himself ; I have no
knowledge of it.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
the hon. gentleman had said that without
an explanation, it would have been better.
The explanation is no answer to my ques-
tion. I was led to a different conclusion in
reading the Premier's reply to Mr. Davin.
He simply said : " I decline to answer any
question," and moved the adjournment.
That would imply that the report was true,
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and he did not wish to answer. Will the
hon. gentleman take the responsibility him-
self, or does he consider it not of sufficient
importance, to say to the Premier that this
question had been asked in the Senate, and
to ascertain whether lie can say yes or no;
or whether the interview took place, and
whether he was misrepresented i

Hon. Mr. POWER-There are two state-
ments in the papers. I think the one that
the hon. leader of the opposition mentioned
last, referred to what took place on the first
occasion at the adjournment of the House.
Then, at a subsequent meeting, the Premier
made an explanation which is substantially
identical with the statement made by the
Minister of Justice now. I feel we are get-
ting too much in the habit of quoting state-
ments made by United States newspaper
correspondents. Without saying anything
about newspaper correspondents generally, I
have no hesitation in saying that United
States newspaper correspondents, as a rule,
are not remarkable for the accuracy of their
statements, and it would be more in accord-
ance with the dignity of this House that
those statements should not be noticed; or
if the hon. gentleman wishes for accurate
information, the better way is to put a notice
on the order paper and get it in the regular
parliamentary way. Here we have the hon.
leader of the opposition and the hon.
leader of the government differing as to
what a certain paper said about some pro-
bably imaginary interview. That is not the
sort of business we should be doing in Par-
liament.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
is no doubt right with regard to the ten-
dency of newspapers to exaggerate, and very
-often magnify a molehill into a mountain,
in regard to interviews with public men,
but there is this fact which makes the Par-
liament of Canada rather more than usually
interested in these United States newspapers
when they report the Premier of Canada.
We all remember that one the first things
the present Premier did when he took office
was to give himself away with regard to the
future policy of the country to a Chicago
newspaper. A very lengthy interview was
published in which he discussed with the
utmost freedom the policy of the govern-
,ment as compared with that of the previous
government in regerd to international mat-

ters. That has made the people of Canada
more than usually interested in these
United States interviews.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- I
quite agree with the hon. gentleman from
Marshfield in reference to United States
newspaper reporters. I had a conversation
with a reporter from the Brooklyn Eagle.
I read the interview purporting to have
taken place between him and me, and the
latter portion of it put in my mouth senti-
ments that I never even thought of, and
certainly those who know me would not
believe I gave expression to-that is that I
found fault with regard to the government of
this country from the other side of the ocean.
I did not consider it important enough to
call attention to it, but when statements
are alleged to have been made by the
Premier of Canada, it is another thing.
When I want instructions as to what con-
stitutes the dignity of this House and the
maintenance of the dignity of the Senate,
I shall certainly not ask advice of the
hon. gentleman from Halifax as to what
course I should pursue. I fancy I understand
what my rights are as well as the hon. gen-
tleman does, and I trust that I have not so
far transgressed thôse rights, or infringed on
the dignity either of the House or the gen-
tlemen who.occupy seats in it ; but when a
public question comes up, which must of
necessity, if it be true, create ill-feeling be-
tween this country and our neighbours across
the line, I am quite within my right to ask
whether the occurrence ever took place or
not. I should like to ask the hon. gen-
tleman and those with whom lie has been
acting for the last ten or fifteen years, if an
incident of that kind had occurred with a
minister of the late government, what de-
nunciations would have been hurled at their
head for attempting to rouse the passions of
people across the line. We have been charg-
ed over and over again with being dishonest
when our every endeavor had been to pro-
tect honest government in connection with
the trade of this country; and whenever any
intercourse has taken place between the two
countries, or any negotiations between the
two, the leaders of the Liberal party have
declared it was a sham and a fraud, and that
we never really meant what we were doing.
If Sir John Thompson, or any other Con-
servative Premier of this country, had given
expression to the sentiments which are
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alleged to have been uttered by the present
Premier, it is not difficult to divine what these
gentlemen would have said, and the manner
in which they would have hurled denuncia-
tions against the government as being hostile
to the United States and desirous of stirring
up the very worst passions. I have no desire
to do that. On the contrary, I hope to see
the same course pursued by this government,
as by the last, and that is, cultivating the
most amicable relations between the two.
In rising to-day to ask a question, it was
for the Purpose of giving the premier of this
country an opportunity of denying in toto
that he had ever uttered sentiments which,
I repeat, would create ill-feeling throughout
the whole of that country. I took that
course with no desire to embarrass the gov-
ernment or to impair the dignity of the
House which my hon. friend has so much at
heart. I have not read what appeared in
the evening paper, or probably I should not
have called attention to this matter.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The Evening Journal
has this report of what Sir Wilfrid Laurier
said :

Let me say one word, not because the hon. gentle-
man has brought the matter to the attention of the
House,but because several newspapers have takenhold
of it. There bas been an interview published in a
Washington paper attributing words to me of a cer-
tain character, which the hon. gentleman has just
mentioned. I did not take any notice of that inter-
view, and I do n'>t propose to do so. This interview
was not published by me ; it was an interview of a
reporter of the Washington paper with a Mr. Fitz-
patrick, and Mr. Fitzpatrick has put words into mv
mouth for which I do not hold myself res nsible. f
I wish to say anything to the public I i say it my.
self and in my own way, not through any other party.
I have received no invitation so far from the Chicago
authorities to take part in the demonstration proposed
to be held in the month of October. I understand that
one is coming, in fact, I have been informed unoffi-
cially this morning that one is on the way, and when
it comes I shal certainly treat it with the courtesy
that is due to it, not only because of the position I
hold, but on account of our relations with our neigh-
bours.

That is the answer which the Prime
Minister has given to the question. I think

I gave to my hon. friend a fair summary of
that statement, and I am not in a position
to state anything further.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-That answer is

not.satisfactory.

DELAYED RETURNS.
INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I should like tç
.aak the hon. Minister of Justice whether h(

69à

is yet in a position to bring down the re-
turns which I moved for some time ago in
reference to the oils furnished to the Inter-
colonial Railway.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am not in a position,
and I was told by the Minister of Railways
that it would take some little time to pre-
pare the statement. Further than that he
informed me that my hon. friend opposite
has entirely misinterpreted the information
which he gave.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, 9th August, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THIRD READING.

Bill (182) "An Act respecting the Depart-
ment of Customs and Inland Revenue."-
(Mr. Mille.)

CHARLOTTETOWN AND MURRAY
HARBOUR RAILWAY BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read-
ing of Bill (183) "An Act to authorize the
construction of a Branch Railway from
Charlottetown to Murray Harbour, as a
public work." He said :-I understand that
the construction of this railway involves a
very expensive bridge, and negotiations have
been going on between the federal and pro-
vincial governments as to the proportion
which the provincial government shall con-
tribute. The provincial government have
agreed to contribute, provided the bridge is
constructed for carriages and foot passengers
as weil as for the purposes of a railway. The
bill provides for the construction by the
government of Canada of a railway from a
point, in Prince Edward Island, at or near
Charlottetown to a point at or near Murray
Harbour as a government work. Tþe dis-
tance is forty-one miles, and as the bridge
crosses an important estuary, the cost of the
bridge is very considerable, somewhere be-
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tween $800,000 and $900,000, depending, I
suppose, largely on the cost of iron. The
provincial government are at present nego-
tiating with the Federal Government for the
proportion of the cost that they shall bear
on condition that the bridge is to be a bridge
for carriages and foot passengers. They had
offered to contribute $10,000. I think the
Minister of Railways is holding out for
$12,000 as their portion for a year. This
bill was one of the resolutions submitted in
the spring of 1896 for the consideration of
Parliament, and it has been discussed and is
pretty well understood as a work of some
importance to Prince Edward Island.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I intend to sup-
port the bill. I think it is a step in the
right direction, but it is only a step.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-The hon. gentle-
man wants more.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The question is
one of very considerable importance to the
province from which I come, and it involves
the very wide question which has been in
discussion between the provincial govern-
ment and members of Parliament and the
government of Canada for years. It has
been a matter of complaint, and very strong
complaint, in Prince Edward Island for
a great many years that the province was
suffering a great injustice in consequence of
the construction of railways in other parts
of Canada in the benefits of which it did not
participate and in regard to which there
was no corresponding expenditure in Prince
Edward Island. Hon. gentlemen perhaps do
not all remember-they are not so much in-
terested in the province of Prince Edward
Island as I am-that before the island went
into confederation, for the six years between
the time the other provinces confederated
and Prince Edward Island joined, the island
stood out and refused to confederate mainly
for these reasons, that the plan of confeder-
ation had as a basis the building of the Can-
adian Pacific Railway, the widening and
deepening of the great canals and the con-
struction of the Intercolonial Railway-
three great important public works in which
it was claimed that Prince Edward Island
had no interest whatever-that the people
of Prince Edward Island, isolated from the
rest of Canada, had no interest in these
great public works which would lie within
the other provinces, and would be of very

great advantage to the whole of them. As
far as the Intercolonial Railway is concerned
it was rather a disadvantage to Prince Ed-
ward Island, because it was held that it
would tend to bring western produce
to the markets of Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick and injure the farmers of Prince
Edward Island, who had up to that time
those markets to themselves. The result
has fulfilled the fears of the people on
that point. However, we had to take
the good along with the bad. I was going to
say that that was the ground of the objec-
tion that Prince Edward Island had to con-
federation, and Sir John Macdonald finally
settled that question with Prince Edward
Island by agreeing to certain terms of union,
by which it was f rankly and clearly admitted
as clearly as language could do it, that
Prince Edward Islaind was not interested in
those railroads and should be idemnified in
the terms of union for these great public
expenditures. And you will find,byreferring
te the statutes of 1873, both of the Dominion
and of the province, that it was there
declared that an allowance should be made
to the province of Prince Edward Island on
account, not merely of the debt of Canada
as it stood then, but on account of the sums
that the Parliament of Canada had author-
ized for the construction of these great
public works, and if hon. gentlemen will
take the pains to verify the figures they will
find that the sum of $45 per head, which
was the amount allowed to Prince Edward
Island on entering the union, was made up
on the debt of Canada as it stood on the
lst of July, 1873, and the authorized ex-
penditure by Canada on public works added.
Hoa. gentlemen will find, on making the
calculation that it comes out exactly
right. Adding the amount that was au-
thorized for the expenditure on those three
great public works of Canada to the debt as
it stood in July, 1873, amounted to $45
per head of the population. An additional
$5.00 was given on other grounds. That
was all right and appeared to be perfectly
equitable, but as years went on Canada un-
dertook the construction of other great works
in addition to those then provided for in the
terms of union, and in place of expernding
$30,000,000 on the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way, $62,000,000 was expended; in place of
$20,000,000 on the Intercolonial Railway,
$50,000,000 was expended ; instead of $9,-
000,000 on the canals, $48,000,000 was ex-
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pended, and these are all expenditures which
the teris of union, clearly and distinctly
set forth. Prince Edward Island, isolated as
it was, could have no interest in, and were
indemnified for as far as the amount then
authorized by Parliament, but in addition
to this Parliament largely subsidized rail-
ways, a policy originating in "1882 and stili
continued. The government of Prince Ed-
ward Island some years ago laid this whole
matter before the government of Canada.
The provincial government in 1898 sub-
mitted a memorandum which was very care-
fully prepared. I have gone over the figures
and, having traversed the same ground sev-
eral times, I find they are substantially
correct. After making all allowances
and making exact calculations, there
would be due on a fair and square
account to Prince Edward Island $2,174,
705.53. That is in order to put Prince Ed-
ward Island in the saine position as the
other provinces of Canada, with regard to
railway and canal expenditures, it would
call for an expenditure of over 82,000,000
in Prince Edward Island and this was up to
the 1st of July, 1897. From that time up
to the present, I have some figures here
taken from the estimates, and this is
what bas happened ; in this period, cover-
ing three vears, including the year for
which Parfiament has just voted a set
of estimates, I find there has been, either
voted or submitted in the estimates in
the present year, or paid, $30,809,381 for
railways and canals in Canada. And of that
amount I think there bas been some $30,000
spent in the province of Prince Edward
Island. This $31,000,000 is in addition
to the statement, altogether apart f rom and
beyond what was included in the memo. of
the provincial government two years ago.
At the end of this financial year, if the gov-
ernment use the money they are now asking
Parliament to vote, there will be a new ex-
penditure of nearly $3 1,000,000 on rail ways
and canals embraced in the years 1898,
1899 and 1900. Prince Edward Island is
one-fortieth part of Canada, and hon.
gentleman will see there is over $760,000
which would be Prince Edward Island's
share of that expenditure supposing it were
distributed round all the provinces evenly.
So, in addition to the $2,174,000 which the
province claims, and I think claims correctly,
to be due to the island in 1897, there bas
been an addition created by the extraor-

dinary expenditures by the government since
1897 amounting to $760,000. In the vote
which is now submitted to Parliament $250,-
000 is proposed to be expended in this year
in the province of Prince Edward Island on
this branch railway. I may say, further,
what hon. gentlemen have a right to know,
that the whole proposition embraces a very
much larger expenditure than that. This rail-
way, if it goes to Murray Harbour-I see
most statements mention the head of Mur-
ray River but it would have to go nine miles
further-would cost about $1,319,000. Then
the provincial government have provided a
payment of $12,000 annually towards this
object.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Does the suin of
$1,319,000, which the hon. gentleman men-
tions, include the cost of the bridge 1

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Yes, this is a
statemnent of the whole expenditure; the
bridge, $800,000; railway to Murray River
$447,000; wharf and ground at Murray
River, $22,800; extension to Beach Point,
$94,000. I deduct from that, however, the
$22, 800 for the wharf, and also $23,040 be-
cause there is a shorter road surveyed than
the one embraced in these estimates, which
would cost that much less. That leaves the
net amount of the road and bridge
$1,319,205.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Will they take the shorter route ?

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Probably they
will. The value of the $12,000 a year which is
required to be paid by the provincial govern-
ment at the rate at which the government
of Canada can borrow money, 2Î per cent is
$417,391. Deducting that the expense will
be $901,814. That is what it is proposed
the whole of this work will cost the govern-
ment of Canada. With regard to the bridge
it is proposed-and this is a matter as to
which a friendly arrangement is going on
between the two governments-that the
bridge shall be a railway and traffic bridge
combined, and it is provided that the pro-
vincial government shall contribute $12,000
a year in perpetuity, and the bill before us
provides that that $12,000 shall be de-
ducted from the subsidy due the pro-
vince half yearly for all time to come.
So that the door is locked very firmly and
strongly in that direction. I think that
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is demanding a little too much, and that
there will be some little difficulty, owing to
the bill which the provincial legislature
passed last setsion, only providing for a
sum not exceeding $12,000, on a sum
which would cover the fair proportion of
the cost, for a traffic bridge. That is that
engineers and experts should ascertain
what proportion of the expense of the
structure was due to the traffic part and
what was due to the railway part, the pro-
vincial government assuming control of the
traffic part and receive the tolls and the Fed-
eral Government receiving the earningsof the
railway part. The proposition is all right,
I think, but I am afraid there will be
difficulty about coming to a bargain, because
I think it is quite possible that a fair
estimate would establish the fact that the
traffic part of the bridge would be a great
deal less expensive than the railway part,
and that a fair division of the cost between
the two would not be $12,000 a year for
the provincial government, but a sum con-
siderably less than that. However, I pre-
sume it is a matter that we cannot deal
with here, and that it has received all the
consideration possible for it to receive at the
present time. I find no fault that the pro-
vincial government should be called upon to
contribute to the bridge as far as the
traffic part of the bridge is concerned, but I
hold that with the state of the account
between the province of Prince Edward
Island and the Federal Government with
regard to railways and railway expenditures
generally, the provincial government
should not be called upon to contribute
anything towards the railway portion
of the bridge, inasmuch as the bridge be-
comes a link in the Prince Edward Island
system of railways. I may say-and I
think my hon. friend the leader of the
opposition who has, I know, taken a great
deal of interest in this question will bear
me out-that the late government took this
matter up and gave it a great deal of earnest
consideration. All the subjects to which I
have referred were discussed between the
members of the late government and the
representatives f rom the province of Prince
Edward Island in the years 1895 and 1896,
and it was decided by the late government
at that time in the public interest, as well as
in justice to the province of Prince Edward
Island, that a number of small branches were
to be built in the province, altogether some

six or seven, and this was to be one of them,
and the railway experts were of the opinion
that if these branches leading to the sea-
board were built, tapping important settle-
ments and connecting with the fishing
establishments on the coast, the result
would have been to largely increase the
earning power* of the Prince Edward
Island Railway. Mr. Schreiber made a
report at that time, and it was his opinion
that if that were done a very considerable
amount vould be contributed in the way
of increased earnings for expenses on the
railway in place of the deficit we have
at the present time. I have no doubt that
in a measure that opinion was correct. I
have just barely stated the grounds of the
contention between the province and the
Dominion, and I must express my satisfac-
tion to find that now we have the present
governinent following at a respectable dis-
tance, but nevertheless in the wake of
the late administration and accepting,
at least in part the policy that was there
laid down, and admitting the just claim
of Prince Edward Island, in regard to
this matter. I only hope they will not stop
here, but that they will go on and fulfil the
entire proposition and give us some other
small branches that were suggested. This
one is larger and more expensive than all
the rest put together, very much more so
even without considering the bridge. When
that is done, I have no doubt that the ac-
count of the Prince Edward Island Railway
will show a very much better result than it
has in the past. My hon. friend, the Min-
ister of Marine and Fisheries, who represents
in the House of Commons some of the terri-
tory affected by this proposition, some years
ago made a speech and advocated the scheme
of a railway running across the county from
Peak's station, in King's County, t-> connect
the harbour of Wood Islands with the rail-
way by running across the country instead
of running from Southport to Murray
Harbour, and serving the country in the
way in which it is proposed to do in this
bill, and it might not be amiss for me to
read the exact words used by the hon. gen-
tleman at that time. He said:

When I brought this question before the House in
1890, I thought it was desirable to put this matter
before the governinent in a businesslike way. I had
some consultation witb a number of engineers, and I
was assured by them that a branch Une from Peak's
station might be built which would give the necessary
accommodation and do away with the necessity of a
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bridge across to Hillsboro', which would cost half a other side will have gone so high that
million of money. it will altogether offset it, without contribu-

That was the view of the hon. gentleman ting anything as it were, to the old account
at that time. I happen to know that his which the provincial government presented
opinions on that subject were severely cri- as amounts due the province of Prince
ticized in the province of Prince Edward Edward Island. I know hon. gentlemen
Island, and that he was obliged to abandon coming from the other provinces are very
that view later and take the popular opinion, apt to conclude that these are ail sectional
the prevalent opinion iw the province, which considerationi, and pernap they are. Per-
was tîat the road should be built on the haps that is a proper enough name to des-
line indicated in the present bill from South- cribe them, but they are just such considera-
port to Murray Harbour and that the ques- tions as cannot possibly be avoided under
tion of the bridge should also be entertained the peculiar circumstances. It was clearly,
in connection with it. In reply to the memo- 1 as I started by saying, admitted by the
rial of the provincial government to which I government of Canada at the time of con-
have just referred, and which I think was federation, and it was put in black and
supported later by a delegation consisting white in the terms of union, that the basis
of members of that government, the Premier, as regards the province, should be, in fixing
Sir Wilfrid Laurier, wrote a letter to the its debt account, the sums authorized by the
Premier of the province which bas been Parliament of Canada for railway and canal
brought down to Parliament during the pre- expenditures in which the province had no
sent session. Sir Wilfrid Laurier made use interest. In 1887 an Order in Council was
of these words: passed to pay $20,000 a year to the pro-

I understand Sir Louis Davies bas had a good deal vincial government, and in the Order in
of correspondence wth you and your predecessors Council which was submitted to Parliament
on this point, and that the government of the pro- as a wratfrta amnti a h
vince has Iassed an Order in Council, agreeingt c warrant for that payment, this was the
tribute 810,000 annually as its share towards the cost distinct and clear basis, carrying out the
of the bridge in case the Parliament of Canada should terms of the union. On all these considera-
authorize its construction, while it is contended that
your fair share should certainly not be less than tions I have no doubt, even without tiese
$12,000 annually. I do not presume at present to few remarks of mine, that this bill would
discuss these details, but I desire to point out to You, receive the support and hearty concurrence
that the dlaii you have made in the memnorial for a~
readju4tment of your financial terms of union on the of this House, but what I want to point out
ground of alleged underestirnate of expenditure upon to my hon. friend the Secretary of State is
the intercolonial Railway, Canadian Pacific Railway, that I hope he will be able to carry out, at
canais, &c., would even fr3in Yýour standpoint present tp
an altogether different aspect if the Dominion to a very early day, the full programme decided
undertake the construction of this railway and upon by the late government, and which will
bridge? still, in my opinion, be quite short of giving

I have just to say-and I wish to make justice to the province of Prince Edward
that statement *listinctly on the present Island, and I hope, notwithstanding that the
occasion, as representing the province of Prince Edward Island Railway has not paid
Prince Edward Island-that we do not fully the working expenses during the past,
admit that this will materially change the that a better state of things will prevail in
question, because, as I have already pointed the near future, and the day will come when
out, the expenditure involved in building it will be a valuable asset. The difficulty
this railway, after receiving $400,000 in that respect largely arises from the
or something equivalent to that, from the water communication around the coast, and
provincial government will only amount to the further consideration that it bas no
an expenditure equal to Prince Edward through traffic. It depends entirely on
Island's share of what has been expended or local traffic. The Cape Breton railway is in
voted for railways, canals and such purposes an altogether different position. Any one
by the Parliament of Canada since the pro- travelling to Sydney will have to travel by
vincial government made its claim in 1897. the Cape Breton railway about 90 or 100
There will be only a very small amount over, miles. The road bas to be used by people
and no doubt, as this work on the railway having business with the island of Cape
and bridge will extend beyond this present Breton, and it does quite a considerable
year, that by the time the railway and amount of through trade of that kind con-
bridge are completed the account on the necting with the province of Newfoundland,
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but in the case of Prince Edward Island the
province is tapped at the more important
harbours from the mainland, and they have
a great deal of business with the island
which does not contribute a dollar to the
railway. Both in the matter of tickets and
passenger traffic, as well as in the matter of
freight, their business will be with these
cities, and there is less need to use the
railway. It is not because the province
is not prosperous, or thickly settled, for
we know it is more thickly settled for its
area than any other part of Canada, but it
is on account of the water communication
along the coast and the fact that the smaller
harbours have not been reached by branches,
and the fact also that the island is tapped
from the mainland at the more important
harbours and that that does not lead to a
through traffic or much distribution &long
the line of railway. It is for these reasons
the railroad has not paid as well as it should
in the past. Notwithstanding that, I do
not believe it will always continue so. The
building of these branches will belp materi-
ally to change that state of things. No doubt
the Intercolonial Railway will be a paying
road soon, and I have no doubt the Prince
Edward Island Railway somewhat later will
also come up to the standard and take the
same position. I have only to express my
satisfaction with the bill as far as it goes,
with the single doubt that I have that there
may be a little difficulty between the pro-
vincial and federal governments as to settl-
ing what should be actually paid because
this bill fixes the amount absolutely at
$12,000 a year, whereas a correct inquiry
and investigation might show that a smaller
sum would be a fairer proportion for the
province to pay for merely traffic purposes.
However, I hope that will be adjusted. I
hope the work will be put under contract
soon and that it will be done by open com-
petition.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am very glad to
listen to the observations made by the hon.
gentleman from Marshfield and to know
that the bill meets with his approval. I
shall draw the attention of my colleagues,
more particulary the Minister of Marine
and Fisheries, to the observations he has
made and to what he considers the fair
thing for Prince Edward Island. We all
recognize that it is a matter that is not only
.diOicult, but absolutely impossible, to appor-

tion to each portion of the Dominion the
fair sum it might claim either in relation to
population or area. We must also recognize
that in the newer portions of the Dominion,
where the population is going in, and we
are all interested in the development of the
whole Dominion, a larger proportion proba-
bly has to be spent than in the older sec-
tions. However, it is very gratifying to hear
from the hon. gentleman that the prospects
are so good in Prince Edward Island and
that by these additional branches the rail-
way is likely if not actually to pay something
on its cost, to at least yield sufficient revenue
to balance the annual expenditure on the
road.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
presume that the railway that is to be built
is to be of the same character as that which
now exists on the island-that is a narrow
gauge railway.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That being the case, it is only an extension
of the system which has been carried out
in the past, and it is carrying out in part
the principle of the late government on rail-
way extension, a decision which was arrived
at after a great deal of consideration and re-
flection from the paint that has been so
admirably laid before the Senate by my hon.
friend from Marshfield. It was considered
that that province had not received what
was her due proportion of the expenditure of
Dominion funds, and that there was no other
way in which that claim could be met-at
least it was so thought-soequitably, as the
mode proposed by the late government, of
which this is a continuation. I do not
think, under all the circumstancesthere can
be any objection to it. I know very little
of Prince Edward Island, and I am not
quite so sanguine as my hon. friend as to the
paying qualities of the road ; but, whether
it pays or not, there is one thing certain, it
will add materially to the prosperity of that
section of the island and enable many to take
advantage of railway communication which
they have not now. My hon. friend in his
remarks mentioned, in advocating deduction
of the cost of the road, a certain wharf
which is proposed to be built. Now, if this
road does not reach navigable waters, it
certainly would be to the great advantage of
the island itself, and also to the revenue to
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be derived from it, if it were extended to a
deep water terminus on the straits.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-That is provided
for in the bill. It goes dowi to Murray
Harbour. I deduct it because the engineers
did not know what the ultimate intention
was and they put in $22,000 for a wharf at
Murray River, but this bill provides for
going to Murray Harbour, and so expen-
sive a wharf will not be needed.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That explanation removes any objection I
would have to the bill.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Is it intended to
build an elevator at Murray Harbour?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That point has not
been considered yet.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-When the road pays.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I have been told
that this was entirely for election purposes.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill was
read the second time.

The bill then passed through its final
stages under a suspension of the rules.

SEED GRAIN INDEBTEDNESS BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second reading
of Bill (189) " An Act respecting securities
for Seed Grain Indebtedness." He said:-
This is a bill of only one *clause which ex-
plains itself. It authorizes the discharge from
liability of the surety who became indebted
to the Crown for seed grain, the minister
being satisfied that the land which is held
and also the debtor himself are sufficient
security, and it is not thought desirable to
continue the security.

• Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Before the bill is read, it would be interest-
ing to know why this step is taken. The
provisions of the bill are to relieve those who
became surety for the repayment of the
value of seed which was advanced to the
settlers, at a period when a failure had taken
place in the crops in that country. Then it
provides, that these sureties are only to be
discharged after an examination of the land
upon which I understand, there is a lien at
present for the repayment of the funds, and
if the land be found to be worth sufficient

to cover the debt,-then the surety is to be
released. What necessity is there for
releasing surety when there is no danger of
his losing anything? No.ordinary business
man would take that course. If the land
be worth the money, there can be no harm
in allowing the surety to remain, and unless
some good reason be given for it I do not
see why we should pass this bill. If you
endorse a note to a bank, I am bound to say
the bank, no matter how rich you may be
will not relieve you of the responsibility
until the note is paid.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-With regard to these
sureties, the patent for the land does not
issue until the debt is settled, and so there
is a lien both on the amount of the surety,
and on the land of the original debtor. Now,
where the land of the original debtor is
adequate it is just as well to allow the sure-
ty to get his patent. It is not worth while
to hold him for the amount where the
government have ample security without
interfering with him at al, and a good many
of those persons, where they are anxious to
get possession of their patents, do not want
to pay the debt of their neighbour as long
as the neighbour has ample property out of
which the debt may be collected, and they
expect the government to push the original
debtor to get the money from them and
release the sureties. My hon. friend ,will
see this stands in the way of issuing the
patent to the surety.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Do I understand that the securities are from
the original homesteaders who became one
security for the other ?

Hon. Mr. MlLLS-Yes, many of them
are.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then this bill relieves them, and allows the
government to permit the debt to remain
against the person who receives the grain ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The surities are not in a position to urge
the collection of this debt. For my part it
does not seem a business transaction at all.
I do not say I am going to oppose the bill if
it is honestly and properly carried out, but
it looks like placing in the hands of the
Minister of the Interior a very powerful
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weapon when he may wish to use it for from the debtor, and from some other porson
political purposes. I do not say he will use in each case. A great many have paid for
it, but it enables him to say to every one who 1 that grain and the party who became security
has become surety for his neighbour when as well as themselves have been relieved,
an election takes place, "I will have a report but a great many have not paid and the
made that this man's ]and is sufficient secur- government has been lenient, but still the
ity and have you released." Where you man who is liable as security for the farmer
have an unscrupulous minister he would not cnnot get his patent or do anything
hesitate to do that. It is a power that I with his land. If the government had
do not think ought to be placed in the hands coerced these men and made them pay their
of any government. The government can debts, this bil would not need to be intro-
only release the securities on ascertaining duced. But the laVe government and the
that the security of the debtor is ample, and present government bave been lenient to
if ample, there is no reason why the surety tbese men, and have given tbem every
should be released, supposing him to be a chance to pay their deùts, but at tbe same
settler nobody could take his land away time the man wbo went security for tbem is
from him. held. I think this is a very proper and just

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Supposing he wants bil, and the goverument will not sustain a
to sell particle of loss by it. The debts are al

snal, $40 Vo $50 in eacn case. I venture
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- do say that the interest an the greater part

The only object the government can bave in of them now. n 1886, in the district where
asking tbe security to be released is Vo enable Ihve, haf the people left tbe country. Tey
bim to seli or mortgage bis land, but he said they could not live there. A great
question is wbetber you sbould release a many bave corne back. Others have not
man until the debt is paid. I have bad returned. Those who stopped o the country
somne experience personally, and if any of ihad three crops wiicb were entire failures.
you bave had a similar experience, I do not In 1889 I sowed forty acres and did noV bave
think you would relieve any surety until the any wbeat. I neyer saw a spear of wheat,
debt was paid. Iu tbe other House a because it did uot ramn from the 8t of May
resolution was offered providing that ail until the fali. Farmers who iad T ess means
these claims 8bould be given over so the than I 4ad, felt that hey ought Vo be re-
local legisiature or the Nortb*west council, lieved, and it would not bave beeri amiss if
and ole obem exact tbe payment from the government bad made tbem a present of
the debtor or allow bim ro pay it in labour tbe grain. Tbey stuck to the country and
upon the rod, or in other wrds by statute helped Vo give it a character, and it would
labour. That would be simply aking have been a proper and just act Vo bave
Manitoba and the Nortb-west Territories a giveu tem the seed grain, and I told the
present of wbatever amount may be due to government so. Still, some of tem having
the Dominion for the advances wicb bad repaid the amount, it would no be fair Vo
beea made. p reieve the others.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-In 1886 we had a
dry year in the North-west Territories. The
country was new then. People did not
understand how to till the soil with a pros-
pect of getting as good a crop as we get
now. Owing to the dry weather, no grain
was raised. Hundreds of farmers did not
reap any at all, and people did not know
whether it was going to be a country suit-
able for farming at all. They felt, while
they used their means to prepare the lands
for crops, they had not means to buy seed
for another year. They applied to the gov.
ernment for seed. The government, I think,
acquiesced and resolved to take security

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
suppose the hon. gentleman knows that when
the advance was made a great many years
ago to the settlers of Ontario by the old
government of Canada, they made them pay
it all back.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-They are doing so
in this case.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
But you claim that the grain should be given
to them.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Yes.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
If that principle be carried out, I can bring
a number of cases in the northern part of
the province where I live where the settlers
have undergone much greater hardships than
those who have settled in the North-west,
having the difficulties of the frost to contend
with, instead of open prairie to break up.
No one recognizes more the force of the
remarks of the hon. gentleman than I do, in
reference to the failure of the crops and the
set back it gave to the country. I am very
glad it has not occurred since, but that bas
nothing to do with the principle involved in
this bill.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P. E. I.)-It
is very doubtful to my mind whether, if the
government release the sureties they can
hold the claims against the others. We
know in ordinary transactions if a party does
so lie nay have great difficulty in recovering
his claim. I should like to know besides,
what amount is due to the government on
account of this seed grain.

Hon. Mr PERLEY-I venture to say if
they relieve the security the claim against
the original debtor is not one-tenth of his
ability to pay, so there is no danger of any
loss.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD-I did not
quite understand what the hon. gentleman
f rom Wolseley meant, whether he means that
there is only one-tenth of the amount due
the government which was originally ad-
vanced to these settlers.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-No, the whole
amount is due in some cases, and interest on
it, and that will not amount in many cases
to $100. In nine-tenths of those cases it is
under $100.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD-If it is only
one-tenth the capacity of the individual to
pay, I do not see why he should release the
security.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-They have the
security of the land.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD-If the in-
dividual to whom the advance was made is
only good for one-tenth, it would be very
wrong indeed to reduce the security.

Hon. Mr. O'DONOHOE-The principle
involved between principal and security in

ordinary business should not obtain in cases
of this sort. Here the government feels it
is its duty, as no doubt it is, to induce im-
migrants to settle on our unoccupied land,
people go there to occupy them and the first
necessity must be to see if they can make
the land rroduce. They cannot do that
without seed. The neighbours or residents
there become securities for those immi-
grants for seed. I say that there should
not be too great stringency for those who
become sureties, and if continuing them as
sureties would embarrass them and make it
difficult for them to obtain their patents to
enable them to have thorough freedom to
deal with their own lands without any mort-
gage or lien or charge, then I say the
government should do everything within its
power, consistent with safety, in releasing
those people who performed that generous
act of becoming sureties for new settlers.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. O'DONOHOE-It has a wider
range and is quite a different thing in the
hands of governments than it would be in
the hands of banks or private creditors.
The government must take in the whole
scope and effect of it on the country gene-
rally, and certainly the man who became
surety for the immigrant upon his arrival in
getting seed for his land, has done an act
that should be rewarded with all the gene-
rosity which the government has power to
display.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
is not for the new settlers that the seed was
obtained.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-After bearing
the observations of the hon. gentleman from
Wolseley, I think the bill should be passed.
The circumstances are such as would call for
the passing of this bill. When the trouble
occurred and the farmers lost their crops,
the government came in, and in giving these
loans they probably took one man as secur-
ity for his neighbour, and very likely both
lost their crops, and there was not very much
difference as far as the government was con-
cerned, in giving the grain absolutely or
giving it as a loan. It all turned on the
question whether they would have a crop
next year. If they left the country and did
not have a crop, the government would have
no security. I suppose they did the best
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they could. One man got some seed grain
and his neighbour got some grain, and they
joined, giving the security in that way, ana
the government took the best security they
could get. It was a risk. They did not
know whether they would ever see a dollar
of interest or principal. Fortunately, it
turned out better, judging from what my
hon. friend from Wolseley has said. A great
many have repaid, and in the case of those
that have not paid, the property has
become valuable. So that there is hard-
ly any question about the value, and
now the titles are somewhat in jeopardy.
The man who does not owe anything him-
sel is still security for somebody else who
does owe and he wants to get the title to
bis land. It is important to a man to obtain
bis title, and he is not able to obtain it be-
cause he is security for somebody else who
bas ample property to pay bis own debt. I
think there can be no possible harm in giv-
ing the power to the government to release
the surety and take the primary debtor
where the security is good. Of course that
bas to be left to the discretion of the gov-
ernment. A dishonest ministry could. no
doubt, use that for political purposes, but a
government is entrusted with adminis-
tration. Although we may not have the
most unbounded confidence in any particular
ministry, they are entrusted with this and we
will have to give them this along with the
rest of the trust. On the whole, the bill is
a fair one, and the act of the government in
1886 was a wise one, even though there was
a prospect of the whole of it being lost, to
try to keep those people on their land. It
bas turned out to be extremely wise. Pros-
perity has set in, and the farms are taken
up and they are good securities for the
money the government loaned and there can
be no possible harm, excepting the bare
possibility of an administration turning it
to political account, which I think will not
be done, and therefore I shall give the bill
my support.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read at length at the table.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the suspension
of the 41st rule.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I would like to
know the amount of the indebtedness.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I have no knowledge
of that. It extends over a large area, but it

would be a small sum. Perhaps the hon.
gentleman from Wolseley could tell the
amount due.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-It is not very large,
I cannot tell what it is. Most of it bas been
paid. It is only the very poorest people that
have not paid.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I)-Mil-
lions are not considered large amounts now.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The bon. Secretary of State said that these
lands were worth the money, and that the
people could repay the loan, and my bon.
friend from Wolseley says that these people
are poor. I sympathize with the remarks
made by the bon. gentleman from Marsh-
field, and the hon. member from Wolseley,
but I would go further. If these people are
in the state which hon. gentlemen say they
are, the government had better make a clean
sweep of it and forgive them the debt, parti-
cularly if the land is sufficient. The whole
secret lies in the remarks made by the hon.
gentleman from Wolseley. I remember a case
coming up before, where they refused posi-
tively to pay, upon the ground that they
were the original settlers, and underwent
many hardships, which was quite true. The
drought which followed deprived themalmost
of sustenance in the country, certainly of a
proper living. They had to earn their living
in other places : therefore they should not be
asked to pay. But if prosperity bas fallen
upon them, as bas been indicated, and the
land is worth it, and these people are able
to pay, should they not pay their debts as
well as anybody else, even if their creditors
are the government, and if it be understood
that in consideration of their being the first
settlers who went into that country, there
should be great consideration shown to them
and the government had better introduce a
bill to wipe out the indebtedness altogether.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is not suggested.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
am suggesting it. I would go further and
relieve the debtor himself and not merely
the surety. If the sureties are to be released
why not release the debtor? Logically, I
think it is the only conclusion to which we
can come, and more particularly taking the
view expressed by the hon. gentleman from
Toronto in this matter. These are not the im-
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migrants who had just gone there, but they'
had been there for years and misfortune fol-
lowed them. I do not oppose the bill, but
I have given my opinion as to the principle
involved in the bill, which I think is a wrong
one.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I do not wish
to oppose the bill, but it is a strange thing
that the government should come to the
Senate with a bill about which they cannot
tell us anything. They do not know the
amount of the indebtedness. They say the
land is sufficient security, but if we are going
to change the security we should know what
the amount is. It is said that it is not very
much. Can the lion. gentleman for Wolse-
ley tell us how much it is? It may be very
small in the estimation of the government,
because millions are small amounts with
them. Where formerly dollars would be
considered a large amount, millions are not
now considered large. The government
should inform us how much the country is
going to lose by this.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Not a dollar.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM - Then why
change the securities? The hon. gentleman
says they are able to pay.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I will read a letter
which will explain the matter.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-The hon.gentle-
man has spoken. I do not intend to divide
the House on the question. The govern-
ment of this country came down to the Senate
with a bill and they cannot tell us anything
about it, only that a former government
gave some seed grain to the inhabitants of
the North-west and they want to change the
security for the payment of the debt now.
They say the land is good enough for it and
the people of the North-west wanted to pay
for it in statute labour. I have no objection
if the government wipe out the whole thing,
but I am not prepared to go it blind. I
want to know what we are doing. I have
great respect for the hon. gentleman from
Wolseley, but he is not responsible in this
case. It is the government. When the
government appeal to the hon. gentleman
from Wolseley, to know how much money
this country is going to give away, I say they
are not discharging the duty for which they
are paid by the people of this country, and
further I do not think they will ever collect
the money.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I must make a few
remarks in answer to what has been stated
by the hon. gentleman from Monck. In
1886, as I stated before, there was a great
drought in that country. In the fall of that
year the farmers realized the importance of
having seed for next year. They had not
raised any crop. They made application to
have seed grain given to them. The Minister
or the Commissioner of Dominion Lands,
Mr. H. H. Smith at that time, called a
meeting at Regina and invited all the mem-
bers of the North-west council to meet him.
I happened to be a member of the North-
west council at that time, and I met Mr.
Smith at Regina. Mr. Davin was there,
and a number of farmers from north of
Regina. None of the farmers through that
district had raised any grain except perhaps
one or two. From early spring till late
autumn there was no rai, and these men
realized that there was a great doubt about
raising a crop in that country. No one had
been successful in raising a crop up to that
time. They adopted the Ontario principle
and waited till the frost got out of the
ground. Up to that period they had no
crop. It was all frosted to a large extent,
and when the drought followed. they felt
there was great risk in their continuing, and
many of them had not money to buy seed
grain and made application to the govern-
ment to buy it for them. Mr. Ross and Mr.
Davin and members of the North-west
council were all present. Mr. Davin was
spokesman for a number of farmers. He
wanted the government to give them seed
grain and take their I.O.U. for if. All they
wanted was seed for twenty acres. I knew
one farmer who had prepared over one
hundred acres. Mr. Smith asked me my
opinion, and I said give the farmers seed for
what land they have prepared but make them
give security. Do not giveit without security.
Mr. Smith said: "I will act on that advice.
We will ask for full security." They gave a
lien upon the land, taking the owner of the
land and some other good man as security.
The seed grain did not amount to a great
deal. It was not much then. It would be
very much more now if the government sup-
plied the seed grain. I sowed one hundred
bushels last year, but at that time fifty and
sixty and twenty-five and thirty bushels
was the amount which each farmer was in a
position to ask for, because he had not any
more land prepared for it. I have here a
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letter from a farmer asking me to see if the
government would not relieve a man of the
interest on the debt on the seed grain. The
government declined to do so. I have a
letter from that gentleman stating that he
has paid the debt and interest, and that it
amounted to $131. That man owned a
section of land. He sold his land, and I
suppose he could not get his deed because
the seed grain was not paid for. I have a
letter f rom the man stating he has paid
that indebtedness. I venture to say that
that is one of the largest debts against any
man in the North-west Territories, and that
man owned a section of land, forty head of
cattle and several horses to my knowledge.
That man said that he lst two crops in
testing the country. I venture to say he
has lost a thousand dollars in these two
years in. whichli he farmed and had ne crop
at all. He stuck te it, however, and he
says that the government ought to relieve
him. The late government gave him all the
time he wanted, and I do not hesitate to
say now that many of these men will be
great losers in any case, but if the govern-
ment had presented it to them they would
not have done a bad act at all. At present
the interest is more than the principal. This
bill will relieve the man who is surety
for another, se that he can get the patent
for his land, and the original debtor has
more property ten times over probably than
will pay the debt.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the third read-
ing of the bill.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-We have not
been told the amount of this indebtedness
yet.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I cannot give it to
the hon gentleman. It would take two or
three weeks to make it up. The amounts
probably range from $20 to $75 or $100. I
cannot tell anything more about it than
that.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
think the question put by the hon. gentle-
man from Monck is a pertinent one, and, if I
might be permitted to make a suggestion, it
would be that when questions of this kind
came up the hon. gentleman should put him-
self in a position to answer these questions.
It is a fair question. We are about reliev-

ing certain people of a responsibility to the
government. How much does that amount
toî The Minister of the Interior ought te tell
us that in half an heur, and I think it is a
source of legitimate complaint that in many
of these questions on which we are asked to
deliberate, we can get no information at all.
If the information could be laid before the
House pertinent to a question of this kind,
or any other, it would save time. When those
with whom I am associated were in the posi-
tions which these hon. gentlemen occupied,
questionsof thatkind whenasked were readily
answered. I do not wish to dictate to the
hon. gentleman or even make suggestions te
him, but I think the hon. gentleman who
has the bill in charge ought to be able to
answer questions which are really pertinent
to the matter before the House.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I had the honour of
occupying a seat on the opposition side of this
House for a great many years, and I do not
think that during all that time, I ever pressed
for such information as is asked for now.
I cannot see how any gentleman who looks
at this measure carefully, and with a dis-
passionate eye, can feel that there is any
objection whatever to it. If the money of
the country was being put at risk I could
understand the anxiety of the hon. gentle-
man from Monck to know how much money
would be likely to be lost. But the very
wording of the bill shows that there is no
money to be put at risk. It simply states
that the lands of the men who have become
surety for their neighbours shall be relieved
where, upon inquiry, it is shown to the satis-
faction of the Minister of the Interior, that
land owned by, or eiitered as homestead by
the primary debtor is liable and is, in the
opinion of the government, sufficient security
for the debt of the primary debtor. There
is no risk at all. The probabilities are that
the whole amount does net exceed $100,000,
but if it amounted to a million it would not
make any difference, as long as the country
is satisfied that the land still held is sufficient
security for the payment of the money.
Some reference was made to the way in which
private persons did their business. I have
net had a great deal of business te do in the
line of holding security for debt, but on more
than one occasion during my own experience,
where it has been shown that a certain pro-
perty was sufficient for the amount we loaned
on it, we released the other property
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holding that the property of the princi-
pal debtor was sufficient. Any reasonable
mortgagee will release the property of the
surety under such circumstances. Why
should we hinder these people from getting
their patents when we run no risk whatever?
I am surprised at an hon. gentleman who
usually shows so much common sense and
wisdom as the hon. gentleman from Monck
making objections to this measure.

Hou. Mr. McCALLUMN-What objection
have I made? I simply asked for the
amount of the indebtedness. The hon.
gentleman was for a long time acting as
leader of the opposition in this chamber,
and he says he did not ask questions of this
kind. All I can say is if he did not he did
not do his duty to the people of the coun-
try.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We have not come to
terms of peace yet, but I hope we shall not
do my hon. friend any harm in the contest,
and perhaps he will not do us any harm.
The hon. gentleman says this question is a
reasonable one. It would be if he had given
us notice that on the bill coming up he
wanted this information. My hon. friend
opposite has spoken about his readiness,
when he led the government, always to give
the information called for. Let the hon.
gentleman look back over the Debates. I
have been looking over them, and I can see
the opposition are in a very much more in-
quiring mood in everything that relates to
the measures of the government than my
hon. friend beside me and my hon. friend
behind me were before the change of govern-
ment.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- Not at ail.

But he did.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I know he was
of an inquiring turn of mind at that time.
But now he is going back on himself and
undertakes to lecture me because I want to
know the amount due 'to the government
for seed grain. I am not saying that I arn
opposed to the government remitting the
debt altogether, but I want information. If
it is a reasonable question the government
should not be afraid to give me an answer.
I consider when they are dealing with a
matter of this kind it is a reasonable ques-
tion to ask them what the amount of money
is, how much is owing to the government
of this country for the seed grain. I am not
going to be lectured by the senior member
from Halifax. I have a duty to perform
here and I am going to do it without fear
or favour, and I consider the government of
this country are not treating the Senate
fairly when they do not give the informa-
tion asked for, and they should let this bill
stand over until we get the information we
want. There has been too much information
refused this session. The government think
because they have a strong majority in the
other chamber that they can pusli anything
through here without giving information.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend from
Monck is in rather a warlike mood. He has
been on the warpath for some time.

Hon. Mr .McCALLUM-You want some
one after you.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I say yes. Let us
look at the question which my hon. friend
puts and which he says is perfectly reason-
able. I cannot give my hon. friend the in-
formation on that question. It is a matter
of laudable information. It would be a
proper thing to look up for the hon. gentle-
man if notice is given, but let us look at the
question. It is our duty to have all the in-
formation necessary for the elucidation of
the matter under discussion, and to enable
the House to decide whether there are any
risks to be taken which ought not to be
taken in the measure which is proposed. A
certain number of persons obtained seed grain
from the government. They gave a lien upon
their land which they had taken up, 160
acres in every instance and their personal
security and the security of some neighbour.
A number of these people have paid. It does
not matter whether there is $500 or $500,-
000 due the government. The whole point
is this : there is 160 acres pledged by the
primary debtor for the seed grain which
every primary debtor obtained. In the be-
ginning, as the hon. gentleman said, the
quantity obtained by each was relatively
small compared with that which a farmer
requires at the present day. The majority
of the debtors, I believe, have paid. There
are some who have not paid, and those who
went security for them want to be relieved.
The debt was incurred in 1886, nearly four-
teen years ago, and there is fourteen years
interest accumulated in some cases ; in others
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the interest has been in whole or in part
paid. The minister comes down with a bill
and says this in effect that there are a num-
ber of those people who are surety who ask
to be relieved. They do not say to the gov-
ernment you ought to press these men to
pay immediately, or that they want their
property seized unless they pay immediately.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Nobody wants
that.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is the duty of the
government in that regard either to release
the parties who have become security or to
press the principal to pay. Now, we have
not pressed the principal to pay. The hon.
gentleman himself admits that it would not
be desirable to press the principal unduly to
pay or to take legal proceedings against him.
to compel him to pay immediately. The
minister asks liberty in every case, where
the primary debtor has sufficient property to
furnish ample security, to release his surety
in order that the surety may obtain a title
to his lands. That is not an improper thing.
It has been done over and over again. It
was done many years ago in the oase of
liabilities incurred in the old province of
Canada and I do not see anything improper
in its being done now. As to the amount,
it can have only a remote importance in the
consideration of this bill. If the hon. gentle-
man had indicated in the regular way his
desire to have a stateinent as to the amount
of the indebtedness of each individual, he
would have been entitle to that information,
but he cannot expect a minister to be in a
position to give information of that sort on
the spur of the moment.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I expect the
minister to give information when he comes
here with a bill. He might naturally expect
he would be asked that question. It is not
my duty to do the work of the Minister of
Justice.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am not asking that.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-When the hon.
gentleman comes here with legislation he
ought to be in a position to explain it. He
does not tell us what the amount is, whether
it is $100,000 or $10,000. I am not oppos-
ing the bill, but when the government of the
country cornes down with legislation and
wants the sanction of the Senate, every
member of the House has a right to ask for

any information that he thinks proper, and
if the government can furnish it, all right,
but they say they do not know anything
about it. They bring us legislation, and
they cannot tell us the amount of money
involved in it. They say, give us power to do
so and so-give the Minister of the Interior
a chance to go and value this land. They
have every confidence in the Minister of the
Interior, but I have not, and I question if
this power might be used, not to the
advantage of the country generally, or the
farmers in the North-west, but to the
advantage of a certain party. I have seen
a good deal of this in my day. I am an old
bird, I have been through the mill a good
deal, and I think it is the duty of the
Senate to see how much is involved in this
bill.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
the Minister of Justice says he has been
looking over the Debates and he finds the
gentlemen on that side of the House were
not nearly of so inquiring a disposition as
the opposition in the Senate on the present
occasion are-that is, when the late govern-
ment were in power. There is an implied
disparagement of the gentlemen who are
sitting round him in that statement, and it
is my duty to say, having been here for some
years and having for some time occupied a
seat in the government, that I found that
these gentlemen were most persistent in
their inquiring. I venture to say anything
that would escape the observation and the
criticism of the hon. gentleman from Halifax
must have been pretty good, and the Secre-
tary of State was equally persistent. In all
these years we could not get anything passed.
It must be virtue itself, to have it escape
their criticism.

Hon. Mr.
never could
conditions.
virtue itself.

MILLS-The hon. gentleman
have been criticised on these
Why the hon. gentleman is

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I am glad you
have come to that opinion.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-While this discussion
has been going on I went to see if I could get a
a memo. from the Minister of Interior. He
could not give the details, the indebtedness
is made up of such small amounts. I said
give me any memo. you have. He said that
during the last fiscal year about 500. indi-
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viduals had discharged their seed grain
indebtedness, the total sum being about
$10,000-that would be about $20 each.
Mr. Sifton's estimate of the total amount
still due would be about $131,000. He
thinks there are about 4,400 individuals
who owe that amount. I do not know
that all the accounts are kept here. They
are probably at local agencies.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-It is about $30
apiece.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Why did not
the hon. gentleman tell us that when we
asked for iti

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I did not know I
could get it. I am anxious to give the full-
est information. e

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
always like when people make general state-
ments affecting others, that they would give
illustration to sustain their assertions. My
hon. friend says he bas examined the Debates
and has come to certain conclusions. He did
not give a single instance. When J occupied
the position which the hon. gentleman does,
I never came to the House with any bill
affecting any other department outside of my
own, without having a brief, and an explana-
tion from the departnent, of what was wanted
and what was intended, and if it were a
bill of any intricate character, such as the
Weights or Measures, or Inspection, I never
failed to have an officer to give the informa-
tion.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That question I under-
stood myself. I did not need an officer.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then the hon. gentleman has perpetrated a

gross insult to this House. If the hon. gen-
tleman had the information within his own

knowledge, he should have answered the

question immediately on its being asked.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I was not doing so, and the hon. gentleman
is either wilfully dull of comprehension, or
designedly misrepresenting what I said.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Order.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
I have said anything contrary to the rules
of the House I will withdraw it and apolo-
gize. I gave as an illustration of the man-
ner in which business used to be conducted,
which the bon. gentleman took objection to.
I did not accuse the hon. gentleman of not
having information with regard to the
weights and measures. I merely gave that
as an illustration of the manner in which I
conducted the business and you made--

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
bas no right to address his remarks to me
personally.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
will do that no more. I will have more res-
pect for myself. Had I not been interrupted
in the manner in which I have been, there
would have been no necessity for the bon.
gentleman calling me to order, but when I
am addressing the House and replying to
statements which other hon. gentlemen have
made, I must be permitted to give illustra-
tions which I think necessary to enforce
what I say without being constantly inter-
rupted and contradicted.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read a third time and passed.

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.

FIRST REAIDING.
A message was received from the House

of Commons with Bill (128) "An Act to
amend the Weights and Measures Act."-
(Mr. Scott.)

The bill was read the first time.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There was no question read the S t morr te l
read the second time to-morrow.

put.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
There was a question put by the bon. gentle-
man from Monck, and you did not answer it.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I said I had the in-

formation with regard to the weights and
measures. That is the measure the hon.

gentleman referred to.
70

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-What
changes made by this bill.

are the

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It refers to barrels for
apples.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-There is one con-
dition I would like to add, and that is that
the apples in the centre of the barrels shall
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be as good as the apples at the ends. How
a barrel is made is a small matter compared
with the kind of apples that are in it. It is
an outrage the way apples are sold in this
country at the present day. I went the
other day to buy some fruit to send to my
grandchildren, and bought some apples be-
cause they looked so well on top. I paid
sixty-five cents for a basket when the gen-
eral price was sixty cents. The first layer
of fruit I found was very nice, but the rest
was not fit to feed to the pigs.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-Ont.
ario apples ?

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I presume they
were. I bought another basket. The top
layer was good, but the balance was not
good. In the North-west we buy apples
by the carload. They come from Ontario.
The freight adds largely to the cost of apples,
and I have never bought a barrel of them
yet that half of them were not poor in the
middle of the barrel. You bring in a bill
to regulate the size of the barrel. That is a
small matter. Let us have the apples pack-
ed in a uniform manner.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
had better get his apples from Nova Scotia.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-If
the bon. gentleman came to Nova Scotia or
Prince Edward Island, where the apples are
put up by good honest farmers, he would
find them as good in the middle as in the
ends. If a man does not pack them that
way he is soon known. This bill, it seems
to me, is for the purpose of encouraging a
branch of trade which perhaps is somewhat
dull at present, that is barrel making. We
knovw apples are frequently put up in barrels
-which had been used previously as flour
,barrels or for some other purpose, but which
would not come within the requirements of
the present bill, and I think the bill will
have a good effect in giving employment to
the coopers.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Do they not change
the weight of lime also by this bill?

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Will the hon.
gentleman be kind enough to tell me the
meaning of cylindrical veneer barrels ? I do
not know what it means.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I know what veneer-
ing means. It seems extraordinary they
should veneer an apple barrel.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-It is a common
custom now to have the wood sliced; just
the one veneer composes the barrel. It is
not made of staves, but of veneer wood, a
quarter of an inch thick, and. it makes a
cylinder.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I am afraid my
hon. friend's explanation is not altogether
satisfactory. I have very little doubt that
this bill has been prepared after consultation
by people who perhapq know more about
the subject than any of us. I was only curi-
ous to know the meaning of the words. As
to the general principle of the bill providing
that a barrel of certin dimensions should be
used for our export trade in apples, I think
it is decidedly right. A barrel of Canadian
apples should be a barrel of uniform size.
The barrel should be neat and look respecta-
ble. It is needless to say, however, that the
inside of it should be as respectable as the
outside. I am afraid there is a good deal of
this work done by Canadian fruit men, not
only in Ontario but nearer home, to myself,
than Ontario, that is of putting up the best
apples for the English markets, and some-
thing that is not nearly so good for the home
mark et, and I am afraid that is why the hon.
gentleman from Wolseley is not getting as
good apples as they ought to be. At the samLe
time it is also complained of, and not with-
out reason, that there is not the same con-
scientious care all round taken in sending
apples from Ontario and Nova Scotia to the
English market. We have no right to cheat
one another that is certain, but whatever
may be said about the home market, it is
penny wise and pound foolish policy to send
anything but a good article to the English
market, because the exporter is sure in the
end to lose more by it than he can make. I
was pleased to hear Professor Robertson last
year, in discussing the question of fruit pro-
duction before the comnittee of the House
of Commons on agriculture, state as far as
he could ascertain, not more than five per
centoftheappleswe send tothe British market
from Canada are dishonestly packed. From
the inquiries he made to the buyers, that was
about the proportion, but it ought to be
better. There ought to be no bad packing
at all. The reputation of the country is at
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stake, and if a man sends a bad article, his
neighbours are likely to suffer from the wrong
as well as himself. I have shipped apples to
the English market myself, and it has been
discussed as to whether it would not be
possible to have an inspection of al] the
apples that went to that market. I know
that the best class of exporters and farmers
would like to see that brought about, and
the fruit-growers association have passed
resolutions on the subject, but there is a
great difficulity in finding a practical way.
If a barrel of apples is likely to be opened at
the point of shipment, it is almost ruinous
to that barrel. The opening up of the barrel
and putting the apples back carelessly
into their places, might destroy them. The
opinion of many is that education, teaching
farmers and packers to do what is right,
will probably reach the desired result better
than by means of inspection. I am glad
that this bill has been submitted. I take it
that both these descriptions of barrels have
the same capacity. One refers to a barrel
with a straight stave and the other to a
barrel with a bulge. My hon. friend from
Wolseley asks if there is anything about
lime in the bill. There is a clause which I
think is legalizing the weight of lime at
seventy instead of eighty pounds. I know
this was befor% us last year and we settled
on eighty pounds. I had a doubt that
eighty pounds was too much for good lime.
The process of burning 1s the expulsion of
carbon, and I think for good lime seventy

Revenue. This bill, he explained, was for the purpose
of increasing the salaries of the ministers of these two
departments from 85,00 to $7,000 a year, the sanie
as the other ministers. The ministers under the pro-
visions of this bill were to receive salaries from the
past year at $7,000, an increase to which they were
neither morally or legally entitled to receive. He
had heard of boodling before, but if ministers were
allowed to do this sort of thing openly what would
they do behind the scenes. If this bill was allowed
to become law he considered that it would be one of
the greatest pieces of legalized larceny ever perpe-
trated and he would ask the Senate to reject the bil.
He concluded by moving the six months' hoist.

Every hon. gentleman knows that I said
nothing of the sort. I proposed the second
reading of the bill and the hon. gentleman
from Richmond, who moved the six
months' hoist, made a speech in which these
words are included, and the introductory
remarks which I addressed to the House and
a portion of the speech of the hon. gentle-
man from Richmond are attributed to me.
I wish to make this statement in order that
the newspapers may not quote the remarks
of the hon. gentleman from Richmond, pub-
lished in the Montreal Gazette as remarks
addressed by me to this House.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (190) "An Act to authorize the
granting of subsidies in aid of the construc-
tions of the lines of railway therein men-
tioned."-(Mr. Mills.)

RAILWAY ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

SECOND AND TRIRD READINGS.

pounds is nearer the weight than eighty. Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the second
There might be lime for agricultural pur- reading of Bi (85) "An Act to hmend the
poses that would weigh eighty pounds. but Railway Act. He said :-Hon. gentlemen
no farmer would buy that weight at all. will See, by looking at the bil, that the

The motion was agreed to. first portion of it is practically a propo-
sai Vo amend section 90 of Vhe Railway

BILL INTRODUCED. Act, which confers certain general powers

Bill (178) " An Act respecting the Que- upof any railway coinpany that may be
bec Harbour Commissioners."-(Mr. Scott.) corporated under aspecial Act. Thisclause

is in further aiendment of that section.
AQUESTION 0F PRIVILEGE. Thereispower to enter on a highway for

certain purposes here. There is a provision

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Perhaps the fwouse that travel shall not be obstructed. There
will allow me as a question of privilege, t is a provision relating Vo the erection of
refer Vo a report of the proceedings of yester- telegragh wires, Vo the power to remove

day which appeared in the Gazette, and which them, wo the power Vo remove sh telegraph
is no doubt due Vo thecarelessness of Vhe prin- poles under certain crcumstances, that in

er. In discussing the bill relating Vo the carrying on these works injury shal no be
iDepartments of Customs and of Inland Rev- done Vo trees, and protecting the supervision

enue I ar made Vo say the folowing: of the municipaities in respect Vo the opera-

Hon. David Mills noved the second reading of the tions that are being carried on within a

bill respecting the Departments of Customs and Inland municipality. Then, apart f rom this supple-
70J
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mentary section, which deals with powers of his duty upon any train, railway, or upon any of
that have been conferred on some railway the premses of te copany, or who, fot being an

eawa eployé of the comnpany. willfully trespasses by
corporation and which it is now proposed to ncorpraton ad wichit i no proose toentering upon any of the stations, cars or buildings of
embrace in the general Railway Act, there is the company in order to occupy thesaine for his ownfurherclase ~ * 19~~hpurposes, shall be liable to the like penalty or iw.pri-
a further clause amending section 192,wîc sonent, and shah be hable to be proceeded agawnht
amendment is in this bill called 192 a, and deait with in like nianner, as mentioned in sub-
providing that when any comnpany has section 2 of this section in regard tu the offences there-

power, under aspecial Act to construct, main- in mentioned.
tain, and use a bridge for railway purposes, No. 2 is a new provision altogether. No.
or for railway and general traffic purposes, 2 in the present Act is No. 3 in the bil, and
such power shall be exercised subject to the No. 3 becones No. 4 in the bil. It givès
following provisions. Then the first pro- the necessary protection against depreda-
vision is that plans are to be approved by tions upon railway property.
the Governor General in Council, that equal
rights in passage of the bridge are to be was agee to, scd the bi
secured to all railway conipanies requiring
to use it, that the rates of toll to be charged
are to be approved of by the Governor in of the 4lst rule.
Council, that the disputes are to be deter-
mined between the railway corporations Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Ido
using the bridge by the Railway Committee, not think there is any great objection to the
and there is also a provision for the issuing suspension of the rule. This billbas been
of bonds and for other purposes. Then discussed and analysed in the other buse,
there is the further clause-and that em- and the two clauses to which there would
braces the whole bill-amending section 273 be objection have been elfninated. I think
by placing the awo subsections of that the amendments are in the right direction
section as they now stand in the bill and and will assist in future legisiation by ail pri-
inserting others in their places. The two vate companies, such buis being made sub-
subsections as they stand in the Act, are as ject to these amendments to the Railway Act,
follows which I think is the principal intention of

Every person oho enters upon any railway train the measure.
without the knowledge and cousent of ai ofiicer or
servant of a comnl)aiiy, with the intent f raulently The motion was agreed to.
to be carried upon the said railway without paying rsle tefit omte
f are thereon, is liable on suiiary conviction to a The bouse Act iso3 inth bi en
penalty not exceeding $10, or in default of payrnent, of the Whole on the bill.
to irnprisonmient for a terni not exceeding ten days.

Subsectfon 3 readsN (In the Committee. Ig

the snecar poecto. gistdpea

Any person charged wvith an offence under this sec- O uscine
tin shall be a coipetent wvitness on bis own bl)alf. bon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

The two subsections substituted read as ow far does this clause extend ? Many

follows .wpeople in the different towns and cities in
the country, plant shade trees, *which are

Every person who wilfully breaks down, really their own propert. Have the muni-
injures, weakens or destroys any gate, fence, erection,
building or structure of a company, or rernoves, clpality the power to permit the cuttin
obliterates, defaces or destroys any printed or written down of these without compensation to the
notice, direction, order, by-law or regulation of a
company, or any section of or extract fron this Act parties who planted thein tr
or any other Act of Pa cia usent, which a cornpa-y an. the to Ls thich t
any of its otficers or agents have caused to be posted,
attached or affixed to or upon any fence, post, gate,
building or erestion of the company, or any car upon . The CHAIRMAN-Sub-clause k cover
any ri nY, shar be thable on splrnary conviction to the point.
a, penalty not.exceeding fifty dollars, or, in defauit of
payment, to imprisonient for a term ot exceeding The clause was adopted.
two months.

3. Every person who enters upon any railway On clause 3.
train without the knowledge or consent of an officer
or servant of the conipany with intent fraudulently Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I notice in th
to be carried upon the said railway without paying flrst clause of this bil in the amendmen
fare thereon, or who wilfuly obstructs or imees
any offeer or agent of the conpany in the execution tuat ited to be made to section 90 o

1108
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the Railway Act, that the said subsection On sub-cla
shall not apply to any company incorporated Hon. Mr.
or chartered under any Act of the Parlia-
ment of Canada, passed prior to the 1st uptn for
January, 1899. That means that that see- capta whe
tion is not retroactive. This amendment
we are dealing with has reference to bridges.
Is there the same provision in the bill with Hon. Sir
respect to it that it shall not apply to any They would
company incorporated before 1st of Jan- Hon. Mr.
uary, 1899.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No. These clauses
are new in the General Railway Act. but On sub-cla
there are many individual acts recently Hon. Mr.
passed that contain exactly the same pro- matter of toi
vision and this is to do away with the neces- hon. Secreta
sity of repeating them. stood that in

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-J think there is to be built u
this difference between the amendment we railway bet
are making to section 192, which relates to Harbour, the
bridges, and section 90 that refers to rail- belong to the
way companys generally, that the amend-
ment, which is altogether a new one, which
is made to section 90, does not apply to any
railway company chartered befor£ the lst Hon. Mr
of January last. I do not think there is reported the
any such limitation in regard to the amend- The bil
ment we are making to section 134. passèd.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The first section
reads: GENER

1. Section 90 of the Railway Act, chapter 29 of the A Y
statutes of 1888, is hereby amended by adding thereto
the following subsection ; provided that the said sub-
section shall not apply to any conpany mncorporated The House
or chartered under any Act of the Parlianient of Whole on co
Canada passed prior to the first day of January, one Act toanen
thousand eight hundred and ninety-nine.

2. When any company has power by any Act of
the Parlianent of Canada to construct and maintain
lines of teleqraph or telephone, or unes for the con- bon. Mr.
veyance of highz, heat, power orelectricity, such coi-
pany may, with the consent of the nunicipal council was held over
or other authority having jurisdiction over any high- instance of t
way, square or other public place, enter thereon for 1 sent over t
the purpose of exercising the said power, and, as
often as the company thinks proper, niay break up had any exp
and open any highway, square, or other publie place, and they sa
subject, however, to the followng provisions. been in its

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-That is whether years. Lt pr
it is a new company or an old one? sound, plu]

grain. No. 2
Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes. dean, and e

and rejected
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- unsound, &c.

Providing the work has not been commenced. cation bas be

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It could not apply to nia'n
any work under way. cat years,

tteae of the

oats to amouThe sub-clause was adopted.
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use b.

MILLS-That is a rule acted
e time. It prevents a waste of
e one bridge will suffice, it is not
having two,. The Railway Com-
Privy Council fixes the terms.

MACKENZIE BOWELL-
have to pay the toll.

MILLS-Certainly.

ause e was adopted.

use c.

FERGUSON-In reference to
Is on bridges, might I ask the
ry of State if it is clearly under-
regard to the bridge proposed

nder the bill providing for the
een Charlottetown and Murray
toll collected for the traffic will
provincial government.

SCOTT-I fancy so. I will
uiry. It seems only reasonable.

LANDRY, from the committee,
bill without amendment.

as then read the third time and

AL INSPECTION
ENDMENT BILL.
THIRD READING.

ACT

resumed in Committee of the
nsideration of Bill (156) " An
i the General Inspection Act."

In the Committee.)
SCOTT-One clause of this bill
for further consideration at the

he hon. gentleman from Monck.
o the department to see if they
ert information on this clause,
id they had not. The law has
present form for a number of
ovides that No. 1 oats shal be
p, clean and free f rom other
oats shall be sound, reasonably
asonably free from other grain,
oats consist of oats damp and

In the bill a further classifi-
en made, as hon. gentlemen will
has been no alteration for very

as far back as I have been able
d no necessity for a bushel of
nt to thirty-four pounds. My
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hon. friend suggests that the classification
applicable to wheat should practically be
applied to oats, that is, that No. 1 should
weigh thirty four pounds at least; No. 2
not less than thirty-two pounds , No. 3 not
less than thirty poands. Of course I am

of oats in Prince Edward Island is thirty-
four pounds to-day is it not?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is all over the
country.

Hon. Mr. McCALLU NI-It is good to
have Conservative principles and stick to
what we have always done, but it does not
require expert evidence, only a little common
sense, to consider this question. A bushel

spect to wheat and barley, J do not see that
there is a very great deal of difference how
you fix it, because in our end of the country
and in Ontario and the North-west, good
wheat varies but little in weight; but there
is a most decided difference in oats. Before

quite unable to give the House the informa- Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I know they
tion on the subject, because it is purely a raise heavy oats in Prince Edward Island,
matter for experts and those who are in the and 1 do not see why you couId not put the
trade. We should not make any change weight down in the way 1 have suggested:
except with a good deal of reflection, because that is, No. 2 oats should be thirty-two
we do not know what the effect would be. pounds to the bushe], and No. 3, thirty
At present a bushel of oats means thirty- pounds to the bushel. I will hand in an
four pounds, whether it is light or heavy amendment to the chairman and he can
oats. My hon. friend has personal experience take the sense of the buse on it. A
and I do not propose to place my judgment bushel of oats is a bushel of oats, but if you
against his. I only mention that fact, that take thirty-four pounds of oats raised in
in disturbing the law as it has been for many Prince Edward Island, 1 venture to Say
years, we might be taking a plunge which there is as much food in it as there is in
night be a mistake. I thirty-ix pounds of sorine oats in the pro-

vince of Ontario. t dces not at ail affect
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-It mighit be the case by saying a bushel of No. 2 oats

welw, in view of what the Secretary of State shat be so much, because it wil show te
has said, to adhere to that law as we have the man that is buying what its quality is.
it. There is this difficulty in the matter of Besides, by doing so, it will encourage those
oats, the oats produced iii one part of the'who are raising grain to have good dlean
country differs immensely from the oats f oats and have thelI weigh as much as
otherparts. J core from a province where possible. Even when they cone to fan
we taim to raise the best oats in America. them, it will encourage them to blow away
We can do it. J arn sorry to say we do not light oats and get as near No. 1 as possible.
all do it, but the sol and climate of Prince But if youa are going to take tight grain,
Edward Island are peculairly adopted for which is flot haîf filled, it will be a mistake.
cultivation of the oats. In other parts of Oats to weigh well must be sowed eary, s
the country oats do net fill as fully, nor do 1as to ripen, because when the sun gets bot
they dlean off the ends so as to, pack like 1in August, that is the time the straw grows
barley. The Prince Edward Island ets are i and the grain does not 6I1. J cannot see,
more like Scotch or Irish oats than anything ýfor the life of me, what difference it wil
else. We amight go this far and say thati make if onts woul weigh forty pounds to
No. 1 should be dlean, plump and free from the bushel. tit does not lessen the price of
other grains, and f rom oats of any other the grain to classify it that way. You do
colour, but if we were to say any particular it with other grain. You leave a man to
weight as being necessary, we would find a take a samnple in his hand, to say whether
great deal of dificulty on account of the the oats are wel filed or haf chaif.
different quality of oats grown in other parts
of the country know that in Nova Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-There are two
Scotia and New Brunswick the oats do not things we have to keep separate in our
fill nearly se plump and fuil as in Prince rinds. The Weights and Measures Act
Edward Island, and from what I know of fxed thirty-four pounds as the standard
the Northwest oats it is the same. On the weight of a bushel of oats. Here we are
whole it would be perhaps just as we l to grading and trying to find a basis for a
let the Act remain as it is. grade. In the whole of Canada with re-
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confederation the province regulated their
own standards of weight and measures and
in Prince Edward Island we had an old
official standard of thirty-six pounds to the
bushel, and that was put away down below
the average weight. But we found a dif-
ficulty in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick.
There the standard was thirty-four pounds
and it caused a great deal of difficulty, so
we put down our standard to thirty-four
pounds in order to conform to the standard
of the markets. If we were to establish
Nos. 1, 2 and 3 in Canada on a basis of
weight, it would create the greatest possible
confusion, because in one part of the country
I know from experience thirty-four pounds
represents very respectable and good oats.
I know in my province it does not. Take a
Winchester bushel of well-grown and well
cleaned black oats, and in a good year they
will generally come very close to forty
pounds to the bushel. Take the Egyptian
white oats and they will go forty-five to
forty-eight pounds to the measured bushel.
When a farmer sells oats he sells at thirty-
four pounds to the bushel. My hon. friend
from Monck will see the difficulty the
moment we begin to establish any particular
weight as a basis for oats. The moment we
come to make weight a basis for grading
oats, a difficulty presents itself which we do
not meet in wheat or barley, for I find east
grown and west grown barley are pretty
much the same in regard to plumpness and
weight. I think it will be better to leave
the law as it stands.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I know there
is a marked injustice. If a Winchester
bushel weighs but thirty pounds, and it
takes thirty-four pounds of oats to make a
bushel, I am sure there is not the value in
it that there is in the thirty-six pounds that
my hon. friend speaks of. With regard to
barley, the quality is not altogether fixed by
weight ; it is the colour that regulates the
price. Barley might be very plump and
weigh heavily, but if it is off colour it is put
down as seed barley. If the House rejects
my amendment, I have nothing further to
say. I do my duty in the interests of the
country as far as I know how. I must be
very dull of comprehension if I cannotsee the
difference between oats with the hulls partly
filled, and plump oats. People can do as
they have been doing, look at the oats and
weigh them, and if they do not come up to

thirty-four pounds to the bushel pay so much
less. But oats should be classified, because
it would be an inducement to the farmer to
clean his grain properly and sell good oats.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-I do
not think that the view which the hon. gen-
tleman f rom Monck takes of this question is
the correct one.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-You are for
chaff, are you ?

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD-No, I want
to see the oats properly cleaned and properly
sent to market, and if we are going to say
No. 3 oats shall weigh thirty pounds to the
bushel, it will be such a grade of oats that
nobody would buy it for anything but chaff
in our province. The description in the bill
before us is sufficient to grade oats. It does
not matter whether No. 1 oats weighs more
than thirty-four pounds to the bushel. It is
No. 1 if it answers the description here, and
the same with No. 2 and No. 3. Oats which
are unsound, or damp, or dirty, are consider-
ed in our province unfit for market alto-
gether. That is the way they are described
in the bill, and I think that is sufficient.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I am quite aware
that the amendmient of my hon. friend will
be defeated ; nevertheless, it is on the right
track, and I will tell you why. I have
bought a good deal of oats in the North-
west. What is the first stipulation ? The
oats shall weigh so much to the bushel. You
get oats in Canada all the way f rom twenty-
five to forty-five pounds to the bushel. I
have raised oats in New Brunswick that
would not weigh more than twenty-five
pounds to the bushel and in the North-west
that would go forty pounds to the bushel,
I would grade the best, No. 1 extra. Now,
I want to buy a carload of oats f rom a dealer.
The oats may be late and may not be well
developed. They may answer the descrip-
tion in this bill and yet be light oats. The
result is you do not know what you are
getting. If I buy a carload of oats I ask
how much will they weigh to the bushel and
I pay two or three cents more per bushel
for them if the weight is above the standard.
I would have No. 1 extra weigh thirty-six
pounds; No. 1, thirty-four pounds; No. 3,
thirty-two pounds. The standard bushel
will be thirty-four pounds, I understand,
and when you get thirty-four pounds, a good
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deal of which is virtually chaff, it makes a
difference. I have bought light oats very
cheaply by the bushel. The proper way is
to have the grain graded by weight, and if
I go to a man in Winnipeg for a carload of
oats of a certain quality, I know then what
I am getting.

Hon Mr. MILLS-The difficulty is, there
is such a great variation in oats which if you
undertook to classify according to weight
would come in the first class. Take for
instance in Prince Edward Island my hon.
friend from Marshfield might insist that oats
should weigh forty pounds to the bushel to
be of the first class extra and thirty-six
pounds to be the first class, and if they fell
below that, to be of the second class, but
no Ontario man would be satisfied with that
classification, because thirty-four pounds
would be as heavy as oats grown with him.
You would have great difficulty in classify-
ing according to weight on account of this
variation in weight itself in different parts
of the Dominion, but you can classify them
fairly well in the manner provided in the
bill.

The amendment was declared lost on a
division.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL, from the com-
mittee, reported the bill with amendments,
which were concurred in.

The bill was then read the third time and
passed.

It being six o'clock the Speaker left the
chair.

After Recess.

LOTTERIES IN QUEBEC.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I wish to bring
under the consideration of the House a mat-
ter which I consider of great importance. I
suppose hon. gentlemen are ail aware that
the House of Commons have not thought
proper or convenient to pass the Criminal
Code Amendment Bill, which was introduced
in this House some time ago by the Minister
of Justice, and occupied the time of this
House for several days in the endeavour to
make the Act as perfect as possible. The
effect of throwing the bill over to another
session has caused the lottery question in

Montreal to assume gigantic proportions. I
am almost afraid to state the amount that
it is expected will be invested in the lottery
business. Therefore, I think it behooves
us, at any rate, to protest against the action
of the Commons in dropping this measure,
which was introduced by the Minister of
Justice, who is, of course, the administrator
of ail judicial matters in this country. I do
not know whether it would be parliamentary
or not that a protest from this chamber
should be presented to the House of Com-
mons, and to suggest that, even at this late
date, at the risk of keeping the members
here for a short tinie longer, whether it
would be advisable, under the circunstances,
that they should pass the bill, in order that
it might be brought into operation as soon
as possible, to prevent these nefarious trans-
actions being carried on as they are at the
present time.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-
What transactions?

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-These lotteries at
Montreal. I do not know what you call them.
I have seen several articles in the news-
papers severely commenting on the fact that
they are allowed to continue, and stating
the amount of money which would probably
be lost by the poor people, because we ail
know that tnese things are taken up by the
poor people, I am almost afraid to estimate
the amount, but it is said to be millions. In
this case the Commons have not performed
their duty. They talk of reforming the
Senate, but if such a thing occurs again a
reform of the House of Commons would be
more in keeping with the condition of affairs
in this country up to the present time. I
feel it my duty to bring this niatter before
the House, because we ail took a very lively
interest in the amendments to the Criminal
Code. We spent several days on the bill
and the Minister of Justice, I have no
doubt, spent a great deal of time and gave a
great deal of attention to the various amend-
ments proposed. It is a reflection upon him
that the Comtpons have thought proper to
withhold their consideration of this impor-
tant question. They have had time enough,
as we ail know. They have been squabbling
over matters of trivial importance and have
allowed matters of great importance to pass
unnoticed. It is beyond my comprehension.
I do not know whether I am in order in
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bringing the matter before the Senate, but
I hope they will take it in the spirit in
which it was intended, which is merely to
give my opinion in respect to the conduct of
the Commons in the matter. Hon. gentle-
men will know better than I do what course
to take, if any course can be taken, and I
do hope in the interest of justice and of the
people of this country, that something will
be done to carry out the provisions of the
bill amending the Criminal Code, as intro-
duced by the Minister of Justice. It rests
with the Senate to say whether it is con-
venient or proper that we should take notice
of this matter in the way that I have
su ggested.

Hon. Mr. M ILLS-I very much regret
that the measure which was carried through
this House, which embraced a good many
suggestions that were made by judges in
various parts of the country, as the text in
the Criminal Code required correction both
with regard to procedure and questions of
ambiguity as well as others, has been dropped.
The House of Commons, I behieve, allowed
the bill to stand over because there was
likely to be a very considerable amount of
discussion upon some of the provisions of
the bill, and among others, that provisions
to which the hon. gentleman has alluded,
the question of these ai t associations and
art lotteries in Montreal. Some persons
rave been very much in favour of these
institutions. They were organized, it was
said, for the purpose of encouraging art,
whereas others have declared that they had
degenerated into gambling institutions, if
they ever had an art feature connected with
them, and that they are inflicting serious
injury upon a good many of the labouring
classes, especially upon boys and girls that
are employed in some of the large factories.
I regret that the measure could not becom
law this session. I trust that it may, at no
distant period, becone law. We have the
slaughter of the innocents every session,
towards the close, and it bas been my fate
to submit to the slaughter of this measure
in the present session. I say again with my
hon. friend that I regret that the bill has
not become law, but I believe it was the
anxiety of the House of Commons to bring
the session to a conclusion, and with a cer-
tain knowledge that a number of parties
were opposed to the measure and it would
likely protract the session for some days if

persited in, that caused the measure to be
thrown over.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (179) " An Act respecting the Har-
bor Commissioners of Montreal."-(Mr.
Scott).

SAFETY OF SHIPS BILL.
THIRD READING.

The order of the day being called:

Committee of the whole House on Bill (170) " An
Act respecting the safety of ships."

Hon. Mr. SCOTT said :-This bill is not
printed in the Senate form, and as it was
introduced in the House of Commons it
consisted of several clauses. The only clause
which comes up to this House is the first
clause. If hon. gentlemen have the Com-
mons bill before them, they can see what it
is. All the clauses have been struck out
except the one. The Act provides penalties
for ships going out, without a permit by the
port warden, with what are called deck
loads, after the lst October, and the ship-
ping men claim that there is no possible
danger with steamships that sail before the
12th October in any year. It is chiefly at
the instance of the shipping interests of Que-
bec that the bill is being promoted.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-How
is it in England?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They are much more
particular about deck loads than we are.
The Plimsoll Act is in force there.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-Will
it not affect the insurance ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This bill is introduced
at the instance of the ship-owners, and it is
a matter entirely with themselves. They
say they are very careful and never exceed
a proper deck load. They assert that steam
vessels sailing before the 12th October ought
to be exempt f rom any condition as to in-
spection by the port warden in regard to
deck loads.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-As I under-
stand, the object of this bill it is to conform
more closely to the English law than to any
law of our own. The English law is that
no vessel shall arrive at a port in Great
Britain with a larger deck load than three
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feet in height after the lst November.
This law is so interpreted as to allow a
vessel to sail from this side of the Atlantic
up to the first day of October with such deck
load, assuming it would occupy thirty days
for the voyage, giving sufficient time. The
captain bas to make an affidavit that he
sailed at a certain date to arrive at his
destination before the 1st November. At
the time this law was passed there were
very few steamers carrying deck loads of
timber and deals, as they are doing
now. The steamboat owners claim that a
steamship leaving Canada on the 1st October
would be due to arrive in England before
the 1st of November. A steamer should
cross in from twelve to fifteen days and the
government, possibly wisely, bas fixed their
sailing date the 12th October. It is the
arriving on the other side that is the
important matter, and not the date of
sailing from Canada. A steamer leaving
here on the 12th October is as likely
to arrive at ber destination in time as a
sailing vessel leaving on the first of the
month. Parties owning vessels sailing from
Canadain ports are anxious to get the sail-
ing date with a large deck load extended to
as late a date as possible, but under-
writers look suspiciously upon it. People in
the maritimes provinces have been very
unfortunate this year, having to pay an
extra rate of premium of insurance on
their cargoes, on account of losses which
occurred in the River St. Lawrence. When
we remonstrated with the underwriters,
they told us that the loss occurred in British
North America and we have to help make
it up, and such extra charges have become
extremely serious. Where on and before
the 1st August previous to this we had
insured our cargoes effected at from a half
of one per cent to one per cent for the
voyage, and sailing vessels at one per cent
up to the lst August, this year they
have doubled our insurance to one per cent
on steamships and two per cent on sailing
vessels before this date and add another one
per cent on it after the 1st of August, and
then one per cent addititional every ten
days up to the Ist of October, so that it
became almost prohibitory for us to ship by
a sailing vessel, after say, the 1st of Sep-
tember. Sailing vessels are now becoming
scarce and we look more to steam. If the
insurance companies are willing to concede
a discount on our insurance, if we have

the deck load inspected and the port
warden gives a certificate that the ship
is sea-worthy with an extra deck load up
to that period, it will be a great relief
to the ship-owner and the shippers as
well, because no matter what taxes are put
on a vessel. the charterer has to pay
them eventually, and it comes out of
the proceeds that we eventually receive. I
am sorry the minister has not been able to
see his way clear to go into the matter more
fully than he has done. This bill is intend-
ed to be a relief to shippers, and I understand
that a minister without portfolio had been
in communication with the underwriters on
the other side, and they had agreed under
certain conditions of restricting the deck
load by getting a port warden certificate,
that they would consider the reduction of
rates. However, it is too late in the session
now. Mr. Dobell is now on the other side,
and there is no one apparently that will
take the responsibility of advising very
strongly the course that should be adopted.
The move is so far in the right direction, and
there can be no objection to the granting
of this one clause, but it is unfortunate
that it does not go still further and relieve
us of some of the burdens which are imposed
upon us by extra insurance premiums.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-As the hon.
gentleman who has just spoken represents
the minister without portfolio in the House,
will be be kind enough to tell me something
which I cannot quite understand ? Had all
these regulations that are now declared not
to apply to steamships up to the 12th
October, applied to steamships up to the pre-
sent time.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-They had.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON- And we are now
proposing to exempt steamships sailing up
to the 12th October from these regulations?

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-Yes.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-How would that act
with reference to the premiuins charged by
the underwriters ?

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-A certificate
that theship issea-worthy should be obtained.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-This question has
been discussed in the press of the place from
which I come, and the great difficulty is that
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the underwriters will not effect the insurance
except at 4 per cent extra.

The House resolved itself into Committee
of the Whole on the bill.

(In the Committee.)
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The present law per-

mits deck loads up to the 1st October and
this bill extends that period twelve days.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The measure has been pretty clearly explain-
ed by the hon. gentleman f rom Northum ber-
]and. The clause, as it stands, is to exempt
all steamships -not sailing vessels-from the
penalties provided in one section of the Act
referred to, and to allow steamships to load
just as heavily as they please up to the 12th
October. My hon. friend from St. John has
very properly inquired as to how it will af-
fect the rates charged by the underwriters
-whether the extension of that time would
not induce the underwriters to charge a
heavier rate of insurance than they do at
the present time. That is the only point, and
it is for the shippers to understand how it
will affect them. Before going further, I
desire to say that this bill, although short,
containing only one clause, is very import-
ant, affecting the shipping interests of the
Dominion. The question is not only how
much further will this affect the under-
writers in the old country, but how far will
it come in contact with the provisions of the
Plimsoll Act, and what effect will it have
upon those who do a good deal of shipping ?
This is another illustration of the bad effect
of introducing important measures at the
dying moments of the session.

Hon. Mr. POWER-This was introduced
on the 10th July.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWE LL-But
it did not come up here before. All the
bills which have come up to us yesterday,
and to-day, are government measures, and if
they were introduced in the Commons and had
been there for two or three months, it is no
reason why we should be asked to pass them
without knowing their contents, or without
being able to make inquiry as to what effect
they would have on the interests of the
country. We have had most important
measures brought up to us, measures invol-
ving the expenditure of hundreds of thou-
sands of dollars. It may be said that the
Senate, not having the power to deal with

questions of that kind other than to accept
or reject them, it makes very little difference
what time they come here. I do not take
that view of the question. A question like
this, particularly, is one that we should have
beforeus sufficiently long to justify our voting
for the principles involved in it. My hon.
friend says that has been the practic, for
years. It has been too much the practice.
The hon. leader of the House will remember
that months ago I referred to what might
probably occur at the last hours of the
session, and I then intimated to them that
the Commons must not be surprised if the
senators insisted upon taking a sufficient
length of time to acquire a knowledge of the
ineasures which were brought before them,
and if they were kept for three < r four
days by the Senate, in order that we could
give due and proper consideration to these
measures, I think t would teach them a
lesson that might improve their conduct in
the future, and that would be the best kind
of improvement that we could adopt. T do
not feel inclined to take any and every mea-
sure thrown down to us, and without a
moment's consideration, to placc them upon
the statute-book, unless perhaps it be the
Supply Bill, and we know what the practice
has been with regard to that. Further than
a short discussion on its contents, it is gene-
rally allowed to go. What I have said I do
not say in any spirit of carping, but I think
the hon. Minister of Justice and the hon.
Secretary of State will admit the force of
my remarks. Here is an illustration : the
hon. gentleman from Northumberland (Mr.
Snowball) is the only man who has given
any indication of understanding what the
bill is. Is he the " Old Man " of the sea repre-
senting the Minister of Marine and Fisher-
ies. I do not object to this bill, simply
because I do not now what effect it will
have. I take it for granted that the Min-
ister of Marine and Fisheries must have
known what he was doing when he intro-
duced it. Though Mr. Dobell is look-
ing after bottle-necked ships, or unsink-
able ships, I should suppose the Minister of
Marine and Fisheries, who was born and has
lived by the sea, has a fair knowledge of
what he is doing in his department, and how
this will affect shipping, and I think it is
rather a reflection on the minister of that
departnent for the hon. gentleman from
Northumberland to say that Mr. Dobell not
being here, there is no one to tell him what
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he should do. Let us hope that the Min-
ister of Marine and Fisheries knows his
duties better.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not see anything
to complain of in the provisions of this bill
as it comes to this House. The hon. leader
of the opposition has spoken of the late
period at which many bills have come to the
Senate this session. That is true. Every
session must have a beginning and ending,
and it is also certain that there are some
bills that must come after others, and must
come up to the close of the session, because
if that were not so, the session would ter-
minate at an earlier period than it is likely
to terminate on this occasion, and although
the session would have been shorter, the
same process would necessarily go on.
With regard to the measures of the govern-
ment this session, I think, we have had a
very much larger number here than we have
had for a good many years. Then in the
other House, hon. gentlemen know that a
very large portion of the session was taken
up, I think some five weeks, discussing the
Speech from the Throne ; and after that
speeches were made almost continuously
upon the subject of the estimates, and if the
measures of the government that were
initiated in the other House have not come
here at an earlier period, it is simply because
the House, in deciding upon the orders in
which it would conduct its own business,
occupied its time very largely with the dis-
cussion of the estimates with which we, of
course, can have nothing to do until near
the close of the session. Now, with regard
to this bill, there is nothing complex or
difficult to be understood about it. Whether
the measure ought to have embraced other
reforms than those which are set out in the
bill as it has come down to us, I will not
say. It is a bill containing but two clauses
and the title. It provides that notwith-
standing anything to the contrary contained
in the Act as it now stands, steamships may
take on board deck loads up to the 12th of
October. There is no change in the law
except the one single point, that is that the
law as it now stands, permitting vessels to
take on deck loads, is extended twelve days
beyond the time which is mentioned in the
present Act.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Why is it ex-
tended 1

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend stated
specifically that under the English law ships
taking on deck loads must arrive in the Eng-
lish ports before the 1st November, and
that while the 1st October would be a period
quite low enough, perhaps, for sailing vessels
taking a risk of delay er accidents in crossing
the Atlantic, the period here could be safely
extended to the 12th October and still give
ample time for the arrival of steamships in
British ports before the 1st November. My
hon. friend opposite will remember the dis-
cussion which took place some years ago on
this measure. If I remember rightly, it was
primarily introduced to the attention of
Parliament by Mr. Mitchell when he was
Minister of Marine and Fisheries, and there
is no change in the law by this legislation,
except giving the steamers sailing fron the
port of Quebec an opportunity of taking on
a deck load up to a later period.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
bas been changed once or twice since that.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-But the principle is
unchanged.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-A
sailing vessel leaving any port of North
America for England could not take a deck
load after the first day of October, or if
she could take any deck load at al], the
quantity that she could take on deck was
regulated by the port warden. He said that
the ships should not be allowed to take over
a certain height of load on deck. After
this bill passes it will be competent for any
vessel

Hon. Mr. POWER-Any steamship.

Hon.Mr.M ACDONALD(P.E.I.)-For any
steamship leaving a Canadian port for Great
Britain to take on, up to the 12th October,
such quantity of deck load as the captain
may choose to put on the deck of his vessel.
That appears to me to be the effect of this
bill. It may possibly be a very good thing
for ship-owners to have vessels take as much
load as possible on deck, but we must re-
member that the object of the legislation in
Great Britain has been to prevent as much
as possible the overloading of ships of all
kinds, both steam and sailing vessels, be-
cause the masters or the owners of vessels
are very apt to put on more than is really
safe at times, in order to make their freight
as great as possible. This bill is, in my
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opinion, doing away with some of the safety
that is provided for sailors and mariners on
the ships sailing from the 1st to the 12th
October, by permitting vessels to take on
heavy âeck loads when probably they have
very heavy cargoes under deck, and is not so
safe as it would have been otherwise. There
should have been a further provision in this
bill that the port warden, or some authority,
should have power to see that even up to the
12th October the ships were not overloaded
by taking too heavy deck loads.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-The hon. gen-
tleman from Prince Edward Island is rather
astray : there is a restriction on sailing ves-
sels after the 1st day of October now, and
after the 12th day of October, for steamers,
if this bill passes. Up to these dates there
is no restriction, so far as deck loads are
concerned. A vessel can carry any deck
load up to the 1st of October, but the
Plimsoll Act comes in there. All British
registered vessels have a load line marked
on their sides, so that they cannot be loaded
at any season of the year below that mark.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--
That is the principle of the Plimsoll Act?

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-Yes. But after
the 12th October, of course not being able
to carry the same deck load, the Plimsoll
mark will be seen above the water line.
Then, again, we must remember the Plimsolt
mark only refers to vessels of British register.
Foreign vessels can do as they like. Our
vessel owners complain that foreign vessels
can come in and take loads which a British
vessel is not allowed to carry.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Is a Canadian ship considered a British
vessel for registration purposes?

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-Yes, all Can-
adian vessels are required to carry this Plim-
soll mark, and no vessel registered in the
British possession is allowed to go to sea
without it. That makes a distinction be-
tween Plimsoll and the insurance. The hon.
leader of the opposition asked how it affected
insurance companies. Al the timber car-
goes at any rate going out of Canada, and
I assume very largely others, if the goods
are sold to arrive at a certain date, the
parties on the other side make the con-
dition that the shipments are to accompanied
by a Lloyds policy of insurance, and as the

law on the other side is the arrival time, not
the sailing time from this side, the Lloyds
insurance comes in all right. 1 may say the
government are well advised, but what I
tried to say was that Mr. Dobell had had
some conversation with Lloyds in London,
being a heavy shipping insurer, that on cer-
tain conditions they would make certain
concessions, and Mr. Dobell is not here.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
When this subject was under discussion some
years ago, complaint was made of the disad-
vantage which British ship-owners, and
Canadians in particular, were placed when
coming into competition with Norweigan
vessels which visited this country and are
allowed to put on what load they like.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBA LL-Up to the lst
October. Afterwards they are subject to
British regulations. They cannot sail with
deck loads after that date.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Would they be subject to penalties on arriv-
ing in England, just as a British vessel
would be i

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
How is it on the question of insurance ? Nor-
weigan vessels, I have been told, are not a
very good class of vessels. Do Lloyds insure
them at the same rate as a well-built Cana-
dian vessel i

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-They did up to
a year ago, when, there being no new wooden
vessels. These vessels are getting so much
worse because they are much older. They
have taken their tariff away from them, and
insure every vessel now on its merits after
the 1st of October.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-A Norwegian
vessel in our ports would be subject to the
Act we are dealing with, but not subject to
the Plimsoll Act.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL-They are not
subject to a load line, but after the Ist of
October they are subjet to the Plimsoll Act

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The only addition to this is relieving ship-
owners of penalties?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes, for the twelve
days.
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Hon. Mr. PERLEY, from the com-
mittee, reported the bill without amend-
ment.

The bill was then read the third time
and passed.

ROAD ALLOWANCES IN MANI-
TOBA BILL.

SECOND READING POSTPONED.

Hon Mr. SCOTT moved the second read-
ing of Bill (1 75) " An Act further to amend
the Act respecting roads and road allowances
in the Province of Manitoba." He said:-
The object of this bill, is to legalize a plan
which has recently filed in the city of Win-
nipeg. There were errors committed in lay-
ing out the streets. The principal street
affected is Water street. I have here a
report by Mr. Rothwell, the law clerk of
the Department of the Interior, on the sub-
ject, which I will read for the information
of the House. (Here Mr. Scott read the
report).

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
I understand that report, it means this : that
Water street is supposed to be 66 feet wide.
It has been encroached upon by the original
settlers, I understand, without any inten-
tion of trespassing upon other than what
they supposed to be their own land, and this
is to narrow the street to 60-40 feet, and to
give to the land holders the other 5-60 feet
of land. If they have all agreed to it, and
the city has agreed to it, I do not see why
we should object.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The report we have is
from the law clerk of the Department of the
Interior.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-And
he reports that all the parties interested and
the city have acquiesced in this new survey.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, and have sent a
draft of the bill to the Department of the
Interior to be confirmed here.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
only parties who could object would be the
city of Winnipeg, and those interested in
the width of the road. It is to remove a
difficulty, I suppose, rather than put the
property owners, who have built on the
road, to the inconvenience and expense of
moving their buildings. Is that the object
of it ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That is the object.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I understand
that this plan, which is referred to in this
report and in the bill only relates'to some
street-the old trail that goes through the
city of Winnipeg?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is limited to
Winnipeg.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON..-What is con-
tained in this plan we are asked to legalize.
We really do not know, beyond the explana-
tions we have received what is covered
by the plan, but it goes on to say that we
are to approve of it. Surely all these words
" road allowances, highways and great high-
ways" must refer to more than one street
in Winnipeg?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I have read the law
clerk's report to me.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
must be mistaken, because it speaks of all
" roads, trails, road allowances, highways and
great highways."

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-The title of the bill
indicates that it relates to more than one
street.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is quoting the title
of the General Act relating to roads and
road allowances in Manitoba.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-But it provides
that the unpatented lands are transferred
to the Crown in the right of the province of
Manicoba. Surely they should revert to the
city of Winnipeg if they refer to a street in
Winnipeg only.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
Secretary of State yesterday, when he in-
troduced this bill, gave as an explanation
that it was to legalize some trails that ran
through different portions of the province-
that they had followed the old original
Indian trails instead of making roads on the
surveyed lines. Now he tells us it affects
Winnipeg only. I would suggest allowing
the bill to pass through the committee with
the understanding that it is not to be read
the third time till we have an explana-
tion.
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Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-We
have no French copy of this bill,and possibly
I do not understand it. Reading this :

Those portions of the land shown as streets on the
said sectional plan and so much of the rest of the land
contained within the area of the said plan as is
unpatented.

This does not relate only to the city of
Winnipeg. It embraces more than that. I
think it means this, that those lands
shall be transferred to the government of
Manitoba.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is the meaning
of the second clause.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-What
do they mean by the lands ? Are you
going, by this bill, to give to the govern-
ment of Manitoba lands which do not belong
to Manitoba now?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend has
not looked carefully at the clause. It says
that " those portions of the land shown as
streets on the said sectional plan, and so
much of the rest of the land contained
within the 'area of the said plan as is
unpatented," that is still in the Crown of
the Dominion, " are hereby transferred to
the Crown in the right of the province of
Manitoba.' There is a transfer of that
Dominion interest which is now vested in
the Crown, to the Crown as represented in
the province, but it is not lands indefinitely,
but lands represented on the plan.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-The
plan contains more than the street, and we
are going to transfer to the province of
Manitoba lands that belong to the Dominion
government. There may be lands belonging
to schools there.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-I thought that yester- i
day the hon. gentleman explained to us that
there were certain trails in differents parts
of Manitoba, which it was found more con-
venient to use as roads than the concession
lines. Now, his explanation is that there is
but one street in the city of Winnipeg which
is affected by this bill.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I would suggest to
let the bill pass through committee, and
allow the hon. Secretary of State to produce
the plan sent to the Department of the
Interior.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The plan is at Win- o
nipeg. i

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-I in-
sist on having the French copy.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Do we under-
stand that a copy of this plan is in the
department of Ottawa?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not understand
from the letter that there is any plan here.
The plan was filed in the registry office in
Winnipeg.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--As
the hon. gentleman does not understand it
at all, the bill should be allowed to stand
until to-morrow.

Hon. Mr. MILLS--My hon. friend will
see that by the first clause of the bill the
legislation is confined to the city of Winnipeg.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
do not think so.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-The plan is
filed in the Land Titles Office in Winnipeg,
but it may relate to the whole province.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
It amends the General Act respecting roads
and road allowances. Then it says that the
sectional plan filed as plan 559 in the Win.
nipeg office "is hereby approved." We do
not know what we are approving, because
we have not the plan, nor have we an expla-
nation of the meaning of it. Then it goes
on to speak of " streets, roads, trails, road
allowances, highways and great highways."
The second clause refers to certain streets,
and it gives to the province of Manitoba
whatever interest the Dominion may have
in unpatented lands along those streets on
one side or the other. The bill, though short,
s more comprehensive, and has more mean-
ng in it than we at present understand,
and if the hon. gentleman will let it stand
)ver and get informationto-morrow, it would
be better.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved that the order
f the day be discharged and placed on the
rders for to-morrow.
The motion was agreed to, and the order

was disèharged.

CITY OF OTTAWA BILL.
THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into a Committee
f the Whole on Bill (187) " An Act respect-
ng the City of Ottawa."
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(In the Committee.)

On clause 1.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL--
Might I ask if that S45,000 includes the care
and keep of the park east of the canal, which
is government property?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT- The government still
retains that.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
was originally given by the Mackenzie gov-
ernment to the city of Ottawa, in considera-
tion that the city would keep it in repair as
a park. They neglected it, and when Sir John
Macdonald cane into power in 1878, the
govrernmient assumed ownership and control
and have kept it in repair ever since. That
is not included in the $45,0000?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-I
think we are treating the city of Ottawa
very liberally, indeed, in giving this sum,
and if it had not been for the eloquent ad-
dress of the hon. gentleman f rom Rideau last
night, I should certainly have given my op-
position to this measure. The city of Ottawa
has many advantages that do not accrue to
other cities throughout the Dominion. The
whole of the civil service is centred here,
and the money which they receive is expen-
ded here. The Parliament Buildings are
here. The members of the Senate and
House of Commons come here and spend, as
they have done this year, five months of the
year in Ottawa, and the greater part of the
money which they receive as indemnity for
that time is spent in Ottawa, and in that way
the people of the capital have very many
advantages that do not accrue to the people
elsewhere. The hon. member for Rideau
spoke of the large anount that the people
of ,Ottawa had to pay as taxes. It is very
true that they may have to pay a consider-
able amount of taxes, owing to the great
value that property in the city has acquired
by the concentration of the people who are
brought here for the purpose of administer-
ing the affairs of the government, and
the expenditure of their salaries by other
employés of the government. If it had not
been for that, the city of Ottawa would pro-
bably be a centre for a certain portion of
the lumber trade of the Dominion, and per-
haps some manufacturing, and it is probable

that the value of the property in the city
would not be anything like what it is
to-day. We must remember then in giving
this vote of $60,000 to the city of Ottawa,
we are making a grant which vêry few of the
inhabitants of the capitals of the different
provinces will look upon with favour. They
will consider that they have just as nuch
right to receive from the Federal Govern-
ment a grant for, the improvement of the
local capitals as we have to vote that amount
for the improvement of this city. But the
citizens of Ottawa claim that they contribute,
by their fire protection and by supplying
water to the different buildings, very
handsonely towards the share that the
government ought to pay for that purpose.
But they must bear in mind that if the
government had to pay insurance on these
buildings, it would not amount to $15,000 a
year, at the ordinary insurance rates, and if
they are now paying $15,000 for the water
supplied to the buildings, they are paying
very handsomely indeed. I feel that we
perhaps have some call to do something for
the benefit of the capital of the Dominion,
but in voting them the sum of $60,000, as
is proposed in the clause now under conside-
ration, we are dealing very handsomely, very
liberally indeed with the capital of the
Dominion.

On subsection c of clause 4.

Hon. Mr. O'DONOHOE-If we put a
joint authority in the commission and in the
corporation it will immediately give rise to
great difficulty. The city, I presume, under
its Act of incorporation, is bound to con-
struct and keep in proper repair the streets
of the city, and if so, I think it would be
very unwise to join the commission or con-
fer upon them any authority as to the con-
struction or keeping of the streets in repair.
That joint authority would be very embar-
rassing.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Is
it contemplated by the words "or the vicin-
ity thereof," to spend any money beyond the
city limits? The clause reads the "improve-
ment and beautifying of the city and the
vicinity thereof." Take Hog's Back, for in-
stance, which has been referred to.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is improbable that
any money will be spent out there.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I am asking about the probabilities. I
am not asking if this bill gives power to do
it; because if they have the power to do it
they might do it. Is that the intention of
the law?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No. If it were
thought desirable to extend some highway
to a park it might be done. For instance,
I do not think Rockliffe Park is inside the
limits, and the road to that park is one of
the highways that certainly should be im-
proved.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I should be very
sorry that the power to make improvement
should be limited to the city of Ottawa. For
instance, it would be very desirable to have
a proper road constructed to the experi-
mental farm. There is really no good road
leading to that farim, except the train road,
which does not go near the farm buildings.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The bill is broad
enougli to cover that.

The clause was adopted.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I have not ob-
served that there is any contribution towards
the illumination of the city by the govern-
ment. I suppose it is taken for granted that
the presence of members of Parliament here
for so long a time is sufficient illumination.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
hon. gentleman from Rideau Division does
not understand that.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE, fron the com-
mittee, reported the bill without amendment.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the third read-
ing of the bill.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-In
introducing this bill and proceeding to the
third reading, the government has taken a
step in the right direction towards the end
which it has in view, but which probably
will not be attained for some years. It
shows that it makes a difference between the
city of Ottawa, the capital of the Dominion,
and other cities of the country. It is very
natural for any good citizen to take a pride
in the capital of his country, but there is,
in this province, a state of things which, at
least to me, seems quite anomalous. In
England, France, Spain and Italy, every
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citizen that goes to the capital knows that
he is in his own country. The superior
government is not subjected to an inferior
government. I wish to explain, when I say
that the Federal Government is superior to
the local government, that it is only in cer-
tain points. In the local governments we
have certain attributes. For example, the
civil law makes us, on those points, perhaps,
superior to the Federal Government, but the
Federal Government has the care of the safety
of the whole nation. I need not go through
all the attributes to show that it may be
considered as superior to the local govern-
ment. The government-at least the mem-
bers of the House of Commons and the
Senate-are subjected to the municipal rules
of a government which is not their own gov-
ernment. It is the government of the
Ontario people, but it is not the goverament
of the Quebec people. It is not the govern-
ment of the Nova Scotia, New Brunswick
and Prince Edward Island people; it is not
the government of Manitoba or of British
Columbia. In every country, similar in
some respects to ours-that is, a confedera-
tion-for instance, the United States and
Switzerland, there is a city where every
citizen can say : " This is my own country."
The people from New York and the people
fron California may, when they are in
Washington, say: " This is our country."
But here we are not in that position.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Why ?

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-I
thought I had been explaining why. We
are under the municipal law, the civil law of
another province than our own. Take the
matter of police; we are subject to the
police of a province which is not our own.
We are subject to the civil law. If a man
becomes very sick and is in danger of dying,
he cannot make his will here according to
the laws of the province of Quebec. It is
true that in books treating of the conflict of
laws they say that a will in another country
may be good in the province of Quebec, for
example, but lawyers take both views. You
will find those questions discussed, and in
Quebec there have been cases of that sort
decided by the court. It seems to me we
ought to occupy in this country the same
position that they have in other confeder-
ated countries as in Washington, and in
Switzerland. In Berne, I understand, the
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federal government rules the city. I under- and British Columbia and other portions of
stand that Berne is something like the the Dominion, as it is for the province of
district of Columbia. It seems to me that Ontario, and whenever you make a con-
this aiding, by the present government, in 1 parative statement of moneys expended in
the prosperity of Ottawa is a step towards the interest of the different provinces, you
an end which I desire, and which I think a will find hundreds of thousands of dollars
great number of Canadians should desire. charged to this province which should be
I may add that a short time before the death charged to the whole Dominion and not to
of Sir John Macdonald, in a conversation Ontario. That is another reason. h does
which I hiad with him, he told me that it not give a correct idea of the amount of
was a mistake that we did not provide for money that is appropriated annuall to the
that in the confederation resolutions in different provinces. I do not speak of tlat
Quebec, that his opinion was that we ought from a sectional standpoint, but as a matter
to have Ottawa as a federal city with ten of correct book-keeping, I think that the
miles round Ottawa, forming a district some- public accounts and the estimates ought to
thing like the district of Columbia. AI- be changed in that respect, whether we go
though it may not come for a year or two it so far as the hon. gentleman who bas just
will certainly come in time. I shall certainly spoken, bas indicated or fot.
vote for the bill.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-There is a great deal
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- to be said in favour of the theoretical view

There is another reason why the principle expressed by the hon. senator from Montar-
laid down by my hon. friend should be ville, that the seat o? government ought to
adopted. In looking at the public accounts be free from the control of the province.
and estimates every year, we find that every That is an arrangement that would put it
dollar spent on these buildings is charged in exactly in the position of a city. The
to the province of Ontario, and when we inhabitants of the city would be, for ah pur-
speak of the appropriations which are made, poses, under the absolute control and juris-
speaking of the comparative amounts of the diction of the Parhiament of Canada and the
appropriations to the different provinces, Parliament of Canada ahone could legisiate
all the money spent in the city of Ottawa in for them. That was the case with regard
connection with the public buildings is to the city of Washington ater the district
charged to the province of Ontario. I have of Cohumbia was ceded by the states of
objected for years and years to that classi- Maryland and Virginia. At a very early
fication, always contending that it ought to day in that district a question was raised as
be under one heading, because it shows to to the right of taxation Congress taxed
the reading public and to those who look at those people in the city of Washington not
the public accounts that the province of represented in congress. They have no mem-
Ontario is charged with large sums of ber sitting in congress. Congress actually
money annually which really belong to the controls the city. They refuse to pay taxes
whole Dominion, as indicated by my hon. and called attention to the doctrine of the
friends who have spoken. I have the period of the revolution, that represen-
estimates for this year in my hand as an tation and taxation went together, and
illustration of what I say. Under the that what justified the colonists in
heading of Ontario I find the following :-- resisting Imperial authority and throw-

Dominion public buildings, renewal ing off the sovereignty of the Queen of
improvements, repairs, &c ....... 810,000 Endand ought to justify the people of

Ontario public buildings, repairs of
masonry and so on...........0 the district of Columbia in resisting the

Ottawa public buildings and Langevin arbitrary taxation of the district of Colum-
block improvements for fire proof bia, and yet the Supreme Court hehd that
attices and so on . .............. 24,000 under their constitutional system, the tax

I merely give these figures as an illus- was properly imposed and that the people,
tration. You sometimes will find it runs having been taxed by Congress under the
up to large amounts and yet that is ail constitution, had no right whatever to co-
charged to the province, when really it plain or to resist congressional authority, I
should be charged to the Dominion. It is think the sovereignty of this Parliament over
jutt as much an expenditure for Quebec ail matter wit hin the sphere of its jurisdic-
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tion is pretty clearly established, and I do
not know that we would be practically any
better off, and we might in some respects be
worse off, if the city of Ottawa and a certain
territory contiguous to the city, were
placed under the exclusive control of the
Dominion. My hon. friend opposite has
spoken of the question of conflict of jurisdic-
tion, and said that a person from another
province, where a different system of juris-
prudence prevailed, inight have difficulty in
dealing with his property by will in com-
formity with the law of his own province-
that a difiEculty might grow up in connection
with that matter, but that would be equally
true if he were taken sick at Toronto and
were a citizen of Quebec, or if he were taken
sick at Kingston, or Winnipeg or any other
portion of the Dominion. H e would not be
in any worse position in the city of Ottawa,
being within the jurisdiction of the provin-
cial authorities of Ontario, than he would
be if a like misfortune befell him in any
other portion of the Dominion outside
of the province to which he belonged.
In the United States a good, many practi-
cal difficulties have grown up under their
system. For instance, following the rule
of the English common law they have held
that all territories taken over for any public
purpose and vested in the authority of Cou-
gress as the common law of the state, as it
is at the time that the territory is acquired.
Take Fort Wayne, near the city of Detroit;
that is a federal territory, and it has been
held in the state of Michigan that as capital
punishment prevailed in the state at the time
the United States acquired that territory
from the state of Michigan, that a murder
committed at Fort Wayne was legally punish-
ed capitally, whereas in every other portion
of the state it was punished by imprisonment
for life. The jurisdiction of the state does
not extend to that territory. The changes
that have been made in that criminal law in
the province of Michigan do not extend to
the territory that is held by the government
of the United States, and so you havè a dif-
ferent criminal law within Fort Wayne from
what you have two or three miles away in
the city of Detroit. And. the same may be
said as to other portions of the United
States. Take, for instance, the conspiracy to
assassinate Lincoln immediately at the close
of the civil war. Several parties were tried
by martial law and were sentenced to be
fihot instead of being tried in the ordinary
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civil tribunalsof thecountry. I have no doubt
in my own mind that that was an illegal pro-
ceeding, but the reason assigned for it was
under the old coimmon law, if you tried and
convicted a principal you could not try an
accessory for the saie offence, and as the
person who assassinated Lincoln, the chief
offender, had been shot by those who were
pursuing him. It was not possible to try any
of those who were accessories to the murder
of the president by the ordinary common
law of the district of Columbia, because
Congress had never legislated and the law as
it was in Virginia and Maryland at the time
that the territory was taken over, still re-
mained law for the district of Columbia, and
so wherever the United States has acquired
territory in any state of the Union, the law
that prevailed in that state at the time the
territory was acquired still remains law un-
less Congress has intervened by legislative
enactment for the purpose of changing it.
So that there are a great many practical
difficulties that arise in connection with the
acquisition of absolute control over territory
by the federal government and by which
you extend its authority further than it
exists generally with regard to the entire
country, and I think that when all the prac-
tical advantages and disadvantages are taken
into account, it will be found that under
our system, leaving the city of Ottawa under
the jurisdiction of the province, so far as the
province has jurisdiction under the constitu-
tion, will produce less practical mischief and
will secure greater equality in the progress,
improvement and changes of legislation,
than you would have if the territory was
absolutely acquired by the federal authority.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-The
hon. gentleman has cited two cases which,
in my opinion, are easily met. HIe says,
firet, that there is no difference between a
gentleman going to Toronto or Winnipeg
and dying there and a gentleman dying in
Ottawa just now; but it must not be for-
gotten that the gentleman going to Toronto
is proceeding there for pleasure or business,
and there is no reason why he should have
privileges which he would not have in other
cases. That is not the state of affairs with
those who come here as senators and members
of the House of Commons. They are bound
to come here. They are doing their duty,
answering to the demand of the electors, or
of the sovereign, who has named them as
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senators, therefore, I do not think this
clause would apply. The other case in
which Washington is cited as being in a
peculiar position when the government
wanted to impose taxes, it must not be for-
gotten that we are not in the same position
as United States citizens. There are many
things in the neighbouring country which
do not apply to this country. We are a
monarchial country, and have more freedom
than they have in the United States.
They have the name of being a republic,
but in reality they are only a four years'
elective monarchy. The direct taxes do not
apply to the federal governnent. The
direct taxes are controlled by the local
government. You can have no direct taxes
even if you have a district here. Therefore,
there is no danger from that. It would
not prevernt them having a corporation
which might levy taxes for the improve-
ment of the city or of the territory. This
is another case which shows there is a great
difference between our position and that of
the United States. I admit there would be
some difficulty but that would be the busi-
ness of the government that would under-
take to give to this country such a great
boon as I have been advocating.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill was
read the third time and passed.

SENATE AND HlOUSE OF COMMONS
BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the second
reading of Bill (191) "An Act further to
amend the Act respecting the Senate and
House of Commons."

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
am not going to object to the bill. I think
it is an improvement on the Act as it stands
on the statute-book, for these reasons :
first, that it prevents the fifteen days being
allowed to members who are elected during
the session. The indemnity will begin to
date from the time a member is elected, and
the fifteen days absence would have to occur
after that. The second clause provides that
the time of service of active militia men,
who are called out on duty during the ses-
sion of Parliament, shall not be deducted
from their sessional indemnity. That is a
very wise and good provision, for the reason
that the man who gives his time and the

expenses attending it should not be deprived
of any benefit to be derived pecuniarly from
his connection with Parliament. I have long
been of the opinion that this system of
deducting fifteen days for absentees is scar-
cely fair to those who attend here regularly,
I do not know whether that view is enter-
tained by many others.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY--Look at the House
to-night.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Exactly. The very time when the members'
presence is most required, they are absent.
From the moment the fiftcen days begin to
run, some hon. gentlemen take advantage of
it, and leave us here with scarcely a quorum.
I question whether it is wise to make this
allowance. If a man who attends Parlia-
ment during session, and particularly a long
session like this, is not sufficiently compen-
sated it would be much better that the old
law should prevail in its entirety, and
deduct so much for every day lie is absent,
and make the sum larger if it be necessary
to compensate those who are here continu-
ously. I know many hon. gentlemen share
my views on this question, but there is
always a delicacv in dealing with a question
affecting other members. I feel this delicacy
all the more, because I am seldom absent
from my duty here. Business called them
away, but it is their own business, and they
expect to profit by it. I am not going to
suggest any change in this bill, further than
this : I would rather see the law upon the
statute-book as it was originally, and if
members of either House do not attend to
their duties, let them suffer the penalty,
namely, a deduction from that allowance,
and let those who attend regularly draw the
indemnity to which they are entitled. I
have held those views for some time, and I
express them now freely. The longer time
you allow to absentees the greater will be
the absence of members.

Hon. Mr. POWER-This particular bill
does not introduce a system. As the hon.
gentleman says, it is rather making the
present system a little less objectionable;
but I may say that the hon. gentleman has
spoken pretty nearly my sentiments. When
the Act which is now on the statute-book-
that is the Act of last year-was before the
House the hon. gentleman from Richmond
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proposed an amendment to the effect that
none of these days of absence should be
amongst the last fifteen days of the session.
If you were going to have such a thing, that
perhaps would have been a judicious pro-
vision, because as the hon. gentleman says,
here we are, with the most important work
of the session, with a bare quorum of mem-
bers. If we had not this fifteen days
arrangement, we should probably have three
times as many members present to-night. The
government might consider, during the re-
cess, whether they cannot put the thing on
a better footing.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-It
proves that these gentlemen who do not re.
main during the session consider their time
is much more valuable at home, or wherever
their vocations require their presence, than
it is here, for the sum they receive for their
attendance during the session of Parliament.
This session, whicli has lasted some five
months, is perhaps slightly longer.than an
ordinary session, but I venture to say that a
session which will be much shorter than five
months hereafter will be an exception. Now,
it is absurd to expect persons who have any
business at home, or any profitable employ-
ment at all, to leave all their home comforts
and come to the capital and spend four or
five months for the sun that is now allowed
to meinbers. Senators are in a somewhat
different position from members of the House.
They do not have to run an election in order
to come here but their time is equally valu-
able. They may, perhaps, have served
nany years in political life in one way
or anotier, but I feel assured many gen-
tlemen whose presence in the House of
Commons or in the Senate of Canada would
be a credit to either of these branches, and a
benefit to the legislature of the country are
prevented from taking the position which
they might otherwise take in either House
by the consideration of the paltry sum that
they receive for the tiime thay have to
spend here-time which perhaps to them
would be wvorth five times the money if they
remained at home attending to their own
business.

Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-I desire to en-
dorse what has fallen from my hon. friend
from Charlottetown. Unless we eliminate
altogether from the indemnity the idea of
remuneration, what he has stated is actually

the true state of affairs. A man who has
any business at all to attend to at home can
make far more money by giving his attention
to it than by coming here as a member of
either House; and I think some more
adequate sum should be provided as sessional
indemnity than that which is at present
allowed.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-We are all meeting
here on one common platform as senators of
the Dominion. We all have an equal share
of the responsibilities and duties to perform,
but I do not hesitate to say that I think
this country is now under a very great debt
of gratitude to the hon. leader of the opposi-
tion for calling attention to this matter.
The difficulty is because we have had no
organization. I have never been asked once
since I have been in this Senate to vote one
way or another by any one supposed to be
my leader.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Call
me the senator from Hastings, I like it much
better.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-In every speech
that is made, the hon. gentleman is spoken
of as leader of the opposition. We have
proved this session that there is no opposi-
tion. The hon. gentleman from Hastings
has voted frequently with the government.
I admit it is unusual in this House, and I
have never seen it practiced so much as since
the change of administration. The hon.
gentleman from Hastings has done invalu-
able service to Canada. He bas spent five
months here, with the exception of two or
three days, and has taken an active part in
criticising every bill which bas come before
us, and if there is any man to whom the
country is under a debt of gratitude it is
the hon. gentleman who has watched the
legislation to see that it is based on sound
principles. With regard to the way our
indemnity is paid, I am decidedly opposed to
it. I am not too thin skinned to say that
I do not think there is any equality in the
way we are paid here. The ministers get a
certain salary, which I admit they are worthy
of-some of them would be worthy of more
-but when they attend twelve months for
$8,000 and we spend five months for $1,000,
paying our own expenses, our compensation
is very small compared with theirs. Only
fifteen members of the Senate are present
to-night. Yesterday and the day before the
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House was opened with fifteen members.
The most important legislation has been
brought here within the last ten days of the
session. Who are absent? Those who can
take advantage of the fifteen days. To allow
that fifteen days is wrong, because a man
does not wish to vote against a measure has
an opportunity to step out. The wealthy
men are hardly here at all, and yet they get
as much indemnity as men who are here. I
might have gone home last Saturday. I was
offered my pay, but I said " No, there is
legislation coming up and I must remain to
the end of the session." We remain while
wealthy men go home, or away on pleasure,
and they are on the same scale of equality
as we are with regard to pay. When the
question of revising the sessional indemnity
and ministers' salaries comes up, it should be
on a basis different from that of to-day.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend from
Wolseley has announced to me that there is
no opposition in the House, no party organ-
ization. I am not going to discuss or dis-
pute that, but I was under the impression
-perhaps it was an illusion or delusion-
that we postponed legislation this session to
give hon. gentlemen opposite an opportunity
to meet in caucus and decide what course
they would take. There was a disposition
on the part of some gentlemen of the oppo-
sition-and I am not finding fault with it
but stating it as merely being at variance
with the statement of the hon. gentleman-
not to agree to the policy of their leader.
But the question before us is not one of the
organization or the concerted action of the
opposition, or those who are supporting the
government, but the question of indemnity
and this question is one which bas, to some
extent, I believe, perplexed every adminis-
tration since the union. There has never
been any scheme proposed that was quite
satisfactory, even to those gentlemen who,
for the time being, nay have adopted it.
There are several things to be considered.
In the first place, there is no salary voted-
nothing that pretends to be a salary. There
is an indemnity, and that is supposed to
cover the expenses to which a member is
put, not merely while he is sitting in the
House and while the House is in session, but
as an incident to the position he occupies.
whether in or out of Parliament, on account
of his being a member, and that I think is a
fair test of what would be a reasonable

indemnity. Every government has felt that
it was most undesirable to make that indem-
nity so large that it would be a temptation
to parties, when a general election comes
on, to become candidates for the sake of
getting into Parhament in order that
the indemnity might be received. It would
cease to be an indemnity, properly so called,
and would become a salary for services in
Parliament. That would be an unworthy
and undesirable condition of things. Of
course, we cannot, in this country, adopt
'he English system of giving services in
Parliament gratituously, because, otherwise,
it would be only those who are wealthy who
would be able to sit in Parliament at all.
The compensation that was thought fair at
the time it.was proposed to adopt the thou-
sand dollars as an indemnity for a session,
was when a session would be one of about
ten weeks. That was the supposition ; at
all events, that it would not exceed a three
months session. It was for a session of that
length that a thousand dollars was con-
sidered a reasonable indemnity. When the
session became a little more, than three
moiths, then this practice of taking a fort-
night, so that a member might have some
opportunity during the session, when it was
longer than three months, to look after his
own private business, was allowed to him.
What the effect of that would be, when it
was first proposed, upon the session of Par-
liament itself, was not perhaps sufficiently
considered. The tendency, I believe, has
been, in the estimation of most members, to
lengthen the session and make it longer
than if no such deduction has been made.
If the session is to be longer than three
months, undoubtedly the indemnity is alto-
gether inadequate. I think every hon.
gentleman recognizes that, but I have often
heard the gentleman who was long at the
head of the Conservative party in this
country say that it was not desirable to
hold out any temptation to members to re-
main here, for it was the interest of every
government to get rid of Parliament at as
early a date as possible. That sort of feeling,
I daresay, exists at the present time This
session has been very much longer than the
government desired, longer in my opinion
than was necessary. When you take a
period of five weeks, a thing unprecedented
in this country, to discuss the Speech from
the Throne, and when one member in the
House of Commons makes two speeches of
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from seven to nine hours each, it can be
seen how possible it is to prolong a session
altogether beyond the ordinary period. It
is most desirable that we should ascertain
what is a normal session in this country and
make our indemnity accordingly, for although
the indemnity is for the purpose of covering
the expenses incident for being a member
for the twelve months, the greater portion
of that expense is incurred while Parliament
is in session. My hon. friend bas referred
to the fifteen days as being an allowance
that it would be to the advantage of Par-
liament if it were withdrawn. I am inclined
to think that that is true ; I am inclined to
think that the business would be more sys-
tematically conducted if that were the case,
and the habit of thoýe living between here
and Toronto and between here and Montreal
and Quebec, leaving here every Friday in
the afternoon and not returning until Mon-
day afternoon, has also had a tendency to
lengthen the session. Whether the pro-
vision under clause two is a desirable one
or not, it is patriotic, at ail eve-nts, giving
members of the volunteer force of Canada an
opportunity of attending to the training in
camp. Whether it is to the practical advan-
tage of Parliament is another question. I
might say that the bill, although it is unli-
mited in time, must of necessity, as every
bill upon this subject bas been, be regarded
as a mere tentative measure, and I have no
doubt biefore we meet again there will be an
opportunity of considering the subject, and

perhaps of deciding upon some other plan of
indemnity than that which exists at the
present time.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-There is another
matter to which I wish to refer. I think
when an arrangement is made, the govern-
ment ought to call Parliament together
earlier in the year. This calling of Parlia-
ment to meet in the spring and keeping us
here all summer, is a detriment to the busi-
ness of every man of us who bas business to
do. I understand the long debate on the
address was due to the government not
having business ready.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Not at all. I believe
the gentlemen of the opposition in the
House of Commons got it into their heads
that the government desired to have a short
session and go to the country, and it was
with a view to frustrate what they considered
the policy of the government.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-I am glad the hon.
gentleman bas drawn a distinction between
the indemnity and a salary. I should be
very sorry if the indemnity we receive
here was considered a salary. The indemnity
is paid to us to enable those of us who could
not very well sustain the expense of remain-
ing at the capital four or five months to
defray the cost we are put to during that
time. I do not like this fifteen days arrange-
ment. I think it would be better, if it is nec-
essary to do anything of that kind, to adopt
the suggestion of the hon. gentleman from
Hastings (Sir Mackenzie Bowell), and in-
crease the indemnity rather than open the
door to those who may be disposed to take ad-
vantage of it to absent themselves from their
duties here. What I was going to refer to
principally, and what I have been forestalled
in by the hon. gentleman from Wolseley, is
with regard to the time of the meeting of Par-
liament. It would be greatly to be lamented
if politics should fall to a very great extent
into the hands of mere professional poli-
ticians, and I think that is very likely to be
the case if year by year it is made a still
more trying and difficult thing for gentlemen
who have occupations and large stakes in
the country to give regular attendance for
four or five months at this period of the year.
In addition to simply private business, a
great many of us here have public duties in
the various places where we reside, and it is
very often absolutely necessary to leave
here to give attendance on those occa-
sions. When Parliament met somewhere
about the 15th of January and ad-
journed in April, there was comparatively
little difficulty in giving regular attendance,
but now the late period of the year when
Parliament meets makes it an almost intoler-
able inconvenience to a very large number
of the members of both Houses, and I think
it would be very desirable indeed if the gov-
ernment would take some measures to pre-
vent that in the future. There is another
matter connected with this question of in-
demnity which I think is ot quite fair. As
I understand the law at present, gentlemen
come here, attend for a few days, go way
and perhaps not come back for the greater
part of the session, but they receive their
share of the indemnity for any time during
which the House nay not be in session.
That is a very unfair arrangement, and one
which ought not to be permitted. I do not
want to mention names, but I know cases
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in which gentlemen attended in that way,
and were absent for a number of weeks dur-
ing which there was an adjournment, and
those days were not deducted. This is a
matter of great importance if we are to get
gentlemen who have a very great stake in
the country, to bear their part in the legis-
lature of the Dominion, and I think it will
be an evil day for Canada when it falls into
the hands of men who make politics their
business and do not care how long they stay
here. For these reasons it is very desirable
that the government should make some effort
to establish, if not by enactment itself, at
least by custom a certain time in the early
part of the year when Parliament should
meet, and the business of the House should
be transacted, and we should be allowed to
return to our homes in the early part of
the season.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I do not agree
altogether with the view expressed by some
hon. gentleman that increasing the amount
of the indemnity would cause a greater com-
petition for parliamentary positions. I think
the true result is that when you make the
amount of the indemnity lower, you do not
lessen the competition in the slightest res-
pect, but you bring it down among a lower
class of men. When the salary is placed
higher, there will be a greater desire for
public life on the part of able men whose
services comniand larger salaries in other
respects. I can point to a distinct case
where the public of Canada made a great
loss froin the fact of the sessional indem-
nity beirg insufficient. I happened to
know about it at the time. The late
Sir John Macdonald, ever on the watch
for brilliant men for public life, took notice
of a gentleman who has since made a very
distinguished place for himself. Yet a com-
paratively young man, lie was then in one
of our Canadian universities or colleges in
Nova Scotia, teaching at a salary of less
than $1,000 a year. I refer to the Presi-
dent of the Cornell University. Sir John
Macdonald was anxious to get him into
public life in Canada : I know he made an
effort in that direction, but when Professor
Schurman looked into it, he had no means
but those which would result from his pro-
fession, and he had prospects in that profes-
sion which he did not see in politics, and if
the salary had been sufficient for him to
live on, he would have entered public life;

but instead of that, he drifted to the United
States, and he is chairman of the commis-
sion which is regulating the affairs of the
Phillipines, and Canada has lost a good man.
He was a native of Prince Edward Island.
He had a taste for public life in Canada,
and he would have worked in that direction
if the indemnity had been large enough to
have enabled him to live on. I think if the
indemnity was made somewhat larger it
would induce, or at least help to induce,
men of greater ability, and men who are
able to command larger remuneration in
many of the walks of life, to look towards
obtaining seats in Parliament than they do
under the present system, and I think it
would be a decided improvement. There
was one remark made by my hon. friend the
leader of the opposition to the effect that the
length of this particular session is to be at-
tributed in a large degree to the prolixity
in debate on the part of the opposition in
another place. I think my hon. friend will
have to be willing to divide the blame and
allow some of it to go in another direction.
Our friends in the government were not
always so prompt in bringing down informa-
tion as they should be. If the information
had been forthcoming the debates would not
have occupied so much time.

The motion was agrecd to, and the bill
was read the second time.

The bill then passed its final stages.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, 10th Akugust, 1899.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Eleven
o'clock a.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

QUEBEC IARBOUR COMMIS-
SIONERS BILL.

SECONDREADING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read-
ing of Bill (178) " An Act respecting the
Quebec Harbour Commissioners." Hesaid:-
The Great Northern Railway Company,
which was originally chartered by the pro-
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vince of Quebec, propose to make a junction
with what is called the Booth system, the
Ottawa, Arnprior and Parry Sound Road and
the Canada Atlantic, and by that means
have a through line from Parry Sound to
Quebec. It is proposed to erect an elevator
at the city of Quebec, in conjunction with
that railway system, and the object of this
bill is to allow the Quebec Harbour Com-
missioners to guarantee the bonds of the
railway company to an extent not exceed-
ing 8200,000. The railway company is not
permitted to increase its debt to that extent.
It is limited to its present issue of bonds,
which is $20,000 a mile, and the Harbour
Commissioners are permitted by this bill to
guaranteee the interest on the indebtedness.

Hon. Mr. McINNES-What is the
amiount of the indebtedness of the commis-
sion?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I have heard it stated
at 85,000,000.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-That is including
the interest I

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, all the back
charges. Of course, the only criticism of
the bill is that to that extent it weakens
practically, the security of the Dominion of
Canada on the indebtedness of the Harbour
Commissioners. Hovever, the amouiit is
not very large, and it is thought that the con-
nection at Quebec with so important a line
as the Parry Sound Railway, will increase
the trade very largely, and in that way en-
able the Harbour Commissioners of Quebec
to pay, probably a portion of the interest
they owe the Dominion. We are all hope-
ful that there will be increased traffic there
from the direct connection of Lake Huron
with Quebec by an all rail route. The
Parry Sound Road wilI connect with the
Great Northern and cross the Ottawa River
at Hawkesbury.

Hon. 'Mr. FERGUSON--What part of
the Great Northern Railway is built.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think all but thirty
or forty miles. There is that much to be
completed yet.

Hon. Mr. POWEII-That is being built
now.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The Ottawa and
Parry Sound Company proposes building
to Hawkesbury, which is in the county

of Prescott, on the Ottawa River, and
a bridge is to be built there across
the Ottawa. There is a subsidy this year
for that particular bridge. That will give
a direct line from Parry Sound to the
Ottawa River at Hawkesbury, then on the
north side of the Ottawa River they make
a connection with the Great Northern, and
if I am well advised, the Great Northern
will soon complete that link, the distance
uncompleted at the present time, as I under-
stand being about thirty or forty miles.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-That
will be completed next year.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
This seems to be a proposition, when ana-
lyzed, to grant a subsidy to the Great North-
ern Rlailway Company of $200,000 for the
construction of an elevator in a city where
at present there is an elevator which has
been in existence for some years; and, as I
am informed, has never had a bushel of
grain in it yet. It is true that on the face
of the bill it gives power to the Harbour
Conimissioners of the city of Quebec to guar-
antee the bonds of the railway company,
which company is to erect an elevator. The
guarantee is to be for three per cent interest
upon the issue of bonds to the extent of
8200,000, for twenty years. Upon the face
of the proposition, it would seem to be un-
objectionable, if we were unacquainted with
the facts as they really exist. We have been
advancing for years millions of dollars of the
public money of Canada to assist the Har-
bour Commissioners of Quebec in making
that harbour useful for a larger class of
vessels than formerly visited that city,
and providing what they call an inner
basin where the vessels can go for re-
pairs and for other purposes. The Que-
bec Harbour Commissioners, while they
have been expending millions of money
to the extent of an indebtedness at the
present moment, including interest, of be-
tween five and six million dollars, have
never paid one single cent to the governnient
of the interest upon the amount advanced
out of the public chest. The interest fhat
has been paid to the bondholders, whoever
they inay be, in the past has been paid out
of the capital advanced by the government.
This proposition is to give a preferential lien
upon this $200,000, thereby depriving the
Harbour Commissioners of the power, in case
they earn the money, to pay the interest due
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the Dominion to that extent. That is the
whole proposition, and as there is not the
slightest probability of that harbour paying,
no matter whether the elevator is built or
not, and even supposing it be huilt, and the
trade of the country increases to the extent
anticipated, through the connection which,
it is hoped, ere long will be made with Que-
bec, then the question is whether the ship-
ping in that port, particularly with the
facilities which are given for ail ocean ves-
sels to reach Montreal, will ever be able to
pay a dollar of interest to the country. We
might just as well, to my mind, wipe the
debt off at once and niake a present to the
city of Quebec and the Harbour Commission-
ers of the amount they owe the country.
From the trend of trade at the present day,
we cannot come to any other conclusion-
at least I cannot-than, that while we ad-
vanced and assisted the Grand Trunk Rail-
way to the extent of over $15,000,000 for
the construction of the road, we have
constantly, ever since that advance was
made, been passing laws giving fresh issues
of bonds a preference over the governiment
claim upon that amount of rnoney, until it is
utterly worthless as an asset; and while in
our public accounts we have set it down there
an asset of twenty or thirty million dollars
against the Grand Trunk Railway, including
the interest upon the amount advanced, it
is absolutely worthless. The harbour of the
Quebec improvements, from ail present
appearances, and what has heretofore taken
place, will be to the country a similar asset
in the future, unless there is a development
in the trade of the country that none of us
can anticipate, so far as the port of Quebec
is concerned. Now would it not be possible
to save to the country the interest upon this
$200,000 ? If the Harbour Commissioners
of Quebec are abt to pay interest upon the
issue of that amount of bonds, out of the
earnings, why should that not come to the
couritry instead of being paid to the bond-
holders for the construction of an elevator
which, to ail appearances at the present
moment is useless. When I say useless, I
mean needless, because if the trade is to
develop, as I hope it will, and I anticipate
there will be a large carrying trade built up
by the construction of the road from Parry
Sound to Quebec, surely they could, for the
time being, use the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way elevator which stands there idle and
useless.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-By whom was
the money furnished to build that elevator ?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
I take it for granted that that was built by
the Canadian Pacific Railway out of their own
monev, and the subsidies they had received
from the government in connection with the
purchase of what is called the NorthernRoad.
Unless there is some other object in view,
that object being the expenditure of inoney
in the city of Quebec, there can be no
reason in the world why the Great Northern
Railway should not have made arrange-
ments with the Canadian Pacific Railway
to utilize their elevator until the trade of
the country became so large as to justify
the construction of another ; and then, if it
did, no public man in Canada would object
to a large subsidy in order to assist in build-
ing up the trade in that old city. The state-
ment is that there never has been a bushel
of grain in the elevator built in Quebec,
for the reason that the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company have not car ried the grain
from the North-west to that city. Speaking
of this railway of Mr. Booth's, no man in
Canada, to my mind, deserves greater praise
and consideration from the Dominion and
from the provinces of Ontario and Quebec,
than does Mr. Booth, when we consider his
great enterprise in the opening up of a
shorter route to the sea. The late govern-
ment stepped beyond the system which
they had adopted in granting bonuses, and
nearly doubled the bonus in connection with
the portion of that Booth road where it is very
difficult to build,westward from Ottawa. The
present proposed expenditure seeins to be
another instance of the reckless manner in
which the government of to-day are dealing
with the public funds. Look at the whole
of the estimates, f rom beginning to end, and
the current expenses connected with the
year, and the amount for which the country
is being pledged runs up, if you examine it
carefully and capitalize the annual payments
which we are making, it amounts to a sum
of nearly $70,000,000 this year alone.
When I say that, I include the estimates
for the year, the supplementary estimates
for last year, and the indirect indebtedness
which we are creating, and which, if you
capitalize the amounts to be paid annually,
you will find runs the total up to
nearly $70,000,000. Whether Canada
can stand this kind of expenditure con-
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tinuously is for the people to consider. light than a continuance of the canal system
It is a grave question for the government which exists in the Dominion of Canada, and
to take into their most serious consideration particulary in the province of Quebec and
when they are relieving those who are iii- the province of Ontario. For that reason
debted to the country from the payment of think that any governnenit would be justified
the interest due to the coffers of the country. to a reasonable extent, in relieving the
I make this statement from what I can city and the harbour that in the past
glean in connection with the whole work. I have paid every cent of the interest due
do not say that the present government is upon the issue of their bonds and the
to blame altogether for this. The govern- advances which have been made, but when
ment of which I was a member were to you appply that same system to a city
blame, to a certain extent, in connection that is actually losing its trade, for many
with it, but the time bas come when we reasons which I will not discuss now, and
will have to cry a halt. We expended hun- through the operations of the government
dreds of thousands of dollars at Three itself, we should not go on expending money
Rivers. Is there a dollar being paid back ? to the extent to which we are doing, and
I do not want it to be understood that I am then relieving them of the responsibility of
trying to shirk any responsibility which paying the interest on that indebtedness to
rests upon me individually as a member of the the country, in order to assist in the con-
government which made that expenditure. struction of an elevator to the extent of
We advanced a large Fortion of money $200,000 when there is no evidence before
to the city of Quebec and never received the buse and the country that that eleva-
one cent in return therefor, and now the tor is requirei. There is an elevator at
government are going still further, and in a Quebec that is equal Vo ail immediate de-
direction which I think every business mari1înands, and I repeat that if the western trade
will say is not justitiable, and not required. of the country is so deveioped as Vo require
Should we go on with that kind of work? I additional elevator accommodation in order
have given expression to these opinions be- Vo build up the trade of the city of Quebee,
cause I believe tbem to be in the interest of no one would be more ready Vo lend his
the country. I honestly believe what I say to voice and his vote for any reasonabie amount
be correct, and I think it is high time to in order Vo accomplish that; but, helieving
stop this kind of expenditure. If I could see as I do, and from the facts s they exi8t as
into the future-even in the distant future, every public man or public reader knows,
not the near future-a probability of a that this elevator is noV required, because
return to the country, I would say we should the accommodation is there, should we under
do all that we possibly can in order Vo thecircumstancespass this bi ? I regard it as
develop the trade. We are deepening the a wastefui expenditure of the public money Vo
St. Lawrence every year and not improperly. the extent of the interest upon that $200,000.
Why ? For the purpose of bringing the They say we are only giving a preference Vo
shipping and trade to the city of Montreal, the bondhoiders for the bonds issued for the
the head of ocean navigation. Another bill construction of the roal and are noV ad-
will come in shortly for the expenditure of vancing any money. We have advanced
a large amount of money in the city of the money and want the city of Quebec, if
Montreal. We shall be relieving the city they can earn it, Vo pay back the interest on
of Montreal of an indebtedness and a charge that money, and this reieves them and gives
upon their revenues which formerly existed. it to other people Vo the extent of $200,000
They had to pay out of the receipts of the and Vo my mmd it is nothing more or less
Mointreal harbour ali the interest upon the than an absolute grant of 8200,000 out of
bonds for the deepening of the St. Lawrence the public chest Vo assist a private company
beiowv Montreal. The laVe gove rnrent in the construction of an elevator.
retieved them of that, and I think properlyr
relieved the of it ; and if VhisgoverQment ulon. Mr. MILLS- do lio quite fol-
goes a ittie further il, that direction, 1 do low the argueent whih the hon. leader of

noV say that they will ne doing wrong for the opposition has addressed Vo the House
this reason, that the deepening, of the St. on this sul>ject. H1e says that the city of
I.awrence between the city of oontreal and Quebec is indebted Vo the government Vo the

Quebec cannot be looked upon in any other extent of 5,000,000. The city of Quebec
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will never pay either the debt or the interest many years a question of controversy as to
on it, and the evidence of that is that she whether the country was going to gain any-
bas been paying nothing for some tine, that thing by extending the deep water naviga-
it might as well be written off, that it is an tio
asset that is worth nothing. Now, grantedassumption
that all that statement is true, we are niot was thât the country had no special interest
adding $200,000 to the indebtedness of the in it; that if it concerned anybody, it coi-
country. It is not proposed to incur a lia- cerned the people of the port of Montreal,
bility by the country. The liability is being and if Montreal vas to be made a seaport,
incurred by the Great Northern Railway. then the deepening of the navigation of the
That liability is being guaranteed by the St. Lawrence ougbt to devoive upon the coi-
Harbour Commissioners of the city of Que- mercial men of that city. That was the view
bec. If the Great Northern Railway Com- taken. 1 ar not going to argue the question
pany do not pay it, the liability will fall, not as to wbetber the people of Canada as a
upon the public, but upon the Harbour wbole, outside of Montreal, have gained by
Commissioners, and the payment will be transferring the seaboard generally from
made by the Harbour Commissioners. What the city of Quebec on the St. Lawrence to
interest have we in that ? Because the the city of Montreal. At ail events, that
Harbour Commissioner8 will, if the hon. bas been done, but the impression is to-day,
senator is right, in no event, pay us whether that impression is well founded or
anything. We will receive nothing f rom not 1 need not argue, nor go into a detailed
them, and if the Harbour Commissioners are discussion of it-the impression is that in
called upon to pay and do pay the creditors consequence of the growth of the western
of the Great Nortliern Railway for the con- portion of the Dominion of Canada, Mani-
struction of this elevator, in wiat way does toba and the Nort-west Territories, with
that concern us, assuming the argument of
the hon. gentleman is sound in this regard ?
If the Great Northern Railway Coinpany
incur the liability, there is no doubt
whatever that the creditors of the Great
Northern Railway Company-those who
advance the money for this purpose-will
consider first the value of the Grent
Northern as a creditor, whether it bas
a prospect of paying, and in the second
place the worth of the parties who guarantee
that payment-that is the Harbour Commis-
sioners of the city of Quebec. That being so,
if these people ask for pover to guarantee
the construction of this work, and the pav-
ment of three per cent interest on $200,0Ô0
for a period of twenty years, I do not know
that that specially concerns us, and I do
not know that it, in any way, increases the
liability of this country orimposes any special
burden upon its population. The hon. gen-
tleman has taken rather a gloomy view of
the prospects of the city of Quebec. le says
that we have deepened the River St. Law-
rence. In the first instance, it was done by
the enterprising men of the city of Montreal,
who undertook to convert Montreal into a
seaport rather than to have it continue what
it previously might be regarded as-a lake
port, and to extend the seagoing navigation
from the city of Quebec up to the city of
Montreal. That has been done. It was for

the development of new Ontario to the west,
the commerce of the great lakes that will
seek an outlet by the lakes and by the River
St. Lawrence must rapidly increase, and
must grow to an indefinite extent far beyond
anything that has been known in the history
of this country in past years. Formerly our
western border was the Detroit River, and
we lad no trade originating west of that
boundary. Our commerce is rapidly going
far to the west of that, and we have an
amount of products that must seek an out-
let either through the highways furnished
by the United States, or by Canadian
channels, far beyond anything known in
the history of this country in former
times. We are deepening the canais, and
irnproving the navigation between Montreal
and Port Arthur with a view of securing
that trade, and it is believed-and I think
it is not an unreasonable belief-that Mon-
treal is not likely alone, for some time to
come, to furnish adequate store rooi for the
immense amount of grain that will be
carried f rom the west down to the seaboard.
That being so, many lake going vessels, in-
stead of stopping at Montreal, can go on to
Quebec and many of the railways may seek
to carry grain to that point. My hon. friend
has referred to the enterprise of a gentle-
man who has invested his money in the
Atlantic and Parry Sound Railway. That
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elevator ought to be regarded, on the whole,
as the best judges of what is to their inter-
ests, and they would hardly borrow money
at three per cent to erect an elevator for the
purpose of storing grain, if the elevator was
to remain empty. If they come to the con-
clusion expressed by the hon. gentleman
opposite in this regard, they are not likely
to go on with that erection. If they do go on,
it isan evidence that they wholly dissent from
the view of the hon. gentleman. Then the
parties who advanced the money will have
an interest in deciding whether the venture
is likely to be a profitable or profitless one.
They have a special interest in inquiring
into the matter and ascertaining whether
the parties are likely to make a profitable
use of the money they obtain for this pur-
pose. Then there are the Harbour Cvommis-
sioners whom you empower-you do not
compel-to guarantee the bonds which those
persons may issue to the extent of three per
cent on $200,000 for a period of twenty
years. All those parties have an interest in
the careful consideration of this whole ques-
tion, and abstaining from investing any
money in it unless they see that they can
make the venture a profitable one. How-
ever, it may be, the country itself is not
nvolved in the transaction.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I did not say that.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I paid close
attention to the hon. gentleman while he
was speaking, and if the hon. gentleman did
not say that we have no prospect of ever
getting that money or interest back, that
was the conclusion I drew fron his remarks,
that that was an amount we had no expecta-
tion to get and he used the words " It might
as well be written off."

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend did
not make good use of his attention, because
I simply repeated what was said by the hon.
gentleman opposite (Sir Mackenzie Bowell),
I did not pass an opinion on it.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I listened to
the bon. gentleman attentively, but if he
was only paraphrasing my hon. friend's
remarks, I was mistaken.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I did not paraphrase;
I repeated what he said.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-My hon. friend
took good care that he did not combat that
view, and did not tell the House that that
view was fallacious. He did not say that
any portion of this money would be got back
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bas been a most enterprising venture, and lon. Mr. FERGUSON-The bil before
certainly we ought not to do anything that us, as I understand it, contains two main
would tend to make it unprofitible to the provisions. It confiras an agreement entered
gentleman who has invested his money in into between the Great Northern Railway
it. That road extends at the present time Company and the iarbour Commissioners
fron Parry Sound to the vicinity of Mon- of Quebec by which the latter guarantee
treal. With this connection it may be ex- interest at 3 per cent on the amount of
tended on further, and the grain instead of $200,000 for twenty years, for the purpose of
being left at Montreal, may be carried by erecting an elevator by the Great Nortbern
rail to the city of Quebec. Railway Company. It provides that this

guarantee, which the Ilarbour Conamissioners
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-t give, or three per cent interest on those

miight go by water but not by rail. bonds shah have priority over the preset
dlaims of the government of Canada against

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman the iarbour Commissioners. That is the
shakes his head, but however, that may be, whole substance of the bil. The hon. gen-
time will show. He says there is an elevator tleman who has just spoken says ny hon.
built at the city of Quebec by the Canadian friend tie leader of the opposition takes
Pacific Railway. The Canadian Pacific Rail- altogether too gloomy a view of the pros-
way bas, in all probability, since the elevator pects of the harbour of Quebec. To my
was built, adopted a different policy, and it mmd, after hearing the statements of the
is of more consequence to act upon their two hon, gentlemen, I would be inclined to
later view of their commercial interests than say it was my hon. friend opposite who takes
it is to make use of the elevator whici has the most gloomy view, because he tells us
been constructed at that point. However, that the harbour of Quebec will neyer pay
this may be, I am of the opinion that the a dollar of its indebtecness to the govern-
men who are proposing to construct the ment of Canada.
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from the Harbour Commissioners. I would
not be altogether disposed to take that view,
I go further than my hon. friend the Minis-
ter of Justice, and I venture to say that it
may not be altogether hopeless that a por-
tion of this money may yet be received back
from the Harbour Commissioners. It is
true trade at the harbour bas been languish-
ing, and is still in a languishing condition,
but I fully agree with what lias been said
by both hon. gentlemen who have addressed
us, that there is a good prospect opening for
the harbour of Quebec when this new rail-
way gets to that harbour, and I would not
say that when that goes into operation the
harbour of Quebec may have valuable trade
directed towards it, and that a better state
of things may result in the future; but J do
think, in view of the fact that the Harbour
Commissioners of Quebec are not now paying
one cent of principal or interest on the in-
debtedness to the Dominion, we should not
encourage the Harbour Commissioners of
Quebec to give a new guarantee which I do
not conceive is necessary at the present time,
and particularly as we are giving that
guarantee priority over the amount due
to the government of Canada. This view
seems all the more reasonable from the fact
that we have been told irn this discussion
that the Canadian Pacific Railway people
built an elevator soine years ago at the
harbour of Quebec, and that not one bushelof
grain lias passed through that elevator up to
the present time. It is on the hands of the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company.
Whether it is that they do not want to send
trade there, or that commercial conditions
have changed, the fact remains that the ele-
vator is idle and there is not the slightest
doubt that an arrangement could be made
with the Canadian Pacific Railway by which
the use of that elevator could be obtained
for a reasonable amount, and in place of
interposing a guarantee of this kind, stand-
ing in the way of payment of interest owing
to the government by the Harbour Commis-
sioners, the Great Northern Railway Com-
pany should proceed in another way to the
Harbour Commissioners and use their influ-
ence with the Canadian Pacific Railway,
-or something should be done to bring about
the use of the Canadian Pacific Railway
elevator in the harbour of Quebec. It is
possible, after the above system is completed,
a system which has many good prospects for
Quebec, it might turn out that the elevator

would be necessary, and the Harbour Com-
missioners of Quebec might so profit by the
extensive trade to that harbour that our
security against that city would not appear
so hopeless as it is to-day. All this indicates,
to my mind at least, that this is not a bill
that should be passed at the present moment.
It will be some time before the Ottawa will
be bridged. There appears to be no hurry,
and why should not the Canadian Pacitic
Railway elevator be used until the financial
position of the Harbour Commissioners of
Quebec was better determined than it is at
the present time.

Hon. Mr. POWER-We are again mak-
ing a mountain out of a molehill. This pro-
posal is simply to authorize the Harbour
Commissioners of Quebec to guarantee the
payment of interest at three per cent on
bonds to the amount of $200,000. How
does this measure come to be here ? It
cornes to be here because the Canada
Atlantic Railway Company, controlled by
Mr. Booth, lias entered into arrangements,
as I understand, with the Great Northern
Railway Company, and under these arrange-
ments the fifty miles which intervene between
the Canada Atlantic system and the Great
Nortbern system are being now constructed
and will probably be completed by the end of
the year. The hon. gentleman from Marsh-
field says there is no hurry and why cannot
the government wait, and why should they
incur this additional liability i Under this
agreement the elevator is to be completed
by the lst of May next. The work is to be
begun on the elevator this fall, and the
Canada Atlantic Railway Company want
to be in a position to ship grain at Quebec
with the opening of navigation next spring.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
laughs. Things are moving very fast in
that direction. The Canada Atlantic Rail-
way system carried a vast amount of grain
to Montreal last season, and I have no doubt
that those who control that system under-
stand their business quite as well as the hon.
gentleman who leads the Conservative party
in this House. Perhaps they do not, but I
assume that they do. Now the hon. leader of
the opposition and his first lieutenant ask
would it not suit the Northern Railway just
as well to use the Canadian Pacific Railway
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elevator. If the hon. gentlemen were
familiar with the condition of things in the
city of Quebec, they would know that it
would cost probably four times as much to
extend the Great Northern Railway to the
Canadian Pacifie Railway elevator as the
government propose to authorize the cor-
poration to guarantee, so that that is simply
out of the question, even if the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company were likely to be
willing to make an arrangement which would
be advantageous to a rival railway cor-
poration. Further, this guarantee has been
to a certain extent, unintentionally misre-
presented. In the first place the railway
company are primarily liable. The pro-
babilities are that the Great Northern Rail-
way Company will be absorbed into the
Canada Atlantic Railway system, and the
Canada Atlantic Railway is in the habit of
paying interest on its bonds. If there is
anything which is calculated to put the
Quebec Harbour Commissioners in a posi-
tion to pay the interest on their bonds, it is
the completion of a work like this. If,
through the means of this elevator and its
railway connections, a large amount of
freight is brought to the city of Quebec, it
is just the thing which will put the Harbour
Commissioners in a position to pay the in-
terest on their bonds. The hon. gentleman
from Marshfieldsaidthat the intereston these
bonds for $200,000 was to have priority
over the existing bonds. I do not so read
the bill. In the first place, the agreement
is ratified by the bill. When I turn to the
clause in the agreement which deals with
the guarantee, I find this :

The elevator to be held as security by the commis-
sioners subject to the bonds aforesaid to the extent of
two hundred thousand dollars for the payment of the
interest so guaranteed, and the guarantee only to
take effect when the elevator is completed and ready
for operation. Such guarantee shall be a preferential
charge upon the revenues of the commissioners after
the capital and interest of the bonds authorized by
the Act 61 Vie., Cap. 48 ; but shall rank equally
with, and not be preferential to the interest upon any
other bonds which may hereatter be issued by the
commissioners in connection with improvements in
the harbour of Quebec.

That is what the agreement says.
bill ratifies the agreement.

The

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-That may take
place hereafter, not what has taken place
heretofore.

Hon. Mr. POWER-This guarantee is
postponed to the payment of the interest on

the bonds authorized by the Act 61 Victoria.
Those bonds were for $350,000. The bill
itself says in the 3rd clause :

3. All amounts payable by the corporation under
the guarantee provided for by the said agreement
shall be a charge upon the revenue of the corporation
and shall have the same priority of payment as the
interest on the debentures or bonds which the cor-
poration is authorized hereafter to issue under the
Act passed during the present session of Parliament
intituled An Act to anend and consolidate the Acts
relating to the Quebec Harbour Connissioners, and
shall rank equally with, but shall not be preferential
to such interest.

The 4th clause provides:

4. Section 36 of the last cited Act is hereby amended
as regards paragraph 3 thereof, so as to niake the
principal and intere.t of all debentures or bonds now
issued by the corporation under the provisions of
chapter 48 of the statutes of 1898 payable before and
in priority to the principal and interest of debentures
or bonds hereafter issued by the corporation under
the authority of the said Act passed during the pre-
sent session of Parliament, and in priority to any
interest payable under the guarantee provided for by
this Act.

So that it is not true that the bonds are
to take precedence of all other bonds, and,
inasmuch as you have a railway which, when
it becomes part of the Canada Atlantic
Railway system, will be probably a solvent
and prosperous corporation, and will pay
interest on its bonds, I do not think
the country is running any great risk, and
for that reason in raising a serious question
about a comparatively trifling matter like
this, hon. gentlemen opposite are making
a mountain out of a molehill.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-My hon. friend
says we are making a mountain out of a
molehill. One hon. gentleman said that it
was $5,000,000 the Harbour Commissioners
of Quebec owed the government of this
country. Another gentleman says $6,000,-
000.

Hon. Mr. POWER-That has no con-
nection with this.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-The hon. gen-
tleman may consider that a molebill, I do
not. If they cannot pay the interest on
$5,000,000 or $6,000,000, I do not see how
they are going to pay it any better when
they increase their liability by $200,000
more. [ do not think the building of this
elevator is going to help them very much.
I hope trade will improve largely, and I am
satisfied it will improve, but I think we are
going wild on this question. The taxpayers
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of this country will think we are going wild. If they desire an elevator there the local
I look upon it that these bonds will take governrnent and the corporation of the
priority on the indebtedness to the govern- city of Quebec should guarantee the mone
men to-day. I look upon it the same as a required for the purpose of erecting that
bottomry on a ship-the last mortgage cornes elevator. We know that in the city of St.
first, and justly so, because the object of John there are three elevators, and tbey
putting bottomry on a ship is to enable the were bujIt by the joint assistance of the
master of the vessel, if he gets into trouble, local government and the City corporation
to pay for repairs, and it is very much the and the Canadian Pacific Railway. It is
case in this. Hon. gentlemen on both sides true, the Canadian Pacific had a subsidy
of this House give great credit to the people for buildin its railwa through the pro-
of Montreal for what they have done in vince of Quebec, but they did not core
making that city a seaport. I must say to the Federal Government for assistance
that they are enterprising. I remember the to build the elevators at the city of St. John.
tiine when the harbour dues at Montreal The people of Quebec ought te be in the
were so excessive that they drove the trade sanle position. If they require a second
away from that port. The government of elevator, they should build it thenselves.
the country relieved the city of lontreal They have one there which they have
froni deepening- the St. Lawrence between not, up to the present tue, used. While
Montreal and Quebec, and it was said the Harbour Comnnissioners of the city of
they gave that to Montreal, but it is Quebec are indebted to the government of
not to Montreal they gave it at all. They the Dominion for such a large ainount as
giave it to the trade of tis country. But 55,000,000, and while about two-thirds of
now the question is this, are we flot givinf that su is composed of the overdue interest
away toc uuchg? If there is one elevator at on the mondys thev received fron the govern-
the City of Quebec, I say it is premcature to ment, ve ougct to be very careful in advanc-
build another. We are going too fast when ing the any further sunts of .oney, or
we allow the iJarbour Commissioners of guaranteein any further expenditure. It
Quebec to build another elevator and put may not be required of the Dominion
the securities of the country back. looca. Government to pay out any further su at
gentlemen seea to think the Harbour Coin- present, but if the enterprise is gOne on with
missioners neyer can pay their debt. Per- and it fails to hC a paying one they ay fa l
haps not, but they cannot pay it any better back on the Dominion to make good this
if they increase the debt by $200,000. They sum. It as not been shown either that
do not use the elevator that is there now. there is any necessity for a second elevator
It is ail very well to say it does not cost us at Quebec, and it appears to me we are in
anything. There is $5,00,000 or 1s6,000,000 considerable haste about undertaking this
of the public nToney that the Quebec Harbour guarantee for an elevator for which there is
Commissioners have got. We should try at present no necessity.
and get some of it back if we can, and if we
cannot get it back, we had better wipe it off
the slate entirely, and know exactly where
we are. There is no use deceiving the
people of this country and let other people
get ahead of us. As far as I am concerned,
I am in a quandery about it. I do not
know whether I could vote for the bill-in
fact, I do not think I shall vote for it,
because it is a question whether I would not
vote to wipe the debt off altogether and give
the Harbour Commissioners of Quebec a
fresh start. As it strikes me now, I think
I shall vote against the bill.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P. E. I.)-
This is a matter which should have been
settled by the local government of Quebec.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time.

The House resolved itself into Committee
of the Whole on the bill.

(In the Committee.)

On the first clause.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
confess I listened with a good deal of interest
to the speech of the hon. Minister of Justice,
and I cannot help complimenuting him on the
dexterous manner in which he evaded the
point I endeavoured to make in reference to
the payment of interest. The hon. gentleman
attributed to me and repeated what I did
say, but conveniently left out that portion
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in which I qualified the remarks I made.
The hon. gentleman says that if my argu-
ments were correct, and the position I
took had had any force, then it could not
affect the revenue of this country in any way,
What I said was this, that there being an
elevator in the city of Quebec, capable of
doing all the work for a number of years to
come, there was no necessity for the con-
struction of another, and if the trade of the
city of Quebec developed to an extent which
would enable the commissioners to pay the
3 per cent upon the $200,000 bonds, then
that 3 per cent could be paid in liquidation
of the debt which they owed to the country.
That was the position which I took.
Whether the trade will develop to that
extent, or whether the extending of the
Parry Sound Road into the city of Quebec
will furnish sufficient freight, in wheat par-
ticularly, during the six months when navi-
gation is open, is altogether problematical.
I question very much whether it will, and
even if it should, my statement is quite
correct as to the facilities which are offered
for doing that trade at present without
incurring this $200,000 additional debt. If
this is not to affect the indebtedness due to
the country by the Harbour Commissioners,
then the bill is usdess, because, if I am cor-
rect in this statement, the Harbour Commis-
sioners are obliged to pay whatever surplus
they may have, over and above the
working of the Harbour Commissioners, to
the governnent in liquidation of the interest
which is due, and if that is diverted to any
other purpose, it must deplete their resources
for accomplishing that end.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Not if this work
creates a revenue by which it is paid.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Which is exactly what it will not do. There
is where I take issue. If the extension of the
railway to Quebec will increase the trade of
that harbour to the extent of enabling the
Harbour Commissioners to earn a sutlicient
amount to pay the interest on the $200,000,
should they be called upon to do it 1 The
earnings could be paid to the government on
account of the liquidation of the interest on
the bonds. The hon. gentleman f rom Halifax,
who looks on this as making a mountain out
of a molehill, very seriously told the Flouse
that it might possibly happen that it would
cost more than that amount of money for
the Northern Railway to reach the elevator
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which is already built upon the Louise Basin.
The hon. gentleman, when he made that
statement, must have been either drawing
on his imagination, or he knows nothing of
the location of the terminus of the Lake St.
John Railway in Quebec, because, that is to
be the terminus of this Great Northern Rail-
way system. It is only a very short distance
from the terminus of the Lake St. John
Railway in Quebec to the Louise Basin on
which the elevator is erected, and to which
there is already a railway constructed.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
knows how much land damages cost in
Quebec.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
There would be no land damages in the case.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I am told there is.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-All
that would be necessary in leasing from the
Canadian Pacific Railway the use of their
elevator, would be to make arrangement to
run over their tracks to the Louise Basin, and
the distance between the terminus of the
Lake St. John Railway, and the road that
runs to that point is short. In fact the con-
nection can be made before you reach the
terminus at all, for they both have to enter
the city, so that on that point there is no
reasonable argument in the position he has
taken. My principal objection has been just
what I have already stated. The trade of
the country does not require it at the pre-
sent moment. If it does require it, the faci-
lities are there for doing it, and the very
moment the facilities which are now offered
are insufficient to carry on that trade, then
would be the time to do precisely what the
government is proposing to do at the present
moment. Iadmit frankly what thehon. gentle-
man says with reference to the development
of the trade of this country. When we look
at the returns and see what the tonnage is
that passes through the Sault Ste. Marie
Canal, and the rapidity with which it is
growing, exceeding to a very large extent
annually the business carried through the
Suez Canal, and when we look at the building
up of the Great North-west and its develop-
ment, we can scarcely anticipate what will be
the result; but we have this to consider,
whether the trade of that Great North-
west is always to come in this direction. We
are spending large amounts of money in the
way of subsidies in the construction of rail-
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ways in the North-west Territories, which, if
the prediction be correct-I confess I have
not the confidence that others have in it-
will develop trade by the Hudson Bay route,
it will carry the trade away from Ontario
and Quebec. The Booth system of railways
bas established a line of large steamers on
the upper lakes in order to feed the line at
Parry Sound. We know it bas carried
millions of bushels of grain during the past
year, but where has it carried it ? Partly to
Montreal and partly to United States ports.
That which came after the close of naviga-
tion would not be carried to Montreal to re-
main there all winter, nor would it be
carried to Quebec, because it would have to
remain there until navigation opened, unless
they crossed the Quebec bridge which is to
be built and carried to St. John or ialifax.
There is another fact which must be borne
in mind, and I give the hon. gentleman the
information which I have on the best author-
ity : the carrying of wheat by the Parry
Sound Railway to the seaports during the
past season bas not paid the railway. On the
contrary, it lias been carried at a loss. This
is done with commendable enterprise on the
part of those peop1e in the hopes of building
up that direct trade, to make a profit out of
it hereafter. It is all very well to talk
about having this new route opened up next
May.

Hon. Mr. POWER-That is the con-
tract.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Does not the hon. gentleman know that
it is utterly impossible to make that
connection by next May? Does he not
know that the first step has not been
taken yet towards the construction of the
mile and a quarter bridge across the Ottawa
River at Hawkesbury ? Yet the hon. gen-
tleman tells us, with ail the solemnity of the
pulpit, that this expenditure is necessary in
order to have it all completed by next May.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I did not say that.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
'What is the good of an elevator next
May, unless you can reach it î The greal
strade of the west cannot reach there by
the Canadi Atlantic Railway until the
bridge is onstructed, and they have no
even commenced the construction of th(
bridge yet. They are preparing for it
They have given out the contract foi

building the links to connect the pieces
of road already constructed. If the bridge
is built by next fail, it will be an extra-
ordinary feat in the construction of a
public work. I am yet at a loss to know,
and I have not yet been informed, either
by the Minister of Justice or the Secretary
of State, of the necessity for this bill-if it
is to give priority to these bonds which are
to be paid out of the money which legiti-
matelyand properly belongs to the Dominion,
unless they propose to give the Harbour
Commissioiers the $200,000 as a bonus. If
that were proposed, I would look on it as a
fair, straightforward proposition. This pro-
position is to expend that which you have
not the courage to do otherwise. I hope I
may be inistaken as to the results of the
construction of this road. Nobody would
be better pleased than I would be to see the
city of Quebec as prosperous as the city of
Montreal. I hope the trade of the country
will develop to make it so, but I question if
it will while hon. gentlemen are doing every-
thing they can, by the expenditure of money,
to take the trade away from that city.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is an element
about the agreement which bas escaped the
attention of the House, and which I think
is important in considering the proposition ;
that is, that the city of Quebec under-
take to free any steamship company from
tolls and charges for a period of five years
that will establish a fortnightly line between
Quebec and some British port. If I am
correctly advised, the Elder Dempster Com-
pany have aiready acquiesced in the proposal.
I see by the papers that the conpany have
accepted the offer of the city of Quebec. If
they are going to start their steamship line
in May next, one can understand the import-
ance of having the elevator there for the
business next spring.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
How are you going to get it there ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-By water in the
meantime. That is one of the possibilities,
but it is an important element in this, that
the steamship company bas already agreed
to run a portion of the service from the city
of Quebec, which would be rather hopefu
of the wishes that we all entertain that the
city of Quebec would receive a portion of
the trade.

The clause was adopted.
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On clause 3.
Hon. NIr. FE RGUSON-Before we adopt

clause 3 I wish to obtain soine further infor-
mation. During the present session of Par-
liainent we were called upon to pass a mea-
sure, which I think has received the assent
of the Crown, to amend and consolidate the
Acts relating to the Quebec Harbour Com-
missioners. We were told by my hon. friend
the Minister of Justice when he submitted
it to the Hocse, that that measure was an
Act simply to consolidate the Acts relating
to the Quebec Harbour Commissioners. It
was very voluminous. It purported to con-
solidate a great nuinber of Acts, I could not
say how many, and it purported to conso-
lidate all these measures and nothing more.
When we look at this bill before us we find
that a great deal more had been done, if I
understand these sections aright. Clause 3
of this bill-reads :

3. Al amounts payable by the corporation unier
the guarantee provided for by the said agreement
shall be a charge upon the revenue of the corporation
and shall have the saie priority of payment as the
interest on the debentures or bonds which the corpo-
ration is authorized hereafter to issue under the Act
passed during the present session of Parliament inti-
tuled An Act to amend and consolidate the Acts relat-
ing to the Quebec Harbour Commissioners, and shall
rank equally with, but shall not be preferential to
such interest.

Here we find that under the Act passed
by this Parliament the bonds shall have a
certain rank, and, therefore, it is as plain as
possible that some borrowing powers have
been given to Quebec and the right to issue
debentures, and that a certain priority is
given under this consolidated Act. What
are they ? We turn to clause 4 of this bill,
and we find the following:

4. Section 36 of the last cited Act is h.reby amended
as regards p-tragraph 30 thereof, so as to make the
principal and interest of all debentures or bands
now issued by the corporation under the provisions of
chapter 48 of the statutes of 1898 payable before and
in priority to the principal and interest of debentures
or bonds hereafter issued by the corporation under the
authîority of the said Act passed diring the present
session of Parliament, and in priority to any interest
payable under the guarantee provided for by this Act.

I turn to the Act of this session, section
36, with its six subsections, and all these
relate to the priority of the debts of the
corporation. Section 3, to which reference
is made in the clause now before us, says:

The principal and interest on debentures or bonds
issued by the corporation under the provisions of
chapter 48 of the statutes of 1898 and this Act-

These words "and this Act" have been
inserted in that consolidated Act, so that it
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gives priority to new obligations entered
into by the Harbour Commissioners of Que-
bec under the Act of the present session to
the government alone. These words "or of
this Act" ranking the new obligations en-
tered into by the corporation of the city of
Quebec under the Act of the present session
with the obligations incurred under chapter
48 of the Act of 1898.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That is the $350,000.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Yes, which the
Harbour Commissioners of Quebec were
allowed to borrow, to secure additional lands
on the front, and to secure wharf accommoda-
tion and so on. This Act of 1898 gave this
sum of $350,000, priority over the govern-
ment claims of $3,000,000, with accumulated
interest of $2,000,000. That was done with
the eyes of this Parliament entirely open.
We consolidated these Acts this session, and
in the Act of consolidation of this year we
declare that further obligation that might
be entered into under this consolidated Act
would rank with this $350,000 and would
take precedence over the government claim
of $5,000,000.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No. The hon. gentle-
man is all wrong in his st atement. The
words "under this Act" give the com-
missioners no aditional powers.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-We will see.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I will state the fact
for the information of the hon. gentlemah.
The whole issue under the Act of 1898 had
not taken place, but the balances that were
authorized under that Act are provided for
under the Act of this session. The state-
ment I made to the House is strictly accurate.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-These liabilities,
if there are any, must have preference over
the government claim. These words were
not put there without some meaning.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The meaning was the
authority to issue the balance of $350,000
provided for by the Act of 1898.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-We will read
this clause and find whether the present bill
will harmonize with that. The Act of 1898
was not repealed. It was in force and was
consolidated with the other, and it still
remained on the statutes. Section 36 gives
the $350,000 precedence and priority over
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the old debt which the Harbour Commis-
sioners owe the government of Canada. That
is what my hon. friend explained. The
explanation is that the words "or of this
Act " have only reference to the consolida-
tion of the Act of 1898 into the Act of this
session, and it refers to the same amount.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Certainly.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Supposing that
that is all right, we still have the fact that
these two sections that we now have before
us do two things; they go to rank this
$350,000 as being a prior claim upon the
Harbour Commissioners of Quebec -prior to
any other. Then they go to rank the
amount we are now authorizing under the
bill now before us to come next and to rank
with these other words of the Act "or of
this Act." That is where the strange part
of the business comes in. The 4th clause
reads :

Section 36 of the last cited Act is hereby ainended
as regards paragraph 3° thereof, so as to make the
principal and interest of all debentures or bonds now
issued by the corporation under the provisions of
chapter 48 of the statutes of 1898 payable before and
in priority to the principal and interest of debentures
or bonds hereafter issued by the corporation under
the authority of the said Act passed during the pre-
sent session of Parliament, and in priority to any
interest payable under the guarantee provided for by
this Act.

It provides, to my mind, clearly that this
amount will take rank next to the $350,000,
that it will rank next after the $350,000
and before the old indebtedness of the Har-
bour Commissioners to the government of
Canada. As far as I am able to understand
it, that is what it means, and therefore the
argument of the hon. gentleman fron Hali-
fax is not to the point. I did not, at the
time of my observations before the Houe
went into committee, understand the exact
bearing of the $350,000. I understand that
that is a first lien. Then, I understand that
the interest on the $200,000 comes next and
will rank after the $350,000, which makes
the matter, as far as the government of
Canada is concerned, a little worse than I
thought it was when I formerly addressed
the House.

The clause was adopted.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW, from the commit-
tee, reported the bill without amendment.

The Senate adjourned.

Second Sitting.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Three
o'Clock.

Routine proceedings.

SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

Bill (128) " An Act to amend the Weights
and Measures Act."-(Mr. Mills.)

QUEBEC HARBOUR COM-
MISSIONERS BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the third reading
of Bill (178) " An Act respecting the Quebec
Harbour Commissioners."

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Before the bill is read the third -time, I wish
to make a short explanation. When the bill
was before the House this morning I was
not so well acquainted with its real object
and purpose as I am at the present time.
There is much more in the bill than was
understood by the House generally, when we
considered it this morning. I find that the
Harbour Commissioners were authorized
under Act of Parliament some time ago to
issue certain bonds for the improvement
of the Quebec harbour, the interest upon
which was guaranteed by the government.
In 1898 a bill was passed authorizing the
Harbour Commissioners of Quebec to issue
$350,000 of debentures, being a portion
of that amount which they were autho-
rized under previous Acts of Parliament
to issue; but the ouly reason for the pas-
sage of the bill in 1898 was to enable
them to issue $350,000 of debentures giving
them priority over all other debentures, that
is cutting out the government lien upon the
receipts of the harbour until the interest
was paid upon the $350,000 of debentures
which they were authorized to issue, giving
them priority, as I have already said, over the
government lien. During the present session
a bill was introduced consolidating all the
Acts which were formerly upon the statute-
book relating to the Quebec harbour, and
the advances which were made to them by
the government, and the guarantee given by
the government of a certain amount of in-
terest upon the debentures which they
issued. There the matter stood until this
bill was introduced which we have been con-
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sidering to-day. That bill gives to the Har-
bour Commissioners of Quebec the right to
endorse or guarantee the interest upon
$200,000 of debentures which are to be is-
sued by the Great Northern Railway Com-
pany, and it goes further : it places the
$200,000 in the position of claiming the in-
terest out of the revenues of the * harbour
immediately after the interest upon the
$350,000, which the law of 1898 gave them
the right to issue. That is the position: so
that instead of the government's lien being
placed behind the $350,000, it is actually
placed now, under this bill, behind the $550,-
000, but that is not all. The law says " and
such other debentures as may issue under
this Act"-that is, the bill now before us. So
that really, as I understand it, and as far as
I could understand it by looking at the
three different Acts, there is scarcely any
limit to which they could go, in the future, to
place the government behind the whole of
them. Or, in other words, it is tantamount
to saying to the Harbour Commissioners of
Quebec, we forgive you the $5,000,000 we
have advanced. That is really the case as
it stands, and it is just as well that the
Senate and the country should know, that
by what we are doing to-day, we are virtu-
ally wiping out the claim of the government
against the Quebec harbour amounting to
over $5,000,000.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the third time and passed.

HARBOUR COMMISSIONERS OF
MONTREAL BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second read-
ing of Bill (179) " An Act respecting the
Harbour Commissioners of Montreal." He
said :-Lastyear we hai abill beforeus which
passed into an Act of Parliament, authoriz-
ing the Harbour Commissioners of Montreal
to borrow $2,000,000 to be spent on harbour
improvements. Hon. gentlemen will recol.
lect that there was a good deal of discussion
as to the locality on which this money should
be spent There was a great difference of
opinion between those who favoured the east
and those who favoured the west. A com-
promise was arrived at, and it was provided
in that bill that $750,000 of the $2,000,000
should be spent below St. Mary's Current,
at the east end of the city. This bill author-
izes a change in the Act of last session. In-

stead of $750,000 going to the east end, the
sum of $250,000 only goes there. The
$500,000, the balance of the $750,000 that
was allowed to go to the east, would be spent
in the west end.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Is that the result
of a compromise ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-1 suppose it is.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-The bill of last
year was.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-In the estimates for
the present year there is a sum of $500,000
-it is not referred to here-which is to be
granted to the Harbour Commissioners, and
which I assume is to replace the $500,000
taken out of the vote of last year to be spent
in the west. The $2,000,000 is raised by the
harbour board, but in the Supply Bill which
will come down to us, I think there is an
item of $500,000 towards the improvements
generally at the city of Montreal, and I
assume it may fairly be concluded that that
$500,000, or part of it, will be spent in lieu
of the $500,000 proposed to be spent in the
east end. The bill before the House is a
very short one. It substitutes $250,000 in
lieu of the $750,000 to be spent at the east
end of the city. The remaining portion of
the $750,000 is to be expended at the Wind-
mill Point basin, subject to the approval of
the Commissioner of Public Works.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-This
bill, it seems to me, means this-giving
$500,000 to the west.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No; I think it is
giving it to the east.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-By
the bill of last year there was $750,000
given to the east end to build a dock and
other improvenients. This year they take
away $500,000 of that from the east and
give it to the west, and they take from the
east the promise of having a dry dock, and
they say that the government itself will
build a wharf for $500,000. Why not come
here frankly and tell us we are going to give
$500,000 to the west and nothing to the
easti

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, no.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCERVILLE-Why
do you give $500,000 to the west and not
a cent to the east ?
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There was a very amount of information. Last year, when
strong protest against the S750,000 going to the bill was before the House, it was held
the east. It was alleged that the docks at up for a considerable time for a compromise.
the east were not used to their full capacity, IL am not aware that there is any opposition
while the docks at the west end do not to this bill.
afford accommodation for the shipping going
there. The main business is in the centre
and towards the west end. That is the,
impression I have formed from statements I
have read in the discussion that bas arisen
on the subject. It is stated now that there
are docks in the east which are not used to
their full capacity, whereas in the west there
is admittedly a great dearth of accommoda-
tion for ships, and it is admitted that the city
of Montreal is not equipped at the present
time for the traffic that is going there. The
shipments of wheat alone last year amountit-
ed to 30,000,000 bushels, and the facilities
were taxed, and if there is to be any in-
crease in shipments, there mu-t be an
increase in the accommodation. The loan of
$2,000,000 is to meet that want. There
has been a wrangle over it owing to local
jealousies, and very little has been done. I
understand a compromise has been arrived
at and the works are progressing. I assume,
as far as I can gather, that the parties
interested accept this arrangement. Although
it is not referred to in this bill, as I have
said, it amounts to this, the government are,
in addition to the authorization of the
$2,000,000, granting to the harbour of
Montreal, -500,000.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Who are the par-
ties interested in the matter ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The Allans, the Tor-
rences, the Elder Dempster Company, and
the large lines favour the centre and west
end. I am told that the docks and wharfs
in the east are not utilized to their full
capacity.

Hon. _Mr. LANDRY-Who are the in-
terested parties who came to a compromise?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I gather my informa-
tion from the public press-the Montreal
Witness, Ilerald and Gazette. 1 have read
a good deal about this controversy.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-That is the same
press that reported the Fitzpatrick interview
with the Prime Minister.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The press is not
always correct, but it does afford a certain

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-If I understand
right. last year the legislation which passed
this House was the result of a compromise.
I think we should see that that compromise
bas been broken and a new compromise has
taken place. We have nothing of the kind
before us. Is the hon. minister aware that
there was any opposition in the House of
Commons by the mayor of Montreal upon
this subject ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I could not really say.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Perhaps the press
might tell him.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think I should have
heard it if there was.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-The
hon. gentleman says that the docks in the
east end are not frequented by steamships.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Not to their full capa-
city.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-Since
we are speaking of the papers as an author-
ity, the newspapers sav that if shipping
should stop at the east end they would be at
such a distance that the carrying of freight
would cost as much as the voyage from
Liverpool. That is certainly an exaggera-
tion.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I thought so.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-The
Grand Trunk and the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way lines extend to the wharfs, and freight
for Toronto can as easily take the Grand
Trunk or the Canadian Pacific Railway at
the wharfs there as anywhere. That is not
a very good reason, but there is another
reason given by the hon. minister. The
docks in the east are hardly used. Then
why are you going to build another wharf,
costing, $500,000, in a place where the gov-
ernment say there is no trade to be had î
Not only that, but you refuse to the east
what the east expected, a dry dock, which
certainly, if it could not be built with
$750,000, cannot be built with $250,000. I
want the hon. gentleman to explain why it
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is necessary to build a $500,000 wharf if Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I hope so.
there are no ships coming there. Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Do the papers say

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman anything about that i
has misunderstood me. The $500,000 is to lon. Mr. SCOTT-The lon. gentleman
build a dock between two of the present
docks, as laid down on the present plan. It has the same opportunity of seeing the papers
is not in the east, but in the centre, tovards that I have. It was rather an interesting
the west. Of course the trade will natur- family quarrel.
ally gravitate towards the west, being near Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
the canal. The canal brings down a large
amount of traffic and I presume that is one Secretary of State obtained bis, f rom the
of the reasons why there is more trade editorials in the Montreal Wilness, Ilerald
there, but I did not mean to say that the and Gazette, as to the trouble between the
$500,000 was to be spent in the east end. \Iinister of Public Works, Mr. Tarte, and

Hon. 'Ir. LAN DRY-I saw in the public the iarbour Commissioners of Montreal.
The question really was which was to be

Works was not aware of that change. naster, and I think Mr. Tarte ws too much
ifor the wbole of them. He had the money

Hon. MNr. SCOTT-I do flot know. He, and the grovernment at bis back, and conse-
is in France now. quently he could twist the ropes round their

The motion was areed to on a division neck just as he pleased, and being a man of
and the bi was read at lenth at the table. iron will, he bas done just as be liked.

Hon Mr. SCOTTI moved the third read- Hon. Mr. DEDOUCJERVILLE-The
teiHarbour Commissioners have got the best

foitewhl of them Hell ha thb oe

f it, and the east end of Montreal bas got
Hon. âr. McCALL Mo-If I understand as the worst of it.

the question, this S500,000 is to be spent
according to the discretion of the Minister
of Public Works, just as he pleases.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, no.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM--It says
be approved of by the Minister of
Works.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That refers
plans.

it is to
Public

to the

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Who spends
the money-the $500,000?

Hon. lr. SCOTT-Harbour Commis-
sioners.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
am glad to hear it. I watcied the debate
in the House ano I did not notice that the
mayor of Montreal, who was an exponent
of the east end of the city, had anything to
say in opposition to this arrangement, and
I suppose be must have acquiesced in it. If
he has gone back on his friends in the east,
we will allow him to settle with them.

The bill was then read a third time, and
passed on a division.

MANITOBA ROADS AND ROAD
ALLOWANCES.
sECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Where is the Hon. Mr. SCO'IT moved the second read-
S250,000 to be spent? ing of Bill (175) " AnAct further to amend

the Act respecting Roads and Road Allow-
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That is in the east end. ancesin the province of Nlanitoba." He said:--.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Instead of Since this subject was before the House I

spending $750,000 at one place you are go- have succeeded in obtaining further infor-

ing to take $500,000 to the west end and the nation. The bill as it now stands was

other $250,000 is to be spent in the east drawn at Winnipeg and sent here. The ex-

end. planation I asked for was in reference to
the enumeration of trails, road allowances,

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Are we to under- highways and great highways. When the
stand that since that compromise took place bill first came down I assumed that would
harmony prevails? . refer to trails outside of Winnipeg. It did
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not seem to me that the expressions there
were quite applicable to the city of Winni-
peg alone, but I find that in an Act passed
in 1895 that was the language used in des-
cribing and legalizing similar plans, and in
that Act there was a provision which reads
as follows:-

Nothing in this Act shall affect any right claimed
or set up in any action or proceeding now pending in
a court of competent jurisdiction, or any right here-
tofore adjudicated upon or in any action or'proceeding
in any such court, or shall affect sectional plan num-
ber 7 of the city of Winnipeg or any trail, road allow-
ance, highway or great highway shown on that plan,
or any original road, trail, road allowance, highway or
great highway within the area shown therein.

It appears at the time that road allow-
ances were formed by this Parliament in
1895 that reservations were made in conse-
quence of certain suits that were then in
existence in relation to what is known as
Water street in the city of Winnipeg. I
have before me the plan of the city of Win-
nipeg.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-Isthat
plan number 7A 1

lon. Mr. SCOTT-No, plan 7A is on
file in Winnipeg and we cannot get it.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-We
cannot pass the bill without it. How is it
the bill speaks of a plan we have not got 1

Ron. Mr. SCOTT-Section 10 reserved
any lawsuits that were then existing.
Those lawsuits referred to Water street,
patents were issued for lands that protruded
on the street. The street was originally
66 feet wide and in consequence of build-
ings put up, it was narrowed down to
60-40 feet, and in the Act of 1895, there
was a reservation that it should not affect
any suits then pending. I will read a
memorandum from the department which
will explain the matter. It is as follows:-

The streets affected are Water street and Main
street at its junction with Vater street, both in the
city of Winnpeg, as shown upon the accompanying
tracng.

Water street was originally intended to have a
uniform width of 66 feet for its whole length, from
the Red River to its junction with Main street. The
street was, however, encroached on by the Northern
Pacifie Railway Company on its south side, near the
Red River, and on its north side, where it joins Main
street, by the original owners of a parcel of land
which was formerly parish lot No. 2 in the parish of
St. John, and which is now subdivided into city lots.
This parish lot faced Main street and is bound ed on
one side by Water street and on the other side by
Notre Dame street. Main street, it may be here
stated, was formerly part of one of the old Manitoba

trails referred to in different Acts of Parliament as
the "trails," "old trails," "highways " or "great
highways " of that province.

The encroachinents in question have resulted not
only in uncertainty and dispute as to the correct
boundaries of Water street, and incidentally of Main
street, but in several actions at law.

According to a letter addressed to the Minister of
the Interior on the 29th June last (copy herewith) Ly
Messrs. Hou gh & Campbell, solicitors of the city of
Winnipeg, the interested parties are the city, the
Northern Pacific Railway Conpany and the Canada
Landed and National Company. The last named
company are now the owners of the city lots on Water
street at its junction with Main street, lots within
the boundaries of parish lot No. 2 in St. John's
parish for which the late Sir John Schultz obtained
a patent.

T he city represented by Messrs. Hough & Camp-
bell, the railway company represented by Messrs.
Ewart, Fisher & Wilson, and the other company
represented by Mr. J. B. McLaren, having arrived at
a settlenent, the city of Winnipeg caused a special
survey to be made of that part of the city of Winni-
peg affected, under the provisions of the Special Sur-
veys Act, chapter 142 of the Revised Statutes of
Manitoba. The plan of this new special survey has
been filed in the land titles oflice at Winnipeg as No.
559, and is the plan 7A referred to in the bill. A copy
bas not been furnished to the department.

The words in the first clause of the bill as to the
boundary lines of "all roads, trails, road allowances,
highways and great highways " correspond with the
last part of section 4 of chapter 30 of 58-59 Victoria of
which a copy is herevith.

The bill was framed by Mr. Wilson, of Mesurs.
Ewart, Fisher & Wilson, and wa.s approved by the
city solicitors and by Mr. McLaren.

If the bill becomes law, Messrs. Hough &.Campbell
state that it will settle the disputes on account of
which section 10 of chapter 30, 58-59 Victoria, was
passed. For this reason the city solicitors urge the
passing of the bill during the present session of Parlia-
ment.

A bill was drawn and sent down here by
the solicitor for the city of Winnipeg with a
request that we would pass it. Parliament,
in confirming the other streets in 1895, intro-
duced a clause holding in abeyance any
streets as to which there were law suits then
pending.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-As Iunderstand
it, this plan only deals with the city of Win-
nipeg.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That is all.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM -It does not go
outside the city of Winnipeg.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, I was misled by
the reference to trails and highways. Those
are the words used in the original Act.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-We do notknow
what the area of the plan is. It may be a
plan of the city of Winnipeg and it may be
a plan of the whole of Manitoba,
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The plan on the table
is a copy of the plan referred to.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-If it only deals
with the city of Winnipeg I am satisfied
with the bill.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That is all it deals
with.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-If it deals with
all the trails of Manitoba I have a decided
objection to it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-You would be quite
right.

Hon. Mr.
tario t rails
never do to

McCALLUM-We have in On-
made by cattle, and it would

legalize them.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It only deals with
that part which was left undealt with by
the Act of 1895. It provides that wherever
there were suits then existing, the Act
should not apply. The suits having ter-
minated, this bill is to transfer the streets
not included in that Act. At the time the
Act of 1895 was passed, there was this law-
suit about Water street, and therefore
Water street was excluded from the legisla-
tion under the Act of 1895.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
goes beyond that. When you look at the
second clause of the bill, it transfers ail the
interest of the Dominion in the rest of the
land contained within the area of the said
plan. We have no knowledge whatever of
the extent or value of the territory which is
to be transferred to the government of the
province of Manitoba. It may be $1,000 or
$100,000. Those who know anything of
the city of Winnipeg, know the rapid in-
crease in the value of property there, and
though there is no boom such as they had a
few years ago, still there may be a great
value in the lands which are to be transfer-
red and which are not yet patented, and I
think before the hon. gentleman asks us to
accept this bill as it is, he should place him-
self in a position to give information to the
House as to the value of them, or if he
desires to have the boundaries to which he
refers settled, then he had better strike out
the last portion of the second clause, be
cause we have not heard any reason yet why
the lands now in the Crown, and if sold
would form a part of the revenue of the Do-

minion, should be handed over to Manitoba
without any consideration other than to
give them another douceur. We have given
them over half a million dollars already.
We have assumed the debts which were in-
curred a long time ago for the building of
government house and the parliament build-
ings, amounting to half a million dollars.
How much more are we to give them by the
provisions of this bill ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I thought I explained
that when we had it up before. 1 explained
that Water street was laid out 66 feet wide,
and there had been encroachments which
lessened it to 60·40 feet. There are odds
and ends, as the hon. gentlemen will see,
between where the land has been encroached
on, because the encroachment has not been
uniform ahl over Water street, and those
odds and ends of five feet here and there, of
course, go to the Crown of Manitoba.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Why?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Because the streets
are now in the Crown.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-If
they belong to the Crown, leave them as they
are.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-In order to inake the
street uniform, we are now narrowing it to
60-40 feet wide. Between that width and
66 feet, there will be little gaps of land 5-60
feet wide, and there is no reason why they
should go to individuals.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-If it
belongs to the government of Manitoba,
what right have we to interfere and narrow
it ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We are now, in con-
formity with the law that has prevailed
heretofore, correcting an error in regard to
one of the streets. We corrected in 1895 a
number of other errors, and we held over the
errors connected with Water street. The
parties have now come to an agreement and
we propose to deal with Water street just as
we dealt with the other streets of Winnipeg,
so there is nothing I can see of any substan-
tial value, and the Crown as represented in
Manitoba should have those odds and ends.
I do not know their value.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I hereby transferred to the Crown in the right of the

do not understand the Secretary of State. province of Manitoba.
He tirst tells us that in the past they gave In 1895 a bil was carried through Parlia-
these streets to the province of Manitoba. ment transferring the proprietory rnterest
If they are held by the government of the in the street from the Crown as represented
province of Manitoha, what right have w, by the Dominion to the Crown as represented
as a Dominion Parliament. to interfere with by the province of Manitoba, but that really
the width of streets that belong to the city of wa3 only adopted with regard to these
Winnipeg, and to the province of Manitoba,
and what necessity is there for declaring i versy. There were certain strets reserved
this bill that such portions of the land as which were fot transferred from the Crown
remain unpatented should be given to the of Canada to the Crown of Manitoba in
province of Manitoba ? If it is theirs
already, there isbi deals with those streets exactly in the
provision to give it to theni. If there is
ands not yet patented vast majority of the streets. The street was
and not yet sold, then it belongs to the supposed to have been 66 feet wide. En-
Dominion; and you are assuming the owner-
ship of that land from the very fact that of it, and those encroachments
you are making provision in this bill to mad ite street somewhat narrower thar
hand over all that portion of unpatented the original intention. The first clause is
lands to Manitoba. The pon. gentleman
shakes his head. The sectional plan nuered 7ai, fed d in the Land

Titmes Office for the city of inriieg, or the 2rth day
Honi. Mr. SCOTT--It is a purely tecbi- of .Jine, 1899, as oinher 559, is herebv approed,

and the boundaries and hues f ail roads, trailsroad
cal qustion.allovances, highways an(] great highways, as such

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-- bouindaries and hiles are showvn on the sai plan, are
The bilb says those portions of land shown Mt , buta threwhether or not they are the truse bondarie
as streets, and ss much of the rest of the accordig t any Dominion Goernment survey

vand contained within the area of the said thereof.

plan as is unpatented. There is the declaration that these bound-

Hon. Mlr. SCOT'o-The Crown in Mani- aries, as they are settled by that plan iA,
toba holds the sixty-six feet. We are now are te be regarded as the true boundaries,
altering the wbidth. whether they tere oriinally so in fact or

not. Now, if there be portions of the land
alon these streets that have sot been

My on. friend does not seem to understand ce e

iecroachent hpnad tol ben a ey pon c erti

it, or I a incapable of explaining it. There tn ft, th e e nt

the rna in4 fteion. The firstcle is :h

are certain lands presumed to be unpatented 

sy he hois o ead. il ndyusyta 1Cono aitb sprinso h te

bytowodn o hsbiad o Myta They do not belong to any individual, and
in narrowin y the street from 66 feet to 60-40

cal question. o ae nfion f n

you will give ail the unpatented lands toas particular lot four or five feet of land
the province of Manitoba. You must own, vested in the Crown here, instead of being
it if you can give it. If you have disposed vested in the Cron of Manitoba to whiea
of it under sooe other provisions of the law, he stret is intended to belong. That is
there can be no necessity for redeeding it. the whole question, and th s bilf wial put

Hon. Mr. MLLS-My hon. friend under- hthose particular streets undea t with, which
takes tgive a broader neanin to those dwere in controversy until very recently, in
words than they are intended to have. The exacting the sabe position as the other
words are those portions of the land shown streets were put by the Act of 1895.
as streets on the said sectional plan." t b

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I will read clause 3
H of the Act of 1895:

Which. we have not got. 3. Section six of the said Act is hereby repealed
Hon. Mr. MILLS-It continues: and the following substituted therefor:-

And so much of the rest of the land contained 6. The unpatented land formaing part of any road
within the area of the said plan as is unpatented, are transferred to the Crown in the right of the province
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by or under this Act or declared by this Act to be said plan." What does that amount to?
the property of the Crown in the right of the pro-
vince shall be vested in the Crown as aforesaid. anyobody suppose that this plan only

contains those lots which have not been sold
It assumes, where the width is altered and and which, therefore, are not patented? It
there are odds and ends, that they belong says So nuch of he rest of the land con-
to the Crown and not to individuals. tained within the area of the said plan as is

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- unpatented." Therefore, there remain in
Suppsin th hon. gntlman' cotenionW/inn ipeg certain lots that are not patented.Supposing, the hion. gentleman's contention'

is coirrect, those unpatented portions would i
be at the disposal of the province to sell to ment should give to the local government
whoi-to the owners of the property lying t
behind them? Does that belong to the a l sa

Domiioncity of W/innipeg is not boorning just now.Dominion tin have seen the statement that it

Hon.Mr. COTTYes.was booming a little. ht is flot hard to sup-Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.
Jpose that onie-quarter of the city of W/inni-

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-rpegisnotpatented. Thatmightarnountto
This law is not sufficiently clear to ny 1 00,000; it might amount to S300,000,
mind. Do those road allowances referred and this would appear to be a way to obtain
to in this Act of 1895, include the streets, what we refused last year-the $300,000
roads, (and old trails of the city of Winnipeg), that they asked for, We would be shifting
as well as of the province i The question frun one plan to the other, and giving by
for us to consider now is the ainount of land this means what we refused to give last
and its value we are transferring to the year. Wll the government consent to
province. strike out "And so mach of the rest of the

land contained within the area of the said
Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-There plan as is unpatented."

is no doubt that this plan which was before
us just now has been amended by plan 7A. Hon. Mr. MILLS-I have not seen the
Therefore this plan is not correct. bil before, and so have not the information

Hon. bir. askWthathiseisoiaicnrtivern

Hon. Mr. POWER-This is a certified
copy of plan 7A.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-No, it is not.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It is a copy of a
portion of sectional plan number 7.

Hon. Mr. LANRRY-Then it is not 7A.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-It is
very fortunate that it is so. If it were a
copy of plan 7A it would have put the min-
ister in a bad position, because he told us
that lie did not have plan 7A. I am glad
the hon. member has acknowledged he was
mistaken; 7A is a different plan from this,
and it was made to ainend this plan. We
can only form suppositions, and those sup
positions, I suppose, should be admitted un-
til we can get something surer. If the gov-
ernment simply asked that those portions
simply shown as streets on the sectional plan
be transferred to the Crown, 1 do not see
much difficulty about it. But the clause
further says: "And so much of the rest of
the land contained within the area of the

upon it which amounts to perfect accuracy,
but the impression I have with regard to it
is that in the case of the unoccupied or un-
patented lands, the street there remains at
its normal width of sixty-six feet, and there-
fore there is a portion of that street the title
of which is still in the Crown, that if you
confine your conveyance to the Crown as
represented by the province, it would be a
narrow strip of land vested in the Crown of
Canada between the lot and what becomes
the streets.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Does it not go further than that?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I do not think so. I
cannot say positively that it does not, be-
cause the words might be broad enough to
include other lands, if there were other lands
undisposed of, but I am not aware of any
lands belonging to the Crown undisposed of
in Winnipeg.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The explanation given by my hon. friend is
ýust the one that suggested itself to me.
They have given to the city of Winnipeg a
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street 66 feet wide, and they now propose
to reduce it to 61-40 feet. This leaves a
strip of land along the front of the
whole of the buildings, and this strip they
propose transferring to the government of
Manitoba, because it was a part of the
street which was originally given to them.
But you go further than that; you say "all
the unpatented lots." Now, if there are fifty
unpatented lots, or a hundred unpatented
lots along that street, that had not been yet
patented or sold by the Crown, you gave
them also. Let me cail attention to a re-
mark made by the Minister of Justice which
verified the statement I made in reply to
his remarks a couple of sessions ago. This
is another illustration of governing by heads
of departments without the knowledge of
their colleagues.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Oh, no.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Oh, yes. My hon. friend told this House
not five minutes ago, that he had never seen
this bill. Now this is a bill affecting the
laws of the country. It is a bill affecting the
transfer of lands, and it is a bill which
should have been considered in the Depart-
ment of Justice before it was acted upon by
other departments. If that bill had been
suggested under the lat,ý government, it
would have cone before the council from
the Departmient of the Interior, and the
council would have referred it to my hon.
friend's department to see how it would
effect the law of the land, and upon his re-
port they would have acted. It is quite
evident the Minister of the Interior has taken
the responsibility upon himself. My hon.
friend the Secretary of Si ate shakes his head.
I took it for granted, drawing my conclu-
sions from declarations made in this House
some time ago, that they were not going to
pursue the old fogey plan, as they desi-
gnated it, of letting each of the cabinet
ministers know what was going to be pro-
posed, hence the Minister of the Interior took
upon himself the responsibility of sending
this bill into the House of Commons and
carrying it through. Perhaps he was able
to give all the information necessary. The
Minister of Justice, who should have been
consulted in this matter, and who should
be able to tell us what effect this will
have upon the laws at present upon the
statute-book tells us that he never saw
it before. He will excuse me for caling

attention to this, I do so because it is
always a gratification to any one to be able
to say that his predictions have been verified.
" I told you so " is a very old remark, and
here is an illustration of it. We have had
it in almost every bill that has been intro-
duced here to-day, for the simple reason that
in every instance, except the bills which
came f rom the department of the Minister
of Justice, and particularly those which were
introduced and attempted to be explained by
the hon. Secretary of State, they have not
been able to give any explanation at all.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Oh, pshaw !

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
If these bills had been approved by council,
the Secretary of State and Minister of Jus-
tice would have been in a position to give
such explanations as were required. The
only point in the bill, is really this, how much
land are we giving to the province of Mani-
toba. If it were only the mere strip that
was cut off, I say that it would not amount
to much, and it would be the best way to
get rid of it. If it includes a dozen, or a
hundred, or fifty of valuable lots on this
street then it is worthy of further conside-
ration.

bon. Mr. SCOTT-It could not. It only
refers to one street.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes, take for instance Notre Dame street, or
Sherbrooke street in Montreal each is but
a street, and.might include a lot of property.
Water street is not one of the best streets in
Winnipeg, but it is a street running from the
Main street down to the water's edge, and
there is valuable property on it. If the
House thinks proper to pass the bill, I do
not propose to object to it.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I may be allowed to
add a word to the discussion which has
already occupied some time. I may say the
question presents itself to the House in this
way: The Parliament of Canada, when the
hon. leader of the opposition was leader of
the government, in 1895, passed an Act,
chap. 30 of the Acts of that year, which gave
the road allowances in the province of Mani-
toba to the Crown in the right of the said
province. That was as to places outside of
Winnipeg. Then section 4 reads:

Ail roads, trails, road allowances, highways or
great highways of any of the classes referred to'in the
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said Act, as hereby amended, which are shown on any
sectional plan-

It says any sectional plan, not one sec-
tional plan.

Any sectional plan of the city of Winnipeg, &c.,
are hereby transferred to and vested in the Crown in
the right of the province of Manitoba.

Section 5 continues the same thing:

The Governor in Council may, on the report of the
Minister of the Interior, transfer to the Crown in the
right of the province of Manitoba aIl such roads,
trails, road allowance, highways and great highways
as are referred to in the next' preceding section.

So that Parliament, at the instance of the
hon. leader of the government, was prepared
to transfer, without any hesitation, to the
province of Manitoba all the road allow-
ances in the city of Winnipeg set out upon
all the sectional plans. Now there was just
one exception to that, and it is in the last
section of the Act of 1895. The section
reads:

10. Nothing in this Act shall affect any right
claimed or set up in any action or proceeding now
pending in a court of conipetent jurisdiction, or any
right heietofore adjudicated upon in an action or
proceeding in any such court, or shall affect sectional
plan number seven of the city of Winnipeg, or any
road, trail, road allowance, highway or great highway
shown on that plan, or any original road, trail, road
allowance, highway or great highway within the area
shown thereon.

Whatever was shown in that sectional
plan seven was excepted from the Act of
1895, because there was litigation going on
with respect to the roads. The litigation
bas been terminated by compromise in some
way, and the parties to the litigation pre-
pared a bill and sent it down to us to pass,
which simply amounts to repealing section
ten of the Act of 1895. That is repealed
because the causes have ceased to operate.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
think the hon. gentleman must imagine that
the members of the House are far more
simple than himself, when he asks us to
accept this explanation. This 4th section
of the Act is distinct and positive in its
character. It transfers all roads, road
allowances, trails, highways and great high-
ways of any of the classes referred to in the
said Act as hereby amended, which are
shown on the sectional plan of the city of
Winnipeg, which has been prepared and con-
firmed by the Lieutenant-Governor of Mani-
toba and so on. It does not transfer one
single yard or foot of land other than the

streets and highways. This bill goes further
than that. It reads:

And so much of the rest of the land contained in
the area of the said land as is unpatented is hereby
transferred to the Crown in the right of the province
of Manitoba.

Why does the hon. gentleman want to
impress upon the minds of hon. senators, a.
fact which does not really exist i We were
not contending against transferring to the
province of Manitoba any land that was,
situated on and formed part of Water street.
That bas been transferred byaformer Act, by
this Act we are assuming the responsibility
and the power of narrowing a street of 66
feet wide, which we had actually given by a
bill to the city of Winnipeg, and then we
turn round and say that portion of the land
which is not included within 60-40 feet, we
will not only convey back to the province of
Manitoba, but we will give all unpatented
lands that are shown on plan 7A, whatever
that may be. That is the distinction, and
I am surprised that my hon. friend f rom-
Halifax should, even unintentionally, mis-
lead the House on a question of this kind.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This bill was not
drawn by us. The bill was framed by the-
solicitors for three different concerns, the
city of Winnipeg and the other parties who
were interested. They knew what they
were about and sent this down to us. Prob-
ably they drew the Act of 1895.

Hon. Mr.DEBOUCHERVILLE-Better
give them a little further time.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The solicitors for the,
parties have written to me as follows:-

WINNIPEG, MANITOBA, 29th June, 1899.
Hon. JAMES A. SMART,

Deputy Minister of the Interior,
Ottawa.

Re WATER STREET.

DEAR SIR,-You will remember that last year
there was some correspondence as to amending the
law as to Water street.

The parties interested were and are the city of
Winnipeg, for whom we act. The Northern Pacific
Railway Company (solicitors, Messrs Ewart, Fisher
& Wilson) and the Canada Landed and National
Company (Mr. J B. McLaren). The last named
company own the lots at the intersection of Water
and Main streets fornerly owned by Lady Schultz.

As intended thirty years ago Water street should
have a width of 66 feet but the railway company on
the south side have according to the city's contention
encroached on the street on its south side near tne Red
River and the owners of the Schultz estate encroched
on it near Main street on the north side of the street.

A eettlement bas at last been arrived at, under the.
city's direction a new plan has been inade " plan 7 A "
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which has been filed in the Land Titles Office as No.
ý559. This gave Water street a uniforin width of
60 4 feet The city council by resolution approved this
and by it directed us to obtain legislation necessary
to validate it. We inclose vou two clauses drawn up
by Mr. Wilson and approved by Mr. MeLaren and by
ourselves which we think will meet the case. This
will put an end to the troble given your department
in 1894-95 as to title to the strip in dispute.

It settles the disputes ou aceount of which sec. 10,
cap. 30, 1895 )ominion was passed. As titles in that
part of the city depend upon the fixed location of
Vater street an enactment this season is important.

Yours truly,
HOUGH & CAMPBELL,

Winnipeg, City Solicitors.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The lion. gentleman should accept the bill
without the second clause.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We could not do that.
I called my hon. friend's attention to a
sirmilar clause in the Act of 1895. It speaks
of the unpatented land forming part of any
road.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The bill goes further than that. The clause
says " all unpatented land." It does not
say "unpatented land forming part of the
road."

Hon. M r. SCOTT-I do not think it
amounts to much.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-It
nav not it amount to much, but still it is
there.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Before the motion
is put, I should like to ask the minister if
the government would not consent to strike
out the following words " and the rest of
the land contained within the area of the
said plan 1" If not, I think it would be our
duty to propose an amendment.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is a compromise
bill between the city and the other parties,
and I do not feel like making any changes.

Hon. M r. POWER-It might be amend-
ed when we go into committee.

The motion was agreed to, and
was read the second time.

The House resolved itself into
mittee of the Whole on the bill.

the bill

a Com-

(In the Committee.)

On clause 2.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE - I

move that this clause be amended so as to
read in this way :

Those portions of the land shown as streets on the
said sectional plan are hereby transferred to the
Crown in the right of the province of Manitoba.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-This stands in a
different position from the other. The
clause in the bill which the hon. leader of
the opposition referred to is scarcely appli-
cable. The clause would convey nothing
but the 66-g feet. The intention of the
clause, as it now stands, is that where the
street was originally wider than that,
and has not been encroached upon, it has
been more than 66 4 feet. There will be
a strip of what was originally intended as a
street between what is now actually the
street and the lot, and the suggestion is to
convey that, and I do not think the words
are broad enough.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-It was shown as
streets before.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Would not this settle it, " That portion of
the land shown as streets on the said sec-
tional plan No. 7A, and unpatented is
hereby transferred."

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That would not serve
the purpose.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-The
present bill only refers to unpatented lands.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The sixty-six foot was
never patented. That was reserved as a
road allowance, and therefore it is the un-
patented portion of Water street.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-You leave everything
that is objectionable in it when you leave
the word " unpatented."

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then strike out the word "unpatented."

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Then you convey no-
thing.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-I ask
leave to withdraw my amendment, and I
move an amendment that the second clause
be struck out.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Then the bill is not
good for anything. That is the operative
clause which transfers the lands to the pro-
vince of Manitoba. The better way is to
throw the bill out altogether.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If representatives of the Crown in reference to
the hon. gentleman thinks so he shouki ail road allowances, just as in Ontaro the
move it. Crown is represented by Ontario and is the

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-.This is a very small owner of ail road ailowances, and so in every
matter. It affects only one street in the province. The only parties really interested
city of Winnipeg, little scraps of ]and which
are not patented because of the narrowing Hon. Mr. DEBOUClERVILLE-In the
of the street. Wherever the street is 66 province of Ontario the goverAment own al
feet wide, the city will probably leave it so. the vi1d lands. It is fot so in the province
Hon. gentlemen will see we are dealing with of Manitoha.
a su j Jecti where we do not now e etails.

The city of Winnipeg, in a small matter of
this kind, ought to be trusted to do what is
right. The lawsuits have been withdrawn
and this bill is introduced at the request of
the city of Winnipeg.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-They forgot to
send us a plan.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They could not.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-How is it we have
a correct copy of the plan of 1894 which
comes from the same source?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I an giving you all
the information that plan 7A can give.
Hon. gentlemen can see the narrow line on
the plan where the encroachinents are.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Could not the hon.
gentleman meet the objection by inserting
something to show that the bill refers only
to Water street?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I have read the ori-
ginal correspondence froin the solicitors of
the city of Winnipeg. I think we can trust
them.

Hon. S'r MACKENZIE BOWELL-
There are three parties interested, the city
of Winnipeg being one, and the hon. gentle-
man contends, that they, having agreed to
this, we should accept it. The province of
Manitoba bas passed legislation demanding
the transfer of the whole of the unpatented
lands of the province to them, to be disposed
of by them. If there is anything in that
argument, we should give the province of
Manitoba all the unpatented lands on the
same principle.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The government of
Manitoba have nothing whatever to do with
this. They have not been consulted. The
only reason the government of Manitoba is
mentioned is that they are technically the

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-A
suggestion has been made to me by the hon.
gentleman from Halifax which meets all
objections. Strike out after "the plan" in
the second line, and the word " are" in the
third line and it will read " those portions
of the plan shown as streets on the said
sectional plan No. 7A are hereby transferred
to the Crown in the right of the province of
Manitoba." That will transfer the streets.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My impression is
from that fact that a plan is referred to and
that plan is prepared with reference to the
carrying out the compromise, that that will
be uniformly throughout the whole length
of that street 61 4 feet and nothing more,
and if my impression is right, the property
that is intended to be surveyed beyond that
is the original street that bas not been en-
croached upon, and that will be left un-
touched if you carry that amendmient.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The hon. gentleman may be quite correct,
but that is a matter we know nothing about,
because we have had no information upon
it. Let it go down to the other House and
if they see it is not correct they can put it
in shape. We do not want to be in a
position of transferring a whole lot of pro-
perty we know nothing about.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Supposing the hon.
gentleman were to add to that "and the
original street laid out to its full extent,
where it is not encroached upon."

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
have no objection to that, but some other
gentlemen have.

The committee divided on the amend-
ment, which was adopted.

Contents, 9 ; non-contents, 7.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL, from the com-
mittee, reported the bill with an amend-
ment.
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I shall not move con-
currence in the amendment. I will not
stultify myself by moving concurrence in
an amendment which I do not approve of.
The gentleman who moved the amendment
should move the concurrence.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOW-ELL-
This is a government bill which bas been
amended in committee, and the practice bas
been always either that the mover drop the
bill altogether, or accept the amendment.
If the hon. gentleman does not like to accept
the decision of the committee, the bill drops
and he takes the responsibility.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I will move that the
amendment be concurred in. Let the bill go
to the House of Commons and the amend-
ment can be dealt with there.

The motion was agreed to.

The bill was then read the third time and
passed.

RAILWAY SUBSIDIES BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the second
reading of Bill (190) " An Act to authorize
the granting of subsidies in aid of the con-
struction of the lines of railway therein
mentioned." He said :-There are a number
of lines that are mentioned here, some of
which it is proposed to aid for the first
time, and some are roads to which subsidies
have been voted by Parliament in former
sessions. The first part of the bill is taken
up with the interpretation of its provisions,
what is to be considered the cost of the road,
certain charges, as for instance a bridge
that costs more than $25,000, the terminals
of the roads and the cost of equipment are
not included in the cost of construction of
the road. Then there is a provision as to
the amount of subsidy up to a certain sum,
$3,200 a mile, and when the cost exceeds
$15,000 a mile, a larger subsidy may be
voted. The bill contains a list of the roads,
and the length of road it is proposed for the
current year to aid, and after the list come
certain conditions as to the ternis upon
which these grants are made. There are
certain duties that the roads so aided are te
discharge for the public, as for instance the
carriage of persons, the carriage of mails and
so on. Those duties are to be undertaken
and discharged for the public over these

lines of road up to the sum of three
per cent on the amount of money
that las been advanced towards their con-
struction. If there is anything done beyond
that sui during the year on behalf of the
government of the country, then payment is
to be made for that. I need not go over
the list of roads and mention the names of
the lines to be aided. I have brought, for
the information of the Senate, the maps with
the lines marked in red upon theni, so that,
any hon. gentleman who wishes to see where
any one of those roads is situated, its ter-
minal points and the direction in which it
lies, and its connection with other roads,
will be able to obtain that information by
looking at the maps laid upon the table.
Those roads lie in every province of the
Dominion east of the Rocky Mountains.
The first mentioned is the Central Ontario
Railwav, twenty-one miles in length; the
second is the Quebec Railway, fifty-three
and a half miles in length; tha third a Que-
bec railway sixty-six one-hundredths of a
mile in length; the fourth, an Ontario road
twenty-four miles in length, running in a
north-westerly direction from the town of
Strathroy; the fifth a road in New Bruns-
wick fif ty-nine miles long, lying between the
county of York and the county of Carleton;
the sixth a Nova Scotia roal thirty miles in
length, extending from the Straits of Canso
to St. Peters, and so on. The number
reaches fifty-one. Besides those fifty-one
roads that are to be aided in various parts
of the Dominion, there is the Ontario and
Rainy River Bailway, 140 miles in length;
there is the Quebec bridge to receive aid not
exceeding $1,000,000, the Yamaska River
bridge to the extent of $50,000; a bridge
over the Richelieu River at Sorel, $25,000;
a bridge across the St. Francis River,$50,000,
and a bridge over the Nicolet River, $15,000.
Then there are some further and smaller
sums in other portions of the Dominion.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Could the hon. gentleman tell us the total
amount to which the country is pledged by
these subsidy resolutions.

Hon. Mr. MILLS--I cannot tell my hon.
friend. I know we went over it, and the
sum total was made up, but I have forgotten.
I do not carry it in my mind, and besides
that, I think some slight modifications were
made.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
do not suppose that there is any intention
on the part of the Senate to interfere, to any
great extent, with the bill or the proposition
which is now before it; but I think it well
to call attention to the fact that the hon.
gentleman himself, and those with whom he
has been associated, have denounced in un-
measured ternis former governments for hav-
ing brought down propositions of this kind a
few hours before the prorogation of Parlia-
ment. If it were a crime in the old govern-
ment to bring down propositions for the
expenditure, in the way of railway subsidies,
of sums amounting to $2,000,000 or $3,000,-
000 in the dying hours of the session, how
much greater is the crime on the part of my
hon. friend to ask a House of about sixteen
members ; to pledge the country to a sum ex-
ceeding $6,000,000? That is the position
in which the Senate is placed at the present
moment. First of ail, I do not hesitate
to say that the system of bonusing rail-
ways, to the extent which is now being
carried on, is iniposing a burden on the
revenues of this country that is totally
unjustifiable. When the proposition was
originally made to bonus railways, it
was upon the principle of granting a
sum equal to the expense of the metal
which would be required to rail all portions
of the road subsidized. It was also laid
down as a principle, that the roads which
were to be subsidized should be those lines
which opened up and developed certain
unsettled portions of the country. This was
the original principle on which bonuses
were granted. I do not wish it, however,
to be inferred, that that principle was
strictly adhered to during the whole of the
time that these bonuses were granted, but I]
do say this, that the propositions which are
now before us are of a character altogether
different from and apart froi the principle
upon which bonuses were originally granted,
and which was followed for a number of
years. Any one looking at these proposed
bonuses will find that not only has the
amount which is to be paid in assisting in
the construction of roads been doubled,
but that it has gone nuch further. It is
aiding roads with double the amount of
subsidy originally proposed to be paid, and
it is double the amount in cases where the
local legislatures and the municipalities
have also bonused the line to an extent
which will nearly build the road. Or, in
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other words, the bonuses which are to be
received by a number of these roads are
sufficient in amount to almost cover the
construction of the whole road, or very
nearly so. To put it in other words,
the roads are being built through the
aid from the Dominion and local govern-
ments and municipalities, and made a pre-
sent of to the parties who speculated, be-
cause if you get within a few thousand
dollars of the amount required to construct
the roads in the way of bonuses, and the
company has bonding powers, in all cases
running f rom ten to twenty thousand dollars
a mile, it simply means the placing of a
large amount of money, perhaps thousands
of dollars per mile, in the pockets of promo-
ters and contractors. When I say the con-
tractors, I mean in many cases the construc-
tion companies which are composed of those
who form the companies, and consequently
they have the disposal of the money which
comes into their hands. Then, again, you
will find that there is the proposition in some
of these proposed subsidies to aid short lines
of a mile or two in the very centre of in-
dustries which are in existence in towns or
villages, and they want to extend the rail-
way from a particular industry down
to the wharf, which is a purely local
matter, and the Dominion Government, with
its paternal care over these particular sections
of the country, for some unknown reason,
come down and make a proposition to aid
in the construction of such short roads.
They can have no Dominion or even local
object in view, but simply to aid the gen-
tlemen or the company, whosver they may
be, in the construction of a road to assist in
carrying on manufacturing industries. You
might as well go to the city of Montreal and
say to the sugar refining company, " You
require a road to connect with the Grand
Trunk Railway at a certain point on the
canal. We will give you $3,200 per mile
in order that you can lay down rails to
enable you to carry your raw sugar which
arrives at one of the basins of the canal
into the refinery." I unhesitatingly say
that that was not and should not be the
object of granting the railway subsidies.
The object was the opening up and develop-
ing the co'untry.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Eighteen thousand
dollars was given to build a road six miles
long to a saw-mill in the county of York by
the late Minister of Finance.
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Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-So ernment gave them $99,000 in aid of the
much the worse. The hon. gentleman has construction of certain railways. These re-
intensified the error. We assisted in solutions add to that amount, and the last
building six miles and you have reduced local election gave the Hardy government a
the length to two, and even in that case majority in that particular locality of a hun-
I do not say it was right. On the con- dred and one, or in other words, just about
trary, I think the principle has been carried a thousand dollars for each one of the major-
too far even by the government of which I ity, or very nearly so. I do not mean to
was a member. The error has been in- say that the granting of the bonus pur-
tensified by the propositions which are now chased that municipality, but I give hon.
before us, and the sooner the country puts gentlemen the facts and they can draw their
a stop to this mode of expenditure, and the own conclusions. The present govern-
involving of the country, in one session, in ment are aiding in the extension of two miles
this kind of railway subsidies to an amount in that particular municipality to-day.
exceeding $6,000,000, the better it will be. But do not forget how they guard them-
As senators we cannot amend these bills, I selves in the immense return they are
suppose, because they are money bills. We to have in the three per cent postage service
have either to accept them in toto, good or which they are to deduct from these sub-
bad, or throw them out. I an not prepared sidies in consideration of giving it. That is
to assume that responsibility. I leave that the three per cent on two miles of road
with the govermnent which proposes these running from a manufacturing establishment
subsidies and with the country which has to to a wharf. What mails they are going
decide upon this question when asked to to carry, I do not know. Be that as it may
give a verdict. I will, however, take this these are facts, and they are incontrovertible,
opportunity of placing upon record still as the result of this class of bonus-
further the sentiments of some of the gen- ing, and the rapidity with which we are
tlemen, my hon. friend opposite among the running into debt. In fact that in those
rest, upon this question of railway subsidies. very estimates they are for the ordinary
We have only to look at the declarations purposes exceeding by millions those sub-
whieh have been made throughout the whole sidies which they condemned in the late
Dominion for the last fourteen years, dur- government, and the pledging of the country
ing the time these subsidies were proposed to an amount verging on nearly $70,000,-
by the late government, to find that almost 000 this year, is a question for the country
every hon. gentleman who now holds a port- seriously to consider as to whether it is not
folio, and those in the cabinet who have not time that they began to cry a halt. When
the responsibility of a portfolio upon their we discuss the budget, J think that I shall
shoulders, denouncing in most unmeasured be able to show, without occupying very
terms the propositions which were made. much time that the statement which I have
They were declared, more particularly by made is not at all exaggerated. Let us look at
,the Minister of Trade and Commerce to be thepositionthe presentgovernmentoccupyon
not only improper expenditures of the pub- this question, commencing with the Premier
lic nioney, but bribes to the sections of the and going down to his colleagues. In look-
countrywhere the roads were tobe built-not ing at Hansard hon. gentlemen will find
orily those sections of the roads which were that the Premier used the following
going into the northern part of our country, language:
opening up new settlements and assisting in The policy of bonusing railways by cash and land
the development of the resources of the grants from the Dominion Government has becoie a
country in that way, but more particularly fruiful source ofjobbery, peculation, and torruption.Udrits operation favourites of the government
the subsidies to those short roads which have been enriched. Appropriations have been made
were declared to be for the purpose of buy- for the sole purpose of purchasing the support of con-
ing up constituencies. I do not want to stituencies, and vast sums of publie money have beenvoted without regard to the public interest, while
particularize, but I know of one case-and millions of acres of land that should have been held
it is a road which is being subsidized by intrust by the governnent for the future homes of

hryand deservingestlr have been handed over
these resolutions-where a certain portion without consideration or justificaticn to charter.
of a constituency always gave a Conserva. hawkers, whose intervention actually retards the con-
tive majority, or a majority in favour of the struction of the unes whose franchises they controlfor the purpose of extorting money fron the ultimate
government of the day. The Ontario G oV- builders of the roads. The policy of granting these
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subsidies has repeatedly been condemned in Parlia-
ment by the Liberal party, and this resolution is in
harmony with the attitude of the Liberal party upon
this question.

That is when they moved the resolution
condemning the granting of subsidies to any
road. Then Sir Richard Cartwright stated,
in answer to a letter written to the president
of the Patrons, that there should be no rail-
way bonuses. He said:

There is simply no single one of all these objects
which the Liberal party have not been fighting for,
moving resolutions for, and doing their very best to
obtain any time during the last twenty years.

Yet theycome into powerand propose these
resolutions. They intensify the wrong which
they say was perpetrated by their predeces-
sors by doubling and trebling the sums
which they propose to give in aid of every
conceivable proposition which can he made
to them; frqm opening up the unsettled
lands of the country, to which not one of us
would have any objection, to the build-
ing of roads to assist the manufacturers in
the particular cities and towns in which they
exist. Then coming to the point f rom which
I started, that they condemned in unmeas-
ured terms the bringing down of railway
subsidies at late periods of the session, we
find in 1894 Sir Wilfrid Laurier using the
following language:

The session has lasted four months, and the govern-
ment have had more time than was necessary to pre-
pare these resolutions. How is it possible that this
House can discuss these resolutions intelligently,
covering as they do about sixty different railway
schemes, and involving as they do over three millions
of dollars ? It is quite impossible under such circum-
stances that any man in this House can give intelligent
attention to this question. I protest against such
proceedings.

le was followed by a gentleman whom we
all respect, and who now has the position of
leader of of the government in this House,
the Hon. David Mills, who said:

We are in the fifth month of the session, and we
now have for the first time brought under our atten-
tion and have no opportunity to consider.

itiously than they could $3,000,000. If he
puts it upon that ground, which I should
not have any thought of doing, we would
have no particular cause to complain, but I
question very much whether he will.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, I do not think so.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
do not think the hon. gentleman's lack of
self esteem, or the organ so described by
phrenologists, being situated some where on
the top of the head, is of such a character
as to enable him to concede any superiority,
intellectually, on the part of anybody over
himself and his colleagues. That is a point
I am not going to dispute with him. I will
concede all that he claims for himself, and
leave the country to judge of the correctness
of the estimate. Then Sir Richard Cart-
wright followed. He said:

This abuse is one of long standing, and therefore all
the worse. We ought in all conscience at the time of the
budget or about that time to get a description of what
our obligations are and what further obligations it is
proposed the country should incur. The practice of
putting these resolutions off until the end of the
session is carried on for the express purpose of stifling
and preventing inquiry.

If that were applicable in the past how
much more applicable is it to-day, when we
have the House of Conimons just passing
the last of the items in the estimates which
are to forin the Supply Bill, and we are
left to consider a $6,500,000 appropriation
in a very few hours. I confess I am some-
what inclined to the view expressed by the
hon. Minister of Justice some time ago,
when he denounced this system, and I think
very few of us are capable of mastering the
whole subject in so short a time. Then we
have the Postmaster General who, as we all
know, is not only choice in his language, but
very moderate in anything he says when
speaking of his opponents. He said:

To-day we have scarcely more than one-half of the
House sitting.

Now, if that were the case with subsidies We have nlt a fourth of the Senate sitting
about fifty per cent less than we are now here, and venture the assertion that the
asked to give, I suppose if the argument had Commons have not more than a third, and
any force, then it would be equally forcible perhaps not more than a fourth. Mr. Mulock
and pertinent to the case before us, unless my said
hon. friend thinks the members of the Opposi- To-day we bave scarcely more than one-haif the
tion to-day are much more intelligent than he fouse sitting and not one of us bas had the opportu-niyof comnnunicating with the outside world before
and those with whom he was connected were weare asked to vote away public money. It is on the
at that time, and consequently are able une of the wbole financial administration of this

to mstera $,OO0000 pprpriaion or overnment. Tbey are practically engaged lu wreck-to master a $6,000,000 appropriation for ing the finances of Canada. A goverinent, that bas
railways, easier, quicker and more exped- shown less regard for the finances of Canada bas

Wehv otafut o h eat itn
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never occupied the treasury benches since we have
had responsible government. I am but voicing the
sentiments of the thoughtful people of Canada when
I say that the finances of our country to-day are in
the hands of reckless men, who are prepared to sacri-
fice the interests of our country in order to maintain
themselves in power. The recklessness with which
the rights of the people are being dealt wvith, the
recklessness with which our finances are being hand-
led, the recklessness with which our credit is being
dealt with, the recklessness with which the possibili-
ties of this country are being disregarded, convince
nie that the interests of the country are entirely sub-
sidiary to the interests of the men who are on the
treasury benches.

With a proposition to spend during the
coming year, or to involve the country in an
indebtedness-because it niay not al] be
spent this year-of the amount to which I
have referred, between $60,000,000 and
$70,000,000, have we not evidence of
the truth of this statement as applicable to
the present government? If we have not,
then I do not know how you could find
language to properly express the true
position of the government. I shall not
proceed any further in quoting the senti-
ments of the present ministers when tbey
were in opposition, upon this question, and
which principle then advocated by them,
they have so flagrantly violated. I confess
that when I sat in the gallery of the Com-
mons the other day, and heard those senti-
ments hurled at the ministers, and particu-
larly at an old friend of mine for some
twenty-five years, and when I saw that gen-
tleman rise and walk out without attempt-
ing to defend himself on his change of front,
I felt if he was not humiliated, those who
had any respect for him would be, and 1, for
myself, felt a sorrow that I do not care
about expressing at the position in which I
saw an old friend, although only part of the
time politically a friend, and part of the
time a political opponent, placed in. It
may be and perhaps the hon. Minister of
Justice will tell us, that the exigencies of
party and the difficult positionwhich be holds
necessitates the change of front. He may tell
us that he has not changed his opinion.
Frankly, I do not think he has changed his
opinion uponthisquestion, but he has changed
his practice ; and in this, like most other
cases of pledging themselves to certain
principles, they violate them as soon as
as they get inîto power. I do not know that
I could explain this better than to repeat
what a writer for a Liberal newspaper, said,
namely, that the gentlemen who now oc-
cupied the treasury benches in the House
of Commons and in the Senate of Canada

had most flagrantly violated every promise
that they had ever made in the past
except one, and that was " Do not
walk on the grass." I do not know if
any one has ever accused them of violating
that little sign that is on the lawns
round this place about walking on the grass.
But I thought it was expressive and truth-
ful in its character-that they had violated
every promise that they had made except
the one " Do not walk on the grass." It is
between them and the country, and we must
leave it with then and with the country to
decide in the future. I have quoted the
opinions expressed by the hon. gentlemen
who now occupy the treasury benches, and
who are responsible for the present proposi-
tion, as illustrative of the character of poli-
ticans out of office and politicans in office ;
and I think we shall have to ask the people
ere long how far they are prepared to sup-
port a continuance of the polcy which has
been pursued, more particularly during the
last two or three years, and then carry it
further back so far as the expenditure of
money is concerned. I have come to the
conclusion that it is time that we call a halt,
and that unless there are sections of the
country that require aid to open up and
develop, that we ought to stop this bonusing
system, and the sooner those gentlemen
come to that conclusion, the better it will be
for the Dominion. I admit that there are
roads which deserve aid ; I admit that the
Rainy River Railway, in what is now termed
New Ontario, is worthy of support, and
opening up by the aid not only of the
Dominion, but of Ontario, in which pro-
vince the great wealth of that section exists.
I am also prepared to admit that in the
great North-west, and in portions of that
country which require railway facilities to
enable the new settler to go in and select
lands, for a home for himself, and to enable
him to take to market the produce of his
farm-carrying the bonusing of railways to
almost any extent in that respect would
pay the country by enabling parties to go
into those sections of the country and get
out the products of their farm, which they
could not otherwise dispose of. But that
applies to other provinces as well as to the
North-west. In the free grant territories of
other provinces, there are many portions 75
to 100 miles from the Grand Trunk Rail-
way, and the bonusing of roads to run into
those sections of the country, and particularly
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by the province, often aided to a certain ex- Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-That is not
tent by the Dominion, is not only excusable the return they expect.
but justifiable. More justifiable on the
part of the province, because in going Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-No,
into those sections of the country it enables it is a political return they are expecting. If
the government to sell their lands and place my hon. friend would take one of those lines
the proceeds in the treasury, and to obtain and make a calculation, he will be able to
much larger prices for their timber, which is answer the question that he is asking. I
to be found principally in those sections of will give him one case where he can make
the country. Hence they have a direct the calculation and satisfy himself. We are
pecuniary interest in bonusing railways. subsidizing about four miles to connect
The Dominion, in assisting them, can have the Gatineau road with a bridge here at
but one interest, and that is the increasing Ottawa. Take the three per cent on the
of the population of the country, by inducing ainount they will pay for carrying the mails,
emigrants to go into those sections which are and you will have a very good idea of the
not now cccupied, and inîcrease the consump- amount the country is to receive, and par-
tion of imported articles, and by that ticularly when we remember that the Cana-
means indirectly and directly add to the dian Pacific Railway Company is paid a mile-
revenues of the country, and thereby assist age rate to carry the mails to this particular
in carrying on the government and the point. You can get an idea from this in-
maintenance of peace and order in the stance of the infinitesimal amount that is
Dominion. To that extent I do not think to be received. The principle applies in
any Canadian, who has considered the ques- almost all these cases, because the subsidies
tion, will have any objection. But to con- granted, except in a few cases, are for short
tinue to grant subsidies to build roads in lines of road and extensions of roads. There
the best settled parts of the country, the are certain roads which, f rom my knowledge
most wealthy parts of the country, is going of the localities, are bonused for no other
beyond the functions of any government. The reason than to enable the party to extend
hon. gentleman may hurl back the assertion his road to where he can get wood, because
that it was done by the late government there is nothing to develop beyond bringing
and that he is only following the example that out the wood that is on the route. It shows
was set by the late government. I accept the pernicious policy which pervades this
the responsibility in that respect. We car- whole system, and the purpose for which it
ried it too far, but these gentlemen are is pursued. The Finance Minister in this
carrying it infinitely further, and it is time country gets about one hundred and thirty
to call a halt. I have taken this opportunity miles of railway subsidy, and he gets
to give my sentiments on the general prin- some fifteen or sixteen appropriations run-
ciple involved rather than to do it in Com- ning from $2,000 to $10,000 for wharfs and
mittee of the Whole. When we are in Com- breakwaters. I do not know that I could find
mittee of the Whole we may ask questions fault with that. The constituency furnished
as to particular items, as to why the subsidy him with a seat in the House of Commons,
is granted and what return it is expected and enabled him to retain the portfolio
will be received therefor. My hon. friend which he holds. Probably that fact alone
spoke of that three per cent. It was well is a sufficient compensation for this large ex-
explained by another newspaper man, one penditure.
who belonged to his own party. When he
called my attention to it, he said, " What do Hon. Mr. BAKER-I what way'?
you think of it?" I said I do not think it Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
amounts to anything. " But," he said, " it is That is a question which must be answered
a good thing to talk about." Yes, it is a good'by the people themselves. My hon. friend,
thing to use on the stunp. You can say I am afraid, has not sufficient confidence in
"See how we are safeguarding the interests the gentleman to whom I am referring when
of the country. We are going to save in the he supposes that the securing of a seat is not
amounts to be paid for carrying the mail, a suffizient return for the expenditure of
and therefore in granting bonuses we are that amount of money. I would not like to
going to have it all paid back again in the say that to my hon. friends opposite, or to the
shape of a reduction of the amount." hon. gentleman from Northumberland. He
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may think thatthe Finance Minister is worth done, and were doing so to the detriment of
a great deal more than that; but that is the country. One of the things that the hon.
merely a matterof opinion, whichIsuppose, in gentleman complained of was the very short
this free country, we are permitted to hold. lines of railway in some instances that we
Going back to where I started, I believe that were subsidizing, not because there was
if the hon. gentleman who moved these reso- not more to it, but simply because we were
lutions were to express to-day the honest not granting a subsidy for more than the
sentiments of his own mind, and his belief parties were likely to do during the present
as to what they should do in the future and season. I may mention a case to the hon.
what they should have done in connection gentleman where a subsidy of $3,200 a mile
with these bonuses, we should differ very was granted for six miles of rail way, I think
little in our conclusions, and that if he had in the county of York, then represented by
his way he would carry out the principles the late Minister of Finance, for the con-
and doctrine which I have attempted to struction of a road, and when it was inquired
enunciate here in the few remarks that I into it was found to be a road to a large
have made. lumber mill in his constituency; and besides

Hon. Mr. MJLLS-Jf I were to con- the $3,200 a mile, i? I remember rightly,
at aere ito con there was also granted old rails to construct

gratulate the hon. gentleman athat branch running from the existing road
be on the fact that he is giving us a blue down to this mill. That was one of the subsi-
ruin speech. dized lines when the hon. gentleman was in

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- office, and when he was responsible for the
Oh, no. governrent. If the hon. gentleman will look

at the Iist of the subsidies that were granted
Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend has i t

imbibed the spirit which he formerly attrib- the oa ao was re thin
uted to the Minister of Commerce, that he e
never made a speech in public that was not one-quarter of a mile in length, one mile in
of the blue ruin charicter. My hon. friend e
bas to-day given us a speech pointing strong-
ly in that direction. Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I Was that right?

ai very sorry that I should have followed Hon. Mr. MILLS- a r not questioning
the hon. gentleman's example. that. a mi pointing this out to the hon.

length-manume fhm

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman gentleman.
has occasionally been complimenting the Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
government this session on the fact that Was it right?
they had adopted the policy of their prede-
cessors in office, and the country was greatly Hon. Mr. MILLS-It depends on the cir-
benefited by the fact that the government cumstances, but I would say this, that by
was treading in the footsteps of those who the rule the hon. gentleman bas laid down
had preceded them. But my hon. friend bas to-day, if there was a wrong in the one case
departed from that rule to-day, and has which he has mentioned, there was at least
given us a blue ruin speech, not because we a treble wrong in the cases to which I have
have gone in opposition to the course which referred.
was taken by our predecessors in office, but
because, in this regard, we have followed in Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
their footsteps, and have stepped longer than That is as six miles is to two.
those who preceded us. The hon. gentleman
admits that the government of which he was Hon. Mr. MILLS-More than that. In
a member, with regard to these railway one instance, as I understand, there was a
subsidies, adopted a bad policy-that in railway subsidized a quarter of a mile in
many respects they did what was wrong- length and another a mile in length.
that they had made serious mistakes, and
that we were, by following their example, in Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
some respects going further than they had Tell us where ?
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Hon Mr. MILLS-For a line of railway Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
from Cap de la Madaleine to connect with And a pretty bard country.
the Piles branch, three miles. To the Canada
Eastern Railway Company for an extension Hon. Mr. MJLLS-There is the road
of one mile from the west end of their rail- from Veaudreuil to Ottawa. So I might go
way to connect with the Canadian Pacific through the list of roads down in the mari-
Railway, a subsidy of $3,200. There are time provinces where aid was given. One,
two cases, one three miles in length and the if I renember rightly, from Pictou to New
other one mile. Glasgow is where a road already existed,

Hon Si ý,ACK1.,Z1EBOWELL_ and where it was represented as shortening
Hon. Si MACtemi[E the distance very considerably, and where

Hon.. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

And was prettyhad cut ry. e n h

~~~~~~~~~Hon. Mr. MII de o mte ent fth odwS-To he isate rod
wher.fro Vheudruily to Otaa Soeme I ight go

Hon.Sir ACKNZIEBOWEL throughd th lst of ra down ra in ther-

cases. The hon. gentleman has spoken
The case to which i referred does not con- about the position taken by myself and by
nect with anything except one part of a some of my colleagues in office in our opjx-
man's industry and another. sition to those railway subsidies. Our idea

i was that the subsidizing of ail those subsi-

Hon. M r. MIJLLS-It ios ano mtteonr

The hon. gentleman has spoken about par- diary roads within the provinces ought to

aleiglnes. be left to the provinces, and if we lef t themn
ethere, unless a road was a very great neces-

Hon.~~~~~ Si AKNI O ELIsty to the province, the construction waa

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-- S

did not say a word about paralheiing cnes, not likely to be undertaken. But that cne
but J might. was wholly broken down in 1882, when the

present leader of the opposition in the
Hot. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman heus of Commons, if I remember rightly,

spoke about constructing a road in an old was Minister of iRailways. He introduced
district where they were already suppled. the mie that ail roads that were connected

with any of the great trunk linos wore to
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- be r pgarded as roads for the general advan-

neyer spoko about paralloling linos at ail, tage of Canada, and under that rule roada
though I could have done so. that had been subsidizod to the extent of

some twelve or fourteen millions of dollars
Hon. Mr. MILLS-I as going to ca l by the province of Ontario and municipa-

attention to a road which the hon. gentleman lities were wrested out of tho hands of the
subsidized f romn Tilsonborg to Port Dovor. 'local authorities and made Dominion rail-
That is an old district. Thee was a road way ente prises. Whon the hon. gentleman
subsidized from Woodstock to Detroit which and his collvagues adopted that mule, the
most of the way is not a mile from the Grand rule for which we contended was wholly
Trunk lne, for 130 miles. The hon. gentle- brok n down. A new mule was intoduced,

an ill remomber that lin. a rule which we thouget objoctionable, but

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL a rule which was adopt d by the gover -

do. I did not refer to that principl e at all. ment of which the hon. gentleman was a
member, and, after the adoption of that

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Then thoe was the rule, thre was nothing for it by any

Brockville, Westport and Sault Ste. Marie;, government excpt to assist roads in those

the Tilsonberg and Lake Erie; the Brant" flOw sections of the country which weme

ford and Wate loo. without roads, or whereo thme were on
old sections of the country the necessity for

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Tho a railway lino owing porhaps to spocial con-
Bmockville road is not parallel to any other nection with the express companiOs that
raiîway. could not accommodate the population in an

old district. Look at the moads that are
Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is through an old being subsidized in the province of Ontario.

country. You have a road extending nothwa d from
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the county of Victoria into the new county great mistake to suppose that the northern
of Haliburton. It is proposed to extend part of the provinces of Ontario and Quebec
that road further north. Ultimately that are simply rock and water, subject'a great
road must be connected wvith the Parry portion of the year to severe frosts and
Sound Railway. It will be a great advantage utterly incapable if sustaining an agricul-
to the new settlers going into that district tural population. From aIl the information
that that should be done. Then, the road 1 et that is a very mistaken view, and it
from Parry Sound north to Sudbury forms seems to me that a reasonable expenditure
part of a line in which we are ail interested, of money upon unes of railway extending
in obtaining commercial connections at no northward into the new country, especially
distant date with the Hudson Bay. If we do when you find that the government of
not do so, our neighbours over the way willVRussia is pursuing a policy in Finland which
obtain control of the commerce of that bay. is likely to lead to the expatriation of a con-
For 150 years that was regarded as an in- siderable portion of the population, we
land water exclusively under our control. should put forth efforts to sette them in
For a number of years United States fisher- the northern portion of these provinces,
men have gone into the Hudson Bay and where the country is not unlike in
have carried on fishing eperatiens without climate the country from which they corne.
any protest on our part, or on the part of This has also to be borne in mnd. Take
the Imperipl authorities. The moment you the revenue for the present year. Hon.
cross the lieight of land, both iri Ontario gentlemen know that the rate of taxation is
and Quebec, there are large areas of land, iless at the present time than it was before
about 30,000 square miles in each province, the present governrnent came into office.
well suited for agriculture. A gentleman I arn speaking of the rate of customs taxa-
who liad traversed that country for several tion. Under that rate you have a very
weeks and who also had agents out survey- large revenue. What does it indicate? A
ing the country, towd me that between the very rapid groth of our commerce within
Albany River and the height of land, there the past two years. That is partly dlue te
is an immense area weIl suited for agri- the increased hopes of the population ace
cultural purposes, free frm rocks, withincreased numer of the mining population
f air timber upon it., and where thousands coming into the country, and the increased
of settiers might be placed. That dist number of immigrants into the North-west.
trict is much nearer to us than a great I trust that nothing may take place to check
deal of the territory lying in the North- that immigration, and if it continues there
west. We have many people coming into is every reasonable ground to look for a con-
the country that would prefer, on acount tinued and steady growth of the commerce
of their means, to go into a wooded country of the Domini9n), and if there is an increased
rather than to go into a prairie country, population it seeîns te me it is not merely a
and between the fertile be t which lies to speculative or doubtful enterprise to assist
the north of the height of land and the in the construction of those roads which are
settled districts there is an immense mineraI here set out, the greater number of which
belt, and we have ha propositions made to are in new districts, and where large ad-
us by men ready to invest money in mining ditions may be made to the population. I
operations te go into that new district if need not say more with regard to the gene-
access was given to them. The hon. gentle- eral principle upon which these subsidies
man admits that the Rainy Rivetw oad is a are being asked. The rule has been settled
necessary undertaking and will be advan- of aiding roads throughout the Dominion
tageous. In my opinion it wil prove so. rather than reying upon local contributions
It wiI form part of a continuaus lne ex- from the provincial governents. When
tending to the Yelowhead Pass in the next the rule was adopted in 1882 of making ail
three years, connecting with the existing the tributary roads of the great trunk
ronds, and you will have two great trunk lines Dominion roads, you effectually wiped
lines extending throughout the Dominion of out the system that the Opposition at that
Canada across nearly the whoe continent. time had been endeavouring to foster, and
1 have no doubt it wiIl he found necessary, which they had sought te carry into effet
at no distant date, to build others. is a in the local legisatures that were at the
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time under their control. That has been millions it las cost us to make them good
departed f rom in a large degree and a new loyal subjects and give them confidence in
system has been adopted. the country. We subsidized raiiways in

Ontario to a large extent. 1 remember
It being six o'clock the Speaker left the when 1 had the honour of occupying a seat

Chair. in the local legislature of Ontario and I
had a seat liere as well. The Hon. Mr. Blake

After Recess. was Prime Minister of the province of On-
tario, and I know that lie is the gentleman

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-The govern- wholarge]y introducedthis subsidy assistance
ment appear to be anxious to get this bill to railways. The Hon. Sandfield Macdonald
through, and I shall not detain the House was the Prime Minister before Mr. Blake.
long. Those who have come into the Senate I know that the Sandfield Macdonald govern-
lately may not know the course I have al- ment of that day set aside $1,500,00Ô to aid
ways taken with regard to subsidizing rail- railways in the thinly settled districts. Then
ways. I have always considered it my duty, there were some protested elections and
in the interests of the country, to oppose there were, I think, some tix seats short.
large subsidies to railways, for the reason Sandfield Macdonald roved the address in
that I could not see that it did any good. reply to the speech from the throne, and Mr.
In the first place, the government tax the Blake offered an amendnent condemning
people to give subsidies to railways, and I Sandfleld Macdonald's goveriirentmainly be
know in the province from which I come the cause they had set aside that arount of
railways have all gone into one or two hands, money for railways. What was the effect?
either the Grand Trunk or the Canadian He defeated Sandfield lacdona]ds govern-
Pacific Railway. They have absorbed ail ment by a majority of one. He had an
the railways, and there is no competition. adjournment for about ten days, and 1 think
One railway does not run where it gives my hon. friend the Secretary of State came
competition with another, and in that case into that government as Speaker at that
we simply tax the people to help to build t
the railways, and then the railway com- is correct; if 1 arnot le can corret me
panies charge such freight rates that the afterwards. 1 can tell hon. gentlemen-and
people are paying twice. In this case the the votes and proceedings of the local house
government say that they are going to give will show it-that Mr.Biake turned that
a sugar coating to the pill, and they think rajority of one to a najority of twenty-five
the people of this country are going to swal- in a very few weeks. low did lie do it? He
low it. What is the arrangement they are did it by subsidies to railways. These gen-
going to make about carrying the mails? tlemen are going to go one better than
It does not amount to anything. That is the old government did. They want to
not the way they calculate to get their pay. do the saine thing. That government of
I know better than that. The government Mr. Bhake's in Ontario, although they
get their pay because it gives them politi- turned out the Sandfield Macdonald
cal influence. They need not try to deny it. governinent because they gave subsi-
I can prove it if necessary. I can prove dies to railways, added $400,000 more
what has taken place previously, and of to the $1,500,000 that the Sanfieid Mac-
course it will take place again. I was donald govecnment lad set aside, and they
amused at the lion. Minister of Justice tell- mortgaged the province of Ontario for
ing the hon. leader of the opposition that he twenty years for $100,000 a year, making
was preaching blue ruin now. A few years in ail $3,900,000 and gave us only twenty
ago the hon. minister himself was preaching hours to decide whetler we should swalhow
blue ruin. The people of this country should it or not. These new converts were pur-
understand that when one party is in power chased. If it is parliamentary, I say that
it is all lovely with them, and the other party'the Prime Minister of that day purchased
is preaching blue ruin. I kno\v that tle them al; it was as plain as possible. What
gentlemen forming the ministry, and their has been the result? To-day we are seiiing
supporters, always preached blue ruin until annuities in tle province of Ontario in
they got into power, and it is worth some- order to pay that indebtedness which las
thing to the people of this country for the been lying on our siouiders since that time.
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I know something about subsidies to rail- but the exports. The balance of trade is
ways. I was fairly disgusted to see the against the country now. We have a
political influence that it had. In this House spendthrift government going under full
I have made it a rule that unless I saw sail. They do not care what becomes of us.
clearly that the company should be aided, I They are discounting the future. They
would not support the granting of themand have plenty of money, and it is ail ver
I say now with due deference to all who are well now and there is no blue ruin. The
interested in railways, that if my vote hon. Minister of Justice says the blue ruin
could throw out this bill holus bolus, is on the other side just now. If any hon.
would vote against it, and I would consider gentleman will move the six months' hoist
it was the best thing I could do in the to this bih, I shah be giad to support him,
interest of the country. Just look at it.! because believe it would be in the interests
We are going railway mad. Not satisfied of the country. Just imagine $6,000,000
with the money we are spending in other added by this bil to the expenditure of the
ways, we are giving over $6,000,000 to the coming year. It was said that $38,00,000
railways. We are putting it into the hands was too large an amount for the current
of the government to enable them to control expenditure of the late administration, but
the electors of this country. That is what the estimates this year show that the pre-
it is for more than anything else. Talk sent governrnent are spending $12,00,000
about blue ruin and about people being com- more. It is no wonder that my hon. friend
fortable when they strike oil, or, as they say, the Minister of Justice is comfortabie now,
when they get into a safe harbour, when while the hon. gentleman on the other side
they get to be members of government, it is preaches blue ruin. I am not going to
all lovely then. But I tell the hon. ministers single out this railway or that raiiway for
that the people of this country will not be criticism; I am opposed to the whole thing.
satisfied with them if they go on discounting I want the people to have a rest. I want
the future as they are doing now, and con- to eau a hait in this matter, because my
tinue increasing the expenditure. I am not experience has shown me that when
going to say one word more about the expen- a railway is buiit it is absorbed by
diture, I will try and confine myself to rail- a larger railway and there is no competition
ways, because when the estimates come in and the producers of this country have to
I may have a few words to say on the sub- continue to pay higli rates for freight. We
ject. The government should be careful; cannot keep the raiiways from amalgamat-
they should be economical. Look at the ing. They are getting se ciever that they
pledges they gave tothepeople of the country. wiil amalgamate and bleed the producers of
They declared that they would not give such this country ail the time. It is fearful to
aid as this to railways. When the former think of the way the governrent of this
government voted half that amount they country is going mad in the matter of ex-
said it was robbing the people, and I heard penditure. What is going to become of us?
the remark that the present government do They are taxing the people and taxing the
not take as much money, out of the people children yet unborn-discounting the future.
as the former government did,-that the We should be satisfied te go on and try to
taxation is not so high. They mean to say, keep our expenses within our income. That
I suppose, that the percentage is not so high. is what the government promised to do.
I do not look upon that as anything at all. They fairly deceived the pubi by telling
I want a pretty good charge put upon al them they would do so. I do not know
the imports that come into this country that they gave a direct piedge, except what
which come in contact with the products Sir Richard Cartwright said in adopting the
of our own people. I do not want advantage piatforr of the Patrons. That platform is
given to people who send silk and shoddy no subsidies to railways, and Sir Richard
stuff into this country. All we want should was very friendiy with the Patrons, bis
be manufactured here, in order to give party desired to make friends with
employment to our own people. But my hon. everybody before the hast ehection. Any
friend tells me that he thinks everything .is port in a storr. But, now they do not
quite right because we get large imports. want te be cunfrented with these facts, and
It is not the imports coming into this they do not wish to be rerinded of thesecountry that help the peopae of the country pledges. They said they would reduce
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the annual expenditure of the country
$4,000,000 and they are not satisfied to
be told about that. I have seen enough
of this subsidy business in the province of
Ontario. I feel for the people ; they
were deceived by the government of
Ontario. They claim to have a surplus every
year, although they are selling annuities to
anybody that will buy them. Sandfield
Macdonald was a very economical Prime
Minister and he saved the public money.
His successors have squandered it till the
people have got so disgusted with then that
the government have got down to ballot
stuffing and hugging the machine in order
to keep themselves in -power. It is not a
very desirable thing for the people of this
country to have their money thrown away,
and it looks to me as if that were going to
occur. This subsidy business commenced in
the province of Ontario under the Hon.
Edward Blake. Every word I have said
to-night about that subsidy business in the
province of Ontario is true. I have not got
the books here, but I remember what
occurred. It is vividly impressed on my
mind. There is at least one hon. gentle-
man in this chamber-yes, there are two,
if they choose to admit it-who can
corroborate what I say. I think the
hon. gentleman for London knows it.
He knows that I am speaking by the book.
I divided the House on that occasion. I
think there are only three of us left, and if
there are only three to-night ready to throw
out this measure, I am willing to be one of
them. But the hon. gentleman is anxious to
get through with it, and I do not wish to stay
here all summer. It might be convenient
for the hon. minister to remain here through
the summer, but he gets $8,000 for twelve
months and I only receive $1,000 for five
months, but if he can stand it I can. When
I am speaking of that, I am not speaking for
myself particularly, but 1 say to the House,
and I would say it before all the electors
that ever supported me, and there have been
a good many in the eighteen years that I was
in the House of Commons-that the mem-
bers of the House of Commons and the
senators who spend five months here and
only receive $1,000 are not fairly treated.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. McCALLTJM-I say, further,
that I voted against the increase to the con-

trollers. I know that one of the controllers,
my friend who used to represent Brant, has
very hard work and I would not have any
objection to his receiving the larger salary,
but I dislike retroactive legislation, such as
has been brought before us on two or three
occasions this year. I hope to be able to
explain something about the estimates when
they come before us, and I will make some
inquiries, and perhaps the hon. Secretary of
State and the Minister of Justice will be
able to tell us why all this expenditure is
necessary. We cannot alter them ; we can
throw the measure out altogether, but we
cannot take that responsibility. If we had
more power, and if the expenditure of the
country was more in the control of the Sen-
ate, it would be much better in the interests
of the people of this country, If we cannot
vote, we can at all events tell the people of
this country what we think, and the people
of this country will make then do something
by and by. The people of this country find
the music and they do the dancing, but by
and by it will not be carried on in that way.
My desire is to see this country prosperous.
We have no blue ruin yet, but I am afraid
that if the government carry on in future as
they have in the past, there will be a little
storm. Then it has been said that we could
pass an insolvency law. I am afraid that if
the government continue in their present
course it will be necessary to obtain a bene-
fit of some kind for the government as they
will not be able to pay for all these under-
takinings full.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-We
will have a bankruptcy law next year.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-
There is one respect in which we will all
agree with the hon. gentleman f rom Monck:
that is, that we are here now longer than any
of us expected during the present session,
and I tkink a longer time than the law
provides for the members of the legislature
to be present at Ottawa, still, after the
length of time we have been here, we find in
the very last hours of the session, when we
have a bare quorum present in the Senate,
that one of the most important bills that has
ever been brought before the Parliament of
Canada is submitted to us. It is within my
recollection, and within the recollection, I
daresay, of other members of the House,
that when this same course was pursued by
the late government, and a measire of this
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kind was brought before the House in the $6,400, it must amount to a very consider-
last hours of the session, the hon. gentleman abie sum more than that. Then there is,
from Monck, who has addressed you, and besides that, a sum of about two and a half
myself, were two members who expressed million dollars provided for bridges. Under
our decision at that time, that if ever a this bill we are making an expenditure of
similar bill was brought before the Senate at ýabout $8,000,000. It is a very large sum of
such a late period, it would receive our money. The finances of Canada are said to
opposition. There is a great deaý in a bill of be flourishing. They would indeed require
this kind that requires to be looked into and to be flourishing when we expend money as
criticised much more effectively than is liberally as we are doing under the present
possible in the dying hours of the session, bill. It is possible that if the Senate had
with less than twenty meinbers of the the right of rejecting any single item within
Senate present in the House or in the the four corners of the bill, there are several
city of Ottawa. A bill of this kind, items in it that would receive the approval
granting aid to a railway in almost every of senators and possibly the approval of the
constituency, at any rate in some fifty con- country also ; but when I look through the
stituencies, in the Dominion of Canada bill and see the various lines to which this
should receive much more consideration money is appropriated I cannot come to the
and be more fully gone into, and the merits conclusion that they are all in the public
of the different subsidies that are there pro- interest. Many of them may be of local in-
vided should be better canvassed and more terest, and of interest to the representatives
fully discussed, than it is possible to do with of certain districts in Canada, and still not
a bill coming in at this late period. Under to the general advantage of the country.
this measure we find some fifty different Under the circumstances, I do not feel that
railways throughout the various parts of the I would be justified in voting for this
province for which subsidies are provided, measure. We are bonusing railways prom-
ranging from S3,200 up to $6,400 for some iscuously, I might say. The expenditure is
of the railways. Some of them are of con- extravagant. Notwithstanding the favour-
siderable extent, others are exceedingly able position in which the trade of this
small. I find that there is one which a country stands, in my view of the matter,
6 of a mile long. That is a very small the expenditure that we are providing for

railway indeed, that it should be necessary now is extravagant. It is a larger amount
for the Parliament of Canada to provide a than ever was passed in any similar bill,
subsidy for its construction. There is another with the exception of the bonus that was
one, two miles and a half long, one of four given to the Canadian Pacifie Railway. I
miles, one of three miles, one of two and a think it is not in the interest of the Domin-
half, another of two, a third of two, one of ion to vote, at this session, such a large
three miles, two or three of five miles, and amount of money in the way of bonusing
from that they go up in various increasing railways. If that vote was distributed over
numbers of miles, and there is one of 100 a series of years, it might be possible to
miles long, and several about eighty. justify it, but I venture to say there is no
Making it up roughly, in the brief time we justification for it as it stands. The electors
have had to look intu this measure, I find of the country have not expressed their ap-
there are about 1,650 miles of railway for probation of many of the subsidies proposed
which subsidies are provided under this bill. in this bil, and it is very doubtful if the
It nmay be true that for some portion of that question was put to the electors of any
number, subsidies had been provided under single province within the Dominion,
some previous Act of Parliament, but the whether they would approve of ail the sub-
conditions on vhich some of those were sidies voted within the province itself-
granted were not fulfilled, and yet they are whether they would by a majority sanction
provided for under the present bill. So that any such expenditure, even though it might
there is now required a sum of about five possibly be of benefit to themselves.
and a half millions to provide for those
railways. Even at the ordinary rate
of subsidy of $3,200 a mile, it amounts which will object to the vote for that localityl
to upwards of five million dollars. With Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E..)-
the increase of subsidy going up to People would ikely vote in favour of a
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subsidy t- aid a railway in their own
locality ; still, there is to be found in
the electorate of Canada a large body
of men who have judgment and are
possessed of sound views as to the finan-
cial management of the Dominion, and I
doubt very much whether people of that
class would approve of expenditures which
are made to a great extent for political pur-
poses, even within the province from which
they come. I think it would be the duty of
a large body of the senators who are now
absent to be present on an occasion of this
kind, and to express their views on a mea-
sure of such importance as this. I regret
that those who are interested sufliciently in
the welfare of the Dominion to give their at-
tendance here even at a pecuniary loss to
themselves are not present to express their
views on such an expenditure as this. I feel
in accord with the views expressed by
my hon. friend from Monck on this occasion,
as I was in accord with him on a former
occasion when a similar bill was under con-
sideration, and am not prepared to vote
against the adoption of the bill in its pres-
ent shape.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman's
criticisms because of the bill coming down
at a late period of the session are no doubt
well founded ; but, unfortunately, it has
been the practice, since I can remember,
that bills of this kind are never brought
down until sometimes when the guns are
booming for prorogation. I have under my
hand here the action that was taken by the
Senate on bills of this nature in former ses-
sions, and I find in some instances the most
important bills of the session came in on the
day the House was prorogued. It is due to
this fact that some of the most important
bills are held in the House of Commons
until the last moment. This bill has been
brought down earlier to this House than
any former Railway Subsidy Bill was ever
brought down. In the important session of
1884, when very large subsidies were grant-
ed, I find that on the very day that the
House was prorogued the bill was brought
down.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-And a great many
others besides.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, but I am refer-
ring to this particular one. It is so through-
out, as you will find if you examine the
statute-books as many years as I have

examined them. Take the session of 1886,
on. the very day that Parliainent was pro-
rogued, there was the Act respecting the
bounty on pig iron; the Act to amend the
Act relating to duties of custon ; the Act to
authorize the granting of subsidies in money
in aid of lines of railway. These bills passed
through the House the day that Parliament
was prorogued. Then a bill was brought
down to authorize the granting of subsidies
in land in aid of railways-not only a bill
aiding by subsidies in noney, but a bill
granting subsidies in land. Those bills were
passed in a very short time and His Excel-
lency came into the House and prorogued
Parliament. It is unfortunate, but it does
not seem possible to get away from that
practice. It is simply due to the fact that
the House of Commons claim the prerogative
of discussing those measures, and they con-
tinue to discuss bills of that kind until th&
very last moment. If hon. gentlemen will
examine the proceedings of the last day of
any session for the past twenty-five years,
they will find that the most important bills
only came down at the last hour.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-Yes-
terday was supposed to be the last day of
the session.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I should have liked
very much if it had been the last, but we
were held up. The hon. gentleman has
found great fault with the size of the Subsidy
Bill. No doubt it is very large, but the
circumstances and conditions are different
frorn those which existed when any other
Subsidy Bill was introduced. The applica-
tions, I am creditably informed by the Min-
ister of Railways and Canals, amounted to
$22,000,000, and of course they had to be
cut down very much.

Hon. Sir. MACKENZIE BOWELL-
They will come next year.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think not.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Thesa are only short extensions.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It will be some time,
probably, before all tþis money is spent. In
a period of great expansion, when en-
terprises are being undertaken, no govern-
ment can possibly resist the pressure to con-
sider proposals that seem to have merit in
them. The principle of subsidizing railways
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is not anew one,andnogovernment at present
could live and refuse to recognize that princi-
pie. The hon. gentleman f rom Monck (Mr.
McCallum) says he is going to vote against
this bill. I think the hon. gentleman's own
locality bas a fair share of this kind. It gets
aid for an important railway and an expen-
sive bridge, and I do not think he bas a
right to say he will cut off every other enter-
prise in the province. The subsidies are
pretty fairly distributed. On this occasion
the principal subsidies go to open up western
and northiern Ontario,-New Ontario, as it
is called. Then aid is given towards the
construction of a railway northward from
Winnipeg up the Saskatchewan country,
a railway that has been favoured by both
political parties, and is thought to be going
through a very valuable section of country
«here settlement is rushing in as fast as the
railway is constructed. Railways in these
two sections take up at least one-fourth of
the whole amount of the appropriation-
perhaps a greater proportion. Then, hon.
gentlemen must recollect that perhaps not
one-fourth or one-fifth of the money voted
this year will be spent for perhaps two or
three years. A portion of the $6,000,000,
or whatever the amount may be, consists of
revotes.

Hon. Mr. McCALLU M-A small amount.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is over a million
dollars.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Yes, and the
whole expenditure is over $6,000,000.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-These probably are
revotes of grants made by our predecessors.
The parties have not been able to build the
railways; still they think they can build
them now, when money is more easily ob-
tained, and therefore they are given another
chance. I think I am safe in saying that
during the current year the proportion that
will be spent will be comparatively small.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I have consistently
opposed f rom time to time, since I have had
the honour of a seat in this House, the in-
troduction of these important measures at
the latter end of the session, and I think
the Secretary of State when in opposition,
was just as strongly opposed to it as I was
or could be.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
He was not in power then.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Of course not.
What seems extraordinary on this occasion
is the change of principle in contrast with
the action taken by the hon. gentle-
man when he was in opposition. He
and his friends were in opposition for a
great many years, and they opposed in
the most strenuous manner every subsidy
that was proposed for the consideration of
Parliament. In those days circumstances in
this country were very different from what
they are at the present time. I am and al-
ways havebeen in favour of giving aid to new
localities-places where they cannot afford
to construct those roads on their own
account, and where I believe railways would
be a benefit in the settlement of the country.
I remember occasions when I attended with
deputations that waited on Sir John Mac-
donald, they used to try to persuade him that
their country possessed great riches which
would be developed by improvements. His
uniform reply was, " If you have a great
country possessing ail those advantages, you
should be able to build those works your-
selves without assistance." What is the
position of matters at the present time? An
amount of money bas been voted for the
purpose of opening up settlements in the
western and northern sections of Ontario,
but what are these others ? We cannot tell.
This measure bas been before us but a short
time, and until we get the information from
the Minister of Justice it is impossible to
say whether the subsidies should be voted or
not. In the past we have been too apt to
grant charters to anybody and everybody
who applied for them, without sufficient dis-
crimination as to whether they were in a
position to carry out the schemes they were
promotidg or not. That bas been the cause
of a great deal of trouble in this country,
and it wifl continue in the future unless
some measure is adopted to prevent a recur-
rence of such events. I know inany people
come here for the purpose of getting railway
charters without the remotest intention or
the ability in any way to carry them out.
They try to make an arrangement with the
government for a subsidy to carry out what
should be done by private means. I do not
think it is fair to the country. The people
of Canada are willing to assist any legiti.
mate railway enterprise that is in the inter-
ests of the country at large, but I do not
believe that they are willing to appropriate
money for political or other improper pur-
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poses. I do not say that there are any pro-
jects of that kind in this measure, but we
know that all governments are likely to be
influenced in that direction by their friends.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-You have never had a
division of this House on the subject.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I know that, but
I have spoken forcibly on the subject on
every occasion. No one will dispute that.
I am thereby conscientiously carrying out a
principle. I do not believe in voting -for
these measures without having an opportu.
nity of considering them. It is all very well
to say that the government are responsible,
but the members of this House become parties
to the wrong if they permit this measure to
pass without having an opportunity of con-
sidering it. I am not actuated by any
political bias, but I want to see a business-
like system carried on in the interests of the
country. I did expect, when this govern-
ment came into power, with all their pro-
fessions in the past, with their strong
denunciations of the manner in which
business was carried on by the late govern-
ment, that they would have initiated a new
principle, and that I would not have to com-
plain of their method of doing business. I
have heard of " blue ruin" to-day for the
first time since the change of government.
I thought it was dropped out of our
vocabulary. While -the late government
were in power we heard nothing but " blue
ruin." The opposition of that time were
continually decrying the country in every
way. We are asked to vote six or seven
million dollars by this bill, and we
must remember that the government bas
already involved the country in an ex-
penditure of $15,000,000 by the acquisi-
tion of the Drummond County Railway and
the lease of the Grand Trunk.Railway. It
is increasing our public debt enormously. Is
the country capable of standing all this ?
The country is progressing favourably, but
there is a limit to its means, and we ought
to be careful not to do anything that may
be injurious to the future of the Dominion.
It is all very well to say that money can be
raised easily. That is true, but the money
has to be repaid, and must be raised out of
the pockets of the people. It will take a
long time before this money can be recouped
-if it will ever be recouped. It may be
said that it will have the effect of lowering

the freight rates. Has that been the effect
of such expenditures in the pasti No. We
generally find these parties combine and in-
stead of diminishing freight rates they will
increase them in the interests of the stock-
holders. Under all the circumstances, view-
ing it as a business man, I believe we ought
not to exceed what we can reasonably ex-
pect to meet in the way of liabilities in the
future. If we go on in this way there is no
knowing where it will end. It is said that
the subsidies granted this year amount to
only six or seven million dollars. It may
be more next year, and we will be told that
it can be increased indefinitely. Is that a
safe policy to pursue ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The hon. gentleman
is getting blue.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-No, I never have
been blue. The hon. gentleman never heard
me cry " blue ruin." I have never decried
my country ; I have been a loyal subject
and will be to the end of the chapter. I
have nothing to gain either from one party
or the other, and it makes no difference to
me which party is in power. I only want
the affairs of this country so administered
as to benefit the whole Dominion. L do
not care whether it is Hon. Mr. Mills or Sir
Mackenzie Bowell leads the House ; I
want them to do what is right. I protest
in the strongest terms against this bill
being brought down at the very end of the
session. The Supply Bill has to come down
yet, and it comes at such a time and in such
a shape that we know nothing about it.
Members of the government ought to know
their business. I presume they do, and I
am perfectly willing that they should be
remunerated in the proper way. I voted
against the bill to increase the salaries of
two ministers the other day, but it was
because of its retroactive character ; I
should have been very willing, but for that,
to vote for increasing the salaries of those
two gentlemen, because I think they are
worthy of it. I am perfectly willing to
acquiesce in any fair measure brought up
for our consideration, but I want an oppor-
tunity of satisfying myself that it is of a
character that is entitled to our support.
The thinking people of this country criticise
everything that is done here as carefully as
we do ourselves, and it is to that class of
people I am trying to do justice when I
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ask for information in order to see that we
are only doing what is right.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I wish to say a word
or two with respect to the point made by
the hon. gentleman from Rideau, and some
other gentlemen also-that is, that the gov-
ernment are very much to be condemned
for bringing down an important measure of
this character at the closing hours of the
session. I have, on former occasions, felt
that there was a good deal of force in that
contention ; and if hon. gentlemen will only
consider, they will find there is substantial
reason why these subsidy bills should not be
brought down earlier in the session. The
Secretary of State has told the House that
there were applications in for railway sub-
sidies which would have totalled about
$22,000,000. The bill before us totals some-
thing like $6,000,000. If this measure had
been brought down, say in the middle of
the session, and had got before the public
eye, there would have been a tremendous
pressure upon the people who represented
the remaining portion of the $22,000,000 on
the government to have their claims con-
sidered, and instead of having a $6,000,000
bill, we should have had a $12,000,000 one
at any rate. That would be the practical
result. I might say this with respect to
governments, as a rule, however, no matter
whether they are Liberal or Conservative-
the government does not wish to spend
money. The desire of the government
is to spend as little as possible, and it
is just a question how strong the pres-
sure is from the people who want the
expenditure. I think, under all the
circumstances, that the government is to
be congratulated on having shown a consi-
derable power of resistance, if we had to
begin this system of railway subsidizing now,
we might discuss the principle ; but the
system was introduced in 1882. At the
time I opposed the principle and felt that it
was a mistake. 1 felt that it was the letting
out of the water, so to speak, and that it
was going to lead to serious results in the
future, and J think it bas turned out that,
but no government which depends upon the
popular vote, when a system of that kind bas
been introduced and bas been in operation
for eighteen years, could stop it at once, and
particularly if the country is prosperous and
there is plenty of money in the hands of the
government it is impossible to put an end

to a system of that kind. I do not propose to
discuss details, but I am quite satisfied that
if hon. gentlemen opposite were in power,
with the treasury as full as it is now, we
should have at least as large a Subsidy Bill.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN--The hon. gentleman
is quite an apologist.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the second time on a division.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the third read-
ing of the bill.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Are we not going into Committee of the
Whole.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Then we will discuss each clause.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is not usual, on a
bill of this kind, to go into Committee of
the Whole. My hon. friend introduced a
similar bill some years ago, and J see by the
minutes that the bill was read the first
time, then on motion by Mr. Bowell seconded
by Mr. Angers, the 41st rule was dispensed
with and the bill was read a second time,
and then on motion of Mr. Bowell, seconded
by Mr. Angers, the bill was read a third
time, the three readings all taking place at
the same sitting. We are only taking two
stages. This is practically a money bill. It
does not differ in that regard from the Sup-
ply Bill. In fact, it is a mere practice which
bas sprung up of separating it from the or-
dinary supplies, but it might be introduced
in the Supply Bill as an appropriate part,
and that being so, I think my hon. friend
will see that we are following the settled
usage of Parliament in moving the third
reading now.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I understood the
hon. minister was going to give us informa-
tion about the details and that he had pro-
duced the map for that purpose.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I brought the map
here and the lines are marked for the infor-
mation of hon. gentlemen present.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Could we not
suspend the map in place of suspending the
rule ?

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Yes.
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Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E. I.)-It
inay be very true that the bill granting
those subsidies bas, on previous oecasions,
not been considered in Committee of the
Whole House, but it is quite within the
rights and privileges of this House to go
into committee on any bill, even the Supply
Bill itself, and that it is a bad precedent for
us to allow any such course to be followed
without standing up for the rights and
privileges of the Senate, and asserting our
right to consider the bill in Committee of
the Whole. I think we will find that the
Supply Bill itself has been committed to a
Committee of the Whole House.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is impossible, for
this reason, that the object of going into
committee to consider the details with a
view to amendment. This is not a bill that
the Senate bas the power to amend.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-I do not wish to
express any opinion as to whether it is in
the power of the House to have the bill
referred to a Committee of the Whole, but I
am bound to say that, as far as my experi-
ence extends, and it is a long one, that
invariably the Subsidy Bill-and this system
of granting subsidies to railways was intro-
duced as far back as 1882-1 have never
known the House to go in Committee of the
Whole on the Supply Bill or a Subsidy Bill
of this kind.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
have no objection to pursuing the policy that
bas been followed in the past, providing it
be conceded that before the Speaker submits
the third reading to the House, we have the
right to question the government on certain
paragraphs of the bill.

currence, and that they would be allowed to
discuss the matter the same as in committee.
I daresay my hon. friend will remember
that.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-That is, where it bas
been reserved 7

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes, I frankly confess that I had forgotten
the usage until my attention was called to it
by my hon. friend from York and the pre-
cedent which the hon. Minister of Justice
bas read. I have discussed this question on
the general principle, and I think each
member of the Senate did the same thing.
If it be understood that we can ask questions
in reference to the different clauses, I would
have no objection I do not say that we
should go through it seriatim but in case I
should ask a question as to what this 66-
100th part of a mile is for, and what it
means, and why a subsidy is given to that,
I suppose there would be no objection.
Then there are other points to which I would
call the attention of the House ; for instance,
the subsidizing of the South Shore Railway,
I would like to know whether that is the
railway which is to form a part of what
they call the Atlantic and Lake Superior
Railroad, in other words, the railway which
bas been known as the Armstrong Railway,
which is a road competing with the Inter-
colonial Railway between Quebec and
Montreal, and vhether that is carrying out
the pledge made by the Premier when he
went to assist at the election and when he
made that speech at Nicolet-

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Hear, hear.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-In

Hon. Mr. MILLS-We have no power to which he pledged himself, notwithstanding
resist it if the hon. gentleman desires it. the fact that tbey were purchasing the

Drunmeond Ceunty liailway at the time, te
lion. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- grant a subsidy in aid cf the South Shor

Under the rule, no member bas a right te Ioad, which is a direct and positive and
speak more than once, and if that rule is cempeting line with the lino wtich we have
invoked, no member can speak more than just bought, and aise if it is that road te
once. I have known in the House of Con-. which the member who was running fer
mons, where the Speaker exercises more that ceunty, or one cf the meîbers cf the
power and control over the debates than he fouse cf Commons at present, wrote a letter
does in this House, that when an item in the declaring that he had the assurance and
tariff or the Supply Bill was discussed in con- pledge cf the Premier te assist in the con-
mittee,and the information that was required struction cf that road, and whether it is the
could not be obtained at the moment, it was road te which the Premier referred wheii he
understood that there should be a latitude was at the nomination meeting or at a pub-
given to the members of the House on con- lic meeting in Nicolet. Both candidates

74
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declared in favour of the subsidizing of the from Richmond boundary road near De-
road to which I refer, and the Premier held seronto for a distance not exceeding two
out this direct inducement to the electors: miles n, to? What direction? In the
"You had better send my young friend, original resolutions that were introduced
who is a supporter of my government, to it was said westward. The word westward
Parliament, and by doing that are you not i8 left out. If it went westward I
more likely to secure a subsidy than you are could understand that it went te some
if you send an opponent? " In other words, point on the Bay of Quinté, but where it is
"Send me a supporter and you will have a going now I cannot tel], and it seems to me
subsidy, but if you send an opponent you the word westward is left out for the pur-
will not get it." I want to know whether pose of misleading, or deceiving those who
that is the saine road and whether the two read it. If it goes northward it goes no-
mem bers of the governrnent in this Huse where. f cannot so southward, or it would
are prepared to aid in the construction of a run into the bay, and if itgoes eastward there
road to compete with a road which they til is a road already running fr the boundary
,us is to iiake the Intercolonial Railway a wine eastward to apanee. Therefore, I
paying enterprise in the future, instead of cannot tell where this road of two miles is
being a charge on the revenues of the coun- toi run to. Then a part of the description
try in addition to the interest which we pay is "frord its present terminus at Tweed in
upon the outlay. I an speaking now t.o the a northerly direction for a distance of two
third reading, and if we can have this infor- miles." Whese that will lead to is na
,mation, and if we are permitted to talk mystery toome, unless it is to go up to, some
mreely about it, I should have no objection. point where it would cross the Moira River
I refer o item No. 27 in the bi. Certainly, and then be tapped by the three milts, and
if that is anything at al, it is the road run out te a place called Bridgewater.
which was declared not teo be of any use, That is what is indicated by that map, but
aithouge we know that it runs through even then I do net see that they can pos.
the most settled portion of that section sibly do that, because if they did they
of the province of Quebee, while the would have to build another bridge, and if
Drumnond County Road runs through a they could utilize the Canadian Pacifi
large portion of unsettled and useless terri- Railway bridge they could run up the river
tory, so far as nature lias made it so, and to Bridgewater without crobsing the river,
consequently neer will be settled. Then, and not have t ineur that large expenditure.
again, here is a road of two and a haf miles, There are many cases of that kind whic,
item No. 44, for a railway from Neion, without some explanation, would puzzle a
N.B., Vo connect with the company's main Philadeiphia lawyer, unleas he happened to
Ine running inte Chatham. I can under- know the imediate ocality. I should
stand that, because it is an extension of a like to know whether the South Shore Road
road already in existence, in order o meet, is the road which is to e subsidized which
the main line, similar to those two instances was condemned s strongly by the gov-
which the hon. gentleman read a few ernment and its supporters when we
minutes pgo. Take the Bay of Quinté ne; were condemning the purchase of the Druin-
1 think I know something about that part mond County Railway and, if so, for what
of the country. The submidy is "for an ex- earthly pure can that section of the pro-
tension of their ne in a westerly direction vince of Quebec between Montreal and
froimn a point at or near Richmond boundary Quebec require three lines of railway run-
road near Deseronto, for a distance ot ex- ning parallel with each other. If it were a
ceeding two miles; also for an extension of settled ountry or if it had been on the north
their mne from its present terminus at Tweed shore-and even there it is no to much
in a northerly direction for a distanpe of two required-i could understand it, but the
miles, and for an extension of their ane from South Shore Road would, I venture t say,
the end of the last two miles mentioned in'a have answered ali the purposes for the set.
northertly direction for a distance net ex- tlers in that section of the country with the
eeeding three miles-in ail seven miles. Suw- addition to the Grand Trunk Railway which
sidies payable on each of the sections men- runs utilt further Vo the South, and would
tioned as each of such sections i@ completed." have been a greater advantage te the Do-
Where doeT that road of two miles, running minion of Canada in making the connection
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and Montreal
Railway. Can
information ?

by
My

the
hon.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I have no objection
whatever to give the hon. gentleman
the information so far as it is in my
possession. My hon. friend knows that
he is practically proposing now what is
an evasion of the rule of going into com-
mittee because what he is now asking
to do is something altogether different
f rom what is done in the House of
Commons. Sometimes, when a member
waives his right of speaking in con-
mittee on a particular item, or where
the government at the ti.ue have not the
information to give, they say to him "Make
the inquiry on concurrence and we will be
able to give you the information, and will
give you the same freedom of discus-
sion and will not invoke the rule
against you." That is where some
right is waived. There is no right waived
now by the hon. gentleman. He had a
right to put in any number of questions to
me at the first, or second reading, but what
the hon. gentleman has done now might be
done now by every hon. member of the
House, and instead of speaking once in the
exercise of my right under the rule of the
House, I might be required to speak as often
in reply to inquiries made to me, as there
are memubers present who might be disposed
to put these inquiries, so that that would be
an evasion of the rule. It is not in con-
formity with the rules of the House. Not
having the right to amend the bill, we do
not go into committee, and we do not make
those inquiries which the hon. gentleman
has addressed to me now, except with the
view of exercising the right in rejecting the
measure, if that is the conclusion come to.
But while I say this in defence of the rule,
I am not going to invoke it on this occasion
against the course which the hon. gentleman
has seen proper to adopt. There is one
matter of importance about which he makes
an inquiry, the South Shore Railway Com-
pany subsidy. I might say to the hon.
gentleman that this is a road that was aided
before. It was aided by the government of
which he was a member. They constructed
a portion of it, as I understaud, as far as
Sorel under the aid which was formerly
given.

74J

between Quebec
Canadian Pacifie
friend give us this

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Not the government. The hon. gentleman
said it was aided and constructed by the
government.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It was aided by the
government and constructed by the con-
pany. The hon. gentleman says this is in
competition with the Drummond County
Road. I do not so understand it. I under-
stand the two roads are located some fifteen
or twenty miles apart from each other, and
some places a greater distance, and there-
fore they are in different sections of the
country and are supported by different com-
munities. Every hon. gentleman knows that
when you go more than ten miles from the
line of railway you do not avail yourself of
it to any great extent. A population that
cannot leave their homes and return the
same day from the railway station are not
likely to use it to any very great extent. We
have in western Ontario the Canada South-
ern and Grand Trunk Railways that were
located not more than twelve miles apart a
great portion of the way, and at some points
not that distance, through the counties of
Kent and Essex, and the building of one
road took scarcely any appreciable travel or
traffic from the other. It was a new and
distinct population that was accommodated
by the construction of the road, and I have
no doubt whatever that will be the case
here. The road is one running through a
densely peopled section of the country, a
section that is fertile and where the road is
likely to pay, and if this were not the case,
they would hardly undertake to construct
a railway upon receiving aid to the extent
of $3,200 a mile. The government of which
my hon. friend was a member, thought pro-
per to aid this road, and the road was built
to the extent to which it was aided, and now
the government is continuing that policy,
so far as this road is concerned, and giving
a fresh subsidy for the construction of
eighty-two miles more which is likely to be
accomplished. My hon. colleague calls my
attention to the fact that in the Subsidy Act
of 1890, the government of that day subsi-
dized both these roads. They subsidized the
Montreal and Sorel Railway f rom St. Lam-
bert to Sorel. They granted it $40,000 as
a subsidy, and they also subsidized the
Drumniond County Railway for a dis-
tance of twenty-four miles, and the hon.
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gentleman at that time did not think it was Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, certainly not. I
improper to subsidize these two lines that he can give no further information than is con-
has informed us to-night are lines competing tained in the btatement:
with each other. In 1885 there was a sub- To the Phillipsburg Railway and Quarry Company,
sidy of $72,000 granted to the Montreal and shortage in the extension of their railway f rom a point
Sorel Road; and also there was granted to on the company's une at or near the end of the subsi-
the Drummond County Railway, $76,800 at dized section, to the government wharf at Phillipsburg,
the same time. So the hon. gentleman will
see that he and his colleagues thought it was As I understand it, this wili somewhat
proper to aid in subsidizing both these roads. shorten the une.
So if the government are wrong in acquiring lon. Mr. BAKER-lt will lengthen iL
the Drummond County Road and subsidizing
this road, my hon. friend was equally wrong Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, it will shorten it
in 1885 and 1890. and bring it to a terminus in connection

with navigation, whih it bas not at this
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- moment. Beyond that I know nothing.

There is jusP this difference. The on. gen- Cpy

theman bas evaded answering my questions. aiay fro a po
I asked with respect to the short portions of give the information to the head of the gov-
the road. When the governsent subsidized erment in this flouse that hlie seems to,
the two roads to which the hon. gentleman stand in need of.
lias referred, they had nointention to acquire, 1 Hon. 'Mr. MlLLS-No, I do not, because
nor was there any seheAe for acquiring one it is not a question we have to deai with.
of these roads in order to make is part of a
government road running from the maritime Hon. Mr. BAKER-The hon. eginister
provinces to Quebec and thence to Montreal, of Justice wili remember, when I bring it to
to make il pay. The point that I made, to bis recoliection, that titis is to supplement
wbich the on. gentleman did not refer, was the subsidy grante in 1892 to the Philips-
the fact that the government had expended burg Raiiway and Quarry Company, and
this year $1,600,000 in acquiring a portion my bon. friend, with the alertness which
of the road, and incurred the debt of $140,- distinguished hini in the House of Commnons
000 annually for 99 years, which represents challenged the propriety of granting this
about $5,000,000, in order to reach subsidy to a quarry company, and the remark
Montreal by the Intercolonia Railway; and hL e made on that ocation was very pertinent
now that they have acquired that with the and very forcible ; but notwitbstanding the
boast that it wil enale tbe Intercolonial remonstrance of the bon. Minister of Justice
Railway to pay ail running expenses, what who was ten a member of the Bouse of
I complain of is this, that in order to carry Comnions, the subsidy was granted, ad I
a by-election the Premier pledged bimself myseif was in favour of il, and I arn in
to subsidize a road which cores in direct favour,-I say without hesitation, of supple-
competition with the road whicg the gov- menting the grant to tesixty-sixhundredths
ernment have puchased. If they objected iof a mile or ess as may be required o bring
b individuals, and if, as the bon. gentleman the uine down to the government wharf. It is
says, they are accommodating different called the government wharf, but i was
people ten miles apart, and being private buit by the people aided by the governnient.
enterprises there wil be some difference, ai- It was found that the subsidized portion was
tbough not to the extent that I should like not sufficient to make a connection between
to see. My hon. friend says that people the railway and the wharf, and this sixty-
living witin ten miles of a railway neer six hundredth of a mile subsidy bas een
think of going there. le dnust have very granted before 40is, but for soe technical
litIle knowledge of our farmers. They drive objection il wa8 not found availabie; so it
fifteen or twenty miles and return the sae bas found its way mb this bil as a revote.
day, and if they can reacli a railway within if i wili be satisfactory to ny hon. friend
ten miles they are very vedl satisfled. I to know that bis criticisms at that tiine was
wanm to ask the lion. gentleman what this to a certain extent, well founded, I May
scxty one-hundredths part of a mile means. frankly confess that the granting of that
He bas not anwwered that. subsidy bas not realized the ful expectation,
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of those who were promoting the enter-
prise. It bas not turned out te be so
judicious an investment as it was hoped at
the time it would prove ; but the railway
having built, and being too short to reach
the government wharf, there is propriety,
if not wisdom, in supplementing the grant
by giving this revote. While I am on my
feet I will take the liberty to ask the Secre-
tary of State if there was any application on
behalf of the Montreal, Portland and Boston
Railway Company for a subsidy 1 That was
a road that was subsidized by the local
government and built some years ago, and
for a short time put into operation, but it
fell into partial decay, and that partial decay
bas gone on until it is in a state of almost
complete decay. But those who are interest-
ed in the enterprise felt that if the govern-
ment was distributing subsidies with a lavish
hand, there was no reason under the sun why
that railway should not share the benefits
that were being scattered over the length
and breadth of the ]and. I feel confident
that there must have been an application on
the part of the zealous and faithful memnber
for the county who supports the government
in the House of Commons on behalf of the
railway authorities, a very pressing appli-
cation for the granting of a subsidy, and if
so, it will be most interesting to know why
the government did not see its way to yield
to the pressure.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Those applications
were chiefly to the Minister of Railways,
and I bave no recollection of hearing or
seeing that company's application amongst
the number. They went to the Minister of
Railways and were reported on from bis
departnent. I do not remember that par-
ticular road.

Hon. Mr. BAKER-I am sure it could
not have escaped the vigilance of the mem-
ber of the county, Lecause he is always at
bis post and ready to support, as far as he
can honourably, the interest of bis constitu-
ents. Although I am opposed to granting
subsidies to the extent enbraced in this bill,
because I believe it goes beyond even the
great resources of the country at the present
time, while L am opposed to the magnitude
of these appropriations, I should not be at
all opposed to the granting of a small subsidy
to a local line that deserves the considera-
tion of its friend.

Hon. Mr. POWER-This is an illustra-
tion of how difficult it must be for the gov-
ernment to resist the pressure. No one
could resist a gentleman like the hon. gen-
tleman from Mississquoi.

Hon. Sir MACK ENZIE BOWELL-The
hon. gentleman bas given us full informa-
tion by telling us that the late government
subsidized a road which bas not fulfilled the
expectations of those who invested their
money in it, providing they did invest any,
and now be supports an appropriation to
extend that road, which has proved of no
value to those at least who invested their
money. I can easily understand that. It
is in the hon. gentleman's own neighbour-
hood, and he is doing precisely what most
of us would do with reference to these
roads in our own counties I know that
one of the roads to be extended simply
goes to a man's limits for no other purpose
than to enable him to bring out wood out of
which he makes charcoal. I should like to
see that industry flourish. I am speaking
locally, and as the hon. gentleman (Mr.
Power) says, it shows the difficulty presented
to the government in dealing with this ques-
tion of railways. First of all, if I were repre-
senting North Hastings, as I did formerly,
and I have still a very kindly feeling towards
that constituency, even if I felt it was not
in the general interest but in the interest of
amanufacturing establishment in that riding,
I would vote for it. I should like to ask my
hon. friend to turn bis attention to item
No. 13, the Portage du Fort and Bristol
Branch Railway; is that a road which the
Committee on Railways of the Senate,
rejected a few days ago, when they asked for
power to run from Portage du Fort down to
Quyon, and thence to the city of Hull I

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The promoters of the
road to which my hon. friend refers were
anxious for a charter from Portage du Fort to
Quyon. That was opposed by Mr. Beemer
and bis friends, and the committee threw it
out, Mr. Beemer maintaining that they had
no railway commission-all we ask is to
make connection with the Canadian Pacific
Railway on the south side, or Mr. Beemer's
line on the north.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE
How are you going to get to
of the Ottawa by this road 1

BOWELL-
the south side
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This does not contem-
plate that. However, they were anxious to
cross the Ottawa. Mr. Beemer and his
friends maintained that Portage du Fort
could be connected with his system by build-
ing in the direction outlined here. It is
practically forcing them to make a branch
to Mr. Beemer's road.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is a revote.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-Is
this given to Mr. Beemer ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Beemer has a charter from Portage du Fort
running across the island to connect with
Pembroke. This is taken to Quyon easterly.
That is where the Commons terminated the
proposed road in the charter which was asked
for by the company and rejected by the Sen-
ate, but they objected to the extension of
the road from Quyon to Aylmer on the
ground that it was a parallel road. I find
the next paragraph is a vote to the Pontiac
Pacific Junction Railway. Is that Mr.
Beemer's road ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
"For a railway from Aylmer to Hull, Que-
bec, not exceeding nine miles." There was
formerly a railway between Hull and Ayl-
mer built by the Pontiac Pacifie Junction.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, by the govern-
ment of Quebec.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
And then sold to the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way.

Hon. Mr. BA KER-And subsequently
sold to the electric company.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
was coming to that. I will get at the facts
with the assistance of the hon. gentlemen I
suppose. Then it was sold to the Ottawa
and Aylmer Electric Company and they
went to the expense of laying a double track.
That is perhaps one of the best graded roads
in Canada, and the most substantial. The
government are now granting a subsidy to
build another road which must run parallel
with this double track road. Why ? In order
to enable the Pontiac Pacific Junction Rail.

way to compete with that line, when in fact,
they had a line formerly which they used
when the Canadian Pacific Railway had it.
There is a direct, positive competition with
one of the best electric lines in the country
which, as I understand, speaking from hear-
say, is not paying.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The reason was that
it was thought it was too dangerous to run
the Pontiac Pacific Junction trains over
an electric road on which cars runs every
few minutes. There are times when they
run every ten minutes, and it was quite im-
possible to allow a steam railway to use one
of the tracks under the circumstances, and
therefore they asked to get an independent
charter to extend their line to Ottawa.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
would suggest to my hon. friend to go and
spend a few hours in the city of London and
go to the Euston station, where you will
find trains arrive every minute through the
whole day and through the whole night, and
many of them run over the saine tracks to
get into the same station.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-They run in the sanie
direction.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Yes. Of course every train that comes into
London f rom every part of the kingdom does
not use the saine track, but the system is so
perfect that it is a marvel that it is carried
on in the manner in which it is without
accident; and in this case, it might be so
arranged without the slightest difficulty. It
is only an evidence of the government
paralleling lines for favourites.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-My hon. friend will
see that it would be quite impossible to run
an electric car, that stops almost at every
block to take on passengers, on the same line
with a steain train, a locomotive that is rua-
ning 35 or 40 miles an hour could never run
behind an ordinary electric car that has to
stop every quarter of a mile, or sometimies
shorter distances.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is another evidence of the hon.
gentleman trying to instruct people on ques-
tions about which he knows little. If he
has ever been over that road, he will know
that it only stops once between Hull and
Aylmer, and that is at Deschenes. In tra-
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velling over the Grand Trunk Railway
there are plenty of places where they stop
at just as short distances as they do on that
road, I can understand a road requiring to
have its own road bed, but I say that this
is an absolute and positive waste of money.

The motion was agreed to, and the bill
was read the third time, and passed on
a division.

CONTINGENT ACCOUNTS COM-
MITTEE.

REPORT PRESENTED.

some credit for taking the whole responsibil-
ity upon himself, in consultation with the
Speaker, to accomplish that which the Con-
tingent Accounts Committee thought was
absolutely necessary, in order that the mes-
sengers about the doors might be known to,
the public-dressed in such a way that the
public and strangers would know them. At
present people go into the lobbies and into
the roois occupied by members, and pay no
regard whatever to the messengers who
stand at the doors. In fact, they do not
know that they are officials ; but if they
have uniforms upon them, they will be en-

Hon. Mr. POWER, from the sub-com- abled to show that authority which they are
mittee of the Committee on Internal Econ- placed there to exercise, and I am glad that
omy and Contingent Accounts, presented the hon. gentleman, in conjunction with the
their third report. He said :-The Commit- Speaker, haR come to a decision to have the
tee on Internal Economy appointed a sub- messengers and different officiais of the Sen-
committee consisting of the hon. gentleman ate uniformed. If the report is embodied
from Brandon, the hon. gentleman fron in the votes and proceedings to-night, each
Victoria and myself to assist His Honour the member of the Senate wiil be able to read
Speaker in selecting a uniforn and making it to-morrow, and learn what the suggestions
arrangements for providing a uniform. The are. The fouse of Commons adopted this
hon. gentleman from Brandon, as is well system some time ago, and we ought to have
known, was the chairman of the Committee better uniforms than they have.
on Interna] Economy and Contingent Ac- Hon. Mr. POWER-I nove that the re-
counts. He was obliged to leave for homecouts Hewa oingdt evefrhm port be taken into consideration to-nmorrow
almost immediately after the committee had atthefirst sitting of the fouse.
appointed a sub-committee, or very shortly The motion was agreed to.
afterwards, and he requested me to take his
place, and it happened that just at that
time the hon. gentleman from Victoria wag COURsTIONENDET ILLS.
not well and the hon. gentleman from Bran-
donaskedmetoassist His Honourthe Speaker o
in dealing with the matter, and being the s
only member of the sub-committee who wRS which I have nt heard about. One is the
here besides His Honour the Speaker, of bill relating to the expropriation of lands,
course I have done my best and we have
agreed upon the style of the uniforn set out ments, and the Exchequer Court Bil, I do
in the memo. attached to the report. not know what action has been taken. Lt

Hon. pr. SULLIVAN-Are the mem- may be that they are abandoned. The sup-
bers of the committee to have uniforms plies, I understand, are all voted and the

Commons are engaged in concurence and
Hon. Mr. POWER--aNo. If there is no they expect to be through before midnight

objection to the report I think we might and will be ready for prorogation to morrow.
adopt it now. Tiat being so, if we ineet lt al to-morrow

we could deal wit- r the Supp y Bih and be
Hon. Mr. LANDRY-To-morrow. ready for prorogation by three o'clock.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM 1-To-morrow.ý Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-J
The hon. gentleman is the oniy member of, see no objection tre that. If those bis are
the comnittee left, except Ris Honour the accepted Hy the Commons, with the amend-
Speaker, ont of a comHittee of four. ments made to them, there wil be no diffi-

culty, but if the amendments are rejected
Hon. Sir MMACKENZIE BOWELL- that might possibly lead to some discussion

The heon. gentleman f rom Hlifax deserves reore.
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Hon. Mr. MILLS-I apprehend there
will be no change. With regard to the
amendment which was made here in refer-
ence to the St. John bridge, it may be
modified, but it will only be to make it
absolutely certain that the government shall
not be liable for trespass upon lands which
they intend to expropriate as soon as the
bill passes.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
The bill was amended so as not to affect any
other company. I understood that my hon.
friend accepted that amendment with the ex-
ception of the last two or three words. In fact,
it was his own amendment with that excep-
tion, and I should suppose, under the circum-
stances,particularly as it bas been stated that
the words which are added make it neither
better nor worse, that the Commons will
accept it. I do not suppose the discussion
on the Supply Bill will be very long. We
should be able to prorogue at half-past four

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Make it late
because we may have a good deal to say.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I move that when the
Senate adjourns to-day it do stand ad-
journed until to-morrow at 11 o'clock, and
that there be two distinct sittings on that
day, the first of such sittings to be com
menced at 11 o'clock in the forenoon, and to
continue till 1 o'clock in the afternoon unless
the Senate be sooner adjourned, and the
second of such sittings to be commenced at
three o'clock in the afternoon and continue
till the Senate adjourns.

The mot'on was agreed to.

REDISTRIBUTION BILL.
INQUIRY.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Before the House adjourns, I should like to
ask the Minister whether he can' in-
form the House who it was that asked Mr.
Blake's opinion in reference to the action of
the Senate on the Redistribution Bill.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-I cannot tel] the hon.
gentleman.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Has the hon. gentleman not had time to,
consult his colleagues 1

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It was never referred
to by any of my colleagues, nor did I think

of the matter when we were in council. I
am quite sure no member of the government
communicated with Mr. Blake. It may have
been the Solicitor General in England who
made the inquiry.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-If he did so, I do not
know it, nor do the members of the govern-
ment.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Would the hon. gentleman try and think of
it to-morrow and ask his colleagues whether
it was done by any of them, or whether the
Solicitor General did it i

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Certainly I will ask,
but I am quite sure of the answer.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
should like to have it authoritatively.

DELAYED RETURNS.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
should like to ask the hon. minister if there
is any probability of those returns in reference
to the oils supplied to the Intercolonial Rail-
way being obtained before the House rises.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-No, I do not think
there is.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Could my hon. friend tell me whether the
returns from the Railway Department as to
the 150 dismissals by order of the depart-
ment will be placed upon the table before
we adjourn, giving the reasons why i

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I sent the return at
once to the department with a letter saying
that I did not consider the informatien was
in accordance with the order of the House.
They were sent back to me and the answer
was very unsatisfactory, and I returned it
again to them saying that I did not think
the House could accept the return in its
present shape, and I thought they should
obey the order of the House and furnish the
information.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-I
think the hon. minister has done all that he
could do. We will discuss the matter next
session.
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Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Am I to under-
stand, by the remarks of the hon. Minister
of Justice, that the Solicitor General is ask-
ing extraneous aid in the performance of his
official duties, seeking advice from the out-
siders? I think he is an advisor of the
Crown. He is one of the officers of the
Crown.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-He is, but sometimes
the law officers of this country consult men
of eminence on the other side of the Atlan-
tic. I did not say that the Solicitor General
consulted anybody. I do not know that he
did. I have no such knowledge. It may be
that the Globe correspondent in England
obtained the information. That was the
only journal in which it appeared. He may
have made the inquiry at the instance of
the editor of the paper, but, of course, I
cannot tell about that. I am not a prophet.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-The bon. gentle-
man might be the son of a prophet.

The Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, 11th August, 1899.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Eleven
o'Clock.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-There
should 'e a motion to suspend the rules.

The SPEAKER-That has not been the
usage.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-The
rule bas not been suspended on former occa-
sions because no objection was taken. But
it does not follow, because nobody has oh-
jected, that the rule should not be sus-
pended.

The SPEAKER-I do not think it is
necessary to suspend the rule.

THE MESSENGERS' UNIFORMS.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. POWER moved the adoption of
the report of the sub-committee on Internîal
Economy and Contingent Accounts of the
Senate. He said :-The recommendations of
the sub-committee are:

They recomiend that the housekeeper, the door-
keeper, the keeper of the wardrobe, and the Speaker's
two permanent messengers, be supplied with uniforms
of one style, and the other permanent messengers with
uniforms of a somewhat different style.

The question of supplying uniforms to the sessional
messengers may, the sub-committee submit, be post-
poned until the opening of the next ensuing session.
It is suggested, by way of avoiding any misapprehen-
sion, that the keper of the news-room be not deemed
a lmessenger for the purpose of this report.

The sub-comnittee recommend that the Serjeant-
at-Arms be authorized to take tenders for suppyling
the uniformns, from not less than three clothiers doing
business in Ottawa and to see to the execution of the
work, with power to arrange as to any details not
provided for in the memorandum herewith provided.

Prayers and routine proceedings. With respect to making a distinction be-

EXPROPRIATION ACT AMEND- tween certain members of the staff, I
MENT BlLL. think it wilI be seen that this is reason-

AMENDMENT CONCURRED IN. able and proper. Tbe housekeeper bas tobe present here on public occasions, at the
A message was received from the House opening and closing of Parliament, and he

of Commons to return Bill (D) " An Act to is a good deal in evidence. The doorkeeper
amend the Expropriation Act," with an is un officer of the Senate who bas a position
amendment. on the floor of this House, and naturally he

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The amendment madea dress coat, or someting of

by the Senate has been aedentae that kind. The keeper of the wardrobe is
by the nat a be cpae b h assistant doorkeeper, and in case the door-
following :

This section shall be held to apply to the St. John keeper were ii, lie miglit have to act as door-
Bridge and Railway Extension Coinpany, and to that keeper. and wbule be doea that be sbould
portion of its property which has been taken posses. bave that kind of dress. Then, is Honour
sion of by the Minister of Railways foi the purposes the Spk tbou
of the Intercolonial Railway in the city Of St. John,
as fully as if it had been enacted and in force at the bt
time of taking possession of such property, but other- who are employed about bis rooms, sbould
wise this Act shall not be retroactive.

I think that is an improvement, and I permanent messengers are thosi who are
meve that the anendment be coîcurred. in. employed in the halls here, and are sent
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to do errands outside, and naturally you
would not put those employees in dress coats,
and it is provided they shall have sack coats.
The colour of the uniform is to be navy blue,
with red piping. The uniforms are to have
braiss buttons, and it is intended that a die
shall be procured to stamp the buttons,
showing that they belong to the Senate.
The sub-committee did not act by them-
selves; they took suggestions from the house-
keeper and from other persons whose judg-
ment was supposed to be worth something.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-This report of the
sub-committee recites that the sub-committee
should report directly to the House. I have
the last report of the Committee on Inter-
nal Economy and Contingent Accounts, and
I see nothing in it that warrants the nomi-
nation of this sub-committee and the duties
it has performed.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
himself is a member of the Committee on
Contingent Accounts, is he not I

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I should want to
have twenty-four hours notice to answer
that question. Like the government, I want
to be prepared.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The Contingent
Accounts Committee report to the House
those matters which the House had to deal
with at once. The Committee on Internal
Economy and Contingent Accounts ap-
pointed this sub-committee and authorized
the sub-committee to report directly to the
House, and we have reported to the House,
and it is for the House to either adopt the
report or reject it. If the hon. gentleman
disputes what I say, we can produce the law
clerk with the minutes of the meeting of
the Committee on Internal Economy and
Contingent Accounts, at which the sub-
committee was appointed.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I do not desire to
auestion the accuracy of the statements

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-The minutes of
the committee read as follows:-

Committee room, Internai Economy and Contin-
gent Accounts, 13th July, 1899. On motion of the
Honourable Mr. Power, it was resolved that the
Honourable Messieurs Kirchhoffer, Power and Mac-
donald (B.C.) be appointed a sub-committee to action
association with His Honour the Speaker, forthe pur-
pose of selecting a uniform, and that the said sub
committee be authorized to report to the Senate.

I suppose that is correct.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Yes, that is correct,
I presume. I did not remember it.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I read that in order
to refresh the memory of the hon. gentle-
man, because he had forgotten it. I always
thought that when a sub-committee was ap-
pointed they would act as such, and I did
not imagine that; one member of that
committee would call himself the sub-
committee, and make a report in the absence
of his colleagues. I think we should have
a quorum of that sub-committee. If a sub-
committee consists of three members, I
should think a niajority would be necessary
to constitute a quorum. That sub-committee
did not meet, and the report before us is
not the report of the sub-committee. I
raise a point of order on that ground.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
is quite right. I did not remember that I
had moved the resolution for the sub-com-
mittee ; but the idea did not originate
with me. I think it was the Hon. Mr.
Owens who brought the matter of uni-
forms before the committee. I had no in-
terest in it, and was not, in fact, in favour
of it. I moved the resolution to dispose of
the matter when it was before the committee.
The hon. gentleman is right to a certain
extent ; but, as I explained last night when
the report was presented, the hon. gentle-
man from Brandon was the chairman of the
committee, and he was nomninated on the
sub-committee, and also the hon. gentleman
from Victoria. We were associated with
His Honour the Speaker in the matter. The

made by the hon. gentleman. I am not a hon. gentleman from Brandon left here
member of the committee. I will answer shortly after the meeting. He said he
the hon. gentlemen's question now. I wish could not attend to this matter, and asked
to say that the sub-committee was appointed me if I would attend to the selection of the
by the Standing Committee. It was on a uniform. He did not think that it was a
motion made by the hon. gentleman from very solemn matter, or that the constitution
Halifax. of the Senate was seriously involved, or

anything of that sort. The hon. gentleman
Hon. Mr. POWER-No. from Victoria, unfortunately, met with an
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accident which prevented him f rom working, derstanding the manner in which the report
and he lef t shortly afterwards. That lef t was prepared. The sub-committee en-
His Honour the Speaker and myself. This deavoured to obtain a majority of that
work had been imposed upon us, and I committee to make a report, but could not
thought it was better that we should do it in do so. It would be most ungracious and
some way ; and even though the work has unreasonable-I was going to say improper
not been done in the strictly regular way, it -to hesitate one moment in accepting the
is before the Senate, and the Senate can do report.
as they wish. We have done our duty. I Hon. Mr. LANDRY-The hon. gentle-
feel that if I had failed to act, and His oan has said that it is rnost improper to
Honour the Speaker had failed to act, in a mafs aid th it ms irprto
certain sense we should not have done our refuseto accept the report. I am insisting
duty. But we have done our duty, and on a right, and I do not think any hon. gen-
now the Senate can do its duty. tleman is justified in challenging ny right.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I challenge the hon.
non. Mr. LAND RY y - V e nave no report.

The duty of the committee was not done in
the regular way. The hon. gentleman from
Brandon told the. hon. gentleman f rom Hali-
f t. i h h b i H t.

gentleman's right to speak again.

Hon Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-I move
the adjournment of the debate.

Sv g n wtote us a. qw uil %Jn Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Before the motionwith the business in a very irregular way. for adjournment is carried, I desire to cal
Another meeting of the committee shîould frajuneti areIdsr ocl

have been called and a new sub-committee the attention of the House to this report,
apoved anaor what is called a report, but which is not

appointed. a report at all, made by two members of the
Hon. Mr. POWER-This is a report of House. I approve of the ruling that has

two members of the sub-committee, and the been given, because I presume that the
Senate can deal witlh it. Any member of Speaker of this House felt himself interested
the House can move any resolution he in the question and would not like to give a
pleases as long as there is nothing disloyal direct ruling.
or improper about it, and if the hon. gentle- The SPEAKER-I ask the privilege of
man thinks the sub-committee was not act-
ing legally, we can act as individuals and i
the Senate can adopt our action or not as they do not isist n the rpt I thig
please. I move that this report be adopted.

it was my duty to acquiesce in it, but I

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-It is not a report would not like the hou, gentleman to think
of he ub-ommtte, ad Iaskfora rlin.1 would not give a proper decision because

I was interested.
TheSPEAKER-Inever understood that Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-

the Speaker could be called upon to decide alar, hear.
if a report had been properly or improperly
drawn. I do not believe it is within the Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I ah saying that

jurisdiction of the Speaker to decide that. that would not be a reason for withholding

In my opinion, the only thing to be done w a decision. I adt in accord with what the
the present case, if the hon. gentleman Speaker says. I an perfectly convinced that

thinks that the report lias not been it would flot be a reason to prevent the
properly drawn, or is not pIroperly before Speaker giving a proper decision. Take the

the House, is for hi n to miteet to the report, and what do we find that the hon.

adopti9n of the report, and the Sonate is it gentleman from Halifax, the future minister,
liberty to adopt or reject iu. nTe hon. gen- did, in reference to it Not only did ho

tlernan has the report in bis hands and may select a uniform which is described in the

take tpat course if he desires, but J do not pretended report, but ho i pakes a distinction
believe that I have the right to decide that between the Lessengers. Ho did nthat ho
thespreport seo a r t had no right to do, b cause if he is regularly

thins thaot isnte report.hsntbe twudntb esnt rvn h

appointed to do a specific duty ho must stick
Hon. Mr. GOWAN-I second the motion to th obligations that are imposed on him,

of my hon. friend f rom Halifax, quite un- and the instructions that are given to h m in
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his appointment, and the only thing he had
to do was to select a uniform. He went further
than that, but it is not astonishing at all.
Why? Because he began to act without
authority. Two members of the committee
had go.ne home, It was impossible to have a
quorum, but he went on and said "I will be
the committee," and he prepared a report, and
in that report he ignores the instructions he
received and says that the housekeeper, the
doorkeeper and the keeper of the wardrobe
and the Speaker's two permanent iessengers
shall be supplied with uniforms of one style
and other messengers with uniforms of a some-
what different style, and lie says that the
trousers should have red piping on the outer
seam of each leg, that the buttons must be
of brass and caps ravy blue, the pattern
to be chosen by the Serjeant-at-Arms. The
whole civil service is to be consulted
in the choosing of that uniform. One must
choose the buttons, another the gold lace
and another the red braid which must go
on the trousers and hide the seams, and I
do not know who else has not been brought in
to choose other parts of the uniforms. I con-
tend that this report is ultra vires and not
in accordance with the instructions given to
the sub-committee. The ton. gentleman lias
made distinctions between the messengers,
which he had no right to do, and for that
reason the report is unconstitutional. I hope
the House will not adopt this report. We
have just received it this morning and
have not had time to consider it. If we de-
cided to accept it in these dying hours
of the session, perhaps we might regret our
action and be obliged to have our messengers
change trousers next session if we adopt the
pattern with the brass buttons.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It would not be an
unusual thing.

lon. Mr. LANDRY-I do not under-
stand that the question of order has yet
been decided.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
It has been decided.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Is it decided that
this is a report ?

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Yes.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I ask the House
to decide whether this is a formal or an
informal report.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Informal.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I move that this
report be not now taken into consideration,
but that it be declared not to be a report at
all.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Put the motion in writing.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-The hon. gentle-
man's motion is not in writing.

The SPEAKER-It is before the House.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-J move in amend-
ment, seconded by the Hon. Mr. DeBou-
cherville, that this so-called report be not
now taken into consideration, but that it be
taken into consideration this day six months.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-It is all very well
for us to amuse ourselves, as we have
nothing to do till the Supply Bill comes
before us, but I think there is something due
to the dignity of this House, and I do not
think that amendment should be submitted.
We have a report on the minutes presented
for adoption. The committee appointed
could not act under their proper powers, but
to talk of the report being a so-called report
is not very dignified, and it is not a proper
thing to ask the Speaker to put the motion
to the House.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-I will withdraw
the word " so-called," but I do not want the
report adopted.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-I did
not hear the Speaker's decision ; was it
decided that this was a report?

The SPEAKER-No, I said nothing of
that kind. I said I did not think it was
within the jurisdiction of the Speaker to
decide whether the report was properly
drawn or not-that it should be left to the
House to decide that question.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-Then
the Speaker has not decided that this report
was a proper one.

The SPEAKER-No, I did not decide
that. I refused to decide that, because I
thought I had no jurisdiction.

The House divided on the amendment
which was lost on the following division:

Contents, 8; non-contents, 9.
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Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE- We
have not yet voted on the question of
whether this is a proper report or not. The
matter has been explained very clearly. A
sub-comrittee was appointed to assist the
Speaker. If the comnittee made a report
the Speaker would sign that report, but he
does not belong to the committee. It is
necessary to have a quorum in the com-
mittee. The commnittee is composed of
three, and it is clear that they had no
quorum. One member of the conmittee
bas made a report and signed. Can we de-
cide now that that is a regular report I

Hon. Mr. MILLS-It is not of the slight-
est consequence what we call this report. It
is a report, and whether it is a report of the
committee as originally constituted is of no
great consequence. The question for us to
decide is whether we shall have some dis-
tinguishing uniform for the messengers of
this House. That question may be referred
to the Committee on Contingent Accounts
or it may not. A single member of the
committee may express his opinion to this
House and the House may act upon that
expression. The House of Commons adopt-
ed a uniform for their employees some time
ago. It has been found very convenient to
strangers visiting the buildings, because
they know who the officers are, and they
can ask the officers of the House for any
information they desire.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-And the officers of
the House had also authority.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-The same thing would
happen if we were to adopt a uniform here.
It is a matter of convenience to the public.
I think it is trifling with the House to enter
into a long discussion as to whether the re-
port is regularly before us. It is a matter
relating to a question upon which the House
has an inherent authority and does not
derive its power to act from the committee
or any member of the committee. It might
have taken the initiative in this matter with-
out a report from any member of the com-
mittee. There is a report before us signed
by His Honour the Speaker and by a member
of the House, and if we choose to act upon
that report it is clearly within our right to
do so.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE -I

agree with what has fallen f rom the lips of

the hon. leader of the House. Any
member can come here and make a motion,
although he is not representing a committee,
but can any member come here and move
the adoption of a report of a committee
which does not exist, or at least which has
not dealt with the question î There is a
great difference between the two, and I can-
not agree with the hon. minister when he
says it is trifling with the House to debate
this subject. It is not trifling with this
House when you are dealing with the rules
of the House. If we disregarded the rules
of the House ir our proceedings, then we
would be trifling with the House. We should
follow the rules.

The report was adopted on a division.

The Senate adjourned.

SECOND SITTING.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at Two
o'Clock.

Routine proceedings.

THE SUPPLY BILL.

FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

A message was received from the House
of Commons with Bill (192) " An Act for
granting to Her Majesty certain sums of
money required for defraying certain ex-
penses of the public service for the financial
year ending 30th June, 1900, and for other
purposes relating to the public service."

The bill was read the first time.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the suspension
of the forty-first rule in so for as the same
relates to this bill.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. MILLS moved the second read-
ing of the bill. He said :-The ineasure is, of
course, one of very great importance, because
the administration of the affairs of the coun-
try for the twelve months is dependent upon
the supplies that have been granted by the
House of Commons and of which we have
been informed by this bill. I r-ay say very
briefly, that the amount of supply is some-
what larger than that usually asked for.
The supply in the main estimate anouns to
$41,528,000, and in the supplementary esti-
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mates it amounts to $1,198,000, making in that expenditure the amount of money that
thesupplementary and main estimates charge- has been voted and charged to capital ac-
able to income $43,426,844. There have been count. Sometimes expenditures have been
other sums besides that included in the main charged to capital account, which, in the
estimate voted this year, but those have opinion of some members of the buse of
been voted every year, almost, since confe- Commons, ought to have been charged to
deration. There are certain sums that are the ordinary revenues of the year. For in-
asked for to carry on the affairs of the coun- stance, a few years ago, wben the charges
try that are chargeable to capital account. made for the surveying of the lands in the
Hon. gentlemen know very well the line North-west Territories, was transferred from
which devides those expenses which are being a charge to ordinary revenue to a
charged against the ordinary and current charge upon capital account, objection was
revenues of the country and those estimates taken by some members of the buse. And
that are obtained for the purpose of making'so I might mention other instances of a
improvements of a permanent character, similar character. These, however, are
that could not be charged against the ex- i quite subordinate, and 1 might say that
penses of the year. These relate to various a fair comparison between the expen-
public works, and are of very considerable'diture of the present year and years
importance, and are justified, in my opinion, gone by must be a comparison be-
by the circumstances of the country and by tween the charges to revenue account
its requirements, especially those require- in the present year and the charges against
ments that are certain to arise at a very revenue in previous years. When it is said
early day. The main estimates chargeable that the expenditure under the late govern-
to capital account amount to $4,748,000 ment was in a certain year something over
in round numbers, and ,he supplementaries $38,000,000, there is not a dollar over $38,-
chargeable to capital account $3,598,000, 000,000 that embraced charges to capital ac-
and then there are railway subsidies, count. They are charges to revenue account,
.$5,305,UO and sums for bridges in the pro- and to revenue account alone. If you take
vince of Quebec, the one over the St. Law- out of the charges of the current year the
rence near the city of Quebec $1,000,000, charges that arise out of the administration
and certain other bridges amounting to'of the affairs of the Yukon country, which
$235,000. is wholly new, and the extra charge made

for public improvenients for the purpose of
Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-HowîHon.Mr.DEBUCHEVILE-Hw ipromoting the commerce of the great lakes,

much altogether you will find that the charges for the ordin-

Hon. Mr. MILLS- ,000,000 I think,of government have ot beenthese esimte forLSra,00000ay purposes increased. The charges for the ordinarybesides theseaffairs of government are less per capita the

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-And the Ottawa present year than they have been in former
contribution. years. I am not going into a comparison of

these charges, however, at the present time.
Hon. Mr. MILLS-Then let me say that That is a matter rather relating to the

these amounts are variable. Some years business of the House of Commons than to
they are very much larger than they are this House, but I say when you look at the
other years. Thus, when we built the rapid extension of the commerce of the Domi-
Canadian Pacific Railway and agreed to nion, when you consider that during the past
pay the company $25,000,000 to aid in the two years it has grown by some millions
construction of that road, besides the im- more than it did during the precedingtwenty-
mense area of public lands that were given, three years, you will see how rapid the ex-
no one for a moment suggested that thoser pansion ha been and how necessary the
$25,000,000 ought to be charged against the improvement of the highways of commerce
expenditure of the year in which the con- are to the commercial interest of the country.
tract was made. From the very earliest If we were stationary, there are improve-
period down to the present day, when we ments which are being made that would not
have been discussing the expenditure for be justified, but when we are so rapidly pro-
the year, whether in this House or in the gressing and our commerce is expanding to
House of Commons, no one Las included in such giganti proportions, we would be
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equally culpahle if we neglected to make the Reform convention so-called, held in
those improvements which are called for by this city, was the following
the interest of the Dominion. With these We cannot but view with alarm the large increase
obser'vations, and without further trespass- of the publie debt and of the controllable annual ex.
ing on your indulgence, I inove the second penditure of the Dominion and the eonsequent unduetaxation of the people under the governments that
reading of the bill. have been continuously in power since 1878, and we

demand the strictest economy in the administration

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
As we have been informed by the hon.
leader of the government in this House that
the Supply Bill specially pretains to the
House of Commons, the inference would be
that it is improper that we should dis-
cuss the bill which is now before us, or in
other words we are simply to say yea or nay.
I shall therefore follow theexample, as near as
possible, of the hon. gentleman, in speaking
vesy shortly on the question before the House.
In doing so, I must, in the first place, take
some little exception to the statements made
by the hon. gentleman as to the relative
expenditure between this year and former
years. Without going into particulars, I shall
merely deal with the facts as they are pre-
sented to us by the bill now before us
for our acceptance. It is true that there is
a difference between the current expenditure
of the year and the expenditure which is
properly and legitimately charged to capital
account. What I shall deal with is this-
and what I think the country will have to
consider is-what amount is the country
asked to pay for the carrying on of the
business of the Dominion during the coming
year, and what amount has the government
pledged the country to pay in future years.

e When. we take the figures as they are pre-
sented to us, in that light, we find that they
exceed by a very large sum any former
appropriation. I shall take for a few mo-
mients the liberty of contrasting the pro-
fessions of the hon. gentlemen with their
practices, and endeavour to lay down a basis
to show that their professions out of office are
not always practiced when they assume
the reins of power and the responsibilities of
office. I find, and so will any one who lias
read the platform upon which these gentle-
men appealed to the people at the last general
election, that they made certain definite and
positive promises and it may fairly be asked,
how far have these promises been carried
out, and how far do the government deserve
the continued confidence of the people with
respects to tihis particular branch of the sub.
ject-that is, the promise and the practice.
One of the principal planks in the platform of

of the government of the country.

In introducing that resolution, Mr. Gib-
bons, of London, one of the lights of the
Liberal party, made use of this language:

You do not need to be concerned with regard to this
resolution. You have already been convinced of the
truth of the principles advocated by the Liberal party,
and about this one there is no dispute.

He was followed immediately by the Hon.
Clifford Sifton, then Attorney General of
the province of the Manitoba, and now Min-
ister of the Interior, in the present admin-
istration. He said:

I wish to call attention to the fact that, as Liberals,
we have the right to say that we are the exponents of
econony.

In the Liberal campaig book we are told:
The large reduction which would take place, under

a Liberal administration, in the public expenditure
is sufficient of itself to justify any man in voting for
a reduction of the tariff.

How far that reduction has taken place
has been pointed out repeatedly in this
House, as well as in the House of Commons.
It is true that certain articles have been
placed upon the f ree list. It is equally true
that these very articles have ever since been
sold to the consumer at a much higher rate
than they were sold before they were put on
the free list.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Do you want a tax
put on to bring down the price 1

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-If
I had time, and I deemed it at all pertinent
to the subject now under consideration
I could prove fron the experience of this
country in the past, that the placing
of a protective tariff upon every article which
the present government has placed upon the
free list, led to its being sold cheaper than it
is to-day. However, I am not going to be
led away. There are articles, I may say, in
the tariff that bear a higher rate of duty to-
day than they did prior to the introduction
of this so-called free trade policy. It is true
they are articles principally inmported from
Great Britain, while the articles upon which
the duty was lowered are imported from the
United States, and the result has been a fall-
ing off in the importations during the last
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two or three years f rom the British market,
and an increase in the importation of the
articles, notwithstanding the preferential
duty, from the United States. The public
accounts show that, and it is not necessary
for me to elaborate the subject. After the
present Minister of the Interior had given
vent to his opinion as to what constituted
the platform and policy of the Liberal party,
Sir Wilfrid Laurier spoke as follows :

Do you imagine there is any justification for this
extraordinary expenditure? The Conservatives tell
us there is a justification. Population has increased,
they say. Oh, yes; it has increased 9 per cent, but
the expenditure has increased 100 per cent. (Sie.)
There can be no justification for such an expenditure,
when, as has been stated, the great bulk of it is a cor-
rupt expenditure.

They tell us that if we were in power we could not
retrench and economize. But I donot believe that it
will be a difficult task. It would not be a vry diffi-
cult task to economize to the extent of one, two, three
millions--and Mr. Mills told his constituents a few
days ago that it was possible to retrench to the extent
of four millions a year.

I will show presently how that declara-
tion on the part of the present Minister of
Justice has been carried out. It was merely
an ebulition of hon. gentlemen who were
trying to catch the popular will at the
moment, forgetting what the duties of states-
men really are, and appealing to the pre-
judices of people by giving utterance to
sentiments of that kind. Then we have
that great economist, Sir Richard Cart-
wright, who held out in the following style:

For my own part I do not hesitate to tell him (the
Finance Minister) that I consider a yearly expendi-
ture of forty million dollars, or thirty-eigh t million
dollars, altogether too much for the resources of
Canada.

I say it is a disgrace and a shame to the govern-
ment that bas been entrusted with our affairs that
they come down to us and ask for an expenditure of
thirty-eight million dollars a year for federal purposes.

Sir, the thing is utterly unjustifiable.
Sir, there is very little use for honourable gentle-

men whining over this matter.
They ought to try and meet it, and the way to

meet it is to reduce qur present establishment, to
reduce youîr present extravagant mode of government
and to reduce your extiavagant ideas.

I have said before, and I repeat it, that S38,000,000
is, in my judgment, a ionstrous sum for this people
to be called on to provide for.

I might go on for lours giving extracts
of that character fron the utterances of the
gentlemen who now occupy the treasury
benches, and who are guiding the destinies
of Canada. We know the organ which
speaks for them on almost every occasion.
But lately, by the by, I saw it announced,
when the attention of the House of Commons
was called to a demand made by the Toronto

Globe that the present occupant of the seat
for West Huron in the House of Commons
should retire on account of the gross frauds
which have been proven before the Com-
mittee on Privileges and Elections, that
newspaper statements should not always
command much attention. I congratulate
the Premier on the fact that he has arrived
at that conclusion, so far as the utterances
of the Toronto Globe are concerned. How-
ever, there was a time when they did not
speak so disparagingly of that paper, that
is when that paper gave utterance to senti-
ments of this kind :

The first duty of the Laurier Government is to put
an end to the abuses of the subsidy systein.

We have an illustration of how these
subsidy abuses are being put an end to in
the bill passed yesterday.

To set its face against every mere boodling enter-
prise. We must turn over a new leaf in order to
maintain the public credit abroad, no less than to in-
troduce a higher order of public morality at home.

Then there was a letter written by Sir
Richard Cartwright, the present Minister
of Trade and Commerce, to the president of
an organization, known as the Patrons, in
Ontario. Among other things he told the
Patrons that he was at one time with them
on the following planks of their platform:-
first, "economy of administration." We
have an illustration of that in the Supply
Bill before us, which, as I shall show pre-
sently, pledges this country to an expendi-
ture of nearly seventy millions.

Secondly, purity and independence of Parliament.

We have had that exemplified in the fact
that, notwithstanding the declaration of the
ministry of the present day, that men who
accepted office while holding seats in Parlia-
ment were the mere slaves of the adminis-
tration of the day, three or four members
have been sent from the House of Conmons
to this chamber, quite legitimately and quite
properly in some cases, but in one or two
cases it was in order to create vacancies in
constituencies in order that those who had
been appointed to office, but who had never
held a seat in Parliament, could retain their
positions by obtaining seats which had
been secured by the elevation of commoners
to the Senate. The Finance Minister is one,
the Minister of Railways and Canals is
another, and the Minister of Public Works
a third. There are three of them. They
ail secured seats in the Commons by vacan-
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cies being created in that House. I do not
find so much fault with that, as I do with
the violation of the principle which was laid
down so vehemently and so strongly by
members of the present administration in
reference to the appointinent to office of
Commoners, and thereby creating vacancies.
How has that been carried out I There
are eight or ten members of Parliament,
whose names I cou Id give, who, since the last
election, in three short years, have been
elevated either to the bench, to Lieutenant-
Governorships or to some other office of
emolument. This is the way in which
the independence of Parliament has been
maintained in accordance with the declara-
tions, promises and pledges of the present
ministry. Then the next matter was " re-
ciprocity of trade." That is a very prolific
subject. The United States people were
told by these gentlemen that if the Liberal
party in Canada could only obtain power,
they would make such and such concessions
to them, which would result in the freest
trade between the two countries. They
went to Washington and came back with
their thumbs in their mouths. They went
theretwoorthree times afterwards; afterhav-
ing interfered as they had done with the nego-
tiations which were going on between the
United States ministers and the Conserva-
tives. We all know the result. I need not
elaborate upon that point. They are no nearer
reciprocity now, bowever much it may have
been desired, than the Conservative party
were, nor are they as near it. The estrange-
ment to-day is greater thad' it has been for
the last quarter of a century. I do not be-
lieve-and I have given utterance to that
opinion repeatedly, and I believe that it is
the sentiment of the great majority of the
people of Canada, to-day-that we are so
enamoured of reciprocity as we were for-
merly, nor is reciprocity a necessity for the
prosperity of this country. We are march-
ing on upon our own responsibility, and
though there might be some little advantage
in reciprocal trade in some articles, it is not
necessary for the prosperity of Canada.
Beside their tariff has placed it out of the
power of obtaining anything from the United
States Government. Those articles which
we do not produce, and which are easily
grown and produced in the United States,
are put upon the free lists in this country,
and the consequence is, that they have noth-
ing to receive from us which would be of

75

advantage to them, having obtained all
through the stupidity of those who framed
the tarif. The next point was that we were
to have a "tarif for revenue only." How
far that has been carried out by the adop-
tion, to a very great extent, of the national
policy, needs no elaboration. Then we were
to have "protection of labour from monopo-
lies." We ail know that nothing as been
accomplished in that respect. We do know
that in the Custom's Act a proposition was
made to punish monopolists, under certain
conditions and under certain circumstances,
but has any attempt ever been made to
reach any monopoly that existed in the
country. We had an Alien Labour law
placed upon the statute-book. I stated at
the time, in this House, to the leader of the
government, as many will remember, that
the wording of the Act, and the provisions
of it, were such that it would prove a fraud,
and that the people who were interested in
the carrying out and enforcement of the Act
would be deceived. What has followed i
When application bas been made for the en-
forcement of that Act, when it has been violat-
ed in the province of Ontario, the Minister of
Justice declines to proceed with the prosecu-
tion. We all know that not one individual,
no matter how much he may be affected,
can take the first step towards the enforce-
ment of this Act, without first having the
authority and consent of the department of
the Minister of Justice. The next point
was " no railway bonuses." It is not neces-
sary for me to go beyond the measure which
we discussed yesterday to furnish an illustra-
tion of how they have carried out that
pledge. They have bonused les than half
a mile of road to enable private parties to
get to a whtLrf. They have bonused a couple
of miles of road in order to enable a manu-
facturer to get from one portion of his manu-
facturing establishment to another portion,
or to a wharf. They have subsidized fifty
miles and a hundred miles of railway in
other portions of the country. They have
done more. They have doubled the amount
of subsidies which were given by the late
government when Sir Richard Cartwright
made the declaration that there should be
no more subsidies. The next plank was
"voter' list by local officials." All we have to
do, is to look at what the effect of transferring
our franchise and the power of carrying on an
election by the local authorities bas been ;
look at the result of the elections in Brock-
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ville, West Huron, South Ontario and West during the American war. No one lives on
Elgin, vhere it has been proved that under that island except the caretaker, and he is
the local authorities and local management there to look after the old fortifications
the grossest frauds and iniquities that the which are going to ruin and decay, I know
human mind could conceive, have been perpe- when I was Minister of Miitia I visited,
trated, in order to carry them. These are with the Géneral, that part of Canada. The
the results of having local lists. Then we island lies nearly in the centre of the Riche-
were to have Ilno gerrynandering." This lieu River and ftot far f rom the United
Senate put a stop to the attempt to gerry- States boundary line, and an invading
mander which was made, if gerrymander it force coming down that river would have
might be called. It was an abortion in the to pass this island, and hence in the
manner of readjusting the Redistribution ol days, even the Indians fortified it to
Act. Then Sir Richard says: protect themselves against other tribes.

There is siniply no single one of these objects which The government have handed over the old
the Liberal party have not been fighting for, moving fortifications to a yacht club, who have
resolutions for, and doing their very best to obtain turned it into a pleasure resort, whereany time during the last twenty years. the members go to spend their leisure hours.

Ido not propose to elaborate thatportionof I do not see any objection in that. It used
the subject-further. The hon. gentleman said to cost the country something to keep those
a few moments ago that one of the reasons fortifications from falling down. I know
for the large expenditures this year was the the old pensioner appealed to me to increase
necessities of and the growing trade of the his pay while I was there. He was only
country. Expenditure is growing to such gettiig twenty-five cents a day in addition
an extent that it is unparalleled in any past to his pension to look after the fortification.
history. I should like to ask him whether When I came home J doubled it, as I thought
the expenditure of a large amount of money fifty cents a day was little enough for the
in the construction of wharfs on Lake St. service. Now, what have the government
John, some couple of hundreds of miles north done? The island has passed out of the
of Quebec, is in the interest of the trade of hands of the government, and they are now
this country, whether it is necessary, whether actually appropriating a large sum of money
it is anything more than an appropriation for the construction of a wharf on that island
for private parties who own one or two for the accommodation of the Montreal and
steamboats on that lake? There is no St. John Yacht Clubs. Is that an appropri-
trade there to justify it. Was it necessary ation in the interest of the great and
to incur an expenditure, or try to incur an growing trade of this country ? I could go
expenditure of $70,000 to build a wharf on for an hour, if necessary, and point out
down in Gaspé in order to induce the pre- such appropriations. The Minister of Fin-
sent member for that constituency to with- ance has himself taken $20,000 or $30,000
draw his resignation ? for wharfs and improvements in his own

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Hear, hear. constituency in Nova Scotia, besides railway
subsidies. That gentleman had no seat in

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- Parliament. It was necessary for him to
And that too at a place where there is no secure a seat in the House of Commons to
water. I am informed by those who know hold bis office, and the then member, Mr.
the locality well, that you might spend hun- Forbes, magnanimously retired and took an
dreds of thousands of dollars, and then would office at $50 a year. However, he was net
have to go miles out into the sea before you long until he got a judgeship, and he is
could reach a depth of water sufficient te now living on the income derived from
enable the seagoing 'vessels to land at that that. These are appropriations which the
wharf. Then there is an appropriation which lion, gentleman say are necessary fer
I look upon as one of the most iniquitous the development and encouragement of
in all the public appropriations that could the trade of the country. It will be for the
possibly be conceived. Any one who has been people te say whetber they are or net.
up the Richelieu River and visited the island There is another item te which I shaîl allude.
called Ile aux Noix, madefamousinParkman's My hon. friend from Prince Edward Island
history and in the history of our country, knows the particulars as weU or better than
as the spot where fortifications were erected 1 do. There is a United States firm who have
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been doing business in Prince Edward
Island for more than thirty years, because
the claim which they have against the govern-
ment and recognized is twenty-one years old.
That claim arose out of the non-enforcement
of the Washington Treaty in 1871. It is
known that at that period a difficulty arose
in reference to Prince Edward Island and it
was understood at the time that though
Prince Edward Island was not included in
the provisions of that treaty, whatever
duties were paid upon fish and fish oil sent
from Canada into the United States were to
be refunded by the United States Govern-
ment. By some misunderstanding, as usual,
the United States authorities refused to
make these rebates, which amounted to some
$60,000 or $70,000-I am speaking subject
to correction.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-That
is right.

Hon. Sir MACKEN ZIE BOWELL-The
British Government did net think it worth
while to create any friction between the
two governments in reference to this ques-
tion, and they intimated to the Canadian
Government that they had better pay it
themselves. The Canadian Government, in
considering the question, refunded out of
our own funds that which should have been
paid by the United States, to all British
subjects who had been carrying on a legiti-
mate trade and had paid duties to the
United States Government on fish and fish
oil. This United States firm, not being
British subjects, made a very large claim.
We declined to admit it. I say " we," because
that claim has been made on each and every
government. Mr. Fitzgerald, now a judge,
was appointed by the late government to
investigate and report upon the subject.
He made a long and exhaustive report. He
did show that Hall & Myrick had shipped,
for British subjects on the island, a certain
quantity of fish, and that duty had been
paid upon them. We recognized those
claims. I say that, because I was in the
government at that time, and we refunded
the money to the British subjects, but
declined to pay the claim of this United
States firm who were not then, nor are they
now, British subjecte. They have steadily
refused to take the oath of allegiance,
although they have been there thirty years,
to the British Government. Every election

75j

that has taken place for the last twenty years
these people made demands on the govern-
ment to pay them the amount they claimed.
At the last by-election it cropped up again,
and these gentlemen were among the most
active and energetic supporters of the present
member, and they succeeded, through their
influence and the employés they have on the
island, in defeating our old friend Mr.
Hackett. I received a letter from the island
immediately after the election took place
explaining how Mr. Hackett had lost his elec-
tion; and it was said 1' Watch events and you
will find Hall & Myrick's claim will be reco-
gnized by the present government." True
enough, here it is. Here is a Yankee firm
that has been pressing this claim for over
twenty years, a claim which has been refused
by every government, including the Macker.-
zie government, as unfounded, and now it is
recognized. It looks on the face of it, as
if this claim of over twenty years standing is
paid to these people for th- support they
gave the government candidate in the elec-
tion in EastPrince. There are the facts. Hon.
gentlemen can draw their own conclusions
from them. This Yankee firm had no more
right to that $15,000 or $16,000, then my
hon. friend beside me; but it is a sample of the
manner in which the funds of this country
are being voted away, for, shall I say, cor-
rupt purposes. That would be unparlia-
mentary,but I leave hon. gentlemen to draw
any deductions they like from the facts I
have presented. These are only a few, a very
few of the items in this bill to which I might
call attention. Now, what are we asked to
vote 1 I will give a summary of the contents
of this Supply Bill which we have either to
swallow or reject. I do not suppose any one
will take the responsibility of rejecting
the bill, though I think if there ever
was a case to justify a rejection of a
supply bill, this is one of them. Tt is
true the government have the power, and
they must take the responsibility. The
Supply Bill shows the supplementary esti-
mates for the year 1898-99, which we have
already passed, amounting to $2,647,628.
The main estimates for 1899-1900 amount to
$46,286,550. Further supplementary esti-
mates, $5,497,343, a second further supple-
mentary estimates, $12,451. Then we have
the Drummond County Railway purchase,
$1,600,000. I am not drawing a distinc-
tion now, between that which is charged to
capital account and that which should be
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charged to the current expenditure of
the year. I am giving the total amount
which this Parliament is asked to vote in
this Supply Bill, and the Supply Bill which
we have already passed, being the amount
to which the country is pledged either
to expend during the coming year or in the
future. They amount to $56,043,972. But
that is not all. You have the railways and
bridges subsidies amounting to $6,540,293,
and if you capitalize the vote of $140,000
annually to the Grand Trunk it pledges the
country to a payment of $4,421,898. Then
we have the $60,000 that is given to assist
the city of Ottawa. Deduct the $15,000
from that, which bas been paid in the past,
and which has no right to be added to
the demands of the present government,
capitalize that for ten years and you have
$386,295. Then we have our proportion of
the cost of the Pacific cable. It is true
that received the support of every mem-
ber of both Houses, but that does not
affect the fact that we are pledged to
an expenditure of $2,361,111, or mak-
ing a total for current expenses and
capital account for which the country is
pledged in the future the magnificent
sum of $69,753,569. I know my hon.
friend, if he were to attempt to answer these
figures, would say a large proportion of this
is expenditures for the future. I admit that,
but it does not change the fact that in one
session the country is pledged to an expendi-
ture of within a fraction of $70,000,000.
That is the manner in which the econoiny to
which these gentlemen pledged themselves
has been carried out, and it will be for them
to reconcile their conduct with their profes-
sions when they appeal to those who have
the power to retain them in the positions
they occupy, or reject them at the polls.
After the statements made by the hon.
Minister of Justice, I thought it was only
proper that I should place before the House
and before the country the view that 1, at
least, and those with whom I act, take of the
growing expenses of the country and the ex-
orbitant demands made upon us, and to
point out some few cases in which the appro-
priations are not only not unjustifiable, but
I might add, criminal in their character.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-It is
not within our province to go into all the
details of this bill, and if we were disposed
to do so, we have not the time or the oppor-

tunity at this last hour of the session. The
Minister of Justice referred to the expendi-
ture which we are making under the bill as
being justified for the improvement of the
highways of commerce. If the expenditure
within the four corners of this bill was
legitimately confined to the improvement of
the highways of commerce, it would receive
no opposition whatever from the members
of the Senate, but when we look at the
various items which are embraced within
that bill, we find there are many other items
there than those which should be designated
as expended for the improvement of the
highways of commerce. The hon. Minister
of Justice referred to the flourishing state of
the revenue of this country, and I am very
pleased to agree with him that the revenue
of the country has been flourishing, and
therefore that it, in some measure, justifies
an expenditure greater, possibly, than had
been made on any previous occasion ; but
when we look back at the record of the
gentlemen now composing the majority in
support of the government, and remember
the statements which they made broadcast
throughout the country, when the expendi-
ture did not amount to anything like the
sum that it does now-when it was $15,000,-
000 or possible $20,000,000 less than the
expenditure proposed during this session-
when we remember that these gentlemen
called upon the people to oppose the gov-
ernment which then ruled in the country
because they were imposing such vast taxes
upon the people of the country by their ex-
travagant expenditure; when they told the
people of the country that every individual
in the Dominion of Canada was taxed to the
amount of forty dollars. When they told
them a few years ago that the expenditure
had been increased up to fifty dollars a head
of the people, or $300 for every family with-
in the country, will it not appear evident to
the country that that was the greatest clap
trap, the most absurd denunciation that
could be given to the people when we 3ee
these very gentlemen now, when in power,
increasing the expenditure and justifying it
to Parliament and to the country. Does it
not show that their utterances at that time
were the veriest buncombe that could be
uttered ? The course which the government
of the day has pursued during the present
session is a justification of the course pur.
sued by former governments. It shows that
the epithets which were hurled againat
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them for extravagance were not justified at these expenditures are to be made. At the
the time, and that these outcries against late period of the session at which the appro-
their predecessors were for political ends. priation bills come in, it is impossible for
It is true the revenue of the country is members of the Senate-perhaps it may not
flourishing, but I may remark that there be altogether their duty-to criticise or ex-
are many respects in which the country amine all the various items of which the
stood on a higher plane in former years Supply Bill is composed ; but at the same
than at present. Where is the ship- time, we may speak in a genieral way of the
ping that was owned throughout every different appropriations which are made and
one of the maritime provinces twenty or which, without the approval of the members
thirty years ago ? We have no such fine of the Senate, would not have the sanction
ships on the register of those provinces now of law. I consider that the appropriations are
as we had in those davs. That is one evi- more liberal than the circumstances of the
dence of the flourishing state of trade at country justify. The Senate is not responsible
that perio 1. It is true we have a very large for the amount of that expenditure. The mem-
importation now. Our imports have swollen bers of the other branch of Parliament who
enormously, I might say, in some respects; have passed these items, and discussed each
but have our exports kept pace with the appropriation in the Supply Bill, will be the
imports ? They have not. The result will men who will bave to justify the course that
be that In a few years this country will have they have taken before the country.
to be trying to collect money in every possi- Hon Nr. McCALLUM-Altough I said
ble way in order to send it abroad to pay on. r McCALLUM-Alough I sai
for the large amount of goods imported, with the other day that I was opposed to our
our exports falling so much short of the practice of carrying the estimates three times
amount of our imports. We all remember around the table and saying amen, and that
how a few years ago the maritime provinces I would have something to say about them
were referred to as the " shreds and patches " this time, I shall not occupy the attention
of the Dominion. It is true that epithet of the House for any length of time on the
was hurled against us at the time when we present occasion. This session of Parlia-
returned a Conservative government to ment has been a most extraordinary one.
power. Since then they have changed and The people of this country will think and
returned a Liberal majority, and the "shreds say so. There is an increase of expenditure
and patches " are now being bound together in every department of the public service.
by wharfs in every corner of some of these The government have increased every ex-
provinces, where they were formerly erected penditure in the public service.
by the people, and were the means of earn- Hon. Mr. MeMILLAN-Excepting theing a h' elihood f rom the business at these indemnity.
wharfs. Now, the government have step-
ped in and are building wharfs in places Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Well, they in-
where it never was the intention of the gov- creased the indemnity to themselves, but
ernment up to the present time to build they forget the members of the House of
wharfs. They are also, under the measure Commons and the Senate. They increased
which we have before us, erecting public the salaries of ministers of the Crown, and
buildings in various places throughout the the legisiation is retroactive. I do not think
country where the revenue derived from the hon. gentleman from Glengarry was here
those places is not sufficient to justify such i at the time. He was away on business, but
expenditure as is provided for under this if he had been here he would not have had
bill. These expenditures increase largely the occasion to put that question to me. If
amount whici we are voting for the public we were to go over the Supply Bil item by
service. Many items which are within the item and compare it with the pledges which
bill are justifiable and liberal sums for the the members of the governînent made Vo the
improvements of the country, but I main- people of the country, it would take a month,
tain that outside of those there are a great and it wduid be dificuit Vo accomphish it in
many appropriations which are not justified that time. I listened Vo the remarks of the
by the circumstances of the country, or by Minister of Justice. Ris party said at one
anything except, possibly, the necessity of time that it meant ruin to five millions of
the representatives of the places at which people Vo spend thirty-eight millions a year,
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and the Minister of Justice said it could be What is that done for i The Finance Minis-
done for $4,000,000 less. The Minister of ter bas the fear of the people before bis eyes,
Trade and Commerce said that the mem- but has not the fear of the Lord, and he
bers of the Conservative government were must spend money to get the people of the
"robbers great and robbers small," but the county to support him. This is the third
hon. gentlemen are now in power themselves year this government has been in power.
and it is all lovely. They receive a good salary They think they will get a great deal of cre-
themselves and they manage to pension their dit for what they have done to enlarge the
poor relations on the people of this country, routes for trade and commerce, and one would
their nephews, their uncles and their aunts, think the country is progressing so rapidly
and they are perfectly satisfied. I can tell that the trade of the country is gOig to
them that everything is not lovely with the amount to a great deal. 1 do not care about
people of this country. The people are the trade of the country unless it pays us
watching them, and the bon. gentlemen will soinething. They are going too fast in some
have to give an account of titis sessiori of particulars, but there is one matter in which
Parliament to-the people of the country, and they are not going fast enough, and that
the sooner the better. They have increased is the canais. If the expenliture we
the expenditure and cannot give any proper made on the canais of this country is go-
explanation of why they propose to spend ing to pay us at ail, we must have and we
all this money. They have increased the ought to have had long ago, the proper bar-
railway subsidies, and I am satisfied that it hours at the head of the Welland Canal on
is against the interests of the country that Lake Erie for the commerce of the country.
they should be increased. They should be But these gentlemen thought they knew
cut down to the smallest amount possible, aU about it and what have tbey done?
and confined to assisting the people that are Why did they not prepare this work when
suffering for want of railway accommodation they knew the St. Lawrence Canal would
in the thinly settled districts. But that i, be finished in a few years? But tbey would
not the true object. The object is to get not dQ it. AIl at once, without rhyme or
support for this government who have vio- reasor, thev went to Lake Erie, procured a
lated ail the pledges they have made to the tug and went to Buffalo and prepared a
people. They know they have to do some- plan to spend $5,000,000 of the people's
thing before the people will support them. monev to quarry a harbour out of the rocks
The report goes forth now that the country at Port Coîborne. I have brought this
is prosperous. I can state that the hon. question before the people of the country,
gentleman knows very little about it. The and I say that botb governments are to
government have increased the indebtedness blame, as far as the harbours at the head of
of the country by millions and they are now the Welland Canal are concerned. If any
discounting the future, and they say that the bon. gentleman wiil look at the Hansard of
country is prosperous because the imports 1875 he wiIl see that I warned the Hon.
are large. I do not care about the Alexander Mackenzie as to what he should
imports, but I want to see the exports in- do then. But somebody bad an interest in
creased. I know that inembers of Parlia- covering up a blunder committed formerly,
ment and ministers of the Crown will teyl and thi government went on and made a
you that the more you imporT the better off woeful mistake. There were two mis-
you are, the more you buy the better you takes that were excusable, but I called the
are off, whether you pay for it or not. I do attention of Alexander Mackenzie to that
lot hold thatt view, but this government ap- when they decided to make fourteen feet of

pears to be going in that way. Speaking of water the draft of the canals from Lake Brie
docks, I bave been told that some of the tou ontreal and requested th goverument
docks in tbe county that the Minister of to select Port heaitand as the harbour on
Finasce represents are going to cost from Lake Erie but they did not. That was a sad
81,000 to $70)000. I have been watching mistake, but this that they are making iow
the discussion in the use of Conîmons, is the worst mistake of al. They are going
and a gentleman tells me that a frog cannot to spend $a,000,000. The plans are new
get water enough to swim in at some of tbe ready. They bave put a small amount in the
places where they are going to buiid docks. estimates, four or five hundred thou-
0f course that does not refer to al of t bem. sand dollars- a ema l amount to do that
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work. If they spend that. money in the but they must tax hum and put a wortgage
way they are doing, it will be loit, and by on his property. They must discount the
and by they will say " If we do not future and tax ail the farner has in the
continue this work we will lose the money warld, and embarrass the obidren unborn
that we have expended." That has been the by entailing on them the payment of interest
case all the time in making a harbour out of on this money that they are going to spend,
that gigantic stone quarry at Port Colborne. scattering it to the four winds of heaven
The governnient should examine that ques- instead of getting a jubt return for A. That
tion thoroughly, and employ independent la where this government stands before the
engineers, not men who are bound to cover country to-day, and when they face the
up former blunders, I do not care by what people, I can tell them what the resuits will
government cominmitted. If they procure an be. The hon. linister of Justice says it is
independent surveyor, and lie will say that necessary to have a large number of ministers
Port Colborne is the best place for the har- in order that they 8hould go through the
bour on the Welland Canal on Lake Erie, cou ntry and core in contact with the people.
by all means let them take it. Then there He says the estinates are large because we
are other items. They tell us what they have a large territory. The8e gentlemen
have done for the farmers of this country. used formeriy to speak of $38,000,000
Lord help the poor farmers if this govern- as heing an enommouq expenditure for
ment is to run the country very lonz. The 5,000,000 of population, but now they
first thing they did was to take the duty off have changed their tune and they
corn. My hon. friend the Minister of speak oý our vast territory necessitating this
Justice told us that the corn in this country 1 increve. It has heen slid in the disrusqion
was sold at 121 cents per bushel. He that the inisters think they are fot paid
thought it was a great stroke of business to enough salary. I want every Min to he
import United States corn to feed Canadian paid fully for whatever service he performs.
cattle. There is land enough, energy enough We want to pay a good w.ge for a gord
and intelligence enough in this country to day's work. They talk as if $8,000 a year
raise all the grain that we require to feed vas not sufficient for the gentlemen who
our stock and our people; instead of going are governing the country. 1 (o not
to the United States for it, and it is the they are governing the côuntry; they are
duty of the Canadian fariner to raise all the plaving at governiment. They -ay they
food that, he requires to feed his stock.and shoutd have more salaryand some mt mbrrs
his fanily. Look at what they are doing in of Parliament say they should have double
the penitentiaries for the farmer now. They their present salary. They say they couid
are manufacturingbindertwne. mfake moe it a other businsse. hell, I do

lion. Mr. BA KER-For their friends.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Yes, and not
for the farmers. They started out with
the idea that they were going to help the
farmers. Of course, we have to feed the
prisoners in the penitentiaries and w e should
employ them if we can, but tihey should not
be employed for the benefit of one political
party.

Hon. Mr. MILLS-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-They sell this
binder twine to uheir friends for about 41
cents a pound, and these friends combine and
sell it for about 13 or 14 cents, for the bene-
fit of the farmers ! The governiment took the
duty ofi binder twine to help the farmers,
and took the duty off corn to help the farm-
ers,and now they are not satisfied with that,

not know but they might. We have the
expression of the late Controller of Customus,
Mr. Wallace, who said he got $6,000 a year
and was well paid. I know that he is a clever
man, he runs mills and keeps stores and aIl
that, but he says that $6,000 is more than he
could make at anything else, and yet these
gentlemen think they are not sutliciently paid.
Let us consider the matter a little. They
come here and what stock have they and
how much money have they invested i

Hon. Mr. BAKER-la some cases it is
very small capital.

Hon. Mr. McCALLU1-I agree that it
is small capital. If they had a large amount
of brains, of course they might recompenfs
the country some. I do not wish to say any-
thing offensive to anybody, but I think that
the people of this country understand that
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they are paying for brains and that they do
not receive the benefit of what they are
spending. The ministers of the Crown are
very busy now. They are worked to death.
In two or three days they will be off to the
four quarters of the globe to have a good
jollification.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-In private cars.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Yes, and pri-
vate yachts, and the country has to pay for
that. They will go through this country re-
velling in wine at the country's expense, and
then they will call us back here probably
next winter, or it may be spring, because
they like to keep us here to roast us in
the summPr, because they think we will get
tired and go home. J should have gone home
long ago, but I thought I would see the end
this time. I have but a short time to live in
this world and I want to leave this country
a little better than it was when I first came
into it. I do not want to leave my children's
children taxed for the money that this gov-
ernment is squandering. I say these gentle-
men should be well satisfied with their sal-
aries. Many of them pension all their rela-
tives on the people of this country, but I do
not say they all do. They have a fine
time, but private members of the two
Houses come down here and only
receive $1,000 Of course we are not
so badly off. I can obtain my bread and
butter whether I ever come here or not, and
I am satisfied that the rest of this body can
do so. But look at the nembers of the
House of Commons. They come here and
put in five months each year, and they re-
ceive the magnificent sum of $1,000. It is
a shame and a disgrace for the government
tW nct in that way. They ought to be
ashamed t take the money and the enjoyment
they get out of it, when they scarcely give
the members of the Commons enough to pay
their expenses. I make that statement, and
I would make it if I was before all the tax-
payers of this country, and I know they
would approve of what I say, and if I were
talking to them I would tell them a little
more of the iniquity which is going on in
the government of this country and their
satellites and supporters. They think the
country is made for them. They think that
if the Conservative party is allowed to live
and breathe it is all they are entitled to do.

stated yesterday that I did not want this

bill carried round the table three times and
passed, but this morning I made up my mind
I would not say a word. When I came here
and heard what people said about it, I
thought I would carry out my promise yes-
terday. If we live tili another session I hope
the ministers wili be better prepared with
their legislation, and that they will be able to
give us satisfactory explanations of the bills.
We do not like to ask questions and then
have to wait and wait for an answer.
We desire to assist the government all we
can. I know the Senate pretty well, and I
know they are willing to assist the govern-
ment in every legitimate way to do what is
right and just and proper in the interests
of the country, and if they ex pect us to do
any more 1 think they will find the Senate
is not willing to doit. I am satisfied it is the
feeling of every serator irrespective of
politics. It is the intention and desire of
hon. gentlemen to do so, as no doubt they
will when we corne back next year. I hope
the government will have their nicasures
ready and will not keep us here five months
and pay us the magnificent sum of $1,000.
I should have said a great deal more on this
subject if I had done justice to it, but it
would have taken me a whole month. No
doubt many hon. gentlemen feel the same,
but they are not so outspoken as I am. I
shall do my duty without fear, favour, or
affection and I shall do it to the end as far
as my humble ability will allow me. Within
half an hour I shall start for home,
and J give my sincere thanks to lon.
gentlemen for all the kindnesses I have
received from them. They have been al-
ways kind to me and I have nothing but
feelings of regret at parting with thei, but
we must go home. We have been here long
enough playing at government.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-In the five minutes
that I have to spare, I shall have very short
time to correct very many erroneous state-
ments made by hon. gentlemen who have
preceded me in this chamber. It would
take at least a couple of hours to go over
the ground that has been occupied by pre-
vious speakers, and I shall therefore have
to boil down my observations. The hon.
leader of the opposition attacked the gov-
ernment because they had failed to carry
out their pledges. He said in 1893 they
had met at Ottawa and agreed upon a cer-
tain programme. and amongst cther things
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had criticised and condemned the expendi-
ture of the previous administration. When
the change of government took place, this
government felt that the conditions had
altered very materially under which Canada
had existed in former years.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Why did you make promises?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We made promises
assuming the conditions were to remain the
same as at the time those promises were
made (cries of hear, hear). Year by year
we have been havingdeficits. For 1893, 1894
and 1895 there were deficits. With the
change of government, we brought about an
absolute change of policy in the government
of the country, and the effect was to bring
in wealth to the people of Canada.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
You made those promises when there were
no deficits.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Hon. gentlemen have
talked a great deal about our extravagance,
and said that we are loading down the coun-
try with debt. One would suppose, from the
graphic pictures they drew, that we were seiz-
ing the last bed of the last inhabitant. I
can only quote a few figures to show how
absolutely untrue statements of that kind
are. Take the public debt which we have
been piling up, according to the extravagant
language of the hon. gentleman. Take the
two last years of the old administration, the
increase in the public debt for the two years
was about $12,000,000. In 1897 we ad-led
$3,000,000; in 1898 $2,400,000-that is
$5,400,000. We added less than fifty per
cent to the debt compared with the last two
years of the preceding administration. It
is too early to speak of what the accounts
will show for the past year, but I venture
to say there will be a very considerable re-
duction in what may be called the increase
of the national debt. Hon. gentlemen have
deplored the falling off in the exports since
the change of government took place. I have
here the exports for a year or two which I
can give to the hou. gentleman. The last
year of the late administration, 1896, the
exports were $109,000,000, and for 1898
they were $144,000,000. I should like to
call the attention of the hdi. gentleman
from Prince Edward Island, who dilated so

eloquently on the failure of the export trade
of this country, to these figures.

Hon Mr. McMILLAN-How much of
that was bullion ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-None at all. I have
taken the exports of the produce of Canada,
and our trade for 1898 was $303,000,000,
and for 1896 it was $221,000,000. We
added $81,000,000 to the trade of this
country in that short time.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE B'WELL-
We added !

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Will the hon. gentle-
man say that the policy that produced such
a result was not worthy of introduction ?

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
What policy?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The policy of reducing
the taxatio ; the policy of allowing people
to buy cheaper. The hon. gentleman smiles.
I will give lion. gentlemen two sets of
figures. I will take the imports for the
year 1888 and the imports for the year 1898.
In 1888 we imported $102,000,000, in round
numbers, on which the duty was $22,000,000.
]n 1898 we imported $130,000,000. and the
duty was $22,000,000. 'There w ere $28,-
000,000 of goods came into this country,
either as free goods or paying lower rates of
duty. No language can controvert a state-
ment of that kind ; it is plain, and speaks
for itself. In those two years the duty
happened to br> exactly the same, but in the
last year we imported $28,000,000 more
than in the year to which I have called at-
tention.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Is that an official
document ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is from an officiai
document. It will stand the closest scrutiny,
and that bears out the argument I used
when I said that we had improved the con-
ditions in this country by reducing the debt
of the people. The people got richer. They
were able to buy more and that was the rea-
son. One evidence to which I might call
attention is the fact that in the banks
of the country, some amounts bearing
interest, other amounts not bearing in-
terest, there is a sum now of between
$250,000,000 and $260,000,000 waiting for
investment, and at the same time we know
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very well there never was a period in the
history of this country whern large amounts
were being invested in enterprises, and
extension was going on as rapidly as to-day.
Take, as an evidence of that, the number of
bills passed this year authorizing the con-
struction of railways and other works
involving enterprise in carrying them out.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Is that due to
f ree trade i

Hor,. Mr. SCOTT-It is due to the wise
policy m e adopted in reducing the tariff and
in giving a preference to the mother country.
But let me ask if there are not further evi-
dences that every man has before his eyes
in the improved condition of things. Look
at the loan companies. The loan companies
of this uountry found they could not carry
on a profitable business at the reduced
rates, and they came here and asked to be
aliowed to unite so as to cut down expenses.
They could not get investments. It was
not as it was years ago, when we chartered
company after company to loan money.
Ask the registry offices and they will tell
you there is a large falling off in chattel
mortgages and mortgages oit real estate.
Are these not most convincing evidences
that this country bas undergone a marvellous
change

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
Read Bradstreets Weekly reports, and the
hon. gentleman will find his statement is in-
correct.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am quoting from
our ow n blue books. The hon. gentleman
can check theni as he pleases. The charges
that are made against this government of
extr.ava rance and wseu ns areabsluteal

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-In the few'noments I
have had at my disposal, I have endeavoured
to quote some figures to satisfy the House
that the statenments made by hon. gen-
tlemen opposite in discussing this bill were
not correct. In this estimate the govern-
ment can only be charged with the amount
we are authorized to spend, what is con-
tained within those pages, and the total
amount of that is $-57,724,000, exclusive of
the railway subsidies and the subsidy for the
Quebec bridge. There is no $70,000,000.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL-
That is $19,000,000 more than the sum you
condemned.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
in counting the annual payment to the
Grand Trunk capitalized. You might as
well capitalize all the other items. But
time is up.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY-Is that item of
$50,000 given to the hon. gentleinen's sup-
porter on his right (Mr. Snowball) a final
settlement?

Hon Mr. SCOTT-I am not here to dis-
cuss items of account, because it is absolu-
tely impossible.

Hon. Sir MACKENZIP, BOWELL-I
can answer the lion. gentleman. If the
hon. gentleman f iom Northumberland is
entitled to $52,000, he is entitled to more,
because he was awarded more. They
took it out of the category of the con-
tract and awarded him this sum on a report
made by Mr. Shanly, and Mr. Shanly
awarded himu a great deal more. Why they
cut it down I cannot understand. If they
cut it down to the amount they give him,
he is entitled to more than they give him.

g y7untrue. I could turn up any volume of the The motion was agreed Vo, and the bil
statutes from 1896 back to earlier years and wa read the third time and passed.
show that in Prince Edward Island and
Nova Scotia large sums were appropriated The House adjourned during pleasure.
year by year for the building of wharfs and
docks and ininor improvements of that kind.
I could, if time permitted, show exactly This day, at Four o'Clock P.M., His Ex-
to what the increased expenditure of this CELLENCY THE GOVERNOR GENERALproceeded
year is due. A large portion of it is due to in state Vo the Senate Cham>er, in the Par-
the Yukon and to subsidies we have given liament Buildings, and took his seat upon
in consequence of new developments. the Throne. Tbe members of the Senate

being assenîbled, His Excellency was pleased
Hon. Sir MACKENZIE BOWELL- Vo command the attendance of the buse of

Hear, hear-and aseless wharfs and break- Commons, an that fouse being present, the
waters. fohlowing biis were assented to, in Her
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Majesty's name, by His Excellency the
Governor General, viz.:-

An Act incorporating the Imperial Loan and
Investnent Company of Canada.

An Act to further aniend the Post Office Act.
An Act to amend the Unorganized Territories

Game Preservation Act, 1894.
An Act further to amend the Land Titles Act,

1894.
An Act respecting the Ontario and Rainy River

Railway Company.
An Act to amend the Act respecting the Depart-

ment of the Interior.
An Act respecting the Temiscouata Railway

Company.
An Act respecting the London and Canadian

Loan and Agency Company, Limited.
An Act respecting the Manitoba and South

Eastern Railway Coinpany.
An Act respecting the Atlas Loan Company.
An Act to incorporate the Niagara, St. Catharines

and Toronto Railway Company.
An Act respecting La Banque du Peuple.
An Act respecting the Canadian Railway Fire

Insurance Company, and to change its name to the
Dominion Fire Insurance Company.

An Act respecting the General Trust Corpora-
tion of Canada, and to change its name to the
Canada Trust Company.

An Act respecting the Nova Scotia Steel Com-
pany, Limited.

An Act respecting the Dominion Permanant Loan
Company.

A n Act for the preservation of health on Public
Works.

An Act to confer on the Comissioner of Patents
certaiu powers for the relief of the Penberthy
Injector Company.

An Act respecting the Edmonton District Rail-
way Company, and to change its name to the Edmon-
ton, Yukon and Pacific Railway Company.

An Act to incorporate the Algona Central Rail-
way Company.

An Act to incorporate the Belleville Prince
Edward Bridge Company.

An Act for the relief of Abraham Aronsberg.
An Act respecting the Montreal Island Belt

Line Railway CoiQpany, and to change its name to
the Montreal Terminal Railway Company.

An Act to incorporate the Canadian Birkbeck
Investinent and Savngs Company.

An Act further to amend the Insurance Act.
An Act to provide for the Administration of

Criminal Justice in the territory east of Manitoba
and Keewatin and north of Ontario and Quebec.

An Act further to aynend the Act respecting
the Departmnent of the Geological Survey.

An Act further to amend the Customs Act.
An Act further to amiend the Dominion Lands

Act.
An Act to amend the Criminal Code, 1892, with

respect to Combinations in restraint of Trade.
An Act respecting Bounties on Steel and Iron

made in Canada.
An Act respecting Loan .Companies.
An Act respectmng the Buffalo and Fort Erie

Bridge Oompany.
An Act to incorporate the Zenith Mining and

Railway Company.
An Act to amalganate the Ottawa, Arnprior

and Parry Sound Radlway Conpany and the Canada
Atlantic Railway Company under the naine of the
Canada Atlantic Railway Company.

An Act respecting the Great Northern Railway
Company, and to change its nanie to the Great North-
ern Railway of Canada.

An Act to incorporte the Yale-Kootenay Tele-
graph Company, Limited.

An Act to amend the Companies Clauses Act
and the Companies Act.

An Act to further amend the Wnding-up Act.
An Act further to amend the Penitentiary A ct.
An Act to provide for the establishment of

direct submarine telegraphic communication between
Canada and Australasia.

An Act to encourage the construction of Dry
Docks.

An Act to amend the Act respecting the Sale of
Railway Passenger Tickets.

An Act to authorize the acquisition by the Do-
minion of the Drummond County Railway.

An Act to confirm an agreement entered into
by Her Majesty with the Grand Trunk Railway
Company of Canada, for the purpose of securing the
extension of the Intercolonial Railway system to the
City of Montreal.

An Act for the relief of Isaac Stephen Gerow
Van Wart.

An Act to provide for the Conditional Libera-
tion of Penitentiary Convicts.

An Act further to amend the Act respecting
the Protection of Navigable Waters.

An Act to amend the Act passed at the present
session of Parlianient intituled : " An Act respecting
the jurisdiction of the Exchequer Court as to Railway
Debts."

An Act to amend the Yukon Territory Act.
An Act respecting the Departments of Customs

and Inland Revenue.
An Act to authorize the construction of a

Branch Railway f rom Charlottetown to Murray Har-
bour, as a public work.

An Act respecting Securities for Seed Grain In-
debtedness.

An Act further to amend the Railway Act.
An Act respecting the Safety of Ships.
An Act respecting the City of Ottawa.
An Act further to amend the Act respecting the

Senate and House of Commons.
An Act respecting the Quebec Harbour Com-

missioners.
An Act to amend the Weights and Measures

Act.
An Act respecting the Harbour Commissioners

of Montreal.
An Act to authorize the granting of subsidies

in aid of the construction of the lines of railway
therein mentioned.

An Act to aiend the General Inspection Act.
An Act to amend the Expropriation Act.
An Act further to amend the Act respecting

roads and road allowances in the Province of Mani-
toba.

To these bills the Royal Assent was pro-
nounced by the Clerk of the Senate in the
words following :

In Her Majesty's name, His Excellency the Gov-
ernor General doth assent to the bills.

Then the Honourable the Speaker of the
House of Commons addressed His Excel-
lency the Governor General as follows

MAY IT PLEASE Youa EXCELLENOY:

The Commons of Canada have voted certain sup-
plies required to enable the government to defray the
expenses of the public service.

In the name of the Commons, I present to Your
Excellency the following bill :-

" An Act for granting to Her Majesty certain sums
of money required for defraying certain expenses of the
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public service, for the financial year ending the 30th Australian colonies in the construction of a Pacifie
June, 1900, and for other purposes relating to the cable has met with general approval.
public service." I congratulate you on the evidence of continued

To which bill I humbly request Your Excel- prosperit that prevails in all parts of the Dominion,
lency's assent. and which has stinulated the formation of so many

companies having for their object the development of
To this bill the Clerk of the Senate, by enterprises that must tend to increase the wealth of

His Excellency's command, did thereupon the country.

say : Gentlemen of the House of Commons:
In Her Majesty's name, His Excellency the Gov- I thar.k you in Her Majesty's name for the supplies

ernor General thanks Her Loyal Subjects, accepts you have grantect for the public service.
their benevolence, and assents to this bill.

After which His Excellency the Governor Honourable Gentlemen of the Senate:

General was pleased to close the Fourth Ses- Gentlemen of the House of Commons:

sion of the Eighth Parliament of the Do- In bidding you farewell, I desire to express the
minion with the followin< hope that Canada may long continue to enjoy the

prosperity that at present prevails.
SPEECH:

Hnourablc Gentlemen of the Senate: The SPEAKER of the Senate then said:

Gcitlemcn of the House of Commons: Honourable Gentlemzien of the Senate:
In relieving you of your duties during this pro- Gentlemen of the House of Commons:

tracted session, I desire to thank you for the diligent
ttention you have given to the nany important It is His Excellency the Governor General's will

measures which have been submitted for your con- and pleasure, that this Parliament be prorogued until
sideration. Monday, the eighteenth day of September next, to be

I am glad to observe that the action of Canada in here held, and this Parliament is accordingly pro-
deciding to unite with the mother country and the rogued until the eighteenth day of September next.
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AIKINS, Hon. J. C. (Home).
Binder twine sold : on Inq. as to prices, 100.
Ry. Passenger Tickets B. (32): on M. to Conc.

in Amts., 380.
Redistribution Act B. (126): on 2nd R., 826.
Stock (David) Relief B (A): lst R., 91; M. for

2nd R. on 10th Apl., 92; 2nd R.*, 100; 3rd
R.*, 199.

M. to remit fees, 91.
Toronto Birkbeck Investment and Savings Co.'s

Incorp. B. (106): Introduced*, 616.

ALLAN, Hon. G. W. (York).

Adjournment: on M. to adjn. to 5th April, 93.
on M.- to adjn. from 9th to 13th June, 338.
on M. to adjn. from 16th to 20th June, 382.

Agricultural Statistics: on Inq., 903.
Arthabaska Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (46): on 2nd

R., 284.
Atlas Loan Co.'s B. (30): M. to concur in Ants.,

691.
Banque du Peuple B.: on M. to print Rep. of

Com., 672.
Banque du Peuple: on M. that directors furnish

certain information to Banking Com., 431.
Boulton, Hon. Senator, Death of: Remarks, 230.
Business of Parlt.: on Inq. as to means to equal-

ly divide, 279.
Can. Accident Ins. Co.'s B. (3): Introduced*,

386; 2nd R., 413.
Can. Inland Transport Co.'s Incorp. B. (51): B.

rep. from Com., 398.
Can. Permanent and Western Can. Mortgage

Corp. B. (75) : Introduced*, 365; 2nd R., 401;
M. to conc. in Amts. from Com., 445; 3rd R.
ta., 450.

Com. of Selection : on M. for, 45.
Companies Act Amt. B. (N): in Com., 325.
Conditional Liberation of Penitentiary Convicts

B. (T): on lt R., 563; on 2nd R., 589; in
Com., 668.

ALLAN, Hon. G. W.-Continued.
Contingent Acets. Com.: on M. to adopt Rep.

re Speaker's Messengers, 757.
on Rep. respecting Messengers' uniforms,

1180.
Criminal Code Amt. B. (Q): in Com., 403.
Criminal Code (Combination in Restraint of

Trade) B. (40): on 2nd R., 781.
Customs Act Amt. B. (154): on 2nd R., 749; in

Com., 801.
Dom. of Canada Guarantee and Accident Ins.

Co.'s B. (76): 3rd R.*, 387.
Drummond County Ry. B. (133): on 2nd R., 717.
Exchequer Court Act Aint. B. (B): in Com., 268.
Expropriation Act Amt. B. (D): on 2nd R., 173;

on M. 6 m. h., 244 ; in Com., 257, 9d1, 978; on
Amts., 989.

General Inspection Act Amt. B. (156): in Com.,
1080.

Imperial Loan and Investment Co.'s Incorp. B.
(H): Rep. froni Com., 324.

Loan Companies B. (P): in Com., 420.
London and Can. Loan and Agency Co.'s B. (130)

Introduced", 594; 2nd R.*, 668; 3rd R.*, 750.
London Mutual Fire Ins. Co.'s 1B. (68): 32d

R. m., 415.
Parlt. 3rounds: Inq., 904.
Penitentiary Act Amt. B. (R) : on 2nd R., 426.
Preservation of health on Public Works B. (C):

on lst R., 103.
Privilege, Ques. of: on par. in Cytobe re Senators,

431.
Ry. Communication to the Yukon, 577.
Ry. Subsidies B. (190): on 3rd R., 1169.
Roads and road allowances Act Amt. B. (175):

on 2nd R., 1118; in Com., 1151.
Senate and H. of C. Act Amt. B. (191): on 2nd

R., 1127.
Usury B. (J): on M. that Rep. of Com. be not

adopted but ref. to Banking Com., 501; M. to
conc. in Amts., 617; in Com., 688, 735.
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ALLAN, Hon. G. W.-Cowluded.
Vacation of Hon. Mr. Sutherland's seat: on M.

regretting withdl., 101.
Winding-up Act Amt. B. (O): on M. to ref. to

Banking Coin., 332; on M. to ref. back to
Coin., 348 ; Reps. B. from Com., 501.

Yukon Territory Act Amt. B. (U): in Coni., 983.

ALMON, Hon. Wm. J. (Halifax).

Adjournment: on M. to adjn. to 5th April, 94.
on M. to adjn. froin 16th to 20th June, 381.

- on M. to July 27 to Aug. 2, 967.
B. C. Commerce and Revenue: on Inq., 108.
Crininal Code Amt. B. (Q): on 2nd R., 349; in

Com., 403, 412.
Criminal Code (Combinations in restraint of

Trade) B. (40): on 2nd R., 781.
Customs Act Ant. B. (154): in Coin., 805.
Debates Com.: Remarks on French version of

Hansard, 994.
Drummond- County Ry. B. (133): on 2nd R.,

513, 525; on 3rd R., 798.
Dry Dxcks Construction B. (177): on M. for 2nd

R. at future date, 997 ; on 2nd R., 998; in
Com., 1025.

Exchequer Court Claims: on M. for claims filed
between 1893 and 1899, 303.

Exodus, Maritime Provinces: Remarks, 211.
Expropriation Act Aint. B. (D): on 2nd R., 174;

on M. for Coin., 242; on M. for further con-
sideration in Coin., 784; in Coin., 976.

Dom. Elections Act Amt. B. (V): on 2nd R.,
912; in Coin., 945.

Geological Museum and Archives: on Inq. as to
construction, 220.

Grand Trunk Ry. (I. C. R. extension) B. (138):
on 2nd R., 636, 709; in Coin., 769.

Inland Revenue Act Amt. B. (124): on 2nd R.,
330.

Insurance Act Amt. B. (86): in Coin., 920.
Man. and South-eastern Ry. Co.'s B. (157) : on

M. to suspend rule rc posting up, 690.
Navigable Waters Protection Amt. B. (137): in

Com., 923.
Parlt. Grounds: on Inq., 905.
Stock (David) Relief B. (A): on lst R., 91 ; on

Rep. of Coin., 164.
Tidal Survey: on Inq., 134.
Transvaal Difficulty: on Notice of M. respecting

prop. Res., 995.
Usury B. (J) : in Com., 686, 728.
Yukon Territory Act Amt. B. (U): in Com., 914.

BAIRD, Hon. Geo. T. (Victoria, N.B.)
Red Deer Valley Ry. and Coal Co.'s B. (119):

Introduced*, 331; m. suspension of 70th rule,
520.

BAKER, Hon. Geo. B. (Bedford).
Buffalo and Fort Erie Bridge Co.'s B. (91): on

Amta. from Oom., 750; M. to conc. in Amts.,
8w. '

BAKER, Hon. Geo. B.-Continued.

Dom. Elections Act Amt. B. (V): in Coin., 947
Edmonton, Yukon and Pacific Ry. Co.'s B. (158):

Rep. from Com., 831.
James Bay Ry. Co.'s B. (73): Rep. B. from

Con., 355.
Ont. and Rainy River Ry. Co.'s B. (121): Rep.

from Coin., 526.
Portage du Fort and Bristol Branch Ry. Co.'s B.

(42): on Rep. of Coin., 586.
Ry. Passenger Tickets B. (32): Reps. B. from

Coin., 380.
Ry. Subsidies B. (190): on 3rd R., 1172.
Red Deer Valley and Coal Co.'s B. (119): Reps.

B. from Com., 520.
Redistribution Act B. (126): on 2nd R., 813.
Usury B. (J): in Com., 738.
Yale-Kootenay Telegraph Co.'s incorp. B. (7):

Rep. from Coin., 953.

BELLEROSE, Hon. Jos. H. (DeLanaudière).

Banque du Peuple B. (6): on 2nd R., 310.
Senate Debates Coin. : M. to appoint Mr. Bou-

chard to translate Debates, 217, 227.
Usury B. (J): on 2nd R., 295.

BERNIER, Hon. T. A. (St. Boniface).

Address in Reply to Speech from Throne : on M.
for, 87.

Business of Parlt. : on Inq. (as to means to
equally divide), M. adjnmt. of Deb., 280.

Can. Life Ins. Co.'s B. (62): on 2nd R., 320.
Colonisation du Nord Ry. Co.'s incorp. B. (29):

M. for 2nd R., 284.
Customs and Inland Revenue Depts. Act Amt.

B. (182): on 2nd R., 1071.
Debates Coin. : M. re French translation, 993.

M. respecting synoptical Rep., 1039.
Expropriation Act Amt. B. (D) : asks leave to ait

again, 965; Reps. B. from Com., 980.
Grand Trunk Ry. (I.C.R. Extension Agreement)

B. (138): Reps. B. from Com., 772.
Insurance Act Amt. B. (86): in Coin., 918.
Interior Dept. Act Amt. B. (147): in Com., 748.
Man. School Ques.: on the Address, 87.

- Inq. re communications bearing on Schools,
215.

Petroleunr and Naphtha Inspection B. (131):
Rep. from Coin., and asks leave to sit again,
362 ; Reps. B. from Com., 373.

Quebec Steamship Co.'s B. (14): M. for 2nd R.,
285.

Redistribution B. (126): on 2nd R.,.895..
Transvaal Difficulty: on Notice of M. respecting

prop. Res., 996.
Usury B. (J) : on 2nd R., 296.

BOLDUC, Hon. Jos. (Lauzon).
Customs Act Amt. B. (154): Reps. B. from Com.,

807.
Dom. Elections Act Amt. B. (V): asks leave to

ait again, 953; Reps. B. with Amta., 955.
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BOLDUC, Hon. Jos.-ontinued.

Expropriation Act Amt. B. (D): in Com., 965.
Quebec Plebiscite Campaign: on Ques. of Privi-

lege, 396.
Quebec Ry., Light and Power Co.'s B. (64): In-

troduced*, 414.

BOULTON, Hon. Chas. A. (Marquette).
Address in reply to Speech from Throne : on M.

for, 35-64.
Adjournment: on M. to adjn. to 5th April, 90.
Aronsberg (Abraham) Relief B. (F): Introduced*,

164.
Binder Twine Sold : on Inq. as to prices, 100.

Kingston Penitentiary: on Inq. reàpect-
ing prices, 119.

B.C., Commerce and Revenue of: on Inq., 107.
Conference at Washington: on the Address, 37.
Exodus, Maritime Provinces: Remarks,203, 212.
Expropriation Act Amt. B. (D); on 2nd R., 179.
I. C. R., Gross Receipts and Working Expenses:

on M. for, 197.
International Conference: Inq., 21.
Minto, Earl of, welcome: on the Address, .35.
Plebiscite and Prohibition: on the Address, 57.
Repatriation of 100th Regt. : on the Address, 60.
Tariff and Taxation: on the Address. 41, 46.
Vacation of Hon. Mr. Sutherland's seat: on M.

regretting wthdl., 101.
Yukon: on the Address, 40.

BOWELL, Hon. Sir M., K.O.M.G. (Hastings).
Address in Reply to Speech from Throne: on M.

for, 8-17.
Adjournment: on M. to adjn. to 5th April, 89.

on M. to adj n. from 16th to 20th June, 384.
Administration of Criminal Justice in the Terri-

tories B. (S): on 2nd R., 503.
Alaska Boundary : Inq. as to rumour, that Nego-

tiations are broken off, 670.
- Inq. respecting interview of Premier with

Mr. Fitzpatrick, 1051.
-- Inq., 386.
Anti-Japanese Legislation in B.C. : Inq. as to

Protest of Japan, 90, 96.
- Inq. as to Disallowance, 235.
Arthabaska Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (46): on 2nd R.,

284.
Bank Act Ant. B. (127): on M. for 2nd R. at

future date, 323; in Com., 369.
Banque du Peuple B. (6): on 2nd R., 309.
Bedlington and Nelson Ry. Co.'s B. (107): on M.

to Rep. B. from Com., 348 ; on M. for 3rd R.,
366; on 3rd R., 415.

Belleville-Prince Edward Bridge Co.'s Incorp. B.
(162): Introduced*, 807; 2nd R*, 831; 3rd
R*, 898.

Binder Twine Sold: on Inq. as to prices, 100.
Kingston Penitentiary : on Inq. as to

quantity sold, 116.
Boulton, Hon. Senator, Death of : Remarks, 229.

BOWELL, Hon. Sir M., K.C.M.G.-Con.
Bounty on Iron and Steel B. (161); on 2nd R.,

939; in Com., 966.
B. C., Commerce and Revenue: on Inq., 112.
Buffalo aud Fort Erie Bridge Co.'s B. (96): on

Amts. froi Com., 753 ; on 3rd R., 909.
Cabinet Meeting in New York: Remark on Inq.

re alleged, 95.
Can. Northern Ry. Co.'s B. (I): Introduced*, 217.
Charlottetown to Murray Harbour Branch Ry.

B. (183): on 2nd R., 1096.
City and Town Post Offices : Inq., 99, 129.
Com. of Selection, on M. for, 44.
Companies Act Amt. B. (N): on lst R., 300;

2nd R., 322; in Com., 325.
Conference at Washington: on the Address, 9, 13.
Conditional Liberation of Penitentiary Convicts

B. (T): on 2nd R., 581; in Com., 667; on
Amts. froin H. of C., 1048.

Contingent Acets. Com. : on M. to adopt Rep.,
757.
17on Rep. respecting messengers' uniforms,
1175.

Contractors' Claims: on M. for Statement show-
ing amount of interest allowed, 1893 to 1899, 305.

Contracts without Competition: on M. for Ad-
dress, 391.

on M. for Ret. since Nov., 1878, 670.
Criminal Code An t. B. (Q): on 2nd R., 369; in

Com.: sec. 3, 402 ; cl. 181, 404, 500, 504 ; cl.
183, 412 ; el. 186a, 412 ; cl. 208, 444 ; cl. 442a,
453; cl. 520, 492; cl. 687, 496, 504; cl. 790,
498.

(Seduction and Abduction) Ant. B. (2):
on M. to postpone 2nd R., 666.

(Combinations in Restraint of Trade) Amt,
B. (40): on 2nd R., 525, 778.

Customs and Excise Duties, Yukon: M. for
anounts levied on goods, 89.

Customs Act Amt. B. (154): in Coin., 800.
Customs and Inland Revenue Depts. Act Amt.

B. (182): on 2nd R., 1060.
Debates Com.: Remarks on French version of

Hansard, 994.
on M. respecting synoptical Rep., 1039.

Delayed Returns, 134, 323, 432, 462, 917, 954, 997,
1176.

Dismissals for Partisanship: Notice of M. re-
specting Commissioners' Expenses, &c., 182.

M., 222.
Delayed Return, 1176.
on Ret. being laid on Table, 1037.

Dom. of Canada Guarantee and Accident Ine.
Co.'s B. (76): on M. to place on Orders of Day
for 2nd R., 347.

Dom. Elections Act Amat. B. (V): in Com., 947.
Dowding (Annie Inkson) Relief B. (E): 2ni R.

postponed, 274.
Drumnond County Ry.: M. for papers relating

to purchase by Govt., 281.
- Inq. re Income and Expenditure of por-

tion under lease, 392.
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Drummond County Ry. B. (133): on Order for
2nd R., 416 ; on 2nd R., 511, 521, 717 ; in Coin.,
773.

Dry Docks Construction B. (177): on M. for 2nd
R. at future date, 997 ; on 2nd R. 999 ; in Coin.,
1026.

Edmonton and Slave Lake Ry. Co.'s B. (35): on
2nd R., 274.

Exchequer Court Claims: on M. for claims filed
between 1893 and 1899, 300.

Exchequer Court (Railway Debts) Jurisdiction
B, (159) : on 2nd R., 660.

Exchequer Court Act Amt. B. (B): in Coin.,
930; on 3rd R., 990.

Exchequer Court (Ry. Debts) Jurisdiction Act
(1899) B. (W): on M. for 2nd R. at future date,
992.

Exodus, Maritime Prov. : Remarks, 207.
M. to adjn. House, 208.

Expropriation Act Amt. B. (D): on lst R., 104;
on M. for Coin., 236; on M., 6 m, h., 244; on
M. for further consdn., 784 ; on Order for
Hse. in Coin., 936; in Com., 955, 973; Amts.
conc. in, 989.

- on B. sent to H. of C., 1175.
Fenian Raid Medals: Notice of M., 92; M., 97.
Franchise Act: M. for Cor. re right of appeal to

judge, 105, 193.
Inq. for Cor. between Dom. and Prov.

Govts. re appeal, 235.
calls attention to Return laid on Table,

527.
General Inspection Act Amt. B. (156): on 2nd

R., 1079; in Com., 1080.
Geological Survey Act Amt. B. (146): on M. for

2nd R. at future date, 643: on 2nd R., 675.
Gold Exhibit at Paris Exposition, 1036.
Govt. Legislation : Remarks on introduction of

in Senate, 98.
G. T. R. Traffic Arrangements: M. for copies of

agreements, 431.
Grand Trunk Ry. (1.0. R. extension) Agreement

B. (138): on M. to postpone 2nd R. to future
date, 512 ; on 2nd R., 541, 635, 715; in Com.,
767, 769; on 3rd R., 796.

Immigration: on the Address, 9.
Imperial Life Ass. Co.'s B. (G): Introduced*,

182; 2nd R. m., 222.
Imperial Loan and Investment Co.'s Incorp. B.

(H): Introduced*, 217.
Inland Revenue Act Amt. B. (124): on M. for

2nd R. at future date, 321; on 2nd R., 330; in
Coin., 333.

Inspector of Mines in Yukon: Inq. re appoint-
ment of J. D. McGregor, 95.

Insurance Act Amt. B. (86): on 2nd R., 775; in
Com., 918.

Intercolonial Railway:
Maintenance and Expenes: on Inq. re in-

complete Rete., 386.

BOWELL, Hon. Sir M., K.O.M.G.-Con.
Intercolonial Railway :

Inq. re returns, 432.
I. C. R. Extension B. : Notice of M. when

House in Coin., 639.
Receipts and working expenses: on M. for

statement for section between Montreal
and Chaudière, 196.

Rolling Stock: Inq. when papers will be
brought down, 235.

Interior Dept. Act Amt. B. (147): on 2nd R , 680.
Judgeship in P. E. I.: on Inq. re vacant County

Court, 908, 993, 1039.
Ketcheson, Mail Clerk: M. respecting dismis-

sal, 100.
Lands (Dom.) Act Ant. B. (148): on 2nd R., 677.
Lighting of Parlt. Buildings: Inq. re cost, 130,

192.
Loan Companies B. (P): on lst R., 318; on 2nd

R., 378; in Coin., 418,. 449.
Lotteries in Quebec : Inq., 199.
Minto, Earl of, Welcome: on the Address, 8.
Montreal Harbour Commissioners B. (179): on

3rd R., 1143.
Navigable Waters Act Amt. B. (19): on 2nd R.,

274 ; in Com., 282.
Navigable Waters Protection Amt. B. (137): on

2nd R., 661; in Coin., 923; on order for 3rd
R., 966; in Coin., 999.

Nisbet Academy B. (10): on M. for 3rd R., 448.
Norwood, Capt. H. H., Employment of in Yu-

kon: on M. for further particulars, 283.
Ont. and Rainy River Ry. Co.'s B. (121): on M.

to conc. in Amts., 669.
Ottawa City B. (187); remarks on 2nd R., 1085;

in Com., 1120; on 3rd R., 1122.
Pacific Cable: Notice of M. respecting cor., &c.,

98.
wthds. n., 193.
calls attention to article in Times, 223.
Inq., 386.
Inq. in ref. to settlement of difficulties, 670.

Pacific Cable B. (176): on 2nd R., 1019.
Penitentiary Act Amt. B. (R): on lst R., 363;

on 2nd R., 427; in Com.: cl. 2, 517; cl. 6, 572;
cl. 8. 574 ; schedule, 578.

Penny Postage: on the Address, 14.
Plebiscite and Prohibition: on the Address. 8, 10.
Plebiscite: Frauds in Quebec: Inq., 121, 139.
Portage du Fort and Bristol Branch Ry. Co.'s B.

(42): on 2nd R., 389.
Post Office Act Amt. B. (155): on 2nd R., 664;

in Com., 680.
Post Office Dept.: M. re total No. of Employees,

89.
Post dffices established: Inq. as to No. since

12th July, 1896, 183.
Preservation of Health on Public Works B (C):

on lit R., 103; in Com., 214.
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BOWELL, Hon. Sir M., K.C.M.G.-Con.

Privilege, Ques. of: on par., in Globe re Senators,
431.

calls attention to par. in Globe respecting
the export of saw logs, 462.

re Minutes (I.C.R. B.), 617.
Quebec Harbour Commissioners B. (91): in

Com., 388.
Quebec Harbour Commissioners B. (123): on 2nd

R., 1121; in Com., 1136; on 3rd R., 1140.
Quebec Plebiscite Campaign: on Ques. of Priv-

ilege, 395.
Ry. Act Aint. B. (85): on M. to suspend rule,

and in Com., 1108.
Ry. Subsidies B. (190): on 2nd R., 1153; on 3rd

R., 1169.
Redistribution Act B. (126): on 2nd R., 807, 870.
-- Inq. re Globe cablegram, 1049, 1088.

Inq. as to opinion of Hon. Mr. Blake, 1176.
on correction in Minutes, 898.
on the Address, 16.

Reduction of City Post Offices: Inq., 183, 199.
Roads and Road Allowance Act Aint. B. (175):

on 2nd R., 1118, 1145; in Com., 1150.
Robertson Relief (Patents) B. (11): 2nd R., 275.
Rolling Stock for I. C. R. extension: M. for

quantity purchased, 95.
Safety of Ships B. (170): in Com., 1115.
Sanford, Senator, Death of: Remarks, 671.
Saw logs, Export of: Inq., 446.
School Lands in Man.: M. for lands set apart for

Education in Man. and N.W.T., 191.
Inq. when papers will be brought down,

234.
Seed Grain Securities B. (189): on M. for 2nd R.

at future date, 1077; on 2nd R., 1097; on M.
to suspend rule, 1100; on 3rd R., 1102.

Senate Debates: on M. to appoint Mr. Bouchard
to translate Debates, 217.

Senate, Hour of Meeting: Remarks, 875.
Senate and H. of C. Act Amt. B. (191): on 2nd

R., 1124.
South Bay P.O.: Inq. as to dismissal of Post-

master at, 221.
Supplies for Govt. Forces; on Inq. re tenders, 577.
Supply (No. 1) B. (106): on 2nd R., 643.
Supply B. (No. 2): on 2nd R., 1183.
Tariff and Taxation: on the Address, 14.
Telegraph Line to Yukon: on Notice of M. re

building, 335.
Tidal Survey: on Inq., 133.
Toronto Birkbeck Investment and Savings Co. 's

incorp. B. (106): 2nd R., 668.
Trade Mark and Design Act Amt. B. (41): on

2nd R., 320.
Transvaal Difficulty: on Notice of M. respecting

prop. Res., 996.
on prop. Res., 1007.
on M. to print additional copies of Deb.,

1047.
76

BOWELL, Hon. Sir M., K.C.M.G.-Con.
Vacation of Hon. Mr. Sutherland's seat: on M.

regretting wthdl., 101.
Voters' Lists in N .S.: Remarks, 95.
Winding-Up Act Amt. Bill (O): on M. to ref.

back to Com., 348; on M. to rep. B. froin
Com., 501.

Winter Mails between Sackville and Tormen-
t;ne: on Inq. f-jr return, 319.

Yukon Territory Act Amt. B. (U): on lst R.,
645; in Com., 913, 980; on Coms. Amnts., 1078.

Yukon-Teslin route: M. for instructions to L.
Coste, 95.

Yukon: on the Address, 15.

CARLING, Hon. Sir John, K.O.M.G.
(London).

Post Office Act Amt. B. (155): on 2nd R., 664.

CARMICHAEL, Hon. J. A. W. (New Glas-
gow). Introduced, 2.

CASGRAIN, Hon. Chas. E. (Windsor).
Algoma Central Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (71): In-

troduced*, 674.
Can. Life Ins. Co.'s B. (62): on 2nd R., 320.
Can. Inland Transport Co.'s Incorp. B. (51): In-

troduced*, 286; 2nd R.*, 319: n. to concur in
Amts., 398; 3rd R.*, 415.

Companies' Act Amt. B. (N); Reps. B. from
Com., 329.

Criminal Code (Combinations in Restraint of
Trade) B. (40); rep. from Com., 922.

Erie and Huron and Lake Erie and Detroit River
Ry. Co.'s Amalgamation B. (60): Introduced*
285; 2nd R*, 319.

Home Life Association B. (13): Introduced*,
228; 2nd R*, 285; 3rd R*, 331.

James' Bay Ry. Co.'s B. (73): Introduced*, 316;
2nd R*, 316; 2nd R*, 322; on B. rep. from
Com., 355; 3rd R*, 365.

Nipissing and James' Bay Ry. Co.'s B. (33):
Introduced*, 316; 2nd R*, 322; 3rd R*, 353.

Penberthy Injector Co.'s Relief (Patent) B (141):
Introduced*, 674; 2nd R*, 795; 3rd R*, 875.

Sudbury and Wahnapitae Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B.
(115): Introduced*, 365; 2nd R*, 401; 3rd R*,
532.

CLEMOW, Hon. Francis (Rideau).
Address in reply to Speech from the Throne: on

M. for, 83.
Adjourninent: on M. to adjourn from July 27 to

Aug. 2, 966.
Administration of Criminal Justice in the Terri-

tories B. (S): on lst R., 503.
Aronsberg (Abraham) Relief B. (F): 2nd R.*,

276; 3rd R*, 323.
Atlantic and North-west Ry. Co.'s B. (8): 2nd

R.*, 276.
Bedlington and Nelson Ry. Co.'s B. (107): In-

troduced*, 331; 2nd R.*, 334; M. for conc. in
Amts., 365; 3rd R, 414.
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CLEMOW, Hon. Francis-Continued.
Bounty on Iron and Steel B. (161): on 2nd R.,

938.
Bronson Co.'s (change of name) B. (70): Intro-

duced*, 228; 2nd R*, 276; 3rd R*., 308.
Can. Atlantic Ry. Co.'s B. (145): Introduced*,

874; 2nd R.*, 917; 3rd R.*, 971.
Can. Permanent and Western Canada Mortgage

Corp. B. (75) ; on 2nd R., 401; on M. to conc.
Amts. f rom Coin., 446; on 3rd R., 450.

C. P. R. and Hull Electric Co.'s Agreement B.
(25): Introduced*, 228; 2nd R.*, 276; 3rd R*,
283.

Can. Ry. Accident Insurance*Co.'s B. (21): In-
troduced*, 228; 2nd R*, 276 ; 3rd R*, 323.

Central Counties Ry. Co.'s B. (58) : Introduced*,
276; 2nd R.*, 283; 3rd R.*, 320.

Coin. of Selection: on M. for, 45.
Companies Act Ait. B. (N): in Coi., 325.
Conference at Washington: on the Address, 83.
Contingent Acets. Coin ; on M. to Adopt Rep.,

757.
Contractors' Claims: M. for statement showing

ainount of interest allowed, 1893 to 1899, 305.
Criminal Co:e Amt. B. (Q): asks leave to sit

again, 413, 445, 462, 500 ; Reps. B. with Amts.,
504.

Customs Act. Amt. B. (154): in com., 802.
Relayed Returns, 520.
Dom. Elections Act. Amt. B. (V): on 2nd R.,

909; in coin., 946.
Dom. Fire Insurance Co.'s B. (140): Introduced*,

674; 2nd R*, 759; 3rd R*, 831.
Dowding (Annie Inkson) Relief B. (E): Intio-

duced*, 164; 2nd R. postponed, 274; 2nd R.*,
276; 3rd R.*, 319.

Dry Docks Construction B. (177: in Com., 1,029,
Edmonton and Slave Lake Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B.

(35): Introduced*, 228; 2nd R., 274; 3rd R.*,
286.

Exchequer Court Claims: M. for claims filed
between 1893 and 1899, 300.

Exchequer Court (Railway Debts) Juriadiction
B. (159): on 2nd R., 660.

Exchequer Court Ry. Debts) Jurisdiction Amt.
(1899) B. (W); on M. for 2nd R. at future date,
992; on 2nd R., 998.

Expropriation Act Amt. B. (D) : m. 6 m. h., 243;
m. that Com. rise, 257 ; in Com., 962, 973.

General Inspection Act Amt. B. (156): in Coin.,
1081.

Grand Trunk Ry. (I. C. R. extension) Agreement
B. (138): on 2nd R., 637, 697 ; on 3rd R., 796.

Interest on past due claims owing by the Crown:
Inq., 307.

Loan Companies B. (P): in Coin., 418.
Lotteries in Quebec: Remarks, 1112.
Navigable Waters Act Amt. B. (19): Rep. from

Com., 283.

CLEMOW, Hon. Francis- Continued.
Navigable Waters. Protection Amt. B. (137): on

2nd R., 663: in Coin., 923, 991.
Ottawa City B. (187) : on 2nd R., 1,085, 1,122.
Ottawa Electric Ry. Co.'s B. (18): Introduced*,

316 ; 2nd R., 322; 3rd R., 353.
Ottawa and Gatineau Valley Ry. Co.'s B. (17):

Introduced*, 228; 2nd R*, 276; 3rd R*, 319.
Ottawa and Georgian Bay Canal: on the Ad-

dress, 85.
Pembroke R. C. Episcopal Corporation B. (1(8):

Introduced*, 285; 2nd R.*, 299; 3rd R.*, 321.
Penitentiary Act Amt. B. (R): in Con., 516,

571, 578.
Petroleum and Napbtha Inspection B. (131): in

Coin., 358, 370.
Plebiscite and Prohibition; on the Address, 86.
Penny postage: on the Address, 87.
Pontiae Pacific Junction Ry. Co.'s B. (34): In-

troduced*, 228; 2nd R*, 276; 3rd R.*, 319.
Post Office Act Amt. B. (155): on 2nd R., 665.
Portage du Fort and Bristol Branch Ry. Co.'s B

(42): Introduced*, 365; 2nd R., 389.
Preservation of Health on Public Works B. (C);

in Com., 215.
Quebec Ry., Light and Power Co.'s B. (64): 3rd

R*, 532.
Ry. communication to Yukon, 577.
Ry. Subsidies B. (190): on 2nd R., 1166; on 3rd

R., 1168.
Robertson (Thos.) Relief B. (11): 3rd R.*, 308.
Russell, Dundas and Grenville Counties Ry.

Co.'s B. (59): Introduced*, 276; 2nd R.*, 283.
3rd R*, 320.

Rutland and Noyan Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (120):
Introduced*, 331; 2nd R.*, 340; 3rd R.*, 400.

Sawdust in Ottawa River, 414.
Senate, hour of meeting : Remarks, 875.
Transvaal Difficulties: on M. to print additional

copies of Speeches on Res., 1040.
Usury B. (J): on 2nd R., 297 ; in Coin., 686, 742.
Van Wart Relief B. (K): Introduced*, 283; 2nd

R.*, 324.
Willians Relief (Patent) B. (12): Introduced*,

228; 2nd R*, 285; 3rd R*, 308.
Yukon Territory Act Aint. B. (U): in Com., 914.
Yale-Kootenay Telegraph Co.'s Incorp. B. (7):

Introduced*, 228; 2nd R.*, 276; on Amts.
from Com, 954.

Zenith Mining and Railway Co.'s Incorp. B. (20):
Introduced*, 874; 2nd R*, 917; 3rd R*, 971.

COX, Hon. Geo. A. (Toronto).
Companies Act Amt. B. (N): in Con., 328.
Robertson Relief (Patents) B. (11): Introduced*,

228.

DANDURAND, Hon. Raoul (DeLorimier).
Adjournme'nt: on M. to adjn. to 5th Apl., 89.
- on M. to adjn. from 9th to 13th June,

387.
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DANDURAND, Hon. Raoul-Continued.
Algoma Central Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (71): 3rd

R*, 875.
Banque du Peuple B.: on M. to print Rep. of

Com., 672.
Criminal Code (Combinations in Restraint of

Trade) B. (40): on 2nd R., 781.
Delayed Returns, 346.
Expropriation Act Amt. B. (D); on 2nd R.. 181.
Grand Trunk Ry. (I. C. R. extension) Agree-

ment B. (138): on 2nd R., 137.
Hamilton Powder Co.'s B. (78): Introduced*,

285; 2nd R*, 299; 3rd R*, 324.
Penitentiary Act Amt. B. (R); in Com., 744.
Plebiscite frauds in Que.; on Inq., 140.
Post Office Act Aint. B. 155; in Con., 683.
Privilege, Ques. of: on Mr. Prowse's speech re

Quebec Plebis3ite campaign, 394.
Redistribution Act B. (126): on 2nd R, 820, 866.
Senate, hour of meeting: Remarks, 875.
Usury B. (J): Introduced*, 234; M. for 2nd R.,

286. M. that Rep. of Com. be not adopted,
but B. ref. back to Banking Com., 501; M. to
conc. in A mts., 617 ; in Com., 684, 728 ; 3rd R.*,
796.

DeBOUCHERVILE, Hon. 0. E. B., C.M.G.
(Montarville).

Adjournment: on M. to adjn. to 5th April, 90.
Banque du Peuple B. (C): on 2nd R., 309.
British American Pulp and Paper Co.'s Incorp.

B. (172); on M. to suspend rule, 1038.
Contingent Acets. Com.: on Rep. respecting

messengers' uniforn, 1179.
Criminal Code Amt. B. (Q) : in Coin., 407.
Dom. Elections Act Amt. B. (V): in Com., 944.
Drummond County Ry. B. (133): on 2nd R.,

717; Amt. 6 m. h. on 3rd R., 799.
Expropriation Act Amt. B. (D): on M. for Com.,

237 ; in Con., 247, 971.
on Amt. from H. of C., 1176.

Grand Trunk Ry. (I. C. R. extension) Agreement
B. (138): on 2nd R., 705; on 3rd R., 797.

Montreal Harbour Commissioners B. (179): on
2nd R., 1141; on 3rd R., 1143.

Ottawa City B. (187): on 3rd R., 1122.
Ottawa Electric Ry. Co.'s B. (18): on 3rd R., 353.
Quebec Harbour Commissioners B. (178): on 2nd

R., 1129.
Roads and Road Allowances Act Amt. B. (175):

on 2nd R., 1119, 1144; in Com., 1150.
Safety of Ships B. (170) : in Com., 1113.
Transvaal Difflculty : on Notice of M. respecting

prop. Res., 995.
Usury B. (J) : on 2nd R., 295; on M. to conc. in

Amts., 617; in Com. 738.
Weights and Measures Act. Amt. B. (128) : on

M. for 2nd R. at future date, 1106.

DEVER, Hon. James (St. John).
Address in reply to Speech from Throne : on M.

for, 78.
76à

DEVER, Hon. James--Continued.
Binder twine, Kingston Penitentiary: on Inq.

respecting prices, 119.
B. C. Commerce and Revenue: on Inq., 115.
Conference at Washington: on the Address, 80.
Criminal Code Amt. B. (Q): in Com., 483.
Customs and Inland Revenue Depts. Act Amt.

B. (182): on 2nd R., 1069.
Exodus, Maritime Prov.: Remarks, 211.
Expropriation Act Amt. B. (D): in Com., 964,

975.
Minto, Earl of, welcome : on the Address, 80.
Plebiscite and Prohibition: on the Address, 82.
Safety of Ships B. (170) : in Com., 1114.
Tariff and Taxation : on the Address, 79.
Tidal Survey : on Inq., 133,

DICKEY, Hon. R. B. (Amherst).
Usury B. (J) : in Com., 729.

DOBSON, Hon. John (Lindsay).
Lindsay, Bobcaygeon and Pontypool Ry. Co.'s

B. (66): Introduced*, 228; 2nd R.*, 285; 3rd
R.*, 320.

Lindsay, Haliburton and Mattawa Ry. Co.'s B.
(95) : Introduced*, 285 ; 2nd R.*, 299 ; 3rd
R.*, 320.

DRUMMOND, Hon. Geo. A. (Kennebec).
Arthabaska Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (46): Intro-

duced*, 228.
Banque du Peuple B. (6): on M. to conc. in

Amts., 719 ; on 3rd R., 721.
Criminal Code Amt. B. (A): in Com., 443.

FERGUSON, Hon. Donald (Queen's).
Address in reply to speech from Throne: on M.

for, 26-35.
Adjournment : on M. to adjn. from 9th to 13th

June, 336.
on M. to adjn. from 16th to20th June, 380.

Adulteration Act Amt. B. (123): in Com., 340.
Agricultural Statistics: Inq., 898.
Alaska Boundary : on Inq. respecting interview

between Premier and Mr. Fitzpatrick, 1090.
Banque du Peuple B. (6): on 2nd R. 315.
Binder twine, Kingston Penitentiary : on Inq.

respecting prices, 117.
Bounty on Iron and Steel B. (161): on 2nd R., 942.
Cape Tormentine postal contract: M. for copies,

&c., 130.
Charlottetown to Murray Harbour Branch Ry.

B. (183): on 2nd R., 1092.
Cold Storage in P. E. I. : M. for cor., 131, 150.
Conference at Washington : on the Address, 28.
Contracts without public competition : on M. for

Address, 390.
Criminal Code Amt. B. (Q): in Com., 406, 461,

463, 486.
Customs Act Amt. B. (154): on 2nd R., 748.
Customs and Inland Revenue Depta. Act Am t.

B. (182): on 2nd R., 1074.
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FERGUSON, Hon. Donald-Continued. FERGUSON, Hon. Donald--Concluded.

Delayed Retiurns, 323, 345, 394, 519, 527, 1038, Ry. Act. Amt. B. (85): in Com., 1108.
1091. Redistribution Act B. (126): on 2nd R., 833.

Dom. Elections Act Amt. B. (V): Introduced, on the Address, 33.
754 ; 2nd R., 909 ; in Com., 945, 956. toads and Road Allowances Act Amt. B. (175)

Drummond County Ry. Co.'s B. (133): on order on 2nd R., 1118.
for 2nd R., 416; on 2nd R., 507. Safety of Ships B. (170): in Com., 1114.

Drummond County Ry. : on Inq. re income and Seed Grain Securities B. (189): on 2nd R., 1099;
expenditure of portion under lease, 394. on 3rd R., 1104.

and G. T. Ry. Contracts: calls attention Senate, Hour of Meeting: Remarks, 875.
to necessity of printing same, 286. Senate and H. of C. Act Amt. B. (191): on 2nd

Elections Act: Inq. if Govt. will amend or con- R., 1128.
solidate, 447. "Stanley" special trp: Inq. re Mr. F. Peters,

Exodus, Maritime Prov. : Remarks, 207. 164.
Exchequer Court Act Ant. B. (B): on 2nd R., Transvaal Difficulty: on M. to print additional

170; in Com., 931. copies of Deb., 1040.
Expropriation Act Amt. B. (B): on 2nd R., 171; Usury B. (J): in Com., 685, 735.

in Com., 977. Weights and Measures Act Amt. B. (128): on
Fishing Bounties in P. E. I. : Inq., 316, 364. M. for 2nd R. at future date, 1106.
Fruit Culture in P. E. 1. : M. for Cor. respecting Winter Mails between Sackville and Tornentine

experinients, 414. Inq. for return, 299, 319.
General Inspection Act Amt. B. (156) on 2nd R., Yukon Territory Act Amt. B. (U): in Com.,

1079; in Com., 1080, 1110. 916,986.
Grand Trunk Ry. (I. C. R. .extension) Agree- Yukon: on the Address, 33.

ment B. (138): on 2nd R., 612, 618; in Com., FORGET, Hon. L. J. (Sorel).
770.

Inq. re payments by Govt., 352, 355. Banque du Peuple B. (6): Introduced, 285; 2nd
Immigration : on the Address, 27. R. ni., 308; M. to conc. in Ats., 719; 3rd R.
I. C. R.-maintenance and expenses: Incom- ni., 721.

plete returns, 386. on M. to lrint Rep. of Coi., 672.
on Inq. re Returns, 437. Customs Act Amt. B. (154): in Com., 804.

Interior Dept. Act Amt. B. (147) : in Coin., 745. Grand Trunk Ry. (I.C.R. extension) agreement
James' Bay Ry. Co.'s B. (73): on M. for 3rd R., B. (138): on 2nd R., 650.

355. Insurance Act Amt. B. (86): in Coin., 9.
Judgeship in P. E. I. : Inqs. re vacant County Navigable Water Protection Amt. B. (137): on

Court, 907, 993, 1038. 2nd R., 661; in Com., 922.
Mails for Senators from Mar. Prov. : calls atten- Post Office Act Aint. B. (155): on 2îîd R., 664.

tion to delay in transit, 343. Usury B. (J): in Com., 685, 740.
Oil supply, 1. C. R. : Inq. for tenders received, 690. GOWAN, Hon. J. R., O.M.G. (Barrie).

M. for tenders, &c., 1012.
Ottawa City B. (187): in Com., 1121. Adulteration Act Amt. B. (123): reps. B. from
Pacific Cable B. (176): on 2nd R., 1015. Com., 343.
Parlt. Grounds: on Inq., 907. Contingent Accts. Com.: on Rep. respecting
Penitentiary Act Amt. B. (R); on 2nd R., 427; Messengersuniforms, 1179.

in Com. cl. 1, 513 ; cl. 2, 519; cl. 3, 570 ; cl. 6, Expropriation Act Amt. B. (D): in Coi., 972;
572; cl. 8, 574 ; on schedule, 578, 743. on Amts., 989.

Penny Postage: on the Address, 32. Transvaal Difficulty: on prop. Res., 1011.
Petroleum and Naphtha Inspection B. (131): in Van Wart (Isaac Stephen Geron) relief B. (K)

Com., 357, 370. 3rd R.(, 992.
Post Office Act Amt. B. (155): on 2nd R., 665; HINGSTbt, Hon. Sir W. H., Kt. (Rouge-

in Comh., 682. mont).
Plebiscite and Prohibition: on the Address, 29. Adulteration Act Amt. B. (123): in Com., 341.
PlebiFcito Frauds in Que.S: on Inq., 145. Banque du Peuple B. (6): on M. for 3rd R., 721.
Preservation of Health on Public Works B. (C): Redistribution B. (126): on 2nd R., 894.

on 2nd R., 171.
Privilege, Ques of : cals attention to newspaper KERR, Hon. Wmin. (Cobourg).

rep. of speech on G. T. R. Agreement B., 674. Addres8 in reply to, Speech froin Tbrone: M.
Quebec Harbour Commissioners Act Amt. B. for, 2.

(91): in Comi., 387. Boulton, Hon. Senator, Death of : Remarks, 231.
Quebec Harbour Commissioners B. (178): on 2nd Cobourg, Northumberland and Pacifi Ry. Co.'

R., 1129: in CoAm., 1139. B. (98): Introduced*, 228; 3rd R.*, 320.
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KERR, Hon. Wm.-Continued.

Conference at Washington: on the Address, 4.
Criminal Code Amt. B. (Q): in Com., 483.
Exehequer Court Act Amt. B. (B): in Com., 270.
Gold Exhibit at Paris Exposition, 1036.
Grand Trunk Ry. (I.C.R. extension) agreement

B. (138): on 2nd R., 563, 607, 631.
Immigration: on the Address, 3.
Introduced, 2.
Loan Companies B. (P): in Com., 422.
Minto, Earl of, Welcome: on the Address, 3.
Penny postage: on the Address, 5.
Plebiscite and Prohibition: on the Address, 5.
Redistribution Bill: on the Address, 5.
Transvaal Difficulty: on prop. Res., 1011.

KIRCHHOFFER, Hon. J. N. (Selkirk).
Adjournment : Inq., 46.

on M. to adjn. to 5th April, 90.
Brandon and South-western Ry. Co.'s B. (47):

Introduced*, 228; 2nd R.*, 276; 3rd R.*, 319.
Buffalo and Fort Erie Bridge Co.'s B. (96): In-

troduced*, 285; 2nd R.*, 285; on Amts. from
Coin., 750.

Can. Life Ins. Co.'s B. (62): Introduced*, 308;
2nd R., 320; 3rd R.*, 331.

Can. Northern Ry. Co.'s B. (I): 2nd R.*, 283;
3rd R.*, 339.

Contingent Acets. Com.: M. adoption of Rep.,
756.

Criminal Code Amt. B. (Q): in Com., 474.
Dowding (Annie Inkson) relief B. (E): 2nd R.

postponed, 274.
Exchequer Court Act Amt. B. (B): on 2nd R.,

167.
Expropriation Act Amt. B. (D): on 2nd R., 175;

on M. for Com., 239; in Com., 248.
Franchise Act: on attention being called to

Return laid on Table, 528.
Game Preservation Act Amt. B. (153): on 2nd

R., 676.
Grand Trunk Ry. (I.C.R. extension) agreement

B. (138): on 2nd R., 558.
Imperial Loan and Investment Co.'s Incorp. B.

(H): 2nd R.*, 276; for conc. in Amts., 324;
3rd R.*, 339.

Inspector of Mines in Yukon: Inq. re appoint.
ment of J. D. McGregor, 95, 151.

Judges' Salaries: Inq. as to increase, 234.
Klondike Mines Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (103): In-

troduced*, 331; 2nd R.*. 340; 3rd R.*, 443.
Macfarlane, T. D.: Inq. as to employment in

Yukon, 151.
Niagara, St. Catharines and Toronto Ry. Co.'s

Incorp. B. (69): in. Amt. to 3rd R., 722.
Nisbet Academy B. (10): on M. for 3rd R., 448.
Ont. Power Co. of Niagara Falls B. (77): Intro-

duced*, 331; 2nd R., 339.
Portage du Fort and Bristol Branch Ry. Co.'s

B. (42): on Rep. of Com., 585.
Rolling Stock for I.C.R. extension: M. for

quantity purchased, 95.

KIRCHHOFFER, Hon. J. N.-.Continued.

Stock (David) relief B. (A): on Rep. on Com. 164.
Winding-up Act Amt. B. (O): Introduced*, 317;

2nd R., and M. to ref. to Banking Com., 331.

LANDRY, Hon. A. C. P. (Stadacona).

Address in reply to Speech from Throne (Inq.)83.
Adjournment: M. to adjn. till 2nd Aug., 966.
Alaska Boundary: on Inq. respecting interview

between Premier and Mr. Fitzpatrick, 1089.
Colonisation du Nord Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (29):

Introduced*, 228; 3rd R.*, 320.
Contingent Acets. Com.: on M. to adopt Rep.,759.

on M. to adopt 3rd Rep. re Messengers'
uniforms, 1178.

Customs and Inland Revenue Depts. Act Amt.
B. (182): on 2nd R., 1068.

Debates Com.: Remarks on Frenýh revision of
Debates, 994.

Delayed returns, 1176.
Dom. Elections Act Amt. B. (V): in Com., 947.
Dry Docks Construction B. (177): in Com., 1026.
Exchequer Court Act Amt. B. (B): reps. B.

from Com., 936; on 3rd R., 990.
Grand Trunk Ry. (I.C.R. extension) agreement

B. (138): on 2nd R., 711.
Great Northern Ry. Co.'s B. (118): 2nd R., 783;

3rd R.*, 875.
Montreal Harbour Comnissioners B. (179): on

2nd R., 1141; on 3rd R., 1143.
Navigable Waters Protection Amt. B. (137) : in

Com., 925.
Post Office Act Amt. B. (155): reps. B. from

Coin., 684.
Quebec Harbour Comnissioners B. (178): on 2nd

R., 1129.
Quebec Ry. Light and Power Co.'s B. (64): 2nd

R.*, 428.
Quebec Steamship Co.'s B. (14): Introduced*,

228; 3rd R.*, 323.
Ry. Act A mt. B. (185): reps. B. from Com., 1109.
Ry. Subsidies B. (190): on 3rd R., 1168.
Redistribution Act B. (126): on 2nd R., 871.

B.: on Inq. re Globe cablegram, 1051.
Richelieu and Ont. Nav. Co.'s B. (27): Intro-

duced*, 228; 2nd R.*, 276; 3rd R.*, 286.
Roads and Road Allowances Act Amt. B. (175):

in Com., 1150.
Supply B. No. 2: on 2nd R., 1194.
Transvaal Difficulty : on Notice of M. respecting

prop. Res., 995.
- on M. to print additional copies of Deb.,

1043.

LOUGHEED, Hon. James A. (Calgary).
Address in reply to Speech from Throne: Re-

marks re prohibition, 69.
Adjournment; on M. to adjn. to 5th April, 95.

M. to adjn. to 11th April, 94.
on M. to adjn. from 16th to 25th June, 382.

Atlantic and North-west Ry. Co.'s B. (8): Intro-
duced*, 229 3rd R.*, 320.

INDEX. 1205
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LOUGHEED, Hon. James A.-Continued.
Banque du Peuple B. (6): on 2nd R., 309.
Bedlington and Nelson Ry. Co.'s B. (107): on

M. to rep. B. froin Coin., 347; on M. for 3rd
R., 367.

B. C. Southern Ry. Co.'s B. (28): Introduced*,
228; 2nd R., 275; 3rd R.*, 286.

Buffalo and Fort Erie Bridge Co.'s B. (96): on
Amts. froin Co., 751; M. to ref. back to Coin.,
795; M. to conc. in Amts., 833.

Can. North-west Irrigation Co.'s B. (23): Intro-
troduced*, 228; 2nd R.*, 276; 3rd R.*, 319.

C. P. Ry. Co.'s B. (61): Introduced*, 331; 2nd
R.*, 340; 3rd R.*, 365.

Can. Southern Ry. Co.'s B. (43): Introduced*,
228; 2nd R.*, 276; 3rd R.*, 286.

Can. Trust Co.'s -B. (129): Introduced*, 501.
Columbia and Western Ry. Co.'s B. (26): In-

troduced*, 228; 2nd R.*, 285; 3rd R.*, 320.
Companies Act Amt. B. (N): in Com., 326; on

M. for 3rd R., 352; in Com., 399.
Contractors Claims : on M. for statement showing

amount of interest allowed, 1893 to 1899, 306.
Criminal Code Amt. B. (Q): in Coin., 403, 413.
Customs Act Ant. B. (154): on 2nd R., 749; in

Coin., 803.
Customs and Inland Revenue Depts. Act Amt.

B. (182): on 2nd R., 1072.
Dom. Elections Act Ait. B. (V): in Com., 947.
Drummond County Ry. B. (133): on 2nid R.,

717; in Coin., 772; on 3rd R., 798.
Dry Docks Construction B. (177): on M. for 2nd

R. at future date, 997; on 2nd R., 998.
Edmonton and Saskatchewan Ry. Co.'s B. (93):

Introduced*, 362; 2nd R.*, 379 ; 3rd R *, 443.
Exchequer Court Clains: on M. for claims filed

between 1893 and 1899, 304.
Exchequer Court (Ry. Debts) Jurisdiction Act

Amt. (1899) B. (W): on lst R., 992; on M. for
2nd R. at future date, 993; on 2nd R., 998.

Exchequer Court Act Ant. B. (B): in Coin.,
262, 930.

Expropriation Act Amt. B. (D) : on M. for Coin.,
237; on M. 6 in. h., 243; in Com., 959, 975;
on Anmts., 987.

Game Preservation Act Amt. B. (152): on 2nd
R., 676.

Gen ral Inspection Act Aint. B. (156): in Com.,
1081.

Grand Trunk Ry. (I. C. R. extension) Agreement
B. (138): in Coin., 765.

Great North-west Central Ry. Co.'s B. (90): In-
troduced*, 354; 2nd R., 362; 3rd R.*, 399.

Huron and Erie Loan and Savings Co.'s B. (74):
Introduced*, 362; 2id R.*, 394.

Insurance Act Amt. B. (86): in Coin., 921.
Interior Dept. Act Amt. B. (147): in Coin., 746.
Lands (Dom.) Act Amt. B. (148): on 2nd R.,

677 ; on 3rd R., 726.
Loan Companies B. (P): in Coin., 418.

LOUGHEED, Hon. James A.--Concluded.

Navigable Waters Act Amt. B. (19): in Com.,
282.

Navigable Waters Protection Act Amt. B. (137):
in Coin., 922 ; on order for 3rd R., 966.

Nisbet Academy B. (10): Introduced*, 323; 2nd
R.*, 324.

Ont. Power Co. of Niagara Falls B. (77): 3rd
R.*, 365.

Ont. and Rainy River Ry. Co.'s B. (121): In-
troduced*, 354; 2nd R., 362.

Penitentiary Act Ait. B. (R): in Coin., 743.
Petroleui and Naphtha Inspection B. (131): in

Coin., 357.
Post Office Act Amt. B. (155): in Coin., 681.
Redistribution B. (126): on 2nd R., 860.
St. Clair and Erie Ship Canal Co.'s Incorp. B.

(45): Introduced*, 228; 2nd R.*, 276; 3rd R.*,
286.

Saskatchewan Ry. and Mining Co.'s B. (92) : In-
troduced*, 331; 2nd R.*, 334; 3rd R.*, 353.

Stock (David) relief B. (A): on lst R., 91.
M. to remit fees, 91.

Toronto Birkbeck Investment and Savings Co.'s
Incorp. B. (106): 3rd R.*, 750.

Transvaal difficulty: on M. to print add. copies
of Deb. for members, 1046.

Usury B. (J): in Coin., 684, 731.
Yukon Territory Act Aint. B. (U): in Coin., 980;

on M. to adopt Coi. ants., 1078.

MACDONALD, Hon. J. W. (Victoria, B.C.)

Address in reply to Speech froin Throne: on M.
for, 77.

Adjourninent (prop.): on M. to adjn, froi 16th
to 20th June, 382.

Alaskan Boundary : Inq. re maodus vivendi, 94.
Arthabaska Ry. Ct.'s Incorp. B. (46): M. for

2nd R., 284; 3rd R.*, 339.
Bedlington and Nelson Ry. Co.'s B. (107): on M.

for 3rd R., 369; on 3rd R., 415.
B. C. Representation in Govt. : Inq., 105, 115.
Coin. of Selection: on M. for, 44.
Conference at Washington: on the Address, 78.
Criminal Code Ant. B. (Q): in Coin., 413, 359.
Dawson City, sanitary condition of: gives Notice

of M., 198.
M., 222.

Dom. of Canada Guarantee and Accident Ins.
Co.'s B. (76): 2nd R., 353.

Exchequer Court Act Amt. B. (B): in Com., 270.
Expropriation Act Ait. B. (D): on 2nd R., 173;

on M. for Coin., 240; in Coin., 253.
Huron and Erie Loan and Savings Co.'s B. (74):

3rd R.*, 462.
I. C. R.: on Inq. re Returns, 443; M. to adjn.

House, 443.

Minto, Earl of, welcome: on the Address, 77.
Navigable Waters Act Amt. B. (19): Intro-

duced*, 228; in Coin., 282.
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MACDONADD, Hon. J. W.--Continued.
Navigable Waters Protection Act Amnt. B. (137):

in Com., 929.
Nisbet Academy B. (10): on M. for 3rd R., 448.
Northern Commercial Telegraph Co.'s B. (M):

Introduced*, 285; 2nd R., 319; 3rd R.*, 339.
Plebiscite Frauds in Que. : on Inq., 149, 156.
Plebiscite and Prohibition : on the Address. 78.
Portage du Fort and Bristol Branch Ry. Co.'s B.

(42): on Rep. of Com., 586.
Preservation of health on Public Works B. (C):

on 1st R., 103.
Ry. Communication to Yukon: M., 575.
Red Deer Valley Ry. and Coal Co.'s B. (119):

on M. for suspension of Rule 70, 521.
Sawdust in Ottawa River: calls attention of

Senate, 414.
Standing Orders and Private Bills Con. : M. re-

commending extension of time for presenting
petitions, 199.

M. to reduce quorum, 257.
Tariff and Taxation: on the Address, 78.
Telegraph Line to Yukon: Notice of M. re build-

ing, 334.
Yukon Territory Act Amt. B. (U): on 1st R.,

645.
Yukon: on the Address, 77.

MACDONALD, Hon. A. A. (Charlottetown).
Can. Permanent and Western Canada Mortgage

Corp. B. (75): on 3rd R., 452.
Customs and Inland Revenue Depts. Act Amt.

B. (182): on 2nd R., 1070.
Dry Docks Construction B. (177): on 2nd R.,

999 ; in Coin., 1027.
Exchequer Court Act Amnt. B. (B): in Com., 935.
Expropriation Act Amît. B. (D): on 2nd R., 180.
General Inspection Act Amt. B. (156): on 2nd

R., 1080; in Con., 1082, 1111.
Grand Trunk Ry. (I. C. R. extension) Agreement

B. (138): on 2nd R., 636, 716.
Interior Dept. Act Amt. B. (147): in Coin., 746.
Loan Companies B. (P): in Com., 420.
Navigable Waters Protection Act Amnt. B. (137):

in Coin., 924, 990.
Ottawa City B. (187): in Coin., 1120.
Petroleuin and Naphtha Inspection B. (131): in

Com., 361.
Quebec Harbour Commissioners B. (178): on

2nd R., 1135.
Ry. Subsidies B. (190): on Lnd R., 1163; on 3rd

R., 1169.
Roads and Road Allowances Act Amt. B (175):

on order for 2nd R., 1084.
Safety of Ships B. (170) : in Coin., 1116.
Seed Grain Securities B. (189) : on 2nd R., 1099;

on M. to suspend rule, 1100.
Senate and H. of C. Act Amt. B. (191) : on 2nd

R., 1125.
Supply Bill No. 2: on 2nd R., 1188
Usury B. (J) : on 2nd R., 297 ; in Con., 729.
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MACDONALD, Hon. A. A.-Continued.
Weights and Measures Act Amt. B. (128): on

M. for 2nd R. at future date, 1106.
Yukon Territory Act Arnt. B. (U); Rep. B

from Con., 917.

MacINNES, Hon. Donald (Burlington).
Insurance Act Ant. B. (86): in Con., 920.
Quebec Harbour Conmmissioners B (178) : on 2nd

R., 1129.

MASSON, Hon. L. F. R. (Mille Isles).
Criminal Code Ant. B. (Q): in Con., 475, 494,

500.
Grand Trunk Ry. (1. C. R. Extension) Agree-

ment B. (138): on. M. to postpone 2nd. R. to
future date, 512.

MILLER, Hon. William (Richmond).
Adjournment: on M. to adjn. froin 9th to 13th

June, 326.
Bedlington and Nelson Ry. Co.'s B. (107): Rep.

from Coin., 347: on M. for 3rd R., 367.
Custoins and Inland Revenue Depts. Act. Amt.

B. (182): on 2nd R., 1055.
Delayed Returns, 346.
Expropriation Act Amt. B. (D): on M. 6 m. h.,

244.
Franchise Act: on attention being called to re-

turn laid on Table, 528.
Grand Trunk Ry. Agreement B. : vote on 2nd

R., 718.
Portage du Fort and Bristol Branch Ry. Co.'s B.

(42): on Rep. of Con., 588.
Trade Mark and Design Act Aint. B. (41) : on

2nd R., 320.
Usury B. (J): on 2nd R., 294.

MILLS, Hon. David (Bothwell).
Address in reply to Speech froni Throne : on M.

for, 17-26.
Adjournment: on Inq., 46.

M. to adjn. to 5th ApI., 89, 93.
Queen's Birthday : M. 276.
on M. to adjn. from 9th to 13th June,

336.
- on M. to adin. from 16th to 20th June

383.
__ on M. to adjn. from July 27th to Aug.

2nd, 967.
Administration of Criininal Justice in the Terri.

tories B. (S): Introduced, 502 ; 2nd R. and 3rd
R., 503.

Adulteration Act Amt. B. (123): in Coin., 341.
Agricultural Statistics : on Inq., 902.
Alaska Boundary: on Inq., 387.

on Inq. as to rumour that negotiations are
broken off, 670.

on Inq. respecting interview between
Premier and Mr. Fitzpatrick, 1052, 1089.

Anti-Japanese Legislation in B.C. : Reply to
Inq. as to protest by Japan, 90, 96.

Reply to Inq. as to disallowance, 235.
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MILLS, Hon. David-Continued.
Arthabaska Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (146): on 2nd

R., 284.
Bank Act Amt. B. (127) : M. for 2nd R. at

future date, 323 ; 2nd R., 353 ; in Con)., 369
3rd R.*, 387.

Banque du Peuple: on M. that directors furnish
Banking Com. certain information, 430.

M. for papers, &c., re suspension, 97.
on M. to print Rep. of Com., 672.

Bedlington and Nelson Ry. Co.'s B. (107): on M.
for 3rd R., 365 ; on 3rd R., 415.

Binder twine sold: on Inq. as to prices, 100.
Kingston Penitentiary : on Inq. as to

quantity manufactured and sold, 96, 99, 116.
Boulton, Hon. Senator, death of : Remarks, 229.
Bounty on Iron and Steel B. (161): on 2nd R.,

940.
B. C. Commerce and Revenue: on Inq., 110.
Business of Parliament: on Inq. as to means to

equally divide, 278.
Cabinet Meeting in N. Y. : on Inq. as to alleged,

95.
Canada Permanent and Western Canada Mort-

gage Corp. B. (75) : on M. to conc. in Amts.,
446; on 3rd R., 452.

Cape Tormentine postal contract : on M. for
copies, &c., 130.

City and town post offices: on Inq., 99, 129.
Cold Storage in P. E. I. : on M. for Cor., 131,

151.
Committee of Selection : M. for, 44.
Companies Act Amt. B. (N): lst R., 299 ; 2nd

R., 322 ; in Com., 325 ; 3rd R. n., 352 ; M. for
Com., and 3rd R.*, 399.

Conditional Liberation of Penitentiary convicts
B. (T): lst R., 562 ; 2nd R., 588 : in Com.,
667 ; M. to conc. in aints. from H. of C., 1048.

Conference at Washington : on the Address, 19.
Contingnt Accts. Com. : on Rep. respecting

messengers' unifor ns, 1181.
Contracts without public competition : Reply

respecting M. for, 521.
Contractors' Claims : on M. for statement show.

ing amount of interest allowed, 1893 to 1899,
306.

Criminal Code (combinations in restraint of
trade) B. (40) : on 2nd R., 526, 730 ; on 3rd R.,
936.

Criminal Code Act (Seduction and Abduction)
Amt. B. (2) ; on Order for 2nd R., 318, 323.

Criminal Code Amt. B. (Q) : lst R., M. for 2nd
R. at future date, 321 ; 2nd R., 349 ; 2nd R.,
postponed, 369 ; in Com. : sec. 3, 402 ; cl. 180,
403 ; cl. 181, 403, 499, 504 ; el. 183, 412 ; el.
186a, 412 ; cl. 1865, 413 ; cl. 208, 444 ; cl. 442a,
453, 469, 485 ; el. 520, 492 ; cl. 687, 497, 503;
cl. 760, 498 ; cl. 790, 499 ; 3rd R.*, 532.

Customs and Excise duties, Yukon : on M. for
amounts levied on goods, 89.

MILLS, Hon. David-Continued.
Customs Act Amt. B. (154) : in Com., 803.
Customs and Inland Revenue Depts. Act An*.

B. (182) ; 2nd R. m., 1053, 1071 ; 3rd R.*,
1091.

Calls attention to speech on.2nd R. as rep.
. in Gazette, 1107.
Delayed Returns, 135, 323, 344, 432, 462, 520,

1038, 1091, 1176.
Dismissals for partisanship: on Notice of M. re-

specting commissioners' expenses, &c., 183.
M., 222.

Dom. Elections Act Amt. B (V) : on lst R., 754;
on 2nd R., 911; in Com., 947.

Dowding (Annie Inkson) B. (E): 2nd R. post-
poned, 274.

Drummond County Ry. Co.'s B. (133) : on Order
for 2nd R., 416 ; on 2nd R., 512, 521, 717 ; in
Com., 773 ; on 3rd R., 798.

on M. for papers relating to purchase by
Govt., 281.

Dry Docks Construction B. (177) : in Com.,
1029.

Elections Act (Dom.) : on Inq. whether Govt.
will amend or consolidate, 448.

Exchequer Court Act Amt. B. (B) : lst R., 102 ;
2nd R., 168 ; M. to postpone Com. stage, 216 ;
in Com., 257 ; M. that Com. rise, 273 ; gives
Notice of M. for further consdn. of B., 783; in
Con., 930 ; 3rd R., 990.

Exchequer Court (Ry. Debts) Jurisdiction Amt.
(1899) B. (W) : lst R., and M. for 2nd at future
date, 992 ; 2nd R. m., 998.

Exchequer Court (Ry. Debts) Jurisdiction B.
(159) : Introduced*, 575 ; 2nd K., 660 ; 3rd R.,
661.

Exchequer Court Claims : on M. for claims filed
between 1893 and 1899, 302.

Exodus, Maritime Prov. : Remarks, 204.
Expropriation Act Ait. B. (D) : 1st R., 105;

2nd R., 171, 180 ; M. to postpone Com. stage,
216; M. for Com., 236 ; on M. for 6 m. h.,
244; in Com., 245 ; M. for further consdn.,
784 ; on Order for Hse. in Com., 936., in Com.,
955, 971 ; M. to conc. in Aints., 987.

Expropriation Act : on B. sent to H. of C., 1175.
M. conc. in amt. from H. of C., 1176.

Franchise Act : on M. for Cor. re right of appeal
to judge, 194.

Reply to Inq. for Cor. between Dom. and
Prov. Govts. re appeal, 235.

on Return being laid on Table, 527.
Fishing Bounties in P.E.I. : Reply to Inq., 316,

365.
Game Preservation Act Amt. B. (153): Intro-

duced*, 644 ; 2nd R., 676 ; 3rd R.*, 718.
General Inspection Act Amt. B. (156): 2nd R.

m., 1078 ; in Coi., 1081, 112.
Geological Museuim and Archives: Reply to Inq.

as to constructing, 221.
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MILLS, Hon. David-Continued.
Geological Survey Act Amt. B. (146) : M. for

2nd R. at future date, 643 ; 2nd R., 675.
Grand Trunk Ry. (I.C.R. Extension) Agreement

B. (138) : Introduced*, 365; M. to postpone
2nd R. to future date, 512; 2nd R. m., 532,
635, 715 ; in Coni., 760; M. for 3rd R. at
future date, 772 ; 3rd R, 796.

on Inq. re payments by Govt., 352, 355.
Mr. Miller's vote on division, 718.

Immigration : on the Address, 19.
Inspector of Mines in Yukon: on Inq. re appoint-

ment of J. D. McGregor, 95, 151.
International Conference: on Inq., 22.
I. C. R. receipts and working expenses: on M.

for statenent for section between Montreal and
Chaudière, 196.

maintenance and expenses : on Inq. re
incomplete Ret.,'386.

on Inq. re returns, 440.
extension B. : on Notice of M. when House

in Com., 642.
Interest on past due claims owing by the Crown:

on Inq., 308.
Judges' Salaries: reply to Inq. as to increase, 234.
Judgeship in P. E. I. : on Inq. re vacant County

Co<rt, 993, 1038.
Lands (Dom.) Act Anit. B (148): on 2nd R., 678.
Lighting of Parlt. Buildings: on Inq. re cost, 131.
Loan Companies B. (P): 1st R., 317 ; 2nd R., 373;

in Com., 418, 449; 3rd R., 462.
Lotteries in Que. : on Inq., 199.

remarks, 1113.
Macfarlane, T. D. : on Iiq. as to employment in

Yukon: 151.
Mails for Senators froni Mar. Prov. : on attention

being called to delay in transit, 343. 1
Manitoba School Ques. : on M. for letter by

Archb. of St. Boniface to Prime Minister on
settlement of lues., 167.

on Inq. re communication bearing on
schools, 215.

Minto, Earl of, outcome: on the Address, 17.
Navigable waters protection Amt. B. (137): in

Com., 924.
Niagara. St. Catharines and Toronto Ry. Co.'s

Incorp. B (69): on 3rd R., 724.
Nishet Academy B. (10): on M. for 3rd R., 448.
Norwood, Capt. H. H., enmployment of, in Yu-

kon : on M. for further particulars, 283, 351.

Oil Supply, I. C. R. : on Inq. for tenders received,
690.

Ottawa City B. (187): on 2nd R., 1086; on 3rd
R., 1122.

Pacific Cable: on Notice of M. respecting Cor.,
etv., 99.

remarks on article in Tines, 227.
on Inq., 387.

-- on Inq. in ref. to settlement of difficulties,
670.

MILLS, Hon. David-Cntinued.
Paris Exposition: Gold exhibit at, 1036.
Parlt. Grounds: on Inq., 906.
Penitentiary Act Amt. B. (R): 1st R., 362 ; 2nd

R., 427 ; in Com. : 'cl. 1, 514 ; cl. 2, 516, 577;
cl. 3, 570 ; cl. 6, 571 ; cl. 7, 573 ; cl. 8, 573;
schedule, 578, 743; Mess. from H. of C. with
Amts., 996.

Penny Postage: on the Address, 19.
Petroleum and Naphtha Inspection B. (131): in

Com., 360, 372.
Plebiscite frauds in Quebec : on Inq., 122, 160.
Portage du Fort and Bristol Branch Ry. Co.'s B.

(42): on 2nd R., 389.
Post Offices established: Reply to Inq. as to No.

since 12th July, 1896, 183.
Post Office Act Amt. B. (155): in Com., 683.
Preservation of Health on Publie Works B. (C):

lst R., 102; 2nd R., 171; in Coin., 214; 3rd R.,
215.

Privilege, Ques. of : Reply to Sir M. Bowell res-
pecting par. in G'lobe re export of Saw logs, 463.

re Minutes (I. C. R. B.), 616.
Prohibition and Plebiscite: on the Address, 21.
Quebec Harbour Commissioners Amt. B. (91) :

Introduced, 331; 2nd R., 354; in Com., 387,
400,

Quebec Harbour Commissioners B. (178): on 2nd
R., 1131; in Coin., 1139.

Ry. Act Ait. B. (85): Introduced*, 1077; 2nd
R., 1107; in Coin., 1109.

Ry. Subsidies B. (190): Introduced*, 1107; 2nd
R., 1152; 3rd R., 1168.

Redistribution Act B. (126): Introduced*, 691;
2nd R., 784.

on Inq. as to opinions of Hon. Mr. Blake
1176.

on Inq. re Globe cablegramn, 1051, 1088.
on the Address, 24.

Reduction of city post offices: on Inq., 183, 199.
Roads and road allowances Act Amt. B. (175):

on 2nd R., 1119; in Coin., 1150.
Safety of Ships B. (170): in Com., 1116.
Sanford, Senator, Death of : remarks, 671.
Saw logs, Export of : on Inq., 446.
Seed Grain Securities B (189): on 2nd R., 1097;

on 3rd R., 1103.
Senate, hour of meeting: Remarks, 874.
Senate Debates: on M. to appoint Mr. Bouchard

to translate Debates, 217, 227.
Senate and H. of C. Act Amt. B. (191): Intro

duced*, 1088; 2nd R. m., 1124.
Sittings of the Hse. : M. to meet at 11 a.n., 1176.
South Bay P. O. : Reply to Inq. as to dismissal

of postmaster at, 222.
Standing Orders Coin. : on M. to reduce quorum,

257.
M. that Mr. Templeman be added, 257.

Stock (David) Relief B. (A): on 1st R., 92.
Supply (No. 1) B. (106): 2nd R. m., 642.
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MILLS, Hon. David-Concluded.

Supply B. (No. 2): 7n. suspension of rule, and 2nd
R., 1181.

Supplies for Govt. Forces: on Inq. re tenders,
577.

Tariff and Taxation: on the Address, 18, 25.
Trade Mark and Design Act Anit. B. (41): Intro-

duced*, 316; 2nd R., 320.
Transvaal difficulty: gives N. of M. respecting

prop. Res., 994.
ni. prop. Res., 999.
on M. to print additional copies of Deb.,

1044.
Upper Maugerville, Postnaster at: on Inq. re

dismissal of, 1040.
Usury B. (J): on 2nd R., 293; in Con., 684, 729.
Vacant judgeship in P. E. I.: on Inq., 908.
Vacation of Hon. Mr. Sutherland's seat: M. to

ref. to Com., 88 ; M. adoption of Rep., 100.
Voters' Lists in N. S. : Remarks, 96.
Weights and Measures Act Ant. B. (128): 2nd

R. and 3rd R., 1140.
Winding-up Act Anit. B. (O): On M. to refer to

Banking Com., 331: on M. to ref. back to Com.,
348.

Winding-up Act Ant. B. (31): Introduced*, 362;
on 2nd R., 389 ; 3rd R.*, 513, 521

Winnipeg representation: Reply to Inq. re va-
cancy in P'arlt., 95.

Winter Mails between Sackville and Tormentine:
on Inq. for return, 299, 319.

Yukon Territory Act Amt. B. (U): Introduced,
644; 2nd R. m., 773; in Com., 913; Order for
3rd R. discharged, 954; in Com., 980; M. to
adopt Coms. Aints., 1077.

Yukon: on the Address, 23.

McCALLUM, Hon. Lachlan (Monck.)

Adjourninent: on M. to adjn. to 5th April, 90,
94.

on M. to adjn. from 9th to 13th June, 336.
Banque du Peuple B: on M. to print Rep. of

Con., 672.
Binder twine, Kingston Penitentiary : on Inq.

respecting prices, 121.
Buffalo and Fort Erie Bridge Co.'s B. (96): on

Amts. from Coni., 753; on M. to ref. back to
Con., 796; on 3rd R., 909.

Can. Life Ass. Co.: Presents petition for Amt.,
164.

Contingent Acets. Com.: on Rep. respecting
inessengers' uniforms, 1175.

Crininal Code (combinations in restraint of trade)
Ant. B. (40): on 2nd R., 525, 779.

Customs and Inland Revenue Depts. Act Amt.
B. (182): on 2nd R., 1061.

Dom. Elections Act Amt. B. (V): in Coin., 947.
Druiiond County Ry. B. (133): Remarks on

Order for 2nd R. called, 505, 717; on 3rd R.,
799.

Dry Docks Construction B. (177): on 2nd R.,
998; in Com., 1025.

McCALLUM, Hon. Lachlan-Continued.
Exchequer Court Act Amt. B. (B): in Com., 272.
Exodus, Maritime Prov.: Remarks, 206.
Expropriation Act Aint. B. (D): on M. for Com.'

243; in Com., 246, 958, 972; on Amts., 989.
on B. sent to H. of C., 1176.

General Inspection Act Aint. B. (156): on 2nd
R., 1079; in Coin., 1080, 1110.

Grand Trunk Ry. (I. C. R. extension) Agreement
B. (138): on 2nd R., 637, 659, 691.

Montreal Harbour Commissioners B. (179): on
3rd R., 1143.

Navigable Waters Protection Amt. B. (137): in.
Con., 927.

Niagara, St. Catharines and Toronto Ry. Co.'s
Incorp. B. (69): 3rd R. in., 722.

Niagara-Welland Power Co.'s B. (67): Intro-
duced*, 228; 2nd R., ,75: 3rd R.*, 286.

Ottawa City B. (187): on 2nd R., 1088.
Penitentiary Act Aimt. B. (R): in Coi., 518.
Portage du Fort and Bristol Branch Ry. Co.'s B.

(42): on Rep. of Coi., 586.
Privilege, Ques. of: rc Minutes (I. C. Ry. B.)616.
Quebec Harbour Commissioners B. (178); on 2nd

R., 1135.
Ry. Subsidies B. (190): on 2nd R., 1161.
Red Deer Valley Ry. and Coal Co.'s B. (119):

2nd R.*, 353.
Redistribution Act B. (126): on 2nd R., 829,875.
Roads and Road Allowances Act Ant. B. (174):

on order for 2nd R., 1084; on 2nd R., 1144.
Safety of Ships B. (170): on 2nd R., 1084.
Seed Grain Securities B. (189): on M. to suspend

rule, 1101; on 3rd R., 1102.
Supply B. No. 2: on 2nd R., 1189.

McDONALD, Hon. Wm. (Cape Breton),

Adjournment (prop.): on M. to adjn. from 16th
to 20th June, 382.

Banque du Peuple B. (6) : on 2nd R., 311.
Buffalo and Fort Erie Bridge Co.'s B. (96): on

Amts. fron Coin., 752.
Dom. Elections Act Amt. B. (V): in Com., 949.
Grand Trunk Ry. (I. C. R. extension) Agreement

B. (138): on 2nd R., 655; on 3rd R., 797.
I. C. R. : on Inq. re Returns, 440.
Quebec Harbour Commissioners B. (91): B. rep.

froin Com., 400.
Yukon Territory Act Amt. B. (U): in Com.,914.

McKAY, Hon. Thos. (Truro).

Adjournment (prop.): on M. to adjn. from 16th
to 20th Jouie, 383.

Bounty on Iron and Steel B. (161): Rep. B. from
Com., 966.

British American Pulp and Paper Co.'s Incorp.
B. (172): on M. to suspend rule, 1038.

Buffalo and Fort Erie Bridge Co.'s B. (96): on
Anits. from Con., 750.

Can. Accident Ins. Co.'s B. (3): 3rd R.*, 462.
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McKAY, Hon. Thos.-Continued.
Can. Mining and Metallurgical Co.'s Incorp. B.

(113): Introduced*, 501; 2nd R.*, 532; 3rd
R.*, 645.

Criminal Code Amt. B. (Q): in Coin., 493.
Drummond County Ry. B. (133): on 2nd R., 510.
Dry Docks Construction B. (177): in Coin., 1025.
Expropriation Act Aint. B. (D) : on M. f or further

consdn., 784; in Con., 955.
Great Northern Ry. Co.'s B. (118): Introduced*,

743.
Navigable Waters Protection Amt. B. (137): rep.

B. from C., 992.
Niagara, St. Catharines and Toronto Ry., Co.'s

Incorp. B. (69): on 3rd R., 726.
Petroleum and Naphtha Inspection B. (131): in

Coin., 360.
Stock (David) Relief B. (A): on Rep. of Coin., 164.

MeMILLAN, Hon. Donald (Alexandria).

Administration of Crininal Justice in the Terri-
tories B. (S): on 1st R., 503.

Adulteration Act. Amt. B. (123): on 2nd R., 334;
in Coin., 340.

Algoma Central Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (71): 2nd
R.*, 743.

Banque du Peuple B. (6): on 2nd R., 311; on M.
to conc. in Amts., 719 ; on 3rd R., 721.

M. to print Rep. of Coin. and documents
accompanying Rep., 672.

M. that directors furnish Banking Coin.
certain information, 429.

Renarks respecting documents in French,
234.

M. for papers, &c., re suspension, 97.
Binder Twine: Inq. on the Address, 65.
Bounty on Iron and Steel B. (161): on 2nd R.,

938.
Crininal Code Ait. B. (Q): in Coin., 410, 413.
Criminal Code (Combinations in Restraint of

Trade) B. (40): on 2nd R., 783.
Coin. of Selection: on M. for, 45.
Coipanies Act Amt. B. (N): in Con., 325.
Don.Permanent Loan Co.'s B. (104): 3rd R.*, 831.
Drumnond County Ry. B. (133): on 2nd R., 717.
Exchequer Court Act Amt. B. (B) : in Coi., 930.
Exodus, Maritime Prov. : Remarks, 211.
Expropriation Act Amt. B. (D): on 2nd R., 175.
Inland Revenue Act Ant. B. (124): in Coin., 333.
Interior Dept. Act Ait. B. (147): in Coin., 746.
I. C. R. : on Inq. re Returns, 443.
London Mutual Fire Ins. Co.'s B. (68): Intro-

duced*, 332; 2nd R , 354.
Man. and South-eastern Ry. Co.'s B. (157); 3rd

R.*, 772.
Navigable Waters Protection Amt. B. (137):

asks leave for Coin. to sit again, 930.
Niagara, St. Catharines and Toronto Ry. Co. 's

Incorp. B. (69): Introduced*, 446; 2nd R.*, 519.
Penitentiary Act Amt. B. (R): on 2nd R., 426;

in Com., 578, 743.

McMILLAN, Hon. Donald-Contiued.
Preservation of Health on Public Works B. (C):

in Coi., 214 ; on 3rd R., 216.
Ry. Passenger Tickets B. (32): Introduced*, 332;

2nd R., 353; M. conc. in Aints., 380; 3rd R.*,
399.

Stock (David) Relief B. (A): on lst R., 91.
Supply B. (No. 2): on 2nd R., 1193.
Usury B. (J): in Coin., 684, 732.

McSWEENEY, Hon. Peter (Moncton).
Custons Act Amt. B. (154): iii Coi., 803.
Grand Trunk Ry. (I. C. R. extension) Agreement

Bill (138): on 2nd R., 603.
Introduced, 44.

O'BRIEN, Hon. James (Victoria).
Conditional Liberation of Penitentiary Convicts

B. (T) : in Coin., 668.
Exchequer Court (Railway Debts) Jurisdiction B.

(159) : Rep. froi Coni., 661.

O'DONOHOE, Hon. John (Erie).
Expropriation Act. Aint. B. (D): in Con., 252.
Ottawa City B. (187): in Coin., 1120.
Seed Grain Securities B. (189): on 2nd R., 1099.
Usury B. (J): in Coin., 734.

OGILVIE, Hon. Alex. W. (Alma).
Adjournment: on M. to adjn. from 9th to 13th

June, 338.
on M. to adjn. from 16th to 20th June, 382.
on M. to adjn. from 27th July to 2nd

Aug., 967.
Banque du Peuple B. (6): on 2nd R., 310.

on M. to print Rep. of Coin., 674.
British American Pulp and Paper Co.'s Incorp.

B. (172): on M. to suspend rule, 1038.
Can. Plate Glass lus. Co.'s Incorp. B. (4): Intro-

duced*, 428; 2nd R.*, 443; 3rd R.*, 521.
Criminal Code (Combinations in Restraint of

Trade) Amt. B. (40): on 3rd R., 936.
Exchequer Court Act Amt. B. (B): in Com., 930.
Expropriation Act Ant. B. (D): in Coin., 962.
Insurance Act Aint. B (86) : in Coi., 918.
Loan Comupanies B. (P) : in Coin., 421.
Montreal Terminal Co.'s B. (112): 3rd R.*, 750.
Navigable Waters Protection Ant. B. (137): in

Coin., 923.
Nisbet Academy B. (10): 3rd R.*, 462.
Penitentiary Act Amt. B. (R): in Coin., 745.
Preservation of Health on Public Works B. (C).

Rep. froi Com., 215.
Sun Life Ass. Co.'s B. (L): Introduced*, 284;.

2nd R.*, 320.
Teniscouata Ry. Co.'s B. (16C): 3rd R.*, 750.
Trade Mark and Design Act Ant. B. (41): on

2nd R., 321.
Ulsury B. (J) : in Coin., 684, 733.

OWENS, Hon. W. (Inkerman).
Colonisation du Nord Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (29):

M. for 2nd R., 285.
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OWENS, Hon. W.-Continued.
Conditional Liberation of Penitentiary Convicts

B. (T): Rep. B. from Com., 668.
Montreal Terminal Co.'s B. (112): Introduced*,

617 ; 2nd R.*, 668.
Navigable Waters Protection Ant. B. (137): on

2nd R., 662.

PAQUET, Hon, J. A. (LaSalle).

Introduced, 2.

PELLETIER, Hon. Sir 0. A. P., K.O.M.G.
The Speaker (Grandville).

Adjournment: on M. to adjn. to 5th April, 90.
Buffalo and Fort Erie. Bridge Co.'s B. (96): on

Amts. from Coin., 752.
Contingent Acets. Com.: on M. to adopt Rep.,

758.
on Rep. respecting Messengers' Uniforms,

1179.
Edmonton, Yukon and Pacific Ry. Co.'s B. (158):

on M. for 3rd R. at future date, 833.
Exodus, Maritime Prov.: Remarks, 208.
Expropriation Act Amt. B. (D) : on M for

Coi., 243.
- - on Amt. from H. of C., 1176.
Grand Trunk Ry. (I.C.R. extension) Agreement

B. (138): on 3rd R., 798.
I. C. R. receipts and working expenses: on M.

for statement for section between Montreal and
Chaudière, 196.

Plebiscite frauds in Que.: on Inq., 149.
Portage du Fort and Bristol Branch Ry. Co.'s B.

(42): on Rep. of Com., 588.
Redistribution B.: on Division, 898.
Vacation of Hon. Mr. Sutherland's seat: reads

statement, 88; presents Rept. of Com., 100.

PERLEY, flon. W. D. (Wolseley).

Address in Reply to Speech from Throne: on
M. for, 71.

Adjournment (prop.): on M. to adjn. from 16th
to 20th June, 381.

Agricultural Statistics: on Inq., 904.
Binder twine, Kingston Penitentiary: Inq. as to

quantity manufactured and sold, 96, 99, 116.
Cabinet meeting in New York: Inq. as to

alleged, 95.
Charlottetown to Murray Harbour Branch Ry.

B. (183) : on 2nd R., 1097.
Contracts without public competition: on M. for

Address, 390, 521.
on M. for Return since Nov., 1878, 670.

Criminal Code Amt. B. (Q): in Com., 412, 474.
Criminal Code (Combinations in Restraint of

Trade) B. (40): on 2nd R., 781.
Edmonton, Yukon and Pacific Ry. Co.'s B. (158):

2nd R., 795; M. for 3rd R. at future date, 831;
3rd R.*, 875.

Exodus, Maritime Prov.: calls attention, 200.
Expropriation Act Amt. B. (D): on Amts., 989.

PERLEY, Hon. W. D.-Continued.
General Inspection Act Amt. B. (156): on 2nd

R., 1079; in Coi., 1080, 1111.
Gold Exhibit at Paris Exposition, 1035.
Grand Trunk Ry. (I.C.R. extension) Agreement

B. (138): in Com., 768.
Immigration: on the Address, 74.
I.C.R. gross receipts and working expenses: M.,

196.
Receipts and working expenses: M. for

Statement for section between Montreal and
Chaudière, 195.

on Inq. re Return, 443.
Manitoba School Ques.: M. for letter of Archb.

of St. Boniface to Prime Minister on the set-
tlement of the ques., 165.

Plebiscite and Prohibition: on the'Address, 74.
Plebiscite frauds in Quebec: on Inq., 143.
Privilege, Ques. of : Remarks, 386.

re Minutes (I.C.R. B.), 616.
calls attention to newspaper rep. respecting

his vote on Drummond County Ry. B., 967.
Redistribution B. (126): on 2nd R., 875.

on correction in Minutes, 898.
Safety of Ships B. (170): rep. B. from Com., 1118.
Seed Grain Securities B. (189): on 2nd R., 1098;

on M. to suspend rule, 1100; on 3rd R., 1105.
Senate and H. of C. Act Ant. B. (191): on 2nd

R., 1125.
Inq., 428.

Supplies for Govt. Forces: Inq. re tenders, 577.
Tariff and Taxation: on the Address, 71.
Upper Maugerville, Postmaster at : Inq. re dis-

missal of, 1040.
Weights and Measures Act Amt. B. (128): on

M. for 2nd R. at future date, 1105.
Winnipeg representation: Inq. as to vacancy in

Parlt., 94.
Yukon Territory Act Amt. B. (U): in Com., 981.

POIRIER, Hon. Pascal (Acadie).

Edmonton, Yukon and Pacific Ry. Co.'s B. (158):
on M. for 3rd R. at future date, 831.

Expropriation Act Amt. B. (D): on 2nd R., 182;
on M. for Com., 239.

Geological Museui and Archives: Inq. as to
construction of building, 218.

Portage du Fort and Bristol Branch Ry. Co.' B.
(42): on Rep. of Com., 587.

Quebec Harbour Commissioners'B. (91): B. rep.
from Com., 388.

Transvaal difficulty: on M. to print add. copies
for members, 1043.

Usury B. (J): asks leave for Com. to sit again,
689; Rep. B. from Com., 743.

POWER, Hon. L. G. (Halifax).

Adjournment: from 9th to 13th June, 335.
M. to adjn. from 16th to 20th June, 380.

Adulteration Act Amt. B. (123): in Com., 341.
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POWER, Hon. L. G.-Continued.
Alaska Boundary: on Inq. respecting interview

between Premier and Mr. Fitzpatrick, 1053,
1090.

Arthabaska Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (46): on 2nd
R., 284.

Atlas Loan Co.'s B. (30: Introduced*, 501; 2nd
R.*, 532; 3rd R.*, 691.

Banque du Peuple B. (6): on 2nd R., 811.
on M. to print Rep. of Com., 672.

Bedlington and Nelson Ry. Co.'s B. (107): on M.
to rep. B. from Com., 347; on M. for 3rd R.,
365.

Boulton, Hon. Senator, Death of: Remarks, 233.
British American Pulp and Paper Co.'s Incorp.

B. (172): m. suspension of rule, 1038.
B. C. Southern Ry. Co.'s B. (28): on 2nd R., 275.
Buffalo and Fort Erie Bridge Co.'s B. (96): on

Amts. from Com., 751 ; on 3rd R., 909.
Can. Life Ins. Co.'s B. (62): on 2nd R., 320.
Can. Permanent and Western Canada Mortgage

Corp. B. (75): on M. to couc. in Amts., 446;
on 3rd R., 452.

Can. Trust Co.'s B. (129): Introduced*, 501; 2nd
R.*, 532; 3rd R.*, 831.

Charlottetown te Murray Harbour Branch Ry.
B. (183): on 2nd R., 1093.

Cobourg, Northumberland and Pacific Ry. Co.'s
B. (98): 2nd R., 284.

Companics Act Amt. B. (N): in Com., 327.
Conditional Liberation of Penitentiary Convicts

B. (T): in Com., 668.
Contingent Acets. Com.: on M. to adopt Rep.,

757.
presents 3rd Rep. re Messengers' Uni-

forms, 1175.
M. to adopt Rep., 1178.

Contracts let without competition: M. for Return
since Nov., 1878, 670.

'Criminal Code Amt. B. (Q): in Com.: sec. 3, 402;
el. 180, 402 ; cl. 181, 407, 499, 504; cl. 183, 412;
cl. 186a & b, 413 ; cl. 442a, 477; cl. 520, 492;
cl. 687, 497 ; cl.760, 498 ; cl. 790, 499.

Criminal Code (Combinations in Restraint of
Trade) Amt. B. (40): Introduced*, 362: 2nd R.
postponed, 525; 2nd R., 775; 3rd R., 936.

Customs Act Amt. B. (154): on 2nd R., 749; in
Com., 801.

Customs and Inland Revenue Depts. Act Amt B.
(182): on 2nd R., 1067.

Debates : on M. respecting synoptical Rep., 1039.
Renarks on French version of Debates,

994.
Delayed Returns, 346.
Dom. Bank Pension Fund Society's B. (100): In.

troduced*, 332; 2nd R., 350; 3rd R*, 387.
Dom. of Can. Guarantee and Accident Ins. Co.'s

B. (76) : Introduced*, 339 ; M. to place on
Orders of Day for 2nd R., 347.

Dom. Elections Act Amt. B. (V): on 2nd R.,
909 ; in Com., 945, 955.

POWER, Hon. L. G.-Continued.

Dom. Permanent Loan Co.'s B. (104): Intro-
duced*, 674; 2nd R.*, 718.

Dowding (Annie Inkson) Relief B. (E): 2nd R.
postponed, 274.

Dry Docks Construction B. (177): in Com., 1025.
Eastern Trust Co.'s B. (54): Introduced*, 286;

2nd R.*, 319; 3rd R.*, 323.
Edmonton and Slave Lake Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B.

(35): on 2nd R., 274.
Edmonton, Yukon and Pacific Ry. Co.'s B. (158):

Introduced*, 674; on M. for 3rd R. to-morrow,
833.

Erie and Huron and Lake Erie and Detroit River
Ry. Co.'s Amalgamation B. (60): 3rd R., 351.

Exchequer Court Claims : on M. for claims filed
between 1893 and 1899, 304.

Exchequer Court Act Amt. B. (B): in Com.,
265, 933.

Exodus, Maritime Prov. : Remarks, 207.
Expropriation Act Amt. B. (D): on 2nd R., 179;

on M. for Com., 238 ; on M., 6 m. h., 245 ; in
Com., 249; on Order for House in Com., 938;
in Com., 963, 974 ; on Amts., 988.

Franchise Act: raises Point of Order respecting
Sir M. Bowell's remarks re Return laid on
Table, 528.

General Inspection Act Amt. B. (156) : in Com.,
1080.

Geological Survey Act Amt. B. (146): on 2nd R.,
676.

Grand Trunk Ry. (I.C.R. Extension) Agreement
B. (138): on £nd R., 637, 645; in Com., 763,
769; on 3rd R., 797.

Mr. Miller's vote on Division, 718.
Hudson Bay and N.W. Rys. Co.'s B. (110): In.

troduced*, 365; 2nd R. n., 400; 3rd R.*, 443.
Inland Revenue Act Amt. B. (124): on 2nd R.,

330.
Insurance Act Amt B. (86): in Com., 921.
I.C.R., gross receipts and working expenses: on

M. for, 198.
on Inq. re Returns, 443.

Interior Dept. Act Amt. B. (147): in Com., 747.
Lands (Dom.) Act Amt. B. (148): on 2nd R., 678.
Loan Companies' B. (P): in Com., 418.
Library of Parlt. : M. for adop. of Rep., 997.
Man. and South-eastern Ry. Co.'s B. (157): In.

troduced*, 616; M. to suspend rule re posting
up, 689; 2nd R.*, 718.

Navigable Waters Act Amt. B. (19): 2nd R.,
274; in CoIn., 282.

Navigable Waters Protection Amt. B. (137): in
Com., 923, 990.

Niagara, St. Catharines and Toronto Ry. Co.'s
Incorp. B. (69): on 3rd R., 723.

Niagara-Welland Power Co.'s B. (67): on 2nd R.,
275.

Nisbet Academy B. (10): 3rd R., 448.
Northern Pacific and Man. Ry. Co.'s B. (83): In-

troduced*, 285; 2nd R.*, 299.
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POWER, Hon. L. G.-Concluded.

N. S. Steel Co.'s B. (139): Introduced*, 641; 2nd
R*, 718; 3rd R.*, 831.

Ottawa City B. (187): in Com., 1121.
Ont. and Rainy River Ry. Co.'s B. (121): m. that

Ants. from Coi. be taken in consdn., 526 ; M.
to conc. in Aints., C66.

Pacifie Cable B. (176): on 2nd R., 1024.
Penitentiary Act Amt. B. (R): in Com., 517, 570.
Petroleum and Naphtha Inspection B. (131): in

Com., 357, 371.
Plebiscite frauds in Que. : on Inq., 151.
Portage du Fort and Bristol Branch Ry. Co.'s B.

(42): on 2nd R., 389; on Rep. of Coin., 588.
Post Office Act Amt. B. (155): in Coin., 682.
Privilege, Ques. of: calls attention that Minutes

do not correctly set forth Proceedings re I. C. R.
Extension B., 616.

on Senate's attention being called to news-
paper rep. of speech of Mr. Ferguson on G.T.R.
Bil1, 675.

Quebec Harbour Commissioners Amt. B. (91): on
2nd R., 354; in Com., 387, 400.

Quebec Harbour Commissioners B. (178): on 2nd
R., 1129.

Quebec Plebiscite Campaign: on Ques. of Privi-
lege, 395.

Ry. communication to Yukon, 577.
Ry. Passenger Tickets B. (32): on 2nd R., 354.
Ry. Subsidies B. (190): on 2nd R., 1168; on 3rd

R., 1173.
Red Deer Valley Ry. and Coal Co.'s B. (119): on

M. for suspension of rule, 520.
Redistribution Act B (126): on 2nd R., 851.
Roads and Road Allowances Act Amt. B. (175):

on 2nd R., 1119, 1147 ; in Com., 1150.
Safety of Ships B. (170): on 2nd R., 1084.
Seed Grain Securities B. (189): on 3rd R., 1102.
Senate and H. of C. Act Amt. B. (191): on 2nd

R., 1124.
Senate, hour of meeting: Remarks, 875.
Standing Orders and Private Bills Com.: on M.

recommending extension of time for presenting
petitions, 199.

Tidal Survey : on Inq., 134.
Tuberculosis: M. for Rep. of Medical Congress

at Berlin, 954.
Usury B. (J): on 2nd R., 298; on M. that Rep.

be not adopted, but that B. be ref. back to
Coin. on Banking, 502; in Com., 684, 730.

Weights and Measures Act Amt. B. (128): on
M. for 2nd R. at future date, 1106.

Winding-up Act Amt. B. (31): 2nd R. m., 388.
Yukon Territory Act Amt. B. (U): in Com., 913,

986.

PRIMROSE, Hon. Clarence (Pictou).
Bounty on Iron and Steel B. (161): on 2nd R.,

939.
Contracts without public competition : on M. for

Addres, 390.

PRIMROSE, Hon. Clarence-Continued.
Criminal Code Amt. B. (Q): in Com., 473, 483.
Customs and Inland Revenue Depts. Act Aint.

B. (182): on 2nd R., 1066.
Delayed Returns, 324.
Dry Docks Construction B. (177): in Com., 1027.
Exodus, Maritime Prov. : Remarks, 207.
Inland Revenue Act Amt. B. (124): in Com., 333.
Insurance Act Amt. B. (86): Rips. B. fron

Com., 922.
I.C.R. : on Inq. re Returns, 442.

Gross Receipts and Working Expenses:
on M. for, 198.

Loan Companies B. (P): in Coin., 417.
Norwood, Capt. H. H., employment of in Yukon:

Inq., 233.
Gives Notice of M. for f urther particulars,

277.
M. for further particulars re appointinent,

283, 351.
Ottawa City B. (187): Reps. B. from Com., 1121.
Petroleum and Naphtha Inspection B. (131) : in

Com., 358.
Senate, hour of meeting: Remarks, 875.
Senate and H. of C. Act Aint. B. (191): on 2nd

R., 1125.
Tidal Survey : Inq., 132.
Transvaal Difficulty: on prop. Res., 1010.

on M. to print additional copies of Deb.,
1045.

Usury B. (J): on 2nd R., 297.
- Calls attention to par. in Citizen, 447.
Yukon Territory Act Amt. B. (U): in Coin., 915.

PROWSE, Hon. Sam. (King's).
Adjourninent: on M. to adjn. to 5th April, 90, 94.

on M. to adjn. from 9th to 13th June, 338.
on M. to adjn. from 27th July to 2nd Aug.,

967.
Buffalo and Fort Erie Bridge Co.'s B. (96): on

Ants. from Coin., 751.
Contracts let without competition : on M. for

Ret. since Nov., 1878, 670.
ou M. for Address, 391.

Criminal Code Amt. B. (Q): in Com., 476, 493.
Dom. Elections Act Amt. B. (V): in Com., 946.
Drummond County Ry. B. (133): on 2nd R., 509.
Grand Trunk Ry. (I.C.R. Extension) Agreement

B. (138): on 2nd R., 702; in Com., 769.
Inland Revenue Act Amt. B. (124): on 2nd R.,

330; in Com., 333.
Loan Companies B. (P): in Coin., 426, 449.
Navigable Waters Protection Amt. B. (137): in

Com., 930, 991.
Ont. Power Co. of Niagara Falls B. (77): on 2nd

R., 339.
Parlt. Grounds: on Inq., 906.
Prohibition: on the Address, 68.
Plebiscite Frauds in Que.: on Inq., 157.
Quebec Plebiscite Campaign: on Ques. of Privi.

lege, 395.
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PROWSE, Hon. Sam--Corntnued.

Redistribution B. (126): on 2nd R., 875, 891.
"Stanley " special trip: Remarks on Inq. re Mr.

F. Peters, 165.
Usury B. (J): in Coin., 738.

-SCOTT, Hon. Richard W. (Ottawa).
Address in reply to Speech from Throne: on M.

for, 64-70.
Adjourniment: on M. to adjn. to 5th April, 89.
Adulteration Act Amt. B. (123): Introduced*,

331; 2nd R., 334; in Com., 340; 3rd R., 348.
Alaskan Boundary: Reply to Inq. as to modus

vivendi, 94.
Banque du Peuple B. (6): on 2nd R., 314.

Remarks respecting documents in French,
234.

on M. to print Rep. of Coin., 672.
Bedlington and Nelson Ry. Co.'s B. (107): on M.

to rep. B. froin Coin., 347.
Boulton, Hon. Senator, Death of: Remarks, 231.
Bounty on Iron and Steel B. (161): Introduced*,

874 ; 2nd R., 938 ; in Coin., 966.
Buffalo and Fort Erie Bridge Co.'s B. (96): on

3rd R., 909.
Can. Permanent and Western Canada Mortgage

Corp. B. (75): on 3rd R., 451.
Charlottetown to Murray Harbour Branch Ry.

B. (183): Introduced*, 1077; 2nd R., 1091.
Coin. on Selection : on M. for, 45.

M. to adopt Rep., 88.
Compànies Act Aint. B. (N): on 2nd R., 322 ; in

Com., 327.
Conference at Washington: on the Address, 66.
Contingent Acets. Coin.: on M. to adopt Rep.,

756.
Contracts without public competition : on M. for

Address, 390.
Contractors' claims : on M. for statement showing

amount of interest allowed, 1893 to 1899, 305.
Criminal Code Amt. B. (Q): in Con., 413, 484,

499.
Customs Act Anit. B. (154): Introduced*, 691;

2nd R., 748; in Coi., 800.
Customs and Inland Revenue Depts. Act Amt.

B. (182): Introduced*, 1049; on 2nd R., 1058.
Dawson City, Sanitary Condition of : Reply to

Inq., 222.
Dismissal of Employés: laya Ret. on Table, 1037.
Delayed Returns, 134,323, 324, 345,394, 520, 521,

527, 917, 954, 997, 1176.
Dom. Elections Act Amt. B. (V): on 2nd R.,

909; in Coin., 949.
Dowding (Annie Inkson) relief B. (E): 2nd R.

postponed, 274.
Drummond County Ry. B. (133): Introduced*,

365; n. that 2nd R. be postponed, 417 ; 2nd R.,
505, 525, 717; in Coin., 772 ; 3rd R., 798.

Drummond County and G. T. Ry. contracts: on
suggestion to have saine printed, 286.

Reply to Inq. re income and expenses of
.portion under lease, 393.

SCOTT, Hon. Richard W.-Continued.
Dry Docks Construction B. (177): M. for 2nd R.

at future date, 997; 2nd R., 998; in Coin., 1025.
Exchequer Court Act Amt. B. (B): on 2nd R.,

170; in Com., 269.
Exodus, Maritime Prov.: Remarks, 213.
Expropriation Act Amt. B. (D): on 2nd R., 178;

on M. for Coin., 237; on M. 6 m. h., 243; in
Coin., 248. 958, 974.

Fenian Raid Medals: on M. respecting, 97.
Franchise Act : on M. for Cor. re right of Appeal

to Judge, 195.
on remarks respecting return laid on Table,

529.
General Inspection Act: M. for 2nd R. at future

date, 1049; in Com., 1080, 1109.
Geological Survey Act Amt. B. (146): on 2nd R.

676.
Grand Trunk Ry. (I.C.R. Extension) B. (138 in

Coin., 770.
Mr. Miller's vote on division, 719.

Inland Revenue Act Ant. B. (124): lst R. m.
for, 2nd R. at future date, 321; 2nd R., 329;
in Com., 332; 3rd R.*, 348.

Insurance Act Aint. B. (86): Introduced*, 691;
2nd R., 774; in Com., 918.

I.C.R. receipts and working expenses: on M. for
statement for section between Montreal and
Chaudière, 196.

on Inq. re Returns, 433.
Maintenance and Expenses: on Inq. re

incomplete Rets., 386.
Interior Dept. Act Aint. B. (147): Introduced*,

644 ; 2nd R., 680 ; in Coin., 745.
Land Titles Act Amt. B. (149): fntroduced*,

644; 2nd R., 676; 3rd R.*, 718.
Lands (Dom.) Act Amt. B. (148): Introduced*,

644; 2nd R., 676; 3rd R.*, 776.
Lighting of Parlt. Buildings: on Inq., 132, 192
Loan Companies B. (P): in Coin., 417.
Mails for Senators from Mar. Prov.: on attention

being called to delay in transit, 343.
Montreal Harbour Commissioners B. (179): In-

troduced*, 1113; 2nd R. m., 1141; 3rd R. m.,
1143.

Navigable Waters Act Amt. B. (19): on 2nd R.,
274.

Navigable Waters Protection Amt. B. (137): In-
tîoduced*, 575; 2nd R. m., 661 ; in Coin., 922;
on order for 3rd R., 966; in Coin., 990.

Niagara, St. Catharines and Toronto Ry. Co.'s
Incorp. B. (69): on 3rd R., 722.

Norwood, Capt. H. H., Employment of in Yukon:
Reply to Inq., 234.

Ottawa City B. (187): Introduced*, 1049; 2nd
R., 1084; in Com., 1121.

Pacific Cable B. (176): 2nd R. n., 1015.
- Remarks on Article in Times, 226.
Parlt. Grounds: on Inq., 907.
Penitentiary Act Amt. B. (Q): in Coin.: cl. 1,

514 ; cl. 3, 571 ; schedule, 578.
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SCOTT, Hon. Richard W.-oncluded.
Petroleum and Naphtha Inspection B. (131): In-

troduced*, 331; 2nd R., 333 ; in Coin., 356, 370;
3rd R.*, 387.

Plebiscite Frauds in Que.: on Inq., 135, 163.
Plebiscite and Prohibition : on the Address, 67.
Portage du Fort and Bristol Branch Ry. Co.'s B.

(42): on 2nd R., 39e.
Post Office Act Amt. B. (155): Introduced*, 575;

2nd R., 664; in Coin., 680; 3rd R.*, 691.
Quebec Harbour Commissioners B. (178): Intro-

duced*, 1107; 2nd- R. m., 1128; in Coin., 1138;
3rd R. n., 1140.

Quebec Harbour Commissioners B. (91): in Coin.,
388.

Ry. Act Ait. B. (85): M. to suspend rule, 1106.
Ry. Subsidies B. (190): on 2nd R., 1165; on 3rd

R., 1173.
Redistribution Act B. (126): on 2nd R., 824.
Roads and Road Allowances Act Amt. B. (175):

Introduced*, 1049; Order for 2nd R. dis-
charged, 1084; 2nd R. in., 1118; Order dis-
charged, 1119; 2nd R. n., 1143 ; in Coin., 1150.

Safety of Ships B. (170): Introduced*, 1049; 2nd
R., 1083; in Coin., 1113.

School Lands in Man.: on M. for lands set apart
for Education, 192.

Reply to Inq. when papers will be brought
down, 234.

Seed Grain Securities B. (189): M. for 2nd R at
future date, 1077; 2nd R., 1097; M. to sus-
pend rule, 1100; 3rd R. m., 1102.

Senate Debates: on M. to appoint Mr. Bouchard
to translate Debates, 217.

"Stanley " special trip: on Inq. rc Mr. F. Peters,
164.

Supply (No. 1) B. (106): on 2nd R., 643.
Supply B. (No. 2) : on 2nd R., 1192.
Supplies for Forces in Yukon: on Inq., 429.
Tariff and Taxation; on the Address, 64.
Telegraph line to Yukon: on Notice of Motion re

building, 335.
Tidal Survey: on Inq., 132.
Transvaal difficulty: on M. to print additional

copies for Members, 1041.
Vacation of Hon. Mr. Sutherland's seat; on M.

regretting wthdl., 101.
Weights and Measures Act B. (128): Intro-

duced*, M. for 2nd R. at future date, 1105.
Yukon Territory Act Amt. B. (U): in Coin., 914,

985.

SNOWBALL, Hon. J. B. (Chatham).

Dry Docks Construction B. (177): Reps. B. from
Coin., 1035.

General Inspection Act Amt. B. (156): asksleave
to sit again, 1083; reps. B. from Coin., 1112.

Grand Trunk Ry. (I. C. R. extension) agreement
B. (138): on 2nd R., 555.

Inland Revenue Act Amt. B. (124): B. rep. from
Com., 33&

SNOWBALL, Hon. J. B.--continued.
Navigable Waters Protection Ant. B. (137): on

2nd R., 661.
Penitentiary Act Ait. B. (R); reps. B. from

Com., 745.
Post Office Act Amt. B. (155): on 2nd R., 664.
Redistribution Act B. (126): on 2nd R., 820.
Roads and Road Allowances Act Ait. B. (175):

reps. B. froin Coin., 1151.
Safety of Ships B. (170): in Com.. 1113.
Weights and Measures Act Amt. B. (128): on M.

for 2nd R. at future date, 1106.

SULLIVAN, Hon. Michael (Kingston).
Contingent Accts. Coin.: on Rep. respecting

Messengers' Uniforms, 1175.
Customs and Inland Revenue Depts. Act Aint.

B. (182): on 2nd R., 1069.
Transvaal difficulty: on. prop. Res., 1006.

TEMPLE, Hon. Thomas (York).
Adjournment (prop.); on M. to adjn. froi 16th

to 20th June, 385.
on M. to adjn. from July 27 to Aug. 2, 967.

Expropriation Act Amt. B. (D): in Coin., 972.
Navigable Waters Protection Amt. B. (137): in

Coni., 926.
Penitentiary Act Amt. B. (R): in Coin., asks

leave to sit again, 575, 592.

TEMPLEMAN, Hon. Wm. (New Westmin-
ster).

Bank Act Amt. B. (127): Rep. B. froin Con.
369.

Custons Act Ant. B. (154): in Coin., 805.
Exodus, Maritime Prov. : Remarks, 210.
Franchise Act: on Inq. for Cor. between Dom.

and Prov. Govts. re appeal, 235.
Post Office Act Amt. B. (155): on 2nd R., 665.

THIBAUDEAU, Hon. J. R. (Grandville).

Address in Reply to Speech from Throne:
Seconds M., 7.

I. C. R. : on Inq, re Returns, 440.

VIDAL, Hon. Alexander (Sarnia).

Banque du Peuple B. (C): on M. to conc. in
Amts., 719.

Bedlington and Nelson Ry. Co.'s B. (107); on M.
for 3rd R., 366.

Criminal Code Amt. B. (Q): in Coin., 404, 477.
Criminal Code (Seduction and Abduction) Amt.

B. (2): Introduced*, 228; 2nd R. postponed,
285, 319, 323: Order for 2nd R. discharged,
416; M. to postpone 2nd R., 666; M. to dis-
charge order for 2nd R., 718.

Customs and Inland Revenue Depts. Act Amt.
B. (182): rep. froin Coin., 1077.

Dom. Elections Act Amt. B. (V): on 2nd R.,
910.

Drummond County Ry. B. (133): Reps. B. from
Con., 773.
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VIDAL, Hon. Alexander--Continued. WOOD, Hon. Josiah (Westn
Northern Pacific and Man. Ry. Co.'s B. (83): 3rd Criminal Code Act Amt. B. (

R.*, 320.
Petroleuin and Naphtha Inspection B. (131) in mrn T . ( I. C. R.

com., 358, 370.
Portage (lu Fort and Bristol Branch Ry. Co.'s B. 766, S7.

(42): on Rep. of Com., 582. Incorp. B. (69): on 3rd R.,
Yukon Territory Act Ait. B. (U); reps. B. from Penîtentiary Act Ant. B. (R)

Com., 987. again, 519.
VILLENEUVE, Hon. J. 0. (DeSaaberry). I Teniscouata Ry. Ce. C B. (1

Banque du Peuple B. (6)m: on 3rd R., 721. 674; 2n R.*, 718.
-- on M. to print Rep. of Com., 673. Usxry B. C.1) in C and., 729.

WARK, Hon. David (Fredericton).n r .
Business f Part. : In. (Mr. Wark) as to means . r)

te equally d ivide, 277. Intro;uced, 2.

morland).

Q): in Com., 462.

Extension) Agree-
590, 594; in Com.

Toronto Ry. Co.'s
724.

Asks leave to sit

66): Introduced*,





PART II-SUBJECTS.

ABDUCTION. See Bills, seriatini (2).

ÅDDRESS IN REPLY To SPEECH FROM THRONE:

Speech reported in extenso, 1.
M. (Mr. Kerr) for address, 2; seconded (Mr.

Thibaudeau), 7. Debated : Sir M. Bowell,
8-17; Mr. Mills, 17-26; Mr. Ferguson, 26-35;
Nr. Boulton, 35-64; Mr. Scott, 64-70; Mr.
Perley, 71-76; Mr. Macdonald (B. C.), 77-78;
Mr. Dever, 78-83; Mr. Clemow, 83-86; Mr.
Bernier, 87-88.

Subjects referred to in Deb.
Conference at Washington: Mr. Kerr, 4; Sir

M. Bowell, 9, 13; Mr. Mills, 19 ; Mr. Fergu-
son, 28; Mr. Boulton, 37; Mr. Scott, 66;
Mr. Macdonald, B.C., 78; Mr. Dever, 80;
Mr. Clemow, 83.

Immigration: Mr. Kerr, 3; Mr. Thibaudeau,
7; Sir M. Bowell. 9; Mr. Mills, 19; Mr.
Ferguson, 27; Mr. Perley, 74.

Manitoba School question: Mr. Bernier, 87.
Minto, Earl of, Welcomed as Governor: Mr.

Kerr, 3; Mr. Thibaudeau, 7; Sir M. Bowell,
8; Mr. Mills, 17; Mr. Boulton, 35; Mr.
Macdonald (B.C.), 77; Mr. Dever, 80.

Ottawa and Georgian Bay Canal: Mr. Clemow,
85.

Penny Postgage: Mr. Kerr, 5; Sir M. Bowell,
14; Mr. Mils, 19; Mr. Ferguson, 32; Mr.
Clemow, 87.

Plebiscite: Mr. Kerr, 5; Sir M. Bowell, 8, 10;
Mr. Milis, 21; Mr. Ferguson, 29; Mr. Boul-
ton, 57; Mr. Scott, 67; Mr. Perley, 74; Mr.
Macdonald (B.C.), 78; Mr. Dever, 82; Mr.
Clemnow, 86.

Redistribution Bill: Mr. Kerr, 5; Mr. Thibau-
dau, 7; Sir M. Bowell, 16; Mr. Mills, 24;
Mr. Ferguson, 33.

Repatriation of 100th Reg. : Mr. Boulton, 60.
Tariff and Taxation: Sir M. Bowell, 14; Mr.

Mills, 18, 25; Mr. Boulton, 41, 46; Mr.
Scott, 64; Mr. Perley, 71; Mr. Macdonald
(B.C.), 78; Mr. Dever, 79.

Yukon: Mr. Thibaudeau, 7; Sir M. Bowell,
15; Mr. Mills, 23; Mr. Ferguson, 33; Mr.
Macdonald (B.C.), 77.

ADJOURNMENT: Inq. (Mr. Kirchhoffer), Reply (Mr.
Mills), 46.

M. (Mr. Mills) to adin. to 5th Apl., 89-93.
Remarks: Messrs. Dandurand, Sir M. Bowell,
Scott, 89; Messrs. Prowse, McCallum, 90-94;
Messrs. Kirchhoffer, the Speaker, de Boucher-
ville, Boulton, 90; Messrs. Lougheed, Allan, 93;
Mr. Almon, 94.
77à

ADJOURNMENT: Queen's Birthday: M. (Mr. Mills),
276.

M. (Mr. Power) to adjn. from 9th to 13th
June, 335. Remarks: Messrs. McCallum, Miller,
Ferguson, Mills, 336; Mr. Dandurand, 337;
Messrs. Alan, Ogilvie, Prowse, 338.

M. (Mr. Power) to adjourn from 16th to 20th
June. Remarks: Mr. Ferguson, 380; Messrs.
Almon, Perley, 381; Messrs. Macdonald (B.C.);
Ogilvie, Allan, McDonald (C.B.), Lougheed, 382,
Messrs. McKay, Mills, 383; Sir M. Bowell, 384;
Mr. Temple, 385. M. negatived, 386.

M. (Sir M. Bowell), death of Senator Sanford,
671.

M. (Mr. Laudry) to adjn. from July 27 to
Aug 2. Remarks: Mr. Clemow, 966; Messrs.
Almon, Prowse, Temple, Ogilvie, Mills, 967.

Administration of Criminal Justice in
the Territories B. (S)--Mr. Mills. Intro-
duced, 502; 2nd R., 3rd R., 503; R. A., 1195.
(62-63 V., c. 47.)

Adulteration Act Amt B. (123)-Mr. Scott.
Introduced*, 331 ; 2nd R., 334; in com., 340. 3rd
R., 348; R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 26.)

AGRICULTURAL STATIsTICs: Inq. (Mr. Ferguson) 898.
Remarks: Mr. Mills, 902; Mr. Allan, 903; Mr.
Perley, 904.

ALASKAN BOUNDARY: Inq. (Mr. Macdonald, B. C.)
re nodus vivendi; Reply (Mr. Scott), 94.

Inq. (Sir M. Bowell) 386. Reply (Mr. Mills)
387.

Inq. (Sir M. Bowell) as to rumour that nego-
tiations are broken off. Reply (Mr. Mills) 670.

Inq. (Sir M. Bowell) respecting interview of
Premier with Mr. Fitzpatrick, 1051-1090. Re-
marks: Mr. Mills, 1052; Mr. Power, 1053; Mr.
Ferguson, 1090.

ALBERTA IRRIGATION Co. Sec B. (23).

Algoma Central Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (71)
-Mr. Casgrain. Introduced*, 674; 2nd R.*
(Mr. McMillan), 743; 3rd R.* (Mr. Dandurand),
875; R. A., 1195 (62-63 V., c. 50).

ANTI-JAPANEsE LEGISLATION IN B.C.: Inq. (Sir
M. Bowell) as to protest of Japan ; Remarks (Mr.
Mills), 90, 96.

Inq. : (Sir M. Bowell) as to disallowance.
Reply (Mr. Mills), 235.

APPLE BARRELS. Sc B. (128).
ARCHIVES. Sc Geological Museum.

Aronsberg (Abraham) Relief B. (F)-Mr.
Boulton. Introduced*, 164; 2nd R.* (Mr.
Clanow), 276; 3rd R*, 323 - R. A., 1195 (62-63
V., c. 132).
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Arthabaska Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (46)-Mr.
Drummond. Introduced*, 228; 2nd R. (Mr.
Macdonald, B.C.), 284 ; 3rd R.*, 339; R. A., 669.
(62-63 V., c. 51.)

Atlantic and North.west Ry. Co.'s B. (8)
-Mr. Lougheed. Introduced*, 229: 2nd R.*,
276; 3rd R.*, 320 ; R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 52.)

Atlas Loan Co.'s B. (30)-Mr. Power. Intro-
duced*, 501 ; 2nd R.*, 532; Amts. conc. in, 671;
3rd R.*, 691; R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 94.)

BAIN, HON. Tijos.: Appointed Speaker of H. of C.
and received in Senate Chamber, 999.

Banque du Peuple B. (6)- Mr. Forget. Intro-
duced*, 285; 2nd R., 308; M. to conc in Amts.,
719; 3rd R. m., 721; R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c.
123.)

BANQUE DU PEupi.E: Renarks (Mr. McMillan) re-
specting translating documents, Reply (Mr.
Scott), 234.

M. (Mr. McMillan) that directors furnish in-
formation 'detailed) to Banking Coin., 429. Re-
marks : Mr. Mills, 430; Mr. Allan, 431.

M. (Mr. McMillan) to print Rep. of Coin. and
documents accompanying Rep., Remuarks:
Messrs. Power, Dandurand, McCallum, Mills,
Scott, Allan, Forget, 672; Mr. Villeneuve, 673;
Mr. Ogilvie, 674.

M. (Mr. McMillan) for papers, &c., re suspen-
sion, Remarks (Mr. Mills), 97.

Bank Act Amt. B. (127)-lst R.*, 332; M.
(Mr. Mills) for 2nd R. at future date, 323; 2nd
R., 353; in Com., 369; 3rd R.*, 387; R. A.,
669. (62-63 V., c. 14.)

Bedlington and Nelson Ry. Co.'s B. (107)
-Mr. Clenow. Introduced*, 331 ; 2nd R.*, 334 ;
Rep. froi Coin., 347; Amts. conc., 365; 3rd R.,
414; R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 53.)

BEEF CONTRACT. SeC " Supplies."

Belleville, Prince Edward Bridge
Incorp. B. (162)-Sir M. Bowell.
duced*, 807; 2nd R.*, 831 ; 3rd R.*, 898;
1195. (62-63 V., c. 95.)

BILLS ASSENTED TO, 669, 1195.

BILLS-Seriatim:

Co. 's
Intro-
R. A.,

An Act relating to Railways (Mr. Mills). Intro-
troduced*, 2.

(A) For the relief of David Stock (Mr. Aikins).
Introduced, 91. Remarks: Messrs. McMillan,
Lougheed, Almon, 91 ; Mr. Mills, 92. M. (Mr.
Aikins) for 2nd R. on 10th April, 92. 2nd
R.*, 100. Report of Com. postponed. Re-
marks: Mr. McKay, 163; Mr. Almon, 164.
3rd R.*, 199. R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 134.)

(B) Further to amend the Exchequer Court Act
(Mr. Mills). 1st R., 102. 2nd R. m. (Mr.
Mills), 167. Debated: Mr. Kirchhoffer, 167

BILLS-Seriatim-Continued.

Mr. Mills, 168; Messrs. Ferguson, Scott, 170.
Com. stage postponed, 216. In Com. : Mr.
Mills, Sir M. Bowell, 257; Mr. Lougheed, 262;
Mr. Power, 265; Mr. Allain, 268; Mr. Scott,
269; Messrs. Kerr, NcDonald (B.C.), 270;
Mr. MeCallumu, 272. M. (Mr. Mills) that
Com. rise, 273. Mr. Mills gives notice of M.
for further consdn. of B., 783. In Coin.
Messrs. Mills, Sir M. Bowell, Lougheed, 930;
Mr. Ferguson, 931 ; Messrs. Ogilvie, MeMillan,
932; Mr. Power, 933; Mr. Macdonald (P.E.I.),
935; Mr. Landry rep. B., 936 ; 3rd R. m. (Mr.
Mills), 989. Remarks: Sir M. Bowell, Mr.
Landry, 990.

(C) For the preservation of health on Public Works
(Mr. Mills). 1st R., 102. Remarks: Sir M.
Bowell, Messrs. Allan, Macdonald (B.C.), 103.
2nd R. ni. (Mr. Mills), Remnarks: Mr. Fer-
guson, 171. In Coin. : Sir M. Bowell, Messrs.

Mills, McMillan, 214; Mr. Clenow, 215. 3rd
R. in. (Mr. Mills), 215. Deb. : Mr. McMillan,
216. R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 30.)

(D) To amend the Expropriation Act (Mr. Mills).
1st R., Renarks: Sir M. Bowell, 104. 2nd
R. m. (Mr. MilIs), 171, 180. Remarks: Mr.
Ferguson, 171; Messrs. Macdonald (B. C.),
Allan, 173: Mr. Almon, 174; Messrs. Mc-
Millan, Kirchhoffer, 175; Mr. Scott, 178;
Messrs. Boulton, Power, 179 ; Mr. Macdonald
(P.E.I.), 180; Mr. Dandurand, 181; Mr.

Poirier, 182. Com. stage postponed, 216. M.

(Mr. Mills) for Coin., 236. Deb. : Sir M.

Bowell, 236; Messrs. De Boucherville, Scott,

Louglheed, 237; Mr. Power, 238; Messrs.

Kirchhoffer, Poirier, 239; Mr. Macdonald
(B.C.), 240; Messrs. Almon, Clemow, 242. M.
(Mr. Clenow) 6 1o. h., 213. Remarks: Messrs.

Scott, Lougheed, The Speaker, McCallum, 243;

Messrs, Allan, Sir M. Bowell, Mills, Millar,
244; Mr. Power, 245. In Com. : Mr. Mills,
245; Messrs, Lougheed, McCallum, 246; Mr.

De Boucherville, Sir M. Bowell, 247; Messrs.
Scott, Kirchhoffer, 248; Mr. Power, 249;

Messrs. Allan, O'Donohoe, 252; Mr. Macdon-

ald (B.C.), 253. M. (Mr. Clemow) that Com.

riseý, 257. M. (Mr. Mills) for further consdn.

in Coin., 784. Remarks: Sir M. Bowell, Messrs.

McKay, Almon, 784. Order for Hse. in

Com. ; Remarks: Mr. Mills, Sir M. Bowell,

936; Mr. Poirier, 938. In Com. : Mr. Mills,

Sir M. Bowell, 955 ; Mr. McKay, 957 ; Messrs.

Scott, McCallum, 958; Mr. Lougheed, 959; Mr.

Allan, 961; Messrs. Ogilvie, Clenow, 962 ; Mr.

Power, 963; Mr. Dever, 964 ; Mr. Bolduc, 965 ;

Mr. Bernier asks leave to sit again, 965. Again
in Com.: Messrs. Mills, De Boucherville, 971;
Messrs. McCallum, Gowan, Temple, 972; Mr.
Clemow, Sir M. Bowell, 973; Messrs. Power,
Scott, 974; Messrs. Devers, Lougheed, 975;
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Mr. Almon, 976; Mr. Ferguson, 977; Mr.
Allan, 978. Mr. Bernier reps. B. from Com.,
980. Amts. conc. in : Messrs. Lougheed, Mills,
987; Mr. Power, 988; Messrs. Gowan, Perley,
McCallum, Sir M. Howell, Allan, 989. 3rd
R.*, 989. R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 39.)

(E) For the relief of Annie Inkson Dowding (Mr.
Clemow). Introduced*. 164. 2nd R. post-
poned, Remarks: Messrs. Clemow, Power,
Mills. Kirchhoffer, Scott, Sir M. Bowell, 274.
2nd R.*, 276. 3rd R.*, 319. R. A., 669. (62-63
V., c. 133.)

(F) For the relief of Abraiam Aronsberg (Mr.
Boulton). Introduced*, 164. 2nd R.* (Mr.
Clemow), 276. 3rd R.*, 323. R. A. 1195.
(62-63 V., c. 132.)

(G) Respe-cting the Imperial Life Assurance Coin-
pany of Canada (Sir M. Bowell. Introduced*,
182. 2nd R. m., 222.

(1H) To incorporate the Imperia] Loan and Invest-
ment Company of Canada (Sir M. Bowell for
Mr. Kirchhoffer). Introduced*, 217. 2nd R.*,
276. Rep. from Coin. (Mr. Allan), M. (Mr.
Kirchhoffer) for conc. in Aits., 324. 3rd R.*,
339. R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c., 116.)

(I) Respecting the Canadian Northern Railway
Company (Sir M. Bowell for Mr. Kirchhoffer).
Introduced*, 217. 2nd R. i. (Mr. Kirchhoffer),
283. 3rd R.*, 339. R. A., 669. (62-63 V.,
c. 57.)

(.J) Respecting Usury (Mr. Dandurand). Intro-
duced*, 234. 2nd R. ni. (Mr. Dandurand), 286.
Deb. : Mr. Mills, 293; Mr. Miller, 294; Messrs.
De' Boucherville, Bellerose, 295; Mr. Bernier,
296; Messrs. Primrose, Macdonald (P.E.I.),
Clemow, 297; Mr. Power, 298. M. (Mr.
Dandurand) that Rep. of Com. be not adopted,
but ref. to Banking Com. for consdn., 501.
Deb.: Mr. Allan, 501; Mr. Power, 502. Mr.
Allan- reps. B. with Aits., 617. M. (Mr.
Dandurand) to conc.: Messrs. Allan, De
Boucherville, 617. Consdn. of Amts.; Re-
marks: Messrs. Lougheed, Dandurand, Ogilvie,
Power, Milis, McMillau, 684; Messrs. Forget,
Ferguson, 685; Messrs. Almon, Clemow, 686;
Mr. Allan, 688. Mr. Poirier reps. B. from Com.,
689. In Com.: Mesars. Dandurand, Almon,
728; Messrs. Mills, Wood, Macdonald (P.E.I.),
Dickey, 729; Mr. Power, 730; Mr. Lougheed,
731; Mr. McMillan, 732; Mr. Ogilvie, 733;
Mr. O'Donohoe, 734 ; Messrs, Allan, Ferguson,
735; Messrs. De Boucherville, Prowse, Baker,
738 ; Mr. Forget, 740 ; Mr. Clemow, 742. Mr.
Poirier reps. B. from Com., 743. 3rd R.*, 796.

(K) For the relief of Stephen Gerow Van Wart
(Mr. Clemow). Introduced*, 283. 2nd R.*,
324. 3rd R.* (Mr. Gowan), 992. R. A., 1195.
(62-63 V., c., 135.)

BILLS-Seriatim-Continued.

(L) Respecting the Sun Life Assurance Company
of Canada (Mr. Ogilvie). Introduced*, 284.
2nd R.*, 320.

(M) Respecting the Northern Comme cial Tele-
graph Company (Mr. Macd ial 1, B.C.)
Introduced*, 285. 2nd R. ? 19 3rd R.*,
339. R. A., 669. (62-63 V., 120.)

(N) To amend the Companies Act M Mills). 1st
R., 299. Remarks (Sir M. Bowell), 300. 2nd
R. m. (Mr. Mills), Remark Sir M. Bowell,
Mr. Scott, 322. In Com., Messrs Clemow,
Mills, Allan, McMillan, Sit M. Bowell, 325;
Mr. Lougheed, 326; Messrs. Scc Power, 327;
Mr. Cox, 328. Mr. Casgrai. rtps. B. froin
Coin., 329. 3rd R. i. (Mr. Mdla Remarks
(Mr. Lougheed), 352. M. (Mr. Miflé) for Hse.
in Com., 399. Deb.: Mr. Lou.ghted, Mr.
McKay reps. B. from Com., and 3a R.*, 399.
R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., e. 40.)

(0) To further amend the Winding-up Act (Mr
Kirchhoffer). IntrodueCd*, 317. 2nd R. m.,
331. M. to ref. to Banking Com. (Mr. Kirch-
hoffer) 331. Remarks : Mr. Mills, 331 ; Mr.
Allan, 332. B. ref. back to Conm. : Messrs.
Allan, Sir M. Bowell, Mills, 348. Mr. Allan
reps. B. from Com., 501. Remarks: Sir M.
Bowell, 501. 3rd R.*, 501. R.A., 1195. (62-63
V., c. 43.)

(P) Respecting Loan Conpanies (Mr. Mills). lst
R., 317. Remarks: Sir M. Bowell, 318. 2nd
R. m. (Mr. Mills), 373. Deb. : Sir M. Bowell,
378. In Coni. : cl. 9, Messrs. Primrose, Scott,
417 ; cl. 14, Messrs. Clenow, Mills, Lougheed,
Scott, Power, Sir M. Bowell, 418; cl. 20,
Messrs. Mills, Sir M. Bowell, Power, Loug-
heed, 419; Messrs. Allan, 420; cl. 21, Sir M.
Bowell, Messrs. Mills, Lougheed, Macdonald,
(P.E.I.), Scott, Allan, 420; Messrs. Power,
Ogilvie, 421 ; el. 22, Messrs. Mills, Sir M.
Bowell, Kerr, Lougheed, 422; el. 29, Messrs.
Mills, Sir M. Bowell, Lougheed; cl. 30,
Messrs. Scott, Mills, Sir M. Bowell, Power,
424 ; cl. 31, Sir M. Bowell, Mr. Mills, 424,
Messrs. Scott, Lougheed, Power, 425: Mr.
Prowse reps. B. from Com., 426*. Again in
Com.: cl. 291, Mr. Mills, Sir M. Bowell, 419 ;
cl. 41, Mr. Mills, Sir M. Bowell, 449. Mr.
Prowse reps. B. from Com., 449. 3rd R.*, 462.
R.A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 41.)

(Q) Further to amend the Criminal Code (Mr.
Mills). lt R.*, 321. M. (Mr. Mills) for 2nd
R. at future date, 321. 2nd R. m. (Mr. Mills),
349. Remarks Mr. Almon, 349. M. (Mr.
Mills) to postpone 2nd R. ; Renarks (Sir M.
Bowell), 369. lu Com. : sec. 3, Sir M. Bowell,
Mills, Power, 402; cl. 180. Mr. Power, SirM.
Bowell, 402 ; Messrs. Mills, Lougheed, Allan,
403; cl. 181, Messrs. Almon, Mille. 403, 504;
Sir M. Bowell, Mr. Vidal, 404; Mr. Lougheed,
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405 ; Mr. Ferguson, 406; Mr. Power, 407, 504;
Mr. deBoucherville, 407 ; Mr. McMillan, 410.
cl. 183, Sir M. Bowell, Almon, Power, Mills,
Perley, 412; cl. 186a, Sir M. Bowell, Messrs.
Mills, Lougheed, 412; Messrs. Macdonald,
(B.C.), Power, 413 ; cl. 186b, Messrs. McMil-
lan, Power, Scott, Mills, Lougheed, 413. Mr.
Clenow asks leave to sit again, 413. Again in
Com. : cl. 205, Mr. Drummond, 443; el. 208,
Mr. Mille, Sir M. Bcwell, 444 ; Mr. Clemow
asks leave to sit again, 445. Again in Com. :
cl. 442a, Mr. Mille, 453, 469, 485 ; Sir M.
Bowell, 453, 479 ; Mr. Macdonald (B.C.), 459,
473, 491 ; Mr. Ferguson, 461 ; Mr. Wood, 462.
Mr. Clemow asks leave tositagain, 462. Again
in Com. : Mr. Ferguson, 463, 486 ; Mr. Prim-
rose, 473, 483 ; Messrs. Perley, Kirchhoffer,
474 ; Mr. Masson, 475; Mr. Prowse, 476;
Messrs. Vidal, Power, 477 ; Mr. Dever, 483 ;
Mr. Scott, 484 ; Mr. Kerr, 489 ; cl. wthdn.,
492; cl. 520, Messrs. Power, Scott, Mills, Sir
M. Bowel, 492 ; Messrs. McKay, Prowse, 493;
Mr. Masson, 494 ; cl. 687, Sir M. Bowell, 496,
503 ; Mr. Power, 497 ; Mr. Mills, 497, 503; el.
760, Messrs. Power, Mills, 498 ; cl. 790, Sir M.
Bowell, 498 ; Messrs, Scott, Mills, Power,
Kerr, 499 ; cl. 181, Mr. Mills, Power, 499 ;
Mr. Masson, Sir M. Bowell, 500 ; cl. 181, Mr.
Clemow asks leave to sit again, 500. Mr.
Clemow reps. B. with Amts., 504. 3rd R*, 532.

(R) Further to amend the Penitentiary Act (Mr.
Mills). lst R., 362. Remarks: Sir M. Bowell,
363. 2nd R. m. (Mr. Mills) 426. Deb. :
Messrs. Allan, McMillan, 426; Sir M. Bowell,
Mr. Ferguson, 427. In Coni. : cl. 1, Mr. Fer-
guson, 513 ; Messrs. Scott, Mills, 514 ; cl. 2,
Messrs. Mills, Clemow, 516 ; Mr. Power, Sir
M. Bowell, 517 ; Mr. McCallumn, 518 ; Mr.
Ferguson, 519. Mr. Wood asks leave to sit
again, 570. Again in Com.: cl. 3, Messrs.
Mills, Ferguson, Power, 570; Messrs. Clemow,
Scott, 571 ; cl. 6, Mr. Mills, 572 ; Sir M.
Bowell, Mr. Ferguson, 572 ; cl. 7, Messrs.
Clemow, Mills, Power, 573 ; el. 8, Mr. Mill4,
573; Messrs. Ferguson, Sir M. Bowell, 574; Mr.
Temple asks leave to sit again, 575. Again in
Com. : cl. 2, Mr. Mills, 577. Schedule, Messrs.
Mills, Sir M. Bowell, Scott, McMillan, Fergu-
son, 578. Senedules: Messrs. Mills, Loug-
heed, Ferguson, McMillan, 743 ; Mr. Dandu-
rand, 744 ; Mr. Ogilvie, 745; Mr. Snowball
reps. B. from Com., 745. 3rd R.*, 745. Amta.
from H. of C. conc. (Mr. Mills), 996. R.A.,
1195. (62-63 V., c. 48.)

(S) To provide for the administration of Criminal
Justice in the territory east of Keewatin and
north of Ontario and Quebec (Mr. Mills). In-
troduced, 502. Remarks: Mesrs. McMillan,
Clemow, 503. 2nd R. m. (Mr. Mille). Re-
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marks: Sir M. Bowell, 503. 3rd R. m. (Mr.
Mills). Remarks (Sir M. Bowell), rules sus-
pended, 503. R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 47.)

(T) To provide for the conditional liberation of
Penitentiary Convicts (Mr. Mills). lst R.,
562. Remarks: Mr. Allan, 563. 2nd. R. m.
(Mr. Mills) 584. Deb. Sir M. Bowell, Mr.
Allan, 589. In Com. : Sir M. Bowell, Mr.
Mills, 667 ; Mesers. O'Brien, Allan, Power.
M. Owens rep. B. from Com., and 3rd R.*, 668.
Mess. from H. of C. with anits. : Mr. Mille,
1048 ; Sir M. Bowell, 1049. R. A., 1195. (62-63
V., c. 49.)

(U) To amend the Yukon Territory Act (Mr.
Mills). Introduced*, 644. Renarks: Sir M.
Bowell, Mr. Macdonald (B.C.), 645. 2nd R.
m. (Mr. Mills), 773. Remarks: Mr. Lougheed,

- 774. In Com. : Messrs. Mills, Sir M. Bowell,
Power, 913; Messrs. Almon, Scott, Clemow,
McDonald (C.B.), 914 ; Mr. Primirose, 915;
Mr. Ferguson, 916; Mr. Macdonald (P.E.I.)
reps. B: from Com., 917. 3rd R. postponed,
954. In Com.: Messrs. Mills; Longheed, Sir
M. Bowell, 980 ; Mr. Perley, 981 ; Mr. Allan,
983 ; Mr. Scott, 985; Messrs. Power, Fergu-
son, 986. Mr. Vidal reps. B. fron Com., and
3rd R.*, 987. Com. amts. adopted: Mr. Mille,
1077 ; Sir M. Bowell, Mr. Lougheed, 1078.
R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 11.)

(V> Further to anend the Elections Act as respects
the province of Prince Edward Island (Mr.
Ferguson). 1st R., 754. Remarks (Mr. Mille),
754. On M. for 2nd R.: Remarks: Messrs.
Scott, Ferguson, Power, Clemow, 909; Mr
Vidal, 910; M r. Mills, 911; Mr. Almon, 912.
In Com.: Mr. DeBoucherville, 944; Messrs.
Power, Ferguson, Almon, 945; Messrs. Clemow,
Prowse, 946 ; Messrs. Landry, McCallum,
Mille, Lougheed, Sir M. Bowell, Baker, 947;
Messrs. McDonald, C.B., Aliion, Scott, 949.
Mr. Bolduc asks leave for Coin. to sit again,
953. Again in Coin. ; Messrs. Ferguson, Power,
Bolduc reps. B. from Com., and 3rd R.* and
rules suspended, 955.

(W) To amend the Act passed at the present Session
of Parliament intituled: " An Act respecting
the jurisdiction of the Exchequer Court as to
Railway Debts " (Mr. Mills) lst R., Remarks :
Mr. Lougheed, M. (Mr. Mille) for 2nd R. at
future date, Remarks: Sir M. Bowell, Mr.
Clemow, 992 ; Mr. Lougheed, 992. 2nd R. m.
(Mr. Mills), Remarks : Messrs. Lougheed,
Clemow, and 3rd R., rules suspended, 998. R.
A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 45.)

(2) To amend the Criminal Code, 1892, so as to
make more effectual provision for the punish-
ment of seduction and abduction (Mr. Vidal).
Introduced*, 228. 2nd R. postponed (Mr.
Vidal), 285. 2nd R. postponed, 318, 323. Order
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for 2nd R. discharged (Mr. Vidal), 416. M. (Mr.
Vidal) to postpone 2nd R. Remarks (Sir M.
Bowell) 666. M. (Mr. Vidal) that order for
2nd R. be discharged, 718.

(3) Respecting the Canada Accident Insurance
Company (Mr. Allan). Introduced*, 386. 2nd
R. in. (Mr. Allan), 413. 3rd R.*, (Mr. McKay),
462. R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 98.)

(4) To incorporate the Canadian Plate Glass Insur-
ance Company (Mr. Ogilvie). Introduced*,
428. 2nd R.*, 443. 3rd R.*, 521. R. A., 669.
(62-63 V., c. 102.)

(6) Respecting the Banque du Peuple (Mr. Forget).
Introduced*, 285. 2nd R. m. (Mr. Forget), 308.
Deb.: Sir M. Bowell, Messrs. DeRoucherville,
Lougheed, 309, Messrs. Ogilvie, Bellerose, 310;
Messrs. McMillan Power, Macdonald, C. B.,
311; Mr. Scott, 314; Mr. Ferguson, 315. M.
(Mr. Forget) to conc. in Amts. Remarks:
Messrs. McMillan, Vidal, Drumiond, 719. 3rd
R. in. (Mr. Forget) Reinarks: Messrs Drum-
mond, McMillan, Villeneuve, Sir Wm. Hing-
ston, 721. R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 123.)

(7) To incorporate the Yale-Kootenay Telegraph
Company (Ltd.) (Mr. Clemow). Introduced*,
228. 2nd R. >, 276. Mr. Baker Reps. B. f rom
Com., 953. Mr. Clemow m. conc., 954. 3rd
R., rules suspended, 954. R. A., 1195. (62-63
V., c. 131.)

(8) Respecting the Atlantic and North-west Rail-
way Company (Mr. Lougheed). Introduced*,
229. 2nd R.*, 276. 3rd R.*, 320. R. A. 669.
(62-63 V., c. 52.)

(10) Respecting the Nisbet Academy of Prince
Albert (Mr. Lougheed). Introduced*, 323. 2nd
R.*, 324. M. (Mr. Power) for 3rd R., 448.
Rernarks: Messrs. Mills, Macdonald, B. C.,
Kirchhoffer, Sir M. Bowell, 448. 3rd R.* (Mr.
Ogilvie), 462. R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 119.)

(11) To confer on the Commissioner of Patents cer-
tain powers for the relief of Thomas Robertson
(Mr. Cox). Introduced*, 228. 2nd R. m. (Sir M.
Bowell), 275. 3rd R.*, 308. R. A., 669. (62-63
V., c. 127.)

(12) To confer on the Commissioner of Patents
certain powers for the relief of George L.
Williams (Mr. Clemow). Introduced*, 228.
2nd R.*, 285. 3rd R.*, 308. R. A., 669. (62-63
V., c. 130.)

(13) Respecting the Home Life Association of
Canada (Mr. Casgrain). Introduced*, 228. 2nd
R.*, 285. 3rd R.*, 331. R. A., 669. (62-63 V.,
c. 114.)

(14) Respecting the Quebec Steamship Company
(Mr. Landry). Introduced*, 228. 2nd R.*,
(Mr. Bernier), 285. 3rd R.*, 323. R. A., 669.
(62-63 V., c. 125).
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(17) Respecting the Ottawa and Gatineau Valley
Railway Company (Mr. Clemow). Intro-
duced*, 228. 2nd R.*, 276. 3rd R.*, 319.
R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 83.)

(18) Respecting the Ottawa Electric Railway Com-
pany (Mr. Clemow). Introduced*, 316. 2nd
R. m., 322. 3rd R. m. (Mr. Clemow), Remarks:
Mr. DeBoucherville, 353. R. A., 669. (62-63.
V., c. 82.)

(19) To aniend the Act respecting works constructed
in or over navigable waters (Mr. Macdonald,
B. C.). Introduced*, 228. 2nd R. n. (Mr.
Power). Remarks: Mr. Scott, Sir M. Bowell,
274. In Com.: Messrs. Macdonald, B. C., Sir
M. Bowell, Power, Lougheed, 282; Mr. Clemow,
283. 3rd R.*, 285. R. A., 669. (62-63 V.,
c. 32.)

(20) To incorporate the Zenith Mining and Railway
Company (Mr. Clemow). Introduced", 874.
2nd R.*, 917. 3rd R.*, 971. R. A., 1195. (62-
63 V., c. 92.)

(21) Respecting the Canadian Railway Accident In-
surance Company (Mr. Clemow). Introduced*,
228. 2nd R.*, 276. 3rd R.*, 323. R. A., 669.
(62-63 V., c. 106.)

(23) Respecting the Alberta Irrigation Co., and to
change its name to the Canadian North-west
Irrigation Co. (Mr. Lougheed). Introduced*,
228. 2nd R.*, 276. 3rd R.*, 319. R. A., 669.
(62-63 V., c. 93.)

(25) To confirm an agreement between the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company and the Hull Elec-
tric Company (Mr. Clemow). Introduced*,
228. 2nd R.*, 276. 3rd R.*, 286. R. A., 669.
(62 -63 V., c. 59.)

(26) Respecting the Columbia and Western Rail-
way Company (Mr. Lougheed). Introduced*,
228. 2nd R.*, 285. 3rd R.*, 320. R. A., 669.
(62-63 V., c. 63.)

(27) Respecting the Richelieu and Ontario Naviga-
tion Company (Mr. Landry). Introduced*,
228. 2nd R*, 276. 3rd R.*, 286. R. A., 669.
(62-63 V., c. 126.)

(28) Respecting the British Columbia Southern
Railway Company (Mr. Lougheed). Introduc-
ed*, 228. 2nd R. m. (Mr. Lougheed), Re-
marks, (Mr. Power)275. 3rd R.*, 286. R. A.,
669. (62-63 V., c. 55.)

(29) To incorporate La Compagnie du chemin de fer
de Colonisation du Nord (Mr. Landry). Intro-
duced*, 228. 2nd R. rn. Mr. Bernier), Re-
marks (Mr. Mills), Order allowed to stand,
284. 2nd R. m. (Mr. Owens) 285. 3rd R.*,
320. R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 62.)

(30) Respecting the Atlas Loan Company (Mr.
Power). Introduced*, 501. 2nd R.*, 532.
Amts. cone. in, M. (Mr. Allan) 671. 3rd R.*,
691. R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 94.)
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(31) To amend the Winding-up Act (Mr. Mills).
Introduced*, 362. 2nd R. ut. (Mr. Power),
388. Remarks, (Mr. Mils) 389. 3rd R.*, 513,
521. R. A., 669. (62 63 V., c. 42.)

(32) To amend the Act respecting the Sale of Rail-
way Passenger Tickets (Mr. McMillan). In-
troduced*, 332. 2nd R. m. (Mr. McMillan)
353. Remarks, (Mr. Power) 354. Mr. Baker
reps. B. from Corm., 380. Mr. McMillan ni
conc. in Amts., Remarks, (Mr. Aikins, 380.
3rd R.*,399. R. A., 1195. (62-63V., c. 38.)

(33) Respecting the Nipissing and James Bay
Railway Company (Mr. Casgrain). Introduc-
ed*, 316. 2nd R.*, 322. 3rd R.*, 353. R. A.,
669. (62-63 V., c. 78.)

(34) Respecting the Pontiac Pacific Junction Rail-
way Company (Mr. Clemow). Introduced*,
228. 2nd R.*, 276. 3rd R.*, 319. R. A., 669.
(62-63 V., c. 84.)

(35) To incorporate the Edmonton and Slave Lake
Railway Company (Mr. Clemow). Introduc-
ed*, 228, 2nd R. m. (Mr. Clemow), Re-
marks: Mr. Power, Sir M. Bowell, 274. 3rd
R.*, 286. R. A., 669. (6263 V., c. 66.)

(40) To amend the Criminal Code of 1892 with re-
spect to combinations in restraint of trade (Mr.
Power). Introduced*, 362. 2nd R. postponed:
Messrs. Power, Sir M. Bowell, McCallum, 525 ;
Mr. Mills, 526. 2nd R. m. (Mr. Power) 775.
Remarks: Sir M. Bowell, 778; Mr. McCallum,
779; Mr. Mills, 780; Messrs. Perley, Dan-
durand, Allan, Almon, 781; Mr. MeMillan,
783. In Com., Mr. Casgrain, 922. 3rd R. m.
(Mr. Power), Reiarks: Messrs. Mills, Ogil-
vie, 937. R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 46.)

(41) In further Amendment of the Trade Mark and
Design Act (Mr. Mills). Introduced*, 316.
2nd R. n. (Mr. Mills), Remarks: Mr. Miller,
Sir M. Bowell, 320; Mr. Ogilvie, 321.

(42) Respecting the Portage du Fort and Bristol
Branch Railway Company (Mr. Clemow). In-
troduced*, 365. 2nd R. m., Remarks: Messrs.
Power, Clemow, Mills, Sir M. Bowell, 389;
Mr. Scott, 390. Rep. of Com. adopted, (Mr.
Vidal) 582; Mr. Kirchhoffer, 585; Messrs.
McCallum, Macdonald (B.C.), Baker, 586;
Mr. Poirier, 587; Messrs. Miller, Power, The
Speaker, 588.

(43) Respecting the Canada Southern Railway Com-
pany (Mr. Lougheed). Introduced*, 228. 2nd
R*., 276. 3rd R.*, 286. R. A., 669. (62-63
V., c. 56.)

(45) To incorporate the St. Clair and Erie Ship
CanalCompany (Mr. Lougheed). Introduced*,
228. 2nd R.*, 276. 3rd R.*, 286. R. A., 669.
162-63 V., c. 128.)

LLS-Seriatim-Continued.

46) To incorporate the Arthabaska Railway Com-
pany (Mr. Drummond). Introduced*, 228.
2nd R. n. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.). Remarks:
Messrs. Mills, Sir M. Bowell, Allan, Power,
284. 3rd R.*, 339. R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c.
51.)

(47) Respecting the Brandon and South-western
Railway Company (Mr. Kirchhoffer). Intro-
duced*, 224. 2nd R.*, 276. 3rd R.*, 319.
R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 54).

(51) To incorporate the Canadian Inland Trans-
portation Conipany (Mr. Casgrain). Introduc-
ed., 286. 2nd R.*, 319. B. rep. from Con.,
(Mr. Allan) 398. Mr. Casgrain m. that Amt.
be conc., 399. 3rd R.*, 415. R. A., 669.
(62-63 V., c. 104.)

(54) Respecting the Eastern Trust Company (Mr.
Power). Introduced*, 286. 2nd R.', 319.
3rd R.*, 323. R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 110.)

(58) Respecting the Central Counties Railway Com-
pany (Mr. Clemow). Introduced*, 276. 2nd
R.*, 283. 3rd R.*, 320. R. A., 669. (62-63
V., c. 60.)

(59) To incorporate the Russell, Dundas and Gren-
ville Counties Railway Company (Mr. Clemow).
Introduced*, 276. 2nd R.*, 283. 3rd R.*, 320.
R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 87.)

(60) To authorize the amalgamation of the Erie and
Huron Railway Company and the Lake Erie
and Detroit River Railway Company (Mr.
Casgrain). Introduced*, 285. 2nd R.*, 319.
3rd R. m. (Mr. Power) 351. R. A.. 669.
(62-63 V., c. 67.)

(61) Respecting the Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
pany (Mr. Lougheed). Introduced*, 331. 2nd
R.*, 340. 3rd R.*, 365., R. A., 669. (62-63 V.,
c. 58.)

(62) Respecting the Canada Life Insurance Com-
pany (Mr. Kirchhoffer). Introduced*, 308.
2nd R. mt., 320. Remarks : Messrs. Power,
Casgrain, Bernier, 320. 3rd R.*, 331. R. A.,
669. (62-63 V., c. 99.)

(64) Respecting the Quebec, Montmorency and
Charlevoix Railway Company and to change
its name to the Quebec Railway Light and
Power Company (Mr. Bolduc). Introduced*,
414. 2nd R.* (Mr. Landry) 428. 3rd R* (Mr.
Clemow) 532. R. A., 6,19. (62-63 V., c. 85.)

(66) Respecting the Lindsay, Bobcaygeon and
Pontypool Railway Company (Mr. Dobson).
Introduced*, 228. 2nd R.*, 285. 3rd h.*, 320.
R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 73.)

(67) Respecting the Welland Power and Supply
Canal Co. (Ltd.), and to change its name to the
Niagara-Welland Power Co. (Ltd.) (Mr. Mc-
Callum). Introduced*, 228. 2nd R., ai. (Mr.
McCallum). Remarks: Mr. Power, 275. 3rd
R.*, 286. R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 129.)
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(68) Respecting the London Mutual Fire Insurance
Company of Canada (Mr. McMillan). Intro-
duced*, 332. 2nd R. n., 354. 3rd R.* (Mr.
Allan) 415. R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 118.)

(69) Tc incorporate the Niagara, St. Catharines and
Toronto Railway Company (Mr. McMillan).
Introduced*, 446. 2nd R.*, 519. 3rd R. n.
(Mr. McCallum), Aint., (Mr. Kirchhoffer),
Remarks: Mr. Scott, 722; Mr. Power, 723;
Messrs. Wood, Mills, 724; Mr. McKay, 726.
R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 77.)

(70) Respecting the Bronsons and Weston Lum-
ber Company, and to change its name to
the Bronson Company (Mr. Clemow). Intro-
duced*, 228. 2nd R.*, 276. 3rd R *, 308. R.
A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 96.)

(71) To incorporate the Algoma Central Railway
Company (Mr. Casgrain). Introduced*, 674.
2nd R.* (Mr. McMillan) 743. 3rd R.* (Mr.
Dandurand) 875. R. A., 1185. (62-63 V., c. 50.)

(73) Respecting the James Bay Railway Company
(Mr. Casgrain). Introduced*, 316. 2nd R.*,
322. Mr. Baker reps. B. from Comn., M. (Mr.
Casgrain) for 3rd R. to-morrow, Remarks,
(Mr. Ferguson) 355. 3rd R.*, 365. R. A.,
669. (62-63 V., c. 71.)

(74) Respecting the Huron and Erie Loan and Sav-
ings Company (Mr. Lougheed). Introduced*,
362. 2nd R.*, 394. 3rd R.* (Mr. Macdonald,
B.C.) 462. R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 115.)

(75) To incorporate the Canada Permanent and
Western Canada Mortgage Corporation (Mr.
Allan). Introduced*, 365. 2nd R. vi. (Mr.
Allan) 401. Deb. : Mr. Clemow, 401. M. (Mr.
Allan) to conc. in Amts., 445 ; Messrs. Clemow,
Power, Mills, 446. 3rd R. m. (Mr. Allai), M.
(Mr. Clemow) in Ant., 450; Mr. Scott, 451 ;
Messrs. Power, Macdonald, P.E.I., Mills, 453.
Amt. negatived, 453. 3rd R. on div., 453. R.
A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 101.)

(76) Respecting the Dominion of Canada Guarantee
and Accident Insurance Company (Mr. Power
for Mr. Allan). Introduced*, 339. M. to
place on Order of the Day for 2nd R. Re-
marks, (Sir M. Bowell) 347. 2nd R.*, (Mr.
Macdonald, B.C.) 353. 3rd R.*, 387. R. A.,
669. (62-63 V., c. 108.)

(77) Respecting the Canadian Power Company and
to change its name to the Ontario Power Comi-
pany of Niagara Falls (Mr. Kirchhoffer). In-
troduced*, 331. 2nd R., ni. (Mr. Kirchhoffer).
Remarks, (Mr. Prowse) 339. 3rd R.* (Mr.
Lougheed) 365. R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 105.)

(78) Respecting the Hamilton Powder Company
(Mr. Dandurand). Introduced*, 285. 2nd R.*,
299. 3rd R. *, 324. R. A., 669. (62-63 V.,
c. 113.)

BILLS-Seriatim-Continued.

(83) Respecting the Northern Pacific and Manitoba
Railway Company (Mr. Power). Introduced*,
285. 2nd R.*, 299. 3rd R.*, 320. R. A., 669.
(62-63 V., c. 79.)

(85) Further to amend the Railway Act (Mr. Mills).
Introduced*, 1077. 2nd R. m. (Mr. Mills) 110,
M. (Mr. Scott) to suspend rule, Remarks:
Sir M. Bowell, In Coin.: Sir M. Bowell, Mr.
Ferguson, 1108; Mr. Mills, 1109. Mr. Landry
reps. B. from Comt., 3rd R.*, 1109. R. A.,
1195. (62-63 V., c. 37.)

(86) To further amend the Insurance Act (Mr.
Scott). Introduced*, 691. 2nd R. vi. (Mr.
Scett) 774. Remarks: Sir M. Bowell, 775.
In Com.: Sir M. Bowell, Messrs. Scott, Bernier,
Ogilvie, Mills, 918; Messrs. Forget, MacInnes,
Almon, 920 ; Messrs. Power, Lougheed, 921 ;
Mr. Prinrose reps. B. from Com., 922. 3rd
R.*, 922. R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 13.)

(90) Respecting the Great North-west Central Rail-
way Company (Mr. Lougheed). Introduced*,
354. 2nd R., n., 362. 3rd R.*, 399. R. A.,
669. (62-63 V., c. 69.)

(91) To amend and consolidate the Acts relating to
the Quebec Harbour Commissioners (Mr. Mills).
Introduced*, 331. 2nd R. ni. (Mr. Mills). Re
marks, (Mr. Power) 354. In Comn.: Messrs.
Power, Mills, Ferguson, 387; Sir M. Powell,
Mr. Scott. Mr. Poirier reps. B. fromn Coin.,
388. Again in Com.: Messrs. Mills, Lougheed,
Power, McDonald (C.B.) reps. B. froni Com.,
and 3rd R.*, 400. R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 34.)

(92) Respecting the Saskatchewan Railway and
Mining Company (Mr. Lougheed). Introduc-
ed*, 331. 2nd R.*, 334. 3rd R.*, 353. R. A.,
669. (62-63 V., c. 89.)

(93) To incorporate the Edumonton and Saskatche-
wan Railway Company (Mr. Lougheed). In-
troduced*, 362. 2nd R.*, 379. 3rd R.*, 443.
R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 65.)

(95) Respecting the Lindsay, Haliburton and Mat-
tawa Railway Company (Mr. Dobson). Intro-
duced*, 285. 2nd R.*, 299. 3rd R.*, 320. R.
A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 74).

(96) Respecting the Buffalo and Fort Erie Bridge
Company (Mr. Kirchhoffer). Introduced*, 285.
2nd R.*, 285. Mr. Baker reps. B. with Aints.,
Mr. McCallum nt. adoption of Rep., Re-
marks: Mr. Kirchhoffer, McKay. 750; Messrs.
Lougheed, Power, Prowse, 751; The Speaker,
Mr. McDonald, C.B., 752; Mr. McCallum, Sir
M. Bowell, 753. M. (Mr. Lougheed) to ref.
back to Coin., 795. Remarks: Mr. McCallum,
796. Mr. Baker reps. B. from Coin., M. (Mr.
Lougheed) to concur in Amts., 833. 3rd R. m.
(Mr. Ferguson), 908. Deb.: Sir M. Bowell,
Messrs. Scott, McCallum, Power, 909. R. A.,
1195. (62-63 Vic., c. 97.)
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(98) Respecting the Cobourg, Northumberland and
Pacifie Railway Company (Mr. Kerr). Intro-
duced*, 228. 2nd R. in. (Mr. Power), 284. 3rd
R.*, 320. R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 61.)

(100) Respecting the Guarantee and Pension Fund
Society of the Dominion Bank and to change
its name to the Pension Fund Society of the
Dominion Bank (Mr. Power). Introduced*,
332. 2nd R. m. (Mr. Power), 350. 3rd R*,
387. R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 112).

(103) To incorporate the Klondike Mines Railway
Company (Mr. Kirchhoffer). Introduced*, 331.
2nd R.*, 340. 3rd R.*, 443. R. A., 669. (62-63
V., c. 72.)

(104) Respecting the Dominion Permanent Loan
Company (Mr. Power). Introduced*, 674. 2nd
R.*, 718. 3rd R.* (Mr. McMillan), 831. R.
A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 109.)

(106) To incorporate the Canadian Birkbeck Invest-
ment and Savings Company of Toronto (Mr.
Aikins). Introduced*, 616. 2nd R.* (Sir M.
Bowell), 668. 3rd R.* (Mr. Lougheed), 750).
R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 103.)

(107) Respecting the Bedlington and Nelson Rail-
way Conipany (Mr. Clenow). Introduced*,
331. 2nd R.*, 334. Mr. Miller reps. B. from
Coin., Remarks: Messrs. Scott, Miller, Power,
Lougheed, 347; Sir M. Bowell, 348. Mr.
Clemow in. conc. in Aints. and 3rd R., 365.
Deb.: Messrs Mills, Power, 365; Mr. Vidal,
366; Messrs. Miller, Lougheed, 367; Sir M.
Bowell, 368; Mr. Macdonald (B.C.), 369. 3id
R. ra. (Mr. Clenow), 414. Deb.: Mr. Macdon-
ald (B.C.), Sir M. Bowell, Mr. Mills, 415. R.
A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 53.)

(108) Respecting the Roman Catholic Episcopal
Corporation of Pontiac, and to change its name
to the Roman Catholic Episcopal Corporation
of Pembroke (Mr. Clemow). Introduced*, 285.
2nd R.*, 299. 3rd R.*. 321. R. A., 669.
(62-63 V., c. 124.)

(110) Respecting the Hudson Bay and Yukon Rail-
ways and Navigation Company, and to change
its naie to the Hudson Bay and North-west
Railway Company (Mr. Power). Introduced*,
365. 2nd R. m. (Mr. Power), 400. 3rd R.*,
443. R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 70.)

(112) Respecting the Montreal Island Belt Line
Railway Company, and to change its name to
the Montreal Terminal Company (Mr. Owens).
Introduced*, 617. 2nd R.*, 668. 3rd R.* (Mr.
Ogilvie), 750. R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 76.)

(113) To incorporate the Canada Mining and Metal-
lurgical Company, Ltd. (Mr. McKay). Intro-
duced*, 501. 2nd R.*, 532. 3rd R.*, 645. R.
A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 100.)

BILLS-Seriatin- Continued.
(115) To incorporate the Sudbury and Wahnapitae

Railway Company (Mr. Casgrain). Intro-
duced*, 365. 2nd R.*, 401. 3rd R.*, 532. R.
A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 90.)

(118) Respecting the Great Northern Railway Com-
pany, and to change its name to the Great
Northern Railway of Canada (Mr. McKay for
Mr. Landry). Introduced*, 743. 2nd R.* in.
(Mr. Landry), 783. 3rd R.*, 875. R. A., 1195.
(62-63 V., c. 68.)

(119) Respecting the Red Deer Valley Railway and
Coal Company (Mr. Baird). Introduced*, 331.
2nd R.* (Mr. McCallum), 353. Mr. Baker rep.
B. from Com., Mr. Baird m. suspension of rule
70, Remarks: Mr. Power, 520; Mr. Macdon-
ald (B.C.), 521. 3rd R., 521. R. A., 669.
(62-63 V., c. 86.)

(120) To incorporate the Rutland and Noyan Rail-
way Company (Mr. Clemow). Introduced*,
331. 2nd R.*, 340. 3rd R.*, 400. R. A., 669.
(62-63 V., c. 88.)

(121) Respecting the Ontario and Rainy River Rail-
way Conpany (Mr. Lougheed). Introduced*,
354. 2nd R., 362. Mr. Baker reps. B. from
Coin., 526. Mr. Power ni. conc. in Amits., 666.
Renarks (Sir M. Bowell), 667. 3rd R.*, 667.
R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 80.)

(123) Further to amend the Adulteration Act (Mr.
Scott). Introduced*, 331. 2nd R. ni. (Mr.
Scott), Renarks (Mr. MeMillan), 334. In
Coi.: Messrs. Scott, McMillan, Ferguson,
340; Messrs. Mills, Sir W. Hingston, Power,
341. Mr. Gowv an reps. B. from Coin., 343.
3rd R. ni. (Mr. Scott), 348. R. A., 669. (62-63
V., c. 26.)

(124) To amend the Inland Revenue Act. 1st R.,
321. M. (Mr. Scott) for 2nd R. at future date,
321. 2nd R. ni. (Mr. Scott), 329. Remarks:
Messrs. Almon, Sir M. Bowell, Power, Prowse,
330. In Coi.: Messrs. Scott, Prowse, 332;
Sir M. Bowell, Messrs. McMillan, Primrose.
Mr. Snowball reps. B. fron Coin., 333. 3rd
R.*, 348. R. A., 669. (62-63 V.. c. 24.)

(126) Respecting representation in the House of
Commons (Mr. Mills). Introduced*, 691. 2nd
R. in. (Mr. Milis), 784, 875. Deb. : Sir M.
Bowell, 807 ; Mr. Scott, 824; Mr. McCallum,
829; Mr. Ferguson, 833; Mr. -Power, 851;
Mr. Lougheed, 860 ; Mr. Dandurand, 866 ;
Mr. Landry, 871; Mr. Prowse, 891; Sir W.
Hingston, 894; Mr. Bernier, 895. Hse. divid-
ed, 897.

(127) To amend the Bank Act. lst R.*, 332. M.
(Mr. Mills) for 2iid R. at future date, Renarks:
Sir M. Bowell, 332. 2nd R.*, 353. In Coin.:
Sir M. Bowell, Mr. Mills. Mr. Templeman
reps. B., 369. 3rd R.*, 387. R. A., 669.
(62-63 V., c. 14.)
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(128) To anend the Weights and Measures Act (Mr.

Scott). 1st R.*, M. (Mr. Scott) for 2nd R. at
future date. Remarks: Mr. Perley, 1105;
Messrs. DeBoucherville, Power, Macdonald
(P.E.I.), Ferguson, Snowball, 1106. 2nd R*.
and 3rd R.*, 1140. R. A., 1195. (62-63 V.,
c. 28.)

(129) Respecting the General Trust Corporation of
Canada, and to change its name to the Canada
Trust Company (Mr. Power for Mr. Lougheed).
Introduced*, 501. 2nd R.*, 532. 3rd R.* (Mr.
Power), 831. R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 111.)

(130) Respecting the London and Canadian Loan
and Agency Company, Ltd. (Mr. Allan.) In-
troduced*, 594. 2nd R., 668. 3rd R.*, 750.
R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 117.)

(131) Respecting the inspection of Petroleum and
Naphtha (Mr. Scott). Introduced*, 331. 2nd
R. m. (Mr. Scott), 333. In Com. : Mr. Scott,
356; Messrs. Lougheed, Ferguson, Power, 357 ;
Messrs. Primrose, Clemow, Vidal, 358; Messrs.
Mills, McKay, 360; Mr. Macdonald (P.E.I.),
361; Mr. Bernier asks leave to sit again, 362.
Again in Com. : Messrs. Scott, Vidal, Clemow,
Ferguson, Sir M. Bowell, 370; Mr. Power, 371;
Mr. Mills, 372. Mr. Bernier reps. B. from
Com., 373. 3rd R.*, 3S7. R. A., 669. (62-63
V., c. 27.)

(133) To authorize the acquisition of the Drumnond
County Railway (Mr. Scott). Introduced*,
365. 2nd R. postponed: Sir M. Bowell, Mr.
Mille, Mr. Ferguson, 416; Mr. Seott, 417. 2nd
R. ni. (Mr. Scott), 505. Deb. : Sir M. Bowell,
511; Mr. Almon, 512. 2nd R. postooned: Sir
M. Bowell, Mr. Mills, 521; Messrs. Almon,
Scott, 525. M. (Mr. Scott) for 2nd R., Re-
marks : Sir M. Bowell, Messrs. McCallum,
Allan, Lougheed, Mills, McMillan, DeBou-
cherville, 717. In Com. : cl. 4, Messrs. Scott,
Lougheed, 772: Sir M. Bowell, Messrs. Power,
Mill$, Clemow, 773; Mr. Vidal Reps. B. from
Coi., 773. 3rd R. ta. (Mr. Scott); Amnt. m.
(Mr. Mills. Remarks : Messrs. Lougheed,
Almon, 798. Amt. (Mr. DeBoucherville) 6 m.
h., 799. Remarks: M r. McCallum, 799. Hse.
divided, 800. R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 6.)

(137) Further to anmend the Act respecting the Pro-
tection of Navigable Waters (Mr. Scott). In-
troduced*, 575. 2nd R. m. (Mr. Scott). Re-
marks : Messrs. Forget, Snowball, Sir M.
Bowell, 661; Mr. Owens, 662; Mr. Clemow,
663. In Com.: Messrs. Scott, Forget, Loug-
heed, 922; Messrs. Ogilvie, Sir M. Bowell,
Clemow, Almon, Power, 923; Messrs. Mills,
Macdonald (P.E.I.), 924; Mr. Landry, 925;
Mr. Temple, 926; Mr. McCallum, 927; Mr.
Macdonald (B.C.), 929 ; Mr. Prowse, 930. Mr.
McMillan asks leave to sit again, 930. Order
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for 3rd R. discharged ; Remarks : Messrs.
Scott, Sir M. Bowell, Lougheed, 966. In Com.:
Messrs. Scott, Sir M. Bowell, Macdonald
(P.E.I.), Power, 990; Messrs. Prowse, Clenow,
991. Mr. McKay reps. B. and 3rd R. Rules
suspended, 992. R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 31.)

(138) To confirm an agreement entered into by Her
Majesty with the Grand Trunk Ry. Co. of
Canada for the purpose of securing the exten-
sion of the I. C. R. System te the city of Mont-
real (Mr. Mills). Introduced*, 365. M. (Mr.
Mills) that Order for 2nd R. be postponed to
further date; Remarks : Mr. Masson, Sir M.
Bowell, 512. 2nd R. ve. (Mr. Mills), 532, 635.
Deb.: Sir M. Bowell, 541, 635; Mr. Snowball,
555; Mr. Kirchhoffer, 558; Mr. Kerr, 563, 607,
631; Mr. Wood, 590, 594; Mr. McSweeney,
603; Amt. (Mr. Perley), 6 m. h., 606; Mr.
Ferguson, 612, 618; Messrs. Almon, Macdon-
ald (P.E.I.), 636; Messrs. Power, Clemow,
McCallum, 637; Mr. Power, 645; Mr. Forget,
650; Mr. Macdonald (B.C.), 655; Mr. McCal-
lum, 659, 691; Mr. Clemow, 697; Mr. Prowse,
702; Mr. DeBoucherville, 705; Mr. Almon,
709; Mr. Landry, 711; Sir M. Bowell, Mr.
Mills, 715; Mr. Macdonald (P.E.I.), 716; Hse.
divided, 717. In Coni. : cl. 1, Mr. Mills, 760;
Mr. Power, 763, 769; Mr. Lougheed, 765; Mr.
Wood, 766; Sir M. Bowell, 767; Mr. Perley,
768; Messrs. Almon, Prowse, 769. Schedule:
Sir M. Bowell, 769,; Messrs. Mills, Ferguson,
Scott, Wood, 770; Messrs. Power, Almon, 771.
Mr. Bernier reps. B. with Amts., M. (Mr.
Mills) for 3rd R. at future date, 772. 3rd R.
w. (Mr. Mills), 796. Deb.: Amt. (Mr. Clemow),
Sir M. Bowell, 796: Mes-rs. Power, McDonald
(C.B.), DeBoucherville,1797; The Speaker, 798.
Hse. divided, 798. R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 5.)

(139) Respecting the Nova Scotia Steel Co., Ltd.
(Mr. Power). Introduced*, 644. 2nd R.*, 718.
3rd R.4 , 831. R.A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 121.)

(140) Respecting the Canadian Railway Fire Insur-
ance Company, and to change its name to the
Dominion Fire Insurance Company (Mr. Clem-
ow). Introduced*, 674. 2nd R.*, 759. 3rd R.*,
831. R.A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 107.)

(141) To confer on the Commissioner of Patents cer-
tain powers for the relief of the Penberthy In-
jector Company (Mr. Casgrain). Introduced*,
674. 2nd R.*, 795. 3rd R.*, 875. R. A., 1195.
(62-63 V., e. 122.)

(145) To amalgamate the Ottawa, Arnprior and
Parry Sound Railway Company and the Can-
ada Atlantic Railway Company, under the
name of the Canada Atlantic Railway Com-
pany (Mr. Clemow). Introduced*, 874. 2nd
R.*, 917. 3rd R.*, 971. R. A., 1195. (62-63
V., 3. c. 81.)
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(146) Further to amend the Act respecting the De-

partment of the Geological Survey. lst R.,
M. (Mr. Mills) for 2nd R. at future date, Re-
marks: Sir M. Bowell, 643. 2nd R. m. (Mr.
Mills), Remarks: Sir M. Bowell, 675; Messrs.
Scott, Power, 676. 3rd R.*, 718. R.A., 1195.
(62-63 V., c. 21.)

(147) To amend the Act respecting the'Department
of the Interior (Mr. Scott). Introduced*, 644.
2nd R. in. (Mr. Scott). Remarks: Sir M.
Bowell, 680. In Com.: Messrs. Scott, Fer-
guson, 745; Messrs. Lougheed, McMillan,
Macdonald (P.E.I.), 746; Mr. Power, 747; Mr.
Bernier reps. B. from Com. and 3rd R.*, 748.
R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 15.)

(148) Further to aiend the Dominion Lands Act
(Mr. Scott). Introduced*, 644. 2nd R. mn.
(Mr. Scott), 676. Reiarks: Sir M. Bowell,
Mr. Lougheed, 677: Messrs. Power, Mills, 678.
3rd R. rm. (Mr. Scott). Remarks: Mr. Loug-
heed, 726. R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 16.)

(149) Further to amend the Land Titles Act, 1894
(Mr. Scott). Introduced*, 644. 2nd R.*, 676.
Srd R.*, 718. R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 17.)

(153) To amend the Unorganized Territories Game
Preservation Act, 1894 (Mr. Mills). Intro-
duced*, 644. 2nd R. m. (Mr. Milis). Reiarks:
Messrs. Lougheed, Kirchhoffer, 676. 3rd R.*,
718. R. A., 1195. (62-63V., c. 20.)

(154) Further to amend the Customs Act (Mr. Scott).
Introduced*, 691. 2nd R. mn. (Mr. Scott). Re-
marks: Mr. Ferguson, 748; Messrs. Pover,
Lougheed, Allan, 749. In Coin. : Messis. Scott,
Sir M. Bowell, 800; Messrs. Allan, Power,
801; Mr. Clemow, 802; Messrs. Lougheed,
McSweeney, Mils, 803 ; Mr. Forget, 804;
Messrs. Templenan, Alion, 805; Mr. Bolduc
reps. B. from Com., 807. 3rd R.*, 807. R.A.,
1195. (62-63 V., c. 22.)

(155) Further to amend the Post Office Act (Mr.
Scott). Introduced*, 575. 2nd R. in. (Mr.
Seott). Remarks: Sir M. Bowell, Sir John
Carling, Messrs. Forget, Snowball, 664 ;
Messrs. Clemow, Ferguson, Templeman, 665.
In. Coin.: Mr. Scott, Sir M. Bowell, 680; Mr.
Lougheed, 681 ; Messrs. Ferguson, Power, 682 ;
Messrs. Mills, Dandurand, 683; Mr. Landry
reps. B. from Coin., 684. 3rd R.*, 681. R.A.,
1195. (62-63 V., c. 29.)

(156) To amend the General Inspection Act. lst R.,
M. (Mr. Scott) for 2nd R. at future date, 1049.
2nd R. mn. (Mr. Mills), 1078. Deb.: Messrs.
Ferguson, Perley, McCallum, Sir M. Bowell,
1079 ; Mr. Macdonald, P. E. I., 1080. In Com. :
Mesrs. Scott, Ferguson, Allan, Sir M. Bowell,
Power, Perley, McCallum, 1080; Mesrs. Mills,
Lougheed, Clemow, 1081; Mr. Macdonald, P.
E. 1., 1082; Mr. Snowball asks leave to ait

BILLS-Scriatim-Continued.

again, 1083. In Com. : Mr. Scott, 1109; Messrg.
Ferguson, McCalluin, 1110; Messrs. Macdonald,
P. E. I., Perley, 1111; Mr. Mills, 1112. Mr.
Snowball reps. B. from Com., 1112. 3rd R.*,
1112. R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 25.)

(157) Respecting the Manitoba and South-eastern
Railway (Mr. Power). Introduced*, 616. M.
(Mr. Power) to suspend rule re posting up, 689;
Remarks: Mr. Almon, 690. 2nd R.', 718. 3rd
R.*, (Mr. McMillan), 772. R. A., 1195. (62-63
V., c. 75.)

(158) Respecting the Edmonton District Railway
Company, and to change its name to the
Edmonton, Yukon and Pacific Railway Com-
pany (Mr. Power). Introduced*, 674. 2nd R.*,
(Mr. Perley), 795. Mr. Baker reps. B. from
Coi., M. (Mr. Perley) for 3rd R. to-morrow,
Remarks: Mr. Poirier, 831; Mr Power, The
Speaker, 833. 3rd R.* (Mr. Perley), 875. R.
A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 64.)

(159) Respecting the jurisdiction of the Exchequer
Court as to Railway Debts (Mr. Mills). In-
troduced*, 575. 2nd R. m., 660. Deb. : Sir M.
Bowell, Mr. Clemow, 660. In Coin. and 3rd
R.*, 661. R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 44.)

(161) Respecting the bounties on Steel and Iron
made in Canada (Mr. Scott). Introduced*,
874. 2nd R. n. (Mr. Scott), Deb. : Messrs.
McMillan, Clenow, 938; Messrs. Primrose,
Sir M. Bowell, 939; Mr. Mille, 940; Mr. Fer-
guson, 942. In Coin. : Mr. Scott, Sir M. Bowell,
Mr. McKay reps. B. from Coin., and 3rd R.*,
966. R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 8.)

(162) To incorporate the Belleville, Prince Edward
Bridge Company (Sir M. Bowell). Introduced*,
807. 2nd R.*, 831. 3rd R.*, 898. R. A., 1195.
(62-63 V., c. 95.)

(166) Respecting the femiscouata Railway Company
(Mr. Wood). Introduced*, 674. 2nd R.*, 718.
3rd R.* (Mr. Ogilvie), 750. R. A., 1195 (62-63
V., c. 91.)

(169) For granting to Her Majesty certain sums of
Money required for defraying certain expenses
of the public service for the financial years
ending respectively the 30th June, 1899 and the
30th June, 1900, and for other purposes relating
to the public service. ist R. M. (Mr. Mills)
for 2nd R., 642. Deb.: Sir M. Bowell, Mr.
Scott, 643. 3rd R.*, 643. R. A., 669. (62-63
V., c. 1.)

(170) Respecting the Safety of Ships (Mr. Scott).
Introduced*, 1049. 2nd R. m. (Mr. Scott), 1083.
Renarks: Messrs. Power, McCallum, 1084. In
Com.: Messrs. Scott, DeBoucherville, Snow-
ball, 1113; Messrs. Ferguson, Dever, 1114; Sir
M. Bowell, 1115; Messrs. Mills, Macdonald,
P.E.I., 1116; Mr. Perley reps. B. from Com.,
and 3rd R.*, 1118. R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., ce
33.)
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(172) To incorporate the British American Pulp and
Paper Company. 1st R.*, 1038. M. (Mr.
Power) to suspend rule, Remarks : Messrs.
Ogilvie, McKay, DeBoucherville, 1038.

(175) Further to amend the Act respecting roads and
road allowances in the Province of Manitoba
(Mr. Scott). Introduced*, 1049. Order for
2nd R. discharge: Remarks: Messrs. Scott,
McCallum, Macdonald, P.E.1., 1084. 2nd R.
vi. (Mr. Scott), Reiarks : Sir M. Bowell,
Messrs. Ferguson, Allan, 1118; Messrs. De-
Boucherville, Power, Mills, M. Scott M. that
order be discharged, 1119. 2nd R. m. (Mr.
Scott), 1143. Remarks: Messrs. DeBoucher-
ville, McCallum, 1144; Sir M. Bowell, 1145
Mr. Mills, 1146. Mr. Power, 1147. In Com.
Messrs. DeBoucherville, Mills, Landry, Sir M.
Bowell, Scott, Power, 1150; Mr. Allan, Mr.
Snowball reps. B. from Com., 1151. 3rd R.,
1152. R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 19.)

(176) To provide for the establishnent of direct sub-
narine telegraphic communication between
Canada and Australia. 2nd R. in. (Mr. Scott),
Remiarks : Messrs. Ferguson, 1015; Sir M.
Bowell, 1019; Mr. Power, 1024. 3rd R.* and
rules suspended. 1025. R.'A., 1195. (62-63 V.,
c. 3.)

(177) To encourage the construction of Dry Docks.
1st R.*, 996. M. (Mr. Scott) for 2nd R. at
future date, Remarks : Sir M. Bowell, Messrs.
Lougheed, Almon, 997; 2nd R. rt. (Mr. Scott)
Remarks: Messrs. McCallum, Ahnon, 998; Sir
M. Bowell, Mr. Macdonald, P.E.L, 999. In
Com. : Messrs. Scott, Poirier, Dever, McKay,
McCallui, 1025; Sir M. Bowell, Messrs. Lan-
dry, Almon, 1026 ; Messrs. Prinirose, Mac-
donald, P. B. 1., 1027; Messrs. Clemow, Mills,
1029 ; Mr. Snowball reps. B. f rom Com.,and 3rd
R.*, 1035. R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 9.)

(178) Respecting the Quebec Harbour Comimissioners
(Mr. Scott). Introduced*, 1107. 2nd R. ob.
(Mr. Scott) 1128. Remarks : Messrs. Maclnnes,
Landry, Ferguson, Power, DeBoucherville, Sir
M. Bowell, 1129; Mr. Mills, 1131; Mr. Mc Cal-
luni, 1135; Mr. Macdonald, P.E.I., 1136. In
Coin. : Sir M. Bowell, 1136; Mr. Scott, 1138
Messrs. Ferguson, Mills, 1139; Mr. Clemow
reps. B. from Con., 1140. 3rd R. (Mr. Mills),
Remarks: Sir M. Bowell, 1140. R. A., 1195.
(62-63 V., c. 35.)

(179) Respecting the Harbour Commissioners of
Montreal (Mr. Scott). Introduced*, 1113. 2nd
R. ni. (Mr. Scott). Remarks: Messrs. Landry,
DeBoucherville, 1141; M. (Mr. Scott) for 3rd
R. Remarks: Meissrs. McCallum, Landry,
Sir M. Bowell, DeBoucherville, 1143. R. A.,
1195. (62-63 V., c. 36.)

(182) Respecting the Departments of Customs and
Inland Revenue (Mr. Scott). Introduced*,

BILLS--Scriatin-Continued.
1049. 2nd R. m. (Mr. Mills) 1053, 1071. Re-
marks: Mr. Miller, 1055; Mr. Scott, 1058; Sir
M. Bowell, 1060; Mr. McCallum, 10ý4; Mr.
Primrose, 1066; Mr. Power, 1067; Mr. Landry,
1068; Messrs. Sullivan, Dever, 1069; Mr. Mac-
donald, P.E.I., 1070; Mr. Bernier, 1071; Mr.
Lougheed, 1072; Mr. Ferguson, 1074; Ise.
divided, 1077. Mr. Vidal reps. B from Com.,
1077. 3rd R.*, 1091. R. A., 1195. (62-63 V.,
c. 23.)

(183) To authorize the construction of a branch rail-
way from Charlottetown to Murray Harbour
as a public work (Mr. Scott). Introduced*,
1077. 2nd R. 7n. (Mr. Scott) 1091. Remarks:
Mr. Ferguson, 1092 ; Sir M. Bowell, 1096 ; Mr.
Perley, 1097. 3rd R.*, and rules suspended,
1097. R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 4.)

(187) Respecting the City of Ottawa (Mr. Scott). In-
troduced*, 1049 2nd R. Yè. (Mr. Scott) 1084.
Remarks: Mr. Clemow, 1085; Mr. McCallum,
1088. In Con.: Sir M. Bowell, Messrs. Mac-
donald, P.E.I., O'Donohoe, 1120; Messrs.
Scott, Power, Ferguson, Mr. Prinrose reps. B.
froni Coni. ; M. (Mr. Scott) for 3rd R., Re-
marks : Mr. DeBoucherville, 1121 ; Sir M.
Bowell, Mr. Mills, 1122. R. A., 1195. (62-63
V., c. 10.)

(189) Respecting securities for seed grain indebted-
ness. lst R.*, M. (Mr. Scott) for 2nd R. at
future date. Remarks: Sir M. Bowell, 1077.
2nd R. rn. (Mr. Scott). Remoarks: Sir M.
Bowell, Mr. Mills. 1097 ; Mr. Perley, 1098;
Messrs. Macdonald, P.E.I., O'Donohue, Fergu-
son, 1099. M. (Mr. Scott) to suspend rule,
1100. Remarks: Sir M. Bowell, Messrs.
Perley, Macdonald, P.E.I., 1100; Mr. Mc-
Callum, 1101. 3rd R. (Mr. Scott). Remarks:
Messrs. McCallum, Power, Sir M. Bowell, 1102;
Mr. Mills, 1103; Mr. Ferguson, 1104; Mr.
Perley, 1105. R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 18.)

(190) To authorize the granting of subsidies in aid of
the construction of the lines of railway therein
mentioned (Mr. Mille). Introduced*, 1107.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Mills) 1152. Remarks : Sir M.
Bowell, 1153; Mr. McCallum, 1161; Mr. Mac-
donald, P.E.L., 1163; Mr. Scott, 1165; Mr.
Clemnow, 1166; Mr. Power, 1168; 3rd R. vi.
(Mr. Mills). Remarks : Messrs. Clemow,
Landry, 1168; Messrs. Macdonald, P.E.I.,
Allan, Sir M. Bowell, 1169 ; Mr. Baker, 1172;
Messrs. Scott, Power, 1173. R. A., 1159. (62-
63 V., c. 7.)

(191) Further to amend the Act respecting the Senate
and House of Commons (Mr. Mills). Intro-.
duced*, 1088. 2nd R. M. (Mr. Mills). Re-
marks: Sir M. Bowell, Mr. Power, 1124;
Messrs. Macdonald, P.E.I., Primrose, Perley,
1125; Mr. Mills, 1126; Mr. Allan, 1127; Mr.
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Ferguson, 1128. 3rd R.*, 1128. R. A., 1195.
(62-63 V., c. 12.)

(192) An Act for granting to Her Majesty certain
sums of money required for defraying certain
expenses of the public service for the financial
year ending 30th June, 1900, and for other pur-
poses relating to the public service. lst R.*,
M. (Mr. Mills) to suspend Rule, 41; M. (Mr.
Mills) for 2nd R., 1181; Sir M. Bowell, 1183 ;
Mr. Macdonald, P.E.I., 1188; Mr. McCallum,
1189; Mr. Scott, 1192; Mr. McMillan, 1193;
Mr. Landry, 1194. 3rd R.*, 1194. R. A.,
1195. (62-63 V., c. 2.)

BINDER TwINE SOLD: Inq. (Mr. Boulton) as to prices.
Remarks: Messrs. Mills, Aikins, Sir M. Bowell,
100.

BINDER TwINE, KINGSTON PENITENTIARY: Inq. (Mr.
Perley) as to quantity manufactured and sold ;
Reply (Mr. Mills) 96, 99, 116. Remarks : Sir M.
Bowell, 116; Mr. Ferguson, 117; Messrs. Dever,
Boulton, 119; Mr. McCallum, 121.

BOUCARD 'MR.): Sec " Senate Debates Com."

BOULTON, HON. SENATOR, DEATH OF: Remarks:
Mr. Mills, Sir M. Bowell, 229 ; Mr. Allan, 230;
Messrs. Scott, Kerr, 231; Mr. Power, 233.

Bounty on Iron and Steel B. (161)-Mr.
Scott. Introduced*, 874 ; 2nd R., 938 ; in Com.,
3rd R.*, 966; R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 8.)

Brandon and South-western Ry. Co.'s B.
(47)-Mr. Kirchhoffer. Introduced*, 228; 2nd
R. *, 276 ; 3rd R.*, 319 ; R. A., 669. (62-63 V.,
c. 54.)

British American Pulp and Paper Co.'s
Incorp. B. (172)-lst R.*, M. (Mr. Power) to
suspend Rule, 1038.

B. C. COMMERCE AND REVENUE: Inq. (Mr. Mac-
donald (B.C.) as to representation in Govt., 105,
115. Remarks: Mr. Boulton, 107; Mr. Almon,
108; Mr. Mills, 110; Sir M. Bowell, 112; Mr.
Dever, 115.

B. C. Southern Ry. Co.'s B. (28)-Mr.
Lougheed. Introduced*, 228; 2nd R., 275; 3rd
R.*, 286; R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 55.)

Bronson Co.'s (Change of Name) B. (70)-
Mr. Clemow. Introduced*, 228; 2nd R.*, 276;
3rd R.*, 308; R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 96.)

Buffalo and Fort Erie Bridge Co.'s B. (96)
-Mr. Kirchhoffer. Introduced*, 285; 2nd R.*,
285; Mr. Baker reps. B. with Amts., 750; M. to
ref. back to Com., 795; B. rep. from Coin., 833;
3rd R. Ya. (Mr. Ferguson) 908; R. A., 1195. (62-
63 V., c. 97.)

BUSINESS OF PARLT.: Inq. (Mr. Wark) as to means
to equally divide, 277. Remarks: Mr. Mills,
278; Mr. Allan, 279; Mr. Bernier m. adjnt. of
Deb., 280.

CABINET MEETING IN NEw YORK: Inq. (Mr. Perley)
as to alleged, 95. Reply (Mr. Mills) 95.

Can. Accident Ins. Co.'s B. (3)-Mr. Allan.
Introduced*, 386; 2nd R., 413; 3rd R.* (Mr.
McKay), 462; R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 98.)

Can. Atlantic Ry. Co.'s B. (145)-Mr.
Clemow. Introduced*, 874; 2nd R.*, 917; 3rd
R.*, 971 ; R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 81.)

CAN. FIRE INS. CO. Sec "Dom. Fire."

Can. Inland Transport Co.'s B. (51)-Mr.
Casgrain. Introduced*, 286; 2nd R.*, 319; Rep.
with aint., 398; 3rd R.*, 415; R. A., 669. (62-63
V., c. 104.)

CAx. LIFE Ass. Co.: Mr. McCallum presents peti-
tions for Ant., 164.

Can. Life Ins. Co.'s B. (62)-Mr. Kirchhoffer,
Introduced*, 308; 2nd R., 320; 3rd R.*, 331; R.
A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 99.)

Can. Mining and Metallurgical Co.'s
Incorp. B. (113)-Mr. McKay. Introduced*,
501; 2nd R.*, 532; 3rd R.*, 645; R. A., 669.
(62- 63 V., c. 100.)

Can. Northern Ry. Co.'s B. (I)-Sir M.
Bowell (for Mr. Kirchhoffer). Introduced*, 217;
2nd R.* (Mr. Kirchhoffer), 283; 3rd R.*, 339;
R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 57.)

Can. North-west Irrigation Co.'s B. (23)
-Mr. Lougheed. Introduced*, 228; 2nd R.*,
276; 3rd R.*, 319; R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 93.)

O. P. R. and Hull Electric Co.'s Agree-
ment B. (25)-Mr. Clemow. Introduced*,
228; 2nd R.*, 276; 3rd R.*, 286; R. A., 669.
(62-63 V., c. 59.)

C. P. Ry. Co.'s B. (61)-Mr. Lougheed. Intro.
duced*, 331; 2nd R.*, 340; 3rd R.*, 365; R. A.,
669. (62-63 V., c. 58.)

Can. Permanent and Western Can. Mort-
gage Corp. B (75)-Mr. Allan. Intro-
duced*, 365; 2nd R., 401; amts. from Coin.
conc., 445; 3rd R., 453; R. A., 669. (62-63 V.,
c. 101.)

Can. Plate Glass Ins. Co.'s Incorp. B. (4)
-Mr. Ogilvie. Introduced*, 428; 2nd R.*, 443;
3rd R.*, 521; R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 102.)

CAN. POwER Co. Sec "Ontario Power Co."

Can. Ry. Accident Insurance Co.'s B. (21)
-Mr. Clemow. Introduced*, 228 ; 2nd R.*, 276;
3rd R.*, 323; R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 106.)

Can. Southern Ry. Co.'s B. (43)-Mr. Loug-
heed. Introduced*, 228; 2nd R.*, 276; 3rd R.*,
286; R. A., 669. (62 63 V., c. 56.)

Can. Trust Co.'s B. (129)-Mr. Power. Intro-
duced*, 501; 2nd R.*, 532; 3rd R.*, 831; R. A.,
1195. (62-63 V., c. 111.)

CAPE TORMENTINE POSTAL CONTRAOT. M. (Mr. Fer-
guson) for copies, &c. Reply (Mr. Mills), 130.
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Central Counties Ry. Co.'s B. (58)-Mr.
Clemow. Introduced*, 276; 2nd R.*, 283; 3rd
R.*, 320; R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 60.)

Charlottetown to Murray Harbour
Branch Railway B. (183)-Mr. Scott. In-
troduced*, 1077; 2nd R., 1091; 3rd R.*, and
rules suspended, 1097; R. A., 1195. (62-63 V.,
c. 4.)

CHICAGO CELEBRATION. See " Alaska boundary."

CITY AND TOwN Pos-r OFFICES : Inq. (Sir M. Bowell).
Reply (Mr. Mills), 99, 129.

Cobourg, Northumberland and Pacific
Co.'s B. (98)--Mr. Kerr. Introduced*, 228;
2nd R. m. (Mr. Power), 284; 3rd R*., 320; R.A.,
669. (62-63 V., c. 61.)

COLD STORAGE IN P. E. I. : M. (Mr. Ferguson) for
Cor., Remarks (Mr. Mills), 131, 150.

Colonisation du Nord Ry. Co.'s Incorp.
B. (29)-Mr. Landry. Introduced*, 228.
Order for 2nd R. allowed to stand, 284; 2nd R.
m. (Mr. Owens), 285; 3rd R.*, 320; R. A., 669.
(62-63 V., c. 62.)

Columbia and Western Ry. Co.'s B. (26)-
Mr. Lougheed. Introduced*, 228; 2nd R*, 285;
3rd R.*, 420. R. A. 669 (62-63 V., c. 63.)

COMBINATIONs IN HKSTRAINT OF TRADE. See B. (40).

COMMITTEES :
Committee of Selection: M. (Mr. Mills) for, 44.

Remarks : Sir M. Bowell, Mr. Macdonald
(B.C.), 44; Messrs. Scott, McMillan, Clemow,
Allan, 45.

M. (Mr. Scott) to adopt Rep., 88.
Contingent Acets. Com.: M. (Mr. Kirchhoffer)

for adoption of Rep. re Speaker's messengers,
756. Remarks: Mr. Scott, 756; Messrs.
Clemow, Power, Allan, Sir M. Bowell, 757;
The Speaker, 758 ; Mr. Landry, 759.

Mr. Power presents 3rd Rep. re messen-
gers' uniforms. Remarks: Messrs. Sullivan,
McCallum, Sir M. Bowell, 1175.

M. (Mr. Power) to adopt Rep., 1177. Re-
marks : Mr. Landry, 1178 ; The Speaker,
Messrs. Gowan, DeBoucherville, 1179 ; Mr.
Allan, 1180 ; Mr. Mills, 1181.

Debates : M. (Mr. Bellerose) to appoint Mr.
Bouchard to translate debates. Remarks:
Messrs. Mills, Sir M. Bowell, Scott, 217.

Personal explanation (Mr. Bellerose), 227.
Remarks (Mr. Milld), 228.

M. (Mr. Bernier) re French debates, 993.
Remarks : Messrs. Power, Sir M. Bowell,
Almon, Landry, 994.

M. (Mr. Bernier) respecting synoptical
Rep., 1039. Remarks: Sir M. Bowell, Mr.
Power, 1039.

COMMITTEES-Continued.

Divorce:

Stock Relief B. : M. (Mr. Lougheed) to remit
fees, 91 ; Mr. Aikins m. conc., 91.

Library of Parliament : M. (Mr. Power) for
adoption of Rep., 997.

Standing Orders Com. : M. (Mr. Macdonald,
B.C.) to reduce quorum. Remarks(Mr. Mills),
257.

Standing Orders and Private Bills : 7th Rep. re-
commending extension of time, M. (Mr. Mac-
donald, B.C.), Remarks (Mr. Power), 199.

Standing Committees : M. (Mr. Mills) that Mr.
Templeman be added, 257.

Companies Act Amt. B. (N)-Mr. Mills. lst
R., 299 ; 2nd R., 322; in Com., 325 ; 3rd R.
n., 352 ; M. for Com., and 3rd R.*, 399. R.A.,
1195. (62-63 V., c. 40.)

COMPANIES :

Alberta Irrigation.
Algoma Central.
Arthabaska.
Atlantic and North-west.
Atlas Loan.
Banque du Peuple.
Bedlington and Nelson.
Belleville, Prince Edward.
Birkbeck Investment and Savings.
Brandon and South-western.
British American Pulp and Paper.
B. C. Southern.
Bronsons and Weston.
Buffalo and Fort Erie.
Canada Accident Insurpnce.
Canada Atlantic.
Canadian Inland Transportation.
Canada Life Insurance.
Canada Mining and Metallurgical.
Canadian Northern.
Canadian North-west Irrigation.
Canadian Pacific.
Canada Permanent and Western Can. Mortgage.
Canadian Plate Glass.
Canadian Power.
Canadian Railway Accident.
Canadian Railway Fire Insurance.
Canada Southern.
Canada Trust.
Central Counties.
Cobourg, Northumberland and Pacific.
Colonisation du Nord.
Columbia and Western.
Dom. Bank Guarantee and Pension Fund.
Dom. Bank Pension Fund.
Dom. of Can. Guarantee and Accident Insuranc..
Dom. Permanent Loan.
Drummond County.
Eastern Trust.
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COMPANIES- Continued.

Edmonton District.
Edmonton and Saskatchewan.
Edmonton and Slave Lake.
Edmonton, Yukon and Pacific.
Erie and Detroit River.
Erie and Huron.
General Trust Corporation.
Grand Trunk.
Great Northern.
Great North-west Central.
Hamilton Powder.
Home Life.
Hudson Bay and Yukon.
Hudson Bay and North-west.
Hull Electric.
Huron and Erie Loan and Savings.
Imperial Life.
Inperial Loan and Investment.
James Bay.
Lindsay, Bobcaygeon and Pontypool.
Lindsay, Haliburton and Mattawa.
London and Can. Loan and Agency.
London Mutual Fire Insurance.
Klondike Mines.
Manitoba and South-eastern.
Montreal Island Belt Line.
Montreal Terminal.
.Niagara, St. Catharines and Toronto.
Niagara-Welland Power.
Nipissing and James Bay.
Nisbet Academy.
Northern Commercial Telegraph.
Northern Pacific and Manitoba.
Nova Scotia Steel.
Ontario Power.
Ontario and Rainy River.
Ottawa, Aniprior and Parry Sound.
Ottawa Electrie.
Ottawa and Gatineau.
Penbroke R. C. Episcopal Corporation.
Penberthy Injector.
Pontiac Pacific Junction.
Pontiac R. C. Episcopal Corporation.
Portage du Fort and Bristol Branch.
Quebec, Montmorency and Charlevoix.
Quebec Railway Light and Power.
Quebec Steainship.
Red Deer Vallev.
Richelieu and Ontario.
Russell, Dundas and Grenville.
Rutland and Noyan.
Saskatchewan Mining.
Sudbury and Wahnapitae.
Sun Life.
St. Clair and Erie Ship Canal.
Temiscouata.

Welland Power and Supply Canal.

Yale-Kootenay Telegraph.
Zenith Mining.

Conditional Liberation of Penitentiary
Convicts B. (T)-Mr. Mills. 1st R., 562;
2nd R., 588; in Com., 667; 3r] R.*, 668; Mess.
from H. of C. with Amts., 1048; R. A., 1195.
(62-63 V., c. 49.)

CONFERENCE AT WASHINGTON : on the Address (Mr.
Kerr), 4 ; Sir M. Bowell, 9, 13; Mr. Mills, 19;
Mr. Ferguson, 28; Mr. Boulton, 37; Mr. Scott,
66; Mr. Macdonald (B.C.), 78; Mr. Dever, 80;
Mr. Clemow, 83.

CONTINGENT AcMTS, CoM. : M. (Mr. Kirchhoffer) for
adoption of Rep. re Speaker's Messengers. 756.
Remarks: Mir. Scott, 756; Messrs. Clemow,
Power, Allan, Sir M. Bowell, 757; The Speaker,
758; Mr. Landry, 759.

Mr. Power presents 3rd Rep. re Messengers'
Uniforms, Renarks: Messrs. Sullivan, McCal-
lum, Sir M. Bowell, 1175.

M. (Mr. Power to adopt Rep., 1177. Remarks:
Mr. Landry, 1178; The Speaker, Messrs. Gowan,
De Boucherville, 1179: Mr. Allan, 1180; Mr.
Mills, 1181.

M. (Mr. Power) for a return since Nov., 1878,
Remarks : Messrs. Perley, Sir M. Bowell, Prowse,
670.

CONTRAcTS wITHOUT PUBLIC COMPETITION : M. (Mr.

Perley) for Address, 390,,521 ; Remarks: Messrs.
Ferguson, Primrose, Scott, 390 ; Mr. Prowse, Sir
M. Bowell, 391 ; Mr. Mills, 521.

CONTRACTORS CLAIS: M. (Mr. Clemow) for state-
ment showing amount of interest allowed, 1893
to 1899, 305. Remarks: Mr. Scott, Sir M.
Bowell, 305; Messrs. Mills, Lougheed, 306.

COSTE, MR. L. : M. (Sir M. Bowell) for Cor. and
instructions re Yukon-Teslin route, 95.

Criminal Code Amt. B. (Q)--Mr. Mills. lst
R., M. for 2nd R. at future date, 321; 2nd R.
m., 349; 2nd R. postponed, 369; in Com., 402,
443, 453, 463, 503 ; 3rd R.*, 532.

Criminal Code (Combinations in Re-
straint of Trade) Amt. B. (40)-Mr.
Power. Introduced*, 362; 2nd R. postponed,
525; 2nd R., 775; in Coin., 922; 3rd R. in., 937;
R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 46.)

Oriminal Code Act (Seduction and Ab-
duction) Amt. B. (2)--Mr. Vida. Intro-
duced*, 228; 2nd R. postponed, 285, 318, 323;
order for 2nd R. discharged, 416; order for 2nd

R. postponed, 666 ; order for 2nd R. discharged,

718.

CRIMINAL JUSTICE. See " Administration."

CUsTOMs AND ExcrsE DUTIES, YUKON: M. (Sir M.

Bowell) for amounts levied on goods imported,
89; Reply (Mr. Mills), 89.

Customs Act Amt. B. (154)-Mr. Scott.
Introduced", 691; 2nd R., 748; in Coin., 800 ;
3rd R,*, 807; R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 22.)
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Customs and Inland Revenue Depts.
Act Amt. B. (182)-Mr. Scott. Introduced*,
1049; 2nd R. m. (Mr. Mills), 1053; Hse. divided,
1077; 3rd R.*, 1091; R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c.
23.)

-- Mr. Mills calls attention to speech as reported
in G<azette, on 2nd R., 1107.

DAwsON, SANITARY CONDITION oF: Notice of M.
(Mr. Macdonald, B.C.), 198.

M., 222.
DEB.TES. See Remarkson Dom. Elections Act Amt.

B., 909.
DEBATES CoM. : M. (Mr. Bernier) re French version,

993. Remnarks: Messrs. Power, Sir M. Bowell,
Alinon, Landry, 994.

M. (Mr. Bernier) respecting synoptical
Rep., 1039. Reinarks : Sir M. Bowell, Mr.
Power, 1039.

DEER, EXPORT oF. See B. 154.
DELAYED RETURNS : 134, 299, 319, 323, 324, 343, 394,

432, 462, 519, 521, 526, 917, 954, 997, 1038, 1091,
1176.

DIsMIssAL OF EMPLOYÉs: Mr. Scott laid Ret. on
Table, Remarks: Sir M. Bowell, 1037.

DISMisSALS FOR :PanTiANsMI: Notice of M. re-
specting Commissioners' expenses, &c., 182. Re-
marks (Mr. Mills), 183.

M. (Sir M. Bowell), 222.
DivisioNs :

Adjournment (prop.) : M. to adjourn from 16th
to 20th June, negatived, 386.

G. T. R. Agreement.B.-6 ni. h., 717.
on 3rd R., 798.

Redistribution B. (126), 897.
Mr. deBoucherville calls attention to

error in Minutes, 898.
Vote of Mr. Miller on I.C.R. Extension B. Re-

marks: Messrs. Pofver, Mills, 718 ; Mr. Scott,
719.

DIVORcE BILLS. Sec
Aronsberg, A.
Dowding, A. I.
Stock, David.
Van Wart, I. S. G.

Dom. Bank Pension Fund Society's B.
(100)-Mr. Power. Introduced*, 332. 2nd R.,
350. 3rd R.*, 387. R.A., 669. (62-63 V.. c. 112.)

Dom. Elections Act Amt. B. (V.)--Mr.
Ferguson. Tht R., 754; 2nd R., 909 ; in Com.,
944, 955.

Dom. Fire Insurance Co.'s B. (140)-Mr.
Clemow. Introduced*, 674; 2nd R*, 759; 3rd
R.*, 831. R.A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 107.)

Dom. of Can. Guarantee and Accident
Ins. Co.'s B. (76)-Mr. Power, for Mr. Allan.
Introduced*. 339 ; M. to place on Orders of the

Day for 2nd R., 347. 2nd R.* (Mr. Macdonald,

B.C.), 353 ; 3rd R. * (Mr. Allan), 387. R.A.,
669.. (62-63 V., c. 108.)
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Dom. Permanent Loan Co .'s B. (104)-Mr.
Power. Introduced*, 674 ; 2nd R.*, 718 ; 3rd
R.* (Mr. McMillan), 831. R .A., 1195. (62-63
V., c. 109.)

DOUKHOBORs. Sec "Exodus."

Dowding (Annie Inkson) Relief B. (E)-
Mr. Clenow. Introduced*, 164; 2nd R. post-
poned, 274 ; 2nd R.*, 276; 3rd R.*, 319. R.A.,
669. (62-63 V., c. 133.)

Drummond County Ry. B. (133)-Mr. Scott.
Introduced*, 365; 2nd R. postponed, 416; 2nd
R.*, 505. 2nd R. postponed, 521 ; M. for 2nd R.
agreed to, 717; in Con., 772; 3rd R. in. (Mr.
Scott), Armt. nt. (Mr. Mills), 798; Amt. (Mr. De-
Boucherville), 6 m. h., 799; R. A., 11U5. (62-63
V., c. 6.)

DRUMMoND COUNTY RY: M. (Sir M. Bowell) for

papers relating to purchase by Govt., 281. Re-
marks, (Mr. Mills) 281.

Inq. re income and expenditure of portion
under lease (Sir M. Bowell), 392. Remarks: Mr.
Scott, 393; Mr. Ferguson, 394.

AND G. T. Ry. CONTRACTs: Mr. Ferguson
calls attention to necessity of printing same.
Remarks (Mr. Scott), 286.

Dry Docks construction B. (177)-1st R.,
996; M. (Mr. Scott) for 2nd R. at future date,
997; 2nd R., 998; in Com., 1025; 3rd R.*, 1035;
R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 9.)

Eastern Trust Co.'s B. (54)-Mr. Power. In-
troduced*, 286; 2nd R.*, 319 ; 3rd R.*, 323; R.
A., 669. (62-63 N., c. 110.)

Edmonton and Slave Lake Ry. Co.'s In-
corp. B. (35)-Mr. Clemow. Introduced*,
228; 2nd R., 274; 3rd R.*, 286; R. A. 669. (62-
63 V., c. 66.)

Edmonton and Saskatchewan Ry. Co.'s
B. (93)-Mr. Lougheed. Introduced*, 362;
2nd R.*, 379; 3rd R.*, 443; R. A., 669. (62-63
V., c. 65.)

Edmonton, Yukon and Pacifie Ry. Co.'s
B. (158)-Mr. Power. Introduced*, 674; 2nd
R.* (Mr. Perley), 795; Ants. rep. from Com.,
731; 3rd R.* (Mr. Perley), 875; R.A., 1895. (62-
63 V., c. 64.)

ELEcTIONS ACT (DoM.): Inq. (Mr. Ferguson) whether
Govt. will amend or consolidate, 447. Reply
(Mr. Mills), 448.

Erie and Huron and Lake Erie and
Detroit River Ry. Co.'s Amalgama-
tion B. (60)-Mr. Casgrain. Introduced*,
285; 2nd R.*, 319; 3rd R., 351; R. A., 669.
(62-63 V., c. 67.)

ExonUs, MARITIME PRoVINCEs : Mr. Perley calls
attention, 200. Renarks: Mr. Boulton, 203, 212;
Mr. Mills, 204; Mr. McCallum, 206; Messrs.
Ferguson, Power, Primîrose, Sir M. Bowell, 207;
The Speaker, 208; Mr. Templeman, 210; Messrs.
McMillan, Dever, Almon, 211; Mr. Scott, 213.
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EXODUS, MARITIME PROVINCES: M. (Sir M. Bowell)'
to adjourn House, 208.

Exchequer Court (Railway Debts) Juris-
diction B (159)-Mr. Mills. Introduced*,
575; 2nd R., 660; 3rd R.*, 661; R. A., 669
(62-63 V., c. 44.)

Exchequer Court (Railway Debts) Juris-
diction Amt (1899) B. (W)-Mr. Mills.
1st R., 992 ; 2nd R., 3rd R.* and riles suspended,
998; R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 45.)

Exchequer Court Act Amt. B. (B)-Mr.
Mills. lst. R., 102; 2nd R., 167; Com. Stage
postponed, 216: in Con., 257: M. that Coin. rise,
273; Mr. Mills gives Notice of M. for further
considn. of B., 783; in Com., 930; 3rd R. m. (Mr.
Mills), 989.

EXCHEQUER COURT CLAINIS: M. (Mr. Clenow) for
claims filed between 1893 and 1899, 300. Remarks:
Sir M. Bowell, 300; Mr. Mills, 302; Mr. Almon,
303; Messrs. Lougheed, Power, 304.

Expropriation Act Amt. B. (D)--Mr. Mills.
1st R., 104: 2nd R. in., 171; Coi. stage post-
poned, 216; M. (Mr. Mills) for Com., 236. In
Coin., 245; Coin. rose, 257. M. for further con-
sidn. in Coin., 784; Order for Hse. in Coin., 936;
in Com., 955, 971: Amts. conc. in, 987; 3rd R.,
989; R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 39.)

on B. sent to H. of C.: Messrs. Mills, Sir M.
Bowell, 1175; Mr. McCallum, 1176.

Amt. from H. of C. : Messrs. Mills, DeBou-
cherville, The Speaker, 1176.

FENIAN RAI) MEDALS: Notice of M. (Sir M. Bowell),
92, 97. Reply (Mr. Scott) 97).

FISHERY BOUNTIES IN P. E. I.: Inq. (Mr. Ferguson),
316, 364. Reply (Mr. Mills), 316, 365.

FRANCHISE AcT; APPEAL TO JUDGES: Inq. (Sir M.
Bowell), 105.

M. (Sir M. Bowell) for Cor. re right of appeal
to judge, 193. Remarks: Mr. Mills, 194; Mr.
Scott, 195.

Sir M. Bowell calls attention to Return laid
on Table, 527. Remarks (Mr. Mills), 527 ; Mr.
Power raises point of order, Mr. Kirchhoffer
moves adjournnent; Mr. Mills, 528; Mr. Scott,
529.

Inq. (Sir M. Bowell) for Cor. between Dom.
and Prov. Govt. re appeal, Remarks: Messrs.
Mills, Templeman, 235.

FRUIT CULTURE IN P. E. I. : M. (Mr. Ferguson) for
Cor. respecting experiments, 414.

GALICIANS. Sce " Exodus."

Game Preservation Act Amt. B. (153)-
Mr. Mills. Introduced*, 644 ; 2nd R., 676; 3rd
R.*, 718; R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 20.)

General Inspection Act.- 1st R., M. (Mr.
Scott) for 2nd R. at future date, 1049; 2nd R. nt.
(Mr. Mills), 1978; in Conî., 1080, 1109; 3rd R.*,
1112; R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 25.)

GENERAL TRUST CORPORATION. See " Canada Trust
Co."ý

Geological Survey Act Aimt. B. (146)-lst
R., M. for 2nd R. at future date, 643; 2nd R.,
675; 3rd R., 718; R. A., 1195. (62 63 V., c.
21.)

GEOLOGICAL MUSEUM AND ARCHIVES: Inq. (Mr.
Poirier). 218. Remarks: Mr. Almon, 220; Mr.
Mills, 22'.

GOLD EXHIBIT. Sce "Paris Exposition."

GOVERNOR GENERAL:

A ssents to Bills, 669, 1195.
Opens the session with Speech, 1.
Prorogues Parliament, 1196.
Notifies Senate of new Speaker of H. of C., 997.
Receives His Honour the Speaker of H. of C. in

the Chamber, 999.
Grand Trunk Ry. (I. C. R. Extension)

Agreement B. (138)-Mr. Mills. Intro-
duced*, 365; M. to postpone 2nd R. to future
date, 512; 2nd R. in., 532, 590; Amt. (6 m. h),
606, 645, 691 ; in Com., 760 ; 3rd R., 796; R. A.,
1195. (62-63 V., c. 5.)

G. T. R. TRAFFIC ARRANGEMENTS: M. (Sir M.
Bowell) for copies of Agreement, 431.

Inq. (Mr. Ferguson) re payments by Govt.,
Renarks (Mr. Mills), 352, 355.

Great Northern Ry. Co.'s B. (118)-Mr. Mc-
Kay. Introduced*, 743 ; 2nd R.* (Mr. Landry),
783; 3rd R.*, 875; R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 68.)

Great North-west Central Ry. Co.'s B.
(90)-Mr. Lougheed. Introduced*, 354; 2nd R.,
362; 3rd R.*, 399; R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 69.)

_ See Exchequer Court (Ry. debts) B., 992.
Hamilton Powder Co.'s B. (78)-Mr. Dan-

durand. Introduced*, 285; 2nd R.*, 299; 3rd
R.*, 324; R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 113.)

HANSARD, FRENCH. Sce "Committees."
Home Life Association B. (13)-Mr. Cas-

grain. Introdiced*, 228 ; 2nd R.*, 285 ; 3rd R.*,
331; R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 114.)

Hudson Bay and N. W. Rys. Co.'s B. (110)
-Mr. Power. Introduced*, 365; 2nd R., 400;
3rd R.*, 413; R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 70.)

Huron and Erie Loan and Savings Co.'s
B. (74)--Mr. Lougheed. Introduced*, 362;
2nd R.*, 394; 3rd R.* (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.)
462; R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 115.)

IMMIGRATION: on the Address (Mr. Kerr) 3; Mr.
Thibaudeau, 7; Sir M. Bowell, 9; Mr. Mills, 19;
Mr. Ferguson, 27 ; Mr. Perley, 74.

Imperial Life Ass. Co.'s B. (G)-Sir M.
Bowell. Introduced*, 182; 2nd R., 222.

Imperial Loan and Investment Co.'s
Incorp. B. (H)-Sir M. Bouell for Mr. Kirch-
hoffer. Introduced*, 217; 2nd R.*, 276. Rep.
froi Com., 324 ; 3rd R., 339 ; R. A., 1195. (62-
63 V., c. 116.)

1234
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Inland Revenue Act Amt. B. (124)-Mr.
Scott. 1st R., M. for 2nd R. at future date, 321;
2nd R., 329; in Coin., 332; 3rd R.*, 348; R. A.,
669. (62-63 V., c. 24.)

Insurance Act Amt. B. (86)-Mr. Scott. In-
troduced*, 691; 2nd R., 774; in Coin., 918; 3rd
R.*, 922; R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 13.)

I.C.R. EXTENSION B.: Notice of M. (Sir M. Bowell)
when House in Com., 639. Remarks (Mr. Mills)
642.

GROSS RECEIPTS AND WORKING EXPENSES:

M. (Mr. Perley) 196. Remarks: Mr. Boulton,
197; Messrs. Prinrose, Power, 198.

COPIES OF AGREEMENTS ENTERED INTO WITH

G.T.R.: M. (Sir M. Bowell) 431.
Inq. (Sir M. Bowell) re returns, 432. Re-

marks: Messrs. Scott, Macdonald, B.C., 433,
Mr. Ferguson, 437; Messrs. McDonald, C.B.;
Thibaudeau, Mills, 440; Mr. Primrose, 442; M.
(Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) to adjn. House. Re-
marks: Messrs. Perley, McMillan, Power, 443.

OIL SUPPLY: Inq. (Mr. Ferguson) for tenders
received, Reply (Mr. Mills) 690.

-- OIL SUPPLY: M. (Mr. Ferguson) for tenders,
1012.

RECEIPTS AND WORKING EXPENSES: M. (Mr.

Perley) for statement for section between Mon-
treal and Chaudière, 195. Renarks: Messrs.
Scott, Mills, The Speaker, Sir M. Bowell, 196.

ROLLING STOCK: Inq. (Sir M. Bowell) when
papers will be brought down, 235.

ROLLING STOCK FOR EXTENSION : M. (Mr.

Kirchhoffer) for quantity purchased, 95.
RETURNS: Mr. Ferguson calls attention to in-

complete Rets. brought down. Remarks: Messrs.
Mills, Sir M. Bowell, Mr. Scott, 386.

Sec "Grand Trunk Ry."

Sec " Drunmîîond Co. Ry."

INTEREST ON PAST DUE CLAIMS OWING BY THE CROWN:

Inq. (Mr. Clemow) 307. Remarks (Mr. Mills)
308.

Interior Dept. Act Amt. B. (147)-Mr. Scott.
Introduced*, 644; 2nd R., 680; in Com., 745;
3rd R.*, 748; R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 15.)

Sec "Custons."

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE : Inq. (Mr. Boulton) 21;
Reply (Mr. Mills) 22.

IRON AND STEEL. See "Bounties."

James Bay Ry. Co.'s B. (73)-Mr. Casgrain.
Introduced*, 316; 2nd R.*, 322; B. rep. from
Com., 355; 3rd R.*, 365; R. A., 669. (62-63 V.,
c. 71.)

JUDGESHIP INP.E.I.: Inq.(Mr.Ferguson)re vacancy,
907. Remarks: Mr. Mills, Sir M. Bowell, 908.

Inq. (Mr. Ferguson) re appointnent, 993;

1038. Remarks: Mr. Milis, 993, 1038; Sir M.
Bowell, 993, 1039.

JUDGES' SALARIES: Inq. (Mr. Kirchhoffer) as to in-
crease, Reply (Mr. Mills) 234.

KETCHESON, MAIL CLERK: M. (Sir M. Bowell) re-

specting dismissal, 100.

Klondike Mines Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (103)
-Mr. Kirchhoffer. Introduced*, 331; 2nd R.*,
340; 3rd R.*, 443; R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 72.)

Lands (Dom.) Act Amt. B. (148)-Mr. Scott.
Introduced*, 644; 2nd R., 676; 3rd R.*, 726;
R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 16.)

Land Titles Act Amt. B. (149)-Mr. Scott.
Introduced*, 644; 2nd R., 676; 3rd R.*, 718;
R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 17.)

LIBRARY OF PARLT.: M. (Mr. Power) for adoption of
Rep., 997.

LIGHTING OF PARLT. BUILDINGS: Inq. (Sir M.
Bowell) re cost, 131, 192. Remarks (Mr. Mills)
131; Mr. Scott, 132, 192.

Lindsay, Bobcaygeon and Pontypoôl
Ry. Co.'s B. (66)-Mr. Dobson. Introduced*,
228; 2nd R.*, 285; 3rd R.*, 320; R. A., 669.
(62-63 V., c. 73.)

Lindsay, Haliburton and Mattawa Ry.
Co.'s B. (95)-Mr. Dobson. Introduced*, 285;
2nd R.*, 299; 3rd R.*, 320; R. A., 669. (62-63
V., c. 74.)

Loan Companies B. (P)-Mr. Mills. 1st R.,
317; 2nd R., 373; in Com., 417, 449; 3rd R.*,
462; R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 41.)

London and Canadian Loan and Agency
Co.'s B. (130)-Mr. Allan. Introduced*, 594;
2nd R.*, 668; 3rd R.*, 750; R. A., 1195. (62-63
V., c. 117.)

London Mutual Fire Ins. Co.'s. B. (68)-Mr
McMillan. Introduced*, 332; 2nd R., 354; 3rd
R.*, 415; R. A., 669. (62-53 V., c. 118.)

LOTTERIES IN QUE.: Inq. (Sir M. Bowell. Reply
(Mr. Mills), 199.

Renarks (Mr. Clemow), 1112. Reply (Mr.
Mills) 1113.

McGREoiR, Mr. J. D. : Inq., (Sir M. Bowell) re
apptnt. as inspector of mines in Yukon, Reply
(Mr. Mills) 95, 151.

MCLEAN, W. K. See "South Bay P. O."

MACFARLANE, T. D.: Inq. (Mr. Kirchhoffer) as to
employment in Yukon, Reply (Mr. Mills) 151.

MAILS FOR SENATORS FROM MARITIME PROVINCES:

Mr. Ferguson calls attention to delay in transit.

Remarks: Messrs. Scott, Mills, 343.

Man. and.South-eastern Ry. Co.'s B. (157)
-M.. Power. Introduced*, 616; M. to suspend
rule re posting up, 689; 2nd R.*, 718; 3rd R.*,
772; R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 75.)

MANITOBA SCHOOL QUES.: on the Address (Mr. Ber-
nier) 87.

MANITOBA SCHOOL FUND: Delayed returns, 527.
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MANITOBA SCROOL FUND: Ret. laid on table, 954.

Inq. (Mr. Bernier) re communication bearing
on schools, Reply (Mr. Mills) 215.

M. (Mr. Perley) for letter by Archb. of St.
Boniface to Prime Minister on the settlement of
ques., 165. Reply (Mr. Mils) 167.

MENNONITES. See "Exodus."
MESSENGERS' UNIFORMS. See "Contingent Acets.

Coin."
MINING INSPECTOR IN YUKON; Inq. (Mr. Primrose)

as to appointment of H. H. Norwood, Reply
(Mr. Mills) 351.

MINTO, EARL, WELCOMED AS GOVERNOR : on the Ad-
dress (Mr. Kerr) 3 ; Mr. Thibaudeau, 7 ; Sir M.
BowelI, 8 ; Mr. Mills, 17 ; Mr. Boulton, 35 ; Mr.
Macdonald (B.C.), 77 ; Mr. Dever, 80.

Montrea1Harbour Oommissioners B.(179)
-Mr. Scott. Introduced*, 1113; 2nd R., 1141;
3rd R., 1143; R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 36.)

Montreal Terminal Co.'s B. (112)-Mr.
Owens. Inrroduced*, 617; 2nd R.*, 668; 3rd
R.*, 750; R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 76.)

NAPHTHA. See " Petroleum. "

Navigable Waters Act Amt. B. (19)-Mr.
Macdonald (B.C.) Introduced*, 228; 2nd R.,
274; in Com., 282; 3rd R.*, 285; R. A., 669.
(62-63 V., c. 32.)

Navigable Waters Protection Aimt. B.
(137)-Mr. Scott. Introduced*, 575; 2nd R.,
661; in Com., 922; order for 3rd R. discharged,
966; in Coin., 990; 3rd R. and rules suspended,
992; R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 31.)

Niagara-Welland Power Co.'s B. (67)-Mr.
McCallum. Introduced*, 228; 2nd R., 275; 3rd
R.*, 286; R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 129.)

Niagara, St. Catharines and Toronto Ry.
Go.'s Incorp. B. (69)-Mr. McMillan. In-
troduced*, 446; 2nd R.*, 519; 3rd R., 722; R.
A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 77.)

Nipissing and James Bay Ry. Oo.'s B.
(33)-Mr. Casgrain. Introduced*, 316; 2nd R.4 ,
322; 3rd R.*, 353; R.A., 669. (6243 V., c. 78.)

Nisbet Academy B. (10)-Mr. Lougheed.
Introduced*, 323; 2nd R.*, 324; M. for 3rd R.
postponed, 448; Srd R.* (Mr. Ogilvie), 462; R.
A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 119.)

Northern Commercial Telegraph Co.'s
B. (M)-Mr. Macdonald (B.C.) Introduced*,
285; 2nd R., 319; 3rd R., 339; R. A., 669.
(62-63 V., c. 120.)

Northern Pacifie and Man. Ry. Co.'s B.
(83)-Mr. Power. Introduced*, 285; 2nd R.*,
299: 3rd R.4 , 320; R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 79.)

NORwOOr', CAPT. H. H., EMPLOYMENT OF IN YUKON:
Inq. (Mr. Primrose), 233. Reply (Mr. Scott),
234.

NORDwOOD, CAPT. H. H., Mr. Primrose gives Notice
of M. for further particulars, 277.

M. (Mr. Primrose) for further particulars re
appointment, Remarks: Mr. Mills, Sir M.
Bowell, 283, 351.

N. S. Steel Co.'s B. (139)-Mr. Power. Intro-
duced*, 644; 2nd R.*, 718; 3rd R.*, 831; R. A.,
1195. (62-63 V., c. 121.)

01L SUPPLY, I.C.R.: Inq. (Mr. Ferguson) for tenders
received, Reply (Mr. Mills) 690.

M. (Mr. Ferguson) for tenders, &c., 1012.
Ont. and Rainy River Ry. Go.'s B. (121)-

M. 7rl;red. Introduced*, 354: 2nd R., 362;
B. rep. from Coin., 526; Amts. conc. in, 666;
3rd R., 667; R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 80.)

Ont. Power Co. of Niagara Falls B. (77)-
Mr. Kirchhoffer. Introduced*, 331; 2nd R.,
339; 3rd R.* (Mr. Lougheed), 365; R. A.. 669.
(62-63 V., c. 105.)

OTTwA, ARNPRIOR AND PARRY SOUND. SCe "Can-
ada Atlantic."

Ottawa City B. (187)-Mr. Scott. Introduced*,
1049; 2nd R. m., 1084. In Coin., 1120; 3rd R.,
1121; R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 10.)

Ottawa Electric Ry. Oo.'s B. (18)-Mr.
Clemow. Inttoduced*, 316; 2nd R., 322; Srd
353 ; R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 82.)

Ottawa and Gatineau Valley Ry. Co.'s
B. (17)-Mr. Clemow. Introduced*, 228; 2nd
R.*, 276; 3rd R.*, 319; R. A., 669. (62-63 V.,
c. 83.)

OrrAwA ANI) GEORGIAN BAY CANAL: on the Ad-
dres (Mr. Clemow) 85.

PACIFIC CABLE: Notice of M. (Sir M. Bowell)
reslpecting correspondence and communications,
98. Remarks (MIr. Mills) 99.

Withds. M., 193.
Sir M. Bowell calls attention to article in

Times, 223. Remarks: Mr. Scott, 226; Mr.
Mills, 227.

Inq. (Sir M. Bowell), 386; Reply (Mr. Mille)
387.

Inq. (Sir M. Bowell) in ref. to settlement of
difficulties, Remarks (Mr. Mills) 670.

Pacifie Gable B. (176)-2nd R., 1015; 3rd R.*
and rules suspended, 1025; R. A., 1195. (62-63
V., c. 3.)

PARIS EXPOSITION: Mr. Perley cals attention to
necessity of having Gold Exhibit, 1035. Re-
marks: Mesrs. Mills, Sir M. Bowell, Kerr, 1036.

PARLT. GROUNDS: Inq. (Mr. Allan), 904. Remarke:
Mr. Almon, 905; Messrs. Mills, Prowse, 906;
Messrs. Scott, Ferguson, 907.

PATENT COMMISSIONER:
Robertson Relief. See B. (11).
Williams Relief. See B. (12).
Penberthy Injector Relief. Sec B. (141).
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Penberthy Injector Co.'s Relief (Patent)
B. (141)-Mr. Casgrain. Introduced*, 674; 2nd
R.*, 795; 3rd R.*, 875; R. A., 1195. (62-63 V.,
c. 122.)

Penitentiary Act Amt. B. (R)--Mr. Mills.
lst R., 362; 2nd R., 426; in Com., 513, 570, 577,
743; Mess. with Amts. fron H. of C., 996.

PENITENTIARY CONVICTs: See "Conditional Libera-
tion."

PENNY POSTAGE : On the Address (Mr.Kerr), 5; Sir
M. Bowell, 14; Mr. Mills, Mr. Ferguson, 32;
Mr. Clemow, 87.

Pembroke R. C. Episcopal Corporation
B. (108)-Mr. Clemow. Introduced*, 285; 2nd
R.*, 299 ; 3rd R.*, 321 ; R. A., 669. (62-63 V.,
c. 124.)

Petroleum and Naphtha Inspection B.
(131)-Mr. Scott. Introduced*, 331 ; 2nd R.,
333 ; in Com., 356, 370: 3r d R.*, 387 ; R. A.,
669. (62-63 V., c. 27.)

PLATE GLASS. Sce " Canadian."

PLATE, ROLL OR DIE. See "Criminal Code," 453.

PLEBISCITE FRAUDS IN QUEBEC: Inq. (Sir M. Bowell)

re appointment of Coin., 121, 139. Remarks:
M. Mills, 122, 169; Mr. Scott, 135, 163; Mr.
Dandurand, 140; Mr. Perley, 143; Mr. Fer-
guson, 145; Mr. Macdonald (B.C.), 149, 156;
Mr. Speaker, 149; Mr. Power, 151; Mr Prowse,
157.

PLEBISCITE AND PROHIBITION: on the Address (Mr.
Kerr), 5; Sir M. Bowell, 8, 10; Mr. Mills, 21;
Mr. Ferguson, 29; Mr. Boulton, 57; Mr. Scott,
67; Mr. Perley, 74; Mr. Macdonald (B.C.), 78;
Mr. Dever, 82: Mr. Clemow, 86.

Pontiac Pacifie Junction Ry. Co.'s B. (34)
-Mr. Clemow. Introduced*, 228; 2nd R.*, 276;
3rd R.*, 319; R.A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 84.)

PONTIAC EPISCOPAL CORPORATION. See " Penbroke
R C. Episcopal Corporation."

Portage du Fort and Bristol Branch Ry.
Co.'s B. (42)-Mr. Clemow. Introduced*,
365; 2nd R., 389; B. rep. from Com., 582.

Post Office Act Amt. B. (155)-Mr. Scott.
Introduced*, 575; 2nd R. 664; in Coin., 680;
3rd R., 691; R. A., 1195. (62-53 V., c. 29.

POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT: M. (Sir M. Bowell) re

No. of Employés, 89.

POST OFFICES ESTABLIsHED: Inq. (Sir M. Bowell),
as to No. since 12th July, 1896; Reply (Mr. Mills),
183.

Preservation of Health on Public Works
B. (C)-Mr. Mills. lst R., 102; 2nd R. m.,
171 ; in Coni., 214 ; 3rd R., 215 ; R. A., 1195.
(62-63 V., c. 30.)

PRINCE EDWARD ISLANi) ELECTIONS. Sec B. (V).

Vacant Judgeship: Inq. (Mr. Ferguson),
Rerarks: Messrs. Milis, Sir M. Bowell, 908.

Inq. (Mr. Ferguson) re appointment, 993,
1038; Mr. Mills, 993, 1038; Sir M. Bowell,

993, 1039.
PRIVILEGE, QUES. OF: Mr. Perley, 386.

Mr. Dandurand on Mr. Prowse's speech

re Quebec political campaign, 394. Remarks:
Messrs. Prowse, Sir M. Bowell, Power, 395;
Mr. Bolduc, 307.

Sir M. Bowell calls attention to par. in
Globe, 431.

Sir M. Bowell calls attention to par. in

Globe respecting the export of saw logs, 462.

Remarks (Mr. Mills) 463.
Mr. Power calls attention to fact that

Minutes do not correctly set forth proceedings
re I C. Ry. B., Remarks: Messrs. McCal-
lum, Mills, Perley, 616 ; Sir M. Bowell, 617.

Mr. Ferguson calls attention to news-
paper rep. of speech on G ..T.R. A greeient B.
674. Itemarks (Mr. Power), 675.

Mr. Perley calls attention to newspaper
rep. of his vote on Drummnond County B., 967.

Quebec Harbour Commissioners Amt.
B. (91)-Mr. Mills. Introduced*, 331 ; 2nd
R., 354 ; in Com., 387, 400 ; 3rd R.*, 400; R.A.,
669 (62-63 V., c. 34.)

Quebec Harbour Commissioners B (178)
-Mr. Scott. Introduced*, 1107 ; 2nd R., 1128;
in Com.. 1136 ; 3rd R., 1140; R. A., 1195. (62-63
V., c. 35.)

QUFBEC, MONTMORENCY AND CHARLEVOIx RY. Co.
Sec B. (64.)

Quebec Ry. Light and Power Co.'s B.
(64)-Mr. Bolduc. Introduced*, 414 ; 2nd R.*,
(Mr. Landry) 428 ; 3rd R.* (Mr. Clenow) 532;
R. A., 669. (62-63 V . c. 85.)

Quebec Steamship Co.'s B. (14)-Mr. Lan-
dry. Introduced*, 228 ; 2nd R.* (Mr. Bernier),
285; 3rd R,*, 323; R.A., 669. (62-62 V., c. 125.)

Ry. Act Amt. B. (85)-Mr. Mills. Intro-
duced*, 1077 ; 2nd R. m., 1107 ;.M. (Mr. Scott)
to suspend rule, 1108 ; in Con. and 3rd R.*,
1108 ; R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 37.)

RY. COMMUNICATION TO YUKON: M. (Mr. Macdonald,
B.C.), 575. Remarks : Messrs. Alnon, Allan,
Power, 577.

Ry. DEBTS. See "Exchequer Court B. 149."

Ry. Passenger Tickets B. (32)-Mr. McMil-
lan. Introduced*, 332; 2nd R., 353; Amîts. conc.
in, 380 ; 3rd R.*, 399; R A., 1193. (62-63 V.,
c. 38.)

Ry. Subsidies B. (190)-Mr. Mills. Intro-
duced*, 1107 ; 2nd R., 1152 , 3rd R., 1168; R.A.,
1195. (62-63 V., c. 7.)
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Red Deer Valley Ry. and Coal Co.'s B.
(119)-Mr. Baird. Introduced*, 331 ; 2nd R.*,
(Mr. McCallum), 353. B. rep. from Com., 520;
3rd R., 521 ; R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 86.)

Redistribution Act B. (126)-Mr. Mills. In-
troduced*, 691 ; 2nd R., 784, 807, 833.

on the Address (Mr. Kerr), 5 ; Mr. Thibau-
deau, 7 ; Sir M. Bowell, 16 ; Mr. Mills, 24 ; Mr.
Ferguson, 33.

Inq. (Sir. M. Bowell) as to opinion of Hon.
Mr. Blake. Remarks : Mr. Mills, 1176.

Inq. (Sir M. Bowell) re Globe cablegran, 1049,
1088. Remarks: Messrs. Mills, Landry, 1051.

REDUcTION oF CITY POST OFFICEs: Inq. (Sir M.
Bowell), 183, 199. Reply (Mr. Mills), 183, 199.

REPATRIATION OF 100TH REGT.: on the Address (Mr.
Boulton) 60.

Richelieu and Ont. Nav. Co.'s B. (27)-
Mr. Landry. Introduced*, 228; 2nd R.*, 276
3rd R.*, 286 ; R. A , 669. (62.63 V., c. 126.)

Roads and Road Allowances Act Amt.
B. (175)--Mr. Scott. Introduced*, 1049; order
for 2nd R. discharged, 1084; 2nd R. nt., 1118;
order discharged, 1119; 2nd R., 1143; 3rd R.,
1152; R. A., 119 ý. (62-63 V., c. 19.)

Robertson Relief Patents B. (11)-Mr. Cox.
Introduced*, 228; 2nd R., 275; 3rd R.*, 308;
R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 127.)

RULES SusrENr.DE:
Administration of Criminal J ustice in the Terri-

tories B. (S), 503.
British Anierican Pulp and Paper Co.'s Incorp.

B.: 2nd R., 1038.
Charlottetown to Murray Harbour Branch Ry.

B. (188): on 3rd R., 1097.
Connittee of Selection: on M. to adopt Rep.,

88.
Don. Elections Act Amt. B. (V): on 3rd R., 955.
Exchequer Co,.rt (Ry. Debts) Jurisdiction Aint.

(1899) B. (W) : on 3rd R., 998.
MnIitoba and South-eastern Ry. Co.'s B., 689.
Navigable Waters Protection B. (137): on 3rd

R., 992.
Pacific Cable B. (176): on 3rd R., 1025.
Ry. Act Amt. B. (85): on 3rd R., 1108.
Ry. Subsidies B. (190): on 3rd R., 1108.
Red Deer Valley Ry. and Coal Co.'s B. (119), 520.
Seed Grain Securities B. (189): on 3rd R., 1100.
Supply B. No. 2: on 2nd R., 1181.
Yale-Kootenay Telegraph Co.'s Incorp. B. (7):

on 3rd R., 954.
Russell, Dundas and Grenville Counties

Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (59)-Mr. Clenow.
Introduced*, 276; 2nd R.*, 283; 3rd R.*, 320;
R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 87.)

Rutland and Noyan Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B.
(120)-Mr. Clemow. Introduced*, 331; 2nd
R.*, 340; 3rd R.*, 400; R. A., 669. (62-63 V.,
c. 88.)

SACKVILLE ANi) TORMENTINE: Inq. re delay in pre-
senting Ret. (Mr. Ferguson), 394, 520. Reply
(Mi. Scott), 394, 520.

Safety of Ships B. (170)-Mr. Scott. Intro-
duced*, 1049; 2nd R. ro., 1083; in Com., 1113;
3rd R.*, 1118; R. A., 1195. (62-63 V.. c. 33.)

SANFORD, SENATOR, DEATH oF: Remarks: Sir M.
Bowell, Mr. Mills, 671.

SAwDUsT IN OTTAwA RIVER: Mr. Macdonald (B.C.)
calls attention, Remjarks (Mr. Clemow), 414.

SAwLOos, ExPORT OF: Inq. (Sir M. Bowell), 446.
Reply (Mr. Mills), 416.

Saskatchewan Ry. and Mining Co.'s B.
(92)-Mr. Lougheed. Introduced*, 331; 2nd
R.*, 334; 3rd R.*, 353; R. A., 669. (62-63 V.,
c. 89.)

SCHOOL LANDS IN MAN.: M. (Sir M. Bowell) for
lands set apart for education in Man. and N. W.

T., 191. Reply (Mr. Scott), 192.
Inq. (Sir M. Bowell) when papers will be

brought down. Reply (Mr. Scott), 234.

SEnuc'TioN. Sec B. (2).

Seed Grain Securities B. (189)-Mr. Scott.
1st R.*, M. for 2nd R. at future date, 1077 ; 2nd

R., 1097 ; M. to suspend rules, 1100; 3rd R.,

1102; R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 18.)

Senate and H. of C. Act Amt. B. (191)-
Mr. Mills. Introduced*, 1088; 2nd R. m. (Mr.
Mills), 1124; 3rd R.*, 1128; R. A., 1195. (62-63
V., c. 12.)

SENATORS: Names and addresses, III.

SENATORS, NEW, INTRODUCED :

Carmichael, Hon. J. W., 2.
Kerr, Hon. W., 2.
McSweeney, Hon. P., 44.
Paquet, Hon. J. A., 2.
Yeo, Hon. J., 2.

SENATE DEBATES: M. (Mr. Bellerose) to appoint Mr.

Bouchard to translate Debates, Remarks: Messrs.
Mills, Sir M. Bowell, Scott, 217.

Personal explanation (Mr. Bellerose) 227. Re-
marks (Mr. Mills), 228.

SENATE:

Adjournment: Inq. (Mr. Kirchhoffer), Reply
(Mr. Mills), 46.

Adjournment: M. (Mr. Mills) to adjn. to 5th

April, 89, 93. Remarks: Messrs. Dandurand,
Sir M. Bowell, Scott, 89; Messrs. Prowse,

McCallum, 90, 94; Messrs. Kirchhoffer, The

Speaker, De Boucherville, Boulton, 90 ;

Messrs. Lougheed, Allan, 93; Mr. Almon,
94.

Queen's Birthday: M. (Mr. Mills), 276.

M. (Mr. Power) to adjn. from 9th to 13th
June, 3.35. Remarks: Messrs. McCallum,
Miller, Ferguson, Mills, 336; Mr. Dandurand,
337; Messrs. Allan, Ogilvie, Prowse, 338.
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SENATE- Continued.
Adjournm't (prop.): M. (Mr. Power) to adjn. froi

16th to 20th June, Remarks: Mr. Ferguson,
380: Messrs. Ahnon, Perley, 381; Messrs.
Macdonald (B.C.), Ogilvie, Allan, McDonald
(C.B.),Lougheed,382; Messrs. McKay, Mills,
383; Sir M. Bowell, 384; Mr. Temple, 385.
M. negatived, 386.

M. (Mr. Landry) to adjourn from July
27 to Aug. 2. Remarks: Mr. Clemow, 966 ;
Messrs. Almon, Prowse, Temple, Ogilvie,
M ills, 967.

Business of Parlt. : Inq. (Mr. Wark), as to means
to equally divide, 277. Remarks: Mr. Mills,
278 ; Mr. Allan, 279 ; Mr. Bernier nt.
adjnnt. of Deb., 280.

Govt. Legislation: Remarks (Sir M. Bowell) re-
specting introduction. 98.

Hours of Meeting. Remarks : Mr. Mills, 874;
Sir M. Bowell, Messrs. Power, Dandurand,
Clemow, Prinrose, Ferguson, 875.

Sittings of the House: M. (Mr. Mills) to mLeet at
Il a.m., 117G.

Vacation of Hon. Mr. Sutherland's Seat: Mr.
Speaker makes statement: M. (Mr. Mills) to
ref. to Com., 8q.

SOUTH BAY P.O.: Inq. (Sir N. Bowell), as to dis-
missal of Postmaster at, 221. Reply (Mr. Mills),
222.

SPEAKER OF THE 11. OF C. : His Ex. notifies Senate
of new appointment, 997.

Gov. Gen. receives Speaker in Chamber, 999.

St. Clair and Erie Ship Canal Co.'s In-
corp. B. (45)-Mr. Lougheed. Introduced*,
228; 2nd R.*, 276; 3rd R.*, 286; R. A., 669.
(62-63 V., c. 128.)

STANDING ORDERS COM. : M. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.),
to reduce quorum. Remarks: (Mr. Mills) 257.

"STANLEY," SPECIAL TRIP: Inq. (Mr. Ferguson) re
Mr. F. Peters), 164. Reply (Mr. Scott) 164. Re-
marks (Mr. Prowse), 165.

STEWART'S QUARRY: See Expropriation Act Amt.
B. (D).

Stock (David) Relief B. (A)-Mr. Aikins.
Introduced, 91; M. for 2nd R. on 10th April,
92; 2nd R.*, 100; Rep. of Coin. postponed, 163;
3rd R.*, 199; R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 134.)

Sudbury and Wahnapitae Ry. Co.'s In-
corp. B. (115)-Mr. Casgrain. Introduced*,
365; 2nd R., 401; 3rd R.*, 532 ; R. A., 669.
(62-63V., c. 90.)

Sun Life Assurance Co.'s B. (L)-Mr. Ogil-
vie. Introduced*, 284; 2nd R.*, 320.

SUPPLIES FOR GOVT. FoRcEs: Inq. (Mr. Perley) re
Tenders. Remarks : Messrs. Mills, Sir M.
Bowell, 577.

Inq. (Mr. Perley), 428. Reply (Mr. Scott),
429.
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Supply (No. 1) B. (106). lst R., 642; 2nd and
3rd R., 643; R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 1.)

Supply (No. 2) B. (192). Ist R., 2nd R. n., 1181;
3rd R., 1194; R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 2.)

SITHERLAND, HoN. MR., VACATION OF SEAT: Mr.
Speaker reads statement; M. (Mr. Milis) to ref.
to Con., 98.

__- Mr. Speaker presents Rep. of Com., 100; Mr.
Mills m. adoption, 100. Remarks: M. (Mr.
(Scott) regretting withdrawal, 101 ; Sir M.
Bowell, Messrs. Allan, Boulton, 101.

TARIFF ANi TAXATION: on the Address (Sir M.
Bowell), 14; Mr. Mills, 18, 25; Mr. Boulton, 41,
46; Mr. Scott, 64; Mr. Perley, 71; Mr. Mac-
donald (B.C.), 78; Mr. Dever, 79.

TELEGRAPH LINE TO YUKON : Mr. Macdonald (B.C.)
gives notice of M. re building, 334. Remarks:
Mr. Scott, Sir M. Bowell, 335.

Témiscouata Ry. Co.'s B. (166)--Mr. Wood.
Introduced*, 674 : 2nd R.*, 718 ; 3rd R.*, 750;
R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 91.)

"TICKET OF LEAVE." See B. (191).

TImALSURVEY : Inq. (Mr. Prinrose),132. Remarks:
Mr. Scott, 132 ; Sir M. Bowell, Mr. Dever, 133
Messrs. Almon, Power, 134.

Toronto Birkbeck Investment and Sav-
ings Co.'s. incorp. B. (106)-Mr. Aikins.
Introduced*, 616: 2nd R.* (Sir M. Bowell), 668;
3rd R.* (Mr. Lougheed), 750; R. A., 1195. (62-63
V., c. 103.)

Trade Mark and Design Act Amt. B. (41)
.-Mr. Mills. Introduced*, 316; 2nd R., 320.

TRANSVAAL DIFFICULTY: Mr. Mills gives Notice of
M. respecting Res., 94. Remarks : Messrs. De-
Boucherville, Almon, Landry, Bernier, 995, Sir
M. Bowell, 996.

Res. m. (Mr. Mills), 999. Remarks: Sir M.
Bowell, 1007 ; Mr. Primrose, 1010 ; Messrs.
Gowan, Kerr, 1011.

M. (Mr. Clemow) to print additional copies for
members, Remarks: Mr. Ferguson, 1040; Mr.
Scott, 1011; Messrs. Landry, Poirier, 1043; Mr.
Mills, 1044; Mr. Primrose, 1045; Mr. Lougheed,
1046; Sir M. Bowell, 1047.

TUBERCULOSIS: M. (Mr. Power) for Rep. of Medical
Congress at Berlin, 954.

UNORGANIZED TERRITORIES. See "Game Preserva-
tion."

UPPER MAUGERVILLE, POSTMASTER AT: Inq. (Mr.
Perley) re dismissal of. Reply (Mr. Mills), 1040.

Usury B. (J)-Mr. Dandurand. Introduced*, 234 ;
21%d R. 11., 286; M. that Rep. be not adopted but
B. ref. back to Coin. on Banking for consdn.,
501; Amts. rep. from Com., 617; in Coin., 684,
728; 3rd R.*, 796.
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USURY B. Mr. Primrose cals attention to par. in
" Citizen," 447.

Van Wart (Isaac Stephen Gerow) relief
B. (K)-Mr. Clemow. Introduced*, 283; 2nd
R.*, 324; 3rd R.*, (Mr. Gowan), 092; R. A.,
1195. (62-63 V., c. 135.)

VOTERS' LISTS IN N. S. : Renarks (Sir M. Bowell),
95; Mr. Mills, 96.

Weights and Measures Act Amt. B. (128)
-Mr. Scott. lst R., M. for 2nd R. at future
date, 1105; 2nd R.* and 3rd R.*, 1140; R. A.,
1195. (62-63 V., c. 28.)

WELLAND POWER AND SUPPLY CO.: Sec "Niagara-
Welland Power Co."

Williams Relief(Patent)B. (12)- Mr. Clenow.
Introduced*, 228; 2nd R.*, 285; 3rd R.*,-308;
R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 130.)

Winding-up Act Amt. B. (O)-Mr. Kirch-
hoffer. Introduced*, 317; 2nd R. and M. to ref.
to Banking Coi., 331; B. ref. back to Coin., 348.
B. rep. fron Coin., 500; 3rd R.*, 501; R. A.,
1195. (62-63 V., c. 43.)

Winding-up Act Amt. B. (31)-Mr. Mills.
Introduced*, 362; 2nd R., 388; 3rd R.*, 513,
521; R. A., 669. (62-63 V., c. 42.)

WINNIPEG REPRESENTATION IN PARLT.; Inq. (Mr.
Perley) as to vacancy, 94. Reply (Mr. Mills), 95.

WINTER MAILS BETWEEN SACKVILLE AND CAPE ToR-
MENTINE : Inq. (Mr. Ferguson) for Return. Reply
(Mr. Mills), 299, 319.

Yale-Kootenay Telegraph Co.'s Incorp.
B. (7)-Mr. Clemow. Introduced*, 228; 2nd
R.*, 276; B. rep. fromi Coin., 953. 3rd R., rules
suspended, 954; R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 131.)

Yukon Territory Act A.mt. B. (U)-Mr.
Mills. Introduced, 644; 2nd R., 773; in Coin.,

91 3; Order for 3rd R. discharged, 954 ; again in
Coin., 980; 3rd R.*, 987; Coms. Amts. adopted,
1077; R. A., 1195. (62-63 V., c. 11.)

YUKON-fESLIN ROUTE: M. (Sir M. Bowell) for in-
structions to L. Coste, 95.

YUKON :

Customs and Excise duties: M. (Sir M. Bowell)
for Amts. levied on goods imported, 89. Reply
(Mr. Mills), 89.

On the Address (Mr. Thibaudeau): Sir M. Bowell.
15; Mr. Mills, 23; Mr. Ferguson, 33; Mr,
Boulton, 40; Mr. Macdonald, (B. C.), 77.

Gold Exhibit, Paris Exposition: Mr. Perley
calls attention to necessity of having, 1035.
Remarks: Messrs. Mills, Sir M. Bowell, Kerr,
1036.

Inspector of Mines: Inq. (Sir M. Bowell). Reply
Mr. Milis), 95, 151.

Macfarlane, T. D. : Inq. (Mr. Kirchhoffer) as to
enployment, 151.

Norwood, Capt. H. H., enploynent of: Inq.
(Mr. Primrose), 233. Reply (Mr. Scott), 234.

Mr. Primrose gives Notice of M. for
further particulars, 277.

-M. (Mr. Primrose) for further particulars
re appointnient, 283. Remarks: Mr. Mills, Sir
M. Bowell, 2_3, 351.

Supplies for Forces : Inq. (Mr. Perley), 429.
Reply (Mr. Scott), 429.

Telegraph Line : Mr. Macdonald, B. C., gives
Notice of M. re building, 334. Renarks; Mr.
Scott, Sir M. Bowell, 335.

Zenith Mining and Ry. Co.'s Incorp.
B. (20)-Mr. Clenow. Introduced*, 874 ; 2nd
R.*, 917; 3rd R.*, 971; R. A., 1195. (62-63 V.,
c. 92.)
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